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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1965
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate pro
ceed to the consideration of H.R. 6675,
the so-called medicare bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The LEGISLATIV

CLERK.

A bill (H.R.

6675) to provide a hospital insurance
program for the aged under the Social
Security Act with a supplementary
health benefits program and an expanded
program of medical assistance, to in
crease benefits under the old-age, sur
vivors, and disability insurance system,
to inmnprove the Federal-State public
assistance programs, and for other pur
poses.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
purpose of having the bill laid before the
Senate is to have it as the pending busi
ness before the Senate starts the Fourth
of July recess tomorrow. No votes will
be taken on the bill today or tomorrow,
and it is not anticipated that action of
any kind will be taken. But beginning
with the return of the Senate next Tues
day, the bill will be the pending business
and the Senate should be prepared to
move with expedition.
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the Division, be given privileges of the publicized feature is the comprehensive
floor during consideration of the Social medical care it provides for 19 million
Security Amendments of 1965, H.R. 6675. aged people, this is but one part of this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without almost 400-page document.
Among
objection, it is so ordered,
those most helped, by the bill are chil
Mr. LO:NG of Louisiana. I make the dren. Other groups who are aided con
same request for Mr. Irvin Wolkgtein, of siderably by this legislation are the dis
the Social Security Administration.
abled, the mentally ill, those afflicted with
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without tuberculosis, persons who can be reha
objection, it is so ordered.
bilitated, widows, those who previously
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- had not enough social security coverage
dent, the pending bill will be the largest to get benefits, and the elderly who still
and most significant piece of social legis- work to make ends meet. The aged, the
lation ever to pass the Congress in the blind, the dependent children, and the
history of our country. It will do more disabled who are drawing public wel
immediate good for more people who fare benefits will also get larger pay
need the attention of their Government ments.
than any bill that the Congress has ever
Here are some of the things that the
enacted. We measure our accomplish- bill will do: To start with, 19 million
ments here by our association with those people will get basic hospital protection
few pieces of legislation which clearly of longer duration than under the House
move the American people toward a bet- bill. Perhaps 17 million of these people,
ter life. The bill I am honored to pre- a conservative estimate, will also be able
sent to you today-a bill entitled "The to take advantage of the voluntary sup
Social Security Amendments of 1965"- plementary program, which covers phy
meets these qualifications. It exempli- sicians' and other services. Eight mil
fies our country's concern with all of our lion of these people also will be eligible
own people, as 'Well as with the serious for the new Kerr-Mills-type program for
Problems we face in our position as a the less fortunate in our society. The
leader of the worid.
coverage under this program potentially
It is almost 30 years to the day since could grow twofold.
the original 32-page social security bill
As to the existing social security pro
was reported by the Committee on Fi- gram, 20 million beneficiaries will re
nance. This system has grown, from ceive a 7-percent benefit increase. More
somewhat humble beginnings, to be a over, almost a million beneficiaries who
mighty citadel of America's social and work to supplement their benefits will
economic well-being. The original re- profit from the liberalized earnings limit,
port in 1935 contemplated that, by 1980, added in the Senate. It lets them earn
some $3.5 billion would be paid out in up to $1,800 a year without penalty,
benefits. Last year, social security bene- rather than the out-dated $1,200-allowed
fit disbursements totaled over $16 billion, under existing law. Another one-third
Present estimates indicate that by 1967, million of our most elderly citizens, who
under this legislation, the total social in- are not now receiving any social security
surance disbursements will approach $25 benefits at all, will qualify for special
billion. Even allowing for differences in benefits at age 72. Some 40,000 chil
the value of the dollar, the program is dren will receive benefits because of
about 4 times greater than conceived,
liberalizing definition changes, while alThis program not only means dignity Most 200,000 Widows will have the op
to the individual, but serves our country portunity to draw benefits if they decide
as an ecpnomic stabilizer while at the to retire at age 60 rather than age 62.
samne time it Provides for the whole of
Simple equity, and the aims of an
the free worid a beacon refietting the educated America, will profit from the
democratic way of achieving social Prog- extension of social security benefits to
SOCIL SCUR~Y
AENDMNTSress. We are not, in this legislation, children up to age 22 who are going to
SOIL
EURT
AEDMNS conforming with an international blue- school. And I am glad to say 'that the
OF 1965
print for social legislation. We are con- Senate committee added a similar right
The Senate resumed the consideration sidering a bill which represents concern, for the children in needy families, in
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos- consideration, and compromise in the that it extended the optional Provision
pital insurance program for the aged un- best American tradition, and reflects the which would allow States to continue
der the Social Security Act with a sup- ideas of many men sitting here today.
making Payments to dependent children
plementary health benefits program and
We must be proud of the fact that this who reach age 18 but want to continue
an expanded program of medical assist- bill, at long last, provides the kind of to go to a college or university
other
ance, to increase benefits under the old- protection against the costs of good med- wise would be cut off. It is, as and
the junior
age, survivors, and disability insurance ical care for older Americans which they Senator from Connecticut has
Pointed
system, to improve the Federal-State deserve, and which this administration out, Precisely these children who
are
public assistance programs, and for other has worked so long and tirelessly to seeking to Work their way out of the
Purposes.
achieve. It is only fair to say that this chain of inherited Poverty, who are now
Mir. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- concern is shared by our Republican col- being told, by existing law, that it does
dent, in the course of the consideration leagues, the differences being as to the no good to work for themselves Or their
of the pending bill, it will be helpful for most appropriate method to obtain this needy families.
the Senate to have the advice of certain end. Now, with the issue set squarely
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
experts in the field of social security and before this great body by the bill re- Senator yield?
public welfare legislation. I therefore ported by the Committee on Finance, the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to the
ask unanimous consent that Mr. Fred- moment of truth is before us.
Senator from New York.
erick B. Arner, senior specialist and chief
But I want the Senate, and the AmerMr. JAVITS. I thank
Senator.
of the Education and Public Welfare ican people, to understand that this is The provision with respect the
to
children
Division of the Library of Congress, and not the only issue before us at this time. wishing to continue in school has
been
Miss Helen Livingston, assistant chief of Although the bill's most noteworthy and a subject on which I have worked for
a
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very long time. I have previously and left behind, because they were relaoffered amendments on the subject which tively small in numbers or could not
were turned down:' I know that the Sen- speak for themselves.
ator from Louisiana has very much faBecause this is truly a great and
vored my proposal, and I am extremely lengthy bill, it is impossible to enumerate
pleased to see the provision in the bill, all of the changes-affecting all of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I believe the people in this country-in the time availSenator from New York has had some able to the Senate today.
experiences parallel to those of the SenaI urge Senators to study thle committor from Connecticut [Mr. RIsICOFF]. As tee report, which in itself consists of
boys, they worked to help their families, two volumes and contains 563 pages. it
The rovsioimortnt
isparicuarl dtais ad aalyes
hattheComitThe rovsio is artculrlyImpotan
deailsandanayze wha th Comit
to help young people who otherwise tee on Finance has recommended to the
might be denied the opportunity of an Senate. If Senators have the time, I
education or the opportunity to improve hope that they will study not only the
themselves and move ahead, to share the report but also the hearings. It is necesbenefits and the blessings of this great sary for us to abbreviate the hearings;
country.
otherwise it would have been impossible
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
to bring the bill before the Senate at the
Mr. ONGof
I han
thepreentsesion f Cngrss.pays
ouisana
Mr. ONGof
I hanouisana
the preentsesion f Cngrss.60
Senator from New York.
In an effort to apprise Senators in
In fact, although the President's rec- short order of the various proposed
ommendation in the House bill picked up changes in the law advocated by this
the nickname of "Kerr-Mills for kids"broad-gaged bill, -I ask unanimous conand it was well deserved-I would point sent to have printed in the RECORD at
out to Senators present that the reported this point a brief analysis of the bill a's
bill of-the Committee on Finance has its it appears on pages 4 through 22 of the
eyefturirmy leaersof
fxed
n te ommiteereprt.proved
eyeftur
irmy leaersof
fxed
n te ommiteereprt.of
America, as well as on grandpa and
There being no objection, the analysis
grandma. The bill before the Senate ex_ was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
tends the authorization for child welfare as follows:
services and also established special projPRINCIPAL PROVISIONS OP THE: BILL
egrnts Ifo temotionall

ect rans
ditured
fr eotinall
hfl
pasdiyasturbed cit-

A.

EALH ISURNCEAND

A.HAT

IsRHE

EDIAL

ANEDMEIA
HE GED2.

AREFORalso
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nlostic services for social security and rail
road retirement beneficiaries when they at
tamn age 65. Benefits 'for railroad retirement
eligibles would
be financed
by the
railroadif
retirement
tax out
of their trust
account
certain conditions are met. The same pro
tection, financed from general revenues,
would be provided under a special transi
tional provision for essentially all people who
ar now aged 65, or who will reach 65 in the
near future, but who are not eligible for
social security or railroad retirement benefits.
Effective date: Benefits would first be effec
tive on July 1, 1966, except for services in
extended care facilities which would be effec
tive on January 1, 1967.
Benefits: The services for which payment
would be made under the basic plan in
dlude
1. Inpatient hospital services for up to 120
days in each spell of illness. The patient
a deductible amount of $40 for the first
days plus $10 a day for any days in excess
of 60 for each spell of illness; hospital serv
ices would include all those ordinarily fur
nished by a hospital to its inpatients; how
ever, payment would not be made for private
duty nursing or for the hospital services of
physicians except (1) services provided by
interns or residents in training under ap
teaching programs; and (2) services
radiologists, anesthesiologists, patholo
gists, and physiatrists where these services
are provided under an arrangement with the
hospital and are billed through the hospital.

Inpatient psychiatric hospital service would
be included, but a lifetime limitation of

AEFR210 days would be imposed.

dren
yarsago
Ifthebillhadpased
it
Posthospital extended care (in a facility
might, as the report points out-page
The committee's bill would add a new title having an arrangement with a hospital for
90-have prevented the loss of our fel- XVIII to the Social Security Act providing the timely transfer of patients and for fur-,
low Senator and President, John F. Ken- two related health insurance programs for nishing medical information about patients)
nedy, because it might have provided for persons 65 or over:
after the patient is transferred from a hos
the adjustment and proper care for the
1. A basic plan in pert A providing protec- pital (after at least a 3-day stay) for up to
lte
whowa
nme
a te
tion against the costs of hospital and related 100 days in each spell of illness, but after the
perason.
cr;adfirst
20 days of care patients will pay $5 a
assi.2.
A voluntary supplementary plan in par
day for the remaining days of extended care
This bill also provides some amend- B providing protection against the costs Of in a spell of illness;
ments which have been very close to MY physicians' services and other medical and
3. Outpatient hospital diagnostic services,
heart over the years. As to public assist- health services to cover certain areas not coy- with the patient paying a $20 deductible
ance, the bill includes a substantial inered by the basic plan.
amount and a 20-percent coinsurance for
creae inThe
basic plan would be financed through each diagnostic study (that is, for diagnostic
ces
Inthe Federal share of the a separate payroll tax and separate trust services furnished to him by the same hos
matching formula for the needy aged, fund. The plan would be actuarially sound pital during a 20-day period); and
blind, disabled, and dependent which under conservative cost assumptions. Bene~ otoptlhm
elhsrie
o
will result in a $2.50 monthly payment flits for persons currentiy over 65 who are not up tos175oviits, after dshearghefromceafos
increase for adults and $1.50 payment Insured under the social security and rail- upitao (7
istafter
atlestharg3-day s
ay hore
increase for children.
This is the road retirement systems would be financed
tende caftre faciliaty an3dbeor sthe begin
o
amendment that I sponsored last year out of Federal general revenues.
tningeo carnew spllcilltndess.e
Suheaberson
which was adopted by this body and
Enoleti
h
upeetr
ln must be in the care of a physician and
whc aepealdi
ol
o-would be volunta~r and would be financed unde
h
lnetbihdb
hsca
whc ol
av
i h
o-by
rvie
a small monthly premium ($3 per month
deapln
stbihd
yapyicn
ference had not deadlocked on medicare. Initially) paid by enrollees and an equal within 14 days of discharge calling for such
I am also particularly happy that MY amount supplied by the Flederal Government services. These services would include in
lengthy struggle to eliminate the acicout
of general revenues. The premiums for termittent nursing care, therapy, and the
soilreuitralodaeirmncn
cvlPart-time services of a home health aid.
exluio
Fdealasisane
o heservice retirement beneficiaries who volun- The patient must be homebound, except that
o
mentally ill and the victims of tubercuol
e
~ fo hi -iyerlwhen certain equipment Is used, the indi
losis- has Proved worthwhile. Sntr
mothrly insuranceul bendefitsdUinsred pheir- vidual. could be taken to a hospital or ex
will remember that I first brought this sons desiring the supplemental plan would tended care facility or rehabilitation center
matter to the attention of the Senate in make the periodic premium payments to the to receive some of these covered home health
1960 with a floor amendment which the Government.
services in order to get advantage of the
Senate adopted to grant equality under
The committee's bill would also add a new necessary equipment.
the public assistance law to the aged who title XIX to the Social Security Act which
No service would be covered as posthospi
were so afflicted. When the Senate poi- would provide a more effective Kerr-Mills tal extended care or as Outpatient diagnostic
tiondidnotprevil
n cnfeenceI k epr
Proramfor
the
aged
and
extend
its
proviOr
it
in ogram dtoaeeypros
is ofposthospital
a kind thathome
could health
not be services
covered ifif it
the Senate in session into the early allow the States, at their option;
Ito
combin
were furnished to a patient In a hospital.
morin I hur
m potstagint
hewith a single uniform category the differing
A spell of illness would be considered to
continuation
of this discrimination medical Provisions for the needy which cur- begin when the individual enters a hos
against the mentally ill and those suffer- rently are found in five titles of the Social pital or extended care facility and to end
Ing tuberculosis.
Security Act,
when he has not been an Inpatient of a
I am Particularly happy to see that the
A desoription of these three programs consecutivorextndays.fait
or6
House
of
Representativ
follows:cosutvda.
Housie ofsRepresentatives has now agreed
The deductible amounts for inpatient hos
totepsto
okat
that time.
1. Basic plan-Hospital insurance
pital and outpatient hospital diagnostic
All Of us in this body are, I am sue
General description: Basic protection, fi- services would be increased if necessary to
lrnanced through a separate payroll tax, Would keep pace with Increases in hospital costs,
Proud of the fact that we have, at long be provided by E.R. 6675 against the costs of but no such increase would be made before
last, removed these residual shackles inpatient hospital services, posthospital ex- 1968. The coinsurance amounts for longfrom the feet of those, who, by the acci- tended care services, posthospital home stay hospital and extended Care facilt
ee
dent of history, have been overlooked, health services, and outpatient hospital diagiswudb
orsodnl
adjuted.eFor
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reasons Of administrative simplicity, increases in the hospital deductible will be
madle only when a $4 change is called for
and the outpatient deductible will change
in $2 steps.
Basis of reimbursement: Payment of bills
under the basic plan would be made to the
providers of service on the basis of the "reasonable coat" incurred In providing care for
beneficiaries.
Administration: Basic responsibility for
administration would rest with the Secreta~ry of Health, Education, and Welfare;
however, the iministration of benefits for
individuals un er the railroad retirement
system would Jb6 transferred to the Railroad
Retirement Board If certain financing conditions are met, as explained under the next
heading. The Secretary would use appropriate State agencies and private organizations (nominated by providers of services)
to assist in the administration of the program. Provision is made for the establishment of an Advisory Council which would
advise the Secretary on policy matters in
connection with administration,
Financing:
Separate payroll taxes to
finance the basic plan, paid by employers,
employees,
and
self-employed
persons
would be earmarked in a separate hospital
insurance trust fund established in the
Treasury. The amount of earnings (earnings base) subject to the new payroll taxes
would be the same as for purposes of financing social security cash benefits. The same
contribution rate would apply equally to
employers, employees, and self-employed
persons and would be as follows:
Percent
1966-------------------------------- 0. 3251967-70 ------------------------------- 50
1917--------------1973-75------------------------------- .
1976-79------------------------------:65
198076-79----------------------------- 6
198-86---------------------85
1987 and after ----------------------- .5
The taxable earnings base for the health
insurance tax would be $6,600 a year beginning in 1966.
The schedule of contribution rates is
based on estimates of cost which assume
that the earnings base will not be increased
above $6,600.
Th orraloa
bneis
rtieen
eigbles will be financed by the railroad retirement tax, which is automatically increased
by the operation of this bill., However, the
railroad retirement wage base (now $450 a
month) is not affected by this bill and is not
within the jurisdiction of this committee.
Until an amendment Is adopted to the Railroad Retirement Tax Act increasing their
wage base to an amount equivalent to an
earnings base of $6,600 per year, the benefits
of railroad eligibles will be financed by the
hospital insurance tax and administered by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare; thereafter the benefits for railroad
eligibles will be administered by the Railroad Retirement Board.
The cost of providing basic hospital and
related benefits to people who are not social
security or railroad retirement beneficiaries
would be paid from general funds of the
Treasury.
2. Voluntary supplementary insurance plan
General description: A package of hensfits supplementing those provided under the
basic plan would he offered to all persons 65
and over on a voluntary basis. Individuals
who elect to enroll initially would pay premiums of $3 a month (deducted, where
possible, from social security or railroad
retirement
benefits). The
Government
would match this premium with $3 paid
from general funds. Since the minimum
increase in cash social security benefits under
the bill for workers retiring or who retired
at age 65 or older, would he $4 a month ($6
a month for Man and wife receiving benefits
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based on the same earnings record), the action to see that where payments are on a
benefit increases would fully cover the
cost basis, (to institutional providers of serv~
amount of monthly premiums.
ice), the cost is reasonable cost. Corres
Enrollment: Persons who have reached age pondingly, where payments are on a charge
65 before July 1, 1066, will have an opporbasis (to physicians or others furnishing
tunity to enroll in an enrollment period
noninstitutional services), the carrier must
which begins April 1, 1966, and shall end on
see that such charge will be reasonable and
September 30, 1966.
not higher than the charge applicable, for
Persons attaining age 65 subsequent to a comparable service and under comparable
July 1, 1966, will have enrollment periods
circumstances to the other policyholders
of 7 months beginning 3 months before the
and subscribers of the carrier. Payment by
month of attainment of age 65.
the carrier for physicians' services will be
In the future, general enrollment periods
made on the basis of a receipted bill, or on
will be from October 1 to December 31, in
the basis of an assignment under the terms
each. even-numbered year. The first such of which the reasonable charge will be the
period will be October 1 to December 31, 1968. full charge for the service. In determining
No person may enroll more than 3 years
reasonable charges, the carriers would conafter the close of the first enrollment period
aider the customary charges for similar-serv
in which he could have enrolled,
ices generally made by the physician or other
There will be only one chance to reenroll
person or organization furnishing the coy
for persons who are in the plan but drop
ered services, and also the prevailing charges
out, and the reenrollment must occur within in the locality for similar services.
3 years of termination of the previous
Financing: Aged persons who elect to en
enrollment,
roll in the supplemental plan would pay
Coverage may be terminated (1) by the
monthly premiums of $3. Where the in
individual filing notice during an enrollment
dividual is currently receiving monthly so
period, or (2) by the Government, for noncial security, railroad retirement, or civil
payment of premiums.
service retirement benefits, the premiums
A State would be able to provide the sup- would be deducted from his benefits.
plementary insurance benefits to Its public
The Government would help finance the
recipients who are receiving cash assistance
supplementary plan through a payment
if it chooses to do so.
from general revenues in an equal amount
Effective date: Benefits will be effective
of $3 a month per enrollee. To provide an
beginning January 1, 1967.
operating fund, if neceasary, at the begin
Benefits: The voluntary supplementary inning of the supplementary plan, and to
surance plan would cover physicians' servestablish a contingency reserve, a Govern
ices, chiropractic and podiatrists services, ment appropriation would be available (on
home health services, and numerous other a repayable basis) equal to $18 per aged
medical and health services In and out of
person estimated to be eligible in January
medical institutions.
1967 when the supplementary plan goes into
There would be an annual deductible of effect.
$50. Then the plan would cover 80 percent
The individual and Government contribu
of the patient's bill (above the deductible)
tions would be placed. in a separate trust
for the following services:
fund for the supplementary plan. All hens1. Physicians'
and
surgeons'
services,
fit and administrative 'expenses under the
1
whether furnished in a hospital, clinic, of
supplementary plan would be paid from this
fice, in the home, or elsewhere.fud
2. Chiropractors' services.
Premium rates for enrolled persons (and
3. Podiatrists' services,
the matching Government contribution)
4. Home health service (with no require- would be increased from time to time if pro
ment of prior hospitalization) for uip to 100
gramn costs rise, but not more often than once
visits during each calendar year.
every 2 years. The premium rate for a per
5. Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests, son who enrolls after the first period when
and other diagnostic tests,
enrollment is open to him or who recnirolls
6. X-ray, radium, and radioactive isotope after terminating his coverage would be in
therapy.
creased y1
ecn
o ahfl
2mnh
7. Ambulance services.
he stayed out of the program.
8. Surgical dressings and splints, casts, and
3. Improvement and extension of Kerr-Mills
other devices for reduction of fractures and
medical assistance program
dislocations; rental of durable medical equipPurpose and scope: In order to provide a
ment such as iron, lungs, oxygen tents, boamore effective Kerr-Mills medical assistance
pital beds, and wheelchairs used in the pa- program for the aged and to extend its pro
tient's home, prosthetic devices (other than visions to additional needy persons, the bill
dental) which replace all or part of an inwould establish a single and separate medi
ternal body organ; braces and artificial legs, cal care program to consolidate and expand
arms, eyes, ate,
the differing provisions for the needy which
There would be a special limitation on currently are found in five titles of the So
outside-the-hospital treatment of mental, cial Security Act.
psychoneurotic, and personality disorders.
The new title (XIX) would extend the ad
Payment for such treatment during any calvnae
fa
xaddmdclassac
endar year would ho limited, in effect, to $250
vantages nof anlexpanded mgedical assistnce
or 50 percent of the expenses, whichever is prgram not only
to
thed agediv whol arte idi
smaller.
isfrr-pendetcidnbnadprm
etl
Administration by carriers: Basifore
andtoal dhisabled, program and topersonsnl
imbursement:
The Secretary of Health,
who would qualify under those programs if
Education, and Welfare would he required,
in sufficient financial need.
to the extent possible, to contract with
carriers to carry out the major administraMedical assistance under title XIX must
tive functions relating *to the medical as- he made available to all individuals receiv
pects of the voluntary supplementary plan
ing money payments under these programs
such as determining rates of payments unand the medical care or services available to
der the program, holding and disbursing
all such Individuals must be equal in amount.
funds for benefit payments, and determining
duration, and scope. Effective July 1, 1967,
compliance and assisting in utilization reall children under age 21 must be included
view. No contract is to he entered Into by
Who would, except for age, be dependent
the Secretary unless he finds that the carchildren under title IV.
rier will 'perform its obligations under the
Inclusive of the medically indigent aged
contract efficiently and effectively and will not on the cash assistance rolls would be
meet such requirements as to financial re- optional with the States but if they are in
sponsibility, legal authority, and other matcluded, comparable groups of blind, dis
tars as be finds pertinent. The contract
abled, and parents and children must also
must provide that the carrier take necessary be included if they need help In meeting
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necessary medical costs.
Moreover, the at the lowest level could receive as much as' these programs, in moving toward
the goal ot
amount and scope of benefits for the medical- 83 percent as contrasted with 80 percent un- extending
services with a view of making
ly Indigent could not be greater than that der existing law,
them available to children in all parts of the
of recipients of cash allowance.
In order to receive any additional Federal State by July 1, '1978.
Under the House bill, the current provi- funds, as a result of expenditures under
the
sions of law in the various public assistance new program, -the States would need to con- billCrippled children-training persdnnel: The
titles of the act providing vendor medical as- tinue their own expenditures at their present fiscalwould also authorize $8 million for the
sistance would have terminated upon adop- rate. For a specified period, any State that and year 1967, $10 million for fiscal 1968,
tion of the new program by a State, but in did not reduce its own expenditures would year $17.5 million for each Succeeding fiscal
to be for grants to institutions of higher
no case later than June 30, 1967. The corn- be assured of at least a 5-percent increase In learning
for training professional personnel
mittee has amended this provision so that a Federal participation In medical care ex- for
health and related care of crippled chil
State would have the option Of continuing penditures. As to compensation and train- dren,
under the vendor medical provisions of exist- ing of professional medical personnel used and particularly mentally retarded children
children with multiple handidaps.
Ing law or adopting the new program.
in the administration of the program, the
Health care for needy children: a new pro
Scope of medical assistance: Under exist- bill would provide a 75-percent Federal share
vision
ing law the State must provide "Some insti- as compared with the 50-50 Federal-State Health,is added authorizing the Secretary of
Education, and Welfare to carry out
tutional and noninstitutional care" under sharing for other administrative expenses.
a 5-year program of special project grants to
the medical assistance for the aged program.
Administration: Under the House bill, the provide comprehensive health
care and serv
There are no minimum benefit requirements State agency administering the new program ices
for children of school age, or for pre
at all under the other public assistance would have to be the same as that adrminisschool
children,
particularly in areas with
vendor medical programs.
tering the old-age assistance program (i.e., concentrations of low-income families.
The
The House bill requires that by July 1, the welfare agency). The committee, belieVgrants
would
be
to
State health agencies, to
1967, under the new program a Stats must ing the States should be given more latitude the
State
agencies
administering
the
crippled
provide inpatient hospital services, out- in this matter, provided that any State children's
program, to any school of medicine
patient hospital services, other laboratory agency may be designated to administer the (with
appropriate participation by a school
and X-ray services, skilled nursing home program, as long as the determination Of of
dentistry),
and any teaching hospital af
services, and physicians' services (whether eligibility is accomplished by the agency ad- filiated
with such school, to pay not to ex
furnished In the office, the patient's home, a miinistering the old-age assistance Program. ceed
75
percent
of the cost of the project.
hospital, a skilled nursing home, or eiseEffective date: January 1, 1966.
Projects would have to provide screening,
where) in order to receive Federal participa4. Cost of health care plans
diagnosis, preventive services, treatment,
tion. The committee has altered this re-corcinfdectadaeraeicld
quirement so that it is more appropriate to
Basic plan: Benefits and administrative cortinfdecsadaecricu
th rop ncvre
ht
eta eriesae
expenses under the basic plan would be about ing dental services, with treatment, correc
rheqgruire fovreindivid alsudernthe agerieofr2
$1.1 billion for the 6-month period in 1966 tion of defects, and aftercare
limited to chil
whie skilled
fondiiursin homedervices are re- an2 bu124blin
n16.Cnrbto
dren in low-income families.
quired for Individuals 21 years of age or older
income for those years would be about $1.5
An
appropriation
of
million would be
Coeaeo
te
ieso
eia
ervic
and $2.8 billion, respectively. The costs for authorized for the fiscal$15
year ending June 30,
would be optional with the States,
the uninsured (paid from general funds)
196
3
ilinfrth
iclyeredn
Eligibility: Improvements would be effec- would be about $285 million per year for June
30. 1967; $40 million for the fiscal year
tuated in the program for the needly elderly early years.
ending June 30, 1968; $45 million for the
bythtequrin
te
mut povie a
supplementary plan: Costs of fiscal year ending June 30, 1969; and
flxbylequIrngctha thes Sate
Stachteskmsitpovd ac theVoluntary
voluntary supplementary plan would
de- million for the fiscal year ending June $50
30,
count medical expenses and does not provide pend on how many of the aged enrolled.
1970.
rigid Income standards which arbitrarily
If 80 percent of the eligible aged enrolled,
The committee has added an amendment
deny assistance to people with large medical benefit costs (and administrative expenses; which
bills. In the same spirit the bill provides of the supplementary plan would be about such has increased the authorization for
that no deductible, cost sharing, or similar $665 to $800 million in 1967 and about $910 198, grants by $5 million for fiscal years
1969, and 1970 to cover the cost
charge may be imposed by the State ast
million to $1.10 billion in 1968. Premium special project grants to provide health servof
hospitalization under its program and that income from enrollees for those
years would ices for school and preschool chlidren who
any such, charge on other medical serie
be about $555 and $565 million, respectively.
or are in danger of becoming emotionally
msberaoalreaetote
recipients The matching Government contribution are
disturbed. Grants would be made to State
icmest orreasoualyrcesAlsoe imorati thereien'
would equal the premiums charged the in- or local health, mental
health, or public wel
rqireomenreorelderlyo
tha
nedypeoplet
on diidae
fare agencies, or other public or nonprofit
requremnt
eed peple
hateldely
n dvidal.private
agencies,
or
institutions.
The com
the State programs be provided assistance
If 95 percent of the eligible
enrolled, mittee amendment would further authorize
to meet the deductibles that are Imposed by benefit costs and administrativeaged
expenses of an appropriation of $500,000 each for the fis
the new basic program of hospital insurance, the supplementary plan would be about $790 cal
Also where a portion of any deductible or to $945. million In 1967 and about $1.08 to 1967,years ending June 30, 1966, and June 30,
for grants for studies of resources,
cost sharing required by the voluntary sup- $1.30 billion in 1968. Premium income
methods and practices for prevention and
plementary program is met by a State pro- enrollees for those years would be about from
$660
of emotional illness in children and
gram, the portion covered must be reason- and $670 million, respectively. -The Govern- diagnosis
treatment and rehabilitation of emotion
ably related to the Individual's income and ment contribution would equal the premiums for
ally
ill
children.
resources. No income can be imputed to an charged the individual.
Mental retardation planning: 'Title XVII
individual unless actually available; and the
Public assistance plan: It Is estimated that of the act would be amended to authorize
financial responsibility of an individual for the new program will increase the Federal
grants totaling $2,750,000 for each of 2 fiscal
an applicant may be taken into account only Government's contribution about $200 Mil- years-the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1966,
If the applicant is the Individual's spouse or lion in a full year of operation over that In and
fiscal year ending June 30, 1967. The
child who is under age 21 or blind or disabled, the programs operated under existing law.
funds
would
be available during the 3-year
Standards as to quality of care and safety: a. CHILD HEALTH AND WELFARE AMENDoMENTrS period
-July 1, 1965, to June 30, 1968. The

The committee added to the provisions of the
House bill a requirement that the States indlude in their States Plans descriptions of the
medical staff utilized and the standards for
institutions providing medical care and authorized the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to promulgate minimum standards relating to fire and other hazards for
such institutions.
Increased Federal matching: The Federal
share of medical assistance expenditures under the new program would be determined
uonth amountfr
fofrexpenditures wh
xichwuld
be subec
amut
ofepartiiption. There isuno
be sbjec topartciption
Thre ino
maximum under present law on Similar
amounts for the medical assistance for the
aged program.
The Federal share, which
varies In relation to a State's per capita income, would be increased over current medical assistance for the aged matching so that
States at the national average would receive
55 percent rather than 50 percent, and States

Maternal and child health, crippled chilgrants would be for the purpose of assisting
dren, and child welfare: The House billwol
States to implement and followup on plans
inraethwmutauhrzdfo
uaenldadohrsest
oma
etlrtra
andchilde thealouthsrieovrcrnta-tn
authorized adotetest
underra thisa tintlelo
rtherScia
dcidhat
evcsoe
urn
u
io
uhrzdudrti
il
fteSca
toiaonby
$5 million for fiscal year 1966SeuiyAt
and by $10 million In each succeeding fiscal
C. OLD-ADE, SURVIVOaS, AND DISAmsLIIT
year, as follows:
INSUaANCE PROVISIONS
Fiscal year

Existing law

1966--------------------- $40, 000,0eoo
1968 --------------------- 40,0eoo,0eoo
1969--------------------- 45,06, 0o

Under bill

$4156000000
0o000, 066
65, eoo, 660
969 ---------------4eso,0eoo0
,
1070 and after-------------450,0,016,000,000

g5,000,0

The authorizations for crippled children's
service under the House bill would be increased by the same amounts. The committee has added a similar increase in the
authorization for the child welfare program,
The increases would assist the States, in

1. Benefit changes

(a) A 7-percent across-the-board increase
in old-age survivors, and disability insurance
benefits:
The bill provides a 7-percent across-the
board benefit increase, effective retroactively
beginning with benefits for January 1965, for
the 20 million social security beneficiaries
on the rolls (with a guaranteed $4 a month
minimum increase for retired workers who
are age 65 or over In the first month for
which they are paid the increased benefit).
Monthly benefits for workers who retire at
or after 65 would be Increased to a new mini
mum of $44 (now $40) and to a new maxi
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mum of *135.90 (now $12'7). In the future,
creditable earnings under the increase in the
contribution and benefit base to *6.600 a year
(now $4,800) would make possible a maximum benefit of $168.
The maximum amount of benefits payable
to a family on the basis of a single earnings
record would be related to the worker's average monthly earnings at all earnings levels.
Under present law, there is a $254 limit on
family benefits which operates over a wide
range of average monthly earnings. Under
the bill the highest family maximum would
be $368.
(b) Payment of child's insurance benefits
to children attending school or college after
attainment of age 18 and up to age 22:
H.R. 6675 includes the provision adopted
by both House and Senate last year which
would continue to pay a child's insurance
benefit until the child reaches age 22, provided the child is attending a public or an
accredited school, Including a vocational
school or a college, as a full-time student
after he reaches age 18. Children of deceased,
retired, or disabled workers would be included. No mother's or wife's benefits would
be payable if the only child in the mother's
care Is one who has attained age 18 but is in
school.
This provision will be effective January 1,
1965. It Is estimated that 295.000 children
will be eligible for benefits for September
1965, when the school year begins,
(c) Benefits for widows at age 60:
The bill would provide the option to widows
of receiving benefits beginning at age 60.
with the benefits payable to those who claim
them before age 62 being actuarially reduced
to take account of the longer period over
which they will be paid. Under present law,
full widow's benefits and actuarially reduced
worker's and wife's benefits are payable at age
62.
This provision, adopted by both Houses of
Congress last year, would be effective for the
second month after the month of enactment,
It is estimated that 185,000 widows will claim
benefits during the first year of operation
under this provision,
(d) Amendment of disability program:
(i) Definition of disability: The bill would
eliminate the present requirement that a

as she -continued to have the child in her
care. Effective as to benefits for the second
m onth following the month of enactment,
an estimated 20.000 persons--disabled children and their mothers-will become timmediately eligible for benefits as a result
of this change.
(iv) Facilitating disability determinations: The bill authorizes the Secretary to
make determinations of disability or cessation of disability where medical and other
information supplied or designated by the
individual, or evidence of remunerative work
activities, indicate clearly that the individual 'Is under a disability or that the disability has ceased.
(v) Rehabilitation services: The bill provides for reimbursement from the social security trust funds to State vocational rehabilitation agencies for the cost of rehabilitation services furnished to individuals who
are entitled to disability insurance benefits
or to a disabled child's benefits. The total
amount of the funds that could be made
available from the trust funds for purposes
of reimbursing State agencies- for such servIces could not, in any year. exceed 1 percent
of the social security disability benefits paid
in the previous year.
(vi) Entitlement to disability benefits after
entitlement to benefits payable on account
of age: Under the bill, a person who becomes
entitled before age 65 to a benefit payable
on account of old age could later, before he
reaches age 65, become entitled to disability
insurance benefits.
(vii) Allocation of contribution Income between OASI and DI trust funds: Under the
bill, an additional 0.2 percent of taxable
wages and 0.15 percent of taxable self-employmen't income would be allocated to the
disability insurance trust fund, bringing the
total allocation to 0.70 percent and 0.525
percent, respectively. beginning in 1966.
(e) Benefits to certain persons at' age 72
or -over: The committee's bill adopts a provision approved by the House and Senate last
year, which would liberalize the eligibility
requirements by providing a basic benefit
of $35 at age 72 or over to certain persons
with a minimum of three quarters of coverage acquired at any time since the beginning
of the program in 1937. To accomplish this.

worker's disability must be expected to be
of long continued and indefinite duration,
and instead provide that an insured worker
would be eligible for disability benefits if
he has been under a disability which can
be expected to result In death or which has

a new concept of "transitional insured
status" is provided.. Present law requires a
minimum of six quarters of coverage in employment or self-employment.
(i) Men and women workers: Under the

months. Benefits payable by reason of this
change would be paid for the second month
following the month of enactment. An
estimated 60,000 persons-disabled workers
and their dependents-will become immediately eligible for benefits as a result of this

"transitional insured status' provision a
worker could qualify for benefits at age 72
if he bad one quarter of coverage for each
year that elapsed after 1950 and up to the
year In which he reached age 65 (62 for
women), with a minimum of three quarters.
Those quarters could have been acquired at
any time since the inception of the program
in 1937. Wives of workers who qualify under
this provision would be eligible for benefits
if they reached age 72 before 1969. For
workers who reached age 65 (62 for women)
after 1956. the quarters of coverage requirement merges with the present minimum re
quirement of six quarters.
The following table Illustrates the oper
ation of the "transitional Insured status"
provision for workers:
Transitional insured status requirements
with respect to workers benefits
Quartersof
coverage
required
Age (in 1965) (men):
'76 or over ----------------- 3.
4
75 ----------------------74------------------------ 5
73 or younger-------------- 6 or more.
Age (in 1965) (women):
73 or over ----------------- 3
72------------------------ 4.
'711 ----------------------5
70 or younger -------------- 6 or more.
I'Benefits will not be payable, however, until
age 72.
(ii) Widows: Any widow who attains age
71 in or before 1965, if her husband died or
reached age 65 In 1954 or earlier, could get
a widow's benefit when she is aged '72 or over
if her husband had at least three quarters
of coverage. Present law requires six quar
ters. If the husband of such a widow died or
reached 65 in 1955. the requirement would be
four quarters. If he died or reached 65 In
1956, the requirement would be five quarters.
If he died or reached 65 in 1957 or later, the
minimum requirement would be six quarters
or more, the same as present law.
For widows reaching age '72 in 1967 and
1968. there is a "grading-in" of the quarters
of coverage requirement; which would be
four or five quarters 'of coverage respectively.
Widows reaching age '72 In 1969 or after
would be subject 'to the requirements of
existing law of six or more quarters of

coverage.
The table below sets forth the requirements as to widows:

Transitionalinsured status requirements with respect to widow's benefits

lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 calendar
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Proposed quarters required for widow
attanig sge 72 in1566 or before

change.
(ii) Disability benefits offset provision:

83------4------5.
1954 or before---------------------------8----------19155-----------------------------------6----S---------- 4------------4 ------------

The bill provides that the social security
disability benefit for any month for which
a worker is receiving a workmen's compensa
tion benefit will be reduced to the extent
that the total benefits payable to him and
his dependents under both programs exceed
earings
age ilothyu
ostof
hisave
80peirctten
u
ih
iaiiy
pro oteosto
the reduction periodically adjusted to take
account of changes in national average
earnings levels. The offset provisioh will
be applicable with respect to benefits payable for months after December 1965 based
on applications filed after December 1965.
(iii) Benefits for children disabled before
reaching age 22: The bill provides that a
child who is disabled before reaching age
22 (rather than before age 18 as in present
law) would be eligible 'for disabled child's
benefits should his parent die, become disabled or retire. The mother of the child
would also be eligible for benefits so long

(iii) Basic benefits: Men and women
workers who would be eligible under the
above-described provisions for workers would
receive a basic benefit of $35 a month. A
wife who is aged '72 or over (and who attains
that age before 1969) would receive onehalf of this amount, $17.50. No other dependents' basic benefits would be provided
under these provisions.
Widows would receive $35 a month under
the above-described provision.
These provisions would become effective
for the second month after the month of
enactment, at which time an estimated 355,oloo people would be able to start receiving
benefits,
(f) Retirement test:
The bill would liberalize the retirement
test provision in present law under which

------------e--------s1915---------------------------------e-or more---1917 or after--------------------------------- 6 or more-

1968

1967

5.

.
s--------a---5------eor more.
Sor more----

benefits are decreased in relation to a beneficiary's earnings over $1,200 in a year.
Under existing law, the first $1,200 a year
Is fully exempted, and there Is a $1 reduc
tion In benefits for each $2 of annual earnings between $1,200 and $1,700 and for each
$1 of earnings thereafter. Under the bill,
the first $1,800 a year would be fully exempted and there would be a $1 reduction
in benefits for each $2,of earnings between
$1,800 and $3,000 and for each $1 of earnings
In addition, the amount of
thereafter.
earnings a beneficiary may have in a month
and get full benefits for that month regard
less of his annual earnings would be raised
from $100 to $150. These changes are ef
fective for taxable years ending after 1965.
The bill also exempts certain royalties
received in or after the year in which a
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person reaches age 65; from copyrights and terns would be covered beginning on JTanuary
(e) Military wage credits: The bill revises
patents obtained before age 65, from being 1, 1966.
the present provision authorizing reimburse
counted as earnings for purposes of the re(b) Farmers: Provisions of existing 'law ment of the trust funds out of general reve
tirement test, effective for taxable years be- with respect to the coverage of farmers would flue for gratuitous social security wage
ginning after 1964.
be amended to provide that farm operators credits for servicemen so that such pay
For 1966, an estimated 850,000 persons-whose annual gross earnings are $2,400 or less ments will be spread uniformly over the next
workers and dependents-either will receive (instead of $1,800 or less as in existing law)
50 years.
more benefits under these provisions than can report either their actual net earnings
(d) Extension of life of applications: The
they would receive under present law, or will or 66% percent (as in present law) of their bill liberalizes the requirement in existing
receive some benefits where they would re- gross earnings. Farmers whose annual gross law that an application for monthly insur
ceive no benefits under present law,
earnings are over $2,400 would report their ance benefits be valid for only 3 months after
(g) Wife's and widow's benefits for di- actual net earnings if over $1,600, but if the date of filing, and for disability benefits
vorced women: The committee's bill would actual net earnings are less than $1,600, they 3 months before the beginning of the wait
authorize payments of wife's or widow's may instead report $1,600.
(Present law ing period. The bill would allow an applica
benefits to the divorced wife of a retired, de- provides that farmers whose annual gross tion to remain valid up until the time the
ceased, or disabled worker If she had been earnings are over $1,800 report their actual Secretary makes a final decision on the ap
married to the worker for at least 20 years be- net earnings if over $1,200. but if actual net plication.
fore the date of the divorce and if her di- earnings are less than $1,200, they may re(e) Overpayments and underpayments:
vorced husband was making (or was obli- port $1,200.J
The bill would make changes in the provi
gated by a court to'make) a substantial con(c) Cash tips: The bill provides that cash sions of law relating to overpayments and
tribution to her support when he became tips received by a worker would be covered underpayments to facilitate the recovery of
entitled to benefits, became disabled, or died, as self-employment income. Effective as to overpayments and to provide specific author
H.R, 6675 would also provide that a wife's taxable years beginning after December 31, ity, lacking In present law, for the Secretary
benefits would not terminate when the 1965.
to settle all underpayments of benefits.
woman and her husband are'divorced if the
(d) State and local government employ(f) Authorization for one spouse to cash
marriage has been In effect for 20 years. Pro- ees: Several changes made by the bill would a joint check: The bill would authorize the
vision is also made for the reestablishment facilitate social security coverage of addi- Secretary to make a temporary overpayment
of bcnefit rights for a divorced wife, a widow, tional employees of State and local govern- so as to permit a surviving spouse to cash
or a surviving divorcec! wife who remarries ments.
a benefit check issued jointly to a husband
and the subsequent marriage ends In divorce,
(e) Exemption of certain religious sects: and wife if one of them dies before the check
annulment, or in the death of the husband. Members of certain religious sects who have Is negotiated; any overpayment resulting
These changes are effective for the second conscientio us objections to insurance (in- from the cashing of the joint check would
month following the month of enactment.
cluding social security) by reason of their be recovered.
(h) Continuation of widow's and widow- adherence to the established tenets or teach(g Attorney's fees: The bill incorporates
er's insurance benefits after remarriage: Un- ings of such sects could be exempt from the a provision which would permit a court that
der present law, a widow's and widower's social security tax on self-employment in- renders a judgment favorable to a claimant
benefits based on a deceased worker's social come upon application accompanied by a in an action arising under the social security
security earnings record generally stop when waiver of benefit rights,
program to set a reasonable fee (not in ex
the survivor remarries, with the result that
(f) Nonprofit organizations:
Nonprofit cess of 25 percent of pest due benefits which
some widows who would like to remarry do organizations, and their employees who con- become payable by reason of the judgment)
not do so because if they did they would lose cur, could elect social security coverage ef- for an attorney who successfully represented
their social security benefits. The bill pro- fective retroactively for a period up to 5 the claimant. The Secretary would be pervides that benefits would be payable to wid- years (rather than 1 year, as under present nutted to certify payment of the fee to the
owe age 60 or over and to widowers age 62 law). Also, wage credit could be given for attorney out of such past due benefits.
or over who remarry. The amount of the the earnings of certain employees of non(h) Tax on certain corporations: The bill
remarried widow's or widower's benefit would profit organizations who were erroneously provides that when an employee works for a
be equal to 50 percent of the primary insur- reported for social security purposes.
corporation which Is a member of an aff
ance amount of the deceased spouse rather
(g) District of Columbia employees: The liated group of corporations and is then
than 821/2 percent of that amount, which bill provides for social security coverage of transferred to another corporation which is
Is payable to widows and widowers who are certain employees of the District of ColuMn- a member of such group, the total employer
not remarried.
bia (primarily substitute schoolteachers),
social security tax payable by the two cor
(IP Adoption of child by retired worker:
(h) Ministers: Social security credit could porations for the years in which the employee
The bill would change the provisions relat- be obtained for the earnings of certain mmn- Is transferred will not exceed the amount
Ing to the payment of benefits to children isters which were reported but which can- that would be paid by a single corporation.
who are adopted by old-age insurance bene- not be credited under present law.
(Under present law, such treatment is pro
ficiaries to require that, where the child is
3. Miscellaneous
vided for the employee.)
adopted after the worker becomes entitled to
(a) Piling of proof: The bill extends In(i) Waiver of 1-year marriage require
an old-age benefit, (1) the child must be liv- definitely the period of- filing of proof of ment: The bill provides an exception to the
ing with the worker (or adoption proceedings support for dependent husband's, widower's,
1-year duration requirement as to social se
have begun). in or before the month when and parent's benefits, and for filing applica- curity benefits for any widow, wife, husband,
application for old-age benefits Is filed; (2) tion for lump-sum death payments where or widower who was, in the month before
the child must be receivingE one-half of his good cause exists for failure to file within marriage, actually or potentially entitled to
support for the entire year before the work- the initial 2-year period,
railroad retirement benefits as a widow,
er's entitlement; and (3) the adoption must
(b) Automatic recomputation of benefits:
widower, parent, or disabled adult child.
be completed within 2 years after the work. Under the bill the benefits of Ipeople on the
4. Financingo! OASDI amendments
er's entitlement,
rolls would be recomputed automatically
The benefit provisions of H.R. 6675 are
(j) Definition of child: The bill provides each year to take account of any covered financed by (1) an increase In the earnings
that a child be paid benefits based on hi- earnings that the worker might have had in base from $4,800 to $6,600 effective Janu
father's earnings without regard to whether the previous year and that would increase ary 1, 1966, and (2) a revised tax rate
he has the status of a child under State in
his benefit amount. Under existing law schedule.
heritance laws if the father was supporting there are various requirements that must
The tax rate schedule under existing law
the child or had a legal obligation to do so. be met in order to have benefits recomputed, and the revised schedule provided by the
Under present law, whether a child meets including filing of an application and earn- House-passed bill and by the committee's bill
the definition for the purpose of getting ings of over $1,200 a year after entitlement, for the OASDI program follow:
child's insurance benefits based on his
father's earnings depends on the laws ap
plied in determining the devolution of in
terstate personal property in the State in
Contribution rates (in percent)
which the worker is domiciled. This provi-
sion would be effective for the second month
Employer and employee, each
Self-employed
after the month of enactment.

It Is esti-

mated that 20,000 individuais (children and
Present
their mothers) will become immediately
law
eligible for benefits under this provision,
2. Coverage changes
The following- coverage provisions were 196---------------------------------3.625
Included:
~1966-67 ----------------------------- 4.125
Included:-1-6-----------------------------4.625
(a) Physicians and Interns: Sel~f-employedj 1969-72--------------- -------------- 4.625
Physicians would becovere for txable year
1g73and afte-----------------------4.62
ending on or after December 31, 196.

In-

-yea_____

Houseapproved
bill

________

corn.
mittee
bill

3.625
4.0
4.0
4.4
4.8

Present
law

3.625
3.85
3.85
4.45.
4.9
___

__

Hooseapproved
bill

5.4
6.2
6.9
6.9
6.9
___

&4
6.0
6.0
6.6
7.0
___

Cornmittee
bill
5.4
6.8
&8
6.7
7.0
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5. Additional benefit payments in first full
year, 1966
[In minlions]

-
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tendance at a high school or vocational
school. The committee bill would extend
this to attendance at a college or university.

Te

15043
E. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISION4S
1. Optometrists
committee has added a provision which

7-percenit benefit increase ($4 mini
mum in p~rimary benefit) -------- $1,470
Modification of earnings test----------s90
Reduced benefits for widows at age
60 ------------------------------ 165
Benefits to persons aged 72 and over
with limited periods in OASDI
employment---------------------- 140
Modification of definition of disability------------------------------40

Efcieatrncme.Cs:Ngi-will
be effective as to all titles of the Social
gible.
Security Act so that it will be clear that
4. Protective payments to third persons
whenever payment Is authorized for services
The House bill included a provision for which an optometrist is licensed to perform,
protective payments to third persons on be- the beneficiary shall have the freedom to
half of old-age assistance recipients (and obtain the services of either a physician
recipients on combined adult program, title skilled In diseases of the eye or an optome
XVI) unable to manage their money be- trist, whichever he may select.
cause of physical or mental incapacity. The
committee bill would extend the same proMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
vision for protective payments to the pro- dent, the measure before the Senate is
Total ----------------------- 2,405 grams of aid to the blind and aid to the the last major bill that has been referred
permanently and totally disabled,
thus far this year to the Senate Corn
Child's benefits to age 22 of in School195
Effective January 1. 1966.
mittee on Finance. The House has about
Benefits for children disabled after
S. Income exemptions under public assistance three other important legislative recoin
age 18 and before age 22-----------10
(a) Old-age sssistance: The committee's mendation~s which should come to the
Broadened definition of child-------- 10 bill increases earnings exemption under the committee some timc within the next
Imrvmnsinbnft
o
old-age assistance program (and aged in couple of weeks, and the committee shall
Imprvemets
i benfitsfor
combined program) so that a State may at
children, total--------------- 215 it option, exempt the first $20 (now $10) act expeditiously on those measures at
and one-half of the .next $60 (now $40) of that time.
Total------------------------ 2, 620 a recipients monthly earnings.
.
The Senate Committee on Finance has
P. PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENI)MENTrS
Effective January 1, 1966. Cost: About $1 done its best to consider every recoin
1. Increased assistancepayments
million first year.
pnetci
mendation made to us by Senators and
The Federal share of payments under all
(b) Aid to families with depedn
ii
by the executive branch of the Govern
State public assistance programs is increased dren. The committee has added an amendmn.W
x niu
ops
h
ed
a little more than an average of $2.50 a
etwihalwth
Saeatisotongblasurctiuintwrdn
month for the needy aged, blind, antdsbld
disregard
up
to
$50
per
month
of
earnediIgbl
sorcnrbto
oada
fornedy chisaledIncome of any three dependent children early adjournment of the Senate. I cer
and an average of about $1.25fonedchl
under the age of 18 in the same home.
tainly hope that Senators who wish to
dren, effective January 1, 1966. This Is
Effective -July 1,,1965. Cost: $1.3 million discuss the bill and express general views
brought about by revising the matching for- for first full year of operation.
on the subject will do so today. The bill
mula for the needy aged, blind, and disabled
(and for the adult categories in title XVI)
(c) Aid to permanently and totally dis- has been the pending business since we
to provide a Federal share of $31 out of the abedof Tearcommit tee bpi add ane Stxer, recessed for the Fourth of July holiday.
first $37 (now twenty-nine thirty-fifths
oferiga
h
pino
h
ttI
hope ta
eaoswl
eie
hi
(29/35) of the first $35) up to a maxirnunm
for recipients of aid to the permanently and
ta
eaoswl
eie hi
of $75 (now,$70) per month per Individual totally disabled. As in the case of the aged, speeches on the general subject today, if
on an average basis. The matching formula the first $20 per month of earnings and one- possible, and I hope we shall proceed to
is revised for aid to families with dependent half of the next $60 could be exempted. In vote on the amendments to the measure
children so as to provide a Federal share addition, any additional income and re- tomorrow.
of five-sixths (5/6) of the first $18 (now sources could be exempted as part of an apM AIS
r rsdnwl
h
fourteen-seventeeths (14/17) of the fist proved plan to achieve self-support during
MrJA TS
M.Pesdnwlth
the time the recipient was undergoing vo- Senator yield?
$17) upmto a maximum of $32 (now $30). cational rehabilitation.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
A provision is included so that States will
not receive additional Federal funds except
(d) Old-age and survivors insurance (retMr. JAVITS. I have a number of
to the extent they pass them on to, individual 1roactive Increase) : The bill adds a provision amendments that I wish to offer to the
recipients,
which would allow the States to disregard bill. One is an extremely technical
Effective Janusry 1, 1966. Cost: About so much of the OASDI benefit increase (in
$150 million a year.
cluding the children In school after 18 mod- amendment. I shall not take the Sen
ifIcation) as is attributable to Its retroac- ator's time with that. One is on the
2. Tubercular and mental patients
tive effective date,
coverage of tips; another is on the ques
The House bill removed the exclusion from
(e) Economic Opportunity Act earning tion of prescription drugs. The Sena
Federal mnatching in old-age assistance anid exemption: H.R. 6675 also provides a grace tor has Stnted that the committee has
medical assistance for the aged programs period for action by States that have not considered the recommendations of Sen
(and for combined program, title XVI) as had regular legislative sessions, whose pub- ators. Could the Senator give me the
to aged individuals who are patients in institutions for tuberculosis or mental diseases

lic assistance statutes now prevent them from
disregarding earnings of recipients received

or who have been diagnosed as having tuber- under titles I and II of the Economic Opporculosis or psychosis and, as a result, are pa- tunity Act,
tients In a medical institution. The House
(f) Income exempt under another assistbill requires as a condition of Federal par- ance program: The committee bill adds a
ticipation in such payments to, or for, pa- provision that any amount of income which
tients in mental and tuberculosis hospitals is disregarded in determining eligibility for
certain agreements and arrangements to as- a person under one of the public assistance
sure that better care results from the addi- programs shall not be considered in detertional Federal money. The committee has mining the eligibility of another Individual
amiended this provision so as to make theunealyohrpbiasitneporm
special provisions for Federal participation udrayohrpbi
sitneporm
applicable solely to payments for aged per- 6. Definition of medical assistance for aged
sons in mental Institutions. The States will
H.R. 6675 modifies the definition of medirleceive additional Federal funds under this cal assistance for the aged so as to allow
provision only to the extent they increase Federal sharing as to old-age assistance retheir expenditures for mental health pur- cipients for the month they are admitted to
poses under public health and public wel- or discharged from a medical institution,
fare programs. The bill aiso removesre
Effective July 1, 1965. Cost: About $2
strictions as to Federal matching for need
milon.
bln addsaldwh
r tbrulro
7. Judicial review of State plan denials
pschticns
an
r ngnrlmdclisi
The House bill provides for judicial review
tfftonse Jaur
,16.Cs:Aotof
the denial of approval by the Secretary of
Effectiveio Janueary. ,16.Cot
bu
Health, Education, and Welfare of State pub$75ear.licillin

a

assistance plans and of his action under

3. Aid to families with dependent children such programs or noncompliance with State
in schoolplncniininteFdrlaw
Th
The committee bill extends the optional committee bill would add an amendment setprovision of the States to continue making ting a time limit on the Secretary's calling of
payments to dependent children who have a hearing and substitutes language providing
attained age 18 but continue In school up the more traditional terminology as to the
to age 21. Present law calls for regular at- "substantial evidence rule.-,

rationalbywihtecm

-

teeurd

l ywihtecmitetre
down the House provision with respect to
tip coverage and chose, instead, to pro
vide that tips shall be considered selfemployed income, with the individual
worker to pay the whole social security
tax?

M.LN
M.LN

fLusaa

aesi

fLusaa

aesi

a number of times that it is the view of
etbihetsw

salsmnsweetp

reisaepidht

r

adta

they should not be held accountable for
icomve Theoicallhy,nihalf ofy
the socia
cie
hoeialhl
ftesca

security tax due on the tips should be
imposed on the one who pays the tip, the
customer to whom the tipped employee
renders a service.
Rsarn
n
oe
epe
n
others who would be directly concerned,
are, as the Senator knows, strongly op
posed to being held responsible for col
lecting social security taxes on money
they do not see, money which they
neither pay nor receive. The commit
tee felt that perhaps the best method
would be to let the employee who receives
the tip report it and pay the income tax
which It Is his duty to pay, and also to
Pay a social security tax on it.
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in that case, he would be regarded as
self-employed, so he would pay 11/2 percent. That is not too bad a deal, so
far as the employees affected are concerned, because in many instances they
do not report tips, even though an effort
is being made by both the employer and
the Government to get them to report
tips.
If they are thinking only about the
social security coverage, they will be
much more desirous of reporting tips
in later years, when they are trying to
build up their high-year coverage, than
they would be, perhaps, in earlier years.
it seemed to the committee that this
was about the best suggestion we could
make to resolve this difficult problem.
If the Senate comunittee amendment
is a-greed to, it will be in conference between the House and Senate.
Mr. JAVITS. I know that the establishments are against it, but the workers
are for it, and the reason is that in the
positions for which they are hired
there Is always taken into account the
fact that they will receive tips. So alo culy
a
thuhteepoe
handle the money, he is benefited by
the fact that an employee receives tips,
and thus he pays the employee that
much less.
Normally, an employee is paid whatever is the State minimum wage. Probably we shall cover that in the Federal
minimum wage now, as the administration requests. But up to now, it has
been the State minimum wage. No
adult who is a waiter, waitress, or counter employee, will work for that wage,
adteemployer and the employees
ipd
ilb
mlye
andw thet th
b
wlln tipssapad.
rempoeesv
knwh ha thviegeo
of the condition of being able to work
in that kind of establishment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I know that
union leaders, who speak for a great
number of these workers, unanimously
reomn
httesca

euiytxage.

-
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istically. I shall bring It up. I was the amendment to section 313, appearing
merely interested in knowing what was on Page 268, after line 2, relating to the
coverage of tips be agreed to en bloc
the rationale. I think I have It now.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If the corn- and regarded as original text for the
mittee provision Is sustained by the Sen- purpose of further amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ate, it will nevertheless be in conference
between the Senate and the House. The TYDINGS in the chair). Is there objec
House provision is that being advocated tion to the request of the Senator from
by the Senator from New York. The Louisiana? The Chair hears none, and
Committee on Finance suggests that we It is so ordered.
The committee amendments agreed to
look upon tips as earnings from self-employment. In either event, all those who en bloc are as follows:
At the top of page 2, strike out the table
desire social security coverage will have
sflos
o otns
the benefit of it.
"TABLE OF CONTENTS
An argument can be made in this case
for the self-employed approach on the "TITE I-HEAL.TH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED
AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
basis that the amount of social security
coverage that the employee receives is "Sec. 100. Short title.
almost completely within his own con- "Part I-Health Insurance Benefits for the
Aged
trol. The employee can have the lowest
5 years of his wage earningai disregarded "Sec. 101. Entitlement to hospital insurance
benefits.
completely, so that he can pay on the
maximum amount, assuming that his "Sec. 102. Hospital Insurance benefits and
supplementary health insur
tips were high during the years he wishes
ance benefits.
to bave counted, and pay a very low
INSURANCE FRo
"TITLE XVIII-HEALTH
e E
er heTHl
h
lo i an he
amut faya amout
AGED
ear
atallon
does not want counted."Sc18.PrhbtoagisanFerl
interference.
But over a period of time, better ways
and methods will be devised to ascertain "Sec. 1802. Free choice by patient guaran
teed.
how much such employees make on tips,
and we shall be better able to use corn- "Sec. 1803. Option to individuals to obtain
other health insurance protecputers and other devices available to
tion.
keep up with all the intricate details of
both Income tax collection and social "Part A-Hospital Insurance Benefits for the
Aged
security tax collection on tips. I have
no doubt we Shall be able to improve on "Sec. 1811. Description of program.
"Sec. 1812. Scope of benefits.
this system.
Mr. JAVITS. It is not quite so open ::Sec. 1813. Deductibles.
a proposition as all that. There are some "Sec. 1814. Conditions of and limitations on
for services.
rlaechkshtcnbemdoni-payment
of re"n
,(a) Requirement
rof
frmlation baseds upocn th mdeu
omto

ae

pntenme

fquests

sales checks used by each employee. The
Treasury Departmen.' has used them.
It is significant that labor unions and
the people themselves, in large numbers,
are perfectly willinz; to pay the taxes
and desire to have social security cover-

and certifications.

"(b) Reasonable

cost

of

se(vc)eso. amntoFeea

provderNof sayervics.teea
iens.fremr
Paym
provdero
gency hospital services.
"(c) Payment for inpatient
hospital services prior to noti

Do I correctly understand that thefiaonfnnegblty
be collected on tips from both employers
and employees. Their position is sup- Senator has not yet asked for the adop- "See. 1815. Payment to providers ofor services.
private
Sec. 1816. Use of public agencies
ion f te cmmitee menmens?
portd b th adinisraton.Ho
to facilitate paynd nsorganizations
owever, toofhecmieea
prebyteamnsrto.
services.
ment to providers of
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiI have yet to have a waiter come to me
and ask to have the social security tax dent, I ask unanimous consent that the "Sec. 1817. Federal hospital insurance trust
fund.
imposed on his tips. That has not hap- committee amendments be agreed to en
pened. That has not been requested of bloc and regarded as original text, re- "Part B--Supplementary Health Insurance
Benefit for the Aged
serving to every Senator the right to
me.
Many waiters simply do not report amend the bill both in the first and "Sec. 1831. Establishment of supplementary
health Insurance program for
their tips because they do not want to second degrees.
aged.
13.the Scope of
Mr. JAVITS. I shall object to that 'Sec.13.
pay an income tax on them.
benefits.
The provision as recommended by the so far as the request relates to section 'Sec. 1833. Payment of benefits.
House is such that it is still necessary to 313 of the bill, which deals with the ",Sec. 1834. Duration of services.
of
payment
for
taike a man's word that he will tell his coverage of tips under social security, "Sec. 1835. Procedure
claims of providers of services.
employer how much he has collected in because I may wish to raise this question
tips, and on that basis he would pay a directly on the committee amendment. "Sec. 1836. Eligible Individuals.
So if the Senator from Louisiana would "Sec. 1837. Enrollment periods.
tax on the tips.
Mr. JAVITS. In the city of New York, be kind enough to exclude that much "Sec. 1838. Coverage period.
hundreds of restaurant employees have of the bill as it relates to this question, "Sec. 1839. Amounts of premiums.
"Sec. 1840. Payment of premiums.
come to me to discuss this subject. They I certainly would have no objection.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator "Sec. 1841. Federal supplementary health
are adult and understanding Americans.
insurance benefits trust fund.
They know that they will expose their from New York can still offer the amend"Sec. 1842. Use of carriers for administra
earnings when they do anything about ment as his own at any time.
Mr. JAVITS. I prefer to keep thattinobefts
social security, and that they will then be
liable for income tax. But they want to open. If I should decide that I shall "Sec. 1843. State agreements for coverage of
eligible individuals who are redo that. They are perfectly willing to declare it affirmatively, I shall notify
cebivcn mosstney payments.ude
regularize itheir whole situation. So the the Senator.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- "See. la" ApublpicassiostancoeproGrams.
majority of them are persuaded that they
nove
Goven
to
ibtions
Appropria
will be better off by amending their own dent, I wish to modify my request that
tingency reserves.
situation and in that way facing It real- all the committee amendments, except
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"Part C-Miscellaneous provisions
"Sec. 1861. Definitions of services, institutions, etc.
"()Selo
lns.ance.
"(b) Inpatient hospital services.
"(c) Inpatient
psychiatric
hospital services,
"(d) Inpatient
tuberculosis
hospital services,
"(e) Hospital.
"(f) Psychiatric hospital.
"(g) Tuberculosis hospital.
"(h) Extended care services,
extended
"(i) Post-hospital
caesrieservices.
" (j) Extended care facility.
" (k) Agreemetint fre trnserew.06
" 1)Ageeens
ortrnser
between extended care
facilities
and hospitals.
"(in) Home health services.
"(n) Post-hospital
home
health services.
(o) Home health agency.
hospital.
Outagotien
" (q)
dhsiiagnosti services,
"r)Physicians'.evcs
"(s) Medical and other health
Drugs and biologicals.
Provider or services.
Reasonable cost.
Arrangements for certain services.
"(x) State and United States.
"Sec. 1862. Exclusions from coverage.
"Sec. 1863. Consultation with State agencies
and other organizations to develop conditions of participation for providers of services,
"Sec. 1884. Use of State agencies to determine compliance by providers of services with conditions
of participation.
"Sec. 1865. Effect of accreditation.
"Sec. 1866. Agreements with providers of
services.
"Sec. 1867. Health insurance benefits advisory council,
"Sec. 1868. National medical review committee.
"Sec. 1869. Determinations; appeals.
"Sec. 1870. Overpayments on behalf of individuals.
"Sec. 1871. Regulations.
"See. 1872. Application of certain provisions
of title II.
"Sec. 1873. Designation of organisation or
publication by name,
"Sec. 1874. Administration.
"Sec. 1875. Studies and recommendations.
"Sec. 103. Transitional provision on eligibility of presently uninsured individuals for hospital insurance
benefits.
"Sec. 104. Suspension in case of aliens; persons convicted of subversive activities.
"Sec. 105. Railroad retirement amendments,
"Sec. 106. Medical expense deduction.
"Sec. 107. Receipts for employees must show
"Se
0.Taeshiasprtl."Sec.
"Sc
0.Tcncl
and
administrative
amendments relating to trust
funds.
"Sec. 109. Advisory council on social security.
"Sc
r1.Maityg otemSctay
Scetr.
"Sc'10Senngoeer
"Part 2--Grants to States for medical assistsancshenprogrm prga"sSec.
"Se 21
Se.11Esalsmnofporm.of
TITLE xsx--GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
"See. 1901. Appropriation,
"Sec. 1902. State plans for medical assistance.
:'Sec. 1908. Payment to States.
'Sec. 1904. Operation of State plans.
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"Se 205. Special project grants for health

"Sec. 327. Technical amendment relating to
meetings of board of trustees
of the old age, aurvivors, and
disability inaurance trust funds.
"TIT'LE IV-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 401. Increased Federal payments under
public assistance titles of the
Social Security Act.
"Sec. 402. Protective payments.
"Sec. 403. Disregarding certain earnings in
determining need under assist
ance programs for the aged.
"Sec. 404. Administrative and judicial re
view of public assistance deter
mninations.
"Sec. 405. Maintenance of State public as
sistance expenditures.

of school and preschool Children.
,Sc.20.Evaluation and report.

"Sec. 406. Disregarding OASDI benefit In
crease, and child's insurance

"Part 2-Implementation of mental retardation planning
"Sec. 211. Authorization of appropriations.
'Tart 3 Public assistance amendments relasting to health care
.'ec 221. Removal of limitations on Federal
participation in assistance to
aged individuals with tuberculosis or mental diseaae.

benefit paymnents beyond age 18,
to the extent attributable to re
0.
troactive effective date.
Exensriongofertace period
efords
rtaegadn hertaingi
income
faor
Setates wheglre legsistrehs.
o
"Sec. 408. Technical amendments to elimi
nate public assistance provisions
which become obsolete in 1967."

"Sec. 222. Amendment to definition of medi-

And, in lieu thereof, to Insert:
"TABLE OF CONTENTS
"Title I-Health insurance for the aged and
medical assistance
"Sec. 100. Short title.

"Sec. 1905. Definitions.
"Sec. 122. Payment by States of premiums
for supplementary health insur"TITLE fl--OTHER AMENDMENTS

RELATING TO

HEALTH CARE

"Part 1-Maternal and child health and
crippled children's services
"Sec. 201. Increase in maternal and child
health services.
"Sec. 202. Increase in crippled children's
services.
"See. 203. Training of professional personnel
for the care of crippled children,
"Sec. 204. Payment for inpatient hospital

cal assistance for the aged.

services.
"(t)
"(u)
"(v)
"(w)

-

~

"TITLE III SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 300. Short title.
"Sec. 301. Increase in old age, survivors, and
disability insurance benefits.
"Part 1-Health Insurance Benefits for the
"Sec. 302. Computation and recornputation
Aged
of benefits.
"Sec. 101. Entitlement to hospital insurance
"Sec. 303. Disability insurance benefits.
benefits.
"Sec. 304. Payment of disability insurance
benefits after entitlement to "Sec. 102. Hospital insurance benefits and
supplementary medical insur
other monthly insutanoe beneance benefits.
fits,
"Title XVIII-Health insurance for the aged
"Sec. 305. Disability insurance trust fund.
"Sec. 306. Payment of child's Insurance bene
fitsafter attainment of age 18 "Sec. 1801. Prohibition against any Federal
interference.
in case of child attending school,
"Sec. 307. Reduced benefits for widows at ",Sec. 1802. Free choice by patient guaran
teed.
age 60.
"Sec. 308. Wife's and widow's benefits for di- "Sec. 1803. Option to individuals to obtain
other health insurance protec
vorced women.
tion.
"See. 309. Transitional Insured status.
"Part A-Hospital insurance for the aged
"Sec. 310. Increase in amount an individual
"Sec. 1811. Description of program.
is permitted to earn without suf"Sec. 1812. Scope of benefits.
fering full deductions from benefits.
"Sec. 311. Coverage for doctors of medicine. ":Sec. 1813. Deductibles.
'Sec.
1814. Conditions of and limitations on
"Sec. 312. Gross income of farmers.
payment for services.
"Sec. 313. Coverage of tips.
of re
(a) Requirement
"Sec. 314. Inclusion of Alaska and Kentucky
quests and certifica
among States permitted todi
tions.
vide their retirement systems.
(b)
Reasonable
cost of
"Sec. 315. Additional period for electing coy-sevc.
eea
s(crNopayens. t
erage under divided retirement
tofseervies
system.
")Noprovierts
"(d) Payments for emner
Sc 1.Epoeso
opoi
raia
ev
gnyhsia
tions.
iecs.
sialsev
"Sec. 317. Coverage of temporary employees
"(e) Payment for inpatient
of the District of Columbia.
hospital services prior
"Sec. 318. Coverage for certain additional
of
to
notification
hospital employees in California.
noneligibility.
"Sec. 319. Tax exemption for religious groups
"(f) Payment for certain
opposed to insurance.
emergency
hospital
320. Increase of earnings counted for
services
furnished
benefits and tax purposes.
a
ceueotieteUie
"Sc, 2.Cagsi
Sta
e
nie
2.Cane
ntxsceue.otsies.
torvdr
fsries.
"Sec. 322. Reimbursement of trust funds for "Sc185tayet
of nonoontributory military :Se
85
amn
opoieso
evcs
"Sec. 1816. Use of public agencies or private
service credits.
organizations to facilitate pay
323. Adoption of child by retired
to providers of service.
wre.ment
324. Extension of period for filing proof "Sec. 1817. Federal hospital insurance trust
fund.
support and applications for
B-Supplementary medical insurance
lump sum death paymen
t.,"Part
benefits for the aged
"SeC. 325. Treatment of certain royalties for
"Sec. 1831. Establishment of supplementary
retirement teat purposes.
medical insurance program for
'SWc. 828. Amnendiments preserving relationthe aged.
ship between railroad retirement
and old age, survivors, and disa- 'Sec. 1832. Scope of benefits.
"Sec. 1833. Payment of benefits.
bility Insurance systems.

~

~~~~~~~~~cost
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::Sec. 1834. Duration of services.
"Sec. 104. Suspension in case of aliens;. per- "Sad. 307. Reduced benefits for widows at
"Sec. 1835. Procedure for payment of claims
sons convicted of subversive
age 60.
of providers of services,
activities.
"Sec. 308. Wife's and widow's benefits for
"Sec. 1838. Eligible individuals.
"Sec. 105. Railroad retirement amendments,
divorced women.
"Sec. 1837. Enrollment periods.
"Sec. 106. Medical expense deduction.
"Sec. 309. Transitional insured status.
"Sec. 1838. Coverage period.
"Sec. 107. Receipts for employees must show "Sec. 310. Increase in amount an individual
"Sec. 1839. Amounts of premiums,
taxes separately.
is permitted to earn without
"Sec. 1840. Payment cf premiums.
"Sec. 108. Technical
and
administrative
suffering full deductions from
"Sac. 1841. Federal supplementary medical
amendments relating-to trust
benefits.
insurance trust fund,
funds.
"Sec. 311. Coverage for doctors of medicine.
"Sec. 1842. Use of carriers for administration
"Sec. 109. Advisory council on social secu"Sec. 312. Gross income of farmers.
of benefits.
rity.
"Sec. 313. Covcerage of tips.
"Sec. 1843. State agreements for coverage of "Sec. 110. Meaning of term "Secretary".
"Sec. 314. Inclusion of Alaska among States
eligible individuals who are re"Sec. 111. Administration of hospital insurpermitted to divide their re
ceiving money payments under
ance f'r the aged by the Railtirament systems.
public assistance programs .
road Retirement Board.
"Sec. 318. Additional period for electing coy
"'Sec. 1844. Appropriations to cover Govern"Sec. 112. Additional Under Secretary and
erage under divided retirement
ment contributions and conAssistant Secretaries of Health,
system.
tingency reserve.
Education, and Welfare.
"Sec. 316. Employees of nonprofit organiza
"Part C-Miscellaneous provisions
"Part 2-Grants to States for medical
tions.
"Sc.181.Deintin
o
srvce,
nsit-assistance
programs
"Sec. 317. Coverage of temporary employees
Se.18.Dfntions,
ofsevcc.ntiu
of the District of Columbia.
toset."Sec.
121. Establiashment of programs.
"Sec. 318. Coverage for certain additional
"(a) Spell of illness.
"Title XIX--Grants to States for medical
hospital employees In Califor
"(b) Inpatient hospital servassistance programs
nia.
"cInaicent
pyharc
"Sec. 1901. Appropriations.
"Sec. 319. Tax exemption for religious groups
hosIpaieta
pservices. c "Sec. 1902. State plans for medical assistopposed to insurance.
"(d) Inpatient
tuberculosis
ance.
"Sec. 320. Increase of earnings counted for
hospital services.
":Sec. 1903. Payment to States.
benefit and tax purposes.
"(e) Hospital.
"Sec. 1904. Operation of State plans.
"Sec. 321. Changes in tax schedules.
"(f) Psychiatric hospital.
"Sec. 1905. Definitions.
"Sec. 322. Reimbursement of trust funds for
"(g) Tuberculosis
hospital. "Sec. 122. Payment-by States of premiums
cost of noncontributory mill
"(li) Extended care services,
for supplementary medical intary service credits.
"(1) Post-hospital
extended
surance.
Sec. 323. Adoption of child by retired
care services.
Title 11--Other amendments relating to
wSco32.
kxensorfpro.frfln
ro
"()Extended care facility,
health care
34 Exesupnofportiad
fc
appflicains foro
"(k) Utilization review.ofspotadplitonfr
" (1) Agreements for transfer
"Part 1-Maternal and child health and
lump-sum. death payment.
between
extended
crippled children's services
"Sec. 325. Treatment of certain royalties for
care
facilities
and
"Sec. 201. Increase in maternal and child
retirement test purposes.
hospitals.
health services.
"Sec. 326. Amendments preserving relation
"(in) Home health services.
"Sec. 202. Increase In crippled children's
ship between railroad retire
" (n) Post-hospital
home
services,
ment and old-age, survivors,
health services.
"Sec. 203. Training of professional personand disability insurance sys
" (o) Home health agency.
nel for the care of crippled
tems.
" (p) Outpatient
hospital
children.
"Sec. 327. Technical amendment relating to
diagnostic services.
"Sec. 204. Payment for inpatient hospital
to meetings of board of trustees
" (q) Physicians' services,
services.
of the old-age, survivors, and
" (r) Physician.
"Sec. 205. Special project grants for health
disability insurance trust funds.
" (s) Medical
and o t h e r
of school and preschool chil"Sec. 328. Applications for benefits.
health services.
dren.
"Sec. 329. Overpayments and underpayments.
" (t) Drugs and biologicals.
"Sec. 20g. Evaluation and report.
30
due
almns ofoheo sam fmoeiy.
vi
"(u) Provider of services.
"Sec. 207. Increase in child welfare services.
"Sec. 331. V daldatin
hertfiates failed
b
" (v) Reasonable cost.
lSecat28.gDayrarefserices.finisters
" (w) Arrangements for cer- "e.28
a
aesrie.mnses
tain services.
"Part 2-Implementation of mental
"Sec. 332. Determination of attorney's fees in
" (x) State and United States,
retardation planning
court proceedings under title II.
"(y) Chiropractors' and podi.- "Sec. 211. Authorization of appropriations.
"Sec. 333. Continuation of widow's and wid
atrits'serices
"Prt
-Pubic
insurance benefits after
atrits'serices
"Prt
-Pubic ssitanc
ssitanc amndmntsower's
amndmntsremarriage.
"Sec. 1862. Exclusions from coverage,
relating to health care
"Sec. 334. Changes in definition of wife,
"Sec.. 1863. Consultation with State agencies
"Sec. 221. Removal of limitations on Fedwdw
ubnadwdwr
andloth
corgatinizatons
patcideeral participation in assistance
"Sec. 335. Reduction of benefits on receipt of
veonopoconditions of sarticipato in'iividuals with tuberculosis
workmen's compensation.
"Sec. 1884. Use of State agencies to deteror mental disease.
"Sec. 336. Facilitating disability determina
mine compliance by providers "Sec. 222. Amendment to definition of medtions.
of services with conditions of
ical assistance for the aged.
"Sec. 337. Payment of costs of rehabilitation
participation.
"Part 4-Miscellaneous amendments
services from the trust funds.
"Sec. 1865. Effect of accreditation,
relating to health care
"Sec. 338. Teachers in the State of Maine.
"Sec. 1866. Agreements with providers of "Sec, 231. Health study of resources relat"'Sec. 339. Modification of agreement with
services.
tag9 to children's emotional
North Dakota and Iowa with
"Sec. 1867. Health insurance benefits advisillness,
respect to certain students.
ory council.
"Title III-Social security-amendments
"Sec. 340. Qualification of children not quali
"Sec. 1868. National medical review com"Sec. 300. Short title,
fled under State law.
mittee.
"Sec. 301. Inctease in old age, survivors, and "Sec. 341. Employees of members of affiliated
"Sec. 1869. Determinations; appeals.
disability insurance benefits,
group of corporations.
"Sec. 1870. Overpayments on behalf of in"Sec. 302. Computation and recomputation
"Title 1IV-Public assistance and mniscellane
dividuals.
of benefits.,
ous amendments
"Sec. 1871. Regulations.
"Sec. 303. Disability insurance benefits.
"Sec. 401. Increased Federal payments under
"Sec. 1872. Application of certain provisions
"Sec. 304. Payment of disability insurance
public assistance titles of the
of title II.
benefits after entitlement to
Social Security Act.
"Sec. 1873. Designation of organization or
other monthly insurance bane"Sec. 402. Protective payments.
publ184.Ad
icitationbynmft.
"Sec. 403. Disregarding certain earnings in
"e.17.Amnsrto."Sec.
308. Disability Insurance trust fund,
determining need under assis
"Sec. 1878. Studies and recommnendations.
"Sec. 306. Payment of child's insurance benetance programs for the aged,
"Sec. 103. Transitional provision on eligifits after attainment of age 18
blind, and disabled.
bility of presently uninsured inin case of child attending School "Sec. 404. Administrative and judicical re
diiuloptlisrneand
o
in case of child becoming
view of public assistance debenefits,
disabled.
terminations.
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dilty"; in line 21, after the word "first", to services, (B) admission and related services
"Sec. 405. Maintenance of State public asstrike out "100" and insert "175"; in the necessary for a diagnostic study, or (C)
sistance expenditures.
same Uine, after the word "such", to strike equivalent services; ".
"Sec. 400. Disregarding OASDI benefit inAt the beginning of line 25, to strike out
crease, and child's insuranoe out "period" and insert "periods and after
benefit payments beyond age 18, the beginning of one spell of illness and "1(3)" and Insert "(4)"; on page 27, at the
beginning of line 6, to striike out "(4)" and
to the extent attributable to before the beginning of the next"; on page
Insert " (5) "; at the beginning of line 17, to
20, at the beginning of line 3, to strike out
retroactive effective date.
"(f)" and insert "1(e)"; in the same line, strike out " (5) " and insert " (6)"1; on page
'Sec. 407. Extension of grace period for dis28, line 9, after "(D) ,", to strike out "or
regarding certain income for after "'(c) ", to strike out "(d), and (e)"
(E)" and insert "(E), or (F) "; In line 16,
States where legislature has not and 'insert "and (d) "; at the beginning of
after the word "part", to strike out "shall"
line 10, to strike out " (g) " and insert " (f) ";
met in regular session,
and insert "shall, subject to the provisions of
"Sec. 408. Technical amendments relating to ine line 13, after " (1) ", to strike out "Paysection 1813,"; on page 30, after line 14, to
ment" and insert J"The amount payable";
public assistance programs.
insert:
in line' 16, after the word "hospital", to strike
"Sec. 409. Optometrists' services,
"Payment for Certain Emergency Hospital
out "deductible; except that such deducti"Sec. 410. Eligibility of children over age 18
Services Furnished Outside the United States
ble shall itself be reduced by any deduction
attending school.
"(f) The authority contained in subsec
"Sec. 411. Disregarding certain earnings In imposed under paragraph (2) with respect
tion (d) shall be applicable to emergency
to a diagnostic study by the same hospital
determining need of certain den
evcsfrihda
Iptethsia
more
end
which began before but did not
pendent children."
servcesfurnshded anhlo
a
hospital
diinpatient
than 20 days before the first day of such spell
Onpage 13, line 12, after the word "States",
UntdSaeif
of illness or, if less, the charges imposed with
to insert " (or outside the United States In
" (1) such individual was physically pres
rsetothinvdulfrheu-ptnt
the case of inpatient hospital services furent In a place within the United States at
hospital diagnostic services provided during
nished under the conditions described in
such study" and insert "deductible or, if less, the time the emergency which necessitated
section 1814(f)) "; on page 15, in the headthe charges Imposed with respect to such such inpatient hospital services occurred;
line in line 13, after the word "Supplementary", to strike out "Health" and insert individual for such services, except that, If and
rsb
o
optlwscoe
()sc
are
"Medical"; on page 17, line 15, after the word the customary charges for such servicessuch
rsb
o
optlwscoe
()sc
"to", to strike out "60"1 and insert "120"; at greater than the charges so Imposed,
suchsu placec
f
frome
ac
chrges hallstantiallyedtmorestaaccessible
18
ot lne"20custoary
stike of
the to
beinnin
than the nearest hospital within the United
"018,tocutomry hares hallbe onsderd t be
ot
trie oflin
the eginin
States which was adequately equipped to
days (or up to"; in the same line, after the the charges so imposed. Such amount shall
asviabefrhera
be further reduced by a deduction equal to delwtad
word "days", to strike out "in certain cirinjutry."
for
menlwtho, suhandiwsvaidual'bIlnes
deductihospital
cumstances) "; at the beginning of line 21, one-fourth of the inpatient
,t
fln
einn
h
ae3,a
O
on
day)
121st
the
(before
to strike out "100" and insert "175" in the ble for each day
Onsr page;33na the baeglinnin ofte line 1,oto
same line, after thk word "during", strike out which such individual is furnished such
"evcsdrn~sc
finds", to strike out " (1) " and insert "(A)"
fb
lns
pelo
the word "the" and insert "any";
On page 18, line 3, after the word "not", to such services have been furnished to him for in line 2, after the word "part", to strike
strike out "(subject to subsections! (c) aind 60 days during such spell; on page 21, line 7, out "(2) " and Insert " (B) "; in line 8, after
after " (2) ", to strike out "Payment" and the word "and", to strike out " (3)"1 and In
(d) ) "; in line 5, after the word "services", to
net
5 fe ie2,t
()"npg
srt
insert "The amount payable"; in line 9, after
insert " (including inpatient psychiatric hoset"2);onpg35afrlie1,oisr:
the word "to" to Insert "the sum of (A) ;
pital services and inpatient tuberculosis
"(3) No such agency or organization shall
In line 12, after the word "study", to insert
word
nlie8,aterlth
eries
hopta
"and (B) 20 per centum of the remainder ofbelaetoheUidSaesfrnyp
"for", to strike out "60"1 and insert "120"; in
aragraphin (1) oftr (2)wr "ac"
metOtn p
line 9, after the word "spell; ", to strike out such amount"; in line 14, after the word
pae3,ln6,ftrhewd"ac,
'sentence", to strike out "and paragraph
to
"or"; in line 12, after the word "for".,
41, line 6, after
toinsert "calendar"; ontopage
(1),"; in line 22, after " (3) ", to strike out the
n thesame
insert "of Health,
"Secretary",
word
strike out "20" and insert "100"; intesm
8, after the
in
lIne
Welfare";
and
Education,
payamount
"The
Insert
and
"Payment"
out
strike
to
line, after the word "such",
word "the", to insert "Managing"; on page
"spell." and insert "spell; or"; after line 13, able"; on page 22, after line 2, to Insert:
payable for post- 42, in the heading in line 16, after the word
(4) The amount
to insert:
hospital extended care services furnished an "Supplementary", to strike out "Health" and
" (3) inpatient psychiatric hospital services
insert "Medical"; In the heading in line 18,
furnished to him during his lifetime after individual during any spell of illness shal
wod"upmnartosik
such services have been furnished to him for be reduced by a deduction equal to one-afeth
anrd inSupeert"eialy"; In tine
oute "Hath"
eighth of the inpatient hospital deductible
a total of 210 days."
out
for each day (before the 121st day) on which 21, after the word "provide", toonstrike
On page 18, after line 16, to strike out'
page 43,
insert "medical";
and
"health"
20day b susecion he is furnished such services after such
Thprvidd
11(c
out:
6,
to
strike
line
after
20
for
him
to
furnished
been
have
services
susetimone
by
20cdayspoied(u
"(c)2)Tshale
" (1) entitlement to have payment made to
days during such spell."
thbn(2) shall be tincretsed (ubut bynotimor
Inline 24, after the word "Of", to strike him or on his behalf (subject to the provi
the days for which the individual has already been furnished inpatient hospital serv- out "$5" and Insert "$4"; in line 25, after sions of this part) for
"(A) physicians' services; and
Ices in the spell of illness are less than 60. the word "of", to strike out "$5"' and Insert
" (B) medical and other health services, ex
The individual may terminate the applica- "$4"; on page 23, line 1, after the word "of"
tion of this subsection with respect to any where It appears the first time, to strike out cept those described in paragraph (2) (C);
same line, after and"
"es" and insert "$4"; In the
day (and the remaining days in the spell of
And, in lieu thereof, to Insert:
word "of", where it apipears the second
imethe
n eecton mde t sch
illnss)by
"(1) entitlement to have payment made
and in such manner as may be prescribed by time, to strike out "$5" and insert "$4 '
regulations. If the number of days of post- on page 24, line 8, after the word "than", to him or on his behalf (subject to the pro
of this part) for medical and other
visions
servhospital
psychiatric
hospital extended care services In the spell to Insert "inpatient
health services, except those described in
of illness has been Increase pursuant to this ices and"; after line 14, to insert:
paragraph (2) (B); and".
"(B) In the case of inpatient psychiatric
subsection, a corresponding reduction (on
On page 43, after line 18, to strike out:
the basis of one day of Inpatient; hospital hospital services, such services are or were
" (A) Inpatient psychiatric hospital serv
services for each two days of post-hospital required to be given on an inpatient basis,
extended care services in excess of 20 plus, by or under the supervision of a physician, ices for up to 60 days during a spell of
".
Illness;
an
Individof
treatment
psychiatric
the
for
postof
where the number of such days
At the beginning of line 21, to strike out
ual; and (I) such treatment can or could
hospital extended care services Is an odd
number, one day of inpatient hospital serv- reasonably be expected to improve the con- "(B)" and insert "(A)"; at the beginning
ices) shall be made in the number or days ditlon for which such treatment is or was of line 23, to strike out " (C) " and insert
allowable under subsection (b) (1) for the necessary or (Ii) inpatient diagnostic study "(B) "; at the beginning of line 24, to 'insert
"(other than physicians' services unless fur
Is or was medically required and such servsame spell of illiness."
On page 19, at the beginning of line 9, to ices are or were necessary for such purposes;". nished by a resident or intern of a hospital
At the beginning of line 25, to strike out or unless such services are in the field of
strike out " (d) " and insert "1(c) "; In the
"(B)" and Insert "I(C)"; on page 23, at the pathology, radiology, physiatry, or anes
same line, after the word "a", to insert "psy-~
chiatric hospital or a"; at the beginning of beginning of line 8, to strike out "I(C)" and thesiology) "; on page 44, line 12, after the
strike out
to
"Supplementary",
line 12, to strike out "60-day" and insert Insert "(D) "; at the beginning of line 23, word
"Health" and insert "Medical"; in the same
to strike out " (D)"1 and Insert " (E) "; on page
"120-day"; in line 13, after the word "the",
to strike
"Insurance",
word
26, at the beginning of line 16, to strike out line, after the
to strike out "60-day" and insert "120-day";
out "Benefits"; in line 19, after the word
in line 14, after " (1) " to insert "with respect " (E) " and insert "1(F) "; after line 18, to in"services; ", to strike out "and" and insert
sert:
to the speil of illness which includes such
"except that an organization which provides
"(3) in the case of inpatient peychiatric
first day"; at the beginning of line 16, to
strike out " (e) " and insert " (d) "1; In line 18, hospItal services, the services are those which medical and other health services (or
after the word "during", to strike out "the" the records of the hospital indicate were fur- arranges for their availability) on a prepay
ment basis may elect to be paid 80 percent of
and insert "any"; in line 19, after the word nished to the individual during periods when
the reasonable cost of services for which pay
"hospital", to insert "or extended care fa- he was receiving (A) intensive treatment
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"(4) with respect to inpatient psychiatric
hospital services furnished to the individual
after the 20th day of a continuous period of
such services, there was not In effect, at the
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"1(B) in the case of an individual who en

rolls pursuant to such subsection (d) in the
month in which he first satisfies such paxa
graphs, the first day of the month following

takes to charge such individuals no more time of admission of such Individual to the the month
in which he so enrolls, or
than 20 percent of such reasonable cost hospital, a decision under section 1866(d)
"1(C) in the case of an individual who-en
plus any amounts payable by them as a re(based on a finding that utilization review of rolls pursuant to such subsection (d) in the
sult of subsection (b); and"; on page 45, long-stay cases Is not being made In such month
following the month in which he first
line 19, after the word "preceding", to strike hospital); and
satisfies such paragraphs, the first day of
out "year" and insert "year, and except that
"(5) with respect to inpatient psychiatric
the second month following the month in
the amount of any deductible imposed unhospital services furnished to the individual which he so enrolls, or
der section 1818(a) (2) (A) with respect to during a continuous period, a finding has not
"(D) In the
outpatient hospital diagnostic services fur- been made (by the physician members of rolls pursuant case of an individual who en
to such subsection (d) more
nished In any year shall be regarded as an the committee or group, as described in sec- than one
month following the month in
Incurred expense under this part for such tion 1861 (k) (4) ) pursuant to the system of which
he satisfies such paragraphs, the first
year"; on page 46, after line 8, to strike out:
utilization review that further inpatient psyday of the third month following the month
"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision
chiatric hospital services are not medically in which he so enrolls, or
of this part, expenses for whole blood fur- necessary; except that, if such a finding has
"1(E) in the case of an Individual who en
nished to an individual in a hospital shall
been made, payment may be made with re- rolls pursuant to subsection (e) of section
be considered incurred expenses for purposes spect to such services furnished before the
1837, the July 1 following the month In
of subsections (a) and (b) only if he has
4th day after the day on which the hospital which he so enrolls."
already been furnished In the same spell of received notice of such finding.
On page 56, line 18, after the word "before",
illness 3 pints of whole blood for which (exOn page 51, line 9, after the word "subto strike out "1968"1 and Insert "1969"; in
cept for this subsection or section 1813(a)
paarp",osrkut"A,()
r()1
line 21, after the word "after", to strike out
(8)) payment would be made under this
paagdisrahtsrieot "(A),o
B)"
(B),r orn22Ct
"1967"1 and Insert "1968"; in line 24, after
title."
and inserto"(A)worr(B)";aafters
22rto
tne
At the. beginning of line 16, to strike out strike out:
'
thme, wosrd
ke"of",where7i appinearsth
first"
"(e)" and insert " (d) "; in line 19, after
"(c) Notwithstanding that an individual
time toe strie oute,"196e"
and
insrt"1968";t
"1813", to insert "other than subsection (a)
i not entitled to have payment made under
strike out "odd-numbered"
and Insert
(2) (A) thereof"; at the beginning of line 22, this part for inpatient psychiatric hospital
"'even-numbered"; on page 57, line 8, after
to strike out " (f) " and Insert " (e) "; on page services furnished by any psychiatric hosthe word "Supplementary", to strike out
47, line 4, after "See. 1834.", to strike out "(a)
pital, payment shall be made to such hos"Health" and insert "Medical"; in the same
(1) Payment under this part for inpatient pital (unless it elects not to receive such
line, after the word "Insurance", to strike
psychiatric hospital services furnished an inpayment or, If payment has already been
out "Benefits"; on page 58, line 18, after the
dividual during a spell of illness may not be made by Or On behalf of such Individual,
word
"Supplementary",
to strike
out
made after such services have been furnished fails to refund such payment within the time
"Health" and insert "Medical"; in line 19,
to him for 60 days during such spell; and no* specified by the Secretary) for such services
after the word "Insurance", to strike out
payment under this part for inpatient pay- which are furnished to the individual prior
"Benefits"; on page 59, line 12, after the
chiatric hospital services furnished an fdicito notification to such hospital from the
word
"Supplementary",
-to strike
out
vidual may be made after such services have Secretary of his lack of entitlement, If such
"Health" and insert "Medical"; in the same
been furnished to him for a total of 180 days payments are precluded only by reason of
line, after the word "Insurance", to strike
during his lifetime.
section 1834 and if such hospital complies
out "Benefits"; on page 60, after line 12,
" (2) If an Individual is an inpatient In a with the requirements of and regulations
to Insert:
psychiatric hospital on the first day on which under this title with respect to such paye)(
Ithcaeoanidvulr
he Is entitled to benefits under this part, the ments, has acted in good faith and without
'(e)vi(1)aInatheicasenofranhindividul Srvie
days in the 60-day period Immediately before knowledge of such lack of entitlement, and ceitireetAt,
undoter Ath Cdivistervied
such first day on which he was an inpatient has acted reasonably in assuming entitle-byteCvlSrieom
sinpoidg
in such a hospital shall be included In deter- ment existed. Payment under the preceding
byethremCivi orServiceommissironecproviding
mining the 60-day limit under paragraph (1)
sentence may not be made for services furretirmnenthe
uscto
survvrsispo
aor
ectiont
but not in determining the 180 day limit un- nished an individual pursuant to any admiswhom nepiter,hsubstontl (apnremus ubseto
der such paragraph."I at the beginning of line sion after the 6th elapsed day (not including
(bsar applies,
his monthly premiumsunde
19, to strike out " (b) " and insert "1(a)"; on as an elapsed day Saturday, Sunday, or
tesos
fsc
niiuludrti
page 48, at the beginning of line 3, to strike legal holiday) after the day on which sucha
part ifouneithe subseciondi(da) unoer sub
out " (c) "and insert " (b) "; in the same line, admission occurred."
pati
ete
(ba)aplisotsuchsoseadi
usection
after the word "of", to strike out "subsecOn page 52, line 21, after the word "i"
such individual agrees) shall, upon notice
tions (a) (1) and (b), Inpatient psychiatric where It appears the second time, to strike
from the Secretary of Health, Education, and
hospital services and home" and insert "sub- out "either" and insert "(A) "; *in line 22,
Welfare to the Civil Service Commission,
section (a), home"; in line 21, after the word after the word "or", to insert "1(B)"1; in line
be collected
"1prescribe", to insert "and"; on page 49, line 23, after the word "residence", to Insert "who thereof from by deducting the amount
each installment of such an
2, after the word "by", to strike out "regula- has resided In the United States continunuity.
Such deduction shall be made in
tions, except that the first of such recertificaously during the 10 years immediately presuch manner and at such times as the Civil
tions shall be required in each case of In- ceding the Month in which he applies for
Service Commission may determine.
The
patient psychiatric hospital services not later enrollment under this part."; on page 53,
Civil Service Commission shall furnish such
than the 20th day of such period) " and Insert line 22, after the word "before",, to strike out information
as the Secretary of iiealth, Edu
"regulations) "; after line 5, to strike out:
"January 1," and insert "July 1,"; in line 24,
cation, and Welfare may reasonably request
" (A) in the case of inpatient psychiatric after the word "on", to strike out "the first in order to
carry out his functions under
hospital services, such services are or were day of the second month which begins after
this part with respect to individuals to
required to be given on an inpatient basis, by the date of. enactment of this title and shall
whom this subsection applies.
or under the supervision of a physician, for end on March 31, 1966" and insert "April 1,
the psychiatric treatment of an Individual;
1966, and shall end on September 30, 1966"'
'(2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall,
and (i) such treatment can or could reasonon page 54, line 5, after the word "after", to from time to .time, but not less often than
ably be expected to improve the condition for strike out "January 1" and insert "July '1";
quarterly, transfer from the Civil Service
which. such treatment is or was necessary or at the beginning of line 13, to strike out Retirement
and Disability Fund, or the ac
(ii) inpatient-- diagnostic study is or was "odd-numbered" and insert "even-numcount (if any) applicable in the case of such
medically required and such services are or bered"; in the- same line, after the word
other Act administered by the Civil Service
were necessary for such purposes;".
"with", to strike out "1967" and Insert
Commission, to the Federal Supplementary
At the beginning of line 16, to strike out "1968"; in line 20, after "(1) ", to strike out Medical Insurance
Trust Fund the aggre
"(B)" and insert " (A) "; in line 21, after the "July 1, 1966", and insert "January 1, 1967";
gate amount deducted under paragraph (1)
word"or,
becusehe
t
stike
ned
ut
fte
lie
20
tostrke
ut:for
the period
which such
relates.
wod"rttieot"eas
eneed";afelie2,tsrkeot
Such transfer to
shall be made transfer
on the basis of
on page 50, at the beginning of line 4, to
"(2) the first day of the third month fola certifica~tion by the Civil Service Commis
strike out " (C)"1 and Insert " (B) "; in line 6, lowing the month in which he enrolls pursion and shall be appropriately adjusted to
to strike out "required;" and insert "re- suant to subsection (d) of section 1837, or the extent
that prior transfers were too
quired."; after line 6, to strike out:
the July 1 following the month in which he
geto
o
ml.
"(3) in the case of inpatient psychiatric
enrolls pursuant to subsection (c) of section
gre
patgor6to
sall."
bgnnn
o in
7
hospital services, the services are those which 1837.
to strike out " (e) " and insert "1(f)"'; In line
the records of the hospital Indicate were furAnd, in lieu thereof, to insert:
1,atrtewr
wo"
osrk
u
nihe
nivdul
t te
urn pridswhn
"(2) (A) in the case of an individual Who "neither subsection (a) nor subsection (b)"1
he was receiving (A) intensive treatment enrolls pursuant to subsection (d) of sec- and insert
"none of the preceding provisions
services, (B) admission and related services tion 1887 before the month in which he first of this section
(other than subsection (d) ) ;
necessary for a diagnostic study, or (C)
satisfies paragraphs (1) and (2) Of section
at the beginning of line 24, to strike out
equivalent services;
1836, the first day of such month, or
"(f) and insert "1(g) "; in line 25, after the
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word "Or", to strike out " (e)"1 and insert
"in",. to strike out "July 1966" and Insert
or (B) the reduction of any fracture of the
M1;on page 62, line, 1, after the word
"January 1967"; at the beginning of line 25. jaw or any facial bone."; In line 18, after
"Supplementary", to strike out "Health" and to strike-out "A or part N," and Insert "A,";
the word "services", to strike out "home
insert "Medical"; in line 2, after the word
on page '19, line 1, after the word "intern",
health services, or physicians' services" and
"Insurance", to strike out "Beniefits"; at the
to insert "(other than services provided in
Insert "or home health services) "; after line
beginning of 1ine 3, to strike out " (g) " and the field of pathology, radiology, physiatry,
19, to insert:
insert " (h) "; In the heading in line 9, after
or anesthesiology)"; in line 9, aftet the word
"1(1) (A) physicians' services;
the word "Supplementary", to strike out "Association", to strike out "(or," and insert
"(B) chiropractors' services; and
"Health" and insert "Medical"; in the head"or,"; In line 12, after the word "Osteo"(C) podiatrists' services;
Ing in line 10, to strike out "Benefits"; in
pathic", to strike out "Association) " and in"(2) services and supplies (including drugs
line 13, after the word "Supplementary", to sert "Association, or, in the case of services
and biologicals which cannot, as determined
strike out "Health" and Insert "Medical";
in a hospital or ostsopathic hospital by an in accordance with regulations, be self-ad
at the beginning of line 14, to strike out intern or resident-rn-training in the field of ministered) furnished as an incident to a
"Benefits"; on page 63. line 4, after the word dentistry, approved by the Council on Dental
physician's professional service, of kinds
"each", to insert "calendar"; on page 66, after
Education of -the American Dental Associawhich are commonly furnished in physicians'
line 14, to insert:
tion."; on page 81, line 10, after the word
offices and are commonly either rendered
"(h) The Managing Trustee shall pay from
"On", to strike out "the"; in line 22, after
without charge or included in the physicians'
time to time from the Trust Fund such
the word "tuberculosis", to strike out the
bills, and hospital services (including drugs
amounts as the Secretary of Health, Educasemicolon and "except that for purposes of
and biologicals which cannot, as determined
tion, and Welfare certifies are necessary to part A (and so much of this part as relates
in accordance with regulations, be self-ad
pay the costs incurred by the Civil Service
to Part A) such term shall include such an
ministered) incident to physicians' services
Commission in making deductions pursuant institution if" and insert "unless"; on page rendered to outpatients;" on page 99, at the
to section 1840(e). During each fiscal year, 82, line 2, after the word "subsection", to
beginning of line 8, to strike out "1(1)"1 and
or after the close of such fiscal year, the Civil
strike out " (g) ), and for purposes of part B insert "1(3) "; at the beginning of line 9, to
Service Commission shall certify to the Sec(and so much of this part as relates to part
strike out "electrocardiograms, basal metab
retary the amount of the costs it incurred in
B) such term shall include such an instituolism readings, electroencephalograms,"; at
making such deductions, and such certified tion if" and insert " (g) ) or unless"; in line 7,
the beginning of line 11, to strike out " (2) "
amount shall be the basis for the amount of after the word "of", to strike out "Christ" and
and insert " (4) "; at the beginning of line 13,
such costs certified by the Secretary to the insert "Christ,"; In line 11, after the word
to strike out " (3) " and insert " (5) '¶; at the
Managing Trustee."
"to", to strike out "the" and insert "such"; on beginning of line 16, to strike out "1(4)"1 and
On page 67, line 2, after "(a) ", to strike page 83, line 4, after the word "Individuals",
insert "(6)"; at the beginning of line 20, to
out "in order to provide for the aciministo strike out "enrolled under the insurance
strike out "(5)" and insert "(7) "; at the
tration of the benefits under this part, the program established by part B"1 and insert
beginning of line 24, to strike out "(6)" and
Secretary shall to the extent possible enter "entitled to hospital insurance benefits under insert " (8) "; on page 100, at the beginning
into contracts with carriers which will unpart A"; in line 11, after the word "on", to
of line 3, to strike out " (7) " and insert " (9) ";
dertake to perform the following functions
strike out "the"; in line 18, after the word after line 6, to insert: "No diagnostic tests
or, to the extent provided in such contracts,
"on", to strike out "the"; on page 84, line
performed in any laboratory which is inde
to secure such performance by other orga14, after the word "on", to strike out "the";
pendent of a physician's office or a hospital
nizations:" and insert "In order to provide
in line 21, after the word "on", to strike out
shall be included within paragraph (3) un
for the administration of the benefits under
"the"; on page 86, line 19, after the word
less such laboratory
this part with maximum efficiency and con"facility", to strike out "if readmitted
"(10) if situated in any State in which
venience for individuals entitled to benefits
thereto within 14 days after discharge thereState or applicable local law provides for
under this part and for providers of serv- from" and insert "if, within 14 days after
licensing of establishments of this nature,
ices and other persons furnishing services
dshreteerm
he is'admittedtosc
(A) is licensed pursuant to such law, or (B)
to such individuals, and with a view to fur- facility or any other extended care facility";
is approved, by the agency of such State or
thering coordination of the administration
on page 88, line 23, after the word "subseclocality responsible for licensing establish
of the benefits under part A and under this
tion.", to insert "The term 'extended care
ments of this nature, as meeting the stand
part, the Secretary is authorized to enter into
facility' also includes an institution (or. a
arcis established for such licensing; and
contracts with carriers, including carriers
distinct part of an institution) which is
"(11) meets such other conditions relating
with which agreements under section 1816 operated, or listed and certified, as a Christian
to the health and safety of individuals with
are in effect, which will perform some or all Science nursing home by the First Church
owo
uhtssaepromda
yepc
of the following functions (or, to the extent of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachuthe Secretary may find necessary."
provided in such contracts, will secure per- setts, but only with respect to items and
I
ie2,atrtewr
ol"
oisr
formance by other organizations); and, with services ordinarily furnished by such InstiI
ie2,atrtewr
ol"
oisr
respect to any of the following functions
tution to inpatients, and payment may be
" (1) "; in line 25, after the word "1included",
which involve payments for physicians' servmade with respect to services provided by or to insert "(or approved for inclusion) "; on
ices, the Secretary shall to the extent possi- In such an institution only to the extent
page 101, line 1, after the word "Pharma
ble enter into such contracts:";
and under such conditions, limitations, and
copoeia", to strike out "or the" and insert
- reuirmens
(n aditon o o inlie of"the";
In the same line, after the word
On page 70, line 21, after the word "ap- rhequodiirem nts, (iintaddtions
tod oreinuireuetof
propriate.", to Insert "In determining the th
odtos
iiainadrqieet
Formulary", to insert "or the United States
reasonable charge for services for purposes
otherwise applicable) as may be provided in
Homoeopathic Pharmacopoeia"; in line 4,
of this paragraph, there shall be taken into
regulations."; on page 96, line 11, after the
after the word "or", to strike out "as are ap
consideration the customary charges for
word "in", to strike out "regulations; and
proved" and insert "1(2) combinations of
similar services generally made by the physiexcept that for purposes of part A sucterm
duso
ilgcl
ftepicpligei
cian or other person furnishing such services
shall not include any agency or organization
ent or ingredients of the combinations meet
as well as the prevailing charges in the lowhich is primarily for the care and treatment
the conditions specified in clause (1), or (3)
cality for similar services."; on page 72, after
of mental diseeses" and insert "regulations.
such drugs or biologicals as are approved"; in
line 12, to insert:
The term 'home health agency' also includes
line 11, after the word "biological", to in
" (3) No carrier shall be liable to the Unita Christian Science visiting nurse service
sert a comma and "for use in such hospital",;
ed States for any payments referred to in
operated, or listed and certified, by the First
on page 103, line 2, after the word "services",
paragraph (1) or (2).
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston,
to insert "and inpatient psychiatric hospital
On page 73, line 11, after the word "before",
Massachusetts, but only with respect to items
services"; in the same line, after the amend
to strike out "July 1, 1967" and insert "Januand services ordinarily furnished by such
ment just above stated, to strike out the
ary1,
o pae
968; 7, a th beinnng
visiting nurse service to individuals, and
comma and "inpatient psychiatric hospital
ary ln1, 198;on pagie 74,ut
begnningn
they1197
a
emaewt
epc
t
ev
evcs";i
ie2,ate
h
od"ev
oflie
srieou1 t
"uy
,96"an
ipyent
mayide
be made wiithngrespett serv-c
srices",";o insrlined2 inaftiernth wordhiaerv
insert "January 1, 1968"; in line 14, after
ieprvddbsuhiitng
nusesevie
icstol isertie" "and inpatient psychiafteri
the word "before", to strike out "July 1967"
only to the extent and under such condi-hoptlsrie"inheam
lnafr
and insert "January 1968"; in line 23, after
tions, limitations, and requirements (in
the amendment just above stated, to strike
::() ot1, oJul
srie 1,196" ndinsrtaddition to or in lieu of the conditions, limiout the comma and "inpatient psychiatric
"January 1, 1967;"; on page 78, line 7, after
tations, and requirements otherwise applicahospital services,"; on page 104, line 8, after
the word "than", to strike out "July 1, 1967"
ble) as may be provided in regulations."'
"A", to strike out "or part B, as the case may
and insert "January 1, 1968"; on page 76, at on page 98, line 3, after the word "means',
be,"; on page 105, after line 2, to insert:
the beginning of line 22, to strike out to strike out "an individual" and insert "(1)
"Chiropractors' and Podiatrists' Services
"Health" and insert "Medical"; in the same
a doctor of medicine or osteopathy"; in line
"(y) (1) The term 'chiropractor' means an
line, after the word "Insurance", to strike
7, after "section 1101 (a) (7)), to Insert a individual who is licensed under State law
out "Benefits"; on page 77, line 4, after the
comma and "or (2) a doctor of dentistry or
to practice as a chiropractor in the State;
word "appropriated", to strike out "during
of dental or oral surgery who is legally auand the term 'chiropractors' services' means
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966"; in line
thorized to practice dentistry by the State
services performed by a chiropractor within
7,atrtewr
truht
trike out in which he performs such function but only
the scope of his license.
"the next fiscal year" and insert "the calenwith respect to (A) surgery related to the
"(2) The term 'podtatrist' means an indi
dar year 1968"; in line 11, after the word
jaw or any structure contiguous to the jaw
vidual who is licensed under State law to
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practice as a podiatrist In the State; and the other person for Items or services furnished
term 'podiatrists' services' means services
an individual,
performed by a podiatrist within the scope
proper adjustment or recovery shall be made
of his license."
with respect to the amount in excess of
On page 106, line 2, after the word "Act", the correct ampunt, under regulations preto insert "and other than under a health scribed (after consultation with the Railroad
benefits or insurance plan established for Retirement Board) by the Secretary, by (A)
employees of such an entity"; in line 7, after
decreasing any payment under title II of this
the word "States", to Insert "(except for Act or under the Railroad Retirement Act Of
nishgednoutideatheUnite
hsptat
esrunderthe- 1937, as the case may be, to which such indinishdthotsie
UntedStats uderthevidual
Is entitled, or (B) requiring such Indiconditions described in section 1814(f) );"1;
vidual or his estate to refund the amount in
in line 25, after the word "member; ", to excess of the correct amount, or (C) destrike out "or"; on page 107, line 3, after the creasing any payment under title II of this
word "his", to strike out "household." and
Act or under the Railroad Retirement Act of
insert "household; or"; after line 8, to in1937, as the case may be, payable to the es"(12) whr.uhepne
r o ei~
tate
of such individual or to any other per"(son
onethesbasiseofetheswagesfandsselfc-emIn connection with the care, treatment, fillon menth income or comwaensatind
whihem
Ing, removal, or replacement of teeth or ploymninoe(rc
pnstn)wch
struture
dirctlysupprtin
teeh."were
the basis of the payments to such indiOnru pages
108,ctlin
20,orin aterethe.
or
vidual, or (D) by applying any combination
"health" to strikeout "agteny
and insrt of the foregoing."
"helth,
stikeout"agncy
t
an inert
page 123, line 3, after the word "any",
"agency, or whether a laboratory meets the to On
insert the word "such"; at the beginning
requirements of paragraphs (10) and (11) of of line 4, to insert "or recovery" in the same
gcionnnofle 14,("ton strie ou t"orhection line, after the amendment just above stated,
ginnig ou
ofline"or 4,ectin
t strie to trik out unde pararthe(3)adjusted
out"(a)" (1no (a)e
(2)"
andr 181"
ineto
"(a)k
1
In line 6, after the word "section", to strike
"a or (a)or()(4)
;o
pagen12 inser6,a
after out "1834(f)" and insert "1841(f)"; In
(a) (2), o a 4 ;o
ae12
ie6
fe
line 10, after the word "adjustment" to in"B", to insert "or, in the case of outpatient sert "or recovery"; after line 10, to strike
hospital diagnostic services, for which payot
ment Is (or may be) made under part A"; on o()Teesaluentdutet:spo
page 113, at the beginning of line 1, to strike
vided iner subsetio
(b) ajshmntall
(no
threout "or 1833 (d)"; on page 114, line 9, after
nsbeto
b
(o
hl
hr
the word "services", to insert "and inpatient be recovery) In any case where the incorpsychiatric hospital services"; in line 10, after
rect payment has been made (including paythe amendment just above stated, to strike ments under sections 1814 (e) and 1835 (c) )
out the comma and "Inpatient psychiatric with respect to an individual who Is withhosptalserice,
inertthewor
o" ad ou falt
nd weresuc
adustent(orCode"
hopta
evie,
rrndisette
od
outefaul anud wherea suhe adurpstenftil (or
'or"; on page 115, line 15, after the word recvey)wolddeeamtenurossrfyite,
"services", insert "and inpatient psychiatric
II or would be against equity and good conhospital services"; in line 16, after the science."
amendment just above stated, to strike out
And in lieu thereof, to insert:
the commra and "or inpatient psychiatric
"(c) There shall be no adjustment as prohospital services,"; on page 120, line 25, after
vided in subsection (b) of payments (inthe word "services", to insert "or other percluding payments under section 1814(e) ) to,
son"; on page 121, after line 2, to strike out: or recovery as provided in such subsection by
" (b) Wherethe United States from, any person who Is
" (1) more than the correct amount is paid without fault if such adjustment or recovunder this title to a provider of services or ery would defeat the purposes of title II of
other person for items or services furnished this Act or of the Railorad Retirement Act
an individual and the Secretary determines of 1937, as the case may be, or would be
that, within such period as he may specify, against equity and good conscience.'
the excess over the correct amount cannot
On page 125, line 25, after the word "care",
be recouped from such provider of services or to Insert "and"; on page 126, line 3, after
other person, or
the word "the", to strike out "program; and
"(2) any payment has been made under
(4) the desirability of broadening or othersection 1814(e) or 1835(c) to a provider of wise modifying the provisions of this title
services or other person for items or services which authorise payment for additional days
furnished an individual,
of post hospital extended care services in
proper adjustments shall be made, under cases where the number of days of Inpatient
regulations prescribed (after consultatio
hospital services in a spell of illness for which
with the Railroad Retirement Board) by the payment is made Is less than the maximum
Secretary, by decreasing subsequent paynumber of days for which such payment
mentscould be made" and insert "program." on
"(3) to which such individual is entitled page 126, line 16, after the word "before", to
under title II of this Act or under the Rail- strike out "April 1," and insert "October 1";
road Retirement Act of 1937, as the case may in line 20, after the word "before", to strike
be, or
out "April 1" and insert "October 1"1; in line
after he word "before" to strike out
"(4) if such individual dies before such 23,
"October 1, 1966", and insert "April 1, 1967";
adjustment has been completed, to which
any other individual is entitled under title II on page 128, at the beginning of line 1, to
of this Act or under the Railroad Retireinsert "(A)"I; in the same line, after the word
mert
197,
At os te cse
ay e, ith"or",
to strike
"an individual" and inmentpActtof13,a
the adselcae-malymbe, with sert "(H) an out
alien lawfully admitted for
come or the compensation constituting the permanent residence"; on page 129, line 3,
basis of the benefits of such deceased inafter the word "individual" to insert "more
diviualundr
ttle I o suh
3 months"; In line 16, after "1(3) "1, to
divdua undler titereof tofisuchr At."than
ct.
strike out "at the beginning of such
first
An in lieue therSeotoansrt:instht
month, is" and Insert "is"; in line 18, after
"(b WhretheSeretryfins
hat
te wrd of, t srik ot
"95"
ad
n"()
or tanth
crrctamun
o py-sert
"1959."1; in line 19, after the amendment
ment has been made under this title to a pro- just above stated, .to strike out "or could
vider of services or other persons for items have been so covered had he or some other
or services furnished an individual and the Individal availed himself of opportunities to
Secretary determines that, within such peri- enroll in a health benefits plan -under such
od as he may specify, the excess over the corAct and (where the Federal employee has
rect amount cannot be recouped from such retired), to continue such enrollment after
prviero
srvce
r thr
eso,
r
retirement."; on page 130, line 8, after the
"(2) any payment has been made under
word "necessary" to insert "for any fiscal
section 1814(e) to a provider of services or
Year"; In line 5,after the word "made", to
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insert "or to be made during such fiscal
year"; in line 11, after the word "resulting",
to insert "or expected to result": in line 14,
after the word "position", to insert "at the
end of such fiscal year"; on page 181, line 18,
after the word "under", to strike out " (1)"1
and insert "(A) "; in line 21, after the word
"or", to strike out " (2) " and insert " (B) "
on page
, line
, at the beginning of the
line, strike out "such" and insert "this";
on page 135, line 2, after the section number,
to strike out
(a) Subsection (a) of section 213 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
allowance of deductions) is amended to read
as follows:

"(a) ALI.OWANCE OF' DEDUCTION. There
shall be allowed as a deduction the followIng amounts, not compensated for by insur
aeortewse
ac
rohrie
(1) the amount by which the amount of
the expenses paid during the taxable year
(reduced by any amount deductible under
paragraph (2) ) for medical care of the tax
payer, his spouse, and dependents (as de
fined in section 152) exceeds 3 percent of
thgrossted
incomecomand
(2) an amount (not in excess of $250)
equal to one half of the expenses paid dur
ing the taxable year for Insurance which
constitutes medical care for the taxpayer, his
spouse, and dependents."
b
h scn
etneofscin23b
ofsuche sCoded(relatinge
tof limittion with(b
fsct
pee todmedicaig olmtainwt
respettomdiie
and drugs) is repealed.
At the beginning of line 21, to strike out
"(c)" and insert "(a)"; in the same line,
after the word "Of", to strike out "such
and insert "the Internal Revenue Code
94 on page 136, line 12, after the word
to strike out "health" and
insert "medical"; in line 21, after the word
"is", to insert the word "either"; in line 22,
after the word "contract", to insert "or fur
nished to the policyholder by the insurance
company In a separate statement,"; on page
137, line 5, after the word "contract", to in
sert "(or furnished to the policyholder by
the Insurance company in a separate state
ment ;a
h
einn
fln
2 osrk
nut)";d) atnth beiningt
" oflne 22,eto8strk
the beginning of line 9, strike out " (e) " and
insert "(c) "; on page 139, line 10, after the
word
"Supplementary",
to
strike
out
"Health" and insert "Medical"; In the same
line, after the word "Insurance", to- strike
out "Benefits"; on page 141, line 13, after
the word "Supplementary" to strike out
"Health" and insert "Medical"; at the begin
ning of line 14, to strike out "Benefits"; on
page 142, line 2, after the word "Supplemen
tary", to strike out "Health" and insert
"Medical"; in the same line, after the word
"Insurance", to strike out "Benefits"; on
page 143, line 25, after the word "supplemen
tary", to strike out "health" and insert
"1medical"; In the same line, after the word
"insurance", to strike out "benefits"; on
page 144, after line 12, to insert:
'ADMINISTRATION OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE FOR
THE AGED BT THE RiAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARDJ
"Szc. 111. (a) (1) Section 226(a) of the
Social Security Act 'is amended by striking
out 'or Is a qualified railroad retirement
beneficiary'.
"(2) Section 226(b) (2) of such Act is
amended to read as follot's:
"'(2) an individual shall be deemed to be
entitled to monthly insdrance benefits under
section 202 for the month in which he died
if he would have been entitled to such bene
fits for such month had he died in the next
month'.
"(3) Section 226(c) of such Act is re
pealed, and subsection (d) of -such section
226 is redesignated as subsection (c).
"(4) Section 1811 of such Act Is amended
by striking out 'or under the railroad re
tirement system'.
"(5) Subsections (a) (2) and (b) (2) of
section 1813 of such Act are amended by
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striking out 'section 226' and inserting in
lieu thereof 'section 226 or under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937'.
"(6) Section 1817(g) of such Act is
amended by striking out the last sentence
and also by striking out '(other than the
amounts so certified to the Railroad Retirement Board)' in the first sentence.
"(7) Section 1841 (f) of such Act is
amended by striking out the last sentence
and Inserting in lieu thereof the following:
'There shall be transferred periodically (but
not less often than once each fiscal year)
to the Trust Fund from the Railroad Retirement Account amounts equivalent to the
amounts not previously so transferred which
have been recovered under subsection (g) of
section 21 of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937.'
"(8) Section 1870(b)
of such Act is
amended by striking out '(after consultation with the Railroad Retirement Board)';
'(Or compensation)'; '(to the Railroad Retirement Hoard if the adjustment is to be
made by decreasing subsequent payments
under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937)';
and 'or under the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937, as the case may be,' wherever such
phrase appears in such subsection,
"(9)
Section 1870(c) of such Act is
amended by striking out 'or of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, as the case may be,'.
"(10) The first sentence of section 1874(a)
of such Act is amended to read as follows:
'Except as otherwise provided in this title
and In the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,
the insurance programs established by this
title shall be administered by the Secretary.'
"(b) (1) Section 103(a) (3) of the Health
Insurance for the Aged Act is amended to
read as follows:
"'(8) is not, and upon filing application
for monthly insurance benefits under section 202 of the Social Security Act would not
be, entitled to hospital insurance benefits
under section 226 of such Act, and does not
meet the requirements set forth in section
21(b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937,'.
" (2) So much of the first sentence of section 103 (a) of such Act as follows clause (5)
is amended by striking out 'becomes certifiable as a railroad retirement beneficiary"
and Inserting in lieu thereof the following:
'meets the requirements set forth in section
21 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937'.
"(c) (1) Section 21 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is amended to read as
follows:
"'SEC. 21. (a) For the purposes of this sectioh, and subject to the conditions hereinafter provided, the Board shall have the same
authority to determine the rights of individuals described in subsection (b) of this
section to have payments made on their behalf for hospital insurance benefits conslating of Inpatient hospital services, posthospital extended care services, post-hospital
home health services, and outpatient hospital diagnostic services (all hereinafter referred to as "services") within the meaning
of section 226, and parts A and C of title
XVIII, of the Social Security Act as the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare has
under such section and such parts with respect to individuals to whom such section
and such parts apply. The rights of Individuals described in subsection (b) of this
section to have payment made on their behalf for the services referred to in the next
preceding Sentence shall be the same as
those of individuals to whom section 226, and
part A of title XVIII, of the Social Security
Act apply and this section shall be administered by the Board as if the provisions of
such section and such part A were applicable,
as If references to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare were to the Board,
as if references to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund were to the Railroad
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Retirement Account, as if references to the
United States or a State included Canada or
a subdivision thereof, and as if the provisions of sections 1862(a) (4), 1863, 1867,
1868, 1874(b). and 1875 of such title XVIII
were not included in such title. For purposes of section 11, a determination with
respect to the rights of an individual under
this section shall, except in the case of a
provider of services, be considered to be a
decision with respect to an annuity.
''(b) Except as otherwise provided in this
section, every Individual who' '(A) has attained age 65, and
"'(B1) (i) Is entitled to an annuity, or (ii)
would be entitled to an annuity had he
ceased compensated service and, in the case
of a spouse, had such spouse's husband or
wife ceased compensated service. or (ill) had
been awarded a pension under section 6, or
(iv) bears a relationship to an employee
which, by reason of section 3 (e), has been, or
would be, taken into account in calculating
the amount of an annuity of such employee
or his survivor,
shall be entitled to have payment made for
the services referred to in subsection (a),
and in accordance with the provisions of
such subsection. The payments for services
herein provided for shall be made from the
Railroad Retirement Account (in accordance
with, and subject to, the conditions applicable under section 10(b) in making payment of other benefits) to the hospital, exiended care facility, or home health agency
provided such services, including such services provided in Canada to individuals to
whom this subsection applies, but. only to
the extent that the amount of payments for
services otherwise hereunder provided for
an individual exceeds the amount payable
for like services provided pursuant to the
law in effect in the place In Canada where
such services are furnished. For the purposes of this section, an Individual shall be
entitled to have payment made for the services referred to in subsection (a) provided
during the month in which he died if he
would be entitled to have payment for services provided during such month had he
died in the next month,
"'(c) No individual shall be entitled to
have payment made for the same services,
which are provided for in this section, under
both (i) this section and (ii) section 226,
and part A of title XVIII, of the Social Securiy Act, and no Individual shall be entitled
to have payment made under both (i) this
section and (ii) section 226, and part A of
title XVIII, of the Social Security Act for
more than would be payable if he were
qualified only under the provisions described
in clause -(i) or only under the provisions
described in clause (II).
In any case in
which an individual would, but for the preceding sentence, be entitled to have payment
made under both the provisions described
in clause (i) and the provisions described
In clause (UI) in such preceding sentence,
payment for such services to which such
individual would be entitled shall be made
in accordance with the procedures established pursuant to the next succeeding
sentence, upon certification by the Board or
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. It shall be the duty of the Board
and such Secretary with respect to such cases
jointly to establish procedures designed to
minimize duplications of requests for payment for such services, and of determinations, and to assign administrative functions
between them so as to promote the greatest
facility, efficiency, and consistency of administration of this section and section 226, and
part A of title XVIII, of the Social Security
Act; and subject to the provisions of this
subsection to assure that the rights of individuals under this section or section 226,
and part A. of title XVII, of the Social Security Act shall not be impaired or diminished
by reason of the administration of this sec-
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tion and section 226, and part A of title
XVIII, of the Social Security Act. The pro
cedures so established may be included in
regulations issued by the Board and by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to implement this section and such section
226, and part A of title XVIII, respectively.
"'
(d) Any agreement entered into by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
pursuant to part A, or part C of title XVIII
of -the Social Security Act shall be entered
into on behalf of both such Secretary and the
Board. The preceding sentence shall not be
construed to limit the authority of the Board
to enter on its own behalf into any such
agreement relating to services provided in
Canada or in any facility devoted primarily
to railroad employees.
-'(e) A request for payment of services
filed under this section shall be deemed to be
a request for payment for services filed as of
the same time under section 226, and part A
of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act, and
a request for payment for services filed under
such section 226 and such part shall be
deemed to be a request for payment for servIces filed as of the same time under this
section.
"'1(f) The Board and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall furnish
each other with such Information, records,
and documents as may be considered neces
sary to the administration of this section or
section 226, and part A of title XVIII, of the
Social Security Act.
"' (g) Any payment to any provider of
services or other person (covered by this
section or part B of title XVIII of the Social
Security Act) with respect to items or serv
ices furnished any Individual who meets the
requirements of subsection (b) of this sec
tion shall be governed, to the extent appli
cable, and as if references to the Secretary
were references to the Board, by the provi
alone of section 1870 of the Social Security
Act and treated for the purposes of section
9 of this Act, as if it were a payment of an
annuity or pension, except that any recovery
of overpayment under part B of title XVIII
Of the Social Security Act shall be transferred
to the Federal Supplementary Medical Insur
ance TrustFopund.
so
ti
etin(n
"'h
Fopuossftisecon(d
sections 1840, 1843, and 1870 of the Social
Security Act), entitlement to an annuity or
pension under this Act shall be deemed to in
dlude entitlement under the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1935.
"' (i) There are authorized to be appro
priated to the Railroad Retirement Account
from time to time such stuns as the Board
finds sufficient to cover
"'(1) the costs of payments made from
such account under this section,
"'(2) the additional administrative ex
penses resulting from such payments, and
"'(3) any loss of interest to such account
resulting from such payments,
In cases where such payments are not in
cludible in determinations under section
5(k) (2) (A) (iii) of this Act, provided such
payments could have been made as a result
of section 103 of the Health Insurance for the
Aged Act but for eligibility under aubsection
(b) of this section.'
"(2) Section 5 (k) (2) of such Act is
amended
-'(A) by striking out subparagraphs (A)
and (B) and redesignating subparagraphs
(C), (D)), and (E) as subparagraphs (A),
(B). and .(0), respectively:
"(B) by striking out the second sentence
and the last sentence of subdivision (I) of
the subparagraph redesignated as subpara
graph (A) by subparagraph (A) of this para
graph; and by striking out from the said
subdivision (i) 'the Retirement Account'
and inserting in lieu thereof 'the Railroad
Retirement Account (hereinafter termed
"Retirement Account")'1;
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"1(C) by adding at the end of the subparagraph redesignated as subparagraph (A)
by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph the
following new subdivision:
"1'(iii) At the close of the fiscal year endIng June 30, 1966, and each fiscal year thereafter, the Board and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare shall determine the
amount, if any, which, if added tO or subtracted from the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund, would place such fund in the
same position In which It would have been
if service as an employee after December
31, 1936, had been Included in the term
"employment" as defined in the Social Security Act and In the Federal Insurance
Such determination
Contributions Act.
shall be made no later than June 15 following the close of the fiscal year.
If such
amount is to be added to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund the Board shall,
within ten days after the determination,
certify such amount to the Secretary of the
Treasury for transfer from the Retirement
Account to the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund; if such amount Is to be subtracted from the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, within ten days
such
after
the
determination,
certify
amount to the Secretary of the Treasury
for transfer from the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund to the Retirement Account. The amount so certified shall furlther include Interest (at the rate determined
under subparagraph (B) for the fiscal year
under consideration) payable from the close
of such fiscal year until the date of certification;'I
,,(D) by striking out 'subparagraph i(D)'I
where it appears in the subparagraph redesignated as subparagraph (A) by subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, and inserting In lieu
thereof 'Subparagraph (B)';
"1(E) by striking out 'subparagraphs (B)
and (C)' where it appears in the subparagrpeeintdas
subparagraph (B) by
ti
prgah
n
n
gupraphredesigAted
o
ad
subargrph(Atispaagap
nserting in lieu thereof 'subparagraph (A)';
adadditional
"(F) by amending the subparagraph redesignated as subparagraph (C) by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph to read as follows:
"'(C) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to transfer to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, or the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund from the Retirement Account or
to the Retirement Account from the Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, or the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund, as the case may be, such
amounts as, from time to time, may be determined by the Board and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to
the provisions of subparagraph (A), and certidled by the Hoard or the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare for transfer from the
Retirement Account or from the Federal OldAgo and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the
Federal Disability insurance Trust Fund, or
the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund.'
"(d) (1) Section 3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to rate of tax on
employees under the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act) Is amended by striking out 'section
3101 (a)' and inserting in lieu thereof 'section
311()
te
luat
ipoedbysetin
3101(b)'.
"(2) Section 3211 of such Code (relating
to ta
te rteon o mplyee eprsenttives under the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act) is amended by striking out 'section 3101
(a)' and Inserting in lieu thereof 'section
3101(a) plus the rate Imposed by section
3101(b)',
"(3) Section 3221(b) of such Code (relatmug to the rate of tax on employers under
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the Railroad Retirement Tax Act) is amended by striking out 'section 3111(a)' and inserting in lieu thereof 'section 3111 (a) plus
the rate Imposed by section 3111(b)'.
"(4) Section 1401(b) of such Code (relating to the rate of tax under the Self-Thnployment Contributions Act) is amended by strikIng out the last sentence,
"(5) Section 3101(b) of such Code (relatIng to the rate of tax on employees under the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act) is
amended by striking out', but without regard
to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof
insofar as It relates to employees'.
"(6) Section 3111(b) of such Code (relatIng to the rate of tax on employers under the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act) is
amended by striking out ', but without regard
to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof
Insofar as it relates to employees',
"(e) (1) The amendments made by the preceding provisions of this section shall become
effective January 1, 1966, if the requirement
in paragraph (2) with respect to such date
has been met. If such requirement has not
been met with respect to January 1, 1966,
such amendments shall become effective on
the first January 1 thereafter with respet
to which such requirement has been met,
"(2) The requirement referred to in paragraph (1) shall be deemed to have been met
with respect to any January 1 If, as of the
October 1l'inunediately preceding such January 1, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act provides that the maximum amount of monthly
compensation taxable under such Act for the
following January will be an amount equal
to or in excess of one-twelfth of the maximum wages which the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act provides may be counted
for the calendar year beginning on the first
day of such following January."
At the top of page 158, add a new section,
as follows:
"ADDITIONAL. UNDER SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT
SECRETARIES Os' NEALTHS, EDUCATION, AND
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And, In lieu thereof, to insert:
"(5) either provide for the establishment
or designation of a single State agency to
administer the plan, or provide for the estab
lishment or designation of a single State
agency to supervise the admlniktration of
the plan, except that the determination of
eligibility for medical assistance under the
plan shall be made by the State or local
agency administering the State plan ap
proved under title I or XVI (insofar as it
relates to the aged);"
On page 162, line 15, after "(9)"I, to insert
"(A)"; In line 20, after the word "services;"
to Insert "and"; after line 20, to Insert:
"(B) provide that, after June 30, 1967, the
requirements under the standards estab
lished and maintained by such authority or
authorities shall include any requirements
which may be contained in standards estab
lished by the Secretary relating to protec
tion against fire and other hazards to the
health and safety of individuals In such
private or public institutions;".
On page 163, line 7, after the word "that",
to Insert "(except as to care and services
described in paragraph (4) or (14) of sec
tion 1905 (a) )"; in line 17, after the word
medical", to strike out "assistance" and In
sert "or remedial care and services"; in line
21, after the word "medical", to strike out
.assistance Is" and insert "or remedial care
and bervices are"; on page 164, line 3, after
the word "provide", to insert "(except as to
care and services described In paragraph (4)
or (14) of section 1905 (a)) "; in line 6, after
the word "medical", to strike out "assistance"
and Insert "or remedial care and services";
in line 13, after the word "medical", to Insort "or remedial"; in line 14, after the word
"medical", to strike out "assistance" and in
sert "or remedial care and services"; on page
168, line 21, after the word "for", to strike
out "tuberculosis or"; in line 25, after the
word "diseases", to strike out "or tuberculosis
a
e '
npg
7,ln
1
(stecs
to strike out "and"; in line 20, after the word
WELFARE
"mental", to strike out "diseases." and insert
"SEc. 112. (a) There shall be in the Depart- "diseases;' and"; after line 20, to Insert:
"(2inlddecptosf(Athkns
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare an
Under Secretary of Health, Eduand numbers of professional medical per
sonnel and supporting staff that will be used
cation, and Welfare who shall be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and in the administration of the plan and of the
responsibilities they will have, (B) the
consent of the Senate, shall perform such
duties as the Secretary of Health, Educa-stnadfrpiteopulcntttos
stndards, frecprivate or publica ainstittinse
tion, and Welfare may prescribe, and shall
serve as Secretary during the absence or under the plan may receive care or services,
disability of the Secretary and the Under that will be utilized by the State authority
Secretary now provided for, in accordance
or authorities responsible for establishing
with directives of the Secretary.
and maintaining such standards, (C) the
cooperative arrangements with State health
"(b) There shall be in the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, in addition
agencies and State vocational rehabilitation
to the Assistant Secretaries otherwise pro
vided by law, two Assistant Secretaries of
agencies entered into with a view to maxi
He'alth, Education, and Welfare who shall
mum utilization of and coordination of the
provision of medical assistance with the
be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate. The
services administered or supervised by such
agencies, and (D) other standards and meth
provisions of section 2 of the Reorganization Plan Numbered 1 of 1953 (67 Stat. 631)
ods that the State will use to assure that
shall be applicable to such additional Asmedical or remedial care and services pro
sistant Secretaries to the same extent asvietorcpnsofmdalsitneae
of high quality."
they are applicable to the Assistant Secretaries authorized by such section,
On page 172, line 2, after the word "and",
" (c) The rate of compensation of such adto strike out "the" and insert "a different";
ditional Under Secretary and Assistant Sec- in line 3, after the word "agency", to strike
retaries shall be the same as that applicable Out "which administered or supervised the
to the Under Secretary and Assistant Sec- administration of such plan approved un
retaries,, respectively, whose positions are der title I (or title XVI, Insofar as it relates
to the aged) "; on page 174. line 5, after
established by section 2 of such reorganizathe word "Compensation", to insert "or
tion plan."
On page 161, after line 5, to strike out:
training"; In line 17, after the word "for",
"(5) provide that the State agency admin- to strike out "tuberculosis or"; on page 178,
line 6, after the word "furnishing", to strike
itering or supervising the administration
of the plan of such State approved under out "by July 1, 1975,"1 and Insert "(on or
title I, or under title XVI (insofar as it re- before the first day of the calendar quarter
ltesto
the aged), shall administer or superfollowing the 40-calendar quarter period be
vise the administration of the plan for mnedginning with the first calendar quarter for
agency
which the plan is effective) I'; on page 179,
ical assistance; and that any local
line 20, after the word "services", to Insert
administering the plan of such State approved under title I, or under title XVI (in"(other than services in an institution for
sofar as It relates to the aged), in a political tuberculosis or mental diseases) "; In line
subdivision, shal administer the plan for 24, after the word "services", to insert "(Oth
er than services In an institution for tuber
medical assistance in such subdivision; ",
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culosis or mental diseases) for Individuals
21 years of age or older and dental services
for individuals under the age of 21"; on page
180, line 13, after " (10) "; to Insert "skilled
nursing home services and"; in line 14, after
the word "services", to insert "for other
iniiul"
nln
1
fe
h
od
"services;", to strike out "and"; after line 21,
to Insert:
" (14) inpatient hospital services and skilled
nursing home services In an institution for
tuberculosis or mental diseases; and",
On page 180, at the beginning of line 25,
to strike out "1(14)" and insert "(15)"; on
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"nwczzAs'SE INCHInD WELFARE SERVICES
"SEC. 207. Section 521 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out '$40,000,000' and all that follows and Inserting
In lieu thereof '$40,000,000 foe' the fiscal year
edn
ue3,16,$50000
o
h
erending June 30, 1966, $
50,000,000,
o
h
ta
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,
$55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1968, $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and $60,000,000 each year
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, and
succeeding fiscal years."'"
on page 191, after line 7, to insert:

page 12lie1,atrtewr"pro""DYCRSEVESmedical,

to strike out "after June 30, 1967" and in-fesolascitnornztosrag
sert "thereafter"; after line 15, to strike out:
"SEc. 208. (a) (1) Part 3 of title V of the
"(2) Section 1109 of such Act is amended
Social Security Act Is amended by striking
by adding at the end thereof the following
out section 527.
1(2) The second sentence of section 1108
new sentence: 'Any amount which is disregarded (or set aside for future needs) i
of such Act is amended by striking out
deemnn
lgbiiyfradao
nto
'522(a), and 527(a)' and inserting in lieu
the aid or assistance for any individual unthereof 'and 522(a)' and by striking ot'rgandtuor
der a State plan approved under title I, IV, in the case of section 527 (a), the minimum'.
X, XIV, XVI, or XIX shall not be taken into
"(b) Section 522 of such Act is amended
consideration in determining the eligibility
to read as follows:yerfrtemknofscgatssmy
to' Sac. 522. The sum appropriated pursuant
for or amount of medical assistance for any
otetniidaone aSaepanapoe
ection 521 for each fiscal year shall be
under title XIX'1 1,
allotted by the Secretary for use by coAnd, in lieu thereof, to insert:
operating State public welfare agencies which
"(2) Section 1109 of such Act is amended have plans developed jointly by the State
to read: 'Any amount which is disregarded
agency and the Secretary, as follows: He
shall allot $70,000 to each State, and shall
(or set aside for future needs) in determinallot to each State an amount which bears
Ing eligibility of and amount of the aid
the same ratio to the remainder of the sum
Stateiplanc approved
ndviua
under
tila,~~
so appropriated for such year as the product
Stat
aproed
pln
ndertite I IV Xof
(1) the population of such State under
xiv, xvr, or XIX shall not be taken into the age of 21 and (2) the allotment percentconsideration in determining the eligibility
age of such State (as determined under seeof and amount of aid or assistance for any
tion 524) bears to the sum of the correspondother individual under a State plan approved
ing products of all the States.'
under any other of such titles.'"()Scin53()()()o
uhAti
Onpge13,i
tehedininlne1,
oamended by striking out 'and' at the end of
strike out "Health" and insert "Medical";
clause (iii) and by Inserting after clause
on page 184, line 1, after "(A)", to insert
(iv) the following new clause:
a comma and "and In the parenthetical
"' I(v) that day care provided under the
phrase appearing in paragraph (2) thereof.";
pa will be provided only in facilities (inin line 15, after "$60,000,000", to Insert
pladng rvt
oe)wihaelcne
"each"; on page 185,
12, after "$60,-cudnprvthoe)wihaelesd
toisr
ec" line npg
ie
by the State, or approved (as meeting the
188, ln
standards established for such licensing) by
000,000",toisr"ec"onpg
3, after "1967", to strike out "'$40,000,000"1 the State agency responsible for licensing
and insert "$45,000,000"; in line 4, after
facilities of this type, and'.
"1968", to strike out "$45,000,000" and
"d)Tea
nmntmdebthse"(d
Th mae
amndmnt
b ths se-120
Insert "$50,000,000"; In line 3, after the
tion shall apply In the case of appropriations
word "and", to strike out "$50,000,000" and
under section 521 of the Social Security Act
insert "$35,000,000"; in line 21, after the
aefrfsa
er
einn
fe
ue
mad
yarsbegnnng
fo fsca
ftr
Jne413
word "this", to strike out "section" and In- 30, 1965, and allotments thereof and paysert "subsection"; on page 189, line 9, after
ments from such allotments."
On page 193, In the headline in line 16, afthe word "this", to strike out "section" and
insert "subsection"; after line 14, to Insert:
ter the word "To", to strike out "Aged"; on
1c)From the sums appropriated pur- pae144a3h7flie2,tosrk
paec94)a
tebeginning
olie2,tsrke441
suant to subsection (a), the Secretary is also out "tuberculosis or"; in line 23, after the
authorized to make grants to the State health
word "diseases", to strike out "or tuberaecthe State mental health agency, and
cuoi
a hh csaemyb)"
agency,
mybe ; npg
npae19,4009,411
the State public welfare agency of any State line 19, after the word "for", to strike out
and (with the consent of such State health, "tuberculosis or"; on page 198, line 23, after
mental health, or public welfare agency) to the word "Act", to insert "(as amended by
the health agency, mental health agency.
section 403 (c) of this Act) "; on page 199,
and public welfare agency, respectively, of line 5, after the word "for", to strike out
any political subdivision of the State, and to "tuberculosis or"; in line 9, after the word
any public or nonprofit private agency or "diseases", to strike out "or tuberculosis (as
institution to pay not to exceed 75 per the case may be) 'I; on page 201, line 7, after
centumn of the cost of projects providing for the word "for", to strike out "tuberculosis
the identification (with a view to providing
or"; at the top of page 203, to insert:
for as early identification as possible), care, "PR, -ICLAEU
MNMNSRLT
and treatment of children who are, or are
PR
-ICLAEU
MNMNSRLT
in danger of becoming, emotionally disING TO HEALTH CARE
turbed, including the followup of children "Health study of resources relating to chsilreceiving such care or treatment. No projdren's emotional illness
ect shall be eligible for a grant under this
"SEc. 231. (a) The Secretary of Health,
subsection unless it provides for coordinaEducation, and Welfare Is authorized, upon
tion of the care and treatment provided the recommendation of the National Advisoryr
under it with, and utilization (to the extent Mental Health Council and after securingtolm
feasible) of, community mental health
the advice of experts in pediatrics and child
centers and other State or local agencies
welfare, to make grants for carrying out a
program of research into and study of ou
engaged in health, welfare, or education
programs or activities for such children."
resources, methods, and practices for dianosOn page 190, at the beginning of line 10, tng or preventing emotional illness in chilto strike out " (c) " and insert " (d) ";, after dren and of treating, caring for, and rehaline 22, to insert:
bilitating children with emotional illnesses,
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"'(b) Such grants may be made to one or
more organizations, but only on condition
that the organization will undertake and
conduct, or If more than one organization
Is to receive such grants, only on condition
that such organizations have agreed among
themselves to undertake and conduct, a cor
oriatdpoga
ofueerch inthoand study
of all aspects of the resoremtdsan
practices referred to in subsection (a).
"(c) As used in subsection (b), the term
"organization" means a nongovernmental
agency, organization, or commission, coinposed of representatives of leading national
welfare, educationai, and other pro
cies active in the field of mental health Of
children.
(dThraeauoizdtbepro
(td) There areficlyauhrizendito bueapp0o
Priae
o
h
iclya
nigJn
0
1966, the sum of $500,000 to be used for a
grantsdto help iniatthes
resen;arch
and study povided,0
for inthissucection; fsand
theasmor
$0,0
for
mknofsucceedings
the
ascmal
be needed to carry the research and study to
completion.
The terms of any such grant
shall prvdththeesac
an suy
shall be completed -not later than two years
from the date it is inaugurated; that the
grantee shall file annual reports with the
CnrsteSceay
n
h
oenr
of the several States, among others that the
grantee may select; and that the final report
shall be similarly filed."
At the bottom of page 205, and the top of
page 206, in the table, to strike out:
"1100 311
319 116.70
211.00
110
320 .323 117.70
214.80
111
324
328 118.80
250. 80
112
329
333 119.90
258.80
113
334
337 121.00
200.40
114
338
342 122.00
262.40
115
343
347
123.10
40
116
3148 311 124.20 264.
206.00
117
312
316 121.20
208.00
118
317
301 120.30
270.00
119
302
365 127.40
271. 00
120
360
370
128.40
273.
121 371
372 129.50
271. 00
00
122
370
379 130.10
277. 20
123
380
384 131.70
279. 20
324
385
389 132.70
281.20
121
390
393
282.80
304
398 133.80
134.90
284. 80
127
399
403 131.90
280.80
404
407 130.09
288. 40
408
412 137.90
200.40
417 138.90
292. 40
418
421 139.90
294. 00
422
426 140.90
200.00
427
431 141.00
298. 00
432
430 142. 90
300.00
440 143.90
301.600
445 144.
90
303.00
440
410 141.90
301.00O
411
454 140.90
307.20
419
147.90
309.
20
404 148.90
311.20
401
406 149.90
312.00".
On page 208, line 13, after the word
"person", to insert "(other than a person
who would not be entitled to such benefits
for such month without the application
of the amendments made by section 306 of
the Social Security Amendments of 1963),"
on page 209, line 4, after the word "person",
to insert "(other than a person who would
not be entitled to such benefits for such
month without the application of the
amendments made by section 306 of the
Social Security Amendments of 1965) "1; on
page 210, after line 17, to strike out:
"(f) Effective with respect to monthly
benefits under title II of the Social Security
Act for months after 1970 and with respect
su
dehpa
ensneruc
tolm
u
dehpa
ensneruc
title in the case of deaths occurring after
such year, the table in section 215(a) of
such Act (as amended by subsection (a)
of this section) is amended by striking out
all figures in columns II, III, IV, and V
beginning with the line which reads:
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"19
315
240"
CI
I
I
and down through the line which reads

(1
El

465

I468

I I

I

Iattains

1

149.90 j312.00I

I

and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"109
110
I11
112
113
114
115
118
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
134
126
127

315
320
324
32
334
338
343
348
362
357
362
366
371
276
380
385
394
399
404
408
41 48
422
427
432
437
441
446
451
455
400
405
469
474
479
488
493
497
502
507
511
518

319 118.70
255.20
323 117.70
2% 40
128 118.80
262.40
3
119.00
266.40
337 121.00 269.60
342 122.00
273.60
347 123.10
277.60
351 124.20
280.80
356 125.20
28480
361 126.230 288.80
365 127.40
292.00
370 128. 40
296.00
375 129.50
298.00
379 110.060
29. 60
384 131.70
301-60
389 132.70
303.80
398 134.00
307.20
403 135.00
309.20
407 138.00
210.80
412 137.00
312.80
7 19.0
M
314.40
426 140.00
318.40
431 141.00
320. 40
436 142.00
322. 40
440 143.00
324.03
445 144.00
326.00
450 141.00
328.03
454 146.00
339.060
459 147.00
331. 00
464 148.00
333.600
468 149.00
335. 20
473 180.00
37. 20
478 151.00
339.20
482 152.00
340. 80
492 164.00
344.80
496 155.00
346.40
801 156.00
348.40
808 157.00
350.40
810 168.00
382.00
516 169.00
354.00
520 160.00
356.00
621
524 161.90
357.60
525
629 162.00
389.00
535
634 164.00
303.20
639
543 165.00
368.20
544
548 166.00
387.20
549
510 167.00
368.00"iln
Onlieage216
1, aterthewor 1%
Opae2,lie1,ftrtewr"hsbenefit
to insert "monthly"; at the top of page 28
to Insert:
"(7) Effective January 2, 1966, subparagraph (B) of section 102(f) (2) of the Social
Security Amendments of 1954 is repealed."

-
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On page 220, after line 8, to strike out:
"(D) A period of disability shall end with
the cloee of the last day of the month preceding the month In which the individual
age 85 or, if earlier, the close of the

last day of"(i) the month following the month in
which the disability ceases if he has been
under a disability for a continuous period
of less than 18 months, or
"1(ii) the second month following the
mnhI
hc
i
iaiiyCae
fh
mot
nwihhsdsblt
essietitled
has been under a disability for a continuous
period of at least 18 months."
And In lieu thereof, to insert the following:
"D
eido
iaiiysaledwt
"()Apro
fdsblt
n
hl
ih
the close of whichever of the following
months is the earlier: (h) the month precdn
h
ot
nwihteidvda
ceigtegotrnwhcah
ndvda
attains age 65, or (ii) the second month following the month in which the disability
ceases."
On page 220, after line 18, to strike out:
"(E) No application for a disability determination which is filed more than 3 months
before the first day on which a period of disability can begin (as determined under this
paragraph), or, in any case in which section
223(d) (2) applies, more than 6 months before the first month for which such applian becomes entitled to benefits under secan
tion 223, shall be accepted as an application
for purposes of this paragraph. Any application for a disability determination which
I
ie
ihnsc
ots
eido
isfldwti
uh3mnh'pro
rS
months' period shall be deemed to have been
filed on such first day or in such first
month, as the case may be."
On page 221, line 5, strike out " (F) " and
irs~rt "(E)"; after line 14. to strike out:
"(3) Paragraph (1) of section 223(a) of
such Act is amended to read as follows:
"'(1) Every Individual who"'(A) is insured for disability Insurance
benefits (as determined under subsection
(c) (1) ),
"(B)
has not attained the age of 65, and
"(C) has filed application for disability
inurance benefits,lie1,tinr:
shall be entitled to a disability Insurance
for each month in his disability paymont period (as defined in subsection
(d) ).-'"
At the top of page 222, insert the following:
"(3) Subparagraph (D) of paragraph (1)
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"'(B3) such Individual applies for disabil
ity insurence benefits on the basis of a dis
ability which at the time of application
can be expected to last a continuous period
of at least 12 months or to result In death,

then for purposes of this section, the term
"disability payment period" includes each
month In the waiting period with respect to
which such application was filed.'
" (d) (1) Section 222 (c) (5) of such Act is
amended by striking out 'who becomes en
to benefits under section 223 for any
month as provided in clause (it) of subsec
tion (a) (1) of this section,' and inserting
i iuteef'owo
eto
2()()i
nle
hro
t
hmscin23()()i
applicable,'.
" (2) Section 223 (a) (2) (B) of such Act Is
amended by striking out 'clause (ii) of para
ph (1) of this section' and inserting in
lieu thereof 'subsection (d) (2)'1.
" (3) (A) Section 223 (b) of such Act is
amended
"(1) by striking out 'clause (ii) of para
graph (1) of subsection (a)' and inserting
in'lieu thereof 'subsection (d) (2)'1, and
"(ii) by striking out the last sentence and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: 'An
individual who would have been entitled to
a disability insurance benefit for any month
had he filed application therefor before the
end of such month shall be entitled to such
benefit for such month if he files such appli
cation before the end of the 12th month
Immediately succeeding such month."'"
And In lieu thereof, to Insert:
"(c) Section 223(b)
of such Act is
amended by striking out the last sentence
and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
'An Individual who would have been en
titled to a disability insurance benefit for
any month had be filed application therefor
before the end of such month shall be en
titled to such benefit for such month If he
files such application before the end of the
12th month immediately succeeding such
month.'"1
On page 224, at the beginning of line 15,
to strike out " (B) " and insert " (d) "; after
7 t
net
(e) So much of section 215(a) (4) of such
Act as precedes 'the amount in column IV'
is amended to read as follows:
"' (4) In the case of an individual who
was entitled to a disability insurance benefit
for the month before the month In which he
died, became entitled to old-age insurance

"Spc. 303. (a)f(1)
Clause tof
(A)sthie
firt:
of section 223(a) of such Act is repealed, benefits, or attained age 65,.'."
"seneceof3 secio 216(i)us (1) of the Soialt subparagraph (C) of such paragraph is
At the beginning of line 25, strike out
sentnceof
ecton 16() () o th Soialamended by striking out 'and', and subpara"(e)" and insert "(f) "; on page 225, line 1,
Security Act is amended by striking out "imgah()o
uhprgahi
mne
yatrtewr
ad
hr
tocr
h
pairment which can be expected to result in
gnsraphg
(B)d oftsuhen paragraph.i amne
sbferon thmewordke"and"pwhreaitrccur
theo
niate duration,"oaond ionsetingedindlieunheeofi
After line 8, to strike out:
subsection (d) " and insert "subsections (c)
223(c)aio,"an
(2)tngi
iu
hro
"(c) Section 223 of such Act is amended
and (d) " In line 3, after the word "subpara
" (2) Section23 c(2
of such Act is by adding at the end thereof the following
graphs", strike out " (B), (E), and (F) ", and
amended by striking out 'which can be ex- new subsection:
insert "1(B) and (E) "; on page 226, line 3,
pected to result in death or to be of long
"DISABILrrY
PAYMEN'T PERIOD
after the word "enacted", to insert "The precontinued and indefinite duration'."1
" '(d) (1) For purposes of this section, the
ceding sentence shall also be applicable In
And In lieu thereof, to Insert the follow- term "disability payment period" means, in
the case of applications for monthly insurIng:
the case of any application. the period be- ance benefits under title II of the Social
"SEc. 303. (a) (1) Clause (A) of the first ginning with the last month of the inSecurity Act based on the wages and selfsentence of section 216 (1) of the Social dividual's waiting period and ending with employment income of an applicant with
Security Act is amended by striking out 'or the month preceding whichever of the folrespect to whose application for disability
to be of long-continued and indefinite duralowing months is the earliest:
Insurance benefits under section 223 of such
tion' and inserting in lieu thereof 'or has
"(A) the month in which he dies,
Act such preceding sentence is applicable."
lasted or can be expected to last for a con"(B)
the month in which he attains
After line 9, to strike out:
tinuous period of not lose than 12 calendar
age 65, or
" (2) Section 223 (d) (1) of such Act (added
months'.
" '(C) either (5) the second month followby subsection (c) of this section) shall be
" (2) Section 223 (c) (2) of such Act is ing the month in which his disability ceases
applicable In the case of applications for
amended to read as follows:
If he has been under a disability for a condisability insurance benefits filed by Individ
" '(2) The term "disability" means intinuous period of less than -18 calendar
uals the last month of whose waiting period
ability to engage in any substantial gainful months, or (ii) the third month following
(as defined In section 223 (c) (3) of such Act)
activity by reason of any medically determithe month in which his disability ceases
occurs after the month In which this Act
nable physical or mental impairment which
if he has been under a disability for a conis enacted; except that subparagraph (C)
can be expected to result In death or which tinuous period of at least 18 calendar months,
of such section shall be applicable to individ.
has lasted or can be expected to last for a
" '(2) Ifuals entitled to disability Insurance benefits
continuous period of not less than 12 cal"'(A) an individual had a period of diswhose disability (as defined In section 223 (c)
endar months. An individual shall not be ability (as defined in section 216(i)) which
of the Social Security Act as amended by this
considered to be under a disability unless he lasted at least 18 calendar months and which
Act) ceases In or after the second month
furnishes auch proof of the existence thereof ceased within the 60 month period preceding following the month in which this Act Is
as may be required.' "
the first month of his waiting period, and
enacted.
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"(3) Section 223 (d) (2) of such Act (added
by subsection (c) of this section), and the
amendments made by subsection (d), shall
be applicable in the case of applications for
disability insurance benefits under section
223, and for disability determinations under
section 216(i), of the Social Security Act
filed after the month in which this Act is
enacted.chAtasatisteaeo
fs
1 ()()
" (4)
Section 216subiec(2) (D() ofsuhi Act-a
tise-fore
amendedal bppysusetio rbsp(1)tof
disability
to)salapywtrepctoa
Act as
of
such
216(i)
section
(as defined in
amended by this Act) which ceases In or
after the second month following the month
in which this Act is enacted."

-
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(or the second month following the month sert " (3) "; in the same line, after "(g) ", to
in which he ceases to be under such dis- strike out "(4)" and Insert "(3) "; in line
ability if he has been under a disability for 14, after the word "of", to strike out "18"
and Insert "22"; in line 16, after the word
a continuous period of less than 18 months),
"Occurred", to strike out "and had been un
the third month (or the second month) following the month in which he ceases to be der such disability for a continuous period
at least 18 months (or in the second
of
or
disability,
under such
"1(I) In the case of a child who after he month if he had bedn under such disability
for a continuous period of less than 18
8caetobunra
months).
atto
iabiinsthe(agesodf18nease toic begundber
In line 21, after " (b) "1, to strike out " (4)"
e
ea
hc
dfnd
iaiiy(ss
he attained the age of 18, but who hasaniset"3";nlne2,fer(e",o
e ,t
2 fe
3 1 nln
adisr
close
the
22
before
not attained the age of
of the third month following the month strike out " (4)" and insert " (3)" in the
In which he ceases to be under such dis- same line, after "(g) ", to strike out "1(4) "
insert " (3) "; on page 24 1, line 5, after
aityfheasbnudradibltyorand
diasabilit forth the word "of", to strike out "18 and had been
been undeat
abilityifnheohs

such disability for a continuous period
o-under
ot
eod
f h
ls
h
eoe
subferln
9 oisection
Onpg
of at least 8 months (or in the second month
esmontfol
scnd
loseh of thchhe
orwbfor the
(uscto
"(2) The amendment made by
had
been under such disability for a
if
he
beeunr
he
ceasest
wich
themonh
diainit
lowing
primary
of
the
(e) shall apply in the case
beenidouners continuous period of less than 18 months)"
fracnifnheohs
disability
sc
unea
Insurance amounts of individuals who Atand insert "22"; in line 17, after "(e) ", to
ud
uoustiperio oess
cnin
forts an
tandiailt
tamn age 65 after the enactment of this Act."
npg
n
nsr
,,
stuend trieot
isoa full-im
thn 18c moths)d aondh
In line 21, after the word "only", to strike
ont page
t
iserti(3
fte
out (4)and
stike
rmont (orth sucht seondh22
iontsuch thearird
out "such disability insurance benefit for
ate"4)
ou
stike
4
"a,
to
"3"(gon
inser7ate
frtmnh22
h
mot)ahnalirodi
of
such
larger
such month" and insert "the
(after such third month or such secondaniset"3";opge24lneafr
benefits for such month, except that, if such
during no part of which he is a full- the word "enacted", to insert "and"; after
b e-month)
inivdulsoelcsheshl ista
student, or (ii) the month in which line 4, to strike out:
indvidal
eect, oe sallinseadbe n-time
" (2) section 202 (d) (1) (H) (ii) of such Act
titled to only the smaller of such benefits he dttains the age of 22."
(as amended by this section) shall apply
for such Month"; on psge 229, line 24, after
for months after the month in which
only
following:
the
insert
to
thereof,
in
lieu
And
out
"paragraph"
strike
the word "after", to
'(E) the month in which such child this Act is enacted; and"
and insert "subparagraph"; on page 230,
At the beginning of line 8, strike out " (3)"
attains the age of 18 and is not under a
line 1, afte-r the word "new", strike out
and insert "(2)"; on page 249, line 22, after
disability (as so defined) and is not a full"paragraphs" and insert "subparagraphs";
on page 232, line 4, after " (k) ", to strike out time student during any part of such month, the word "wife", to strike out "has not re
married" and insert "Is not married"; on page
"(F) the first month after the month in
"So much of section 2158(a) (4) of such Act
which such child attains the age of 18 and, 51, after line 22, to strike out:
as follows clause (B) " and insert "Section
" (3) In the case of any divorced wife of
in such first month, is not under a dis215(a) (4) of such Act"; in line 25, after the
ability (as so defined) and is not a full- an individual
word. "and", strike out "¾"41 and insert
"(A) who marries another Individual, and
time student during any part of such first
"'0.70"; on page 233, line 5, after the word
"(B3) whose marriage to the individual re
month, but only if in the third month
"and", strike out "h!" and insert "0.525";
preceding such first month he was not ferred to in subparagraph (A) is terminated
in line 11, after the word "school" to insert
divorce which occurs within 20 years after
by
under a disability,
"and in case of child becoming disabled"; in
such marriage.
"(0) the month in which such child
line 19, after the word "of", to strike out
attains the age of 22 and is not under a the marriage to the individual referred to
"and which has lasted or can be expected to
disability (as so defined), but only if in the in subparagraph (A) shall, for the purposes
last a continuous period of at least 6 calenthird month preceding such month he was of paragraph (1), be deemed not to have oc
dar months or to result in death" and insert
curred. No benefits shall be payable under
not under. a disability, or
e u:
"22".
"(H) the third month following the this subsection by reason of the preceding
On page 234, after line 4, to strikeot
" (E) In the case of a child who is not month in which he ceases to bc under such sentence for any month before whichever
under a disability (as to defined) at thedi
of the following is the latest: (i) the month
time he attains the age of 18 and who dur- diability."'
On page 237, line 12, after the word after the month in which the divorce re
ing no part of the month in which he at"terminated", to strike nut "with the month ferred to in subparagraph (B) of the pre
tains such age is a full-time student, the
month in which such child attains the age preceding the month in which such child ceding sentence occurs, (ii) the twelfth
month before the month in which such di
attained the age of 18, or with a subsequent
of 18,
seond murontho
appicaionth
this pargrph orle
month," and Insert "under the precedin
" (F) in the case of a child who Is a fullisnt
paragraph,
hc
this r()tescn
atrtemnhi
time student during the month In which he provisions of this subsection"; in line 19,
hsprgahi
nwih
ot
eated"h
which
"or
in
insert
"22",
to
the
figures
after
attains the age of 18, the first month (beginning after he attains such age) during no he is under a disability (as defined in sec-encd.
*On page 252, at the beginning of line 15,
part of which he is a full-time student or tion 223(c) which began before he attained
the month in which he attains the age of the age of 22"; In line 21, after the amend- strike out "(4)" and insert "(3)"; on page
ment just above stated, to strike out "if he 253, line 11, after "(A)", to strike out "hcs
22, whichever occurs earlier, but only If in
the third month preceding such earlier has filed application for such reentitlement" not remarried," and insert "is not married";
thwor "wife'stinsuranc
wasntentte
and insert "if he also meets the require- "whone22
so
(as
a
disability
month he was not under
tenbaislof the wage's inuandelf
defined) which began before he attained the ments of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of benefits non
inivduaelfor
paragraph (1); and such reentitlement shall beemplsoymnthincome of suheae
age of 18,
the month preceding the month in which he
end thereafter in accordance with the pro"1(0) in the case of a child who first bedied,".
visions of subparagraph (D)), (F), (Gl), or
comes entitled to benefits under this subsecOn page 255, after line B, to strike out:
tion for the month in which he attains the (H) of paragraph (1)."
"(2) Paragraphs (3) and (4) of section
At the top of page 238, to strike out:
age of 18 or a subsequent month and who
of such Act are amended by striking
202(e)
with
the
"Such reentitlement shall end
in the month for which he becomes so entitled is not under a disability (as so de- month preceding whichever of the following out 'widow' each place it appears and in
fined) which began before he attained the first occurs: The first month during no part serting in lieu thereof 'widow or surviving
of which he is a full-time student, the month- divorced wife'.
age of 18. the first month (after he becomes
"(3) Paragraph (4) of section 202(e) of
so entitled) during no part of which he is in which he attaine the age of 22, or the
such Act is amended by striking out
first month in which an event specified in
a full-time student or the month in 'which
and Inserting in lieu thereof
'widow's'
(D)
occurs."
paragraph (1)
he attains the age of 22, which ever occurs
On page 240, at the beginning of line 1, 'widow's or surviving divorced wife's'.
fa
hl
as
earlier,
"(4) Section 202(e) of such Act is fur
achilds who aftuner he to strike out: "which began before he
"(H)ains the caseof
ther amended by adding at the end thereof
attained such age, shall be deemed not enuner_
attabiinsthe(agesodf18nease toic bega
the following new paragraph:
fore he attained the age of 18, and who titled to such benefits for euch month, un"'(5) In the case of any widow or sur
-less he was under such a disability in the
either" (i) attains the age of 22 before the close third month before such month and had viving divorced wife of an individual
" '(A) who marries another Individual, and
been under such disability for a continuous
of- the third month following the month in
"'(B1) whose marriage to the individual
which he ceases to be under such disability, period of at least 18 months (or In the sec
ond month if he had been under such dis- referred to in subparagraph (A) is termi
ornated by divorce which occurs within 20
ability for a continuous period of less than
"(ii) was a full-time student during no
years after such mnarriage,
18 months) ."
part of the third month following the month
At the beginning of line 9, after " (b)"1 to the marriage to the individual referred to
in which he ceases to be under such disability if he has been under a disability for strike out "(4)." and insert "(8); in the same in subparagraph (A) shall, for the purposes
of paragraph (1), be deemed not to have
a continuous period of at least 18 months line, after "1(e) ", to strike out "1(4)"1 and in-
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occurred. No benefits shall be pa yable under this subsection by reason of the preceding sentence for any month before whichever of the following is the latest: (I) the
month after the month In which the divorce
referred to in subparagraph (B) of the preceding sentence occurs, (ii). the twelfth
month before the month in which such
widow or surviving divorced wife files application for purpoees of this paragraph, or
(iii) the second month after the month In
which this paragraph is enacted."'
And in lieu thereof, to insert:
"1(2) Paragraph (3) of section 202(e) of
such Act is repealed.
"1(3) Section 202 (e) of such act is amended
by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph
(3) and such paragraph Is further amended
by striking out 'widow' and inserting in lieu
thereof 'widow or surviving divorced wife'
and by striking out 'widow's' and inserting in
lieu thereof 'widow's or surviving divorced
wife's'."1
At the top of page 258, to insert:
"(3) Subparagraph (A) of section 202(g)
(1) of such Act is amended by striking out
'has not remarried' and Inserting in lieu
thereof 'is not married'."
At the beginning of line 4, to strike out
"(3)" and insert "(4)"; on page 259, after
line 2, to strike out:
"1(4) Section 202 (g) of such Act is amended
by adding the following new paragraph:
"'(5) In the case of any widow or surviving divorced mother"(A) who marries another individual, and
"(B) whose marriage to the individual
referred to In subparagraph (A) is terminated
by divorce which occurs within 20 years after
such marriage,
the marriage to the individual referred to in
subparagraph (A) shall, for the purposes of
paragraph (1), be deemed not to have occurred. No benefits shall be payable under
this subsection by reason of the preceding
sentence for any month prior to whichever
of the following is the latest: (i) the month
after the month in which the divorce referred to in subparagraph (B) of the preceding sentence occurs, (ii) the twelfth
month before the month in which such
widow or surviving divorced mother files application for purposes of this paragraph, or
(iii) the second month after the month in
which this paragraph is enacted.'"1
On page 261, after line 8, to insert:
"(12) Paragraph (3) of section 202(g) of
such Act is repealed.
"(13) Section 202(g) of such Act is
amended by redesignating paragraph (4) as
paragraph (3).,'
On page 264, line 4, after "SEC. 310", to
strike out "(a) Paragraph (3) of section
203(f) of the Social Security Act is amended
by striking out "$500"1 wherever it appears
therein and inserting in
lieu thereof
'$1,200'."
And In lieu thereof, to insert:
"()(1) Paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) (B)
of subsection (f) of section 203 of the Social
Security Act are each amended by striking
out '$100' wherever It appears therein and
inserting in lieu therecf '$150'.
"(2) The first sentence of paragraph(3
ofschsbscio f)i
aede
y tikn
out '$500' each place it appears therein and
inserting In lieu thereof '$1,200'.
"(3 Paragraph (1) (A) of subsection (h)
of section 203 of such Act is amended by
striking out '1$100' and inserting In lieu
thereof '$150'."1
On page 278, line 10, after the name
"Alaska" to strike out "And Kentucky";
after line 11, to strike out: "of the Social
Security Act is amended"(1 by inserting 'Alaska,' before 'Callfornia'; and
"(2) by
inserting
'Kentucky,'
before
'Massachusetts' "1.
And in lieu thereof, to insert:

SENATE

"SEC. 314. The first sentence of section
218 (d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting 'Alaska,' before 'Call.
fornia"'".
On page 279, after line 15, to strike out:
"(b) Section 3121(k) (1) of such Code
(relating to waiver of exemption by religious,
charitable, and certain other organizations)
Is further amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:
"'(H1) An organization which files a certificate under subparagraph (A) before 1966
may amend such certificate during 1965 or
1966 to make the certificate effective With
the first day of any calendar quarter preceding the quarter for which such certificate
originally became effective, except that such
date may not be earlier than the first day of
the twentieth calendar quarter preceeding
the quarter in which such certificate is so
amended.'"1
And in lieu thereof, to insert:
" (b) Section 3 121 (k) (1) of such Code (relating to waiver of exemption by religious,
charitable, and certain other organizations)
Is further amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:
"'(H) An organization which files a certificate lunder subparagraph (A) before 1966
may amend such certificate during 1965 or
1966 to make the certificate effective with the
first day of any calendar quarter preceding
the quarter for which such certificate originally became effective, except that such date
may not be earlier than the first day of the
twentieth calendar quarter preceding the
quarter in which such certificate is so
amended. If an organization amends its certificate pursuant to the preceding sentence,
such amendment shall be effective with resPect to the service of Individuals who concurred in the filing of such certificate (lnitially Or through the filing of a supplemental
list) and who concur in the filing of such
amendment. An amendment to a certificate
filed pursuant to this subparagraph shall be
filed with such official and in such form and
manner as may be prescribed by regulations
made under this chapter. If an amendment
15 filed pursuant to this subparagraph"'(I) for purposes of computing interest
and for purposes of section 6651 (relating to
addition to tax for failure to file tax return),
the due date for the return and payment of
the tax for any calendar quarter resulting
from the filing of such an amendment shall
be the last day of the calendar month following the calendar quarter in which the
amendment is filed; and
"'-(i) the statutory period for the assessment of such tax shall not expire before the
expiration of three years from such due
date."
On page 284, after line I11, to insert:
" (d) If" (1) an Individual performed service with
respect to which remuneration was paid before the date of enactment of this Act by an
organization which, before such date, filed a
waiver certificate pursuant to section 3121
k)(
othInealRvueCdin
(k(1ofteneraRvnuCd,
" (2) such service Is excluded from employment under title II of the social Security Act
but would not be excluded therefrom if the
requirements of such section 3121 (k) (1) had
been met with respect to such service,
" (3) such service was performed during the
Period such certificate was in effect, and
"(4) such Individual was listed pursuant
to such section 3121 (k) (1) at any time during such period and before the date of enactment of this Act as an employee who
concurred in the filing of such certificate or
such individual filed a request for coverage
pursuant to section 105(b) of the Social Security Amendments of 1960, as in effect prior
to the enactment of this Act (but such listing or request was not effective with respect
to the service described above),
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then, subject to the conditions stated In sub
paragraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E) of Para
graph (1), and paragraph (4), of. section 105
(b) of the Social Security Amendments of
1960, as amended by this section, the re
muneration of such individual which was
paid with respect to such excluded service
shall be deemed to constitute remuneration
for employment for purposes of such title II."
On page 283, line 21, after the word "ad
ministration,", to strike out "effective with
respect to remuneration paid before 1971,
make" and Insert "make"; in line 24, after
tl~e word "the", to strike out "$5,600 limita
tion in section 3121 (a) (i) and, effective
with respect to remuneration paid after
1970, without regard to the"; on page 298,
line 17, after the word "new", to strike out
"paragraphs" and insert "paragraph"; in line
21, after the word "to", to strike out "$5,600"
and insert "$6,600"; in line 23, after "1965",
to strike out "and prior to 1971,"; in line 25,
to strike out "year;" and insert "year;" "; at
the top of page 299, to strike out:
"(5) That part of remuneration which,
after remuneration (other than remuneration
referred to in -the succeeding subsections of
this section) equal to $6,600 with respect to
employment has been paid to an individual
during any calendar year after 1970, is paid
to such individual during such calendar
year; ".
In line 11, after the word "new", to strike
out "subparagraphs" and Insert "subpara
graph"; in line 13, after "1965": to strike
out "and prior to 1971, (1) $5,600" and insert
"(I) $6,600"; in line 16, after the word "year",
to strike out "and" and insert "or"; after
line 16, to strike out:
"(E) For any taxable year ending after
1970, (1) $6,600, minus (ii) the amount of
the wages paid to such individual during the
taxable year; or".
In line 22, after the word "or", to strike
out "$5,600" and insert "$6,000"; in line 23,
after "1965"1, to strike out "and before 1971,
or $6,600 in the case of a calendar year after
1970"; on page 300, line 3, after the word
"or", to strike out "$5,600"1 and insert
"$6,600"; in line 4, after "1965", to strike out
"and before 1971, or $6,600 In the case of a
taxable year ending after 1970"; in line 10,
after the word "before", to strike out "1966,"1
and insert "1966 and"; in the same line, after
the Word "over", to strike out "$5,600"1 and
insert "$6,600"; In line 11, after "1965"1, to
strike out "and before 1971, and the excess
over $6,600 in the case of any calendar year
after 1970"; In line 21, to strike out "1sub
paragraphs" and insert "subparagraph"; in
line 22, after the word "after", to strike out
"1965 and before 1971, (i) $5,660," and in
sert "1965, (i) $6,600,"; in line 25, after the
word "year", to strike out "and" and insert
"or"; at the top of page 301, to strike out:
'(E) for any taxable year ending after
1970, (1) $6,600, minus (ii) the amount of
tewgspi
osc
niiuldrn
h
taxable year; or".
In line 4, after " (2) ", to strike out "1(A)"1;
line 6, after the word "thereof", to strike
out "$5,600" and insert "$6,600"; after line 7,
to strike out:
" (B) Effective with respect to remunera
tion paid after 1970, section 3121 (a) (1) of
such Code as amended by subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph is amended by striking out
'$5,600' each place it appears and inserting
in lieu thereof '$6,600'."
In line 13, after " (3) ", to strike out "(A)";
In line 15, after the word "thereof", to strike
out "$5,600" and insert "$6,600"; after line
16, to strike out:
" (B) Effective with respect to remnunera
tion paid after 1970, such second sentence as
amended by subparagraph (A) of this parsgraph is amended by striking out '$5,600'
and Inserting in lieu thereof '$6,600'."
In line 21, after2'(4) ", to strike out "(A)"
in lie 25, after the word "thereof", to strike
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out "$5,600' and insert "$6,600"; at the top
of page 302, to strike out:
" (B) Effective with respect to remuneration paid after 1970, section 3125 of such
Code as amended by subparagraph (A) of
this paragraph is amended by striking out
'$5,600' where it appears in subsections (a)
and (b) and inserting in lieu thereof
'$6,600'."
In line 12, after "1955", to strike out "and
prior to the calendar year 1971,": at the beginning of line 14, to strike out "exceed
$5,600, or (D) during any calendar year after
the calendar year 1970, the wages received
by him during such year"; In line 19, after
the word. "first", to strike out "1$5,600"1 and
insert "$6,600"; at the beginning of line 21,
to strike out "and before 1971, or which exceed the tax with respect to the first $6,600
of such wages received in such calendar year
after 1970"; on page 303, line 4, after "1965",
to strike out "or $5,600 for the calendar year
1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, or 1970,"1; In line 6,
atrthe word "after", to strike out "1970"
and insert "1965"; on page 304, line 2, after
the word "to", to strike out "6.0" and insert
"5.8"; in line 6, after the word "to", to strike
out "6.6" and insert "6.7"; in line 19, after
the word "to", to strike out "0.35" and insert
"0.325"; in line 23, after "January 1,", to
strike out "1973" and insert "1971"; on page
305, after line 2, to insert:
" (3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1970, and before
January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to 0.55
percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable year; ."
At the beginning of line 7, to strike out
"(3)" and insert " (4) "; in line 9, after the
word "to", to strike out "0.55" and insert
"0.60"; at the beginning of line 12, to strike
out "(4)" and insert "(5)"; in line 14, after
the word "to", to strike out "0.60" end insert
"0.65"; at the beginning of line 16, to strike
out "(5)" and insert "(6)"; in line 18, after
the word "to", to strike out "0.70" and 'insert
"0.75"; at the beginning of line 20, to strike
out "(6)" and insert "(7)"; in line 21, after
the word "to", to strike out "0.80" and 'insert
"0.85"; on page 306, line 17, after the word
"be", to strike out "4.0" and insert "3.85";
in line 20, after the word "be", to atrike out
"14.4" and insert "4.45"; in line 22, after the
adInetdecision
wod"b"
t
trk
ot"48
"4.9"; on page 307, line 7, after the word
"be", to strike out "0.35" and insert "0.325";,
in line 9, after "1969". to insert "and-; in
the same line, after "1970", to strike 'out
"1971, and 1972,"; after line 10, to insert:
" (3) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1971 and 1972, the rate
shall be 0.55 percent;."
At the beginning of line 14, to strike out
"(3)" and insert " (4) "; in line 16, after the
word "be", to strike out "0.55" and insert
"0.60"1; at the beginnig of line 17, to strike
4)1 eund insert " (5) "; in line 19, after
the word "be", to strike out "0.60" and 'insert
0 t srietion
bginigoflie
t h
"065;
line 22t
aftrier
out0"(5)"andth beiniser "()"fi
out6"0.70" anlin2ferts
isetrk
tod
othewr"be",1
ie2,
07"adisr
to strikeou
"07"wr"beginn"f
tthe
aftrier
eiinser
of" i line 24,
ot"(6)"1
and
th
(7) ";i
ie2,atrthereof,
oth word)1"be" ineto
thewor"e",tostrike out "0.80" and insert
"0.85"; on page 308, line 12, after the word
"be", to strike out "4.0" and insert "3.85";
in line 16, after the word "be", to strike out
"4.4" and insert "4.45"; in line 18, after the
word "be", to strike out "4.8"' and insert
"4.9"; on page 309, line 4, after the word "be",
to strike out "0.35" end insert "0.325"; in
line 6, after "1969", to insert "and"; in the
same line, after "1970", to strike out "1971,
lin 7, o inert:only
and
aftr172,"
and
ater 972,;
ine , t insrt:ments
" (3) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1971 and 1972, the rate shall
be 0.55 percent; ."
At the beginning of line 10, to strike out
"(3)" and insert " (4) "; at the beginning of
line 12, to strike out "0.35" and insert "0.60";
at the beginning of line 13, to strike out
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"(4)" and insert "(5)"; in line 15, after the tion shall apply with respect to (1) applies-.
word "be", to strike Out "10.60" and insert tions filed on or after the date of enactment
"0.65"; at the beginning of line 16, to strike of this Act, (2) applications as to which the
out "1(5)" and insert "1(6) "; in line 18, after Secretary has not made a final decision be-,
fore the date of enactment of this Act,
the word. "be", to strike out "0.70" and insert "0.75"; at the beginning of line 19, to and (3) if a civil action with respect to final
strike out " (6) " and insert " (7) "; in line 20, decision by the Secretary has been com
after the word "be", to strike out "0.80" and menced under section 205(g) of the Social
insert "0.85": on page 312, at the beginning Security Act, before the date of enactment of
this Act, applications as to which there has
of line 21, to strike out "clauses (I) and (Wi)
of paragraph (1) (0) shall not apply to a been no final judicial decision before the date
of enactment of this Act."
child of such individual" and insert "a child
On page 321, after line 2, to insert a new
of such Individual adopted after such individual became entitled to such disability section, as followsI:
"OVERFAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS
Insurance benefits 'shall be deemed not to
"SEC. 329. (a) Section 204(a) of the Social
meet the requirements of clause (I) or (ill)
ora
sflos
euiyAti
mne
of paragraph (1) (C)"11on page 313, line 15, afvedoreaase follows:y
)
SECurt Act is amend
ter the word "adoption", to insert " (or, it
such child was adopted by such Individual af- fnds that more or less than the correct
ter such individual attained age 65, the period amount of payment has been made to any
rprajsmn
ne
hstte
of disability of such Individual which existed pro
thsl titlae, proper adjusatment
in the month preceding the month in which prersonvnery
he attained age 65) "; in line 22, after " (10) ", orrescovbery shale mereade, unde reglations
Wibe
ythre Secretoarymasfollows:
to strike out "In the case of" and insert prescr
"If"; at the beginning of line 24, to strike out of more than the correct amount, the Secre
of tary shall decrease any payment under this
"paragraph (9) ), clauses (I) and (lii)
paragraph (1) (0) shall not apply to a child title to which such overpaid person Is enof such individual unless such" and insert titled, or shall tequire such overpaid person
"paragraph (9) ) adopts a child after such or his estate to refund the amount in excess
Individual becomes entitled to such benefits, of the correct amount, or shall decrease any
such child shall be deemed not to meet the payment under this title payable to his estate
or to any other person on the basis of the
requirements of clause (I) of paragraph (1)
(C) unless such"; on page 318, line 18, after wages and self-employment income which
"1965", to strike out "and before 1971 is less were the basis of the payments to such overthan $5,600, or for any calendar year afterpaderorshlapyancmbatn
obnto
1970"; in line 23, after "1966", to strike out pai phefrsgoingrsalapy.n
"' (2) With respect to payment to a person
"$5,600"1 and insert "and $6,600"; in the same
line, after "1965", to strike out "and before of less than the correct amount, the Secre
1971, and $6,600 for years after 1970"; on tary shall make payment of the balance of
page 319, after line 6, to insert a new sec- the amount due such underpaid person, or,
if such person dies before payments are corntion, as follows:
pleted or before negotiating one or more
"APPLICATIONS FRo HENEFI'IS
"SEC. 328. (a) Section 202 (j) (2) of the checks representing correct payments, dis
Social Security Act is amended to reed as position of the amount due shall be made
yteSce
udrrgltospecie
follows:
An application for any monthly tary in such order of priority a's he deter"'(2)
benefits under this section filed before the mines will beat carry out the purposes of
first month in which the applicant satisfies this title.'
' (b) Section 204(b) of such Act Is amended
the requirements for such benefits shall be'
to read as follows:
deemed a valid application only if the ap" (b) In any case in which more than the
plicant satisfies the requirements for such
benefits before the Secretary makes a final correct amount of payment has been made,
on the application. If upon final there shall be no adjustment of payments
decision by the Secretary, or decision upon to, or recovery by the United States from,
judicial review thereof, such applicant is any person who is without fault if such
found to satisfy such requirements, the adjustment or recovery would defeat the
application shall be deemed to have been purpose of this title or would be against
equity and good conscience."'"
filed in such first month.'
On page 322, after line 13, to insert a new
"(b) Section 216(i) (2) of such Act (as
section, as follows:
amended by subsection (b) (1) of section 303)
"PAYMENTS To TWO OR MORE INDIvIDUALS OF
is amended by inserting after subparagraph
THlE SAME FAMILY
(E) the following:
"SEC. 330. -Section 205(n) of the Social
"'(F) An application for a disability determination filed before the - first day on Security Act is amended to read as follows:
"' '(n) The Secretary may, in his discretion,
which the applicant satisfies the requireaaigTuteaytoo
h
ments for a period of disability under this criyt
more individuals of thle seine family for joint
subsection thall be deemed a valid applicaof
the
total
benefits payable to such
the
repayment
only if the applicant satisfies
individuals for any month, and if one of such
quirements for a period of disability before
the Secretary makes a final decision on the individuals dies before a check representing
application. If upon final decision by the such Joint payment is negotiated, payment of
Secretary, or decision upon judicial review the amount of such unnegortiated check to
the surviving individual or individuals may
such applicant is found to satisfy
be authorized in accordance with regulations
such requirements, the application shall be
of the Secretary of the Treasury; except that
deemed to have been filed on such first day.'
appropriate adjustment or recovery shall be
"(c) The first sentence of section 223(b)
of such Act is amended to read as follows: made under section 204(a) with respect to
'An application for disability insurance so much of the amount of such check as exceeds the amount to which such surviving
benefits filed before the first month in which
the applicant satisfies the requirements for individual or individuals are entitled under
this title for such month.'"
such benefits (as prescribed in subsection
ai
plcto
hl
edee
()
On page 323, after line 5, to insert a new
emdavldapiain
(a) (1)selb
if the applicant satisfies the require-setoasflw:
etoasflos
for such benefits before the Secre"VALIDATING CERTIFICATES FILED BY MINISTERS
tary makes a final decision on the applica"SEC. 331. (a) Section 1402(e) of the Intion. If, upon final decision by the Secreternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to cerreview
thereof,
tary, or decision upon judicial
such applicant is found to satisfy such re- tificates to waive tax on self-employment in
quirements, the application shall be deemed come in the case of ministers, members of re
ligious orders, and Christian Science practi
to have been filed in such first month.'
"(d) The amendments made by this sac- tioners) Is amended by striking out para
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graphs (5) and (6) sand inserting in lieu
"(d) The amendments made by this secamended by section 307 of this Act, is fur
thereof the following:
tion shall be applicable (except as otherwise
ther amended by insertinrs before the comma
(5) OPTrIONAL PROVISION FOR CERTAIN CERspecifically provided therein) only to certifi"and paragraph (4) of this subsection".
TIFICATES FILED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 15, 1557.cates with respect to which supplemental
"(b) (1) Subsection (f) of such section is
Notwithstanding any other provision of this certificates are filied pursuant to section
amended by adding at the end thereof the
section, in sany case where an individual has
1402 (e) (5) (A) of such Code after the date of
following new paragraph:
derived earnings in any taxable year ending the enactment of this Act, and to certifi" '(5) If a widower, after attaining the age
after 1954 from the performance of service
cates filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5)
of 62, marries san individual (other than one
described In subsection (c) (4), or in sub(B) after such date; except that no monthly
described In subparagraph (A) or (B) of
section (c) (5) insofar as it related to the benefits under title II of the Social Security paragraph
(4) ), such marriage shall, for
performance of service by an individual In Act for the month in which this Act is enpurposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to
the exercise of his profession as a Christian
acted or any prior month shall be payable or have occurred; except that, notwithstand
Science -practitioner, and has reported such increased by reason of such amendments,
ing the provisions' of paragraph (3) such
earnings as self-employment income on a reand no lump-sum death payment under such
widower's insurance benefit for the month in
turn filed on or before the due date pretitle shall be payable or increased by re~on
which such marriage occurs and each month
scribed for filing such return (including any of such amendments In the case of any inthereafter prior to the month in which the
extension thereof) 
dividual who died prior to the date of the
wife dies or such marriage is otherwise terml
" '(A) a certificate filed by such Individual
enactment of this Act. The provisions of
nated, shall be equal to 50 per centumn of the
on or before April 15, 1965, which (but for section 1402(e) (5) and (6) of the Internal
primary insurance amount of the deceased
this subparagraph) is Ineffective for the first Revenue Code of 1954 which were in effect
Individual on whose wages sand self-employ
taxable year ending after 1954 for which such before the date of enactment of this Act ment income
such benefit is based.'
a return was filed shall be effective for such shall be applicable with respect to any cer"(2) Paragraph (3) of such subeection is
first taxable year and for all succeeding taxtificate filed pursuant thereto before such amended by striking out 'Such' said insertable years, provided a supplemental certifidate if a supplemental certificate is not filed Ing In lieu thereof 'Except as provided in
cate is filed by such individual (or a fiduciary with respect to such certificate as provided
paragraph (5), such'.
acting for such individual or his estate, or in this section."
" (c) (1) Paragraph (2) (B) of subsection
his survivor within the meaning of section
On page 327, after line 6, to insert a new
(kc) of such section 202 Is amended by in
205(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act)
section, as follows:
serting '(Other than san individual to whom
after the date of enactment of this paragraph
"DETERMINATION OF ATTORNEYS' FEES IN COURT
subeection (e) (4). or (f) (5) applies)'I after
and on or before April 15, 1967, and
PR'OCEEDINGS UNDER T1TLE 11
'Any individual' sand by adding at the end
"'(B) a certificate filed after the date of
"SEC. 332. The heading of section 206 of
thereof the following new sentence: 'Any in
enactment of this paragraph and on or bethe Social Security Act is amended to read dividual who Is entitled for sany month to
fore April 15, 1967, by a survivor (within the "REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANTS". Such sec- more
than one widow's or widower's Insur
meaning of section 205 (c) (1) (C) of the So
tion is further amended by Inserting " (a)", ance benefit to which subsection (e) (4) or
cial Security Act) of such an individual who after "SEC. 206." and by adding at the end
(f 5) applies shall be entitled to only one
died on or before April 15, 1965, may be ef- osuhecinteflwngewubcin:such
benefit for such month, such benefit to
fective, at the election of the person filing o uhscintefloignwsbeto:b
h
ags
fsc
eeis'
such a certificate, for the first taxable yea
"'(b) (1) Whenever acourt renders ajudg"(2 Ph
aragrapofsuh (3)noftsuc. sbscto
ending after 1954 for which such a return ment favorable to a claimant who was repre-isaeddbinrtg'()afr'3'
was filed and for all succeeding years,
sented before the court by an attorney, the
Isand
ddb
nsrig'A'
fe
(
court-may determine and allow as part of its
ing by adding at the end thereof the
follow
but only ifignew subparagraph:
judgment a reasonable fee for such repre"
'(B)
If
an
individual
is
entitled
for
sany
(i) the tax under section 1401 in respect
sentation, not in excess of 25 percent of the
month to a widow's or widower's insursance
to all such individual's self-employment intotal of t~he past due benefits to which the benefit to which subsection (e) (4) or (f) (5)
come (except for underpayments of tax at- claimant is entitled by reason of such judgapplies and to any- other monthly insurance
tributable to errors made in good faith), for ment, sand the Secretary may, notwithstandbenefit under section- 202 (other than an
each such year described in subparagraphs
ing the provisions of section 205(i), certify
od
(A) and (B), is paid on or before April 15,
thomunlfschfefrdamn-t
uh
age Insurance benefit), such other in1967, and
attorney out of, and not in addition to, thesuacbefifoschmnatray
"'(ii) In any case where refund has been amount of such past-due benefits. In case reduction
under subparagraph (A), sany re
made of any such tax which (but for this of any such judgment, no other fee may be
duction under subsection (q), and any re
paragraph) is an overpayment, the amountpablorctiedfray
ntorsh
duction
under
section 203(a), shall be re
refunded (including any Interest paid underpablorctiedfray
ntorsh
duced, but not below zero, by an amount
section repaid
6611) on
except as provided in this eqa
sectio6611)is
rwdwrsIsr
or before April paragraph,
qa.osc osc-io'
io'
rwdwrsisr
15, 1967.
"'(2) Any attorney who charges, demands, ac
eei
after any reduction or reduc
'The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply receives, Or collecte for services rendered in
tions under such subparagraph (A) sand
to any payment or repayment described in connection with proceedingsbfr
)
uhscin23a.
this paragraph."'"
towihaarph()s
applcabe anyur
"(d) The amendments made by this sec
"(b) In the case of a certificate or Suppleamount in excess of that allowed by the
io shall apply with respect to monthly In
mentcerifiatefild
prsunt
o sctin
curttheeuner hal beguity f amsesurance
benefits under section 202 of the
142e) (5)toficthe fintedprnualRvnuoectode
meaourtaduocnito
thereudrsalbgityof sal
bes Scal Security Act beginning with the sec
an
mano
upn
cnvctin
teref
month following the month in
"1) for purposes of computing Interest subject to a fine of not more than sallbeond
$500, or this Act is enacted; but, In the case which
of an
the due date for the payment of the- tax imprisonment for not more
than one yea,
individual who was not entitled to a month
under section 1401 of such Code which is or both,' "
ly insurance benefit under section 202(e) or
due for any taxable year solely by reason of
On page 328, after line 7, to insert a new
(fofscAtfrthfitmnhflowg
the filing of a certificate which is effective
section, as follows:
the montsuh int whic thirs Acnth
isoenacted
under such section 1402(e) (5) shall be
"CNIUAINOFw
w'tNhwew'sol
mon the bais oficansAplcationafiledi
April 15, 1967;
CNIU7O
FWDWSADWDWRsol
ntebsso
napiainfldI
"(2) for purposes of section 6501 of such
INSURANCE BENEFITrS AFTER REMeARRIAGE
or, after the month in which this Act is
Code, the statutory period for the assess"SEc. 333. (a) (1) Subsection (e) of sec- enacted."
ment of any tax for any taxable year for tion 202 of the Social Security Act, as
On page 331, after line 5, to insert a new
which tax is -due solely by reason of the
amended by section 308 of this Act, is section, as follows:
filing of such certificate shall not expire
amended by adding at the end thereof the "CHANGES IN DEFENrIIoNS OF WuxE, WmDOWS,
before April 16, 1970; and
.following new paragraph:
HUSBAND, AND WIDOWER
"(3) for purposes of section 6651 of such
"'(4) If a widow, after attaining the age
"SEc. 334. (a) Section 216(b) of the Social
Code (relating to addition to tax for fail- Of 60, marrieb an. individual (other than one Security
ure to file tax return), the amount of tax described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of this Act, Act, as amended by section 306 of
is amended by striking out 'or' at
required to he shown on the return shall
paragraph (3)), such marriage shall, for pur- the end of clause (3) (A), sand by inserting
not include tax under section 1401 of such
poses of paragraph (1), be deemed not to immedistely before the period at the end
Code which is due for any taxable year solely have occurred; except that, notwithstanding
thereof the following: ', or (C) was entitled
by reason of the filing of a certificate which the provisions of paragraph (2) and subsecto
pnapiainteeo
n
tan
ude scton142()
isefeciv
5)
tion (q), such widow's insurance benefit for ment of the required age (if any) would have
"(c) Notwithstanding any provision of the month in which such marriage occurs been entitled
to, a widow's, child's (after
section 205(c) (5) (F) of the Social Security and each month -thereafter prior to the attainment
of age 18): or parent's insurance
Act, the Secretary of Health, Education, sad
month In which the husband dies or such annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Re
Welfare may conform, before April 16', 1970, marriage is otherwise terminated, shall be tirement
Act of 1937, as amended'.
his -records to tax returns or statements of equa. to 50 per centumn of the primary insur" (b) Section 216 (c) of such Act, as
earnings which constitute self-employment
anc amount of the deceased Individual on amended by section 306 of this Act, is amend
income solely by reason of the filing of a whose wages and self-employment Income ed by striking
out 'Or' at the end -of clause
certificate which Is effective under section
such benefit is based.'
6(A), sand by inserting immediately before
1402(e) (5) Of such Code.
"(2) Paregraph (2) of such subsection, as the period at the end thereof the following
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', or (C) she was entitled to, or upon application therefor and attainment of the required
age (if any) would have been entitled to, a
widow's, child's (after attainment of age 18),
or parent's insurance annuity under section
5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended'.
"(c) Section 216(f)
of such Act, as
amended by section 306 of this Act, is
amended by striking out 'or' at the end of
clause (3) (A), and by inserting immediately
before the period -at the end thereof the
following: ', or (C) he was entitled to, or
upon application theref or and attainment
'A the required age (if any) he would have
been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after
attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance
annuity under section 5 of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, as amended',
of such Act, as
" (d) Section 216(g)
amended by section 806 of this Act, is
amended by striking out 'or' at the end of
clue()()
n
yisrigimdaey
before the period at the end thereof the
following: ', or (C) he was entitled to, or
on application theref or and attainment of
the required age (if any) he would have
been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after
attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance
annuity under section 5 of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, as amended'.
"(e) Section 202(c) (2) is amended by
striking out 'or' at the end of subparagraph
(A), by striking out the period at the end
of s-tbparagraph (B) and inserting, in lieu
thereof '; or', and by adding after such subparagraph (B) the following new supr-scinrwt
graph:
"'(C) in the month prior to the month of
his marriage to such individual he was entitled to, or on application therefor and
attainment of the required age (if any)
would have been entitled to, a widower's,
child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity under section 5 of
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended.'
"(f) Section 202(f) (2) of such Act is
amended by striking out 'or' at the end of
subparagraph (A), by striking out the period
at the end of subparagraph (B) and inserting
in lieu thereof ': or', and by adding after
such subparagraph (B) the following new
subparagraph:
"'(C) in the month prior to the month of
his marriage to such individual he was entitled to, or on application therefor and,
attainment, of the required age (if any),
would have been entitled to, a widower's,
child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity under section 5 of
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended.'
"(g) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable only with respect to
monthly insurance benefits under title II of
the Social Security Act beginning with the
second month following the month in which
this Act is enacted, but only on the basis of
applications filed In or after the month in
which this Act is enacted."
At the top of page 384, to insert a new
section, as follows:
"sEDUC79ON OF BENEFITS ON RECaIPT Or WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
"SE. 35 Efetie
it rspcttobee-under
wioftherSpca ectrito bene
"tsc
und5r
Effctie
motisatlero
theemr
Socia Seicurt art
fitoudr
ictos after
ie December195wiha'
fae ormnths
safterndeembe
based
tionapplications filed
ucwctisaede:
1965, asetonl2loo
reda olw:entitled
"'-REDUCTION OF BENEFITS BASED ON DISABILITY
ON ACCOUNT OF RECEIPT OF WORKMEN's coMPENSATION
" 'SEc. 224. (a) If for any month prior to
the month In which an Individual attains
the age of 62"' (1) such individual is entitled to benefits under section 223, and
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" '(2) such individual is entitled for such
month, under a workmen's compensation
law or plan of the United States or a State,
to periodic benefits for a total or partial disability (whether or not peruzanent), and
the Secretary has, in a prior month, received
notice of such entitlement for such month,
the total of his benefits under section 223 for
such month and of any benefits under section 202 for such month based on his wages
and self-employment Income shall be reduced (but not below zero) byt the amount
by which the sum of" '(3) such total of benefits under, sections
223 and 202 for such month and
"'(4) such periodic benefits payable (and
actuauly paid) for such month to such individual under the workmen's compensation
law or plan,
ecestehge
f
ihro-under
exced th
80 per centum of his "average cur"(5)
rent earnings", or
(6) the total of such individual's disability insurance benefits under section 223
for such month and of any monthly insurance benefits under section 202 for such
month based on his wages and self-employment income, prior to reduction under this
section.
In no came shall the reduction in the total
of such benefits under sections 223 and 202
for a month reduce such total below the
sum of"(7)
the total of the benefits under sections 223 and 202, after reduction under this
esn
nild
epc
oal
to benefits on the basis of such individual's
wages and self-employment Income for such
month which were determined for such individual and such persons for the first month
for which reduction under this section was
made (or which would have been so determined If all of them had been so entitled in
such first month), and
" (8) any increase in such benefits with
respect to such individual and such persons,
before reduction under this section, which
is made effective for months after the first
month for which reduction under this section is made.
For purposes of clause (5), an individual's
average current earnings means the larger of
(A) the average monthly wage used for purposes of computing his benefits under section
223, or (B) one-sixtieth of the total of his
wages and self-employment income for the
five consecutive calendar years after 1950 for
which such wages and self-employment income were highest.
"'(b) If any periodic benefit under a
workmen's compensation law or plan is payable on other than a monthly basis (excluding a benefit payable as a lump sum, except
to the extent that it is a commutation of,
or a substitute for, periodic payments), the
reduction under this section shall be made
at such time or times and in such amounts
as the Secretary finds will approximate as
nearly as practicable the reduction prescribed by subsection (a).
"'(c) Reduction of benefits under this
section shall be made after any reduction
under subsection (a) of section 203, but before deductions under such section and
section 222(b) .
"'(d) The reduction of benefits required
by this section shall not be made if the workmen's compensation law or plan under
which a periodic benefit is payable provides
for the reduction thereof when any one Is
to benefits under this title on the
basis of the wages and self-employment income of an individual entitled to benefits
under section 223.
"'(e) If It appears to the Secretary that
an individual may be eligible for periodic
benefits under a workmen's compensation
law or plan Which Would give rise to reduction under this section, he may require, as a
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condition of certification for payment of any
benefits under section 223 to any individual
for any month and of any benefits under
section 202 for such month based on such
individual's wages and self-employment in
come, that such Individual certify (i)
whether he has filed or intends to file any
claim for such periodic benefits, and (ii)
if he has so filed, whether there has been
a decision on such claim. The Secretary
may, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, rely upon such a certification by such
individual that he has not filed and does
nlot intend to file such a claim, or that he
has so filed and no final decision thereon
has been made, in certifying benefits for
payment pursuant to section 205(i).
"'(f) (1) In the second calendar year after
the year in which reduction under this sec
tion in the total of an individual's benefits
section 223 and any benefits under sec
tion 202 based on his wages and self-em
ployment Income was first required (in a
continuous period of months), and in each
third year thereafter, the Secretary shall redetermine the amount of such benefits which
are still subject to reduction under this sec
tion; but such redetermination shall not resuit in any decrease In the total amount of
benefits payable under this title on the basis
of such individual's wagesi and self-employ
ment income. Such redetermined benefit
shall be determined as of, and shall become
effective with, the January following the
year in which such redetermination was
made.
"'(2) In making the redetermination required by paragraph (1), the individual's
average current earnings (as defined in subsection (a) ) shall be deemed to be the
product of his average current earnings as
initially determined under subsection (a)
and the ratio of (i) the average of the taxable wages of all persons for whom taxable
wages were reported to the Secretary for the
first calendar quarter of the calendar year
in which such redetermination is made, to
(ii) the average of the taxable wages of such
persons reported to the Secretary for the
first calendar quarter of the taxable year in
which the reduction wss first computed (but
not counting any reducting made in benefits
for a previous period of disability). Any
amount determined under the preceding
sentence which is not a multiple of $1 shall
be reduced to the next lower multiple of $1.
"'(g) Whenever a reduction In the total
of benefits for any month based on an individual's wages and self-employment income is made under this section, each bene
fit, except the disability insurance benefit,
shall first be proportionately decreased, and
any excess of such reduction over the sum
of all such benefits other than the disabih;
ity insurance benefit shall then be applied
to such disability Insurance benefit.'"1
On page 339, after line 6, to insert a new
section, as follows:
"FACIITTATING DISABILITY DErERMINATIONS
"SiEC. 336. (a) Subsection (b) of section 221
of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof
', other than individuals referred to in sub
section (g) (4)'1.
"(b) Subsection (g) of such section 221 is
amended to read as follows:
"(g) In the case of
"(1) individuals in a State which has no
agreement under subsection (b),
individuals outside the United
"'(2)
States,
" '(3) any class or classes of individuals not
included in an agreement under subsection
(b), and
" '(4) any individual with respect to whom
the Secretary, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by him, finds that a determination
of disability or of the day on which a dis
ability ceased may be made (A) on the evi
dence furnished by or on behalf of such in
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"I'(1) such insured Individual
dividual from sources of information as to meats of paragraph (2). the Secretary may
".'(I) has acknowledged in writing that
examination and treatment which are desig- provide such services by agreement or connated by such individual, or (B) on the evi- tract with other p)ublic or private agencies, the applicant is his son or daughter,
"'(II) has been decreed by a court to be
dence of remunerative work activities per- organizations, Institutions, or individuals.
"'(4) Payments under this subsection may the father of the applicant, or
formed by such Individual,
"'I(III) has been ordered by a court to con
the determinationls referred to in subsection be made in Installments, and in advance or
(a) shall be made by the Secretary In accord- by way of reimbursement, with necessary ad- tribute to the support of the applicant be
the applicant is his son or daughter,
cause
or
justments on account of overpayments
ance with regulations prescribed by him.'
and such acknowledgment, court decree, or
11(c)The amendments made by subsections underpaymfents.
"'(51) Money paid from the Trust Funds court order was made not less than one year
(a) and (b) shall take effect in any State
which has an agreement with the Secretary under this subsection to pay the coat of pro- before such, insured individual became en
under section 221 of such Act when the Sec- viding services to individuals who are en- titled to old-age insurance benefits or at
retary finds that the implementation of sac- titled to benefits under section 223 (includ- tained age 65, whichever Is earlier: or
"'(Uf) such Insured individual is shown by
tion 221 (g) (4) of such Act can be effectuated Ing services during their waiting periods), or
with respect to individuals in such State who are entitled to benefits under section evidence satisfactory to the Secretsry to be
without impeding the efficient admninistra- 202(d) on the basis of the wages and self- the father of the applicant and was living
tion of the disability insurance program of employment income of such individuals shall with or contributing to the support of the
be charged to the Federal Disability Insur- applicant at the time such insured individual
such Act in such State."
On page 340. after line 13, to insert a new ance Trust Fund, and all other money paid became entitled to benefits or attained age
out from the Trust Funds under this sub- 65, whichever first occurred;
section, as follows:
"'(B) in the case of an Insured individual
section shall be charged to the Federal OldREABIITAION
"PAMEN
OOFCOSS
Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, entitled to disability Insurance benefits, or
OTSE
OF SEAI.TAFUNDS
FOF
SEAVIENT
RSTF~fS
5EV~SFOMTE

"1Szc. 33'7. Section 222 of the Social Security Act is amended by redesignating subsections (b) and (c) as subsections (c) and
(d), respectively, and by inserting after subsection (a) the following new subsection:,
"'COSTS OF REHABUITrATIoN sEuvIcEs
FROM TRUST FUNDS
"1'(b) (1) For the purpose of making vocational rehabilitation services more readily
available to disabled individuals who are"'(A) entitled to disability insurance
benefits under section 223, or
"'(B) entitled to child's Insurance banefits under section 202(d) after having attained age 18 (and are under a disability),
ote
ilrsl
toteedta aig
wll rsul tothe
ed
tat te svins
to
Trust Funds as a result of rehabilitating the
maximum number of such individuals Into
productive activity, there are authorized to
be transferred from the Tr~ust Funds such
te
ayb s ncesay oenbl
sus
Secretary to pay the costs of vocational rehabilitation services for such individuals
(Including (i) services during their -waiting
periods, and (ii) so much of the expenditures for the administration of any State
plan as is attributable to carrying out this
subsection); except that the total amount
so made available pursuant to this subsection in any fiscal year may not exceed 1 percent of the benefits under section 202(d)
for children who have attained age is and
are under a disability or under section 223.
which were certified for payment in the
preceding year. The selection of Individuals
(including the order in which they shall lbe
selected) to receive such services shall be
made In accordance with criteria formulated
by the Secretary which are based upon the
effect the provision of such services would
have upon the Trust Funds.
" '(2) In the case of each State which is
willing to do so, such --ocational rehabilitation services shall be furnished under a State
plan for vocational rehabilitation services
which" '(A) has been approved under section 5
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act,
"'(B1) provides that, to the extent funds
provided under this subsection are adequate
for the purpose, such services will be furnished, to any individual In the State who
meets the criteria prescribed by the Secretary
pursuant to paragraph (1), with reasonable
promptness and in accordance with the order

of selection determined under such criteria,

and
"'(C) provides that such services will be
furnished to any individual without regard to
(i) his citizenship or Place of residence, (ii)
his need for financial assistance except as
provided In regulations of the Secretary In
the case of maintenance during rehabilitation, or (iii) any order of selection followed
under the State plan pursuant to section 5
(a) (4) of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act,
" '(3) In the case of any State which does
not have a plan which meets the require-

The Secretary shall determine according to
such methods and procedures as he may deem

who was entitled to such benefits In the
month preceding the first month for which

appropriate"I'(A) the total coat of the services provided under this subsection, and
"'I(B) subject to the provisions of the preceding sentence, the amount of such cost
which should be charged to each of such

he was entitled to old-age insurance hene
fi*e
" '(i) such Insured Individual
"' (I) has acknowledged in writing that the
applicant is his son or daughter,
"'I(II) has been decreed by a court to be

Trust Funds.

the father of the applicant, or

the term "vocational rehabilitation services"
shall have the meaning assigned to it in the
Vocational Rehabilitation Act, except that
such services may be limited In type, scope,
or amount in accordance with regulations of
the Secretary designed to achieve the purposes of this Subsection.' "
At the top of page 344, to Insert a new
section. as follows:

tribute to the support of the applicant be
cause the applicant is his son or daughter.
and such 'acknowledgment, court decree, or
court order was made before such Insured
individual's most recent period of disability
began; or
"'(It) such Insured Individual is shown
by evidence satisfactory to the Secre
tary to be the father of the applicant and

"'(6) For the purposes of this subsection

MAN

"TAHRINTESAEO
ITlESAEOMAN
AH

"SiEc. 338. (a) Section 316 of the Social
Security Amendments of 1958 Is amended by
striking out 'July 1, 1966' and inserting in.
lieu thereof 'July 1, 1970'.
`(b) The amendment made by this saction shall be effective as of July 1. 1965."'
After line 6. to Insert a new section, as
follows:
"MODIICATION OF AGREEMENT WITH NORTH
DAKOTA AND IOWA WITH RESPECT TO CESTAIN

STUDENTS
"Sc 3.Ntihtnigaybecause
rovision,
pec
of section 218 of the Social
agreements with the States of North Dakota
and Iowa entered Into pursuant to such saction may, at the option of the State. be
modified so as to exclude service performed
In any calendar quarter in the employ of a
school, college, or university If such service
is performed by a student who is enrolled
and Is regularly attending classes at such
school, college, or university and If the remuneration for such service is less than $50.
Any modification of either of such agreements pursuant to this Act shall be effective with respect to services performed after
an effective date specified in such modification, except that such date shall not be
earlier than the date of enactment of this
Act."
At the top of page 345, to Insert a new
section, as follows:
"QUALIFICATION

OF

C]XILDREN

NOT

QUALIFIED

UNDER STATE LAW
"SEc. 340. (a) Section 216(h) of the Social
Security Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:
"'(3) An applicant who Is the son or
daughter of a fully or currently insured individual, but who is not (and Is not deemed to
be) the child of such insured individual
under paragraph (2), shall nevertheless be
deemed to be the child of such insured individual if:
"'(A) in the case of an insured individual
entitled to old-age insurance benefits (who
was not, in the month preceding such entitlemant, entitled to disability insurance
benefits) 

"'I(I)

has been ordered by a court to con

walingitorctibigtohesp

itorctibigtohesp
waling
port of that applicant at the time such
period of disabilIty began;
"'(C) in the case of a deceased IndividUal
"'(I) such insured Individual
" I(I) had acknowledged in writing that
the applicant Is his son or daughter.
" '(II) had been decreed by a court to be
the father of the applicant, or
had been ordered by a court to
"(HII)
contribute to the support of the applicant
the applicant was his son or
dagher
and such acknowledgment, court decree, or
court order was made before the death of
such insured individual, or
"1'(ii) such insured individual Is shown by
evidence Satisfactory to the Secretary to
have been the father of the applicant, and
such Insured Individual was living with or
contributing to the support of the applicant
at the time such insured individual died.'
"(b) Section 202(d) of such Act Is
amended by inserting after '216 (h) ) (2) (B)'
the following: 'or section 216 (h) (3)'1.
"(c) The amendments made by subsec
tions (a) and (b) shall be applicable with
respect to monthly insurance benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act beginning
with the second month following the month
In which this Act Is enacted but only on the
basis of an application filed in or after the
month in which this Act Is enacted."
On page 348. after line 11, to Insert a new
section, as follows:
"EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS OF AFFILIATED 0ROEP
OF CORPORATIONS
"Sir. 341. (a) Paragraph (1) of section
3121 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to definition of wages) is
amended by striking out the semicolon at
the end thereof and Inserting in lieu there
of- a period and the following: 'If during any
calendar year an employer which is a mainher of an affiliated group (as defined In
section 1504(a), but determined without
regard to sections 1504(b) and (c) ) employs
an individual who during such calendar year,
and prior to the employment of such In
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dividual by such member, was an employee
of another member of such affillated group,
then, for the purpose of determining whether
such member has paid remuneration (other
than remuneration referred to In the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection)
with respect to employment equal to $6,600
to such individual during such calendar
year, any remuneration (other than remuneration referred to In the succeeding
paragraphs of this subsection) with respect
to employment paid (or considered under
this paragraph as having been paid) to such
individual by such other member of such
affiliated group during such calendar year,
and prior to the employment of such individual by such member, shall be considered as
having been paid by such member;'.
"(b) The amendment made by subsection
(a) shall apply only with respect to remuneration paid after 1965."On page 357, after line 9, to Insert:
" (c) Section 1006 of the Social Security
Act (as amended by section 221 of this Act)
Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: 'Such term also includes payments which are not included
within the meaning of such term under the
preceding sentence, but which would be so
Included except that they are made on be-.
half of such a needy Individual to another
individual who (as determined in accordance
with standards prescribed by the Secretary)
Is interested In or concerned with the welfare
of such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose State plan approved
unmder section 1002 includes provision for"'(1) determination by the State agency
that such needy individual has, by reason
of his physical or mental condition, such inability to manage funds that making payments to him would be contrary to his welfare and, therefore, it Is necessary to provide
such aid through payments described in this
sentence;
"' (2) making such payments only in cases
in which such payments will, under the rules
otherwise applicable under the Stats plan
for determining need and the amount of aid
to the blind to be paid (and in conjunction
with other income and resources), meet all
the need of the Individuals with respect to
whom such payments are made;,
"'1(3) undertaking and continuing special
efforts to protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to the extent possible,
his capacity for self-care and to manage
funmds;
"' (4) periodic review by such State agency

of the determination under paragraph (1) to
ascertain whether conditions justifying such
determination still exist, with provision for
termination of such payments if they do not
and for seeking judicial appointment of a
guardian or other legal representative, as
described In section 1111, if and when it ap
pears that such action will best serve the
Interests of such needy individual; and
"' (5) opportunity for a fair hearing before
the State agency on the determination referred to in paragraph (1) for any individual
with respect to whom it is made.'
"(d) Section 1405 of the Social Security
Act (as amended by sectibn 221 of this Act)
Is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: 'Such term also includes payments which are not included
within the meaning of such term under the
preceding sentence, but which would be so
included except that they are made on
behalf of such a needy individual to another
individual who (as determined in accordance
with standards prescribed by the Secretary)
is Interested in or concerned with the welfare
of such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose State plan approved
under section 1402 includes provision for'(1) determination by the State agency
that such needy Individual has, by reason of
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his physical or' mental condition, such Inability to manage funds that making payments to him would be contrary, to his welfare and, therefore, It IS necessary to provide
such aid through payments described in this
sentence;
" '(2). making such payments only In cases
in which such payments will, under the rules
otherwise applicable under the State plan for
determining need and the amount of aid to
the permanently and totally disabled to be
paid (and in conjunction with other income
and resources), meet all the need of the individuals with respect to whom such payments are made:
"' (3) undertaking and continuing special
efforts to protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to the extent possible,
his capacity for self-care and to manage
funds;
"'1(4) periodic review by such State agency
of the determination under paragraph (1) to
ascertain whether conditions justifying such
determination still exist, with provision for
termination of such payments if they do not
and for seeking judicial appointment of a
guardian '-or other legal representative, as
described in section 1111. if and when it appears that such action will best serve the
Interests of such needy Individual; and
"' (5) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State agency on the determination
referred to in paragraph (1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made.'"1
On page 360, line 16, at-the beginning of
the line, strike out "(c)" and insert "1(e) "
in line 21, after the word "Aged", to insert
"Blind, and Disabled"; on page 361, alter
line 7, to strike out:
" (b)
Effective January 1, 1966. section
1602 (a) (14) of such Act Is amended by
striking out 'of the first $50 per month of
earned income the State agency may. after
December 31, 1962, disregard not more than
the first $10 thereof plus one-half of the
remainder' and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: 'of the first $80 per month of
earned ihcome the State agency may disregard not more than the first $20 thereof plus1
one-half of the remainder'."
And In lieu thereof, to Insert:
"(b) Effective January 1, 1966, section
1402 (a) (8) of such Act is amended by Inserting after the semicolon at the end thereof the following: 'except that, in making
such determination, (A) of the first $80 per
month of earned Income the State agency
may disregard not more than the first $20

thereof plus one-half of the remainder, and
(B) the State agency may, for a period not
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amounts of other income and resources, in
the case of any such individual who has a
plan for achieving self-support approved by
the State agency, as may be neceasary for the
fulfillment of such plan,
"'(B)
if such individual is not blind but
is permanently and totally disabled, (i) of
the first $80 per month of earned Income, the
Stats agency may disregard not more than
the first $20 thereof plus one-half of the re
mainder, and (it) the State agency may. for
a period not in excess of 36 months, disregard
such additional amounts of other Income and
resources, In the case of any such individual
who has a plan for achieving self-support ap
proved by the State agency, as may be neces
sary for the fulfillment of such plan, but only
with respect to the part or parts of such
period during substantially all of which he is
-actually undergoing vocational rehabilita
tion, and
"'(C) if such individual has attained age
65 and Is neither blind nor permanently and
totally disabled, of the first $80 per month of
earned income the State agency may dis
regard not more than the first $20 thereof
plus one-half of the remainder: and'."
On page 364, line 16, after the word "title"
and the period, to strike out "Upon" and in
sert "Within 30 days after"; on page 365,
line 4, after the word "after", to strike out
"notice" and insert "it has been notified";
in line 13, after the word "Secretary", to
strike out "unless substantially contrary to
the weight of the evidence" and Insert "if
supported by substantial evidence"; in line
21, after the word "conclusive", to Strike out
"unless substantially contrary to the weight
of the evidence", and insert "if supported by
substantial evidence"; on page 366, line 10,
after "(a) ", to strike out "or (b) "; on page
370, line 6, after "(10)" to insert "and (11)
(D) "; In line '7, after " (13) ", to insert "and";
in line 10, after the word "such", to Strike Out
"Act, any amount paid to any Individual
under title 11 of such Act, for months prior
to the month in which payment of such
amount Is received, to the extent that such
payment is", and insert "Act, any amount
paid to any Individual under title II of such
Act (or under the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937 by reason of section 326(a) of this
Act), for any one or more months which
occur after December 1964 and before the
third month following the month in which
this Act Is enacted, to the extent that such
payment Is"; on page 371, after line 16, to
strike out:
".TECHNICAL AMENDMENTST TO ELIMINATE PUBLC
ASSISTANCE PROVIIsONS WHICH BECOME OBSO

in excess of 36 months, disregard such addiLETE IN 19e7
tional amounts of other income and re
sources, in the case of an Individual who
"SEc. 408. (a) Except as provided In subhas a plan for achieving self-support ap- ti section
2sI hal becmeneffectivead
Juy
proved by the State agency, as may be neces-thsecinhalbom
efcivJuy1
sary for the fulfillment of such plan, but 1967.
only with respect to the part or parts of
"(b) (1) The heading of title I of the So
such period during substantially all of cial Security Act is amended by striking out
which he is actually undergoing vocational
'and medical assistance for the aged'.
rehabilitation:'.
" (2) The first sentence of section 1 of such
" (c) Effective January 1, 1966, section Act Is amended to read as follows: 'F'or the
1602(a) (14) of such Act is amended to read purpose (a) of enabling each State, as far
as follows:
as practicable under the conditions In such
"'1(14) provide that the State agency shall,
Stats, to furnish financial assistance to aged
in determining need for aid to the aged, needy Individuals, and (b) of encouraging
blind, or disabled, take into consideration each State, as far as practicable under the
any other income and resources of an inconditions in such State, to furnish rehabili
dividual claiming such aid, as well as any tation and other services to help such indi
expenses reasonably attributable to the viduals to attain or retain capability for
earning of any such income; except that, in self-care, there Is hereby authorized to be
making such determination with respect, to appropriated for each fiscal year a sum suffl
any individualcient to carry out the purposes of this title.'
"'I(A) if such individual is blind, the
"(3) The second sentence of section 1 of
State agency (i) shall disregard the first $85
such Act Is amended by striking Out ', or for
per month of earned income plus one-half medical assistance for the aged, or for oldof earned income in excess of $85 per month,
age assistance and medical assistance for the
and (ii) shall, for a period not in excess of aged'.
12 months, and may, for a perioa not in ex"(4) The heading of section 2 of such Act
cess of 36 months, disregard such additional
is amended by striking out 'and medical'.
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"(A) by striking out ', or (if provided in
"(5) so much of section 2(a) of Suoh Act during such quarter as old-age assistance
as precedes paragraph (I) Is amended by under the State plan. not counting so much or after the third month before the month In
striking out ', or for medical assistance for of any expenditure with respect to any which the recipient makes application f or
the aged, or for old-age assistance anid Imedi- month as exceeds $37.50 multiplied by the aid) medicai care In behalf of or any type of
total number of recipients of old-age assist- remedial care recognized under State law In
cal assistance for the aged'.
behalf of,', and
"(6) Section 2 (a) (9) of such Act is ance forsuch month.'.
"1(B),by striking out 'or care in behalf
"1(15) Section 3 (a) (3) of such Act is reamended by striking out 'assistance for Or
of'.
on behalf of' and inserting in lieu thereof pealed.
"(e) (1) So much of section 1403 (a).(l) of
"1(16) Section 3(a) (4) of such Act is re'assistance to'.
such Act as precedes clause (A) is amended
"(7) Section 2(a). of such Act is further designated as section 3 (a) (3).
"1(17) Section 3(a) (5) of such Act is re- by striking out '(including expenditures for
amended by striking out paragraphs (10) and
(11) and Inserting in lieu thereof the fol- designated as section 3(a) (4). and as so premhiums under part B of title XVIII for
redesignated Is amended by striking out individuals who are recipients of money pay
lowing:
"'I(10) provide that the State agency shall, 'paragraph (4)' and inserting in lieu thereof ments under such plan and other Insurance
premiums for medical or any other type of
'paragraph (3)'.
in determining need, take into consideration
"(18) Section 3 (c) of such Act is amended remedial care or the cost tbereof)',.
any other income and resources of an ~ndi" (2) Section 1403 (a) (1) (A) of such Act Is
vidual claiming such assistance, as well as by striking out 'paragraph (4)' each place
any expenses reasonably attributable to the it appears and inserting in lieu thereof 'para- amended by striking out '(which total num
earning of any such income; except that, in graph (3)'1, and by striking out 'paragraph her' and ail1 that follows and Inserting In lieu
thereof'1; plus'.
making such determination, of the first $80 (5)' and inserting in lieu. thereof 'paragraph
"(3) Section 1403 (a) (2) of such Act is
per month of earned income the State agency (4)'.
"1(19) The heading of section 6 of such amended by striking out '(including ex
may disregard not more than the first $20
Act is amended by striking out 'Definitions' penditures for insurance premiums for medi
thereof plus one-half of the remainder;
cal or any other type of remedial care or the
"' (11) Include reasonable standards, con- and inserting in lieu thereof 'Definition'.
"1(20) The first sentence of section 6(a) cost thereof)'1.
sistent with the objectives of this title, for
"1(4) Section 1405 of such Act Is
determining eligibility for and the extent of of such Act (as amended by this Act) is
amended
amendedassistance under the plan;
"(A) by striking out ', or (if provided in
"(A) by striking out '(a)',
"'(12) provide a description of the services
"(B) by striking out ', or (if provided or after the third month before the month
(if any) which the State agency makes
available to applicants for and recipients of in or after the third month before the month In which the recipient makes application for
assistance under the plan to help them at- in which the recipient makes application for aid) medical care in behalf of, or any type of
tain self-care, Including a description of the assistance) medical care in behalf of or any remedial care recognized under State law in
steps taken to assure, in the provision of type of remedial care recognized under State behalf of,', and
"(B) by striking out 'or care in behalf of'.
such services, maximum utilization of other law in behalf of, ', and
"(f) (1) The heading for title XVI of such
"(C) by striking out 'or care In behalf of'.
agencies providing similar or related serv"(21) Sections 6(b) and 6(c) of such Act Act is amended by striking out ', OR FOR
ices;'.
SUCH AID AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
"(8) Section 2(a) of such Act is further are repealed,
"(c) (1) So much of section 403 (a) (1) of FOR THE AGED'.
amended by redesignating paragraphs (12)
"(2) The first sentence of section 1601 of
is
amended
(A)caluse
as
precedes
Act
and (13) as paragraphs (13) and (14). re- such
by striking out '(Including expenditures for such Act is amended to read as follows: 'For
spectively; and"(A) the paragraph so, redesignated as premiums under part B of title XVIII for the purpose (a) of enabling each State. as
individuals who are recipients of money far as practicable under the conditions in
paragraph (13) is amended"(i) by striking out 'or In behalfIof' in payments under such plan and other insur- such State, to furnish financial assistance to
ance premiums for medical or any other needy individuals who are 65 years of age or
the matter preceding clause (A), 'and
type of remedial care or the cost thereof)', over, are blind, or are 18 years of age or over
"1(ii) by striking out 'section 3 (a) (4) (A)
"(2) Section 403(a) (1) (A) of such Act is and permanently and totally disabled, and
(i) and (it)'I in clause (C) and inserting in
(b) of encouraging each State, as far as
lieu thereof 'section 3(a) (3) (A) (i) and amended by striking out clauses (I), (ii),
(ii)'1; and (B) the paragraph so redesig- and (Ili) and inserting in lieu thereof the practicable under the conditions in such
nated as paragraph (14) is amended by following: '(i) the number of individuals State, to furnish rehabilitation and other
with respect to whom such aid is paid for services to help such individuals to attain
striking out 'or in behalf of'.
"(9) Section 2(b) (2) of such Act *is such month plus (U) the number of other or retain capability for self-support or selfamended by striking out '(A) in the case of Individuals with respect to whom payments care, there is hereby authorized to be appro
applicants for old-age assistance', and by described In section 406(b) (2) are made in priated for each fiscal year a sum sufficient
striking out ', and (B) in the case of appli- such month and included as expenditures to carry out the purposes of this title.'
"(3) The second sentence of section 1601
cants for medical assistance for the aged, for purposes of this paragraph or paragraph
of such Act is amended by striking out'1, or
(2).
excludes any Individual who resides In the
for
aid to the aged, blind, or disabled and
Act
Is
of
such
(a)
(2)
403
"(3)
Section
State'.
"(10) Section 2(c) of such Act is repealed. amended by striking'out '(Including expen- medical assistance for the aged'.
"(4) The heading for section 1602 of such
"(11) So much of section 3(a) (1) of such ditures for insurance premiums for medical
Act as precedes clause (A) is amended by or any other type of remedial care or the Act Is amended by striking out ', or for such
aid and medical assistance for the aged'.
striking - out 'during each month of such cost thereof)'.
"(5 So' much of section 1602(a) of such
"(4)' So much of section 406(b) of such
quarter' and Inserting in lieu thereof 'durAct as Precedes paragraph (1) is amended
the
needs
of
the
'to
meet
precedes
Act
as
Ing such quarter', and by striking out '(including expenditures for premiums under relative' where it first appears is amended 'by striking out ', or for aid to the aged, blind,
or disabled and medical assistance for the
part B of title XVIII for individuals who are to read as follows:
"'(b) The term "aid to families -with de- aged,'.
recipients of money payments under such
"(6) Section 1602(a) of such Act is fur
plan and other* Insurance, premiums for pendent children" means money payments
medical or any other type of remedial care with respect to a dependent child or de- ther amended by, striking out 'or assistance'
pendent children, and Includes (1) money wherever it appears in paragraphs (4), (8),
or the cost thereof)'.
1)(1,an(3.
" (1 2) Section 3 (a) (1) (A) of such Ant is payments'.
"(5) Section 409(a) of such Act is (1)(1,an(3.
amended by striking out 'such month' where
uhAti
~ Scin10()()o
for
than
'(other
out
by
striking
apear and inserting In lieu teofamended
It irs
by striking out 'aid or assistance
meialohayotertoermdilcae'amended
In lieu
and
inserting
of'
on
behalf
or
l1peto
ay onhadbstiigOt'wich
"(d) (1) So much of section 1003 (a) (1) asthro'ado.
total number' and all that follows and Inado'
thro
by
striking
amended
(A)
is
clause
precedes
';
plus',
thereof
serting in lieu
"(8) Section 1602(a) of such Act is fur
" (13) Section 3 (a) (1) (B) of such Act is out '(including expenditures for premiJums
ther amended by striking out paragraph
Under Part B of title XVIII for Individuals
amended to read as follows:
" '(B) the Federal percentage (as defined who are recipients of money payments under (15), and by redesignating paragraphs (16)
in section 1101(a) (8)) of the amount'~by such plan and other insurance premiums for and (17) as paragraphs (15) and (16), re
which such expenditures exceed the maxi- medical or any other type of remedial care or spectively; and
"(A) the paragraph so redesignated as
mum which may be counted under clause the cost thereof)'1.
"(2) Section 1003(1) (A) of such Act is paragraph (15) is amended
(A), not counting so much of any expendi."(I) by striking out 'or in behalf of' in
ture with respect to any month as exceeds amended by striking out '(which total numthe product of $75 multiplied by the total her' and all that follows and inserting In lieu the matter preceding clause (A), and
"(ii) by striking out 'section 1603 (a) (4)
number of such recipients of old-age assist- ther'eof'; plus'.
"(3) Section 1003 (a) (2) of such Ant is (A) (i) 'and (Ii)' In clause (C) and inserting
ance for such month;'
In
lieu thereof 'Section 1603(a) (3) (A) (i)
"(14) Section 3(a) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out '(including 6kpenditures for Insurance premiums for medical or and (Ut)'; and
amended to read as follows:
"(B) the paragraph so redesignated as
" '(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Vir- any other type of remedial care or the cost
Paragraph (16) is amended by striking out
gin Islands, and Guam, an amount equal to thereof)'.
'or In behalf of'.
"(4) Section1000of such Act isamendedone-half of the total Of the sums expended
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The
11(9)

last sentence of section 1602(a)

of such Act Is amended by striking out '(or

for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled and

medical assistance for the aged)'.
110Section 1602(b) of such Aet Is
am(10)d
"(A) by striking out 'or assistance',
"(B) by striking out '(A) in the case of
applicants for aid to the aged, blind, or
disabled',
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and

"1(C) by striking out ', and (B) in the
case of applicants for medical assistance for
the aged, excludes any individual who resides In the State'.
I"I(I1) The last sentence of section 1602 (b)
of such Act is amended by striking out '(or

for aid to the aged. bllnd, or disabled and
medical assistance for the aged)' wherever
it appears.

" (23)

Section

1605(b)

of

such

Act

is

repealed.

" (g) (1) Section 1902 (a) (20) (C) of such
Act is amended by striking out 'sectioa
3 (a) (4) (A) (I) and (ii) or section 1603 (a)
(4) (A) (I) and (ii) * and Inserting In lieu
thereof 'section 3(a) (3) (A) (i) and (ii) or
section 1603 (a) (3) (A) (i) and (ii)'.
"(2) Section 1903 (a) (3) (A) (i) of such
Act is amended by striking out 'section
3 (a) (4)' and inserting In lieu thereof 'section
3 (a) (4)'.
"(h) Section 618 of the Revenue Act of
1951 is amended by striking out '(other than
section 3(a) (3) thereof)' and '(other than
section 1603(a) (3) thereof'."

On page 384, after line 18, to Insert:

,TECHNICAL. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO PUBI~c
ASSISTANCE: PROGRAMS"
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It was felt
by the committee and also by the De
partment of Health, Education, and Wel
fare that drugs so far as they were the
type of drugs that the Department felt

would be appropriate and of therapeutic
value for use by the patient should be
provided to persons who are in hospitals
and also to persons who are in nursing
homes. However, it would cost a great
amount of money. In many instances, it
would be subject to debate as to whether

the Government should pay for drugs
which, while not harmful to the people,

might not necessarily be of benefit or of
any therapeutic value.

Aged people take many drugs which,

At the beginning of line 21. to strike out so far as we know, have no detrimental
o uh c I e
in102c
pealed.
o
ed
"(i)(1) " and insel~t "Sec. 408. (a)": after effect on them. Howevr
"(13) So much of section 1603 (a))a
know that they do them any good. Some
line 22, to strike out:
strikin
prcdscas)A saeddb
"(A) by striking out '(other than section of the drugs are of psychological value
out 'during each month of such quarter'
of the
and Inserting in lieu thereof 'during such 3 (a) (3) thereof)'I and I'(other than section to the aged people. I am thinking
pink pills that we hear about which doc
quarter'. and by striking out '(Including ex- 1603 (a) (3) thereof)':"
On page 385, at the beginning of line 1, tors give to people. When the people
penditures for premiums under part B of
pills, they feel a lot better.
title xviir for individuals who are recipients to strike out " (B) " and insert "(1) "; at the take these pink
However, all that the person is taking is
of money payments under such plan and beginning of line 5. to strike out "(C)" 9,and
of the pill.
inside
to a little sugar
other insurance premiums for medical or any insert "(2) ": at the beginning of lineat the
other type of remedial care or the cost there- strike out " (D) " and insert " (3) ";
Many drugs are taken habitually by
beginning of line 13. to strike out " (2) "
of)'1.
of the general cost of
"(1 4) Section 1603 (a) (1) (A) of such Act and insert "(b) "; in the same line, after the people. It is part
greatly
Is amended, by striking out 'such month' word "by", to strike out "paragraphs (1) (B). living. This amendment would
the cost of the measure if it
where it first appears and Inserting in lieu (1) (C), and (1) (D)" and insert "subsection increase
bill.
the
in
included
thereof 'any month', and by striking out (a) "; at the beginning of line 18. to strike were
'(which total number' and all that follows out "approved, or beginning on, or after
Mr. President, my
JAVrTS.
Mr.
July 1, 1967, whichever is earlier" , and Inand inserting in lieu thereof'; plus'.
"(15) Section 1603 (a) (1) (B) of such Act sert "approved"; after line 19, to strike out: amendment relates only to prescription
by
"1(1) Section 1109 of such Act is amended drugs. These are subject to control
is amended to read as follows:
It would
'(B) the Federal percentage (as defined by striking out '2 (a) (10) (A)' and inserting regulation of the Department.
care
health
voluntary
the
only affect
In section 1101(a) (8)) of the amount by In lieu thereof '2 (a) (10)'."
At the beginning of line 22. to strike out part of the bill. It would increase the
which such expenditures exceed the maxiamount contributed by the Federal Gov
386,
page
on
mum which may be counted under clause ".(k) (1) " and insert " (c) (1) ":
the
(A), not counting so much of any expendi- at the beginning of line 1, to strike Out " (1) " ermient and by the individual in
mutof7cnsamnhah.Hw
tUre with respect to any month as exceedsaninet"d)"afelie4toisr:
amuto'5cnsamnhah.Hw
the product of $75 multiplied by the totalaninet"d":atrln4,tinet
ever, it would also represent actuar'ial
"OPTOMETRISTS' SERVICES
number of recipients of aid to the aged,
savings for the individual.
proother
any
Notwithstanding
409.
"SEc.
blind, or disabled for such month:'.
The committee may have had good
",(16) Section 1603 (a) (2) of such Act is visions of the Social Security Act, whenever
payment is authorized for services which an reason for its action. I am merely relatamended to read as follows:
"(2) in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin optometrist is licensed to perform, the bene
It would
Islands, and Guam. an amount equal to one- ficiary shall have the freedom to obtain the Ing the facts to the Senator.
saving for the in
half of the total of the sums expended dur- services of either a physician skilled In dis- represent an actuarial
of his health cost.
ing such quarter as aid to the aged, blind, or eases of the eye or an optometrist, whichever dividual of 25 percent here,
I know that
Unfortunately-and,
disabled under the State plan, not counting he may select."
I enlist the sympathy of the Senator,
After line 11. to insert:
so much of any expenditure with respect
though he may not be in agreement with
OP CHITDREN OVER AGE 15
.EIJGrslInxr
to any month as exceeds $37.50 multiplied by
me on the amendment-we are dealing
ATTENDING SCHOOL
the total number of recipients of aid to the
aged, blind, or disabled for such month:'.
with a very high item of expense for the
"SEC. 410. Clause (2) (B) of section 406(a)
"(17) Section 1603(a) (3) of such Act Is
of the Social Security Act is amended by older people-prescription drugs.
repealed.
A most beneficent effect may result
"(18) Section 1603 (a) (4) of such Act is striking out 'attending a high school in purthe
redesignated as section 1603 (a) (3), and as suance of a course of study leading to a high from including prescription drugs in
so redesignated Is amended by striking out
'or assistance' wherever it appears.

school diploma or its equivalent.' and insertIng in lieu thereof 'attending a school, col-

",(19) Section 1603(a) (5) of such Act is lege, or university,'."
After line 18, to insert:
redesignated as section 1603 (a) (4), and as so
redesignated is amended by striking out "DIRREGARDING CERTAIN EARNINGS IN DETERMINHLRN
IN NEDO CERTAIN DEEDN
'paragraph (4)' and inserting in lieu thereof
"SEC. 411. Effective July 1, 1965, so much
'paragraph (3)'.
"(20) section 1603(b) (3) of such Act Is of clause (7) of section 402(a) of the Social
amended by striking out 'or aasistance' Security Act as follows the first semicolon is
amended by inserting after 'except that, in
uhAti
o
wherever it appears.
c smaking such determination.' the following:
"(21) section 1603(c) ofsc
amended by striking out 'paragraph (4)' '(A) the State agency may disregard not
wherever it appears and inserting In lieu more than $50 per month of earned income
thereof 'paragraph (3)', and by striking of each dependent child under the age of 18
out 'paragraph (5)' and inserting In lieu but not in excess of three In the same home,
and (B)'.
thereof 'paragraph (4) '.
"(22) The first sentence of section 1605
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to
(a)- of such Act (as amended by this Act)
ask the Senator another question, with
is amendedrelation to prescribed drugs. Was that
"(A) by striking out '(a)',
"(B) by striking out ', or (if provided In subject considered by the committee?
or after the third month before the month The Senator is familiar with my amendIn which the recipient makes application for ment.,itefl
aid) medical care In behalf of or any type
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes; it was,
of remedial care recognized under State law
Mr. JAVITS. Could the Senator give
In behalf of,', and
"1(C) by striking out 'or care in behalf us the rationale for the committee's aotion?
of' each place it appears.

bill and the supplementary coverage by
virtue of the fact that it would have a

tendency to hold down the cost, if noth
rg
te
n
otsn
igeso
rtheighn pricd Ithems Thigs
wIch arseora
tm.Ti
ihpie
wihaerte
constitutes one of the real problems in
volved in medical care for the aged. We
have been faced with the problem since
1949. As a matter of fact, the Senator
from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON), who is in
the Chamber at present, was interested
in the first bill which was introduced in
the House of Representatives in 1949
dealing with this subject.
With regard to the relationship be
tween the amount of cost to the Govern
ment and the tremendous part of the
health care cost for the aged which could
be covered, the merits of the amendment
are apparent. I wonder why the corn
ln
htteycudntg
ln
hycudntg
etta
mte
amendment,
with this
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, I feel sure

that we shall Co something about drugs
at some later time, if we fail to do It in
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this bill. However, it is difficult to keep
an accurate account or record of. what
medication people get in the drugstores
on a week-to-week or month-to-month
basis.
We would also have the problem that
many drugs are common us drugs. The
aged people could get the common use
drugs under their health insurance and
pass them on to other members of their
family. For various and sundry reasons,
and many of them relate to the cost of
the program, it was felt that we should
not include drugs outside the hospital at
this time.

One reason that the drugs cost so

much-and many of them cost 40 times
what they ought to cost-is because of
private patents on Governmnent research.
Drug firms get patents on drugs discovered under taxpayer-supported research.
The Senator from - Louisiana tried to do
something about that a~few days ago. I
did not get much help from the Republican side of the aisle. However, I still
hope that I shall be able to prevail at a
later date and the, we shall have drugs
made available at a much lower cost.
Many drugs are being sold at 40 times
what they ought to. sell for. Perh aps
someday we can do something to make
the drugs more competitive.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator has been
trying to have something done with regard to private patents on Government
research, and I give him credit for his
efforts. It is a very problematical thing
as to what percentage of the drugs that
would cover. However, I am confident
that before we go home from this session,
the Senator will have won his major
point, which is that we should do something effective about this matter.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If we can do
it in the field of health research, I shall
be very satistield. I just hope that we
do not lose ground while we are trying
to legislate in the area,
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am
grateful that the Senator disclosed his.,
position so frankly. It will help me in
arguing the amendments dealing with
factors which may influence the committee judgment,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I appreciate the interest of the
Senator in the aged people of the country. The Senator is very consistent in
this matter.
The Senator has advocated for many
Years that steps be taken In the health
care field. I understand the Senator
from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] will
speak on that today. The Senator from
New Mexico has made a great contribution in this field, as has the Senator from
Tennessee [Mr. GORE]. The Senator
from Tennessee urged the basic legislation which was known as the Gore
amendment in the previous Congress.
We had the King-Anderson amendment
in the Congress prior to that. It was the
Senator from Tennessee who first prevailed in advocating the type of hospital
Plan Provided for in this bill.
I look forward to. working with the
Senators in this matter and helping to
get this legislation through the Senate.
I know that the Senators will be extremely helpful In seeing that this measure will be Passed by Congress.
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Mr. JAVITS. The Senator very kindly.
And social security has accomplished
brought to the attention of the Senate much. The needs that were most urgent
the fact that this fundamental plan is in that time of the great depression have
the one that has been approved by the now been largely met. Most Americans
Senate in both the name of the Senator can expect in old age at least a modest
from Tennessee and the name of thie income which can support a life perhaps
Senator from New Mexico. They were not of luxury but of independence and
kind enough to include my name on that dignity.
measure.
Times change and improve, but with
This amendment represents an enorm- these changes arise new challenges, new
ous advance over everything that has problems. The challenge facing this and
gone before, including-with the greatest future generations of older Americans
respect-the plans recommended by our is the fear that the heavy cost of Illness
beloved and departed President, then or accident in old age will wipe out say
Senator Kennedy, and by Congressman ings, threaten ownership of a home, and,
KING anid Senator ANDERSON.
after a lifetime Of independence, force
I can only express the hope that the the aged to ask for help from public
insurance companies of America realize assistance or private charity, or to be
the tremendous responsibility that they. come dependent on their children. This
are foregoing or forfeiting in not having is a threat for which only very few are
come forward with an effective plan foi- now able to prepare.
lowing the efforts of the Senator from
Thomas Jefferson once said:
Tennessee, the Senator from New MexLaws and institutions must go hand in
ico, and myself.
hand with the progress of the human mind.
I hope very much that we shall dedi- As that becomes more developed, more en
cate ourselves not only to the passage of lightened, as new discoveries are made, new
the bill, of which I am in favor, but also truths disclosed and manners and opinions
0-change with the change of circumstances,
to efforts to see that we obtain the ~ institutions
must advance also, and keep
operation of the insurance companies of pace with the times.
America in its implementation. We are
deferring its implementation in the supOur favorable action on the urgently
plementary part precisely for the reason needed legislation pending before this
that we expect, and have a right to ex- body will demonstrate once again that
pect, cooperation,
the American Government has the fin
I hope very much that what has been, genuity, the vitality, and the will to act
in my judgment, a grave default in busi- to provide a good way of life for the
ness statesmanship will be remedied in people of our country when private
the ensuing 6-month period provided for measures are of no avail.
in the bill.
I am Particularly Pleased to have been
I am grateful to my colleague for Permitted to play a part over the past
yielding.
several years in the development of the
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the health insurance provisions in H.R. 6675
Senator yield?
and to have been able to contribute to the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
great discussion and debate that has cen
Mr. GORE. Mr. President" I express u.-red around the proposal.

my thanks to both the junior Senator
I can recall -very well the legislative
from Louisiana and the senior Senator climate during the latter part of the
from New York. They have made me 1950's, in 1960, and in 1961, when I first
feel so good, after a restful Fourth of introduced my bills for a so-called health
July, that I respectfully suggest to the care program. Only a small minority of
leader that we adjourn until 10 o'clock the Finance Committee and the Senate
tomorrow morning in order to deal with supported the measure at the beginning
the many amendments that have been of that period. At the time, we had sur
submitted.
prisingly little detailed and completely
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- authenticated information about the
dent, if we could obtain consent for the financial situation and health costs of
committees to meet, I would have no older people. F'urthermore, the ideas in
objection to the request.
volved in the Plan were new and un
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Presidenit, I reserve familiar to many. As we made the find
the right to object-I shall not object.
ings of new studies known and as the
Mr~ ANDERSON. Mr. President, the ideas in the Plan were studied, we gained
bill now before the.Senate, which has more and more supporters.
been so ably described by the distinCONCLUSIONS FROM YEARS OF STUDY
guished Senator from Louisiana, will do
Today, Mr. President, there is no
much to give new meaning to the re- longer any real issue over the burden
maining years of millions of older Amer- health costs impose on the aged. in fact,
icans. The proposed comprehensive pro- over the long period that the proposal
gram of health insurance for older peo-' has been under consideration, the Issue
pie alone represents a tremendous stride( of whether further Government action
forward toward making economic secur- is needed has been virtually eliminated.
ity in old age a reality for the great ma- Agreement on these points is virtually
jority of Americans.
unanimous.
It is appropriate that we are acting on
It is no longer argued, for example,
the proposed legislation on the eve of the that older people can afford to pay for
30th anniversary of the original social se- needed health cost protection. Careful
curity legislation. That act, adopted a study has verified what we who first
generation ago, held forth the hope that supported the plan already believed.
the people of the United States should no Studies revealed that almost one-half
longer approach~ old age in fear that in the aged have insufficient income to meet
their later years they would live in want the typical public assistance budget.
and deprivation..
Well over one-half of the aged do not
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have enough income to live at the level
of what the Bureau of Labor Statistics
refers to as a "modest but adequate"
budget for retired people. Careful analysis has also revealed that about onehalf of the aged could not live within
this minimal budget even if they were
to convert all their assets and savings
to a lifetime income. Nor has the financial situation of the elderly improved and
eliminated all their difficulties as some
who opposed past proposals have hoped
and predicted.
I can also recall the arguments advanced by those who believed that the
health-cost problem faced by the aged
could be met through expanded public
assistance provisions. Many Senators
no doubt recall that when the 1960 KerrMills legislation was discussed in this
Chamber, the chief proponent of the proposal expressed the belief that its enactment would benefit 10 million older
Americans-well over one-half the aged
at that time-that all medical care costs
of this group would be fully covered, and
that all this would happen In a matter of
months,
Nearly 5 years of experience has
shown that the cost of adequate medical
assistance programs for even the most
needy aged is beyond the capacity of the
States without the availability of health
insurance such as we are now about to
enact. Ten States even today have yet
failed to begin Kerr-Mills programs.
Most of the older people who have benefited from the Kerr-Mills legislation were
in the very poorest 10 percent of the aged,
who were totally indigent and met all
the requirements for old-age assistance.
And even for the few who are helped, the
scope of care available is often very limited despite the fact that the needy have
nowhere else to turn,
Moreover, 5 years of experience with
the Kerr-Mills legislation has made it
crystal clear that, no matter how well designed and administered, that program
is subject to the same serious inherent
limitations as any other public assistance
program. To people it symbolizes loss of
Independence and self-support because
it requires avowal of failure. Moreover,
public assistance has certain basic defects which make it ineffective as the
major device for meeting the problem
of the high health costs of the aged.
The chief defect is that assistance programs do not prevent dependency-they
can deal with it only after it has occurred.
Over the period of years since hearings were first held on the social security
hospital insurances proposal, the ability
of private health insurance to modify its
provisions to meet the health insurance
needs of the elderly has been tested.
Senators will recall that when hearings
on health insurance for the aged were
conducted in the other body in 1959, certamn opponents estimated that threequarters of the older Americans who
need and want health insurance would
have protection by 1965. Today, only
a little over one-half of the elderly have
health Insurance in any form. The number of aged people without any health
insurance is nearly as large today as It
was in 1959. And Perhaps one older Per-

son in 20 has insurance covering as much
as two-fifths of his health costs,
The years have piled up evidence in
support of the social security hospital insurance proposal-for each passing year
has brought with it new and more
dramatic 'proofthat:
First. The elderly generally have such
modest financial resources that the great
majority can neither afford the costs. of
expensive illness nor the costs of adequate insurance against those costs.
Second. That, because of their high
health costs and for other reasons, adequate health insurance has been and continues to be out of the reach of most
older people.
Third. That medical assistance for the
aged and other forms of public assistance are not acceptable solutions to the
problems the great majority of the elderly face at one time or another after retirement in meeting their high health
costs.
Fourth. That the sound and practical
solution is to add health insurance protection to the social security cash bene-'
fits. This approach-which is embodied
i h ilnwbfr
sadi
.1 h
bill I introduced at the beginming of this
Congress--would enable people to contribute to the cost of this protection while
they work; when they reach age 65, they
would have hospital insurance protection
as an earned right without need to make
further payments after retirement.
ACCEPTANCE

OF

QUALITY

SAFEGUARDS

Mr. President, it is also a source of
great satisfaction to me to see the widespread acceptance of many provisions
of the proposed hospital insurance that
were originally controversial. Particularly, I am pleased that the interest in
quality of care paid for under the program has, over the years, won the endorsement of the health professions.
It was not long ago, Mr. President,
that the idea of incorporating quality
safeguards into the definitions of the
institutions that participate in the proposed program was an issue. The idea
of having participating hospitals maintain utilization committees, for example,
was sometimes irresponsibly attacked
even though it was f avored by the experts
in the field. Today, this requirement
for the participation of hospitals in the
proposed program is a valued feature of
the proposal. It has been widely applied
and where not already applied is being
endorsed for near future ap - :cation to
avoid unneeded hospital use. Provision
for utilization review mechanisms in
hospitals would keep Government Out Of
the business of reviewing hospital care
by placing responsibility for hospital
Utilization where it belongs-with the
hospital's own medical staff.
The idea of utilization review in hospitals is endorsed now by both the American Medical Association and the American Osteopathic Association. It is the
growing knowledge that these are provisions that must be supported, and in
fact have been supported and applied, in
many areas already, that accounts for
the fact that responsible opposition to
the provision for utilization review in the
proposed hospital insurance has largely
disappeared. The bill, even prior to its
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enactment, has had very valuable resuits in terms of improvements in the
content of private health insurance,
medical assistance, and even in quality
of care-in nursing homes, for example.
In this very bill, the knowledge de
veloped through considerations of our
health insurance bills *that there are
ways to protect the aged against unsafe
conditions has resulted in provisions to
include safeguards to avoid having pub
lic assistance operate in such a way as
to encourage the continued operation of
programs that perpetuate unsafe nurs
ing homes and other substandard insti
tutions.
SUPPLEMENTARY

MEDICAL

INSURANCE

The addition of a voluntary supple
mentary insurance plan to the basic
hospital insurance plan with costs kept
low by means of Federal financial par
ticipation would assure all older persons
will have access to good insurance
against the cost of physicians' services
and other health services.
While the proposed programs of basic
and supplementary protection would, in
combination, provide relatively complete
coverage, there still would be ample op
portunity for continuing growth of the
private effort in the health insurance
field, since the 90 percent of the popu
lation who are under 65 would not be
covered by the proposed programs.
Furthermore, some older people would
want health benefits in addition to these
provided under the two proposed pro
grams. The Health Insurance Associa
lion has reported that supplementary
insurance to the aged covering the costs
of such items as drugs and private duty
nursing will be offered.
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

IMPROVEMENTS

The third resource that the bill would
bring into play in solving the problems
caused by high health costs in old age
is public assistance. The bill would
make a number of improvements in the
assistance provisions which, together
with the two health insurance plans,
would enable the medical assistance pro
gram to be more effective in the role
most appropriate for it-that is, it would
enable the medical assistance effort to be
focused more successfully on the rela
tively small number of the aged whose
nursing home needs or other circum
stances are such that they will be un
able to meet their health costs through
a combination of social and private in
surance and individual savings.
SOCIAL SECURITY APPROACH

But of primary importance is accept
ance of the proposition that social insur
ance is the key to the solution to the
problem of financing health costs in old
age. The social security approach-and
only such an approach-provides assur
ance that practically everyone will have
needed hospital insurance protection in
old age as an earned right. Under social
insurance, people are able to pay toward
the. basic health insurance protection
they will need in old age at the time of
'life when they can best afford to do sowhen they are working and earning.
It is fitting that this Nation should
choose social insurance to assist its citi
zens in financing the high health -costs
that come with advancing years. For
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social insurance places its emphasis on
that characteristic which distinguishes
our free democratic society from others-dignity of the individual. Social insur.ance rests on the principle that we

Americans prize-that each should so far
as possible pay his own way and be beholden to no one. In accordance with
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were transformed into hope, and poverty
I urge my colleagues to join in voting
and hunger were transformed Into a de- for passage of H.R. 6675.
cent life. But the job which America
DIFFERENCES 'IN THE. BILL
set out to do in 1935 is not y~et done. At
Mr. President, in January, 44 Senators
that timhe Franklin Roosevelt said:
jondm ninrdcn
. ,te0m
This law represents a

structure

cornerstone in a bus social security measure, which in
cluded a provision for health insurance
for the aged. It is a close relative of H.R.

which is being built, but which is

by no means complete.

this principle benefits are paid to each as
As one who had the privilege of know- 6675, the bill'which the House passed
a oseune
fhs otibtos.TeIng
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and un- in April, and of the measure which the
system we chose to protect ourselves and derstanding in some mea.sure his hopes, Committee on Finance has reported and
our families against the financial con- dreams' and aspirations for the social
sequences of old age, disability or death security program, I think I can say this is now pending in the Senate.
is based on this concept and naturally bill is not only destined to become one of
To help Senators who may want to
we turn to it again for a solution to the the most important contributions to se.- compare the differences in these three
problem of financing health costs in old curity in old age but also a major ele- bills, I have had prepared by the De
age.
CONCLUSION
ment to completing the structure he had partment of Health, Education, and Wel
Mr. President, I mentioned at the be- in mind when the social security law was fare atabular sunmmarycomparison.
ginning of my statement that shortly we enacted 30 years ago. We would be unI ask unanimous consent to have it
will celebrate the 30th anniversary of faithful to that historic achievement if Printed in the RECORD.
the signing of the Social Security Act. we did not look beyond the accomplishThere being no objection, the summary
For miilions of.Americarks, with that one ments of the past and struggle to fulfill comparison was ordered to be~printed in
stroke of the pen, insecurity and fear the potential of the American society.
the RECORD, as follows:
Summary comparison of provisions of S. I with H.R. 6675 as passed by the House of Representatives and as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee
I.

S. 1

HEALTH INSURANCE

PROVISIONS

H.R. 6675 as passed by the House

H.R. 6675 as reported by the Senate Finance

Committee

Provides a program of hospital insurance
for the aged financed through Increased social security contributions,

Hospital insurance:
All people 65 and over entitled to monthly
OASI or railroad retirement benefits would
be eligible.
Also, persons not eligible for such monthly
benefits who reach 65 before 1968. or reach
65 after 1967 and have 3 quarters of OASI
coverage for each year elapsing after 1965
and before age 65, would be eligible-excludIng persons who are or could have been en
rolled in a health benefits plan under the
Retired Federal Employees Health Benefits
Act (which covers employees who retired
before July 1960) or under the Federal Em
ployees Health Benefits Act of 1959k (which
covers primarily active employees). Also ex
cludes aliens with less than 10 years of con
tinuous residence and subversives
Supplementary insurance:
No provision,

Hospital insurance program:
1. Inpatient hospital services for up to 60
days In each spell of illness, with a deductible
equal to the average cost of 1 day of care,
Excludes physicians' service except those of
interns and residents under approved teaching programs and certain specialists, services-ia the field of pathology, radiology,
physiatry, or anesthesiology. Excludes services in tuberculosis and psychiatric hospitals.
2. Posthospital extended care services (in
facility which has a transfer agreement with
a hospital) for up to 60 days in a spell of
illness,

Brief description
Provides two coordinated heaith insurance
programs for the aged: (1) A basic hospital
insurance program financed through a spe
cial payroll tax; and (2) a voiuntary supple
mentary insurance program financed through
premium payments from participants and
matching payments from Federal general
revenues.
Eligibility
Same provision as S. 1.

Same as House bill.

Same provision as House bill.

Similar to S. 1 but does not exclude persons
who are or could have enrolled In plans under
the Retired Federal Employees Health Benefits Act.

Similar to House bill buit does not exclude
persons who could have been but are not
enrolled in a plan under the Federal Em
ployees Health Benefits Act of 1959-excludes
only those actually enrolled.

All people age 65 and over who are residents
of the United States and who are citizens or
lawfully admitted to permanent residence
would be eligible to enroll,
Beneflts

Similar to House bill, but adds requirement
that aliens must have resided continuously
in United States for 10 years Immediately
preceding application for enrollment.

1. Differs from S. 1 in that physicians' services in the four specialty fields would be
excluded; services in tuberculosis hospitals
would be covered; deductible would be $40
(increased if necessary, but no earlier than
1969, to keep pace with increases in hospital
costs),

1. Similar to House bill, but Increases to
120 the number of days for which Inpatient
hospital services would be covered; adds pro
vision for patient to share in the cost of each
day of hospital care after the 60th day
through a $10 coinsurance payment for each
such day; provides coverage of services fur
nished in both tuberculosis and psychiatric
hospitals.
2. Up to 100 days covered; patient would
share in the cost of each day of extended.
care services after 20th day through a $5
coinsurance payment for each such day; no
provision for substituting days of posthospi
tal.extended care for days of Inpatient hospi
tal services, as In House bill.
Coinsurance payments In 1 and 2, above,
represent one-fourth and one-eighth, 're
spectively, of inpatient hospital deductible
and would Increase when deductible in
creases.

2. Up to 20 days covered, plus an additional
2 days of services (up to a Maximum of 80
additional days) for each unused day of inpatient hospital services,
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Summary comparison of provisions of S. 1 with H.R. 6675 as passed by the House of Representatives and as reported by the Senate Finance
Commit tee-Continued
I. HEALTH INSTURANCE PRoVwszoNs--contiflued
S. 1

H.R. 6675 as passed by the House

3. Home
health
services-Intermittent
nursing care, therapy, part-time home health
aid services, services of interns and residents
under approved teaching program of hospital with which home health agency Is affiliated furnished in patient's residence under
plan established by physician, for up to 240
visits per calendar year.
4. Outpatient hospital diagnostic services,
as required, but subject to a deductible equal
to average cost of one-half day of inpatient
hospital care for services furnished within
30-day period,

3. Similar to S. 1, but coverage is on a
posthospital basis, for up to 100 visits in the
year after hospital discharge. Patient must
be homebound except that he could be taken
to a hospital, extended-care facility or home
health agency to receive services requiring
equipment that cannot readily be taken to
patient's home.
4. Similar to S. 1, except that deductible
would be $20 (subject to increase as in 1
above) for each diagnostic study, i.e., services
furnished in a 20-day period by the same
could be
credited
hospital. Deductible
against inpatient hospital deductible if hospitalization (in the same hospital) follows
within 20 days.

H.R. 6675 as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee

Benefits-Continued

Supplementary insurance program:
No provision.

Payment of 80 percent of reasonable charges
or cost, as provided, above a $50 annual deductible, for physicians' services, inpatient
psychiatric hospital services up to 60 days
in a spell of illness (180-day lifetime limit),
home health services up to 100 visits during
a calendar year, and a variety of special medi
cal and other health services. Effective date:
July 1, 1966.

3. Similar to House bill, but coverage is
for up to 175 visits.

4. Similar to H.R. 6675, but eliminates pro
vision for crediting outpatient deductible
against Inpatient hospital deductible; pro
vides instead for outpatient deductible paid
by patient to be counted as a reimbursable
-expense
under the supplementary insurance
plan; provides for payment by the program of
80 percent rather than 100 percent of out
patient hospital diagnostic costs above the
deductible amount, the remainder to be paid
by the patient.
Similar to House bill, except that inpatient
psychiatric hospital services would be cov
ered under the basic hospital Insurance plan,
rather than the supplementary plan. Ef
fective date: January 1, 1967.

Complementary private insurance
Nonprofit associations of private insurers
would be authorized to develop and offer
for sale to aged persons health benefits plans
covering costs not met under the Govern
ment program-specifically, plans covering
most of the costs of physicians' services.
These activities of private insurers would be
exempt from Federal and State antitrust
laws.

No provision.

No provision.

costs
Hospital insurance:
level cost of 1.21 percent of payroll estimated on basis of high cost assumptions used
for H.R. 6678.

Supplementary Insurance:
No provision.

Level cost of 1.23 percent of payroll. About
$2.26 billion for first year program in full
operation (1967), plus $275 million from
Federal general revenues for persons not entitled to monthly QASI or railroad retirement
benefits.

Level cost of 1.32 percent of payroll. About
$2.36 billion for first year program in full
operation (1967), plus $285 million from
Federal general revenues for persons not en
titled to monthly OASI or railroad retire
ment benefits.

For first year program In full operation
(1967) if 80 percent of the eligible aged enrolled, about $840 million to $1.12 billion; If
95 percent of the eligible aged enrolled, about
$995 million to $1.33 billion,

For first year program in full operation
(1968) if 80 percent of eligible aged enrolled,
about $830 million to $1 billion; if 95 percent
of the eligible aged enrolled, about $985 mil
lion to $1.19 billion.

Financing
Hospital insurance program:
By allocating to a, separate hospital insurBy separate payroll taxes paid to a separate
ance trust fund 0.60 percent of taxable wages hospital insurance trust fund. Amount of
under social security paid in 1966; 0.76 per- earnings subject to tax would be same as for
cent of taxable wages paid in 1967 and 1968;
OASDI, $5,600 In 1966 rising to $6,600 in 1971.
and 0.90 percent of taxable wages paid thereThe contribution rate, the same for emafter. Allocations of 0.45. 0.57. and 0.675 ployees, employers, and self-employed persons, is based on estimates of cost which aspercent of self-employment income taxable
under social security would be made, respec- sume that the earnings base will not be intively, in the taxable years 1966, 1967-68, and creased above $6,600 and would be as follows:
1969 and thereafter. Earnings base of $5,600.PecnPret

196
--- - ---- -- ---

Costs of paying benefits for persons not entitled to monthly QASI or railroad retirement
benefits financed from Federal general reve
nues.
Authorizes Secretary of Treasury to require
that W-2 forms show the proportion of the
total social security tax withheld which is
for financing hospital insurance.

--

P---cent
3

By separate payroll taxes paid to a separate
hospital insurance trust fund. Amount of
earnings subject to tax would be same as for
OASDI, $6,600. The contribution rate, the
same for employees, employers, and self-em
ployed persons, is based on estimates of cost
which assume that the earnings base will not
be increased above $6,600. and would be as
follows:

- -- - ---

- -- - -- - Perce--2 t.

1966-72-------------------------------0.35
19673-752-------------------------------.50
1973-75 -------------------------------. 55
1976-79 -------------------------------. 60

1966-70------------------------------0.325
19671-70 ------------------------------. 50
1971-72 ------------------------------. 50
1973-75 ------------------------------. 60

1987 and after -------------------------. 80

1980-86 ------------------------------- 75
1987 and after ------------------------. 85
Same provision.

Same provision.

Requires that W-2 forms show the proportion of the total payroll tax withheld which
is for financing hospital insurance.

Same as House bill.
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Summary comparison of provistons of S. 1 with H.R. 6675 as passed by the House of Representatives and as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee-Continued
1. HEALTH INSURANCE s'iovxsioNs-continued
S. 1
H.R. 6675 as passed by the House
H.R. 6675 as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee
Financing-Continued
Supplementary insurance program:
No provision.
By $3 a month premium payments from
Same as House bill except permits deduc
enrollees and matching amounts from Fed- tion of premium from Federal civil service
eral general revenues paid to a separate trust benefits.
fund. Where enrollee Is currently receiving
monthly social security or railroad retire
ment benefits, the premiums would be de
ducted from his benefits.
Administration
Hospital insurance:

The Secretary of HEW would be authorized to use appropriate State agencies and
private organizations to assist in administration. State agencies under an agreement
would be used to determine and certify eli
gibility of providers to participate. Hospi
tals and other providers of services could
nominate public agencies or private organi
zations to receive and pay bills in lieu of
dealing directly with Government. Secre
tary could delegate additional administra
tive functions to designated organizations.
Supplementary Insurance:
No provision.

No provision.

Similar to S. 1. Differs mainly in that
Secretary required to use State agencies in
determining eligibility of providers of serv
ices to participate.

Under the Secretary of HEW who would be
required, to the extent possible, to. contract
with carriers to carry out the major adminiistrative functions relating to the medical
aspects of'the program such as determining
rates of payments and holding and disbursing funds for benefit payments.
Income tax deduction provisions
The provision in the income tax law which
limits medical expense deductions to amounts
in excess of 3 percent of adjusted gross in
come for persons under 65 would be rein
stituted for persons 65 and over. A special
deduction (applicable to taxpayers of all ages
who itemize deductions) of one-half of
premiums paid for medical expense Insur
ance (including certain premiums paid be
fore age 65 for such insurance effective after
reaching age 65) would be added. Such spe
cial deduction could not exceed $250 per
year.

Same as provision of H-ouse bill.

The Secretary would be authorized to enter
into contracts with carriers and, with re
spect to functions involving payment for
physicians' serv~ices, the Secretary would be
required, to the extent possible, to enter into
such contracts.
No substantive provision.

II. OASDI PROVISIONS
Amendment
1.
2.
3.
4.

S.IH.t.

6675 as passed by the House

H.R. 6675 as reported by the Senate
Finance Committee

Benefit increase--------------------------- ------ 7 percent------------------------- 7 percent; $4minimum in PIA ---7 percent; $4 minimumn in PIA.
Contribution base ------------------------------- 1966,s5,e0o--------------------- 1966, $5,600; 1971, $6,600 - ----------- 1966, $6,600.
Payment of limited benefits to certain aged people --- No ------------------------------ Yes------------------------------ Yes.
Continuation of child's benefits beyond age 18 white No-------------------------Ye---------ys
--------------Yes
attending school.
---------Ys
5. Actuarially reduced benefits for widows at age 60-N-----No
--------------e-------------------------Yess
6Beeisfr divorced wife or widow--------N-----------------No---------Ye-------------------------Yyes.
7Liberalization of retirement test-------------------- No ------------------------------ yes, $1 for $2 to $2,400; $1 for $1 Yes, 61,600 exempt amount; $1 for $2
5. Exclusion of royalties on works copyrighted before No-------------------------------aboes$2,400.-to-$3000;-$1-for-$-above-$3,000
age (15from retirement test.Ys-------------e
9. Coverage of physieians --------------------------- Yes, for taxable years ending after Yes, for taxable years ending after Yes, effective for taxable years end
10is---------------o eaeo
1903.
1965.
ying on or after Dec. 31, 1965.
1.Cvrgoftp-----------------Yes, as wages plus withholding for Yes, as wages plus withholding for Yes, as sell-employment
income.
11 AdiiondKetukyt
o~lsa
Sats ha my
income-tax purposes,
incomie-tax purposes.
11.
Additianefandlkaandseniuyeytstuntertdiatdemay
Yes ----------------------------- Yesc---------------------------- Yes, but deletes Kentucky,
tireinont system provision.
12. Extension of period for electing coverage by State Yes----------- _----------------- yes----------------------------- Yes:
and local employees whose group was covered
minder the divided retirement system provision.
1.3.Covrage of certain hospital employees in Californias
Yes ---------------Ye-------------------------Ys
14. Roeopening of spjecial provision giving Mlaine until No----------------------ys-------N
-------------------------- Yes.
J uly 1,1970 (rather than July 1,1965), to--------treat-----teach-es
ing and nontesebing employees who6are inthea seame
retirement system as though they were under
separate retirement systems.
Ys
15. ]Permsit Iowa and North ])akota to modify their NO------------------------------ No --------
e
agreenments to exclude services performed by sic----------y
mients, including services already covered, in the
empl)oy of a school, college, or university in any Cal
enriar rsartor if the remuneration for such services
is less than $50.
IG. Add~itional retroactive coverage of nonprofit org aniza. No--------------------- --------- Yes------------------------Ye
u ie
mlye owo
Iloyes
f
suh
oganiatins.appieable
en individual choice of
i
s
y
Yes.
17.
l
YrsuOt
emplyee woseawagions.wr eroely
rem No-----------------No-------------------coverage.i
norteui by a nonprofit organization during t~he
ix-riol the organization's waiver certificate was in
e Ire!t to validate such erroneously reported wage..
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Summary comparison of provisions of S. I with H.R. 6675 as passed by the Howse of Representatives and as reported by the Senate Finance
Committee-Continuaed
S.1I

H.R. 6675 as passed by -the House

H.R. 667 areorted by the Senate
FnneCommittee

for the
euit rdtt
eotie
earnngsof
ertan mnisers ho iedor filed
waier ertfictesbefre
pr.16,196,
here such
earingeprte
wre fo scia scurtypurposes

No------------------------------

No------------------------------

Yes.

of

No ------------------------------

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Increase in gross income In determining net income No-----------------------------of farmers.
Esemption from social security of certain religious No-----------------------------sects.
Elimination of the indefinite duration requirement No -----------------------------from the definition of disability.
Worker eligible for disability benefits If totally dis- No-----------------------------abled for 6 months.
Worker eligible for disability benefits If Impairment No -----------------------------expected to result in death or has lasted or expected
to last 12 months.
Payment of rehabilitation services for beneficiaries No~ -----------------------------.
fOm trust funds.
SSA to make certain disability determinations-----No -----------------------------Disability benefits offset -------------------------- No -----------------------------Payment of benefits to children disabled before reach- No -----------------------------ing age 22.
Extension of life of application for social security No-----------------------------benefits.
Payment of abenefit for the 6th month of disablity- No-----------------------------Payment ofbenefits for 2d disabilities without regard No-----------------------------to waiting period only if 1st period lasted at least
18 months.
Prayet of disability benefits after entitlement to No -----------------------------othr monthly benefits.
Extension of period for filing proof of support and for Yes ----------------------------lump-sum death paymnt.
Adoption of child by retired worker ---------------- No -----------------------------Timing of future advisory councils ----------------- Yes ----------------------------Yes ----------------------------Preservation of railroad retirement coordination ----

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Yes -----------------------------

No.

No ------------------------------

Yes.

Amendment
I&.Prissca

19.CoeaeocetiemlyeofteDsrt
20.
21.
22.
22b.
22c.
22d.
22e.
2~f.
22g.
22.

22.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
38.

Disability insurance trust fund allocation ----------- 0.67 percent of wages; 0.4875 percent
of self-employment income.
Reimbursement for military service credits ---------- Yes ----------------------------Frequency of trustees'meetings-------------------- Permits trustees to meet annually
rather than every 6 months.
Additional executive positions in DHEW -----------INo ------------------------------

H4a. Tax rates (OASDI):
Calendar years

No------------------------------ Yes.
No------------------------------ Yes.
Yes.
No--------------------No ------------------------------ Yes.
No ------------------------------

Yes.

Yes------------------------Yes -----------------------------

No.
No.

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Yes -----------------------------

Yes.

Yes ----------------------------Schedules next council report for
1970 and every 5th year thereafter.
Yes -----------------------------

Yes.
Yes, as passed by House.

0.75 percent of wages; 0.5625 percent
of self-employment income,
Yes ----------------------------Yes -----------------------------

0.70 percent of wages; 0.521 percent
of self-employment income.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

No ------------------------------ Yes, I Under Secretary and 2 Assist
ant Secretaries.

[In percent]
Employee and
employer, each

Self-employed

Employee and
employer, each

Employee and
employer, each

Self-employed

Self-employed

1965 ----------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------------------------
5.8
6.4
4.0
6.0
3.85
4.25
1966-67 ----------------------------------------5.8
4.0
6.0
3.85
5. 0
7.5
19618-------------------------------------------4.45
6.7
7.5
4.4
6.6
1969-70--------------------5.0
7.8
---------------------------------------------------
5.2
1971 andaft
----------------------------------------6.7
4.4
6.6
4.45
1971-72---------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------7.0
7.0
4.90
4.8
1973 and after-------------------------------- -------------------- -------------- ----34b. Tax rates (hospital):
Calendar years

Employee and
employer, each

Self-employed

Employee and
employer, each

1966 --------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------1967-70------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------1971-72 ------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------1973-75------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------197649-79 ----------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------1980-86 ------------------------------------------ ------------- ------ ---------1987 and after------------------------------- --------------------I--------------------S. 1

Amendment
35. Broadens definition of child to include illegitimate
child of worker without regard to State law.
36. Automatic annual recomputation -----------------37. Exception to 1-year duration-of-marriage require
ment extended to spouse who had actual or poten
tial entitlement under Railroad Retirement Act.
38. Benefits (10 percent of PIA) based on prior spiouse's
earnings would be payable to widows (age 60 or
over) and widowers (age 62 or over) who remarry.
39. Authorize survivor of joint benefitcheckttoceshche
40. Facilitate adjustment of overpayments ad udrN
payments.
41. Authorize court to set a reasonable fee for attorneys
who sulccessfllly represent claimants for social
security benlilts.

Sell-employed

Employee and
emlyer, each

Self-employed

0.35
.50
.50
.55
.60
.70
.80

0.325
.850
.85
.60
.65
.75
.85

0.325
.50
.55
.60
.65
.75
855

0.35
.50
.50
.55
.60
.70
.:80

H.BR. 6675 as passed by the House

H.R. 6675 asl reported by the
Senate Finance Commtte

No------------------------------

Yes.
N...................--------------

Yes -----------------------------

Yes ----

No-------------------------- ---.

No---------.---

No

---------------------------- No --------------------------------

No------------------------------

Yes.

.

----

--

------ -------------

-

- ---- - ------

No -----------------------------.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
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m. PDUBW ASSITSTACE PSOVIBIONS
Amendment

S. 1

1. Iprovement and extension of Kerr-Mills progrsm----No ----------------2. Prohibition removed on Federal participation in assist- Yes --------------------------------Erc to agd TB and mental institution patients.
3. Fdrlmtching share of assistance increased -----Yes ----------------------------4. Liberaizcation of earnings which may he disregarded in Yes ----------------------------determining need of aged assistance recipients.

H.R. 6675 as passed by the House
Ys---------Ye
-----------------------YM8-----------------------------

.R.t6675 as rporedb

the

Ys
Yes.

5. Simultaneous payment of OAA and MAA for month
OAA recipients enter or leave hospital or nursing
home.
6. Protective payment to 3dparty for agedlIncompetents_

Yes -----------------------------

Yes ------------------ ------------ yes.
Yes------------------------- ---- Yes. Provisions included for carn
ings exemptions for children and
disabled.
Yes-------------------- --------- Yes.

Yes -----------------------------

Yes -----------------------------

7. Disregarding of part of social security benefits in determining. need for public assistance,

No ------------------------------

B. Administrative and judicialireview ofdeterminations..
9. Maintenance of level of State assistance spending
-

Yes, but onlyto extentof retroactive
benefit increase and for child's
benefit beyond age 18 while in
school.
No ------------------------------ Yes ----------------------------No ------------------------------ yes -----------------------------

Yes. Extended to blind and dis
abled.
same as House-passed bill.
Yes.
Yes.

July 7, 1.965
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AMENDMENTS
OF 1965same
O 195der
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the unfinished business be laid before the
Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
resumed the consideration of the bill
(H.R. 6675) to provide a hospital insurance program for the aged under the
Social Security Act with a supplementary
health benefits program and an expanded program of medical assistance,
to increase benefits under the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, to improve the Federal-State public
assistance programs, and for other purposes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
clerk will call the roll,
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. LONG of Loulsiana. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, ordinarily the procedure would be
to consider the remaining committee
amendment. However, Senators who
wish to oppose the committee amendment desire more time in which to prepare their case and discuss their position. That being the case, I ask unanimous consent that the remaining committee amendment be passed over at this
time, so that other amendments may be
offered and considered,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? None is heard, and it is so
ordered.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I offer the amendment which
I se~nd to the desk and ask to have read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 171, following the language on
line 12, it is proposed to insert a new parsgraph as foliows:
"(23) provide that any individual entitled
to medical assistance may obtain such anedical. assistance from any institution, agency,
or person qualified to perform the service or
services required who undertakes to provide
him such services."
Mr. elaare
ILLAMSof
M.WLIM
ofDlwr.M~r.
President, this amendment is consistent
with the policy that has been enunciated
in the proposed legislation; that is, that
the patient under medical care programs
should, be afforded freedom of choice in
obtaining health services from any quailfled institution, agency, or person. This
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policy is set forth in section 1802 for bothy line 13, before the semicolon, it is pro
the basic hospital Insurance and the vol- posed to insert the following: "or provide
untary supplementary programs. I be- for distribution of funds from Federal~or
ieve it only fitting and proper that a sim- State sources, for carrying out the State
Ilar declaration be placed in title XIXplan, on an equalization or other basis
the third layer of the cake--the new med- which in the judgment of the Secretary
ical assistance program for the needy and will assure that the lack of adequate
the medically needy.
funds from local sources will not result in
I believe that the people who must rely lowering the amount, duration, scope, or
on this program because of insufficient quality of care and services available un
income and resources are entitled to the der the plan."
prerogatives as those who come unMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the pur
the other two health insurance pro- pose of the amendment is to deal with
grams provided in the bill. The choice the Kerr-Mills matching problem in
of one's own doctor and other provider States Where both counties and the State
of health services is a right which should government, supply the non-IFederal
be enjoyed by all Americans.
funds.
I understand that the Senator in
In New York State, and in other States,
charge of the bill is willing to take the that is the situation. The bill as pres
amendment to conference to see if a solu- ently worded, however, would oblige the
tion cannot be reached.
States alone to supply this matching
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- money after 1970. My amendment has
dent, in the consideration of the meas- been worked out, insofar as its technical
ure in committee, the Senator from detail Is concerned, with the Department
Delaware was most helpful in urging, of Health, Education, and Welfare. The
even though hie opposed certain parts of amendment would allow-subject to the
the bill and, as I recall, voted against appropriate discretion of the Secretary-7
the bill itself, that we should undertake a State to share this burden with local
to proceed expeditiously with the con- governments so long as the program was
sideration of the bill. It was under- not jeopardized. The amendment affords
stood in committee that in the event an opportunity to the local government
some matter we might have overlooked to participate and vests discretion in the
should subsequently come to light, it Secretary.
would be considered and that we would
Therefore, if the counties are able to
confer and see if we could agree on it contribute and the Secretary is satisfied,
and offer it on the floor of the Senate. that they will contribute the State ought
The amendment the Senator from to be in a position to make that arrange-~
Delaware has offered was agreed to by mnent.
the Senate in a previous Congress when
I have submitted the amendment to
offered
by
the
former
Senator the distinguished Senator in charge of
from Minnesota, Mr. HUMPHREY. The the bill, the junior Senator from Louisi
amendment was taken to conference, but ana. I 'hope very much that he feels
the House would not accept it. I know justified in accepting the amendment.
that the Senator from Delaware realMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
izes what the problem will be in confer- dent, the amendment raises a problem
ence. He has indicated that in the that exists in New York State and other
event the House is adamant and will not States. I do not believe that the situa
accept the amendment, we might have tion exists in Louisiana or in a majority
to yield on it after it had been con- of the States. However, the department
sidered and an effort had been made to has examined the amendment and finds
persuade the House to accept it. With merit to it. I believe that the amend
that understanding and on that basis, I ment should be considered in conference.
am happy to accept the amendment, and I am willing to.a~ccept the amendment.
shall urge the House to consider and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
accept it.
question is on agreeing to the amendment
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I of the Senator from New York I Mr.
thank the Senator from Louisiana.
JAVrTS].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The.
The amendment was agreed to.
question is on agreeing to the amendTePEIIG
OFCR
h
ment of the Senator from Delaware.
bilhoen toRfurther amIEnden.Th
The amendment was agreed to.
bl soe ofrhraedet
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest
is open to further amendment.
the absence of a quorumMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I again
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
suggest the absence of a quorum,
dent, will the Senator withhold that re
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quest?
clerk will call the roil.
Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi-.
the roll.
.dent,
this bill has been before the Sen
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- ate since July 1. In certain respects
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the there is an urgency involved, because this
order for the quorum call be -rescinded. is the same measure that died in conThePREMIN
OFICE.
Wth-ference last Year between the Senate and
othobectPRESIDING soFFICere.
Wt-theHouse. It involves many persons
ou
betoI
ss
reewho
have children in school, and many
Mr- JAVITS. Mr. President, I send to other persons, for whom increases are
the desk an'amendment and ask that it Provided retroactively, because Congress
be read.
has been slow to act in this matter. It
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The should have acted before now.
amendment will be stated.
The committee has acted expeditious
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. on page 160, ly in the matter of bringing the bill to the
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floor. it did so as rapidly as it could.
The bill is open to further amend(B) Clause (E) of such paragraph (7) is
We are ready to legislate. We have been ment.
amended by striking out "widow's" and inready since July 1. I urge Senators who
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I sug- serting in lieu thereof "widow's, widower's,
oferto
o
est hattheSente roced o te tfrd or parents's"; by striking out "she"
h looramndmoffer thhaveamedmets
each
fem,socoen omeon
the
greadcgeod
tha
Senate
bhethrdplae
to
it appears and inserting in lieu thereof
th foradofrteso theSnt
edn
ftebl."he";
and by striking out "her" and inserting
may act.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. in lieui thereof "his".
I am on notice that unanimous con- President(5 Paragraph (9) of such section (as
sent requests to limit time will not be
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amended by section 307(b) (8) ) is amended
granted even as to amendments -offered Senator from West Virginia.
by striking out "a widow's" and inserting in
by individual Senators, which seems to
AMENDEMENT NO. 30
lieu thereof "a widow's, widower's, -or
ridiulos,
i
a
e
naor
ecaue
M.
BRD
f
Wst
Vrgiia.Mr.parent's".
me to beriiuosbeasifaSntr
M.BR
ofWs
Vign.M.
(e) (1) Clause (A) of the first sentence of
offers an amendment, he has complete President, I call up my amendment No. section 215(b)
(3) of the Social Security Act
control of it. He can

withdraw it if he so
desires, or debate it and bring it to a vote.
So I hope Senators who have amendments to offer will do so.
We are willing to consider and agree

307.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
West Virginia will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 349,

(as amended by section 302(a) (2) of this
Act) is amiend~ed to read as follows:
"()i the
caseorawhochhas
omn died.oI
tocre
irbtatr16,in the year
which shedidofitcure
earlebuafr190thyeriwicse

to ertinf wmenmens,
agee o
etwen ine 12and13,insrt hefol- attained age 62,".
to crtan
I weaendent.
tobeteenlins
12and13,insrt ile(2)
Such first sentence further amended
them, we will take them.
If we gre
cannot lowing:
by redesignating clauses is (B)
and (C) as
agree, we will. fight them. At any rate, REUE OLD-AGE BENEFITS, wIFE's BENEFrrIs, clauses (C) and
(D), respectively, and by
Senators should be present.
HUaSBAND'S BENEFrrs, wm~owEs'ls BENEFITS, inserting after clause (A) the following new
I am hopeful that Senators who have
PARENT'S BENEFrrS AT AGE eo
clause:
amendments to be considered will offer
SEC. 342. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of sec"(B3) In the case of a woman who has not
them and let them be considered, and not tion 202(f) of the Social Security Act is died,
the year occurring after 1960 In which
ask the Senate to take a great deal of time amended by striking out "62" and insetn
she attained (or would attain) age 62,".
next week doing things it should be doing in lieu thereof "60".setn
(f) Paragraph (2) of section 202(a) of the,
-now.
It may make the difference be(2) Paragraph (3) of such section (as Social Secu-ity Act is amended by striking
tween adjourning in August or in No- amended by section 333(b) (2) of this Act) i
out "age 62" and inserting In lieu thereof
vember.
amended by inserting "and in subsection
age 60".
grps(),()
nd()o
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, wil
(q) "after "(5),
pa (g)
ubrphragraphsec(B),
0(H), n of)
ofc
theield?(3)
Seator
Paragraph
(5)
of
such
section (as pc aragaph n(e)of section 202(b)
of such
theyield?
Senator
~~amended
by section 333(b) (1) of this Act)Ac(aamnebystin3()ofhs
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
is amended by striking out "62" and insert- Act) are each amended by striking out "age
Mr. DOUGLAS. At the present mo- ing in lieu thereof "60"1.
62" and inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
ment when we are considering amend(b) (1) Paragraph (1) (A) of section 202
(h) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202
ments, there are only five Senators inth
(h) of the Social Security Act is amended by (c) of the Social Security Act is amended
dhme.Wtot
cnieig
the striking out "62" and Inserting in lieu there- by striking out "age 62" and Inserting in lieu
chamer.Witout
onsderng
te
I .10".thereof
"age 60".
quesionof
heter

e ae

fcin

a

it-

down strike or not, one way to proceed is
to have a third reading of the bill.
Mr. ONGofouiian.
Te Seato
Te Seato
ONGofouiian.
knows that that wouldMr.
be objected to.
There will be quorum calls and speeches.
The bill will not be passed today. But
there are Senators right now working on
amendments which they believe have
merit.
I hope Senators who have amendments to offer will bring them in today.
I hope they will not ask us to wait 2 or 3
days, and that they will not object to
unanimous-consent
agreements
even
whn
otrlth
hy
aedmns.Ipears
whoen they willnprmith usmtodomornbs.Ihopetheywil
perit
s todo ur bsiness and to get through with this session,
and enable us to get home and see our
constituents and get to see our families,
rather than keep the Senate here until
December.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I will request the
Chair to make a ruling that, if there ar
futermnmns ob
feete
no futewmnmnstob
feeteVidow's,
Senate proceed to the third reading of

(2)

Paragraph

(2) (A)

of such section Is

amended by inserting "and in subsection
(q) " after ' (C)
~
(3 Paagrph 2) ()
o suh sctin
(3 Paagrph 2) () o suh sctin Ii
amended by inserting "and in subsection
(q) "after "(C)"1."ae6(ithcseoawf'srhubns
(c) The heading of section 202(q) of such
Act (as amended by section 304(b) of this
Act) Is amended to read as follows: "REDUCTION
OF OLD-AGE, DisABnmrry,
HusBAND'S, WIDow'S, WIDowER'S, OR Wm's's,
PARENT'S INSURANCE BENENTr AMOUNTS",

(2) Paragraph (2) (A) of such section is
amended by striking out "age 62" and in
serting in lieu thereof "age 60".
of(I) Paragraph (3) (A) of section 202(q)
ofsuch Act (as amended by sections 304 and
307 of this Act) is amnended by striking out

"nuac
enft
62 (in
rage
the case ofawiesohubn'
a widow's, widower's, or parent's benefit)"
and Inserting In lieu thereof "age 60".
(J) (1) (A) The heading of subsection (r)

of section 202 of the Social Security Act is
(d) (1) Paragraph (1) of section 202(q) of amended by striking out "or Husband's" and
the Social Security Act (as amended by sec- inserting in lieu thereof ", Husband's,
tion 307(b) (1) of this Act) is amended by widow's, Widower's, or Parents".
striking out "or widow's" each place it a,..
(B) Such subsection is amended by strikand inserting in lieu thereof "1, widow's, Ing out "or husband's" each place it appears
widower's, or parent's",
therein and inserting In lieu thereof ", hus
(2) (A) Paragraph (3) of such section band's, widow's, widower's, or Parent's".
202(q) (as amended by sections 304 and 307
(2) Paragraph (3) of section 202(q) of
of this Act) is amended by striking out "or such Act (as amended by sections 304 and
widow's" each place It appears and inserting 307 of this Act) is further amended by strikin lieu thereof "1, widow's, widower's, or Ing out subparagraph (E) and redesignat
parent's".
ing subparagraphs (F) and (0) ats sub
(B) Such paragraph is further amended paragraphs (E) and (F), respectively.
by striking out "a widow's" each place it
(k) The amendments made by this seec
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "a tion
shall apply with respect to monthly In
widower's, or parent's".
surance benefits under section 202 of the
(C) Such paragraph Is further amended Social Security Act for and after the second
the bill.
by striking out "such widow's" each place It month following the month in which this
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That will appears and inserting In lieu thereof "Such Act Is enacted,
but only on the basis of
not happen, because there will be objec- widow's, widower's, or parent's",
applications filed in or after the month in
tion.
(D) Such paragraph Is further amended which this Act Is enacted.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Let us see if there Is by striking out "she" each place It appears
M.BR
fWs igna
r rs
ojcinadweeteojcincm
and
in lieu thereof "he".M.BR
ofWsVigna
MrPeobeto
n
hr
h
beto
oes
(E)inserting
Such paragraph
Is further 'amended Ident, It now seems
clear that measures
to
from.
by striking out "the age of 62" in subpara- ease the plight of our older citizens have
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I sug- graphs (IF) and (G) and Inserting In lieu unquestionably been
given more time and
gest the absence of a quorum,
thereof "the age of 60".
attention by this Congress than by any
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
(3) Paragraph (6) of such section 202(q) other Congress since the passage of the
clerk will call the roll.
(as amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Social Security Act
The legislative clerk proceeded to call Act) is amended by striking out "or widow's" The legislation now three decades ago.
before us has already
the roll.
and inserting in lieu thereof "widow's, wid-benrogidasphpsteraet
M.LN
ofLusaa
MrPes-ower's, or parents".benrcgieasphpsteraet
den,
askG
unaniouisiconsen that thesi
(4) (A) Paragraph (7) of such section and most far-reaching piece of social
dentnaniousconent
I sk
hatthe202(q) (as amended by
304 and 307 legislation ever enacted by any Congress.
order for the quorum call be rescinded, of this Act) Is amendedsections
by striking out "Or We have before
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- widow's"' and Inserting in lieu thereof "'wid- Medical care for us the critical issues of
the aged, of. an approout

objection, it is so ordered,

ow's widower's, or parent's"
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board, and of the establishment of three
new medical care programis for the American people:, the basic hospital insurance plan; the voluntary supplementary
medical services plan; and the greatly
expanded Kerr-Mills medical care plan
.which uhifies, combines, and extends existing medical care programs for our
needy and near needy.
I am deeply concerned about all of
these problems. To-day, however, I shall
confine my discussion to one which has,
I am afraid, been largely overlookedthe Problem of what to do about, and
for, those older people who because of
their years are unable to work, yet unable to retire because they have not
reached the age specified by the Social
Security Act. It is true that the bill
would Provide actuarially reduced benefits for widows at age 60. But by adding
legislation to reduce the social security
retirement age from 65 to 60 with actuarially reduced benefits available at the
earliest age for all eligible people, Congress could do much to solve this problem, and round out the great bill now
before us to face up to an important
economic and human reality of our
times,
Despite the fact. that many Americans
are living longer, they are not necessarily
working longer. Many have physical
disabilities which prevent them from
participating in our fast-moving industrial process. Many more, although
willhing and able to work, find themselves
the victims of discriminatory employtechnological
ment
practices
and
changes which favor the young-as they
should. The net result is that many
older men and women are forced into
retirement years before they are able to
collect their retirement benefits.
I do not believe that everyone will
suddenly decide to retire at age 60 if
Congress makes it possible for them to
draw reduced retirement benefits at that
age.
There are statistics to support my
views. The National Committee on
Aging, which made a study not long ago
of a small number of companies with
mandatory retirement, reported that
about 40 percent of the male employees
aged 64 expressed a preference to continue working at their regular jobs after
age 65. Needless to say, I also believe that
the low average retirement benefit of
around $80 a mionth is scarcely an incenlive for voluntary retirement. The
actuarial reduction at age 60 would further reduce this amount.
The basic object of reducing the retirement age to 60 is to free the worker
at that age so that he may make an
independent decision, based on his own
situation, as to whether he can, with
dignity, continue to work. For it is high
time that we faced up to the reality that
a great many people are forced off the
Job as they approach age 60 because of
the kind of work they must perform,
As they grow older, they often find themselves exposed to working conditions of
heat, intensity, pace, load, risk, and responsibility which are beyond their physical ability. No matter how anxious
such a man or woman may be to stay
No. 122-.-12
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on the job, neither he nor his employer, with efforts at reemployment if a real so
can overlook the fact that his ability to lution is to be found to this perplexing
perform this particular kind of work is problem, and if job opportunities are to
not what it was. Many people, partic- be made available to younger workers
ularly those who have worked all of their who need them badly.
Anyone who honestly looks at the pres
life at hard physical labor, suffer injury
and chronic ill health during their later. ent situation will, I believe, recognize that
working life. They are in the twilight there are a number of factors which are
zone-being unable to qualify under the acting inexorably to lower the retirement
strictly administered definition of per- age-whether we like it or not. First of
manent and total disability, but so all, as I have pointed out, the best evi
handicapped that they are unable to find dence shows that many men and women
a job which provides them with a rea- between the age of 60 and 65 are simply
sonable standard of living. Their plight unable to work. Secondly, it is also quite
is particularly distressing inasmuch as clear that workers in this age group who
they have exhausted their unemploy- are able to work experience extreme diff
mnent compensation benefits and must culty in finding suitable employment.
look forward to many years of privation And finally, it is becoming increasingly
before they reach the present retirement evident that our new productivity is
age.
shortening the length of our working life
Once a worker loses the job he has held just as certainly as it has shortened the
all of his life, his chances of obtaining length of the working week.
The amendment I am now proposing
another less strenuous job paying a decent wage, are remote. This situation is a very modest effort to recognize, in
becomes much more acute in times, such our social security law, the particular
as these, when unemployment is rising, problems which are facing workers in
Employer prejudice, which is strong the "twilight zone" between the ages of
against hiring people who have barely 60 and 65. The actuarial reductions it
passed 40, increases markedly with each contains grow out of cost considerations.
additional birthday.
Because of cost considerations, however,
But this story cannot be told by sta- the amendment provides for actuarial
tistics alone. Even more significantly, it reductions so that a worker who, at age
is the story of the machine tool operator 62, now gets 80 percent of the full benefit
who, at 60, is laid off because his plant to which he would be entitled at age 65,
has been retooled in this age of auto- would get 66% percent of the full
mation. It is the story of the faithful amount if he voluntarily retires at age
telephone operator who has worked for 60. Similarly, a wife or dependent hus
just one firm all her life and, for the band, now entitled to 75 percent of the
first time in 25 years, finds herself look- full benefit at age 62 would get 58Y3 per
ing for a job. It is the story of the house- cent of that amount at age 60. A widow,
wife, widowed at age 60 by the untimely widower or parent, now entitled to a full
death of her husband, who has never benefit at age 62, would get 862/ percent
had any experience in the job market, of this full amount at age'60. These are
and now must seek some means to sup- not amounts, as I have said, which would
port herself until she reaches the present encourage early retirement, but they
would provide much-needed help in a
eligibility age of 62.
I believe that our startling gains in time of great need. According to esti
productivity in this century have made mates furnished to me, and assuming an
it inevitable that the shorter average effective date of November 1, 1965, some
work life-which has been steadily de- 31/2 million persons niot presently eligible
clining during each decade-is here to would be entitled to benefits under my
stay. This revolution in productive ca- amendment, and it is estimated that
pacity also means that the opportunity about 900,000 persdns would apply by the
to retire at age 60 will not, as has some- end of 1966. As to the cost, there would
times been suggested, result in a reduc- initially be an outgo effect of about $500
tion of our power to make the goods million more annually than under the
necessary for a prosperous economy and bill, but this would be counterbalanced
an effective national defense,
in later years.
In this age of Increasing mechanizaI am convinced that legislation which
tion and automation, we must always re- reduces the social security retirement
member that job opportunities are being age to 60 is consistent with the economic
continually shifted and, in many cases, realities of our times. Therefore, I urge
limited. The heaviest sufferers in such the -supportof members of the commit
realinements will inevitably be the older tee for my amendment.
worker who has lost some of his flexibilMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
ity to cope with the changing industrial dent, a similar amendment was agreed
scene. It is a blow to a man nearing his to some years ago by the Senate. We
sixties to have his job eliminated or went to conference with the House and
changed to such an extent that the skills fought hard for the position-at least I
he has built up during a long working ~know that I fought hard for the positionr
life are no longer needed. I am heartily taken by, the Senator from West Vir
in favor of the efforts to retrain and re- ginia. I regret to say that we were not
employ these men and women, because I successful at that time. In that same
am fully convinced that most of them conference we had a measure sponsored
would rather stay on the Job than retire., by me which would have provided that
But I am also convinced that this is not people with mental illness would have
the answer for many of these tragic cases done better. We lost both those amend
and that a more realistic social security ments in conference. I believe that was
retirement age must go hand in hand the occasion when I kept the Senate in
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session almost the whole of 1 weekend would provide a choice for them, and enin protest over the fact that the Senate able them to have some income If they
committee had yielded. I felt that the choose to retire at 60 rather than wait
conferees had yielded too easily,
until 62 or 65.
I told the Senator that if he would
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the State
offer his amendment in committee, I1 of Louisiana, our welfare department
would support it. However, the Senator has almost stultified itself In trying to
was busy on the floor as a member of make a determination that such Persons
the Appropriations Committee at that are disabled, so that they can be provided
time, discharging his responsibilities, with public assistance. It would be a
and he was not able to present his far better solution to allow them, as a
amendment to the committee,
matter of right, to start drawing retireThe Senate has agreed to this type of ment payments at the age of 62. In MY
amendment before. I feel confident that State-I do not know about other
the Senate would wish to have the States-their Income would Increase
amendment considered.
I would be when they reached the age of 65, because
happy to support the amendment. I have at that date the Public Assistance Act
discussed the amendment with members would enable the public assistance proof the committee who feel the same way gramn to supplement what they receive.
about it, and I would hope the House They would be receiving about the -same
would agree to it. I hope the Senator as they would have received had they
will understand that, although we are had a larger income,
under~aking the same type of struggle
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senas we did before, I cannot guarantee him ator is correct. The recipient will have
that 'we can persuade the House con- a choice of waiting and drawing higher
ferees to agree to the amendment, but I benefits over a shorter period of time, or
will see to it that it winl be seriously con- he can elect to retire earlier and draw
sidered. I shall urge that the House decreased benefits over a greater Period
conferees take a good look at It, and we of time. In either event, the impact on
hope to have it agreed to.
the. fund would be the same in the long
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank run. There would be no additional cost
the distinguished Senator from Louisiana to the fund over the years. Moreover,
for this assurance. I believe that in the my amendment would not require any
instance to which he has referred, there additional tax on either the employer or
were some difficulties which are not in- the employee,
volved In the present situation. I have
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As the Sentoday talked with Mr. Robert Myers, the ator indicates, with respect to many such
Chief Actuary of the Department of persons, they will be able to supplement
Health, Education, and Welfare. He has their social security income when they
Indicated that there is ample money in reach the age of 65. But they need
the fund, and that although there would something to hold hide and hair together
be an increased amount of disbursements until they reach that age,
in the early years of operation, there
I believe that the Senator from West
would not be any long-range cost impact Virginia has a meritorious amendment.
Involved over the- years.
I voted for a similar amendment when it
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The pending was previously before the Senate. I was
amendment has particular merit with disappointed when the House conferees
regard to persons so unfortunate as to refused to accept it. The Senator will
be displaced by automation or through recall that I obtained permission for him
loss of their jobs as they reach the age to go before the conference committee
of 60:- Such persons have great difficulty and explain his position, at which time
In obtaining other jobs, and when their he made a magnificent and at the same
unemployment insuranice money is all time touching statement on behalf Of
gone they have no income. If they were thle people concerned.
65 years old, they would be able to retire,
I am happy that the Senator is offerbut because they are not 65 yet, they can- ing this amendment, and I shall be
not retire. Such people are therefore in pleased to accept it.
a most unfortunate and penurious sitMr. BYRD)of West Virginia. I thank
uation. The amendment the Senator the Senator for his kind consideration
from West Virginia is offering seeks to and acceptance of my amendment, and
enable those persons to collect what I also express my appreciation to the
would be due them, but to collect a members of his committee.
smaller amount because, presumably,
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I want
they would be collecting it over a longerth RsEooR to show that I support the
period of time,
amendment of the Senator from West
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The able Virginia [Mr. BYRD].
Senator is correct. My amendment as
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
drawn would provide for actuarial re- question is on agreeing to the amendductions which, as I have already indi- ment of the Senator from West Virginia.
cated, would not encourage persons to
The~amendment was agreed to.
retire at an earlier age if they were able
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
to find employment. But there are those I send an amendment to the desk and
people, who have not reached the age of ask that it be Printed,
65 or even 62, who are out of work, or
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
who may be disabled physically to such objection, the amendment will be rean extent that they cannot find employ- ceived and printed; and will lie on the
ment, but not to the extent that they can table.
qualify for disability benefits under the
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I have
social security law. My amendment not said anything about the bill as yet
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in the way of a considered presentation,
which I believe would be very unhappy
and unwise, considering the fact that
I am so deeply involved in what Is being
done here. It represents the fruition
of many years of work so far as I am
concerned, in association with others.
We should not be distracted at this final
hour, in this momentous and historic bill
now before the Senate, by the fact that
there are imperfections, and amend
ments of a specialized character which
need to be considered.
The measure for health care for the
aged is probably as historic a piece of
domestic legislation as will be passed in
Congress for many decades to come. It
represents a great struggle between vari
ous points of view. It has arranged the
trade unions against the doctors. It has
involved a, vast struggle between liberal
and conservative philosophies. It has
also involved the problem of whether to
expand the social security system to in
clude a system by which services rather
than money would be provided.
It represents a great advance in tak
ing cognizance of the extension of the
life span of all Americans.
It is also the second historic measure
which, to my mind, forecasts the way in
which the world is going to go, because
this measure includes not only a basic
hospital insurance plan which will be
operated by the Government under so
cial security financing, but also includes
a supplementary voluntary insurance
plan giving fairly full health coverage on
the basis of a payment by the beneficiary
and a payment by the Government, with
medical care to be provided largely by
private enterprise.
This concept is a voluntary supple
mentary insurance plan which I had the
honor to offer first in 1949, when the bill
was introduced in the other body, of
which the supporters were essentially the
members of my own party, including
such distinguished Republicans as Chris
tian Herter and THRUSTON MORTON, as
well as the former Vice President of the
United States and candidate for Presi
dent on the Republican ticket, Richard
Nixon.
The developments since that time
went through the hotly contested 1960
postconvention session of the Senate
when our tragically departed and highly
revered President, John F. Kennedy, was
here as a Senator, and almost as his final
act in the Senate fought to put through
a bill which contained half of whab is
contained in the pending bill, namely, es
sentially the hospital care plan with so
clal1 security financing. In my judgment,
he failed, because of the failure to in
clude a complete health care program,
which required the addition of the sec
ond half, the voluntary supplementary
insurance plan.
Then, a year later, joined by a number
of colleagues in the Senate, I had the
honor, as the Senator from Iflilnois [Mr.
DIREsEN] has said, of carrying the flag,
but without success In the Senate, and
that whole program failed. It was de
ferred for almost 5 years, until now, when
we have formally accepted the entire
program, instead of only a part of it.
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In the course of that period the Senate
had two occasions to consider this subject of supplementary insurance for
health care. On one occasion It turned
it down. On another occasion it
adopted it. Unfortunately, the measure,
although it was passed in the Senate,
based upon the sponsorship of the Benator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON],
the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. GORE],
and myself, did not get anywhere in the
IThat
House.
Today, we look back on this monumental struggle, really fought on two
fronts, one for the concept of expanding
the social security system to encompass
health care for'the aging, and the other
for adding to the Government plan, a socalled supplementary plan, which would
give really complete health coverage,
Both struggles have taken all these years
to be fought.
It is a great tribute to the American
system that, after this monumental
effort, so deeply involving the passions
and ideas of individuals, we should be
back here with a bill which has remarkable areas of agreement and shows every
indication of sweeping through the Senate with not too much opposition. I am
sure there will be a number of votes
against it, but on the whole it is. taken
for granted that this is the year in which
medical care for the aging will become a
reality,
It represents a high tribute to what
we call the free market in ideas.
I have personally had a number of
debates with some of the most distinguished opponents of this proposal, ineluding Dr. Annis, former president of
the AMA, and probably the most distinguished opponent of this proposal in
the medical profession, and still a very
potent force in this field, even though he
has ceased to be president of that organization.
In the process of debate, and the effort
to add to the Government plan the voluntary supplementary plan, answers to
the arguments which were made against
the plan, including the catchwords "socialized medicine." which became, first,
a slogan, and then an obsolescent term,
almost in the same class with isolationism, in disfavor with the American people-all these arguments and debates
were endured, answered, discussed, refined, and considered. The bill before us
now represents as close as American
Government can get to a consensus, arrived at after full debate and discussion.
It bears, in every one of its parts, the
marks of improvement which have resulted from full and free debate.
For example, the bills which I introduced time and time again, contained no
deductible Provision as an item for the
patient to pay, even during the early
days of his hospitalization, under the
Government hospitalization plan. A deductible provision is now contained in
almost every section of the pending bill,
including posthospital -care and outside
diagnostic services. the consensus of
opinion, though I did not previously
share it, obviously is" that a deductible
is a souind principle /which will prevent
the overuse of facilities when it is not
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necessary to use them. It will also assist
in keeping the patient ambulatory,
which, based upon many seminars and
other discussions which I have personally conducted, is the best way in which
to deal with the health problems of the
aged.
It is felt, after all these refinements,
that the use of ac-d~ductibje7requiring
the patient to pay SOmehn as his own
contribution, is essential and sound.
provision is incorporated in the
bill, both in the governmnental part and
in. the voluntary supplementary section,
which relates to the action of the beneficiary himself, joined by the Governmnent.
There is another aspect of the subjeet which is quite important. It was
recognized from the very beginning that
to give the governmental aspect of the
plan vitality, it was necessary somehow
or other to raise money through adequate
social security taxes.
There was a great deal of argument
about the figure of 10 percent as being
the roof on social security taxes for both
employer and employee. That was almost a sacred cow. It was not to be
even considered that that ceiling of 10
percent could be broken.
It is very clear, again, after this free
and extensive debate throughout the
country, that that ceiling need not be
broken if the taxable earnings base is
made realistic,
Therefore, the $6,600 base represents
again what we have learned in the course
of free debate and discussion.
I am pleased also that the Senator
from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAs] won his
fight with respect to the services rendered by radiologists and other specialists being included in the hospital part
of the bill. It was a strange anomaly, indeed, that it should have been excluded
in the first place. It is almost as strange
as the anomaly of characterizing, for
purposes of social security, waiters and
waitresses as people who are in business
for themselves. I hope the Senate will
correct that situation.
The Senator from Illinois again profiting from open discussion and free debate,
won his fight in which so many of us
supported him and has included the
proper provision in the pending bill, to
the effect that these services represent
a part of the hospital costs. I hope very
much that the fortitude displayed in
committee will be displayed in conference, and that this provision will remain in the bill.
Again, a tribute to the process of free
debate and discussion is that part of the
health care~program of the bill which
is contained in the voluntary supplementary insurance plan. Here again
the battle was fought. The Senate last
year took a position very strongly in favor of including this supplementary provision. It really rounds out the program,
as a mere reading of the services to be
rendered indicates
The fundamental concept involved in
the supplementary plan is that it takes
care of many of the health needs of the
aged, without all the inducements to use
hospital facilities when it might not be
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essential that they be used, following
the basic principles of geriatrics to keep
the older person on his feet.
By including the voluntary supplemien
tary insurance plan, first and foremost,
physicians' services will be made avail
able to the individual. It is true that it
will be on an annual deductible $50 basis,
with only 80 percent of the patient's, bill
covered. As I said before, that is a trib
ute to fafir debate, which apparently has
led to the conclusion that deductibles are
essential in this field and that it is wise
to retain them.
By making available physicians' seirv
ices, a very much larger proportion of
the health care needs of the aged will be
covered-probably something in the area
of 60 per cent or better. That begins to
look much more like a health care plan
for our aging citizens. I have little
doubt that the overwhelming majority
of our older people will take this Supple
mentary coverage. It will be the cheap
est and best form which will possibly be
available to them. It still will not deal
with those who are chronically ill and
ey
ae u ti tl
edcniuu
stil avery,
need continuousncare, butiretisn
health care program.
The estimates, based upon income fig
ures, are that somewhere between 85 and
95 percent of our older people will take
this care. About 90 percent of the people
can afford to take that supplementary
care. It must be borne in mind that it
will not even be a financial strain, be
cause we shall be increasing social se
curity by $4 a monthi minimum, and the
costs of the voluntary coverage for the
individual will be $3 a month. So it
seems to be a very logical carrying out of
our intention that supplementary cover
age should generally be practically uni
versal.
Mr. President, one other realistic
aspect of the bill represents a long standlug campaign of my beloved friend and
colleague the Senator from Vermont [Mr.
AIKEN]. I am sorry that he is not in the
Chamber at the moment. He always in
sisted that in the transitional period,
until social security coverage really coy
ered practically all of our citizens over 65,
those who were not now under the social
security system, variously estimated at 2
million to 3 million, would have to be
taken into any medical care program.
We, on this side of the aisle, contended
for that principle in the biils we intro
duced. I speak with reference to the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. COOPER],
the Senator from New Jersey [Mr.
CASE], the Senator from California
[Mr. KUcHEL], the Senator from
Maine [Mrs. SMITH], the Senator from
Hawaii [Mr. FONGc], and the former
Senator from New York, Mr. Seating,
when he was In the Senate. All of them
were deeply concerned with the problem.
The bill now covers that aspect and
provides general revenue funds to cover
those of our older citizens-estimated
at about 2 million during the transi
tional period-who are not under the
social security system.
In addition, in rendering available
voluntary and supplementary coverage,
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mainly physicians' services, I note with
the greatest interest that the Federal
Government will contribute from $500
to $650 million, depending on how many
take advantage of the plan, in ordei\to
facilitate the plan, pretty much as it
does for Government employees,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Is it not correct that
the first bill which was introduced, the
so-called Anderson-King bill, upon
which we voted in 1960, did not cover
those 2 million older persons who were
over 65 years of age and not under social
security?
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is exactly
correct. That was one of the major
points made by the Senator from Kentucky [Mr. COOPER], and myself, and
others. We said that the bill fell short
of what it must cover.
Mr. COOPER. I remember that the
distinguished Senator from New York
took the lead in submitting an amendment. I was one of the sponsors of that
amendment. The Senator from New
York was the chief sponsor. That
amendment would prescribe for the fist
time that the 2 million or more persons
over 65 years of age and not under social
security must be given this protection,
the same as other persons over 65.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is exactly
correct. A very great sevc
a
dered by the Senator from Kentucky
[Mr. COOPER], the Senator from Vermont
[Mr. AJXENl, and other Senators who
insisted that that concept had to be
-.incorporated
in the bill if it were to
be truly a medical-care-for..the..aging
bill. I am grateful also to my colleague from Kentucky and to other Senators whom I have named for the constancy of their support in this effort
through the years and the struggle
which has now matured in the acceptance of the concept of a voluntary plan
for which we fought, with a very marked
difference, to which I shall call attention insofar as its private enterprise
character is concerned. The Federal
Government will be obligated for something in the area of $1 billion for medical
care, quite apart from Kerr-Mills care,
But let us see the unbelievably great
achievement which will have resulted
from this development. Our older peaople will be covered, in my judgment, for
something in the area of two-thirds of
their medical care costs, with relatively
little financial strain upon them.
As a return for years of working in
our society until age 65, the question as
to whether one might live a life based
upon new drugs and a new type of health
care will no longer be based upon one's
financial ability to Pay the bills. That
great protection will be realized, and
the lifespan which has so dramatically
improved, Will be a blessing available to
Practically every one of our citizens over
65. That will be a great boon to the
Nation. It will bring us abreast of the
Most advanced concepts of medical care
and of welfare anywhere in the world,
and it should represent in every way
a vast source of satisfaction to the American people.
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I Point out that one of the big things
which the Communists in return for the
slavery which they have fixed upon those
whom they govern have bragged about
for years is the availability of medical
care. We should show by the bill that
a free society can do, in this area at
least, as well-probably a great deal better, considering the enormous range of
the facilities and professional skill which
we have available-as any Conumunist
society, and at the same time we shall
preserve freedom and all of the other
advantages which go with a free society,
- I find one note of disappointment in
the bill, and that is the failure of the
American insurance industry to see the
great opportunity which beckoned to it
and to take advantage of it, at least so
far.
Mr. President, instead of the supplementary coverage plan, the so-called voluntary plan, being an insurance cornpany plan, which it ought to be and
which it was under the bill which the
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GORE],
the Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
ANDERSON]i and I sponsored, and which
Passed the Senate, the proposal is now
Government insurance with Government
contracting with carriers to carry out, in
the words of the bill, the major administrative functions relating to the medical aspects of this voluntary supplementary plan.
I should have infinitely Preferred to
see the whole program carried by private enterprise.
The 65-plus plans,
which the insurance companies, inaugurated in recent years, were a proper
Precursor for just Such a responsibility.
The supplementary coverage under the
Senate version of the bill will not take
effect until January 1, 1967. That w"Jl
give a Year-indeed, a little more than
a year, because I believe the bill will become law within the next 60 days-for
the insurance companies of the United
States still to get together for the purPose of realizing the responsibilities and
the great advantages which can apply
to them and the credit which can flow
to them when they undertake to di5charge their responsibilities, This they
could do by taking over the whole program for supplementary, voluntary
health care for older citizens, which
would not be Possible were there not a
governmental hospital insurance program as the base, but which becomes
highly practicable with the governmental
hospital insurance plan, which is the first
Part of this program,
I believe-and I express my opinion as
a Senator-that if the insurance cornpanies of the country should at long last
Propose a plan to take over the whole
responsibility, thereby integrating it into
the total insurance concept of their business, and giving them a strong talking
Point to every individual who buys health
insurance when he is under 65, that it
would fall properly and naturally into
the same insurance channel when the
person was over 65.
I still express the hope that the insurance companies may come forward with
a plan to carry out the purpose of the
second part of the bill which we are now
considering. I believe that if they should
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do that, Congress would be sympathetic
to amending -the legislation in such a
way as to allow them to do so, even ex
empting them from the antitrust laws,
as we are exempting those who cooperate
In the program with respect to the im
balance in international payments, in
order to permit the great public respon
sibility to be discharged through the
private enterprise system.
I address an appeal to the insurance
companies of the United States to realize
this opportunity and possibility. It will
require the cooperation of a number of
great insurance companies even to carry
out the supplementary program as con
tamned in the bill.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will
the Senator from New York yield?
Mr. JAVITS. Surely.
Mr. PASTORE. When, the recipient
of tips declares the tips and pays a social
security tax on them, does that entitle
him to greater benefits than if he had
not declared them?
Mr. JAVITS. I am sorry; I did not
hear the last few words.
Mr. PASTORE. When the receiver
of tips declares them as a part of his
income and pays a social security tax on
the tips he declares, is he automatically
entitled to greater benefits than if he
had not declared them?
Mr. JAVITS. Very definitely.
Mr. PASTORE. Is it to his advantage
to declare his tips, if later in life he
wishes to receive greater benefits, be
cause social security benefits would be
predicated upon his compensation In
cluding tips?
Mr. JAVITS. Certainly, particularly
since he knows he is going to have to
pay income tax on the tips anyhow. But
the social security tax in the case of
waiters, waitresses, and other tipped em
ployees will be enforced on them by
withholding. I have heard from them
and their unions. They desire that this
be done, notwithstanding the public im
pression in some circles that this is a
great way in which to avoid the income
tax. These employees want it that way.
Mr. PASTORE. Therefore, the mere
fact that an employee declares tips means
that they should be treated as any other
income and the employer should make
a contribution.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator is exactly
correct. The Senator is always refresh
ing, because he brings us out of the astral
regions in which we are inclined to wan
der. The Senator knows that when the
proprietor of a given restaurant employs
a waitress, he pays her what he knows
will, when added to her tips, be the sal
ary she would work for. He does not
pay her as a salary what he knows she
would work for. She dces not receive
her earnings on that basis. Everyone
knows that it is a part of the compensa
tion to have an opportunity In that par
ticular establishment to serve patrons
and receive tips.
The employer has a clear idea as to
what the waitress will earn, and he tells
her when he employs her, "I am going
to Day you so much, but you will ac
tually earn so much, because the stand
ard practice, for as many years as I
have been here, is that when you work
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. But it is the cause the tips are considered as part of
so many hours, you will receive so much
in tips." Tips are an accepted part of patron who is paying the tip. The waiter the employee's pay. That happens all
could say, "Give me 4 cents to pay the the time with waiters, hat check girls, and
the compensation.
Mr. PASTORE. When an employee social security tax on the tip." But the shoeshine boys. It happens with almost
declares his or her tips as a part of his or patron could immediately say, "I did not everybody. The pay is nominal because
expected. That is 'the reason
her income, what is the obligation of tip you $1; I tipped you 96 cents. You tips are
that the Government has sad that the
care of the 4 cents."
atake
th mlyrtihodicm
Then the employee would take 4 cents tip is part of the income, and therefore
Mr. JAVITS. He is obliged to withhold it at that time, or even to advance and match it with 4 cents; or instead of taxable as income. In order to be con
it, based upon the estimate of tips. He getting a tip of $1, he would get 92 cents. sistent, if the tips are income, then they
has to advance the amount of the with- If the man who gave the tip were to pay ought to be considered and treated as
holding, because the income tax affixes the tax, the employee would pay 4 per- would be the case with any other in
at the same time the social security tax cent for that patron and 4 percent for come.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
himself, which would make 8 percent or
obligation affixes,
dent, it is income to the employee and
Mr. PASTORE. Therefore, the posi- 8 cents of $1.
We propose to give the employee a, not the employer. The employer did not
tion taken by the Senator from New
York is that when tips are considered as better break than that. We propose to get anything and he did not pay any
a part of the income, they ought to be say: "You report the tips and pay 6 thling.
Mr. PASTORE. He got the benefit of
percent."
treated as in any other case?
The House bill would appear to create it in that he was paying a nominal saary
Mr. JAVITIS. As in any other case; it
is just as broad as it is long. A waitress, a presumption that the employer paid for the services he was receiving. Some
for example, could find herself suddenly the tip. The employer did not pay It. body else helps him to pay the salary.
in business for herself, the way the coin- He may not know anything about it. He That is how simple it is.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Not neces
mittee reported the bill. She would be neither paid the tip nor received the tip.
It is said in this case that the law cre- sarily. There are all sorts and shades of
under the jurisdiction and control Of
a
o xmlIhv
the employer in everything else; but ates an irrebuttable presumption. That dfeecs
when it came to the social serurity tax, Is not true. It is a downright falsehood.whwokfrmeFomtetoie
bsnss for It puts the employer in the position of whedorivsanr atmoie.For domes todjobs.
sh oudsddny ei
does othe chores.
leand
herself, as though it were her establish- Mr. Bumible, about whom Dickens He waites on atables
tmlesn somebodyhwil givres
times ton
Fro
wrote:
ment.
hioma tip. As fareasoImebdconcernvedI
If the law supposes that, the law is a ass,
Mr. PASTORE. How is the unemjust as soon that they did not tip
idot.would
igued?
ployentcompnsaion
That is what it amounts to when it him. However, sometimes they do. They
Mr. JAVITS. Unemployment compensation is paid entirely by the em- is said that there is an irrebuttable pre- are pleased to do it and he is happy to
ployer and is paid upon that basis and sumption that the boss pays the tip. It is receive the tip.
It is none of my business. It would be.
not true. He neither pays it nor knows
computed accordingly,
ridiculous to say that that is income to
Two things are happening-and I am anything about it.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, the me. I had no knowledge of it. I was not
sure the Senator from Louisiana will
correct me if I am in error: One is that Senator from Rhode Island asked a ques- in favor Of it IA the first instance. The
law should not require me to pay a tax
where tips are accounted for to the em- Mion and received a speech.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- on it. There is no reason for burdening
ployer as salary-and there are some
fa astheemlyei
eases in which a person who is working dent, I went into detail toanswer the the employer. Asanrepr
his tipslone the
cocrndh
is supposed to account to the employer question.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I ask high or the low side. However, when he
woe iuain
ip s
fo aar-h
the question again. If the employeereotthtishehnowsncm
remains as if the tips were salary.
eatmust pay social security taxes on tips taxes and social security taxes. If the
Anthrsiuainwhc i big
h o
opytxso
at
with in a kind of letter agreement be- because it is a part of his taxable income epoe
n helo
tween the Commissioner and employers, under the Internal Revenue law, by what sideyhe repots lessa tips.
involves an estimate by an employer as justification would we exempt the mansieherptslstp.
Mr. PASTORE. There is one error mn
to What the tips will probably amount to. who gives the tips and especially the emMr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will ployer? Why should there be a vacuum? the argument of my dear friend, the
junior Senator from Louisiana. It is not
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Prsi
the Senator from New York yield, so
be income.
that I may direct a question to the Sen- dent, this is a matter which is extremely what the Senator considers toconsiders
to
carg bil, hocan speak difficult to handle. We say that the logi- It is what the Government
,atr i ofth
Gvrmntfte
Th
inoe
them.b
make
to
is
tips
to
handle
way
cal
it?
to
United States has brought cases against
self-employment income.
Mr. JAVITS. Of course.
Mr. PASTORE. Nontaxable or tax- people who have received tips and not
Mr. PASTORE. I should like to know
reported the tips as income. The Govat this point, by addressing an inquiry able?
n
sicm
hti
taxabl.Txal
I-erie.thssi
Mr. LONG of
directly to the manager of the bill, the
txbe
answer to the following: If an employer, come.
It is not what the Senator considers it
Mr. PASTORE. If we were to make it
under the committee amendment, is not
required to pay the social security tax, taxable, then we would consider it in- to be. It is not what I consider it to be.
who is expected to pay the other half, come. If it is income, It is income, and It is not what the employee considers it
which ordinarily would be charged to if it is income, the employer is responsi- to be. It is what the Government has
determined it to be.
the employer? In other words, under ble.
The Goverlnment has said time and
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Why would
what rationale are we proposing to
exempt the employer, if tips are to be the employer be responsible? He did again that tips which are received by
not pay it. He did not reccive it. He employees in the performance of their
considered as a part of income?
duty is part of their income, and there
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. A tip is paid has no knowledge of it.
Mr. PASTORE. That is exactly the fore taxable under the- internal revenue
by a patron, a person who is waited on
in a, restaurant. It could be said that Point. We cannot escape the realities of law. Once the Government hajs said
since he paid the tip-since he said, life. The reality of life is that tips are that, it must remain consistent. There
"Here is a $1 tip," the waiter could say, paid to employees. The tips have been fore, if it is taxable income and we Pro"One minute, Mr. Patron: if you are go- taken into consideration in fixing the Pose to allow an employee to Pay the
ing to pay me $1, you will have to pay salary to be Paid by the employer. That socila security tax on those tips, then
4 cents to pay the social security tax on is just as evident as the noses on our the employer who receives the benefit of
paying less money in salary because of
faces. We know that Is true.
the tip."
In a case in which a person receives the receipt of tips, ought to be compelled
Mr. PASTORE. That is a ridiculous
tips, usually the Pay is only nominal be- to contribute.
situation.
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There is a great moral issue here. We
are telling people: "Declare your tips and
pay income tax and social security tax on
them.", We ought to go all the way.
I believe that we have reached a point
that if a person who receives a quarter,
a half dollar, or a dollar tip is willing to
put it on the line and pay an income tax
and social security tax on that money
then he ought to be treated the same as
any other employee,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If we were to
adopt the House provision on tips, which
I presume the Senator is supporting, even
in that case, we would have to take the
employee's word for it. A man says,
"This is how much I received. I want to
pay on that much money." Suppose that
man is not telling the truth. Why should
the employer be required to be a party to
that?
The employee reports according to law
and conscience. The man's own self interest would require him to report the
money as self-employment income. If
an employee does not report it, do not
hold the employer responsible for it. The
employer did not receive the money. He
did not -pay it. The employer does not
necessarily have any knowledge of it.
There are many cases in which the employer would have a substantial idea as
to how much an employee receives in
tips. However, he does not know precisely in any case.
Mr. PASTORE. That is correct.
However, the Senator does not expect for
1 minute that a young man or woman at
the age of 30 would pay Income tax or
social security tax on tips, which would
be perhaps 20 percent or 25 percent, and.
thus declare more income than he has
actually received in tips, in the hope that
when he reaches the age of 60 or 65 years,
he might receive an additional small
amount per month in social security
benefits. That would be ridiculous,
I do not believe that anybody is overestimating his tips. If we can get people
to fairly, squarely, and honestly declare
tips and pay income tax and social security tax on those tips in their young age,
so that they can receive a little more
when they reach the age of 60 or 65, let
us do it and let us keep society honest.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I assume
that the Senator supports the,House provision. How would the Senator propose
to handle the problem under that
measure?
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I do
not propose to handle any problem. I
say that if we can get an employee to
pay income tax and social security tax
on the tips he receives, somebody else
ought to pay the other half. As far as
I am concerned, the somebody else is the
employer who receives the -benefit of the
services of the employee.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I do not know -of any area In the
law in which we are more completely at
the mercy of the taxpayer when it comes
to declaring' his income than we are in
the area of tips. We are completely at
the mercy of the taxpayer. If he wants
to report more tips than actually received and pay more tax on that income,
as self employment income, let him do
it. However, why should we make the
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employer approve an outright lie with
respect to the amount of tips an employee receives. Why should we require
the employer to take the word of the
employee and give him no discretion
about it at all?
Why should we make the employer
certify to something that he knows is
not true? Why should we make the employer a party to the misstating of the
income of an employee, when he did not
have anything to do with it, did not Pay
it, did not receive it, and, in some cases,
did not have any knowledge of it at all?
Mr. PASTORE. Does the Senator
from Louisiana really, honestly believe
that an individual of 30 years of age will
overestimate the amount of tips he received and pay income tax and social
security tax on those tips so that he will
receive a little more income when he becomes 65 years of age?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I honestly
believe he would do that in his own self
interest. Instead of thinking about people being totally honest-as many people
are in this country, I am convinced that
if a person is 30 years of age, he is going
to report his tip income on the low side
and pay social security and income tax
on the low side; and when he gets to be
around 60, and starts thinking of retirement pay and income taxes, inasmuch
as he may drop the low 5 years, then
he is going to pay on the high side and
pay the high tax.
Mr. PASTORE. I have a little more
confidence in the American taxpayer,
the American citizen, and the American
voter. I think this is one case where we
can keep people honest, because they
are willing, from the beginning, to declare what their tips are. We can tell
what tips are, in a logical way. We are
in the age of the computer. I recently
met a man who was a seatmate on my
plane. He was the manager of a hotel.
He told me he could tell me what the
take would be in a certain dining room
in that hotel 5 years later. From the
fact that a barber may earn $70 or $80
a week, or even $100 a week, we should
be able to tell pretty much what his tips
will amount to. We know that from
the practice that has developed over
many years.
The idea that people are going to engage in a system of cheating by reportIng a low income when they are at a
certain young age, and when they get
older then overestimate the income, does
not seem logical to me. If we are going
to be consistent, let us be consistent. If
we are going to be fair, let us be completely fair. If it is income, the employer.should pay the other half.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. So far as this
Senator is concerned, it is all very simple.
If the employer did not pay it and did
not receive it, he might have some knowledge of it and he might not, but he should
not be required to certify to it when he
knows it may be incorrect,
It makes much better sense that the
employee have the responsibility, as he
does under the law, to report the income and -pay on it. When he pays thle
income tax on that Income, he can also
pay the social security tax which selfemployed persons pay.
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Whether we have the House language
or the Senate language, in my judgment
neither one will be a final answer to this
problem.
The matter of taxing tips is one of the
most troublesome problems in the whole
tax law. The Treasury Department has
been trying to arrive at some formula
to determine how much people receive
in tip income so the Department can
collect taxes on that inccme. The De
partment is making headway, but it is
one area that will have to be explored
further. The committee was of the
opinion that this proposal is the best
answer we can provide under existing
circumstances.
In my judgment, it is manifestly un
fair to require the owner of a little res-.
taurant or a cafe, or a shoeshine parlor,
or a barbershop to run around trying
to ascertain what somebody else received
in tips, and to presume under that law
that an employee received a certain
amount of tips. To so declare would be
an outright fraud, when an employer did
not pay it and had no knowledge of it.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. PASTORE. Was the committee
unanimous on this matter?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I shall seek
to provide that information for the
Senator.
Mr. PASTORE. I do not want to make
an issue of itMr. LONG of Louisiana. There were
some members who voted for the House
position, but the large majority was for
the position adopted by the committee.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I shall yield to the Sen
ator from Massachusetts in an instant,
but first I wished to completed this ar
gument by pointing out that 19 States
either include in the operative minimum
wage law an allowance for tips or apply
lower minimum wage authority for tip
ping employment, showing very clearly
that at least 19 of the 50 States follow
exactly what the Senator from Rhode
Island and I have been arguing. How
ever, I shall pursue this argument a little
later.
I now yield, for the pfirpose of having
the Senator from Massachusetts offer
an amendment, and I ask unanimous
consent that I not lose the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I offer amendments, which are at the
desk.
The PRESI1DING OFFICER. The
clerk will state the amendments.
The legislative clerk proceeded to read
the amendments.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the read
ing of the amendments be dispensed
with, and that they be printed in the
RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendments offered by Mr. SAL
TONSTALL are as follows:
On page 13, lines 0 and 10, strike out
"post-hospital".
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On page 14, lines 2 and 3, strike out "or
post-hospital home health services",
On page 17, lines 6 and 7, strike out "hospital and related post-hospital services" andtof

insert "hospital, related post-hospital, and
home health services".
'
On page 17, beginning wth "post-hospital"
on line 20, strike out all through line 2s,
and insert in lieu thereof "home health
services for up to 175 visits during any calendar year: and".
On page 19, beginning with "Payment" on
line 16, strike out all before the period on
lEne 23, and insert in lieu thereof "Payment

under this part may be made for home health
services furnished an individual only for the
first 175 visits during any calendar year".
On
page 20,
line
5, strike
out
"post-hospital".
On page 25, lines 23 and 24, strike out
"post-hospital".,,
On page 26. beginning with "therapy" on
line 5, strike out all before the semicolon
on line 10, and insert in lieu thereof
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the person is sufficiently ill as to be enMr. LAUSCRE. I yield.
titled to care under the Program. on
Mr. RIBICOFF. I would hope that
the other hand, it does not make sense the Senator in charge of the bill would
to keep him in the hospital once it is de- consider accepting the amendment f
termnined that he is eligible for nursing fered by the Senator from Ohio, because
home care and treatment.
I believe that the Senator from Ohio has
The matter should be studied. The placed his finger on the hole in the law
amendment will be in conference be- which should be filled. There is no ques
tween the House and the Senate,
tion that many fathers desert their fain
I imagine in this area we can work out ilies, their wives and children, and go to
a
a

gemn
gemn

oacp
oacp

h
h

mnmn
mnmn

On

page

147,

line

9,

strike

out

"post-hospital".

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I am offering amendments, which I have
discussed with the acting chairman of
the Finance Committee. I understand,
from what he has said, that he is willing
to take it to conference.
The amendment eliminates the 3 days
required to be in a hospital before a person can get home nursing care. This
would not be in a nursing home, but
would permit payments to be made for
visiting nurse and related health services
when furnished in accordance with a
plan established and periodically reviewed by a physician.
The proposed payments would be
made only for a patient who ss under
the care of a physician and confined to
his own home--except when he is taken
elsewhere to receive services which cannot readily be supplied at home. Since
the nature and extent of the care a patient would receive would be planned by

mnsoth
in
so
h
settsola.
The amendments were agreed to.

nnw.Cneunltewl
nnw.Cneunltewl

hycnfidamsigfte

is through his social security number
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I now ask and the social security system. if the
unanimous consent that I may yield to welfare authorities make the application,
the Senator from Ohio [Mr. LAUSCisE] as I understand, to a court of competent
without losing the floor.
jurisdiction, it would make it mandatory
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without for the Secretary of Health, Education,

Mr. LAUSOHE. Mr. President, I send
to the -desk an amendment, and ask that
it be printed,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be received and printed,
and will lie on the table.
Mr. LAUSCHE. This amendment
contemplates making mandatory upon
the social security officials the responsibility of releasing the last known ad
dress of a father who has fed from his
responsibility to provide for his children,
Under the law, such information cannot be given. A system has now been
adopted in which, occasionally, the last
known address is provided; but the
RECORD shows that 6 to 9 months elapse
between the time a request is made and
the time the last known address is provided to the courts or welfare agencies.
My amendment reads in substance:
Upon the request of a welfare agency of a
State or a political subdivision thereof, or
of a court of competent jurisdiction, the

ofuihteinrain

to the proper State authorities.
I believe that the amendment is most
worthy of adoption, and I hope that the
Senator in charge of the bill will con
sider accepting the amendment offered
by the Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Ohio intend to offer his
amendment at this time?
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I send
my amendment to the desk and ask that
it be Stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
amendment will be stated for the infor
mation of the Senate.
Mr. LAUSCRE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered; and the
amendment will be printed in the RacORD at this point.
The amendment submitted by Mr.
LAUSCHEs is~as follows:
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
On page 266, between lines 22 and 23, in
shall disclose promptly the most recent ad- sert the following:
in the files of the Depart-

ment of the husband and father who has
fle his legal responsibility to take care of

physical therapists-would be assured,
his children."SC32.ecin10ofteoiaS
Up to 175 visits by home health perMr. President, I believe this to be a
sonnel would be paid for during a spell good amendment. The Government is
of illness, and any subsequent pel'iod paying the cost of maintaining the chiil-'
before a new spell of illness begins. A dren. The father, whose responsibility
visit nreuain.
wuld
be efhimselfreinltcon-.thereof,
vii e ol
eie
it is, has fled and keeps hmefico-diction,
The purpose of the amendment is sim- cealment.
ply to eliminate the requirement of being
From two standpoints the amendment
3 days in the hospital before he may be should be adopted-first, to relieve the
subject to the benefits of this act.
Government of the unfair burden im-

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the Senator's proposal would save
money and provide for a better program
isfras a Person denoralyreinsfardos nt
ealy
quire hospital care, but only home care.
It is perhaps desirable-and the Department estimates that it will save money
under the program-to make sure that
people are receiving money for home care
who are not properly entitled to hospitaizaionandwhoarenot
ickenogh
pitazaton
re ot ickenogh
nd ho
to require that they be provided hospital care under the measure,
The idea of requiring a person to be in
a hospital for 3 days is to make sure that

at

fare burden continues to rise and rise be
cause it is impossible to locate the
father and require him to make his con
tribution for the support of his children.
I believe that the Senator from Ohio
has offered a most pertinent and worthy
amendment to the welfare employees
SeaofrmMsch-wosetolctamisgfte.Te
eao
rmMsah-wonl
wayk thelcantin
a missing father. h

a physician, medical supervision of the dress contained
home health services furnished by paramedical personnel-such as nurses or

at

or that portion of it which seems to make
the best sense.
Inasmuch as the matter will properly
be in conference, I am willing to accept
the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-

"therapy".
On page 80, line 4, strike out "subsections
(i) and (n) " and insert "subsection (i) ".
On page 81, line 16. strike out "subsections
(i) and (n)" and insert "subsection (i) ".
Beginning on page 94, line 15, strike outobetoiissoree.adWlreofunhteifrmin

all through page 95, line 2.obetoiissoree.adWla
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"DrscLOSURE, UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES
TO COURTS AND INTERESTED WELFARE AGEN
CIES OF WHEREABOUTS OF INDsVXDUA5S
curi'ty Act is amended by adding at the end

thereof the following new subsection:
"'(c) Upon the request of the welfare
agency of a State or a political subdivision
or ofSecretary
a court ofofHealth,
competent
juristhe
Education,
and Welfare shall disclose promptly the most

recent address contained in the files of the
Department of Health, Education, and Wel
fare for any individual who is certified by
such agency or court as failing, without law
ful excuse, to provide for the support and

posed upon it through an irresponsible
father runing away from his responsibilities, and, second, to make the father maintenance (1) of his wife in destitute or
unesadta
oennnecessitous
circumstances, or (2) of his or
ndestnd ha thh Gverl~ent
is con- hrminor child
or children under the age
cerned that his obligations to his wife of 16 in destitute or necessitous circum
and children shVl be performed,
stances. Such disclosure shall be made only
I hope that the Senator in charge of if the request is made by the agency or
the bill will consider the amendment. I court on behalf of such wife or such child
believe that the amendment is sound. or children; and the address so obtained
Courts need it. Welfare agencies need shall be used by the agency or court only
t.
s.
hav alead sttedthelaw on their behalf. The provisions of subsec
i. A I avealradystaedthelaw
tion (a) with respect to penalties for unau
does not now make mlandatory the re- thorized diclosure, and the provisions of
lease of this information,
subsection (b) with respect to payments for
Air. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, will the cost of obtaining information, shall
the Senator from Ohio yield?
(under such regulations as the Secretary of
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Health, Education, and Welfare shall prescribe) apply to the disclosure of any address under this subsection."'"
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I have
here a statistical report prepared by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, showing the number of
families from whom the fathers have fled
their responsibility of caring for the children. The number for the year 1961 was
164,698. This figure does not include
families which nevertheless were able to
take care of themselves without Federal
aid.
The statistical record further shows
that the cost to the U.S. Government
in caring for the abandoned children is
$18,747,242 a month, as shown in the
payments made in December of 1961.
These records pertain to December of
1961, and are the latest records on the
subject.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the Department has sought to insist
upon the confidential nature of social security recoras. I have been informed by
the Department of their position on this
matter.
There is merit in the argument of the
Senator from Ohio; and, with the understanding that we would seek to work out
the best arrangement we could to meet
the problem the Senator has discussed
in his amendment, and also to meet departmental objections, and in view of the
fact that the committee did not consider
the amendment, I am willing to take the
amendment to conference,
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I would
like the RECORD to show that I support
the amendment of the Senator from
Ohio [Mr. LAUSCHrEL
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. LAUSCHE].
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
amendment will be stated for the information of the Senate.
Th,. LEGISLATIVE CLERK. The Senator
from New York proposes the following
amendment:
(c) The Secretary shall make a study Of
methods and procedures that could be employed in providing payment under part B

-
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I believe this to be a deserving and similar campaign to extend the minimum
important change, which would result in wage to restaurant and hotel workers,
increasing the cost of the voluntary and did. it with the same technique. We
package by 75 cents a month Each for the called for a report.
Government and the individual covered.
The report was rendered. The provi
I was impressed with the strong view sion is now included in the bill before
ol the Department of Health, Education, us.
and Welfare that this question had to be
I believe that based upon that experi
researched rather carefully, even to ence this is the solid way to proceed.
write the correct definition. For ex- I hope very much that the Senator from
ample, the Department made the point Louisiana will agree to accept the
that common use drugs, could they be amendment.
made available by prescription for older
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am happy
persons, mlight conceivably be abused as that the Senator from New York ,has
a privilege. Very few persons would do offered the amendment in this form.!1 He
this, but it is possible. It is possible to raised this question yesterday. I pointed
make them available to a whole family out to him at that time that this is a
by purchasing an excessive amount of subject which requires a. great deal of
such drugs, as the whole supplementary study. Neither our Government nor
aspect of the bill will not take effect other governments have been able to
until January 1, 1967.
reach a satisfactory answer to the ques
I was persuaded that we should per- tion involved. We have had reports on
haps proceed in a more orderly way by studies made in other countries, and
having the Department study the ques- they have had great difficulty in admin
tion carefully, including questions which istering this phase of the program.
involve "name" drugs, which are often There is too. little experience to start off
much more expensive than the same on a new program with drugs prescribed
drugs without a trade name.
to patients outside of institutions. The
As to the question of how prescription recordkeeping and papershuffling is of
drugs could best be handled, I agree major proportions when you are reim
that the Con~gress should get the report bursing patients for drug expenditures
of the Department in order tQ act on and the chances for abuse are much
it in an intelligent way, and I am per- more common than as to other medical
suaded that this approach has the sym- benefits.
pathy of the Senator from Louisiana
The experience of other countries in
and, given practicality, it is the kind of dicates that "drugs" is an area which
improvement which he would like to see should be thoroughly studied before un
made.
dertaken. Utilization rates and prices
For those reasons, I agreed with the are particumarly difficult to estimate.
Department and the Senator in charge Physicians are likely to prescribe high
of the bill to begin in a somewhat lower priced drugs when they know a third
gear by calling for a study and giving an party and not the patients will bear the
exact date of the report; namely, 6 expense.
months before the bill would take effect,
New Z-~aland Government health
in the expectation that, based upon that scheme between the years 1943 and 1960,
report, we could legislate much more showed that the number of prescriptions
authoritatively and much more wisely, per capita rose from 2.1 to 5.9 per an
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, num-and the average price of each
will the Senator from New York yield? prescription more than doubled. In oth
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
er words, thev were paying 6 times as
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I heartily ap- much, after 17 years of experience, than
prove the Senator's recommendation, they had paid at the time the program
As the Senator knows, in the original was initiated. These increases occurred
medicare bill-which he filed, and I when much more stringent limits were
joined him and took it over at a later being placed on the benefit.
date as my bill-was the same question
In Austraila, utilization rates have in
of drugs which he now brings up.
creased from 1.09 in 1953 to 2.40 in 1960,
Wa ei on
n aigi
ht~
while the average price prescription has
of this title for prescription drugs, includWhthisdigadsynistait
nreedb367pcntfrhe7er
ing methods of assuring the high quality of is wiser to study what the effect is and icesdb
67pretfrte7ya
drugs for which payment is made, methods what the cost is. I am glad that he is period.
of avoiding unnecessary utilization of drugs doing it 'that way. I certainly wish to Britai btweeNat1949
eand197thSeravier-n
and methods of controlling costs. The Secjoin him.Brtibewn199ad95thav
retary shall transmit to the Congress, on or
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator. I age price approximately doubled and a
befoe
epot Jne
o suh
0, 966
sudyshold
a
e gad o jin he enaor s adeductible was imposed on first the prebefreludne 30. 1966.menareotiofs asuohe bstuy
shldbg
scription anu the eac, item inte
approach to covering drug costs under part cosponsor of the amendment, if he prescription. The imposition of this
B and the feasibility of adopting this ap- wishes.
cag a enoeo
h ots
ot
proach.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Yes; I am happy icharlbatls ienEngland.
hotet olt
Mr. JAVITS.
Mr. President, myto be a cosponsor.
inaate
Noray Engarlnxerecdwt.h
amendment, which I have already subMr. JAVITS. I ask unanimous con- provision of drug benefits resulted in
mitted to the Senator in charge of the sent that the Senator from Massachu- costs which made it impossible to under
bill, represents a modification of an setts [Mr. SALTONSTALL] may be added write the provision of all drugs. Conse
amendment which I had printed, No. 299, as a cosponsor of the amendment.
quently, at the present time the sick
which sought to bring prescription drugs
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ness funds pay only for a limited num
under the coverage of the supplementary objection, it is so ordereai.
ber of drugs required for long-term ill
voluntary section of the Medicare part
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, there is nesses.
of the bill, on the theory that they repre- quite an interesting precedent for this
In the United States, State public as
sent 25 percent of the medical costs of action. I believe I mentioned it to the sistance plans have wrestled with the
older people.
Senator from Louisiana. I started a problem of drugs. California Is, per
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haps, typical. Originally, the California pital. The drugs which are given free
medical care programs paid for substani- to a patient in a hospital are defined
tially all drugs,
under the first part of the bill. Those
This resulted in such large drug costs same drugs are not made available to
that an advisory committee was soon a patient who is not in a hospital, and
established to develop a formulary of who is under the supplementary volundrugs which would be "lifesaving, whose tary coverage. I have tried to include
withdrawal would do irreparable damage those drugs that are given outside a hosand, to a limited degree, for the relief pital.
of pain." On April 1, 1959, the formuWhen that proposal ran into the argulary became effective for two of the three ment that it would be abused, I decided
California medical care programs: old- that the best way to go about it would
age security and aid to the blind. The be to have an authoritative study made
effect of the formulary was to reduce, of the problem, in the hope that if it
almost immediately, drug expenditures resulted in a feasible plan, it could be
under the two programs to a point where incorporated before the supplementary
surpluses began to accrue. The formu- program went into operation, so that 6
lary was extended somewhat beginning months before the supplementary plan
July 1, 1950. These are some of the took effect it could be made a part of it.
problems we rum into in this fleld.
We thought this was a most constructive
Therefore, I am happy that the Sen- procedure, in that it answers what is in
ator from New York makes it possible the bill and what we are trying to do.
to study the subject. I will cooperate
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
with him, so far as I am able to do so, to question is on agreeing to the amendsee that the subject is thoroughly ment offered by the Senator from New
studied. Drugs are a serious part of the York [Mr. JAVITS1.
expenses involved in the program, parThe amendment was agreed to.
ticularly with respect to patients who
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I rise
are not in a hospital but are out of a in support of H.R. 6675, the Social Sehospital, and those are areas where great curity Amendments of 1965.
abuse can take place if the program is
For me this occasion marks the end of
not properly administered. If it is prop- a long journey that began when Presierly administered, great benefits can dent Kennedy asked me to serve in his
come from it.
Cabinet as Secretary of Health, EducaMr. JAVITS. In view of the fact that tion, and Welfare. From that daywe are being rather modest in trying to and even before-the national goal of
do this in a substantial way, will the enactment of legislation to provide social
Senator from Louisiana extend his best security-financed health care for our
efforts to see that the provision stays in older citizens has been my personal
the bill, and that it is not excised?
goal. In 1961, as Secretary of HEW, I
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I shall be said:
glad to do whatever I can. The SenaThe high costs of medical care for the
tor knows that the House conferees are aged are going to be paid for in this country.
outstanding Members of Congress, and The issue is not whether to pay for these
their feelings must be considered too; costs. The only issue is how to pay for
but I shall use my best efforts to see them,
that the study is made.
Mr ILIMf
eaar.
M.
That remains my conviction today.
Presdet WILLIthe Seaor yeldre
MrAnd today, with the passage of this bill,
Mr.sidentS,
withSeao
yield.
we are about to settle this issue,
Mr. WILLITAMS of Delaware. I believe
BAI
REAFCIRLED INSOCIA 665ECIY
that the amendment of the Senator from
RAFRE
NH.67
New York embraces a constructive sugMr. President, it is fitting that we
gestion. I may not be one of the con- should act on this historic legislation on
ferees, but if I am, I assure the Senator the eve of the 30th anniversary of the
that I shall do my best to keep the signing of the original social security
amendment in the bill, because I be- law. The enactment of that legislation
lieve it is a worthwhile amendment.
one generation ago established the NaMr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator tion's basic program of protection
from Delaware.
against poverty and dependency in old
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the age. Reliance on public and private
Senator yield?
charity is only a fraction of what it
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
would have been in the absence of social
Mr. COOPER. I believe that there has security,
been a great deal of misinformation and
In 1950 we reaffirmed the basic decimisunderstanding about what is covered sion Of 1935. The Social Security
by the bill, particularly with respect to Amendments of 1950 reaffirmed the basic
drugs. It would be well if the Senator principle that a contributory system of
from Louisiana, the Senator in charge social insurance in which workers share
of the bill, would describe the place of directly in meeting the cost of the prodrugs in the bill.
tection afforded is the most satisfactory
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from Loui- way of preventing dependency among
siana is absent from the floor temporari- older people and other economically disly. What I tried to do with my original advantaged groups,
amendment was to apply the same proviI submit that once again we need to
sion with respect to the administering reaffirm this basic principle. In 1950
of drugs to a patient in a hospital to the the situation was one in which more
supplementary voluntary coverage with older people were on public assistance
respect to a patient who is not in a hos- rolls than were eligible for benefits unNo. 122-13
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der social security. The drain on publie revenues-Federal, State, and localwas large and growing larger every day.
Faced with the choice of improving the
social security program or expanding the
role for assistance, the Congress decided
that the social security system should be
extended, brought up to date, and rnadv,
more effective as a means of prevcnting
dependency.
The situation we face today is similar
to that faced in 1950. At that time,
large numbers of older people had to go
on the assistance rolls to meet everyday
living costs for food, clothing, and shel
ter. We now find that a large and grow
ing proportion of people must turn to
public assistance because they are not
able to meet their health costs. Today
40 percent of the money being spent for
public assistance to older people is spent
for medical care. Our enactment of a
social insurance program providing pro
tection against the major and unbudget
able costs of serious illness is needed to
prevent increasing numbmrs of our elder
ly citizens from having, to turn to public
assistance to get the medical care they
need.
To avoid high costs to the general tax
payer at local, State, and Federal levels
and to protect the dignity and independ
ence of older people, we must once again
place our main emphasis on social in
surance to prevent indigency.
NEED FRo HIEALTH INSURIANCE PROTECTION

There is no question but that there is a
basic need to help our senior citizens
meet the heavy burdens of medical care.
More than 10 percent of the population
of this country-more than 18 million
people-are today 65 years of age or
older. That group is increasing by 1,000
persons every day. By 1980 they will
number nearly 25 million. But we know
far more about these older citizens than
just their nuxnber.
We know they are not wealthy. Pourteen million of them have incomes so low
that they pay no Federal income taxes.
We know they need medical care.
Nine out of ten will go to the hospital
at least once after reaching 65. Twothirds of them will have to go to the
hospital more than once. Half the mar
ried couples must expect that, between
husband and wife, they will have to pay
the cost of four stays in the hospital
after age 65.
We know that they require more ex
tensive medical care than younger
people. Their hospital stays will be
longer; the period of recovery more pro
longed; the need for extended posthos
pital care will be greater.
In sum, we know that our older citi
zens need a great deal more medical care
than the general population, but that
they are far less able to pay for it.
Through our genius in the medical sci
ences we have discovered how to prolong
life-but in the social sciences we have
not yet moved to enable the older citi
zen to enjoy those twilight years with
out the crushing burden of high medical
costs.
We all know of cases where the years
of security and independence that an
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aged person had hoped for and planned
for were turned into insecurity-and
finally dependency on their sons and
daughters or on the public. We also
know of cases wher. the inability to pay
large medical bills has deterred the older
person from seeking needed medical
treatment to the detriment of his
health.
HEALTH

BENEFi&

PROVISIONS

OF

H.R.

6675

-

SENATE

illness which I have consistently advocated.
This plan of basic protection against
the costs of hospital and related care
will be financed through a payroll tax,
levied equally on employers and employees. The taxes collected will be earmarked, and paid into a separate trust
fund established in the Treasury. There
is thus no' basis for any argument that

The program proposed by the bill is this program can in any way endanger
built around the idea of bringing into the actuarial balance of the old age
play the several resources taht can con- and survivors insurance trust fund.
tribute the most, each in its own way,
Benefits under the basic plan
be
to combating the insecurity that stems available to all persons who arewill
65 or
from illness in old age. The present over and who are now or who will be
social insurance program provides a Sys- eligible to receive social security or railtem toward which almost everyone makes road retirement monthly benefits. Coy-

conriutonsduin th wrkng easerage will also be extended, financed out
so that, reliance on social insurance willofgnrlevusoraotalohr
assure that practically everybody has people who are now 65 or who will reach
basic hospital insurance in old age,
age 65 before 1968.
Those relatively few people for whom
Beginning July 1, 1966, benefits coythe social security system was enacted ering inpatient hospital services, diagtoo late-those already in advanced nostic and certain specialty services, and
years and not eligible for social security posthospital home health services will
benefits-would be afforded the same be available under the basic plan; potprotection, but it would be paid for out hospital extended care-in skilled nursof general revenues.
ing homes and other facilities-will be
The proposed hospital insurance con- available after January 1, 1967.
stitutes the most needed and the most
Payment would be made under the
basic protection, comprising benefits to basi plan for inpatient hospital
pay hospital costs and the cost of cer- for up to 120 days in each spell ofservices
illness,
tain organized services that are pro- subject to an initial deductible amount
vided, following hospitalization, in ex- of $40 to be paid by the patient, and a
tended care facilities and at home. Just contributory rate of $10 a day for each
as social security cash benefits provide day beyond the 60th day. All services
only basic protection and thereby serve normally furnished by the hospital to its
as a base on which the individual is en- inpatients would be covered,
couraged to build additional retirement'
Outpatient hospital diagnostic services
income through savings plans, annuities
would be paid for under the plan, suband other programs, both public and pri-' ject to a deductible amount of $20 for
vate, this hospital insurance protection diagnostic services furnished by the hogwould serve as a base on which the aged pital in a 20-day period. The amount
could build supplementary health in- paid for outpatient diagnostic services
surance.
would be credited against the $50 deUnder the bill, a voluntary supple- ductible amount for physicians' and
mentary medical insurance program other services under the voluntary supcovering physicians' services and other plementary plan,
health costs would be provided through
Two kinds of post-hospital care would
another new element of the Federal be paid for under the basic plan. First
social insurance system, a plan of vol- payment would be made for nursing
untary insurance that would be under- home care after an inpatient hospital
written by the Federal Government and stay of at least 3 days. Coverage is
would be open to virtually all older provided for between 20 and 100 days of
Americans who choose to enroll. This post-hospital nursing home care, with
supplementary plan would be financed, the patient contributing $5 a day after
in equal shares, by enrollees and by their the 20th day. Second, the basic plan
Government.
would provide payment for post-hospital
This is, for the most part, a well- home health services for up to 175 visits,
balanced bill, which makes use of these after an inpatient hospital stay of at
two separate, but coordinated, programs least 3 days, or upon discharge from
of health care insurance, and provides an extended care facility. Home health
increases in cash social security benefits services would have to be furnished under
as well. It deals with the several threats a plan established by a physician within
to the independence and security of the 2 weeks after discharge from the hogaged, each in a way most appropriate pital or extended care facility. Covered
from the standpoint of benefits, of fi- home health services would include innancing, and utilization of our health termittent nursing care, therapy, and the
resources.
part-time services of a home health aid.
The basic protection is provided in
CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS AMENDMENT
part A of the new title XVIII which H.R.
If the bill is lacking in any particular
6675 would add to the Social Security it is that it does not provide full benefits
Act. This basic plan will Provide pro- for aged people requiring extremely long
tection against the costs of hospital and periods of care in a hospital or extended
related care. It will offer protection care facility or the long continued servagainst the single largest source of ex- ices of a home health agency. Despite
pense in illness among the aged,
the extension of inpatient hospital coyThis is the approach to protecting our erage to 120 days-60 days more than
aged citizens against the high cost of proposed by the other body-and the ex-
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tension of limits on benefits for extended
care and home health visits, the older
person suffering an illness that necessi
tates even further care will see his life
savings disappear if his benefits run out.
As the senior Senator from Indiana
and I stated in our supplemental views
to the Finance Committee's report on
H.R. 6675:
Having included in the House-passed bill
additional coverage at a first-year cost of
$140 million, we should not lose this oppor
tunity to do the whole job-to cover the
most tragic cases-those cases of catastrophic
illness
which
few individuals
are equipped
to handle
alone.
We can accomplish
this
for an additional $110 million first-year cost,
giving us the truly comprehensive health
insurance protection our older citizens need
and deserve.

Mr. President, I will introduce an
amendment to H.R. 6675 to assure all
odrpol
htte
edntfa
h
oldruhn
peoplemtha threynee not fetasrothe
icrusingeconomic brultrdenio
loagtasropm
icotillneknss-the trly tagiclngtr
coss reofrsckessi old
Seage.blae
AstrepoihsdrtedctheoSnbyatedil akes
o
Hostepi this daen nb
addi
ngnl60dy
tof the
Housen bosian
cadditiona 60hday ofein
ptient hoyspital care fovr whic thoe pa
initipays$10 aedaytioverAndo aboeSnthe
iiil$0ddcil.AsteSnt
bill provides additional nursing home
care with a $5 a day coinsurance feature
and 75 additional home health visits.
These improvements in the bill over the
House version were proposed by the Sen
ator from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE] and
adopted by the full Committee on Fi
nance.
The estimated first-year cost of the
Hartke amendment is $140 million over
and above the House bill.
My amendment takes the Hartke
amendment one further step and estab
lishes a program of complete insurance
protection for the aged against truly
catastrophic illness. It does so by re
moving the limitation in the present bill
on the number of days of coverage for
inpatient hospital services and posthos
pital extended health services and elimi
nating the coinsurance features on such
care. In other words, it says to an in
dividual that if an illness extends beyond
60 days or 120 days or any period be
yond that, he is protected against the
high costs of such long-term, catastroph
ic illness.
I am pleased to say that the Senator
from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE], who au
thored the benefit extension now in the
bill, joins me as a cosponsor of this
amendment, along with the Senator from
Rhode Island [Mr. PELL]I and the Sen
ator from Rhode Island [Mr. PASTORE].
AMENDMENT

No. 316

Mr. President, I submit and send to
the desk for printing the amendment.
The amendment (No. 316) was re
ceived, ordered to be printed, and to lie
on the table.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, this is
a simple amendment directed at a basic
weakness in the basic health insurance
provisions of the bill. The amendment
carries an additional first-year cost of
$180 million. Initially we calculated that
the additional cost would be in the range
of $110 million based on a memo which
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was furnished to the Committee on Finance on June 17 by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. I asked
the HEW experts to recalculate the firstYear cost of the amendment to be absolutely certain of its effect on the bill,
They now inform me that this amendment will add $180 millilon to the firstyear cost of the reported bill. Under the
amendment, the additional cost will be
financed out of general revenues,
ADMrNISTRATION

OF~PROGRAM

The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare will be responsibe for the
administration of both the basic and the
supplementary plans. The Secretary will
use State agencies and private organizations to perform major administrative
functions in carrying out these responsibilities. Conditions for participation
will be applied to the institutions by the
State agencies,
Bills will be paid to those providing
services under the basic plan on the basis
of the reasonable cost of caring for the
beneficiaries. Hospitals and other institutions may elect to be represented by
a private organization, and to deal
through it. The bill would also authorize
the Secretary to delegate to such an organization the functions of making payments from the hospital insurance program. If any group or association of institutions receiving assistance wishes to
have payment made through a third
party, the Secretary is authorized to enter into an agreement with the third
party to act as a fiscal agent for the purpose of determining the amount of payments to be made to the providers of
services,
IMPROVEMENTS

OVER

PREVIOUS

PROPOSALS-

SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFITS

Mr. President, we have considered reflected upon, and debated the subject of
hospital insurance for the aged under social security for 20 years.
When the administration's proposal
was laid before the Congress at the beginning of the session, there were those
who contended that it was defective;
they said it offered only partial protection because it failed to cover the costs
of physicians' and surgical services, and
the cost of other services likely to be
associated with serious illness in old age.
Out of that disagreement came a
stronger, a better bill. As it stands before us today it off ers not only the basic
plan of coverage for hospital and extended care benefits, it also offers a voluntary supplementary plan of protection
against most of the major costs of serious
illness not covered by the basic plan,
By paying a monthly premium of $3,
which will be matched by the Federal
Government out of general revenues, an
individual will be insured against a wide
range of health care costs. The voluntary, supplementary plan will provide
coverage, subject to a deductible amount
of $50, for 80 percent of the costs of
physicians' services, home health services, prosthetic devices, and other health
services furnished both in and out of
medical institutions. Federal financial
assistance would thus be made available
to cover the costs of physicians' and
surgical services, wherever they are
furnished-in the hospital, the clinic,

-
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the doctor's office, or in the patient's
home; the costs of home health services-but without regard to a prior period
of hospitalization, as required under the
basic plan; the costs of X-ray, radium,
and isotope therapy; the costs of dressings, splints, braces, and other prosthetic devices; and the costs of laboraThis
tory and diagnostic services.
coverage, provided under part B of the
new title VIII, will be available to all
individuals who are over 65 and residents
of the United States.
The $3 monthly premium will not place
an added burden on our older people,
because other portions of H.R. 6675 provide for a 7-percent across-the-board
increase in cash social security benefits.
The 7-percent increase will amount to a
larger monthly payment of at least $4
for an individual, or $6 for a man and
wife over 65, and the beneficiaries can
elect to have the premiums for the voluntary, supplementary coverage deducted from their monthly cash benefit payments.
States will be permitted to elect to
have some or all of the aged who receive
cash payments under their public assistance programs covered by the supplementary plan, and the State would then
pay the premiums in behalf of the individuals.
Enrollment and reenrollment in the
supplementary plan will be limited to
specific periods of time, and the bill provides for increased premiums in the case
of those who drop out of the program
and reenroll, or who enroll late. These
limitations are necessary to safeguard
against the possibility of people enrollmng in the program only when their
health has deteriorated to the point
where the prospect of payment is no
longer an insurable risk, but a virtual
certainty. For the insurance program to
be soundly based, it must cover essentially all members of the group in periods
of good health, as well as in illness.
The supplementary plan provides a
comprehensive package of benefits, buttressed at the appropriate places by safeguards against overutilization.
A separate trust fund will be established for the supplementary plan so that
the old age and survivors' insurance
trust fund can in no way be endangered by the existence of health care
insurance.

contract, that would audit records and
determine compliance with utilization
review requirements. The Secretary'
job, essentially, would be to see that the
carriers do their job.
ROLE OF~THE PHYSICIAN

UNDER

MEDICARE

The physician is the key figure in these
health care plans. He is the one who
will determine in the first instance
whether a patient should be admitted to
a hospital; he will determine what drugs,
xvhat tests are necessary; he will de
termine how long the patient should
remain in the hospital, whether the pa
tient should be transferred to an ex
tended care facility, and whether home
health services are necessary to rehabili
tation or recovery. The physicians will
be the key figure in utilization review.
There will be no change in the form or
organization of medical practice as a
result of this bill.
Doctors will not change; hospitals will
not change; the patient's free choice of
doctor and hospital will not be altered.
The Government will not tell physicians
how to practice their profession. The
Government will not provide any serv
ices to patients under the health care
plans.
Under the supplementary plan, which,
as I have said, will be administered by
the private sector-by private carriersphysicians will have the same responsi
bility and authority for treating their
patients as they do today when they treat
patients who participate in privately
financed insurance plans. Under the
basic plan, the physician will have ba
sically the same experience that he has
when the patient's hospital bills are paid
through Blue Cross.
For most general hospitals, the only
thing new that the law will requiresince most hospitals will already have
rejected racial discrimination-will he
that they have a utilization review plan.
Apart from that condition, the law will
adopt professionally established stand
ards generally recognized as necessary
by the professional health associations,
as necessary to insuring safe and ade
quate care in the facilities which will
receive Federal financial assistance
under this legislation.
STANDARDS

OF

HEALTH

CARE

Far from attempting to dictate con
ditions to the health professionals, the
implementation of this law will support
their most responsible, forward-looking
ADMINISTRATION OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY PLAN
With the supplementary plan, just as efforts to raise the standards of health
with the basic plan, the overall respon- care. The legislation provides that hos
sibility for administration of the pro- p~itals accredited by the Joint Commis
gram will rest with the Secretary of sion on Accreditation of Hospitals will
Health, Education, and Welfare. But be conclusively presumed to meet all the
the detailed administration and super- conditions necessary for participation,
vision of the supplementary plan, will be except utilization review. The joint
performed by intermediaries. The bill commission is a voluntary association
provides that, to the extent possible, the composed of representatives of the
Secretary shall enter into contracts with American Medical Association, the
carriers to perform the major adminis- American Hospital Association, the
trative functions relating to the medical American College of Physicians, and the
aspects of the program. Thus, it would American College of Surgeons. At the
be the carrier's responsibility under the present time, hospitals having 594,000
contract to see that payments of Federal of the 698,000 general hospital beds are
financial assistance were made to insti- accredited by the Joint Commission.
If the Joint Commission should adopt
tutional providers of services on a cost
basis, and that the charges for services a utilization review requirement, then its
rendered by physicians are reasonable. accreditation of a hospital could be
It would be the carrier, pursuant to the made conclusive on that matter also.
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Both the American Medical Association

and the American Hospital Association
have recommended that hospitals initia~te utilization review plans. The AMA
statement on utilization review said that:
The judicious use of hospital facilities by

the public sand physicians is essential1 to the
efficient said economic functioning of the
prpamet
n vlutay

elt

-

SENATE

ticipation will be determined by §tate
agencies. Doctors will continue to treat
their patients as they always have;
patients will continue to choose their
doctors.
STATE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Mr. President, the health care proI have been discussing,

i~uanegrams
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assistance programs; it would require
that income disregarded in determining
eligibility under other public assistance
programs be disregarded in determining
an individual's need for medical assistance. The bill would also require that

only income and resources actually available toa
licant may be considered

togeaneapp
with the strong, underlying foundationindtrnngedadht
of the basic social security program offer tion may be required only from orbu
That statement applies equally no mat- the means of allowing people to plan and or from parents for their minor spouses,
or dis
ter what the source of Payment isprovide for secure retirement. These abled children.
whether the patient's bills are paid out programs are the means of preventing
The bill would
a State to require
of a privately financed insurance fund, impoverishment by maintaining a source an individual to allow
contribute
toward the
or out of a contributory social insurance of usable income in those later years.
cost of his medical care, but only insofar
latin,
Isthinkwit is faier toisay thens
Unfortunately, in our society as in as his income exceeded the level at which
thatiton Itheiextet thatrtherequirement every society, there will always be among he would qualify
cash public assist
tha totheextnt
hatthereqireentour population those who must to some ance payments. for
It is the intention of
of utlizsation reniew is something new to degree
depend upon the other members this latter provision
to
avoid the absurd
some institutions, it is a step forward, of society to provide them some measure ity of restoring an individual's
health
and one desired by the health profes- of support. Some are blind, or disabled. only at the expense of his self-sufficiency.
sionals themselves.
There are others who are indigent, but
Finally, the bill would require States
IMPROVED NURSING HOME CASE
who can be made self-sufficient. Some to apply means tests on a flexible basis,
The conditions set out in the legisla- are too old to work; others are helpless so as to take into account not only the
tion for the participation of extended children.
exte ul' noe
btas
hecs n
care facilities are necessary to assure
With hum-anity, out of conscience, in exet of the medical care he requires.
that covered services will provide high compassion, we provide for those who
I think there is no question that these
quality convalescent and rehabilitative cannot provide for themselves,
changes which H.R. 6675 will make in
care to patients once the acute stage of
With great good sense, i eonto
thewathtmnsetsreplidb
their illness has passed. These condi- of mutual
advantage, we seek to reha-th States are sound. They strike a
tions are also intended to carry out the bilitate and to make self-sufficient those sensible balance.
intent of this legislation to provide es- who can be made able to provide for
It is reasonable to allow States to make
sentially medical, rather than custodial themselves,
determinations of need and eligibility for
care in these facilities. Thus, the bill reWe do this through our public assist- public assistance programs; but it is un
quires that the extended care facility ance programs,
reasonable to allow the standards of eligi
have an agreement with a hospital for
The Federal Government has helped bility to be applied in such a way that
the orderly transfer of patients; that its the States meet their welfare responsi- they prevent assistance
from reaching
Policies be determined by a physician, bilities in these programs since 1935.
those who may need it most.
registered nurse or medical staff; that
In 1950, the Social Security Act 'was
It i unreasonable to allow them to be
it maintain clinical records on all amended to authorize the States to make applied in such a way
families are
patients; and that it maintain around- vendor payments to provide medical care driven apart by fear orthat
humiliation, or
the-clock nursing service, and require to the needy aged, to the blind, to the that human dignity is diminished,
or selfthat each Patient be under the care of a disabled, and to dependent children, sufficiency destroyed.
physician.
And, since the enactment of the KerrThere have been other aspects of the
The conditions for participation will Mills law in 1960, 40 States have initiated State medical assistance programs,
be applied by State agencies, not by the programs to provide medical care to apart from the determination of quite
eligi
Federal Goverrnment.
aged persons who are basically self- bility, which have been less than satis
Each State, under an agreement with sufficient, but whose incomes are not factory. Frequently, there
has been
the Secretary of Health, Education, and adequate in the face of serious illness,
much unevenness in the benefits provided
Welfare, will determine whether the
At the present time the authority for in the various programs; frequently, the
hospitals, extended care facilities, and these medical assistance programs is pro- benefits provided, particularly to
the
home health agencies within its jurisdic- vided in five separate titles of the Social aged, have not been sufficiently compre
tion meet the conditions for participa- Security Act. H.R. 6675 would combine hensive to guarantee adequate care.
To
tion in the program of Federal financial these five medical assistance programs meet some of these objections, H.R. 6675
assistance. The bill also authorizes the into a single program, with uniform will establish
minimum
require
Secretary to enlist the aid of the State standards, in a new title XIX of the ments for the combined benefit
assist
agencies to assist institutions in estab- act. The new, consolidated program ance program under titlemedical
XIX, and, by
lishing and maintaining the necessary will reach a total of about 8 million making Federal funds available
records and utilization review procedures needy persons. It will involve additional more liberal basis, it will encourageonthea
for Participation in the program.
Federal expenditures of about $200 mil- States to enlarge and improve their pro
Beyond these conditions, necessary to lion,
grams.
assure safety and high quality of care,
Whether a particular State wants to
Under new provisions, beginning July 1,
and to avoid improper or excessive include the new medical assistance pro- 1967, those States
which choose to op
utilization of facilities, hospitals and gram in its public assistance programs erate under title XIX
would
to inother institutions have only to enter into would continue to be up to the State. elude at least six services in have
medi
an agreement not to charge patients for But if it elected to provide medical as- cal assistance programs: their
services Paid for under the hospital in- sistance, the Program would have to services-wherever they are Physicians'
furnished;
surance program, and to abide by title make medical assistance available on a inpatient hospital services; outpatient
VI, of the Civil Rights Act. That agree- reasonably equivalent basis to all needy hospital services; laboratory and X-ray
ment could be terminated by the hos- persons receiving assistance under the services; dental services for children
Pital on relatively brief notice at any dependent children, blind, and perma- uinder 21; and skilled nursing home serv
time; and the hospital is protected by nently and totally disabled programs,
ices. In addition to these minimum, re
right of hearing and judicial review
This bill, H.R. 6675, sets new stand- quired services, States may elect to inagainst arbitrary termination of the ards with regard to determinations of elude a wide range of other services, such
agreement by the government,
need-the use of means tests-by the as home health care, other dental care,
Hospitals will be receiving payments States in their medical assistance pro- prescription drugs,
prosthetic devices
through third parties of their own grams. The bill would require that the and physical therapy.
choosing; the supplementary plan will means test for medical assistance be the
Under other provisions, Federal match
be administered by Private insurance same as that applied to applicants for ing funds will become available
the
carriers; conditions for hospital par- cash benefits under other State public States on a more liberal basis. toFirst,
systems,
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there will be no limit on the amount of
State expenditures for medical assistance
that will be matched by the Federal Qovermient. Second, the range of Federal
matching payments would be raised from
the present 50 to 80 percent to a new level
of 55 to 83 percent. Third, the bill provides 75 percent matching for State expenditures for training and compensation of skilled professional medical personnel and staff. Finally, there are provisions in the bill to insure that no State
will receive less because of the new formula.
I think there is no question that the
revisions made by H.R. 6675 will greatly
strengthen the State medical assistance
programs. We can expect more logical
and accessible, more fair and more effective, medical assistance programs. The
States are given ample incentives to upgrade and expand their programs. The
quality of care will be higher and more
uniform. And barriers to effective distribution of services, and unfair and unreasonable elements of administration
will be removed,
These three great health care programs which are included in the first
part of H.R. 6675-the basic social security-financed hospital plan; the voluntary supplementary medical care plan;
and the improvements of the State medical assistance programs-are sufficient in
themselves to be the subject of a bill
which would deserve to be called a legislative monument.
And yet, they are only a part.
Only by recognizing that this is so can
one truly appreciate the scope of this
legislation, and the place that it will
occupy among the laws enacted by this or
any other Congress.
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young men cannot qualify for military
service,
H.R. 6675 would make three important
changes in the existing child health programs, and would also begin a significant
new program to prevent and Identify
child health problems, and to provide
special care for emotionally disturbed
children,
First, the bill would increase the authorizations for the maternal and child
health programs under title V of the
Social Security Act by $5 million in fiscal
1966, and $10 million in each of the succeeding fiscal years, thereby raising the
annual ceiling to $60 million. The States
contribute more than three times as
much as the Federal Government to
the support of these programs. In 1964
alone, the States spent $92 million, which
was matched by a Federal contribution of
$28 million. These funds support prenatal and well-child clinics, infant immunizations, and diagnosis and treatment of mental retardation. While the
programs have in the past contributed
importantly to the reduction of maternal
and infant mortality, the job is getting
bigger and costlier, and there are wide
variations in the availability of these
services both among the States and
within States.
Second, the bill authorizes identical
increases in the annual authorization
ceiling for crippled children's services,
and broadens the kinds of services which
States can make available under their
programs. In 1964 two-thirds of the $89
million spent on the crippled children's
program came from the States. The
program has been highly successful, but
it needs to be enlarged.
Third, the bill authorized an imporHEALTH CARE NEEDS OF THE YOUNG
tant program to train professional perThis bill is a bill for the health of sonnel for the care of crippled and menthe aged; for the health of young chil- tally retarded children. It authorizes $5
dren, and of children unborn. Some per- million in fiscal 1966, $10 million in fiscal
sons may say, in talking about the bill, 1967, and $17.5 million in 1968 and sucthat all we are dealing with is the prob- ceeding fiscal years for such training.
lem of health care for the aged. How- The effects of the long-awaited and longever, in my opinion, the bill is the broad- needed growth in programs for handiest-range bill in the entire field of capped and mentally retarded are being
social welfare ever to be conceived and felt in an increasing shortage of adepassed by Congress. It is a bill for the quately trained personnel. As the States
sound development of those who have plan for and implement comprehensive
built our society, and a bill to assure the mental retardation and other mental
contributions of those who must torrmor- health programs, the need for trained
row be her builders.
personnel will continue to grow. It
And let us not delude ourselves; let makes no sense to increase the availabilthere be no mistake about it; our world ity Of clinical facilities without providing
is day by day, more and more, a world for adequate Professional staffing. It
which will bc moved and shaped by the makes no sense to construct community
young. It is our young people who will and university centers if the lines at the
be called upon to give direction and donors are to grow longer every day,
leadership to our fast-changing society.
If we are to progress in the direction
The children of today-the leaders of charted by the maternal and child
tomorrow-must be prepared for this health and mental retardation planchallenge.
ning amendments, and by the CommuThe second great part of this bill con- nity Mental Health Centers Construccerns itself with providing for the health tion Act, it is essential that we begin now
care needs of the young. The costs of to develop the needed human resources,
allowing these needs to go unattended because no aggregation of bricks and
are immeasurable. The costs are me- mortar, nor any sophisticated piece of
flected in the needless loss of infant life machinery, can by itself rehabilitate a
when mothers and children do not have handicapped child. Trained people can.
access to proper health care, in the And this bill will make it Possible to
wasteful loss of talent when handicapped train those people,
children are not rehabilitated, and in apFinally, the bill authorizes the bepalling deterioration of our national ginning of a new 5-year program of spestrength when great numbers of our cial Project grants to provide compre-
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hensive health care and services for
school-age and preschool children, and
to give special care to emotionally dis
turbed children.
These projects will be carried out
largely in areas with concentrations of
low-income families. These poor chil
dren do not have access, in any genuine
sense, to necessary health care and serv
ices. Children in families with incomes
of less than $2,000 visit a doctor only half
as frequently as those in families with
incomes of more than $7,000. Children
from families with incomes under $2,000
are hospitalized at the rate of 42.4 per
1,000; when family income is $7,000 or
more, the hospitalization rate rises to
67.7 per 1,000. These figures cannot, of
course, mean that poor children are
healthier. The draft-rejection statistics
prove exactly the opposite.
Rapid increase in the child population
is steadily overcrowding the clinics
which are now available to low-income
families, and poor children are not get
ting adequate preventive health services.
As a result, many go through life unnec
essarily handicapped; many suffer un
necessary impairments which diminish
their capacity to benefit from education.
This is waste. It is a waste of lives, a
waste of talent, and an economic waste.
We can, and will, through the projects
that will be financed under the new pro
gram set up by section 532, put an end
to some of this waste. The projects will
provide screening, diagnosis, preventive
services, treatment, correction, and
aftercare for poor children. And, in
communities where there are school
health Programs, but where diagnostic
and treatment services are inadequatc,
the program will make it possible to
maximize community resources and to
provide adequate followuP to the school
health program. They will also bring,
for the first time, as a result of an
amendment I proposed, hope to the fain
ilies of thousands of emotionally dis
turbed children.
The Federal Government will provide
up to 75 percent of the cost of these
projects. The funds will be made avail
able to the State health agency or to
local agencies or teaching hospitals with
the State agency's consent. Over the
5-year period, the legislation authorizes
appropriations increasing from $15 mil
lion in fiscal 1966 to $55 million in fiscal
l970-a total of $200 million.
The bill also authorizes the National
Institute of Mental Health to survey
available resources for dealing with the
problems of emotionally disturbed chil
dren.
I say to each of my colleagues that we
will never vote for money better spent.
I will go further. I say that money is
not spent, but invested, and ultimately
saved. Healthy, educated children will
not become burdensome figures on the
welfare rolls-they will be strong,
straight, useful, contributing partici
pants in America's future.
I think that not only in America but
everywhere around the world, in every
society, People give Particular considera
tion, they exhibit a special compassion
for children. That is based on more than
some kind of universal emotional re
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action. For every society Is mirrored in continue to be productively employed
its children. Their faces-the joy, or long after their official "retirement."
the sorrow-reflect much of the charac- The social security program has from the
ter of their society. Orderliness or dis- very beginning been designed to encourlocation, freedom or restriction-in age individuals whenever possible to reshort, the vitality and strength of a so- gard the program as a supplemental,
ciety is seen in its youth.
rather than a substituted source of inSo if we are here paying particular come after retirement. Other provisions
consideration to the children of this of this very bill enlarge that concept by
country, it is proper. If we are especially substantially raising the amount of inconcerned-and concerned about the come that an individual may earn withchildren of the poor-that too is Proper. out a reduction in social security benefits,
The stability, the strength, every aspect
But for the largest number of the aged,
of this country's future, depends upon social security benefits are very near to
our expressing that concern today and being their only source of support.
renewing it tomorrow, next year, and in
Our goal is to maintain their security,
the years to come. America can have no their dignity, and their self-sufficiency.
better defense, and indeed there is no We cannot do that by consigning them
more certain guarantee of future great- .to live at levels we condemn as unacness, than healthy and educated young ceptable.
people generation after generation.
In addition to the 7-percent cash benePUBLIC ASSISTANCE IMPROVEMENTS
fit increase, the legislation makes a numA third part of H.R. 6675 makes im- ber of other significant -nd desirable
portant changes in the public assistance changes in the OA3DI program.
programs. One such change will result
It will make benefits payable to chilin about $150 million in additional Fed- dren of deceased or disabled workers uneral funds being paid out through the til the child reaches age 22-so long as
State public assistanc6 grants. The he is a full-time student at a public or
matching formulas for the assistance accredited vocational school.
programs are amended by the bill to
This change in the law will make it
provide increased Federal participation more fair and more realistic. There are
of about $2.50 a month per recipient in about 295,000 children 18 to 21 years of
the programs of aid to the needy aged, age who have suffered the loss of parental
blind, and disabled, and about $1.25 a support and who would qualify for $195
month per recipient in the programs for million in benefits arinually. If one of
needy children,
these young people is attending a vocaAnother change which H.R. 6675 tional school or college full time, he Is
makes is the removal of the restriction just as surely dependent, in any reasonon Federal participation in assistance able sense of the word, as he was before
programs where the recipients are in he reached 18. if we expect these young
mental or tuberculosis hospitals. Years men and women to become self-reliant
ago this limitation might have been rea- citizens-and to do so in spite of the
sonable. At one time, people institu- heavy burden imposed by the loss of a
tionalized as psychotics or tuberculars parent-we must do everything in our
were virtually given up as hopeless. Tre- power to insure their opportunity for full
mendous advances in medical techniques and complete education. This provision
for the treatment of these conditions is an excellent step in that direction.
now make the outlook far more hopeful.
The bill will also make actuarially reThe original limitation in the law was duced benefits available to widows at
based on the assessment that these pa- age 60. If these benefits are claimed by
tients required long-term institutional 185,000 widows, as estimated by the Decare-which was a State responsibility. partment of Health, Education, and WelBASIC SOCIAL SECURITY COVERAGE EXPANDED
fare, about $165 million will be paid out
in 1966. It also liberalizes the definition
Finally, Mr. President, in the fourth of disability and the conditions for paypart of this monumental piece of leg- ment of disability benefits; and it will
islation, we perfect and expand the basic make limited benefits available for a
social security coverage,
transitional period to persons over 72
Most important, we increase social se- who have met at least half of the present
curity benefits, across the board, by 7 requirement for minimum coverage,
percent.
Finally, it will bring 170,000 self-emThis increase has been long overdue. ployed Physicians under the coverage of
It Would have been enacted last year, the social security system.
if the conferees had been able to reach
Mr. President, this is a great, a monuagreement on a Medicare program. I mental piece of legislation and I urge
think it is, therefore, wholly proper that its adoption.
the increase is made retroactive to JanMr. President, I cannot close without
nary 1, 1965. This will mean an addi- paying great tribute to those in the Detional $1.2 billion in benefits paid during partment of Health, Education, and Welfiscal 1965. The 20 million people who fare. I pay tribute to my successor,
are receiving social security benefits face Secretary Anthony Celebrezze, for his
rising living costs with a fixed income, hard work and energetic efforts in behalf
For most of them, their social security of this measure.
benefits constitute their major source of
I pay tribute to Wilbur Cohen, Under
support.
Secretary of the Department of Health,
Certainly it is true that social security Education, and Welfare, who has labored
benefits are intended to furnish only a so hard and faithfully over these many
basic floor of income security to the aged. years for improved social security. I
For many aged persons, these benefits Pay tribute to Robert Ball, Commissioner
are only a supplement to earnings from Of Social Security, to Bob Myers, the
limited employment. Many of the aged actuary whose figures we rely on In the
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Committee on Finance and in Congress,
to Charles Hawkins, Sid Saperstein,
Michael Parker and all those who have
labored long hours, and sometimes
around the clock day in and day out over
these many years in the effort to accom
plish this monumental piece of legis
lation in the Department.
And let us never overlook the massive
contribution made by our colleague, the
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER
soN] who will be remembered in history
as the coauthor of this measure. His
years of patient, unflagging leadership
and devotion to this cause has resulted
in the victory he is about to achieve.
Mr. President, personally, I take pride
in the fact that I have long and consist
ently urged the enactment of these mea
sures into law, and I do so once again.
I believe that within the next day or
so, all of us, as we vote on the pending
bill, will earn a debt of gratitude from the
19 million people over the age of 65, from
the many children who will be benefited,
and from the future generations who will
thank this Congress for having enacted
this landmark piece of legislation which
will mean so much for all the people of
the United States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BASS
in the chair). The Senator from Illinois
is recognized.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I
wish to pay tribute to the Senator from
Connecticut [Mr. RiBICOFF] for the
magnificent work which he has done to
achieve adequate hospital and medical
care for the aged and proper care for
children in need.
The Senator was a magnificent Gover
nor of Connecticut. As the Secret-ary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, he
moved these programs along very
markedly. Now, as Senator, he has
worked with the Senator from New
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] and others in
developing the present legislation. The
Senator is perhaps the most knowledge
able man on this subject, along with the
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER
SON] in the entire Senate.
I wish personally to express my thanks
to him. I am sure that the country in
due course will realize the great contri
bution which the Senator has made.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I
thank the senior Senator from Illinois
for his gracious remarks. I have always
been deeply impressed with the depth
of knowledge and dedication to principle
shown by members of the Committee on
Finance, and especially thm senior Sen
ator from Illinois.
As Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and
now as a member of this committee, I
have watehed the care and diligence with
which legislation, which comes to us
from the executive branch, is scruti
nized I have observed the independent
action, marking up, discussion, and in
troduction of new ideas from the mem
bers of the Committee on Finance.
I know of no greater committee than
the Committee on Finance. It is a great
honor and privilege to be a member of
it.
I welcome the privilege of associating
with men like the senior Senator from
Illinois. I am pleased with the great
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courtesy and grace of our chairman, the
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD3, and
and every other member of the committee, whether the member is in an agreement with the proposed action on a
measure or not,
I cannot conceive of any committee in
any legislative body working harder on
any measure than has been the case with
the pending measure.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Connecticut. I
know that the Senator from Virginia,
when he reads these words in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD tomorrow morning,
will be greatly pleased at the deserved
tributes which the Senator from Connecticut has paid to him,
Mr. President, I can agree with most
of what the Senator from Connecticut
has said in his substantive suggestions.
There is one suggestion, however, which
I reluctantly, and after long consideration, have concluded would not be in the
public interest. That is the proposal that
there should be, as I understand, an unlimited amount of hospital care without
coinsurance. I believe that this would
entail excessive costs and would lend itself to an abuse of hospital facilities,
I believe that we have already gone
extremely far to help the aged in the
Pending measure. The bill would provide for 120 days of inpatient hospital
service in each spell of illness. This was
60 days more than was provided in the
bill which came to us from the House.
For the days of entitlement used beyond the first 60 days and up to 120 days.
there would be a coinsurance feature,
with the patient paying an amount set
initially at $10 a day. This is approximately one-quarter of the average daily
hospital cost in the country, which is
now approximately $40 a day.
We have also provided coverage under
the hospitalization insurance plan of the
services of the hospital specialists by
means of an amendment which I submitted, and which I am very glad was
adopted in committee. This amendment
would permit coverage under the basic
hospitalization plan of the hospital services of radiologists, anesthesiologists,
pathologists, and physiatrists where
these services are arranged for and billed
through a hospital. Therefore, we would
provide a much wider range of services
than would have been provided in the
House bill, which was stripped down
almost to custodial care. We would extend hospital care for 60 additional days,
subject to the patient paying an additional $10 a day. In addition, we have
extended nursing home care, after hospital care, up to 100 days. This would be
80 days more than was provided for in
the House bill. These additional days
would be subject to coinsurance, with the
patient paying $5 a day for all days over
20. Therefore, in any spell of sickness,
we would Provide for up to 120 days of
hospital care, subject to the initial deductible of $40 and the payment of $10 a
day for the days in excess of 60, and up
to 100 additional days of nursing home
care, subject to a'deductlble of $5 a day
for the days in excess of 20.
In addition, we have added what I bebelieve may turn out to be one of the
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most valuable features of the bill. This
amendment would provide for up to 175
posthospital home health visits by visiting nurses and therapists, and homehealth -aids. I regard this provision as
extremely important,
We have virtually provided complete
coverage in one form or another for each
spell of sickness. What the Senator
from Connecticut would now propose to
do would be to provide unlimited hospital care,
In the long development of this program, we may come to that. It is most
appealing to our emotions and to our
sympathies. The actuaries inform me
that the present provisions would care
for between 97 and 98 percent of. all
cases. I grant that the remaining 2 or 3
percent may be very serious cases.
However, I do not believe that we can
expect the initial bill dealing with this
subject to meet every contingency.
Thirty years ago, when we were working On the problem of unemployment
insurance and as a citizen I was taking
some part In suggesting and drafting
legislation, we freely granted that we
could not start with a system which
would care for all the unemployed. But
we did wish to erect a first line of defense
against unemployment, and then, we
believed, public assistance, voluntary
efforts, and private savings could erect an
additional bulwark. But we proceeded
on the principle that we should not from
the start try to provide for unemployment compensation which continued for
prolonged periods of time.
We have improved the unemployment
insurance laws gradually-but not as
much as they should be Improved. I
would like to see the adoption of the
Proposal by the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY], but I say that in
the initial steps of a nlew program we
cannot try to take care of everything at
once.
We followed the same principle in connection with the social security system,
We first provided rather modest benefits and covered employed persons,
whether wage earners or salaried, but
we did not include the self-employed,
As time went on, however, we brought
additional people into coverage, and we
added benefits for wives, children and
widows. Supplementary voluntary insurance plans also came into being. So
while we do not have a unified system of
old age security, by any means, we have
a variety of efforts which have supplemented the original plan,
I think this is a safer path to follow in
this untried field of hospital and medical care insurance for the aged.
I am very happy indeed that we have
added the voluntary plan B to the basic
plan. The basic plan covers hospital,
nursing home, and home care. The supplementary voluntary plan covers medical and surgical care.
We are taking on a tremendous load,
and I hope very much that we shall not
be burdened down with unlimited hospital care. Mr. Myers, to whom the
Senator from Connecticut has paid just
tribute, estimates that, on the basis of
past experience, the added cost in the
initial year of this amendment would
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be $200 million. That is in the first
year. Its level cost would be about $275
to $280 million. This would amount to
about one-tenth of 1 percent of Payroll.
But I point out that this estimate.
like all estimates, Is primarily based on
past experience. There is a big factor
in unlimited hospital care which I think
actuaries cannot probe, but which needs
to be taken into account. If people are
assured of unlimited hospital care, many
of them will want to stay in the hospital
and not be moved into nursing homes or
into their own homes even though there
is no medical justification for their
remaining in the hospital and their
doctors recommend that they be dis
charged.
Mr. President. a hospital is a very
pleasant place, if one becomes adjusted
to it. If I may mention a personal
experience of my own, it so happens that
I was wounded in the concluding days of
the war and found myself, about 2
months after I was wounded, in the
Bethesda Naval Hospital. I had a series
of operations and stayed there more
than a year.
One morning, after I had been there
nearly a year, had breakfast served in
bed and had read the morning news
paper, the thought went across my
mind, "This is a rather pleasant life.
It would not be too bad for me to stay
in the hospital.",
It so happened that my future was not
hopeless. I had many things to look
forward to, and a life outside that was
interesting and worthwhile. I loved my
family and wanted to lead an active life.
The fact that the mere thought of re
maining in the hospital had crossed my
milnd frightened me severely. I realized
that I might acquire a "hospital psy
chology," and so I immediately started
to work to try to get out of the hospital.
I think we should reflect on the likely
feelings of many people over the age of
65 who are in the declining arc of their
lives, with not much to look forward to,
but to whom, as to me, there would open
up a very pleasant prospect of staying in
the hospital. Under those conditions
there would be great reluctance to get
out of the hospital on the part of a very
large proportion of elderly patients.
The Senator from Connecticut will say,
"But the doctors would get them out."
Doctors are subject to Pressures, too.
While doctors can order people out of a
hospital, nevertheless, if those who are
in the hospital want to stay in and put
up a struggle, they can become quite ex
pert in discovering and perpetuating ill
nesses, and it will be hard to get them
out.
So this estimate of an initial cost of
around $200 million, and an ultimate cost
of Perhaps $275 million, to my mind is
very much less than what the actual cost
would be.
There is another point involved. The
vast majority of persons Can get Suf
ficient hospital care in 60 days-certainly
in 120 days-and this is the most expen
sive type of care that can be given. The
average hospital cost in the country as
a whole is $40 a day.
The average nursing home cost is
about $10 a day. Most people who need
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custodial care should be in a nursing the estimated cost of $250 million which ditional step by making provision for a
home rather than in a hospital. A hos- was the cost of the amendment first of- catastrophic illness.
pital is for grave emergencies, for opera- fered before the Senate Finance CoinThe time has come when we should
tions and the like; but we should not mittee.
take this step. I would hope that the
make our hospitals warehouses for the
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. other Members of this body would recog
senile aged, nor should we make them HARTKE] introduced his extension, which nize the problem and would go along
warehouses for those who are indisposed, would cost $140 million. Therefore, with the additional step to provide pro
The bill which is now before us, by there was a difference of $110 million. tection against catastrophic illness as it
putting an upper limit on the amount of Before appearing on the floor on this strikes our senior citizens.
hospital care which can be given, will measure, I called the office of the SecreMr. PELL. Mr. President, will the Sen
tend to stimulate the patients to get out tary of HEW to determine again the ator from Connecticut yield?
of the hospitals-not onto the street, actual cost and have them recheck the
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
but into the nursing homes, and also figure. They said that the figure would
Mr. PELL. I rise to ask the Senator
into their our homes, where medical and come to $18 million, out of general rev- from Connecticut if his approach to this
nursing attention can be given sufficient enues, to pay for the first lear's cost of matter is not similar to that which is
to meet the needs of the patient.
the additional Protection provided in the practiced in Australia, where emphasis
I believe that this is highly essential in amendment.
is placed upon the catastrophic illness
any
hospital-nursing-medical-surgical
If we have a measure which will cost as opposed to initial illness.
program, that patients should receive $6,797 million how do we say to the 19
I have always believed that there is
social insurance protection which will be million persons over 65 years of age that only so much money which can be spent
adequate in the overwhelming propor- if they suffer with the major tragedy of in this direction, and that it should be
tion of cases, but which will be far less a long-term illness, while we are willing spent on catastrophic illness. True, they
costly than if beneficiaries are granted to spend $6,797 million we will not spend are fewer in number, but they axe also
perpetual occupancy of costly hospital another $18 million to help them? How far more devastating in their effect upon
beds, which probably 98 percent will not do we explain to our constituents-how an individual family than an initial ill
need,
do we explain to the folks back home- ness.
Mr. RIBICOFF. In reply to the Sen- when Mary Jones is in the hospital sernIf there is any question of paring down
ator from Illinois let me say, first, that ousIy ill with cancer, or with heart dis- the benefits, then benefits should be
I am sorry he and I are on opposite sides ease, that after 120 days she must get out pared down in the earlier periods and
of this issue, because in most votes in of the hospital if she cannot pay the bill? not In latter periods. If, as the Senator
the Finance Committee and on the floor
I believe that we have reached the from Connecticut proposes, we can do
of the Senate we are together on almost stage of a bill so extensive and so wide both, so much the better. It is for that
every issue that comes along,
that today we must take this additional reason that I am pleased, indeed, to sup
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is true.
step.
port the Senator's amendment and would
Mr. RIBICOFF. Philosophically, I beIt is ironic that the author of the hope that if there is any compromise to
lieve, we are rather well attuned. I am amendment, the Senator from Illinois, be made, we shall not compromise on the
sorry that the Senator from Illinois op- defends-the Hartke amendment, has catastrophic illness portion but rather
poses this particular amendment. Let joined as a cosponsor of the Ribicoff on the earlier portion.
me point out that the bill provides for amendment for catastrophic illness beMr. RIBICOFF. I thank the Senator
the expenditure of $6,797 million. We cause he recognizes, too, that his amend- for his contribution. This proposal is a
hope, by adoption of this measure, to ment while going a step further-does little different than the Australian situ
take care of the basic health costs of not take that needed step in order to as- ation, because my understanding is that
persons over 65 years of age,
sure the aged of the proper health care in Australia the great burdens come on
To me, it seems most unfortunate that which they need.
an individual in the early stages of an
having come as far as we have, we have
The Senator from Illinois talks about illness. The bill takes care of the early
still failed to take that additional step persons going to a hospital and staying stages, but fails to go along on the cata
and provide protection against catas- longer than they ordinarily would. It strophic basis. It is my contention that
trophic illness,
is ironic, as I listen to his argument, if we are to take care of this problem
It is true that we are talking about 2 which happens to be the argument of we should not overlook the most serious
percent of those over 65. That 2 percent the administration as well, that this is part, when a catastrophe strikes.
happens to represent 380,000 Americans. exactly the same argument used against
Even considering the cost of $180 mil
Any one of those 19 million Americans the original King-Anderson binl, when lion, basically we have added to the bill
ovr65 could be one of that 380,000.
we talked about giving persons 60 days $700 million to $800 million more than is
over
w ektoaheeApr
hospital care. Our argument was that contained
the House bill. Even in
What doe weistreek wtoa acheve?,pear- we could not do that because people conference in
we could anticipate that the
dsonseover65
edis astrc
enriths
caneraheart would overutilize the facilities and Senate would have to recede In certaln
Udieaste, orl nees areprious opterationy
would go to hospitals and would not instances on some of its expenditures
Undrahebil
rpote, ate 6 dysleave, and therefore they would be there over and above the expenditures in the
he must pay a coinsurance charge of for 60 days.
$10 a day for an additional 60 days or a
I
re
opoettehsia
aii
House bill. If the conferees should have
totaldesumoofr$600.
Thehoadditionali80-to
recede to the extent of $180 million,
doaysuin af nurs0 Thoe wdicostl the ties, the fund, and the program, there would still have funds to take care we
of
days
ursig
n a hom wil cos thewas carefully worked into all those billsthsadiolcveg.
patient $5 a day. That is $400, or a total a hospital utilization provision underthsadiolcveg.
of $1,000 cost to the aged patient-14 which each hospital would appoint a
However, not relying on that situation,
million of whom pay no income tax, committee composed of the doctors serv- I have always felt that we in the Senate
whose means are liquid, who do not even ing on that hospital staff, plus those from have a responsibility, and that responsi
have the means to pay so large an the hospital administration, to examine bility is that if we propose an expendi
amount. But above that, we have the the Patients, and to examine the stays, ture we should be candid with ourselves
tragic and high cost involved in a long to make sure that a person does not re- and indicate where we are to get the
and serious illness which can strike every main in the hospital longer than neces- money.
older Person. This is the great fear that sar~y.
We make it clear that these people will
hangs over the minds, hearts, and spirits
Therefore, we come down to the final not get something for nothing, because
of all those over the age of 65.
days of the bill, after a decade of argu- whatever the expense, we shall have to
I have listened to the figures quoted by ment and decade of debate, to decide pay for it, and it will be $180 million.
the Senator from Illinois. Let me point now what we are going to do.
The point I make is that since we are
out that the figures I have cited were
The Senator from illinois asserts that spending $6,797 million in connection
given me by the Department of Health, he recognizes the argument to this issue with the pending bill, $180 million is a
Education, and Welfare.
We have next year or the year after.
very small sum in comparison with the
leaned over backwards in rechecking
I say that the time is now, because we overall expenditures involved, especially
these figures. The first cost estimates will pass the bill within the next 24 to when we consider what we are giving
was $110 million, arrived at by applying 48 hours, and we should take this ad- to the people of this country.
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I thank the distinguished Senator a full idea; if the idea has come, let us
from Rhode Island for joining me as not do a patchwork job, if we can do a
a cosponsor of the amendment. I have really good job. I say the time to do
so listed him on the amendment which that job is now.
has been submitted.
That is why I propose this amend
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I should ment. I have thought about the prob
like to ask one other question of the lem for many years. There are many
Senator. Not being a member of the parts of the program that one does not
Committee on Finance, I do not know the advocate or advance because one is not
thought processes that went into the de- in a position to do so. However, I have
velopment of the bill in committee. Why always felt in my heart and mind that
was not the catastrophic illness consid- it would be tragic not to provide protec
ered as the prime problem with which to tion against catastrophes. When we add
deal, and then work out the other prob- up the entire cost of the bill, and realize
lemns? Why was not the first effort de- that we can take care of the catastrophic
voted to that problem, rather than illness and give assurances against that
Putting It at the end? If there is only great sword of Damocles hanging over
so much money to be spent, why was it the head of our people, and can do it
not thought best that the initial 4 or 5 for $180 million, we would make a great
days be Paid for by the individual, but mistake if we failed to do so.
on a catastrophic illness the first day
I hope that when the amendment is
should be covered, and then move for- called up, we shall be able to convince
ward?
a majority of our colleagues In the Sen
Mr. RIBICOFF. The basic reason, I ate that this is the course we should
believe, is that the program basically is follow.
patterned on the program that has been
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I congratu
advocated for a long period of time. The late the Senator from Connecticut. In
feeling is that the average person goes my opinion, the first and most important
into the hospital for a comparatively step is the catastrophic step, and that
short stay, such as 5 or 6 days, and that the other steps follow thereafter. I hope
therefore we do not wish to burden him this idea will also appeal to Senators.
with taking care of his basic illness, be--_______
cause a person could not pay for the
initial stages. It was asked at that time,
how much he could be asked to spend.
Of course, over the years, the King-An
derson bill did not contain part B of the
pending bill, which Is the supplementary
part, which has to do with the payment
of physician's services.
It is interesting to note that most of
the opponents of medicare have always
talked about catastrophies, and not
about taking care of the Initial stages.
It is ironic, now that we are ready to pass
a bill with an amendment before us
covering catastrophic illness, that the
people who complained because we were
not taking care of catastrophic illnesses
are now saying we are taking care of too
much.
If we are to do the job at all, we should
do it right.
I understand that on many measures
we take one step at a time. We have
been dealing with this measure for many
years. I have been involved with this
program since 1961. Various provisions
have been debated prior to 1961, for ap
proximately 5 or 10 years before that.
After long debate, after bitter arguments
have been waged for or against on this
subject, there is no question in my mind
that there is a consensus concerning the
bill.
If I may paraphrase the distinguished
minority leader, the Senator from MI1
nois [Mr. DiRKsEN], who time and time
again on the floor of the Senate has
said that there is nothing to stop an idea
whose time has come, my contention is
that the time has come for medicare.
This could be seen in what happened to
the bill in the other body. It will be
seen by the overwhelming vote by which
this measure will pass In the Senate
within the next few days. If the Idea
has now come, let us make it a good
idea; if the idea has come, let us make
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The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERKc On page 285,
line 15, Insert before the period the fol
lowing: ";except that, for purposes of
this subsection, in applying subparagraph
(C) of paragraph (1) of such section
105 (b) the date of enactment of this Act
shall be considered to be the date on
which the organization filed its certificate
under section 3121 (k) (1) and any ref
erence, in paragraph (4) of such section,
to such paragraph (1) shall be consid
ered a reference to the preceding provi
sions of this subsection."
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may suggest
the absence of a quorum and that at the
conclusion of the quorum call I may be
recognized.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BAss
in the chair). Without objection, it is
so ordered.
Mr. KUCHELT. Mr. President, the
plain Engish of the amendment I offer,
and the reason for it, occur in a para
graph or two of a letter which Vallejo
General Hospital has written to one of
my colleagues in the House of Represent
atives, Hon. ROBERT L. LEGGETT, under
date of November 1, 1963. I ask unani
mous consent that the entire letter be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
VALLEJO GENERAL HosprrAL,

Vallejo, Calif., November 1, 1963.
Hon. ROBERT L. Lxccrrr,

House of Representatives,
Washi~ngton, D.C.
DEAR BOB: Hello fivom Vallejo.
I hate to add to the many problems which
I know you are burdened with, but we have
a problem here at the Vallejo General Hos
pital which concerns a rather large portion of
our employees and, I might add, voters of
Vallejo.
I am sending you all the information I
think would be of interest to you concerning
this problem and don't want to repeat myself

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration

in this communication, so will try to be as
brief as possible in outlining this problem.
This matter pertains to social security cov-

erage for employees working for a nonprofit

of
H.R
te bll
665) toproide
t prvid a hoos-corporation.
It would seem that in 1952,
of te bll (.R.667)
pior to my coming here, when the hospital
pital insurance program for the aged went nonprofit a certain requirement was
under the Social Security Act with a sup- not met, wherein the employees should have
plementary health benefits program and signed a certain form indicating they wished
an expanded program of medical assist- to be covered under social security. However,
ance, to increase benefits under the old- all through the years the employees had soage, survivors, and disability insurance cial security withheld from their wages and
system, to improve the Federal-State the hospital contributed its share of the tax,
publc asisanc
prgram, ad fr oherthe money was paid to the Internal Revenue
purposes.

publc

asisanc
prgram,

ad

fr

oherDepartment, until 1958, when it was called
to our attention (6 years alter we became

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask that
it be read. After it is read I intend t
sugesttheabsnceof qurum sotha
suggst
asencte ofa qurum so hatmet
the distinguished majority whip, the
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] may
be present when it is taken UP.

nonprofit) that our employees were not eli
gible to be covered under social security unless they elected to do so.
Under the guidance of a representative of
the Internal Revenue Department we com
pleted all of the forms he requested us to and
all of the requirements he laid down, and
were guided by the fact that we only had to
have a certain percentage of our employees
sign up in order to have all employees
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covered. Our big problem at the time in
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I quote
getting 100 percent signatures was that some from the letter, for the information of
people had left us and had gone to other those who may care to read:
parts of the country, some people were away
on sick leave, some on vacation, and we had coThis matter pertains to social security
a limited period of time in which to get the cverage for employees working for a nonreport back to the Internal Revenue Depart- profit corporation. It would seem tha~t in
ment.
1952, prior to my coming here, when the
We completed all of these forms and hospital went nonprofit, a certain requirethought that we were in good standing and ment was not met, wherein the employees
everything was settled, but to our dismay, a should have signed a certain form indicating
number of years later, in the early part of they wished to be covered under social se1962, It was brought to our attention that curity. However, all through the years the
a large number of our employees would not employees had social security withheld from
be covered because they had not signed the their wages and the hospital contributed
in105.
mplyeeIts
share
tax, the money
was paid to
whorwas 195ociually
onformAtualyoneforer
ethfrmremly
Itra of the eeu
Dprmnutladequate
seurtywa8rope b-Section
cause this was brought to light, two other 15,when it was called to our attention
employees who were about to go on social
(6 years after we became nonprofit) that our
security and were inquiring as to their status, employees were not eligible to be covered
were advised that they had none because the under social security unless they elected to
do so.
money was not credited to their account. although the money had been paid to the InIn the light of that problem, which I
ternal Revenue Department in San Fran- may say is not unique to one hospital
Cieco. In addition to this, we then discovered oth
SaefrmwihIc
ehe
that some 17 employees who were still working f or us were not covered. We proceeded Department of Health, Education, and
to work through the local social security Welfare prepared an amendment for
office on this matter with a Mr. Macler and Representative Leggett, dated July 1,
have spent approximately 2 years In having 1965. In its covering letter, the Departhearings and doing what we could to con- ment said:
vince the social security department that we
Enclosed, In accordance with our co nversahad complied with all of the requirements
tion In your office on June 30, are several
imposed upon us b the Internal Revenuecoisfadrtofaehnal
Service. However, one employee was used as
a test case and the hearing examiner, Mr.
I stress the word "technical"Pope, found against that employee.
amendment to the provision of H.R. 66'75,
Subsequently, some eight employees have which the Senate Finance Committee added
banded together as a group, hoping to ob- to the bill in order to take care of situations
taim a more favorable hearing by virtue of such as that involved in the case of the
appearing as a group. Mrt. Pope has heard Vallejo Hospital. This technical amendthese people, but has not as yet rendered a ment Is necessary to remedy a defect in
decision. His statement to me, however, was that provision which, in turn, resulted from
that he did not see any way in whioh he oversight,
Could find favorably for these people because
the law was pretty specific on this matter.
I stress the word "oversight."
I ae rttntote mria Hsitl
With this change the provision in H.R.
Association, the California Hospital Associa6675 will more effectively carry out its intion, the Department of Social Security, the tended purpose.
Department of Internal Revenue--all to no
Also enclosed is a brief explanation of the
avail,
provision in H.R. 6675 and of the enclosed
I did receive from the American Hospital amendment.
Association's representative in Washington,inacrwthisosatdectono
a Mr. Bernstein, a telephone call advising
Thus I am in a position to say to the

me that this type of thing has happened to

able and distinguished Senator from
numbers of people throughout the United Louisiana, the Senator in charge of the
States over the years and that it is not too bill, that the amendment was prepared
diffcul mae
tohavean
i th djutmet
doiffiscult
haeganladiussent
ito
made thethe by' the Department of Health, Education,
soile serityo
preguatios a' rndghavthese and Welfare, is approved by the Depeg ople coecred-ori perhaps ism
wrng imndsapartment, and constitutes a change,
mengsoial snerityai perhaps isAntI'amnd-tcncl
nntrtormd
h
mentto he ct-'m
eveue
ntenal ot tchncalin
atur,
t reedythe
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tended to apply to a situation where a non
profit organization filed the waiver certifi
cae,
anhterafe
repo
vrtednsom
employees as covered who a ndetnl
failed to signify their concurrence in writ
ing. Most of the noncovered period result
ing from this failure by these employees
was taken care of under a special provision
enacted in 1960 by the Congress, and this
provision of the bill was Intended to take
care of a small hiatus in reported wages
which still exists for some of these employees
and with respect to which the necessary
taehvebnpidHovrhel
tuaxes hav beetin paid.IHoweer tehenican-y
ug
fscin36()i
o ehial
to accomplish this purpose.
316(d), as presently written. re
quires certain stated conditions to be met
for the validation to be effective. These
conditions were written to be applicable to
stain
hr
mlye
akcvrg
stain
hr
mlye
akcvrg
only for a period before a waiver certificate
Is filed, and they are therefore not applica
ble to the type of situation section 316(d) is
ent to take care of. The proposed
amendmentatwourdmadd languageetotsection
316(d)mwhic would assanuage thathsecton
ditions are applicable to situations where
employees require coverage for a period after
a waiver certificate is filed-which is the
purpose of section 316(d).
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi

dent, the amendment has merit. I know
o

orao

h

tsol

o

eare

to, so I do not resist it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amnend
ment of the Senator from California [Mr.
KCEI
KcE]
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KTJCHEL. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate reconsider the vote by
which the amendment was agreed to.
M.LN
fLusaa
oet
lay that motion on the table.

h

Temto

oint

agreed to.
Mr. KUCHEL.

ayo

olyo

h

al

h

al

a
a

I thank the able Sena
His cooperation is

tor from Louisiana.

the pccrincipe ofsobtainin
comprncpleely mertorious.
f

aebilawich is

ilhchi

copelymrtius

i The PRESIDING OFFICER.

The bill
isopen to further amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the

Secretary of the Senate, in the engross
ment of various reported amendments to
sure. I do know that reference was made to situation by providing that after a H.R. 6675, be authorized to make print
the social security amehdments of 1960; how- Waiver has been filed on the part of a
cretosi
h
mnmnss
ever, they
a part
wereofnot
theing
atually
h out
mnmnss
evr
er teotatalya
atoftenonprofit
corporation, and the appro- that cretosi
they read to strike
certain Ian
permanent record, but appeared as -a foot- priate consents have been ified by the gaeadisr
e
atrisedo
note because It pertalned to the fact that employees, their social security may inserting
ner matter
atvaios
e
slaesando
there was a certain date established under include benefits previously paid for by isrigMte
tvrospae
n
which these people would be covered or not
bnftwhcwolntbe
then striking out certain relative Iancoerd.AsI
ndrsan
I,
tthem,
beeiswihwudntbln
ovrdAsIudrtnititmerely is a
asguage in each instance.
matter of changing this date under which cluded under the wrigof
the bill as
RSDN
FFCR
ihu
these people are covered, since all money has it Was reported by the Committee.
been properly paid; these people do want to
Mr. President, I ask unanimous eon- objection, it is so ordered.
be covered, they do want to retain the bene- sent that the statement by the Depart- dent ILsNd toftheudskiana amndent
Mr
fits they have earned by virtue of paying ment of Health, Education, and Wel- aend, askn tha thbe reskad.
edmn
over all these years.
fare be printed at this point in the adakta
ed
tb
I am submitting to you the correspondence RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
I had with Mr. Pope, plus the original cor- "
hr
en
oojcin
h
tt-clerk
will state the amendment.
respondence I had with the Internal RevThr
en
oo~cin
h
The legislative clerk read as follows:
ttenue Service and a copy of the Hearing on ment was ordered to be printed in the
On page 324, line 1, strike out "11965", and
the one test case of Ruth Donato.
RECORD, as follows:
Inert "11966".
Anything you can do to help these people
Under section 816 of the Senate bill (as
On page 324, line 16, strike out "1965",
of Vallejo to be covered under social security under present law), a nonprofit organiza- and insert "-1966"-.
will be greatly appreciated, not only by my- tion must file a certificate waiving its exOn page 349 between lines 12 and 13, In
self and the hospital, but by the employees, eslPtIOn from social security taxes in order sert the following new section:
who are quite anxious to have this coverage, for its employees to obtain coverage under
"SEc. 342. (a) Clause (B) of section 1402
My best regards to you and Barbara.
social security. For the certificate to be (e) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
Sincerely,
effective in respect to any employee, he must 1954 (relating to time for filing waiver cer
Louis P. Fmtx,
concur In writing.
tificate by ministers, members of religious
Administrator.
Section 316(d) of the Senate bill is in- Orders, and Christian Science practitioners)
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is amended by striking out 'his second taxable year ending after 1962' and inserting
in lieu thereof 'his second taxable year
ending after 1963'."
(b) Section 1402(e) (2) of such Code (relating to effective date of certificate) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the

following new subparagraph:

"(D) Notwithstanding the first sentence
of subparagraph (A), if an individual files a

certificate after the date of the enactment
of this subparagraph and an or before the
due date of the return (including any ex

tension thereof) for his second taxable year

-

SENATE

reopened several years ago. I offered the
amendment to reopen the period. I am
sur that there would be no objection
to the amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The amendment would merely extend for a longer
time the period of election for ministers,
I do not believe that there would be
any objection,

I shall not move to reconsider if the

amendment is agreed to, so that a motion

to reconsider may be made later.
Mr. COOPER. I am in favor of the
amendment.
after 1962 and all succeeding years".
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
(c) The amendments made by subsections question is on agreeing to the amendment
(a) and (b) shall be applicable only with offered by the junior Senator from Lourespect to certificates filed pursuant to sec- isiana.
tion 1402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 after the date of the enactment Of
The amendment was agreed to.
this Act; except that no monthly benefits
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
under title II of the Social Security Act for bill is open to further amendment.
the month in which this Act is enacted or
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiany prior month shall be payable or in- dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
creased by reason of such amendments.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- clerk will call the roll,
dent, as Senators know, ministers can
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
have social security coveragr. only if they the roll.
elect to participate within 2 years A. ordiMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
nation. Public Law 88-650, enacted ask unanimous consent that the order
October 13, 1964, opened up the period of for the quorum call be rescinded,
the election for existing ministers who
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withhad not previously elected to participate, out objection, it is so ordered.
if they did so before April 16, 1965.
Mr. MALNSFIELD. Mr. President, I
Although it would be, in general, un- send to the desk an amendment, and ask
desirable to reopen this election period for its immediate consideration.
because of antiselection against the sysThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
tern by ministers waiting to join until amendment offered by the Senator from
they are older, there are certain special Montana will be stated.
circumstances that argue for a reopening
The legislative clerk read the amendat this time.
ment, as follows:
First, the period permitted by Public
On page 116, following line 7, insert the
Law 88-650 was short, approximately 5 following:
months.
"The term 'medical care' does not include
Second, and much more important, amounts paid for facilities, devices, and
many younger ministers did not choose services customarily Used primarily for pur-i
to participate when only retirement and poses
other(A).than those specified in subparagraph
survivor benefits were available, but now,
On page 117, strike out lines 12 through
when health insurance would be PrO- 22 and insert in lieu thereof:
vided, they would be forever barred from
"(d) Section 213 of such Code (relating to
coming in under present law,
medical, dental, ate., expenses) is further
My amendment would provide for an amendedextension of the period of election to
" (1) by striking out subsection (c) of such
April 15, 1966, by the addition of a new section, andoscmpecletinofoiascu
section 342 to the bill. The only ote
"(2) by striking out paragraphs (1). (2),
chngwul
ta
ee nededwoul
eee tht
wulher
chane
wuld
bethisand (4) of subsection (g) of such section."
the striking out of "April 15, 1965" wherMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President%it
ever it appears in section 331, and the is my understanding that my distininsertion, in lieu thereof, of "April 15, guished colleague, the Representative
1966."
from the Second District of Montana.
The necessary amendments could pos- Mr. BATTIN, proposed to offer this
sibly be adopted as a committee amend- amendment when the pre-sent legislation
ment during the floor debate,
was before the House, but, unfortunateThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The ly, the answers which he required did
question is on agreeing to the amend- not arrive in time. It was his intention
ment offered by the junior Senator from because certain serious cases had been
Louisiana.
brought to his attention by some of our
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, has this constituents in Montana. We of the
amendment been cleared on both sides? Montana delegationL share his concern
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do not be- and feel this amendment should be
lieve so. However, I do not believe that adopted,
there would be any objection. I would
Therefore, I am offering this amendbe glad to withdraw the amendment if ment now.
the Senator thought there would be any
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
objection,
question is on agreeing to the amendThis amendment would provide a little ment of the Senator from Montana [Mr.
more tune for the ministers who elect to MANSPIELD].
Participate. I shall not move to reconMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presisider.
dent, as I understand the amendment,
Mr. COOPER. I am in favor of the the purpose of it is to allow taxpayers
amendment. The election period was; to deduct the cost of hiring nurses and

ending after 1963, such certificate shall be
effective for his first taxable year ending
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doctors for some of the cases in which
very high medical expenses are involved.
The general argument for the amend
ment is that, if the Federal Government
is to pay the expense for medical serv
ices for American citizens, many of
whom have made no contribution for it,
it is only fair that those who must have
nurses around the clock and very high
medical expenses, far beyond that which
is provided by the bill, should be per
mitted to deduct the expense of this very
high medical cost.
The Senator from Louisiana was a
sponsor of a piece of legislation, some
years ago, providing that a person of 65
or over who had very high medical ex
penses could deduct those expenses
against his income for tax purposes.
The Finance Committee had approved
that principle on a number of occasions
when it had been very closely limited.
I understand that the cost of this
amendment would not be very great. It
would seem only fair to this Senator that
if a citizen pays a large amount of medi
cal expenses, it should be a deductible
item.
So I would have no objection to the
amendment. I would hope the distin
guished ranking Republican member of
the committee would take a good look at
it and see if there is any objection to It
on his side of the aisle. In the meantime,
I state that I am willing to take It to
conference.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithOut objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HART. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Michigan is recognized.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, today, we
are considering one of the broadest and
mos ope
olcin
fscaeu
rity body.
amendments
everpass
brought
before
We must
judgment
on
a new plan of basic hospital insurance
benefits under social security, a new vol
untary supplemental plan of medical in
surance for the aged, major changes in
the social security benefit structure, new
Federal guidelines on and participation
in Kerr-Mills programs and a general
streamlining and strengthening of a
myriad of programs in the areas of child
health, public assistance, and mental
retardation. Each of these topics merits
extensive study and debate. However,
the one clear and overriding issue before
us today is undoubtedly those portions
of the bill known collectively as medicare.
I doubt whether any of us here will
ever have the opportunity to vote on a
more important piece of domestic legis
lation. The program we are going to
pass in this body will be a declaration
of economic independence for millions
of Americans. This hospital and med
ical insurance plan will, I am fully con
fident, put an end to the folly and the
waste that has characterized this Na
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tion's treatment of its senior citizens Federal tax funds collected from all the
people may not be used to provide benethroughout the 20th century.
There is, in my view, nothing more fits to institutions or agencies which dishypocritical than to encourage citizens criminate on the grounds of race, color,
to work to earn homes, to raise and edu- or national origin. This principle will,
cate children, to pay taxes, to spend of course, apply to hospital and extended
their lives contributing to an economy care and home health services provided
and a way of life unequaled anywhere under the social security system, and will
in the world and then, when they are require institutions and agencies furtoo old to contribute further, subject nishing these services to abide by title 6
them to the humiliation and planned of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Although the hospital, and medical inpoverty of means-test medicine. I am
hopeful that the proposed legislation will surance programs are major strides forput an end to that hypocrisy for mul- ward in this proposed legislation, there
is another facet of health protection
lions of Americans.
By so doing, we wrnl be fulfilling a which is far more important to many;
prophecy made nearly three decades ago namely, the incentive for improvement
by Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He said: in State Kerr-Mills plans. We must reWe have accepted

*

* *

a second Bill of

luctantly realise that there are still

nights under which a new * ** security and among us those unfortunate few who exprosperity can be established for all-re- Perience Poverty and illness beyond the
gardless of station, race, or creed. Among scope of any economically feasible social
these are-the right to adequate medicalinuacprgm.Tsbllotny
care and the opportunity to achieve andinuacprgm.Tsbllotny
enjoy good health; the right to adequate Provides incentive for better health care
protection from the economic fears of old for the independent aged, but also offers
strong guidelines for a new streamlined
age.
approach to comprehensive health serv
The fulfillment of that prophecy is not ices for those on welfare programs serv
solely the work of this body or of Con- ing the blind, disabled, and dependent
gress, but the victory in a battle that has children.
oecm
feigo
I eursa
ranged across all those years and involved some of the finest men ever to ptrehenivescare toffrecive gfmreae Fed
peraensuppocrt, and proheibit mranyroFethe
enter this country's service.
ouhiastrelativ rponsth
I am particularly proud of the pro- sraluprad pracie
posed legislation, not so much for my- bilat patiess which hav eplaguved KerrnsKrr
self but for the many fine men and Millttstpogaswinh thae plast.
women from my home State of Michi-Milprgasnthps.
Mr. President, many of us remember
gan who have contributed so mightily
the fears that were expressed when the
in shaping its form and its victory,
My senior Senator and wonderful social security system was first proposed
friend, PAT McNAMARA, has been the out- and debated 28 year ago-that it would
standing spokesman for the aged, and regiment Americans, be administratively
has given immeasurable help to the unworkable, financially unsound, cripple
formulation and success of this plan. and impede private life insurance and
Its enactment will be one more dramatic pension programs. We know today how
achievement to the credit Of PAT unfounded those fears were. The medi
McNAMARA. My longtime friend and cal profession has expressed great fear
adviser, Wilbur Cohen, has worked dili- for the health of the people, the quality
gently as the principal architect of this of medical service and the future of the
legislation and has been invaluable to medical profession if this program is es
Members of both the House and Senate tablished. I remind the Senate that 30
in hammering out a workable, financially or so years ago tremors of apprehension
ran through the medical profession when
responsible program.
In addition, such people as Dean voluntary health insurance plans were
Fedele Fauri, of the University of Mich- being started. Then, also, cries of "so
igan's School of Social Work, Dr. Wilma cialized medicine" were heard from
Donahue, of the university's institute many physicians.
In starting anything new we must
for human adjustment, and Mr. Charles
O'Dell, the able director of the retired study the problem and situation care
workers division of the UAW, have fully, and consider equally as carefully
worked long and diligently for the inter- the views of those who believe the pro
ests and the dignity of our senior citi- posed step is unwise-there are always
zens so well promoted by the proposed those who believe that anything new or
different is unwise-and if we are sure
legislation.
I am sure that all of these good people that we are on the right track, go ahead.
share my joy in seeing the fine product I believe that the proposed program will
of the Finance Committee's deliberations, be a godsend for the aged-and, in due
Last year, most of us supported a pro- course, all of us will be aged-I believe
graan of hospital insurance for the aged that it will be a boon for the country,
through social security as a major step for the hospitals, and-though they can
toward first-class citizenship for the not Imagine it now-for the medical
aged. I, for one, could not be more profession.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I com
pleased that we now have the opportunity to support a voluntary medical in- pliment the distinguished Senator from
Michigan for an excellent statement. I
surance program also.
In addition to the new economic inde- am proud to associate myself with every
pendence it will create, I am hopeful that thing he has said.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, I am very
the bill will Promote first-class citizenship in another fashion also. We de- grateful for the remarks by a man who
cided last Year, and wrote into law, that has been sensitive to this problem and
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has given national leadership to it for
many years more than I have.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
a quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I also
ask unanimous consent that I may speak
on an extraneous subject for 20 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos
pital Insurance program for the aged
under the Social Security Act with a
supplementary health benefits program
and an expanded program of medical as
sistance, to increase benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and
for other purposes.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
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President, I ask unanimous consent that
the order for the quorum call be re-
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mum benefits from being exceeded), amounts
payable by reason of this subsection shall not

Mr. SMATHERS. Let me say to the
able Senator from Rhode island that I
be regarded as part of the monthly benefit of believe he has in many respects a worthsminded,
such individual.wheamnmnitattishekd
"(5) Any Increase to be made in thewhlamn
etitattishekd
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment
of problem which he seeks to answer and
out objection, it is so ordered,
payable to or with respect to any individual which we will have to wrestle with, ob
The question is on agreeing to the shall be applied after all other provisions viously, in the future.
amendment of the Senator from Mon- of this title relating to the amount of such
As I understand the Senator's amend
tana [Mr. MArisr=nnJ.
benefit or payment have been applied. if ment, what he is; talking about has noth
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I the amount of any increase payable by rea- ing whatever to do with medicare.
ask unanious
conset that th pn-son
of the provisions of this subsection is not
M.PELThSeaoiscrct
ang uamndment, whcsnthastunderstand- a multiple of $0.10, It shall be reduced to
Mr. PEMA.TheRSenIto rees tor scial
Ing aendmnt,
wichas I ndertandthe next lower multiple of $0.10.MrSAUE
.Itefstooca
it, has been offered by the majority lead"(6) Whenever the Secretary determines security payments. The argument is
er, be temporarily laid aside and that that the application of the foregoing provi- that as the cost of living goes up, or goes
the junior Senator from Rhode Island sions of this subsection will result in an down, social security benefits Will be
[Mr. FELL] be recognized to offer an actuarial deficit to the trust funds estab- increased if the cost of living goes up at a
amendment.
lished by section 201 of this Act, he shall certain fixed rate, and if it goes down,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. report the matter to the Congress together soilscrt
eeft
ol
log
HARiisin
he
hai).Is
her
obectonwithsuch
changes
in in
social
onia seuritubnefints wouldalsonago
Hiiars
char).
i th s tere bjecion security
tax recommended
schedules or such
changes
thedonIfw
ru itoa
eltoay
to the unanimous-consent request? The wage base, or both, as, may be necessary to period.
Chair bears none; and it -is so ordered.
offset such deficit."
Mr. PELL. If I may correct the SenAMENDMENT NO. 283
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, my amend- ator, there Is no- provision for the cost
of
going down, because never In
Mr. FELL. Mr. Presidentment, which I submitted on June 17, is ourliving
history, thus far, have
we gone into
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mc- intended to link the social security sys- aydfainr
eid
tpoie
o
NAMARA in the chair). The Senator from temn directly to the cost of living, which is gongp
dfatindrwoulod.also payrorvitegoin
Rhode Island is recognized.
compiled monthly by the Bureau ofgonup,
intatd the Scearysof
l
Healoth Edu-g
Mr. FELL. I canl up my amendment Labor Statistics. This is a very uncom- cation, tand Whelfereare woul deathErmin
No. 283 and ask that it be stated.
plicated amendment--if the Bureau de- how much additional funds were neces
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The termines that the cost of living- has gone sary, if there were an actuarial de
amendment will be stated for the infor- up 3 percent, then social security bene- fcec.I
ycac
hr hudb
mtoofteSnt.fits
will be adjusted upward by the same deflationary period, the Secretary of
The legislative clerk read as follows: percentage.
HatEuain
n
efr
ol
coTorLvIGnqaszr DNi~a
Although my bill does provide that if then have the authority to report to ConSsc. 328. Section 202 of the Social Security the cost-of-living increases result In an
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof actuarial deficiency in the trust funds, grew any changes needed in the tax rate
the following new subsection:
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Mr.tetaal wMAT
eR
Hase teSeao
"Cost-of-Living Increase in Benefits
Welfare shall report this to
iingrss from RhodeIslan recive the Seassur
"(w) (1) (A)

tion-

for purposes of this subsec-

with recommended additional financing,

acso

increases,.ol
I recognize, Mr. President, that the
Senate Finance Committee did not have
the opportunity to consider my amendment when it conducted hearings and
markup sessions on H.R. 6675. I am
grtfe.htte
omte
i
c

eloe
no.W
edt
e h
technicians on it so that we can always
keep the beneficiaries of social security
ejyn
ee
fIcm
hc
tI
te jointentione of iconges thac tthe
th ineio
ofC grstathy
should always have.

h

eao

rmLusaa

this provision should not be necessary. r EL
o oasuacsfo
h
It has been pointed out miany tunes Seatr. from. LouisianassuThics wasmdone
anua aerg
oera alnaryer fthe that social security cash benefits are con- at the staff level.
Consumer Price Index (all items--United servatively financed. one reason for
M.SAHESItwudbmyhp
States city average) published monthly by this is the actuarial assumption of a if hegt.
asuane
E
froml us, tha thise
the Bureau of Labor Statistics; andifhgoasuncsrmutaths
"(II) the term 'base period' means the constant earnings level projected into matter would be looked into. It will have
calendar year 1964.
the future, even though our past eco-toblokdioinhefur.Ite
"(B) For purposes of determining under nomic history has shown a rising earn- Sntorb
shouled insoisth fuponrvoting ether
ths ubecio
te
e cntm f nceaeings level. This is all explained on page up or down on his amendment at this
(if any) of the price index for any year over 129 of the committee report which is be- particular time, I have the feeling that
the price index for the base period, the price fore the Senate.prblyathem
enwcodd
index for the base period shall be regarded
If earnings do rise, as can be cofi feoatbhis am tendmentecul
e
as 100 per centum.detyepcea"aig"wnrsl
fethsa
nmnt
"(2) As soon after January 1, 1966, and as dnl
xetd
svns
ilr~l
Mr. PELL. I would not disagree with
soon after January 1 of each succeeding yea in the system because of the weighted the Senator on that.
as there becomes available necessary data benefit formula. This "savings" should
Mr. SMATHERS. Which I believe
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the be more than enough to finance the wudb
on
nijsiet
hti
Deatmn
o
aor heScetr
salcost-of-living Increases my amendment Very good thought.
determine the per centum of increase (if any) provides. The proposal I am making, is
ahrta
aethtocradmd
In the price Index for the calendar year end- then, self-financing. As wages and aRatter ofarecord Ihtseems tod metate
inowtv teelseo
the prieidxfr eceding December Prices rise-wages usually at a faster on the basis of this colloquy, and the asove ndx
tepriefr hebas prid.For rate-the savings from advancing earn-suacsttweoldgtfmth
each full 3 per centum of increase occurringsuae
ttweoldgtfmth
In the price Index for the latest calendar year ings level will finance the cost-of-living Senator from Louisiana, this matter
"(i) the term 'price index' means the

with respect to which a- determination is
mae nacodacewthtispaarahovr
the price index for the base period, there
shaUl be made, In accordance with the succeeding provisions of this subsection, an
-incenase
of 3 per centumn in insurance benefits
payable under this title.
"(3) Increases in Insurance benefits provided under this subsection shell be effective,
In the case of monthly benefits, for benefits
payable with respect to months in the oneyear period commencing with April of the
year in which the most recent determination
pursuant to paragraph (2) is made and ending with the close of the following March,
and, in the case of lump-sum death benefits,
with respect to deaths occurring during such

one-year period.
"(4) In determining the amount of any

Individual's monthly insurance benefit for
Purposes of applying the provisions of section 203(a) (relating to reductions of benefits when necessary to prevent certain maxi-

gratified thatowthe committeeldhdvact
favorably on a proposal that I and other
Senators supported-to raise the income
limitation placed on beneficiaries from
$1,200 per year to $1,800 per year.
I now return to the cost-of-living
amnmnadwudakteSntron
fronm entorianidh would consider
Snthe

armendment, whetheriwould bensappro
pratendeto haveavthero it atothi timep

pit
ohv
oeo ta
hstmdnwl
or how he would feel concerning it.
I should like to mention that there
have been staff-level discussions on the
amendment
Louisiana.

with

the

Senator

from

Tcncly
study.

o
ed twl aet
Withna
ra
ea
ftouh
n
Wt
the assurance that that

would be done, I hope the Senator from

Rhode Island would not insist on a vote
his amendment and that he withdraw
ittemporarily.
MrtLNhoeousan.Mr
rei

dent will theG Seaor fromuRodeIsandM.Pei
h eao rmRoeIln
yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KEN
NEDY of New York in the chair). Does
the Senator from Rhode Island yield to
the Senator from Louisiana?
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MANSFIELD AmENDMENT To H.R. 6675
Mr. PEEL. I am glad to yield to the the amendment which I originally ofThe Mansfield amendment deals only with
fered, and ask that It be stated.
Senator from Louisiana.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the maximum limitation on deduction of
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President,
this amendment presents some problems, amendment will be stated for the Infor- medical expenses (Income tax deduction).
law places maximum limitations
wichI Isawae,
a sue te atio oftheSente.Existing
ofSeato
upon the total amount of the, medical exThseao
InThe LEGSLtIVeSenat.
ifr whe addncotof iingwae
one bichg tat
deduction which a taxpayer can be
CE~x.TheSentorpense
Th LFGSLAM
ifwe
one
ddeinost thtf lvin
automatic increases to the bill, it will be from Montana proposes a revised amend- allowed in any 1 year. Generally, the ceiling

argued that we should do the same thing
to the Federal pay raise bill, and then it
would be argued that the same principle
should be extended into other fields,
beas mny
tat
Itheri neessry
placed
eels menarytsa asrebea
restraining emntaspossible
sirl.Naurll,
upn n nfatonr

we must increase social security benefits

when the cost of living goes up, but if
we rush to increase them automatically,
thereultcoldbe ha i woldbeadding to an inflationary spiral and rushing
the whole trend.

Senator from Rhd
themeritorio]undamendment.n
However,
IslandLohasiaa

ment. On page 137, strike out lines 22, is fixed by multiplying $5,000 by the number
23 and 24 and on page 138 strike out of the taxpayer's exemptions (other than
lines 1 through 8 and insert in lieu those for blindness or age), subject to upper
limits Of $10,000 (for a single taxpayer), and
thereof:
ectin 23 o suh Coe (elaing$20,000 (for one who is married). Where the
b)
medtical dental, etc.,epenes isfrelther taxpayer or his spouse or both have attained
65 and are disbaled, however, upper limits
ute
alcd
omendcld- naecepne)i
(1) by striking out subsection (c) of such of $20,000 and $40,000 become applicable
a specia set of rules.
setoadunder
llefeec toveat
5inth
remvd
Houstebill
thinen
(2) by striking out paragraphs (1), (2),
tingment of0the age65i the00rlesitagovernand (4) of subsection (g) of such section.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
after discussing the original proposal
with the distinguished Senator from
oiin

maximum limiltations for the
M.LN]adte~$10,O0O0$20,GO0
nondisabled.

amndmnt.guished ranking minority members of
Islnd meitoiou
as
Part of the reason' why we have this the Committee on Finance, the Senator
7-percent increase is that there has been from Delaware [Mr. WmILIm~sJ, I find
that it is advisable, in view of the law as
an increase in the cost of living,
As the Senator knows, I have not had it now exists and the position taken by
an opportunity to study the amendment the House Ways and Means Committee
in committee. I would welcome an op- and by the Senate Finance Commnittee,
portunity to study it and see if, we could that the revised amendment be present
notwok utsomething; but I do not as is, because it is more in accord
believe we could do so on the floor of the the thinking of the two committees Concerned and more in accord, in reality,
Senate and do the subject justice.
,Mr. PEEL. I understand that. Let with the objectives desired by those who
m~e make the point that I realize it would are plagued with terminal and other

be intellectually dishonest to call for an kinds of illness.
Mr.
Mr. WILLIAMS of "Delaware.
increased benefit without providing for
the funds with which to pay for it. That President, will the Senator yield?
I yield,
Mr. MANSFIELD
Is why, in my amendment, I have speciMr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I thank
fled that whenever the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare de- the Senator from Montana for modifytermines that the applications of the ing his amendment. As one 'member of
amendment would result in an actuarial the committee, I have no objection to the
deficit in the trust fund, he shall report amendment as modified. I believe it
to Congress and reco~mmend needed achieves a worthy purpose.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
changes in the tax rate or wage base.
It might be the wisdom of the Finance congratulate the able majority leader for
Committee that it should be tightened presenting his amendment. It is a very
an
i usenato hamedmethogh ofa
cesrtainbhae
up further to provide for an actual schedf
a
huh
eao
hti
ule of changes, or an increase in the base ceti
upon which social security taxes would iand presented it to the Committee, the
be paid. It would seem to me to make committee would have almost unanisense that the base should be increased mously been in favor of it. I hopes the
rather than the rate increased, because Senator from Louisiana will be willing to
accept the amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I have disIn an inflationary period it would mean
that more people would be paying on a cussed this matter with the Senator from
Mnaaanithsbedscsdalo
wage base of $6,600.
mihtbosmewthathe Senato from Deelawaruse, whso
h
eaae
ihteSntrfo
esm
I would hope that there
sort of thought that we might even have probably understands tax law as well as
anyone. The staff has studied It. We
hearings held in the Finance Committee
believe it is a good amendment. The
on the subject.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I would be Treasury Department believes it is a good
I hope the Senate will
happy to hear witnesses on the subject amendment.
at the next opportunity to consider a agree to it.
OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING
social security bill. On that basis, I
hope that the Senator would not insist question is on agreeing to the amend-

on his amendment at this time.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, with that
understanding, I am glad to withdraw
my amendment, and I hope that ade-.

quate hearings will be held.
Th RSDN FIE.TePresident,
RESDIN Te
The
OFICE.

amendment of the Senator from Rhode
Island is withdrawn.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I thank the
Senator.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
send to the desk a revised amendment for

that these rules would apply to all disabled
taxpayers and spouses without regard to their
ages. The House bill retained the regular

ment, as modified, offered by the Senator
from Montana.

The Finance Committee approved the
higher limits of the House bill for the dis
abled under age 65.
The Mansfield amendment, as Modified,
eliminates all maximum limitations on the
medical expense deduction. Thus taxpay

ea undeir meiagex65ewlleb alwhihaed to deducts
ares inecess
allpecnto medcajepesesehic
their
Those age 65 or over will be able to deduct
all theit medical expenses. The 3 percent
floor under existing law does not apply to
taxpayers aged 65 or over and the Mansfield
amendment does not change this.

Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I call
up my amendment.
OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk proceeded to state
the amendment.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with,
and that the text of the amendment be
printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows.
On page 17. lines 15 and 16, strike out
"for up to 120 days during any' spell of Ill
ness".
On page 17, lines 17, 18, and '19, strike out
"for up to 100 days during any spell of ill
ness".
On page 17. lines 20 and 21, strike out "for
up to 175 visits".
On page 18, strike out lines 2 through 16,
and insert In lieu thereof the following:
"ih
(b) Payment under this part for inpa
tient psychiatric hospital services furnished
to an Individual shall not be made after such
services have been furnished to him for a
total of 210 days during his lifetime.",
On page 19, strike out lines 8 through 15.
On page 19, line 16, strike out "1(d) " and
h
u "o
, ie21 tik
insr "(c)
1tieot"oh
firstn175 visis"%. ln

Beginning with the word "The" on page

19, line 23, strike out all through line 2, on
The amendment, as modified, was page 20.
on page 20, line 3, strike out "(e)" 'and
agreed to.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. . Mr. insert "1(d) .
On page 20, beginning with the word
the Senate has already apmenmen. Iask"subsections" 'on line 3, strike out all through
pove th Masfild
5, and insert in lieu thereof "subsec
et.Iskline
asedamn
poeth
(b), Inpatient psychiatric hospital
of tion
analysis the
that anfollowing
consent
unanimous
services",.
be printed
the amendment
f -ad
nag20lie1,srkou
vote-on the amendment.
().n
tieot
Onsepage) 201 ie1,
There being no objection, the analysis
on page 21, beginning with the Word
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
"Such" on line 1, strike out all through line 6.
as follows:
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additional cost over the present bill of
$18o million. I have made provision in
my amendment for the payment of this
additional cost out of the general
Ontepage2,lne2,ise".scharc
on page 36. line 2, insert -I(1)"-after " (a)... revenues,
When we consider that the total
on page 36. line 13, strike out "(1)" and
amount Involved in the bill before us
Insert "(A) ".
On page 36, line 24, strike out "(2) " and is in the sum of $6,797 million, I believe
it Is shortsighted on-our part not to
insert "(B) ".
on page 37, between lines 19 and 20, insert authorize $180 million in addition, to
the following:taecroftetaicicmtne
11(2)In addition to the amounts that aretaecroftetaicicmtne
appropriated (under the Provisions of para- when an individual might have to go to
graph (1) ) to the Trust Fund, there are au- a hospital because of a serious illness,
thorized to be appropriated to the T1rust such as cancer, or heart disease, or a
Fund from time to time such sums as the serious operation.
With the acceptance of this amendSecretary deems necessary for any fiscal year
in order to place such T1rust Fund in the ment by the Senate we could make it
same position at the end of such fiscal year possible to take care of the great fears
if payment that overhang our aged.
In which it would have been
under part A for services furnished an in
It is true that it does not cover the
could not
illness
of
spell
a
during
dividual
overwhelming majority of the people of
be made for"(A) Inpatient hospital services (including this country. However, it Involves some
Inpatient psychiatric hospital services and 2 percent of persons over 65. This
inpatient tuberculosis hospital services) means that approximately 380,000 peofurnished to him during Such spell after such ple every year suffer from an illness
o
htpoie
osfrbyn
services had been furnished to him for one ta
o
htpoie
osfrbyn
hundred and twenty days during such spell, ta
plus the amount of one-fourth of the inpa- in the bill before us.
worst
the
It would be a tragedy of
tient hospital deductible for each day of such
services furnished after the sixtieth day and kind if we were to leave these 380,000
before the one hundred and twenty-first day people over 65 faced with a serious Illness without the means of paying the
per person;
"(B) post-hospital extended care services costs of that iliness.
Under the circumstances, I have
furnished to him during such spell after
on page 22, strike out lines 3 through 8.
on page 29, line 21, Insert "psychiatric"
nerpyhiti'
aote ipate29 ient",

such services had been furnished to him forofeemyaedetibeafomy
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one hundred days during such spell plus theofeemyaedetibeafom-thdcoronhesffndrmte
amount of one-eighth, of the inpatient hos- self, the Senator from Indiana [Mr.
pital deductible for each day of such services HAwRTEJ, the Senator from Rhode Island
[Mr. PASTORE], the Senator from Rhode
furnished after the twentieth day and before the one hundred and first day per per- Island [Mr. PELL), and the Senator from
New York [Mr. KENNEDY]. It is my inson; ands
1(C) post-hospital home health services tention to ask for the yeas and nays.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. -Presiduring any one-year period
furnished to him
described in section 1861(n) and after the
beginning of one spell of illness and before dent, I hope the Senator from Connectithe beginning of the next after he had re- cut will not insist at this time on asking
ceived one hundred and seventy-five visits for the yeas and nays, because the managers of the bill are discussing the atduring such period."
On page 111, lines 21 and- 22. strike out titudes and positions that they would
-(a) (1), (a) (2), or (a) (4) " end insert in like to take on the amendment. There
is some division of opinion among us.
lieu thereof "(a) (1) or (a) (2) ".
I hope the Senator will discuss his
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
bill before us is an outstanding bill, but amendment further. We will not deny
lacks one feature to make it a great bill, the Senator his rights, he can be sure.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, when
it fails to take into, account one of the
great problems facing our older citizens, we consider what is involved, I hope that
and that is, What happens to people Senators will realize the great mistake
over @5 who are faced with a cata- we would make if we failed to agree to
the amendment. When we analyze the
strophic illness?
The bill as it came to us from the other amount that is being spent, we find that
body provided for hospital benefits up to $4.813 million comes out of the trust
60 days, and benefits for nursing home fund,
Out of the General Treasury, this bill
care following that hospital stay for 20
Provides for expenditures of $1,384 mlildays, plus 100 home health visits,
During the discussions in the Coin- lion. Therefore we see that the bill almittee on Finance an amendment was ready specifically provides' for a subadded, under the auspices of the Sen- stantial expenditure to be paid out of
ator from Indiana [Mr. HARTKEI, which the general revenue.
WhIle $180 million is a large sum, It
would extend these benefits for an additional 60 days in the hospital, with the seems very small when we place It in
patient paying $10 a day, and 80 addi- proportion to the $6,797 million in expentional days in a nursing home at an ditures called for in H.R. 6675.
Let us consider the individual who is
additional payment by the patient of
concerned in this respect. It is true that
$5 a day.
This would mean tlat a person who the average person who becomes Ill and
had a serious illness, after the first 60 goes to the hospital might stay there
days, would be charged with a potential 5 or 10 or 15 days. The bill certainly
takes care of the person who stays for
liability of $1.000.
The cost of the Hartke amendment such a period of time,
Let us say the person stays more than
would be $140 million added to the
60 days, Under the bill, he is required
.House bill.
The proposal that I am making for to pay $10 a, day for an additional 60
hospital and nursing care would add an days, or $600. If that person goes to a

nursing home for an-additional 80 days,
he is required to pay $5 a day, or an
100
additional $4G00 rattlo
The figures show that 14 million 'of
these 19 million people pay no income
tax. The average person over 65 cer
tainly does not have the means to pay
$1,000. Above that, there is the question
of humaneness. What do We say to
Mary Jones, Any City, U.S.A., who suf
Shanhrhubd

fesfocacr

frsrmcneShadhrhubd
exhaust their savings in trying to cure
her. Under the present bill she goes to
the hospital and remains there for 120
days. She must pay $40 when she enters
the hospital and another $600 for the
remaining 60 days. Then, If there is a
question of going to a nursing home, she
has another 80 days, for $400, which
means $1,040. By this time the average
person over 65 has completely exhausted
his savings.
The argument which has been used
against the proposal is that we would
overburden the hospitals of this coun
r.Hwvr

nwiigteblalo

nwiigteblalo
r.Hwvr
us were very careful to make sure that
there would be no overutilizatiopi. in
order to do that we have provided that it
is absolutely essential for every hospital,
as a condition for being authorized to
come under this program, to have a utili
zation committee appointed from among
thdcoronhesffndfmte

hospital administration. These doctors
would examine into every stay of over
10 days. If thme stay is over 10 days, the
hospital review committee will deter
mine whether the person is overutilizIng the facilities.
The ironical part of that argument is
that this is exactly the argument that
was made by the opponents of the origi
nal King-Anderson Act. When the bill
was first introduced in 1961, the oppo
nents of even the 60-day proposal said
that this -was a terrible thing, because
the result would be that everyone would
go to the hospital.
Everyone over 65, whether he needs
-attention or not, will not go to a hos
pital. The same people who opposed
the program used the argument of overutilization in the element of catastrophic
illness. If the argument was a bad ar
gument then, the argument is a bad ar
gument now.
Mr. President, the amendment is most
worthwhile. It takes care of a basic
need. It would make it possible for us
to write a truly great medical bill that
would provide basic health protection for
19 million people over 65 and all the
older people who will follow.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, will the Senator yteld?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I am pleased to yield
to the distinguished Senator from Lou
isiana.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I could not
'agree with the Senator more that the
argument that the facilities would be
overuitilized is completely beside the
point, because unless the provisions in
the bill which would set up committees
in every hospital to see that the fadili
ties are not overutilized were strictly
adhered to and enforced, then there
would not be enough hospital beds in
America even to begin to take care of
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the Patient load that would be imposed
by the bill as it now stands.
The only way under heaven that we
could have enough hospital beds to look
after the people for whom the bill would
provide would be to have the committees say that when a person had been in
a hospital for 5 or 6 days and the hosPitals and doctors had done all they could
for him, he would be moved out. They
might either move him into his home or
into a nursing home. But they would
not keep that person in the hospital
when the hospital had done all that a
hospital is intended to do. Such a person would be taken into a nursing home
or into a private home for home care.
Mr. RYIBICOFIF. The Senator is absolutely correct. Those who use that argument have much less faith in the medical profession than I have. I am convinced that the medical profession will
have a key role to play once the bill is
passed. Ilam further convinced that the
medical profession will discharge its obligation under the provisions of the bill
to the credit of the profession and to the
benefit of the people of this country. I
am convinced that the utilization committees in the hospital will take their
duties seriously.
I am further convinced that the hospitals will not be overburdened, and that
there will be most careful scrutiny to
be sure that a person who should be in
a nursing home will not be in a hospital,
and a person who should be in a hospital
will notf be in a nursing home. There
should be that protection. Those who
have lived and fought for the type of program which I advocate recognize that
it would be a tragedy if we should overlook that means to make a good bill a
much better bill,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield further?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let us look
at the kind of case in which a patient
has a terminal illness. Let us say that
he has cancer and will die. There is
no way to save him. The young people
of this Nation will be paying for all the
medical expense that will be involved.
They will not be getting the benefit of
that expense directly. They will be paying for it. It seems to me that the least
we could provide for them is that if their
parents or grandparents had a terminal
illness, somebody must look after them
until God calls them home. Under those
circumstances, it seems to me that the
young people are entitled to expect that
their parents or grandparents would be
cared for in a hospital as long as the
hospital might have a chance to do
them some good, and when the hospital
could not do any more good they might
be moved to-a nursing home.
There is no point in Putting those
people into private homes when they
need to have constant medical attention
and somebody to look after them during
a terminal illness that might run for an
extended Period of time.
If the position of the Senator from
Connecticut is rejected, disappointment
will spread across the land. People will
say, "Yes; only 1 percent of the cases
have a long illness that might last be-
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yond the 60 days or beyond the 120 days."
But I again point out the disappointment
that will go across the land. The peopie have heard speeches in which it has
been said, "We are going to see you
through." There has been talk about
how the old people are worried about
having all their resources consumed with
a long and serious illness-perhaps an
illness that might take their lives; and
if it did not take their lives, at least
it would leave them with no resources
on which to live. After all the campaign oratory they have heard, I say
to Senators that though there may be
only a few cases involved, in every major
city in America there will be at least,
one case, and when Senators go out to
campaign, they will find their opponents
in every crossroads of America talking
about cases involving someone with a
Prolonged illness who was put out of the
hospital because of an inadequacy in
this bill.
I believe I could defeat any Senator
in any area of the Nation by showing
that old Grandpa Jones had been thrown
out for the vultures to take care of
after he had exhausted his resources and
the benefits available to him under the
bill. After all the fine campaign oratory we have heard to the effect that we
shall look after those people, we shall
never hear the end of it until we provide
for the serious catastrophic cases. my
thought is that most people who heard
the speeches made in the election campaign this last year and 4 years before
that thought that was the first thing
that we would take care of.
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator is absolutely Correct. I have lived with the
issue most intimately for 5 years. While
the bills have always provided and
spelled out the limited care and services that would be given, there is no
question in the minds of the people of
America and there is lodged in them a
sense of security in feeling that their
catastrophic illness would be provided
for in the bill,
The Senator is absolutely. correct.
Speaking of percentages, 1 percent is
190,000 people; 2 percent, which is astuallY the percentage involved, would be
380,000 people. But each of the 19 million people over 65 could be one of the
380,000 People, because when we reach
that age, serious diseases do strike,
When serious diseases strike, they keep
the person stricken in a hospital or a
nursing home beyond the 60 -days or 120
days specified.
Under those circumstances, let us face
up to the problem. We are now writing
a major bill. I believe that it is the
biggest, most important, and broadest
piece of social legislation ever passed
by the Congress of the United States. If
we are passing that kind of bill, let us
pass a bill that really has meaning, without leaving dangling in the minds of the
people the problems of a catastrophic
iliness forcing us to come back to it next
Year or the year after that,
We, as U.S. Senators, shall be hiding
our heads in the sands if we do not face
up to the issue now. The Senator from
Louisiana appreciates the problem, and
I appreciate the problem from the many
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conferences, I have had and the many
speeches that I, both as Secretary and
as senator have made across the land.
I recognize how the average person in
America would feel if his mother, father,
or he or she, over 65, were in a hospital
for cancer and after 60 days or 120 days
he would not be moved out if his own
doctor and the hospital utilization corn
mittee say to, "You, have to stay here
to save your life. You have to stay here
to be cured, and under no circumstances
can we put you out of your hospital bed,
because if we do, it means death."
If we are a humane people writing a
major piece of legislation, we should cer
tainly give great consideration to that
grave problem.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, what the Senator is advocating
would increase the cost of the bill about
3 percent. There are things in the bill
which, in my judgment, while meritori
ous and good, would have a much greater
financial impact on the cost of the pro
gramn than the present proposal.
For example, there is a meritorious
provision under which people over the
age of 65 would draw their full retire
ment benefits and earn $1,800. But as
between a ca-se involving a person who
has a prolonged illness and who sees all
of his resources going and who is not
able to work, and the case of another per
son who is drawing retirement benefits,
who is healthy, and who is able to work
and earn $2,000 or $3,000 in addition to
his social security payments. It makes
a great deal more sense that if we must
economize somewhere, we should eco
nomize in favor of benefiting the former.
So as between a person who has, to
speak, an income of $3,000 before his so
cial security check is reduced on a $1 for
$1 basis, and the person who has no in
come to speak of and who has exhausted
all of his resources, it makes all the sense
in the world that we should provide
whatever care is necessary for the cata
atrophic illness type of case, the type of
case every aged person worries about.
Suppose I become sick and have a long
illness which lasts a year, 2 years, or
longer. Suppose I get sick and do not
get well, and I hang on for a long time
before God calls me home. What will
happen to me? Those are the cases that
people really worry about. There 'will
be a great disappointment. It will be
discussed in every home and in every
hamlet in America. Every time one of
these catastrophic cases arise, the ques
tion will be asked, "Why did not Con
gress take care of this type of illness?"
The Senator is completely correct in
raising the issue.
The Senator from Connecticut, the
Senator from Louisiana, and any other
Member of Congress, trying to defend
themselves for maintaining an act that
would cause these Pitiful cases to be put
on the streets, would find themselves in
a defenseless position. Any one of us
would be ridiculed at election time when
he tried to explain why he would do so
much for so many who need so little but
so little for so few who need so mach.
Mr. RIBICOFF. One of the basic ar
gumnents that has always been made for
hospital care and medical care under so
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cial security is that those who are selfrespecting ought not to be placed in the
position of asking for charity. We want
them to feel that their needs will be
taken care of without their having to go
to the welfare department. But by refusing to add to the bill a provision for
catastrophic illness, we are making it
necessary for millions of people in America who are over 65 years of age, and who
cannot afford it, to go to a hospital and
apply to the charity department for assistance under the medical program or
the Kerr-Mills Act, in order to have their
bills paid. That will come out of the
General Treasury, because these are
open end appropriations out of State or
Federal funds, and we are constantly
appropriating matching dollars to take
care of people who cannot afford to pay.
But we are doing it under the same
social security system in this landmark
bill. In part B, we provide for $600 million, to pay $3 a month for every person
who is out of work, to take care of his
other expenses. That will come out of
general revenues,
We are doing that because we realize
that the cost of medical care involves
not only the hospital cost. In addition,
It is necessary to pay the doctor or the
surgeon. So we have added part IL. If
we do this to take care of the basic needs
and can say to the individual, "If you
have a scratch or a blemish -removed
from your skin, you can go to a hospital for 3 or 4 days, and the Government
will pay for It; but if you have cancer
or heart disease and have to go to a
hospital for 6 months or a year, the Govermient will not pay for it," where is the
commonsense, where is the humanity in
refusing to make such provision in the
bill? For the life of me, I cannot understand it.
The only basic weakness in the billand it is a great bill; I am enthusiastically for it-is the failure to understand
the great tragedy, the great fear that
hovers over each home in America where
someone is over 65. What will happen
to mother, father, grandpa, or grandma
if a catastrophic illness strikes? When
people talk about social security hospital care, they are not thinking of short
stays. In everyone's mind is the memory
of a long stay. Not only in the big city,
but in every hamlet, village, or town,
everyone knows about a person over 65
who in order to be cured had to go to
the hospital for a long stay.
It would be a tragedy if it were necessary to turn such persons down,
I should like to see this provision
added, because I think we can then say
that we have passed a really great bill,
Mr. President, I askc unanimous consent that the junior Senator from New
York [Mr. KENNEDY] be added as cosponsor of the amendment,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered,
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I am pleased to yield,
Mr. MILLER. First, the Senator from
Connecticut recognizes, does he not, that
catastrophic illness is covered, or at
least can be covered, under the KerrMills law?
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Mr. RIBICOFF. That is correct; but
the Kerr-Mills law is not in effect in
every State.
Mr. MILLER. That is so; but my
State of Iowa has an excellent medical
assistance program for the aged. I believe Iowa can carry its head high in
the realization that catastrophic illness
of the kind the Senator has described is
already taken care of. I see no reason
why it cannot be taken care of in Connecticut.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Although such cases
are being taken care of in Iowa, they are
being taken care of in part by the Federal Government, which provides substantial matching funds to Iowa. Basically, when we talk about a person having
his bill paid under the Kerr-Mill Act,
such bills are being paid for from the
State and Federal Treasury. So there
is no difference,
But we are now establishing a basic
system to take care of the sort of hospital
care needs and medical needs of the people of the country by means of a system
that will be nationwide under social security.
This could be a most peculiar program.
A person would go to a hospital for 60
days, and he would receive care under
the basic provision. For the next 60
days he would pay $10 a day for hospital
care or $5 a day for nursing home care.
After 120 days, he would have to go to
the State, under the Kerr-Mills law, for
welfare. The welfare department would
then check his finances, his wife's finances, his children's finances; he would
be asked if he owned an automobile and
how much money he had in the Main
Street savings bank.
Mr. MILLER. I was merely wondering what the difficulty is with respect
to asking'about property. In my State
of Iowa, as I am sure is true of Connecticut, there are persons who have resources. What is wrong about asking
them about their resources?
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator from
Iowa and I disagree. I do not know how
the Senator has voted on or felt about
such bills in the past. I have always
felt that one of the reasons for advocating the social security approach to problems of health needs is that in that way
people'are able to maintain their self
respect and dignity. People, as a matter
of right, earn over the years social security benefits. Now we are extending
'the social security benefits from cash
Payments for retirement to the field of
health insurance.
I do not believe that a person having
a small farm in Iowa or a retired worker
from one of the Connecticut factories,
who has spent a lifetime paying for his
home, ought to lose his home, whether
he be a farmer In Iowa or a factory
worker in Connecticut. There may be a
difference of opinion or difference in
philosophy; but so far as I am concerned, I want to save the home and the
little savings the Person has worked all
his life to acquire, whether in Iowa, Confiecticut, Louisiana, Mississippi, or Missouri.
Mr. MILLER. There is no difference
between us on that last point. -Iam quite
sure that the Senator from Connecticut
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will admit that he does not have a mo
nopoly of concern for catastrophic Ill
nesses among the people. The Senator
talks about building up social security.
But what are we going to do about 17
million people who are over 65 and have
never built up the social security needed
to finance them?2 Some of them have
never paid a cent of tax money for social
security benefits. Now it is proposed to
make every one of those benefits auto
matic. It seems to me it is little enough
to ask them whether they have adequate
resources to pay for the benefits.
Mr. RIBICOFF. With all due respect,
the Senator's figgures are incorrect. We
are talking about 19 million persons who
are over 65. Seventeen million are
covered by social security. Two million
are not covered by social security.
Recognizing basically that this is a
problem, and that the, program is im.
portant for all the people, we are pro
viding for the 2 million persons out of
general revenues in the amount of $285
million, There are 2 million persons who
are uninsured, not 17 million, as the Sen
ator said.
Mr. MILLER. Take the 17 million
who are under social security and the 2
million who are not under social security,
who are already over 65 years of age.
They have never paid a cent of tax
money for those benefits. They have
paid tax money for social security pen
sions, but not for the benefits.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Would the Senator
like to offer an amendment to exclude
the 2 million who are not included?
Mr. MILLER. No. This is one of the
objections the Senator had to the orig
inal administration proposal to protect
17 million.
Mr. RTBICOFF. I am at a loss to un
derstand. First the Senator says he -is
against bringing in 2 Million persons who
have not paid a cent. Now he says that
the administration was wrong not to in
dlude them.
Mr. MILLER. No; I said no such
thing. I said there are 17 million per
sons who are under social security and 2
million who are not under social security,
all of whom are over 65 years of age and
are covered by the bill, none of them
paid any money for the benefits.
The Senator is asking why we should
not be concerned about the resources of
these people since they would all have a
free ride. I1would have no objection to
the free ride for those who are without
resources, However, I 'suggest that so
cial Justice does not mean that we should
provide coverage for everybody regard
less of ability to pay.
I believe it is a strange concept of so
cial Justice that is being advanced.
Mr. RTBICOFF. Mr. President, the
Senator Is entitled to his opinion. I re
spect that opinion.
We have now debated this measure for
some time. I have been personally in
terested in the measure for 5 years. I
believe that the die is cast. The deci
sion will be made within some 24 hours.
The decision will be made on past his
tory.
I believe the debate has indicated that
the American people, as represented in
Congress, have felt that the time has
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come to do something wnder social se- floor and debating it, rather than merely It, that Is his privilege. However, let us
curity for the health care of the 19 mil- asking questions. When I believe in not proceed on the basis of personalities.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Not on the basis of
lion People who are at present over the something, I offer a measure to accomage of 65. The Senator from Iowa and plish that purpose and take my chances Personalities; but if the Senator from
I are diametrically opposed in our think- of winning or losing. If the Senator Iowa has an amendment, he should draft
from Iowa feels the same way, why does It and offer it, as all of us do when we
ing and basic philosophies.
have a proposal that we would like to
Mr. MILLER. We may be diametri- the Senator not do the same thing?
Mr. MILLER. The Senator from Iowa have considered by the Senate.
cally opposed over whether people who
_______
can afford to pay for these things ought might not have to do the same thing if
to pay for them. The position of the the Senator from Connecticut would
Senator from Connecticut is that people, modify his amendment.
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator from
regardless of their resources, are entitled to a free ride. The position of Iowa knows the parliamentary proce
the Senator from Iowa is that people, If dure. He knows how to amend an
they have adequate resources, are not amendment or to offer a substitute
entitled to a free ride. To that extent, amendment. My amendment, which is
the Senator from Connecticut and I are the pending business, is the Ribicoff,
Hartke, Pell, Pastore, Kennedy amend
indeed diametrically opposed.
I point out that the Senator and I are ment.
Mr. MILLER. The Senator from Iowa
in complete agreement over our concern
about catastrophic Illnesses of people, is quite aware of that fact. However,
and especially those who cannot afford the Senator from Connecticut has been
around long enough to know that quite
to pay their bills,
The amendment of the Senator is a often those of us who are trying to move
humane amendment. However, I believe forward in a constructive manner offer a
it goes beyond the demands of social jus- suggestion to a Senator who has a con
tice. It also overlooks another area of structive amendment, and the Senator
will modify his amendment. The Sena
social justice,
The Senator painted a very dim picture tors then move forward together.
If the Senator from Connecticut is so
about some of those who suffer catastrophic illnesses over the age of 65. I concerned about his humanitarism, let
have had relatives. in that position. him modify his amendment along that
However, what about people under the line and I shall support it. Let us not
age of 65? Is the Senator from Con- talk~about any past history.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I do not look f ornecticut not as concerned about a husband under the age of 30, who has a ward to the support of the Senator from
family and suddenly comes down with Iowa on any measure that I offer. There
multiple sclerosis and drags on for 6 or fore, I would not accept his suggestion
7 years, when he does not have the and incorporate it in my amendment.
If the Senator from Iowa believes very
wherewithal to pay the bills?
If the Senator from Connecticut is deeply about jomething, he can offer his
own amendment. I do not seek the supconcerned about humanitarianism, .why
does he not provide for those people in Port of the Senator from Iowa. Our phi
losophies are diametrically opposed.
his amendment?
MrMILR
M.PesdnIa
Mr. RIBICOFIF. The Senator constantly reminds me of people who are sorry thatthe Seatr.haesitaentsuc an
always against doing something positive.srytathSetohstknsuhn
They will always bring up another attitude in reply to a suggestion. The
point which has nothing to do with the Senator well knows that I have supopnorteofsone of his mesr.Ihajorn
issue, in an attempt to rationalize as to tobp
why they are not for something. I wouldtobacspnrofnefhimjr
rather be for something 50 percent than proposals. Although the Senator and I
may differ on other things, I believe that
not e fr anthig
"zro"percnt.
percnt.ta the Senator should still consider sugges
not benor anyerthingtzero
Ih doenaot understanoud thepointhat tions made by the Senator from Iowa on
the Snowanttor makes. Would thersona- their merits and nothing else. Those are
the exact qualifications on which I con
tor.nowLwntRt cover allapersons?
sider the proposals of the Senator from
Mr.wul
MiLLeR the Srvienator froms
trophic illness suffered by people who iongels.thaut--is theiwa wertan nought-t
Senate.gh
t
cannot afford to pay for their bills, re- opgerate. in aithe
h eae
oeaei
gardless of age.
I do not care whether a Senator is from
Mr. RIEBICOFF. There is nothing that
would prevent the distinguished Sena- Mississippi, Alabama, Connecticut, or
tor from Iowa from offering an amend- Maine. If the Senator has a measure
that deserves considerateon, I will supment to the bill, if he-wished to do so.
Mr. MILLER. Would the Senator Port It. If I believe that a Senator, from
from Connecticut support such an my own State or any other State, has a
measure that I believe is wrong, I will
amendment?
Mr. RI[BICOFF. Very few measures fight it.
We ought to proceed in the Senate on
are offered by the distinguished Senator from Iowa with which I find myself the basis of merit, rather than person
in agreement or able to support. I doubt alities. I have genuinely tried to support
that I would support many measures the Senator from Connecticut when I be
offered by the Senator from Iowa. If the lieved that he was right. I am sure that
Senator from Iowa feels very deeply the Senator does not want me to violate
about something, he should offer an my conscience and support him when I
th-ink his position is wrong.
amendment to make such a provision,
I have made a constructive suggestion.
The Senator from Iowa has the prerogative of offering a measure on the If the Senator does not want to accept
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old-age, survivors, and disability Insur
ance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and
for other purposes.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mvr. President, I
have heard from the distinguished sen
ior Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
ANDERSON], ,one of the parents of the leg
islation now under consideration, and he
has relayed me his views relative to the
Ribicoff amendment, as follows:
STATEMENT OF HON. CL1WTON P. ANDERSON,
A SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW
MEtxICO

Recently, President Johnson presented a
first retirement check to the 20-millionth
beneficiary of our social security system.
Under this program, 20 million elderly
widowed, orphaned, and disabled people now
receive a- regular benefit check. The bene
fits under the old-age, survivors and dis
ability titles of the Social Security Act will
total nearly $17 billion In 1965. I am sure
all my colleagues in the Senate share a deep
Sense of satisfaction In having a part in
fashioning such a massive program for hu
man welfare.
We are today considering vast improve
ments in that system-improvements In
benefits payable from the trust funds
amounting to $4.81 billion; the added costs

of public assistance payments will require
outlays of an additional $1.38 billion from
the general treasury.
The sense of pride and satisfaction we
share In developing such a program is only
tempered by our awareness of all the unmet
needs that remain. Huge as the additional
outlays are, we all know they do not-they
cannot-meet all the needs of all our citi
zens who look to these programs for eco
nomic security in time of need.
I fully share the feelings of my distin
guished colleague from Connecticut and
those who loin him In support of his amend
ment to provide additional hospital care
under the basic hospital insurance program.
The problem that confronts us all is that
there are so many appealing and worthy
needs that call upon our sympathies. The
cash social security benefits we are now
paying to retired workers average only about
$78 per month, those for the disabled about
$92 and for the widows of deceased workers

less than $70.

SOCIL

With the increases provided

in H.R. 6678, these will be raised to about
$83.50, $98.50 and $75 respectively. Doess
anyone In this Chamber think these are ade
quate? Of course not. Every one of us
would like to see them increased by more
substantial amounts.
And so it Is with the days of hospital care
to be provided. The bill which came before
your Finance Committee first proposed 60
days of care in a hospital-recognizing that
this met all the need for the great majority.
We are now proposing 60 more days on a
sha-red-cost basis, with additional nursing
home and home health care. We know that
even with these generous additions, the care
provided Will not meet every last bit of need
for every single individual with exceptional
needs, but it will prevent catastrophe be
falling millions of our elderly. The issue is
one of proportion and priority. our Nation
SEUR=MENDENTSIs indeed wealthy-but resources are not

SOCIL SCURIY
A ENDMNTSunlimited. The arguments for unlimited care
OF 1965

for the exceptional

case are appealing and

The Senate resumled the consideration have been eloquently presented. But they
of
H.R
te bll
665)
prvid aa os-are
no more appealing than those that can
ofH.R
te bll
665) tt prvid
os-be made for every
other category of benefits.
pital insurance program for the aged
We all know there will remain cases of
under the Social Security Act With a need that are not fully met by the insur
supplementary'lhealth benefits program
and an expanded Program Of medical
assistance, to increase benefits under the

ance provisions of this bill. There will, of
course, be a few--o very few-who will need
more than 60, oareven 120, days of care in a
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CONCLUSION
But there are also many retired posthospital care in a, skilled nursing inme remind Senators that the
workers for whom $80 or $85 a month is in- stitution. This adds~,up. to more than 7'1Let
sufficient-many widows for whom, $75, Is months of care during a single spell of Committee on Finance has already given
far too little. A reasonable limit on the illness, not including- the health care consideration to the possibility of re
hospital stay provided unader this bill is con
sistent with the purpose Of our social security that the person could receive in his home moving the limits on paying hospital
system, which has never been to meet all under the home health care provisions, benefits and posthospital extended care
Mr. President, virtually every case of and home health benefits. The amend
of every person's need. The purpose of this
program has rather been to provide for all catastrophic health costs would fall ment was rejected for the very good rea
persons a basic floor of protection to which within the durational limits provided in son that it could open the way for a
significant degree of overutilization and
the individual calm add by his own efforts, the bill,
In the case of older people, covering introduce new cost factors which would
acting individually or with others of his
beiosbetosimewthnyege
group. The durational. linmits on hospitalhoptladetnecaesriefo
siaeihaydge
eipssbet
evce o
hoptladeteddcr
care provided in the bill as reportedi -a
committee are consistent with that principle, unlimited durations might well result in of certainty. I believe that we should
Next month we celebrate the 30th anni'- substantial overutilization of hospital not take on all these problems. It just
versary of the Social Security Act. when and extended care facilities. In extend- does not make sense to expose the pro
he signed it, on August 14, 1935. President ing protection for the probably less than gram to overutilizatlon. and excessive
one in a thousand who would really need costs for the very few cases--probably
Roosevelt said:
"Today a hope of many years standing is in institutionalization for more than the 220 fewer than one in a thousand-In which
aet
eisiu
le
eperal
evr
ol
ntebli
aspoie
large part fulfilled * * *. we can never inodrpoleelyhveobenttu
sure 100 percent of the population againstdaspoieintebliWolbevr
100 percent of the hazards and vicissitudes of difficult, at least at the beginning of this tionalized for longer than 220 days to
life, but we have tried to frame -a law which new program, to prevent others who receive needed medical care.
I believe that we should start out
will give some measure of protection to the would not need hospital care from stayaverage citizen and to his family. * * This ing in the hospital longer than necessary. prudently and build up experience ad
law too represents a cornerstone in a struc- one of the problems involved in covering ministering the benefits now in the bill,
ture which is being build but which is by no long-term institutional care is determin- before undertaking so broad a program
ing whether the care is really needed for as that proposed by my good friend, the
means complete."
f
Today we are adding to that structure asmeiaresnowhteItibegjuorSaorfmCnecct.
f
we have from time to time in the past 30meiaresnowhteItibegjuorSaorfmCnecct.
years. We know we are not completing it, provided because of a need for custodia- and when experience warrants it, and
extaken
to
even now. But as we build, I trust the Con- or domiciliary care. In many cases, long- only then, should action be
gress will, as it has for 30 years pest, build term stays in institutions result from aL tend or eliminate the limitations on the
need for services, such as room and duration of stays.
with compassion and with wisdom,
For these reasons I urge Senators to
Mr. President, I san fully in accord board, and help with dressing, bathing,
with the views of the Senator from New and other forms of personal care, and not join me in voting against the proposed
M.Peiet
from a need for medical and related serv- amendment.
MexicRo.Mr
Mr. McNAMARA. M.Peiet
President, I ices.
ER.Mr.
MA
M.
Custodial care is essentially a problem associate myself with the remarks of the
yield to the Senator- from Tennessee
[Wr. GoRE] for such time as he may of financing the costs of housing, rather Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GORE] and
than a problem of financing health care the statement of the Senator from New
require,
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I am costs. Much of the real solution to this Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON], made in his
elated that the proposed legislation is problem, it seems to me, lies in providing behalf by the majority leader.
In the proposed legislation, we are
low-cost housing facilities for the aged.
nearing enactment,
it was only last year that the bill was On the other hand, the only proper ob- principally trying to deal with the Shortjective of the proposed health insurance term illnesses of older Americans. These
considered to be highly controversial.
Fortunately, the Senate passed the bill programs is to provide coverage of medl- illnesses are dealt with rather well in the
at that time. The wisdom that either. cally necessary care that will cure and bill as it came out of the Finance Corn
rehabilitate the patient. It is extremely mittee. I do not question the motives
body had approved the proposal.
Because of the illness of the distin- difficult In long-stay cases to draw a of-those who would expand further. The
guished senior Senator from New Mexico clear-cut line between the point when expanded benefits may well be much
last year, it fell to my lot an opportu- medically necessary care terminates and needed, as pointed out by the distin
nity to play a leading role in obtaining custodial care begins. Removal of limi- guished Senator from Connecticut. It
approval of the bill by the Senate. For- tations on the benefits would severely ag- would change the basic purpose of the
tunately, the distinguished Senator from gravate this problem. Let me point out, bill, as I see it. The purpose of the bill
New Mexico is in better health this year Mr. President, that distinguished physi- Is to take care of short-term illnesses.
cians who testified before the House Some short-term illnesses can be cat
and has been able to take the lead.
Nevertheless, I have aided in drafting Committee on Ways and Means earlier astrophic, too.
The types of illnesses which would be
the bill and have supported it to this this year expressed the view that even
covered under the terms of the present
point. I regret that the amendment 60 days of hospital insurance benefits-offered by the able,- distinguished, and the duration proposed by the House- bill can be considered catastrophic.
When we consider that the average
dedicated senior Senator from Connecti- may well be excessive. They pointed out
cut [Mr. RrsicoFFI is before us. It has that one of the problems in providing hospital stay is 15 days and that the
much merit. It has great appeal. The benefits of long duration was that there average hospital bill is $650, not includ
danger is that the program will be loaded was an unconscious tendency on the part ing doctors' bills and other fees, and that
beyond capacity in the initiation of the of physicians to wish to keep their the average annual income of these per
patients in the hospital during the whole sons whom we are trying to help is ap
program.
Unquestionably, in the future the bene- period of benefits. To the extent that proximately $1,275, we can see how seri
fits will, of necessity, be increased and, longer stays than now will be encouraged, ous and catastrophic a short-term illness
perhaps, the coverage and scope of the the proposed amendment would intr6- can be. The average income of nonduce -new cost factors which are impos- married persons over 65 years of age is
program accelerated and broadened.
Nevertheless, I believe that at this time sible to evaluate with any degree of cer- $1,275.
I believe that the committee bill does
the adoption of the amendment would tainty. Virtually no insurance for the
aged now written provides hospital bene- a good job in meeting the needs and ex
be unwise,
Mr. President, much as I dislike dis- fits beyond the 120 days provided under penses of short-term illnesses. I believe
that the committee should be compli
agreeing with my good friend, the junior the bill,
Because of the need for better housing mented on the fine work it has done.
Senator from Connecticut, I must object to his proposal that we remove the and the need for custodial care among When the Senate goes to conference
durational limitations. - The bill al- the aged, the number of older people with the House, a large number of differ
ready provides benefits for up to 120 days _seeking and obtaining care in medical ences will have to be ironed out, and
of hospital care in a spell of illness-- facilities might very well increase greatly if we start adding amendments such'as
twice as long ai period as proposed by the if benefits were provided for unlimited the one now pending before the Senate
we will be imposing an even greater bur
House-plus an additional 100 days of institutional care,

hospital.
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den. I am sure that many Senators
have ideas as to provisions of the bill
which they believe should be better and
which would improve the lot of people
generally, but somewhere along the line
we must stop. I believe that the committee bill Is the place where I would
recommend that we stop. I believe that
this is enough to put in a conference.
If we go much beyond that, I believe
there Is a good chance of jeopardizing
the proposed leglslgtion, which is so
badly needed at this time.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, as
the Senator in charge of the bill temporarily, let me say that I have contacted
as many members of the Finance Coinmittee as possible, and I am prepared~ on

That would not only cut its cost, but to vote, I would vote "yea." I withdraw
would also put it where it belongs, on the my vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
voluntary side, over and above the minimal program for which the Government that the Senator from Idaho .[Mr.
is, for all practical purposes, the under- CnRucH], the Senator from Alaska [Mr,
writer as financed by social security GRUENING], the Senator from Arizona
[Mr. HAYDEN], the Senator from Wash
taxes.
I point out, too, that this program, ington [Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator
In Its basic part, is substantially viable from Arkansas [Mr. MCCLELLAN], and
and is, in fact, producing an excess mn the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. Mcsocial security taxes over and above its GEE], are absent on official business.
I further announce that the Senator
costs, except for roughly 2 million, who
are not under the social security sys- from New Mexico [ Mr. ANDERSON], the
tem, for whom the Federal Government Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], and
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE],
pays the bill,
I hope that the managers of the bill, are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
when they go into conference, will understand that if they bring back some voting, the Senator from Alaska [Mr.

amendment and take it to conference for
further study.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I believe
that the number of Senators who have
expressed themselves on this issue may
have some influence on the conferees. I
understand that, because I have inquired
as to the reasons why the amendment is
being taken to conference. I have had
enough experience in the Senate to know
that it is unprofitable, sometimes, to try
to run roughshod into matters which the
Senator in charge of the bill might feel
to be best for the ultimate fate of a bill.
I shall not do that at this time, but I
cannot sit silent without identifying myself with the views of Senators who feel
that by adoption of the pending amendment the basic concept of the bill would
be changed.
Mr. President, I do not know what
straw will break the' camel's back. I
hope it is not this one. But, it could be.
The contemplation of these measuresand I have been among their most ardent
advocates-has always been that they
would provide a care package which was
essentially carried by the social security
tax. I believe that the addition of the
supplementary coverage was an excellent addition. I like it very much. If
the proposal, for example, were to exwhich was
pand supplementary coverage
vounar
atstopicil-Curtis
t dalwih
lihctsrpi
oda
voutr
ness, I would have a different view concerning it, but to load this problem onto
tebcofteGvrmnplnmakes
the
Goenenato plan Ne
the back ofclya
mfeleatyathSeaofrmNw
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] has expressed
it-and he has been a longtime partner
in this matter-that is, that we would be
overloading the bill beyond its proe
beyond its intent, and not necessarily for
the best good of having the whole packaeacpe.dered,
ag acete.Douglas
Mr. President, enactment of the bill
will be a historic breakthrough.
foeI
op
medmn
haTherewenteii
for,
te
hoe
menmet
hatwhn
taken to conference, the Senator in
charge of the bill will bear in mind that
many of us view the situation with deep
disquiet, and that at the very least they
will make some other disposition of the
idea, Putting it into the supplementary
package would be, in my judgment, the
sound way to approach the particular
problem. That is the package which is
based upon a voluntary contribution by
the beneficiary and the Government.

catastrophic. illness, preferably on the [Mr. CHuRcH], would each vote "nay."
On this vote, the.Senator from Indiana
side of the bill which this amendment
unfortunately does not affect, there are [Mr. HARTKE] is paired with the Senator
many of us who will support it. How- from Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE]. If pres
ever, we see the bill going out with this ent and voting, the Senator from Indiana
amendment on it with the greatest dis- would vote "Yea," and the Senator from
I
quiet. It is my intention to vote "No" Wyoming would vote "nay."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
on the voice vote that will ensue.
Mr. SMATHERS. I thank the Sena- Senator from Vermont [Mr.-AnKEN] and
tor. I should state that I share the the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
sentiments that have been expressed by HausKcil are absent on official business.
The Senator from Utah [Mr. BENNETT],
the Senator from Tennessee and the
Senator from Michigan. Under the the Senator from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON],
circumstances, however, I am prepared the Senator from New Hampshire iMr.
to take the amendment to conference for CoTroN], the Senator from Illinois [Mr.
DIRKSEN], and the Senator frnm Wyo
further study.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ming [Mr. SIMPSON] are necessarily ab
question is on agreeing to the -amend- sent.
If present and voting, the Senator from
ment of the Senator from Connecticut
Utah [Mr. BENNETTi would vote "yea."
[Mr. RisicoFF].
On this vote, the Senator from Illindis
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ask
[Mr. DIRKSEN] is paired with the Sena
for a division.
tor from Wyoming, [Mr. SIMPSON]. If
The Senate proceeded to divide.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- present and voting, the Senator from
fllinois would vote "yea" and the Sena
dent, I ask for the yeas, and nays.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President. I should tor from Wyoming would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 39,
like the floor.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- nays 43, as follows:
[No. 165 Leg.]
dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. TheYA-3
Long, Mo.
Pell
Barlett
clerk will call the roll.
McGovern
Prouty
The legislative clerk proceeded to call Bayh
Proxnilre
Boggs
McIntyre
the roll.
Randolph
Mondale
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I Brwter.
Morse
Russell, Gia.
ask unanimous consent that the order Byrd, W.Va.
SmiAth
Morton
Clark
for the quorum call be rescinded.
Mundt
Talmadge
Thurnond
Murphy
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- Dodd
Tower
Nelson
Fong
out objection, it is so ordered.
Neuberger
Williams, Del.
I
Jackson
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
Yarborough
Maes. Pastore
as o h esadny.Kennedy,
Young, N. Dak.
N.Y. Pearson
esadnyKennedy,
s
o h
NAYS-43
The yeas, and nays were ordered.

behalf of the conmnittee, to accept the

reasonable resolution of this problem of

GRumaNo]G

and the Senator from Idaho

Moss
Hart
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Alott
Hickenlooper
Muskie
question is on agreeing to the amend- Bass
Robertson
Hill
offered by the Senator from Con- Bible
ment
Russell, S.C.
Holland
pupsCannon
Saltonetall
'Inouye
necticut [Mr. RIBICOnFi. On this ques- Case
Scott
Javit~s
tion the yeas and nays have been or- Cooper
Jordan, N.C.
Smathers
Dominick
and the clerk will call the roll.
Jordan, Idaho Sparkman
Stennis
s~astlanri
Kucheie
The legislative dlerk called the roll.
Symington
Lausche
having Ellender
of Louisiana (aftertisvoeErvin
Mr. LONG
McCarthy
Tydings
vte
n
heafimaiv).O
williams, N.J.
vteFannin
McNamara
vtedintheafirmtie).Onthi
Young, Ohio
Metcalf
I have a pair with the senior Senator Fumbrighrt
Miller
from Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. if he were Gore
Monroney
Harris
present and voting, he would vote "nay."1
NOT VO'flNG-18
If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
Cotton
Long, La.
Alken
"yea." I withdraw my vote.
Magnafton
Dfrkenin
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted B~ienanet
Mcnalellan
Garueng
In the negative). On this vote I have Bennetta
McGee
Hayden
a pair with the distinguished senior Carlson
Hruska
Simpson
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER- church
So Mr. RIBicoFn's amendment was re
SON]. If he were present and voting, he
would vote "nay." If I were at liberty jected.
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Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was rejected.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table,
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
AUTHORIZATION

FOR

PRINTING

OF MOTION

TO

RECOMMIT

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that should I choose
to offer a motion to recommit to the
committee with instructions the bill H.R.
6675, such motion to recommit may be
printed as amendments are printed. I
make the request merely so that Senators will have information as to what
might be involved,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MONDALE in the chair).
Is there objection?
The Chair hears none, and it is so
ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
President, I offer the amendment which
I send to the desk and ask to have read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 120,
line 10, it is proposed to strike out
"$1,000" and insd!rt in lieu thereof "$100".
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
President, under all the laws passed by
Congress dealing with public assistance
and social welfare Congress has never included any limitation upon the right of
a citizen to appeal an administrative decision by the agency involved. In public
assistance statutes we have always provided for the right of the beneficiary to
question a decision made in his specific
case, on the basis that the rules and regulations established to administer such
laws cannot account for every possible
situation where a real inequity may
arise. While it may well be that many
appeals will arise under public assistance
laws as a result of misunderstanding of
the benefits available and their amounts,
we have nevertheless considered it important to keep the appeals route open
so that valid complaints could be found
and heard.
I was surprised to note, therefore, that
under section 1869 of H.R. 6675 there
has been placed, for the first time, a lrnitation on the beneficiary's right to appeal on the sole basis of the amount in
controversy. Section 1869(b) of the bill
states that where the amount of benefits
due to a person under the compulsory
hospitalization plan-part A of medicare-is in question, the usual appeals
procedure that exists in our social securitylawsincluing
fial juicialrecurty aws
icluingfial
udiia
re
view of the Secretary's decision, will be
allowed only where the amount in con-troversy is $1,000 or more. I find this
provision to be inequitable and my
amendment is designed to strike out this
exceedingly high limitation and to substitute the lower figure of $100.
I can fully realize the concerns that
the Social Security Administration may
have over the number of cases that may
arise under this new statute, but I am
convinced that until the medicare program has been In operation for some
time we should not place administrative
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ease above the rights of our elderly to of the. Secretary's decision. This action
question adverse decisions. To the ma- will be brought in the district court of
jority of the elderly the amount in ques- the United States and the court will
tion may well Involve a substantial part have the Power to enter a judgment, af
of their income or savings,
firming, modifying or reversing the de
When a person over 65 enters a hos- cision of the Secretary, with or -without
pital, receives posthospital care, out- remanding the case for rehearing. It is
patient diagnostic service, or posthospital this section of the social security laws
home health services he is eligible for the which section 1869 of the medicare bill
benefits prescribed in the basic medicare will change by providing that only when
plan. The Secretary of Health, Educa- the amount in controversy is $1,000 or
tion, and Welfare will have to establish more would this appellate procedure be
rules and procedures governing these open to the individual.
various services. The decision to admit
I have also looked into the appeals
such a person, determine his stay, order Procedure under the Federal employees
his tests, drugs, and treatments, rests health benefits program-the health
with the physician who must certify that benefit program far civil servants-and I
the services are necessary and proper, have found that where there Is a dispute
Utilization review committees are also between the civil servant and the carrier
provided for in the bill and each hospital concerning the amount of benefits re
must have a review plan. V/bile these ceived, that dispute could be brought to
wise provisions will'be instrumental in the Civil Service Commission, and the
controlling the amount of benefits due Commission will contact the carrier. I
the patient, there is no doubt that there am informed that between 250 and 300
will be instinces of controversy. In fact, such complaints come up each month
Mr. President, it is often the case that the and that approximately 100 of those
rules and regulations employed to ad- cases are such that the Civil Service
minister such laws are perfected in the Commission contacts the carrier for a
long run by the ability of beneficiaries to review.
appeal adverse decisions.
I have contacted representatives of the
Mr. President, I have asked repre- Social Security Administration to find
sentatives of the Social Security Admini- out what their caseload is under the oldistration and other experts to explain the age survivors and disability insurance
rationale for a $1,000 limitation on bene- Provisions of our social security laws.
ficiary appeals. The only explanation is In 1965, some 20,000 hearings were held
one of concern over administrative case- under the administrative procedures
loads as well as concern over the number established by section 205 of the Social
of cases that may pile up in the courts. Security Act. But it also should be
I have investigated all the other pro- Pointed out that in cases involving dis
grams under our social security laws and ability insurance alone, approximately
have not found one instance where a 30 Percent of these hearings resulted in
beneficiary's right to appeal has been reversals of prior adverse decisions, and
conditioned upon the amount in question, in other cases approximately 23 percent
Under those titles of public assistance of the hearings resulted in reversals.
where administration is relegated -to the Also, only about one-twentieth of all the
States I have found that in each instance cases that came to hearings wound up as
it is stated in our laws that the Secretary new cases filed in the district court.
will only approve a State plan If rights
So I am convinced, Mr. President, that
of appeal are provided for, regardless of new legislation as complex as Medicare,
the amount in question. The grants to with the express purpose of assisting the
States for old age assistance and medical elderly to meet their medical expenses
assistance for the aged contains such a from their meager incomes, should not
clause, as does the program for aid and disregard a beneficiary's appeal be-cause
services to needy families with children, the amount in question is $1,000 or more.
or the grants program to States for aid These citizens have incomes of only
to the blind, or aid to ,the permanently $2,000 a year; a disagreement in bene
and totally disabled,
fits of only $200 represents 10 percent
Moreover, under our basic Federal old of their income. Should they not-be able
age survivors and disability insurance to appeal in this situation involving so
benefits section 205 clearly lays out the much of their income? Could it not be
appeals procedures that must be followed, true that the most equitable and worthy
again regardless of the amount in ques- case may be one involving only $150?
tion. Section 205(b) of the Social SeIhp
htti
esr
ilntb
curity Act directs the Secretary to make
Ihp
htti
esr
ilntb
findings of facts on decisions as to the passed -with such a built-in inequity. I
rihts o any ndiviuafeellyithatr
ifexperience
exshowsc
s
usw
rihtsofanyindviualappyig fr py-administrators of the program thatatthe
do meet
ment under the Social Security Act. He an exceptional caseload, we could place a
is required to give such a person reason-litonaplstaltedt.Bu
able notice and opportunity for a hear- utlm on
hit appealseat a late datoe. Bto
ing with respect to any decision made any provision that places a burden on the
concerning a person's eligibility or the elderly rat~her than on program admin
amount of benefits in question, and after istrators.
such a hearing the Secretary will affirm,
modify or reverse previous findings of
Mr. LONG of: Louisiana. Mr. Presi
facts and previous decisions. Under sec- dent, I have read the amendment and
tion 205(g) of existing law it is stated have discussed it with the Senator from
that any individual after: a final decision Massachusetts. The proposal was not
of the Secretary may obtain a review of considered in committee, but the amiend
such a decision by a -civil action cam- ment is.-worthy of consideration. It
menced within 60 days after the notice would be in conference. I shall be
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pleased to take the amendment to conference.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY].
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SMATHIrA1.
Mr. President, I
desire to associate myself with the remarks of the very able and distinguished
Senator from Louisiana and other Senators who support the pending bill entitled "The Social Security Amendments
of 1965."1
Today's legislation is proof that strong
medicine need not be bitter because this
measure steeped for long years in the legislative kettle the harsh additives have
been removed. We now have a good
bill--one that will do-the job and one
which will be palatable to the majority
of Americans.
This measure, without doubt, is one of
the most significant pieces of legislation
to come before the Congress. Standing
in this historic Chamber I recall the
struggles which have occurred in the past
to seek the enactment of legislation designed to ac~hieve the objective of helping
our senior citizens live out their days in
dignity and pearce which they have so
richly earned.
In those past years I opposed various
Medicare proposals that undoubtedly had
fine objectives because I felt they did not
provide for an effective and adequate
medical care program for our older
Americans. Many of these proposals in
the past, in my opinion, held out much
more to our senior citizens than they in
fact would have accomplished.
Our late President John F. Kennedy
said that to meet the health problems of
our senior citizens would take determination, dedication, and hard work. In
addition he pointed out that it would take
will and effort, as well as vision and
boldness.
President Lyndon Johnson also believed this way and demonstrated the
fact by making medicare one of the major issues he wanted to come before the
Congress and to be disposed of this year.
The pending proposal without doubt
is the most important piece of legislation in behaif of older Americans which
has come before us in 30 years.
It has been forged by determination,
dedication, and hard work by Members
on both sides of the aisle. It is, in my
opinion, a good compromise that will
provide an effective and workable program for our senior citizens.
The most Pressing Problem faced by
our older Americans today is the unpredictable costs of health care and the
law incomes with which they have to
meet these costs.
The pending bill meets this problem
for its major change is to enable people
to contribute from earnings during their
working years for protection against the
costs of hospital and related care after
age 65 when their incomes generally
decline,
it will affect virtually everyone of the
nearly 19 million people in this country
who have passed their 65th blrthday.
Their numbers as we all know are increasing by 1,000 every day.
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In 1960 of the nearly S million Peopie living In the State of Florida, over
&¶0,000 were aged C50and over. Today
over 51/2 million persons are living in my
State and over 700,000 persons are age
65 and over.
I feel confident that good results will
flow in the passage of the pending
measure.
No longer will our aged be required to
shoulder the heavy burden of fear which
has plagued them for years-the fear
that their lifetime savings which enable them to meet their day-to-day living-costs will be wiped out by the heavy
cost of a major illness.
Passage of the pending measure will
relieve our senior citizens of these fears
and enable them to live out their retirement years in dignity and independence.
Under Its provisions 19 million older
Americans will be eligible under the basic
hospital insurance plan. Approximately
700,000 of the age of 65 and over living
in Florida alone will be eligible for benefits when the program goes into effect on
July 1, 1966.
In florida, hospital insurance payments would be about $88 million in 1967,
the first full year of the operation of the
program.
The supplementary medical insurance
program, that would be available to most
older people who choose to enroll and
pay the required premium, would greatly
benefit our senior citizens. For example,
if seven out of eight of the eligible aged in
Florida are enrolled in the program in
1967, benefits would total about $28 mullion in that year.
While the health insurance provisions
are important, let us also remember that
we are making making many other important changes in social security,
Today's legislation will fIl the gaps
that the limited hospitalization bills of
yesteryear failed to do. For nearly
19 million Americans this bill will mean
that when illness knocks at the door It
need be only a rap, not a dreaded alarm.
One of the most important, of course,
Is the 7-percent increase in monthly
benefits for the 20 Million Social security
beneficiaries-the aged and the disabled
and their families and orphaned children
and their widowed mothers.
The last general social security benefit
increase was enacted in 1958 and was
effective with benefits payable for January 1959.
Since that date there have been
changes in wages, prices, and other aspects of the economy that indicate very
clearly the need for this increase. It is
estimated that $91 million in additional
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefits will be paid in the State of
Florida alone in 1966 due to the increase
in benefits provided for in this bill.
Though the pending proposal is a good
step forward, I believe there are certain
areas in which it could be better,
One of the changes which many of the
committee members felt was needed was
a change in the amount of earnings an
individual age 65 and over may have and
still receive all of the . social security
benefits to which he is entitled,
Under present law, a person may earn
$1,200 each year without having his bene-
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fits reduced and there is a $1 reduction
in benefits for each $2 of earnings above
$1,200 and up to $1,700. Benefits are re
duced by $1 for every $1 of earnings
above $1,700.
I Introduced an amendment to liberal
ize this retirement test which would have
enabled an Individual to earn $2,400
yearly without a reduction in benefits
and provide a $1 reduction in benefits
for each $1 earned above $2,400.
The committee, however, did not go
as far as I would have liked. The corn
mittee bill increases the $1,200 figure to
$1,800 so that a beneficiary under age 72
may earn $1,800 in a year without any
reduction in his benefit amount. If his
earnings exceed $1,800, $1 in beniefits
would be withheld for each $2 of earn
ings up to $3,000 and for each $1 of earn
ings; thereafter. I accept the committee
decision. This is a part of the democrat
ic process.
I Introduced an amendment under
which widows, age 60 or over, could re
marry and be entitled to benefits in an
amount equal to the benefit from her
former husband or her current husband,
if he is a social security beneficiary,
whichever amount is greater. If her
husband is not a beneficiary, her benefit
from her former husband would con
tinue. Under existing law, it would ter
minmate. The committee accepted this
amendment, and it is included in the bill.
I introduced an amendment to include
payment for Christian Science nursing
home services under the extended care
provisions and for payment for Chris
tian Science visiting nurse services un
der the home health provisions of the
basic hospital insurance plan. The cam
mittee accepted this amendment, and it
is included In the bill.
While this bill is a good bili, I expect
that in the future we will see it ccii
tinually changed for the better. The
measure provides for the establishment
of a National Medical Review Committee
to study the utilization of hospitals and
other medical care and services and to
make recommendation for changes in
the law.
This Committee will include repre
sentatives of organizations and associa
tions of professional people in the field
of medicine. It will also include people
who are outstanding in the field of medi
cine or related fields. A majority of the
Committee are to be physicians and at
least one member will represent the gen
eral public. Thus, we will have the bene
fit of the advice and counsel of those
most intimately concerned with the
effective operation of these two new pro
grams.
Prof. Arnold Toynbee, the distin
guished world historian who settled in
Florida as resident and teacher has con
cluded that the quality of a society can
best be measured by the "respect and
care given its elderly citizens.", With
this bill we are saying to this great Na-.
tion that age will be a time of dignity
and decency and that ill health need not
be a scourge.
I mentioned at the beginning of my
statement the concern that two great
Americans, the late President Kennedy,
and Preident Johnson had of our re
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sponsibility to our senior citizens. Both
of them saw, as many of us have, the
heartbreak and despair which occur
when illness threatens. The story is a
living story, not merely statistics. It is
burned deeply into every city and town,
every hospital and clinic, every neighbor
hood in America.
I urge the adoption of the pending pro
posal because it meets the challenge of
today, does not and will not interfere
with the free practice of medicine or the
doctor-patient relationship and it will
not bring about the socialization of medi
cine or the destruction of our free enter
prise system.

-
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SOCIAL

SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965
The Senate resumed the considera
tion of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide
a hospital, insurance program for the
aged under the Social Security Act with
a supplementary health benefits pro
gram and an expanded program of medi
cal assistance, to increase benefits under
the old-age, survivors, and disability in
surance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and
for other purposes.
The PRESID[NG OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, it is my hope that Senators who
have amendments will offer them. I
have discussed a number of amendments
with Senators. We would be willing to
accept some of those amendments if they
would offer them.
We would like to debate some amend
ments and vote tonight, because we could
do that just as well as doing It tomorrow.
We might have a long weekend instead
of a short weekend, if we could proceed
to vote on these amendments.
EARLIER EFFECTIVE DATE

OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
PAYMENT INCREASES IS IMPERATIVE

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
the provisions of title IV of House bill
6675 increasing Federal payments un
der the Public assistance titles of the So
cial Security Act are-although a per
suasive case for still greater increases
can be made-a small, though signifi
cant, step in the direction of more ade
quate payments. I question, however,
the wisdom of delaying the effective date
of the increases until January 1, 1966,
especially when the effective date of the
OASDI increases is retroactive to Jan
uary 1, 1965. Because of the existence
of a means test in the administration
of the public assistance programs, retro
active Payments would be extremely dif
ficult to administer. A person's means
changes from time to time; and it would
-be hard to go back and figure what a
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Person should have received in relation
to his needs during a past period. To
make OASDI retroactive, all that the
administrator need know is whether a
Person was alive or not; so this provision
would be relatively simple to administer
in the OASDI.
There is no reason, however, to delay
until the beginning of next year the effective date of the public assistance
amendments; I have been advised by
the Bureau of Family. Services, which
administers the public assistance programs, that it is administratively possible to begin- the increased payments in
the third quarter of 1965. The effective
date could then be October 1, 1965, rather than January 1, 1966.
There is no reason to delay. There
is every reason to make these increases
operative as soon as possible.
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE

Based upon information released by
the Bureau of Family Services in April
1964-the most recent complete data I
have been able to find, the following statistics document graphically the need for
Immediate increases:

SENATE

A 1960 study revealed an average oldage-assistance monthly payment of
$77.03 per recipient.- In the same year,
the OAA recipients had an average of
$18 in monthly income from sources
other than public assistance. This cornpares with a figure of $3,047, or about
$254 per month, for a "modest but adequate"~ retired couples budget in Washington, D.C. in 1959-Source: Monthly
Labor Review, August 1960. The "modest
but adequate" budget is of course higher
than the mere subsistence budget intended for old age assistance purposes,
but the large difference is nevertheless
instructive,
By February 1965, the average OAA
payment had risen to only $79.15; so the
1962 amendments cannot be said to have
made much of an impact. Part of this
problem stems from the tendency of some
State governments to reduce their own
payments when Federal payments increase. ~Fortunately, this will no longer
happen, since this bill contains a maintenance-of-effort provision. Thus, we
can be sure that the full Increase will be
passed on to the recipient,
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Another problem with OAA is that considerably more than half the States fail
to make OAA payments adequate to meet
their own income tests of financial need.
F'or the country a's a whole, according to
the 1960 study, the unmet financial need
averaged $4 a month per person receivIng OAA. The total amount of unmet
need represented 5 percent of the total
amount budgeted for requirements.
Much the same story of inadequate
payments can be recited for the other
public assistance programs. In the face
of documentary evidence of insufficient
financing, and with assurances from
those who administer the program that
an effective date of October 1 is adminis
tratively possible, how can we justify
delaying aid to millions of the elderly, to
dependent children, to the blind, and to
the permanently and totally disabled?
I ask unanimous consent that a table
showing the average payment per recipient, for all assistance, by program and by
State, be printed at this point in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Average payment per recipient for all assistance, for money payments, and for vendor payments for medical care, by program and State,
____
______ ____
____
__
____
___
____
__
ebruary 1965 '1
Old-age assistance
State
AlU aasistance

Total-------------------------

Money
Vendor
rpaypayments to
ments
recipfor mediens cal care

$79. 15

$62.44

Alabama --------------------------67.86
Alaska''I -------------------------- 91.89
Arizona ---------------------------63.32
Arkansas--------------------------62.33
Clora------------11.0
Colorado --------------------------96.01
Connecticut........................-80.73
Delaware--------------------------76.33
District of Columbia ----------------- 87.93
Florida '--------------------------66.32
Georgia----------------------------- 57.11
Guam 7 ---------------------------31.88
HlawaiiI--------------73.60
Idaho----------------------------.
73.655
Illinois'I --------------------------- 93.66
Indiana--------------------------.
83.37
Iowa------------------------------93.51
Kansas'2 --------------------------91.10
Kentucky'3------------------------64.72
Louisiana -------------------------85.06
Maine'2---------------------------82.66
Maryland'2------------------------73.39
Massachusetts ---------------------89.67
Michigan--------------------------97.83
Mneta------------88.74
Mississippi------------------------39.28
Missouri --------------------------66.88
Montana.--------------------------71.98
Nebraska--------------------------92.77
Nevada ---------------------------89.54
New Hampshire-------------------101.82
New Jersey------------------------86.,76
New Mexico '---------------------- 79.88
New York ' ---------------91. 88
North Carolina--------------------- 60.18
North Dakota'I -------------------- 103.68
Ohio------------------------------86. 59
Oklahoma'2-----------------------96.39
Oregon----------------------------71.55
Pennsylvania_-----------------------78.93
Puerto RICO'- ----------------------9.51
Rhode Island'3--------------------94.83
South Carolina ---------------------- 52.16
South Dakota---------------------84.98
Tennessee-------------------------57.51
Texas-----------------------------70.1.3
ujtah------------------------------68.60
Vermont'3-------------------------86.67
Virgin Islands ---------------------- 40.95
Virginia---------------------------64.20
Washington........................-80.47
West Virginia.......................-49.92
Wisconsin.........................-111.77
Wyoinhg..........................-90.45

67.55
69.95
58.21
51.12
97.56
80.79
62.40
52.81
63.88
49.886
47.27
29.01
59.23
60.'93
47.30
44.95
55.41
69.90
49.91
67.41
53.07
62.13
70.34
79.87
12.88
37.14
18. 50
71.88
40. 28
65.97
88.09
62.43
58.61
73.42
52.68
77.91
65. 79
76.81
57.54
63. 66
8.82
77.71
40.07
69.98
45.10
57.88
56.32
47.47
37.95
45.40
61.15
39.05
31.16
68.68

rootnOtes on following

pape.

Aid to the blind
Mdcltotally

$16.71
10.31
21.94
5.12
11.20
13.84
15.22
18.33
23.52
24.07
16.76
9.84
2.82
14.37
12.61
46.36
38.41
38.10
21.20
14.81
17.66
29.50
11.28
19.33
17.90
30.89
2.13
8.30
.18
52.52
23.67
21.73
24.33
21.37
18. 44
7.880
25.77
20.88
19.58
14.01
15.26
.69
17.12
12.09
15.90
12.41
12.57
12.28
37.20
3.90
18.74
19.32
10.88
80.61
21.77

assistance for
the aged

Aid to the permanently and
disabled

All assistance

Money
payments to
reciptents

Vendor
payments
for medicat care

All assistance

Money
payments to
reciptents

Vendor
payments
for medical care

$184.54

$86.27

$75. 51

$10. 76

$81.04

$61.689.

$19.35

288.99
(4)
(4)
54.92
259.33
(8)
197.43
306.55
313.90
340.40
(4)
(4)
234.47
1462.98
429.73
(8)
73.19
146.71
39.76
174.28
243.67
1034.69
158.91
408.83
199.75
(4)
(')
(4)
334.47
(4)
51.03
244.50
(4)
290.88
304. 81
218.60
(4)
188.88
151.89
243.91
31.56
205.27
193.01
49.83
35.45
(4)
112.17
353.82
8.87
79.69
150.72
29.22
156.55

68.87
82.01
71.20
70.16
140.02
85.75
122.44
87.81
79.03
69.58
59.75
(8)
101.38
75.45
94.26
83.55
101.77
94.88
72.85
81.36
82.60
81.34
133.25
95.82
110.70
44.45
75.00
86.64
109.74
114. 42
101.78
88.35
96.94
111.46
69.57
94.43
84.08
122.10
91. 33
75.84
8.48
02.90
62.44
69. 57
55.84
69.986
71.90
73.60
(')
70.57
87.42
47.96
98.70

65.88
2.99
46.87
82.01------------ 111.47
71.20------------- 67.33
60.25
9.90
59.21
20.70
114.51
119.32
71.59
14.16
76.14
65.65
56.80
82.19
80.27
7.43
75.91
76. 54
2.49
82.62
59.77
9.31
70.28
55.76
3.98
60.886
(4)
----25.18
72.41
28.97
131.87
74.82
.62
88.74
64.13
30.13
96.51
62.59
20.90
129.88
91.21
10.57
81.73
76.37
17.60
113.66
62.67
10.18
77.75
78.88
2.87
88.66
72.10
10. 56
89.21
71.02
10.32
79.80
125. 66
7.01
134.384
88.49
15.33
112.89
66. 66
44.02
61. 40
43.47
.98
43.41
75.90------------- 70.40
84.44
2.20
78.57
54.62
85.13
95.98
90.11
18.31
(4)
88.42
20.36
93.24
76.22
12.14
96.27
74.19
21. 88
02.22
88.99
25.47
126.25
63.74
5.82
66.69
80.96
13.47
128.98
69.69
14. 38
78.82
102.44
19. 66
112.16
78.57
12.76
68.94
71. 88
4.04
77.88
8.40------------8.63
75.40
17.90
94.94
54.54
7.90
53.08
69.57.............69.86
54.04
1.88
54.50O
69.56------------- 57.12
66.88
15.67
67.25
60.81
12.79
84.87
'6
(1)
40.37
59.02
11.55
68.90
66.06
21.36
W0.72
4L98
6.98
51.07
50.89
47.81
122.2
72.76 .
21. 95,
89.29 1

()

94.71

Aid to familles with dependent
children (per recipient)

All assistance

$33.65

41.78
5.09
11.78
67.35
44.12
34.46
67.33------------28.44
38.76
20.45
16.66
97.33
17.18
44.71
61.73
14.41
36.27
44.03
38.15
40.80
75.91------------- 28.17
71.38
11.26
32. 76
56.43
13.83
16.05
54.40
6.16
22.11
25.18 ----12.98
48.10
83.57
36.63
49.00
7.74
34.66
58.18
28.33
44.86
48.69
80.81
28.94
81.73------------38.63
88.55
25.11
39.05
62.54
15.21
20.11
52.90
5.76
23.38
69.72
19.49
28.88
68.49
11.31
33.30
67.33
70.91
48. 19
889
69
80
48.27
13.21
50.61
43.41------------9.93
67.53
2.86
24.18
78.26
.31
36.17
46.74
49.24
31.40
(4)
(4)
31.12
77.20
16.04
42.58
68.52
29. 76
49.48
70.14
22.08
34.09
73.52
52.74
40.36
60.29
6.40
24.09
70. 55
58.43
40.40
63. 65
15. 17
31. 62
02.65
19.51
32.63
40.96
22.98
39.10
57.93
19.57
31.11
8.63------------4.10
75.71
19.23
41.11
4619
789
1.6
69.36------------- 31.47
52.30
2.20
22.61
57.12------------- 18.65
38.97
28.28
32.87
59.60
25.27
29.75
39.37
1.90
18.82
55.64
13.26
24.75
31.25
29.47
34.98
40.20
10.88
26.08
37.77
84.45
48.42
69.45
19.84
39.97

Money
Vendor
paypay
ments to
ments
reifor medi
tenti
cl ar
$30.96

$2.70

11.77
.02
34.45
(')
28.44 --
15.34
13
42.34
23
33.73
2.53
40.54
6.26
28.17 ----
32.68
- 12
15.36
.69
22.11 ----
12.98 ----88.92
5.70
34.66 ----
88.75
6.11
24.33
4.61
34.78
3.86
33.04
6.01
21.94
4.17
22.96
.42
27.43
1.37
33.30
.--
42.32
48
41
.-82
42.95
7.67
9.93 ----
23.84
.34
36.09
.ss
3.31
28.09
29.09
2.04
36.44
7.14
46.77
2.71
29.59
4.50
40.84
4.51
212.89
1.20
38. 82
6.58
28.70
2.92
32.38
.25
35.78
3.1*2
29.10
3.01
4.10
35.94
51
1.475
31.47 ----
21.95
.os
18.65 --
28.31
4.1-56
29.75 ----
18.69
.13
25.75
1.00
30.72
4.26
23.15
2.93
41.40
7.01
36.20
3.47,
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I Averages based on eases receiin

mony paments, vendor paymonts for medical
care or both. Money payments ma als include small amounts for assistance in
kind and vendor payments for other than medicalcoem. Averages for general assistance
not computed becaus of difference among States in policy or practice regarding use of
general assistancefuds to pay medical bills for recipients of the specialtypes of public
assistance.
I Except for aid to families with dependent children, data for each program represent
averag paments for recipients of the specified type of assistaifre under program for
aid to theaaged, blind, or disabled or for such aid and medical assistance for the aged.
' Partly estimated.

-

'5 No programa in operation.
Less than I. cent.
' Estimated.
T
7 Data for September; later data not available.
' Average payment not computed on base of fewer than so recipients:
' Program in operation but no payments made In February 1965.
10Data for January; data for February not received.
Source: Welfare In Review, April 1965.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
dent, if the, Senator would offer his question Is on agreeing to the amendamendment and make it applicable as of ment offered by the Senator from Texas.
July, perhaps we could persuade the
The amendment was agreed to.
House to oompromlse on October.
AMENDMENT NO. 139
Mr. YARBOROTJGH. Mr. President,
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I call up
I accede to the suggestion. It is a, very my amendment No. 139 and ask that it
Mr.ePrgestidentIsn
n mnmn
be read.
Mr.Preidet,
sed a amndmnt
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The.
to the desk and ask that it be read.
amendment will be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. After line 12
amendment will be stated,
on page 349, add a new section 328 to
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 360 title HII of said act as follows:
line 17, strike "December 31," and insert
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I ask
"June, 30."
unanimous consent that further reading
Mr. YARlBOROUGH. Mr. President, of the amendment be dispensed with, and
I ask unanimous consent to add the name that the amendment be printed in the
of the distinguished Senator from Okla- RECORD.
homa [Mr. H~iutis] as a cosponsor to 11y3
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
ThenPReSIIGtFIER.itotobjection, it Is so ordered.
The RESDINGOFTCEP-Witout
The amendment, ordered to be printed
objection, it is so ordered.inteRCDsasflws
dent the amnden
G
has merit. . WPeshad
After line 12 on page 349, add a new section
dent th amndmnt
hs mrit Wehad328 to title III of said Act as follows:
the same provision in conference last ,INE
yatinraetemthnfudfo
INRRELAT5ONSH{IP BETWEEN VETERANS' BENIEpublictwelfares riht upatochen firdst day
FITS
AND
INCREASED
SOCIAL
SEURT
pbiwefrrgtutotefrtdy
BEaiEFITB
of this year, when Congress expired.
"SEC. 328. (a) Section 503 of title 38,
I was the Senator who had the amend- United States Code, is amended by inserting
ment placed in the bill in an effort to at- '(a) * after '503', and by adding at the end
tempt to get the aged people a little in-

thereof the following:

crease for those who are being helped
... (b)
Notwithstanding the provisions of
by public welfare.
subsection (a), In the case of any indiUnder my amendment of* last year, vidualthey would have received the inres
"'(1) who, for the first month after the
tiyerhawebeabemonth in which the Social Security Amendas of January tiyerhawebnalemonte
of 1965 is enacted, is entitled to a
to agree to a conference report,
monthly insurance benefit payable under tecThis. controversial medical provision tion 202 or 223 of the Social Security Act,
was in conference. The House would not
"'(2) who, for such month, is entitled to
yield. The Senate would not back down. a monthly beniefit payable under the proThe result was that the aged people who visions of this chapter, or Under the first
were on public welfare received no as- sentence of section 9(b) of the Veterans'
sistance, and would not receive anything Pension Act Of 1959, and
uni
anay1
nesthhe mndeti"
'(3) whose
insurance
benefit referred
untl 1unlss
Jnuay
menmen Inclause
(1) for
any subsequent
month to
is
was agreed to.
increased by reason of the enactment of the
We have provided that social security Social Security Amendments of 1985,
payments will be increased retroactive there shall not be counted, in determining
to January 1. What the Senator Is at- the annual income of such individual, So
tempting to do Is to get the matching much of the insurance benefit referred to In
funds to the States at the earliest pos- clause (1) for any subsequent month as is
sible moment so that the States could equal to the amount by which such insur-.
give assistance to people on public ance benefit is Increased by reason of the
welfare,
enactment of the Social Security AmendThe problem would be an administra- ments of 1960.'"1
-tive one. The Department would want
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, there is
adequate time within wb~ch to obtain a memorandum on the desk of each Senrecords and administer this provision in ator which very briefly explains the purcooperation with the States. It would pose of the amendment.
require, some time to do that.
I believe that there is a def ect in the
If the Senate would agree to that dater bill in that there Is no Provision which

perhaps we could reach agreement with would prevent a cutback in veterans' pen-

the House so that the date could be

changed.

sions on the basis of an increase in social

There is great equity in the security pensions. For example, a vet-

amendment. Those under public welfare
would not receive their proposed increase
retroactive to January 1, but their counterparts under the social security system would.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
I am hopeful that the Senate will agree
to the amendment.
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eran receiving social security payments
of $105 per month, under the present law
would receive $112.30 a month under the
bill as a result of the 7-percent social security increase, or an increase of $88 a
year. However, his veteran's pension
of $100 per month would be reduced to
$75 a month, or a loss of $300 per year.

I do not believe that there is any inten
tion in the bill to provide for such a loss
in veterans pensions as a result of social
security increases.
My amendment would provide that the
increase of 7 percent in the social security
payments, as provided In the bill, would
not deprive a veteran of any portion of
his veteran's pension.
Illustrative of this problem is 'a letter
which I received a few moments ago
from a veteran in Pennsylvania. In this
letter, the veteran points out that he
would receive an increase of $8.40 a
month In social security benefits, but that
it would cost him $32 a month in veter
an's pension benefits.
I ask unanimous consent that a letter
from Mr. John G. Veatch, of 972 Second
Street, Beaver, Pa., be printed at this
point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RscORD,

as follows:

BEAvER, PA.,

July 6,1965.

lon. JACK MILLER,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEna SmR: There was a piece in the Pitts
burgh, Pa. Press, Sunday, July 4, concernIng your efforts to prevent the proposed in
crease in social security benefits from ad
versely affecting thousands of veterans' pen
sions.
I-am vitally interested in this matter, and
have been corresponding with my Congress
man FRtANs M. MILLEn and Senators HUGH
ScoTT' and JOSEPH S. CLARK ever since Janu

ary of this year calling their attention to
this situation.

my own situation is that an

increase of about $8.40 in monthly social
security benefits Wili cost me $32 monthly
on my veteran's pension; in effect, I will be
paying the Government $32 for every $8.40 I
receive.
I have written mhy congressmen and Sonstors today asking them to support your
amendment.
I speak for myself, and doubtless thou
sands of other vets when I say please accept
my thanks for your efforts.
Sincerely,

Mr. MILLER.

JOHN G. VEATCH.

Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that an article en
titled, "Social Security Rise To Cut Vet
Pensions," published in the Cleveland
Press of Saturday, July 3, 1965, be
printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SOCIAL SECRnIaTY RISE To CuT VnT PENSIONS

(By John Troan)
WASHINGTNro.-Thousands of war veterans

face an actual cut In Federal benefits when
their social security checks are boosted soon
by Congress.
The reason: The pensions these ox-service
men
now
Veterans'
Adminis
tration
willdraw
havefrom
to bethereduced
or stoppedbecause the increase in their social security
checks will raise their incomes above the
ceilings set for such VA benefits.
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The VA estimates 12,000 to 18,00 veterans of World War I, World War U1, and the
Korean conflict will feel the pinch,.h
However, Senator JACK muaxa, Republican.
of Iowa, will try to amend the social security
bill in the Senate next week to relieve the

vets of this squeeze.

-

SENATE

The manager of the Senate bill has
Stated that such a result is Certainly not
nenin
h
omte'
nenin
msr
h
Sena~te will agree, and that the HmmS
will 8,150 want to correct this defect so as

to protect veterans from an unintended

Here's the problem:
cutback in benefits.
A veteran who is totally and permanently
I am glad to support the Senator's
disabled for reasons not linked to his mi~li- amendment.
tary service may collect a VA pension rangMr. MILLER. Mr. President, I thn
tag
moth.ButonlyIf
rom$43to 115
4*
~
~.
his income is below a certain level,
MYgo,.ren.
e..earrm.en
For those who began drawing such pen- tucky, for those kind comments.
sions before July 1, 1960, the income ceiling
May I say that I san quite sure m~y
Is $1,400 a year if the vet is unmarried, and sentiments were those of all of my col$2,700 a year otherwise,
leagues, because with our action last year
For those who started collecting such VA in improving the veterans' pension situa_
pensions since then, the annual income cell- tion, I am sure we would not Intend now
ings range from $600 to $1,800 if the vet has thtta
nraei
oilelrt,"(5)
no dependents; from $1,000 to $3,000 if he has tathticeeinsilscutybenedependents,
fits, which are very much needed, be used
In figuring the vet's income, the VA has to Cut Off what we did last year in any
to count 90 percent of his social security Way at all.
benefits.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
Now Congress is about to boost all social a quorum.
security benefits by 7 percent, retroact ive to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tile
Januaryl1.
cekwlcalterlthe
As a result, some vets will be knocked off cekwl
a terl."SEC.
VA pension rolls. Others will move up from
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
one VA income bracket to another, which will the roll.
cail for a decrease in their VA pensions.
Mr. MIIULER. Mr. President, I ask
The loss or reduction of the VA benefit unanimous consent that the order for the
will more than offset the rise in the social quorum call be rescinded,
security check.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithMr.
resdent
ILLR. I r.aveoutobjctio, i isso rdeed.priated,
Mr.
resdent
ILLR.I r. aveoutObjctio, I isso rdeed.for

discussed this amendment with the clis-

tinguished Junior Senator from Louisiana
[Mr. LONG]. I believe that the Senator
understands the Amrendment thoroughly,
I hope that the Senator will accept the

amendment,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiden, I have studied the amendment. We
do not intend to have any such result as
the Senator from Iowa has pointed out,
in which a veteran, while receiving a
$8.40 increase, would lose $32 monthly in
his veteran's pension.
If that were to be the result, we certainly would want to prevent it. I would
be willing to accept the amendment, if
the interpretation of the Senator is correct. We shall try to see to it that that
situation wil not occur.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from Iowa.
The menmen
wa ageedto."'(I)
The amenIdmeNtGa agrIeedto
e
Th RSDN FIE.Te
bill is open to further amendment.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I think
that the Senate owes a great deal to the
distinguished Senator from Iowa [Mr.
MILLER] for his close study of the bill
and the discovery of this defect in the
bill which might have adversely affected

AMENDMENT NO. 141

Mr. MILLER.

Mr. President, I call Up
my amendment No. 141 and ask that It
be read,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
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ceeding provisions of this subsection, an in
crease of 3 per centum. In the monthly insur
ance benefits payable under this title.
"'(3) Increases In such insurance bene
fits shall be effective for benefits payable
with respect to months In the one-year
period commencing with April of the year In
which the most recent determination pur
suant to paragraph (2) Is made and ending
with the close of the following March.
"'(4) In determining the amount of any
Individual's monthly insurance benefit for
purposes of applying the provisiosis of section
203 (a) (relating to reductions of benefits
when necessary to prevent certain maximum
benefits from being exceeded), amounts pay
able by reason of this subsection shall not be
regarded as part of the monthly benefit of
such Individual.
Any increase to be made in the
monthly benefits payable to or with respect
to any individual shall be applied after all
other provisions of this title relating to the
amount of such benefit have been appilied.
If the amount of any increase payable by
reason of-the provisions of this subsection Is
not a multiple of $0.10, It shall be reduced to
next lower multiple of $0.10.'
2 In-addition to all sums authorized
under other provisions of law to be appro
priated to the Federal Old-;Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Dis
ability Insurance Trust Fund, there are here
by authorized to be appropriated, out of any
moneys in the Treasury not ctherwise approto each of the aforementioned funds,
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, and
for each fiscal year thereafter, such sums as
may be necessary to place each of such funmds
In the same financial position as that which
it would have occupied if the preceding sec
tion of this Act had not been enacted." -

clerk will read the amendment.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I wish to
The legislative clerk proceeded to read modify my amendment so that, in the
the amendment,
title of the amendment, it will read "On
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I ask page 211, line 2, insert 'the following:
unanimous consent that further reading 'Add a new subsection (f) as follows:'"1
of the amendment be dispensed with,
I ask unanimous consent that my
and that it be printed in the RzCORD.
amendment may -be so modified.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
out objection, it Is so ordered.
Senator has a right to modify his amend
The amendment offered by Mr. MILLER ment.
(No. 141) is as follows:
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
On page 169, line 9, insert the following: dent, will the Senator yield for a
"Add a new subsection (g) as follows: That question?
section 202 of the Social Security A.Ot is
Mr. MILLER. I yield.
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. is the Sena,
"COST-or-LivJXNG INCREASE IN BzNzFIrs
tor going to request the yeas and nays
" '(v) (1(A) For purposes of this subsec- 'on the amendment?
tion-MflLLR

hol ie
od o
the term "price index, means the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
annual average over a calendar year of the dent, I ask fo' the yeas and nays on
Consumer Price Index (all items-united the amendment.
States city average) published monthly by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and
The yeas and nays were ordered.
"'(il) the term "base period" means the
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, my
calendar year 1964.
amendment, as in the case of that of
this(B) For purposes of determining under the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
this subsection the per centum of Inres
PELL), Proposes to grant a cost-of-living
(fany) of the price Index for anyyeror
the price index for the base period, Yteherpcri~ee increase to social security pensioners.
many veterans.
index for the base period shall be regarded
Two factors brought this matter to my
As passed by the House and reported to as 100 per centum.
attention. First of all, the committee
the Senate, the bill evidently contains a
"(2) As soon after January 1, 1966, and included a Proposed 7-percent increase
defect, for the 7 percent increase in as soon after January 1 of each succeeding in Social security Pensions in the bill.
socal
ecuitybenfit
cold
isethein-year
as there becomes available necessaryUpndigsmreachotison,
socal ecuitybenfit
cold isetheIn-data from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics ofUpndigsmreachotispnt
comes of some diabled veterans above the Department of Labor, the Secretary shall I soon discovered why the 7-percent in
the ceiling established for veterans' determine the per centum of increase (if any) crease was necessary. It Is because
pensions, resulting in loss or reduction of In the price index for the calendar year end- there has -been a constant increase in
pension. The Senator cited the Case of ing with the close of the preceding December the retail Price index, Which means
the veteran who would receive a social over the price index for the base period. For there has been a slow but steady in
security increase of $88 a year, but lose each full 3 per centuin of increase occurring crease in inflation during the pas sV
$300 in his pension, and it has been with
in therespect
price index
for the alatest
calendar yeais eral years.
ts
to which
determination
stated that 12,000 to 18,000 veterans of made in accordance with this paragraph over
I have a table which dramatically il
World War I, World War I, and the the price index for the base period, there lustrates what has happened to social
Korean conflict could be so affected,
shall be made, in accordance with the suc- security pensions, and I ask unanimous
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consent that the table be placed in the
REcoRD at this point in my remarks.

There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
_____- ___-the

year

Annual
pension

Pucaigwould
poe
fchasing
compared
valeof
to 1939
pension

-

SENATE

but the dollar is worth only 44.8 cents.
That means the pension has a purchasIng power of only $510.72.
Under the pending bill the pension
would have an increase of 7 percent. So
same individual, under the bill today,
receive $1,219.80. But the purpower would be only $541.59. I
not as good as the purchasing power of

centsInohrwrsth7peeninraeSntrimaigacerag

is desperately needed to enable those
people to come back to somewhere near
45 0what
their purchasing power was in
502.88
458.39
1958, but even then, it will not be as
549.05r good as It was In 1958.
54& 34
I maintain that the cause of inflation
510.72
541.59 is traceable to the Capitol of the United

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, in referring to the table, I point out that a
person having a $3,000 annual income
base, single at retirement, end fully coyered, commencing with the year 1940,
when social security pensions were fir~st
used, would have received an annual
pension of $499.20.
The purchasing power of our dollar
back in those days was about 100 cents,
It was 100 cents in 1939. In 1940 It had
dropped to 99.2 cents. So the real value
of the pension was $495.20. I refer to
a person with a $3,000 income base retiring in 1940.
Congress has increased social security
pensions down through the years. Congress increased them in 1950. So that
the same individual in that year no
longer was receiving $499.20, but was receiving $870.
Unfortunately, in the intervening 10
'Years the purchasing power of our dollar had dropped to the point where it
was worth only 57.8 cents. So the real
value of the pension in purchasing power
was $502.86, as against $495.20 of the
pension's value in 1940.
Then in 1952 Congress increased social security pensions. By-the way, what
I am saying has a direct bearing on those
at any level; I used the $3,000 base only
as an example. In 1952 the pension was
increased to $930. Unfortunately, in
that 2-year period the purchasing power
of the dollar dropped from 57.8 cents to
52.03 cents. So the real value of the
pension was $486.39-even less than the
value of the pension in 1950 which had
lust been increased.
Finally, in 1954, Congress increased
these pensions, and this same pension
would have brought $1,062. Unfortunately, the purchasing power of the dollar had dropped to 51.7 cents. So the
pension had a real Purchasing power of
only $549.05. However, that was substantially above the purchasing power of
the pensions in the previous years.
Now today, or In 1964, the pensions
bring in $1,140 for the same individual,

that he Is putting the me-n who has a
social security pension, and who is gettinig social security benefits, in a different
class from anyone who is, we will say, the
holder of a mortgage end who is getting
a pension from a private source such as a
large industrial companyowh is br
rowing money from a bank, or anything

point out that the purchasing power isel.Anoedpnngnthdlaro

dollar
the same pension back In 1958.
worth 100Inohrwrsth7-ecnInraeSntrimkngacerruet

Coda
190----------------------------$9.D
9.
1950 -------------- 870.00
57.8
1952-------- ------ 930.00
52. 3
1954-------1,062.00
51. 7
1958 ------1,140.00
4&1
1964 --------1,140.00
44.8
1985 1------1,219.80
44.4
I
-___
I_______
____
IProposed by administration, 7-percent increase.
(The annual pension Is shown for a worker having a $3,000 annual income base, single
at retirement, and fully covered, commencing
with 1940, the first year social security pensions were paid, and for each year in which
Congress has enacted an Increase, also for
1964. The 1965 proposed pension represents
a flat 7-percent Increase being proposed by
the administration.)
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States--in Congress.

It

is not in

the

be Paid back to him at a future time is
going to have less money. While the
et

against inflation and unbalanced budgets
how can he apply it merely to this one
group of citizens receiving social security
Pensions?
Mr. MILLJER. I appreciate having the
Senator from Massachusetts ask me that
question. I believe that the answer to it
Is this: As I say, I got to thinking about

White House, I do not care who the the Pending amendment because I saw
President of the United States is. He -the 7 Percent Increase In social security
does not have the power to legislate pensions proposed in the bill, end then
appropriations, or to legislate revenue I did my research to see what inflation
measures. Members of Congress have would do to social security pensioners.
that responsibility. Down through the I found out and pointed out some ex
years, I regret that a majority of the amples.

Members of Congress have persisted in

spending many billions of dollars more
than the amount of revenue taken In by
the Government.
During the past 4 years, 1961 through
1964, the Government went approximately $28 billion deeper into debt. in
the present state of monetary end fiscal
policy, every time the Government goes
$1 billion deeper into debt, it means that
we can count on having a billion dollars
worth of inflation. It has been a little
worse. While we were going $28 billion deeper into debt over the past 4
years, we also had $28 billion worth of
inflation. It will be worse this year.
During the first quarter of this year
we had inflation at the rate of $4 billion a year-$3.5 billion for January,
February, and March. That is almost
twice as bad as the rate for the past 4
years.
To show how this affects our citizens,
especially those living on a fixed income
such as a social security pension, let us
reduce this to an equivalent in the form
of a sales tax. I believe that the parallel
is qulte appropriate, because just as the
sales tax hits every man, woman, and
child who makes a purchase, so does inflation-bit every man, woman, and child.
It does not make any difference whether
we are rich or poor, whether we have a
large or a small family. The equivalent,
in the State of Iowa, or our share in the
State of Iowa, is $7 billion of annual inflation for the past 4 years with a 21/percent sales tax. There is an official 2percent sales tax in Iowa, but unfortunately the people of Iowa are, in effect,
paying a 41/-percent sales tax, because
the 21Y2 -percent comes out of the purchasing power of their money. It will be
worse this year.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
will the Senator from Iowa yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Wr.
TYDINGS in the chair). Does the Senator
from Iowa yield to the Senator from
Massachusetts?
Mr. MILLER. I a~m glad to yield to
the Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. SALTONSTALL,. Doi I correctly
understand that the Senator is saying

The question Is, what shall we do about

it? I went to the act passed by Con
gress in 1962. I trust that my good friend
the Senator from Massachusetts voted
for the bill, which is known as the Fed
eral Employees' Salary Act of 1962. Sec
tion 1102 of that act, which was passed
in 1962, provided for an automatic 3 per'
cent increase in civil service retirement
pensions every time there is a 3 percent
increase in the cost-of-living index.
Therefore, It seemed to me that If 'we
were going to do that for civil service
retirees--which I supported-we should
also do it for social security pensioners.
The civil service system is a direct
responsibility of Congress. The social
security system is a direct responsibility
of Congress. We have a closer, duty to
look after these people than we do those
who work in private Industry.
We can make the argument concernIng the hardship which arises to a per
son living on a private pension. I would
be the first to agree that there is hard
ship, and It is something for which Con
gress probably should be~blamed; but
our responsibility Is, first, I believe, to
Government employees and their retire
ment as well as to social security pen
sioners. What we are about to do today
is a realization of a duty to social secu
rity pensioners, with which this- bill is
concerned.
.Therefore, I would hope that the Sen
ator from Massachusetts would recognize
that if we are going to do this for civil
service retirees--and we did It in 1962
in 1965, we should also do it for social
security pensioners.
I recognize that there may be addi
tional costs as a result. I would hope
that there would not be any further
inflation, but I am afraid that so long as
Congress continues to appropriate bil
lions of dollars more than we take in,
it will continue.
My amendment would provide that if
there is any additional cost as a result
of the 3 percent increase called for, such
as civil service retirement pensions, it
would be authorized to appropriate the
money out of the general fund of the
Treasury.
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I believe that the senator from Rhode
Island [Mr. PELL] had a good approach;s
too, because he provided that if-as a
result of an increase in social security
Pensions from the cost-of-living increase-it was deternined that there was
an impairment in the social security
system, Congress could make some
changes in social security contribution,
I believe that the same thing could
occur under my amendment, because I
would guess that if we did favor an increase, necessitating an appropriation
out of the general fund of the Treasury,
it would not be long before we would
find ways and means to increase the contributions by employers and employees to
make up for the difference,
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Iowa yield?
Mr. MILLER. I am glad to yield to
the Senator from South Carolina.
Mr. THURMOND. From the standpoint of equity it seems that there is considerable merit in the Senator's amendment. I am wondering, in thinking
about civil service employees who are
paid out of the general Treasury-social

in the Consumer Retail Price Index in
1966 over the base year of 1964, the question would come before the Appropriations Committee about where to get the
money.
The amount would be $300 milion, to
take care of that increase. I would suppose, therefore, if this happens, that
the Finance Committee would begin to
consider whether there ought to be an
increase in the contributions by the employers and the employees to take care
of the additional cost,
However, that need not necessarily
be the case. A strong argument could
be made for taking the increase out of
the general fund of the Treasury, rather
than out of the social security trust fund,
The Senator from South Carolina well
knows that the social security trust fund
is not in as good a shape as we would
like to have it. Have I answered the
questions of my friend from South
Carolina?
Mr. THURMOND. I was wondering
where the money would come from.
That is why I asked the questions. If
the cost of living increases 3 percent, it

similar annuity, it would probably cost
them about $35 a year.
The great difference that these young
people will be paying will make up for
the unfunded liabilities to which I have
referred, which have occurred as a result
of Congress down through the years
playing a little 3-to-2 game, increasing
social security benefits by $3, but in
creasing the withdrawal to meet the
benefits by only $2.
It is a nice game, but some time or
other it will catch up. It will catch the
young people in the neck, as sure as we
are standing here.
This is one reason why I have provided
for financing this cost-of-living increase
out of the general fund of the Treasury,
so as not to further jeopardize the social
security trust fund. It is done in ex
actly the same fashion as the civil service
retirement system is taken care of.
I thank my friend, the Senator from
South Carolina for his very good ques
tions. I am glad he asked them, because
I wished to bring out these points.
Mr. THURMOND. I thank the Sena
tor from Iowa.

security retirees

is nice to provide an increase to the

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT

AGREEMENT TO LIMIT DE

Mr. MILLER. Will the Senator let me social security retirees. However, I
BATE ON THE PENDING MMhLER AMENDMENT
interrupt at that point. It is my under- wished to know how the Senator planned
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presistanding that civil service retirees are not to finance the increase.
Ident, will the Senator yield?
paid out of the general fund of the
Mr. MILLER. The same way in which
Mr. MILLER. I yield.
Treasury but out of the civil service re- the social security retirement system is
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Would the
tirement fund,
financed. As the Senator from South Senator be willing to agree to a unani
Mr. THURMOND. it is out of the Carolina points out, that really comes mous-consent request to limit time for
civil service retirement fund, yes, but out of the Treasury. That is where the debate and to have a vote after the
that is provided by the Treasury Depart- increase would come from too.
morning hour tomorrow?
ment.
Mr. THURMOND. Of course the soMr. MILLER. What did the Senator
Mr. MILLER. The Federal contribu- cial security retirees ate paid out of a have in mind with respect to a time
tion is, indeed. It does come out of the special fund,
limitation?
Treasury.
Mr. MILLER. The social security reMr. LONG of Louisiana. The ma
Mr. THURMOND. In approving the tirees are, indeed, paid out -of the social jority leader suggests that there be a
increase as to the social security retirees, security trust fund,
morning hour of 10 minutes, and that
what method does the Senator suggest to
Mr. THURMOND. Yes,
then 20 minutes for debate be allowed
find the increased funds?
Mr. MILLER. Government employees on the Miller amendment, the time to be
Mr. MILLER. As the Senator knows, are paid out of the civil service retire- equally divided and controlled, respec
under the present bill, there will be an ment fund. However, the Federal Gov- tively, 19 minutes to a side, by the Sena
increase in the rate of contributions by ermient's contribution to the civil serv- tor from Iowa and by the manager of the
employers and employees alike. The ice retirement fund comes out of the bill. At the conclusion of that time the
rate of increase has been computed not general fund of the Treasury.
Senate would vote.
The Senator from Illinois, our minority
only to take Into account the 7-percent
Mr. MILLER. With no time taken
increase in social security pensions, but leader, will very shortly push for legisla- out for a quorum call?
also in part, at least, to cover the nmedi- tion to appropriate a billion dollars out
Mrt. LONG of Louisiana. That is car
care features of the bill.
of the general fund of the Treasury to rect. Of course, when the time had been
My amendment does not add to the the civil service retirement fund, be- concluded under the unanimous-consent
bill at all, except that it would provide cause at the rate we are going, some- agreement, it would be in order to sug
that if there is a 3-percent increase in thing must be done or the fund will go gest the absence of a quorum.
the Consumer Price Index for any year broke by 1980.
Mr. MILLER. After the morning hour
ovebae
th yar-ndthe base year
Mr. THURMOND. Both funds are i
there would probably be a quorum call,
I would not want it to come out of
overthe
aseyearandand
is 1964-because the social security pen- jeopardy. Both are financially unstable, the time, allotted to either side.
sion increases started January 1 of this and something will have to be done to
M.LN
fLusaa
xldn
year. If there were an increase of 3 per- make them sound.
M.LN
fLusaa
xldn
M.IU Mr.
R Lemec
mntithsquorum
calls.
cent in the Retail Price Index for any
Lt
ILLR.
m comentin his
Mr. MANSFIELD. The vote to be had
year, automatically the amount would way: I have not said that the social se- not later than 12:30 tomorrow.
be increased by 3 Percent. The bill deals curity fund is bankrupt. I merely say
Mr. MILLER. That is quite agree
to a great extent with the general rev- that the social security trust fund is able.
enue in meeting the Increase. That Is not in very good shape, because it is unThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
the source for the increase,
funded to the extent of about $320 bil- objection?
Mr. THURMOND. Does the Senator lion. The way it will be made up is by
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Senators will
contemplate an increase in the rates?
contributions from future generations, note in the RECORD that the vote will be
Mr. MILLER. I am sure the Senator The younger workers coming into the had at that time, and they will make
from South Carolina recognizes that if labor force now, probably 20 or 21 years themselves available.
there is an increase in inflation in the of age, will be Paying, along with the emThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
next few, years--let us say 2 years-if ployer, $167 for every $100 in social objection? The Chair hears none, and
we are on the floor of the Senate and security that the Young worker will get the order is entered..
there has been an automatic 3-percent when he retires 40 or 45 years later.
The unanimous-consent agreement
increase in the social security pensions,
If these Young workers went to a pri- was subsequently reduced to writing, as
because there was a 3-percent increase vate insurance company and paid for a follows:
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quite sincere when he answered the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. PELL]
earlier today that the subject should be
studied. But there comes a time when
minutes, further debate on the amendment studying will delay things a little too
by the Senator from Iowa [Mtr. MIL.LER] (No.
141) shall not dxceed 20 minutes to be equally much. The subject has been studied for
divided and controlled by the Senator from a long time. It was studied prior to the
Iowa [Mr. - MILLER] and the Senator from enactment of the Salary Act of 1962, and
Louisiana [Mr. LONG], and that the vote as a result we passed a 3-percent costthereon be not later than 12:30 o'clock.
of-living increase for civil service reMr. MILLER. Mr. President, the tirees. I do not believe that there is
questions asked Lty the Senator from need for any further study. The time
Massachusetts and the Senator from  for action is now. Let, us get the, Job
South Carolina have brought out some done. The time for study may follow.
of the points that I had intended to There is plenty of time to do that. In
bring out,
the meantime, what will we do about
I recognize that the argument can be people who are suffering from an inmade for legislation that might do some- crease in the cost of living? Perhaps the
thing about inflation and its impact on best answer to the whole problem is for
various areas of our country.
Congress so to operate that we may preFor example, every once in a while a serve the purchasing power of our
proposal is made to include a cost-of- people's dollar. Ifwe should do-so,,my
living Increase feature on the redemption amendment would be an insurance policY
of Gvermen bods.It is argued that that would never have to be used. ThaL
of Governmentby
aigbonds.d
ut
is what I would rather see happen than
if a person buyhsasvngs bond4.a endpts, anything else.
in asdoullaftr
w
inoworth44.2s,
6c
cents,
I still feel that at the rate we are
heshudatelloaryaswenh
going, we had better start doing somecashes the bond, get in return a dola
thing about the hardships which have
worth 44.2 cents. At the rate we are been occurring by having a provision in
going, he will probably get a dollar worth respect to the cost-of-living increase Put
38 cents or 39 cents, as compared with in the bill,
the purchase price.
I yield the floor,
There is a great deal to be said about
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
providing that Government bonds be re- Senator,,from South Dakota [Mr. Mcpaid in equivalent purchasing-power GOVERN] is recognized,
dollars.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiHowever, I believe it is necessary to dent, will the Senator yield?
take up these matters one at a time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Probably the most important thing that Senator from South Dakota yield to the
should have been done was what was Senator from Louisiana?
done In 1962, when we took care of the
Mr. MCGOVERN. If the Senator from
civil service retirees. - This has been done, Louisiana has only a few remarks that
and the precedent, has been established, he wishes to make, I shall be happy to
I cannot see any justification for not yield.
-could
doing the same thing with respect to
The PRFSIDING OFFICER. The
social security pensioners. There are Chair recognizes the Senator from
some areas in the private economy in Louisiana.
whc pros
r lrayreevngte
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
benefits of the cost-of-living increase. from Rhode Island [Mr. PELL] offered a
Some of the labor unions have what are similar amendment. He agreed to withcalled escalation clauses in their con- hold it on the basis that the subject
tracts. Under the escalation clause, should be studied because a number Of
when the retail price index goes up a things should be considered if the Senate
certain fraction of a Percent, the wage wishes to move in that direction. We as
earner receives an increase in his wages. sured the Senator that we would take a
I am not condemning that at all. I look at the problem at the next opporcan well understand why it is neces- tunity which the committee might have
sayto do that, Wage earners need to to consider major proposed social secusarymny
hynedt aeeuviylgsain
haen money.aThey noeed to havereequva
rTye
legislatin. pon sta
h o-It
lhent pucasing
repowerbiltoitak carlieof
Teepratpiti
htteCn
thi eposbliis
aml
us iegress and the executive branch have
anyone else. But the social security pen- striven to work together to resist inflasioner does not have anything like that. tion to the greatest possible extent. We
For a long time now, since 1958, he ha's should strive, as the President has
seen the purchasing power of his pen- striven, to keep down any undue increase
sion go down, down, and down; he has in wages and try to relate wage increases
had nothing to make up for it.
to the increase in productivity. Our
The bill will help to make up for it, Government should not lead the way in
only it will be about 6 or 7 years late,
creating an infationary spiral. So the
My amendment is necessary to prevent important thing, and the first thing that
'the hardship that arises as a result of the Government ought to try to do, is to
the long-time lag between the last social have fiscal and monetary policies that
security pension increase and the current would prevent us from having inflation.
one-the long timelag during which the That is the first thing we ought to do.
value of those pensions has gone down.
If we set an automatic increase in InThe amendment is equitable. I would come for the people receiving social secucertainly hope -that the Senator from rity when the cost of other items goes
Louisiana would see fit to take it to con- up, that could very well contribute to an
ference and see what the conferees think infationary. spiral that keeps going up
about it. I know that the Senator was and up. Many people are on fixed inUNANIMOUS-C.ONSENT AGREEMENT
Ordered, That effective on Thursday,
July 8, 1965, after the conclusion of routine
morning business, which is not to exceed 10
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come and will not get any automatic in
crease in income. Some people are livIng on incomes from stocks'and bonds.
People are living on incomes from an
nuities.. Various people are living on all
sorts of fixed income and they would
suffer from inflation. People who have
savings in savings banks and in various
other investments from which they re
ceive a certain amount of interest income
would also suffer very heavily from in
flation; People who have insurance
policies with private insurance corn
panies would suffer. They would not get
more money because of inflation. They
would be penalized by inflation. The
amendment could contribute to inflation
because it would be one more item to keep
increasing the cost of everything that
people buy by increasing the amount of
money in circulation.
So those questions should be and must
be considered. It Is true that the Civil
Service Retirement Act provided that
pensioners would automatically receive
an increase in their pensions when the
cost of living went up. Having taken
that action, the Federal Government, if
it is to be responsible, would not extend
that principle to everything else in Gov
ermient. If we did that for the'civil
service retirees, the next move would be
to say, "We shall do that for all people
on the Federal payroll. They will all
get an increase the moment the cost of
living goes up."
That being the case, when one item
went up, everything else would go up.
Then -ye would have to agree that all
those who are working for contractors
who have contracts with the FederalGovernment would receive a cost-of
living increase. Fringe benefits would
have to go up in all directions. That
be a step toward an ever-Increasing
Inflationary cycle.
I know that the Senator does not want
ta
ohpejs
steSntrfo
Louisiana wishes to avoid that result.
It is a subject that we could study. It
should be considered. But the Congress
will have to use its best judgment as to
ways to restrain inflation rather than
to contribute to an inflationary spiral.
Upon that basis I hope that the Sen
ate will not agree to the amendment,
certainly not at the present time. We
have not had an adequate opportunity
to study it or to consider the proposal.
is an enormously important proposal.
It is one that should not be agreed-to on
the floor of the Senate without study of
the various ways in which the powers of
the Federal Government might be used to
restrain the inflationary spirals that
might result. The last cost-of-living in
crease under social security was in 1958.
I h ilw
aepoie
nices
ofn threntbiw havefiprovindeditanincrheas
of7mercent inrbenefits, In,aditinefeto the
meudiclcr
bealwne firts.eo increffecinthe
ol ealoigfrteinraei
h
cost of 'living that has occurred since
1958 in the bill that we have before the
Senate. So, I point out that, to a con
siderable extent, between 1958 and 1962
the fact that the social security retirees
were on a fixed Income was a restraint,
an impediment to inflation. If the
amendment is agreed to, that no longer
would be the case.
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The proposal should be considered in
the broad overall context of the respon-;
sibilities of our Government, and the
Congress in particular, in restraining inflation and in protecting the purchasing power of the American currency. If
we accept the amendment and then extend this principle to first one area of
responsibility and then to another, our
Government might be in the position of
being irresponsible in not protecting the
currency and, in effect, not honoring the
obligations that it has made by taking
the attitude that no matter how much
inflation occurs, we shall automatically
'adjust all items of government to allow
for it.
I sympathize with the purpose of the
amendment, but I point out that Congress has not been completely derelict in
this area. When the cost of living has
gone up, Congress has acted to increase
social security benefits and also has provided additional payments. In addition,
the amendment would tend to deny the
Government flexibility which would
otherwise exist. In other Words, whenever we would have a,3-percent inflation,
which is the point at which the amendment would trigger a change, It might
be that some beneficiaries would need
help more than the oldsters might need
assistance. It might be that Instead of
needing more help through cash benefits they might need more -in terms of
medical payments. Those are all subjects that the Congress could and should
consider when it is ready to act on the.
question. It might be that we would prefer to permit people to earn more money
and keep more of that money by increasing the amount allowed for such
earning under social security. So all
these matters should be considered in
connection with the problem, if it arises,
I suggest that the best answer to the
problem is not by way of this amendment but for the Government to; maintain constantly the purchasing power
of its currency.
Mr. MILLER. The Senator suggests
that the amendment,, if adopted, might
stimulate inflation, because it will be
necessary to increase the social security
pensions at sometime in the future, if
there is continued inflation. But the
same argument could be made about the
present bill---even more so, because under the present bill there will be a 7-percent increase in social security taxes. I
am suggesting that this be handied on a
3-percent basis. The need may be2 years
away; it may be only a year away. We
hope the time will never come; but if
it should, the increase would be on a 3percent basis. I do not believe it is consistent to support a 7-percent increase
now and then, to deny a 3-percent increase later because a suggestion is made
that a 3-percent increase might contribute to inflation,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Does .the
Senator's amendment provide for a reduction in social security payments in
the event the cost of living goes down?
Mr. MILLER. 'No; but I would certainly agree to -a modification, If the
Senator from Louisiana thought that
would be helpful. I shall be happy to
modify the amendment. I shall have to
ask unanimous consent, but I shall be
happy to do that.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. 'I might be
even more opposed to the amendment If.
the Senator did that. That Is one of the
items that should be conasidered if we
are to act in this matter at all,
Mr. MILLER. The Senator from
Iowa lhas considered It. The reason why
he has not included it in the amendment
is that during the past 30 years there
has been nothing but an increase in the
cost of living. If there were a turndown
in the cost of living, if. the purchasing
power of the dollar went up rather than
down, Congress could then take action,
because action would be needed to accomplish the purpose.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It could well
be argued that if the cost of living went
down, a deflationary spiral would be created that would tend to result in either
a depression or a recession, and that instead of reducing benefits, they should
be raised so as to put more money in
circulation.
. Many things could be said in connection with this proposal, but the floor of
the Senate is not the place to raise thisimportant -issue, which has to do basically with the responsibility of the Govermient to maintain a stable purchasing
power for the currency.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator further yield?
Mif. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. The Senator said that
now that we have taken such action for
civil service retirees, we should do it for
social security pensioners. The next
thing, we shall be doing it for Government employees and Government contractors. But surely he knows that we
have already done this. Congress has
been increasing the salaries of Government employees in the past few years,
ever since I came to the Senate. I am
not saying that such increases were not
needed. There is a feature of comparability with respect to industry which we
passed for civil service employees in
1962. The Senator knows that wages
and fringe benefits in private industry
have been increased considerably. This
is within the wage guideline policy of
the administration..
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. There was
once a program in which when the cost
of living went up, the retirement benefits of civil service pensioners were increased. Now the civil service. authorities want an automatic increase when
the cost of living goes up. That will not
cause them to make any lesser requests.
We shall have to pass a bill next year
to provide them with something extra
in addition to the many cost-of-living
increases. If we agree to the Senator's
amendment, we shall still be passing a social security bill every year or two to
provide some kind of increase in benefits to the social security beneficiaries,
whether they get a cost-of-living in.
crease or not.
That ought to be considered when we
debate these bills. I cannot recall a Congress in recent years which has not considered a social security bill. It seems to
me that at least once every 2 years--once
every Congress-,we have a social security bill for consideration. It used to be
every other year; but in recent years, it
has tended to be once every year.
Mr. MILLER. May I suggest that we
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try this amendment once and see what
will happen? There has not been a costof-living increase under the social semi
ity system before; and, as the Senator
says, we have a social security bill before
us every year. Let us place the social se
curity system on a cost-of-living basis.
MY guess is that It would not be necessary
to have a social security bill every other
year. The amendment might be a re
straining influence upon social security
increases.
At the same time, it would be fair to
put people in a position where they were
last year and the year before, so that they
could meet the increases in the cost of
living. I am not arguing for something
that I think is overreaching.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As far back
as I can recall, a social security bill has
been considered every other year. I re
member, when Dwight D. Eisenhower
was running for President, that Harry
Cain, a Senator from Washington, was
the only Senator to vote against an in
crease in social security benefits. He ran
in the same year that Eisenhower tan.
The story goes that one of his colleagues
said, "Harry, are you sure you wanted to
vote that way?"
Senator Cain replied, "Yes; I am going
to be reelected on these terms.',
But Senator Cain was defeated in the
year when Eisenhower carried the State
of Washington by a landslide.
Subsequently there was another social
security bill, and, as I recall only one or
two Senato~rs voted against it. One of
them was Senator Goldwater. He had
a deep. conviction against it, and he also
was defeated for office. Two Senators
voted against it, and he was one of the
two.
Senators find it to be ahmost a politi
cal death warrant to vote against a social
security bill of major proportions. We
tend to have a social security bill in every
Congress, sometimes every year. This
matter comes up time and again, and
the cost of living is one factor that can
be considered in connection with it.
The Senator and I can wait and see
prognosticator.
who is the 'better
Whether the amendment shall be agreed
to or not, there will be a social security
bill in every Congress, so long as the
Senator from Iowa and I serve in this
body. It will increase the cost of the
program every time.
Mr. MILLER. I do not wish to pro
long the debate, and I appreciate the
indulgence of the Senator from Rhode
Island IiMr. PELL].
We have started, first of all, with what
I think is fair. It is fair to give an in
crease to people who cannot roll with
the punch of inflation. That is why
there has been a socal security pension
increase. The trouble lies in the timelag between one increase and the next
one. During that time people who rely
heavily on social security Pensions-and
most of them do, because- it is the main
source of their income-are hurt. That
is not fair.
I agree 100 percent with the statement
of the Senator from Louisiana that the
best way to handle this is by Congress
so handling itself that the purchasing
Power of the dollar will be maintained.
I agree to that. But Congress has not
been doing it. Meantime, people are be
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ing hurt, some social security pensioners have ni6 bargaining power except
their votes. Their votes are important.
I do not believe that social security pensioners want to overreach. I know many
of them. They all want to have their
purchasing power restored to where it
was.3 years ago. What good would It
do to give Ithem a 7-percent increase today if we do not put ourselves right

from a monetary, fiscal standpoint,

-
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gress and other Congresses not only al- not believe that there have been any re
lowed for the increase In the cost of U1vIng, but also provided for benefits on top
of Such an increase along With that, and
wisely so.
The Senator now wants many automatic Increases to the benefits while we
would also be providing for additional
benefits for our senior citizens-as we
will undoubtedly do later.

If there was ever a case in which we

cent studies on the subject. I believe
that the best approach would be to offer
a resolution authorizing the Committee
on Finance and any duly authorized sub
committee thereof to make a study In
depth and report back January 31, 1966.
I have therefore prepared such a reso
lution.
AUT1HORIZATION F*R A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHnP BETWEEN THE SOCIAL SECURlTY SYSTEM
AND THE COST OF LIVING

while they are asking for another 7-per- thought enough about these people to
cent increase because of inflation?
provide for them, this would be the case.
Mr. President, I submit a resolution
The adoption of this amendment Some of the amendments would cost and ask that it be appropriately referred.
would have. a salutary impact on con- hundreds of millions of dollars. There
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The res
gress .itself. The senator talks about is no telling what this amendment would olution will be received and appropriately
triggering inflation. It would trigger cost. However, it is something that we referred.
changes in the attitude of somit Sena- should consider and study, but we should
The resolution (S. Res. 127) was re
tors who will come here 2 years from not try to do it in the pending bill.
ferred to the Committee on FInance, as
now with a proposal for a 3-percent inIt seems to me that we have accepted follows:
crease in the cost-of-living social security enough amendments that would Increase
S. tIES. 127
pensions, the money for which will have the cost of the program.
Resolved, That the Committee on Finance,
to be appropriate from the general fund
These are increases in cost that we or any duly authorized subcommittee there
of the Trauy
could expect. I hope that we do not of, Is authorized under sections 134(a) and
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- wander off into the field of increases in 136 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
dent I tatelive
haeI th
flor.costs
which we cannot expect. However, 1946, as amended, and In accordance with its
denthae
thelive
florjurisdiction
tat
specified by rule XXV of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Congress should study the proposal.
Standing Rules of the Senate, to make a full
Senator Is correct.
I yield to the Senator from Rhode and complete study and investigation with
.Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I have been Lsland..
respect to the question as to how cost-of-llvyielding quite freely.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, there was Ing increases should be related to social se
.The burden of the argument of the aLlittle colloquy earlier, in the afternoon curity benefits so that such benefits will keep
Senator is that we are not increasing concerning an amendment which I of- pace with such increases. In carrying out
social' security benefits fast enough. fered which would have the same objec- such study and investigation the committee
or subcommittee shall determine (1)
When the program went into effect in tive as the amendment offered by the whether the rising earnings level that would
1935, the report of the Committee on Senator from Iowa.
accompany any increases in cost of living
Finance estimated that in 1980, 15 years
'I was very impressed with the thought would be sufficient to finance the increased
from now, the program would cost of the junior Senator from Louisiana benefits, and (2) how much the social se
$3,500 million a year.
and the Senator from Florida that this curity tax or wage base should be increased
Let us see how we are, doing. This was a matter that had not been studied to provide for such an increase in benefits if
year, the cash benefits are to be over In committee. I accepted with gratitude earnings
remained static.
SEC. 2. levels
The committee
shall report its
$17 billion. In the next year. we shall the assurance that it would be studied findings upon the study and investigation
pick up medical expense. For the next Inth cmitead
htharnsauthorized by this resolution, together with
year, the cost is estimated to be almost would be held at an early date.
its recommendations for such legislation as
$26 billion for the year 1967, and the cost
For that reason, I withdrew my it deems advisable, to the Senate at the
is estimated to be $27 billion for the year amendment. I would now find it very earliest practicable date, but not later than
1968. The cost will be continually in- difficult to know what position to take January 31, 1966.
creasing,
on the amendment of the Senator from
Szc. 3. For the purposes of this resolution
For 972 8 atetha
ear beondthe
Ioa, hic is imiar o mne.I ~
the committee, through January 81, 1966, is
For 972
he 8 ate
earsbeynd
hatIow, whch s smilr tomin. Ibe-authorized (1) to make such
expenditures as
we are talking about, with the cost still lieve that the Senator from Iowa is cor- It deems advisable; (2) to employ upon a
increasing, under the pending bill the rect in saying that the increase in the temporary basis, technical, clerical, and other
cost in 1972 Is estimated to be about $34 cost of living, by 3 percent, would prob- assistants and consultants: Provided, That
billion. That would be 10 times as ably pay for the cost of this because the minority is authorized at Its discretion
much as was projected when the Senate the base on which the tax is levied would to select one person for appointment, and
Commnittee on Finance brought the social Probably be increased In proportion, the person so selected shall be appointed and
security benefit program to the Senate However, I am rather surprised, because his compensation shall be so fixed that his
back in 1935. The costs of living, it is the Senator from Iowa is much more gross rate shall not be less by more thantrue hae mre
inchandouled
195.
f aNewEnglnd onsrvaivetha I.$2,100 than the highest gross rate paid to any
true hae mre
inc handouled
195.
f aNewEnglnd onsrvaivetha I.other employee; and (3) with the prior con
Let us allow~ for that. We would still I believe that my amendment is a little sent of the heads of the departments or
have five times what was anticipated more conservative. I had aLprovision in agencies concerned, and the committee on
when the program went into effect. We my measure to provide that when it Rules and Administration, to utilize the re
would still be getting a bill every year or would not pay for itself, and there would imbursable services, information, facilities,
every 2 years to increase the benefits, be an actuarial deficit, the Secretary of and personnel of any of the departments or
This will not be the last time that we in- Health, Education, and Welfare would agencies of the Government.
crese
ecuit
ocal beefis.be
authorized to come to Congress for
SEC. 4. Expenses of the committee, under
creae
eneftsthis
soial ecuity
resolution, as may be necessary,
This is the biggest social security bill an increase In either the earnings base shall be paid from the contingent fund of
in history. The pending bill Is almost or the tax rate. Personally, I should the Senate upon vouchers approved by the
twice as large in immediate benefits and prefer an increase in the earnings base chairman of the committee.
what it would add to the program, as rather than an increased tax rate.
the original social security report would
I submit, since the Senate is the marMr. FELL. Mr. President, I would
cost in the year 1980.
ketplace of ideas, that of .these two welcome the cosponsorship of the Sen
Mr. President, on that basis, I believe amendments, perhaps my amendment, ator from Iowa.
that we have a big enough bill. It is a in which I have an author's pride, has
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
tremendous bill. We have never passed an element of conservatism that would Senator from Louisiana yield?
a social security benefit bill as big as this carry out the position or point made by
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
bill in the history of the country. The the Senator from Iowa and that the
Mr. MILLEXR. Mr. President, I have
burden of the argument of the Senator Senator from Iowa would be willing to not had an opportunity to study the res
is that we are not passing enough bills, modify his amendment to take account olution. However, I shall do so. It may
but that we should wait a while for the of the fact that there might be a deficit, be that I can join the Senator on this
cost of living to go up before Increasing
It seems to me that the best approach measure. However, I point out to the
the benefits. The record of this Con- would be to have a study made. I do Senator from Rhode. Island that this
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matter of study gives me a great deal. consideration should be given to- how the the resolution into the hopper for that
of concern.
application of -this provision should differ purpose. I welcome the senator's supI introduced a bill which is exactly as between people -first coming on the rolls, port, but I do not see how he can vote
on
Mhaercohaehben
n
like tihe pending amendment,onMrh8
oroyasotpeidad
those who
borhinamndentan
have herollsfohiamnmnantersluon
thereouin
of thIs year. I then introduced, on May been on the rolls for'some time. There is
Mr. hUIER. If the Senator will ask
3 of this year, an. amendment to the also the question of whether an automatic unanimous consent to have his resolu
House-passed bill,
adjustment should take into account factors tion held at the desk for 24 hours, we
I have great regard for the actuaries other than cost-of-living increases-for ex- can see how the vote on the amendment
in the Department of Health, Education, ample, changes in earnings levels,
will turn out tomorrow. If the amend
and Welfare and for the Treasury peoWe believe that the adoption of a program ment Is defeated, the Senator from Iowa,
pie. I see no reason that there should of automatic adjustment should be delayed a
ela
ayohro
u olaus
befoay mor
ned stdy o themattr.
ntiI the implications that these considera- a
ela
ayohro
u
olaus
belayieved fot mrestdyo
Seao
the
rmattoer tions would have for such a program ca" Probably will be glad to join in the reso
I blivetht
heSento fomRhdebe further analyzed and evaluated. We are lution.
Island sald' earlier this afternoon that studying these implications as part of our
Mr. PELL. I have already sent it to
there is a great deal of merit to the ap- continuing study of the problems of keeping the desk. I would like to have it done
proach he uses for financing the in- benefits In line with changes in the economy now, because we know what the outcome
creases under the amendment which he and of other aspects of the social security of the vote will be tomorrow if the man
withdrew earlier. He said that when- Program which can be improved. With ref- agerS of the bill are opposed to it.
ever the Secretary determines that the erence to the financing of an automatic adMr. MILLER,.
was a, vote to
applicable or foregoing provisions, JUStmnent of benefits, it is not necessary to day whihwsvr There
ls.Iwne
h
for appropriations from general revichwsvrcoe.Ionrwy
namely, the 3-percent increase, will re- provide
enues, as amendment No. 141 does, because the Senator from Rhode Island cannot
sult in anl actuarial deficit to the trust the social security contribution schedule in get consent to have the resolution lie
funds, he shall report the matter to the HMn. 6675s would cover the cost of such ad- over until tomorrow, until other Co
Congress with his recommendations for justment for many years into the future and, sponsors can join in it. I have not read
changes either in the tax schedules or If the social security earnings base Is raised it, but my guess is that I know what the
the wage base, or both.
from time to time, into the Indefinite futur~e. substance of it is. If the Senator does
I -believe that. is a sensible approach.
anthe light of the foregoing considerations not want to do that, give me a few
I have not used that approach. I have we renctmend. th mnmnN.11ntminutes
to look it over now, and per
merely said that there is hereby authorhaPs I would like to join in the resolu
ized to, be appropriated out of any
That is the judgment of the Depart- tion. I would have no qualms about
Moneys in the Treasury not otherwise ment. It recognized the problem. Yet joining in the resolution for a study, if
appropriated, the money necessary to the fact is-and it is indisputably cor- the Senator from Rhode Island cannot
take care of these increases.
rect-that this has been the whole trend wait until tomorrow, holding the view
I would guess, however, that at the of the social security program: That in that the amendment will be defeated.
rate we are going, it would probably be the absence of the Senator's amend- If the amendment is not adopted I do
about another 2 or 3 years before there ment, Congress will act to increase bene- not think holding the resolution at the
would be the increase envisioned by the fits, and act for those who are retired and desk is going to do any harm.
amendment,
are beyond their earning years. ConMr. PELL. I think -the Senator has
Once that happened, Congress would gress always has done it, and will Unl- expressed good judgment, so I shall be
be authorized to appropriate the money doubtedly do it in the future.
-delighted
to request that the resolution
out of the general fund of the Treasury
Mr. MILLER. I recognize there is lie at the desk for 24 hours. As a cus
to cover the increase. However, there some aPPlicability of the statement just tomn, I do not ordinarily seek co;Sponsor
would be Plenty of time betweer- now and read to the pending Miller amendment, ship, but in view of the Senator's interest,
then to have the measure studied on an However, the comment from the HEW I will ask the Parliamentarian to have
actuarial basis so that when that day people with respect to financing was not the resolution left at the desk for 24
arrived, we might have a Change made in at all responsive to my approach. They hours, at which time the disposition Of
the law to cover an actuarial condition. were concerned, as the Senator will re- the Senator's amendment will have taken
. Why wait for another 2 or 3 years to call, with changes in the social security place.
do that? Why not do it now? There base.The PRESIDING OFFICKER With
would be plenty of time later to figure
My amendment has nothing to do out objection, the reslution will lie at
out whether we want a change in the with that. My amendment simply aul- the desk as reqiuested.
social security structure itself to finance thorizes the appropriations to be made
it or whether we want to go along on the out of -the general funds of. the Treas
financing out the Treasury.
ury.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiAlthough there is much merit in the
dent, I believe I still have the floor. I approach of the Senator from Rhode Is
simply would like to end my argument land, and I would have no strong feeling
by quoting from a letter by the Depgrt- with respect to that method of financing
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare as opposed to mine, miy amendment will
in a report on this amendment. The do something about it now, rather than
letter reads in part:
wait for Congress to act later.,
The financing of the social security proMr. PELL. Mr. President, will the
gram contemplates that, If wages continue Senator yield?

to rise more rapidly than the cost of living,
as they have throughout the history of this
country and as there is every reason to think
they will continue to do, the law Will 'be
changed from time to time to keep benefit
amounts up at least with cost-of-living
changes; the contribution rates allow for
such adjustments. There is much to be
said for a provision that would automatically
keep benefits in line with changing economic
conditions; before such a change could be
adopted, however, two problems would have
to be resolved. First, we should study the
effect which automatic cost-of-living Increases for social security beneficiaries might

have on the economy and on the Federal
Government's flexibility

fIn adopting and

formulating appropriate fiscal policies for
sound economic

growth.

Second, serious

Mr. MILLER. I yield.
Mr. PELL. Then, the Senator would
not want to cosponsor this resolution,
because he would not want to go to a
voeo
i
mnmet
ttesm
vteim
ngs thenresolutiontforsae
tie
supportin tierslio
fra
study.

Mr. MILLER.

Is the Senator offer

ing the resolution- as an amendment?
M.PL.N.A
rprprimn
tary ProEduLe Io belevponerofthe
wa
tr
rcdrIbleeoeo
h
ek

nesses in both of the proposals is that
the matter has not been heard in coinMinttee. As a matter of appropriate pro
cedUre, It should be sent to the Finance
Conmnittee for hearing. I am sending
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Mr. MMILL. I ask that the modification be read. I understand that the
yeas and nays have been ordered, but I
should like to have the moadification remd
before I ask unanimous consent that the
amendment -be modified.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The
modification will be read,
The legislative clerk read as follows:
It is proposed to modify the amendment by
striking the period at the end of line 3 on
page 4 and by adding the following: "as a
result of the first such Increase of 3 per centurn In monthly insurance benefits for one
year only. As soon as the annual cost of the
flrst such increase of 3 per centum in monthly insurance benefits is computed, the Secretary shall determine the increase In social
security tax schedules or changes in the wage
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ditlons continue, the social security pen..
sioners are covered.
A second argument was made that we
might as well extend the increased costof-living coverage to Federal employees.
I point out that we have already done
so. In 1962, we passed a comparability
statute under which wages and salaries
of Federal employees are scaled accord
ing to comparable jobs in private in
dustry.
Iwsaosugtethtemit
Itwsaosugtethtemit

extend this coverage to Government con
tracts. I point out that we are already
doing it. -Government contractors have
to pay wage increases. The administra
tion has already laid down the wagePrice guidelines of about 3 percent a year.
base, or both, necessary to finance such in
crease and report the same to the Congress."
A fur~ther Point was made that per
haps we do not have a responsibility to
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, notwith- increase these pensions automatically.
standing the fact that the yeas and nays I believe that we have. The Federal Gov
have been ordered on the amendment, I ermient has a responsibility to its em
ask unanimous consent that I be per- ployees. In 1962, the Senate voted for
mitted so to modify my amendment,
the Federal Salary Act, which Provides
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there that civil service retirees will receive an
objection? The Chair hears none~, and automatIc 3-percent increase in their
the amendment is so modified.
pensions every time there Is a 3-percent
Mr. EMILLE.
Mr. President, I shall increase in the cost-of-living index.
summarize what the amendment would
MY amendment is modeled exactly
accomplish. The amendment was dis- after the Federal Salary Act of 1962. We
cussed at length yesterday. I stated that have a responsibility to social security
the amendment provides for an auto- pensioners. They must look to the Fed
matic 3-percent increase in social se- eral Government for their pensions.
curity pensions whenever a 3-percent in
This is quite a different thing from pri
crease occurs in the retail price index. vate Pension funds, with relation to
This, I might add. is in addition to the which the suggestion was made that we
7 percent provided by the bill. The base might also have an obligation.
year against which the cost of living is
Coesibaclyrspnbefr
measured is 1964. The reason is that InCton.rIf, asbasialresultofstheacton
the 7-percent Increase proposed by the inltiken.by Cogrss, rsocialf
sheurityipn
bill would take effect June 1, 1965. Intaeby
grsoclscuiypn
other words, if the bill is enacted, there soners are squeezed out, we have -an
will be an automatic 7-percent increase obligation to them. It would not satisfy
in social security pensions. I am much the obligation If we were to Propose a
in favor of thi.
Pension increase every 2 or 3 years, such
As I said yesterday, even with the 7- as the 7-percent increase this year. In
percent increase, social security pension- the meantime, Pensioners are squeezed
ers will not be in as good a position from by the reduced purchasing power of their
the standpoint of purchasing power as dollars.
they were in 1958, due to the declining
Under my proposed amendment, pen
purchasing power of the dollar. How- sioners would be able to roll with the
ever, I do not believe the bill goes far punch of Inflation. A 3-percent increase
enough. It seems to me that we ought to in the retail price index would mean a
provide for social security pensioners a 3-percent increase in their social security
cushion against the constantly increas- pension.
ing retail price index as a result of inI believe that It Is a humanitarian
SOCIAL SECURIT AmENDIENT
flation.
amendment. Most of the pensioners
OF 1965
Congres is responsible for the multi- must rely upon their social security pen
million-dollar deficit spending which has ,sions in order to make ends meet.
The Senate resumied the consideration Ptovided the foundation for the inflaThis Is recognized b'tefcthtw
ofthe binls(r.nc 6675)atoprovide aghos tion which has occurred. The arguments are providing for a 7-percent Increase in
unertheisuriancSecprogra
forwthe agedp made against the amendment were as order to help them cateh up somewhat
ulmnderYthe
ScaltSeurity Actowith ansup follows: First, that It would be infla- with the inflation that has occurred. We
an pogra
epandd of edial asis
tionary. Mr. President, if we are going are providing for that In this bill. How
anepaddprgamo
edcl sitto worry about giving social security ever, why must we wait and come here 2
agce, torvinorese benefisbiitsunderatheol-Pensioners an increase because -to do so or 3 or 4 years from now and go into
agsem,
survivorsvan disbiit
F
nsurancewould be inflationary, I suppose we had another round of pension increases? Let
sytm
t
mroete
eea-State better eliminate the 7-percent increase us do It on an automlatic basis with a
Ppubiosesisac. rgasadfrohrProvided
for by the bill. If there were 3-percent Increase whenever the retail
purpoes
MILR
r rsdnI
any Inflation, it would be the 7 percent, price Index increases.
Mr ILR r rsdnIyeld
not the 3 percent which my amendment
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
myself 7 minutes. I send to the desk a would provide,.fm
ie
modification of the Pending amendment
MY amendment need never take effect
*fmythme.PEIIGOFCR
h
and ask that It be read.
if Congress were to practice fiscal inh PRSIN
oMC .Wo
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MON- tegrity and stop the multI-billion-dollar yields time?
DALE in the chair). The yeas and nays spending and stop inflation. I hope that
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
have already been ordered on the Sena- the 3-percent increase would never go yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
tor's amendment.
into effect. However, if inflationary con- Missouri.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SOCIAL SECUR=T
AMENDMENTS Senator froml Iowa is recognized for 1
Senator from Missouri is recognized for
OF 1965
minute.
3 minutes.
Mr MlLLRT.T
Mr. President. there
The Senate resumed the consideration was debate on yesterday as to the pro
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos.- posal for study. There is niot a Senator
pital insurance program for the aged on the floor who does not realize that
under the Social Security Act with a sup- when it is suggested that a matter be
plementary health benefits program and studied, the suggestion is an excellent
an expanded program of medical assist- means b~y which to get rid of the
ance, to increase benefits under the old- measure.
age, survivors, and disability insurance
This problem was studied prior to 1962
system, to improve the Federal-State for our civil service retirees. It was
public assistance programs, and for other studied very thoroughly. As a result,
purposes.
Congress decided that our civil service
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who retirees should have 3 percent Increases
yields time?
in their pensions every time there was a
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I 3-percent increase in the cost of living.
yield myself 2 minutes.
There is no need to study this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The As far as financing the measure is con
Senator has 1 minute remaining.
cerned, my amendment would provide
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, a for that also.
parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. President, if the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Florida is willing, I should be happy to
Meatr. wiMsateRSt. Mr
rsdnIyield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MATERS.Mr.Presden, I
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
have no time remaining. I do not believe
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The that the Senator from Iowa has any time
Senator cannot do that other than by remaining.
unanimous consent.
The PRESIDDING, OFFICER. All time
Mr. SMVATHERS. Mr. President, I askhaigeprdtequsinsonge
unanimous consent that I may suggest haingto
ird
the
amn uentins
offrdb three
the absence of a quorum wvith the time Senatorthfro
nmeIwanthi
ofueesytion
for the quorum call being charged to thenyaso andm noays hav been ordered;n
neither side.
teya
n
ashv
enodrd
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there and the clerk will call the roll.
objetion
Th Char hers oneand
The legislative clerk called the roll.
objectionil Thel Chairolhasnend
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
The legislative clerk proceeded to call that),the Senator from Pennsylvani
the roll.
[mr CLARK,the Senator fromPe ichvaigan
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I [Mr. HLARK], the Senator from Arkansas
ask unanimous consent that the order [Mr. HA~RT]
a~,the Senatbrfor fromsa
f or the quorum call be rescinded.
WyMing
M Mr. MCGE],an
the Senator
fo
The PRESIDING OFFCER. 'With- fromMichganI [Mr.GMcE
Aa Seab-r
e rdt
out objection, it is so ordered.
senton ofichigal busnes.Mcx
larab
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
Ieto ofurther
annusncestas
teSeao
yield myself I minute.
IfromtVirginiao[Mr. Bthatiseneesatril
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The absent.
i Mr YD]I ncssrl
Senator from Florida is recognized for 1
I furthe. noneta.I
rsn
n
minute.
voIngrther Senatornetht
fro
Idahon [Mr.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I Coinglanthe Senator fromIdahos[M
should hope that the Senate would rejectCuclanthSetofrmPnsI
theamedmet
o th
Snatr fom vania
Iowa. Hismendmoten abe
isl Sdentialtor them "nay."1 [Mdr. CLARK] would each vote
Iowa Hi amedmet
isidetica tothe
On this vote, the Senator from Virginia
amendment offered on yesterday by the [Mr. BYRD] is paired with the Senator
very distingiushed junior Senator from from Nebraska [Mr. HausxAl.- If presRhode Island.
We prevailed on the junior Senator ent and voting, the Senator from Virfrom Rhode Island to introduce, inta
ginia would vote "nay," and the Senator
of his amendment, a resolution calling from Nebraska would vote "yea.`
for hichwoud
stdy
b refrre to
On this vote, the Senator from Wyo
the Committee on Finance. In the Coin-mig[rMCE]spaedwtth
mnittee on Finance we could look into the Senator from California [Mr. MuxRPHY.
matter of fixed 3-percent increases or If Present and voting, the Senator from
decreases relating to our cost of living.
Wyoming would. vote "nay,"~and the
I do not believe that if we were to adopt Sntrfo
aionawudvt
this amendment we would be doing any,yea."
thing but great injury to the public and, Seatr fromE.
KnasnnMr.ceRSN
tandth
in my opinion, to our economy. Once we teSenator from flanois [Mr.
CARLSON]an
experience inflation and the cost of liv- teSntrfo
lios[r
mSN
ing begins to increase, we would have an are necessarily absent.
autmatc
-pecen icresein the
The Senator, from Nebraska -[Mr.
auomiascrtic3percentsincryease
WeHausK~l is absent on official business.
socild security pAymentsn evry yeari. Wei
The Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
is a complicated matter. It requiures CMr.TOMNIC], the Senator from Corald
study.
fri [Mr.
D m tnwuy,the Senator fromCaI hope that the Senate will reject the Kansas [Mr. uPEASO],anthe Senator
fo
amendentfrom
Pennsylvania [Mr. SCOTT] are de
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I Yield tained on official business.
myself 1 minute.
On this vote, the Senator from Colo
The P¶RESIDING OFFCER. The rado [Mr. DoxiNICK] is paired with the
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senator from Pennsylvania [ Mr. scoTT).If present and voting, the Senator from
Colorado would vote "Yea," and the Senator from Pennsylvania would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSxAI is paired with the
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
Nebraska would vote "Yea," and the Senator from Virginia would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Callfornia [Mr. Muapxvl is paired with the
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE].
If present and voting, the Senator from
California would vote "yea," and the Senator from Wyoming would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 21,
nays 64, as follows:
[No. 166 Leg. I
YEAS-21
Aiken
Allott
Cooper
Curtis
tn~nin

Fong

Gruening
Anderson
Bartlett
B.s
Bayb
Bennett

Bible
Boggs
Brewster
Burdick
Byrd. W. Va.
Cannon
Case

Dodd

Harris

Pell

Hickenlooper
Jordan, 1Idaho
Kuchel

Prouty
Proxmire
Russell. S.C.

MIller

Mundt
Pastore
NAYS-64
Holland

Inouye

Jackson
Javits

Smith

Thurmond
Tower
Muskie

Nelson

Neuberger
Randolph

Jordan, N.C.

Ribicoff

Kennedy. Mass.
Kennedy, N.Y.
Lausche
Long, Mo.
Long, a.
Magnuson

Robertson
Russell. Ga.

Mansfield

Saitonstall
Simpson
Smather
Sparkman
Sten~nis

McCarthy

Symtngton

Ervin

Mondale

Fulibright
Gore
Hartke

Williams. Del.

Monroney
Montoya
Morse

Yarborough
Young, N. flak.
Young, Ohio

Douglias
Eastland
Ellender

HUIde

McGovern
McIntyre,
Metcalf

Talmnadge
Tydtngs
Williiamls, N.J.

Morton

NOT VOTING-IS
Byrd, Va.
Carlson
Church
Clark
Cotton

Dirksen
McGee
Dominick
McNamar
Hart
Murphy
Hruska
Pearson
McClellan
Scott
So Mr. MILLER'S amendment was re-

jected.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Nebraska is recognized,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I shall
oppose the enactment of H.R. 6675.
This is the social security bill that includes medicare. In this bill there is
a hospital insurance program which has
been known as the King-Anderson bill
and is referred to as part A. Also, a
supplementary medical inisurance program has been added which is referred
to as part B.
This bill provides for an increase of
social security benefits In addition to the
medicare portions of the bill. Were
the medicare provisions to be deleted,
I would vote for the increase in social
security benefits. I am particularly
anxious to support a bill which would
carry a substantial increase for those
benieficiares who are drawing the
smallest amounts. However, I cannot
support the medicare provisions. My
opposition to the bill Is because of its
medicare provisions and Is in no sense
opposition to increased benefits, which
I favor,

-

SENATE

Mr. President, when we add medicare
or any other new program to social
security, we are legislating for a program that will run in perpetuity. May
I illustrate this? It would not be possible to add medicare to social security
and provide that the program expire at
the end of 10 years, so that at the end
of 10 years Congress might decide what
kind of program they wish. The individuals who are 55 years of age now
would object to a program under which
their social security taxes would be
raised for 10 years and then have that
program expire the date they become
eligible for benefits. So. would it be
with any other termination date that
might be selected. This means that
when we add a program to our social
security program we are legislating for
all time to come. The voters, many
years from now, will not have the opportunity to make vital decisions on how
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that some reasonable income limitation
should govern. Again I say that to be
charitable is not socialism. However,
to pay the medical bills and hospital bills
of individuals over 65 who are well able
to provide the same for themselves is not
charity. It is not needed. It is social
ism. It moves the country in a direction
which is not good for anyone, whether
they be young or old. It charts a course
from which there will be no turning back.
Under the pending bill, an individual
may be worth millions of dollars and
have the highest income in his life, and
he need not even be retired, but if he is
65 years of age, his hospital bills and his
expenses for doctors and surgeons, within
the limits of the bill, will be paid. IS
there any need for that? Why throw
money away like that? Is it fair to
the individual who is working hard andi
supporting a family and buying a home
and educating his children, buying life
much they should spend for welfare pro- isrneadpyn
i w
eia
nuac
n
ain
i
w
eia
grams because those decisions are being bills, that his social security taxes
be
made now. The far-reaching effect of increased to pay the bills of an individ
our decision is such that I cannot vote ual many times more able to pay them?
for the bill. I am satisfied that this proI know why that provision is in the
posal is not fair, either to our elder bill. It is not in the bill by reason of
citizens who will receive medical benefits anyone's concern for these people. It
or to our present and future workers I ntebl
samte
fsca
e
si
h
ila
mte
fsca
e
who will have to pay the bill,
form, to have the Government go into
There is a problem concerning proper fields where it is not needed, to hasten
medical care for our citizens over 665. the day when this medical program, if
The proponents of the bill before us5, in enacted, will take care of everyone from
my opinion, have neither accurately the cradle to the grave. Let no one
dfndta
rbe
o
aete
r-b
ildb
t
dfndta
rbe
o aete
r-b
ildb
t
vided the best solution.
The Principal objection to this bill is
Just what Is the problem?
ta
twl eur h aigo
l h
Wedtntnedagvenen yteimloes
wirqiethe
self-eployed
and the
W dontneagoenetsse
emlyrheef-poeadte
of medicine or a government medical in- employees, which includes the young and
surance program to improve the quality the middle aged, the low-income groups,
of medical care in the United States. Weth blnhepyiayhndcpd
have the finest medical care in the whole and those who have heavy family bur
world.
dens. These people will be taxed to
Mr. President, a generation ago young pay doctor bills and hospital bills for
doctors and medical students Journeyed many who are better able to pay their
to Europe-to Berlin, Vienna, London, or own bills, including the well-to-do and
Rome-for the best in medical education, the wealthy. This is wrong.
All of those countries had some form of
Even if this proposed program were
government medicine. No longer do the amended to eliminate the requirement
doctors and medical students journey to that the medical and hospital bills of the
Europe for the finest medical education., well-to-do and the wealthy be paid, the
Doctors and medical students from all bill still would not be a good one. The
over the world come to the United States, enactment of this legislation is to turn
because here, under the free practice of our back upon private enterprise. There
medicine, we have the finest medicine are ways that assistance for medical exand the finest medical education of any penises can be extended to those who
place in the whole world,
ought to have help without following the
Again I say we do not need a program pattern set forth is this bill. I will have
to improve medical care in this country. more to say on the subject of an alterna
The problem is that some of our citizens tive plan as the consideration of this
over 65 do not have the income or resour- bill progresses.
ces to avail themselves of all the medical
There has been Printed and is on the
care they should have. This is the Prob- desk of every Senator, a copy of my mo
lem, to wit: to provide medical care for tion to recommit. In substance, it would
those who cannot provided it for them- take all matters pertaining to medicare,
selves. Here the problem ends,
in part A and part B, out of the bill, im
It is not socialism for us to be chari- mediately pass tLe remaining portions,
table. We should provide medical care and then, by March 15, bring in an al
for individuals over 65 who have neither ternative plan.
the Income nor the resources to provide
My alternative plan is a well-estab
such care for themiselves. In determin- lished plan, a proven plan. I would ex
Ing who needs assistance to secure mned- tend the plan that is now in operation
Ical care I want my government to be for retired Federal civil service employ
generous.
ees under the Federal Employees Health
I do not believe that recipients of med- Benefits Act of 1959, to all our aged, and
ical care should be required to be Pau- require an individual to pay the entire
pers or be required to exhaust all of their premium, except that those people over
savings or sell their homes. I do think 85 who are unable to Pay the premium
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Just as today we recognize that same ad
would have It paid by the aeverument in ago, the maximum tax that either an
employee or an employer could pay was justments in social security benefits is in
varying amounts,
That is the private enterprise ap- $30 -per year. If this bill is enacted as order to keep pace with rising living costs.
the day will came when the
Cmitiee, so, Inevitably
~
rpotedoutbythe
allfo
proch.Itwoud
nt preah.
will decide that a further adjust
ou bytheFinnceCongress
t setig
thwuldnotcal
setingreprte
fo th

up of two Government insurance pro- the maximum employee tax for the cal- ment upward to called for. If H.R.
grams, which the pending bill does. endar year 1966 wIll be $275.55, and a enacted. for the first time we will be
Private enterprise would write the in-

siuillar amount would have to be paid by

to the social security system a

6675 1s
linking

service bene

fit as oppoeed ta a cash benefit. That Is,
surance. Private enterprise would carry the employer,
In other words, for every employee the we Will be providing payment far a service
the risk.. Private enterprise would colsuch as hospitalization, regardless of what
e $5,iai
txwilb
lect the premiums. Private enterprisemaiu
that service may cost; that is samething quite
half h
fo
ovrand0

employer
rmaxtheta
enft.
twol poid
wol pyth
h
different from providing for the payment
aximu haffo
employee.Th
th
bill,
feeisI
oundIn ovthe
better bena i thanae
ecuityof a specified amount of dollars at same fu
i thhanarefoudeploee.Themaxmumsocal
bil.
bettr bnefts
The whole worid knows that the pro- tax on the self-employed in 1966 wIll be ture date. We must recognize that this will
gram for the Federal employees is a just $404.25. As time goes on, these taxes will place a strain on the system. A future Con
and generous one. Why is it that an increase without any additional legisla- gress may not be able to provide Increased
Individual sometimes has difficulty in tion. By 1973. which is not far off, the cash benefits under the social security pro
getting adequate private hospital and maximum tax on an employee will be gram because so much revenue from the pay
medical insurance for himself? It is $363. with a simila amount on the em- rall tax will be going into medical care.
Senator SALTONSTALL continued and
usually the individual who does not be- ployer-in other words, $726, half on
long to a large group that is a continu- the employee and half on the employer- Included a quotation from the distin
ing group. That Is the reason. Even and the maximum tax on a self-employed guished chairman of the Ways and
though I hope that at least half of our person will be $501. Byl1987. without any Means Committee. Senator SALTON
citizens, If this proposal were to be en- increase over thc present bill, the maxi- STALL said:
In December of last year, Chairman MILs
acted, would pay their own premiums, mum employee tax will be $379.50 and for
they would have the great advantage of the self-employed $518.10. Can you raised other Important questions which re
being included In a large continuing Senators imagine that the originators of late specifically to the problem at hand and
group, so that the averaging process of social security could have anticipated axe warth recalling. He said:
primary
remember
"We ofmust
sharing the burden of medical expenses tasme3-dyarltrinvdul
are the
for adequate
citizenstha~t
our senior
thatsom
30-dd earslatr iniviualneeds
citizens would be paying nearly $59 per cash- benefits. The amount must be suffi
would actually work.
Mr. President, the measure before the month for social security taxes? Thait cient to produce a dignified standard of liv
ing when added to other spendable assets
Senate,- H.R. 6675, would set up two is where we are headed.
We can illustrate the cost 'of what Is characteristic of the aged. Purther, the
Government insurance programs. The
King-Anderson portion of the legislation being done -today in another way. I amount must be raised periodically to keep
relates primarily to hospital care and would like to quote from the testimony in step with decreasing purchasing power of
to pay should
for health
payroll
tax before,
the dollar.
erns
It adds a hospital insurance program to tkndrn
not
stated
as IAhave
heduing
earigs:benefits,
take h
Senator Cuzrxs. Briefly, It shows this, does be added to or harnessed with one to pay for
our social security program. The Govemninent is the insurer. The Government it not, that in 1964 the amount of benefits cash benefits. Health expenses are-less pre
carries the risk. And the Government paid out was about $16.223 billion, Isn't that dictable and they are rising considerably
faster. Within a tight coupling, the cash
right?
pays the benefits,
Mr. Myxas. That is correct, Senator Cuarrs. benefit would, In all probability, be compro
The supplementary medical insurance
Incidentally, Mr. Myers is the chief mised and the danger increased of stressing
portion of this bill relates to the pyet
health care at the expense of the root factors
of the fees of doctors and paymeont.
actuary of the Social Security Admin- of food, shelter, and clothing."
oermntIs
Ths
et top
must look at the social security pro
ance program. The Government is the isortining tora:We
gram as it actually exists. It is not a pro
e wie o e
read:
Ito
CenatorCnui
insurer. The Government takes the risk.
The Government collects the so-called thsenatograCinsmoti wil thke awirsle toyetr gram of prepaid Insurance. It is not a
premum
Th Goernmnt aysthethat this bill will operate, so far as bene- program In which the benefits one re
ceives are the result of his own payments
benefits. The benefits are available to fits are concerned, is calendar 1967.
and the interest accumulation thereon.
Mr. Myass. That is correct,
all over 65 including those individuals
Senator CuaRTs. And you estimate there The Program would come to a halt for
who are well able to provide for themthat the benefits paid out In 1967 wIll be Present beneficiaries if it were not for the
selves.
taxes being collected now from the workMrx. President, It is not necessary that $24A498 billion?
era, the employers, and the self-em
Mr. Mvxss. Yes, Senator CTrars.
we plung headlong Into socialism to be
Senator Cunimm. So If this bill Is passed, ployed. Even though this programs is 30
just, generous, and kind to the people
who are over 65 who ought to have some the amount paid out in social security bene- Years old, it is only 10 percent contribu
fits which were old-age and survivor and dia- torY. This is not my theorizing. I wish
help for their medical needs,
mdialbeeftsability in 1964 and which for 1967 will in- to quote from the hearings:
Ths upleenar
Senator CusRms. Here is my first question,
ude those. plus the hospital insurance and
notpleonyptsr theGovlernmenits
progra
supplementary health benefits will be and no doubt Mr. Myers will be the one to
progam
olyntpts te Gvernentthe
in another insurance program but one- Increased roughly by a little over $8 billion, answer It. This relates to the CASh existing
Mr. Myxas. There would be an Increase law only, not the disability, and I confine
half of the premium is a direct Government subsidy. This subsidy is not limited from 1964 under the present program, and my question to those beneficiaries now on
to- the people who for economic reasons the new program as envisaged by the bill in the rolls. what portion of the benefits that
they have already received, plus the expected
ought to have' it, but is a subsidy for full operation in 1967.
In other words, we have before the benefits that they will receive have they or
everyone. It is not only socialism-it
Senate a bill that Immediately is a $3 their primary beneficiaries paid for?
is brazen socialism.
Mr. President, an astonishing but an
Social security taxes are going to in-. billion bill measured in annual cost. We
crease rapidly without medicare 'added are experiencing a time when the cost honest answer was given-not astonishto the program. With medicare added, of living is steadily rising. Pew people Ing as coming from Mr. M.yers, because
there will be a tremendous increase in doubt that inflation will continue to he Is one of our best civil servants; but
social security taxes. The social security plague us. The payroll tax which sup- astonishing concerning a program that
tax both for the present program and 'ports social security will be fully needed so many believe is prepaid:
Mr. Myxas. Senator CluaRms, of course as
what is proposed in this bill is very bur- to adequately provide social security
densome for individuals with low earn- benefits, without medicare. Raises in you realize the amount that has been paid
ings. This is because their entire income benefits will be needed in the future. We by the employer and the employee varies
is taxed. There are no deductions or should not turn to social security taxes Widely for Individual cases. Some have paid
exemptions allowed. The wage base, to finance medicare or other programs, extremely little, and same have pald somemore, but on the average I believe
to$6,00ws ceary ephaize bythewhat
$4,80, s risehispoit
10 percent of the actuarial value of
yteabout
hspitwsceryepaie
o$,0
which is now $480 srie
in H.R. 6675 and this places a heavy, distinguished senior Senator from Mas- the benefits that have been received or may
burden on the Individuals in the middle sachusetts [Mr. SALTIONSTALL] when he be expected to be received in the future by
testified before the Committee on Ml" those on the rolls are represented by the
and higher income brackets as well.
combined employer-employee taxes.
When social security started 30 years nance. The Senator said:
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Senator CvaTTs. Now, about 10 percent of
What our present beneficiaries have received1
and are expected to receive In the balaZIC
Of their days has been paid by the emPloyer
anrth emplyuee,bonth.
Mr.
Ye, y~n.
Snato Cu~w.expect
There are many things about social
security for retirement purposes that
need further attention before we add a
program of medicare, which includes
medicare for people well able to pay for
it themselves. For 'instance, a' great
many fine, elderly people now draw only
$40 a month which will be increased to
$44 under the provisions of the bill.
These are the people most in need. The
social security planners have contended
that the individual pays for his ownl
benefits. This erroneous contention has
resulted In a system wherein the highest benefit. goes to those most able to
provide for their old age and the lowest
benefit goes to those who have the greateat need and who had the least opportunity to provide for their own old age.
Of all the benefits that are now being
paid, and that will be -paid during the
lifetime of present beneficIaries, 90 cents
of everyd~oUar has been paid by others,
Greater justice, should be done for those
receiving the very low social security
checks before we embark on two new
insurance programs relating to medical
care, as this bill does,
We will soon have 20 million individuals hin the United States who are over
65. None of them has paid anything
in the form of taxes or premiums of any
kind for medicare. Not one nickel. The
entire burden of the medicare program
for the present aged will have to be borne
by others. There will be some who will
be receiving medical benefits who are
far more able to pay their own medical
and hospital bills than the people who
will be paying the taxes,
The table which follows shows the estimated dollar expenditures under social
security for the years 1966-72. The
first column shows what the social security expenditures are expected to be
if no legislation is passed. The second
column Indicates what social security
expenditures are estimated to be If the
present bill is passed but does not include either of the two medicare programs. The third column shows the expected expenditures if the bill is passed
with the medicare provisions. This table
was prepared by the Chief Actuary of
the Social Security Administration.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the table be printed in the
RECORD,

There being no objection, the table was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
folw:Thus,
-

Caenar
Prsetbill
year

Senate Finance Commnittee

law

Withot
insurance

~With
insurance

____-Goverrnment,

1966---------1967 ----1969 ---1970 ---19723---1968 -----

ps,se

20,061

19,220
20,888
21,717

$21,033
22,169
28,150
24,117
26,0964

237

27,0e

_________-____

V2 8
26,683
27,181
28,443
29028
a2,=
____lated
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Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, never In
the history of social security has a projected schedule of tax rates and expenditures. been carried out without subsequent increases. It is not unrealistic to
that the amounts represented in
the foregoing table will be substantially
raised a time or two before.1972.
The foregoing table shows, for instance, that when these two Medicare
programs *get started next year they
would cost $1.2 billion. Three years
later, by 1969, medIcare alone would cost
$4.3 billion. Three years later, by 1972,
medicare would cost $5.3 billion. If this
program were to follow. the historical
pattern, additional increases would be
voted about every 2 years from now on.
Mr. President, I again remind the
Senate that I shall offer an alternative
proposal, under private enterprise, by
which a better program could be reached
which would save at least $2.5 billion annually. Some people believe that the
Federal Government can transact business better than private industry. I
wish those people would join the Post
office Department and use their talents
to help us get our mall.
Any notion that social security taxes
are not an impact upon our economy and
upon our individual citizens, as are other
taxes, is erroneous, Wages and income
taken to pay social security taxes are not
spent for other things. They are a drain
upon our economy and upon every individual taxpayer, as are our other forms
of taxes.
One does not have to be a prophet to
recognize that inflation and the everincreasing cost of living are the cruelest
and most difficult problems facing retired people., For more than 5 years this
Government has run a deficit of over $5
billion a year. The debt ceiling Is at an
all-time high-$328 billion. The un-1
funded liability, or deficiency in Government contribution, of the civil service
retirement funid on June 30, 1983, was
$36 billion. The comparable liability Of
the Foreign Service retirement fund as
of December 31, 1962, was $203 million.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield,
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I
should like to interpolate that with regard to the Foreign Service retirement
fund, even though the Government paid
the $203 million, the amount of contributions that would be required to keep the
fund actuarially sound in the, future
would have to be 30 percent under nomal
circumstances-i15 percent by the Foreign Service worker and 15 percent by
the Goverrnment.
If a man were earning $10,000
a year, he would have to pay $1,500 into
that fund in order to keep it sound. It
Is now suggested that, the Government
pay 22.5 percent and the worker pay
7.5 percent. When we view the matter
from that standpoint, we find that the
with relation to a a $10,00O
annual salary, would have 'to pay $2,250
Into the fund to keep it actuarially sound.
Mr., CURTIS. Mr. President, I thank
the distinguished Senator from Ohio. In
view of circumstances such as those reby the distinguished Senator, is this
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the time to provide for free hospital and
medical benefits for those who are well
able to pay for them?
This country cries out for leadership
that would save us from inflation and
ever-increasing debts and obligations of
the Goverrnment. Today, a program is
being advanced which would propose to
take care of matters that many Individ-'
uals; are well able to take care of for
themselves.
Mr. President, the unfunded liability
of military retired pay as of 1965 was
computed as $61.1 billion. Yet in the
face of all of these burdens, it is pro
posed that we start two new Govern
nient insurance ventures relating to
medical assistance.
I am not so sure that honesty is not
on the side of the individual who wants
to place the money of the people in pri
vate insurance companies, as contrasted
with the desire and demand for increas
ing taxes and building up a bureaucracy
to handle a program with which they
have never had any experience.
This bill would tax people who cannot
afford to be further taxed and it would
burden a Government that cannot afford
to be further burdened in order to pro
vide benefits for. individuals many of
whom are well able to provide for them
selves. This Is the basic Issue.
Mr. President, I shall have more to
say about this bill as the debate proceeds.
This bill ought to be amended so that
by means of a deductible, or otherwise,
its benefits would not go to people who
are well able to pay their own medical
expenses.
Mr. President, I shall offer such an
amendment. My amendment has al
ready been printed and is on the desks
of Senators. I hope that the amendment
will not be voted upon today. I shall
have an analysis and an explanation of
that amendment for every Senator. The
analysis shows that everyone whose in
come falls in the lower 80 percent
bracket would not be affected by it.
However, the amendment would ade
quately take out of the program those
people who are well able to pay for such
care themselves. It is said that the
amendment would not constitute much
of a saving. It would amount to almost
a half billion dollars a year according
to the statement of the actuary of the
Social Security Administration.
The
amendment woud preserve an important
principle-the principle that we shall not
force a Government system of medicine
on people when It is not needed. The
amendment would be a safeguard against
extending this measure to everyone re
grls
fae
Let no one pass It off as being of no
significance. Some may disagree with
the principle. Some may wish to have a
birn which would pay for the medical bills
of an individual with unlimited capital
aissets and high income, an individual
who is not even retired. If that is the
case, they have, in the pending bill, a
measure which would do that. However,
I shall offer an amendment which, I be
lieve, would be easily administered and
would reach that very issue.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
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Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, the
Senator has mentioned that he contemplates the offering of an amendment.
Does the Senator intend by that amendment to eliminate all provisions dealing
with Medicare?
Mr. CURTIS. No. I am not referring
to my motion to recommit. There would
be a roilcall. I refer to an amendment
which, by means of a deductible, would
eliminate the payment of hospital and
medical bills for the individual of over
65 who is well able to pay such bills himself.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, does
the Senator contemplate imposing upon
the individual the responsibility of fully
or substantially exhausting his own
assets?
Mr. CURTIS. Not at all.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Does the Senator intend to protect the individual?
Mr. CURTIS. It would be accomplished by means of an income test. It
would be a generous provision. It would
not, by any stretch of the imagination,
call for anyone to exhaust their savings
or sell their home.
It will mean that if their income is
over a certain amount, that the income tax liability is going to be the
yardstick. When the time comes, I shall
explain why I use it as the yardstick.
Eighty per cent of our people will not be
affected; it will affect 20 per cent, and it
ought to.
Mr. LAUSCHE. And the 20 percent
are in the classification of ample income?
Mr. CURTIS. That is the opinion of
the junior Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. BENNE'FT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. BENNETT. I have in my hind
the Senator's amendment No. 330, with
the title "Alternate Variable Deductibles
Under Parts A and B Related to Income
Tax Liability." Is that the amendment
towhich the Senator is referring?
Mr. CURTIS. It is.
Mr. BENNETT. So I would say to the
Senator from Ohio than he can see on
his desk amendment No. 330 and get the
details of the amendment the Senator
from Nebraska is discussing,
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the Senator.
The American people are used to the
idea of a deductible. It has some connection with automobile insurance, involving policies which contain $100 deductible items, which means that the
automobile owner pays the first $100 and
the insurance company pays the remainder. Or a holder may have a $250 deductible insurance policy. That principle could well apply in this program.
In the hospital section of the bill there
is provided a $40 deductible. It may increase in the future, but as of now it is
$40. My proposal provides that there
shall be a $40 deductible or last year's income tax, whichever is higher.
I shall have a table prepared to show
each Senator how it would work out before the vote on the amendment tomorrow. I will have figures from actuaries
showing how many people do not pay any
income tax at all; and therefore their
benefits would not be affected. I will
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have figures from the actuaries showing
how this proposal would save us from
$420 to $480 million every year.
I shall continue and mention some other amendments.
An amendment should be adopted
which would limit the direct subsidy for
the premiums on the supplemental health
benefits to those who need the subsidy,
Part B is a program called supplemental health medical benefits. It was
born overnight. The country has never
had an opportunity to look at it and debate it. It provides, in substance, that
every individual over 65 can send in a $3
premium in order to buy protection
against expenses of doctors and surgeons
and other related items. Then it proxrides that out of the general Treasury
there shall be paid an additional $3.
For individuals in need? Not at all. For
everybody,
Here we are departing from the private enterprise road that made us so
great and strong. Not only are we establishing a new insurance program called
"supplemental medical health benefits,"
but the so-called premium is subsidized
out of the Treasury by the same Government that has not balanced its budget in
a long time, by the same Government
that would raise the debt limit this year.
We are not doing something for the
people today, or this week, if we pass the
bill. We are doing something to the
people. I am not going to have a part
in it. I am not going to let the children
of this country point a finger at me and
say I led a parade either in committee or
on the floor to vote for two socialized insurance programs and robbed the payroll
tax to pay benefits to our aged and
started a program that will run in perpetuity, that children 50 or 100 years
from now will have no choice about,
They will either have to ps~y the obligation or refuse to pay it. Either alternative is bad.
The Senate. can best meet its responsibility by striking the medicare provisions
from the bill and directing the committee to bring to the Senate at a later time
a proposal which, under our private enterprise system, meets the problem we
face, to wit, assisting with the medical
expenses of those elder citizens who
ought to be assisted. This can be done.
As I said a while ago, this program
would be patterned after the program
for our retired Federal Civil service employees under the 1959 act. The benefits are generous. The problem in private health insurance is that an individual finds it difficult to buy insurance
within a cost that he would like unless
he belongs to a big group, a continuing
group. What we would do for our citizens is what we are doing for our retired
civil service people now. We would let
them in on the same program. As to
those who could not pay for it it at all,
the Government would pay the premium,
As to those who could pay a part of it,
the Government would pay a Part of it.
As to those who could pay their own premium-and the cost would be a bargain
because it would be such a big groupthey would pay for it, and not the Govermient.
It would give greater benefits to our
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people. Private enterprise would write
the risk. Private enterprise would take
the risk. Private enterprise would col
lect the premiums. Private enterprise
would pay the benefits. Private enter
prise would administer the program.
Under this proposed program, the big
gest confession of failure one can imag
mne is in the bill itself, and that is that
they are not relying on the advice of the
medical association or doctors collec
tively to make the program work. Who
are more qualified on the issue of illness
than the doctors? Yet for years, as the
drive has been on to socialize medicine in
America, what have those who have ad
vocated that program done? They have
downgraded the medical profession or
associations. Just as there are a few
scoundrels in politics, there are a fewdoctors who may not have done what
they should have in their practice. But
who are the doctors of the country?
Who constitute the medical associations?
They include our family doctor. They
include my family doctor. They include
everyone's family doctor. I believe that
they represent today a noble profession.
All of us have witnessed the many times
when they have gone beyond the last mile.
in caring for their fellow man. Yet, they
have been downgraded and criticized be
cause that was a necessary step in order
to socialize the country.
Mr. President, the insurance industry
has a remarkable record. The idea of
private insurance is an American idea.
It was Benjamin Franklin, acknowl
edging that America h-ad obtained the
concept of fire insurance and other kinds
of insurance from England, who said,
"Why should we not insure a man's most
valuable possession, his life?"
The oldest life insurance company in
the United States is a company orga
nized to help Presbyterian ministers.
That company is still in existence today.
The insurance industry has made great
progress in offering private insurance to
the American People. Some policies have
been disappointing bedause medical costs
have been going up so high, and policies
on hospital insurance which were writ
ten some years ago turn out today to be
a disappointment. That does not de
tract from the fact that although those
policies are all right but are the less
benefit than People expected, there are
millions of goods policies in existence.
After all, we are dealing with an in
dustry which stands out in America.
What was the industry, during the
time of depression, which meant so much
to so many households because of its fin
ancial stability? Is was the insurance
industry. Millions of Americans obtained
loans or received cash benefits on insur
ance. Many of those same companies are
now attacking the problem. Great prog
ress has been made. We use the private
insurance company to take care of the
retirement of our civil service workers.
We should use it here.
Mr. President, the choice is clear.
Some-time in the march of socialism we
shall find ourselves closer to the other
shore than the side from which we
started.
This country began under the great
private enterprise system. If the propo
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many of my Wyoming friends have citizens purchase hospital and medical
nents of the bill plead for the elderly who
without Government assist
need help in Paying their medical ex- urged me to support an amendment insurance
This private effort would cease if
perises, my answer to them is, Amend the which would extend social security bene- ance.
fits to age 22 for those children attending Government benefits were given to all
bill so as to limit it to that.
If we wish a prcogramn to provide bene- school who, under the present law, re- our older citizens.
I expect that this socialized program
1oss
fits for those who do not need it, we are ceive benefits because of the tragic this
continue to grow and to be extended
will
think
I
parent.
supporting
their
of
and
pure
socialism,
of
programn
a
offering
age groups in our popula
additional
to
to
pleased
am
and
amendment
good
a
is
is
It
welfare.
public
simple. It is not
the advocates of this leg
fact,
In.
tion.
it.
support
is
It
kindness.
not charity. It is not,
pointing out how
already
are
islation
comthe
that
note
to
pleased
also
am
I
,ocilasm.
the, begin
merely
represents
bill
this
of
adoption
the
recommending
is
mittee
anySocialism is not the answer to
an amendment which would limit the ning of Government medical care for
thing.
Mr. president, to enact H-R. 6675 Is duplication of disability benefits and persons of all ages. to note that the two
It is interesting
not the best way to meet the problem of those under workmen's compensation.
I am encouraged when I see these most knowledgeable groups on the sub
the medical expenses of our elderly Peoneed ject in our society-the insurance indus
ple. It Is grossly unfair to the indilviduals amiendmnents presented because the
and the medical profession-oppose
who will have to pay the bill. it is wrong has been shown and responded to with try
the enactment of this legislation. It is
in principle. It starts somethi-ng which responsible and intelligent efforts.
However, I am discouraged when I discouraging to realize that without the
cannot be stopped. It should never be
the amendments which are being cooperation of these two groups the suc
study
the
raise
to
a
vehicle
as
used
or
accepted
as a solution to the problem we cess of this program cannot be realizedforth
put
Anpeople.
elderly
our
to
cash benefits
I am proud of our medical system and
with in giving medical
confronted
are
passed
be
should
other bill can be and
medical profession. We have made
our
citizens.
older
our
to
attention
and
aid
benesecurity
to raise the ordinary social
strides in research and in under
great
some
of
need
the
of
aware
well
am
I
are
fits, particularly for the people who
of our older citizens. Government as- standing the problems of our people, par
receiving the lowest amount.
problems of our senior
Mr. President, as I have stated, I shall sistance to meet the cost of adequate ticularly those
Special steps should be taken
have more to say concerning the bill as medical care and treatment for them citizens.
and perpetuate the system
debate progresses, and I shall offer sev- is necessary and I have supported, and to perfect
be
will continue to support, legislation we now enjoy. We should not this
eral amendments.
the direction in which
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, will which will meet this need. However, no moving in would
have us 'move If we are
evidence has been presented which would legislation
the Senator from Nebraska yield?
a physically healthy and sound
Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to yield to indicate that the suggestion put forward to remain
the nation meeting the needs of the young
my distinguished colleague, the Senator will meet the real need. In a fact,
evidence suggests that this is gigantic and the old.
from Utah.
social planners who have dreamed
Mr. BENNETTI. As one of the minor- proposal that will increase our social upThe
socialized medicine program have
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percent
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to
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Committee
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dangers.
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for a socialized medicine program,
with all that he has said rather than to tax on the first dollars of wages earned calling
then are forced to vote against those
try, in my own weak way, to repeat them. by the Nation's working men and women we
which are needed In per
Mr. CURTIS, I thank the Senator to pay the hospital and other medical. amendments
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bills of the well-to-do and wealthy aged, fecting and broadening the coverageThe
from Utah.
present social security program.
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But the majority has seen fit to dismiss the eldercare approach with virtually no consideration of the bill on its
merits. And in so doing, they axe disregarding the expert counsel of both the
medical profession and the insurance
industry.
There is abundant evidence, based on
reputable polls, to indicate that millions
of Americans ar.o confused about the extent of benefits that miedicare will provide.
At best, this bill will cover only about
half of the average medical costs for the
aged. And it will do this at the expense
of providing benefits to millions of Americans who are perfectly capable of meeting their own medical expense problems.
It is this scheme of compulsory flnancing and benefits for all, regardless of
need, that I regard as the bill's chief
defect. I am genuinely concerned about

its potential
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consequences of the first step this bill
,
represents.
I want to commend the minority of the
Finance Committee for their able analysis of this bill's limitations. I agree with
them that the merits of this legislation
are outweighed by its deficiencies,
Mr. GRTUENING. Mr. President,The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Alaska is recognized.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Alaska yield briefly?
Mr. GRUENING. I am glad tn yield
to the Senator from Montana.

weakening effect upon the

stability of the entire social security
system.
kowspredecessor
isthatnobdy
The laintruh
isthatnobdy
The
laintruhkowsemployees
how much this bill will cost the taxpaYers. We do know we axe talking about
nearly $7 billion a year-and that Is only
the beginning,
The experience of nations in Western
Europe and Canada adds up to a sober
warning for us. We can surely expect
kyroketin
otalcos
tefutre.(b)to
the inthefutre.cal
cot
toskyockt
the
ota
In my judgment, this poses a clear and
present danger to the system upon Which
most Americans depend for the basic
foundation of their retirement years. I
cannot support a bill to increase the taxes
of almost every American wage earner,
to pay health benefits to millions of theirencd.
fellow citizens who axe both able and
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Of
fering of an amendment Is in order.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I call
up my amendment No. 328 and ask that
it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated for the infor
mation of the Senate.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, Without
objection, it Is so ordered; and the
amendment will be printed in the RECORD
at this point.
The amendment (No. 328) offered by
Mr. GRUENING is as follows:
On page 349, between lines 12 and 13, in
sert the following:
"RECTIFYING ERROR IN INTERPRETING LAW WITH
RESPECT TO CERTAIN SCHOOL EMPLOYEES IN
ALASKA
"SEc. 342. F'or purposes of the agreement

under section 218 of the Social Security Act
entered into by the State of Alaska, or its
the Territory of Alaska, where
of an integral unit of a political

subdivision of the State or Territory of Alaska
have in good faith been included under the
State or Territory's agreement as a coverage

group on the basis that such integral unit
of a political subdivision was a political sub
division, then such unit of the political sub
division shall,. for purposes of section 218
a politi
deemed to be
of such Act,
(2)
performing
subdivision,
andbe employees
services within such unit shall be deemed to
be a coverage group, effective with the effec
tive date specified in such agreement or
modification of such agreement with respect'
to such coverage group and ending with the
last day of the year in which this Act is

VALIDATING SOME ALASKCASCHOOL DISTRICT CON

CIO21
willing to pay for their own care.TATUNE
Mr.. GRUENING. Mr. President, my
Instead of this blanket approach, we
amendment, now before the Senate, seeks
should have pald more attention to what
to correct an injustice which would bethe needs really are. In that regard, let
many school personnel in Alaska be
ealh Inur-fail
me rmindyouthatthe
cause of an error in interpreting the pro
ance Council reported only last month
visions of the Social Security Act.
that 79 percent of our population is now
Many school employees in Alaska are
covered by some form of health insurdanger of losing social security bene
isanthrenhretin
fits because the provisions of section 218
There isaohrweakness ineetin
were incorrectly interpreted. originally,
the medicare bill which concerns many
certain city school districts in Alaska
of us. All of us know that the people of
were ruled to be "Political subdivisions"
the United States today enjoy the finest
under the terms of section 218 and agree
htaynation
qult
fmdclcr
coldsrcswr
mnswt uhct
has ever achieved. Any legislation we
approved by the Social Security Admin
psintifilcetilshudaim at
istration.
strengthening, not weakening, this great- c-cA SECRjp y AWI~INDMEN'
after 13 years of coverage, and
OF 965Now,
sset
natinal
after Paying the social security taxes due
OFiuean1965imor
ntonalo asset
The Senate resumed the consideration and expecting to receive social security
tant features of our system is the voluntary, private relationship between the in- Of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos- benefits upon retirement, the school per
dividual patient and the physician of h"." pital insurance program for the aged un- sonnel of such city school districts have
choice. It is one of the principal reasons der the Social Security Act with a supple- been informed that such districts can
why our system of medicine is the best in mentary health benefits program and an not be considered "political subdivisions"
expanded program of medical assistance, within the meaning of section 218 of the
the world.
some of the organizations and spokes- to increase benefits under the old-age, Social Security Act and that these school
men who have given such strong support siurvivors, and disability insurnce sys- employees are not covered under the act.
MY amendment simply validates the
to medicare also have declared that it tem, to Improve the Flederal-State pubrepresents just the beginning step toward lic assistance Programs, and for Other agreements entered into in good faith by
these school districts to cover their
a completely federalized and State- purlposes.AMNENI-O32
employees under the social secur
AEDNVN.38school
dominated system of medical and hosGRUENING. Mr. President, a ity programn.
pitalCare.Mr.
I have been informed that the admin
Surely, none of us wants to see the parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The istration supports this amendment.
quality of health care in this country deI hope that the able and distinguished
cline from its Present unchallenged posi- Senator from Alaska will state it.
Mr. GRUENING. Is the offering of an Senator in charge of the bill will accept
tion of worid leadership. Yet there are
this simple amendment.
reasonable grounds to fear the eventual amendment in order at this time?
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the Senator from Alaska has discussed his amendment with us, and also
with those who represent the department, and we believe that the Senator
has a good point In his amendment. It
was not studied by the committee, but
we believe that the Senator from Alaska
Is probably right about the matter, and
we shall be happy to take the amendment to conference.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Alaska yield?
Mr. GRUENING. I yield.
Mr. ANDERSON. The situation to
which the Senator from Alaska refers

is similar to the one with which we dealt
In Arkansas. Therefore, there Is no rea-

son to deny to Alaska what was done for
Arkansas.
I agree with the Senator In charge of
the bill that the Senator's amendment
should be accepted,
Mr. GRUENING. I thank the Senator from Louisiana and the Senator from
New Mexico.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from Alaska.
'the amendment was agreed to.
'HOSPICARE"

PROVIDED BY NHA.
AND LONG OVERDUE

e675

NEDE

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I
support, in general, the provisions of H.R.
6675 because the program which it provides is long overdue. The legislation
has long been misnamed with the title
of "mnedicare." It provides hospital care
and should be known as "hospicare."
To my own knowledge, I have known
many men and women who have comPleted. successful work careers and who
haereiedwthsvng
ndpnsos
apparently ample to live in comparative
comfort for the rest of their lives. Then
these individuals have been struck by
severe Illnesses and in a very brief period have seen their life's savings drained
away in paying for the high costs of
medical and hospital care and drugs.
For people in such circumstances, H.R.
6675 marks a milestone and will go far
to enable them to meet the overwhelming burden of hospital expenses-and
some medical expenses-attendant all
too often on old age,
This bill marks a milestone and a
crowning achievement for the many men
and women who for years have worked
tirelessly for its achievement,
President Johnson can rightfully take
Pride in the enactment of this far-reaching hospital care bill. He worked for
Its enactment as a U.S. Senator from
Texas, as Vice President, and as President. He has at all times indicated that,
on his lis of needed domestic measurea, hospital care for the aged had high
priority. Its enactment so early in his
administration must be and should rightfully be considered a personal, outstanding achievement for President Johnson.
Another among the many individuals
to whom credit and praise should be
given for his work in securing the passage of a hospital Program for the aged
is the very able and distinguished Senior
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANqDERSON], who through the years, in the face
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of great opposition, has fought valiantly
for the-enactment of this legislation.
Many others deserve high praise for
the successful conclusion of this struggle
including our distinguished majority
leader [Mr. MhNSFXELD], the majority
whip [Mr. LONG of Louisiana], and the
indefatigable Under Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Mr. Wilbur Cohen.
All these--and many more-deserve
the highest praise for a job well done.
In sending his health message to the
Congress on January 7 of this year, President Johnson quoted from Thomas JYefferson who. wrote:
Without health there is no happiness. An
then, should take the
place of every other object.

attention to health,

July 8, 1965

of the Elderly of the Special Commit
tee on Aging.
During these last 7 Years-'-under a
mandate from the Senate-we have
thoroughly investigated and evaluated
the status of the 18 million Americans
who are 65 years of age and over.
We have consulted with the acknowi
edged -experts In the field of aging and
have benefited from their research.
We have held public hearings through
out the country to learn firsthand the dif
ficulties and the unique problems fac
ing our older citizens. A long list of corn
mittee reports attest to the scope and the
depth of this factflnding effort.

And from these years of work, two basic
emerge:

conclusions

First, the older people of this country
With this statement I heartily concur. have a deep and abiding desire to live
With the passage of H.R. 6675, the Con- their retirement years in independence
gress will be'taking.a giant step forward and dignity;
to making health "take the place of every
Second, the greatest threat to this
other object." -It is a step that long desire for an independent and dignified
needed to be taken.
existence Is the pronounced inability of
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, for our older citizens to cope with the heavy
the past 7 years the problems of our and inevitable expenses of necessary hos
older citizens have been the subject of pital and medical care.
intensive and continuing study by the
Other problems, to be sure, trouble
Congress. That long and hard work is people in their retirement years. But
resulting, at last, in legislation which will completely overshadowing everything
significantly contribute to the ability of else is the haunting fear of financial
the Nation's elderly to live independently catastrophe resulting from serious illness.
and with dignity during their retirement
We cannot, of course, eliminate the
years.
likelihood of serious illness among the
Earlier this week, the House of Repre- elderly.
sentatives agreed to the Senate amendBut we can extend to them the hope
ments to H.R. 3708-the Older Americans that when Illness does strike, it will not
Act of 1965. This important measure- leave them financially destitute.
which I sponsored in the Senate and in
h eilto
e r osdrn
o
which I was joined by 23 cosponsors- day- progrsamiofer
honspitdlrinsuranc
now awaits the President's signature,
thro--h srocial seurt hsiand aiproramnof
The Older Americans Act-it will be voluntary medical insurance.-would ofrecalled-establishes a new high-levelfethmtaho.
agency-the Administration on Aging-fethmhaho.
within the Department of Health, EducaI believe that we now have before us a
tion, and Welfare. The Administration bill which would establish a wellon Aging, headed by a Commissioner ap- balanced program of protection against
pointed by the President and subject to the crushing expenses of illness. This is
Senate confirmation-will devote its ful a program which will rehieve the elderly
attention to the problems and potentials of the intolerable pressures generated by
of our older population. It is an agency high health costs on the one side and re
which-among its other responsibilities, duced income on the other. This Is a
will administer a program of grats Program which will solve the dilemma
which will enable the States to supportcofntgthyugadmilegd
and expand their services in behalf of the families who are trying to provide for
elderly.
themselves and their children at the
The Older Americans Act represents a same time that they -are faced with the
milestone on the road toward a better tremendous burden of trying to help pay
life for our elderly citizens. We now the continuing direct costs of the illhave an opportunity to enact another nesses of their Parents and grandpar
landmark piece of legislation-H.R~ ents.
6675--the medicare bill. I believe 'we
In evaluating the legislation before
will take that opportunity.
us--we must not overlook the substan
Although-my interest and activities tial and meaningful liberalizations
dealing with the problems of older peo-.. which It makes- in the Kerr-Mills pro
ple predates by many years my service in gram.
the Senate, it has been my privilege
over the years, the Subcommittee on
since 1959 to be deeply involved in the Health of the Elderly has issued three
efforts of the Senate to determine and reports on the operation and effective
cope with the needs of the elderly.
ness of the Kerr-Mills program. We
During the 87th Congress, I was have never argued against the need for
privileged to serve as chairman of the such a program. our criticism was di
Senate Special Committee on Aging. For rected at the idea that Kerr-Mills--by
2 years prior to that-I was chairman Itself-constituted the Federal answer
of the Subcommittee on Problems of the to the problem. Among the specific crit
Aged and Aging of the Labor and Public icisms of Kerr-Mills made by the sub
Welfare Conmmttee. Currently,' I am commnittee-for which the Present bill
chairman of the Subcommittee on Health now offers remedies were:
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First. The family responsibffity -pro- big one of the most urgent social needs
"'(C) SPECIAL RULE FOR EMPLOYEE TIPS.
visions which imposed hardships on the of our times. Its enactment has been For purposes of subsection (a). tips Included
chilrenandgradchldrn
ofeldrlydemnde byan oerwelmng ajoity in a written statement furnished an em
applicenantdfr adand
whihofen of
Alelyd
manericyans-oferallmage-fo
manoy ployer by an employee pursuant to section
servedanto detr otherwis quaifie often ye Ars.
a&ofalaesfrmn
6053 (a) shall be deemed to be received at
servd ualiiedindi
t detr
o
herwse
yers.the
the written statement including
viduals from seeking help. The new bill
I regard it as both a privilege and an such time
tips Is furnished to the employer.'
would limit the application of the family honor to be associated with this legis`(c) (1) Section 3102 of such Code (relat
responsibility provision to the spouse, If lation as a cosponsor and I shall cast ing to deduction of tax from wages) is
any, of the applicant,
my vote in favor of it with a deep sense amended by adding at the end thereof the
Second. We had criticized the in-or- of satisfaction and fulfillment,
follwin nPEwIAsubsetion:Tps
out income tests employed by some
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I know
"' I(c) SnteIL
RaLe ofO tips.wihcnttt
States in determining eligibility. For that some of my colleagues in the Senate wages, subsection (a) shall be applicable
examnple-if a State had a test of $1,500 wish to speak. I should like to make the only to such tips as are Included In a writ
in income, a person with $1,501 would be remaining committee amendment the ten statement furnished to the employer
ineligible despite the fact that he might pending business, if it is agreeable to the pursuant to section 6053 (a), and only to the
have had thousands of dollars of ex- Senator from Louisiana. I wish to an- extent that collection can be made by the
penses-while an individual with $1,499 nounce that the committee amendment employer, at or after the time such state
Ne
okment
Is so furnished and before the close of
in income and only $100 or $200 in ex- is opposed by the Senator from Ne
okthe 10th
day following the calendar month
penses would be eligible. The new legis- [Mr. KENNEDY] and myself jointly, in in which the tips were received, by deducting
lation corrects this situation by requir- lieu of our offering an amendment. the amount of the tax from such- wages of
ing the States to relate their Income Normally, an amendment would be of- the employee (excluding tips, but including
tests to the expenses incurred by the fered if the committee amendment had funds turned over by the employee to the
applicant,
been treated as original text. We have employer pursuant to paragraph (2)) as are
Third. We were critical of the fact undertaken, therefore, to oppose the under control of the employer.
that the Federal Government would only committee amendment.
"'.(2) If the tax Imposed by section 3101,
match up to $15 per month in vendor
If we may have the remaining commit- wihrsett
byanepoe
during a calendarisrcie
month which
are included
payments for recipients of old-age as- tee amendment made the pending busi- in writteq statements
furnished to the em
sistance while we would match unlimited ness, I shall yield the floor and let other ployer pursuant to section 6053 (a), exceeds
medical vendor payments for recipients Senators speak.
the wages of the employee (excluding tips)
of medical assistance for the aged. It
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the from which the employer is required to col
seemed highly unfair to us that we manger of .the bill wish to call up the lect the tax under pagraph (1), the em
should provide less in money for those remaining committee amendment?
ployee shall furnish to the employer on or
Mr.ofousna
ONGof
ouiiana
Mr
Prsi-before the 10th day of the following month
who are most in need. Additionally
M.LN
MrPeian amount of money equal to the amount
this imbalance was the prime reason be- dent, I ask that the committee amend- of the
excess.
hind the State's switching many of their ment be made the pending business.
"'(3) The Secretary or his delegate may,
OAA people to MAA. The present bill
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk under regulations prescribed by him, au
authorizes matching on an equal basis will state the committee amendment.
thorize employers
for both OAA and MAA and furtherThe legislative clerk proceeded to state
"'(A) to estimate the amount of tips that
specifies that the States may not provide

less in benefits under one program than
it provides in the other,
Fourth. We were also concerned over
the fact that many States provided only
the most limited types of health services,
for example, a State might provide only
hospital care and some services in the
outpatient department of a hospital,
The new legislation requires that the
States include inpatient and outpatient
hospital care, other laboratory and Xray services, skilled nursing home servtces, and physicians' services.
Mr. President, I should like to stress
one other consideration. I believe that
proper and appropriate administration
of he
rogamis vital to effectuasting the
oftepormlowing

the committee amendment,

will be reported by the employee pursuant

"COVERAGE OF TIPS

during the quarter to the amount required
to be deducted during the quarter without
regard to this paragraph.'
"(2) The second sentence of section 3102
(a) of such Code is amended by inserting
before the period at the end thereof the fol
lowing: '; and an employer who IS furnished
by an employee a written statement of tips
(received in a calendar month) pursuant to

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask to section 6053 in any quarter of the calendar
unanimous consent that furt-ier reading year,
"'(B) to determine the amount to be de
of the amendment be dispensed with.
ducted upon each payment of wages (ex
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- clusive of tips) during such quarter as if the
out objection, it is so ordered,
tips so estimated constituted the actual tips
The committee amendment is as so reported, and
follows:
"'(C) to deduct upon any payment of
On page 267, llne 8, after the word- "end- wages (other than tips) to such employee
ing", it is proposed to Insert "on or"; on berinescsar touadjust tuhe amount actualy
page 268, after line 2, to strike out:
deedctedsaupon sduchsaeso
the
empn
atuloye
"SEC. 313. (a) (1) Section 209 of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out 'or'
at the end of subsection (J), by striking out
the period at the end of subsection (k) and
inserting in lieu thereof'; or'. and by adding

Immediately after subsection (k) the folnew subsection:
"'(1) (1) Tips paid in any medium other
In this regard-a-nd particularly in the than cash;seto
cae f hebaicmeicresetin f he
"'(2) Cash tips received by employee in
blll-"--~part A"~-adrninistrative respon- any calendar month in the course of his
sibility and operation should, to the employment by an employer unless the
greatest extent Possible, be assumed by amount of such cash tips is $20 or more.'

congressional intent.

public agencies.

" (2) Section 209 of such Act is further

Any administrative tasks which are amended by adding at the end thereQf the
delegated by the Department of Health, following new paragraph:
Education, and Welfare should in all
"'For purposes of this title, tips received
instances be assigned to State and local by an employee In the course of his employment shall be considered remuneration for
health departments, where these public employment. Such tips shall be deemed to
agencies are willing and capable of per- be paid to the employe yteepoen
fomngtos
esosiiiteThe
pub- shall be deemed to be so paid at the time
lic interest would be fully served by giv- a written statement including such tips Is
ing preference to public agencies,
furnished to the employer pursuant to secIn conclusion, Mr. President, I would tion 6053(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
say that the medicare bill now before the Of 1954 or (if no statement including such
Senate Is not Perfect. I am positive that tips Is so furnished) at the time received.'
we will modify It in future Years-as ex"(b) Section 451 of the Internal Revenue
Perlnceexpses
efets.Code
of 1954 (relating to general rule for
Bueritnexoses depefets
a enrostaxable Year' Of inclusion) Is amended by
Bu I desrerset n nomosadding at the end thereof the following new
step forward by the Congress in meet- subsection:
No. 123

603atowihprgph(2

(B) of section 3121 (a) Is applicable may de
duct an amount equivalent to such tax with
respect to such tips from any wages of the
employee (exclusive of tips) under his con
trol, even though at the time such state-.

ment is furnished the total amount of the
tips included in statemente furnished to the
employer as having been received by the emPloyee
In such calendanr month In the course
of his employment
by such employer Is less
than $201.
"(3) Section 3121 (a)ofscCderea
ing to definition Of wages under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act) Is amended by
striking Out 'or' at the end Of Paragraph
(10), by striking out the period at the end
Of Paragraph (11) and Inserting in lleu
thereof'1; or', and by adding after paragraph
(11) the following new paragraph:
"'(12) (A) tips paid in any medium Other

than cash;
"'(B3) cash tips received by an employee
in any calendar month In the.course of his
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employment by an employer unless the
"(e) (1) Section 6051(a) of such Code (re- tute remuneration for employment under
amount of such cash tips is $20 or more.'
lasting to receipts for employees) is amended this title, and (it) In applying subsection
"(4) Section 3121 of such Code is further by adding at the end thereof the following (a) with respect to tips to which this sen~
amended by adding at the end thereof the new sentence: 'In the case of tips received tence is applicable, only the deductions at
following new subsection;
by an employee In the course. of his employ- tributable to such tips shall be taken into
"'I(q) Tips.-For purposes of this chapter, ment. the amounts required to be shown by account.'
tipe received by an employee in the course paragraph (3) shall include only such tips
"(b) Section 1402(c) of the Internal Rev
of his employment shall be considered re- as are included in statements furnished to enue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of
muneration for employment. Such tips the employer pursuant to section 6053(a); trade or business), as amended by section
shall be deemed to be paid to the employee and the amounts required to be shown by 311 of this Act, Is amended by adding at the
by the employer, and shall be deemed to be paragraph (5) shall include only -such tips end thereof the following new sentence:
so paid at the time a written statement in- as are reported by the employee to the em- 'The provisions of paragraph (2) shall not
cluding such tips is furnished to the em- ployer pursuant to section 6053(b).'
have the effect of excluding cash tips re
ployer pursuant to section 6053(a) or (if no
"(2) (A) Subpart C of part M of sub- ceived by an employee in the course of serv
statement including such tips is so fur- chapter A of chapter 61 of such Code (re- ice which constitutes employment under
nished) at the time received.'
lating to information regarding wages paid chapter 21, on his own behalf and not on be
"1(d) (1) Section 3401 of such Code (re- employees) is amended by adding at the half of another person, from '.'net earnings
lating to defintions for purposes of collect- end thereof the following new section:
from self-employment"; except that (i) this
ing income tax at source on wages) is "'SEC. 6053. RPOaRTNG OF' Ths.
sentence shall not apply in the case of tips
amened
he nd y adingat
heref te
"(a)Ever emloye wo, I th corsewhich constitute remuneration for employfollowing new subsection:
menthunderpchapter 21,aandmployein applying
"' I(f) Txps.-For purposes of subsection of his caemploymenthb anp emplyerareceives subsection (a) with respect to tips to which
(a), the term "wages" includes tips received inany aefneda mnsetonttip1swic are waesto
thissetneiaplcbolyhedu
by an employee in the course of his employscin
taieindioseton1()o
sentenr
ibapliablet
uhtp onaly the daeduc
ment. Such tips shall be deemed to be paid 3401 (a)) shall report all such tips In one or tosatiual
osc
issalb
ae
to the employee by the employer, and shall more written statements furnished to his into occount.1
be deemed to be so paid at the time a writ- employer on or before the 10th day following
" (c)The amendments made by this section
tan statement including such tips is fur- such month. Such statements shafl be fur- shall apply only with respect to taxable
nished to the employer pursuant to section nished by the employee under such regula- years beginning after December 31, 1965."
6053(a) or (if no statement including such tions, at such other times before such 10th
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, a na
tips is so furnished) at the time received.''
day, and in such form and manner, as may tional health care program for the needy
"(2) Section 3401(a) of such Code (relat- be prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-agdIlog
veuenthscnry
Ing to definition of wages for purposes of ool- gate.agdilogveuenthscnry
lecting income tax at source) Is amended by
"'(b) For purposes of sections 3102(c). Millions of our senior citizens who are
striking out ', or' at the end of paragraph (6) 3111, 6051 (a), and 6652 (c), tips received in living on very modest incomes have for
and Inserting in lieu thereof '; or', by strik- any calendar month shall be considered re- years faced a serious problem in meeting
Ing out the period at the end of paragraph ported pursuant to this section only if they the costs of health care.
(12) and inserting in lieu thereof'1; or', by are included in such a statement furnished
We are all thankful for the fact that
striking out the period at the end of pa-to
the employer on or before the 10th day the exciting and rapid scientific advances
grahnd(5)nsetin inlie threo
following such month and only to the extent
grah
ndinsrtig
(5)
I leu herof
tax Imposed with respect to such In medicine, surgery and therapy have
or', and by adding after paragraph (15) th ;thatisb the eto
11cnb
olce
ythe
substantially increased the life span of
following new paragraph:
tp yscin30
a
ecletdb
h
" '(16) (A) as tips In any medium other employer under section 3 102.'
our people. These advances have ob
than ash;"(B)
The table of sections for such sub- viously led to greater cost to the patient.
than
cash;
a
tp oa
mlyei
n
part C is amended by adding at the end Treatments have been developed which
"'(B)das casth Intips tourean
employeei
i
-n thereof the following:
are very complex involving costlier drugs,
ment by an employer unless the amount of "'Sac. 6053. REPORTING or Tips.'
operations, hospitalization, specialized
such cash tips is $20 or more.'
"(3) Section 6652 of such Code (relating nursing home care, and so forth. The
"(3) Subsection (a) of section 3402 of such to failure to file certain information returns) healing arts community is to be con
Code (relating to income tax collected at is amended by redesignating subsection (c) gratulated on the great progress that it
source) Is amended by striking out 'subsec- as subsection (d) and by inserting after sub- hsmd
n oit
ngnrli
h
tion (J)' and inserting in lieu thereof 'sub- section (b) the following new subsection:
a
aeadscet
ngnrlI'h
sections (J) and (k)'.
"'(c) FAnuRE To REPORT Thps'-In the beneficiary,
"(4) Section.3402 of such Code is further case of tips to which section 6053(a) applies,
In 1949 as a Member of the House
amended by adding at the end thereof the if the employee fails to report any of such I, along with a group of Republicans,
following new subsection:
tips to the employer pursuant to section introduced a comprehensive national
" '(k) .Tipss-In the case of tips which 6053 (b), unless It Is -shown that such failure health care program for the needy aged.
constitute wages, subsection (a) shall be ap- is due to reasonable cause and not due to One of the cosponsors was my colleague,
plicable only to such tips as are included in willful -neglect, there shall be paid by the the distinguished senior Senator from
a written statement furnished to the em-emlyinadtotoheaxmpsdb
New York [Mr. JAvrrs]. As I recall, the
ployer pursuan t to section 6053 (a), and only section 3101 with respect to the amount of
to the extent that the tax can be deducted the tips which he so failed to report, an Honorable Christian Herter, then a
adwthlbyteepoeaoraeramount equal to such tax.'
Member of the House, and the Honorable
the time such statement Is so furnished and
"(f) Section 3111 of such Code (relating to Richard Nixon, at that time a House
before the close of the calendar year In which rate of tax on employers under the Federal Member, were also cosponsors.
the employee receives the tips which are Insurance Contributions Act), as amended
My interest and concern with this
Included in such statement, from such by section 321 of this Act, Is amended by add- problem go back many years, I intro
wages of the employee (excluding tips, but ing at the end thereof the following new sub- due
opeesv
esr
n16
including funds turned over by the em- section:dueacophnsvmaurin16
ploye t theempoye
forthepurpse f
"'-(c) TnPS.-In the case of tips which con- and this year I amn a cosponsor of the bill
such deduction and withholding) as are stitute wages, the tax imposed by this sec- introduced by the distinguished senior
under the control of the employer; and an tion shall be applicable only to such tips Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. SAL
employer who Is furnished by an emploe aas
are reported by the employee to the tax- TONSTALL].
written statement of tips (received in apaepusntoscin603b.
iseIn reality, my Interest in this problem
calendar month) pursuant to section 603
(g) The amendments made by thissc
(a prarah
t wic
16 ()
f
0ecio tion shall apply only with respect to tips dates from my childhood. My father
3401 (a) is applicable may deduct and with- received by employees after 1965."
wsadco
fmdcn
n
eea
hold the tax with respect to such tips from
And in lieu thereof, to insert:
practitioner in Louisville, KY. One of my
any wages of the employee (excluding tips)
"COVERAGE OF TIP
earliest memories is spending a year in
under his control, even though at the time
"SEC. 313. (a) Section 211 (c) of the Social Europe when my father studied in Ger
such statement Is furnished the total amount Security Act, as amended by section 311 of many and Austria to gain specialized
of the tips included In statements furnished 'this Act, IS amended by adding at the end training In the general area of heart dis
to the employer as having been received by thereof the following new sentence: 'The ease. Today, the doctors of Europe come
the employee In such calendar month in the provisions of paragraph (2) shall not have to this country for specialized training,
course of his employment by such employer the effect of excluding cash tips received by and many prominent Europeans come to
Is less than $20. Such tax shall not at any an employee in the course of service which
time be deducted and withheld in an amount constitutes employment under this title, on this country for treatment. The Duke
which exceeds the aggregate of such wages his own behalf and not on behalf of another of Windsor recently visited Houston for
and funds minus any tax required by sec- person, from "net earnings from self-employ- surgery and I think it is commendatory
tion 3102(a) to be collected from such ment"; except that (i) this sentence shall that in one generation we have gone to
wages.'
not apply In the case of tips which consti- the forefront in medical science. I know
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that we all want America to stay In that initiation of this program. In my Judgposition.
ment, the broad guidelines are contained
In spite of my long Interest In this in the three criteria which I have set
Problem and my keen desire to do some- out. This is going to be a huge program,
thing about it, I cannot support this bill. Let us set it in the proper framework
I have always maintained that if the so that it will enhance and not impair
Program is to be successful. it must meet the great American will to produce.'
three criteria: First, it must be volunI wish this bill could be amended so
tary. Second, It must be based on need, that I might support it. I am afraid that
And third, it must not be financed is a remote and forlorn hope. If I have
through a payroll tax.
properly judged the temper of the SenThose with adequate incomes who hap- ate none of the three criteria which I
pen to be covered by social security and have spelled out will be achieved and, I
who can well afford their own medical am sorry to say, none was achieved in
care directly or through insurance, the bill which the House of Representashould not be forced. to join a program. tives sent to us. Therefore, it seems
A needs clause, I think, is essential. I clear, Mr. President, that my vote on
do not think it proper for a young man final passage will have to be in the negagoing to work and expecting to support tive.
a family to have to pay a hospital, or any
Mr. FONG. Mr. President, H.R. 6675
other bill, for the millions in this coun- is a monumental measure of far-reachtry who can afford to pay their own. r ing consequences.
do not think a means test should require
It deals with fundamental human
a so-called pauper's oath. The bill needs of millions of Americans.
which I introduced in 1962 applied the
It extends a helping hand not only
means test by the income tax return of to our Lenior citizens, but also to chil-theindividual. Critics of the means test dren, blind, and disabled persons, and
say that its application. would force a needy individuals,
person to sell his home before he could
There is general agreement on the hubenefit from the program. This is not manitarian objectives of this bill althe case. Let the income tax return be though many differ regarding the meththe only means test.
ods of achieving these objectives, parI vigorously oppose financing so much ticularly in the field of medical care for
of this program through payroll taxes. the aged.
The payroll tax with an arbitrary limit,
B3RIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROVISIONS
be it $5,600 or $6,600 a year, is a regresH.R. 6675 has four main parts.
sivetaxin
te sme snsethata sles
First. In the area of medical care, it
tax or, retail excise tax is regressive, provides as follows:
Under the terms of this bill a man earn(a) A compulsory hospital-nursing
ing $6,600 a year will pay just as much in home plan for most persons past 65
taxes as a man earning $66,000. This is financed by higher social security taxes
certainly not the American way. I can on workers, their employers, and the
not understand the logic of the labor self-employed; and by payments elderly
unandmos
supr
of this
menyn
thodraloft patients must make toward their careunaimos
sppot o ths mtho ofdeductibles and daily charges,
financing health care for the needy aged.
(b) A voluntary supplementary plan
These same leaders argue persuasively covering Physicians' services and certain
against a sales tax saying that it falls other health costs financed by monthly
equally on those who can afford it and
y
thsewo
ano afrdi.
t ems~
premiums paid by those past 65; by
thoe
annt
woafod i. I semstomatching premiums paid by the Federal
me that the same philosophy applies Government out of general revenues;
here.
and by fees patients must pay for careFurthermore, a payroll tax is a direct deductibles plus 20 percent of 'remainmanufacturing cost. When direct costs igcss
n
go up, prices go up. We are having dif
ficulties today competing In the world
(c) An expanded Kerr-Mills medical
market. By increasing these direct costs assistance program for the needy and
our difficulties will be compounded. Ex- medically needy aged, blind, disabled,
perience has shown in other countries, and families with dependent children,
espcialy
n Wstrn uroe wereweThis combines five existing medical asf ou
ald
Weeestcmern ition, where wey sistance Programs into a single program,
roll taxes which finance a health proSecond. H-R. 6675 provides expanded
gram have skyrocketed over the years. services for maternal and child health,
In spite of these high taxes Germany and crippled children, child welfare, and the
Italy can undersell us on many products mentally retarded, and establishes a 5..
because their basic factory or mine wage year program of special project grants
Is far below ours. If wages were com- for comprehensive health care and servparable, their present higher rate of pay- ices for needy children, including those
roll tax would eliminate them as a com- emotionally disturbed of school age or
petitor.
preschool age,
Our own experience with the social
Third. H.R. 6675 provides greater
security program, and the discussion of benefits and coverage under social sethis bill in the Finance Committee, and curity old-age, survivors' and disability
the debate here on the floor make it obvi- Programs, including a 7-percent increase
ous that this program will be sharply in monthly benefits for social security
expanded in future years. I do not think recipients with a $4 minimum increase
anyone can question this. Benefits will for an individual and a $6 minimum inbe broadened and taxes increased. For crease for a couple,
this reason, It is all the more important
Fourth. H.R. 6675 improves and enthat we set the proper guidelines at the larges public assistance programs,
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From this brief description, the scope
and breadth of this legislation are
merely indicated. I shall not attempt
at this point to describe the bill in full.
for It Is a very comprehensive, very
technical bill totaling 387 pages. More
details can be found elsewhere in my
statement.
SOCIAL SECURITY

BILL

WILL BECOME

LAW

It is very apparent that H.R. 6675 will
pass the Senate and that, after differ
ences in the House and Senate versions
are resolved, it will receive approval by
Congress and will be signed by the Presi
dent.
It will become the law of the landand most of the programs, including the
new basic hospital insurance plan and
the supplementary insurance plan for
medical care of Americans past 65, will
become permanent programs.
In a far-reaching bill of this com
plexity and nature, no one is completely
satisfied with every provision. I have
-consistently fought for comprehensive
medical care for any aged person who
needs assistance in paying his medical
bills, with such a Program to be financed
out of general revenues. Although this
bill in part relies on general revenues,
the basic hospital-nursing home plan
relies on social security taxes and makes
limited benefits available to everyone
regardless of need.
This legislation has been developed
according to established congressional
procedure, with all Americans allowed
an opportunity to present their views.
In particular, the subject of medical care
for the aged. has been Investigated,
studied, and debated for a number of
years, quite intensively during the past 5
years.
Now the majority in Congress has
worked its will and, in the American
way, everyone accepts that.
It now behooves all of us to do our
best to make these programs as work
able and as effective as possible.
Let us put acrimony behind us. Let
us bind up our wounds and with malice
toward none let us get on with the enor
mous job of implementing this measure.
LANDMSARK

LEGISLATION

The inauguration of the basic hospital
insurance program and the suPplemen
tary insurance program will be hailed as
landmark legislation, as indeed it is.
It Will unquestionably be important Jn
helping' our senior citizens meet their
hospital, doctor, and certain other medi
caI expenses.
It is estimated the basic and Supple
mentarY Plan together will cover just
under 50 Percent of the average medical
costs of those past 65.
Nevertheless, we all have a duty not
to oversell these programs. We should
not lead those past 65 to believe more is
provided than actually is provided.
BILL DOES NOT

COVER ALL

MEDICAL NEEDS

For example, H.R. 6675 does not pro
vide aid for every kind of medical care
an individual past 65 may need.
The basic plan for instance does not
pay for Private rooms, private nurses,
long-term stays in Psychiatric hospitals
or drugs outside a hospital; nor does it
cover very long "catastrophic" illness.
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The supplemental plan does not cover
routine physicals, extensive Psychiatric
care, routine dental work, drugs, dentures, orthopedic shoes, eyeglasses, or
hearing aids.
SILL DOES NOT

COVER

ALL MEDICAL COSTS

It is important for Americans to un
derstand that H.R. 6675 is not a fre
medical care bill. The hospital and other
medical services covered by the two
plans are not paid in full under these
plans.
Under the basic hospital plan, a
patient must _pay the first $40 of cost
during the first 60 days, plus $10 a day
for each day after that during the next
60 days. The plan does not pay any hospital costs after these 120 days during
one spell of illness. So the patient has
to find some means of Paying hospital
care after 120 days.
A patient sent to a nursing home after
receiving hospital care would pay $5 a
day beginning with the 21st day through
the 100th day in the nursing home. After 100 days of a single spell of illness,
the plan pays nothing more toward
nursing home care.
Furthermore, if costs of 'hospital and
nursing home services go up, patients
may have to pay greater amounts beginning in 1968. Hospital costs have
been rising. about 7 percent a year over
the past few years.
Under the supplementary insurance
plan, those past 65 wishing this insurance must pay $3 per month. The Federal Government also pays $3 per month.
Under H.R. 6675, these premiums
could be increased every 2 years. If costs
of the services covered go up sufficiently,
those past 65 can look forward to further
Increases in their monthiy premium,
In addition, under the supplementary
plan, -patientsmust pay a $50-deductible,7)
which means they must pay the firft$50
of expenses -Incurred for physicians'
services and other health items covered
by this insurance. in addition, patients
must pay 20 percent of costs above the
first $50.
OLDER AMERICANS NEED

MORE PROTECTION

I mention these matters so that Americans past 65 will be aware that the two
medical Plans contained In this bill will
not payv all of their health and medical
bills.
It Is only fair to caution our senior
citizens that they should protect themselves against medical expenses not
taken care of by the basic plan or the
supplementary plan through additional
insurance. Otherwise, they may face
some costly bills to pay out of savings.
EFFECTIVE

DATE OF TWO NEW MEDICAL PLANS

Another very important reminder to
those who will be eligible for these medical Programs: benefits under the basic
plan will not be available until July 1,
1966. Benefits under the supplementary
plan will not be available until January
1, 1967.
So, I say to our older Americans, when
this bill Passes, do not cancel your pres-ent health insurance policies. Do not
let your health insurance lapse between
now and the date when these plans become effective.

-
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Your present insurance company will
probably revise its policies so that they
will not overlap the benefits of the health
insurance plans of this bill. They Will,
I am confident, devise policies offering
coverage and benefits not provided under
the two plans of this bill.
Also, most businesses with health insurance programs for their employees
will revise these policies to be effective
after the basic Government insurance
and supplementary insurance plans go
int effect.
'URGES HEALTH INSURANCE FOR ELDERLY

I say again to our older Americans:
Do not leave yourself unprotected during
the next year and a half before benefits
are available to you under H.R. 6675.
If you do not now have health insurance that will help pay hospital, doctor,
and medical bills, I would urge you to obtain such insurance. No one knows
-when illness may strike. It might be before benefits under either plan in H.R.
6675 will be available to you. So take
the sensible precaution of protecting
yourself against costly illess,
Here I would like to urge private
health insurance companies to do their
very best to provide reasonable cost and
effective policies to protect older persons
against medical costs not covered in the
two plans of this bill.
SOCIAL SECURITY 1IMPROVEMENTS

Now I would like to comment on the social security increase and some of the
other improvements in old-age, survivors, and disability programs proposed in H.R. 6675.
SEVEN PERCENT INCREASE

The 7-percent, across-the-board increase in benefits for the present 20 million social security recipients is retroactive beginning with January 1965
benefits.
There is a guaranteed $4 monthly mlinimumi for retired workers who are past
65 in the first month they are paid the
increased benefit,
The guaranteed minimum Increase is
provided to make sure everyone over 65
would receive at least enough to take advantage of the supplementary insurance
costing those past 65 $3 per month. The
$4 minimum for an individual would
cover the premium with $1 to spare. A
man and his wife would receive a minimum total Increase of $6, which would
cover the health insurance premium for
both.
Unfortunately, the 7-percent increase
does not keep pace with the 8.9 percent
increase in cost of living since 1958.
In other words, even with this increase,
social security benefits will buy less than
in 1958.
SUPPORTS SOCIAL. SECURITY INCREASE

I have strongly favored a cost-of-livIng increase in social security. Last year
I voted for the increase provided in the
bill passed by the Senate. I deplore the
fact that this much-needed increase was
allowed to die in conference committee
between House and Senate in the dispute
over medical care.
On the first day bills could be introduced this year, I sponsored a bill-S.
39-providing for a 7-percent increase,
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At the time, I urged that consideration
be given to an 8-percent increase because
I believed the cost of living was heading
upward. It did rise and Is still rising.
The cost of living is now nearly 9 percent
more than in 1958.
So in this bill we are not restoring buyIng power of social security benefits to
the 1958 buying power.
WHY COST-OF-LIVING INCREASE NOT HIGHER

It is well understood that social secu
rity benefits could have been increased by
8 or 9 percent, had not the hospital in
surance plan been added to this bill.
In order to keep social security taxes
from jumping too high at this time, the
social security increase had to be limited
to 7 percent and the hospital benefits had
to be curtailed.
Thus, in the very drafting of this bill
both the cash benefit program and the
hospital insurance program for the aged
have had a restrictive impact on each
other.
There are those who claim the new
hospital program will not endanger the
cash benefit programs for retirees, for
widows, children, dependents, and the
disabled under the existing social secur
itY programs-old-age, survivors', and
disability insurance.
Those making this claim say the new
health Insurance trust fund set up in
H.R. 6675 would be separate from the
present social security trust fund. They
point out the bill requires social security
withholding for hospital benefits to be
deducted from wages separately from the
regular old-age, survivors', and disability
social security deductions.
Separate accounting will not insulate
one program from the other. Both pro
grams have already had and will con
tinue to have an impact on each other.
The reason is that the revenues for the
old-age, survivors', and disability benefits
and the revenues for the new hospital
benefits will be derived from the same
source: wages of workers in social securIty covered jobs and railroad retirement
covered jobs.
In a very real sense, the OASDI cash
benefits Programs and the new hospital
benefits program are competing for social
security taxes levied on wages.
We cannot put too heavy taxes on
wages, or we shall deprive workers of the
wherewithal to pay their living expenses.
As employers must match the social
security tax for each of their workers,
this will raise the cost of doing business
and this added cost will be passed on to
consumers in higher prices. Higher
Prices make it more difficult to sell
abroad in competition with foreign corn
panies.
So the sky is not the limit when it
comes to the amount of social security
taxes that can be extracted from wages.
There is no doubt that, at some time in
the future, when we want to increase the
cash benefits for social security retirees,
for dependents, disabled persons and all
the rest and when the costs of the hos
pital program require an Increase, we are
going to reach a point where we cannot
increase the burden on wage earners by
hiking social security taxes on their
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wages or self-employed' income, or by
Making more of their wages subject to
the tax-,raising the taxable wage base.
Some people think that day Is not far
off.
Even some ardent advocates of hosPitalizatlon through social security taxes
have already admitted that future social
security Improvements may have to be
financed out of general revenues.
Endorsement of the supplementary insurance program, which is not financed
out of socila-security taxes, Is tacit recognition that a fully comprehensive mnedIcal care program should not be financed
out of social security. The burden would
be too great on one segment Of Our POPulation, the wage earners,
Of course, there is an alternative.
That is to make the elderly patients pa
a greater share of the costs of this Pirogram. I have already pointed out that
the bill Provides for automatic increases
in the amount patients must pay for hospital and nursing home care, starting in
1968, if costs of these services rise
enough by then. A patient hospitalizedfor 120 days would pay $640. If he sta~ys
the full 100 days in a nursing home after
hospitalization, he would pay an additional $400, for a total of $1,040.
Under provisions of H.R. 6675, if hosPital and nursing home costs rise appreciably, the amount the patient would
pay also will rise.
To make patients pay even more than
the bill provides would put a greater
burden on the elderly, the very people
we seek to help under this programil.
GENERAL REVENUE FINANCING FORECAST

I predict that evenually the OASDI
cash benefit programs or the hospital
program will have to be financed, in
whole or in part, out of general revenue
financing,
Cash benefits for a worker, his survivors, or dependents under the present
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program--social security-axe related to wages earned by the worker.
Retirement benefits, survivors' benefits, child's benefits, and disabilty benefits of the existing social security program are of fundamental importance to
the economic well-being of Americans.
It is certain this program will have to
keep pace with the rising cost of living
and necessary further improvements wil
have to be made in the future.
It seems to me the sensible procedure
is to continue the existing OASDI social
security programs under the social security tax system.
Hospital benefits under the basic plan

of H.R. 6675 are, however, not related

to the amount of wages each worker has
earned.
Therefore, it makes much more sense
to me to finance the hospital program
out of general revenues. In this way, the
cost of the hospital Program can be
spread among all taxpayers, according
tothirInoe ndabltytopa.
Now to return to my commentary on
.R 67.Some
ote o faif'
CHILD'S BENEFITS EXTENDED Pon FuLL-TIME
STUDENTS

Child's socia~l security benefits, which
formerly terminated at age 18, are continued by the bill up to are 22, provided

-

the child is attending school full time
until then.
I voted for this provision last yea~r in
the bill that regrettably died in1 conference October 3. This year I Introduced
a bill--S. 498-to extended the age to 22.
I fully support this extension, which WMl
help an estimated 295,000 children this
Year continue their schooling.
I am delighted the provision was made
retroactive to January 1, 1965.
DISABLED) CHILD'S BENEFITS
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Under an amendment-No. 125-which
I introduced 'and which the Senate
Finance Committee adopted, benefits are
provided for a child disabled before age
22-present law says before age 18should his parent die, become disabled, or
retire under social security,
The mother of the child would also be
eligible for benefits so long as she continued to have the child in her care.
Under present law, an individual is
considered dependent and is paid child's
insurance benefits if he has been continuously disabled since before age 18.
Young persons disabled between ages
18 and 22 ordinarily would not have
worked the 5 years needed to qualify under existing law for social escurity disability based on his earnings. it is likely,
even if this person is working, his parent
would assume financial responsibility for
his support following disablement.
Therefore, it is appropriate to extend
child's benefits to those disabled prior to
age 22.
I am very pleased the committee accepted my amendment.
An estimated 20,000 persons--disabled
children and their mothers-will become
Immediately eligible for benefits. The
effective date of this Provision is the second month after the month in which the
bill is enaoted.
While the number of people affected Is
small, compared with some other provisions of the bill, the benefit for those
eligible is significant.
We cannot ease the heartache involved
for these disabled young people and their
families. But we can, and do, in this
Provision help to ease the financial strain,

ing these benefits. I am delighted the
pending bill includes this feature.
EARNINGS LIMIlT RAISED

H.R. 8675 increases to $1,800 (now
$1,200) the amount a social security re
cipient may earn without losing any Of
hiis social security benefit.
For each $2 earned between $1,800 and
$3,000, he would lose $1 of his social se
curity benefit. For earnings above $3,000
he would lose $1 in benefits for $1 of
earnings.

Now he loses $1 in benefits for each $2
earned between $1,200 and $1,700; and
he loses $1 for each $1 earned above that.
in addition, under H.R 6675 the
amount of earnings a beneficiary may
have in a month and still receive full
benefits for that month, regardless of his
yearly earnings is raised to $150-now
$100.
About 850,000 persons would be helped
by this feature which is effective begin
ning calendar year 1966.
Earlier thils year, I introduced a bill
(S. 765) to raise the annual earnings lim
it to $2,400 and the monthly limit to $200
without loss of social security benefit.
At least the committee provision is a
substantial step in the right direction.
MATERNAL AN~DCmwL IIEALTN AND WELFARE
AMEmDMEr2S

H.R. 6675 increases the amount author
ized in present law for maternal and
child health services.
For fiscal year 1966, the increase is $5
million and for the suceeding fiscal years,
the increase is $10 milllon a year.
This would raise the 1966 total to $45
million, rising each year until 1970 and
thereafter when the total will be $60
million.
Authorizations for crippled children's
service and child welfare would also be
increased by $5 million the first year and
$10 million the following years.
In addition, H.R. 6675 authorizes $5
million for 1967, $10 million for 1968, and
$17.5 million yearly thereafter for grants
to institutions of higher learning for
training Professional personnel in health
and related care of crippled children,
Particularly mentally retarded children
and those with multiple handicaps.
WIOWS' BENEFITS AT AGE 60
A new provision added to the bill au
.
H R. 6675 Permits widows to receive thorizes a 5-year Program of special Proj
elhcr
benefits at age 60, on a reduced basis. 5f~gat o opeesv
Under present law, a widow must walt eand services for childrehnsivf shoolt cage
until age 62 before she may receive anY or for preschool children.
Frficlya196$5mliowud
social security benefits. At that time
this autorizatio
Featorfiscl edand96,1
she receives the full benefit. Thsbl
allows her to elect a reduced benefitwolInraeutliracd$5m
starting at are 60 if she would prefer, and woloIncfrefiscaea 1970. eahd 5 ml
EENT
1970
UBfrisca yaSSrAC
in this Way gives a widow greater leeway li

in deciding what is most advantageous
In her particular circumstance.

BENEFiTS FOR SOME PAST AGE 72

PBI

SITNEIPOEET

H.R. 6675 improves and expands the
Public assistance Programs by such
h eerlmthn
inrasin
Firdmet,
Fdrlmthneed
the
share, focrcashiayensgo
saged blind dishabledands far thinesewit
agdepelnden chisaledrnnleswt
iittoso
Secondn cidelmnatn;
Federal participation in public. assistance

H.R. 6875 reduces to a minimum of
three quarters the requirement for social
security covered emplolrment of certain
persons past 72 so that they can qualify
for a $35 a month benefit. Wi1ves of those
who qualify would receive $17.50 a month
and widows $35 a month.toaeInidulinubrlssad
855,000 persons past 72 would be mental disease hospitals under certain
eligible for benefits, effective the second conditions; and
Third, allowing States greater latitude
month after the month of enactment.
disregarding certain earnings in de
in
for
voted
I
provision
This is another
last year in the bill that later died. This termining need of Public assistance recip
year I introduced a bill-S. 764-Provid- ients.
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These are some of the highlights in
the bill requiring special comment be.fore I proceed to discuss the two health
and medical care plans.

A worker or a self-employed person
earning $6,600 would pay $21.45 for hospital insurance in calendar year 1966.
His employer would match the tax each
BASIC HOSPITAL-NURSING HOME PLAN
of his workers pays.
As I have already stated, the basic
In 1967, the tax on $6,600 on the
plan for hospital, nursing home, and re- worker would total $33, and it would go
lated care would be financed through an' up until it reached $56.10 a.year in 1987
increase in the social security tax on and thereafter.
wages of workers, their employers, and PREFERS GENERAL REVENUE FINANCING OF HOSself-employed persons; by higher railPITA PI
road retirement taxes, and by charges
As I have already stated, I believe
levied on elderly patients,
general revenue financing should be used
The tax increase would go into effect for the hospital-nursing home program,
January 1, 1966. But benefits for pa- which is a service program, not a wagetients would not be offered until July 1, related cash benefit program, as existing
1966.
social security is.
About 17 million persons insured under
Certainly, this would be a much fairer
social security and railroad retirement way to distribute the cast burden. Then
and 2 million uninsured persons past age each Person under 65 would pay taxes
65 would qualify at that time,
according to his income; in other words,
Costs of the program for uninsured according to his ability to pay.
persons would come out of general reMoreover, before income taxes are
venues of the U.S.ITreasury,
levied, a taxpayer is allowed to exempt
After 1974, anyone wishing to qualify $600 for himself and $600 for his spouIse
must have sufficient social security or and $600 for each dependent. He also
railroad retirement coverage,
is permitted to subtract either the standBenefits under this compulsory plan ard or itemized deduction from his gross
are as follows:
income before the income tax applies.
First. Up to 120 days mn a hospital in
Not so with social security taxes.
each spell of illness. Sixty days must
Social security taxes apply to the first
elapse between each spell - of Illness, dollar of wages earned and to every dol-.
Patient pays $40 deductible, plus $10 a lar earned up to the maximum taxable,
day for each day in hospital after first $6,600 under H.R. 6675. No exemptions
60 days. No doctors' nor Private duty and no deductions from gross income are
nursing services paid by this plan,
allowed before social security taxes are
Second. After hospitalization, up to applied.
100 days in a nursing home or other faSocial security taxes are not based on
cility having an arrangement with the ability to pay. A $6,600 worker pays the
hospital from which the patient is trans- same amount of tax as a $66,000 execuferred. After the first 20 days, the pati- tive.
ent pays $5 a day toward his care.
This is grossly unfair,
Previous bills have limited nursingfrcuean
home care to hospital-affiliated instituLast year Congress enacted an antitions. Since there are not many has- poverty program designed to help those
Pital-affhated nursing homes in Amier- in low-income brackets, roughly those
ica, this would have helped very few with $3,00-0 or less Income a year.
aged persons. The change contained in
Congress also reduced income taxes
H.R. 6675 permItting an arrangement last year to relieve lower income-receivwith a hospital will make nursing home ing persons of this burden. More than
care available for many more patients,
one and one-half million low-incomeThird. Outpatient hospital diagnostic receiving persons were relieved entirely
service, with the patient paying a $20 de- of paying Federal income taxes,
ductible 'amount and 20 percent of the
Yet H.R. 6675 proposes higher social
cost above that for diagnostic studies by security taxes, which hit lower income
the same hospital during a 20-day groups hardest,
period.
This is very inconsistent to say the
Fourth. After hospitalization, home least.
health services for up to 175 visits after
But it is plain that a move for general
discharge from the hospital or nursing revenue financing, of the entire hospital
home and before the beginning of a new insurance Program would be overwhelmspell of illness. These services would in- ingly defeated in the Senate today. Too
elude intermittent nursing care, therapy, many are committed to the social seand the Part-time services of a home curity approach In support of the
health aid,
administration.Foanubrfyeste
COTO

BSCHSPTLNUSN
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The first full year this plan is in effect
would cost $2,358 million out of the
health insurance trust fund and $285
million out of the U.S. Treasury. in
time the bill provides that all costs would
be paid out of the health insurance trust
fund.

FOR WAGE EARNERS

Nevertheless, I must express my concern for the wage earners of America.
For, this hospital program is bound to
expand and the burden on wage earners
to increase,
Those who pay the hospital insurance
tax will be men and women workers
TAXES FOR HOSPITAL-NUSSING HOME: PLAN
under age 65. During their working lives
The social security tax rate would be they bear the cost of feeding, clothing,
0.325 percent on earnings up to $6,600, and housing themselves and their fainstarting next January 1. The tax rate ilies, of paying for an automobile and
would rise from time to time to 0.850 per- other necessities, of educating their chilcent starting in 1987.

dren, and of buying life insurance and
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hospital and medical insurance to pro
tect themselves and their families.
These workers will pay taxes for as
long as 45 years or more.
Yet no worker will receive any hospital
benefits under this bill until he reaches
age 65-and then only if he becomes sick
and needs hospitalization.
Meanwhile, 40 percent of all Income
in America subject to income taxes will
escape social security taxation to pay for
the hospital plan in this bill.
This is most unfair.
SUPPLEMENTARY

INSURANCE PLAN

All persons past age 65 would have an
opportunity to buy this insurance by payIng $3 a month premium. The Federal
Government would pay $3 a month to
match this.
After paying an annual deductible of
$50 toward costs of services incurred, the
insured patient would pay 20 percent of
any additional costm-the plan would pay
80 Percent--of the following services:
First, physicians' including osteo
paths and surgeons' services, whether
furnished in a hospital, clinic, office, in
the home or elsewhere;
Second, chiropractors' services;
Third, podiatrists' services;
Fourth, home health service for up to
100 visits each calendar year-with no
prior hospitalization as is required under
the basic hospital plan;
Fifth, diagnostic X-ray and laboratory
tests and other diagnostic tests;
Sixth, X-ray, radium and radioactive
isotope therapy,
Seventh, ambulance services; and
Egtsria
rsigadslns
cashts,an othrgia deviessfor reductiontof
fracturs, andote deicsloatons rentaio of
dilatosrnalf
durable medical equipment such as iron
lungs, oxygen tents, hospital beds, and
wheelchairs used in the patient's home,
Prosthetic devices-other than dentalwhich replace all or a part of an internal
body organ; braces and artficial legs,
arms, eyes, and so forth.
There would be a special limitation on
the outside-the-hospital treatment of
mental, psychoneurotic, and personality
disorders. Payment for such treatment
during a calendar year would be limited
to $250 or 50 percent of the expenses,
whichever is smaller.
SUPPLEMENTARY PLAN IMPROVES BILL

The inclusion in H.R. 6675 of an in
surance plan to supplement the basic
hospital plan is a definite improvement
over last year's bill, which was limited
to hospital-nursing home care under
social security.
ig-
derson hospital insurance approach,
which forms the basis for the hospital
insurance plan in this bill, has been
correctly criticized as being woefully in
adequate in terms of benefits for the
aged.
Earlier versions of the King-Anderson
bill would have covered only about 25 to
30 percent of the average medical ex
penses of older persons.
The skimpy benefits of the KingAnderson bills of 1962 and 1964 were
amnong the main causes of my voting
against these earlier plans. Instead, I
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voted for medical care plans that were
more comprehensive and gave greater
benefits to those who really need financial help in meeting medical bills.
It is fair to say, I believe, that this
criticism of King-Anderson has been
very constructive. The supplementary
insurance plan in the bill pending today
would not be in this bill except for the
exposure of the shortcomings of the
King-Anderson plan.
America's senior citizens will have far
greater financial assistance toward their

-
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health insurance which would protect
them against costly illnesses,
As a member of the Senate Special
Committee on the Aging, and as a Sen.ator who has devoted much study to the
problem of medical care for the aged, I
have long been convinced that one of the
greatest fears of older persons Is an 111
ness that could wipe out lifetime savings
and result in destitution. I cosponsored
legislation in the 86th, 87th, and 88th
Congresses to provide financial assistance
to older Americans for comprehensive

hospital and medical bills under the two health insurance.
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those in much younger age brackets, even
as young as 25.
4. OTHER AREAS

There are other areas of special con
cern to older Americans: housing; dis
eases of the aging; frauds, deceptions,
and quackery aimed at older persons, and
many others which demand our attention
at all levels of Government.
So, while the bill H.R. 6675, we are
voting on soon, is wide in scope and important, it is not the total answer to the
problems of older Americans.
OLIBN

plans in this bill-because in the past
One of the major purposes of H.R.
CNLSO
many of us revealed King-Anderson to be 6675 is to reduce these fears of AmeniMr. President, I wholeheartedly supinadequate,
cans Past 65 and help provide them a port the objectives of this bill to help the
So those of us who criticized King.- bulwark against these hazards of illness aged, children, blind and disabled perAnderson served a useful purpose, for~ and impoverishment.
sons, and needy Americans.
our criticism resulted in the addition of
While the bill does not do the entire
I1 age existing programs are not
the supplementary insurance plan.
Job, it does a significant and important meeting fully the need of many elderly
CONSOLIDATED

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM

job.,epefrfnnia

sitnetwr

MEDICAL BILLS ONLY ONE PROBLEM OF
their medical expenses.
H.R. 6675 consolidates five existing
AGING
I believe it is wrong to provide medical
medical assistance programs into onecaefrtoewlabeopythion
Kerr-Mills program with improvements.
I would like to remind Members of mdcare
forlthse.elal o a hiw
This should greatly simplify adminis- thngeshat
rvsos
and
soexcuivebalc~tha
I believe more assistance could be pro
tration of medical assistance for the theberalthpoiions
an sociarecburtysep
vided e~lderly people who really need help
needy, the indigent aged, the medically towrliard
ons inthe eios
bi
rebutseps
ofif the bill excluded those who do not need
indigent aged, dependent children, the touard
Nat
vings senirioues
h
polmofhelp.
blind, and the permanent and totally disWerintCongrs sno Fiiedeandprtet
I believe the tax burden on low-income
abled.
and agnCingess,anderal
Staepandmlocal people for medicare would be far less if
In addition, it should make possible gndvern ien,t
must notrneletaotheran moa- mdcare were financed .out of general
better medical care program for them. jor Problems of older Americans.
revenues, rather than social security
IntePsFdrlold-age assistance
1. BETiTER INCOMES
taxes.
Ins thee pvastiFdeabletprvd mdia
By tying this program to social security
hasree available
tho provindienmedIca
We must search for ways to improve taxes 40 percent of the taxable income in
cae orths
wo reidien.
nfurther the Income of our senior citizens America will escape the burden of help
1960, Congress enacted the medical so that they can Uive in dignity and self- ing to pay for a hospital-nursing home
assistance for the aged program to help sufciency.
plan.
those who are normally self-supporting
One forgotten group among our older
This means the tax burden is that
but-who lack sufficient funds to pay their People is the group that does not receive much heavier on wage earners, self-em
hospital, doctor, and medical bills. I
voted for thsporm
social security retirement benefits, nor ployed, and employers.
retirement benefits, nor military
the majority of the Senate and
Since 1960, this program, known as the railroad
pensions, nor Federal Government re- theBut
majority of the House of Representa
Kerr-Mills program, has been put into tirement.tiethog
esalhdcnrsinl
efectte,n 0h Dstit f o
Congress has adjusted annuities for procedures, have indic~ated they clearly
lumbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin islands, and these latter groups of retirees from time favor the plan in this bill, which provides
Guam. During the brief life of this pro- to time because this is in the province of limited medical care for the aged, re
gram so far, it has helped hundreds of Congress. But those retired under many gardless of need, financed by social secu
thousands of sick people past 65.
private systems or living off savings re- rity taxes on wages, regardless of ability
Critics have lambasted this program. ceived no Increases to keep Pace with the of wage earners to pay them.
Yet no one today Proposes to repeal the rising cost of living.MrPesdnIblveafretr
Kerr-Mills .
65
progrm. inestea, threpend2. HALT INF'LATION
medical care plan could be provided, but
fcing bilerr-6675, proviesam
mr
We must make far greater efforts to in view of the legislative situation and in
fetv
er-il
pormfor the aged halt inflation, which Is steadily eroding view of the many, many necessary, long
and expands its coverage to the other Pensions and incomes and wages,
overdue, and humanitarian provisions of
fundr gthroupsogIamenindnwcae.o
Inflation hurts most those with low thi enormous -and complex measure, I
une
Pormincomes
te
or fixed incomes. While the cot shall vote to pass H.R. 6675.
.In order to make sure that certain of living goes up and up, their incomes
I shall do so because-I believe there Is
basic medical care is available under the remain the same and their few dollars now aL gap in Protection of America's
consolidated Program, the bill specifies buy, less,
senior citizens against costly illness. This
that96, at Sthteoptonofth Statie, bypatient
Inflation is the root cause of the 7-per- bill will help to fill that gap.
1hos967,al staervcsmustpoieipatienthsia
cent social security increase provided in
I1shall do so because I believe the 7
hsprital, stervcs outpratieynt hospial H.R 6675.
Percent social security increase is urgentservicesMotherElaoratoryIand
T-rayly
needed by all those millions of Amer
services, skilled nursing home services,
3.BNEPOMN
ICIIAIN
icans now receiving social security.
and physicians' services--whether furAnother Problem of our older people
I shall do so because I1 believe social
nished in the office, the patient's home, demanding Our attention is the discrimni- security Programs need improvement to
a hospital, a skilled nursing home, or nation against employing those who are better help retirees, children, dependents,
elsewhere-in order to receive 'Federal ready, willing, and qualified to work,
the disabled, and the blind. The bill has
funds.
The U.S. Department of Labor in June many provisions to improve social secu
Past experience revealed, that despite issued a lengthy report urging elimlina- rity.
Federal old-age assistance and despite tion of arbitrary age discrimination in
I shall do so because I believe that
the Kerr-Mills assistance Program, there employment,
through this legislation America is once
remain a large number of Americans past
To deny a person a job solely because again proving we are a Nation with a
65 whose incomes are too large for them of a Policy that no one beyond a certain heart, throbbing with compassion for the
to qualify for these Programs and too age shall be hired is bad practice. It sick, the aged, the deprived; that we are
small for them to buy comprehensive hurts not only those Past 65, but also a Nation with a conscience that pricks
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us to meet the human needs of our peo- from the Senate Finance Committee repie; and that we jare a Nation with the port on H.R. 6675 be printed In the RECspirit and the will to make sure all Amer- oRD at this point.
icans can live in dignity, free from fear
There being -no objection, the sta~teof destitution.
.ment -and tables were ordered to be
HR. n675Is
ou
Naions
miestne
pintd
Ii theR~caDas
ollws:be
H.R.667
n or Ntio's
isa mlestne pintd
th R~cRDas ollws:tary
march toward greater progress and wellHAwAI
being for all Americans.
In Hawaii. it Is estimated 3,000 people will
I shall vote for the bill,
receive increased social security monthly
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- benefits, totaling $5 million a year under
sent that a statement I have prepared H.R. 6675.
on Hawaii beneficiaries and several tables
An estimated 39,000 Islanders past 65 would

be eligible to receive hospital-nursing home
benefits under the basic plan when effective

July 1. 1966. Benefits payments to them are
estimated at $2 million. a year,
Akn estlimated.39,000 Islanders pest 65 would
eligible to buy the voluntary supplemenInsurance which would cover physicians,
services and certain other medical services.
Benefit payments are estimated at $1 million
a year.
Total additional payments in Hawaii under
these programs are estimated at $8 million a
year.

Summary table of full year benefit costs, number of persons affected, and effective date of items with cost-importance in H.R?. 6675,
Finance Committee version
item

Trust
fund

General
Treasury

Health care programs (1967):Malot

M

1. Basic hospital ---------------------------------------------

$2,858

Health care total--------------------------------------'82,358
OASDI amendments (1966):

Effective date

n.
$285

2. Voluntary supplementary---------------------------------- -----------3. MA.A liberalization --------------------------------------- ------------

Number of persons affected

1600

17,000,000 insured, +2,000,000 unin- July 1966.
sured.
16,000000 estimated'.------------- January 1967.

200 8,00-0,6100------------------------ January 1966.
1,095.........................------

7 percent benefit Increase-----------------------------------1,470------------ 20,0006,000------------------------ January 1965 (retroactive).
Child's benefit to age 22------------------------------------196 ----------- 2o,00childjren -----------------Do.
Broader definition of child -------------------------------------10------------120,000 children and mothers ----2f month after month of enactment.
Child disabled at ages 18-21------------------------------------10----------- ----- do----------------------------Do.
Reduced age for widows-------------------------------------(5)----1---5,000 widows --------------------- Do.
Special benefits at age 72--------------------------------------140------------3855,000 aged-----------------------Do.
Disability definition ------------------------------------------40------------ 60,000 workers and dependents --Do.
Retirement test ------------------------------------590------------ 850.000--------------------------- Taxable years ending after 1965.
OASDI total-----------------------------------------------

2,4655------------------------------------------

Public assistance and child health (1966):
Increase in formula------------------------------------------- -----------TB and mental exclusion-------------------------------------- -----------Maternal and child health, crippled children, special project -----grants, study.
'Akincome exemption------------------------ --------------- -----------MAA definition ---------------------------------------------- -----------Mental retardation projects --------------------------------- -----------Aid to families with dependent children earnings exemption-------- -----------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled earnings exemption..---------------Child welfare services-----------------------------------------------

150
75
61

1I----- do--------------------------- Jan. 1,1966.
2 ----- .do--------------------------- July 1, 1965.
3-----I
Fiscal 1966.
1 3,s0o children--------------------- July 1, 1965.
1I 56000 persons----------Jan.
1, 1966.
oetmt-----------------5Fiscal 1968.

~do---------------------------

Public assistance total -------------------------------------- -----------Grand total payrollInsurance -------------------------------4,813
Grand total general revenue--------------------------- -----------I'Based on an averaging of low- and high-cost estimates, and on averaging estimates
of participation (87,4percent). Total benefit expenditure would be abeut $l,000,000,000
with participants contributing $600,000,00.

7.200.6000------------------- ------ January 1966.
100,000 to 160,6000-------------------Do.
No estimate available-------------- Fiscal 1966.

299 ------------------

----------------------
---------1,8
---------------------------2'1st year benefit expenditures not reflected in coat table: $165,000,000 for widows' benie.
fit, ist year (no long-term cost); $600,000,000 in individual contributions for voluntary
supemental health plan.
'pExcludes administrative cost.

Tax rate, tax base, and tax amount applicable to employers, employees, and self-employed persons under the House and Senate Finance
Committee versions of.H.R. 6675-Basic hospital insurance program, 1965-87 and after
Tax on employer, employee, and self-employed (each)
Year

Under House bill

Under Senate Finance Committee bill

I

Tax rate
(Percent)

Tax rate
(percent)
1966--------------------------------------------------------------------------1967---------------------------------------------------------------------------1968 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------1969--70------------------------------------------------------------------------1971-72----------------------------------------------------------------1973-75 ------------------------------------------------------------------------1976-79---------------------------------------- ---------------------1980-56------------------------------------------------------------------------1987 and after-------------------------------------------------------------------' For each sell-employed person and employee with earnings or wage equal to or In
excess of the tax base; employers pay same amount on behalf of such employees.

0.835
.50

.so

.50
.50
.58
.60
.70
.80

Tax base
Tax
iamount'I

1

$5,600
,600
5,600,
5,600
6,600
6, 600
6,600
6,600
6,600

$19.60
28.00
28.00
28.00
33.00
38.50
39.60
46.20
52.80

0.325
.50
.500
.960
.550
.600
.650
.750
.850

Tax base

$6,600
6, 600
6,60
6600
6,600
6600
6,00
6,600
6,60

Source: Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

Tax
amount't
$21. 45
33.00
3a.00
33.0
X38.0
29.60
42.90
49.50
58.K10
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Tax rate, tax base, and tax amount applicable to employers and employees (each) under present lawi and under House and Senate Finance
Committee versions of H.R?. 6675-Old age, survivors, and disabality insurance program 1965-87 and after
Tax ate--EmpoyerandTax
empoye (aeach)
p~ercent)Tdbs
Plye (ah)(Prcn)
axbaeAmount
YerHouse
Under
present
law
1965 ----------------------

3.625

1966--------------------- 4. 125
1967 -------------------- 4.125
1968-----------4.625
16-0---------4.625
1971-72 ------------------1973-75 ------------------1976-79 ------------------1980--86-----------------:_
1987 and after --------- ----

4.625
4.625
4.625
4.625
4.625

Under
House
bill

per employee with wage equal to base wage under Finance Committee bill I
of tax

Under
Finance
Commit-

Under
presnt
lw

3.625
4.000

3.625
3.850

$4,800
4,800

$4,800
5,600

$4,800

$174

$17-4.00

6,600

6,600
6,600

198

4.400
4.400
4.800
4.800
4.800
4.500

4.450
4.450
4.900
4.900
4.900
4.900

188
222

4,800
4,800
4,800
4800.
4800
4,800

5,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600

6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600

222
222
222
222
222
222

224.00
224.00
224.00
246.40
2900.40
316.80
316.80
316.80
316.80

tee bill

4.000
4.000

3.850
3.800

4.800
4,800

Under
House
bill

Under
Finance
Committee bill

5.600
5,600

I Employers pay same amount on behalf of such e mployees.

Under
present
law

Under
House
bill

Increase under
bill

Under
Over
Finance present
Commitlaw
tee bill

Over
1965

Increase under Finance
Committee bill
Over
present
law

Over
House
bill

$174.00 ---------- ---------.----------.
254.10
254.10
254.10
293.70
293.70
323.40
323.40
323.40
32. 40

$26.00
26.00
2.00
24.40
68.'40
94.80
94.80
94.80
.94.80

$50.00
00.00
00.00
72.40
116.40
142.80
142.80
142.80
142.80

$56.10
56.10
32.10
71.70
71.70
101.40
101.40
101.40
101.40

Over
1965

.


$8010
80.10
80.10
119.70
119.70
149.40
149.40
149.40
149.40

..---

$30.10
30.10
30.10
47.30
3.80
6.80
6.60
6.60
6.60

Source: Staff of the Ioint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

Tax rate, tax base, and tax amount applicable to self-employed persons under present law and under House and Senate Finance Committee
versions of H.R. 6675--Old age, survivors, and disability insurance program 1965-87 and after
Tax rate (percent)

Tax base

Tax per self-employed person with earnings equal to base earnings under
Finance Committee bill
Amount of tax

YerUne

Under
present
lw

Under
House
bill

Finance
Cornmittee

Under
present
law

Under
House
bill.-

binl

1965----------------------5.4
1966-----------------------6. 2
1967-----------------------6. 2
19688----------------------6.9
1969-70-------------------6.9
1971-72--------------------6.9
1973-75--------------------6.9
1976-79--------------------6.9
1980-86-------------------6.9
1987 and after -------------6.9

5.4
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.6
6.6
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

Increase under
bill

UdrHouse

54
5.8
5.8
5.8
6.7
6.7
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

$4,800
4,800
4.800
4.800
4,800
4,800
4.800
4,800
4.800
4,800

$4,800
5,600
5,600
5,600
5,600
6.600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600

Finance
Cornmittee,

Under

Under

bill

present

House

$4,800
6,600
6.600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600

Source: Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

law

$259.20
297.60
297.60
331.2D
331.20
331.30
331.20
331.30
331.20
331.20

bill

$259.20
336.00
336.00
336.00
369.60
435.60
462.00
402.00
402.00
402.00

Increase under Finance
Committee bill

Under
Finance

Over

Over

Over

Over

Corn-

Over

preeent

1965

present

House

1965

mittee
bill

law

$259.2D-----3-----0---------------
383.80
$38.40
$76.80
382.80
38.40
76.80
382.80
4.80
76.80
442.20
38.40
110.40
442.30
176.40
104.40
462.00
130.80
302.80
462.00
100.80
302.80
462.00
130.80
302.80
402.00
130.80
302.80

law

$85.20
85.20
S1LS0
111.00
111.00
130.80
130.80
130.80
130.80

bill

$46.80
46.80
46.80
72.60
6.60
0
0
0
0

$123.60
123.60
123.60
183.00
183.00
202.80
202.80
302.80
302.80
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do a 6 months' job was that it was within the power of any individual Senator
to insist on debating a matter in the
Senate at great length and keeping the
Senate in session an extra day on the
matter. By so doing, Senators often
lose votes that they might have had In
the beginning if they had not prolonged
the debate. For example, there are Senators present today who would vote for
amendments of a controversial nature
who will not be present tomorrow to vote
with the sponsors of the amendments.
I know that Senators feel strongly
about such matters, and perhaps think
that it looks good to their constituents
back home to know that they spoke day
and night to keep the Senate from doing
something. I myself have done it on occasion, so I cannot complain about it.
But it is the taking of 2 or 3 days' discussion that could have been done in 1
day that has caused the Senate to stay
in session past Labor Day, into the fall,
when it could have completed the job
during the summer,
I hope Senators will give us 'cooperation. They are not going to change
many votes. Senators know pretty well
how they are going to vote on amendments. Senators have been discussing
them over luncheon tables, in committee
rooms, in the cloakrooms, and elsewhere,
and they know how they are going to
vote on the amendments. I hope Senators will cooperate in bringing their
amendments to a vote as soon as posi
ble.
As the Senator in charge of the bill,
I ask Senators, if there are amendments
we can discuss, and perhaps agree to
accept, that they bring up such amendments. The floor managers have been
most generous in accepting amiendments that they believed contained
merit.
With respect to the pending amendment, it is a committee amendment.
It is not an amendment of any particular senator.
With respect to that
amendment, I ask unanimous consent
that we limit the time on it-I have done
my best to clear it on the other side of
the aisle-so that the time will be divided, 1 hour to be under the control
of the Senator from Louisiana, and the
other hour to be under the joint control
of the two Senators from New York [Mr
JAVITs and Mr. KENNEDY].
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
OF 1965
the right to object, I have only one resThe Senate resumed the consideration ervation-and I am sure the Senator will
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos- agree-that a quorum call may be had
pital insurance program for the aged during the debate without its being
under the Social Security Act with a charged to either side,
supplementary health benefits program
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiand an expanded program of medical dent, I include that in my request,
assistance, to increase benefits under the
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
old-age, survivors, and disability in- MONTOYA in the chair). Is there objecsurance system, to improve the Federal- tion to the unanimous-consent request?
State publlc assistance programs, and Without objection, it is so ordered,
for
therpurpses.House
fo te proe.Mr.
JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT

AGREEMENT

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, it was the hope of a number of us,
and it is still my hope, that there may
be some prospect of completing action
on the bill today. It seems to this Senator that the reason the Senate recently
remained in session until December to

myself 10 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized
for 10 minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. There has already been
some debate upon this question. I have
little doubt that Senators know how they
feel about it. When we find a provision
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in the bill which is so grossly inequitable,
which Is opposed by the Government de
partments- concerned, which is corn
pletely out of relationship to the re
lationship between government and
employees in respect of social security
taxation, to let this complete hybrid be
enacted without trying to do our duty,
without trying to change- it, would be a
great mistake.
Every one of the adjective I have cited
applies to what the Senate Finance Corn;
mittee substituted for the House pro-.
vision with respect to tips.
Let us first understand the issue. The
bill as it came from the House requiredI emphasize the word "required," be
cause it is mandatory on the employeethat income 'an employee receives from
tips must be declared for the Purpose
of both social security and income taxes
every month. These declaration would
be made through the returns which -the
employer already files for social secu
rity taxes on the wages to he pays the
very same employee. An employee in
variably~receives a stated wage on which
he and the employer pay social security
tax and added to that, subject to the
House provision, is a declaration so far
as tip income is concerned.
There is no new return which the
employer has to file. He is filing one,
anyhow, for the particular employee.
The bill also contains- provisions to
protect the employer against having to
Pay out money for taxes on tip income
not reported to him; and there are other
matters with relation to income tax
withholding which are not germane to
the basic issue.
The basic issue is that as the bill
came from the House, tip income is con
sidered a part of the wage of the em
ployee who is receiving the tips and
those tips are taxed as wages. The
mechanics of how he reports them, and so
forth, are not material to this debate..
As the Senate committee has amended
the bill, tip income must be declared as
self-employed incqme rather than as a
part of the wages. The big difference, in
sofar as the employee is concerned, is
that in the case of the House provision
the employer pays his share of the social
security tax and the employee pays his
share. In the Senate provision, the emPloyee Pays the entire amount. That is
the only difference.
Thus, under the Finance Committee
version, the employee pays il/ limes in
social security taxes what he would pay
under the House provision. This is the
essence of the problem. As a practical
matter, as the bill is now written, the
employee, under the House provision,
would pay 3.65 percent of his tips as a
soilscrt
tax. Under the Senate
Provision, he would pay 5.4 percent of
his tips as his tax, and that goes
up-in *1973-to 4.8 percent under the
7 percent under the
Senate version,
version. and
Consequently,
the em
ployee Is, more heavily taxed.

In order to arrive at their provision,
the Finance Committee adopted the
most artificial basis possible; namely, to
make tip income self-employment in
come~
Why do I say that it is the most in
consistent basis possible? In the first
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place, let us understand that what my
colleague [Mr. -KxinqDYJ and I seek to

do -is to try to retain the House pro-

vision and stop the Senate. committee's
attempt to strike It out and substitute

-
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313 or H.R. 6875. CovEsAGE op Tips
The Treasury Department supports the

SECTiox

adoption of section 313 of H.R. 6675, as approved by the House, which would treat tips
as wages for Purposes of social security and
Depar~ttax. The
withholding
of
by
adopted
the provision
is opposedforto income
ment
the Snate' as section 313. which would cover
tips under social security as earnings from
self-employment, because It applies inconsistent theories in taxing earnings of tip employees for social security purposes and imposes unfair burdens on these employees.
The House provision recognizes that emmajor
ployers of individuals who receive apaid
by
tips
part of their remuaneration from
customers of the employers have an obligation to provide adequate social security coverage for their employees, and to assist the Govermient In the collection of the social se-

the self-employment idea.
Not only do we say that the Senate
substitute is a complete hybrid and has
no relation Whatever to the relations of
employer and employee with regard to
the tips Of employees, but it Is also opPosed by the Treasury Department, the
Department of HEW, and the AFL~-CIO.
In short, the Senate committee amendment fliles in the face of everything the
Government departments themselves
believe should be done about the situatiomi
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- curity and Income taxes due from the emsent to have printed in the RECORD that ployees on their tip income.
The House provision is a rational, equitable
part of a letter signed by Stanley S. Surof tips
of the Treasury, and workable method for the coverage
Secretary
rey, Assistant
not Impose
hichreltesto hisunder. social security. It would
Ma
date
17 195,
hchreats o ilS any unusual financial burden on employers,
daedMa
1, 96,
Under section 313 employers of tip workers,
amendment and which says, in part:
The 'Treasury Department strongly SUP- like other employers, would be liable for only

The Senate provision, If
many years.
adopted, would be a setback in the Govern
moents continuing program for the improve
ment of the conditions of labor.
Employee representatives testified this year
Means
Ways, and
Comm~fittee
the of
before
1,
on H.R.
hearings
executive on
(page 869
the social security bill) that It would be
better not to have any legislation on tips
than to have legislation treating tips as selfemployment, income for social security pur
poses.
A more detailed statement is attached
which explains why the House treatment of
tips as wages is the only fair and workable
security
system to cover tips under social
and the withholding provisions of the Income
tax.

JUL

7, 1965.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I also ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD a digest of the Treasury Depart
ment's views entitled "Coverage of Tips,"
the subject to which I shall be referring
in the course of my remarks, together
with a Copy Of a letter from Douglas Dil
lon, then Secretary of the Treasury to the
their share of tax on reported tips. As with- chairman of the House Ways and Means
ports this measureonti
eornu
they would, again like allcomteada
holding agents,
nti
Namely, the House provision n.
omteadammrnu
be responsible for the employees'
~~employers,
of
Departmnent
the
by
prepared
subject
tax
income
and
tax
There being no objection, the letter Was share of social security
Education, and Welfare.
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 8as withholding only to the extent of funds of Health,
There being no objection, the digest,
employees within their control.
.the
follows:
and the letter were 01'
The Senate provision not only increases memorandum,
SociAL SEcusirr COVESAGE OF TI'uPS
to be printed in the RECORD, as
social security tax liability Of tip em- dered
F.
YRDthe
Hon.HARR
follows:
collecployees but it fails to provide for the
ninace
Chonairman F.miteeB
tion of this tax, as well as of the income tax, TRASR DEPARTMENT VIzWS ON H.R. 6875,
CU.SSeiate,Wosmintteon,Di.Ce,
1:CvAEO
oG~s ETo
8r
A second provision of the bill which is of on. the pay-as-you-go system through with,
roiee
special concern to the Treasury Department hodnTroIurnPSgs
is section 313. That section would treat which is available to all other employees.
OF COVERAGE OF TIPS IN HA. 6675
tips received by employees from customers as This is a double hardship on taxpayers whose DESC5XI'TION
in the

Beginning in 1966, employees who
course of work with any one employer re
ceive at least $20 in cash tips. in a month
would be required to report their tips in writIng to the employer. This report would have
to be made at least by the 10th day of the
month following the month in which the tips
were received. More frequent reports could
be required by employers and the bill would
authorize employers to gear these 'tip reports
employer
to their payroll schedules. The tips
to the
would add the amount of reported
employee's wages. He would withhold from
the wages the employee's share of the social
security tax and the appropriate amount of
income tax due on the combined amount of
tips and wages. The -employer's liability for
his share of the social security tax on tips
Would be limited to those that are reported on
time and even as to these he would be respon
sible for his tax only to the extent that he
had enough unpaid wages due the employee
Or funds turned over by the employee to cover
the employee share of the tax.
The bill would require employees to turn
over funds to the employer to cover the em
ployee share of the social security tax when
ever the appropriate amount of tax could not
be withheld because of insufficient unpaid
situation
unlikely
a most on
wages.
page 4 regarding
discussion
See is
however. This
adequacy of wages to cover both social se
curity tax and income tax withholdings. In
any case in which an employee failed to re
port tips or failed to make additional funds
available if neededl, the employee would be
required to pay both the employer's and em
ployee's share of the social security tax.
With regard to the Withholding of income tax,
an employee would not be required to turn
funds over to his employer to make sure the
full amlounit of tax due is collected from
month to month as in the case of the social
security tax. The employer, however, would
throughout the year whatever he
withhold
lees"
em_____es_
from wages. The employee would, of
mpoy.could1
these
responsible to pay the full amount
be
course,
provithe
to
refers
provision
Senate
The
There being no objection, the memoof income tax either in quarterly install
randum Was ordered to be printed in the sion adopted by the Senate Finance Commit-' ments
or with his return at the end of the
tee.
RECORD, as follows:

are relawages for social security and income tax individual earnings, on the average,
receive this
withholding purposes. Under present law. tivelY low and who, because they
income from day to day in small cash
only regular wages of Waiters, watess
amounts, find it difficult to budget for their
and other employees whose earnings ar
principally from tips may be counted toward annual tax liabilities.
The Senate provision contradicts longsocial security. benefits. Since the wages of
*these employees are usually relatively low, established common law rules and concepts
they can qualify only for very limited benefits governing employer-employee relationships,
that
for themselves and their dependents. Also. The Provision adopts the novel theory relathe advantages of the pay-as-you-go Income an individual In a-master-servant type
while Performing the same service,
tax system are largl frcoetohm.tionship,
be an employee for certain purposes and
To deal with both of these problems, the may
nd te Dparmen ofan independent contractor for other purposes.
TreauryDeprtmnt
There is now Pending before each House
Health, Education, and Welfare, after conby
aiderable study, developed the measure now of the Congress a proposal recommended
Standcontained in section 313 of the bill. The the President to amend the Fair Laborto
take
Treasury Department strongly supports this ards Act so as to allow employers
by emmeasure. A memorandum Is enclosed ex- account of tips reported to themsuch
emplaining in greater detail the operation Of ployees in determining whether
Federal
the section' and the reasons for its enact- ployees are being paid the minimum
wage. (H.R. 8259 and S. 1986 (89th Cong.).-)
ment.
two bills RcThe Bureau of the Budget has advised the The proposal on tips Ii' these
Treasury Department that there is no ob- cords completely wlJ~h the House. provision on
jection from the standpoint 0f the admin- tips in H.R. 6675. Also, on June 28, 1965,
istration's program to the presentation of the- House by unanimous vote approved
amendments to the District of Columbia
this report.
Minimum Wage Act which would Include
Sincerely yours.
tips within the definition of the term "wages"
STANLEY S. SURREY,
as used in this act,
Assistant Secretary.
tips as
If the Senate -provision
I ls
Mr.JAVTS.Mr.President,
social security
income fortreating
M.AVT.M.self-employment
employallow
to
proposals
the
and
purposes
printed
ask unanimous consent to 'have
for purposes of the
in the RECORD a memorandum on the ers to treat tips as wages
House provision in which the Treasury11 minimum wage laws were both approved, the
Department states, in part, that the Federal statutes would contain contradictory
Treasury Department is opposed to the definitions of the same term (tips--selfemployment income and wages). intoeach
provision adopted by the Senate committhe
that definition most favorable
tee as section 313, which would cover tips case,
employer and most unfavorable to the emunder social security as earnings from ployee would have been chosen. The pmiself-employment "because it applies to cipal reason for this inconsistency in the
inconsistent theory inl taxing~ earninl.s On law is to allow certain employers to contipped employee5 for Social secilrity P11r- tinue to avoid social responsibilities that
poses and imposes unfair burdens on have been imposed on other employers for
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year to the extent that Withholding did not
cover his full liability.

-
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should report the tips directly to the InterThe allegation that wages paid to tip em
nla IRevenue Service and pay the employee ployees will generally not be sufficient to
share of the tax due on the tips with this cover the full amounmt of taxes that would
Th Cnresha
onierdvalul~
report. The Service would then bill the have to be withhheld Is based on an over
The ongesshasconideed arius ro-employer
for his share of the tax on the. estimatIon of the amounts of social security
posea1s t~o Cover tips under 'social SCu1rity basis of the
employee report. Although this and income taxes that are collected on wages.
since 1950. In that year. during the 81st system appears simple It has no advantage
The current combined rate of withholding is
bCamgesshe -ocial security0),wh
lmndeterfor anyone. Employees would be burdened approximately 18 percent (3% percent for
190,camne bfr
SilScoumitteemondmnt
the
o with keeping records for 3-month periods, social security and 14 percent for income
with, amprovisone thicCoudihave
treF~ated Pling quarterly reports and computing their tax); next year it would be exactly 18 per
wit
whchwoud
a rovsio
hve reaedown tax liability. The
Revenue cent under the new rates proposed In the
tips received in the course of employment- Service would be burdenedInternal
with many more bill. At the current rate, a weekly wage
as remuneration paid to the recipient by wage reports to process and would have to of only $15 would
be sufficient to pay the
his employer. The bill would have required collect the employer tax 1 year or more after taxes on $15 in wages
$75 in tips, or
employees to report In writing to their em- the tips were claimed to have been received, total weekly earnings of plus
ployer by the 10th day alter the end of a Finally, employers would be at a disadvan- of $15 would represent $90. A weekly wage
quarter all tips received during the quarter. tage in contesting their liabilities in view wage of 37%/ cents (only an average hourly
The committee stated in Its report on the of this timelag. Employee groups original- waiters and waitresses In 9.3 percent of all
United States
bill that it believed such a change in the ly suggested a plan of this type, but they received in 1963 an average the
hourly wage under
law would introduce administrative coin- have since realized Its shortcomings for all 40 cents) for a 40-hour workweek
(84 per
plications and it did not accept the pr'o' concerned and are no longer urging it.
cent of restaurant workers In the United
posal (S9.Rept. No. 1669, 81st Cong., 2d sees.,
17).
THE PROPOSAL IN H.R. 66e5 IS REALISTIC
States
or more per week).
17).
Weekly work
tips of40$75hours
represent
at the
Since 1950, many proposals on tips have
In developing the proposal which is now rate of $1.50 per hour during aearnings
48-hour week
been introduced In both Houses and many in H.R. 6675, the Department of Health, or $1.87 per hour
during
a
40-hour
week. In
of these, at some time or other, have been Education, and Welfare and the Treasury the 1981 Bureau of Labor
Statistics survey
before one or the other or both of the tax inquired Concerning the operations, especial- of eating
and drinking places, the only surCommittees. The' Treasury Department and ly the pay and bookkeeping practices, ofVewihtpdaol40erntfwies
the Department of Health, Education, and businesses where tipping is customary. A~ll and waitresses in large
areas
Welfare have examined and studied Cae- the various objections made by employers surveyed were reported to metropolitan
earn $1.26 and over
fully all 0± these proposals. studies of against the adoption of a system of reporting anhoritpsBeaetesuvywsr
various other suggestions and alternatives of tips by employees such as the one In m ourilintipes.e Becusthe
suwrveyi
waskpri
for extending social security and income ta
.. 67
aeas
encniee
ae
tabulations were not made beyond $1.25.
coverage to tips have also been made. In fully.
Many modifications were made in the These illustrations
are submitted to show
1958 the Committee on Ways and Means original recommendation as the result of that even at the lowest
end of the pay scale
gave serious consideration to a proposal these employer Comments and studies. The eog
ae
ol
riaiyb
vial
based on a system of reporting by employees Proposal as it now stands makes no unneces- to an employer from
which
similar to that it bed approved in 1950. The sary or uureasonable demand on employ- social security and Income to withhold the
taxes
due on
committee, however, was unable to satisfy era. The system of reporting required under tips. A more typical example
itself that the plan would be workable on a H.R. 6675 is as simple and efficient as it an employee earning a weekly would have
wage of $32
national scale and it requested the two De- can be in view of the nature of tips and the (othbaiof8cesprhuteav
partments to further study the problem (H. objectives of the proposal, which are: more (agte basisof 81ients
per
'Rept. No. 2288, 85th Cong., 2d sees., 7). In Comprehensive social security coverage of 1963 survey). Such a wage houtrsesitheavr
would approxi
1960 the Departments recommended a pro- over a million workers and their depend- mately cover
the taxes on combined earn
posal which combined a system of reporting ents and better reporting and easier
pay- ings in wages and tips of $200 a week.
of actual tips with a formula for estimating ment of income tax liability on tips.EPLESKNW
PPOITEYW
T
tisweculamutwsntkonTIP
h
REPORTS CAN SE GEARED INTO THE PAYROLL
EMPLOYEES EARN IN TIPS
jothed becausyerth comistteewa
co ldsot are
Employers will have a great deal
freedom
It has also been claimed that employees
Jectdth bcaue
comitee culdnotar-in determining the frequency and ofthe
want no part of a plan of social
coy
rive at a formula that it considered
equitable ner in which employees report their mantips. erage which will require themsecurity
to disclose
when applied to'all regions of the country'Teolreurmni
taatlatoe
hemutofhiriptohemlyr
The extensive discussions of the formula Teol
eurmn
tlatoeteaon
ftertp
oteepoe
approach In Committee convinced this De- report be filed for each sta
month by the 10th because, it is reasoned, if employers knew
patmn adtheprmetofHalh
day
of
the
month. Also, within how much tips employees receive they would
partentandthe
epatmet ofHeathany quarter following
withholdings for social security want to reduce the already low regular sal
Education, and Welf are that the only ac- and income taxes
may be made at a predeter- ary paid to employees. This argument as
ceptable solution to the problem would be mined and constant rate for each pay period, sumes
that employers are ignorant of the
one which used as a base for the tax and
benefits computations the actual amount Of provided that before the end of the quarter amounts received by their
tip
reeied y-an employee and that it the amounts withheld be adjusted to reflect may have been true years employees. This
ago, but today
tips recoeivedsn
by.
eie
oral
the taxes due on the actual amounts of tips tipping habits are fairly uniform
and well
hadsbecoeeseta
to
devisepaiwhrkable reported during the quarter. This will allow known. Moreover, more and
more tips are
syte aoto accmpish this,emlyegopha
large employers whose Payrolls are prepared being paid through employers by users of
Ateabou
IthiestieI gemploye grops
haerd with the aid of business machines to gear credit cards so, that employers
a fairly
becmeInerstegttng
i
ip cveed the tip reports into their payrolls. The addi- accurate knowledge of the sumshave
received by
under social security because, as the result of tion of tips tow
wae
Il require some addi- their employees. Another recent develop
ti rvs
yteInenlRevenue Service, tional recordkeeping, but since employers are ment wh~ich has contributed to the general
more and more employees were beginning already withholding and reporting to the Inconcerning tips has been the
to report their tips for income tax. Em- ternal Revenue Service social security and knowledge
publicity attending trials of taxpayers
ployers, as a mAtter of self-interest, had al- Income taxes on wages the basic records are charged with
understating their .tip income.
was rgdtht
is
hol b rcgnized already in existence and the procedures
In these cases, various formulas have been
as earnings from self-employment and well established. The additional work are
re- applied by the Commissioner of Internal
taxed at the self-employment rate. Tips,qurdsulbemngal.Rvuetdtriethaontfu
however, are in reality remuneration for
urdsolbemngal.Rvuetdtriethaontfuservices- rendered in an employment rela- WAGES ARE ADEQUATE TO COVER WITHHOLDING reported tips and determinations
fixing tips
tionship and thus cannot legally be regarded
FOR TIPS
at levels between 10 percent and 15 percent
Issef-employment income. Moreover, It is
A argument whch employers frequently of the price of meals served have generally
common knowledge that in setting wages of assert against the tip proposal in H.R. 6675benuhl by the courts.
employees who customarily receive tips em- is that wages of tip employees are generally
TIPS AND THE MINIMUM WAGE LAW
ployers take account of the tips. This is so low that in most cases there will not be
Employers
argued that the coverage
apparent from the terms of bargaining enough to cover the soial security and In- of tips underhave
security would be un
agreements 'covering nontip, as well as tip come taxes that should be withheld. The fair to them sosocial
long as they are prevented,
employees. Tips, accordingly, are part of facts have been examined carefully and there under certain State
laws, from taking tips
the wage pattern in certain industries and would appear to be no real basis to this argu- into account in determining
whether a
they should be treated as wages for all pur- ment. Surveys of hotels and eating and minimum wage is paid. At
Poses. (See discussion below of minimum drinking Places conducted in 1961 and 1963 no uniformity among the present,' there is
States
on the
wage laws.) It would also be unfair to tax by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Bulletins treatment of tips under
State minimum
tips at the self-employment rate, which Is NO. 1328, 1329, 1400, and 1406), show that, wage laws. Of the 36 States
having mini
one and one-half times the employee rate although regular wages of tip employees in mum wage laws, 14 now
prohibit the count
Of tax On wages, If tips are In fact wag'es.
these Industries are relatively low, in the ing of tips. At the last session of the Con
It has sometimes been suggested that, great majority of cases the wages would be gress a bill (H.R. 9824) was
introduced in
since tips are paid directly to employees, more than adequate to cover the social secu- the House
reflected the administra
and employers have no Interest in knowing rity and income taxes which would have to be tion's viewswhich
that
tips
should
be counted
how much is received In tips, employees withheld under the terms of the bill,
toward the minimum wage where they are
BACKGROUND
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Sceounted for by an employee to the em- control. Withholding of
tax on tips employees, and that this should be done
Ployer. It Is believed that.the adoption of will make the payment ofincome
taxes miuch easier under the employer-employee systems rather
Federal legislation inclding tips under social on employees. It will increase
the revenue than the self-employment system. I a~lso
seuiyWould be Influential on the States oollectlons
at the eaams time reduce the belleve that consideration for the modest
to also modify their laws to permit the number of and
costly administrative and legal circumstances of the majority
of tip workcounting of tips for minmium wage purposes, collection procedures that are now
In any event, after tips are covered under to enforce the payment of income required era demands that they be pranted the ad
taxes
on
vantages
of the pay-as-you-go system for
social security employers Will be in a better tips.
paying their Income taxes.
position1 to demand the amendment of State
UNDERREPoRTING OF TIP INCOME
For
these
reasons I am most pleased to
minimum wage laws to take tips into -dcTips are one of the few sources of income hear that your committee Is giving
this
count. This argument was Influential in which under our self-assessment
system con- proposal the consideration which I think It
the final decisions made this year by the tinue to escape effective taxation.
Enforce- deserves.
Ways and Means Committee.
ment activities Of the Internal Revenue
Sincerely yours,
TEE rAX RECEIPTr ARGUMENT
Service have been only moderately produclDOUGiAS DmiLqo.
The Inclusion of a provision in H.R. 6675 tive In this area. After many years
of con
requiring the withholding of income tax tinuous efforts to educate tip recipients
to
MEMORANDUM
PREPASID By TnE DEPARTMENT
On tips reported to the employer has caused their obligation to report and
pay taxes on
or HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE ON
employers to comment that because of the their tipes, the Service Is convinced
that
the
CovERAGE
OF'
TIPS
low wages Paid to these employees no cash only recipients reporting tips with
any deHfouse-Senate difference:
wages wil be left after all the taxes are gree of regularity and accuracy
are those
House: Covers tips as wages.
withheld and Instead of wages employees who, In prior years, have had
their returns
Senate: Covers tips as self-employment in
wil receive, in their pay envelope, only a exa~mined, had substantial deficiences
as- come.
receipt showing the taxes withheld. The sessed against them and know
that their reDepartment position: Favors House provi
implication in this argument is that em- turns continue to be examined.
sion.
Ployees think of wages only in tem of
Field offices of the Service were contacted
Considerations:
take-home pay and if no cash wages remain recently
for information regarding tip-en1. The social security taxes that employees
after taxes are collected the employers will forcement activity. Reports
were
received
would have to pay on their tips If they were
be Pressed for an Increase in wages. This from offices covering the north
central,
south
covered
as income from self-employment
Is largely an educational problem which and southwest States, the only
regions con- would be substantially more than if their
employers and employees must face. It is ducting special tip drives in recent
years.
In
tips
were
covered as wages. Yet the income
not at all certain that employees will be 1 large northern city In 1964
group exam- to the social security trust funds would be
unhappy to have their income tax on tips ination of employees of
5
restaurants
and less, because if tips - were covered as wages
collected on the pay-as-you-go withholding 2 hotels revealed that of 154
employees the employer would match the employee's
System. It seems almost.-incontrovertible
who
would
normally
be
expected
to
receive
s'hare of the tax.
that employers will find that the majority tips practically no one had reported
any tips.
2. On principle, it doss not seem fair to
of their employees would consider the
Following this examination, 40 percent of require tipped employees
to pay the higher
Posed arrangement very helpful. Certainly these taxpayers agreed to deficiencies
the current furor over sllght amounts of ing *460. The other cases involved averag- slf-employment tax rate on earnings that
deficienare related to their services as employees, or
underwithholdlng for 1964 and the grow- cies averaging *600. These cases
ing consensus for graduated withholding bean settled. At the same timehave not yet to relieve employers of tipped employees of
and
in
the
thesoial
rsecnibiity taxe dueao thei eharnings
Indicate. that taxpayers prefer Paying taxes same City. 62 beautIcians working
u n h arig
'On a Pay-as-you-go basis. Another answer mnent stores agreed to deficiencies in depart- ofthe oirl semplotyees.
averaging
3f
thima
lyes
to this objection of employers is that, as *200 on account of tips received
over
2- or 33. Mny employers of tipped workers f a
was Pointed out earlier, although wages of year periods. Some 33 others
had been as- vor including tips as wages under State min
tipped emplnyees are relatively low, they are sessed deficiencies averaging $400
over
simiimum
wage laws and under the Fair Labor
not so low that all cash wages of workers lar periods.
Stanidards Act. If tips were
as In
will be needed to cover the taxes to be withIn a large city in the South, 552 returns of come from self-employment counted
for social re
held. On the contrary, theme cases Wil be waiters and waitresses were examined
in 1960 curitY Purposes It would be difficult to justify
the thexcetio
n dficencis
WtheHecepIonG rahe tHan
bingas-treating them as wages for purposes of the
rule,rater hantherule
F an
an
esd191
196 rsultng
rhesuting Inm
deficecisbin
s minimum wage laws. Requiring employees
wITHODIN
O~r
UMNE
1 TH
~y~
sssd I te tta su
o $32,222.
This to report their tips to
COLLECTING INOM TA ON TIPS
represents an average deficiency per return of cial security purposes their employers for so
would overcome a mnaThe chief argument in favor of withhold- approximately $240. In the same
period, 316 Jor difficulty in the way of counting
Ing of incoe tax on tips is that this is the returns of beauticians
at downtown shops wages for minimum wage purposes. tips as
only humane way to collect the income ta
and department
were examined and
4 ftp
eecvrda
noefo
frmtelwbakttapyr.I se-deficiencies were stores
ef
assessed In the amount of
frome thetlow-brackpt
.
tp
eecvrda
taxpayoere. ft scial *45.234 for an average
noefo
ef
deficiency per return employment,
amounts totaling
pectdoveed
less
tat
than
fr
oce
sciaipsare
o
f
bou40O
aLyear could not be reported. Some
security there Will be better reporting of tips Ofabu $10.I
a
city
of
the
Southwest,
tipped
employees
might
fail
to
report
for income tax. In view of this, It seem,
examinations
made in 1962 of 420 re- tips as self-employment Income if theirtheir
in
Only falr to afford employees who receive turns of the were
tip employees at 2 hotels cm
a o iheog
most of their earnings from tip th poorqiete
(waiters, waitresses, bellhops, et al.). More topycome
wsn
tax.g
eotgher
migh
reqile only
tunity available to other eploes toe pay than 50 percent of these returns
showed no the shor Income tax. rtetrn fomiandfaoly
their Income tax currently by having the tax tx income whatever. As a result
o
this
to
Include
the
separate
self-employment
tax
d74e on the tips withheld from reguilar 'Wages. examination, deficiencies averaging
Without withholding, tip employees will be return were assessed against these $200 per rtr.Rqiigteepoe
orpr
employees ristips t heqisigh
employeraletone aomeonth
forced into paying their tax in quarterly in- for a total deficiency of $83,614.
and requiring the employer to withhold the
stallments. This msthod of payment is
social security tax on tips is the most effec
usually reserved for more sophisticated taxMARcH
11,
1965.
tiVe
way to get reports of tips and to collect
payers, professionals or the wealthy who re- Hon. WILBUR D. MfLLnS,
the tax
ceive large amounts of income in dividends Chairman, Committee on Ways
and Means,
5. Employees With tip income ought to
or interest. For the low-income taxpayer the House of Representatives,
have the opportunity to pay their taxes cur
filing of estimates of income and masking Washington, D.C.
rently on a Pay-as-you-go basis, as other em
quarterly Payments would be a hardship
DEAR MR. CHAIRwAN: I understand that ployees do. Employees,
especially those with
Which could subject them to penalties, your committee
now
has
provisions
in
H.R.
1
relative low Income, find It burdensome to
Many of them would find It difficult to budg- that would extend social security
coverage
pay
their
taxes
in
large
lump-sum
payments
et in order to meet the quarterly payments to tips and would make tips subject
to withCost:To be obtained.
1
s
which can be substantial,
holding of income tax by employers.
TSEATMENT OF TIPS UNDER STATE MINIMUM
Since tips ar an integral Part of the comWe have examined and weighed carefully
WAGE LAWS
pensation of persons engaged in certain oc- comments and objections raised
There are only 14 States that have opera
cupations, it is reasonable that this form of and other similar proposals, and against this
we
compensation Should be. treated as wages vinced that the present provisions are con- tive minimum wage laws covering the
that yourcutmrtipnocpaosadthto
and that employers, who take account of tips committtee Is now considering
are sound, nottomake aipnygalowacc
fortipns. anotherd
Insetngth
ags fthm mloeethat
they are administrable and that they 13 States cover the customary tipping occu
should also be required to assume the bur- are fair.
Over the years many other alterna- pations by operative minimum wage laws,
den of withholding on tips. This burden tives have been considered, and
we have but either Permit counting tips toward the
Would only be one of bookkeeping since em- found all of them lacking In
some impor- minimum wage or set a lower minimum wage
Ployers would never be required, to advance tant respect,.aefrwresi
ipn
cuain.
thiron udsfo
hepymnto epoye
I believe it is only fair that employees The remaining 23 States do not have opera
tax liability. Their obligation to withhold whose earnings
are
largely
from
tips
should
tive
minimum
wage laws covering the
Would always be limited to the cash wages be Permitted to have all of these
earnings customary tipping occupations: 16 do not
or other funds of the employee under their included under social security,
like Other have minimum wage laws; 4 have inopera
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tive mminimum wage laws (the laws provide geeral, the Fair Labor Standards Act ap- of their income; this would take a significant
for establishing minimum rates, but no aclies to employees engaged in Interstate amount of their pay and be a hardship on
tion to implement them has been taken); -commerce or in the production of goods for these employees who generally have low
and 3 have operative mninimnum wage laws -Interstate commerce, and to employees. of income.
that do not cover the customary tipping certain large enterprises that are so en(b) Income to the. trust funds would be
occupations,
gaged. The types of industries covered by less because employers would pay no tax and
I. Fourteen States that cover tipping oc- the Flair Labor Standards Act are warethe amount of tips reported would be less;
cupations by operative mainimum wage laws houses, factories, construction companies, income tax collections would p robably be
make no allowance for tips:
transit companies, and department stores
less than if the tips were covered as wages.
1. Alaska.
The largest group of tipped employees coy(c) It does not seem reasonable that em
2. Arkansas.
ered by the Flair Labor Standards Act are ployers should be relieved of the obligation
3; California.
railroad terminal employees who carry bag- to pay their share of the social security tax,
4. 'Colorado.
gage (redcaps). Although the Fair, Labor and they should assist the Government in
5. Hawaii.
'Standards Act does not contain any refercollecting the social security and income
6. Idaho.
ence to tips or gratuities, the United States taxes due on tips received by their employees.
7. Kentucky.
Supreme Court established the precedent
(d) Tipped employees should have the op
8. North Dakota.
for the treatment of tips under the Federal portunity to pay their taxes on a pay-as-you
9. Oregon.
minimum wage law in the 1942 case of Wil- go basis through withholding from current
10. South Dakota.
liams et al. v.. Jacksonville Terminal Co. wages, as is the case for other employees.
11. Utah.
To the extent that tips are accounted for by
Il. Amount of protection: Covering tips
12. Washington.
the employee to -the employer In the Indus- as income from self-employment would not
13. Wisconsin
tries covered by the act, they are treated as result in as much protection for tipped em
14. Wyoming.
wages under the act. The Federal law' does ployees as would be obtained under the
11. Thirteen States that cover tipping Oc- not apply to restaurants and hotels or other House-passed provision. Many of the tipped
cupations by operative minimum wage laws small retail establishments,
workers who wouldn't get full protection
do make allowaince for tips:
would be those who need protection the most.
(a) Seven States permit counting tips
Bill to cover tips under the Fair Labor
(a) There would be no withholding of the
toward the minimum wage:
Standards Act
social security tax; employees would have to
'1. Connecticut.
On January 31, 1964, Representative
ployers should be relieved of the obligation
2. Michigan.
JAMES ROOSxvs:LT introduced H.R. 9824, a
pay substantial amounts In a lump sumn.
3. Minnesota.
bill which would amend the Fair Labor
(b) Employers would not have the respon
4. Nevada.
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, to exsibility of making reports of employees' tips.
5. New York.
tend the minimum wage and overtime pro(c) Employers would not have occasion to
6. Pennsylvania.
tection of the act to approximately 738,000 pass on the amount of tips reported by
7. Rhode Island.
workers, over half of whom work in email employees.
(b) Six States set lower minimum wage retail establishments, such as restaurants
(d) Some employees would report a small
rates for tipping occupations:'
and food service establishments and hotels, part or none of their tips to minimize or
1. Massachusetts.
where tipping is prevalent. The bill also escape paying social security and Income
2. New Hampshire.
contained a provision under which tips taxes; they would find it difficult to pay the
3. New Jersey.
would be counted toward the minimum
full amount in a lump sum.
4. New Mexico.
wage if they were accounted for to the em(a) Some would not need to pay Income
B. Ohio.
ployer or received through him.
tax and would not file an income tax return.
6. Vermont.
From February 7 through April 6, 1964.
(f Some would file the short income tax
IIl. Twenty-three States do not have the Subcommittee on Labor of the Coinform (Or long form) without a Schedule C
operative minimum wage laws covering the mittee on Education and Labor of the House
or without including tip income.
customary tipping occupations.
of Representatives held hearings on H.R.
(g) Since social security taxes were with
(a) Sixteen States do not have minimum 9824. At the beginning of the hearings, Rep- held from regular wages, some would feel
wage laws:
resentative ROOSEVELT, chairman of the subthey had "paid enough"; this would be par
1. Alabama.
committee, announced, "This bill, of course,
ticularly true if they were insured and could
2. Delaware.
is the bill representing the views of the adqualify for an average benefit based on rag
3. Florida.
ministration and the requests of the admin- ular wages.
4. Georgia.
istratlon." On April 9; the subcommittee
(h) Employees would be required to ifile a
5. Indiana.
went into executive session, and on June 25,' more complicated tax return.
6. Iowa.
1964, the subcommittee ordered a clean bill,
'(i) Some employees would be Indifferent
7. Maryland.
H-R. 11838, favorably reported to the full to filing tax returns; some tipped Workers
8. Mississippi.
committee. Representative ROOSEVELT in
have never filed In past years.
9. Missouri.
troduced H-R. 11838 on June 30, 1964. No
(J) Some would not know to file or would
10. Montana.
further action has been taken on the bill, have difficulty filing-many tipped workers
11. Nebraska.
and the administration has not expressed are foreign-born or have little education;
12. South Carolij~a.
any views on it.
some would have to pay to have the returns
13. Tennessee.
There are several differences between HR
prepared.
14. Texas.
984adHR188.Temjrcag
(k) Tax enforcement for low-income
15. Virginia.
984adHR
13.Temjrcag
swrera
is expensiv nve
fteaon
16. West Virginia.
that a separate administration bill which work
tyexnvewvfotevaoun
(b) haetats
our iopertiv minmum
would increase the rate of pay for overtime'otaInlvd
(b)Flor
haeSate
nopratve inium work has been incorporated into'H.R. 11838.
(1) Since amounts less than $400 would
wage laws (the laws provide for establishing The coverage of the small retail establishnot be covered, benefits would be less than
minimoum wage rates, but no a~ction to imple- menta In which large numbers of tipped if tips were covered as wages.
mellntoheihs. be ae)
employees work has been retained In the
(in) Some employees would find It diffi
2. Kansas.
clean bill. The provision under which tips, cult to distinguish between tips and service
3. Louisiana.
would be counted toward the minimum charges under the advance agreement ruling.
4. Oklahoma.
wage has been substantially altered. Under
(n) Employers might be tempted to shift
H.R. 11838. the Secretary of Labor would certain payments now wages, such as serv
(c) Three States have operative minimum determine the average value of tips "for de- ice charges, to "tip" status.
wage laws that do not cover the customnary fined classes of employees and in defined
III. OASDI program philosophy:
tipping occupations.
areas." and this amount would be counted
(a) Tips received by an employee in the
1. Arizona.
toward meeting the minimum wage requirecourse of performing services for his emn
2. Maine.
ment. The Secretary could use amounts set
3. NrhCrln.ployer
undershould
the usual
employer-employee
NrhCrln.by
State minimum wage laws if he deemed
relationship
be defined
as wages.
TsETMFNTr OF TIP-S U7NDEa THE FA= LABOft them appropriate. Where the employee ac
STANDARXS ACT
counted for tips, or was paid tips through
(b) If tips were covered as self-employ
Present lawo
the employer, that amounted to more than ment income, employees would be paying two
Themiimm
ag povsinsofth Firthe
applicable average as determined by the types of social security taxes (at different
Labo Standards wact droviinot now geneFaral
Sertyhe
monrpredcudb
rates) on earnings from the same activity;
Lapply Stoandusries whereo
nthere areeralsub
uSecedotherwisthheaventraepwouled applyb
while performing the same service, they
appl toindstres
ae asub
use; oherisetheaverge oul aply.
herethee
would be an employee for certain purposes
stantlal number of tipped employees, In CONSIDERATIONS AGAINST COVERING TIPS AS and an Independent contractor for other
INCOM

'The District of Columbia and Puerto Rico
also set a lower minimum, wage rate for
workers in tipping occupations,

Ea
FRMSELF-EMPLOYMENT

I. Tax aspects:
(a) Employees would pay substantially
more than the employee rate on the tip part

purposes.

(c) Tips received by employees should be
treated the same as the regular wages they
receive for purposes of the retirement test.
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The best proof of that Is In the recent
(d) Tips received by employees have always been thought of as wages and some tips survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor, which has been filed with
are now covered as wages. Tips that ar
now covered as wages should not be covered Congress, dated January 1964. It is
as Income from self-employment.
(e) For income tax purposes,' tips have clear that the hourly wages of tipped
consistently been considered employee in employees as compared with the hourly
come and some tips are wages for income tax Wages of non-tipped employees are set
withholding; all tips received by employees after taking tips into consideration. The
are reported as employee income on form hourly wages-and I refer to the report
at page 25-the average hourly wage
1040.
IV. Impact on other employee programs:padtno-ipdepoesnth
Tips are considered wages under workmen'spadtno-ipdepoesnth
compensation laws, unemployment Insur- same establishment where other employees are tipped is $1.34 per hour. The
ance laws, and minimum wage laws.
(a) Covering tips as self-employment in- wage for employees in the very same
come would tend to reduce protection for establishments who customarily receive
tipped workers under other programs . It tips is 81 cents an hour-in other words,
would be a setback in the Government's con- one-third less.
Mr. President, this makes crystal clear
tinuing program for the improvement of
the conditions of labor.
(b) There would be confusion if tips were what the Treasury Department has
wages under other programs and self-em- stoutly maintained, namely, that tip income is wage income and is allowed for
ployment income under social security,
as wage income when wages in these
V. Administrative problems:
(a) There would be about a million extra industries are fixed.
It seems to me that is a conclusive reaself-emp'loyment returns (schedules C) to
process; if tips were wages, tip income would son for retaining the House language. if
non-tip any other were needed, I point out that
eota
ntesm
beicue
wages Since annual self-employment tax re- there are some 13 States which take into
turns would be involved, there would be more consideration the tips that employees reproblems when social security claims were ceive when determining the minimum
wage, so that an employer is deemed to
filed,
(c) There would be difficulties in applying be paying an employee the minimum
the retirement test. Income would be di- wage when that employee receives both
vided between wages and self-employment the amount the employer pays him and
Income; It would be difficult to avoid inequi- tips.
ties under the monthly measure of retire
This is a critically important fact, bement. An employee, might object to being
assessed deductions under the substantial Cause this is the practice, not the theory.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
services teat if his total earnings were no
more than $100 in a month. substantial time of the Senator from New York has
expired.
services would require investigation. o wold
elgi-hasb animpct
her
(d)
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
gt
yeancimpac onoeiui
bidit Thequremewouldepbe
adionliut.
coulnet fouar msl
biartyeqursocvemaents; empoyeesi
ysef 5addtioal inues.the
oveageby
qurorkng n oe
quarersof
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ter of the year.
dffclte wt r-Senator from New York is recognized for
Tee
(eoldb
spect to determining the amount of expenses 5 additional minutes.
that could be attributed to tips that would
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, this Is
be considered earnings from self-employment. Part of the employee's expenses would an important point. I point out to Senrelate to earning his regular wages.. Some ators who feel strorngly about the comtipped employees work on more than one job mittee provision that they may very well
and their tips would be covered as wages on be fooling themselves, because if this is
one job and as income from self-employment self-employed income it will not continue
to be counted as a part of the minimum
on another.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, in short, wage, even in those States which allow
the Senate is being asked to adopt a it.
Hence, employers who are now a strong
provision notwithstanding and over the
objections of the Treasury Department, lobby in opposition to the House provithe Department of HEW, and the trade sion-and I say that from my own personal knowledge, not from anything I
unions involved.
How often do we hear the Senator in have heard--do so under some mlistaken
charge of the bill say that we cannot do notion that if they defeat the House
this by way of amendment because the provision, it will save them recordkeepGovernment departments say it is im- Ing time, and of course will Save them
one-half the social security tax. I point
practical?
This is a case where the Senate out to those employers that in such popcommittee is going in exactly the other ulous States as my own State of New
York and in Pennsylvania, the minimum
direction.
I believe that the argument against the wage in this industry will have to be inposition which is taken in the Senate creased if tips are to be classified as
version of the bill is so persuasive that self-employment income. That applies
we just have no business allowing the also to six other States which allow a
lower minimum wage for employees who
provision to go uncorrected.
The first point made by the Treasury are tipped. Those States include such
Department is that tip income repre- Populous States as Massachusetts, New
sents remuneration of the employee as Jersey, and Ohio.
Mr. President, this is a serious aspect
wages, and that when the employer of a
tipped employee arranges for that em- of the situation. The Treasury DePloYee's wages, he invariably considers partment points it out. I believe we
and includes the fact that the employee would be extremely remiss in our responwill be receiving tips as a part of the rea- sibilities, indeed, if we were to fly in the
face of-that fact,
son for setting a certain wage,
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One other thing that is very I1m
portant is that the' employees, it is said,
may prefer the existing system. in the
first place, from M~own experience with
hundreds of tipped employees in the
State of New York, that is not so. Every
trade union of employees wants the tip
business regularized and to have the tips
treated as wages, as they should be
treated.
do otw ttob
Byndhtw
attob
Byndhtwdoot
parties, after the long, trying period we
have had in dealing legitimately with
tips, to making it easier for employees
who receive the tips to avoid paying not
only social security tax, but also their in
come tax. This is distinctly tied to the
income tax, and it is mandatory under
both the House 'provision and the Senate
provision.
It is perfectly incomprehensible to me
that the Congress should not wish to ex
tend itself very strongly In order to de
velop a system, now approved by the
Treasury Department and the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
which will, as nearly as we can, make
foolproof the Government's not being
deprived of either income taxes or so
cial security taxes.
So, Mr. President, it seems to me that
the case we make is, for all practical
Purposes, irrefutable. The only question
is, Wil the restaurant owners succeed in
Persuading Members of the Senate, to re
ject a system which has been developed
and approved by the other body and ap
proved by Governmnent departments, and
which will at long last regularize what
been so completely irregular?
I believe it is to the great credit of
hotel and' restaurant workers and
hyaefgtn
their trad nosta
for honesty, while the Senate seems to
esteaed
fi
tiue
h
tk
esteaed
fi
h tiue
tk
ment stand; that these employees do not
want to make their full contribution, as
the House contemplated, based upon a
Plan developed by the Government de
partments, with the greatest expertise in
this field.
I have not undertaken this task lightly.
I understand fully what it means to a
number of restaurateurs, who may be
very unhappy with me. However, in
such restaurants I pay my bill, and I
think I will still be welcome.
I cannot for the life of me see' how we
can fly in the face of regularizing what
has been so unhappily and miserably ir
regular, and which is now proposed to
us by both the House of Representatives
and the Government departments, be
cause we are asked to listen to what I
think is a very shortsighted attitude on
the part of the restaurateurs.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 1 more
minute.
Normally, logically, and properly, the
social security taxes are wages of the
employees. The restaurateurs know as
well as we do that the tips are Included
in the wages of the employee, as is shown
by the difference between the wages paid
to tipped and nontipped employees.
I hope very much that the Senate will
not allow itself to be used in this way,
and that the committee amendment winl
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be defeated. If it is defeated, it will result in leaving the House provision as it
is; and at long last a regularized and
honorable plan will be the order in the
United States for tipped as well as nontipped employees.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I am on limited time, but
I am happy to yield to the Senator from
Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. If the House language
Is restored, will It not mean that an employeeThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has again expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 1 additional minute.
Mr. CURTIS. Wil it not mean that
the employer will have to pay a tax on
money that never went through his
hands?
Mr. JAVITS. In the first place, he will
actually not have money in his hands,
except that he will have in his hands
the money with which to pay the employee's social security tax.
Mr. CURTIS. He will have also funds
belonging to the employees, but he will
be required accurately to report income
that another person has received and
that does not go through his hands.
Mr. JAVITS. I do not agree with that
at all. He will not be required to report
anything that the employee does not
certify to him. He is completely accurate
under the law if he reports what his employee tells him.
If he has in his hands the money with
which to pay the employee's taxes, he
will not handle the tips, except to the
extent that I have mentioned,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 1 additional minute.
MY case shows that the tips are taken
into account in setting the employee's
wages. I have figures which bear that
out. The Treasury bears that out. It is
the same as when an employer feeds an
employee. He is not handling the food
when he feeds the employee. Normally
the employee feeds himself. However,
the employer computes that cost in
figuring the wages.
Mr. CURTIS. It is quite different.
The employee does not go out of the
establishment,
Mr. JAVITS. The employee does not
go out of the establishment to get his
tips. He does not get them unless he is
in the establishment,
Mr. CURTIS. But they never come to
the employer. There is no case in which
the business community has been called
upon to collect taxes on money that does
not go through a person's hands,
Mr. JAVITS. The money for the taxes
The other is
goes through his hands.
tantamount to that, because it is a part
of the wage,
I Yield 5 minutes to my colleague from
New York.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I should
like to ask the Senator one or two questions.
Mr. President, is it not correct to say
that the employers claim that the tips
that are received by the individual em-
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ployee are a Part of the wages when there social security benefits, beginning at age
is consideration of the minimum wage 65, of $74. Under the House provision.
he would receive $125. Since the tips
law?
Mr. JAVITS. Yes. I have given the he receives are derived directly from his
employment, there is no reason not to
States in which that Is true.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Is it not regard them as wages for social security
correct to say that, on the one hand, it Purposes. And there is no reason not
is claimed not to be a part of the wages to require the employer to con-tribute to
under the social security law, but is a social security benefits for his employees
part of the wages when considering the on that part of their earnings.
It should also be Pointed out that
minimum wage law?
Mr. JAVITS. The answer is "yes," waiter's tips are treated as regular in
except that It is now the Finance Corn- come by the Internal Revenue Service.
mittee that is claiming that, although This income is subject to withholding
tax under current tax regulations. The
there is an enormous lobby here, too,
I waiter must keep records on his income;
Mr. EENNEDY- of New York,
appreciate the Senator's comment. It is I think the employer should be able to
claimed that it is not income so far as maintain similar records.
There is one implication of the Finance
social security is concerned, but that It is
income so far as the minimum wage law Committee amendment that is partic
That is the pos
ularly intolerable.
is concerned.
Mr. JAWiTS. The Senator is correct. sibility that hotel and restaurant emMr. KENNEDY of New York. That is Ployers, armed with a congressional
an entirely inconsistent position, is it finding that tips are the results of selfemployment efforts, will argue that this
not?
is a reason for continuing to exclude
Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. KENNEDY of New~York. Mr. their employees from the coverage of-the
President, I rise in opposition to the minimum wage. Thus the Finance Com
Senate Finance Committee's amendment mittee's amendment is not only undesir
regarding the status of tips as income able because It singles out one class of
for social security purposes. Section employee for unfair treatment under
313 of the bill as passed by the House social security, but because it could also
gave tips a status like any other kind of prejudice later efforts in the minimum
wages, insofar as social security is con- wage area.
The employers have taken the position
cerned. The House bill recognized what
seems like a most obvious fact-that tips that tips should be Included in income for
are for practical purposes a 'part of an purposes of deciding whether there is any
employee's wages even though not paid need to extend the minimum wage to
directly by the employer,. and that it is hotel and restaurant employees. It is
unjust not to have both employee and especially anomalous that they are at
employer contribute to social security the same time contending that tips
benefits on tip income just as they do should not be included in wages for pur
on the rest of the employee's Income, poses of social security. This is incon
Now the Senate committee seeks to undo sistent, and the employers should have to
this sensible provision and to substitute 4fish or cut bait. If they want tips to be
in its place the fiction that the tip em- computed as part of wages for purposes
ployee is self-employed when he receives of the minimum wage coverage question,
they should be willing to have tips in
tips.
This change will be onerous for the cluded in wages for purposes of social
employee, since he will have to pay the security.
What the Senate Finance Committee's
entire contribution himself for the social
security benefits that are based on his amendment does is to give the employer
tip income. And of course the Finance the best of both worlds. By calling tip
Committee amendment constitutes a income the result of self-employment
great boon for employers by relieving efforts, employers save themselves the
them of the obligation which the House payment of social security on it and also
give themselves the argument that there
version imposed.
There is no justification for this. The is no need to cover hotel and restaurant
tip employee is not self-employed in any employees under the minimum wage
sense. Tips are as much a part of his since those people have already been ad
wages as the money he gets directly from judged by the Congress-if the Finance
his employer. He is always subject to Committee amendment sticks-to be
his employer's direction, and never off self-employed.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
on an unrelated effort of his own. Tips
are directly attributable to his employ- time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield another 2 min
ment, and the certainty that he will receive them means that his employer can utes to my colleague.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
get away with paying him less in basic
wages. The fact is that tips are always Senator from New York is recognized for
taken into consideration in collective 2 minutes.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I wish
bargaining in the hotel and restaurant
industries. It therefore makes 'very little to state categorically that, so far as I am
sense for the employer to contend that concerned, the self-employment finding
these wages are so far removed from the is a fiction, of no realistic significance in
employment relationship as to be at- either the social security or the minimum
wage area.
tributable to self-employment efforts.
The inequity of present law is clear.'- I might also add that we have an
The waiter who gets $35 a week in wages opportunity here to eliminate poverty. A
and $55 a week In tips-and there are significant number of retired citizens
many like this-would receive monthiy have an income that does not meet our
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minimum11 standards of support.
A
waiter, 2retiring at 65 who had only
Counted his wages towards social security
benefits, would receive approximately $'74
a month or $888 a year. I know you
Will agree that this is totally inadequate,
BY insuring that the waiter's tips are Included in calculating his social security
benefits, his benefits would~be raised to
approximately $1,500.
For those reasons, I hope we can act
today to restore section 313 as the House
passed it.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I yield myself as much time as I
may require,
The House proposal for which the two
Senators from New York are contending
would create an irrebuttable presumption that it was the employer who paid
the tip, which would be completely contrarY to fact. That is a false presumption. The House proposal, for which the
Senators from New York contend would
presume a so-called fact even though it
be a lie.
Mr. President, when we create an Irrebuttable presumption that an employer
has paid the tips, even though he never
saw the money, I say that it is pretty
ridiculous. I am reminded of a passage
from Dickens in which Mr. Bumble is reported as having said:
If the law supposes thast, the law is a ass, a
Idiot.

To create an irrebuttable presumption
that something is correct when it is not
correct is not proper.
Employers do not pay the tips. They
do not always know about them. They
now have enough trouble with their help
without trying to snoop on that help,
The proposal sent to the Senate by the
House is subject to all sorts of mischief.
A small owner of a restaurant, a barbershop or some other establishment who
hires people to serve the public could be
victimized, and it should not be that way,
For example, a young working man or
working woman who is single would not
find it to his or her advantage to report
tips at all. They would not report them.
By not reporting them, they would avoid
the social security tax and the income
tax, which we could presume would be a
great deal more than the social seurity
tax. It would be to their advantage to
avoid such taxes,
Suppose such a person reaches the age
of 60. At that point he might decide
that he would like to drop out the 5 low
years of his earnings in which he had reported no tips at all and to build up his~
credit in the high years. He decides to
report tips on $4,000 when he received
only $150 in tips.
* What is wrong with that? What is
wrong is that he would then impose on
his boss a tax of $160 by telling a lie,
and the boss would not have any recourse but to go ahead and match what
the employee puts up to help that man's
social security entitlement when the man
by rights would not be due it.
If an employee wishes to engage in
that sort of conduct, that would be his
privilege under the amendment of the
Senator from New York. But why Penalize the boss for It? Why should a man
No. 123--6
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who operates -a little restaurant have to
pay $160 In taxes merely because an
employee chose to avail himself of an
opportunity to misrepresent his income
and to attain a higher entitlement than
is his due?
Mrl. President, in many instances it Is
up to the individual to determine whether he wishes to report income from tips,
The Treasury is making every effort
under the sun to try to collect a, tax on
tip income. I hope they have success, although a relatively small amount of income is involved.
So the Treasury Department in trying
to find out how to collect income tax on
tips, attempts to create an irrebuttable
presumption that the employer paid the
tip and thus require him to snoop on his
employees. It would create all sorts of
hard feelings between the employer and
the little waitress, the barber, or whoever
the person might be, as to what the
amount of tip income was and about how
much of the tax the employer should pay.
Then the employer must withhold an
equal amount from the employee's wages.
Mr. President, it would create all sorts
of bookkeeping problems. Employees
want nothing to do with it. We hear talk
about people being for the proposal. I
know Mr. Nelson Crulkshank speaks for
the American Federation of Labor in this
field. He started in the Federal Security
Administration. He was one of those
who helped put the social security law on
the statute books. He wishes to apply
basic social security concepts to everyone. Labor chieftains have so much confidence in him that they take his word,
with reverence. So we have heard that
the AFT-CIO is for the proposal. Senators should ask employees if they are for
the proposal.
In my State I have not found a waiter
or waitress who has said that he or she
is for it. Every restaurant, every ta-xicab company, and every barbershop in
my State is opposed to the proposal that
the Senator from New York wishes to
impose on the American people. They
are solidly opposed to it. They say that
they do not want to engage in this kind
of conduct.
So they do not want anything to do
with it; they want to be relieved Of It.
The committee has made it possible for
employees to pay a tax to the Internal
Revenue Service just as though they
were self-employed people. The eraPloYer Pays a tax on what he pays the
employee. Then the employee has an
obligation to report the tips and pay
a tax on them.,
If we are to follow the general theory
Of the social security law, we should say
that the person who owes the tax on the
tips is the employee, on the one hand,
and the patron who comes in and pays
the tip, on the other,
Suppose we followed the legal fiction
upon which the Social Security Act is
supposed to be based. The theory is that
It is a Program. of insurance Paid half by
the employer and half by the employee.
In this event, the employer Part of the
tax would be owed by the patron. What
would he do? He would give the waiter,
perhaps, a $1 tip.
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The waiter would say, "Thank you, sir.
Now please hand me 4 cents for the tax
on the tip, as your employer's part of
the tax."
Mr. President, what would you do if
you had handed the waiter a dollar?
Would you cash an extra dollar and say,
"My friend, I neglected to include the
tax in the tip' ? No; you would say,
"When I gave you the tip, I tipped you
96 cents, and the other 4 cents included
in the dollar I gave you was to cover the
tax due. Just take it out and settle with
Uncle Sam."
Upon that basis, the employee would
pay 4 cents for himself and 4 cents for
the man who gave him the tip-8 cents.
We propose to let him pay 6 cents.
in most cases, this employee is going
to get the same retirement benefits one
way or the other. Suppose his social se
curity benefits are figured only on a low
salary and not also on tips, he will sup

plement the resulting low social security

check with Public assistance. Thus, it
may make little difference what social
security tax is paid by such tipped em
ployees. His retirement checks will be
the same in amount though they may be
welfare checks in part instead of only
social security checks.
If Senators think people do not under
stand this procedure, let me relate to
them this personal story. My wife told
our maid what a fine thing she was do
ing; she was paying the social security
tax for the maid and for the Long f am
ily. The maid replied, "I am going to
wind up with $90 whether I have social
security or not, because I can get wel
fare. I do not care whether you pay a
tax or not."
That is how many low income, tipped
employees look at the situation.
So far as those in the upper Income
brackets are concerned, their only prob
lem is how to get somebody else to pay
something he does not owe.
I suppose walters at the Stork Club
and other high-class places in New York
might think it is a fine Idea. But the
average employee in a cafe, motel, or
barbershop could not care less. The
committee bill provides them all the
social security coverage.
So far as the Treasury is concerned,
that is something else. Senators may
recall that some years ago the Treasury
wanted1 Congress to Provide that every
bank, every building and loan institu
tion, and every insurance company
should tax the interest and dividends of
theig patrons at the source and send
this tax to the Governmnent, whether the
tax was owed or not. Senators may re
call that the executive branch pressed
for passage of such a law to withhold the
tax on interest and dividends whether
the persons concerned owed the tax or
not. The patrons would then have to
worry about getting their money back.
Under the leadership of our distin
guished Senate Finance Committee
chairman, HARRiY FLOOD BYRD, Of Vir
ginia, the Congress resisted the Treas
ury Department and defeated the proPosal. Instead, we enacted a law that
Provided for the assignment of a nuM
ber to every taxpayer. so that computing
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machines could ascertain where the income was and how much, so that the tax
could be collected. It has worked very
well. We avoided the need to make
someone pay a tax he did not owe,
In'this instance, I hope we shall be
successful in avoiding the imposition on
a cafe owner, the owner of a barbershop, the owner of a shoe shine parlor,
or the owner of any small business of
all the bookkeeping, all the responsibility, all the irritation, and all the squabbling with his employees that would result from the responsibility of paying a
tax on money the employer did not pay,
did not receive, knows nothing about, and
does not want to know anything about.
If we want to do what the employees
want, those who are employed by a small
businesses, we can provide that employees
be treated as self-employed on tip income, which is what the Committee on
Finance has done. But if Senators want
to vote for something that in their States
will be the most unpopular thing since
the bubonic plague, they can vote for
the provision to tax all those employers
on money they do not know the first
thing about and do not want to know
anything about.
I hope the Senate will agree with the
Committee on Finance and agree with
many thousands of owners of small enterprises and will spare them from this
proposal and from persecution by the
imposition on them of all sorts of paperwork and a responsibility that is not
properly theirs.
Mr. BENNET'T. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield,
Mr. BENNSI'T. A statement was
made that the enmloyer takes tips into
consideration when he sets wages. is it
the impression of the Senator from
Louisiana that all tipped employees, although they may receive the same basic
wage in the same establishment, receive
exactiy the same amount in tips?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Of course
not.
Mr. BENNETT. What makes the difference between the low-tipped man and
the high-tipped man in some establishments? Is it not hard work?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It depends
on how well the employee does his work.
If he gives good service, if he serves extremely well, if he is a good waiter, for
example, he will receive more in tips
than the person who renders poor service,
Mr. BENNE'rT. So how can it be said
that an employer can take that into consideration when he sets an emloyee's
wages? How can it be said that an employer has any control over the ability Of
a certain waiter to earn more than
another waiter? That is entirely a mnatter of his personal activity, of his personal ability, of his personal attitude
toward his customers. If that is not selfemployment, I do not believe we could
get a better definition of it. Does the
Senator agree?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I do. So far
as the Treasury is presently concerned,
the amount of tips an employee receives
Is self-employed income. The Treasury
is not too happy about it because all the
tips -are not being reported.
The
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Treasury would like to find somie way his tips. 'they frankly concede that an
of collecting more taxes; I understand other man pays him. However, they
that. But to create an irrebuttabie pre- contend that the employee is making
sumption, to persecute somebody who had more than they pay him in wages.
nothing to do with the transaction in
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Is the
the first instance, is ridiculous,
employee not under the control of the
Mr. BENNflT. It seems so to me. employer in that restaurant, or, for ex
I offered the amendment in committee ample, in a barber shop?
which was finally adopted and included
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.- It is as
in the bill that was reported, because I simple as if the Senator from New York
think that is really the logical approach and I were to get together, hire a waiter,
to the situation,
and agree that the Senator from New
Mr. LONG of Loulsiana. It is the York would pay half of the man's wage
most logical approach to it. This is the and I would pay the other half of his
way the matter should be handled, Per- wage, and that together we should pay
haps with better methods of detection, him $1.25 an hour. Although I was only
a way could be found to solve the prob- paying 62.5 cents an hour, the employee
lem. Bu I am satisfied that to include would be still making the minimum wage
the House provision on tips would be one based on what the Senator and I would
of the most unpopular things that ever be paying him.
happened. I should say that we would
Mr. KENNEDY of New.York. The em
do well, first, to experiment and see ployee would be receiving extra compen
how the sell-employment programn works sation, as far as tips were concerned. If
before we try to impose on these em- we were to argue that this income should
ployers an obligation that is not properly be included as part of the minimum
theirs.
wage, we should also concede that he
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr. was receiving that income because he was
President, will my colleague yield me 3 working in the restaurant.
minutes?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is con-.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield 3 minutes to my tended that that tip is income but just
colleague from New York.
because it is income does not necessarily
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr. mean that all of the income comes from
President, I gather that the Senator the same source. The employer does not
from Louisiana is opposed, to the pro- pay the tip part of the employee's
posal of the Senators from New York. income.
I want to ask whether the argument
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I believe
which the Senator from Iowa, made with that the position is inconsistent. 'When
regard to tips for the employees of the the Senator describes the situation of the
same restaurant is really the relevant employees in Louisiana--who, he is fear
point. The amount of tips received may, ful, will falsify their records and say
of course, vary from one employee to an- that they are making much more money
other, but is it not also correct that the in tips in order to force the employer to
employers claim that the employees' tips pay social security-he does not mention
should be counted as a part -of their that those employees would have to pay
wages for purposes of determining Income taxes on that extra money.
whether they are receiving the minimum
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I did not say
wage? if the employers admit tips are a they would falsify their records for that
part of wages for this purpose, why will reason. They would not declare more
they not admit that tips are a part of earnings in tips than they are receiving
wages for purposes of social security?
for the purpose of forcing the boss to pay
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. They con- high social security taxes. They would
tend that tips ought to be taken into do it in order to get a higher benefit un
consideration in determining the income der social security than they have a right
of tipped employees. But the employers to receive.
do not contend they are paying all of
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Does the
the income of the tipped employees.
Senator recognize that the employees
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr. would have to pay income taxes on that
President, does the Senator concede that declaration?
the position of the restaurant owner as
M.LN
fLusaa
h
eao
to the employees under these circum- iscorec.
LN
fLusaa
h eao
stances is inconsistent in this area? It isiscret
claimed that the tips should be conMr. KENNEDY of New York. Does the
sidered as a part of the salary of tkie Senator realize that those income taxes
employees as far as the minimum wage would be perhaps four times as high as
is concerned. However, on the other the amount that the employee would
hand, so far as social security is con- have to pay'under social security?
cerned, it is claimed that tips should not
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. How
be considered as a part of the wage.
ever, under the social security system,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Not in the some people receive in benefits 10 or 20
very least. The employers say: '"YOU times the amount that they have paid in
want to pass a minimum wage law to re- taxes. We know of a case in which a
quire us to pay the employees a certain man received one thousand times what
amount of money. We are not paying he paid into the system.
him that wage. However, he is receiving
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. People
income from other sources, so that he is who work in restaurants, hotels, and bar
receiving more than we pay him and ber shops in the United States are as
when these other sources are included, honest as anybody else. They are as
his income is equal to or in excess of the honest about maintaining their records
minimum wage being championed."
as anybody in the Senate Chamber or in
They are not contending that they pay the gallery.
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Some of~us say that~this will be ar. un- has been an Attorney General. The reports, for purposes of social security.
Popular measure in our particular district junior Senator from New York has been on whatever wages he pays the barber.
or State, but the fact is that it would do an Attorney General. I have never been
These are very strange, anomalous
quite a lot of good.- Some people need an Attorney General and I have never doctrines, and all we would have done in
the benefit of such protection. That been investigated.
the Senate, if we should let the amnend
should be the criterion. As Lord Acton
The tax collector can investigate all ment stand, would be to lend ourselves
once wrote:
he wants to investigate. I urge him to to a scheme for the convenience of a
Laws should be adapted to those who have do SO as far as the social security law group of people-.60,000 is the figure
the heaviest stake In the country, for whom is concerned.
which has been given us here-as against
misgovernment means not mortified pride or
stinted luxuries but want and pain, and degradation and risk to their own lives and to
their children's souls.

We are talking about employees who
need protection and need help.
.Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It was the
former Senator from Massachusetts, the
brother of the present Senator from
New York, the late beloved President
John F. Kennedy, who made more effort
than anybody else to attempt to place a
withholding tax on interest and dividends. The argument was made that we
were not receiving the proper amount of
tax money on such items, that the people
were not paying it. The particular area
of the law which we are now debating Is
an area that has been abused more than
that area was.
This Is an, area In which some people
would be completely honest. However,
some people would be governed by what
they think is their own selfish interest.
If they want to be governed by their own
selfish Interest, unfortunately either the
House or the Finance Commitee tax on
tips provision would give them a good
opportunity to do It.
An advantage to the pending amendment though is that it would not give
people the opportunity to victimize the
employer, and it would not create problems between labor and management.
.Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I ask
the Senator from New York to let me
move back into my State of Utah. He
moved me into the State of Iowa. Uf I
have the right, I would like to move back
into Utah.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from New York is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, it is easy
to be entertained by passionate argument.
However, one ought not necessarily to be persuaded by it. I should
feel very disheartened if I were to permit
the argument made by the junior Senator
from Louisiana to stand unanswered, no
matter what follows,
We have heard some rather astounding doctrines. One such doctrine deals
with taxes. It has been said: "It is up
to the individual to do what he wants to
do." That is a rather uniheard of
proposition to be uttered in the Senate
of the United States,
Are we encouraging citizens to avoid
their tax liability, or are we writing laws
to enforce the payment of taxes?
There is another proposition which I
have heard advanced here which I must
say is rather novel.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. JAVrrS. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the senior Senator from New York

When an employee reports his tips as 1 million employees. Those latter people
income, we would arrange things so that should be considered when we are con
the employer would not be penalized un- sidering the matter of convenience. It is

der the social security law. We should inconsistent with what is provided in the
not penalize the employer,
common law and in the statutes, and
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, accord- what is the practice as between employ
Ing to the Senator from Louisiana this ers and tipped employees in other re
is a sporting proposition. The tax col- spects.
lector can collect the tax If he is able to
If the Senate wants to do that now, no
collect it, but the Senate of the United one can stop it, except the House of Rep-~
States should not help him to do so. It resentatives in conference, but it makes
is claimed to be a sporting proposition. no sense.
We are urged to pit the tax collector
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, will
against the person receiving the tips and the Senator yield?
see who comes out ahead.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
It is not a sporting proposition so far
Mr. BENNETT. Every American citi
as I am concerned. We are dealing with zen makes his own declaration of con
1 million U.S. citizens. As my colleague science on his income tax report. That
the junior Senator from New York [Mr. may be a sporting proposition, but the
KENNEDY] properly said, most of our res- Government has ways of checking on it.
taurant and other employees want to be But we all control the income that we
honest and regular, like every other em- report. That may be a sporting proposi
ployee.
tion, but the Government has ways of
The other proposition that I have checking on it. But we all control the
heard, which to me as a lawyer is income that we report.
astounding, is that notwithstanding the
Mr. JAVITS. That is not strictly ac
control exercised over the employee by curate. The employer pays wages.
the employer, notwithstanding the fact Every time he pays wages, he must tell
that that employee is covered by the the Internal Revenue Service what the
minimum wage, workmen's compensa- employee has been paid. So it Is not
tion, and even the social security law correct that everything we report is
with regard to the wage which the em- within our own control.
ployer pays him-it is nonetheless arMr. BENNETT. It is within our con
gued that this would be different from trol. We may mnisreport, and the Gov
everything else that happensi n that ermnent can check up and find out, but
establishment because when he receives when I report my income, I sit down
the tip, it is his self-employment income, with my own conscience and my own
Mr. President, we may hear many set of books when I made out my income
things about business practices when it tax return.
comes to the Federal minimum wage
Mr. JAVITS. If the Senate follows
law-which law is now up for considera- te Hous prpsl
udmnal
h
tion before my committee with regard to tipped employee will sit down with his
these very employees. We will see what conscience in the same way and will re
the restaurateurs say about that one port what he says his tips have been, and
when they have to pay the Federal mini- that is what the employer will have to
mum wage, notwithstanding that what report.
the tipped employee gets in wages right
MrMcA HY M.Pesdnwl
now, as an average, is 81 cents--and not the SenatrTyiedm 3rminuesdnwl
the $1.25 or the $1.50 that would have tothSeaoyilme3ines
be paid by the employer under a mini..
Mr. JAVITS. I yield 3 minutes to the
mum wage law.
Senator from Minnesota.
We know very well that we are not
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, I
going to enforce any such doctrine -in support the position taken by the Sen
respect of other law. All we are doing ator from New York [Mr. JAvrrs3, and
is carving out a situation because the supported by the junior Senator from
restaurateurs say- this is more conven- New York [Mr. KENNEDY]. The proce
lent to them, and we are making it uni- dure provided in the House bill, which
que and anomalous. It does not make we seek to restore, represents a reason
any difference; I do not care whether we able compromise to a most difficult prob
win or lose on the amendment--it makes lem which has been under study by the
no sense.
House Ways and Means Committee and
If it is unpopular for such a tax to be by the Senate Finance Committee since
paid, let us remember it is unpopular to at least 1950.
pay an income tax. It is unpopular to
It Provides needed coverage for income
have to apply for a license. On that basis which, in substance is derived from tips.
we would have an anarchical society.
A compelling argument for this proThe owner of a barbershop must file Posal Is that the Income of the workers
reports for'-every barber under his rcon- who will be affected by this provision is
trol with respect to social security. He generally very low. Such Persons, there
would have to do no more with respect fore, are most in need of pension income
to tips, because he already has to file which they will receive at the time of re
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the plan would be workable on a national
scale and It requested the two Departments
rbe
H et 28
td h
Various recommendations .have beenl DESCRIPTION OW?COVERAGE OF TIPS IN- .H.R5875 t ute
a) Inop1960 theiDe
Beginning In 1966, employees who in the 8artmeCng.s2 seos..np.
made throughout the years. Some of
portigoposctal which
steofr a
them have come close to being accepted. course of work with any one employer receive pcomeintreomned
Usually at that point it was the view that at least $20 In cash tips in a month would be with a formula for estimating tips when the
suc popsas
soud e ive adiioalrequired to report their tips in writing to the actual amount was not known to the em
wase gieneraldt nlemployer. This report would have to be ployer. This plan was also rejected because
suchPropyears
thered
made at least bythe loth day of the month the committee could not arrive at a formula
study.
following the month in which the tips were that It considered equitable when applied to
Thls- erteeWsagnrlare
ment by the people responsible for the received. More frequent reports could be all regions of the country. The extensive
administration of the social security pro- required by employers and the bill would discussions of the formula approach in com
gram, perhaps in part because of the de- authorize employers to gear these tip reports mittee convinced this Department and the
velopment of new electronic equipment, to their payroll schedules. The employer Department of Health, Education, and Wel.
but, at any rate, we had general agree- would add the amount of reported tips to the fare that the only acceptable solution to the
be admin- employee's wages. He would withhold from problem would be one which used as a base
mettahspormcud
the wages the employee's 'share of the social for the tax and benefits computations the
isntered.t beieve thegre ore halh
tostetred.Iblee thepreovison ina the security tax and the appropriate amount of actual amount of tips received by an em
nteincome tax due on the combined amount of ployee and that it had become essential to
proposal torsoetepoiin
House bill should be accepted by the Sen- tips and wages. The employer's liability for devise a workable system to accomplish this.
At about this time, employee groups had
his share of the social security tax on tips
ate.
I do not believe that the Senate COm- would be limited to those that are reported become interested in getting tips covered
under
social security because, as the result
he
would
be.
and
even
as
to
these
mittee'S proposed solution is adequate. on time
Service employees are not really self- responsible for his tax only to the extent of tip drives by the Internal Revenue Serv
he had enough unpaid wages due the ice, more and more employees were beginning
t lcs
ei-that
emlyd.Te wr
employee or funds turned over by the em- to report their tips for income tax. EmployThey
rs. work atplcsdig
nae yteremploye
ployee to cover the employee share of the tax., era, as a matter of self-interest, had always
Te
oka
nated
by,
~ their employers.
The bill would require employees to turn urged that tips should be recognized as earn
mlyr.
times designated by thi
They work under the direction of the over funds to the employer to cover the em- ings from self-employmentland taxed at the
employers and under 'conditions deter- ployee share of the social security tax when- self-employment rate; Tipe, however, are In
ever the appropriate amount of tax could not reality remuneration for services rendered In
mined by the employers,
The record is quite Clear that those be withheld because of insufficient unpaid an employment relationship and thus cannot
aebe
orecog- wages. This is a most unlikely situation, legally be regarded as self-employment inwh okfrtp
however. See discussion on page 4 regard- opine. Moreover, It is common knowledge
undeor
fr atmost eaver oter pieeo
adequacy of wages to cover both social that in setting wages of employees who cus
nized udramsevrotePicofing
legislation in which a distinction has security tax and income tax withholdings. tonmarily receive tips employers take account
been made as between self-employed and In any case In which an employee failed to of the tips. This is apparent from the terms
those who work for salaries and wages, report tips or failed to make additional funds of bargaining agreements covering nontip as
They are covered under unemployment available if needed, the employee would be well as tip employees. Tips, accordingly, are
compensation. They are also covered required to pay both the employer's and em- part of the wage pattern in certain industries
prvsosand ployee's share of the social security tax, and they should be treated as wages for all
udr
inmmwg
iWeionot With regard to the withholding of income tax, purposes. (See discussion below of mini
undrm
commpwaensaton.
an employee would not be required to turn mum wage laws.) It would also be unfair
Wed nt
workmen'scopnain
apply minimumi wage standards to those funds over to his employer to make sure the to tax tips at the self-employment rate, which
who are self-employed. In every other full amount of tax due is collected from is l12 times the employee rate of tax on
area, except for the purposes of includ- month to month as in the case of the social wages, if tips are in fact wages.
It has sometimes been suggested that, since
ing tip income under social security, such security tax. The employer, however, would
employees have been regarded as wage withhold throughout the year whatever he tips are paid directly to employees, and em
earners. So I believe the Senate ought could from wages. The employee would, of ployers have no interest In knowing how
tofolo tistrdtin ndacep tecourse, be responsible to pay the full amount much is received in tips, employees should
of income tax either in quarterly installments report the tips directly to the Internal Rev
recolommndthion mradetiby the acceptth
recmmedaton
adeby theHouseWas- or with his return at the end of the year to enue Service and pay the employee share of
tration and adoptedbyteHueW s the extent that withholding did not cover the tax due on ths tips with this report. The
Service would then bill the employer for his
his full liability.
and Means Committee,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT Vraws ON CovERAGE

TIPS

BACKGROUND
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The Congress has considered various protime of the Senator has expired.
Mr. McCARTHY. I ask unanimous posals to cover tips under social security since
consent that I may have 1 additional 1950. In that year, during the 8slt Congress. a bill (H.R. 6000) which later became
minute.
Wt-the Social Security Amendments of 1950 came
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Wt-before the Committee on Finance with a
provision which would have treated tips reout-obJection, it is so ordered,
Mr. McCARTHY. It is my judgment c;eived in the course of employment as rethat the House Ways and Means Coin- muneration pald to the recipient by his
nsist
in nny emloyer The bll wolbeene
mitteewill
itspositon
n ny eployeetor.poth bin wouldgt thaerqireem-lye
mite
isit wl nIt psiin
irndemployareral
the
case. I urge the Senate to accept its byeetoe reort inywftringt

aciontody.
respnsiiliy
fr

share of the tax on the basis of the employee

ometips received during the quarter. The committee stated in its report on the bill that it
believed such a change in the law would introduce administrative complications and It

report. Although this system appears simple
it has no advantage for anyone. Employees
would be burdened with keeping records for
3-month periods, filing quarterly reports and
computing their own tax liability. The in
ternal Revenue Service would be burdened
with many more wage reports to process and
would have to collect the employer tax 1 year
or more after the tips were claimed to have
beFinallyd.
received.employersploewouldldbe
at a disadvantage In contesting their liabili
time
lag. Employee
ties in view of this
groups originally suggested a plan of this
type, but they have since realised its short
comings for all concerned and are no longer
urging It.

Since 1950, many proposals on tips have
been Introduced in both Houses and many
of these, at some time or other, have been
before one or the other or both of the tax
committees. The Treasury Department and
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare have examined and studied carefully
all of these proposals. Studies of various
other suggestions and alternatives for extending social security and income tax coyerage to tips have also been made. In 1958
Committee on. Ways and Means gave seIou cnideration to a proposal based on a
rsysutemcoonf reporting by employees similar to
that it had approved in 1950. The committee, however, was unable to satisfy itself that

In developing the proposal which is now
in H.R, 6675, the Department of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare and the 'Treasury in
quired concerning the operations, especially
the pay and bookkeeping practices, of busi
nesses where tipping is customary. All the
various objections made by employers against
the adoption of a system of reporting of tips
by employees such a's the one in H.R. 6675
have also been considered carefully. Many
modifications were made in the original ree
ommendation as the result of these employer
comments and studies. The proposal as it
now stands makes no unnecessary or un
reasonable demand on employers. The sys
tem of reporting required under H.R. 6675 is
as simple and efficient as It can be In view of

Members of the Senate may feel they can
bypass taking action and be saved by
what the House will do in conference; but
it is my Judgment that, if the Finance
Committee and the Senate are to carry
out their responsibilities in regard to tax
matters, and also in the field of social
welfare, the Senate should restore the
reasonable procedure provided in the
House bill and not hope that, somehow,
the House will save the situation. I as5k
unanimous consent that the views of the
Treasury on this matter, as presented to
the Finance Committee-hearings, page
524 and following-be printed in the
RECORD.the
RE D

There being no objection, the matter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
a's follows:

did not accept the proposal (S. Rept. 1669,
81st Cong., 2d sess., p. 17).

THE PROPOSAL IN H.R. 8875 IS REALISTIC
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the nature of tips and the objectives of the
pooawhich are: more comprehensive social security coverage-of over a million workera and their dependents and better reporting
and easier payment of income tax liability on
tips,
TIP REPORTS CAN BE GEARED n-~ T.E PAYROLL
hae
agrat ilealoffre..
Thnloyrs
f requ eny and theedom indeerm illn thae
dom
fequncy
n dterinignd tehe
manner in which employees report their tips.
The only requirement is that at least one report be filed for each month by the 10th day
of the following month. Also, within any
quarter withholdings for social security and
income taxes may be made at a predetermined and constant rate for each pay period,
provided that before the end of the quarter
the amounts withheld be adjusted to reflect
the taxes due on the actual amounts of tips
reported during the quarter. This will allow
large employers whose payrolls are prepared
with the aid of business machines to gear the
tips reports into their payrolls. The addition of tips to wages will require some additional recordkeeping, but since employers are
already withholding and reporting to the Internal Revenue Service social security and income taxes on wages, the basic records are
already in existence and the procedures are
well established. The additional work required should be manageable.
WAGES AREZADEQUATE TO COVRn WITHHOLDING
FOR TIP

An argument which employers frequently
assert against the tip proposal in H.R. 6675
is that wages of tip employees are generally

so low that in most cases there will not be

enough to cover the social security and income taxes that should be withheld. The
facts have been examined carefully and there
would appear to be no real basis to this argument. Surveys of hotels and eating and
drinking places conducted In 1961 and 1963
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Bulletins
Nos. 1828, 1329, 1400, and 1406) show that,
although regular wages of tip employees In
these industries are relatively low, in the
great majority of cases the wages would be
more than adequate to cover the social security and Income taxes which would have to
be withheld tinder the terms of the binl.
The allegation that wages paid to tip employees will generally not be sufficient to
cover the full amount of taxes that would
have to be withheld is based on an overestimation of the amounts of social security and
Income taxes that are collected on wages.
The current combined rats of withholding
Is approximately 18 percent (3% percent for
social security and 14 percent for Income
tax); next year It would be exactly 18 per-

cent under the new rates proposed in the

bill. At the current rate, a weekly wage of
only $15 would be sufficient to pay the taxes
in tips, or taland
on $15 in wages plus $75
eaning
weeky
weleannso$0.A.A weekly wae Of
$15 would represent an average hourly wage
of 371/2 cents (only 9.3 percent of all waiters
and waitresses in the United States received
in 1968 an average hourly wage under 40
cents) for a 40-hour workweek (84 percent of
restaurant workers in the United States work
40 hours or more per week). Weekly tips of
$75 represent earnings at the rate of $1.50
per hour during a 48-hour week or $1.87 per
hour during a 40-hour week. In the 1961
Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of eating
and drinking places, the only' survey with
tip data, only 40 percent of waiters and
waitresses in large metropolitan areas surveyed were reported to earn $1.25 and over
an hour in tips. Because the survey was
primarily Interested In the lower paid workera, tabulations were not made beyond $1.25.
These illustrations are submitted to show
that even at the lowest end of the pay scale
enough wages would ordinarily be available
to an employer from which to withhold the
social security and Income taxes due on tips,

-

A more typical example would have an employee earning a weekly wage of $32 (o th
basis of 81 cents per hour, the average wage
of waiters and waitresses In the 1963 survey),
Such a wage would approximately cover the
taxes on combined earnings In wages and tips
of $200 a week,
A ET(_
PPOXIATEY
MP~YEs Kow
SAPS INATTIPS
3MUOESKO
LOYES ARNIN IPStaxes
It has also been claimed that employees
want no part of a plan of eocial security
coverage which will require them to disclose
the amount of their tips to the employer because, it is reasoned, if employers knew how
much tips employees receive they would
want to reduce the already low regular salary
paid to employees. This argument assumes
that employers are Ignorant of the amounts
received by their employees. This may have
been true years ago, but today tipping habits
are fairly uniform and well-known. Moreover, more and more 'tips are being paid
through employers by uesrs of credit cards
so that employers have a fairly accurate
knowledge of the sums received by their employees. Another recent development which
has contributed to the general knowledge
concerning tips has been the publicity attending trials of taxpayers charged with
understating their tip income. In these
cases, various formulas have been applied by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to
determine the amount of unreported tips
and determinations fixing tips at levels between 10 and 15 percent of the price of meals
served have generally been upheld by the
courts,
TISADTEMNMMWG
IIU
H
N
TP

AS
AELW

Rmployere have argued that the coverage of
tips under social security would be unfair to
them so long as they are prevented, under
accertain State laws, from taking tips it
count in determining whether a mium
wage is paid. At present, there ino
formity among the States on the treatment
of tips under the State minimum Wage laws,
Of the 36 States having minimum wage laws,
14 now prohibit the counting of tips. At the
last session of the Congress a bill (H.R. 9824)
was Introduced in the House which reflected
the administration's views that tips ehould
be counted toward the minimum wage where
they are accounted for by an employee to the
employer. It is believed that the adoption
of Federal legislation including tips under
social security would be influential On the
States to also modify their laws to permit the
Counting of tips for minimum wage purposes.
In any event, after tips are covered under
social security, employers will be In a better
position to demand the amendment of State

minimum wage laws to take tips Into ac-

count. This argument was influential In the
final decisions made this year by the Ways
Means Committee,
90.tinue
of
THE "TAx RECEIPT" ARGUMENT
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The inclusion of a provision in H.R. 6675
requiring the withholding of income tax on
tips reported to the employer has caused
employers to comment that because of the
low wages paid to these employees no cash
wages, will be left after all the taxes are
witheld and Instead of wages employees will
receive, in their pay envelope, only a receipt
showing the taxes withheld. The implication In this argument is that employees think
of wages only in terms of take-home pay
and if no cash wages remain alter taxes are
collected the employers will be pressed for
an increase in wages. This is largely an
educational problem which employers and
employees must face. It is not at all certain
that employees will be unhappy to have their
income tax on tips collected on the pay-asyou-go withholding system. It seems almost incontrovertible that employers will
find that the majority of their employees
would consider the proposed arrangement
very helpful. Certainly the current furor

over slight amounts of underwithholdiflg
o 94adtegoigconsensus for grad
uated withholding indicate that taxpayers
prefer paying taxes on a pay-as-you-go basis.
Another answer to this objection of employ
aer is that, as was pointed out earlier. al
though wages of tipped employees are rela
tively low, they are not so low that all cash
to cover the
wages of workers will be needed
to be withheld. On the contrary, these
cases will be the exception rather than the
rue.
WITHHOLDING LS THE ONLY HUMANE WAY OF
cOLLEcTING INCOME TAX ON TiPS

The chief argument in favor of withhold
ing of income tax on tips is that this Is
the only humane way to collect the income
tax from the low-bracket taxpayers. It Is
expected that once tips are covered for so
cial security there will be better reporting
of tips for income tax. In view of this, it
seems only fair to afford employees who re
ceive most of their earnings from tips the
opportunity available to other employees
to pay their income tax currently by having
the tax due on the tips %withheldfrom rag
ular wages. Without withholding, tip em
ployees will be forced Into paying their tax
in quarterly installments. This method of
payment is usually reserved for more so
phisticated. taxpayers-professionals or the
wealthy who receive large amounts of In
come in dividends or interest. For the lowincome taxpayer the filing of estimates of
income and making quarterly payments
would be a hardship which could subject
them to penalties. Many of them would

find it difficult to budget In order to meet

the quarterly payments which can be sub
stantial.
Since tips are an integral part of the com
pensation of persons engaged in certain oc
cupations, it is reasonable that this form
of compensation should be treated as wages
and that employers, who take account of tips
In setting the wages of these employees,
should also be required to assume the bur
den of withholding on tips. This burden
would only be one of bookkeeping since
employers would never be required to ad
vance their own funds for the payment of
employee tax liability. Their obligation to
withhold would always be limited to the cash
wages or other funds of the employee under
their control. Withholding of Income tax
on tips will make the payment of taxes much
easier on employees. It will increase the
revenue collections and at the same time
reduce the number of costly administrative
and legal collection procedures that are now
required to enforce the payment of income
taxes on tips.
UDREOTN
UDREOTN

FTPICM
FTPICM

Tips are one of the few sources. of income
conwhich under our self-assessment system
to escape effective taxation. Enforce
ment activities of the Internal Revenue Serv
ice have been only moderately productive in
this area. After many years of continuous
efforts to educate tip recipients to their ob
ligation to report and pay taxes on their tips,
the Service is convinced that the only re
cipients reporting tips with any degree of
regularity and accuracy are those who, in
prior years, have had their returns eaxmined,
had substantial deficiencies assessed against
them, and know that their returns continue
to be examined.
Field offices of the Service were contacted
recently for Information regarding tip en
forcement activity. Reports were received
from offices covering the North Central,
Southern, and Southwestern States, the only
regions conducting special tip drives fin
recent years. In one large northern city In
1964 group examinations of employees of 5
restaurants and 2 hotels revealed that of
154 employees who would normally be ex
pected to receive tips practically no one had
reported any tips. Following this examina
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tion, 40 percent of these taxpayers agreed to
Viewing the question strictly from the mittee substitute for the House prodeficiencies averaging $460. Teoerc
se tandpoint of justice, without consider- vision. A "nay" vote would reinstate
involved deficiencies averaging $600'. These ing the pleas of the employers or the the House provision, whereas a "yea"~
cases have not yet been settled. At the same
time and in the same city, 62 beauticians employees, we should answer the ques- vote in this case would represent going
working in department stores agreed to de- tion, Are these 1 million workers receiv- along with what the Senate Finance
ficiencies averaging $200 on acount of tips re- Ing that which is given to all the other Committee has reported.
ceived over 2- or 3-year periods. Some 33 workers of the country?
Second. Summarizing the argument,
others hsd been assessed deficiencies averagI believe that the answer must be in It is based upon two fundamental facts.
Ing $400 over similar periods,
the negative. Since the answer is in the First, the relationships of employer and
i~n a large city In the South, 552 returns of negative, I will support the proposal that employee exists between the employer
waiters and waitresses were examined inicnepae
eeyn
n
eoigadtoeworcietpadta
o
1960 and 1961 resulting in deficiencies being cnepae
eeyn
n
eoigadtoeworcietpadta
o
assessed in the total sum of $132,222. This the disparity in payment which these purposes of social security, income tax,
represents an average deficiency per return workers are receiving,
and workmen's compensation, they shall
of approximately $240. In the same period,
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield be treated as employees. They should
316 returns of beauticians at downtown shops myvself 1 minute.
not be segregated as independent conand department stores were examined and
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. B3ASS tractors for, the particular purpose of
deficiencies were assessed in the amount of in the chair). The Senator from New social security alone; second, the 1 mil$45.234, for- an average deficiency per re- York is recognized for 1 minute.
lion employees concerned should be
turn of about $140.

In a city, of the South-

west, examinations were made in 1962 of 420
returns of the tip employees at 2 hotels
(waiters, waitresses, bellhops, et al.). More
than 50 percent of these returns showed no
tip income whatever. As a result of this
exmntodeficiencies averaged $200 per
return were assessed against these employees

for a total deficiency of $83,614:
Mr.-JAVITS. Air. President, I yield 2
minutes to the Senator from Ohio [Mr.
IAUSCHzl.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Ohio Is recognized for 2
minutes.
.Minnesota
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, in this
matter I believe the question posed is
whether or not the 1 million workers
whose income in part is made up of tips
-should have the benefit Congress intended be given under the Social Security Act. To me, that is the vital question to be answered in determining how
one shall vote on this question,
I belleve it is axiomatic that the 1 million workers, a part of whose income is
derived from tips, are told by employers,
"Your daily or hourly wage is small because your income will be increased by
the tips you receive."
When one wraps the factors into one
package and looks to the general purpose of the social security laws,-he necessarily must ask himself the question, "Is
this worker receiving the benefits of
what we intended under social security
when the employer does not contribute
any wage taxes on the tips which the
employee receives?"
It has been suggested by the questions
which have been put that the 'employers
are in a conflicting position. In one instance they tell the employees, "You
shall receive 45 cents an hour, but the
main part of your Income comes from
tips.",
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired,
Mr. LAUSCHE. I ask the Senator to
yieldnme 2 additional minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE. In the next instance
the argument is made that a part of the
employee's Pay is a contribution which
the employer makes to sustain the social
security payments,
I believe It Is obvious that there is a
conflict between those two positions,
M~any employers have come to see me,
arguing against the proposal of the Sen.
ator from New York, as we have heard
in the arguments today,

MrJAIS

MrPrsdnIsa

gvnteoptuiywhcteHue

M.JA TS
M.PesdnIsalgvnteopruiywhcteHue
suggest the absence of a quorum, im1- provision would give them, to regularize
mediately after I have concluded my their situation by paying their part of
minute, because I have no further re- the social security tax, and by.-paying
quests for time, and then would hope their Income taxes in a way which would
that as Many Senators as possible would be. based upon a declaration of what
come into the Chamber, so that we may they receive as tips.
conclude debate within a few minutes
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
thereafter.
time of the Senator from New York has
Let me say in closing that the debate expired.
has been thorough. I am grateful-to my
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
colleague [Mr. KENNEDY] for joining so myself 2 more minutes.
ably in it, as well as the Senator from
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
[Mr. MCCAaRTIr], the Senator Senator from New York is recognized
from Ohio [Mr. LAusCRE], and other for 2 additional minutes.
Senators.
Mr. JAVITS. The 81 cents an hour
The technical situation is such that which tipped employees receive as wages
the vote for our side of the argument, is contrasted with $1,34 an hour for em
when it comes, must be "nay," because ployees in the same establishment who
it will mean turning down the committee are not tipped and, therefore,' the em
amendment, which will reinstate the ployer should not have it both ways.
House provision; whereas, a "yea" vote He should not be able to profit from the
would be a vote for the committee sub- fact that his employees are receiving
stitute, which is the position we have tips by paying them a lesser wage. He
opposed. By voting "nay," the position should not be able to profit addition
of the House of- Representatives will be ally7-as the Senate provision would al
sustained, and that is the position for low him to do-by calling tips selfwhich we have argued,
employment income when it comes to
Therefore, Mr. President, unless the paying social security taxes.
Finally, in terms of the United States,
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG]
wishes me to yield him further time, I It is -high time we were in balance in
am about to suggest the absence of a treating these employees with equal jus
quorum.
tice.
Mr. President, pursuant to the unaniWe are supported in that respect by
mous consent agreement, I suggest the the Treasury Department and by the De
absence of a quorum.
partment of Health, Education, and Wel
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The fare, and by the organized trade unions.
clerk will call the roll.
That view is opposed by the Senate corn
The legislative clerk proceeded to call mittee.
the roll.
The plan proposed to us by the House
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask is the right and honest plan, and is
unanimous consent that the order for proper for employees and proper for em
the quorum call be rescinded.
ployers, although I know employers do
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- not agree. It is a plan fair to the Treas
out objection, it is so ordered.
ury. We should close this issue now by
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield adopting the House plan. I hope the
myself 2 minutes.
Senate will vote "no" on the committee
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment, thereby reinstating the
Senator from New York is recognized for House provision.
2 minutes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. How much
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to time have I remaining?
take these 2 minutes to state to the SenThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
ate-if I1may have the attention of the Senator has 46 minutes remaining.
Senators-that I believe we can comMr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield myself
plete this debate and be ready to vote 5 minutes.
within a very few minutes.
Let us understand this question. The
First. Let me emphasize that the vote Senate amendment is favored by every
on the amendment, if one wishes to fa- restaurant and every shceshine parlor
vor our position-which is the position and every barber shop and every small
of those who have spoken in favor of the business in America. Also, the over
House provision-would be "nay," be- whelming majority of the waiters and
cause we are seeking to defeat the corn- waitresses themselves favor the Senate
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comminittee's position. I will prove that
in 1 minute.
Mr. McCARTHY. I hope the Senator
will Prove it in 1minute.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I will prove
It. The Senator from New York has just
stated that the average person working
as a waiter on tips receives $1.34 an hour.
That works out to $200 a month.
So far as the bill is concerned, these
People would be drawing $75 a month in
social security incomie, and perhaps less.
The overwhelming majority of the
States, under their public welfare laws,
fix a requirement for income that exceeds $75 a month. Louisiana fixes it
at $90 a month. It continues to increase,
Those people will go to the public welfare agency and get the amount to bring
them up from $65 or $75 to $90, which
is regarded as the amount a person needs
to get by on. If a person receives $60
under social security, the State will give
him $30 in public assistance on top of
It. If he receives $40, the State will give
him $50 a month, to bring him up to $90
a month,
So far as 75 or 80 percent of the
waiters are concerned, their income will
be identical, whether they receive more
in social security and less in public welfare, or less in social security and more
in public welfare. It will be the same
thing in any event. It is exactly as my
maid explained to my wife, when my wife
was paying the maid's part of the social
security tax. She said, "Mrs Long, I
will get whatever the maximum is no
matter how much I get in social security,
All You do when you get me more in the
social security check is to cut my public
welfare check, but I wind up with the
-same overall payment."
Those people do not care one way or
another. Those who are really concerned are the restaurant, hotel, and
barbershop and other small business
proprietors. They are wildly opposed to
the House provision. They say it would
put them out of business. They say it is
a terrible thing. I spoke to the restaurant association in Chicago the other
day. There were about 60,000 people in
that organization. They nearly tore the
place apart when I said I was against
their paying a tax on money they neither
gave nor received,
The Senator from New York says that
it is unpopular to pay a tax. Yes; it is.
It is even more unpopular to pay a tax
when one does not owe it, when one has
not received the income on which the tax
Is due, when one has not received any
benefit from it, and when one does not
want to know the first thing about the
money involved. I agree that it is unpopular,
Another point which oan be made is
that in many instances an employer can
be forced to pay a tax based on mere
whim or caprice. For example, let us
take a person who is 60 years of age,
Let us say that he is not a low-paid employee, but that he Is a high-paid employee in the Stork Club In New York.
Let us say that he wants to get the
maximum benefit for the minimum
amount of taxes. He wants to pay taxes
as though he received $5,000 in tips,
which is not true. Under the House pro-
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vision, he pays 4 percent, and his boss
matches that 4 percent with his own
money. The boss has no choice. By
virtue of the complete falsehood told by
the employee, the employer must pay 4
percent on the $5,000. or a $200 tax based
on a complete falsehood, under a law
that is presumed to be correct. There is
nothing that the boss can do about it.
The first presumption is that the boss
paid the employee that $5,000 income
and that is a lie; the other is that the
man actually made $5,000 in tips and
that is a Uie. All the boss knows is what
the man said.
Another argument against the House
provision is that it may cause a reduction in the wages of tipped employees.
Some employees because they must pay
a 4-percent social security tax for these
employees will reduce their employees'
wages by a like amount, so that overhead
is not increased.
Then there is the tremendous administrative Problem that would be caused
by the House provision. And it will not
be solved by automation. If the waiter
is halfway honest, he will report different tips every day and that sort of calculation cannot be done by a programed machine. Thus, the check will
have to be made out by hand. Wh~y
should we have all this mess, so far
as the administration is concerned? It
is one more effort on the part of the
Treasury Department to get all the help
it can,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield myself 1 more minute.
It is an effort to make one party responsible for taxes owed by another
party. It is an outrageous imposition,
Some small business owners tell me that
this propsal would-put them out of business. They beg us not to impose thi
burden on them,
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 additional minute; then I shball
be Prepared to yield back the remainder
of my time,
I believe the whole ball game has been
exposed by one statement the Senator
from Louisiana made. He said that the
employer has no benefit from it. If he
has no benefit from it the Senate Coinmittee on Finance is right. I maintain,
however, that as a fundamental policy
he has every benefit from it, because
he hires workers for 81 cents an hour
instead of $1.34 an hour because the
workers receive tips.
I maintain that the Committee on Flnance was in error in this respect, that
the House is correct, and that we should
restore the House language,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator's argument makes no sense. The
Senator compares the wages of the
tipped employee and those of the nontipped employee without comparing
their duties and their responsibilities,
The tipped employee has just as impor.tant a job as the nontipped employee
but he works under different conditions
and has certain opportunities not available to the nontipped employee.
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
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Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. McCARTHY. Is this not a selfpolicing situation? A person would pay
more in income taxes and pay more in
social security taxes, but eventually the
Treasury Department would question
what he was doing. A penalty is built
in, in other words. It would prevent a
man from overreporting his income.
Is that not correct?
Wr. JAVITS. I thoroughly agree with
the Senator from Minnesota. I believe
we have made our case. A vote for our
position is a vote of "No." In that Way
we shall sustain the House provision. I
hope very much that the Senate will
vote that way.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I yield to the Senator from Massa
chusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President, when this legislation is
passed we will have raised social secu
rity benefits some 7 percent for the 20
million people -who now receive social
security checks. We have considered
ways, and amendments have. been ac
cepted, in ~the course of this debate, to
perfect the social security system-again
for the benefit of current beneficiaries
and those soon to be beneficiaries. We
also have an obligation to see to it that
recipients of social security receive in
comes after age 65 that are in keeping
with the standard of living they have enJoyed when fully employed. This to me
Is the issue that is basic to the question
of treating tips as wages for purposes of
social security.
It appears to me that the Committee
on Ways and Means had at last found
the most equitable and workable way to
include tips under social security cover
age. There is no doubt in my mind that
tips are wages, and any attempt to clas
sify them as a form of income much like
that received by the self-employed is an
empty comparison. A waiter or wait
ress is not self-employed in the real
meaning of that word.
I know that the Committee on Ways
and Means had worked closely with ex
perts in and out of Government to devise
a way in which tips could be covered
under social security with the smallest
Possible burden on the employer. The
employee would simply report tips paid
to him in writing to the employer and,
as every other wage earner in the coun
try, would then pay his portion of the
social security taxes and the employer
would match that with an equal amount.
The committee provided as a convenience
to the employer that he could withhold
the employee's share of the social secu
rity tax from current wages on the basis
of an estimate of the employee's obliga
tion. This allowed the employer to gear
this new Procedure into his usual payroll
reporting periods. The committee ex
plicitly provided that the employer would
have no liability with respect to tips not
reported to him and if an employee did
not report his tips he would himself be
liable for the tax due, as well as for an
additional amount equal to the tax.
So what we are talking about is a pro
cedure that appears to have been
thoughtfully designed so that these emPloyees would no longer be different from
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PORTLAND), OREG.
any others as regards their obligation to
I ask unanimous consent to have
the social security system or the benefits several telegrams I have received from Senator WAYNE Monsc,
that they would receive. I find little in Oregon on this matter printed In the Senate Office Building,
the arguments of the vine
opposition
Conthis point.
Fianc
m tht to
teConSnat RECORD
her atbeng
o ojecion th tee- Washington,
I urg yourD.C.:
support on the Senate Finance
vinc metha th SeateFinnceCom
Thee bingno bjetio, te tle-Committee proposal pertaining to the tax

mittee was correct in continuing to dif- grams were ordered to be printed In the On tips. This is the type of proposal I hope
you will support.
ferentiate between tip recipients and RECORD, as follows:
SALEM. OREG.
PADL FORCE[UK,
other wage and salaried people. Tips are
MAYFAIR HOUSE.
wages for services performed in the em- Senator WAYNE L. MoRsE,
ploer'
plce f bsinss.Itstretches Senate Office Build~iIg,
lceo bsnss
tWashington,
andr'
D.C.:
COO BAY, OREG.
Sincerely ut~ge your support of provision Hon. WAYNE Mo~sE,
reality to consider them otherwise, ad
creates the injustice of calling upon these In bill approved by Senate Finance Commit. Senate Office Building.
employees to pay the self-employed social tee to treat tip Income as self-employment Washington,D.C.:
security tax rate. I urge the defeat of inaomie.
May I urge you to support Senate Finance
MAaroN MOTOR HoTEL,
Committee recommendation on regarding
this committee amendment.
waitress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
Go. B. NORTH,
DA&REI.L BEAUMONT,
back the remainder of my time.
GeneralManager.
ZMOD
OREG.
CHANDLER HOTEL.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my Senator WAYNE Won"E,
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the commit-

tee amendment.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
Urge support to the proposal that the
Senate Finanice Committee ad petinn

Mr.taHOLLAND.s.May

liamentary Inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.

The,

Sicrl.
~
DHC,
President, Jackson-Josephine Chapter
Oregon Rest(.urant Beverage Asso-

Senator will state it.
Mr. HOLLAND.
Will the distinciation.
guished Presiding Officer state the Issue?PoTADOa.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
GRANTS PAWS,
OREG.
question is on agreeing to the committee Senator WAYNE MORSE,
amnmn
osrk
eto
1
e
Senate
Office
Building,
amenmen
tostrke sctin
33 bgin
Washington,D.C.:
ning at page 268 after line 2 and to InOur establishiment, Lary
Retuat
sert a new section.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a parila-

Inc., 515 Southeast Rogus River Highway.
Grants Pass, Oreg., would like to put in a

mentary inquiry.

"No" vote on the

proposed bill pertaining to

The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The employees being responsible for declaring
Senator wml state it.
their tips. This will also cause a hardship
Mr. AVIT.
I
the comitte
onthe employer which is more expense to us.
Mrs. LARRY BASarriT.
aMenden
AIs
noIaredt.
the romtesuot
amenmen
t, th isnot
reultSenatorgred
MEDFRDw OREG.
will be to leave In the bill the House provision. Is that correct?
Senator WAYNE MoRsE,
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The Senate Office Building,
Senator is correct.
Washington, D.C.:
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. A parliaWe urge support of the proposal that the
mentry nqury.Senate
Finance Committee made pertaining
tax on tips.
metr nurto
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Sincerely,
Senator will state it.
RAYMOND ZERR,
BROWNs CA"E INc.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Is It correct

to state that a vote for the committee
amendment is a vote of "yea"?
Senator is correct.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

I hope the
committee amendment will be agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment.
The committee amendment was agreed
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, the Senate has just accepted by voice vote the
language Proposed by the Finance Corn

mittee relative to coverage of tips for
social security purposes. It treats this
tyeoficoea icmefomslemployment.
Since the House bill treats it as income from employment by an employer,
it will be up to the conference committee to reconcile these two positions.
I have no quarrel with the Senate language, because the employer does not
actually pay out of his income this part
of his employees' earnings. That is whly
I supported the Senate committee's language.

MEDFORD, OREG.
Senate Office Building,WahntD.:
Washington, D.C.:
I respectfully urge you to support the proPosal that the Senate Finance Committee
made pertaining to tax on tips.
Sincerely,
DON JORDAN MANAGER,
HOLLAND HOTEL

Coos BAY, OREG.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
I urge you to support Senate Finance
ress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
ROBERT PERKIn.s,

TIMBRER INN.
Senator WAYNE MORSE,
POTADORG
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This is the type of proposal I hope

you will support.

RBRS
RBRSFN

on

RBRSFN

OD

PORTL.AND, OREG.
WAYNE MoRSax
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This Is the type of proposal I hope
you will support.
TONsY PTETROmoNACO,
MILTON &OSCAR'S.

Senator WAYNE MORSE.

PRLN

RG

I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax on
tips. This is the type of proposal I hope
you will support.
HENRY FORD
HENRY FORD's RESTAURANT,
Portland.

OT
ED RG
o.WYN
OS,
NRHBN
RG
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,.
o.WYEMRE
senate office Building,
asigoD.:Senate
Office Building,
MyIug
o ospotSnt
iac
May I urge you to support Senate Finance
Committee recommendation regarding wait- CMmyIteurgeyoummendapotio regarding ait
ress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
ress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
FRANK SNELGROVE,WAEMDUAL
TN BOIERHil
Top HOUSE.
PORTLAND, OREG.
senator WAYNE MORSE.
Coos BAY, OREG.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE.
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
Senate Office Building,
I urge your support on the Senate Finance Washington, D.C.:
Cm
teeproposal pertaining to the tax
May I urge you to support Senate Finance
on tips. This is the type of proposal I hope Committee recommendation regarding wait
ress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
you winl support,
REI) McKEE
PEARL AFFHALTER
THE GROVE.
BLACK & WHIrE CAPE.
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PORTnAND, Osxa.

Senator WAYNE Monsr,
Senate Office Building,
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee propoeal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This Is the type of propoeal I hope
you will support.
LEO BOYCE PoRxY's.
PORTLANm, OREG.

Senator WAYNE MoRsE:,
Senate Office Building,
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax on
tips. This Is the type of propoeal I hope you
will support.
ROY SWIerr

SAGEsRUSH.

COOS BAY, OREG.
Hon. WAYNE MORSE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
May I urge you to support Senate Finance
Committee recommendation regarding waltress tip income aspect of medicare bill.
FOSTER MCSWAIN,
THE CoIYRTEL.
PORTLAND, OREG.

Senator WAYNE Mo~sE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This is the type of proposal I
hope you will support,
JomN E. TEHAN,

SoXNYeS, 1033 Northwest 18, Portland.
PORTLAND, OREG.

Senator WAYNE MORSE.sae.
Senate Office Building,sted
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax on
tips, This is the type of proposal I hope you
will support.
KENNrrH K. GEORGE,
KENNY'S MURAL Room,
POTLN, RE.

SntrWAYNE
PORoADC)EG
Seao OSall
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington,D.C.:lethroteflown:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. Thin is the type of proposal I hope
you will support.
HowARD EASTMAN,
MERL's
CUB.

PORTLAND, OREG.
Senaor AYN MORE,
Senaor AYNEMORE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Commitip.thie
steeyeopetiigt
proposal
thoe
you will
is
isupothet.fpopslIhp
SLIwillORDANt
SATELI.ITE & STAELIGHT.

Senator WAYNE MORSE,

PRLNO

.

Senate Offlce Building,
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This is the type of proposal I hope
'you will support.
E11 CECCANTI,
MONTrE CARLO.'
PORTLAND, OREG.

Senator WAYNE MORSE,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington,D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Conmmittee proposal pertaining to the tax
No.123-7

-
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on tips. This is the type of proposal I hope
you Wil support,
LYDIA EomLow,,
LYDIA's.

PORTL.AND, OREG.
Senator WAYNE Moanz,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
I urge your support on the Senate Finance
Committee proposal pertaining to the tax
on tips. This is the type of proposal I hope
you will support,
WILLIAM CAMPBEL,
C=uB 21.
PORTLAND, OREG.

Senator WAYNE MORSE,

Senate Office Building,
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equal to whichever of the following is the
smaller (A) one-half of the premium costs
of the qualified private health insurance
policy of which he Isthe beneficiary, or (B)
*90.
"1(2) Any payment of benefits under the
program to which an individual is entitled
shall be made
"(A) directly to such Individual by way
of reimbursement, in case there has been
paid by or on behalf of such individual, the
insurance premium on the basis of which he
becomes entitled to such payment; or
"I(B) to the carrier offering the qualified.
private health Insurance policy with reepect
to which such premium is payable, in case
such individual has authorized (in the man
ner prescribed by regulations) such payment

to be made to such carrier.

Washington, D.C.:
"diitaino
rga
ySceayo
I urge your support on the Senate Finance "AdinitrEuationo pogandb Wecfretayo
Committee proposal pertaining to the taelhEuaioadxefr
on tips. This Is the type of proposal I hope.
"SEC. 102. (a) This part shall be adminis
you will support.
tered by the Secretary of Health, Education,
AL R. HARRIS,
and Welfare (hereinafter In this part, re-'
THE PORTSMOUTH.
ferred to as the 'Secretary').
"1(b) The Secretary shall -have authority
MEDFORD, OREG.
to prescribe such rules and regulations as
Senator WAYNE MORsE,
he may deem necessary or' proper to carry
Washington,D.C.:
out the provisions of this part
Urge support to proposal that Senat~e
"-(c) Wherever, In this pert, the term
Finance Committee macis pertaining to tax 'regulation', 'regulations', 'rule', or 'rules', is
on tips,
employed, such term shall, unless the con
BERNEAL o. SLEAD.
text otherwise indicates, refer to one -or
AMENDMENTS NO. 310
more regulations, as the case may be, or
one or more rules, as the case may be, pre
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I call up scribed by the Secretary in carrying out the
my amendments No. 3 10 and ask for their provisions of this part.
immediate consideration.
"Qualified private health insurance policy
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Ty
"Szc. 103. (a) The term 'qualified private
DINGS in the chair). The amendments of health insurance policy' means a policy of
the Senator from Pennsylvania will be health insurance which
"(I) is provided by a carrier or carriers
The legislative clerk proceeded to read
the amendments.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendments be dispensed with.
The PRESI]DING OFFICER. Without
obJection, it is so ordered.
The amendments are as follows:
Beginning on page 12, line 1, strike out
through page 134. line 2, and insert In
lethroteflown:"(5)

"Short-title
".SEc. 100. Thin title may be cited as the
'Health Insurance Sixty-Five Act',
"Part 1-Health insurqnce sixty-five, and
miscellaneous
SubartA-HelthInsranc
Sity-ive
"ubprt
-Heath
nsurnceSirt-Fie
"Entitlement to benefits
"SEC. 101. (a) Every individual who"(1) has attained age sixty-five;
"ax
(2)makes application for benefits under
this part; and
" (3) at the time such application Ismnade
is the beneficiary of a qualified private health
Insurance policy with respect to which
prmusare payable by him (or on his

authorized to do business in the State
wherein such policy is issued;
"(2) is authorized to be issued within
rgltoso such State:udrtelw adapial
"'(3) is approved by the Secretary an pro
viding the benefits described insection 104;
"(4) is provided by a carrier which, in
areas served by such carrier, offers such
policy to all individuals residing therein
who are aged sixty-five or over;
Is offered to individuals aged sixtyfive or over on a guaranteed renewable
basis;
"(8) contains provisions under which the
carrier offering such policy to any individual
aged sixty-five or over agrees not to Increase,
with respect to such individual, the rate of
premiums payable therefor for one year
following the date such Individual subscribes
to such policy.
"(b) (1)As used In subsection (a) (5), the
term~ 'guaranteed renewable basis' refers to
an insurance policy which is renewable at
the time it otherwise would. expire at the
option of the subscriber of such policy and
which cannot be canceled by the carrier ex
cept for failure of payment of premiums
thereon; except that the reservation by a
carrier of the right to terminate an entire
policy in a State in accordance with appli

beaf);

cable laws and regulations of such State shall

shall be entitled to the benefits provided
under the health insurance sixty-five program. (hereinafter referred to as the 'program').
.
"(b) Benefits provided under the program
to an individual entitled thereto shall consist of one or more money payments, smade
with respect to any enrollment year, to asist
such Individual In defraying the premium
costa for such year of a qualifieci private
health insurance policy of.-which he is the
beneficiary.
"1(a) (1)The aggregate of -the amounte

not be construed as grounds for disqualifying
such policy as being offered on a guaranteed
reneable basis.
(2) No insurance policy for purposes of
this part shall be considered to be offered on
a guaranteed renewable basis unless increases
or decreases In amounts of premiums pay
able theref or are applied to anl subscribers
aged sixty-five or over without regard to
health condition, health services utilized or

"TITLE I-HEALTH INSURANCE SIXTY-FIVE ACT
AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

payable to an Individual as beneflts under

the program for any enrollment year shall be

claimed, or other personal characteristics of

the policyholder.
"Benefits to be provided by insurance
"SEc. 104. (a) No private health insurance
Policy shall be approved by the Secretary
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pursuant to section 103 (a) (3) unless the
Secretary finds that, under such policy, the
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provides nursing care by or under the super(2) such payment is in reimbursement of,
vision of one or more registered nurses,
or will be used for the purpose of paying, one
beneficiary thereof for any enrollment year
"1(e) The term 'outpatient diagnostic serv- or more premiums payable for a qualified pri-.
is entitled to have payment made by the ices, means diagnostic services which (1)
vate health insurance policy of which such
carrier issuing such policy of the costs inare furnished by a hospital to an Individual
Individual is the beneficiary.
curred by himn during such year by reason
as an outpatient of such hospital, and (2)
"(b) The Secretary shall establish such
of his having received any or all of the fol1- are customarily furnished by such hospital
procedures as he deems appropriate under
lowing services which his physician has de- to its outpatients for the purpose of diag- which interested parties may obtain a find
termined to be medically necessarynostic study. For purposes of the preceding
ing by the Secretary as to whether or not a
,,(1) inpatient hospital services (but not sentence, a service shall be deemed to be
particular private health insurance policy is
for more than seventy-five days unless such furnished by a hospital if such service is
a 'qualified' private health insurance policy
policy so provides);
provided by others under arrangements
for purposes of this part."
"1(2) nursing home care (but not for more with them made by such hospital, and if
On page 135, line 1, strike out "MEDICAL
than sixty days unless such policy so pro- the service so provided is provided in facilEXPENSE DEDUCTION" and insert in lieu thereof
vides);
ities operated by or under the supervision
the following:
"(3) surgical services (but not In excess of of such hospital or Its organized -medical
"upr
-iclaeu
$300 unless such policy so provides);
staff, or, in case the service provided isSbatBMiclaeu
"(4) outpatient diagnostic services (but professional service, is provided by or under
"Medical expense deduction"
not in excess of $90 unless such policy so the responsibility of members of the hosOn page 135, line 2, strike out "106" and
provides);
pital medical staff acting as such members,
Insert "110"1.
"(5) home, health services (but not for
"(f) The' term 'home health services'
On page 136, lines 10, 11, 12, and 13, strike
more than thirty days unless such policy so means the following Items and services fur- out "(including amounts paid as premiums
provides).
nished by a home health agency to an inunder part B of title XVIII of the Social
"(b) The Secretary shall approve, for purdividual in a place of residence used as such Security Act, relating to supplementary
poses of section 103 (a) (3), any private health
individual's home-medical insurance for the aged) "
insurance policy which complies with the
" (1) part-time or intermittent nursing care
Beginning on page 138, line 11, strike out
requirements of subsection (a).
provided by or under the supervision of a reg- all through page 141, line 14.
"Definitions of benefits
Istered professional nurse,
On page 141, line 16, strike out "109" and
"(2) physical, occupational, or speech insert "111".
"SEC. 105. (a) The term 'Inpatient hoetherapy,
On page 141, line 24, and page 142, lines 1
pital services' means the following items fur"(3) medical social services, and
and 2, strike out "the Federal Hospital in
nished to an inpatient by a hospital"(4) medical supplies (other than drugs surance Trust Fund, and the Federal Sup
" (1) bed and board (at a rate not in ex- and biologicals), and the use of medical applementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund".
cess of the rate for semiprivate accommnodapliances.
On page 142, lines 4 and 5, strike out "and
tions) and includes any special foods neces" (g) The term 'home health agency' means
the programs under parts A and B of title
sary to fulfill any diet requirements pre- an agency which-XVI"
scribed by the patient's physician;
"(1) Is primarily engaged in providing
Beginning with the word "The", on page
"(2) general nursing services;
skilled nursing services or other therapeutic
143, line 13, strike out all through page 144,
"(3) drugs, biologicals, suppies, appli- services,
line 2.
ances, and equipment, for use in the hospital,
On page 144, line 9, strike out "110' and
"(2) has policies, established by a group of
as are customarily furnished by such hos- professional personnel (associated with the insert "112".
pital for the care and treatment of inagency), Including one or more physicians
Beginning on page 144, line 13, strike out
patients;
and one or more registered professional
through page 159, line 2.
"(4) use of operating, recovery, and other
nurses, to govern the services (referred to in
On page 159, line 9. strike out "XIX"1 andspecial rooms; and
paragraph (2)) which It provides, and pro-. insert "XVIII".
"(5) use of laboratory, X-ray, electronic
vides for supervision of such services by a
On page 159, line 12, strike out "1901" and
equipment, and other related services for physician or registered professional nurse,
insert "1801".
diagnostic purposes.
"(3) maintains clinical records on all paOn page 160, line 4, strike out "11902"1 and
"(b) The term 'nursing home care'
tients, and
insert "1802".
means the following items and services fur" (4) In the case of an agency in any State
On page 160, line 12, strike out "1903", and
nished by a nursing. home to an individual
in which State or applicable local law proinsert "1803"1.
who is an inpatient thereof, after transfer,
vides for the licensing of agencies of this
On page 163, line 9, strike out "1905" and
upon the recommendation of his physician,
nature, (A) is licensed pursuant to such law, insert "1805".
from a hospital in which he was an Inor (B) is approved, by the agency of such
On page 164, line 4, strike out "1905" and
patient for not less than seventy-two hours
Stt
rlclt
epnil
o
cnig
insert "1805".
Immediately prior to such transfer (but only,
oaiy
epnibefrliesn
intecsofayidiiul
oteetnty
agencies of this nature, as meeting standards
On page 165, line 8, strike out "1905" and
tha the aggegaeofniiuch
s
sn t Ithe
axtnd
established for such licensing.
Insert "1805".
serviches dossenoteeceed $15 mulhtilemsadby"iclaeudfntos
Begiiviing on page 165, line 24, strike out
through page 166, line 15.
servcesdoe
no exeed$15muliplid
b
"Mscelanousdefnitonsall
the number of days such individual is an
"SEC. 106.-For purposes of this part, the
On page 166, line 16, strike out " (16)" and
Inpatient in such nursing home)terminsert " (15)"1.
"(1) nursing care provided by or under
" (a) 'carrier' means a voluntary associaOn page 166, line 22, strike out "(17)" and
the supervision of a registered professional
tion, corporation, partnership, or Qther non- insert "(16) ".
nurse;
governmental organization which is lawfully
On page 167, line 25, strike out "(18)" and
" (2) bed and board in connection with
engaged in providing, paying for, or reiminsert " (17) ".
the furnishing of such nursing care;
bursing the costs of, health care or services
On page 168. line 14, strike out "(19)" and'
" (3) physical, occupational, or speech for Individuals under health insurance pol- Insert .(18)".
thderapyfranisedenby such thomeoraby oter
ies in consideration of premiums payable to
On page 168, line 19,. strike out " (20)' and
sunde arranemet;ihte
aeb
the carrier;
insert " (19) "
such home; dusbilgclspie,
"(b) 'health insurance policy' means the
On page 170, line 12, str~ke out " (21)" and
(4)suc
drgs.bloogials suplisap
pliances, and equipment furnished for use
policy, contract, agreement, or other arrangeInsert "(20)
In the nursing home as are customarily
ment entered Into between 'a carrier, and anOn page 170. line 21, strike out "(22)" and
furnished by such home for the care and
other person whereby the carrier, in considinsert " (21)"
treatment of Inpatients; and
cration of the payment to it of a periodic preOn page 173, line 10. strike out "1903" and
"(5)suc ervces
oter
ecesar tothemium,
undertakes to provide, pay for, or re- Insert "1803".
5)lt suc other satervices nx eessarly troth
imburse the cost of. health care or. services
On page 173, line 16, strike out "1905" and
helhoftepain a
r gnrll
rfor the individual who is the beneficiary of insert "1805".
vided by nursing homes,
such policy, Contract, agreement, or other
On page 175, line 23, strike out "190V' and
"(c) The term 'hospital' means a hospital
arrangement; and
insert "1805".
which is licensed as a hospital in the State
" (c) the term 'premium' means the amount
On page 178, line 15, strike out "1904" and
In which it is located,
of the consideration charged by a carrier for insert "1804".
"(d) The term 'nursing home' means a
coverage by health insurance policy offered
On page 178, line 20. strike out "11902" and
nursing home which Is licensed as such by by the carrier.
insert "1802'".
the State In which It is located, and which
"P'On
page 179. line 7, strike out "1905" and
(1) Is operated In connection with a hos"Pyment of benefits by the Secretary
insert "1805".
pital, or (2) has medical policies estab"SEC. 107. (a) The Secretary shall not make
On page 182, line 11, strike out "XI" and
lished by one or more physicIans (who are
any money payment to or on behalf of any insert "1XVI11"..
responsible for supervising the execution
individual, as benefits provided by this part,
On page 182, line 15, strike out "XIX" and
Of such policies) to govern the nursing until he is satisfied thatInsert "XVIII".
home care and related medical care and
" (1) such individual Is entitled (under secOn page 183, line 7, strike out "XIX" and
other services which it provides, and (3)
tion 101(a) ) to benefits under this part;
insert "XVIII".
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Such payments would amount to one- of- a health benefits program as well as
half the annual premium of the poicy or the present cash benefits program. If
$90, whichever is smaller. These Pay- not, I am afraid that Congress will be
ments may be made directly, to the in- called upon to increase sharply the pay
dlvidual beneficiary In reimbursement for roll taxes which finance the system.
the. Government's share of the premium This would be an unwelcome task since
cost, or, if the beneficiary prefers, direct- I doubt that the American people favor
ly to the insurance company issuing the unlimited taxation in the area of social
security. Otherwise, Congress might
policy.
The Secretary of Health, Education, have to reduce the cash benefits or health
and Welfare would administer the pro- benefits in order to preserve the fiscal
gram authorized by my amendment and soundness -ofthe social security system,
would disburse. the benefits payments surely an equally unwelcome task.
The social security system should stick
provided thereunder.
To qualify for coverage under my to its basic purpose and should therefore
amendment, a health insurance Policy be divorced from any program to pro
must contain at least the following bene- vide health benefits to the aged or any
fits during the year in which the policy is other group of citizens. For this reason,
in operation: First, 75 days inpatient I prefer the approach embodied in my
oHR 65
mnmn
30wrho
eod
hsia
evcs
nd ntoH.675
hoptlsrie;scn,$0wrhofa
to adopt my amend
Senate
I
urge
the
nurs60
days
surgical treatment; third,
ing home care; fourth, 30 days home ment.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, very
health services-including visiting nurse;
and, fifth, outpatient hospital diagnostic briefly, the Finance Committee does not
services. I have been advised that the support this particular proposal of the
gross annual premium cost of a policy able Senator from Pennsylvania. As I
containing these benefits would be ap- understand the Senator's amendment, it
would reverse the whole philosophy of
"and the Federal Hospital Insurance TIrust proximately $175.
Fund".
My health insurance 65 program is taking care of elderly people in their hos
On page 311, lines 18 and 19, strike out
"and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust preferable to health plans embodied in pital and medical needs through social
H.R. 6675 in two respects: First, it Is security. That is the same argumentFund".
On page 311, line 25. strike out "and the voluntary; and second, it clearly pre- and I respect the able Senator for mak
serves the fiscal soundness of the social ing It-~that was made 4 or 5 years ago
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",
On page 312, lines 1 and 2, strike out "and security system because it has no con1- by the insurance industry itself and by
semdpol.Btw
tervr
ytm
ihta
eto
part Aof title XVIII";
that
stage, and I think it
passed
have
plans
which
health
the
Mr.
President,
5stieot`I"ad
64 line
insert
On page 385, ln4,strike out "1904" and my amendment would replace represent has been rather evident that the major
a far-reaching revision and extension of ity of the Members of the Senate as well
Insert "1504".
On page 386. line 7, strike out"XX and the social security system. This system as the House, and certainly the great
was designed as a bulwark against the overwhelming majority of the people of
Insert -XII",
On page 368, line 18, strike out "XIX" and loss of earnings when a worker becomes the United States, desire a medical care
disabled, retires or dies. H.R. 6675 would program under the social security sys
Insert "XVIIII".
tem. For that reason I hope that the
On page 367, line 13, strike out "1903" and depart from this basic purpose.
Insert "1803".
Chairman WILBUR MmLLS, of the House amendment will not be agreed to.
On page 367, line 22, strike out "XIX" and
Mr. SCO'IT. Mr. President, in this
Ways and Means Committee, questioned
ine
lXV
insert
8ie
, strike out 'WE" and the wisdom of this departure last Sep- Chamber one always lives with the reality
On page 369,
of the situation which immediately con
tember when he said:
Insert "XVIII".
The central fact which must be faced on a fronts him. I think it is fairly obvious
on page 389, line 11, strike out "XIX" and
benewhat would happen if I were to request
to provide a form of service
1insert "XII'proposal
On page 389, line 18, strike out "1903" and fit-as contrasted to a cash benefit-is that the yeas and nays and proceed to a record
hl o nituo
it is very difficult to accurately estimate the vt.Teeoe
Insert "11803".
o nituo
hl
On page 371, line 9, strike out "XIX" and cost. These difficult-to-predict future costs, vt.Teeoe
when such a program is part of the social a record vote. I yield back the remainder
insert "XVIII".
on page 388. line 3, strike out"XX and security program, could well have highly of my time.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
dangerous ramifications on the cash beneinsert "XKVIII".
On page 386, line 3, strike out "1902" and fits portion of the social security system. thank the Senator. I yield back the re
The American people must be assured of the mainder of my time.
insert "1802".
The- PRESIDING OFFICER. The
on page 386, line 4, strike out "'1903" and continued soundness of the OASDI program.
insert "1803".
is on agreeing to the amend
question
of
a
6675's
establishment
H.R.
Despite
Amend the table of contents to the bill
so as to reflect the contents of the bill separate hospital Insurance trust fund ment of the Senator from Pennsylvania.
The amendment was rejected.
after the foregoing amendments are made, to be financed by a separate payroll tax,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
Mr. President, my the question raised by Chairnan MILLS
Mr. SCOTT.
is open to further amendment.
amendment would substitute a health remains vaild.
SOCIAL SECUsnrr EXEMPTION FOR THE AMISH
I strongly support the 7-percent acrossinsurance 65 program for the basic hosMr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I am
pital insurance and voluntary supple- the-board increase in old-age, survivors,
mental insurance plans provided in H.R. and disability insurance benefits pro- deeply gratified that the social security
6675. it would help aged individuals to vided in H.R. 6675. I want, however, to legislation which we are now considering
purchase private health insurance poll- be certain the social security system can contains provisions which will enable
cies which will enable them to provide support such future increases. What those with firm and sincere religious con
bothers me about the health insurance victions against insurance benefits, such
adequate medical care for themselves,
Under my amendment, any individual provisions of H.R. 6675 is the addition of as the Amish people of my Common
aged 65 or. over would be eligible to re- a program of service benefits to the ex- wealth of Pennsylvania, to file applica
ceive from the Government cash pay- isting system of cash benefits because I tion for exemption from the social secu
ments financed from the general reve- do not want to jeopardize the prospect rity program.
These plain people, as they are known
nues to defray the annual premium cost of future Increases in the OASDI cash
Pennsylvania, have strong religious
of a health Insurance policy purchased by benefits. -in
The successful operation of the social scruples against receiving any type of
or for him provided that such policy offers
at least the benefits specified therein and security system depends upon its flnan- insurance benefits, including social secu
meets certain other standards spelled out cial soundness. I earnestly hope that the rity benefits. They: prefer to take care
will be able to sustain the burden of their own older citizens who may be
-system
in the amendment.
On page 183, Jine 13, strike out "XIX"1 and
Insert "XIII".
on page 183, line 14, strike out "1902" and
insert "1802".
On page 183, line 14, strike out "1i0os" an
insert "1803".
Beginning on page 183, line 15, strike out
all through page 184, line 2.
On page 184, line 3, strike out "OTHER"'.
On page 294, line 8, strike out "titles 3II
and XVIII"I and insert "title 31'.
On page 297, line 9 and 10, strike out "no
payments shall be made on his behalf under
part A of title XVinr".
On page 297, lines 18 and 17, strike out
"and part A of title X=i".
On page 303, line 21, strike out "(a) "
Beginning on page 304, line 13, strike out
all through page 306, line 3.
On page 3086 line 9. strike out "(a)".
Beginning on page 308, line 23, strike out
all through page 307, line 24.
On page 308, line 4, strike out "(a)".
Beginning on page 308. line 19, strike out
all through page 309, line 20.
On page 142. line 19, strike out "and the
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",
On page 311. lines 5 and 8, strike out "and
the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",
One page 311,- lines 18 and 17, strike out
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disabled, and have been doing just that
for years.
I have long urged the Senate to right
this injustice because I do not believe
that the U.S. Government should be in
the position of levying taxes for insurance against people whose religious beliefs forbid their accepytance of insurance
benefits.
Mr. PROUTY obtained the floor,
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
to the junior Senator from New York.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr.
President, I submit an amendment which
I send to the desk and ask to have stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment of the Senator from New
York will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 108. it is proposed to delete the
parentheses in lines 7 and 9 and all matter
enclosed therein.

On page 108, line 10, before the Period,
It is proposed to insert the following:
";except that. in the case of any State or
political subdivision of a State which imposes higher requirements on institutions as

a condition to the purchase of services in
such institutions Under a State plan approved under title I, XVi, or XI, the con
ditions so prescribed with respect to such
institutions in such State or political subdivision, as the case may be, may not be
lower than the requirements so Imposed by
such State or political subdivision",
Mr. KENNEDY of New York, Mr.
President, this amendment is designed to
Insure that funds supplied to hospitals
by the piedical care for the aged program do not lower the standards Of
meiaar nayarea.
meian cr.)Ywith
The amendment provides that if State
or local standards for hospitals are
higher than those specified by. the Joint
tammisioedra fund wcreilbeadminioHstere
tal,fndswil
Fderl
beadmnisere
according to the higher standards,
This amendment insures that there
will be no downgrading of existing regulations governing hospital standards in
States such as California or cities like
New York City. The amendment w'l
prevent Federal law from interfering
with State and local law and regulation,
I have been informed that this amendment has the approval of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Section 1861(e) (8) of the bill as
drawn-page 81 of the bill-prohlibits
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare from enforcing any requirements or standards on hospitals which
are higher than those imposed "for the
accreditation of hospitals by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals." This provision would work a
considerable set-back on the efforts of
State and local health authorities to upgrade the quality of hospital care.
In New York City, for example, extensive codes have been Promulgated for
the operation of hospitals; these efforts
have been paralleled in California and in
certain large cities In other States. An
instance of these standards is the New
York requirement that only qualified
specialists may perform major surgery.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals, by contrast, does not attempt to deal with comparable quality
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standards in more than a minimal
fashion,
These State and local health authorities enforce their hospital codes, in the
main, by refusing any payments under
the medical assistance for the aged program-Kerr-Mills--for
services performed in. hospitals which do not conform to their codes. This monetary
lever-which amounts to about 20 Percent of a hospital budget--has been a
very effective tool for securing cornpiance.
But under H.R. 6675, the Federal Govermient will begin to supply an equivalent amount of money to these hospitals.
If the Federal standards are lower than
the State and local standards, hospitals
will be able to maintain their present
volume and scope of operations without
complying with the State and local
codes-merely ignoring the MAA and

from Texas without losing my right to
the floor.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I have,
in the past, indicated many reasons why
the proposed medical care system is un
wise. It is expensively inadequate, coy
ering only very limited hospital costs and
not dealing at all with the crucial prob
lem of long-term illness. In addition, it
provides, at taxpayer expense, this lim
ited care for everyone-be he poverty
stricken or millionaire.
But, the most pressing objection to
medicare is that its enormous expense
will push social security taxation be
yond 11 percent on employer and em
ployee, perhaps even higher. Even then,
funds likely will not be sufficient to meet
all the promises of care. There is a real
danger the financial stability of the en
tire social security system will be under
mined.

in a hospital not complying with local
requirements, but which did comply with
the lower Federal requirements for the

care to needy Americans under careful,
State-Federal cooperation-anid it would
not have been tied to or have endangered

other State-controlled payments.
Medicare can destroy social security as
In fact, the following anomalous situ- we know it.
ation could easily arise: -an indigent perIn January, I introduced the eldercare
son over the age of 65 could receive care bill. It would have Provided medical

120-day limit provided in H.R. 6675. At social security.

the end of that time the money for his
care would have to come from the local
MAA program-which would insist on
his transfer to another hospital,
Moreover, it must be recognized that
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals is concerned only with minimulm standards appropriate for nationwide application. Clearly, however, acceptable minimum standards should vary
resources and with the State of the
art: a large metropolitan medical ceenter can and should be held to higher
standards of performance than a single
practitioner in i,. health clinic. As cities
lke New York and States like California
develop advanced standards of medical
practice, they should be able to enforce
them without interference from the Flederal Government.
The amendment would deny payments
under the basic hospital plan to any hospital in which the comparable service
would not be paid for under a State plan
for medical assistance for the aged or
other federally supported State hospital
plans. It would thus coordinate Federal
and State action, and allow the States
and local authorities to control the quality of medical care in other Jurisdictions,
I ask that the Senate accept this
amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the junior Senator from New York
is a stanch advocate of States rights. I
join him in his efforts to preserve States
rights. I accept the amendment,
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr.
President, may I tell the Senator from
Louisiana what a pleasure It is to be on
his side?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
of the Senator from New York.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. PROUTY obtained the floor.
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Vermont yield briefly without losing his right to the floor?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield to the Senator

One week later, I introduced a bill to
increase social security benefit's by a
7-percent cost-of-living factor. I am
pleased that the bill now before the Sen
ate includes that 7-percent figure along
with other improvements in Social secu
rity benefits.
I am not pleased that unwise govern
mental fiscal policies have forced the
cost of living up, but I do not think we
can any longer penalize our older citizens
with inadequate social security pay
ments because of the Governmnent's past
fiscal mistakes.
I have supported a sound, useful social
security system ever since I came to the
Senate on June 15, 1961, and voted just
ii days later for the Social Security Act
of 1961.
I continue to support a sound, useful
social security system. In that light, I
support a cost-of-living benefit increase,
but I cannot vote for any bill embodying
medicare, for I cannot vote to destroy
social security.
I wish to add my commendation to
that of many other Senators of the dis
tinguished Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
CuRrisl for his excellent presentation
and to say that I wish to be associated
with his remarks.
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the Senator
from Texas.
AMENDMENT NO. 314

.Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I call
up my amendment No. 314 and ask that
it be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendment
not .be read but that it be printed in
the RECORD without reading.
There being no objection, the amend
ment was ordered to be printed In the
RECORD, as follows:
Strike out the table appearing on pages
205 and 206 of the bill, and Insert In lieu
thereof the following table:
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_
_

___
___ ___
____

___

II

m

(Primary Insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modified)

(Primary Insurance
amount under 193S
Act, as moodified)

(Average monthly
wage)

It an individual's primary
insurance benefit (as determined under subseec. (d))
s-sc())is--

Or his Primary insurence amount (as determined under sub-

Or his average monthly wage (as determined under subsec.

__
_ __ _ __ __
_

But not more
than-

At least-

_

_

_

But not
more
then-

At least-

24.21

$19.24
24.20
29.25

29.26
35.00
35.01
41.76
41.77------------------

$40
50

_

_

__

_

69

70
80
90
100
110
120

V
of-h
family
benefits)

The amount

referred

benefits pay-

able (as providedI SWc.
203a)
ofnthe
his basis

to In the

_

And the
maximum
amount of

preceding
paarphs
ofti
subsection

wages
and selfemployment

shall be-

in.om shell
he-

102

79
89
99
109
119
127

__ _ ______
__

113
179
226
273
320
366
413
-__

_______

153,33
rest of the benefits throughout the

scale.
The greatest aid from my amendment,
however, will go to those at the very bot
tom of the list-those who need it mostthose most severely mired in poverty.
If there is any Senator in this Chain
ber who contends that $70 is too much

for the aged American let himn speak
n o
fow
If there is any Senator in this Chamn
brwoblee
htartrdmno
brwoblee
htartrdmno
woman should have to live on $40 a
month, let him speak now.
If there is any Senator hin this Chain
ber who would contend that the income

$83
101

$70.0on
77.00

Sio.00

132

84.00

126.00

178
225
272
319
365
412
450

451
497
-

_ -the

____

$49 --------------59
$84

60

_

But not
more
than-

at least-

_______
-.

------$19.25

_

___

IV
(P..
insrac
amount)

(b)) is--

_

___
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-

496
530

-

___

_ -___

115.10

91.00
98.00
106.00
116.70
127. 40
154.00
146.00

142.40
isO. to
217.60
254.00
292. on
312.80
328.00

156.00
165.00
___

___

346.40
368.00",

___

___

problem is a problem affecting few older
persons, let him speak now.
Yelthmdnifecaheat
Yelthmdnifecaheat
that nearly half of our social security
recipients receive less than $70 a month.
Let him deny if he can the fact that
the average benefit for all retired work
ers under social security is only about $77
a month.
The older people of this land want this

Swc. 2. Add at the end of the bill
flIdontmse;Idootaerhet-thCongress
to tell them by deed-not by
th ~-Id o
ila;Id
thetuhword-that
o ler
they are no longer the for
lowing new sections:
one single whit,
gotten Americans.
. in addition to amounts approor8pe
ou
priated under other provisions of law to the
Fr8pecnt
of orolder Americans,
When I went back to Vermont last year
Federal Old-Age and Survtyors Insurance solal secuflity Is the Principal source of after the adjournment of Congress,
Trust Fund, there are hereby authorized to income. Half of them have less than retired folks asked me, "How could Sen
be appropriated to such fund, from time to $12.50 a month in other income. One- ators refuse to give us a minimum of $70
tine,-such amounts as may be necessary to third have no other income at all.
a month for rent and groceries?"
I
equal, with respect to each individual who
Do You know, Mr. President, that more could not answer. "The Congress has
becomes entitled to a benefit under title ZE than 6 percent of social security retirees broken faith with us," they said, and I
of the Social Security Act by reason of the receive less than $40 a month?
ha oagree.
amehndmentuasmadob this Actn phathymenxDo you know, Mr. President, th at more
A number of studies have been con
sch inditidnals contheiexteonstsuhrst thatnt
10 Percent receive themimu
ducted to determine the amount of
fund provided for by this Act.

monthly benefit of $40?

Sc..Notwithstanding any other provision of the Act no Increase in any social
security benefit provided for by, this Act Shall
be counted in determining the annual ini
come

of

an 'Individual receiving

benefits

under chapter 15 of the Veterans Pension

money a retired couple needs to achieve

What courage they must have to face a "modest but adequate budget." Lenore
the dawn knowing that they must pay Epstein of the Social Security Admin
their rent, buy their food and finance itainhswitn
their clothing out of a pensonth
trWboe thes critterina:ecudteei
sinta

Whltecreiaaybcudhresa

amounts to barely more than a dollar aL striking concentration of evidence demarcat
day.
ing the level of about $2,500 as a mneasure
Yes, the situation is a sad one, but of modest adequacy for a retired couple.
Mr.PRUT.r. reidnt Iwish what do we intend to do about It?
Mr. President, other sources have in
tomodf.
P m mendmentMb.
President,
ut
The social -security Provisions of the dicated that $3,000 is a basic income and
tomdf
yaedetb
tiigotpending
bill will do little to stir the hopes that anybody living on a salary lower
AtU the language appearing on page 3.
of aged Americans who seek to emerge than $,0
slvn npvry
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The from the rut of -financial frustration and
$,0 slvn npvry
amendment is so modified,
despair. For the nearly 2 million retired
If it takes $2,500 a year for a retired
The language stricken from the people who receiv'e $40 or less a month couple to live in modest adequacy, what
amendment is as follows:
in the Way of social security benefits, the becomes of a retired couple receiving the
SEC.
. Notwithstanding any other probill Provides but $4 additional per average social security income of $130
vision of the Act no increase in any socialmnt-4adioalpryr.a
othor$,6aye?
security benefit provided for by this Act shallmot-4adionlpryr.a
othor156aye?
be counted in determining the annual inThe rafters of this chamber will ring
What becomes of the two-thirds of the
come of an individual receiving benefits this week with glowing terms about citi- retired couples on the social security rolls
under chapter 15 of the Veterans Pension Zens in their golden years and about the who receive less than $1,900 a year?
hAct of 1N90 or under the first sentence of road to the Great Society. But the years
When the modest but adequate budget
section 9(b) of such Veterans Act,
are not golden, Mr. President, they are for individual retirees is $1,800, as the
Mr. PROU'TY. Mr. President, on my~ but tarnished brass and the oft dis- Bureau of Labor Statistics says it is, what
amendment, I ask for the yeas and nays. cussed road to the Great Society is but becomes of the retired individual who
The yeas and nays were ordered,
an unpaved promise,
gets the average of $922 a year?
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, the
I say to You this day that the 89th.
And what becomes of the individual
great majority of Americans over the Congress ought to hang its head in shame retiree-and there are over a million of
age of 65 live in actual poverty or on the if It spends billions for foreign aid, hun- them-who gets the minimum $40 a
brink of it.
dreds of millions for questionable new month full benefit, only $480 a year? Is
To many, luxuries are a thing unknown programs, and then tosses out a few it possible to live on 26 percent of the
and necessities items that one must do Pennies to millions of older citizens.
so-called "Modest but adequate budget"?
without.
The amendment I now offer will not do
The question can best be answered by
They do not live, Mr. President, in the everything that needs to be done, but at looking at the contents of the modest but
full sense of that word. They exist- least it is a modest step in the right di- adequate budget, and modifying it to
great numbers barely surviving-while rection-a first step that should be fol- show how a retired worker has to live at
society seems to go on uncaring, unnotic- lowed by more as the Federal budget a token $4Q a month.
Ing their plight,
permits in future years.
The budget provides for almost one egg
When I say that the great majority of
The amendment would Increase the per day per Person. Our $40 a month
senior citizens live in actual poverty or minimum benefits from the present $40 -retiree would thus get the privilege of
on the brink of It, I do not exaggerate; a month to $70 a month and increases all eating one egg every 4 or 5 days.
Act of 1959 or under the Jl~rt sentence of
s"ton 9(b) of such Veterans Act.,
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The budget provides for a new topcoat put a few extra groceries on the shelf nation, If we do this deed--and do it
every 9 years. Our $40 a month retiree that is barP, and it will mean fuel for we must--we shall some day say, as Syd
could have one every 35 years. Thus if the fire Or an overcoat for the older ci- ney Carton said, "It Is a fair, far better
he retires in Vermont at age 65 on this tizen who has neither coal nor clothing thing that I do than I have ever done."
pittance, he would have to make his top- to stand off the harshness of winter.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
coat last through 35 beautiful but cold
When the Secretary of Health, Educa- Senator yield?
Vermont winters. Then he could expect tion, and Welfare, Mr. Celebrezze, apMr. PROUTIY. I yield.
to buy a new one, unless his family and peared before the Senate Finance CoinMr. CURTIS. Much is to be said for
friends presented him one for his 100th mittee last year, he was asked whether a substantial increase In the minimum
birthday.
he would be willing to supply our old pay. However, as I stated earlier today,
The modest but adequate budget per- folks with enough additional income on an average the employer and employee
mits a retiree the luxury of one round through social security so that they could have contributed only 10 percent to the
trip bus ride a week to the senior citizen afford reasonably adequate health in- amount of the average benefit. Persons
center, or to see his friends, or to go to a surance. The Secretary answered and I drawing very high amounts have con
clinic, or to attend church. If he is quote:
tributed 10 percent of the costs; the other
getting only $40 a month, he can expect
That wouldn't do what we are trying to 90 percent is borne by persons who work
to take one bus ride a month. Perhaps, do, because social security benefits * * for currently. If they are to be taxed, cer
if he is the systematic type, he can work low-income people-those without significant tainly persons having the least oppor
out a bus riding schedule: January, to other income-are hardly enough to buy the tunity to provide for their old age should
see
fiend
ton; Fbruay,
bare necessities
of many
life. are
If you giveto peoplehaetegaerbnf.
seeacrss
acosstown
riens
Febuary ~
toadditional
money,
spendhaetegaerbnft
church; March, to see his doctor. if it for everyday expenses rathergoing
than for hos-.
However, one part of the distinguished
he Is shrewd, he will save one bus ride pital insurance.
Senator's amendment disturbs me.
every 35 years to go downtown and pick
Would the amendment provide that
out his new topcoat.
And as if this were not a sumfcient a part of the benefit be paid out of gen
There is,no point belaboring the mat- damning of the inadequacy of the social eraI funds?
tar, Mr. President. The facts are clear, security Program, Mr. Ball, the Commis-~
Mr. PROUTY. That is correct.
At present levels of social security bene- sioner of Social Security, jumped headMr. CURTIS. I cannot go along with
fits, the retired worker cannot live a long into the fray and added his 2 cents that part of the amendment. Should
decent life. He cannot live his remain- about why retired people would first the Senator decide to eliminate that
Ing years In the dignity and self-respect spend their increased benefits for the Part, I shall be happy to vote for his
he so richly deserves. He lives not in bare necessities of life. Commissioner amendment.
the sunshine of security, but in the pe- Ball said:
We are taxing some 60 or 70Omillion
numbra, of poverty.
Senator, half are below the *2,800 (income) persons and all the employers of the
The bill now before us, Mr. President, figure. Many have incomes of *1,200, $1,300, countyanarpovdgthhies
*1,500, and so on. At such income levels
ty n
r
rvdn h
ihs
goes part way In recognizing this great people might well
feel--even with the addi- benefits to persons who need help
the
need. It provides for a 7-percent In- tional amount you suggest-they might feel least, while paying the
lowest benefits to
crease in monthly benefits. If it Is they couldn't afford to put all of that into persons who need help the most. on an
Passed, the retired worker now receiving hospital insurance as against other ex- average, no one has paid more than 10
$40 a,month would find himself possessed penses-food, clothing, shelter, and other percent of the cost.
of the great sum of $44 a month. This needs.
I see no reason whatever to reach into
means that he would be able to buy that
What Wr. Ball's statement boils down the general fund to help pay A poorma
overcoat after only 30 years, instead of to is the fact that older Americans do a benefit, and then to reach into the
35.- He will thus, in the warm, well not have enough food or decent clothing social security fund to pay a wealthy
dressed years between 95 and 100, offer or even adequate shelter, and that if you man a benefit when, on an average, peo
praises to this 89th Congress for Its gave them a free choice they would put ple pay only 10 percent of the cost them
generosity.
these items ahead of everythiAng else, selves--they and their employers, coxn
Of course, this calculation does not including health insurance.
bined.
take into account the participation costs
Mr. President, the men and women
I hope that the Senator will not offer
for the voluntary medical Insurance pro- over the age of 65 Who now receive $40 his amendment. I am not urging the
gram set up by the bill. If he elects to In social security benefits would receive Senator to offer it. However, should he
participate in that, $3 of his $4 a month $70 under my amendment,
offer his amendment, I will vote to in
Increase Is already committed in preThose who now receive $70 would be crease the amount.
mium payments,
eligible for, $91 a month under my
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I appre
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- amendment and those who now get $120 ciate the comment of the Senator very
dent, would the Senator be willing to a month in benefits would receive $134 much. My objection to modifying the
agree to a limitation of time on the under by my amendment,
amendment is that it deals with a seg
amendment?
These retired folks who stand to bene- ment of our population which desperate
Mr. PROUTY. I do not believe so at fit from my Proposal are not mere sta- ly needs assistance.
this point. I say to my good friend the tistics. No calculator shares their hardMr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the
Junior Senator from Louisiana that the ships; no comnputor tells their story. Senator yield?
Welfare of 20 million people in this coun- They dedicated their lives to making
Mr. PROUJTY. I yield.
try Is involved in this amendment. I be- America a better place in which to live.
Mr. COTTON. This is, in essence, the
lieve that It is Worthy of considerable dis- They built our institutions, fought for Our same amendment which the distin
cussion, although I do not intend to take country and many gave up their only guished Senator offered in the last Con
much time.
son in a remote battleground in the last gress when the bill was before US?
IMr. President, the social security pro- world war.
M.POT.Ys
gram ought to provide, security. That is
Wa aew vrgvnu o hm
Mr. CROUTYO.
Itews.m
rveet
the thrust, and the whole thrust, of my
Whthvweeegieupfrtm?
M.CTO.Iwamyrvlgeo
argument. If the Congress wishes to do
Not very much, and it is high time that join and associate myself with him at
less than that, then let us redesignate we have the honesty to face up to it.
that time. I think the Senator is to be
the Program as the partial security proIt is my hope, Mr. President, that one highly commended for offering it again
gram-a- name that is more in accord day this Congress will be called the Con- during consideration of this bill. In
my
with the facs.
gress that remembered the forgotten Judgment, it puts the money-where it is
I should like to be able to tell the Sen- American. Yet, unless we do what we needed, instead of wasting it.- It helps
ate that my amendment will correct all must do, it may be recalled as the Con-s those who need help most. I1oommend
the injustices of the present situation; gress that tossed $4 worth of change to the Senator and again wish to say I as
yet I must confess that It is barely more the older couple with an empty cup- soclate myself with him in support of
than a beginning. It gives $70 a month board.
his amendment..
to those in the lowest bracket, and but
Let us raise our voices and cast our
Mr. PROUTY'., I am -most grateful.
$134 to those In the highest category, votes in support of decent pensions for The increase ranges from 75 percent
in
Yet the adoption of this amendment will the elder human beings of this great the low brackets to 7 percent, which is
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the same percentage as in the bill before social security program was intended to
us, in the upper brackets. We are not from the very beginning, and pay a cash
treating all people alike. We are giving monthly benefit. Forty dollars Is not
more to the people who need it most,
enough. it is true that, If everything else
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the were kept In the bill, the tax would have
Senator yield?
to be raised.
Mr. PROUJTY. I yield.
Mr. PROUJTY. Let me just put these
Mr. CURTIS. As a general proposi- figures in the bill, so Senators will have
tion, I am in sympathy with the idea of some basis of comparison.
raising the limit to $70 a month. May I
Those now receiving $40 a month
ask, for the purpose of information, at would, under my Proposal, receive $70.
what Point does the increase in~the SenLet me put that in a little different
ator's table equal the increase in H.R. form.
6675 as it came from the committee?
Those now receiving between $40 and
Mr. PROUTY. At the $91 payment, $58 a month would receive, under my
which the Senator will find in the ex- proposal, $77 a month.
Planation which he has on his desk.
Those receiving between $59 and $68 a
Mr. CURTIS. At the $91 payment?
month, would receive $84.
Mr. PROUTY. Yes.
Those receiving between $69 and $78
Mr. CURTIS. How much of this a month would receive $91..
mon0Y does the Senator propose to be
Those receiving between $79 and $88 a
paid out of the general funds?
month would receive $98.
Mr. PROUTY. The only part that
Those receiving between $89 and $98
would be paid out of the general funds would receive $106.
is the excess over what is provided for in
Those receiving between $99 and $108
the bil.
would receive $116.
Mr. CURTIS. I cannot go along with
Those receiving between $109 and $118
that. I feel that here we are today tak- would receive $127.40.
ing the payroll tax to start a medicare
.Those receiving between $11I9 and $127
program, which on the face of it will take would receive $138.
care of all, and immediately going to the
Thus, the real and substantial benefits
general funds to do the Job that we ought would go to those in the low-income
to have been doing from the beginning bradkets who need it the most; but, when
under the payroll tax.
one considers that the average payment
Can the Senator tell me what the cost is only $77 a month for those under sowould be out of the general funds?
cial security, I believe we have a problem
Mr. PROUTY. Roughly, $600 million, which we should fac.
The increase in the bill as reported from
Mr. President, I yield the floor,
the committee is approximately $1.5 bilUWANiuous-OON5~q
AGREEBEgNT
lion. My amendment would cost between
Mr. LO:NG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi$500 and $600 million in excess of that. dent, I should like to ask if we could
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator has every not get a unanimous-consent agreement
fight to offer any amendment he chooses. to limit debate on the pending amendI would like to say that, lf It did not ment, 15 minutes to a side, 15 minutes
Provide for drawing on general funds I to be controlled by the Senator from
would support it, but I fear it would be Vermont and 15 minutes to be controlled
the beginning of raising social security by me.
payments and paying for the raise out of
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, reservthe general funds. I think that should ing the right to object, there are quite a
not be done because of the fiscal prob- few Senators who are not in the Chamnlems we already have,
ber at the moment, and I should like to
Mr. PROUTYY. I might say that, per- have the opportunity to suggest the absonally, I would much prefer to have sence of a quorum, and after the Senathe social security benefits increased be- tor has finished his remarks, I should
yond what I am proposing, and the medi- like to have the opportunity to speak
care provisions left out of the bill. if briefly.unims-oetrqetisaedt.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Could we not
people are given enough money to live
decently, they can provide for their own include that in the unanimous-consent
medical care. But the committee has request that the absence of a quorum be
not seen fit to do that. So we are faced suggested? We will then have the
with the problem of taking care of peo- quorum call, with the time not to be
ple who have desperate problems, who charged against either side, at the conneed shelter, food, and clothing, which cuino
hc
eaecudb
recannot be taken care of under the bill.
sue.tltoaflhueo.
no anwer
hatdoe Mr. ROUY.
shuldlik toget
Mr. URTS.
Mr.oes
URTS.
ot Tat
nswe
Mr PROTY.I shuldliketoaets
the question why we should change the many Senators in the Chamber as possystem we have followed up to now, and sible. This is an important amendment.
that is paying for. it out of the payroll
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I would be
taxes.
happy to accommodate the Senator and
Mr. PROUTY. The tax would have to have a quorum call, but I should like
be raised In order to take care of that to. ask unanimous consent that at the
situation.
conclusion of the quorum call the time
Mr. CURTIS. Oh, no. The amount be limited to 15 minutes to a side, so
of expenditures for the first year of op- that Senators could know when they
eration is going to increase $8 billion, are going to vote, because they will alAll that has to be done is to take some ready be in the Chamber and will be
of that money and do justice to the peo- ready to vote,
pie who are getting $40 a month. The
Mr. PROUTY. If the Senator is askway to write a good bill is to strike out ing for unanimous Consent and a quorum
some of that nonsense and do what the call, and after he has finishing speaking,
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if anyone else wishes to participate lin
debate, that we have a quorum call, and
that I then be recognized for 15 minutes,
it is agreeable to me.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that at
the conclusion of the statement made by
the Senator from Kentucky [Mr. MoRTON] there be a quorum call, and at the
conclusion of the quorum call that there
be one-half hour for debate on the pend
ing amendment, the time to be equally
divided, 15 minutes to be controlled by
the Senator from Vermont, and 15 mlin
utes to be-controlled by the Senator in
charge of the bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, re
serving the right to object, I am won
dering how long the Senate will sit to
night.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. At this
moment, I do not know. It is hoped
that we may be able to adjourn at 7
o'clock p.m., but I really do not know.
I must confer with the majority leader
about that, as to his views on the matter.
Mr. ELLENDER. I -have an hourand-a-half speech which I should like to
make this evening if possible, but if an
hour is consumed on the pending amend
ment, then I shall wait until tomorrow
in order to deliver It.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Let me say
to my colleague that we shall make every
effort to accommodate him. I am
anxious to hear his address, but I hope
that he will let us have this unanimousconsent agreement so that we can vote
on the amendment at this time, and I
would be happy to listen to the Senator
this evening, or, If not then, tomorrow.
M.ELNE.Aew
oudr
sadtat
approxim
atel7 oeclockths eveningr
MtaprLoNGmaeof L ouiiaa.that wouldng
MrLOGoLuian.T
twul
be the hope of the Senator in charge of
ntye toll disussI
itv with thed majopority
lnide
At theus itimwet shal e vaortin
lae.A
h iew
hl
evtn
on the amendment, I shall seek to obtain
that information and provide it to the
Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimnous-consent re
quest? The Chair hears none, and the
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, if the
absence of a quorum is going to be sug
gested, and if the Senator in charge of
the bill will give me 5 minutes of his 15
minutes in opposition to the amend
ment, I suggest that we go ahead with
the quorum call. I would just as soon
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
TePEING
OFCR Th
Ther PRESIDINGth roFFCE..h
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
M
OGo
oiin.M.Pei
dent
askG
unaniouisiconsen that thesi
dnIakuaioscnetta
h
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithOut objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I yield myself 3 minutes.
The. PRESIODING OFFICER. The
Senator from Louisiana is recognized for
3 minutes.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, the objection to the pending
amendment is that it will cost $3 billion,
I suggest that the Senate start thinkIng about the fiscal condition of the
United States. I am told that next
year's deficit will be-and this is an estimate--approximately
$4 .660
billion.
Therefore, if we agree to the proposed
amendment whiAch will cost $3 billion to
put into operation, that will mean that
we will be voting to have a deficit next
year of approximately $8 billion.
The pending amendment would Provide this money for these people, whether
they really need it or not. I assume
that a great portion of this increase in
the Federal deficit would result in a saytag in State budgets because the States
would then be able to reduce their welfare payments.
As- an example, in Louisiana, if someone is receiving $44, the State will match
what the Federal Government will put
up and bring that sum up to Perhaps $80,
with the State making a substantial contribution. In other States, they will bring
the suJm up to $100, where the State puts
up almost 50 percent of the money,
Therefore, adoption of the proposed
amendment would be a windfall to State
welfare budgets to a considerable extent, but it would put the Federal Govermient hopelessly in debt for a long
time to come, without any Prospect Of
correcting the deficit,
Mr. President, with a deficit next year
estimated at approximately $4.660 billion, and the $3 billion which would be
necessary to spend if the proposed
aedetwere to be adopted, we
would be Incurring the biggest deficit
since president Eisenhower's $12.4 billion deficit in 1959. we will be voting
for this vast deficit and this vast expenditure, whether the people who
would receive the benefits of the amendment need It or not.
The situation reminds me of a cartoon I saw, drawn by Bill Mauldin. It
shows Old Joe and Willie at Anzio.
They are standing in a muddy gun pit.
They are shown collecting the brass artillery casings of the discharged shells
and using the casings to make a walkway
from the gun pit to their dugout. The
necessary artillery attack Is ended, but
because his feet are getting muddy and'
he wants to make a walkway of brass
artillery shell casings from the gun pit
to the dugout, Willie says "Joe, let's
shoot five more for effect."
And that in essence Is what the Senator from Vermont is proposing here
today. Let's spend $3 billion more for
effect.
We would be spending a great portion
of the $3 billion to help people who really
have no need for the money whatever,
with the Senator from Vermont saying
not to worrsF-about It, let us be sure that
these people have plenty of money, all
that they need or more, and let us not
put it on the payroll tax, let us not do
it out of the general revenues which are
already running a deficit,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yeld myself 1 more minute.

SENATE

It is a fine thing to go home and tell
the old -folks, "I voted for the higher
benefit figure.' The Senator from Vermont, in starting with t~his series of
amendments, has taken away 'MY laurels. I have always thought that I had
done more than anyone else in connection with this program, but the Senator
from Vermont has made me look like
a conservative, because I want to give
the money to people who need it.
'Mr. COTTON. That is the same argument that can be made against medicare. People will get It whether* they
need it-or not,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The longer
a Senator serves here, I suppose the
more he becomes a conservative or tends
to be conservative. The Senator from
Louisiana tried to add an amendment to
the bill to provide for the medical care
money to go to the poor man rather
than to the millionaire. I lost. So, as
a result, we wilrgve these medical benefits to a person who is sick, whether
he is a millionaire or a poor man. That
is what the Senate will do today.
NOW the Senator from Vermont wants
to give a big increase in the cash benefits, not out. of the social security tax,
but by adding it onto the national debtridden general revenues. And he wouldJ
do this whether these persons need the
money or not.. I have always thought
that I was one of the most liberal welfare men in the Senate. I was in error.
The Senator from Vermont has absolutely taken my laureIs away. He is
the new welfare king,
Mr. PROUTY. The increases in the
higher brackets are no more than those
provided in the bill, which the oommittee reported, and which, I assume, the
distinguished Senator from Louisiana
supports. He is a man of compassion,
I know he is concerned with the welfare
of the People who need help. He is
in a difficult position. I am trying to
help the poor people who are on social
security' and who really need this help,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
does not even ask the first question,
whether they are poor.
Mr. PROUTY. Anyone who is trying
to live on $70 a month is poor. The administration claims that everyone with
an income of $3,000 or less is poor.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield
myself I more minute. I get it from lboth
sides all the time. On one side, the
Washington columnists say that RUSSELL
LONG will be fired as the majority whip
before the sun sets because he is messing
up the social security bill, because he has
offered an amendment to the bill which
related some of the benefits to the needs
of the persons involved. On the other
side now, the Senator from Vermont
says that I am for the administration's
position, no matter what the facts show.
So no matter what I do, I cannot win,
The cost of the program the Senator
from Vermont advocates is fantastic. I
belleve we are doing enough now with
the $6.5 billion of benefits already in the
bill,
I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
Kentucky.
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I find
myself In a very difficult position at this
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time, following this great show between
these two talented end men.
However, there are some things I
should like to point out. I find myself In
opposition to my friend from Vermont.
In his argument for his amendment he
indicated that If one votes against the
amendment he be lieves that $70 is too
much to live on or. $40 is not too little to
live on. That is not the point. Oh
viously it Is too little to live on.
A person receiving $40 is getting wel
fare payments from some source or
other. What I am afraid is happening
is that we are getting welfare into social
security. That was never envisaged.
- Giving all credit to the merits of the
program of the Senator from Vermont-
and they are persuasive-that people
cannot live on $40 or $70. they could not
do that even in 1945. The welfare oper
atlon represents an enormous cost. If
we are to go into this field, and if the
States cannot do it, and the Federal
Government must go further, that is an
area that we must cover, but not in this
bill. A person who is receiving $40 or
$50 in social security may have an in
come beyond that. This often happens.
I Point out that the proposal of the Sen
ator from Vermont, which is put forward in all sincerity, and is supported by
the Senator from New Hampshire, is
clearly In the welfare field. I believe
that if we once start combining our so
cial security benefits, which come from
a trust fund, regardless of the fact that
only 10 percent has been paid In, as
pointed out, with the welfare program,
we might as well do away with social
security. I am sure that none of us
wants to do that. I am sure the Senator
from Vermont does not want to do It.
I trust the amendment will be voted
down. I am sorry that I find myself in
disagreement with my friend the distin
guished Senator from Vermont.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I am
sorry I must disagree with my good
friends who have spoken. I am very
serious about the amendment. The
Senator from Louisiana has suggested
that we should have a means test for
social security. I would like to take
them off the welfare rolls, if it is pos
sible, and put them under a meaningful
*retirement system.
The Dominion of Canada gives every
one 70 years of age and older $75 a
month. The recipients make no oontri
butions to this plan. Our great neighbo;
to the north puts us to shame.
Mr. MORTON. The Senator points
to the Dominion of Canada and says it
pays $75 to everyone who is over 70 years
of age. Perhaps we should consider such
a proposal. That is a matter that should
be debated and considered. Perhaps the
Senator will wish to introduce such a
bill. If he does so, I am Sure it will be
given serious consideration. However,
I do not see why we should take a pro
gram that we have had for 30 years and
encroach upon the general revenues for
this particular social security benefit. I
do not know what this cost will be. I
have heard mentioned the figure of $600
million. That is what the Senator has
stated. I have heard also the figure of
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Mrt. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will. the
$3 billion mentioned by the senator in
dent, I checked with Mr. Myers before
charge of the bill. Somewhere ia be- Senator yield further?
the amendment was offered. He is still
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
tween is the cost.
Mr. PROUJTY. Is it not true that the firm in the estimate he gave me.
These matters should be considered
I yield back the remainder of my time.
proposal now incorporated in the bill
on their merits,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
The program will erode to nothing in would cost $1.5 billion?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Is the Sen- having been yielded back, the question is
a few years if we start this practice. I
am not talking now about medicare. I ator asking whether it would cost $1.5 on agreeing to the amendment, as modifled, of the Senator from Vermont. On
am against the medicare Proposal. I billion?
Mr. PROUJTY. Yes. I mean the pro- this 'question the yeas and nays have
am talking about social security benefits.
If we continue this program, it will be gram presently incorporated in the bill been ordered, and the clerk Will call the
roll.
as reported by the committee.
out the window within 3 years.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The estiMr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I am
glad that the Senator has shown some mate is that it would cost 1.1 percent of the roll.
interest in the Canadian system, because the payroll. That works out to $3 bl-~ Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota (when
I may offer a related amendment later, lion a year. That is what the actuary his name was called). On this vote I
Eighty percent of the older Americans estimates it to be. He has been in the have a pair with the senior Senator from
under social security have this income business of estimating this kind of thing Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDERI. If he Wvere
n oig ewudvt ny,
as their only income. Half of them all his lifetime,.rsn
I heard the Senator from Illinois [Mr. If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
have less than $12.50 in outside income.
One-third have no income at all. Six DOUGLAS] who O~tone time was president ",Yea." I therefore withhold my vote.
The roilcall was concluded.
percent of the social security retirees re- of the American Association of EconoMrLOGoLuian.Inonc
ceive less than $40 a month. It seems mists state that in his judgment the man
to me that in the interest of humanity, I have named was the most honest ac that thOSNator fromisLou.Isianao[Mr.
Moichignan[r
thatD] the Senator from
Congress can do no less than increase tuary in the entire United States.
So I say that that is what the proposed [Mr.NHART], the Senator from Arkansas
these figures. In the higher brackets
,an
the Senator from
Akna
I do not exceed the figures in the bill. program would cost-more than $3 bil- [Mr. MHCART],
The excess of $600 million that I have lion.[M.CCLANadteSnorfm
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. Mr. Wyoming [Mrt. McGEE] are absent on
mentioned is accurate. It has been obofficial business.
tained from social security authorities. President, will the Senator yield?
I further announce that the Senator
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
I believe It is fully Justified. I do not
Mr'. RUSSELL of South Carolina. As from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] Is necessarily
wish to take any more time.
I point out that under the social se- I understand, if we vote for the amend- absent.
I further announce that, if present
curity program there was general rev- ment, we shall impose a burden upon
enue refunding up to 1950. That was the general revenue fund of $3 billion, and voting, the Senator from Virginia
with the approval of the late President If we vote for the amendment, there will [Mr. BvanJ and the Senator from Wy
Roosevelt. So this is not a novel ap- be an increase of $3 billion in social secu- oming [Mr. MCGEE] would each vote
"nay."1
rity costs.
proach.
Mr. KUCHIEL. I announce that the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That Is corMr. President, once again I plead for
the 20 million old people in this coun- rect. That is what the amendment of Senator from Kansas [Aft. CAx.LsoN] and
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DnuaxsENJ
try, most of whom desperately need an the Senator would do.
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. We are necessarily absent.
increase in social security benefits. I
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
very much hope that the Senate will are voting not only for the amendment,
accord them the increased benefits but at the same time to Increase the ap- HRusIKA] is absent on official business.
If Present and voting, the Senator
which they so richly deserve and need. propriation of the Federal Government
from Nebraska [Mr. HRusxa] would
Is the Senator from Louisiana willing by $3 billion,
M~r. LONG of Louisiana. That would vote "nay."
to yield back the remainder of his time?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I should like be the authorization.Threutwsanncdys12
annuncd-eas12
The79rslwas
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, how
to make a brief statement before yieldny 9 sflos
much time have I remaining?
ing back my time.
[No. 167 Leg.]
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Not only would the amendment change
YNAS-12
the principle of the social security pro- Senator from Vermont has 11 minutes
r Soutt
Aiknkengop
gram, but also it wouid cost $3 billion of remaining.
Kennedy, Ma. Simpson
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I only Cotton
general revenue. It would not be the
Kennedy. N.Y. Smith
most efficient way to spend money under want to add that Mr. Myers, to whom Dominick
NAYS...79
the Senator from Louisiana was referthe program.
oill
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the ring, said that the same Program which Aneso
Nelson
Holland1
offered last Year would cost $2.1 bil- Bartiett
Seao ilI
Neuberger
Inouye
lion. I have that in memorandum form. Bass
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Jackson
Pastore
Mr. PROUTY. I should like to know I believe it was incorporated in last year's Bayh
Javita
Pearson
Bennett
Pell
Jordan. N.C.
the authority for that $3 billion figure. RECORD. Inasmuch as the bill now be- Bible
Jordan, Idaho Proxmoire
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The esti- fore the Senate wouid increase the Boggs
Kuchel
Randolph
mate is that the proposal would cost 1.1 amount by $1.5 billion, I maintain that Brewster
Long, Mo.
Robertson
pretothparl.TaIsteei- my amendment would increase It only Byrd, W.Va.
Russeli, S.C.
Long, La.
mate of Mr. Myers, whose word I always another $600 million. If Mr. Myers' Cannon
Mansn
Russell, Ga.
take, even if his estimate appears high, earlier estimates are correct in that re- case
Salton-ta,
Maflsfi id
spect, the Program would coat not $3 bil- Church
He is an honest actuary.
Smathers
Clark
McCarthy
Sparkman
McGovern
I have heard many people argue about lion, but only $600 million in excess of Cooper
Stennis
McIntyre
the estimates of Bob Myers. No one has the benefit increases provided in H.R. Curtis
MeNainars
Symington
proedhi
os o uwon.blive665.Dodd
Metcalf
Talmadge
sbeiv
67.Douglas
prvd
Ms i f rog
Miller
Thurmond
The PRESI1DING OFFICER. Who Eastland
that Bob Myers is the most honest aeTower
ondale
Eri
tuary and the most honest person to yields time?
Tydings , N.J.
yield
Fannin
Monroney
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I
estimate the cost of something without
Monitoya
william
Pulbright
Wluia~ms, Del.
Morsn
Gore
fear or favor that we have in govern- back the remainder of my time.
Ymarough
Morton
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does Grueng
ment. That is his estimate. He estiYoung, Odi
mates that it would cost a minimum, of the Senator from Louisiana .yield back
Hayden
Murphy
the remainder of his time?
$3 billion from the general revenue,
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So Mr. Paou'rvs amendment, as modifled, was rejected.
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate reconsider the vote by
which the modified amendment was re

jected.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I move to
lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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"(B) who, during such calendar year, has
received medical or other health care with
respect to 'which the deductible applicable to
him under part B has been increased by rea
son of the provisions of subsection (b),
shall, In lieu of the amount determined un
der subsection (a). be (I) the amount deter
mined under subsection (a) minus the
amount by which his deductible under part
B was increased (by reason of the provisions
of subsection (b) ) over $50, or (it) the
amount determined under section 1813,
whichever is the greater.
"(2) The part B deductible applicable to
any individual
"(A) who, during any calendar year, has
received medical or other health care with
respect to which the $50 applicable thereto
is subject to increase by reason of the pro
visions of subsection (b), and
"(B) who, during such calendar year, has
received inpatient hospital services with re
SO0CIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
spect to which the Inpatient hoepital deduc
tible has been increased by reason of sub
OF 1965
section (a),
The Senate resumed the consideration shall, in lieu of the amount determined un
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos- der subsection (b), be (I) the amount deter
pital insurance program for the aged mined under subsection (b) minus the
under the Social Security Act with a amount by which his inpatient hospital de
supplementary health benefits program ductible under part A was increased (by rea
and n epandd
pogrm ofmedcalson of the provisions of subsection (a)) over
assisancextoanreaseora
ben fitundera
the
ho amount determined under section 1813,
assitane,
o Icreae bnefts
insur-teo (iI) the amount determined under part B
old-age, survivors, and disability isr
(without regard to this section), whichever is

ance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and
for other purposes.

the greater.

The amendment (No. 330) offered by
Mr. CuaRis, is as follows:

determined.

"(d) For purposes of this section, the term
'income tax liability' means, when applied to
AMENDMENT NO. 330
any individual, the amount of the tax im
posed on such individual for the taxable year
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I call under chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code
up my amendment No. 330.
of 19,54, reduced by the sum of the credits
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The allowable under part IV of subchapter A of
clerk will read the amendment offered such chapter (other than the credit allowable
by the Senator from Nebraska.
under section 31 of such Code).
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
'(e) For purposes of subsections (a) and
unanmousconent
hat he eadig ~ (b), an individual's income tax liability shall
theanmendmonent tbe thsensedawithnd
Of
e determined on the basis of his last taxable
bedisensd wthandyear which ends prior to the date he cornthe menmen
that it be printed in the RRCORD.
I menced to receive the services with respect
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to which the deductible under subsection
objection, it is so ordered.
.
(a), or (b), as the case may be, is being
"(f) In the case of any individual who is
1.married and files a joint income tax return
On page 120, line 13, strike out "programs
with his spouse, the income tax liability Of
and all that follows, and insert in lieu there- such individual shall be deemed to be oneOf "programs."
half of the joint income tax liability of such
On page 123, between lines 13 and 14,. insert individual and his spouse."
the following:
"ALTERNATE VARIABLE DEDUCTIBLES UNDER PARTS
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I advise
A AND B RAlATED TO INCOME TAX LIABILITY
Members of the Senate that I expect to
"Sxc. 1876. (a) Except as is provided in ask for a rollcall on this amendment.
subsection (c) (1), the inpatient hospital
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
deductible applicable to an individual under nays now.
part A with respect to inpatient hospital
aervices furnished to him during any spell
The yeas and nays were ordered.
of illness shall, if his income tax liability exMr. CASE. Mr. President, will the
ceeds the amount of such deductible as de- Senator yield briefly?
termnined under section 1813, be. in lieu of
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
such amount, an amount equal to his incomeunim
scoetthtI
ayildo
tax liability, or the amount of the custom-un im scoetthtI
ayildo
ary charges imposed for the inpatient hos- the Senator from New Jersey without
pital services furnished him, whichever Is losing the floor.

the lesser.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

"(b) Except as is provided In subsection objection, it is so ordered.
(c) (2). the deductible applicable to an indiM.CS.M.Peiet
alu
vidual under part B with respect to services
M.CS.M.Peiet
alu
provided him thereunder during any calen- my amendment, which is at the desk,
dar year shall, if his income tax liability ex- and ask that it be stated.
ceeds $30. be, in lieu of $50 an amount equal
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
to his income tax liability, or the amount Of dent, reserving the right to object-and
the customary charges imposed for such serv- I shall not object-I hope the amend
ices, whichever is the lesser.
ment can be agreed to. We have dis
"(c) (1) The inpatient hospital deductible cussed the amendment. It is not con
applicable to any individualtoesa.I
erndsoeo
tnw
"(A) who, during any calendar year, has
wtrovest
Ife wencano disose ofebranow
received inpatient hospital services withl re-wihu
teSnao
frm Nbsk
spect to which the inpatient hospital deduc- losing his right to the floorti-ble is subject to increase by reason of the
Mr. CASE. Mr. President,- ask unan
provisions of subsection (a), and
inmous consent that my amendment may
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be Considered without the Senator from quired, among other things, to have a
Nebraska losing the floor,
transfer agreement with a hospital,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there The transfer agreement is designed to
objection to the request that the amend- remove any barriers to admission of the
ment of the Senator from Nebraska may patient to a nursing home as well as to
be set aside temporarily so that the Sen- provide that his medical records-will. folate may proceed to the consideration of low him from a hospital. In effect, this
the amendment of the Senator from New transfer agreement establishes a new reJersey [Mr. CASE]?
lationship between hospitals and nursMr. LONG of Louisiana. Without the ing homes, not as close as the requireSenator from Nebraska losing his right ment in previous bills that nursing
to the floor,
homes be affiliated with hospitals.
The PRESIDING OFTICER. Is there
The nursing home provision of the bill
objection? Without objection, it is so does not take effect until January 1, 1967.
ordered.
This means that we have an 18-month
The amendment offered by the Sena- period in which to make certain that the
tor from New Jersey will be stated.
promise of nursing home care envisioned
The legislative clerk proceeded to read by the bill is not a hollow one, that adethe amendment.
quate space will be made available to PaMr. CASE. Mr. President, I ask unani- tients and that the care provided is of
mous consent that the reading of the the highest quality,
amendment be dispensed with and that
At present, according to the best init be printed in the RECORD at this point, formation I have been able to get, there
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without are approximately 23,000 nursing homes
objection, it is so ordered.
of all varieties in the United States.
The amendment offered by Mr. CASE These include approximately
9,700
is as follows:
"skilled care" homes which provide a
On page 141, line 20, insert after "(a)"1
loose combination of convalescent and
the following: 'As soon as practicable after custodial care. The remainder generenactment of this section, the Secretary shall ally are of a variety that ranges from
appoint an Advisory Council on Social secu- boarding houses to well-equipped homes
rity for the purposes set forth in subsection for custodial care.
(e) ."
I think it is significant that of these
On page 143, line a, after "Council" insert 9,700 "skilled care', nursing homes, acthe following: (other than the Council ap- cording to a Public Health Service surpointed under the first sentence of subsec-veolabu50pretepoafltion (a)) ".
timol bu 0Pret
mlyaflOn page 144. strike out line 5 and insert in tie registered nurse on the staff. In
lieu thereof: "exist,
this connection, I would like to point out
* `(e) The Council appointed under the the shortage of both registered and pracfirst sentence of subsection (a) shall make tical nurses which now exists. What will
a comprehensive study of nursing home and be the impact of this shortage on the
other extended care facilities in relation to nursing home program in view of the fact
extended care services under the insurance that all homes would be required under
program under part A of title XV I. includ- the bill to employ at least one registered
Ing the availability of such facilities and the nurse full time?
types and quality of care provided in such
facilities, and shall report its findings and
Another point to be considered is that
make recommendations based thereon with along with the new relationship estaba view to action necessary to make maximum lished between hospitals and nursing
use of such services and facilities to provide homes, accreditation of nursing homes
high quality care in extended care facilities IS largely in its infancy. Several groups
under such program. Such Council shall have been trying to get broad programs
make its report to the Secretary not later of accreditation started in both the prothan one year after the date of the enact- prietary and nonprofit fields. An effecment of this., section, which report shall tive system of accreditation is an essenthereupon be transmitted to the Congress, ileeetI
and thereafter such Council shall cease to
ileeeti
assuring adequate care.
exist."
Under the bill, the determination of the
system of accreditation is given to the
Mr. CASE. Mr. President, I have dis-~ Secretary of Health, Education, and
cussed the amendment with the leaders Welfare.
an aaer
ftebilo
ot ie.
These are some of the reasons-plus
I understand that the amendment is the basic lack of information in this
acceptable.
whole field-why I have introduced this
My amendment would establish im- amendment to Provide for a comprehenmediately the Advisory Council on sive study of the field to determine both
Social Security in order to conduct a its strengths and weaknesses, and to
comprehensive study of the nursing make recommendations to the Congress
home field as it relates to the provision as well as the Secretary of Health, Eduof post-hospital extended care under the cation, and Welfare.
hospital insurance section of the pendIn effect, my amendment would ading bill.
vance the appointment of the Advisory
Put simply, the purpose of this study is Council on Social Security in order to
to tell us how the nursing home can be deal immediately with the problem of
most effectively used in doing the job we nursing home care. The first Council
expect it to do,under the bill,
would be established as soon as is pracAs the Senate bill now stands, it would tical after enactment of the legislation.
provide for up to 100 days of nursing It would be required to report to Conhome care in each spell of illness. The gress a year following enactment,
intent of this is to provide curative and
The Advisory Council is, I believe, the
rehabilitative care rather than custodial most appropriate body to do this job,
care, A qualifying facility would be re- Responsibility for this study would be
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consistent with the recognition by the
last council that "advisory councils re
view the substantive provisions of the
program as well as its financing.", The
House Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee have
already responded to that recommenda
tion by directing that the next Council
report on all aspects of the program-In
cluding the new hospital insurance and
supplementary medical insurance pro
grams established under the bill-and on
their impact on the public assistance
programs.
Mr. President, I should like to make it
clear that I fully support the proposed
program of extended care provided in the
bill. This would be a most timely and
beneficial program. But by the'same
token I want to avoid situations where
our people are placed in substandard
nursing homes and exposed to the danger
of inadequate care, fire, deplorable living
conditions, and the atmosphere of hope
lessness they breed. By making careful
preparations now, we can overcome these
problems before, rather than after, the
program goes into operation. The study
I propose is designed to get the program
started on the right foot.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, this is the amendment which re
quires the committ~ee to make a study
and early report on the program. Is
that correct?
M.CAE Escilyhe
dioy
M.CS.
seilyteAvsr
Council, on the nursing home aspects of
the program.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, the amendment is agreeable.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
of the Senator from New Jersey.
The amendment was agreed to.
TePEIIG
OFCR
h
TePEIIG
OFCR
h
Chair recognizes the Senator from Ne
braska [Mr. CURTIS].
MrHCEL
PR.
r.reint
will theSenatorfrom Nerask yreideldto
milte Sntofor
erak
iedt
m,fo the purpose of asking a question
Of the Senator from New Mexico, with
out his losing the floor?
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
for that Purpose, provided it is under
stood that I do not lose the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objlection, it is so ordered.
M.HCELOE.M.Peiet
I would appreciate it if I could ask a
question of the Senator from New Mex
ico [Mr. ANDERSON], who I think has
Peculiar knowledge of this particular
matter, about the application of the bill
to the situation in Iowa with respect to
medical services of pathology and radi
o1ogY in connection with our hospitals.
SO far as I know, ours is the only state
in the Union that has legislated on this
Particular situation, providing a means
and method by which radiologists and
pathologists will serve patients within a
hospital and be recognized by law as
medical services.
At this point in the RECORD I ask unall
imous consent to have printed the Iowa
statutes beginning with number 135B.19
through 135B.30, which specifically set
out the legislative arrangements which
were made as between hospitals and doc
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tors in Iowa with respect to this matter,
inodr ocarf
hestatoclans
Thoreretbeingrnoyobjectiontthe statutes
Thereo objetionthe
eing
sdismissed
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

agree upon the employment of any techni- the question of the Senator from New
necessary for the proper operation Of Mexico, or some other Senator, if he
said department and no technicians shall bewolcaetrfritoanhrSnfrom said employment without the wolcaetrfritoanhrSn
mutual consent of the parties, provided, tor; but since the Senator from New
however, that in the event the hoepital and Mexico has seen~ the Iowa statutes and is
PATHOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY SnUVICES
doctor are unable mutually to agree upon familiar with them, I am sure he knows
IN HOSPrrALS
the hiring or discharge or disciplining of the answer.
13518.1-Title of division: This law may any employee of said department, the matter
I have underlined my question so much
be cited as the "Pathology and radiology serv- shall be promptly submitted to the joint that I am having trouble interpreting it.
ices in hospitals law." (57GA, ch. 92, sec. 1.) conference committee for final determinaIt has been stated by some that if the
1358.20-Definitions: Definitions as used in tion.r(edGA, ci.n2sec.io 135.20
this division:
Reerdtbnscto
382.pyician's
silervictes underaltheypening
1. "Hospital" shall mean all hospitals 111358.26-Compensation: The contract be- bl r
ildt
h
optl
hywl
censed under this chapter.
tween the hospital and doctor in charge of be paid up under part A. We are told
2. "Doctor" shall mean any person licensed the laboratory or X-ray facilities may contain that it is not the intent of this provision
to practice medicine and surgery or oste- any provision for compensation of each upon to disrupt existing arrangements.
opathy or osteopathy and surgery in this which they mutually agree, provided, howIn view of the Iowa statutes, which I
State.
ever, that no contract shall be entered into have asked to have printed in the RECORD,
3. "Technician" shall mean technologist which in any way creates the relationship of and which the Senator from New Mexico
as ~well, ~
~ ~ ~ .employer and employee between the hospi-isfmla
wthnd
hchIuer
4swl.
"on
ofrnecmite
shall tal and the doctor, and a percentage arrange-isfmla
wth
nd
hchIu
er
mea theJoint Conference committee"a e
ment is not and shall not be construed to be stand other members of the committee
quired by the joint commission on accredi- unprofessional conduct on the part of the adsafmmesaefmla
ih
tation of hospitals or, in a hospital havin
doctor or in violation of the statutes of this would the enactment of H.R. 6675, as
nosc omtte iiarcmite
ng State upon the part of the hospital. (57GA. amended, and as it now appears, to inequal number of which shall be members ofcl.9,sc8)dueteerisofphlgssan
the medical staff selected by the staff and
1358.27-AdmissIon agreement: The hos- radiologists as inpatient hospital serv
an equal number of which shall be selected pital admission agreement signed by the ice honor the intents and purposes of
by the governing board of the hospital,
patient or his legal representative shall both the Iowa law and the bill now before
5. "Employees" as used in section 13581.24, cnantefloig
saeet
h
eaei
twr
nce
nolw
an
"mpoyen"
s
se
i
scton
"Pathology and radiology services are medi- thOeat
Nfitwr
Yenate 'Insytolaw?
an "mpoyen" s
se
i
etin- cal services performer or supervised by docMr. ANDERSON
e.Isyt
h
1358.25, shall include and pertain to mem,adtepronlad
aiiisaeo
eao
ro
oa
fe
xmnn
h
bers of the religious
order
operating
the
hoetradtepronladfclte
r
rSntrfo
oa
fe
xmnn
h
pita evnth
tougreltioshi ofem-may be furnished by the hospital for said statutes, the history of the statutes, hay
plotarevnd thpough thes
relteioshipbofwem- services. Charges for such services are or ing had them examined by people from
SVA
l.may
be collected, however, by the hospital on the Social Security Board, and after con
such members and the hospital. 5Gc.behalf
of said doctors pursuant to an agree- sultation with the manager of the bill, I
92, sec. 2.)
ment between said doctors and the hospital,
1358.21-Functions of hospital: The -own- and from said charges I consent that an can give him this answer:
ership and maintenance of the laboratory agreed sum will he retained by the hospital
Whenever the specialist submits his
and X-ray facilities and the operation of in accordance with an existing agreement bill directly to the patient the bill is coy
same under this division are proper func- between the doctor and the hospital." ered under part B-the supplementary
tions of a hospital. (57GA, cli. 92, sec. 3.)
(57GA, chi. 92, sec. 9.)
program-and not under Part A. If he
1358.22--Character of services: Pathology
135B.28-HospItal bill: The hospital bill bills through the hospital, it is paid under
and radiology services performed in hospitals 'shall properly include the charges for pathol- part A.
are the product of the joint contribution of ogy and radiology services as long as the
Therefore, the Senate Finance Coin
hospitals, doctors, and technicians, but these name of the doctor is stated and it fairly
mt
services constitute medical services which appears that the charge is for medical servmitee proposal would not disturb the
must be performed by or under the direction ices. The said hospital bill shall also con- situation in Iowa. It is not inconsistent
and supervision of a doctor, and no hospital tain a siatement substantially In the foi- with the Iowa law. Nor would it require
shall have the right, directly or indirectly, lowing form:
any change in the Iowa law or contracts
to direct, control or interfere with the pro"The pathology and radiology charges are entered into mn Pursuance thereof.
fessional medical acts and duties of the for medical services rendered by or under the
I believe the Senator from Iowa can
doctor in charge of the pathology or radiol- direction of the doctor listed above and are confidently rely on that to be theinter
ogy facilities or of the technicians under hiscoltebyheosiaoneafote
suprviion
Nohin heeinconaind salldoctor, from which charges an agreed sum pretation of the Social Security Board as
affect the rights of third parties as a result will be retained by the hospital in accord- to what the act means.
of negligence in the operation or mainte- ance with an existing agreement to -which
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I thank the
nance of the aforesaid pathology and radi- retention you consented at the time of your Senator for that statement in answer to
admission to the hospital. (57GA, chi. 92, my question. I am glad to have it as
ology facilities. (57GA, chi. 92, sec. 4.)
1358.23-Agreement with doctor~, Each sec 10.)aprtothleiaivhsoyofhs
hopta halaragefr uh evie ad
1358.29-Fees: All fees to be charged by bill.
for the direction and supervision of its pa
the doctors for pathology and radiology servI thank the Senator from Nebraska for
thology or radiology department by entering ices shall be mutually agreed upon by thefoyilngt
into either an oral or written agreement with hospital and the doctor. In the event dis-foyilngt
me.
a doctor who is a member of or acceptable puts shall arise between the parties, the matMr. CURTIS. Mr. President, the pur
to the hospital medical staff. Such doctor ter shall be submitted to the joint confer- pose of my amendment No. 330 is for
may or may not be a specialist. The depart- ence committee for final determination, the pmrpose of withholding the benefits
ment may be supervised and directed by a (5VGA, ch. 92, see. 11.)
of this measure from individuals well
qualified member of the staff and specific
13513.30-Radiology and pathology fees: able to pay their medical bills. It does so
services may be referred to a specialist, or the Fees for radiology and pathology services i
eygnru
a.Fu
u ffv
specialist may also direct and supervise the must be paid for as medical and not hospital i
eygnru
a.Fu
u ffv
department as may be desired. Any con- services. In all cases where payment is to citizens over 65 years of age will not be
tract so entered into shall be in accordance be made by a corporation organized pursaffected by my amendment. The upper
wihth roiinso
ti
iiiio.(SGant
to chapter 514, payment for radiology 20 percent in income will be affected.
chi. 92, sec. 5.)
and pathology services shall be made by a The purpose Of the amendment-and an
1358.24-Employees: Unless the depart- medical service corporation and not by a hos- explanation is set forth in typewritten
ment is leased or unless the hospital and pital service corporation.
(SVGA, chi. 92, form on the desk of every Senator at the
doctor mutually agree otherwise, technicians see. 12.)
rsn
ieI
o euetecsso
and other personnel, not including doctors,
peettm-st
euetecsso
shall be employees of the hospital, subject to
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. If I may ask the hospital insurance portion of the bill

the rules and regulations of the hospital
applicable to employees generally, but under

InCag dircinadspateriont
fthe
of sth doctor
insecharge of thes department(7as set fort
esewhrci.hi
ivso.6SGA li 2
Referred to in section 1358.20.

1358.25-Hiring and dismissal of techni..
clans: The doctor and hospital shall mutually

the Senator from New Mexico a question
and receive his answer, because of his familiarity with the matter because of hise
work on the bill, I would appreciate it.
MY question relates to the intents and
Purposes of the Iowa statutes, to avoid
any confusion concerning the administration of this bill in Iowa, I wish to ask

under part A, and the supplemental med
ical benefits portion of the bill under
part B, by providing for a variable deduc
tion based on the ability of the bene
ficlarY to Pay.
There is in the bill as reported by the
committee a deductible for hospital ex
pense under Part A which for the present
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is $40 for any spell of illness. This is plained what I had in mind. In other again I am quoting the chief actuary
found on page 22, line 11, of the bill, words, he pays either the variable de- therem-that adoption of m~y amendment
Under amendment No. 330, the deduct- ductible or the amount of the customary would save at least $420 million, and pos
ible would be the current deductible of hospital charges imposed, whichever Is sibly $480 million, annually.
I happen to be a IAiember of the Sen
$40 or the previous year's income tax the lesser.
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is Correct. ate who still considers half a billion dol
liability, whiAchever is higher.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the lars to be a great deal of money.
H.R. 6675, as currently written, proMr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the
vides for a $50 annual deduction for Senator.
Mr. CURTIS. If the bill is less than Senator from Nebraska yield for a ques
doctor and surgeon and certain related
expenses under Part B. Thiq is found his income tax, he has to pay the whole tion?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
on page 45, line 14. Amendment No. 330 of the bill.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Does the principal ob
Mr. President, those individuals over
would make this annual deductible under
Part B $50 or the previous year's income 65 who do have income in such an amount jective of the Senator's amendment con
that they pay an income tax will pay a template dealing with persons such as
tax liability, whichever is higher,
This amendment is so drawn that if greater portion of their hospital and Members of the Senate who have an in
a beneficiary has both hospital and doc- medical expenses based upon their In- come adequate to pay their own medical
expenses instead of having the GoVern
tor expenses that the increased portion come tax liability of the year before,
hii the case of a husband and wife filing ment pay for them through the opera
of the deductible provided by this
amendment shall be applied only once a joint return, this amendment provides tion of those financially deficient?
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is correct.
that each would be presumed to have a
and not twice,
All individuals over 65 who were not tax liability of one-half of the amount By-using the system of deductibles, in the
required to pay any income tax in the required to be paid on the joint return, case of an individual with some income
The income tax liability has been used who has a catastrophic illness, he will
Previous Year would be unaffected by this
in this amendment instead of the amount still get something, but the deductible
amendment,
will come first. The trouble with trying
That is the lower 80 percent. This Is of the income.
The income tax liability has been used to draw a line and saying, "Those under
m~ost generous. Four out of five Individuals over 65 do not pay any individual as a measuring device rather than the this line get the benefits, and those above
income tax. This does not affect them, amount of the individual's income be- the line do not," is that It is unfair to
This relates to those who are able to. pay. cause it has many advantages. An indi- an individual who pays $500 in income
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, vidual's income tax liability is arrived tax, by letting a person pay the expenses
will the Senator from Nebraska yield -at under explicit laws and regulations, of his illness if the income does not ex
It is a term that Is easily defined. Al ceed $500.
for a question?
Mr. LAUSCEHE. Mr. President, will
Mr. CURTIS. I am happy to yield to citizens over 65, or someone acting for
them, could readlly provide the answer the Senator yield for one question, or
the Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I believe that to the question as to whether or not the would he rather conclude his statement?
Mr. CURTIS. I would rather illustrate
there is great merit in the Senator's beneficiary paid any income tax In 'the
afefiusonteabeeorm.I
amendment. I should like to ask him previous year and if so, how much.
He comes into the hospital and he isafefiusonteabeeorm.I
this question: On page 2 of his amendment, line 9, he is talking about an asked, "Did you pay an income tax last am about to recite a table showing esti
amount equal to the income tax liability year?" the reply might be, "No." Then mates of tax liability of an individual
ayn eeso
that will affect only 20 percent of the he would be told, "Then this amendment ovr6. er faea
people, or the amount of the customary does not apply to you." He has the $40 income.
Attention is invited to the fact that
imposed for the inpatient hos- deductible he must bear before the
-charges
pital services furnished him, whichever benefits would flow to him. If he should the social security benefits are not in
say. "Yes, I did pay an income tax, I come for the purpose of taxation; conse
is the lesser.
What the Senator is saying is that if paid a $500 income tax last year," he quently, the table relates to taxable in
a man has an income tax of $1,000. or would not get anything until his corn- come above and beyond the social secu
$2,000, he would not pay his income tax bined hospital, doctor and other bills ex- rity benefits.
I ask unanimous consent that this table
amount but he would pay the hospital ceeded $500.
Mr. LAUSCHE. At this point, would be made a part of the RECORD at this
charges which would be possibly $50 or
he be exempted from the'payment of his point in my remarks.
$60 a day, or what?
There being no objection, the table
Mr. CURTIS. First, let me say that tax?
Mr. CURTIS. No, This is just a was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
with the husband and wife provision, the
aa follows:
two of them would have .$15,000 or there- measuring device,
Mr. LAUSOHE. A measuring device. Federal individual income tax liability, 1965
abouts before they would pay a $1,000
and after-Single person, 65 years of age or
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, a measuring device
tax. The meaning is this: If he is payover, with, standard deductionI
ing an income tax of $1,000 and he has to determine whether he should have his
TaX liability 2
an illness that costs $10,000, this pro- bills paid by the workers of this Country Adjusted grass income:
* 2.000------------------------$ 58
gram would pay only $9,000 of it. He by increasing their social security taxes.
$ 2,500------------------------- 132
has a deductible of $1,000. But if he has I have used the income tax liability, be213
$ 3,000 ------------------------an illness only once of $500, he would cause that is something which can be
$ 3,500----------------------------- 297
have to pay the whole of it. That is easily ascertained. There are no ad390
$ 4,000----------------------ministrative difficulties regarding it.
where the "lesser" comes in.
47
It is estimated by the Social Security----------------------Mr. sALTONSTALL. In other words,
557
Secu
$ 5,00
ity ---- --- ---- --- ---- --$ 7,500 ------------------------ 1,0 1
i income tax Administration-I obtained this figure
it is not the whole o
$10,000 ------------------------ 1,580
this morning from the chief actuary
with which he would be charged?
$25,000 ------------------------ 7,430
Mr. CURTIS. No. That has nothing there-that 80 percent of our population
$50,00o-------------------------- 21, 270
to do with the Charge It is the deduct- over 65 years of age, neither husband nor
1The above table was prepared by the staff
ibility. We might make a crude com- wife pay any income tax. Therefore, we
parison to the deductibility clause in are talking about the upper 20 percent in of the Joint Cowmittee on Internal Revenue
automobile insurance. If we have col- income level. This means that the en- Taxation.
2 These figures represent the maximum tax
lision insurance, known as $100 deduct- tire group of 80 percent would not be
This liability of the single person, 65 years of age
ible, that means that the owner would affected by the amendment.
pay $100 or any damage to his car, and amendment is intended to reach those in- or over; use of itemized deductions and/or
in adjusted gross income of cer
if the amount was more, the insurance dividuals who axe well able to pay all or the presence
such as capital gains
types of -income,
art ff teirownmedcaltain
a reaer
reaer art
compny
diferece.Thi
oul pa th
retirement income (pensions, annuities,
teirownmedcalor
a
oul pa th
Fompny
diferece.Thi
interest, dividends, rents), could reduce the
is an income tax by using the vehicle expenses,
I invite the attention of the Senate to tax liability. For example, the presence of
Of deductibility.
Mr. sALTONSTALL. I am using the another point. It,-is estimated by the retirement Income could reduce the tax
wrong language. The Senator has ex- Social Security Administration-and liability by up to $228.60.
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Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, let us
consider the table before us. Copies
have been furnished to all Senators. I
wish to be absolutely fair In the presentation of the amendment. I do not wish
to exaggerate. Therefore, I have stated
the maximum tax liability. Actually,
the tax would be less, because I have
taken the adjusted gross income. If a
person has a pension or has income from
dividends, or income from rents, which
qualifies as retired income, his tax liability is reduced by as much as $228.60.
Perhaps a part of his income is from
capital gains. That figure would be further reduced. This is the maximum that
could happen. It will be noticed that
the maximum which an individual with
a $5,000 income and beyond-that is not
counting social security-can get is $557.
Let us say that a husband and wife file
a joint return, and It will be presumed
to be half income of the husband and
half of the wife. They have an income
of $10,000 beyond their social security
benefits. If they have an illness which
does not exceed in cost $557, they must
pay the costs,
That is how simple it is.
Let us suppose that a couple has an
income of $4,000 a year and files a joint
return. I have stated this on the conservative side. A couple having $4,000
in income beyond their social security
have a deductibility of $58. If they have
an income of $5,000, each is presumed to
have an income of $2,500. In that case
each would have a deductibility of $132.
I wish to correct one thing. A moment ago I was referring to the couple
who would have a combined income of
$5,000. The deductibility would be $557.
It would apply to each one. Suppose
only one of them becomes ill during the
year. They would have to pay the first
$557 of that expense.
There is considerable merit to this approach, and I shall try to show why.
Suppose someone meets with a disaster
and he is in a high income bracket. Suddenly he has no income; he pays no income tax. He will then be protected.
Suppose someone who has a few dollars
of income pays a tax, and for most of the
year his medical expenses are below the
amount of the exemption. He does not
receive any benefit.
Suppose a catastrophic illness strikes
him. I can recite some cases in which
individuals have been in hospitals for 30
months continuouzly. In a case like that
an individual in an upper bracket would
get something,
An individual having an income of
$50,000 a year would have to pay his own
bill, unless it exceeded $21,030.
I do not believe that the men and
women who work, which include the
blind and the physically handicapped,
and people who work for low wages,
should have their taxes increased to pay
the medical bill of anyone who has an
income of $50,000.
Mr. ILAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?,
Mr. CURTIS. I yield,
Mr. LAUSCHE. I get back to the objective that I had in my earlier questions
to the Senator. The Senator states that
his amendment would not affect 80 per-
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cent of the present beneficiaries of the
social security fund,
Mr. CURTIS. No; beyond that.
Eighty percent of everyone over 65 years,
whether he Is on social security or not.
Mr. LAUSCHE. It would affect only
20 percent, and those are individuals
who are considered in the higher income
brackets.
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. So the purpose of the
Senator's amendment is .to impose a
greater burden on the higher income
brackets, and to lessen the burden of
medical expenses on the lower income
bracket.
Mr. CURTIS. Yes. I wish to be
honest. It has another purpose. If we
adopt the amendment and pay the hospital and medical bills of men and
women in various communities of the
country, and that continues for a while,
what will happen when an amendment
is offered to strike out the age limit?
What will happen when someone mentions a man who is 40 years. of age who
is supporting children and paying for
his home and paying for his life insurance, with some medical expenses to pay.
If we have a deductible, it will prevent
abuses that we cannot afford. It will
prevent abuses that will bring the program into disrepute. It will prevent additional demands being made on the
system.
If we wish to have a Government
health program to cover the population
from the cradle to the grave, we should
pass a bill about which the people in the
little town in which I live would say, "We
will have people whose income taxes will
be paid by a government that has not
balanced its budget in years and years."
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield,
Mr. LAUSCHE. Am I correct in my
understanding that the 20 percent in the
high income bracket would be permitted
to deduct from their income taxMr. CURTIS. No; this has nothing
to do with the income tax obligation,
Mr. LAUSCHE. It is only a measure?
Mr. CURTIS. It is a measuring stick
to determine whether a person would receive the benefit of any medicare in this
bill; and if so, how much?
If an individual pays a $500 tax, which
would represent about a $4,600 income,
and probably would be more, because *I
have not allowed'for things such as cap'tal gains, he would have an income of at
least $4,500 or $4,600, and if he had an
illness which cost less than $500, he
would have to pay for it himself. It
would mean that an individual who
could pay something would receive some
help on costly illnesses.
I hope that the amendment will be
adopted. I can think of only one theoretical argument against it, and that is
purely theoretical. It is likely to be
made on the floor of the Senate. Someone might say, "What will happen if a
wealthy man puts all of his wealth in taxexempt bonds and pays no income tax?"
That will not happen. People of
wealth who have sophisticated ideas
about investing in tax-exemprt bonds also
have other investments, because there is
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no opportunity for growth in bonds. The
record shows that most tax-exempt mu
nicipal bonds are held by banks, other
institutions, and fiduciaries. I have
asked countless taxmen in the field with
whom I have discussed the amendment
"Do you have any client who would es
cape this amendment because all of that
Person's wealth is in tax-exempt bonds?"
They have said, "Na; it does not hap
pen."
Those who are involved in such in
vestments, so far as they know in all
their experience, are people who have
great wealth, are paying a sizable tax,
and have investments in growth stocks,
which, of course, are not tax exempt.
Mr. COTTON: Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. Yes, I yield; then I
shall be ready to vote.
Mr. COTTON. By and large, are not
the people in the upper 20 percent in
come bracket those who also have pri
vate health insurance, such as Blue
Cross, Blue Shield, Aetna, or something
else?
Mr. CURTIS. Probably.
Mr. COTTON. Therefore such a per
son, who pays an income tax. of $500
would have to pay the first $500 of his
hospital and doctor bills, but a large
part of that $500 would be absorbed by
his private health insurance. Is that
correct?
Mr. CURTIS. Oh, yes. Those who
are at least in the upper 20 percent
bracket would have funds to buy their
own hospital and medical insurance.
Mr. COTTON. Therefore if the Sena
tor's amendment were adopted, the pro
visions in the bill for medicare would
remain completely unimpaired for 80
percent of the people in this country
over 65 years of age. It would apply to
the upper 20 percent in proportion to
the income tax they paid; even though
that particular group in most instances
would be protected by private insur
ance; is that correct?
Mr. 'CURTIS. Not only that, but they
would be protected in case a prolonged,
costly, and catastrophic illness hit
them. After the amount went beyond
the deductibility, they would receive
benefits, like anyone else.
Mr. COTTON. Therefore the younger
people of our country who are striving
childpprenan buyi thileir hoesuat would
nolrnadbythi
oe
ol
nt, through taxation, pay so much in
order to pay the hospital and doctor bills
of millionaires.
Mr. CURTIS. That is correct.
Mr. COTT'ON. I am for the Senator's
amendment. It would meet my objec
tions to the present medicare proposal.
Mr. CURTIS. In closing, I wish to
say that the amendment would save
$500 million annually-and that is a
great deal of money. The program will
run from now on, or it will be wrecked.
It would save that money, but it would
also save a very fine principle, and that
is that people who should be paying
their own bills will do so. It is not quite
as rigid as it ought to be. I have sacri
ficed that for simplicity in order to es
tablish the principle.
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I should like to make one more statement. I hope that the proponents of
the bill-and.I refer to every Senator
who expects to vote for it-will accept
the amendment. There is no reason
Why it could not now be accepted and
repealed years later. But if it is now
rejected, we shall never be able to put
any brakes on who will get the benefit
of the bill.
Mr. President, I ask for a vote on the
amendment,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a unanimous-consent request?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I have discussed the request with
the Senator from Nebraska. I ask unanimous consent that further debate on the
amendment be limited to one-half hour,
the time to be equally divided, halIf of the
time to be controlled by the distinguished
author of the amendment, and the other
half to be controlled by the Senator from
Connecticut [Mr. Rm~icoFr].
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
Is so ordered.
Who yields time?
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Connecticut is recognized
for 5 minutes.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I rise in opposition
to the pending amendment. The distinguished Senator from Nebraska introduced a principle today that is contrary
to any known principle In either private
Insurance or under social security insurance.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
distinguished Senator yield at that
point?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I am pleased to yield.
Mr. CURTIS. I challenge the statement that the principle is not used In
Private insurance. It is commonly used
there. I say that as an individual who
comes from a State in which insurance
is the second largest employing industry,
Mr. RIBICOFIF. I also come from a
State that is prominent in the insurance
field. I know of no Connecticut cornpany that writes a policy, the premium
cost of which is based on a man's wealth
or his income.
Mr. CURTIS. No, no.
Mr. RIBICOFF. If one should take
out a health policy and pay a premium
of $200 a year and that person is a
millionaire, and another person who has
to pay a premium of $200 a year has an
income of $5,000, the benefits that the
two people would receive are the same.
Mr. CURTIS. That is something different. Of course, insurance companies
do not snoop into how much money a
person makes. But the insurance coinpang will sell a person a policy that has
the principle of a deductible in it. The
company will pay for the catastrophic
illness and the insured would pay for
the ordinary illness,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Yes; but we are dealing with a proposal under which people
would pay the same amount of premium
on a social security basis, just like ordinary cash social security. Whether a
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person is earning $50,000 a year and another is earning $5,000 a year or $10,000
a year, they ate having deducted from
their wages month-in and month-out,
week-in and week-out, whatever the tax
payments might be.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield? I ask him to yield on my
time.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
Mr. CURTIS. That is utterly fantastic. Soon there will be 20 million people
over 65 years of age covered by the bill,
and not one of them will have ever paid
a nickel into the program. The cost
will be paid by others.
Under the bill, the benefit would be
paid by others. The people will have to
work and pay; employers will have to
work and pay; people who will never
reach the age of 65 will have to pay;
and people who never get sick will have
to pay. This is not a self-contributory
plan.
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator from
Nebraska is correct in his statement.
The program would not be confined
merely to those who are currently over 65.
We would consider the needs of not only
the person who is now over 65, but als
those in future years who will become
65. The principle being sought in the
amendment- of the Senator from Nebraska would apply not only to people
over sixty-five years of age, but also to
people who become sixty-five next year
the people who become sixty-five the year
after that, and those who become sixtyfive 5 years and 10 years from now,
Mr. CURTIS. Would the Senator
agree to have it eliminated when it b~ecomes 50 percent contributory?
Mr. RIBICOFF. No; I would not accept that. The Senator, who is well
versed in the social security law and in
social security principles, knows that
when a social security bill with additional features, privileges, and rights is
passed, those who are already retired
under social security become beneficiaries, even though they have not paid
any added tax. Additional-rights accrue
to them as well. All we are'doing under
the present bill is what we have always
done when we have expanded the social
security program. We give to the people who will receive the benefits in the
future, and those who are receiving benefits now, exactly the same privileges,
What the Senator seeks to write into the
bill is a provision which is absolutely
contrary to something basic in private
pension and social security programs.
Furthermore, the amendment of the
Senator from Nebraska is not administratively feasible. Suppose a man over
65 goes into a hospital today and remains there during the- entire month
of July. He would not know what his
income tax would be until after the first
quarter of the following year. He files
his income tax by April 15. Is a doctor
to wait for another 9 months to determine what the deductibles will be and
how he will be paid?
The second principle Is that we have
kept inviolate the secrecy of a man's
income tax returns. Under the principle being advanced by the distinguished
Senator from Nebraska, suddenly a per-
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son could find himself required to dis
close to hospitals and doctors, in order
to determine his deductible, what his
Income tax was.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Connecticut
has expired.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield myself an ad
ditional 3 minutes.
So there is the question of the secrecy
of a man's income tax return. There is
the administrative unfeasibility of the
plan being projected by the distinguished
Senator from Nebraska to where it de
parts from both private and social secur
ity pninciples.
Under those circumstances, I do not
believe that there is either feasibility or
practicability in the proposal. I hope
the amendment will be rejected.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
There is the previous year's income
tax liability. It has feasibility. Also,
suppose -someone said, "I want the tax
payers to pay my medical bill," and he
were asked, "What was your income td~x
last year?"
The poor people of the country are
asking for help; and when they do, wel
fare workers are sent to snoop in their
houses. The welfare worker will ask,
"Did your son give you $5 last year?"
That is provided for in title I of the
Social Security Act.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Concerning feasi
bility, if it is last year's income, then,
again, it is unfair, because a man might
have a large income this year and go
'broke the next. A man might have had
a large investment in the stock market
when it took a dip. He might find him
self sick next year at a time when he
might be broke. Again, we have an un
feasible feature.
I am sure that the people the Senator
is talking about would be unhappy to
have their income tax returns examined
and disclosed. So we-would be depart
ing from sound insurance features, both
private and social security. There is no
philosophical base for the proposal being
adovcated by the Senator from Nebraska'
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. President, I consented to a time
limit, but I did not expect that only
Senators who seem to be the leaders
should speak, and that all other Sena
tors would be barred from speaking.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, may
I ask how much time I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Connecticut has 5 minutes
remaining.
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield to the dis
tinguished Senator from Ohio the 5 min'
utes remaining.
Mr. LAUSCHE. No; I will not speak.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
the Senator from'ohio 5 minutes.
Mr. nAUSCHEx Mr. President, to be
gin with, many Senators who were in the
Chamber did not contemplate speaking
when we consented to the limitation of
time. However, we anticipate that the
leaders will niot usurp that time and deny
to other Senators, who have consented,
a fair assignment of the time that is
available. With those preliminaries, I
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desire to make a statement reflecting my self to this: Shall we require those who
"The complete dole Is a program under
thoughts about what has been said.
can pay their own medical and hospital which, a millionaire might be placed on
The enaor romConectcut
aid Inexpnse topay hem
Tomethean-relief-and that is what it would amount
The enaor romConectcut
aid inexpnse topay hem
Tomethean-to-when the working people would be taxed
effect, that the system of social insurance swer is simple: Yes; they ought to pay in order to provide medical care for the
is predicated upon sound insurance prin- their own expenses.
wealthy. The beneficiary would not be reciples. Balderdash. If one begins to
But to those who cannot, the 80 per- quired to pay 5 cents of his own money for
examine the whole system, he will con- cent of the individuals of' our country medical care. We would tax the general
clude that there is nio soundness of any who are aged 65 years or more, who pay public to provide care for people who are
character whatsoever in the whole struc- no income tax, indicating the paucity of ready, able, and willing to pay for It themture of the system. As times goes on, it their positions, help should be given,
selves."
willbe
hatinsuanc
emostraed
Tht hep soul be ive bytheAlth:01ugh I had earlier introduced in the
wil bedemnstate
tat
nsuanc
Tht hlpshold e gvenby heGov- Senate a rather broad substitute for the
principles have beecn disregarded. That ermient to the extent that it is possible House-passed bill, I concluded that this sub
is evidenced by the fact that 10 percent through sound insurance principles, and, stitute, despite Its merits, had no chance of
of the 100 percent of obligation is what is beyond that, the 20 percent of the people being adopted.. I decided not to proceed with
paid in by the participants in the fund,
must contribute part of their income to my efforts to obtain support for the sub
It is further argued that the principle help those who cannot pay.
stitute proposal, but to propose only limited
of the social security fund ic that to each
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- changes. Accordingly, I proposed to the com
shall be given in proportion to the con- dent, will the Senator from Nebraska mitee the following two amendments. The
tribtios
Soialsecrit
mde o th yied m 2
inuessecond
of these amendments is described as
tribtios
soialsecrit
mde o th yied m 2 inuesit
was later modified to simplify its admin
fund. I challenge the correctness of that
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield istratlon, rather than as it was Initially con
statement. Every aspect of the program 2 minutes to the Senator from Louisiana. sidered by the committee.
indicates that pretenses are made to
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
First, I Proposed that the artificial limits
build it upon insurance principles, but Senator from Louisiana is recognized in the bill on the hospital care and associated
every now and then there creeps into the for 2 minutes.
.services
be eilminated. It makes no sense to
operation the need of contributions from
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- me to place Such limits on these Services
the
eneal
und.den,
lke tehe RCOR
it is financing.
clearly Impracticable
to be
provide
thegenralfun.
dntI Ishoud
soul lie
RCOR tosho
toshw unless
the needed
The need to
hos
Now we come to the crux of the amrend- that I am speaking from my own desk pitalized, or in a nursing home, is not deter
ment offered by the Senator from Ne- and not from the desk of the leadership mined by the ability of the patient to pay,
braska [Mr. CURTIS].
My income is from which I have spoken as manager Or have his bill paid for him; it is deter
$22,500. I might say it is $30,000. In of this bill. My position on this pro- mined by his illness and other personal cir
addition, I have other income. Why posal is opposed to that of the admin- curastances.
should I ask the Federal Government to
pay my hospital bills? Why should I ask
the tedeal
pa overunet
my octheFedralGovrnmnt
o py m do-

istration, of organized labor presumably,
of the leadership on this side of the aisle.
Mr.Presden, te jniorSentorfro

Personally, I shall never agree that the
Government Is meeting its responsibilities
if it is going to assume the major responsi

an income so low that he pays no income
tax; he is more entitled to ask for Federal aid. The amendment of the Senator
from Nebraska provides, in effect, that,

Committee on Flinance which involved
this same principle.. The amendment
was first agreed to by a rather substan-

tion of the program places a doctor, and a
hospital, in the position of having to dis
charge a patient before, in their professional
juidgmtenit, he should be discharged. To me,

that principle.
I am a veteran of World War I.

Deatetpanatrosohe

tors?

It is different for the man having

M. Pesient th JuiorSentorfro
Louisiana offered an amendment in the

tial vote, and subsequently disagreed to,
those who can pay their hospital and after we had heard from our friends in
doctor bills shall pay them. I agree with organized labor, and after those in the
lcs

Pro- had addressed themselves to us and said
posals have been made to pay every vet- that the principles involved in the
eran of World W. r I $100 a month. it amendment were violently opposed.

bility for insuring that our citizens receive
adequate medical care, so long as the opera

it is as simple as that. All I wanted to have
placed in the bill was the provision that a
jient, because he was unable to pay his

from a hospital or nursing home until his
doctor concluded that he should be dis
charged.

would be scandalous, immoral, and inI have been more or less crucified by
Secondly, Partly in Order to provide the
defensible for me to accept $100 a month the press for even offering the amend- necessary financing without increasing the
on the same basis of equality that It is ment. However, I believe the principle social security tax, I proposed that the por
cotedd
soldacet
h bneis
finvolved in the amendment is very timciated services to be paid by the- patient be
social security.
portant and should be agreed to.
made more flexible, and related directly to
Have I the ability, and are there others
I ask unanimous consent that my views the ability of the patient to pay. instead
in the 20-percent category who have the on this subject, printed as additional of a fiat deductible of $40 for everylbody,
ability, to pay their own doctor and their views, on pages 278 through 282 of the regardless of financial resources, I proposed
own hospital expenses?
Undoubtedly report, be printed at this point in the the following schedules:
there are. Why, then, should we be RECORD.
Income bracket
Deductible
providing benefit to those who can pay
There being no objection, the addi- $1,500 or less------------r-----------$40
money to defray their hospital and doc- toa
iw tionl eeod~~b
rne
$1,500 to
----------------------- 125
60
ereordeed
vews
o beprited$2,000
to $2,000
$3,000-----------------------

tor

expenses?

No

basis

of

strength can justify that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.

moral

in the

RECORD, as follows:
ADDI'TIONAL VIEWS

$3,000 to ss,ooo----------------------

200

The

In the course of the committee's considera-

time of the Senator from Ohio has
expired.

$5,000 to $10,000---------------------- 300
$10,000 and over---------------------- 500

tion of the bill, I proposed certain changes.
Initially, these propoeals were adopted by the

I consulted the appropriate actuarial
sources within the Department of Health,

Mr. LAUSCHE. May I have 2 additional minutes?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield 2 additional
minutes to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, ti
afternoon I have listened to arguments
tht remstpaaoxca.
I have
listened to arguments of economy by individuals who generally are the most
vigorous in supporting programs of
spending money. [Laughter.]
I do not know why that has provoked
amusement in certain quarters; but obViously, it has struck exactly where I
wantd i tostrke.Senate,
waned
stiket t
In substance, stripping the argument
of the Senator from Nebraska of all the
technicalities and details, it reduces it-

committee; but, by subeequent action, the
initial approval was reversed and the proposals rejected. Because I believe these
amendments involved matters of importance
both for the substance of the program Of
medica care forgter agnedxt tnwihersn
time
andaIntheelagerscntextan whicafurter
legislation for medical care will be considered
in the future, I wish to record these considerations as I see them,
In proposing these amendments and pressing for their adoption in the committee, I
Was, in fact, merely continuing to support
the same principles I have always favored.
Last year, in the debate on the floor of the
I stated my position as follows:
'I amn willing to vote for more money to
provide care for those who have difficulty in
paying. for It themselves, but this Senator is
reluctant to vote for the complete dole,

Education, and Welfare and received assur
ances that this proposal would provide suffi
cient additional revenues to make it un
necessary to increase the social security tax
at the present time, and provide the pro
tectiOn for catastrophic illnesses which I was
seeking under my first proposal.
Despite the care with which I developed
My proposals, and these consultations with
the HEW officials, I was viciously attacked.
in the press as soon as it became known that
the committee had voted to support them.
I should like to record some of the irrespon
~sible and even slanderous statements which
appeared in the press. Many of them were
on the editorial pages of some of our more
prominent newspapers.
The Baltimore Sun, in its June 21 edition,
headiined its editorial "Long Versus Medi
care." The Washington Post said that it was
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MY Purpose to "gut" the bill. In an editoisal Onl June 24. the St. louis Post Dispatch
said my amendments were "apparently designed to kill the health care legislation"
under consideration. The New York Times
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Once the determinations were made as to
what was to be included or excluded In Income, horrendous pictures were then drawn
about the difficutltes of finding out what the
truth Was about each Individual's Income
printed a letter to the editor which stated: In the immediately preceding period. What
"The only7 object visible in Senator LONG'S I propose Is what Is done throughout the
behavior is the destruction of the entire bill." administration of social programs; you acAnother of the efforts of the Washington cept the statement of the applicant, after
Post Was an editorial in Its Issue of June 19 the representative of the agency has oxentitled "Back to Charity." The Philadelphia plainedi to him what the regulations of the
Bulletin headed its editorial of June 20 "This Secretary say should be included. Ini this
Is Medicare?" When my proposals are under- case, he would need only to check which
stood, it will be easy to see that these attacks one of the brackets his income fell within,
were grossly unwarranted._ 
Such statements are made subject to the
The Scripps-Howard papers, of which I saw general fraud statutes of the Federal Govonly the Washington News and the New York ermient, and violators could be found and
World-Telegram & Sun, titled their editorial prosecuted. Indeed, they could be found
onslaught as "Medicare Dr' Monstrosity?" more easily than under many other proThis charge of creating an "administrative grams. The applicants, for the moat part,
monstrosity" was one of the principal criti- Wil certainly have social socurity numbers
clams of my proposals, but I deny emphat- and will be asked to record them on their
Ically that this charge is even remotely true, applications. Now that the Internal RoveLet me explain just what was Involved. TO nue accounts are being completely placed
the extent that additional administrative
under the same number as the social security
problems were introduced by my amend- accounts are under, and the whole process
mente, they Involved the difference in the mechanized, all that Is required Is to feed
deductible and in determining in which of the number given by the applicant into the
the six income brackets the individual paM~S machines and press the button. The
tient belonged. I1 gave close attention to only violations which we would be seeking
these administrative problems, and belleve would be those who have understated their
they could be handled readily.
income, and we can be. certain that they are
As regards the difference In the deductible, all in the upper five brackets of my proposal
once the amount is determined. I fall to see and will, therefore, have filed returns. Again.
any serious difficulty. in any situation under I feel that the administrative problems of
the bill, the patient pays a certain amount enforcement were not a serious obstacle;
of his charges; It Is a simple matter of arith- they were just made to seem to be.
metic. It involves the simple accounting
In these efforts to find additional revenues
process of subtracting the deductible from to provide the additional protection which is
the total amount of the bill. If It is argued needed by placing the burden on those most
that a complication Is Introduced because able to pay, I was struck by a rather curious
any hospitalization immediately consumes situation. Usually, those who are being
the $40 deductible, while the $300 deductible asked to pay more complain bitterly. They
might mean that the entire amount for aL rage and rant that they are being victimized
first hospitalization was paid by the patient, and discriminated against. In this instance,
thus making it necessary to carry over the those who were being handed the bill ar
amount spent to apply on the next hospitali- those with the most money, and we Demozation, again no problem Is posed for the ad- crate have long made much of the fact that
ministrator of the program,
the Republicans are the protectors of this
The patient has the responsibility of meet- group of our citizens. Yet, In the final showIng the smaller bills and accumulating them down on the committee, every Republican
until he reaches a point where the Govern- on the committee voted for my proposals
ment should start paying his bill. I see and no Democrat other than myself voted
nothing wrong whatever with this, especially for them. Those who boast of representing
as we are talking about a person who has an the interests of the little people were being
annual income of more than $10,000 per year, offered benefits for their clients, at the exand, as will be noted below, almost certainly pense of the clients of their political oppohas private Insurance to cover far more than nents, and they were looking this gift horse
the amount of $300 in hospital bills,
in his mouth all the way down to his tail,.
A more serious problem exists with regard
As I stated above, I was only partly seeking
to determining Income. If we were dealing additional revenues when I proposed that
with a matter of tax liability, this argument the deductibles be related to the income of
would indeed have some merit, and aUl we the individual patient. There are other reahave to do is look at the staggering size of sons why this is justifiable, and desirable In
the Internal Revenue Code and all the regu- the present circumstances. In this country,
lations and rulings which the Internal Reve- contrary to the situation existing In Western
nue Service has built up in seeking to Europe when those countries adopted vaniachieve complete equity between individuals Ous forms of socialized medical care prounder the tax laws. Fortunately, we need grams, we have developed under private initinot be concerned here with that degree of ative a truly amazing program of sharing
hair splitting; instead we should turn for a the costs of our medical services on the
precedent to the many other Government Insurance principle,
programs which provide benefits to Individ..
There Is practically no employer of more
uals, and into which provisions have been than a few people who doss not provide some
written for determining Income for the par- type of hospitalization protection for his
ticular purposes of the program,
employees. For those who do not obtain
What I proposed, therefore, was that the protection In this way, It Is one of their first
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare concerns, especially upon marriage, and indibe given free rein to handle this problem by vidual policies are available in virtually any
regulation, thus permitting him to minimize combination of coverage,
the administrative problems. I have no
Although the proportion of those over 65
doubt that he could solve the problems, and who have such policies, or coverage through
am confident that his Department and the union trust funds and other institutional
other agencies which have administered our arrangements, Is less than those In the more
social security laws In the past 30 years have active worker age brackets, the proportion
solved many that were far more complicated, Is very high. Almost two out of every three
In this case, however, the signals were set Persons over 65 who are not Uiving in an inhard against my proposals, and mountains stitution of some kind have some type of
were made out of mole hills,
coverage. According to the Health 'Insurance
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AssociatIon of America, at the end of 1963.
more than 61 percent of those in this group
were protected in some measure, and virtu
ally no policy fails to provide less than 30
days of hospitalization. Such a minimum
provision, even averaged at $20 a day, winl
total more than the maximum deductible
under my proposal.
If we then consider the fact that virtually
half of those over 65 are In the first of the
brackets under my proposal, and that they
are the ones who do not have protection
under the private schemes, It is easy to see
why no one was screaming about victimiza
tion. Those who would have to pay the
higher deductibles under my amendment al
ready have Insurance arrangements which
would pay the deductible for them, thus
providing them -with unlimited coverage at
rio cost to themselves other than to continue
to pay the premiums on their existing polidles. For those few who might not have
this typo of protection, the insurance com
panies would undoubtedly have provided a
special policy, and the premium would cer
tainly be well within their means.
At the same time that no injustice would
have been perpetrated, and much needed pro
tection would have been provided to our elder
citizens, we would also have been acting to
avoid the destruction of private arrange
monts which have thus far carried a burden
the Federal Government has not seen fit to
assume until now. To me. it Is undesirable
to thrust aside the results of this private
initiative-unless it Is clearly not feasible to
continue to provide some area for it to op
orate In. Yet, that Is what the present bill
will do for those over 65; and, since It ap
pears to be the Intention of those who are
PresIng this measure to extend its benefits
under the same formula to those in the lower
age brackets, ultimately, the whole of this
development may well be swept away.
To summarize, the purposes may proposed
changes were Intended to serve Were:
1. To provide now benefits under the mediCare programi Which are urgently needed,
especially by those Who are least able to py.
3Iam certain that it will only be a matter of
time until full catastrophic coverage is pro
vided under part A of the legislation.
2. To finance these additional benefits in
a manner which Is in full accord with the
principle .of having the burden borne by
those who are best able to pay. Under ex
isting circumstances as explained, little in
the way of a burden would have been added
in actuality.
3. To retain, to the extent consistent with
the objectives of the medicare program and to
use to best advantage, the private Insurance
coverage which already exists for hoepitaliza
tion and associated services. This purpose
will become increasingly important as fur
ther extensions of the Medicare program are
considered.
4. To reassure the professional people on
whose services and dedication to the welfare
of their patients the entire Program depends
that continuing efforts will be made to keep
a major portion of medical care within the
private sector.
We read almost daily of
strikes and other disruptions of medical
services in such countries as Great Britain
and Belgium, even though these countries
did not have the private insurance programs
for their protection which now exist here. I
believe we should try strenuously to handle
the program in this country. in a maniner
which will obtain the greatest degree of co
operation from our doctors and nurses, who
are deeply and Justifiably disturbed at the
prospect of having the Federal Government
determine their pay and other conditions of
employment.
The committee bill is a good bill as it is
being reported, however, and I am In favor
of the program which it will initiate. It is,
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in fact, one of the most, important measu~res
to be oonsidered by Congress in many ye~ars.
it is my Intention, as floor manager, to sUpport the committee bill and to see It through
to passage by the Senate and. by this Con1gress.
RUsSSLL B. LONG.

-
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distinction on these grounds Implies, of ment paying everybody's medical ex
course, some kind Of means test or Incom
penses. I believe that we should seek to
test, and that infuriates people. But means* avoid that.
tests as such are neither good ncr bad; it Is
M
RSDN
FIE.Tetm
their application that makes them so' TO
hetm
ThPRSDN
OFIE.
demand that a man soll his home before of the Senator has expired. Who yields

becoming eligible for medicare would be

absurd. To exclude or at least demand
Mr. RUSSELL of South Carolina. some partial payment from beneficiaries
Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
with Incomes above say $6,000 Is another
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
matter. The savings could be ConsiderMr. RUSSELL Of South Carolina. Mr. able.
President, I have read the statement of
Another defect that will make the bill
the dstinuishe
Sentor fom Luis-quite unnecessarily costly is inadequate cothe istngushe
Sentorfro
Lois-insurance, I.e., the sharing in the cost of
iana on this particular piont. I thor- services by the beneficiary. For doctors'
oughly agree with his argument. I am bills, the beneficiary will pay the first $50
persuaded by it.
and 20 percent of the rest, but for the h0os
I note that the Senator did come under pital bills, which are the larger, he will pay
considerable criticism because of the only the first $40. Once the patient has
postin
hd
tke.
h
Te
ndiaton paid this, he is in, and the rest of his stay
wasgiveon tehatdllothken Texet indicthen in the hospital-up to 60 days--is completely
was iventha
allof he epers inthefree. The natural tendency to overuse a free
field of social security felt that the Sena- service should be curbed by co-insurance,
tor had violated the principles of the which might diminish with the length of
Social Security System by advocating the stay In the hospital and rise with the beneposition which he had.
ficiaryr's income bracket.

I read an article published in the

time?

Mr. RIBICOF!F. Mr. President, have I
any time remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Connecticut has 5 minutes
remaining.
M.Peiet
il
Mr. RIBICOFF.M.Peiet7
il
myself 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senl
ator from Connecticut is recognized for
1 minute.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I op
posed the amendment of the distin
guished Senator from Louisiana in the
Committee on Finance because I felt that
the Senator was introducing into the
social security system something new and
something indefensible.
The Senator from Louisiana sought to

HOW WELL FINANCED?

introduce a variable deductible, which

Newsweek magazine of May 31, 1965,
written by the former head of the Council of Economic Advisors, Henry C. Wallich, on "Medicare."
This article followed the exact lin
taken by the distinguished Senator from
Loiin.demionstrate
Loiin.Fortunately
I ask unanimous consent that the article be printed. at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article

Unless overuse is adequately restrained,
it will probably cost more than the Govermient anticipates. Insurance company
actuaries have argued that the Govern
ment's cost calculations are overoptimistic.
Skyrocketing costs in England and Canada
these
the dangers.
finances of the hospital
program, although not those of the medical
part, which Is voluntary, are anchored in
the social security system. In contrast to
many people I regard social security fi'

would introduce a means test. The
whole social security principle and sys
tem decries a means test.

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

nancing

afllw:pels
as folows:therefore

HENRY C. WALLICH ON MEDICARE

Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
M.RBCF.Iyed
M.RBCF.Iyed
Mr. HOLLA.ND. Mr. President, is the
'Senator accurate in his statement?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

as an advantage, because it com

the program to be self-supporting and
Mr. RIBICOFIF. Mr. President, I yield
self-limiting. It .would be fright- myself I additional minute.
ening to see the program financed from
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
general revenues and become open ended. Senator is recognized for 1 additional
Financing by the social security system also miue
means, to be sure, that the elderly are get-miue
ting their medicare virtually free, since reMr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, is It
tired people no longer pay a social security not true that, from the age of 65 to the
tax. They are getting It as a gift from the age of 72, a person who has Paid all his
younger people who work, who in turn must social security taxes is not permittedhope to be provided for some day by the like citizens not in the same situationnext generation. This, however, has always t
rwaysca
euiybnft
fh
been the practice when improvements have t
rwaysca
euiybnft
fh
been Introduced into social security. It is happens to be blessed with a little income
the only practical way to make aabeginning, beyond and over the limitation fixed by
and the important thing now is that a be- law?
ginning be made.
Mr. RI1BICOFF. That is not based on
PRSDN The FIE.
Teincome. It is based on earnings. We
Time-ofRtESeNato hasexICRe.sektlirazehststntepeet
tm
fteSntrhseprd
ekt
ieaieti
eti
h
rsn
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield 1 bill. There would be a range of allow
additional minute to the Senator from able earnings up to $1,800 a year.
Louisiana.
Mr. HOLLAND. Is it not true that,
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The from the age of 65 to the age of 72, a citi
Senator from Louisiana is recognized for zen who, in all other respects, Is like all
1 additional minute.
other citizens living in the same country,

At long last, the United States seems
about to enact, a really comprehensive
health insurance scheme for the aged.
Among the world's wealthier nations, we are
one of the last to do so. With the passage of
the medicsre bill, a frontal attack will
finally be made upon a grim feature of life
in our fair land-the combination of sickness and want In old age.
The medicare bill voted by the House is
now in the Senate and has the overriding
virtue of being almost all-embracing. Not
only social security beneficiaries, but almost
all other persons over 65 are covered. It
provides. not only hospital and nursing;
home services, but also pays most doctors'
bills. It does the job.
For years, we have been trying to decide
whether needed health insurance for the
elderly could not also be provided privately.
If equally adequate, the private way would
have been more in keeping with Americani
traditions. Commendable progress has been
made by private insurers since the day when
the policyholder, shortly after his 65th
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presibirthday, could count on getting a letter dent, in my judgment, the amendment
from the company thanking him for his has great importance. The amendment
patronage and announcing that the insur- would decide the direction In which the
ance was canceled. But even now coverage medical care program shall be directed.
remains far from universal, often incom- Let us not be misled on this point. What
plete, and generally of least help to those i
eie
o
ihrgr
omdcr
who need It most. Thus, with some sadness,isdcddnwwtreadtmdire
we turn toward the public way of providing will determine what the program will be
health protection for the aged.
like in the future,
DEIEr
There are a great number of people
To say that the bill Is needed is not to say who have always advocated the medicare
that it is perfect. Some of Its provisions are portion of the bill who would like to visit
distinctly bad. There is still time for the upon the United States the English sysSenate to remedy these defects. otherwise, tem of medicine, In which the state pays
we shall have to pay for experience, probably for all medical care.
dearly, and correct our mistakes later.
One serious shortcoming of the bill Is
In my judgment, if we were to pass the
that the benefits of medicare are to be avail- bill as it stands, and these principles
able completely without regard to need, were later to be extended to apply to
Millionaire and pauper are equally entitled the average working man, without reto benefits. To suggest there should be a gard to age, we Would have the Govern-

cannot draw any social security benefits
merely because he has earnings which
are a little over the limitation fixed by
the bill?
Mr. RIBICOFIF. The Senator is partly
correct and partly incorrect. There is a
ldn
cl.I
ol
eedo
h
ldnge-e.Iwoddpndnth
amount of his earned' income. The
citizen would not lose his benefits comn
pletely. If the income were from bonds
or stocks, and he was not working, he
could draw social security benefits no
matter what his income was.
I felt the income limitation was unfair.
The distinguished Senator from Dela
ware felt that this was unfair.
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield

myself 1 additional minute.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The ability of people with large in- Morton
Russell, Ga.
Talmadge
Senator from Connecticut is recognized comes to pay for their own hospital blsMundt
Saltonta
Tohermn
fo diinlmnt.should
be taken into consideration.
Pearson
Simpson.
Williams, Del.
Mr.
RIBICOFF.
Mr.
President,.
I congratulate the Senator.
Prouty
Sparkman
Young, N. Dak.
through amendments to the social secuThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Russell, S.C.
Stennis
rity law. it has been sought to raise the tine of the Senator has expired.
NAYS-51
Moss
Hartke
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield Andersonamount of money that People can earn.
I was pleased to support the distin- 1 minute to the Senator from Oklahoma. Bartlett
Inouye
Muskie
guished Senator from Delaware every
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I sp
Bass
Jackson
Nelson
time he brought up such a measure. port the amendment of the Senator from Babeyeney
N.Y.taPaeuorge
The distinguished Senator from Dela- Nebraska, because it strikes at the basic Brewster
Kuchei
Penl
ware has taken the lead in the Commit- objection to the medicare sections Of Biurdick
Long. Mo.
Proxmire
te teo Fnacet
oca scu
ris
te
il.Byrd.
W.Va.
Magnuson
Randolph
teeonFinnc
t seu-thebil.Cannon
rasethesoia
Mansfield
Ribicoff
rity limit on earnings. I am for raising
This bill, as reported, is regressive in Case
McCarthy
Robertson
the exemption of earnings so that a per-~ that it does niot properly take into ac- Church
MCTntyre
Smathera
Clark
McNamara
Smith
son can receive social security benefits count differing abilities to pay or differ- Dodd
Metcalf
Symington
after the age of 65 regardless of what ing needs for assistance.
Mondale
Tydings
Douglas
he earns. However, this is a different
If we adopt the Curtis amendment, FUlbright
Monroney
Williams, N.J.
Gore
Montoya
Yarborough
principle that we are being asked to in- which will affect only the 20 percent of Gruening
Morse
Young, Ohio
troduce at this time,
those over age 65 who have the highest
NOT VOTING-8
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time incomes, and will require them to be co
of the Senator has expired,
insurers of a greater part of their medical Byrd,
Va.
Hart
McClellan
Carlson
Hayden
McGee
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield costs, we could then accept the principle lDirksen
Hruska
myself 1 additional minute.
advocated by the Senator from ConnectiS MrCRT'amn
etwsrThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- cut [Mr RIBICOFF], and could take the lid
SoctMr.CuTsamn
etwsr
ator from Connecticut is recognized for off the number of days of care allowedjetd
1 additional minute.
for the victim of catastrophic illnesses.
Mr. RIEBICOFF. Mr. President, I move
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, is -it
Mrx. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield that the vote by which the amendment
correct that under the present law, many back the remainder of my time,
was rejected be reconsidered.
people between the ages of 65 and 72,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr President, I yield
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. I
who have paid their social security taxes back the remainder of my time.
move that the motion to reconsider be
up to that time are not permitted to draw
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time laid on the table.
any social security benefits merely be- having been yielded back, the question is
Temto
olyo
h al
a
cause they have earnings which are a on agreeing to the amendment of the agreed to. AMENDMENT NO. 315
little over the limitation set by the law? Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS].
M
OS.M.Peiet
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator is cor- On this question, the yeas and nays have
MrMOS.
r.Peint
rect.
been ordered; and the clerk will call the
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President-Mr. HOLLAND. The Senator states roll.
TePEIIG
OFCR
h
that the amendment of the Senator from
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Senator from Vermont is recognized.
Nebraska is entirely different from the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I call
system of the social security law, not- that the Senator from Michigan [Mr. up my amendment No. 315 and ask that
withstanding the facts which I have HART], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. it be stated.
just cited?
HAYDEN], the Senator from Arkansas
Th
PRSDN
OFC .
e
Mr. RIEBICOFF. That is correct. He is [Mr. MCCLELLAN], and the Senator from amendment will be stated for the infor
seeking to introduce here a different type Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE] are absent on of mation of the Senate.
of deductible based upon income.
ficiall business.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
I further announce that the Senator state the amendment.
time of the Senator has expired,
from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] Is necessarily unMous cROnsent that thesireadng, ofas
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, Iyield absent.un
im scoetththerangf
myself 1 addItional minute.
I further announce that, if present and the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- voting, the Senator from Virginia [Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
ator from Connecticut is recognized for BYRD] would -vote"nay."
objection, it is so ordered; and the
1 additional minute.
On this vote, the Senator from Wyo- amendment will be Printed in the RxcMr. RIBICOFIF. Mr. President, when ming [Mr. McGEE] is paired with the ORD at this point.
we receive benefits under the social Senator from Nebraska (Mr. HRusKcA1.
The amendment (No. 315) offered by
security system, that benefit is not based If present and voting, the Senator from Mr. PROUTY is as follows: Beginning on
upon what our income is.
Wyoming would vote "nay," and the Sen- Page 261, at line 22, strike all through
Mr. President, I shall yield back the ator from Nebraska would vote "yea."1
line 25 on page 263 and insert in lieu
remainder of my time, unless some SenMr. KUCHEL. I announce that the thereof of the following:
ator would like to have whatever time I Senator from Kansas [Mr. CsARLsoN] and MINIMUM BENEFITS FOE CERTAIN iNDvIDUALS
have remaining,
the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRxsmEN
WHO HAVE ATrAINED AGE SEVENTY
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President, are necessarily absent.
Entitlement
will the Senator yield me 1 minute?
The Senator from Nebraska [Mdr.
SEC. 309. (a) (1) Section 202 of the Social
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield HRussu] is absent on official businss
Security Act is amended by adding at the
ms.
end thereof the following new subsection:
1 minute to the Senator from Iowa.
On this vote, the Senator from Ne"eei
amnst
esn
o
tews
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The braska [Mr. HaRVSsA] Is paired withtheenitiPyetle UndPersThis ectiOnhrw
Senator from Iowa is recognized for 1 Senator from Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE]. if
minute.
present and voting, the Senator from
"(v (1) Every individual who-
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President, Nebraska would vote "yea," and the Sen"(A) has attained age seventy,
I congratulate the Senator from Ne- ator from Wyoming would vote "nay.
"(B) is not and would not, upon filing
braska for his amendment, The amendThreutwsan
ncdys41
application therefor, be entitled to any
ment seems to me to be one of the most
Terstwa
4,monthly benefits under any other subsection
nocdya
equitable yardsticks by which we can nays 51, as follows:
of this section for the month in which he
measure the merit or demerit of the
[No, 168 Leg.]
attains such age or. if later, the month !n
proposition as to who should receive
YEAS-41
which he files application under this subsec
medical aid. The amendment is a fair Aiken
Eastland
Holland
tion,
an qial
mnmn.Allott
Ellender
Jordan, N.C.
' (C) Is a resident of the United States,
upporte
sne
thenamendmntI teBennett
Ervin
Jordan, Idaho
"(D) (I) is a citizen of the United States,
I shall supr
h
mnmn
nteBoggs
Fannin
Kennedy, Mass,
and has resided in the United states contin
development of this most defensible pro- Cooper
Fong
Lausche
viinwihIhp
il ewitnIt
otton
Harris
Long. La
uously for not less than eighteen Months
the bill.

visonwhih
hoe

illbewrite

ino

uris
Dominick

Hickenlooper
Hill

McGovern
Miller

before the month in which he files applica
tion for benefits under this subsection, or
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(ii) has resided in the United States contin(C) subsection (f) (4) (A),
uously for the ten-year period preceding the
(D) Subsection (g) (4) (A), and
month in which he files application for bene(E) the first sentence of Subsection (i)
fits under this subsection, and
(1).-TePEIIGOFIE.I
"(E) has filed application for benefits unm(3) Section 202(h) (4) (A) o suc Ac I
der this subsection,
amended by striking out "or (g) I and Inshall be entitled to a benefit under this sub- sering in 11ie1 thereof " (g), or (v) ".
section for each month, beginning with the
(4) Section 202(k) (2) (B) of such Act Is
first month in which he becomes so entitled amended by striking out "preceding",
to such benefits and ending with the month
Reimbursement of Trust Fund
preceding the month in which he dies. Such
(b) (1) With respect to every individual
Individual's benefit for each month shall who becomes entitled to a benefit under title
be equal to the first figure in column IV of 11 of the Social Security Act by reason of
the table In section 215(a).
the amendments made by subsection (a), the
"(2) (A) IfSecretary of the Treasury shall transfer to
"(I) any individual is entitled to a benefit the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
for any month under this subsection, and Trust Fund, from the general'fund of the
"(ii) it is determined that a periodic bene- Treasury, an amount equal to the sum of-*
fit or benefits are payable for such month to
(A) .mhe total amount of employee and
such individual under a pension or retire- employer taxes that would have been paid unment system established by any agency of der the provisions of sections 3101 and 31 11 of
the United States or political subdivision the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or the
thereof (or any Instrumentality of the corresponding provisions of prior law) if
Untd r tte oitcl udiiio
rsuch individual had been paid wages (as
subdivisions thereof which is Wholly owned defined In section 209 of the Social Security
thereby),
Act) equal to the first figure in column III
then the benefit referred to in clause (1) of the table In section 215(a) In each month
shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an of the period beginning with January 1951
amount equal to such periodic benefit or (or January of the year after the year in
benefits for such month
which he attained age 31, if that is later)
"(B) If any periodic benefit referred to in and ending with December of the year in
paragraph (A) (ii) is determined to be pay- which he attained age 69 (or, If later, Deable on other than a monthly basis (exclud- cember 1962): and
tag a benefit payable In a lump sum unless
(B) Interest, compounded at 3 percent
It Is a commutation of. or a substitute for, per annum, on the total amount determined
periodic payments), the reduction of such under the subparagraph (A), for each year
individual's benefit under this paragraph in the period referred to In such subparashall be made

at, such time or times and in

the Senator from Vermont yield without
losing his right to the floor?
Mr. PROU`IY. Mr. President, I .a'
as the Secretary deems necessa~ry to carry out glad to yield to the Senator from Monhis functions under this paragraph. For tans under those conditions.
purposes of this subparagraph, the tem
'agency of the United States' includes any
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
instrumentality of the United States which thank the Senator from Vermont, I
is wholly owned by the United States.
should like to have the attention of the
"(3) Benefits shall not be paid under this Senate. I have tried to touch on as
subsection1many bases as possible and would like to
"(A) to an alien for any month during propound a unanimous-consent request,
any part of which he was outside the UnitedoteSnarsworeobeecgid
quest of the Secretary) certify to hi with
respect to any individual such information

to any individual for aniy month

OH1)ER
FOR A RECESS UNTIL TOMORROW AT 10 A.M.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
during all of which he was an ninmate of a ask unanimous consent that when the
public Institution; or
Senate concludes its business today, it
"(C) to any Individual who is a member recess to meet at 10 O'clock tomorrow
or employee of an organization required to
register under an order of the Subversive morning,
Activities Control Board as a CommunistThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Withaction organization, a Communist-front or- out objection, it is so ordered.
ganization, or a Communist-infiltrated or-

ganization under the Internaa Security Act

nwi

h

hmeta

hytk

good look at my amendment. I have
been informed that some Senators were
not aware of what was in my last amend
ment and were delayed coming into the
Chamber and were therefore unable to
be on the floor when I explained it.
My amendment No. 315 merely seeks to
baktit
h oilscrt
rga
tho e nt h oia euit
rga
thse persons who are 70 years of age
or older who are not now covered by
that program, so that they will receive
minimum benefIts. I merely invite the
attention of Senators to that point.
Mr. MVANSFIELD. I see no reason
why anyone would need to read the Sen
ator's amendment now, because It has

just been explained to them,

Mr. MANSFIELD. The leadership
had the speech of the Senator from Loui
siana in mind. We recall the statement
made by the Senator from Louisiana a
short time ago. The Senator can rest
assured that he will have all the time
needed, even if it means extending time
under the bill.
NDR IthnteSnao
MrELE
ER IthnteSnao
from Montana.
Mr. AL~LOTT. Mr. President, reserv
bing the right to object-and I must ob
ject, unless certain situations are metI have some remarks on the bill which
I wish to make. I do not know the
status of the list which is at the desk.
If I am next in order to be recognized,
so that I can make my remarks at this
time, I shall not object. If there are
te.eaoswoaet
ercgie
ahead of me, then I shall be forced to

rsdn,~wihwl

object. I make that Inquiry of the Sen
ator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. If the Senate will
forbear with me and be tolerant, I
should like to suggest that the distin
guished Senator from Colorado [Mr.
ALLOTT] be recognized at this time. I
understand that he has some remarks
aeapoiaey1
il

1 hour time limitation on each amaendment, except the Curtis amendment and
motion to recomimit, on which there wiUl
be 2 hours, the time to be equally divided
between the proponents of the amend-

utes.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, reserv
ing the right to object-Mr. MANSFIE]LD. I do not make this
as a request. I merely make it as a
suggestion.

UNAN3IMOUS-CONsENT

M.MNFED

AGREEMENT

r

of 1950, as amended."MrMASIL.M.PeietIwhcwiltkapoxmey
(2) The following provisions of section ask unanimous consent that there be a

202 of such Act are each amended by strlking out "or (h)"1 and Inserting in lieu thereof
'(h), or (v) '":
(A) subsection (d) (6) (A),
(B) subsection (e) (4) (A).

hr

hsRSDIGOFCR.Ihr
objection?
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, reserv
ing the right to object-and I shall not
obJect-do I correctly understand that
my amendment will be the pending busi
ness tomorrow morning?
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. PROUTY. I should like to sug
gest, inasmuch as many Senators are
nwi h
hmeta
hytk

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. PresidentTh PRSDN
OFIE.We
dosThe PRSentoDIN hOthCeRunnmous
(2) The transfer of funds from the gen- consentereqesatowihteuamus
eral fund of the Treasury to the Federalcosnreut
to go into effect?
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust p.nd
Mr. MANSFIELD. Immediately after
with respect to any individual pursuant to the prayer.
paragraph (1) shall be made not later than
Mr. ALLOTr. Mr. President, reserv
the end of the calendar quarter following ing the right to objectthe calendar quarter in which such individual
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, re
becomes entitled to benefits under title U1 serving the right to object, I gave notice
of the Social Security Act by reason of the this afternoon that I should like to ad
amendments made by subsection (a).
desteSnt
oaa
d

tom of periodic benefits, shall (at the re-

"(B1)

ments and the Senator In charge of the
bill; and that there be 2 hours on the
bill itself.

graph,

such amounts as the Secretary finds approximates, as nearly as practicable, the reduction prescribed In subparagraph (A).
"(C) In order to assure that the purposes
of this subsection will be carried out, the
Secretary may. as a condition to certification
for payment of any monthly benefit to an
individual under this subsection (if it appears to the Secretary that such individual
may be eligible for a periodic benefit which
would give rise to a reduction under thisEfetvdaerssheSnetoynd
paragraph), require adequate assurance of
rfciedt
reimbursement of the Federal Old-Age and
(c) The amendments made by subsection
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund in case (a) shall apply only in the case of monthly
periodic benefits, with respect to which such benefits under title II of the Social Security
a reduction should be made, become payable Act for months beginning on or after the
to such individual and such reduction is thirtieth day after the date of the enactnot made.
ment of this Act based on applications filed
"(D) Any agency of the United States on or after July 1, 1965.
which Is authorized by any law of the United
Mr. MANSFIELD, Mr. President, winl
States to pay periodic benefits, or has a sys-MrEL

States;e
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Is there objection to the unanimousMr: KUCHEL. I understand. Mr.
Pre~ldent, I have no objection except for consent request of the Senator from
the fact that I also have an amendment Montana? The Chair hears none, and it
isso rdeed.beginning
belevetha
whic isnotconrovrsil.
isso rdeed.assistance
belevetha
whic isnotconrovrsil.
The unanimous-consent agreement
other Senators also have.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am sure that the was subsequently reduced to Writing, as
Senator from Colorado will be most follows:
UNANTMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
generous.
Ordered, That, effective after the prayer
Mr. ALLOTTI. I assure the Senator
from Montana that I will be, if I am oFrdyJuy9195duigtefthrrequirements
able to obtain the floor. I have been consideration of the bill (H.R. 66'75), to proprogram for the
svealvide a hospital insurance
waiin
otan t heflorfo
aged under the Social Security Act with a
eea
lorfr
h
bai
hours t
oga.adsuch
hustoday.
n
supplementary health benefits proga
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
expanded program of medical assistance,
the right to object, will the majority an
to increase benefits under the Old-Age, Sur
iaiiyIsrnesseto
leader tell us' at what time he would vios n
expect the first vote tomorrow? I hap- Improve the Federal-State public assistance
pen to have a problem in that regard. programs, and for other purposes, debate o
any amendment (except a.motion to recoinWill it possibly be at 11:30?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I would say ap- mit to be offered by the Senator from Neproximately 11 o'clock-perhaps a little braska [Mr. CUaTLsi which shall be debated
later. It will all depend.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, reserv-
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"'1(b) If the Secretary, upon application
by any State, finds with respect to the
quarter beginning January I or the quarter
April 1, 1966. that the medical
for the aged and the assistance or
aid provided in the form of medical Or
any other type of remedial care under the
plans of such State approved under titles
I, IV, X, XIV. and XVI, taken together.
substantially meet the objectives end
of title XI, then with respect
~epniue ne uhpasdrn
such quarter
'(1) the total of the payment to which
State Is entitled under sections 3(a)
and 1603(a) (other than paragraphs (4)
5
hro)adscin43a,10
n
n scin43a,10
ad()teef
(a), and 1403 (a) (other than paragraphs (3)
ti
owic
an 1(4) thero) ormns
entsion wohich ithis
pay
"(2
ettheduersc
nttle undegraps such rsec ctin(othxerntha
laphs)isthnrespc tortexpgendi
trsuch paragr
form the agedi
tureas asd medcaassistance nte
aei
meeia
ofr
inyte
may elect for such

for 2 hours), motion, or appeal, except a
andconsh
lhur
ton bheeqablly diied
1
mointo
moerqofanly suchde amndmeont
troedouby the

orasl ior assistaner
whichever the State

to any Senator during the consideration of

any other type of
would be included in determining the
amounts of such payments if the State has

quarter and (if it. is the quarter beginning
nmeIint January 1) the succeeding quarter, shall be
n scfro
ormotion andththver Seaor
Fesderale
edetrined bysisanepplicantioaogte
[Mvr. LONGi: Provided, That in the event the
percentages(sdeie
95)
majority leader is in favor of any such mn edical asitnstacfte
ecnae
h
95,isedo
eto
amendment or motion, the time in opposi- I
under each such section, to-
tion thereto shall be controlled by the mi- provided
under ItsX, State
the expenditures
"'(3)approved
some Senator designated
or
leader
nority
XIV,
under titles I, IV,
ut-plans
wll,
in
he
"mob
eicue ndtr
ol
adXI hc
him.
mo"ithwelbu-by
ndtr
eicue
ol
hc
ordered further, That on the question of adXI
The PRESIDING OF`FICER. The Senator is correct. The Senators will please the final passage of the said bill debate mining the amounts of the Federal pay
wich tuhe State has electled pay-r
shall be limited to,2 hours, to be equally suhmectstions
take their seats.
fteSaehseetdpy
etos
divided and controlled, respectively, by the sc
The Senate will be hin order.
clause (1), or
under
The Senator from Ohio is recognized. majority and minority leaders: Provided, menits
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I That the said leaders. or either of them, may. as4 medca assenistance fornter aged orlans,
form ofe mgedical or
should like to have assurance that there from the -tim6_under their control on the ai mdior assistanc nte
will be assigned to me 8 minutes on the passage of the said bill, allot additional timeaiorsitncinhefmofedalr
remedial care, which

ing the right to objectMr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, may
we have some order iri the Senate at
this time, so that Senators who are in
their seats can hear what the majority
leader is saying. We could join the

bill.ayaedetimtoopel.
Mr. MANSFIELD.

The Senator from

Ohio has that assurance.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, may we
have the unanimous consent request restated at this time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous consent
request?
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, reshall
srigtergttobetadI
not object--is this all confined to amendments already printed?
Mr. MANSFIELD. No.
Mr
HLAN.It

applies

to any

anamn

etoinrape.

Mr. KUCHEI. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask that
it. not be stated. I also ask Unanimous
consent that the Pending amendment
offered by the Senator from Vermont be
temporarily laid aside.
The iRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The amendment will be printed in the RECORD at
this Point.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 387. after line 2, insert the fol-

lowing:
"FEDERAL SHARE OF PURLIC ASSISTANCE

elected payment under clause (2);
and such determination shall be made with

out regard to any maximum on the dollar
amounts per recipient which may be counted

udrayo uhscin!1
Mr. KUCHEL. The amendment is
noncontroversial. I understand it will
be accepted by the floor managers of
the bill.
The amendment which I have offered
admRHyI boe-gu
[mr.el
fom Cealiforni
efetv
HYmore
.make
fieve Caimprove and
fetv
aemr
n
lee mrv
the public welfare provisions

of H.R~.

w
twudd
67.Esnily
EXPENDITURES
amendments which may be offered?
"SEc. 412. Title XI of- the Social Security things. During the period that Con
Mr. 'MANSFIELD. The Senator is
Act is amended by adding at the end- there- gress has been considering this bill, leg
correct.'
Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator of (after section 1117, added by section 405 islatures in most of the States have met.
Many of these have now gone home or
of this Act), the following new section:
for his information,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I should "'ALTERNATIVE FEDERAL PAYMENT WiTH RESPECT have reached a stage Where it is im
practical for them to pass legislation
TO PUBLIC ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES
like to ask that the unanimous consent
"'SEC. 1118. (a) In the case of any State permitting States to avail themselves of
request be restated for the information
which has in effect a plan approved under the many improvements contained in
of the Senate.
Mr. MANSFIELD. One hour on each title XI for any calendar quarter, the total H.R. 6675. I am particularly concerned
amendment to be equally divided. Two of the payments to which such State is about the new medical assistance pro
hours on the Senator's amendment and entitled for such quarter, and[-for each suc- gram which is authorized. This repre
his motion to recommilit, and more time if ceeding quarter in the same fiscal year sents a major change in public assistance
(which for purposes of this section.- means Programs and will undoubtedly require
needed.
legislation in many States, probably in
ihJn
uresedn
Mr. CURTIS. I thank the Senator te4clna
evrsmefthe
30), under paragraphs (1) and (2) of sec-cuigmow.H
iformaion.
ontan
from forthe
ctuding my own.ertHowelever oe ofa these
and
1403(a),
1003(a),
403(a).
3(a),
tions
,
rmatioen.
the.inf
from MontanaUfor
Mr Presdent,1603(a) shall, at the option of the State,StesIunrtadblivththy
Mr. YABOROUH.
be determined by application of the Fed- could fully meet the objectives and re
will the Senator from Montana yield?
eral medical assistance percentage (as de- quirements of the new title by expansion
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. May it be fined in section 1905), instead of the per- of their existing programs. Insofar as
agreed that the Subcommittee on Postal centages provided under each such section, this is possible, it is only reasonable to
to the expenditures under its State plans give such States the advantage of the
Affairs may meet tomorrow?
athn frmdil
I. IV, X, XIV, andmoefvrbe
we have approved under titles
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes. May requet?
frmdil
athn
deter-moefvrbe
XVI, which would be included in
a ruling from the Chair on that
met9
ining the amounts of the Federal payments care expenditures that is available under
the new title. If a State can meet
nildudrsc
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there towihscIttns
objection to the request of the Senator sections, but without regard to any maxi- the objectives of the legislation, we cer
from Texas? The Chair hears none, and mum on the dollar amounts per recipient tainly should give it a reasonable period
which may be counted under such sections. of time in which to get its own legisla
it is ordered,
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-tion adjusted. my amendment would.
accordingly, provide that until July 1,
1966, any State that could substantially
meet the objectives and requirements of
title XIX through its existing programs
taken together could receive the more
favorable matching provided under that
title.
Second, in title X= we have provided
a simplified formula for participation in
medical expenditures of State welfare
agencies. In contrast to the very coinplex formulas that govern payments
under the other public assistance titles
and which vary from one program to
another, we provided in title =I for
Federal participation in total expenditures at a rate of 50 percent for States
with per capita incomes significantly
above the national average and at somewhat higher rates for the lower income-

States. I believe that we should make

this same offer for States with respect
to their money payments so that all as
sistance and medical care would have
Federal participation on a uniform basis,
The use. of this method of computing
Federal participation would be wholly
optional with States. I am advised that
it would not be advantageous at this
time for most States to- use it since the
existing formulas in most instancesprovide greater reimbursement. The estimated potential cost of this change is
under $5 million a year and it Is exPected that in the near future the cost
would be negligible.
I believe that both provisions of the
amendment have substantial merit.
Mr. President, this matter was orig
inally called to my attention by my col
league from California in the other body,

Representative

PHILLip BUaRTON.

I have

discussed it with members of our State
legislature in California. I have dis
cussed it with respresentatives of our
State administration and our county su
pervisors in California. I appreciate
their advice.
The amendment has been written by
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. I have discussed the sub
ject with my able friends, the Senator
from Louisiana and the Senator from
New Mexico, and other Senators.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, we have studied the amendment.
It is the kind of amendment that we
agreed in committee we would accept on
the floor if it were necessary to perfect
the bill to meet some of the hundreds of
Problems that are raised by Senators
with regard to their individual State
Problems.
I believe the amendment should be a
part of the bill. The subject poses a real
problem, which was not considered in
committee. The bill is such a complex
bill, involving so many factors, that it
will Probably be Years before we shall
be able to take care of all the loose ends.
This is one that we should take care of
now. I hope the amendment will be
agreed to.
Mr. ANDERSON. We have checked
the amendment very carefully. It is the
kind of amendment that we decided we
could and should take without damage
to the bill.

-
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Mr. KUCHEIL., Mr. President, I ask
consent that a telegram to me from Paul
D. Ward, administrator of the Health
and Welfare Agency of the State of Cali
fornia be included at this paint in my
remarks.
There being no objection, the tele
gram was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
SAcEmF.NTo, CA~i.,

July 8,1965.
Senator THOMAS KUCHEL,
Washington, D.C.:
Our analyst Indicates the proposed section
1118(a)
be extremely
helpful
to the
State of would
California.
We would
appreciate
It', being -amended into H.R. 6675. The
proposed section 1118(b) would under cer
tain circumstances be helpful. However, it
would not obviate the need for additional
State legislation since State statutory limita
tion on expenditures for these programs

would still prevail.

Administrator,Health a

PALDWR,

d. WelaeAgeDy

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Call
fornia.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KUCHELI. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which. the
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SUVATHERS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to table was agreed to.
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________urgently

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hospital insurance program for the aged
under the Social Security Act with a supplementary health benefits program and
an expanded Program of medical assistance, to increase benefits under the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance
system, to Improve the Federal-State
public assistance programs, and for other
purposes.

-
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BATON RO'UGH, LA.,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I send
July 2, 1965.
an amendment to the desk and ask that Hon. ASRAHAM A. RISICOFF,
It be considered. I also ask unanimousU..SntrSeaeOfcBuligWsh
a
i15.Sntato, Senate Ofic Bulig
consent that the pending amendment ofThis department endorses your amendment
fered by the- Senator from Vermont be
No. 198 to H.R. 6675. Current requirement
temporarily laid aside.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- of categorical tie-in would be more difficult
out objection, it is so ordered. The and expensive to administer while your
provide more adequately
amendment
amendment will be-stated.
Indigent.
for medicallywould
GARLAND L. BoNNn',
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
Commissioner of Public Welfare.
unanimous consent that the amendment
be not read, but printed in the RECORD.
TRENTON, N. J.,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. WithJuy6195
Hon. ABRAHAM A. RiniconF,
out objection, it is so ordered.
State of Connecticut Senator, Capitol Build
The amendment is as follows:
ing Office, Washington, D.C.:
on page 179. line 12, after the word "who"
New Jersey appreciates your Interest In the
strike out the remaining words down
through and including the word "and" on amendment to medicare that would permit
extend assistance to all medically
line 13 and delete the closing parenthesis States to under
the new title XIX. Be as
indigent
on line 14.
srd of my support.
RICHARD J. HIUGHEs,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, this sr
Governor of New Jersey.
bill provides great improvements in existing medical assistance programfs for the
SACRAMENTO, CALIF,
needy. However, it omits from the beneJuly 2, 1965.
fits it provides, millions of those who
live in poverty--especially needy chil- Hon. ABRAHAM A. Riaicon',
dren. There are 5 million such children U.S. Senator, Senate Office Building, Wash
ington, D.C.:
living in true poverty who cannot beahr Under
H.R. 6675, California wants to be
aided under this bill because their faterable to extend medical care to as many as
is living and is employed no matter how possible of our State's low income, medically
Indigent families. Present restrictions in
low his wages may be.
my amendment would solve this prob- the bill which tie eligibility to other cats
lem. it would broaden the definition of gorical aids will limit our ability to provide
desirable scope. For that reason,
medical assistance for which Federal care of the favor
your proposed amendment
woul
be vailbleI strongly
financial participation wol eaalbewhich would drop the linkage provision and
under title XIX of the Social Securlty urge your colleagues to support you in this
Act. Under the amendment States that endeavor.
EDmuND G. BROWN, Governor.
wished to provide medical assistance to
all needy children under 21 could do so
STATE OF NEW YOaK,
with the Federal Government sharing in
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE,
the cost-on the same basis as they would
Albany, July 2, 1965.
for such assistance to medically indigent
children, and aged, blind and disabled Hon. JACOB K. JAvITS,
individuals who would otherwise come U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
withn
pulicth ssitanc caegores.
Hon. RoBsRT F. KENNEDY,
withn
pbli teasistncecatgores.
U.S. Senate,
Way
in
no
This amendment would
affect the right of the States to lim~it Washington, D.C.:
Understand Senator, Risricorr will offer
their program to money payment recipients and to persons who would be eli- amendment to H.R. 6675 Medicare bill to
gible for money payments. This pro- extend medical assistance to medically needy
Amendment
vision therefore authorizes the States to people. Urge your support.
needs of
will enable States to meet medical
include all medically needy Vpersons but .poor
and needy. Currently in New York State
cost met solely from State and local funds.
does not require them to do so.
GEORGE K. WYMAN,
The Department of Health, Education,
Commissioner of Social Welfare.
and Welfare has stated that the cost of
the amendment for the fiscal year 1966
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I have
will be about $60 million. Mr. President,
I believe that this amendment, which discussed the amendment with the man
would give the States the freedom to act, agers of the bill and other members of
with the promise of Federal palrticipa- the Committee on Finance on this side
tion, to care for their medically needy of the aisle, all of whom have agreed
children under their own programs is to accept the amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
needed, and I request my colleagues to act favorably on this amend- dent, I have discussed the matter with
Members on both sides of the aisle. I
ment.
It is supported by a wide group of State believe we should take the amendment.
officials and social welfare organizations. I hope the House will agree to it. Of all
I ask unanimous consent to insert in the the provisions in the bill that relate to
RECORD communications from the Com- children,-this may be the most meritori
missioner of Public Welfare of the State ous. It was an oversight that this pro
of Louisiana, Mr. Bonin, the Governors vision was not included in the bill when
of New Jersey and California, and the It was originally introduced in the House.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
Commission of Social Welfare of New
President, I hope the Senate will accept
York all in support of this amendment.
There being no objection, the tele- the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
grams and letter were ordered to be
question is on agreeing to the amend
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
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ment offered by the Senator from Con
necticut.
The amendment was agreed to.
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omy will result from insisting on the
retention of -the residence clause.
Personally, it is my deep conviction
that such a requirement runs counter to
our professed humanitarianism. InSOCIAL SECUR.ITY AMENDMENTS OF eluded in the 140,500 to 147,500 figures
1965
are thousands of refugees who came here
at our invitation in order to escape perseThe Senate resumed the consideration cution irf the iron and bamboo curtain
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hos~- countries. To deny such individuals
pital insurance program for the aged what, in effect, amounts to equal protecunder the Social Security Act with a tion under our laws is, in my view, an
supplementary health benefits program inconsistent position,
and an expanded program of medical
Furthermore, these immigrants have
assistance, to increase benefits under the been carefully screened in order to select
old-age, survivors, and disability insur- those who want to contribute to our
ance system, to improve the Federal- Nation's development. They are gainState public assistance programs, and fully employed and are assessed income
for other purposes,
taxes and social security payments like
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I ask any other American. Many, in addition
unanimous consent that the pending to the 5- to 7-percent naturalization figamendment of the Senator from Ver- ure mentioned, will be processing for that
mont be temporarily laid aside, and that status as soon as they can meet certain
the amendment that I now send to the minimum qualifications.
desk be stated.
The damage which can very likely reThe PRESIDING OFFICER. With- sult to our image overseas, as well as in
out objection, it is so ordered. The this country, from this well-meaning but
amendment will be stated.
imprudent requirement will far offset
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 28, any economy that can conceivably result.
line 4, it is proposed to strike out "10
Although I am in no way inferring that
years" and Insert in lieu thereof `6 we should follow the examples set by

months."

Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, H.R.
6675 is undoubtedly one of the greatest
steps Congress will take in the area of
social legislation. It will be a proud moment when I am privileged to cast my
vote in favor of the bill.
However, there is one aspect to the
pending legislation which needs to be
corrected. You will note that in order
to qualify under both the mandatory and
supplementary medical aid programs of
H.R. 6675, the applicant must be at least
65 and must either be a citizen of the
Uniedo analin
tats
lwfuly d-2
Unitted Statpesrmanen alsidenclawfull hadreitted for phermanientaresidentncewouhsl
dresdding the Unitedr Statesdcotinuously
cduing the 10ntyear wimmedfiately preaplcdinthmonthi.hc
efls-i
aplcto.bility.
It is on this 10-year continuous residence requirement that some thought
should be given to possible revision.
Approximately 165,000 of the 2,819,246
permanent resident immigrants who
came to this country between June 30,
1955, and June 30, 1964, or during the
last 10-year period reported by the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
were over age 60, an age bracket which
would be directly affected by the 10-year
continuous residence requirement,
Based on a reasonable statistical estimate arrived at through previous experience, roughly between 5 and 7 Percent of
the 165,000 permanent resident aliens
have been or will become naturalized,
This would still leave between 140,500
and 147,500 of the senior Permanent resident aliens ineligible under the terms of
the- 10-year continuous residence restriction.
Although relatively small as compared
to the total number of citizens who will
be covered, such a figure is very significant'in terms of those who will not be
covered under the current eligibility requirenments. It is, moreover, very questionable whether any meaningful econ-

other countries in the matter of deter-
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the 10-year provision, it seemed to him
that it could work some drastic hardship
on people who are properly citizens and
residents of the United States and en
titled to the medical assistance provided
in the bill. I am glad the Senator raised
the point in relation to the 10-year pro
vision. I think it is a question that we
should study in conference to see
whether a period of 6 months would be
more appropriate or whether some Peri
od between 6 months and 10 years should
be the period of time required for resi
dence. The Senator has a very good ar
gument to support his position. I think
the question should properly be in confi
dence between the Senate and the House.
I am happy to support the amendment.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. INOUYE. I yield.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. I join
in expressing the hope that the Senate
will accept the amendment. By so doing,
it will throw the entire question into
conference, where we can examine it
further and come up with what we hope
will be the proper solution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Hawaii [Mr.
IOY]

mining eligibility requirements for aliens
ThUeIaeden.a
gre
o
in medical care programs, I think it is
interesting to note that in Great Britain,
Mr. ALLOTIT. Mr. President, I shall
even transient visitors who become ni not detain the Senate long, but I do wish
while visiting in that country are eligible. to comment on the present bill.
Furthermore, in Denmark, there is only
We are about to enter into a new era.
a 6 month waiting period for aliens who I do not think that it is a good era, but
plan to assume permanent residence. In then I know that the majority of my col
Sweden, there is an annual November 1- leagues Will disagree with me. With the
registration date for all applicants, in- enactment of the s6-called medicare bill,
cluding aliens who plan to stay in this country shall have adopted a new
Sweden. In *Norway, there is only a philosophy which simply stated is as fol-.
short waiting period'of not more than lows: "In dispensing welfare services,
weeks provided an alien has pre- need is no longer a consideration." I
viously applied for a work permit.
suppose that it can be justified on a basis
It is highly significant to note that in of "equality"--that is, the rich ought to
all of these countries, there is nothing be treated equally with thie poor, and
approaching a 10 year continuous resi-~ therefore they should be entitled to the
dence -requirement for determining eligi- benefits of welfare programs just a's the
As a matter of fact, arrange- poor are. And, by the same token, why
ments have been made between Great should not the poor be taxed to pay for
Britain and the countries of Denmark, the welfare benefits of the rich? It is
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, and more equal that way.
Yugoslavia under which nationals of
Motion is not necessarily progress,
these countries may'receive treatment traveling in reverse may give the rider
under Britain's NHS and British the same sensation of motion, but the
nationals may receive health bene- results may be just the opposite of what
fits under the legislation of the countries he expected. His objective gets further
mentioned.away, instead of closer. I assume that it
I, therefore, respectfully request sup- is still our objective to help our citizens
port of this amendment which I have become self-reliant and independent.
introduced together with Senators CLAI- This program of "Robin Hood in re
BORNE PELL and HniRm FONG which pro- verse" for financing, with its complete
Poses to eliminate the 10 year continuous disregard for need in disbursement, will
residence requirement for all permanent take us further from that objective. If,
resident aliens under both the manda- on the other hand, our objective has
tory and supplementary programs and changed, and it is now our desire to make
to substitute in lien thereof a residence every citizen as dependent as possible on
requirement of 6 months.
his Government for his every need, then
I am pleased to advise the Senate that this program is a giant step in that di
I have conferred with leaders on both rection.
sides of the aisle and with the Senators
Last year it appeared that we would
in charge of the bill, and they concur finally enact the first increase in OASDI
in the amendment,
benefits since January of 1959. But, this
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- needed increase in cash benefits wa's sac
dent, will the Senator yield?
rificed so that medicare could have an
Mr. INOUYE. I yield,
other chance. It has become clear that
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. When the retirees will not receive a long-overdue
Senator from Louisiana originally saw and much-needed Increase in cash bene
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fits unless medicare' is attached to the $100 per month without having his cash
package,
benefits diminished,
We should not overlook the fact that
I applaud the committee's decision to
It is primarily the people who are under liberalize the earnings limitation. I
social security who have been robbed joined in recommending similar action
by the pollcies of this administration,, In the minority views of the report of the
particularly Its financial policies. Do Special Committee on Aging. I ask
not be misled, because It was the ad- unanimous consent that that part of the
ministration that robbed them -of their minority report of the Special Commitopportunity and right to get an increase tee on Aging, dated March 16, 1965, be
in their social security benefits.
printed in the RECORD at this point,
The implicit ultimatum in this situaThere being no objection, the excerpt
tion was, "You either take medicare, or was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
forget about any increases in cash bene- as followj:
fits for the present." I was both disCASDI EAEximXNGLIMITATION
mayed and disappointed by these de~
Another badly needed change In the oldvelopments which denied to our aged age and survivors insurance program relates
a few extra dollars to meet their ever- to present limitations on earnings by a
increasing living expenses. It was cruel beneficiary,
and uncalled for.
The present unpenalized earnings llimitO.
I personally believe it was immoral. tion of $1,200 a year Is totally unrealistic.
It was absolutely and positively unconIt discourages many who would like to
scioabl.
I wascrul ad itwasun-supplement their pension funds with income
scioable
It
as cuel nd i wasun-from part-time work.
called for.
It virtually prohibits gainful full-time
My mall from social security -recipients employment by others, often Including those
overwhelmingly indicates that they are whose incomes are lowest.
far more concerned over receiving a little
The provision that a social security benemore cash to put bread on the table than ficiary will only lose half of his earned in
anything else,
come between $1,200 and $1,700 a year, is
All of us recognize that there is a need awkward
and cumbersome. In
prsactice it only gives lipservice to actual
the concept
for a program that will insure adequate that,the $1.200 limitation is too severe.
medical care to our aged. Many ca
Unquestionably this Social security Act
provide it for themselves and are doing provision should be changed. Whether it
so under private insurance programs, and should merely permit higher unpenalized
some can afford to pay all their medical earnings, or be. completely eliminated should
bills otof their own resources.
be the object of careful study.
I meteeydspone
htthe
One possible way of meeting the older
Senate a few moments ago turned down person's need would be to provide that there
would be no reduction of old-age and surthe amendment of the distinguished vivors Insurance benefits unless earnings
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURITIs]' and benefits "combined" exceeded a specified
which would have provided that those amount (i~e., 83,800 per year).
who can afford to do it shall pay their
We recommend careful study of all such
own medical bills. Some are not finan- possibilities concurrently with our proposed
cially able to make such provisions for review of budgetary reqjuirements of older
their medical needs and must has as- people.
sistance. The Kerr-Mills Act was a PosCongressional action to accomplish these
tiestptoad ilngtatvid
echanges to provide higher benefits And
tiv
stp tow
pportulngtya
toidobtai
greater flexibility under title II of the Social
had an excellent opruiytobin
Security Act will vastly strengthen the indeexperience in this field, but the program pendent economic position of older Ameriwas scuttled by its administrators be- cans.
fore it had a chance to go into operation.
By better meeting the primary need for in
Even the most carefully drawn program come, such amendments would substantially
cannot stand up against deliberate ef- reduce the necessity for special programs
fots3fsaotgeb te
eolewh aedirected at specific needs. They would help
authorized and obligated by law to ad- rhestricto pexpasionsofs
Feea5 cnrlsoe
minister it.
Ithlivstof persognsze
p
hast evn5. ese
That is exactly what the officials in cial problems wilreognifed thatvnythnd apethis administration have done,
require different -approaches by Government.
Criticism was raised against the
One of these is the problem of income for
"means test." It was* said to be too those who are not recipients of old-age and
strnget. he osiionof the admin- survivors benefits. Many of these people
stiget
hepsiinrely
on the old-age assistance programs of
istrator was that "means tests" were the several States under title I of the Social
inherently bad and should be eliminated Security Act.
entirely.
There is evidence that some of these proDuring the hearings on this measure, grams are inadequate to the needs of the
Secretary Celebrezze made this point
several times. On page 135 of the Senlate hearings the Secretary said:
We do not advocate, we do not subscribe
to, any program which must meet a needs
test.old-age
In the same colloquy with Senator
CURTIS, Secretary Celebrezze also indicated that he opposed an income test.

This is indeed unfortunate, and I think
a bit inconsistent since the Social Security Program has had an income test
in it since its inception. Under present
law, an aged recipient can only earn
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public assistance clients now on their rolls,
Prudence would suggest a careful review of
this part of the Social Security Act to the
end that the needs of people served by it
are. adequately and reasonably met. There
should be consideration also of extending
and survivors insurance benefits under social security to parsons age '72 and over
who are not now covered,
inAt the same time that chahnges are made
insocial security to improve income of older
poliismtipranththeaidycussed

growing private pension programs be given
every possible encouragement.
While future actions toward further stimulation of private pensions may not address

themselves to the needs of those now retired,
they can significantly affect the income sit

uation of those who will retire in the future.
Mr. ALLOTI'. Too long we have leg
islatively imp6sed poverty on aged per
sons capable of earning enough to lift
themselves out of their predicament if
they were only given the chance to earn
more.
The greatest need of our aged is in
creased income. Increased income will
solve most of the financial problems of
the aged. The retiree counted upon a
certain level of income in purchasing
power over the years, but unfortunately
that-purchasing power has not material
ized. It has not materialized because our
"Alice in Wonderland" fiscal policies
have eroded the value of his benefit dol
lars to such a point that inflation has
aehmavci

fpvry

ei

madges him vaviti ofliapoverty. Wee in
Congre csshaeaneft obiateinctoasee tom
i htcs
eeisaeicesdcm
mensurate with the loss of purchasing
power to the dollar as a result of infla
tion. Since it has been,- Government
spending, debt, and monetary policies
that have robbed the retiree of his re
tiremient income, Congress must see to
it that what has been taken from him by
irresponsible fiscal Policies is returned
in increased benefits.
Every time there is a wage increase
that is reflected in increased prices, and
eeytm hr sapieices
e
gardless of its cause, it takes money out
oftepce
fte
eie.Wt
h
social security retired,
Congress has the
power to make amends. But with the
retiree on a private pension plan, Con
gress can do nothing to make amends.
The only thing that Congress can do for
the latter is to take strict control of fiscal
policies and stop the spiral of inflation.
There has been little inclination on
the part of Congress in recent years to
lean toward more strict fiscal policies.
It has neither been popular nor politi
cally expedient to exercise reasonable re
straint in our spending policies. Of
course, the last two administrations have
gone down the road in the opposite direc
tion as fast as they could.
Deficit spending has become a way of
life in Washington. The philosophy has
been "buy now, and let the next genera
tion pay for it." I am concerned as to
how much of the cost of the medicare
program is being loaded onto the next
generation; in other words, what is the
medicare program going to cost the next
generation. During the 1962 debate on
the then-conceived spedicare proposal,
some rather interesting tables prepared
'by Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary of
the Social Security Administration, were
inserted in the RECORD by the Senator
from Iowa [Mr. MILLER]. These tables
disclose the amount of the deficit that
is being passed onto the next generation
under the OASDI program. Realizing
that the present medicare proposal has
icroae

ni

aycags

scm

inoporatediin
meanyr changbesg
h ith
esr
hnbigds asco
and, that any change in benefits
would affect the actuarial balance, I
wrote Mr. Myers requesting him to up
date this information, as I believe such
information to be very germane to our
prdwt
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consideration of this measure, even
though, apparently, the majority on the
other side of the aisle did not think it
should be considered. Mr. Myers re-

-
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and I cannot agree with your position that
a determination of how much of the burden
of H.R. 6875 is being loaded onto the next
Washington, D.C., May 28, 1965.
generation is a "relatively artificial" concept.
sponded and advised me that he was un
Hon. GORDON ArLLorTr
The "relative artificiality" of a concept de
abet opywtyrqetbcue
U.S. Senate,
pends upon the vantage point of the ob
ofl tote heavy wirkload impoestedaupon Washington, D.C.
server, and to the young entrant who will be
his stfOytherev penodin leimpslaton He ~DEAR SENATOR ALnoT: This is in response paying in his hard-earned dollars for the
his
he tafendng
by lgisatio. H toyour letter of May 27 requesting an up- next 45 years or so, such a concept is far
aiso stated that they had not updated dating of the information on the so-called from artificial.
this information because "they would be "unfuinded accrued liability" of the old-age,
Your statement that "It can reasonably be
relatively unchanged over those pub- survivors, and disability Insurance program presumed that under Government auspices
lished as of January 1, 1962, since the comparable with what was shown in the such a system will continue Indefinite
Program has not been significantly CONGRESSIONAL RxEcoRD for July 11, 1962 (p. ly * * ~"negates the argument I have
adsgetdtath 192 13285).muhrgetoifmyutatw
heard in some quarters to the effect that
amended," adsgetdtath192
I very mcreetoinrmyuhawe"Let's
try the medicare program, if It doesn't
figures would be relatively valid,
have not subsequently. updated this infor- work we can always repeal it." You cor
I think it is this kind of actuarial work mation because it would Involve a great rectly point out that once this program has
that has Put social security in the finan- amount of technical work, and our actuarial commenced, It can never be stopped. A
cial Position it is in today.
staff is too limited to undertake this assign- logical extension of that statement would
It i odificlt
udersand invie ofment In view of the relatively artificial na- be that if this program is a Mistake we are
It 8tounertan,
l~hul
n vewofture of this concept and in view of the other stuck with it forever. It therefore behooves
the type of bill reported, how any load heavy workloads imposed upon us by pend- us to make the most careful and critical
arising from this legislation could have ing legislation. Moreover, even if this were scrutinisation of the program before it is
been imposed on any actuary anywhere given the prime order of precedence, it irrevocably enacted into law.
in the Government.
would be impossible to perform the vast
I have seen tabulations indicating that a
amount of calculations necessary within new entrant would contribute in excess of
I suppose in the actuarial sense he such a short period as the few
weeks remain- $80,000 to the social security fund, includoperates as he did on this bill: he as- ing before the upcoming debate on H.R. Ing interest at 4 percent. This, of course,
su~mes that relatively good is good 6675. I hasten to point out, however, that is based upon the assumption taht the new
enough.
-another important reason why we have not entrant pays the maximum annually, and
I have my doubts about this as it is updated these figures Is because they would of course that his employer pays an equal
my understanding that there have been be relatively unchanged over those published amount. It would appear safe to assume
some rather significant changes inth
as of January 1, 1962, since the program has that the average new entrant would pay the
not been significantly amended.
maximum amount since according to the
medicare Proposal, However, since Mr.
The concept of actuarial soundness as it 1964 Department of Commerce Statistical
Myers is unable to furnish me with up- applies to the old-age, survivors, and dis- Abstract the average faminly income in cur
to-date information, My only recourse ability insurance system differs considerably rent dollars in 1962 was $7,262.
is to rely upon 1962 data.
from this concept as it applies to private
The maximum taxable income is presently
Mr. President, in fairness to Mr. My- insurance although there are certain points $4,800 and would increase to $5,600 in 1966
ers, I ask unanimous consentta
u
of similarity, especially as concerns private and to $6,600 in 1971. It would seem to
enieecag fcrepndence, con- pension plans. In a private insurance pro- me that 'What the contributions of a young
entre
xcang ofcorelativene c
gram, the insurance company or other ad- entrant will purchase in the way of insur
sisting of four letters, rltv
oti
ministering institution must have sufficient ance for himself and his family as compared
Matter be printed in the RECORD in full, funds on hand so that if operations are to his total contributions including interso that his position, such as it is, may, terminated the plan will be in a position to eat is a matter of vital Interest and not to
be fully disclosed,
pay Off all the accrued liabilities,
be dismissed as being a "relatively artificial
There being no objection, the ltes
This, however,
Is not social
a necessary
basis sys-coep.
for
ocp.
e etesanational
compulsory
insurance
were ordered to be printed in the RECtem. It can reasonably be presumed that
Cailing a program "insurance" does not
ORD, as follows:
under Government auspices such a system make it an insurance program, particulariy
MAY 27, 1965.
will continue Indefinitely into the future,
when you continue to apply welfare criteria.
Mr. RGOBERT
J. MYERS,
The test of financial soundness, then, is In your letter you say "The test of financial
Chief Actuary,
not a question of there being sufficient funds soundness, then, is not a question of there
Social Security Administration,
On hand to Pay Off all accrued liabilities. being Sufficient' funds on hand to pay off
Washington, D.C.
Rather, the test is whether the expected all the accrued liabilities, Rtather, the test
DARa MAf.MvRss: Some rather interesting future income from tax contributions and is whether the expected future income from
and very important statistical data relative from interest on invested assets will be suf
tax Contributions and from interest on into the social security programa were developed ficient to meet anticipated expenditures for Vested assets will be sufficient to meet antic
by you in 1962 and appears in the July 11, benefits and administrative costs. Thus, the ipated expenditures for benefits and ad1962 CONGRESSbONrAL REcORD on page 13280. Concept of "Unfunded accrued liability"-does
m-inistrative costs." This Is the same test
These tables should be updated since the not by any means have the significance for that is applied to other welfare programs
information contained therein Is highiy per- a social insurance system as it does for a financed through earmarked revenues from
tinent to the upcoming debate on H.R. 6675, Plan established 'under private insurance special tax sources such as Colorado's old
amendments to the Social Security Act. 'I Principles, and it is quite proper to count age pension and health and medical care
Would appreciate it if you would have some- both on receiving contributions from new program. The only difference is that the
one, in your office update this information entrants to the system In the future and on source of revenue in this case is a non
for the following tables as shown on page paying benefits to this group. These addi- deductible payroll tax on the employee plus
13280 of the CONGRESSIONAL UxEcoRD for July tional assets and iabulitles must be consid- a deductible payroll tax on the part of the
11, 1962:
ered in order to determine whether the employer.
"Present value of taxable payrolls."
system is in actuarial balance.
If medicare is a welfare programn then
"Present value of benefits and administraI am, indeed, sorry that I cannot comply the concept of unfunded accrued liabilities
tive expenses."
with your request, but I hope that you can wudb
oehtatfca
n h ee
"Present value of scheduled contributions."' understand the reasons therefor. As I indi- wudb oehtatfca
n h ee
"Existing fund."
cated previously, not only is there the work- of contribution would be less relevant be
"Actuarial balance."
load matter, but also the figures resulting cause it would have no bearing Upon the
"Surplus or deficit."
would be of about the same order of magni- expected returned benefits. But, as a wel
"Number of present members."
tude as those previously published,
fare program, medicare flies in the face of
"Deficit for present members."
Sincerely yours,
the most basic welfare concept, and that
"Per capita deficit for present members."
ROBExrT J. MYERSs, F.S.A.,
Is that It be based upon need. H.R. 6675
"Current taxable payroll."
Chief Actuary,
grants aid to the wealthy and the poor
"Deficit as percentage of current taxable
alike.
Iaywould prcaehvn
hi nomto
he Act uaErTJMYER
SINK 7, 1965.
It Is Indeed unfortunate that other Work
payroull.
MrprciaeahvinrthJ.inormtEoSC
load will require us to rely upon figures
asso spsil.Social
,Security Administration,
more than 3 years old..
Sincerely yours,
Washington,D.C.
Sincerely yours,
GORDONr ALnon,
DEAR Ma. MnaRS: I was somewhat surprised
GORDON ALLO'rr,
U.S. Senator.
by your response to MY letter of May 27, 1985,
U.S. Senator,
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cuaIry ADMINISTRATION,
Washington,D.C,. une 8,1965.

Hon. aORDON

ALLOTr,

U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ALLoTT: This Is in response
to your letter of June '7, commenting on my
letter of May 28, which dealt with your In-~
quiry of May 27 about the so-called unfunded
accrued liability of the OASDI program,
Let me say first that I believe as strongly

SENATE

$4,800 or more in covered employment, and
even of those who worked in allr4 quarters
of the year, less than 40 percent were in this

volved. I hope that I need hardly say that
over the years I have always attempted to
make -the best possible cost estimates for
any proposed changes to the social security
program regardless of the administration's

position on the desirability of the changes
proposed or, for that matter, regardless of

from our Quarterly Summary of Earnings,
Employment, and Benefit Data for Septem-'
ber 1964).
The statement that I made as to the test
of financial soundiness of a social insurance
system does not mean that any other program that meets such a test of financial
soundness Is also social insurance.

In otherat

sistance program could meet this test of
financial soundness it there are definitely
earmarked revenues from special tax sources
that, over the long-range future, would support the estimated expenditures. I think
that this Is only a theoretical point, however,
because I have never seen any long-range
cost analysis of a public assistance program

on this basis.

my personal views thereon.

In line with the latter point, I did not
mean to Imply that any determination of
how much of the costs of H.t. 6675 are being
placed on future generations Is a "relatively

such as the latter having as a condition for
benefit receipt an individual investigation
of income and assets.
Sincerely yours,

the "unfunded accrued liability" concept is
subject to serious misunderstanding, and
the concept itself is essentially an artificial
one. I believe that there are much better

ways of measuring the long-range cost impact of legislative proposals, and these ways
have been followed in the material contained
in the House Report on the bill.

You mention tabulations Indicating that
a new entrant would contribute in excess of
$80,000 to the trust funds under the bill, if
Interest at an annual rate of 4 percent is
Included, if the new entrant is covered for
maximum earnings each year, and if the

ROBRET J. MYERs, F.S.A.,

Chief Actuary.

Mr
LOT
r rsdnacr-PEETVLEO
M.ALT.M.Peiet
cod
ing to these tables, a deficit of $4,679 per
retiree was being passed on to the nextgeneration.
It should be noted that

these tables show the deficit as it developed or was Increased by each of the
liberalizing acts since the 1956 act.

dfcttedsosamre

seiistentinreadseown

ssetices

evr

n
catkegoryd

notesca

PRESENT VALUE OF TAXABLE PAYROLLS

[In billionsj

~i

a.1

neeyctgr.W

dare say it will be enormous.
The
trend is clear, the deficit will continue toI

ion, the employer contribution for each-Noenrts------------
worker should not be considered directly uary 1, 1962. What-will it be on January
assignable to that particular person.
1, 1968-$600 billion?
There Is nothing in the law that so preI repeat, for the sake of emphasis: The
scribes, and this procedure is not followed unfunded accrued liability of the OASDI
program was $321 billion on January 1,
1962.Prsnmmes
I might interpolate and comment on

a.1

a.1

Jan.198 an1958 an1960 an196
1916 salt 1958 act 1960 act 1961 act
-

____

Present members--- $2,876
New entrants----- 6,795

__

$3,038
7,202

$3,204
7,583

$3,279
7,747

__

Total coverage ---
RSN

9,671 10,240 10,787
11,026
EEIT AI ADINIA

AU

FBNFT
N
TIVE EXPENSES
_

Present members.----

DIITA

-__--

$486

-___

$543

New entrants--------- 335

377
920

Total coverage----821

$17

$621

40

431
1,016

991

_____-___-

e-PEETVLEO
Wer-PEETVLEO

can only conjecture as to the level of the
deficit that will result from this measure.

euiyfn

atrs may reflect on these data.
Teebign
ojctnheals
were ordered to be printed in the REC
ORD, as follows:
Balance sheet cost analyses of OASDI system,
1958, 1960, and 1962 intermediate cost esti
mates at 3-percent interest

The-

employer contributions are included (and, in increase. According to Mr. Myers' table,
fact, this figure Is $8,440 for a 45-year period the unfunded accrued liability of the
of coverage beginning in 1966). In my opin-OADprga
wa$31blinoJa-

under the vast majority of private pension
plans. Instead-just as under the OASDI
systemthebeeftoalemployerntibtind Isnooe

aeni

over a period of years, and which Con
gress Is now moving so rapidly to wreck
Completely.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have Mr. Myers' tables printed
at this point in the RECORD, so that Sen

There are, however, many

features that distinguish social insurance
programs from public assistance programs--

artificial" concept, because I believe that the
entire coat analysis Is most important.
Rather, what I was referring to was that

ply the same principle to the people Who

category (see the enclosed copy of table 12haeadinotesclscutyfd

as anybody does that before enacting any. words, this is a necessary condition, but it
new program--or, in fact, before making any Is not a sufficient condition. A public as-

changes In any existing program-we should
make the most careful analysis possible of all
aspects, including particularly the costs In-
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ial expenses, by 1980. That is something
to reflect on. Now it is proposed to ap

CEUE

OTIUIN

CEUE

Nrewentat
me-b-----

OTI

$10

IN

6824

$231
__

Total coverage----757
_

P'resent members

--

ewntns...............

872

936

-__-__

23

23

ACTUARIAL BALANCE, SUPU
DEFICIT
__

1,601
-__

EXISTING FUND
2
2

Total coverage----

$282
__

2

2

22

22

(+)

OR

(
-__.___

__

-$9-28

-31

New entrants_-----+228

forthebeefi
o al eploee, ad ore a similar situation which affects every
of It goes to the high-cost members (such emlyeoToeGvrmetoth
al coverage-----41
as those near retirement age when the pen-emlyeo
th Gvrn nt fte
sion plan began) than to the low-cost United States. Under the Civil Service
NOTF.-Present members are
members.
Retirement Act, the Government is re-. cluding beneficiaries) who have
In private pension plans, it is customary
for the employer to pay relatively larger pen-

+264

+278

-25

-33

-31

+288
-33

all living persons (In
earnings credits, as of

quired to contribute to the civil service the given date. New entrants include those participat.
retirement fund an amout equal to that Ing in the system at any time after thle given date wilo
Slon
tothoe ner rtirmentwhe
noearnings credits before that date.
sostthsnerrtrmnwhnthe which the Government employees con- ba
Per capita deficit for present members, 1958,
system begins (by granting prior service tribute. According to the testimony
1960, and 1962 intermediate cost estimates
credit). Accordingly, such employees wi
given to the Subeommittee on Independat 3-percent interest
contribute, and thus "'Purchase," relativelyenOfcsAprritosfth
Ci
small proportions of their pensions. On theenOfieAprpitosfthCm-UMEOFPSNTEBR'
other hand, for younger workers, the em- mnittee on Appropriations, that figureNUBROPtENT
EMES
ployer may pay for only a relatively small was $37.4 billion at the end of June 30,
[I mlilliolL]
part of the pension, with most of it coming 1964. The figure as of June 30, 1965, is
Jan. 1, Jan. 1, Jan. 1, Jan. 1,
from the employee's own contributions ac$39.9 billion.
Item
1918,
1918,
1960,
1962,
cumulated over the many years at interest.
We shall have an opportunity early
195_at__5_at____ac___Iac
I do not believe that It is correct to pre- next week to correct a part of this. Then _____

sume that all new entrants have earnings we shall see where Senators stand.
Active workers ---66.7
18.7
18. 4
259.0
at the maximum taxable amount.

The fact

that the average family income in current
dollars In 1962 was $7,262 Is not meaningful,
because many families have more than one

worker and because many of the families
have Income from sources other than earnings covered under the program. Furthermore, even if the average annual earnings
of covered individuals were as high as *7.262,

there would be many individuals well below
the average, since there would likewise be
many Individuals above the average, As a
matter of fact, in 1963 only 31 percent of all
wage and salary workers had earnings of

But In order that there may be no

mistake about the Civil Service Retirement Fund-I am speaking to the em-

ployees of the Government, including
the employees of the Senate and Senators and Members of the House of Reprsnaiea
elteGvrmn
rsnaiea
elteGvrmn
will have to contribute to the Civil Service Retirement Fund $39.9 billion beforeII
it will have contributed its share. Unless we start doing that, the fund ItselfI
Will be broke, based upon present actuar-

Retired workers---

6.3

6.3

7.9

8 3.0

186.3

19.6
--

TotalI-------------813.0

68.6

-__
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$269
$289

$311
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PME CAPITA DEFICIT FOR PRESENT MEM5BERSB
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care and administration of health inaI Active workers taken as average of calendar year
uac cepogas
rgas
Dvragfiue fo curn n
rvou er(oeae
suI
In effc) Retired workers are primary beneficares
The insurance Industry and the medicurnt payment status as of date given. Although surrfsinwment-contr'olled
nteCut weiireof Ca
vio
r nticue
biul
aete
r
o nlddI
h oml
vvr beeiirie
expertise in these Matters.
"peetmmes"aldla iue nld
siilsgreatest
I'Average for March, June, and September 1961 (cev- However, the proponents of this measure
IEstimatdusing 9.4 millilon actual as of end of oeto-

did not seek the advice of the medical
Profession

her 1961, plus assured 100,090 monthly inrae

as a whole.

A few select

Deficit for present members as percentage of members of that profession were concurrent taxable payroll, 1958, 1960, and sulted, but the collective experience and
1962 intermediate cost estimates at 3-per- judgment was not sought. And when
cent interest

an. 1,

San. 1,

San. 1,

1958,
195 act

1960,
1960 act

1962,
1961 act

San. 1,
18,

_________________and

$181

$181

$214

$202

DEFICrr FRo PRESENT MEMBERS
[In billions]

$209
I____

mg_____

published in the June 71,1965, Amerncan Metal Market, points this out. I

ask unanimous consent that it be printed
in the RECORD at thi point In my remarks.

$51

$321

____as
$______ll

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
follows:

DOCToRs' REMEDY poa MEDICARE
(By Freeman Bishop)
ongross
[Perent]W~smec'oN.-lmos

DEFICITr AS PERCENTAGE OF CURRENT TAXABLE
PAYROLL

onCapitol

____________WASHINGTON.-Almost____everyone

IHill

has a version of what he believes mei
1514
150 care to be, although nobody knows how any191
1601
could Interpret accurately some of the
Ione
,
hazily written legislation on this subject.
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYERS
While the Nation's "informational media'
[Percent]
__have been full of charges that doctors are
____________obstructionists, not many seem to have gone
Years
Now
Bill
the trouble to find out what the doctors
____________
______to
3workers
think,-----------------The presently pending legislation was writ1962-5 -----------------------------without consultation with the Nation's
19365---------------------ten
4Y4
4
1906-68-----------------------------4Y4 doctors, apparently on the theory that the
Thereafter--------------------------needs guidance in how to treat Ill
_____doctor
_____________
elderly people,
SELF-EMPLOYED

~

~

______________

financing, controls, overburdened facilities
and distracted, frustrated physicians."
Wherever Governmnent-financed, Governhealth care programs have
been tried, Dr. Ward told the committee, they
have been marked by overutiliza~tion. of fa
d1uties and rising costs. Then he added:

"When coats get out, of line-and let me
assure you, they will-there are three pos

sible courses of action:
"The first is to reduce the benefits; the sec
ondlas to increase the taxes; the third is to
impose Government controls on the services
in an attempt to control costs.
"Under our system of medicine as we have
always known it, treatment of the individual
has come first and financing second. The

such advice was rendered by both the insurance industry and the medical profession it was not only not welcome, but
it was completely ignored. I marvel at
this "new-found" wisdom of Congress.phscahsexridhsknwdgad
A
skill to his greatest capacity in each case.
Anarticle written by Freeman Bishop

cURRENT TAXABLE PAYROLL'
[in •lillions]

1956 act
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CONSULTATION

"But with the emphasis shifting from
quality to cost, as it must under a publicly
financed program, a deterioration in the qual

ity of care is Inescapable."

CONSIDER EACH PART
Terming the measure "an omnibus bill of

overwhelming proportions," the AMA presi
dent asked the committee to consider its
various parts separately.
He noted that the eldercare program (S.
820) remains the only proposal before Conwhich'was formulated in consultation
with the medical profession. He emphasized
that it was developed only after long and
careful study by physicians, based on their
years of experience in caring for the elderly.
The AMA urges, said Dr. Ward, that- this
program be substituted for the hospital and
medical sections of H.R. 6675. It would pro
vide State and local administration while
txtion
of younger
avoiding unwarrante
to pay for the care of millions of
well-to-do and self-supporting.
At the same time, he offered a wide range
of modifications and amendments which
were Suggested by the medical profession for
all Parts of the bill, including the hospital
and medical sections to which the AMA holds

1962_.,---------------------1963-65-------------------------

4~j
5

4
rp4

And chances are future amendments: to
this legislation designed to put everyone

fundamental objection.
M.ALT.M.Peiet

Thereafter --------------------------

6

7

ten also without benefit of those who practice
medicine.
The undercurrent here Implies doctors are

Doerican
A eia

1966-68-----------------------------' Taxable payroll for previous calenda

6

yaeg,

6'

under a Federal health program will be writ-

DonvaF

r
WardT past President, ofrth
esoiaetin in this
MeWadcal Ast
eia

soitoi

i

testimony before the Finance Committee

more interested in their fees than in medi- pointed out that wherever government
ncin. Nobody likes to say this, but It's the health programs have been instituted,
there has been a resultant overutiliza
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, Mr. essential. basis for medicare propoeals.
our experienc in
Tax experts have, taken over this area of tion of facilities.
Myers says that the concept of unfunded
acudlaiiyianatfcaconcept, practicing medicine, some charge. But what Colorado has borne this out. In 1957
The reason he gives is that a national advocates of medicare won't admit Is that Colorado Inaugrtdisodaepn
its
re old-ag const
compulsory social insurance system can the rising costs of health programs under singedca pan.
th people
"'reasonably be presumed" to continue social security will detract a hefty sum from tuionmealamedmn t, whqichd
passeda Whnden twhc
the prooito owsput
indefinitely into the future. In other everyone's payrolls.
h
rpsto
a
u
Dr. Donovan F. Ward, president of the pse.We
words, he is saying that once we embark
on this course, we can never turn back. American Medical Association, last week to the people, the experts assured us that
It hs ben
adeabunanty cearpledged the Nation's doctors would never go that cost would not exceed $10 million in
strike against their patients, but he the foreseeable future. Consequently, a
Ihabenmd abnatyceron
during the course of the debate on this pleaded for some more reasonable under- ceiling of $10 million was Put on the pro
gram on the amendment. In the fourth
measure that we can never turn back, standing of the problems involvedY"
year, expenditures exceeded $10 million
AMA'S OBJECTIONS
even though by the passage of the bill
Dr. Ward's reaffirmed medicine's Iongstand- and since that time some of the services
we shall make a shambles of the social
security Program. If we Make a mis- Ing objections to a federally administered have had to be curtailed to keep the cost
take with this program; if it Is not ac- health care program, financed by payroll below $13 million. I ask unanimous con
yteCb
tuarially sound; or if the concept is taxes, and providing aid across the board to sn htatbepeae
nrto thate DalePepartento Pbli WheClo
wrong; we and future generations wiul an entire segment of the population, regrd
be stck
tha wihmistke, frever Un-lees of financial need.
rgr-rd
tt
eateto
ulcWI
prv
fare entitled "Old Age Pension Medical
it
"o
rUn-gugdhret
be stuck ih tateommistaketforever
Expenditures, July 1957 to June 1964"
t"oui arevbeiongo uredherUS edito approv
dehuhawsmiirusace,
would seem logical for Congress to seek historicPrevisiontofhthepU.S.
pattern thus es-bepitdathsontnteREOD
ha told the Congress. "The medicalRsystem
in
all
essential
There being no objection, the table was
tablished
would
be
the
same
possible-to
consult
with
the best advice
those groups which have the most inti- particulars as that in other coutries whose ordere ob rne nteRCRa
mate experience in the field of health health care today is marked by precarious follows:
calendar year 1961 for valuation of Jan. 1,192
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ColoradloState Department of Public Welfare--Old-age pension medlical erpendlitures,July 1957-June 1964
1987-88

19688

190-60

1908041

1I0814

102-03

106344

HosptaIztao ------tio------$1,377, 693.34
68,943,601.87
65,08726.37
$4,038,088 888 $886081.24
$4 063,3548. 37
S
68,803,790.02
Nursin omn---------------418,340.62
1,903,924.74
2,434817. 88
2835,688. 36
3,376,'662. 74
1,624,118.58
3, 916,760.80
Physicians' services:
in hospital -------------261,377.30
1,182,409.23
1,343,432.23
1,844616.76
1,319,541.49
1,725,406.88
1,8503,318. 79
Innrighm -----------------23,017.25
90,637.50
1 ,093. 00
114,395.95
122,639.25
84,974.25
Honme and office
344,------K633.00
421,268. 43
442,098.41
482,784.50
238932.34
Drugs--------------------------- ---------------- ------ 7,7,664.--30- 241,273.31
323,333.21
338,030.83
431,183.91
463,907.36
Transportation ------------------------13,678.30'34,3.70
82,931.27
06,993.277------------- ---------------- ---------------Administration ------------------------27,246.00
98,704.00 ------------------------------.--------------------------Total ---------------------------

2,300,833.06

8,014,203.43

9,994,437.81

10,014,830.94

10,038,743.92

Mr. ALLOTT. Dr. Ward pointed out itations. Therefore, the only possibility
the three possible courses of action that of the three left open is to increase
might be taken to put such a program taxes.
back in financial balance: First, reduce
Under the present income tax structhe benefits; second, increase taxes; and ture and the proposed schedule of taxes
third, impose government control on under this bill, many persons will pay
the services in 'an attempt to control more in taxes to the social security syscosts.
tern than they will pay in income taxes,
In Colorado, we first attempted to put Under this bill the Individual wage
on some controls to keep costs down, earner would pay a maximum of $209.45
They were effective only to a minor ex- per year in social security taxes for 1966,
tent. Subsequently, services had to be which would increase to $363 in 1973, and,
reduced. Since our program was estab- eventually to $368.50 by 1987. However,
lished by constitutional amendment, in the history of the social security prothere has been no real effort to change gram, no tax schedule has ever been fully
its financial scheme because It would Implemented-each has been further inrequire another constitutional amend- creased by legislation before the last
ment. The people of Colorado were told scheduled increase became effective,
by the experts that the $10 million limil- The final scheduled increase under prestation would cover the financing of the ent law was to have become effective In
program for many, many years; how- 1968, but this bill changes that. Thereever, as the table discloses, the program fore, if history provides us with any sort
went out of its financial bounds in the of guideline as to what to expect in the
fourth year.
future, we can expect an increase in this
Mr. President, this is exactly what schedule of social security taxes within
would happen with this so-called medi- a few years. This will be necessary to
cal problem,,as unfounded and wild as finance the medicare program. But,
it is.
what of other increases in cash benefits?
Assuming that we have a similar ex- Will they no longer be possible because
perience in the medicare program, and of the demands of the medicare proviindications are that we will, then we can sions? Experience strongly suggests that
expect the Social Securilty Admninistra- they will suffer,
tion to follow one or more of the three
In addition, continued inflationary
possible courses of action. The least fiscal policies will place an additional
likely of the three possibilities to be pur- burden on the medicare program through
sued is the reduction of benefits. There rising costs. According to the majority
are many reasons for this, and some Of report, hospital costs have been increasthem are political. This leaves the other ing on an average of 6.7 percent each
two possibilities; namely, to increase year. Wages, on the other hand, have
taxes, and to impose controls on services, been increasing at an average rate of
The experience of other nations with approximately 4 percent. While exnational health programs has been that pensive improvements in facilities must
a distinct deterioration of the quality of certainly account for some of this inmedical services follows when rigid gov- crease in hospital costs, nevertheless, a
ermient controls are imposed.
large part of the increase is directly
Mr. President, I do not believe that attributable to inflation. Everyone who
it is inappropriate to say that doctors does any shopping knows that food prices
have appeared before the committee have increased considerably in just the
many, many times and have consistently last few months. Living costs are now
testified to the superior quality of the 130 percent higher than in 1940. Under
medical services offered to the people of present policies this trend will conthe United States, a service which is tinue-it is planned to continue. A new
superior to that offered to the people of ingredient is evident in proposals that
any other nation of the earth. Yet, our will accelerate this inflationary trend,
counry s wichhas
oe o thecoutris wo ignficnt atios hve een
reutayine ancomplthel iondrepedn mhcdi
takenw bygtheicongressthios yaea which
retaneda;
idepeden
ompetey
meiake bythe ongessthi yer wich
cal service for our people,
accelerate inflation. The first action
I do not think it takes much imagina- was to remove the 25-percent gold retion to realize that this is a natural con- serve requirement on Federal Reserve
sequence. But, certainly, a deterioration deposits. The second action was the
of the quality of medical services is the desilverization of our coinage, leaving
last thing we want. The purpose of this only a small amount of silver in our half
dllr.
r.President,
and Senators, it
bill, according to its proponents, is to in- -olr
r
sure that every aged person can obtain is now just a short jump to "printing
high-quality medical assistance, and will press money."
not be denied it because of financial limWith a national debt of $328 billion,

12,994788.32

12, 013,884. 63

Total
358,062,420.79
16,89229L172
8,964,702.68
340,777.20
1,928,698.90
1,943,417.11
190,238.43
123,930.00
63,371,496.83

and upon which the Interest alone is $1
billion per month, a slackening of our
Inflationary trend is the last thing we
can expect. These factors will vastly
increase the demands of the social se
curity system for additional revenues,
which will in turn mean further increases
in the tax rate.
Mr. President, it is like a dog chasing
his tail and then eating his own tail.
Under this present proposal the wageearner is already heavily loaded with
deductions from his paycheck. The
young wage-earner can ill-afford fur
ther tax demands upon his earnings. In
his early years, the demands of his famn
ily are the greatest, and this Is the time
when he can least afford to finance a
health insurance program for the aged.
Certainly, he can least afford to pay for
a program that gives the same benefits
to the wealthy and indigent alike.
Mr. President, our beloved chairman
of the Finance Committee, in the indi
vidual views, took a position in opposi
tion to this measure. The expertise,
knowledge, and objectivity of the chair
man of the Committee on Finance in the
field of financial matters is well known:
I respect his judgment highly, and would
not lightly put it aside. It is pointed out
in the individual views that this program
was conveived contrary to the advice of
the two most knowledgeable groups on
the subject in our society-our physicians
and our insurance industry. He and his
colleagues joining in the individual views
said:
Ironically, the proponents of the legis
lation depend upon these two groups to
make the legislation succeed.
Because the individual views make
these points so eloquently, I ask unani
mous consent that they be printed at
this point in the RECORD,
There being no objection, the individ
ual views were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
INDIVIDUAL VMzWa
The undersigned have joined in these fol

lowing views opposing enactment of the socalled medicare provisions of H.R. 6675 as
amended by the majority of the members
of the Senate Finance Committee.
We recognize as a fact that some of our
aged citizens necd governmental assistance to
meet the cost of adequate medical care. But
we are also convinced that many of the aged

are capable of meeting their medical costs
without Government assistance; thus the
best solution has not been devised. We must
oppose any legislation which would derive
Its financing from a compulsory tax on first
dollarsnofnwageseearned
dolags
men wands
womenetopyaythe
theNation's
hospitalwork
andk
other medical bills of the well-to-do and
wealthy aged, most of whom are well able to

meet such bills from their own resources.
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Such legislation produces an unequitable and
unjustified tax burden on gross earnings of
wage earners.
In addition, fiscal experts both in and out
of the administration concede that a $6.8
billion annual brake will be applied to the
Nation's economy. The $6.8 billion increase
(to multiply in cost in later years) will not
even cover early year program costs accordxprt wth
ingtobuinssacuaie ad
experience in the health insurance and health
care fields. They can prove their contention
from health insurance claim experience and
by the annual reports of countries which
have enacted compulsory government health
programs. Saskatchewan. for example, In
less than 18 years shows an increase of 200
percent in hospital utilization by its aged,
No such estimates were computed in arriving
at an expected cost figure In this legislation.
Costs in the British social security program

have warned against imitating foreign coutry government type health* programs, most
of which have already experienced strife.
financial difficulty, and a deterioration Of
the quality of medical excellence. We are
Proud Of ou medical system, which has pro-~
duced the greatest progress In prolonging life
and reducing the incidence of disease and
sickness.
We plead that though the-hour Is late, it
hn.Let's
Is never too late to do th ih
consult with our great medical profession
and cease listening to voices of Government
witnesses who throughout the world have
sung the siren songs which have resulted in
mediocre Government quality medicine replacing a far better system under which a
free medical profession can continue to produce medical miracles for all mankind,
HARRY P. BYRD.

have so skyrocketed that some responsible

elar iedCARL
EnlihenprmnetInth
are now advocating a change so that only the
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JOIIN J. WILMIAMS.
WALLACE F. BENNETTr.

T. CURTIS.

THRusTON B. MORTON.

surance, but would have the benefit of an

income tax deduction for such payments.

No pauper's oath is required under this

program.

Under eldercare a simple

statement of Income Is all that would
be required for someone over 65 to estab

lish his qualification for Participation.
Income statements to establish eligibility
for benefits is not foreign to the social se
odtoshv
rga.Sc
crt
been an integral part of the social secu

rity system since Its inception. There Is
'ample precedent. The bill before us

even modifies the earnings limitation for
eligibility for cash benefits. I know of
no movement to completely eliminate
the earnings test on cash benefits, and I
would not support such a movement. I
have supported and will continue to sup

port reasonable measures to liberalize the
earnings test, but I do not believe they

be completely eliminated.' The
Mr. President, consid- medicare proposal eliminates all tests,
Some advocates in this Congress, attempt- ering all these factors and many others, whether "means" or "income," for eligi
ing to give assurance that the medicare pro- I cannot support this measure. I do bility of our aged persons for health
gram won't Impair the retirement funds, not wish my vote to be misconstrued, benefits. The income test serves a use
h qadrn
point to the separate trust fund as though however. It is only a vote against the ful purpose--It peet
mecaeProgram. The increase ml of financial resources on those who can
it would vouchsafe retirement dollars. Ti
own
is illusory. Congress 10 years ago provided cash benefits for those persons under well afford to take care of their hs
edteeypeevn
a-hat
lhuhsmwa
euiy
a separate trust fund for the disability pro- sca
nhesed
rsewhtruly
resourcnedstsssthorb
P1
dserved.a
andhwell
sneededty
in
tryia
gram and our 10-year experience finds us
bneedytwoul

wold o aoidshould
e aied
need
n a effrt

aod
aiedtinrawelffort sytom
bhei

this very legislation having to rob the retirement fund. It is unfair that we impair the

solvency of a program upon which many
retired persons and millions more to retire
in the future depend, at least as a retirement

foundation.
We deplore the damage this legislation Will

do to our voluntary private insurance systam. Its Immediate effect will destroy pri-

vats initiative for our aged to protect themselves with Insurance against the costs Of

Illness.

More than 60 percent of our aged

Mr. ALL0TT.

eldsre.A-rsucst
n
snee
ty
sent the so-called medicare provisions Of

sittoewotuyne

help.

The eldercare plan would also preserve
this bill, it would have my wholehearted
Support. Although I am convinced our private insurance initiative in this
something must be done to provide med- country. More than 80 percent of our
ical care for those of our aged who cani- aged now Purchase hospital and medical
tassnot financially provide it for themselves,inuacwtotGvrm
sistdI am equally convinced that the so-called inuance.weishouldnt iGnovrnenth
Medicare proposal is not the way to go vidual effort, particularly since it has in
fe er
loeulycnicdcesdya
ti.Ia
rasdYrafrya.
aloeulycnned
abouti.Ia
But more importantly, eldercare would
that it runs against all conscience and
not have irrevocably commnitted us to a,
sane judgment.
In January of this year I joined in program that can never be abandoned,
sponsoring a measure that is infinitely and which, if Pursued, can only lead to
superior to the so-called Medicare pro- socialized medicine, as Medicare does.

now purchase, without Government assistance, hospital and medical insurisice. This
beneprvt wl
efr eaei Gvrmnt
fits are given to all aged. We anticipate that
a Government health program for the agedgrminmopno.TiPrpslhsUftuaeyteFnncCmite
rpslhsUftuaeyteFnneco
Ti
inn
will be extended to additional age groupsgrminm

ite

was~never given an opportunity to conSider this measure, and as it now looks,
neither the committee nor the Senate
this legislation to the extinction of the priwill ever have an opportunity to consider
vats Insurance industry. A replacement of
it.
private sector activity in the health InsurOne final comment, and I shall con
ance Industry could be repeated; in fact,
eetmnh
ttmn.I
ueti
other nations' experience dictates that It
t.Ircntots
would be repeated regarding privatehop-oaineddbthelelwhnadcuehssaem
where they needed it most. Eldercare we have heard much about polls. Many
hoslii-m
tals, private medical schools, ad
The advocates of this legislation are already would have authorized Federal grants- senators are carrying around the latest
at work pointing out how the step taken in to States on a matching basis to- help Polling results in their Pockets. The only
this hill represents merely the beginning of persons 65 years of age and older to pay direct. Poll that I have is a count of my
Government medical care for persons of all the costs of health insurance if they mail on the subject.
I have received 1,300 letters and other
could not otherwise pay for it. Such
ages.
Compulsory Government health insurance health insurance would be made avail- communications on medicare. of that
br1,5exesdopstonoI,
is well along the way through our legislativeabetruhcmaeswihhvBlen
Of the population by the same erroneous
rationale which motivates the passage of

been given the popular name of elderCare, and is embodied in S. 820. The
eldercare plan goes to the heart of the
real problem. It would not endanger
our social security system with the threat
of insolvency, but it would give the kind
n
~adnee yteedrywe

process against the advice of the two mostabetruhcmaeswihhvBlen
knowledgeable groups on the subject in our Cross and Blue Shield type policies,

br125exesdopstonoi,

society-our physicians and our insurance I might add here the evidence is overindustry. Ironically, the proponents of the whelmling that the purchase of such
legislation depend upon these two groups private -health insurance under such a
to make the legislation succeed. The insur- financial arrangement would cost much
ance industry Is to provide the expertise in less and purchase far more coverage than
making the arrangements with the providers can ever be purchased with the money
of health services and health care, and onlytobtaefrmorpoluneth

while only 47 approved the measure.
This is a final tabulation made as of
July 7, 1965, and includes only mall re
ceived during 1965: 1,253 against, 47 for.
That is a pretty strong indication of the
sentiment of the People of Colorado and
they feel about the medicare pro
-how
al
psa.SdmhveIvrrcied

The costs of such coverage would be
borne entirely by the Government for
these elderly individuals whose income
falls below limits set by each State. For
individuals with incomes between the
minimum and the maximum, the Goveietwudpyaarofhecss
ftecssavsbe
enetwudpyapr
on a sliding scale according to income.
Individuals with income above the maximumn would Pay the entire cost of the In-

On a controversial subject that has been
so lopsided. For every letter I received
in favor of medicare, I received nearly
27 in opposition to it.
We are being led down the primrose
path with a slogan--and the slogan is
"Medicare./' It does not matte how in
hwcak
dvabitosntmtter
atrhwcak
o
tde
Pot it is, we are being taken down the
path with the slogan "Medicare," and I
use the word "taken" advisedly.

the physicians can certify a beneficiary fortobtaefrmorpoluneth
benefits by declaring his condition as "as medicare program,

medical necessity" requiring hospitalization,
nursing home care,- diagnostic care, home
health services, or Physician care,
We have urged the majority of the memhers of the committee to look to other methods to avoid killing private responsibility,

or at least some degree of self-responsibility.
including the use of deductibles and coinsurance to hold down the cost and to eliminate
the "smack of socialism" Implicit in a coyerage-f or-all program without avail. we

sl.SdmhveIvrrciedal
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If this is an accurate sampling, and I familiarity with a plan for the medical care
have no way of proving it absolutely, it of persons 65 years of age or older proposed
wudIdcttht9pecnofthe by doctors or the American Medical Associapeople ofict
Coloado9opoermednt
arf ,tion.
while only 4 percent favor it. However,COPRTvPLNRVIOS
opoiton~
'~
Direct compsrison of nine specific provithe ovrhligopstoovrwelin
otesions
contained In the respective AMA and
medicare program and a correspondingly medicare
proposals shows-in each inoverwhelming support of the eldercare stance-a statewide preference for the AMA
program Is also supported by a poll cion- alternatives, especially those relating to
ducted by Research Services, Inc., of benefits, financial need, institutional choice,
Denver, Colo,
individual choice, mode of paymIfent and
This is no recent organization which choice of protection agent.
has sprung out of the ground. It is a
ssmn'rrs
very respected organization, which has
AMA: A plan that wiil pay most (in some
been carrying on its activities for at least cases, all) normal doctor, hospital, nursing
20 years, to my knowledge,
home, and drug costs, 85 percent.Moeta
Taken together, these two indications
(Medicare: a plan that will pay no doctors'

for "a plan that is entirely run by the Fed
eral Government."
PLNPEEEC
When the specific provisions detailed above
were grouped together under the titles "Plan
1" and "Plan 2," Coloradanas voiced an over
whelming (79 to 9 percent) preference
for
plan 2, the American Medical Association
proposal.
Examination of 31 separate sample groups
(age, sex, income, political party preference,
labor union membership, old-age pension as
sistance, etc.) shows that the lowest level of

want medicare, and that they would pre- cet
IANCIAL NEED
fer another type of program. They do
AMA: a Plan that covers everyone 65
not want anything which embodies the years of age or older who needs financial
principles of medicare. They knot it is assistance, 77i percent.
wrong, even if we in the Senate and in
Medicare: a plan that covers everyone 65
the Congress, and the President do not years of age or older regardless of income,
know,it is wrong.
18 percent.
With this consensus apparent, I Must
INSTITUTIONAL CHOICE
oppose this measure, for I have never
AMA: a plan that allows persons 65 years
seen any poll which indicates any similar of age or older to go to any hospital or
degree of support for medicaxe. In any nursing home they choose, '75 percent.
event, the people of Colorado have told
Medicare: a plan that specifies certain
me
ntteywat
o mdicre.hospitals
and nursing homes for
care of
mr. Presidenot, Iwank unanimou co-persons 65 years of age or older, the
18 percent.
sent that a summary of the Research
DvIULCOE
Services Poll be Printed in the RECoRD at
AMA: a plan that provide coverage for
this
ointeveryone
over 65 that wants it, 69 percent.
there bengnoojetonttesuMedicare: a plan that automatically covers
maywahreredbin
to
objecprionte, the
i sm
everyone over 65, 21 percent.

own point of view?"

support for plan 2 (70 percent) is in Denver

while the strongest backing (86 percent) is
in Congressional District No. 4 (western slope
and northern Colorado).
of1(8prcn)fths
Morler thnd8ofr10i(8 percent)ofs
c
those
bill
an
thn
nomor
oe-tirdof
os-when
asked: "Which of these plans do you
othopnosothpepeoCoodopital, nursing home, and drug costs, S per-thnofarelybigheesfom
ou
show that the people of Colorado do not centf.sralybigth
etfrmyu

mrECRDwas follows:
e
fllws SUMMARY

ritd

nh

SUMMARYso

KERR-MILLS

Two of three (66 percent) Coloradans are
unaware of any existing plan "to provide
medical care for persons 65 years of age or
older."

Less than 1 in 10 (7 percent) specifically

identify either Kerr-Mills or the Medical
Assistance Act,
MEDICARE

In contrast, most (86 percent) of the
State's adult residents have "heard or read
about medicare.", While nearly half (43 percent) of these don't know what medical costs

medicare promises to cover-INOEREATN

MODE OF PAYMENT

AMA: a plan based on the ability to pay

that, for example, an individual 65 years
of age or older with an income of less than
$3,000 a year pays nothing, 65 percent.
Medicare: a plan that is paid for by a new
tax taken from the paycheck of every wage
earner, 19 percent.
CHOICE OF PROTECTION AGENTS

AMA: A plan that allows persons 65 years
of age or older to have their medical Insur
ance with any company they choose, 64
percent.
Medicare: A plan that gives persons 65
years of age or older only Government-spon
sored benefitsr 24 percent.

Fifty-two percent believe medicare wouldINOERvLTN
cover all or most hospital costs.
AMA: A plan that requires individuals 65
Forty-three percent believe medicare would years of age or older to sign a statement tell
cover all or most doctors bills.
ing the amount of earnings they have reThirty-two percent believe medicare would Ported on their Federal Income tax, 52
cover all or most nursing home costs.
percent.
Thirty-one percent believe medicare would
Medicare: A plan that requires no one 65
cover all or most doctors' bills.
years of age or older, regardless of Income,
No more than 1 in 10 anticipate that medi- to tell what their income is, 33 percent.
care would pay for eyeglasses (10 percent),
PLAN MANAGEMENT
false teeth (8 percent), or hearing aids (8
AMA: A plan that is run by State govern
percent).
ments In cooperation with private insurance
There is generally broad understanding companies, 46 percent.
that mnedicare would be paid for by either
Medicare: A plan that is run entirely by
social security taxes, the people, or the Gov- the Federal Government, 33 percent.
ermient.

Those familiar with medicare describe
themselves as "definitely approving" (25 percent) or "inclined to approve" (28 percent)
the proposal. Fewer than 2 in 10 (17 percent)."definitely oppose."
Support for medicare sterns largely from
the sentiment that "older people need help
and we must do all we can.",
Opponents express a distaste for "soci-alized medicine" and a concern for the prob..
able cost of the program,
O~hR MDICL
PANSeight
OTHE
LANSThe
MEDCAL
At the time of this survey only three
Coloradans in every hundred exhibited any

DPRMN

OTO

DPRMN
OTO
AMA: A plan for individuals 65 years of
age or older that Is run by the State health
department, 50 percent.
Medicare: A plan for individuals 65 years
of age or older that is run by the State wel
fare department, 16 percent.
Significantly, even those respondents who
in the early stages of the questionnaire exE
pressd themselves as "definitely approving"
or "'inclined to approve" medicare endorse
of the nine AMA provision s.
lone exception Is plan management.
Slightly more than half (51 percent) of the
Medicare proponents indicate a preference
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zOCIAL SECUJRITrY AMENDMEN'IS OF'
1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hospital insurance program for the aged under the Social Security Act with a supplementary health benefits program and
an expanded program of medical assistance, to Increase benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, to improve the. FederalState public assistance programs, and for
other purposes.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, because
of the unaninious~consent agreement entered Into earlier this evening, the time
limitation will not make it possible for
me to make my major address on the
medicare bill tomorrow. Therefore, I
shall do it tonight-and I hope, as quickly
as possible-for It is a matter which I
wish to have in the REcORD for future
reference,
Mr. President, I1ask unanimous consenit to have printed in the RECORD at the
end of my speech an article written by
a doctor from my own State, Walter A.
Noehren, entitled "Now is the Time-a
Proposal Concerning Prepayment Medical Care."
I also ask unanimous consent that a
sheet headed '"Reference No. la," from
a debate manual written fro Sandy High
School debate team 1964 be printed in
the RECORlD along with the article to
which I have just referred,
I ask unanimous consent that at the
same place in the RECORD there be printed
another article entitled "Special Article-Medical Care for Everyman-a Proposal," written by Dr. Walter A. Noehren
and Jack R. Hegrenes, Jr., in the RECORD.
The PRES]IDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President,. I have
confererred with Dr. Noehren over the
years many times. We have not seen
eye to eye in regard to mnedicare. I have
sought to be of help to him, and he has
sought to. be of help to me as we have
tried to clarify our respective thinking
in regard to the subject matter,
In fairness to him, it should be said
that he Is very much opposed to the
bill now Pending before the Senate-

-

SENATE

which I shall vote for, because I believe
that it represents a great step forward,
that it Is in keeping with the teaching of
the Good Samaritan, and that it Is a bill
which seeks to put into legislative enactment the principles of Golden Rule.
The pending bill carries out what I
have stated so many times is one of our
primary obligations as Members of Congress; namely, to work for legislation
which will promote the general welfare
of all the people, and not permit the selfish Interests of any group with our citizenry to prevent the passage of legislation which as a matter of public policy
all the people are entitled to have enacted In their best iLterests.
Nevertheless, I thank Dr. Noehren for
his sincerity of purpose, and for his sincere attempts to wlii me over to his point
of view,
However, I believe that the preponderof the evidence is clearly against
him, and, therefore, tomorrow I shall
vote with no hesitation for the mnedicare
bill.
.Mr. President, in 1958,1I introduced the
first Senate companion bill to what was
known as the Forand bill, providing insurance under social security for certain
medical expenses of people 65 and over,
How well I remember the day on which
I offered that bill, because I stood alone;
but, as Members of the Senate started to
contemplate the import of the bill, I
gained some support. That support has
snowballed. To show what can happen
in a 9-year period, we are now about to
witness the basic principles of the Forand
bill, which was introduced in the House
and introduced by me as a companion
bill in the Senate finally being adopted
and enacted into law,
Since then, the Forand bill gained
steady support among the American peo-.
pie. It was revised as to its coverage of
expenses and individuals and, in fact,
has been revised and amended many
times.
But the principle of the bill has remained, and today we are taking one
of the final steps toward Its enactment
into law. It would be hard to find a
better example of the necessity, in a
democratic system, for new ideas to be
offered and discussed, voted on, revised,
and debated, until the public is familiar
with them and is afforded an opportunity
either to accept them or reject them. it
has taken approximately 7 years for the
Forand bill to be enacted. That is about
average for a proposal that breaks as
much new ground as this one does. It
takes time for politicians to be counted
on a given issue, for the voters then to
pass Upon the judgment exercised by the
politicians. Yes, medicare became a piolitical issue. But that is how nearly all
changes come about in a political democracy. Before they can succeed, they
must first be expounded by the few in
order to convince the many.
Now we are very close to achieving success with this measure. I shall always
cherish 'the contribution I made to medicare when it was stili in its political infancy, meaning when it was supported
by only a small minority of Representatives and Senators,
I believe that the public and most
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Members of the Conggress are persuaded
that mnedicare's benefits are both rational
and meaningful in terms of the needs of
the elderly. I believe that the public and
most Members of the Congress are per
suaded that the financing of the program
Is sound and equitable.
But, I also believe that there is an
other aspect to this program-apart
from meaningful benefits and sound fl
nancing-whose implications and oppor
tunities merit the most careful consider
ation. We have a duty to see to It that
the administrative mechanisms em
ployed in implementing medicare are
completely consistent with the "public
interest" and the principles of public
responsibility.
Obviously, to the extent that the ad
ministrative functions of medicare are
rendered by Federal, State, and local gov
errnmental agencies, the overriding pub
hc interest is well served. Conflicts of
interest may arise, however, where ad
ministrative responsibilities may be dele
gated -or assigned by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to nonpublic agencies. These are nongovern
mental agencies whose basic commitment
is not to the beneficiaries of the program
but to whom medicare is an incidental,
profitable, and subordinate supplement
to other business.
My concern with the need for properly
focused and oriented public administra
tion and accountability lies primarily
with the administrative arrangements
authorized under Part A, the basic medi
care portion of H.R. 6675.
The Social Security Administration
will have overall responsibility for the
program. That agency would maintain
records of eligibility; notify providers of
services of the status of persons eligible
under the program; issue identification
cards, answer 'inquiries, etc. In other
words, social security would perform the
central recordkeeping function along
with its other responsibilities.
It has been suggested that a private
agency or agencies such as Blue Cross
should control the data-processing
equipment, records, and eligibility-de
termination process in order to insulate
the providers of services from direct
dealings with Government. The means
suggested to attain this goal are, how
ever, incompatible with efficient and eco
nomical administration in the public
interest.
The size of the investment required to
establish a proper system and the need
to coordinate the various uses of the
computers employed, make it impera
tive that the datakeeping equipment
and operation be handled by the Federal
Governmnent. it is oniy under such
auspices that the various agencies con
cerned with the Program--such as the
Social Security Administration, and the
Public Health Service, including the Na
tional Institutes of Health-can obtain
the kinds of information they need to
fulfill their responsibilities. These new
responsibilities include administration
of a complex set of benefits, deductibles
and coinsurance features, and benefit
ceilings that may require repeated de
terminations of eligibility. At the same
time a vast amount of epidemiological,
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morbidity, and costs information will be and local public health agencies willing or not. A portion of the cost of main
available. Responsible public agencies and capable of performing such func- taining unused hospital beds is passed
must have quick and unfiltered access to tions.
on to Blue Cross. Thus, if Blue Cross
these data so that they may have a conThere are at least two solid reasons were assigned responsibility for utiliza
tinuous check on their efforts and thus why State and local health agencies tion review, it might be advantageous to
assure economical and efficient operation should receive preference in any assign- approve overlong hospital stays by bene
of the program.
ment of administrative responsibility. ficiaries of medicare as a means of re
Other agencies, public and private First. The requirements of public respon- ducing its own cost for unused beds.
might be given access to the data in the sibility and public accountability in a
There are other conflicts of interest
central information system. But access program, financed with tax funds would involved in use of Blue Cross as other
should not be confused with direction be met. The New York Academy of than the fiscal agent of the hospitals.
and operation which should absolutely Medicine, a distinguished organization But, there is something almost as serious
remain in public hands,
of some 2,000 physicians, articulated this arguing against all but the most limited
Present computer technology is such point succinctly in a recent policy state- usage of that organization.
that local community computer stations ment which said:
Blue Cross is simply nothing more than
can be tied in electronically with a cenWhen Federal and/or State and local tax a fair weather friend of medicare. The
tral system. This arrangement would funds are available for purchase of health irresistible perfume which drew Blue
Permit State health departments and care, whether for public assistance, social Cross nigh consisted of the heady scent
other agencies to feed information into security or other categories or public program of dollars and power.
the system and to obtain answers relat- beneficiaries, it i~sthe official health agenciesml
BuCrs'
ing to eligibility, costs, utilization, and and the official health agencies alone, to
Consider, for example, Blue Cross'so
so forth. Current technology thus fad- which should be delegated responsibility for behavior in 1962. Durn h
egto
I the administration of such funds. The of- Senate debate on the King-Anderson
itates, the attainment of two desirable flcial health agency is the only unit of Gov- bill, Blue Cross issued a press release
goals: Ample means of public officials to ermient that can coordinate all govern- rejecting and denouncing the bill. A
oversee the operation of the system, and mental health programs and combine public press release which, by the way, was
a decentralized program.
responsibility and accountability and the quoted extensively on the Senate floor.
Federal direction of the recordkeeping other functions of public administration
leCossi
htte16
i
a
function is absolutely necessary if maxi- with the professional skills, concern, and
leCossi
ha h
92bl
a
mum benefit is to be obtained from the consultation required for setting standar~ds, unacceptable for three reasons: first,
multiple-use Possibilities of computer and for continuous evaluation of program that the Program did not include an in
Systems. Federal operation provides the quality and effectiveness,
come test for eligibility; second, that the
Opportunity to establish an information
Use of State and local health agenciesbefiswrnostednboact
system which'would benefit all our citi- would serve to sharpen their skills and gories; and third, "~that the Govern
zens and all of the groups concerned develop their expertise-all of which ment's relations with Blue Cross were
with health services rather than func- would benefit the total population and not on an underwriting basis."
tioning largely as the private preserve of not solely the elderly. This position is
M.Peiet
o
igeoeo
hs
a select group or private monopoly,
consistent with the policy of the highly three Blue Cross conditions is met in the
.With regard to other administrative respected American Public Health As bill we are now considering and should
functions under part A, the bill re- sociation which urges "that public health not be in the blill. Blue Cross was dead
quires the Secretary of HEW to use aP- departments and personnel within State wrong in 1962. In my judgment, Its oppropriate State and local public agencies and local health departments be utilized Position to medicare, its propaganda
in determining whether providers of wherever possible to constantly increase against medicare, its lobbying against
services-such as hospitals and nursing and elevate the quality of health care Medicare in the past does not qualify it,
homes-meet the requirements for par- provided to the citizens of this
Educn"
atIon andt
Whelfaerear
for beingtuse
ticipation in the program. Then, the
The second reason for giving prefer- inuconetion, with thelfuse, that
bitgwants
providers of services may nominate an ence to State and local health agencies in ow etoapl for. Yhet Buse Crossi ians
agent to serve as fiscal intermediary be- in all cases where administrative func-nwtaplfo.YBueCssi
tween themselves and the Federal Gov- tions are to be delegated, is avoidance of suddenly friend to "Medicare." Mr.
ermient. Undoubtedly, Blue Cross plans conflict of interest issues.
President, I believe that the "friendship"
would be elected as intermediaries in
As a Practical matter, the principal of Blue Cross for medicare today is as
most areas. This would be an entirely competitor vying with the State and local specious as its negative arguments of
appropriate role for Blue Cross which is health departments for these adminis92
essentially a creature and instru- trative functions is Blue Cross. Blue
The year 1962 was an interesting one
mentality of the hospitals. But, Mr. Cross has testified before both the Fi
for Blue Cross and medicare. In the fall
President, there are a substantial number nance Committee and Ways and Means of that year, Blue Cross undertook a mas
of administrative functions necessary in Committee as to its very keen-almost *sive national advertising campaign prom
addition to those to which I have re- hungry-interest in the administration ising the elderly new programs of hospital
ferred. Auditing of hospital costs, utili- of the program.
insurance. That, too, was a specious ef
zation review, consultative services to
As I have indicated, Blue Cross is es- fort. And it was an effort which took
providers to assist them to maintain ap- sentially a creature of the hospitals. The Place curiously enough during the height
propriate records and otherwise to American Hospital Association owns and of an election campaign. The Senator
qualify, and service as a channel of corn- franchises use of the Blue Cross symbol, from New Jersey [Mr. WILLIAMS] thor
munication between the Secretary and and sets the standards which must be oughly exposed this rather shoddy affair
the providers, axe among these addi- met by Blue Cross plans. The majority in a well documented and detailed speech
tional administrative tasks. The bill, of Blue Cross Plan directors are either on October 11, 1962.
however, assigns Performance of these directly or indirectly affiliated with hogMr. President, I think ir is crystal clear
functions to a no-man's land. Nom- Pitals. Thus, while Blue Cross can that a purely public program such as part
inally, they are the province of the De- legitimately serve as the agent of the A of Medicare must be administered to
partment of Health, Education, and hospitals in dealing with the Govern- the greatest extent Possible by Public
Welfare. As a Practical matter, it is ment, it cannot Possibly serve as the agencies at the Federal, State, and local
anticipated that they will be delegated agent of the Government. Blue Cross levels. Preference should be given in
or assigned by the Secretary to private simply cannot meet the requirement that every instance to Public agencies willing
or public agencies such as Blue Cross or it "deal at arm's length." F'urther, Blue and capable of performing necessary ad
State health departments.
Cross plans may be affected by the ministrative functions.
Mr. President, to the extent-that any amount of Payments under the Govern-~ Mr. President, finally I should like to
administrative functions are delegated ment program-the larger the medicare say tonight that I voted today in op
or assigned, I urge the Secretary, and payment the less the cost that might Position to certain amendments that
I am quite sure that many of my col- have to be met by Blue Cross. For ex- were offered on the floor of the Senate to
leagues join with me in this statement, ample, hospitals incur substantial ex- the Medicare bill. The titles Of those
togieunquvca peernc o taepenise whether a hospital bed is occupied amendments were very enticing. In my
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Judgment, the bill was not an appropriate
vehicles to hitch them to.
I ohve
dubttha threwill be some
I ae ta
odob teelow
in the country who are not faniliar with
the nature of the debate today who will
form their judgments on the basis of the
titles of those bills. Senators must expect to have it said that we voted against
this or that proposal for improvement
osoilscrt.The
of ocil scurty.wishes
The position that I took was that we
should not jeopardize miedicare in a conference with the House. We should take
to the House a bill that limits itself very
much to medicare issue. I yield to no
one in the Senate or in the House 4or in
th ncutrybeif ht h Scal
thecoutryitself neleds toa
behoerhaule

cannot solve many of the basic aspects of
the problem. The present Americsn Medical Association program (1) will not reach
or indigent income groups, (2) will
not give complete care, (3) Is proving inefficient, (4) does not pay the full cost of
hospitalization, (5) Is not creating adequate
facilities, (6) does not support research,
and (7) is not reaching rural and sparsely
populated areas.

forward must be found which will. further
progress, yet which will allow physicians
and patients their proper relationships.
The following proposal suggests one poesible method of accomplishing this. The

ent management of medical care. It would
seem that the whole evolution would favor
the medical profcssion Immensely.
The present wishful thinking about pre
serving the individual physician as an Iso
lated practitioner would Immediately cease,
and the medical profession would have to
cooperate among themselves in the necessity

and revised by some needed amendments.
I happen to believe that those amendments ought to be considered separate
and distinct from medicare.

That each Individual In the country would
be required by law to pay, each year, a sum
adequate for his complete medical care.
He would pay this to a prepayment medical

care should be administered by physicians
and not by lay Individuals or by govern
meait. Because of the complexity and ape
cialization in modern medical care, It Is

care plan which exists in his area and which

becoming

Security Actitefnestbeorhud

I happen to believe that we cannot

American Medical Association, if it
to control medical practice in this

country, as It certainly does and as is
proper, should develop a more comprehensive approach to the problem now. A step

proposal is:

jusif
owsoialseurtypametsIs
te
properly incorporated as a nonprofit orgoiven tocurty whoyrentir
ganization. Those unable to pay such a
tha~ ae binggivn
o~tosewhoretrefee
would apply for payment in whole Or
on social security, for those payments in part of this fee by government to a
cannot maintain the individual or his medical care plan selected by the individdependents in health and decency. My ual. These latter persons would be, for the
record shows that for years I have either most part, those who are now receiving
cosponsored or offered amendments that government care through welfare agencies,
seek to improve the payments under the but might include also the very low income
Soia
ecriyAc.
ewyer
ao groups.madeEvidence
that such payment had
Socil Seuriy
Ac.
A ew
earsagobeen
for the current year would be
I joined with the great Senator from required by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
New York, Mr. Herbert Lehman, in the at the time of Income tax declaration. Govmajor reforms that he advocated to so- ermient agencies would not directly handle
cial security. Few have been adopted, funds except for those unable to pay. This
and we have many more to adopt. But method or required prepayment would be
I say to the people of my State and to roughly comparable to preset methods of
the country that I believe we ought to inSatesn wher suchoieliblt
insuranceisrqre
handle the improvement of social secu- by ltaws whruhisrneieurd
rity payments by way of a separate and
The laws of Incorporation for prepayment
independent bill dealing with the Social plans would be broad enough to allow all of
Security Act itself, and not use the medi- the forms of prepayment plans which now
care really as a vehicle to which we at- exist except for those which are run for profit.
tahasa
idr o-aledreors n o-Such plans would include: (1) those of the
juthaythaebein

tcialsecurity,

socle

Weogtiohvehainsol setuiy

eom

ns-medical
societies, which are a form of producer cooperative; (2) those run by physi-

We oghtto
hve earngs n asetcian groups but not necessarily under mediof proposed amendments to the Social cal society sponsorship; (3) those of nonSecurity Act, and when those amend- profit corporations or foundations; and (4)
ments come before the Senate, the senior those which are consumer cooperatives. All
Senator from Oregon will be speaking of these types exist at the present time, and
in her ad
upor vtig orthm.
in some areas there is already a wide choice
in teir aduppotvoing or tem.
ExHISnr 1
RssxazxcE No. 1: Now IS THE TIME--A PROPOSAL CONCERNING PuEPAYMENT MEDICAL
CARE
(By Walter A. Noehren, M.D.,
Vancouver, Wash.)
(NOTE.-The following article was written
and published In 1947. At that time prepayment health Insurance, even though
endorsed by the AMA, was as yet not well
accepted. Hence a program of compulsory
prepayment insurance was recommended to
force the pattern, to make it economically
feasible. Today'-1965--this pattern is more
fully developed, so that now it would not
be necessary to require compulsion (the
Journal of Pediatrics, Vol. 31, No. 6..-December 1947-pp. 704-709).)
The development of a medical care program in this country has made considerable
progress in the past decade. Progress is too
slow however, and we are constantly threatened by possible revolutionary changes in
mredical care such as proposed In some of
the present bills before Congress.
It Is
clear that a change will come that the time
Is short. It Is disappointing to realize that
the American Medical Association has fallen
Into the role of conservative moderator in
this problem. The present attempts to provide care by voluntary prepayment plans

available between various prepayment plan
although almost none offer complete care,
The plans should necessarily, to accomplishi
their full purpose, cover all aspects of medical care Including hospitalization.
Under such a proposal, the total amount
of money spent In this country for medical
care would be only as mnuch more as would be
required to produce the extension of care
which Is demanded by modern standards,
That modern medical care should be available now to all people is beyond question.
Each Individual would have to pay his annual fee, which would be sizable, but he
would derive manifest benefits in return,
Many people have already chosen to pay a
portion of this fee voluntarily and would
welcome the increased efficiency which would
result from extension of the insurance principle to the entire population. The private
practice of medicine would continue as at
present and any parson could seek private
care at any time with the exception that he
could not seek such care from physicians
on the panel of his chosen prepayment plan.
He could seek such care from physicians on
the panels of other plans, or from physicians
who would wish to do private practice only,
The only fundamental change which would
occur 'in medical practice would be that
fewer patients would seek private care since
they would have prepayment care by a phy-

sician group of their own choosing available
to them. The American Medical Association
has already endorsed this principle, however,
and no other group, except profit groups,
could object to such a change. There should
be general agreement that medical care
should never be conducted with a profit mo
tive. Certainly an Intermediary third party,
even in the form of an insurance carrier,
should never profit from medical care.
Should such a proposal as this be effected,
a variety of changes would occur in the pres

of proving

their contention

that medical

clear that a physician can no

longer practice as an isolated individual.
Even the general practitioner Is becoming a
highly

trained

specialist who must

have

ready access to experts in a wide variety of
fields to give his patients adequate care.
He car lot practice alone, but must be a part
of a group. Such a group can be as sall
1 as
5 or 10 mar-, or It can be considerably larger.
It can be closely organized, or can be a more
loose relationship. The medical societies
themselves, which exist as county units, are
essentially groups, and when such societies
sosrpeamn
lntepyiin
sonsore prnepaym ten plans, the physicians
gonuthe panluelso th eaplanzae
workingl has
groups.
ajo
Faiuretof
relie
thdiscfll
hsoit
breenathen
m
eajoalthpas
ofori
theedlsoetyan
the physicians are often selfish In the use of
prepayment funds.
A physician may order laboratory studies
or prescribe therapy which Is extravagant
and even of questionable value to the pa
tient, or he may see a patient more often
than is necessary, and thus use up funds
needed for the care of other sick patients.
He is thinking In terms of his individual pa

tient and of his Individual fee for service

without giving proper recognition to the fact

that he is one of a group of physicians at
tempting to provide care to a larger group of
patients. The result of this has been an
inefficiency which has made It necessary for
the medical society prepayment plans either
to charge higher fees or to reduce their coy
erage to the point where the plans have

value only for serious or emergency illness.
All of the physicians on the panel of any
prepayment plan must work together as a
group so that they can give care where it. has
real value. This may seem to be compronitsIng the judgment of the individual physi
clan toward his Individual patient, but this
same compromise always exists in the pa
tient-doctor relationship, except in the
treatment of the very wealthy. In private
practice, the physician cannot order labora
tory studies or hospitalization at will, be
cause patients are often unable to pay for
these, or because there would be no money
left to pay the physician's fee. Medical care
is very costly at best, and must be given with
economy. Under whatever system, volun
tary or compulsory, the medical societies
must fully realize this point before prepay
ment care can succeed. In addition, a con
siderable education of the general public is
required, for many patients attempt to mis
use prepayment, largely through mnisunder
standing. Patients must be reasonable in
requests for care, and they must be edu
cated in this reasonableness by the medical
prof ession.
Among the outstanding medical groups in
the country are the medical school faculties.
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A few of these at present are developing perticiPation in prepayment plans. Many others
are talking about doing so. The university,
groups today ame faced with problems which
will need solution soon. Because of diminishing income from endowments, there Is a
real need for more money. Because of dependence on indigent patients for teaching
material, there Is need for more patients in
periods of prosperity such as was experienced
during the war, and which we all hope may
be achieved in peacetime. Under a plan of
required membership in prepayment plans, as
suggested, the university physician groups
could organize as prepayment groups and because of their great prestige, would attract
a large patient clientele. They would actually tend to dominate the practice in some
areas. This would be proper and in keeping
with their excellence. Each might be part of
a medical society plan, or might compete
with a medical society plan. In any event,
the university groups would receive a large
income from their. work, and would have an
increased patient load consisting of patients
who, by their joining a university plan, Would
have expressed their willingness to be used
f or teaching purposes. It has been well
shown that most people do not object to this,
but recognize its advantages to them as
patients. Students and physicians in training would then deal with patients on a proper
level.
The present county, city, and charity hospitals would change their status completely
under the proposed plan of required prepayment insurance. These facilities would become, in fact, private hospitals and would
accept staffs suitable to their board of
directors. There would no longer be the
charity or welfare patient, which would be a
blessing for all concerned. The inadequate
care which patients now receive in many isolated and understaffed county hospitals
would be improved because of increased
physician economic interest in these patients,
Under a plan of required membership In
prepayment plans, as proposed, no physician
group would ever be able to relax in its
efforts to do good work. The public in the
course of time wiil be an even better judge
of medical care, and will express this judgment in its choice of prepayment plan,
Monopolization of prepayment would be
very unlikely, since groups as small as 10
men would be able to form prepayment plans
and could effectively compete In the field,
Smaller groups would have to refer some of
their more specialized work, such as neurosurgery, to larger centers and would pay fee
for service for such work,
The individual patient could be given the
privilege of changing groups, but he should
not be allowed to do so more than once in
given period of time without special justification. To shop from doctor to doctor is
poor and an extravagant way to seek medical care. This shopping about is too frequently indulged in under present medical
society plans.
The supplementary use of private consultants would occur and has been experienced under some of the already existing
prepayment plans, where it fills an excellent
role. , Occasionally, In case of serious illnessq,
the patient Or his family feels the desire
for further opinion. The group caring for
the patient under prepayment considers the
care already being received completely adsquate, but does not object to further opinion,
The family, having no expense for the Illness, since It has been provided for under
prepayment, is able to afford even sizable
consultant fees. The consultant is called in
and the situation benefits from this added,
though usually unnecessary, opinion.
The phrases "freedom of choice of physician" and "fee-for-service," concerning which
many physicians argue vehemently in cur-
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rent discussions of medical cars, would be
properly tested under such a plan as the one
proposed. "Freedom. of choice" Is at beat a
relative thing and must be understood In its
relationships to the number of physicians in
an area, proper training for various specialized functions, ability of patients to choose
a proper physician, and ability to pay. Certainly as much "freedom of choice" as can be
obtained is desirable. Under present circumstances, a large portion of the population
has exceedingly limited choice and many
have no choice. It Is a challenge directly to
the medical profession to improve this situation both by making this freedom truly
available and by educating the public to
the ability to choose,
Under this proposed plan of required insurance, each person would be able to choose
a group, and even to choose a "family doctor"
by selecting a prepayment group which
would make a physician of his choosing available to him. The individual would further
be able to change his group at least once in
a time period, and he could always seek
private care at his own cost. What further
,freedom of choice" the medical profession
would desire for their patients, they would
have to provide and prove valid in group
competition. It would not be possible to
make allowan~,e for extravagant misuse of
"freedom of choice" and "fee for service" by
cutting back coverage or by other schemes
such as indemnity plans, since complete
coverage at proper overall fee would be required of them. What the proper overall
fee would be, could be determined accurately In the course of time by the competition between the various prepayment groups,
and could be controlled properly by the
medical profession. The profession's chance
of achieving this proper income level may
well depend on its ability to produce a real
solution to the medical care problem before
some revolutionary and Irrevocable scheme
is hoisted upon it.
Under the proposed plan of required prepayment insurance, the status of various
types of hospital administration would not
have to change at first, but one would expect
an evolution of ownership and directorship
of hospitals by the prepayment corporations
which would give the advantage of increased
efficiency with closer control of all hospitals
by physicians. The fact that hospitals
would be controlled by specific groups would
not mean that other physicians need be excluded any more than under present methods
of hospital control. The Permanente Foundation hospitals for example, which are run
by physician groups who give prepayment
care, are open staff hospitals and are used
by other physicians of the areas for private
patients. All physicians associated with prepayment groups would automatically have
proper hospital relationships and privileges,
This would directly solve the difficulties of
the general practitioners who would realize
their full Importance In prepayment care,
The present status of hospitalization under
medical society voluntary prepayment plans
contains faults of which many are not aware.
Most of the plans are content to extend
limited hospital coverage usually under a
separate contract with Blue Cross. The medical profession prefers to concern itself only
with medical practice and is happy to have
someone else worry about hospitalization.
Even now, 70 percent of the hospital beds in
this country are In government control yet
medical care and hospitalization are Inseparable by modern standards and both should
be controlled properly by the medical profession. The particular fault of present hospitalization insurance it that It Is not adsquate to pay for what It attempts to provide,
since it depends on private patient income,
on hospital endowments, and on government funds to pay much of the costs. If vol-
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untary prepayment succeeds as well as the
American Medical Association hopes It will,
the private-patient hospital income will di
minish. Endowment Is becoming increas
ingly scarce. Government subsidy of hospit
alization must then become increasingly Im
portant. New facilities will be created only
with government help. This phase of medi
cal care can become as unhappily Involved
in politics as can the practice of medicine
itself, and it can interfere considerably with
the practice. In its attempts to preserve its
own dignity, why does the medical profes
sion lean so heavily in this respect on gov
ermient and on Blue Cross, a lay corpora
tion? The unity of medical practice and
hospitalization must be realized.
Under the proposed plan of required pre
payment Insurance there would be no excuse
for further extension of public health ad
ministration into general medical care, and
in some fields already Invaded, this work
could revert back to the practicing physi
cians where it belongs. Public health ad
ministration should continue more or less as
it now exists, but should be made available
in all areas. All problems of clinical medi
dine, however, should be handled by the
practicing physisians. The public health
authority should limit Its activity to such
work as study of epidemniologic data, en
forcement of therapy as prescribed by law,
sanitation, pest control, and the like. A
closer unity of purpose could be achieved
In public health since the health authorities
would be dealing with physician groups
rather than with a large number of indivi
dual physicians. Reporting of infectious
disease, poorly done by individual physicians,
could be accomplished better through
groups. Economic want would never inter
fere with adequate therapy. The medical
profession should welcome a means of stop
ping the broadening powers of the public
health authority, and the public health au
thority should be happy to be able to ad
minister an effective program without the
need to indulge in actual medical care. In
a few specialized fields- now well established,
it might be desirable to continue govern
ment administration, as in tuberculosis and
in mental illness.
The care of veterans, under the proposed
plan could be accompisahed by. having --the
Government pay the prepayment fee for nonservice connected care of the veterans to a
physician group of the veteran's choosing.
Service-connected disabilities could be han
died as at present, either in! veterans' hoe
pitals or by special Contract With practicing
physicians. The huge new veterans' hospitals
might better be general community hospitals
staffed by local physicians rather than by
straight Government employees.
Under this proposed plan of required pre
payment Insurance, the role of Government
would be limited even more than it is at
present, since all welfare care would be placed
back on a patient-physician relationship,
Government ownership of. hospital facilities
would be reduced, and publlc health author
ity would be limited. The role of Govern
ment would be limited to writing the laws
regulating prepayment corporations (as is
done under voluntary plans), arbitration of,
these laws, investigation of Individual income
as concerns ability to pay for medical care
(as is done for Income tax and for present
welfare care), and distribution of tax-raised
funds to medical prepayment corporations,
but always to the corporation selected by the
individual citizen, free of political pressure.
It is difficult to see how a Government bu
reaucracy could evolve under this type of
control, or how politics could have much in
fluence.
The competitive profits motive in practice
could be fully maintained, just as in volun
tary plans. A large new source of Income to
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result. It is further our purpose to study,
by scientific method, the Uikelihood that this
theory and the Golden Rule are identical,
and that this Is the social relation that can
produce, at the same time, maximal efficiency
and Maximal freedom for the individual
citizen.
It to readily apparent that, to achieve suc
ces8, resolution l6 will make demands for
fine cooperative effort by Physicians, hosPAItaS, paramedical personnel, the private
insurance industry and all other sectors of
the economy, each achieving independently
and competitively its necessary. function.
Basi1c controls of quality, quantity, and pa
tient satisfaction, it is postulated, will oc
cur automatically within the competitive
framework so that governmental or bu
reaucratic controls, although necessarily out
lined by the Congress, will be practically
minimal.
The doctors of Puerto Rico a-re leading the
way in this. They have expressed this pur
pose so clearly that we quote them here in
reiteration of our statemente above. In a
brilliant statement written lay Dr. Torres,
president of the medical association of
Puerto Rico, and signed by physicians of
Puerto Rico, the following occurs:
"We are certain that the best Physicianpatient relationship is that which Is based
upon the freedom of mutual selection. This
principle of freedom of choice is indispens
able in guaranteeing the patient the best
medical care. Bvery citizen, regardless of
his social or economic position, is entitled
to this right.
"The medical profession is against any
system whereby medical and hospital serv
ices are offered through a monopolistic setResolution 16, introduced to the house ofup Itialoposdoansyemu
REFERENCE No. IA
of special taxes or
ssola-ported by the imposition
deleate mercanMedial
ofthe
From a debate manual written for Sandy tion in November 1961, and never acted on, quotas Upon the people for this sole purpose.
is a, proposal for the experimental pr'oduc- Our opposition to such plans, regardless of
High School debate team 1964:
the name they may be given, Is due to the
"In a just published book, 'Medical Care tion now of the best porrible medical ooz
for the elder citizens of the United States, fact that, there are other methods of flnanc
In the United States,' Walter J. Lear writes:
'Planning for total medical care is practically and for the study of a fundamental method
medical and hospital services, which can
ae
trasa
olw:ing
nonexistent in government or citizen agen- offnnigsc
of louer people
"We propose legislation by the Cogrs of sovethe hrealthefcinyn arblm
cies. And no State or city -has a working
efficiencyiand at arelowe cost
whith greatervn
the United States to this effect: that eac
cooperative relationship among all its health
services.' This sort of statement is often ex- person whose income Is inadequate for the whoile pesserving theooprincipe of fewedo.
"We believe that there is no reason for the
gwhictohmot peoples purchase of his own medical care may, upon
eesplannig
nreseded i I
h nqaiiso
eia
otnaino
his voluntary request, and with his ejigi-_
meand sadministatv design and ontrpopleo
ility automatically determined by hi ~l*care and services received by the different
an exterior conformity. BubhsI ntvld
rent income records, obtain assistance from segments of mur population, and we insist
the Inneret
s
valdnn
foBtualttnertn
fortfatile, torganicrstnature Ifnmedical care, the Federal Government for his own pur-. on the democratization of medical care and
Certainle rgneed planning but thdisa must. chase of comprehensive prepayment doctor- services at the fastest possible pace. By
beacreativ el cneivedldesingn wuhich grost ing in the open, free, competitive market democratization of medical oare and serv
ices we mean the recognition in theory and
care."'
beacetvl
ocie
einwihgosof
We believe that if such legislation is rec- practice that all human beings are entitled
from within and which usually develops best
omended to the Congress Of the United to receive the highest, most efficient, and up
in a pattern of competition.
In medical care, answers must be found States by the medical profession Of ,thip to date medical care and services available
from the point of view of the individual pa- country, 0ongress will then have a clewr path irrespective of whether they have personally
tient. the individual doctor, the small coDm- on which to proceed rapidly. This can then the money to pay for them or not.
"The challenge to accomplish a full democ
munity. When these are all satisfied, then be Carried out clearly within the framework
the desired pattern will be reached. The of scientific research. If it succeeds, It will ratization of medical care and servicas is a
point which Mr. Lear has missed is this: not only accomplish the needed care but also difficult one and there is no way to make its
solution easy.
produce data of sociologic importance.
that we have almost reached this patternwe are nearly there. In our private care in
"We are convinced that the beat way to
PURPOSE
that
reAmerica We have reached it. All
The comprehensiveness of such care will achieve the purpose in which we all
mains Is to support the low income and the
indigent persons so that they can have the necessarily be limited by the going cot of agree * * * Is through a sensible prepaid
same quality and free choice of care as the care In the private market, and by the Voluntary health insurance program In Which
rest of us. This is best accomplished by amnount of money Congress will be winling the insured individuals pay rates. accordsupport from voluntary funds raised locally, to appropriate. The costs and the effesc- Ing to their incomes.
"We do not believe in compulsory plans
as In United Good Neighbors, and given to tiveness of care under such -a program ca
qualifying individuals for their own pur- be continuously studied by the Congress for because we consider that the Individual
should exercise a certain degree of personal
chase, of a prepayment service policy as rec- periodic evaluation and control,
It is readily apparent that the Purpose responsibility in regard to his and his family's
onumended by their own chosen personal
of resolution 16 is fully in accord with the health security. A society like ours, which
physician.
Also, contrary to Wr. Lear's statement, we traditions of the American medical pro0fes- lacks natural riches, has to cultivate the
have achieved a working Cooperative rela- sion, and also with the principles of Ament- responsibility and effort of the individual to
tionahip between all health agencies-in can democracy as expressed in the Declara- compensate for what the country and its gov
Oregon for example. This correlation is tion Of Independence and the Constitution ermient simply can not give."
HISTORY OF RESOLUTION 16
achieved by the only person who can poe- of the United States.
Resolution 16 originated in the Clackamass
It has been said, "capitalism is a wondersibly do this-the personal physician. This
also cannot be learned by looking at care at a ful theory; it is too bad someone doesn't County (Oreg.) Medical Society in April 1961.
national, State, or even at a city level, but by try it sometime." It is the purpose of This is a small society (50 members) with a
looking at It at the neighborhood commu- resolution 16 to give ths theory of capitalism record of 100-percent participation by its
nity level--about the size of a high school a clear trial in the social area in which it physicians for 24 years in the production of
Is most possible to achieve a measurable outstanding prepayment care. The resolu
district,

The personal physician no longer needs to
physicians would accrue from the establishment of regular fees for patients now treated be a "general practitioner" or a "family docfor substandard welfare fees or as charity tor." bust he can also be a specialist who Is
willing to assume comprehensive oonowrn
patients.
Should such a proposal be effected, It for the patients Under his Care. Both the
would not be an irreversible move, but could generalist and the' specialist need the help
be discontinued with a return to present of each other and of an array of other docstatus. The final outcome of such a tors and of paramedical helpers; each m-n
plan would depend almost entirely on the working as an individual, and also as a memiability of the medical profession to produce ber of an ever changing team,
Reference 1 ("Now Is the Time") describes
good care economically and in a form satisfactory to patients. If the physicians them- a total national compulsory prepayment
selves failed in their administrative func- health care design. Reference la (above)
tions, they would possibly become the ser- describes a purely voluntary local health
vanta of consumer cooperatives. It is most care design..
These two might seem very dissimilar, but
likely, however, that consumer cooperatives
would fall by the wayside because of their they are the two sides of the same Coin,
care
They
are both based upon the same basic
Is
is
proper
that
medical
Indirectness.
should be administered by physicians, not by principles of:
1. Personal health care by mutual free
physicians sitting in regional or national
offices, and certainly not by physicians in choice of -patient and doctor,
2. Direct subsidy to those who need figovernment employ or in the cabinet, but
by the physicians who are doing the actual nancial help to buy their own care,
The AMA prefers and recommends the
practice
of
medicine.
competitive
Under a proposal such as this there would purely voluntary local health care design
be no basic change in the present status and is hesitant to accept governmental help,
of physicians except for their admission that especially from the Federal level. It can be
they practice as groups and not alone. They seen, however, that If the basic principles
would have all the patients, plenty of money, of personal ca-rs and of direct subsidy to
and the ability to create proper modern facil- needy individuals can be maintained, It
ftifes in all areas. In sponsoring voluntary should not matter where the subsidy comes
prepayment plans, the physicians have al- from,
Only through strict adherence to both of
ready endorsed the group principle. To hope
'that voluntary prepayment will solve the these basic principles, however, can real
medical care problem in this country Is un- health care be achieved,
realistic, even if it may seem the lesser of
"MEDICAL CARE: FRo EVERYMAN"-A PROPOSAL'
evils. A middle ground of sound principle
(By Walter A. Noehren, M.D., and Jack R.
must be found. It must be endorsed by the
Hegrenes. Jr., ACSW)
medical profession, and it must be soon.
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tioni was approved unanimously by the Ore- can certainly be remedied on local levels if n~onprofit service plan. This plan pays hIgb
gon State Medical Society in September 1961. each area can somehow show enough interest physicians' fees and still gives the patfent
It was first Presented to the American Medi- and ability to bring this about. But prog- a 30 percent better value than the next beet
Cal Association house of delegates at the ress is very slow for times that move so fast, competitor. There are controls written into
Denver midyear meeting in November 1961. Too many governmental programs, further- the program, but we have not seen any Of
At that Meeting, and also at the succeeding more, are monopolistic and bureaucratic. these applied during the past year In this
meeting of the house of delegates in Chi- They are inefficient and do not allow mutual area. An excellent description of the Fed
cago in June 1962, portions of the resolution freedom of choice. Much present care Is eral employees' health benefits Program was
were approved, and the resolution as a whole substandard, with inadequate payment of the given by its director. Mr. Andrew Ruddock.
was referred each time for further study by producers of care, with the effect that one at the Denver meeting of the American Medi
the board of trustees and by the Council on flinds basic inequslity, very sharp In many cal Association in November 1961. His con
Medical Services. At the Denver meeting, cases, in the medical care and services re- cluding statement was: "The Federal em
held In November 1961, approval was given ceived by different segments of the popula- ployes program offers an unparalleled oPto the policy "that any proposed plan of tion. We believe that all these matters can Portunity to demonstrate that voluntary
medical care that can provide better medical be corrected literally overnight if sufficient health care can solve it&problems and is here
care more economically should always be general funds can be madfe available uni- to stay."
EMMARY
given serious consideration by medical asso- formly throughout the country for the supResolution 16 (November 1961) is a specific
ciations including experimentation with pre- port of those who need help. Present busolution of the socioeco
the
payment under assistance programs." At reaucratic care would be converted to private proposal for
the Chicago meeting, held In June 1962, ap- care. As an added bonus welfare depart- nomic problems of contemporary American
ments would be relieved of the task of ar- medical care. We believe that It is practi
proval was given to the following:
"1. The need for the application of the ranging for medical care, and caseworkers, cal and safe, and that it is urgently needed.
prepayment or insurance principle to pro- In very short supply, would be available to It has been partially approved by the house
tect our people against the coats of medical fulfill their proper function In social work. of delegates of the American Medical As
Although we belleve that ideally, and ac- sociatlon. It Is unader continuous study
care Is fully recognised and applies to all
cording to American Medical Association b~y the association. When fully approved by
ages rather than -to the aged alone,
policy as stated in June 1962. Resolution 16 the house of delegates, It will give the Con
"2. See below,
"3. Persons financially able to prepay their should be applied to the entire population, gress a clear dictate to enact promptly leg
own expenses are expected to do so and we think that it would be inadvisable and islation to the following effect: "that each
must be encouraged rather than compelled impractical to attempt so large an experi- person whose income is inadequate for the
ment. Rather, it would be advisable to ap- purchase of his own medical care may, upon
to do so.
"14. The prepaid system should be devoid Ply this program in the limited area of his voluntary request, and with his eligi
bulity automatically determined by his cur
elder-citizen care.
of governmental controls.
rent income records, obtain assistance from
sAFL'rr
"15. Dignity and self-sufficiency for the inthe Federal Government for his own purdividual should be upheld.
etdco
Would it be a safe experiment to use Fed-chsofomrenieppa
"6. The protection offered must be reasonetdco
support of elaerchsofomrenieppa
ably comprehensive rather than token In eral general funds for the
of
citizens who need help for their own pur- ing in the open, free, competitive marketthe
care." Once in effect, experimentally in
character.
rga
fedrctzncrsc
One basic consideration remains, then: to chase of private medical care? Again, this ae
rga
fedrctzncr.sc
recommend the source of funds to support Is a matter of opinion. The final answer ae
effective and
careful study of accurate data. should prove dramatically
persons unable to buy their own care, and wouldas await
impo
sociologic
general
of
data
produce
a matter of opinion, we believe that
to rcomendpracica mehodsfortheBut
implementation of this support. In this, it would be very safe. In fact, we believe it tance______
the house of delegates did not yet believe would be far safer to try this experiment
that it could recommend the broad use of than to continue the present pattern. We
general Federal funds, but made the follow- can see no respect in which the proposed use
Ing recommendation: "2. Persons financially of Federal general funds could cause any
Because of the large
unabe
t prpayadequately their expenses serious difficulty.
ol
oe novdCnrs
may properly be assisted to the degree neces- aonso
sary by their families, their communities, have to stay on top of the problem at all
their States, and if these fall by the Fedleral times. If for any reason, once the program
Government, but only in conjunction with was in effect, this use of Federal funds might
other levels of government." Resolution 16 prove faulty, It could be discontinued, with
differs from. this present policy statement in a return of responsibility to local levels.
that it recommends that the needed funds be Since this would be tried in the limited area
fully from the Federal general fund (equita- of elder-citizen care the support of those in
bly collected and equitably distributed, as need In the rest of the population would
th Intrna Revnuecontinue as at present, and the two methods
far s bposibe,
support could be adequately studied side
th InenlRvueof
farvias) psilb
by side. (Allowance would have to be made
Service),
the higher cost of elder-citizen care.
DISCUSIONfor
This paper will not enter Into any detailed Comprehensive prepayment care for citizens
discussion of present methods of financing over 65 years of age coats at present approxi
and their effectiveness. We consider it rea- mately $25 per month.)
The medical profession is justifiably con
sonable to state that, at present, equitable,
effective, and adequate financial support of cerned over governmental controls in any
those in need of help has not been accom- Progam. It is to be emphasizid that resolu
plished. Progress is being made on State tion 16 calls for the use of Federal general
levels In implementing Kerr-Mills legis- funds only for the support of individual citi
lation for the partial support of elder citizens zens in need as determined by income test).
who need financial help, but, thus far, this Furthermore, it allows each citizen to deter
has been inequitable, and for the most part mine how these funds are to be spent in the
purchase of care available in his locality.
inadequate and inefficient,
There are two aspects of resolution 16 to The only controls necessary would be to
protect the citizen against misrepresenta
be considered:
tion or fraud in what he buys. in areas
VRGENCY
Is there any urgency for an immediate producing care on a healthy competitive basis
better support for those in need of assist- practically no enforcement of controls would
ance? This Is a matter of opinion. If world be required. To prove this point we have
affairs were more settled, if one could be excellent' data available in the Federal em
sure that democracy is understood and ployee health program. This can be consid
admired not only by the free world but also ered a model program in many respects. it
by the Communist countries, certainly one covers all Federal employees who wish to
could continue to work toward solution of join (voluntary). The Federal Government
these problems on local levels. The ad- pays a portion of the cost as employer. Each
mitted ideal would be that those in need employee may chose his own prepayment
would be supported by voluntary contribu- plan individually from the plans available
tions of family and community, with no In his area. In Clackamas County. Oreg.,
need for any governmental money. But this the Federal employee can choose from
has not occurred. Large sums of State and among 6 plans, including commercial in
Federal money are being used at the present surance. His best buy Is the plan produced
time. Present inequities and Insufficiencies locally by the physicians' association as a
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
OF 1965
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under
the unanimous-consent agreement, the
Senate will resume consideration of the
bill (H.R. 6675).
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide a hospital insurance program for the aged
under the Social Security Act with a
supplementary health benefits program
and an expanded program of medical
assistance, to increase benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and
f or other purposes.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
A~ss in the chair). Without objection,
it is so ordered,
Mr. PROUTY. I yield myself 10 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Vermont is recognized for
10 minutes.
THE LOST BThTrALION

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, while
we stand here today in this historic
Chamber, 2 million of our fellow citizens
eke out a precarious existence, borne
down by the twin burdens of poverty and
age.
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Who are these people?
Are they a lost battalion?
Are they enemies of the State, con
demned for some transgression against
public order?
No, Mr. President, these 2 million
Americans are guilty of no misdeed.
They are victims of misfortune-the
misfortune of having been born too soon
to come under the umbrella of social se
curity.
As of the beginning of last year, Mr.
President, there were over 11.3 million
Americans aged 70 or more. Of these
9.3 million received either social secu
rity, civil service retirement, railroad re
tirement, or State and local pensions.
The remainder-2 million of them--did
not qualify at all for any of these public
pensions.
Many of them, had their health and
strength and skills permitted, would have
been able to come under social security
had they been able to work a few more
years. But when they retired from the
work force, the act was not broad enough
to provide them with even a small re
tirement income. Today these men and
women 70, 80, 90 years old must live
from hand to mouth, in many cases not
knowing where their next meal is com
ing from.
The present law, as it stands, requires
six -quarters of covered employment for
an older person to be eligible for- social
security benefits. The bill now before
us would decrease this number of quar
ters, thus making some 355,000 citizens
over 72 eligible for minimum social se
curity assistance coverage.
This is a step in the right direction,
but only a tiny and hesitant step. It
fails completely to come to grips with
the problems faced by the remaining
1,648,000 senior citizens over 70.
My amendment would meet this prob
lem and solve it once and for all. It
would blanket into the social security
-system all Americans over 70 years of
age not otherwise eligible for benefits.
For these most needy of the aged, the
requirement of so many quarters of coy
ered employment would be eliminated al
together. In the case of those who re
ceive some retirement income under a
Federal public pension system, the so
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cial security check would make up only
the difference between the social security
minimum payment and the total of the
recipient's other public pension income.
Mr. President, one of the most embarassing facts about the scope of our
social security coverage is a situation
which now exists in our neighbor to the
north. Canada provides a $75 benefit
f or every one of its citizens attaining age
70. None of the recipients contribute directly to a trust fund. None of the recipients receive less because of their
earnings. None of the recipients must
plead poverty. Merely because they have
attained age 70 the Governmnent of Canada undertakes to assure them a modest
monthly income in their last years.
compare their approach to the amendment I now propose. I ask only that
upon reaching age 70 some of our older
Americans who could not obtain social
security benefits be allowed the minimum benefit, which, if H.R. 6675 is
adopted, would be $44 a month. Unlike
the Canadian plan, those over 70 who
are now eligible for social security and
who have contributed to the system
would draw what their earnings entitle
them to. The some 1 million people with
no public income because of their lack
of social security coverage would be
blanketed in at $44 per month. The
funds for this proposal would come from
general revenue so that the integrity of
the trust fund would be in no way Impaired.
Under this plan the number of beneficiaries decreases from year to year as
the number of employees covered by- social security increases. We would not
be confronted with the ever-increasing
dollar cost of the Canadian approach.
Let us not be put to shame by the
benevolent farsightedness of our neighbor to the north. Let us recognize the
need for this amendment. Let Congress
not settle for the deception inherent in
the transitional coverage provided for
mn H.R. 6675.
Section 309 of H.R. 6675 blankets in
no one. Eligibles for benefits under that
section must have had some quarters of
covered employment.
So many of our old people are living
on Public assistance because they are
entitled to no social security.
It is these very people who in all probability could never obtain any quarters
of coverage entitling them to the beneflt-$35 per month under H.R. 6675.
Implicit in the transitional coverage
provisions of that bill is a cruel hoax,
Those most in need of some benefitsthe oldest members of the community
and those who have been away from
gainful employment for the longest period-would get nothing unless they had
some history of covered employment or,
at age 80 or 90 could find some covered
employment,
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield,
Mr. MUSKIE. I entered the Chamber
after the Senator began his speech; I
should like to ask him two questions
based upon what I have heard him
say.
First, his amendment presumably
would cover persons who are not now
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covered by social security but who do
receive old age assistance under current programs.
Mr. PROUTY. That is true.
Mr. MUSKIE.
What would happen, under the Senator's amendment,
to the old-age assistance payments which
those people now receive?
Mr. PROUTY. If the States determined that they still should receive oldage assistance, I feel certain no State
would bar them from it. There is nothing in my amendment to hamper their
old-age assistance in any way.
Mr. MUSKIE. But presumably those
payments would have to be rejuvenated
by the appropriate State agencies, to
determine whether they are needed,
considering the circumstances of the
individual recipient.
Mr. PROUTY. That would be a
matter for the State agency to determine.
Mr. MUSKIE. So in some instances,
conceivably, some of the payments would
be discontinued and others dropped,
while others would possibly be continued.
Mr. PROUTY. In very few instances
would there be any significant change;
most persons receiving old-age assistance
are getting so little at the present time
that they barely maintain a subsistence
standard of living,
Mr. MUSKIE. Nevertheless, recalling
my own service in State government as
Governor and as a member of the legislature, old-age assistance grants are
based upon formulas of need that are
geared to specific budget items that are
provided by the program. Unless the
formulas of need are changed by State
agencies, the addition of the social security income would change the requirements of the individual recipient. Is
not that so?
Mr. PROUTY. Conceivably,
that
could be true; but, I believe that in relatively -few instances would that be the
case.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time yielded to himself by the Senator
from Vermont has expired,
Mr. PROUTY. I yield myself an additional 10 minutes. I should explain to
the Senator from Maine that I have only
one-half hour.
Mr. MUSKIE. I shall ask one other
question. I appreciate the pressure of
time. The Senator has covered my first
point sufficiently to give me some food
for thought.
My second question is this: Would the
group of which the Senator is speaking
become eligible for the social security
payments which the Senator's amendment provides, regardless of need?
Mr. PROUTY. That is true,
Mr. MUSKIE. So regardless of income and regardless of resources, the
persons in this group would receive
benefits,
Mr. PROUTY. I am sure the Senator
knows that more than 99 percent will be
Persons who actually need assistance.
Under the present social security program, as the Senator knows, need is not
a criterion,
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator is quite
accurate. I merely wanted to be certain
what his amendment provided,
Mr. PROUTY. That is true.
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Mr. MUSKIE. I thank the Senator
for his answers to my questions.
Mr. PROUTY. Make no mistake, Mr.
President, the transitional coverage pro
visions of H.R. 6675 do nothing for the
older American who was legislated out
of social security coverage altogether.
It only applied to those who at some
time during their life had some employ
ment covered by social security with
holding.
It would do nothing for the thousands
of retired teachers whose States partic
ipated in the system after their retire
ment. It would do nothing for those re
tired people whose jobs were brought
under social security after they left work.
The Social Security Act has been
amended 11 times since its inception.
Many of these amendments have im
pacted upon eligibility for future bene-_
fits. Unless we blanket in all those age
70 and above, we stand a very .good
chance of doing irreparable harm to
those excluded from the operation and
benefits of the program through legisla
tive oversight. I can think of no valid
reason why we cannot settle this difficult
and complex problem with the one easy
step I propose rather than going from
year to year excluding some portions of
our older citizens now and the remainder
in subsequent years. In all fairness and
equity we ought to once and for all bring
wtihin the bounds of this program those
for whom the program was Intendedolder America. The language in H.R.
6675 would not do the job.
I have heard the argument that these
people ought not to be eligible for any
benefits because they did not contribute
to the fund. I remind my colleagues of
the gross inequity of legislatively prohib
iting a sector of the society from joining
and contributing to the system in the
1950's and then continuing this legisla
tive exclusion when it becomes benefitpayment time on the grounds that no
contributions were made. Mr. Presi
dent, how could these people have con
tributed to the program when the law
did not provide for such contributions
during their years of employment? In
any event, this objection is met because
payments are ultimately financed out of
general revenues.
I have heard it said that paying these
people the minimum benefits would
mean that some noncontributory ineligi
bles would be receiving more than con
tributory eligibles. May I again remind
my colleagues that any one who re
ceives less than the minimum benefit
either does so because he or she elects to
to take earlier a reduced annuity, or he
or she has no earnings record and takes
as a relative of the primary beneficiary.
Under my plan a person must wait until
age 70 to take the minimum benefit.
They have no option to take earlier at a
reduced annuity. Clearly, the addi
tional 10 years they must wait accounts
for more than the actuarial difference.
I have heard it suggested that this
plan is too costly, but the hearings be
fore the Finance Committee indicated
that it would cost as little as $700 million
to blanket all in at age 65. I propose
to blanket all in at age 70 which would
result in a substantial reduction from
this quoted figure.
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In a bill of this magnitude the cost
MODMfCATION OF UNANIMOU5"CONSENT
of my proposal is wholly insignificant
AGREEMENT
in terms of the equity and justice meted
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
out to those unfortunates shut off. from ask unanimous consent that the time be
the system. To continue to exclude these extended by one-half hour on the bill.
People from the minimum coverage could
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
well result in keeping them on the pub- objection? Without objection, it is so
lic assistance rolls-a cost we bear in ordered. The previous unanimous-conthe long run,
sent agreement has been negated, and a
If we are sincere in our desires to erad- new one entered into.
icate poverty, we ought not to be conThe senior Senator from Louisiana will
tent with a plan which ignores those be recognized for 1 hour.
hardest hit by the ravages of povertyMr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I apolder America. If we are sincere in our prediate very much this consideration on
desire to eliminate poverty we ought to the part of the leadership. Yesterday, I
wage the war on a forgotten front and was promised some time to discuss this
fight a good fight for dignity and a de- very complicated bill, very briefly,
cent life for our older citizens.
I sincerely regret that I cannot see my
It is a national disgrace, in my judg- way clear to vote for the bill in its presment, that we are prepared to fight pov- ent form. For the past several years
erty by spending hundreds of millions many efforts have been made to adopt
to build roads yet are unwilling to build the so-called medicare provision,
good lives for our old people. It is a
It will be recalled that in past years
national disgrace that we can spend bil- attempts were made to attach medicare
lions to go to the moon but nothing to provisions to social security legislation
go across the street with a little bit for that was then pending. The Senate
food and clothing. It is a national sor- voted down virtually all of those atrow that we have tarried so long,
tempts. Today we are confronted with
Finally, Mr. President, is there some- a bill that has been so drafted that quite
thing sacrosanct about the medical care a bit of honey has been placed under
Portions of this bill Will we walk an the beehive in order to attract the bees.
extra mile to initiate a new program
There are many fine provisions in the
which blankets in all over 65 for thou- bill which I would like to vote for, but
sands of dollars of medical expenses and since those features are Presented to the
then be unwilling to walk a few feet to Senate in conjunction with the so-called
Put $44 into the hands of all aged 70 medicare provision, I cannot in good conand over? For this reason alone I would science vote for the bill,
ask for the adoption of this amendment.
For example, Mr. President, I would
The National Association of Retired -be glad to vote for an increase in the
Teachers and the American Association Present benefit payments to the aged.
of Retired Persons wholeheartedly sup I think it is needed. It Is long overdue.
Port and endorse this amendment. I
It appears to me that in order to get
can think of no more significant expres- the medicare bill through, the adminission of the public voice on this important tration has somehow been successful in
matter than this unqualified endorse- 'getting the principle of medicare atment by 800,000 retired persons.
tached to the social security provisions,
For those who have retired and died which by themselves are very attractive,
without the benefit of regular mOnthly It is rather difficult for a politician not
checks, it is too late. But for those walk- to vote for themi.
ing in the twilight between, -there is stml
I happen to be one of those Senators
hope. It lies in the acceptance of this who will come up for reelection next
amendment by the Congress of the Year. If my Position on this bill defeats
United States. Let us act now, and not me, good and well. It is all right. But
next year or the year after, when it winl I have faith in my people, and I do not
be too late to provide a little comfort' for believe they will take offense because I
the thousands who will pass on while we am standing in the Senate today speaktarry.
Ing as I did for Many Years in the past
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder on the medicare proposal,
of my time.
The social security Program has been
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who highly successful; and I, for one, am
yields time?
Inot ready to do violence to that great
Mr. MLANSFIELD. Mr. President, I program,
suggest the absence of a quorum.
SomDe statisticians say that the proThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The gram.is already in danger, in that we are
clerk will call the roll.
beginning to Pay out a little more than
The legislative clerk Proceeded to call had been estimated. It is said that at
the roll,
some time in the not too distant future,
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I the trust fund may become so depleted
ask unanimous consent that the order that we will not be able to Pay the penfor the quorum call be rescinded.
sions of those who expect them. These
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without funds have been in the Treasury Departobjection, it Is so ordered-.
ment for many years. Little or no inMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- terest has been paid ofl them up to now
dent, I yield 1 hour on the bill to the dis- by the Federal Government. At the motinguished senior Senator from Louisiana ment, I do not remember the amount of
[Mr. ELLENDERI.
the interest owed, but It is quite large,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. President, any time we add to the
Chair advises the Senator that only 55 social security program more and more
minutes remain.
Obligations, even though the trust fund as
Mr. LONG of Louisiana, On the bill, to the medical program is separate from
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the trust fund which was created for the
pension part of the program, someday
in the future the two programs will be
joined. Let us not be so naive as to be
lieve that the medicare program will not
be increased from year to year to the
point that the Government will have to
impose more taxes on the little man, or
else take the necessary money out of the
Treasury. The medicare program is
bound to cost hundreds of millions of
dollars more than is now being indicated
by the proponents of the measure.
A glance at what took place only this
year will indicate clearly what is to be
expected in the future. When this bill
was originally presented in the House of
Representatives, it carried a price tag of
approximately $4 billion. As it pro
gressed through the Congress, it became
more and more expansive and expensive,
until the measure before this body today
envisions a total cost of over $7 billion,
and the Senate ha's not even completed
action on it.
The trust fund which is being created
for the medicare program will be treated,
as I said, separately from the trust fund
created under the original Social Se
curity Act. But, in addition to the funds
which are provided in the trust fund, we
have a sum from the Treasury Depart
ment of approximately $600 million as
the Government's share to pay for the
insurance program, in order to guarantee
services not provided for under the medi-
care bill.
What are those services?
They are for doctors, radiologists, psy
chiatrists, and other services of that kind.
It is my belief that many of the labor
ing people who are for the bill do not
know the implications involved, nor do
they know what benefits will accrue to
citizens 65 years and older.
I dislike to say this, but many sons and
daughters whose mothers and fathers are
growing old are of the belief that under
the pending bill they will be able to get
the Government to take care Of their Old
er parents, in the event they become Ill
for long periods of time; they are expect
ing their parents will be able to receive
complete medical attention.
Mr. President, when the bill becomes
law-as I know it will, because of the way
it has been presented to Congress-and
the law begins to operate, the recipients
will soon find that it does not provide
what they thought.
For example, on page 5 of part I of the
bill, the medicare provisions are set out.
Hospitalization is limited to 60 days. In
order to obtain this hospitalization for
the first 60 days, it will be necessary for
the recipient to pay $40 in advance.
Then, if the patient remains ill for a
period longer than 60 days, he may re
main another 60 days, but in order for
that to be possible, he will have to pay
$10 a day for hospitalization.
That may not srund like a large
amount of money, but when we consider
the millions of indigent older people, it
will soon be discovered that the bill does
not respond to their requirements and
what Is expected of the Government.
Mr. President, in the course of my
short Presentation, I hope to lay before
the Senate what the great State of Loui
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slana has been doing in regard to assist(4) posthospital home health services for
(1) Physicians' and surgeons' services,
ance for its poorer citizens, to those be.. up to 175 visits, after discharge from a hos- whether furnished in a hospital, clinic, of
lo ndaoe5yer
f g.The
pital (after at least a 3-day stay) or extended fice, In the home, or elsewhere.
lowaove65
nd
ya
peoplae. aecare facility and before the beginning of a
(2) Chiropractors' services.
services rendered to those epeae
new spell of illness. Such a person must be
(3) Podiatrists' services.
not f of 5 weeks or for 2 weeks--alin the care of a physician and under a plan
(4) Home health service (with no require
though there is a technical 30-day peni- established by a physician within 14 days of ment of prior hospitalization) for up to 100
od-but if the doctors who attend such discharge calling for such services. These visits during each calendar year.
persons indicate that the patient Must services would include intermittent nursing
(5) Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests,
be hospitalized more than 10 days, more care, therapy, and the part-time services of a and other diagnostic tests.
than 30 days, or even for a year, that can home health aid. The patient must be
(6) X-ray, radium, and radioactive isotope
bedoeatnocsttote ecpen.
e homebound, except, that when certain equip- therapy.
be
n dne
cott t th reipint.Thement is used, the individual could be taken
(7) Ambulance services.
recipient does not pay for the hospital- to a hospital or extended care facility or re(8) SurgicIal dressings and splints, casts,
ization, or for the doctor bills, or for the habllitation center to receive some of these and other devices for reduction of fractures
cost of the medicines--as I shall indicate covered home health services In order to get and dislocations; rental of durable medical
in a few moments.
advantage of the necessary equipment,
equipment such as iron lungs, oxygen tents,
Undehe
th eciiens
pedin bil,- Mr ELENDR.
r. Pesient I lso hospital beds, and wheelchairs used in the
Unde he
th rcipent
pedin
bil, Mr ELENDR. M. Pesient I lsoPatient's home, prosthetic devices (other
must provide for the payment of all doc- ask unanimous consent to place in the devices, other than dental) which replace
tar bills. All that the recipient receives RECORD the statement which appears at all or part of an Internal body organ; b~races
is hospital attention from the regular page 7 of the committee report, giving and artificial legs, arms, eyes, etc.
staff of the hospital. In other words, a general description of the so-called
There would be a special limitation on
there will be many interns involved-ap- supplemental insurance plan and the Outside-the-hospital treatment of mental,
preniceofthi
Inthehosptal
con- srvies hatareto b mae aailble psychoneurotic, and personality disorders.
prenic
in he ospia
profethssioun,
unervite toath areciiets in thde hospitable Payment for such treatment during any cal
try who are learning their Prfsin
ne
tt
h eiinsi'h
optledryear
would be limited, in effect, to
Insofar as the expenses incurred by the and out of the hospital.
$250 or 50 percent of the expenses, which
patients are concerned, they will not be
There being no objection, the excerpt ever is smaller.
charged for that service; but if it is nec- from the committee report was ordered
M.ELNE.
M.Peiet
essary to take X-rays, or do anything to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Mebr o CoLngres woul havsiento be
other than the ordinary routines Per-

2. VOLUNTARY SUPPLEMENTARY INSURANCE

MebroCngsswudhvtoe

formed in a hospital, the inpatients must
PLA
naive indeed to believe that the pro
provide for that in a way different from
General description: A package of bene- gram of hospitalization can be main
the hospitalization,
fits supplementing those provided under the tained through the method of financing
How does that work?
basic plan would be offered to all persons 6
that is now provided. The method now
There is in the bill a supplemental in- and over on a voluntary basis. Individuals provided is a tax on the income of the
surance plan. In order to facilitate the who elect to enroll initially would pay pre- working people.
inuanepan
h rcpen
ut amiums
of $3 a month (deducted, where -posToday, a very small percentage on the
atnfirste$3lanmoth.
Thapiet mount isy sible, from social security or railroad retire- $4,800 maximum income is paid by every
at frst
mnth
$3a Tht
aoun isment benefits). The Government would employee and every employer, to make
matched 'by the Federal Government. match this premium with $3 paid from gen-upterstfnwih
oldbcm
Therfor,
$6a mnthaccrdin totheeral funds. Since the minimum increase in
report, will pay for everything necessary cash social security benefits under the bill available as benefits to social security
for the recipient of the hospitalization. for workers retiring or who retired at age 65 recipients after they become 65 years of
.I ask unanimous consent to place in the or older would be $4 a month ($6 a month age. That relates primarily to their penREOR
pin
a ti te tteen
i te
for man and wife receiving benefits based on Sion. A person must reach age 65 before
REpORD twhihispoundtesatpaem5.nt in-th
the same earnings record), the benefit in- any kind of benefits become available,
reprtisf~ud
hic a pae 5 Itin-creases wouid fully cover the amount of unless, under amendments which were
dicates the benefits to be received from monthly premiums,
adopted recently, a person under social
hospitalization.
Enrollment: Persons who have reached age security is disabled so that he cannot
There being no objection, the excerpt 65 before July 1, 1966, will have an opportu-wok OfcusndrathrSae
from the committee report was ordered nity to enroll in an enrollment period whichwokOfcusndrathrSae
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
begins April 1, 1966, and shall end on Sep- amendment, a smaller benefit will come
tember 30, 1966.
available to a person reaching age 60, if
Benefits: Tho services for which pay'ment
Persons attaining age 65 subsequent to he so chooses,
would be made under the basic plan includeJuly 1, 1966, will have enroliment periods of
Mr. President, not long ago we adopted
(1) inpatient hospital services for up to 7 months beginning 3 months before the another amendment to the social security
120 days in each spell of illness. The patient month of attainment of age 65.
program Which I thought was a good
pays a deductibie amount of $40 for the first
60 days plus $10 a day for any days in excess of 60 for each spell of illness; hospital
services would include all those ordinarily
furnished by a hospital to its inpatients;
however, payment would not be made for private duty nursing or for the hospital services
of physicians except (1) services provided by
interns or residents in training under approved teaching programs; and (2) services
of radiologists, anethesiologists, pathologists,
and physiastriste where these services are
provided under an arrangement with the hospital and are billed through the hospital.
Inpatient psychiatric hospital service would
also be included, but a lifetime limitation of
210 days would be imposed;
(2) porthospital extended care (in a faciliity having an arrangement with a hospital
for the timely transfer of patients and for
furnishing medical information about patients) after the patient is transferred from
a hospital (after at least a 3-day stay) for
up to 100 days in each spell of illness, but
after the first 20 days of care patients will
pay $5 a day for the remaining days of extended care In a spell of illness;
(3) outpatient hospital diagnostic services,
with the patient paying a $20 deductible
amount and a 20 percent coinsurance for
each diagnostic study (that is, for diagnostic
services furnished to him by the same hospital during a 20-day period); and

In the future, general enrollment periods
will be from October 1 to December 31, in one, It provides that a person may pay
each even-numbered year. The first such some money into the trust fund in order
period will be October 1 to December 31, to obtain, at the age of 65, or when he
1968.
becomes totally disabled, a certain stiNo person may enroll more than 3 years Pend, depending on the salary he re
after the close of the first enrollment period ceived before. In that case the trust
in which he could have enrolled,
fund is drawn upon to make these funds
There will be only one chance to resuroll available to him.
for persons who are In the plan but drop out,
B
and the reenrollment must occur within 3
But, Mr. President, that represented
years of termination of the previous enroll- the original fear upon which the social
ment.
security Program was based.
Coverage may be terminated (1) by the
Here we are adding more and more
individual filing notice during an enrollment Programs which will become very costly
period, or (2) by the Government, for non- to the Government as well as to the tax
payment of premiums,
aes
hnIsy
apyrIma
A State would be able to provide the sup- thoese Whoehol
socal scrtapyecrds. ma
plementary insurance benefits to its publicthswohldocaseuiyar.
assistance recipients who are receiving cash
Today they-pay on the first $4,800 of
assistance if .it chooses to do so.
their salary, The pending bill raises
Effective date: Benefits will be effective the base from $4,800 to $6,600, and the
beginning January 1, 1967.
rate has been increased.
Benefits: The voluntary supplementary
In the next few years employers and
insurance plan would cover physicians' serv- employees under social security will be
ices, chiropractic, and podiatrists' services, pyn
aei
xeso 0preto
home health services, and numerous other
rain
earnteings
cs
f1preto
medical and health services in and out Of thelr ean
sup to $6,600.
medical institutions.
Anyone who has had experience or who
There would be an annual deductible of Will look into the subject of hospitaliza
$50. Then the plan would cover 80 percent tion and the paying of doctor bills and
of the patient's bill (above the deductible)
nurse's bills, will soon find that the
for the following services:
cost is on the increase, and that there
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is no possibility of discharging all the
costs of the future that will be entailed
in the hospitalization program now
pending,
What will that mean? It will mean
that those holding social security cards
will have to pay more and more on a
larger base, with an increase in the percentage amount; and then the Federal
Government will be compelled to come
into the picture in order to meet the
excess cost,
I speak from experience. I sat in
the Louisiana Legislature for 12 years.
I was very much interested in hospitalizatiorn. I insisted on creating and
establishing State-owned hospitalization in my own State for the poor, for
the indigent, for those who are unable
to pay the bills.
As I shall indicate in a few moments,
the program that we have set up in Louisiana, if carried out by other States in
the Union, would mean that we would
not need the program of medicare that Is
now before us. The unfortunate thing
is that many States of the Union have
been dragging their feet, so far as hospitalization is concerned. In Louisiana,
we have not been neglectful in assisting
the poor. The people of Louisiana have
taxed themselves until it hurts, to give
assistance where it is needed. Now we
are being called upon to further increase
their tax burden, and at the same time
not give them more benefits-in fact less
than they are now receiving. I cannot
see my way clear to vote for the bill.
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Mr. President, I am conscious of the
fact that I cannot change many votes on
the floor of the Senate. The minds of
most Senators have been made up. I
merely wish to speak for the REcoRD to
indicate to the people what can be expected from the bill. I repeat that what
will be provided under the law will be
meager in contrast to what the people
will anticipate obtaining,
Quite a few programs for which -I
should like to vote axe incorporated In
the bill. For example, as I have indicated, the 7-percent benefit increase is
long past due. That increase should
have been enacted a few years ago,
I should like to increase benefits for
crippled childreii, children with no
homes, and disabled children. I should
like .to give the special benefits to the
older people which are provided for in
the measure.
But I cannot see my way clear to vote
for those provisions with the medicare
program attached to them because, as I
have said publicly and repeat now, if the
medicare proposal is studied carefully, its
folly will be evident. People will not receive what they anticipate. If the Congress makes the mistake of -adopting the
proposal, it will mnean that every session
of Congress will be confronted with more
and more and larger and larger demands.
The program will mushroom, because
when the people who expect much from
the proposed legislation find out that
they are not receiving what they anticipated, they will come to their Senators
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and Representatives, force the Issue, and
make them propose increases from every
direction. Not only will the percentagewise tax on income be raised, but the
base will also be broadened, breached,
and increased.
We can see that process already in ac
tion by examining the figures presented
in table 6, found on page 287 of part I
of the Finance Committee's report.
There it can be seen that under the social
security legislation now on the statute
books, the combined social security tax
on employer and employee would amount
to $396 next year. By contrast, it will
amount to $487.20 under the House ver
sion of this bill, and to $551.10 in the
Senate version.
Looking to the year 1987, the disparity
is even more glaring. In that year, under
present legislation already on the books,
employers and employees would make a
combined contribution of $444. Yet un
der the House version of the bill, the con
tribution is jumped up to $739.20, and
under the provisions drafted by the Sen
ate committee, the combined payroll tax
has been increased to the sum of $759.
Of course, we should bear in mind that
1987 is a long way off, and It is wholly
reasonable to expect that even greater
increases will be voted before that time.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that table 6 from the committee re
port be placed in the REcoRD at this point.
There being no objection, the table was
ordered printed in the RE:CORD, as fol
lows:

TABLE 6.-Combined tax on employer and employee under present law and under House and Senate Finance Committee versions of H.R.
6675 '--Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program and basic hospital insurance program, 1965-87 and after
Combined tax on employer and employee
Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program

Basic hospital insurance
program

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program and basic hospital
Insurance program

Year
Under
present

Under
House
lw bill

1966------------------- $348.00
1966-------------------- 396.00
1967-------------------- 396.,00
1968-------------------- 444. 00
1969--70- --------------- 444.00
1971-72 ----------------- 444.00
19735-76---------------- 444.00
1976-79 ----------------- 444. 00
1980-86 ----------------- 444. 00
1987 and after------------1444.00

$348. 00
448.00
448.00
448.00
492.80
580.80
633.60
633.60
633.80
633. 60

Under
Finance
Committee bill

Under
present
law

Under
House
bill

Under
Finance
Under
Commit- presnt
tee bill
lw

$343. 00 -------- ---------- ---------508.20----------- $39.20
$42.90
508.20------------16.00
66.00
808.20------------86.00
66.00
587.40 ----------- 56. 00
66.00
587.40----------- 66. 00
72.60
646.80----------- 72.60
79.20
640.80------------ 79. 20
85.80
646.80----------- 92.40
90. 00
640.80----------- 105.60
112.20

1For employee with, wage equal to or in excess of the tax base under the Senate Finance Committee bill.

Mr. ELLENDIER. Mr. President, in
addition, there is no question that If we
vote to protect and provide for the people
above 65 and people under that age,
many more millions will be required than
are provided in the bill we are now
considering,
I repeat what I believe will happen,
Uncle Sam, instead of the States, will be
called upon to carry those burdens. A
good deal of the burden rightly belongs
on the States. I favor a cooperative effort on the part of the Federal Government and the States in many fields. For
example, the Kerr-Miflls law works well.
In Louisiana that program Is mushroom-

$348.00
396.00
396.00
444. 00
444. 00
444.00
444.00
444. 00
444. 00
444.00

Under
House
bill

$348.00
487.20
504.00
504.00
548.80
646.80
706.20
712.80
726.00
739.20

Under
Finance
Commit.tee bill

increase under
House bill

Increase under Finance
Committee bill

____________

over
present
law

$348.00----551.10
$91.20
874.20
108.00
574.20
40.00
653.40
104.80
660. 00
202.80
726.00
262.20
732160
268. 80
74380
282.00
739.00
298.20

__

______

Over
19115

Over
present
law

--------$139.20
186.00
116.00
200.80
298. 80
358. 20
364.80
378.00D
391.20

$155.10
178.20
130.20
209. 40
216.00
282.00D
288.80
301.80
318.00



Over
House
bill

Over
1965

$6.0
70. 20
70.20
104.00
13. 20
19.80
19.80
19.80
19. 80

$231
226.20
226. 20
308.40
312.00
378.00
384.60
397.80
411.00

Source: Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

ing. But it is being carried out on a
cooperative basis with the States,
As I said, from here out we shall have
demands from unsatisfied people who
will say that they were misled as to what
the bill would do for them. I am one
who believes that those who are able to
pay their medical bills should be made
to do so and not let Uncle Sam carry the
burden, as will be the case if the bill
passes.
In my judgment, unless we can obtain
full cooperation between the States and
the Federal Governmnent to carry the
burden of hospitalization for those unable to pay, the cost of the program will

be so immense that the taxpayers wiil
begin to grumble and resist the payments
that will be necessary in order to carry
the Program through.
Mr. President, on September 7, 1964,
I delivered an address in the Senate en
titled "Louisiana Takes Care of Its Own."
That address was made in opposition to
amendment No. 1178, the so-called Gore
amendment, which would have attached
medicare legislation to the Social Secu
rity Amendments of 1964, which were
before the Senate. In that speech, I doc
umented what the State of Louisiana is
doing for all Its needy citizens, and par
ticularly for its aged in need of medical
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assistance. I pointed out that my state
There being no objection, the tables
wa~s already doing much more than would were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
be provided in. the pending legislation, as follows:
and I now make the same claim as to the
Data te lWtrr-Mflls-Loutisana
measure before the Senate. Since Lou-__
isiana citizens had taxed- themselves
Number
Date

heavily in an effort to assure that no

__________________the

one in need of medical asistance would
be without it, regardless of age, and regardless of ability to pay, I could not see
my way clear to support the imposition
of additional taxes toward ths end.
Mr. President, I again maintain that
position. The medicare proposal currently before the Senate will amount to
nothing short of double taxation of the
people of Louisiana to provide a service
that is already available to them in a
much more extended formi.

Persons 65 years and over-- 268, 865
Total receiving 0AS1,
157,602
Louisiana.
Total receiving either
287, 674
OASI or 0AA.I
Total receiving OAA ---129,742
Also receiving QASI----54,602
Total receiving either
2 3, 674
OASI or OAA or a combination of the 2.
Receiving continued med44,324
ical care.
Potentiall.meiayi
eligible
139,123
oaged.for
Number receiving MAA 
2533
Also receiving (JSI
e--366

Representatives under the governor
ship of the late Huey P. Long. Under
Governor Lo6ng's leadership, the State
legislature acted to provide liberal pen
sions for all of our old people. Because
of the existence of our pension plan for
Protection of our aged, we were ready
toparticipate fully in the jointly fi

December 1964.
Do.

nanced Federal-State old-age assistance
program enacted~by the Congress. I am
podt
a htti
rnil
fmk
ru

Do.

February 1965.
Do.

Federal

osyta

hi

rnil

fmk

mng the necessary. aid available to our
needy has been carried through by our
State administrations since I left the leg
iltr
orpeetLusaai
h
U.S.tSenato e. rsn
isaai
h
US eae
This can be shown in many ways. The
tables I have just inserted in the RECORD
will indicate it to a large degree. -It' can

Do.

To bring the data I presented to the

Senate last year up to date, I point out
Total
that there are currently 268,865 personsanedrgthfsalyredigJe
65 years of age and over in Louisiana. OAA medical
Of this number, 129,742 are receiving oldprogram:
1960-61----$3,373,216
assistance payments from teedalteFdrl
1961-62-----13, 773,943
and State governments. A large per1962-63-----21,210,490
centge'f
te
ol-ag
asistace
ay193-64-----22,
724, 440
centagsevofthed tolmd-age
carsstnefory-h
1964-65 4 -----27,728,927
aged, and in the last complete fiscal year
Subtotal-- 88,811,016

July 9, 1965

also b

show

by-te-totl-monys

ex

pended in, Louisiana for, old-.age assist

stat

30, 1964. In that year, and including the
SUMS spent for Medical Payments in the
$2,430,739
$942,477 category of old-age assistance, a total of
10,105,005
3,668938
15,227,600
5,982s89
$129,316,000 was received by our needy
16,665,154
6:169:246 citizens.
.20,071,743
7,653, 184
Aside from this, a total of $984,000 was
64394,281
24,416, 735 expended last year by the State and Fed
fo hcaeotie
iuethe
MAA medical
eral Government under the medical asfor which
avepobtaine fiuesnitr
prga:sistance
for the aged program. It is well
aoAuntedicatoal pogfa
expe4,40Mndiur
190program -------------------to Point out here that In the category of
amutdt
oa f$27440
ay
1961-62 -------- 359,210
260 7
98 O
old- age assistance total paymens, Louisi
others in my State are participating in
1962-63-------- 974,990
707, 355
267:635
themeicl
ad o he ge o MA po1963-04--------984,148
722,8938
261,5i50 ana. ranks third in the Nation, exceeded
the
ad edial
t theage or AA ro1964--65 ---- 1.200,000
880,896
319,2800ol
ytelrean
uhmr
ou
gram. In the 1964 fiscal year, a total of
_nbteageaduhoe'ou
$1,200,000 was expended under the MAA
Subtotal_- 3,518.348 2,571,360
946,988 lated States of California and Texas. of
medical Program, The total payment in
Total-----92,~329,3641 96 ,6
1
that total of almost $130 million, $33,
Louisiana made under both the old-age

8 18,000 or 26.2 percent was derived from

66_________
___ 5 M
2_36_72

assistance and medical assistance for the
'~iiuesosmr hn h oa esn 5yas
State funds. I believe that this
age prgrmsfrm 160thrug fi
1end older inLoulsiana because some persons who receive purely
indicates
first,allthat
Louisiana
taken
agdpormfrm10hog
ficlOAA
also receive GAll.
and is' taking
possible
stepshas
to secure
Year 1964, amounts to $92,329,364. The
286.9 percent.
tenee
eia
aeadbnft
o
contribution made by the Federal Gov- ~1 month.
tenee
eia
aeadbnft
o
her needy people
5'Includes April, May, end June 1965 estimate,
eminent amounts to $66,965,641; that
Total OAA end MAA, 1960 through 1964-5.
ItIdcae
lecody. u uta
n
mad2b5
te3tae3gvenmnttoal
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, be- portantly, that we are doing so at a sub
$2,6,2.fore
leaving this Portion of my remarks, stantial strain on the taxpayers of our
Mr. President, two tables I had Pre- I Point out that this high level of Lou- State.
Pared after consulting with the State isiana participation in the cooperative
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
welfare and medical authorities show programs enacted by Congress did not sent to have Printed in the RECORD two
veypanl
h
ih
ee f atc-come about by accident. When Congress tables prepared by the Department of
pation which Louisiana has achieved saw fit to follow the lead of the Louisiana Health, Education, and Welfare which
through the operation of the Kerr-Mills Legislature, we were, of course, able to show the nationwide expenditures under
Program, which I have been informed take full advantage of the matching pro- the two categories of old-age assistance
"is not operating in some States.", I as
gram. I am proud to'say that the and medical assistance for the aged.
unanimous Consent that they be Placed groundwork for our participation was
There being no objection, the tables
in the RzCORw at this point in my re- laid in the 1930's, when I was serving aswr
ree
ob pitdI
h EOD
makfloor
leader of the Louisiana House of as follows:
TABLE

5.-Old-age assistance: Expenditures for assi,9tance to recipients, by~ source of funds, flical year ended June .80, 1964
[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Sttence

Total

Total asistt-

Vendor payments for

includIttetg
vendor
pay ments for
mcdl care

medical care

----------------------------------------

__

$2,930,945

Alabkama-------------------------88,736
Californi----------------------------------------Cooao-------------------------Colorado f---------------------------------------------Deaw
-- --re---- ----- ---- -- -- -- ---- -- --Delawre------------------------------932
-- -- ----L ----------Florida 2
Geogi
-------------------------------Geogam-------------------------Hawaii 2- - - ---- - - ------ ---- --Idaho--------------------------------------------Footnotes at end of table.-----

43,4239
347,196
60,218
7,928

2,939
65,11336
61,224

61

41,028
4 786

_

_

_

Total including vendor payments for mnedical care
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Federal funds

___

_
-_

Amount

_

Percent
of total

_

_
_

_
_

__
_

Amount

_

_

Percent

_

_
_

_
_

_
_

Amount

20.7

$1,311,202

66.1

$620,373

11,891

13.4

67,693

76.2

21,130

8,93
41,429
12,019
1,972
195

18.9
11.9
19.9
24.9
20.9

3,69
168,167
31,536
5,00)7
655

48.4

13,926
8,469

28.2
13.8

42,609
47,919
31
3,161
16

8

2646

28.3
13.1

16.1
1.

1,627

_

_

_

62.3
63.1
70.3

,30
154,923
28,722
2,922
27

77.0
78.3

12,727
11,193

73.7
78

1,17
117

62.8

.50.0

962

31

_

_

_

_

_

_

Local funds

_
__

$420,887

732

_

State funds
Percent
30.5
23.83

_

_

_

Amount

_

Percent

$49,370

4.4
()

2.
44.4
25,006
7.2
47.7 ------------
36.9 --- - - -- - - --
29.7------------
37.2 --- --- -- - ---
23.0 ---------
18.3
2,11
II4
60.0 ----- 
29.3†††††††††††††††††††--
2 1 -- ------ I----
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T.ABLE 5.-Old-age assistance:Ex'pendituresfor a8istance to recipient8, DV, source of funds, fiscal year ended June 30, 196.4-Continued
____
___ ___
____
____ ___

___

____

___

___

State

___ ___ [Dollar amounts in thousands]

ance including vendor
pay m M
nt for

Tota
Vedor
asist aymntsforTotal
medica caue
_

_

_

_

Federal funds

_ -_

cae Amount
Illinois'2---------------------------------------------Indwana-----------------------------------------------Kansas-----------------------------------------------Kentucky'2-------------------------------------------Louisiana--------------------------------------------Maine------------------------------------------------Maryland ------------------------------Massachusetts-----------------------------------------Michigan --. ------------------------------------------Minnesota --------------------------------------------MIsssipp--------------------35,039
Misoui83,337
Motn ------------------------Nebraska --------------------------------------------Nevada ----------------------------------------------New Hampshire---------------------------------------New Jersey-------------------------------------------New Mexico'---------------------------------------.....
New York ----------------------------------L---------North Carolina--North Dakota-----------------------Ohio------------------------------------6238
Oklahoma'----------------------------- - ------------Oregon-----------------------------------------------Pennsylvania-----------------------------------------Puerto Rico-------------------------------------------Rhode Island -----------------------------------------South Carolina----------------------------------------South Dakota -----------------------------------------Tennessee --------------------------------------------Texas------------------------------------------------Utah -------------------------------------------------Vermont----------------------------------------------Virgin Islands------------------------------------------Virginia -------------------------------------------Washington ------------------------------------------West Virginia------------------------------------Wisconsin ----------------------------------------Wyoming----------------------------------------------

including vendor payments for medical car
_

Percent
Oftotal

_

_

State funds

_ -_

Amount

_

Percent

_

_

Local funds

_ --

Amount

_

Percent

_

_

_

Amount

Percent

$62,105
21,878
25,484

$30,199
9:500

48.6
43.4

$38,394
14,259

61.8
05.2

$23,711
4,671

5,310
5,92
22,724

20.8
14.8
17.6

16,060
32,043
95,497

63.0
80.0
73.8

4,736
8,030
33,818

18.6
4,688
18.4
20.0 ----------------------
26.2 ----------------------

311,089
8,151
58,988
48,516
56,798

9,970
1,068
12,838
6,659
35,572
3,584
9,366
14
6,104
633
3,159
3,130
3,88
33,607
4,292
1,788
19,699
19,650
3,651
6,859
321
1,118
3,423
1,200
5, 175
32,447
790
2,339
41
2,746
6,956
1,785
25,060
457

35.8
13.1
21.8
13.7
62.6
. 4.5
11.2
.3
47.1
28.5
21.9
28.7
19.9
22.2
14.3
29.9
22.8
20.5
17.0
16.2
5.7
18.4
21. 1
16.5
17.9
16.9
15.1
42.4
15.4
27.7
21.2
20.8
65.5
17.7

8,072
5,505
35,131
28,674
29,433
25,606
57,744
3,338
8,422
1,660
3,151
8,575
7,257
36,406
28,344
4,147
53,477
61,919
6,73
27,650
'1,776
3,915
13,046
5,329
23,076
143,044
3,249
3,970
108
7,814
21,073
6,954
19,591
1,641

72.8
67.5
59. 6
59.1
51.8
81.6
69.3
70.6
65.0
61.6
57.9
65.0
76.3
59.5
77.9
70.3
62.0
64.5
69.4
65.2
48. 3
64.4
80.3
73.2
79. 7
74.5
74.3
72.0
49.0
75.7
64.1
81.2
63.5
63.6

3,017
3,556
36,859
17,215
12,848
6,433
25,593
952
3,375
1,033
864
3,478
2,275
12439
3633
1,577
32760
34,093
2,075
14,747
1,897
2,159
3,208
1,962
4, 689
48,9104
1,122
1,096
113
1,308
11,816
1,614
11,267
376

27.2------------ ---------
19.1I
1,090
13.4
28.6
6,999
31.9
35.5
2,628
5.4
22.6
14,517
25.6
18.4------------ ---------
30,7------------ ---------20.1
440
9.3
26.0
1,162
9.0
38.4--------------------
15. 9
1,425
26.2
26.4
1,144
8.7
23.9------------
20.3
12,347
20.2
12. 1
2,971
9.9
26.8
171
2.9
380------------
3&5.5 -----------
21.4
889
.9.2
3.8...................---
51.7...................---
35.6------------ ---------
19.7...................---
26.8...................---
16. 2
1,172
4. 1
25.5...................---
25.7------------
19.9
446
5.1
51.0 --------
132
801
5.1
35.9------------
15.8 ---id--i
30.8
5,1
1
5.
14.6
563
21.8

40,074
3129,316

4,730
12,958
2,693
5,440
13,196
9,512
61,192
29,949
5,895
96,012
4,696
42,397
2,673
6,064
16,254
7,281
28,938
191,943
4,371
5,512
221
9,923
32,889
8,569
38,610
2,580

' Less than 0.95 percent.
'Data for part of period were Included in a total reported for aged, blind, end disalbled under provisions of title XV1. For purposes of this release these data are disMriuted to OAA, AB, and APTD on an estimated basis.

38.2--------- - ------20.9
$,47
3.

' Amount less than that obtained byeapplying formula for computing Federal funds
because of the statutory limitation on the aggregate amount of Federal funds for all
programs that can be made available for a descal year.

TAn3LE 6.-Medical assistancefor the aged: Expenditures for assistance to recipients, by source of funds, fiscal year ended June 30, 19641I
[Dollar amounts in thousands]

state

assistance
including
vendor

payments for
moedl care

Total-----------------------------------------.
Alabama ----------------------------------------------Arkansas--------------------------------------California-------------------------------------------Connecticut------------------------------------------District of Columbia -----------------------------------Florida'2----------------------------------------------Guam -------------------------------------------------Hawaii-----------------------------------------------Idaho ------------------------------------------------Illinois -----------------------------------------------Iowa'I------------------------------------------------Kansas'2----------------------------------------------Kentucky---------------------------------------------Louisiana ---------------------------------------------Maine -----------------------------------------------Maryland---------------------------------------------Massachusetts ----------------------------------------Michigan --------------------------------------------Nebraska 2---------------------------------------------New Hampshire ---------------------------------------New Jersey-------------------------------------------New York------------------------ -------------------North Dakota --------------------------------------.
Oklahoma--------------------------------------------Oregon -----------------------------------------------Pennsylvania-----------------------------------------Puerto Rico--------------------------------------------South Carolina ----------------------------------------South Dakota I-----------------------------------------Tennessee.--------------------------------------------Utah-------------------------------------------------Vermont ----------------------------------------------Virgin Islands ------------------------------------------Virginia3----------------------------------------------Washington -----------------------------------------West Virginia--------------------------------------d
Wyoming'- ------------------------------------------

$383,648
767
--1,603
80,069
13,957
1,714
1,402
15
1,657
2,910
5,160
1,375
1,446
2,108
984
1,307
38,738
50,048
22,142
40
589
11,043
12,4
2,670
1,793
5,865
21,981
970
1,984
4
2,065
2,959
339
26
47
16,103
2,842
583

VedorpaymntsforTotal
Tota
medical care
_

_

_

_

_ --

Amount

$381,673
767
1,6603
80,069
13,948
1,714
1,402
15
1,657
2,910
5,160
1,375
1,398
2,108
984
1,307
3,738
48,868
22,142
40
589
10,930
1,4
2,643
1,703
5,865
21,081
970
1,984
4
2,065
2,959
339
26
478
16,103
2,342
53

i Program initiated in October 1960 under the Social Security Amendments of 1960.
States not shown have no program.

Including vendor payments for medical care
Federal funds
_

Percent
of total

Amount

State funds

_

_

Percent

. _

_

_

_

_ - _

Amount

99.5

$196,461

51.2

$116,775

100.0
100.0
100.0
99.9
190.0
190.0
109.0
190.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
97.7
100.0
106.0
100.0
100.0
97.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.0
99.5
99.0
100.0
100.0
100. 0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
106.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

600
1,282
40,6034
6,952
857
851
8
828
1,962
2,580
793
792
1,585
728
858
1,859
24,434
11,067
22
332
,465
59,872
1,930
1,177
2,933
10,638
485
1,587
3
1,560
1,536
219
13
304
6047
2040
26

75.3
86.0
50.0
49.8
80.0
60.7
50. 0
80. 0
67.4
80.0
57.6
54.7
76.2
7.3.5
68.6
50.0
43.8
60. 0
56.1
56.4
49.5
49.8
72.3
65.7
50.0
50.0
50.0
80.0
65.9
75.5
62.1
64.8
50.0
63.5
5.
571.8
50.0

167
321
18,828
7,005
857
561
8
829
948
2,580
583
327
528
261
449
1,859
17,076
8,854
18
257
4,447
30,250
607
616
2,053
6,002
485

-

s97

1
404
1,128
119
13
10
8,057
803
26

Local funds
_

_

Percent

30.4

_

_

_

_

Amount

$76,412

_

_

_

Percent

15.4

21.7------------
20.0------------
28.5
21,206
26.5
50.2------------
80.0------------
39.3------------
50.0------------
80.0------------
32.6------------
50.0------------
4-2.4------------
22.6
327
22.6
24.8------------
26.5------------
34.4...................---
50.0------------
34.1
8,538
17.1
46.0
2,221
10.0
44.9------------
43.6----------
30.3
2,312
20.2
25.1
5021
5.
25.0
73
2.8
34.3------------
38.0
880
16.0
28.5
4,541
21.
5t0.0...................--
20.0...................---
31.1I
19.6
101
4.9
37.9------------
38.2
----
50. 0
21.4
72
1--
50.0------------
25.2 ---------
sM -----------

' Vendor medical program In operation less than 1 year.
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Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I fin 3 hospitals for the mentally
viteSenaors
ocalifornia,
cmparItheamouts---------------------*$14,505,572
paid bySexatost
and
e mouitsin
community
mental
health
paidbyCalforia,
Txas
nd ouisana
treatment center -------------- 1,992 540
with the amounts paid by other States, 5 schools for the mentally re'
States which have, in my opinion, been
tarded------------------------6,871,44o
dragging their feet in this area. If-the 1 tuberculosis hospital --------- 1,365,113
States of the Union had followed the ex- 7 general charity hospitals (unample of Louisiana, many of the aged
der supervision of State dewould have been provided for.
partinent of hospitals) ------- 9,963,967
I am proud to recall that from 1928
These hospitals are operated entirely
through 1932, years when I served in the from funds collected from the taxpayers
administration of the late Huey P. Long, of my State.
.Plementation
I was instrumental in assisting or giving
I continue to read:
a push to make certain that those pro-. 1 looimRhbltto
e-quirements
grams were adopted. I regret to say that
ter----------------------------- $90,000
many States of the Union are not fol- 1 Charity Hospital in Shrevelowing the good example that was set
port-autonomous------------- 5,979,036
years ago by my State of Louisiana.
1 Charity Hoepital In New OrNot only is it correct that Louisiana
leans--autonomous ----------- 19,275, 190
ranks third in the States' old age assistIncluded in the amounts for the
ance total, but also that there is a sub- Shreveport and New Orleans Charity
stantial break between the third position Hsiasretoelivysmltur-than
and those below it. Ve ry few States cuospitasunits thoelotsveof which tuberno
come close to our effort in this field.
available,
Another method by which it can be
From the above information, Mr. Pres-'
clearly shown that, the State of Louisiana ident, it should be plain that Louisiana
is acting on its own to care for the needs Is not dragging its heels- to provide care
of its people is by the expenditures to Op-. and services to its needy citizens. It
erate our State-owned hospitals. Last should also be plain that the social legisyear, I presented statistics from the lation enacted years'ago in Louisiana has
Louisiana Department of Hospitals show- been expanded from year to year to protag that the 1964 budget for the State of vide more and more benefits derived from
Louisiana contained a total appropriation Louisiana taxes.
The expenditures
of $44,607,181 to meet the recurring ex- which I have just listed do not reflect
penses for the general, mental, and any Federal contribution, but are entirely
tuberculosis hospitals operated by the State supplied. In short, this is the reState. Contained in the figure from last sult of State and local taxation, or what
year were the following:
might be called single taxation, and I
For the 7 general hospitals maincannot understand those who wish to
tained by the State Department
eatafrofdultxtinoscreand
of Hospitals------------------ $8,911,641 similar bnfits.
For the 3 hospitals for the men-siiabeetscargdlsofvu.Hemyhe

tally ill, exclusive of schools
for the retarded -------------- 13, 133, 498

Inaditontothsesuslatea'
In ddiionto
hos sus, astyeas
State budget included $4,978,919 for the
operation of a general charity hospital in
Shreveport and $16,301,499 for the operation of a general charity hospital in the
gra eiyo ren.Hill-Burton
I am proud that during my incumbency
in the Legislature of Louisiana I led the
fight to construct a great hospital in New
Orleans, which has a bed capacity of
more than 2,000. The cost of a hospital
at that time was between $11 million and
$12 million. The annual cost of operating it today is $16,301,000. So it can be
seen that the cost of the facility is little
or nothing compared with the amount

necessary to operate it.

To bring last year's figures Up to date
and to show the continuing effort being
made by Louisiana taxpayers to Provide
the necessary services and medical care
to our needy-and this care is available
to all, old or young-I contacted the office of Mr. R. B. Waldren, the director of
the Louisiana Department of Hospitals,
and ascertained the following:
The State of Louisiana appropriation
for the current fiscal year 1965-66 for
the recurring expenses at all general,
mental,
and tuberculosis hospitals
amounts to $59,94 2 ,858-an Increase of
$15 million over the 1964 budget. This
sum includes funds for the following:

As a final point in myj efforts to show
the contributions made by Louisiana tax"taker to enable the State government to
"akecare of its own," I would like to
point out the progress we have made in
constructing hospitals and medical fadulties under the Hill-Burton Act. I amn
podtsathtIwsacuhrofhesingle
Act.
Since 1948, 233 hospitals and medical
facilities have been constructed at a total
of $151,035,489. The Federal share of
this cost amounts to $64,210,837, while
the local contribution amcunts to $86,824,652.
Mr. President, all of these hospitals,
with the exception of two or three, are
now in operation and being operated by
the local People. When we consider that
there are three large hospitals for the
insane, tubercular hospitals, and nine
general hospitals, which, of course, indlude the famous Charity Hospital in
New Orleanis-all maintained by the
State-we can assess the cost of this. A
visit to these institutions would indicate
to anyone the effort made by the people
of Louisiana to take care of our own
need.
Needless to say, the local Hill-Burton
contribution of almost $87 million has
been raised through local bond issues
and other forms of local taxation. Our
People have borne this burden cheerfully, for the need was there to be filled,
and filled it has been. From this effort
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have come 8,767 new hospital beds under
the Hill-Burton
program aloneer16
in the
ls
5yas
ntefsa
ls
5yas
ntefsa
er16
alone, $9,351"000 was expended in Loui
siana under this program and '405 new
hospital beds were provided.
Mr. President, we have all heard much
and read in the press, about the so-called
means test that is a part of the KerrMills program. It is in this area that
Louisiana sets a fine example in the im
of the Kerr-Mills program
on the State level. The eligibility re
set up by the State for re
cipients of aid under the old age assist
ance are among the most liberal to be
found. For instance, under the old age
assistance program, the recipient may
own his own home, a cat, cash, or the
cash, equivalent of $500 if single and
$1,000 if married, real property, other
a home, valued at not more than
$1,500 if single or $2,000 If married, and
income-producing assets up to $1,500.
He may also have a gross Income not
exceeding $5,000 and maintain an insur
ance Policy with a cash or loan value of
$1,000 If single, and $1,500 if married.
No deductions are made. The recipients
obtain complete medical attention with
out pay:, Under this program, approxi
mately 130-000 Persons are now receiv
tag services.
.As
to the eligibility requirements un
der the medical assistance for the agedalso under the Kerr-Mills programthere are very fair and liberal allowances
provided. First, the recipient must be
a resident of the State of Louisiana. He
his spouse may own their home and
cardregadlessaofvalue.tHmaychav
$1,000 in cash if single or $1,500 if mar
ried iompreducing 'Property other
than a home may be owned up to an as
sessed valuation of $5,000. The recip
ient can also own a farm or business as
sets which Produce income or Insurance
with cash or loan value of $1,500 if
or $2,000 if married.
As to his income, the recipient may re
ceive as much as $250 a month if single,
or $325 a month if married. This
amounts to $3,000 a year if single,
and $3,900 a year if married. Such per
sons are eligible for hospitalization and
are required to pay a very small amount
out of their income.
Under our formula, if a single person
receives income of less than $120 a
month, or a married couple with no de
pendents, less than $175 a month, noth
ing is raid for hospitalization. If the
income is more than the minimum, but
less than the maximum amounts above
mentioned, the recipients must pay a
part of the bill, according to the followIng formula:
In the case of a single individual, take
the monthly income and deduct $100,
and in the case of a couple, deduct $150
from the monthly income. The differ
ence is what the patient would pay, with
the Government paying all other costs.
To be specific, suppose a hospital bill
amounts to $800 for a single Person earn
ing $200 a month. The Patient would
pay $100, and the Government would
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When the Social Security Act became
State to provide for the needy-no matter what age but especially for the aged- law;, there were fewer than 7 million
the pending measure would amount to Americans 65 years or older. Today,
nothing short of double taxation to make there are approximately 19 million men
the same benefits available to the citi- and women 65 years of age or older. By
zens of other States who have not gone 1970 there will be more than 20 million.
Tht majority of men and women be
so far as we have. I frankly cannot see
the justice of it. Under the scheduled yond 65 years old have inadequate in
medicare tax envisioned in this measure, comes. Most do not receive private pen
The majority cannot afford
a young man in my State, going to work sions.
next year at the age of 18, would con- proper medical care. Many are Ill
tribute a total of $2,476.65 throughout housed and, unfortunately, too many
his lifetime to allow those in other States lack proper diet and are undernourished.
already 65 or over to draw medical it is clear that expansion on a broad
level must be made now through the en
benefits.
Mr. President, in 1964, I closed by aetment of this legislation to avoid a
catastrophe of sweeping proportions
Senate speech by saying:
In the light of the record which Louisiana among our aged in the future.
All in all, I believe that we in Louisiana
In the United States we have gone a
have reached a commendable balance by has made in providing free medical care for
providing the necessary care to those all who need it in our State hospitals and long way under great leadership since
who need it under very liberal eligibility under the old-age assistance and Kerr-Mills those dark depression days of 1932, when
requirements, but at the same time keep- programs, I do not see that it (medicare a high-placed Government official said,
inginte igt rinipe o gantnglegislation) would be In the best interests "Relief is a local problem."
hope we all dherish is an old age
aid based on need and not to those well omyppl.The
Mr. President, I maintain that view free from care and want. To that end
able to pay their own bills.
people toil patiently and live closely,
Now, we have also heard a great deal today.
Mr. TALMADGE. I yield 10 minutes seeking to save something for the day
about the expansion of benefits that has
taken Place under the current proposed to the Senator from Ohio [Mr. YouNG I. when they can earn no more. As age
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The creeps on, there is a constantly declining
legislation as opposed to that put forwad n hepat.itismycotetinSenator from Ohio is recognized for 10 capacity to earn, until at 65 many find
themselves unemployable.
Mr. President, that the benefits made nunutes.
There was no more pitful tragedy than
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
available under the pending measure ar
not yet comparable to those provided the pending bill (H.R. 6675), as amended the lot of the worker who had struggled
under the services and benefits made in the Senate Finance Committee, Is a all his life to gain a competence and-who,
available in the Louisiana program. For historic landmark. The measure repre- at 65, was poverty stricken and depend
instance, in Louisiana the care is made sents the greatest advance in social legis- ent upon charity. The black slave knew
available at no cost to the recipient; lation ever presented to the Senate. It no such tragedy as this. It was a tragedy
while in the pending measure there is is a bill which provides benefits not only reserved for the free worker in the great
a charge of $40 for the first 60 days of to the aged of our nation but also to est nation on earth in an era which now
care, plus $10 a day for any days in many of those others who are in need in seems remote but in fact was as recent
excess of that 60. Under the Louisiana our society. The 12 members of the as the late 1920's and early 1930's.
Mr. President, back in 1931, In my
program there is no deductible amount Senate Committee on Finance who
and free care is made available fromt the signed the majority report and reported home city of Cleveland, in Lorain, Akron,
moetthe patient enters the hospital, the bill, as amended, are to be congratu- and many other cities throughout the
lated for the real and needed public serv- country, there were bread lines and soup
th mini
mromienti noeswti
mum for eligibility. The hospital sty ice they have performed for the Nation. kitchens. Unless one lived through and
Mr. President, next month marks the can recall the terrible depression dating
is governed by a theoretical 30-day maximum, but I am informed that in cases of 30th anniversary of the most humane back to 1930, 1931, and 1932, he would
need or where the doctor certifies the and advanced social legislation in our have difficulty in believing the conditions
i heho-Nation's history-the Social Security that existed at that time. Banks in 48
atet fa o eai
ned
thn tattheappropriate Act.' The man who proposed this legis- States were closed; many had failed and
pitl lnge
and whose signature placed it on the savings of some millions of our cit
theio
piarrlongeret than th ate,
statute books is dead. -This is one izens had been wiped away. In the
ad~the
araneensca b
In short, Mr. President, my Opposition of the many imprints that Franklin D. final months of the administration of
to this legislation is based on three pi-~ Roosevelt left upon the pages of Ameri- President Herbert Hoover, the entire fi
mary points. The first Is that Lousiania, can history which will endure forever. nancial structure of the United States
Since passage of the Social Security had collapsed. Never at any time since
through taxing her own citizens over the
years, has acted to provide a high level Act of 1935, Congress has made changes the Federal troops streamed back into
of medical services and care for those in in the act in keeping with fast-changing Washington in panic in July 1861, after
need, no matter what their age. My times. We have a duty to further ex- the Battle of Bull Run, or Manassas, mn
State started this in the beginning pand and liberalize this Program, and the War Between the States, was our
through a system of State owned and the Social Security Amendments of Nation and Government so imperiled.
Our farmers were not making enough
operated hospitals and through the en- 1965-the bill presently before the Senlaetment of liberal pension plans. Lou- ate-will help assure that millions of money to Pay their taxes and interest on
isiana has not dragged its feet in Prlo' Americans will enjoy a measure of secu- their mortgages. In fact, at Bowling
Green, Ohio, and elsewhere in the Na
vidifig medical care where necessary and rity and dignity in their old age.
It is my Personal recollection, that as tion, groups of farmers gathered on
needed.
In the second place, we have moved a member of the Committee on Ways and courthouse steps threatening to hang
ahead to implement the various Federal Means in the House of Representatives, judges, demonstrating against foreclos
programs such as old-aged assistance, I helped draft our present liberalized ures of farms, and interfering with the
medical assistance for the aged, and the and expanded social security program. orderly proceses of the law. At that
Hill-Burton Program, thus making our Over the years I have always supported time, 26 million worthy and industrious
State tax dollars go further. Where and voted for liberalizing amendments men and women walked city streets job
necessary the tax burden has been in- to the Social Security Act. I consider less. Time and events have proved that
creased through local bond issues for the it a privilege to vote this week for since the enactment of the social secu
amendments which are the most far- rity law, under which checks totaling
construction pf hospitals.
In the thirdl place, mn the light of our reaching improvement to our social se- more than $16 billion in social security
policy of using the resources of our citi- curity program since its original enact- retirement Were paid last year to 19,200,
000 beneficiaries, there has been and is
zens and the natural resources of our ment almost 30 years ago.
pay $700. When I mention the Government I mean the State government,
as well as the Federal Government.
under the Kerr-Mills program. If a person were married and receiving the same
salary, his share of the bill would be
$50, with the Government Paying $750.
In addition to hospitalization, those
persons coming within the minimum
classifications are also eligible for the
services of physicians. A patient may
obtain year-round nursing home care and
necessary drugs ordered by a physician,
However, the maximum amount paid
to any nursing home is $165 a month.
If charges are higher, then the patient,
or his relatives, pay the difference.
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no possibility of a cruel depression such who might not otherwise have been able
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
as was experienced commencing in 1930. to do so, to obtain a college education. suggest the absence of a quorum,
We have, on a few occasions, experienced The bill provides substantial increases in
The PRESIDING OFFICER From
recessions, but no depression is possible. the Flederal share of the matching form- whose time shall the time come?
Americans know that private charities, ula for the needy aged, blind, and disMr. TALMADGE. I ask unanimous
bread lines and soup kitchens must never abled. These and many other amend- consent that the time may be taken with
again be the answer of the American ments will bring the beneficient social out charge to either side.
intelligence and sense of justice to the security program in line with the needs
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
problems of unemployment and indigent of Americans today.
objection? The Chair hears none, and
old age. _The
old-age, survivors, and disability without objection, it is so ordered; and
The dignity of every individual is in- insurance system, termed "social secu- the clerk will call the roll.
volved in what Congress does in provid- rity," is an actuarially sound insurance
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Ing hospital and nursing home care for system. We continue to maintain it as the roll.
the elderly under social security ciover- such. The present total surplus exceeds
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I ask
age, and liberalizing social security pay- $21 billion,
unanimous consent that the order for the
ments. Something deep inside a person
Mr. President, I am particularly happy quorum call be rescinded.
is offended if, after a lifetime of produc- that a bill which I introduced in the 88th
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tive effort, all he or she gets is a hand- Congress, and reintroduced in the 89th objection, it is so ordered.
out.
Congress, has been included iirythe Social
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
Mr. President, in this 30th anniversary Security Amendments now before the President, I ask unanimous consent that
year, the time has come for a major Senate, by unanimous action of members the pending Prouty amendment be tern
breakthrough: In supporting the ad- of the Senate Committee on Finance. porarily laid aside and that the Senator
ministration's bill termed "medicare," This amendment authorizes Federal from Iowa may be permitted to offer an
which provides hospital and nursing standards of fire safety and protection in amendment.
home care for all our elderly men and nursing homes caring for public assistThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
women and, in addition, increases and ance recipients. If enacted, no longer objection, It is so ordered.
expands social security benefits, we are will Federal funds be used to pay for care
AMENDMENT NO. 336
rendering real and needful service that in institutions not meeting standards set
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I offer
will strengthen our Nation and. give by the Secretary of Health, Education my amendment No. 336 and ask that it
contentment and economic security to and Welfare. The Nation has experi- be stated.
many millions of our people. The social enced periodic shock over one tragic fire
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
security bill amendments of 1965 will, after another in nursing homes providing amendment will be stated.
bring the social security program up to care to elderly men and women. Six paThe LEGISLATIVE CLERK. Strike out all
date in this space age of change and tients die in nursing home fires for every of part 1 of title I beginning on line 6,
challenge. Its medical, hospital, and one killed in a hospital fire. More than page 12, through line 2, page 159, in
nursing home provisions will assure that 85 percent of persons whose lives have clusive, and insert in lieu thereof the fol
millions of citizens will not have to live been lost in institutional fires were in lowing:
in constant fear that their savings will so-called rest homes for the care of our
Title r of the Social Security Act is amend
be wiped out by prolonged illnesses, in- elderly, which in many cases were truly ed as follows:
jury, or needed hospitalization and sur- firetraps. I am confident that in confer(1) By striking from section 3(a) (1) (0)
gery. Furthermore, it will assure all ence with representatives of the other the words "the Federal medical percentage
Americans that when illness afflicts el- body, this and other meritorious amend- (as defined In section 6 (c) )" and by Insert
derly relatives, their families will not be ments adopted in -the Senate will be in- ing in lieu thereof the words "75 per cen
compelled to incur colassal debt or have cluded in the conference report and en- tur
ystiign.mseto 3()(3 h
to pay from savings accumulated for acted into law.
wrsB
tiigfo
eto
()3
h
their children's education and other purusig"the worajrtyodpronsn
Federal medical percentage (as
poses.temjrtofprosinuig
defined in section 6(c))" and by inserting
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time homes are on public assistance with the in lieu thereof the words "175 per centum".
of the Senator from Ohio has expired.
Federal Government paying more than
(3) By striking therefrom all of section
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I half of the almost $400 million spent an- 6(c).
yiel t2 ddiionl
th Seatomnuts nualy or hei cae.
edeal
one is
(4) By amending section 2(a) (11) (D) to
yiel 2tothe
ddiionaenaor
miute
ualy fo thir are Fedralmony ~ read
as follows:
from Ohio.
being used to maintain older people in
"(D) include reasonable standards con
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- firetraps today. The firetrap is all too sistent with the objectives of this title for
ator from Ohio is recognized for 2 adi often turned into a tragic deathtrap,
determining eligibility for and the extent of
tional minutes.
The medicare segment of the bill au- such assistance, provided that assistance
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. I thank the Sen- thorizes the Secretary of Health, Educa- shall Include and be limited to
atorfro
Gergiatio, ad Wlfar toprecrib helthand
(a) Any unmarried applicant whose in
atorfro
Geogia
tin, ad Wlfae toprecrie helthandcome, after deduction of medical expenses
Mr. President, more than 20 minlion safety requirements. My amendment incurred by the applicant, does not exceed
social security benieficiaries will receive a seeks to apply the same safety standards $1,800 annually, or any married applicant and
7-percent benefit increase which is vitai- in "medicare" to institutions providing spouse living together whose combined in1y needed to help them maintain a de- care to public assistance recipients. It come, after deduction of medical expenses
cent minimum standardard of living. in would be completely illogical for us to incurred by the applicant and his spouse,
four successive Congresses, I have intro- say to the elderly that we will see to it does not exceed $2,500: Provided, That said
thatthe afearein
ursng hmesun-$1,800 and $2,500 standards shall be re
duced legislation to increase the earn- tathyreIsfensigomsU
duced In the case of those States, the Virgin
ings limitation. I was glad to note th~at der medicaxe, but that we permit them islands, Puerto Rico, and Guam whose an
in the Senate bill, the amount which re- to be confined in potential firetraps if nual per capita income is less than the an
tired persons can earn, without being they receive nursing home care Under nual per capita income of all of the States.
penalized by deductions from social se- public assistance. I am hopeful, indeed the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Guam,
curity benefits, will be raised to $1,800 confident, that this amendment will be and shall be increased In the case of those
a year, rather than the out-dated $1,200 approved in the bill as finally enacted.
States, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and
Guam whose annual per capita income
allowed under existing law. I am hopeMr. President, I congratulate our col- greater than the annual per capita incomeis
ful that in the future the earnings limi- leagues who serve on the Senate Commit- of all of the States, the Virgin Islands, Puerto
tation will be increased even further, and tee on Finance for their outstanding Rico, and Guam. The reduction or Increase
finally removed altogether,
work. The Nation is indebted to them shall be computed by applying to said dol
Almost 200,000 widows will have the for the social -security bill they have re- lar standards the percentage which the an
opportunity to draw benefits if they wish ported to the Senate and which we are nual per capita income of a State, the Virgin
0 rthe onsdeingtody.It
oda.
I wiIslands,
Rico, income
or Guamof bears
to the
to
6 to
rthe
etiertir t thn
aeatageat62.conideing
tan
t 6.
il truly be a annual Puerto
per capita
all of
thc
Thousands of children will continue to great day in our Nation's history when States, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico. and
receive benefits beyond age 18 while at- the Social Security Amendments of 1965 Guam. The percentages for reduction or in
tending school. Enabling many of them, are enacted into law.
-crease shall be furnished each State. the
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Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Guam by the
Secretary of Health, Educationl, and Welfare

by July 1 of each year for appflcation on
January 1 of the following year, and shall

be based on per capita incomes computed for

the most recent calendar year or fiscal year
for which such computations can be made

with reasonable accuracy.
"(b) 'Income, for the purposes of the
preceding subsection shall mean the adjusted gross income computed for Federal

income tax purposes plus the amount of
capital gain, interest, annuities, or other
retirement payments or portions thereof not
included in adjusted gross income. In ad-

ministering this Act, the probable income
for the year during which assistance is ap-

plied for shall be taken into account Bo that

assistance for which the applicant would
qufialiydedtwenmthed iancome forproablybea
nsaedyeristfialldetemieacn.efu-eral

.(c) Any unmarried applicant whose re-

sources do not exceed $2.000 (*12,000 if he

doese not own real property occupied by him
as a residence), or any married applicant and
spouse living together whose resources do

not exceed $3,000 (*13.000 If they do not
own real property occupied by them as a
residence): Provided, That the value of resources shall be the current market value
minus any encumbrances against such re-

source or resources: And provided further,
That the following resources shall not be
taken into account: real property occupied
as a residence by the applicant, household
goods and furnishings, one automobile, personal effects and tools necessary for the
pursuit of a trade, occupation, or profession,
and the cash surrender value of life inuance policies on the life of the applicant or
his spouse: And provided further, That no

lien shall attach in favor of the Federal or

-
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people. It would tend away from rather
than toward the local administration
cnet

cnet
What the Congress ought to do is tinprove upon the Kerr-Mills program-to
take advantage of the administrative
machinery which has already been set up
on the State and local level while at the
same time removing some of the defects
which have made their appearance durIng the relatively short time the KerrMills program has been operating. My
amendment is designied to do this.
The State legislatures are already hard
pressed to meet the revenue needs to
carry out their responsibilities. This is
because the major sources of raising revenue have been transferred to the FedGovernment down through the years.
There is much merit to the idea of transferring back to the States a percentage
of the Federal revenue collections to assist the States in carrying out their responsibilities. Meanwhile, however, it is
likely that adequate coverage under the
Kr
Kr-Mills program Will not be achieved
unless the Federal Government provides
a larger percentage of the assitancie.
Under present law this percentage varies
from 50 to 80_percent, with most States
falling in the 150-60-percent area.
I might add that only two States receive 80 percent Federal -assistance. MY
amendment would provide for a uniform
Federal contribution of 75 percent of the
cost.
One of the defects in the Kerr-Mills
law is that there are no uniform eligibility requirements, and the variations of

State or local governments against any of
said resources which shall not be taken standards of financial need enacted by
ito accouxtnt oragans amonyothe rhesores- the various States are so great as to cause
among our older citizens. Actlsonthe etnofteaonoftex-inequity

(5) Paragraphs (1). (2). and (3) of this cordinglY, MY amendment provides for
amendment shall take effect as of July 1. a uniform standard to be used by all of
1965, and paragraph (4) shall take effect the States---both as to property and as
to income. The property qualification
July 1,1966.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. president, I yield makes it clear that certain property cannot be counted, such as a person's home,
myself such time as I may require.
The great majority of States now have auto, cash surrender value Of life insura medical assistance for the aged pro- ance, home furnishings, and tools of a
gram enacted by their respective State trade, business, or profession. Additionlegislatures pursuant to authority con- ally, if a person does not own. and live in
ferred in the Kerr-Mills Act. Many of a home, there is an additional $10,000 of
these programs are only now getting well property which will be excluded. I beunderway. In some States, including My lieve, this additional exclusion in lieu of
own State of Iowa, the Program is operat- a private home is needed to do equity
ing fully and very effectively. As I point- among the recipients of this assistance,
ed out the other day in my colloquy with This provision will eliminate the criticism
the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. Mm-i. which is frequently leveled at the present
cosrI, there are today no people in Iowa law that an older person who sells his
over 65 who need have any fear of being home will be penalized by losing his qualMY
pauperized because of the expenses of ification for medical assistance.
illness. And, I might add, that even amendment also provides that no Federal
though many individuals may not qualify Or State or local lien can be filed against
for medical assistance due to the income this exempt property as a result of medlimitations in our law, once their medical Ical assistance furnished.
The income standard is a uniform
expenses reduce their annual income below the limitation, all of the medical costs $1,800 for single persons and $2,500 for
a married couple. But in order to recogfrom that Point on are covered,
The fact that these programs are being nize the differences in cost of living and
administered locally by local people who standards of living among the various
are familiar with the situation and the States, this uniform standard would be
needs of the people being served is one of raised where- the State's per capita inthe most desirable features of the Kerr- come is higher than that of the national
Mills program. older people certainly average; and it would be lowered in the
should have the service of people in their case of those States where the per capita
The income is lower than the national avercommunity whenever possible.
pending bill would add greatly to the age.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
complex system of State and Federal laws
designed to meet the needs of millions of the Senator yield for a question?

Mr. MILLER. I am happy to yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, the
eao

a

etoe

180ad$,0

180ad$,0
etoe
eao a
as standards. What is the applicability
How
proposals?
to
his
figures
of those
do they apply?
Mr. MILLER. These figures would be
a uniform national standard. They
would apply in Ohio, South Carolina,
Iowa, Oklahoma, and in any other State.
Mr. LAUSCHE. How would they ap
ply? What is the significance of the
figures?
Mr. M]ILLER. Let us assume that a
single person had more than $1,800 in in
come. He would not automatically re
ceive medical assistance. If he had
$2,500 in annual income and suffered a
catastrophic illness, the first $700 would
have to be paid by him, because that $700
would reduce the $2,500 income to $1,800,
the qualification limit. From that point
on, to the extent that the $1,800 was
diminished by medical expenses, he
would receive it automatically under the
medical assistance for the aged program
authorized by the Kerr-Mills Act.
Mr. LAUSCHE. As I have listened to
the Senator's presentation, he mentioned
two categories of exemption, first, prop
erty possessions and, second, income. Is
that correct?
Mr. MILLER. The Senator is correct.
Both of them are applicable. In other
words, a person who might have only
$1,800 income but had $50,000 worth of
property would not qualify, either.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Does the Senator feel
that the figure of $10,000, In lieu of a
home, would be adequate?
Mr. MILLER. The Senator can see
where that would be adequate in some
cases and in other cases It would not.
But I suggest that it would be much more
equitable than what is now present in
almost all the laws that have been en
acted on the subject where there is an
exception for a home, but there is no
exception to make up for the person who
sells his home.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I thank the Senator.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the per
centage by which there is a variance with
the national average would be used as
a basis for lowering or raising the $1,800
and $2,500 standard. I might point out
that this is the approach now used under
the Kerr-Mills law in determining the
percentage of the Federal contribution,
so the machinery for making the com
putations is already set up.
The need for such a variable formula
should be obvious when one considers the
difference between the cost of living in
New York State, for example, and Ala
bama. The uniform standard would
naturally be lowered in the case of Ala
bama residents, and it would naturally
be raised in the case of the residents of
New York State. If this were not done,
of course, some people in New York would
not qualify for assistance, while others
maintaining a comparable standard of
living in Alabama would qualify.
I am sure that those Senators who
supported the Kerr-Mills bill when it
originally passed the Congress did not
intend any inequities. But in any mas
sive social program affecting millions of
our citizens, It is inevitable that inequi
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ties will arise. We are still trying to
remove inequities from the social security system which went into effect 30
years ago. But it seenms to me that when
inequities show up, we should try to legislate them away Instead of doing away
with the program or superimposing some
other vast program on top of what we
have.
Under my amendment the administration's basic hospitalization and nursing
home program and its voluntary comPrehensive program would be eliminated,
There would be no need for such programs. Complete, unlimited, and ade-
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would suffce to handle an old age pension system but they would be totally
inadequate for a good health care programn.
Dr. Lutz also points out that catsstrophic Illness can occur at all ages and
it would be difficult to convince a person
aged 60, for example, that he should wait
until age 65 for hospitalization,
Dr. Lutz cites a further reason for disassociating a general health program
from social security; namely, that It
would then be possible to use a means
test to determine the cases to be given
medical care at public expense,
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roll tax, as he does today, he will be pay
ing $294.
But the tax increases won't stop there
either. Just 8 years from now, the selfemployed tax will have Increased by $202
per year over what it is now; and the
payroll tax of both employers and em
ployees will have increased by $150. The
total annual Payroll tax for an employee
making $6,600 per year will be $323.40
as against $174 today-and remember
that this is in addition to his income tax.
Most of these increases !n taxes will
relate to the medicare features of this
bill. And a great amount of these in
quate medical care-hospitalization,
By using the contributory method the creases in taxes will be used to pay medi
nursing home, doctor bills-all would be social security system bypa~ssed a means test. cal expenses of people Who Can afford to
provided to those who need them. The In this waypay for their own insurance and medical
social security liberalizing features of
He saysexpenses. Since when are wage earners,
the bill, including the 7-percent increase it glossed over the fundamental problem of especially in the lower brackets, supposed
in social security benefits, would be economic security which was, and still is, the to Pay taxes to finance the medical ex
retained,
provision of a retirement Income for those penses of People over 65 who have far
It should be emphasized that the Kerr- who do not plan for themselves, whether be- more income and wealth than those pay
Mills program is financed out of the gen- cause of low lifetime earnings, persistent ing the taxes?
eral fund of the Treasury into which tax adversity, or an irresistible, preference for the
Some Indication of the trouble that lies
money is pald on the basis of relative present over the future. Bypassing a means ahead if this bill is passed may be found
abilty
py txes
o
Ths i th farest
led to the fiction that the retired corn
systemyof raisn raevenuei we thae-and test
pany president and the lowest paid company in an article appearing In the London
systm o revnuewe
rasin
aveandemployees were on an equal footing at retireTimes for February 17 of this year. The
it is far more fair than the regressive ment.
article indicates that a search Is now on
uniform payroll tax levied on a limited
for an acceptable means test for the soamount of Income, which is the system
Another aspect which has heretofore Cial Security Program in Great Britainproposed to be used to finance the ad_* not been discussed is that if eligibility to this search by the Labor government
ministration's program. The adminis- hospitalization or to any other aspect of itself.
tration's approach bears most heavily on a general health program were tied in
The article states:
the large-family low-income groups in with social security, rights to such treatIt is the logic of the government's position
the same manner as a sales tax.
ment would be created. Doctors and that any more increases across the board,
In this connection I invite the atten- hospital managers would encounter diffi- from which all benefit equally irrespective of
tion of my colleagues to an excellent culty in resisting applicants' demands need, should be avoided.
article by the distinguished Dr. Harley when they are based on Federal law, and
Lutz, professor emeritus of public finance they could face suit, or threat of suit,
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
of Princeton University, entitled "Mis- for failure to comply with these demands that the article be printed at the conclu
take in Medicare," which appeared in even though, in their best professional sion of my remarks.
the March 17 issue of the Wall Street judgment, services were not required.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. without
Journal.
I ask unanimous consent that Dr. Lutz' objection, it is so ordered.
Dr. Lutz points out that under the ad- article be placed in the RECORD at the
(See exhibit 2.)
ministration's bill the present social se- conclusion of my remarks.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, in con
curity beneficiaries, now drawing social
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KEN- clusion, my amendment will improve and
security benefits, will have paid nothing NEDY of New York in the chair). With- strengthen a basically good law which is
toward the cost of the benefits to which out objection, it is so ordered,
only now beginning to have a fair chance
they would be entitled, and that for these
(See exhibit 1.)
to work. It will make sure that those
millions of beneficiaries, the medicare
Mr. MILLER. If my amendment is who need adequate and decent medical
benefits would be a pure windfall. The adopted, there would be no need to in- service receive it, be it hospitalization,
cost would be on the present generation crease payroll taxes of employers and nursing home, or doctors' care. It will
of workers through an increase in the employees, or the self-employment ta~x give our older citizens the peace of mind
payroll'tax. As the years pass retiring of the self-employed for medicare pur- in the realization that no catastrophic
workers will have paid toward the cost poses because the Kerr-Mills program illness to them will bankrupt them or
a proportion of their benefits varying is financed from the general fund of the throw them into a poverty status. It will
with the years of elapse before retire- TreasurY,
be financed out of the general fund of
ment. Only after a generation off workIf my amendment is not adopted, these the Treasury, largely on the basis of rela
ers had come and gone can it be said taxes will be increased very substantially. tive ability to pay taxes, not on a regres
that the hospital benefits have been fully The table at page 283 of the Finance sive payroll-tax, fixed-income-ceiling
earned. For some time to come, there-' Committee report reveals that commnenc- basis. It will not give a free ride or
iore, the proposed hospital care program ing in 1966 the increase in the taxable windfall to anyone at the expense of bur
for the elderly will be provided without earnings base from $4,800 to $6,600 dens on our younger workers and the fu
cost to the patients involved, whether coupled with the increase in tax rate Will ture generations of America.
covered by social security or not,
mean an annual increase over today's
Soiljscedmnsotng
or
Dr. Lutz then says that a health care payroll tax of $80 for the employee and
Socialotusticeedemands nothing mroied
plan should not be connected with social $80 for the employer, who will naturally by this, amendment.
security in any way. Provision of old pass on this additional cost to the con
age pensions and operation of a general sumer. The table at page 284 reveals
ExmiTsr I
health care program are poles apart in that commencing in 1966 the self-em- [F~rom the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 17, 19651
purpose and administrative require- ployed person will have, an annual in- MrSTAHE IN MEDICART-PROGRAM SHoULD NOr
ments, he says. The first can be han- crease in self-ermployment tax of $123 BE TIED TO SOCIA SECURITY, DR. Lu~z SAys
died reasonably well by the Federal over today's tax.
(By Harley L. Lutz)
Government, being Practically foolproof.
But the tax increases will not stop
The administration's broad~national health
Evidence of age and employment record there. In 1969, the self-employed tax program contains some sensible suggestions
are the only matters to be substantiated. will have increased by $183 per year over for expanding and improving the Nation's
The second involves problems of human wa ti whatit
o;adtepyoltxo
healthaccessibility
facilities. toTogood
assure
availability
of
ad
nw;
s
te
Pyrol ta ofand
health
care facilrelations, requiring consideration of employees will have increased by almost Ities for all Americans is a worthy objective.
physical, emotional, and psychological $120, as will that, of the employer. In- On occasion, both rich and poor will need
factors. Routine bureaucratic methods stead of an employee paying $174 in pay- medical services and it is In the interest of
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all to have them readily available and
accessible,
This ambitious program Involves two
aspects of cost, namely the captial cost of
physical equipment and the operating costs
Of Providing the services. Recruitment and
training of the professional staff may be regarded as part of the overall cost of providing
the various facilities. President Johnson's
January message passed over the queation
of financing construction but It indicated
that Federal grants for training professional
personnel would be materially Increased.
These supply aspects of the program are important. They will be passed over here,
however, in order to direct attention to some
cost aspects of the operations side. Assumlng that the goal of an adequate supply and
a satisfactory geographical distribution of
health care facilities could be attained, the
terms on which the services of these facilitles are to be dispensed must be determained.
There are various options. Health care
services could be supplied to all without
charge, which would be "socialized medicine"
in Its extreme form; or token payments could
be required of patients such as the charge
for 1 day in 6a of hospitalization specified
in the King-Anderson medicare bill; Or
the services could be provided without cost
only to the indigent while all others would
be required to pay at rates designed to cover
The o
sdets
esat.onedtwad
Th rsiets
esg pitd
oad
the first option, which is no Charge to anym
One for anything. This is most apparent in
the section of the message relating to haspital care for the elderly. It is a reasonable
itfereoncex asnt tmhearstiftes
rgamfo
thoText andemphsis OFEDRYAnother
TocTGISOP
The elderly fall into two groups for the
Purpose of the proposed hospital Care program, the dividing line being eligibility to
social, security retirement Pensions. Both
groups would be given exactly similar protection against the cost of hospital and posthospital care, home nursing services, and outpatient diagnostic services. For social securitY beneficiaries the cost would be met
by "regular modest contributions during
working year." For Persons not covered by
social security, the cost Would be paid out of
general revenues,
The theory of the social security system
Jo that persons employed in covered industries would pay a tax on a stated part of their
wages during their working years which
would build up a fund to be returned to them
In monthly installments after retirement.
The employer would provider an equal amount
to the fund and Its total would be further
increased by interest accruals paid from general funds. Greater longevity, coupled with
a series of pension increases, has tended to
raise the payout In individual cases above
the amounts credited to the respective accounts. However, the overall inflow plus in
terest has held about in balance with the outflow because of increase of the covered labor
foc, aihr atso asepe-ptax
able wage base, and a rising wage level which
has enlarged the total of wages taxable to the
maximum amount. This maximum is now
$4,800. it Is expected to rise to $5,600 in a
few years.
From this brief summary it is seen that the
present social security beneficiaries will have
paid nothing toward the Qost of the hospital
benefits to which they would be entitled upon
enactment of a bill authorizing them. For
these beneficiaries It would be a pure windfall. The cost would be on the present generation of workers through the modest increase in the tax rate. As the years pass retiring workers will have paid toward the cost
of a proportion of their hospital benefits
varying with the years of elapse before retirement. Only after a generation of workers
had come and gone can it be said that the
hospital benefits have been fully earned, ac-
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cepting the assumption that the addition to
the tax rate will cover the cast,
For some time to come, therefore, the proposed hospital care program for the elderly
will be provided without cost to the patients
involved, whether covered by social security
or not.
The minority members of the Ways and
means Committee have proposed to supplement the hospital care plan by including a
new system of Federal insurance to cover
doctor bills and drug expenses for the elderly. The cost would be met by a higher social security tax during working years, a
Treasury subsidy, and a small voluntary payment by retired social security beneficiaries
who elected to accept the insurance plan.
its impact on the budget and on private insurance companies remains to be determined.
Instead of more Jerry-building, it is submitted that a health care plan should not be
connected with social security in any way.
Provision of old age pensions and operation of a general health care program are
poles apart In purpose and administrative
requirements. The first can be handled reasonably well by the Federal Government,
being practically "foolproof." Evidence of
age and employment record are the only
matters to be substantiated. The second Involves problems in humnan relations, requiring consideration of physical, emotional and
psychological
factors. Routine
bureaucratic methods would suffice to handie an
old age pension system but they would be
totally inadequate for a good health care
program.stmlefuhrrlineopivev-

Effective application of a means test can
occur only at the local level, where case
workers can Investigate the personal and
family circumstances of applicants. The best
results would be achieved, also, if the flunds
were from State and local sources. Expe
rience in. other areas of Federal grants has
shown that standards are less strict and in
vestigative procedures less diligent when
the money being spent comes from Wash
ington than would be the case If it came
from nearer home.
Where full discretion as to the operation of
a health care plan is In local hands, doctors
and hospital managers can more effectively
screen out the malingerers, the rest cures,
and the hypochondriacs.
If eligibility to
hospitalization or to any other aspect of a
general health program were tied in with
social security, rights to such treatment
would be created. Doctors and hospital man
agers would encounter difficulty in resisting
applicants' demands when they are based on
Federal law, and they could face suit, or
threat of suit, for failure to comply with
these demands.

A QVESTION OF ELIGIBILI'TY

Untary plans. On the other hand, the as
surance of such care in case of need would
be likely to induce further private effort in
this direction.
In a broad view of the issues dealt with
here It is necessary to recognise that health
Care under public auspIces or at public ex
pense is pert of the larger problem of leipendency. Dependents, that la, those not
capable of self-support for any reason, have
always been a charge on the workers and
Producers. Originally, this burden fell on
the family, clan, or tribe. In comparatively
recent times, as history goes, government
entered the field and In our own day public
support of dependency has attained large
Proportions. For various reasons famifly re
sPOnsibility for dependents declined and
government action was in part a response to
this decline and in part a cause of it.
In this age Of enlightenment and afflu
ence, no one would seriously propose eva
sion- of the responsibility for the care of
dependents, whatever may be the reasons for
this condition. Support at public expense
mean taxation of workers and producers,
and It would be equally unjust to increase
this burden in order to provide free bene
fits of any sort to those who are able to take
care of themselves.
it is one thing to make available enough
hospitals, clinics, laboratories,
nuin
homes, and other facilities to accommodate
all who may have need of their services. it
Is quite another thing to extend such serv
ices at public expense to any persons other
than those who are demonstrably unable to
pay the cost.

reason for keeping a health program separate from social security is that
one deals with the whole population while
the other Is limited to persons of retirement
age. The reason for hitching the hospital
program for the elderly to social security is
to go through the motions of Individual payment for the service. This theory Is not applied in the case of persons outside social
security. Catastrophic illness can occur at
all ages and it would be difficult to convince
a person aged 60. for example, that he should
walt until age 65 for hospitalization. Once
hospital facilities are provided it is doubtful
that the program could be limited for long
to the elderly. There would be strong pressure to eliminate the age requirement for admission and the social security teat of eligibility would go by the board,
A further reason for disassociating a generaI health program from social security is
that it would then be possible to use a means
test to determine the cases to be given niediCal care at public expense. B3y using the
contributory method the social security system bypassed a means test. In this way It
glossed over the fundamental problem of
economic security which was, and still IS, the
provision of a retirement income for those
who do not plan for themselves, whether because Of low lifetime earnings, persistent adVest.or an lrresistible preference for the
present over the future. Bypassing a means
test led to the fiction that the retired coinpany president and the lowest paid company
employees were on an equal footing at retirement. If the retired Janitor needed a
pension, therefore, the retired company of
ficer needed it also.
A means test would Preclude Federal
operation of a general health care program
or even any material participation in its
management. The President did a good Job
of pointing up the issues and problems In his
message on health care. It was a useful example of Federal leadership. This is as far
as the Government should go, for Federal
operation would involve the danger of dictation and regimentation. Remote control
always tend toward getting results by com-pulsion rather than by tact and understandIng.

THE PRIVATE PLANS

Ths President's message recommended
that there be continued, expanded enroll
ment in private voluntary health insurance
Plans, and that States not having adopted the
Kr-i
rga
hudd o
outr
health insurance has been on the increase
and the Message iiL~iated that more than
half of the elderly have such coverage. It is
doubtful If the assurance of hospital and
other health care at public expense would

ExHzsrr 2
ieFb
7 95
ieFb
7 95
LASoR AIlm To RECASTr SociaL SECURITY_
MEANS TIEST WOULD DIaECT AID To MOST
NEEDY-SEVERANCE PAY BILL FIRST IN RE
I'ACN lizvuwoz?
Although a formidable complex of detail
questions remains to be answered, intensive
government studies now being led by Mr.
Houghton, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lencaster, are Clearly indicating the broad shape
that must be given to social security in the
next decade. What the reappraisal has shown
[rmteLno
[rmteLno
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can be summed up in a sentence. Beveridge
is dead, and something must be Immediately
designed to put in its place,
It is an emotional subject, particularly on

the Labor side, and sooner or later the gov
ernment will have to begin a process of education about the realities of social security if
they are to carry the country, especially or-

ganized workers, in the radical changes that
are foreseen.
A search is now on, for Instance, for an acceptable means test. The increase in retire
ment pensions and other benefits; already
provided to take effect in March this year,
have bought time during which Labor
Ministers can move away from the Beveridge

Insurance principle and win acceptance for
the new doctrine that social security must be
directed to those people who most need It and

be denied to those who can manage well
enough without It.
PREJUDICE

STRONG

It is the logic of the government's position
that any more increases across the board,
from which all benefit equally irrespective

of need, should be avoided.
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Federal Government carry '75 percent of
the load of Providing hospitalization and
medical services in the States?
Mr. MILLER. That Is correct; that is
one of the changes that my amendment
would make. It is a major change. The
Senator from Ohio, having been Governor of his State, well kniows how dif
ficult it is for State legislatures and the
States themselves to raise the revenue
needed to fulfill their responsibilities.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Among the exemptions that would be granted to applicants
for hospitalization and medical aid in the
States are,. first, that he would be permatted to own his home?
Mr. MILLER. That is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. His automobile?
Mr. MILLER. That is correct.

Mr. LAUSCHE. His household furnishings?
Mr

MER

Mr. MLLCER.
M.LUCE

was finally determined, could be fur
nished without delay.
Mr.- LAUSCHE. What Is the'Sena
tor's understanding about the main cornplaint against the Kerr-Mills Act not
ha~ving been made effective by the States,
in many instances?
Mr. MILLER. I believe there is one
important reason; and the Senator from
Ohio has already'alluded to it: that is
that the States. are having a hard time
raising revenues, and the inducement
of the Federal percentage is not ade
quate.
The Senate has approved legislation
providing for a 90-10 matching formula.
When most States are receiving from 60
to 63 percent in cash funds, I can under
stand why there -might be some reluc

tance on the parLt of legislatures to imn

plement, the Kerr-Mills program, such

Ye.awolbetecsiforxmp,

Yes.israc
i nuac
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Social security studies have shown that by cies, whatever they may be worth?
percent, which my amendment provides
the mid-1970's there will be 9 million retireMr. MILILER
That is correct,
for.
ment pensioners, compared with about 6 milMr. LAUSCHE. And the tools of his
Mr. LAUSCHE. Do I correctly under
lion today, and if there Is then no means test trade?
stand that most persons of advanced
operating the burden of fulfilling the Labor
Mr. AMILLER. That is correct.
ycars have felt embarrassed when they
manifesto pledge to provide an incomes guarMr. LAUSCHE. That is, the State *were called upon by the Stater.to release
antee for those already retired and widowedwolnobealtosy"Yumssll
hirppryonngadtoiva
will be intolerable.wolnobealt
sy"Yumsselterportowngadtoiva
With an acceptable means test, a guaran- your home and use the proceeds to take lien or a mortgage to the State in order
teed income for everybody would be possible, care of yourself"?
to obtain aid?

and account could be taken both of rising
standards of living and of inflation, But the
prejudice against a means test of any kind
continues to be strong.

There is no present answer to the question
what form the means test could take, but

there has been exalmination of a- proposal
that a statement not unlike an Income tax

return could be completed, with additional
safeguards against fraud,
The phrase "means test" is not alone in
rouingprjudce
Thre s depst cnviction that in Britain social security is established on an insurance basis, although
even on the surface the insurance element
ca ese
oteilsr.It
can almost be
taken for granted that any future pensions
and benefits increases across the board will
cost the Exchequer about £200m. .reasons

In the next decade, on the basis of government studies, there will have to be a clear

movement away from the pretense of an insurance basis, so that contributions do not
necessarily carry the right of benefit without

regard to means,
Mr. MICLLER. Mr. President, I reserve
the remainder of my time.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. Presildent, will
the Senator from Iowa yield
Mr. MILLER. I yield to the Senator
from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Do I correctly understand that the Senator's search indicates that at present, under the Kerr-.
Mil
h Fdrl
ct
oenmn 5
paying between 50 and 80 percent of the
cost of carrying the program into the
States?
Mr. MILLER.. That is correct, although I reemphasize that only two
States now receive 80 percent. The
great bulk of the States fall within a
much lower bracket.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Is the Senator of the
belief that if the Federal Government
increased its amount generally, that
would operate as an inducement for the
States to act?
Mr. MILLER. I am sure it would.
Mr. LAUSCHE. On that basis, the
Senator from Iowa recommends that the

Mr. MILLER. Not only would the
State be unable to do that, In order to
furnish medical assistance to the homeonr

u

h

oewe

ol

n

Mr. MILLER. -I feel certain that
there are many people in my own State
of Iowa who are unhappy about that.
fcusi

sntteae

esnt

owe;bttehmonrcudu-O
oure ihtiapes;noti
the
agedlprson.t
derstand that when he passed on, no lien who thtapesitstecilrn
would be placed against his home or' They are unhappy that when their
against his property to compensate for mother or father passes on,-~and about
the cost of the medical assistance that all that is left is their home, the State
had been furnished.
suddenly files a lien against the home to
compensate the State for the medical
Mr. LAUSCHE.; Inviting attention to assistance that has been furnished.
the figures $1,800 and $2,500, that the That is one reason why I have provided
Senator used, an aged person, single, in my amendment that no Federal, State,
having an income of $1,800 would beorlcliemabefedgintsh
permitted to retain the $1,800 without property.
any loss?
Mr. MILLER. 'rhat is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. In addition to the
Just given, is it not true that,
Mr. LAUSCHE. Would that. be in psychologically, a person of advanced
addition to the exemptions of property years has deep pride in the home he
ownership?
acquired and wants to keep it? He does
Mr. MILLER. The items have to be not want to give it up?
taken together. If a single person has
M.MLE.Ia
eti
htta
a home, an automobile, and home fur- is Morrc.
MILLeR.
rIamcrainy
thatr thatns
nishings, and $2,000 in cash, he could especially single older persons, such as
not expect to qualify for the medical-as- widows or widowers, no longer feel the
sistance program if he had $50,000 of in- need or particularly'desire to hold onto
come; neither could' he expect to qualify the home. It may be a substantial home,
if he had $1,800 of income, a home, an and they would much rather rid them
automobile, and $50,000 in Government selves of the- burden of caring for it by
bonds. In other words, he must satisfy moving into an apartment or even into
both the income and the property limi- their children's home.
tationS.Hoerfthysulsllheom
Mr. LAUSCHE. Let us consider the now, the money received from the sale
hypvothetical case of a married couple would deprive them of medical assistance
having the property rights which we under the Kerr-Mills program. That is
identified a moment ago, and having an wh~y my amendment provides that in
annual income of $2,500. Would that lieu of the home, they may have $10,000
couple have -to dispose of the property of other property.
rights prior to being permitted to obtain
M.LUCE
hn h
eao
aid?
M.LUCE
hn h
eao
Mr. MILLER. No. I am happy that from Iowa.
the Senator from Ohio, has 'raised this
Mr. MILLER. I thank the Senator
question. My amendment provides that from Ohio for his excellent questions. I
in administering the act, the probable am sure they brought out clearly some
income for the year during Which assist- of the points covered by my amendment.
ance is applied for shall be taken into acMr. President, I reserve the remainder
count, so that the assistance for which of my time.
the applicant would probably be qualiMr. RUBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
fied, when the income for the said year myself 5 minutes.
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I oppose the amendment. This Is the
first time we have seen the amendment.
It was not considered in the Committee
on Finance. Various amendments were
Presented.
The weakness of the amendment offered by the distinguished Senator from
Iowa is that it does have a means test.
The resources which would make a person ineligible-if a person had in excess
of $2,000 if an Individual, or $3,000 if
married-would seem to me to be a very
small amount to disqualify a person from
the high cost of serious Illness.
In addition, the fact remains that 10
States do not participate in the KerrThose States are:
Mills program.
Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Mississippi,
Montana, Missouri, New Mexico, Nevada,
Ohio, and Texas.
That means that millions of elderly
citizens who live in those 10 States would
be deprived of the benefits that we seek
to achieve for them through this particular bill. I would say, with all due credit
to the Senator from Iowa, that if the bill
were not before us, and if the bill were
not about to become law, and If Congress
had not been considering the bill, there is
no question in my mind that the suggestions of the Senator would be an improvement over the Kerr-Mills program
as it now exists.
However, we are substituting a basic
landmark piece of legislation. We- have
a good piece of legislation. Under the
circumstances, I see no justification for
scrapping the bill that the Committee on
Finance has worked so hard to present
to the Senate and basically substituting
the suggestion made by the Senator from
Iowa.
I hope that the amendment of the Benator from Iowa will be rejected.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, how
much time have I remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Three
minutes.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I ask the
Senator from Connecticut if he is willing
to yield me a few minutes If I need the
time.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
senior Senator from New York asked for
2 minutes. I do not see him present In
the Chamber.
Whatever time I have remaining, I
shall be glad to yield to the Senator from
Iowa.
Mr. MEILLER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator. I want to make a couple of
comments in response to the argument
raised by the Senator from Connecticut.
The Senator from Connecticut said
that the Committee on Finance has not
had an opportunity to see this proposal
before. I am sorry to disagree with the
Senator from Connecticut. The Coinmittee on Finance has seen the amendment. The amendment is in the same
language as was a bill which I Introduced on March 15, 1965. That bill was
referred to the Committee on Finance,
The Committee on Finance has had from
March 15 of this year until the present
time to study amply what Is contained
in the amendment,
Granted that there are 10 States which
have not as yet undertaken to participate
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in the Kerr-Mills program, I believe that
one reason for that is that the Federal
Government has not provided enough
Incentive for them to do so. If those
States were to realize that they may only
receive 50 percent in matching funds
from the Federal Government-that is
the minimuim, but that could well be the
amount that they would receive-there
would be a reluctance on their part to
enter into this program,
It is for that very reason that my
amendment provides for a flat, uniform
75 percent matching-fund basis. Perhaps It should, be 80 percent. However,
I believe that 75 percent is a rather good
approach. It is the kind of approach
that we use in our various matching formulae in other legislation.
The income limitations of $1,800 for
individuals and $2,500 for married
couples are merely basic standards. I
would suppose that in the State of Connecticut this would perhaps be-increased,
for example, to $3,000 for married couples. I provided in my amendment that
the per capita net income of the State
would, according to Its relationship to
the national average, determine the
percentage by which these amounts
should be raised or lowered. The $1,800
or $2,500 may well not apply in ConnectIcut, New York, or in many other states.
However, at the same time I want it als
understood that If a married couple has
an income of $3,000, and the $2,500 limitation applies in their State, that would
not mean that they would not receive
any medical assistance at all. If they
had expenses for illness to the extent
that that illness brought their income
below $2,500, they would receive all of
it. If they had $10,000 worth of medical expenses, they would have to pay the
first $500. However, after that payment,
the remainder of the bill would be paid
by the program,
I believe that this is a rather fair and
liberal approach.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. AMILER. I yield.
Mr. MURPHY. I have been pleased
to hear the debate on this amendment,
I find this to be most enlightening. I
should like to associate my name as a
cosponsor of this amendment.
Mr. MILLAER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator for his very kind remarks.
I ask unanimous consent that the
name of the junior Senator from California, [Mr. MURPHY] may be added as
a cosponsor of my amendment,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time,
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
having been yielded back, the question Is
on agreeing to the amendment of the
Junior Senator from Iowa.
The amendment was rejected.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
question now recurs on the amendment
of the Senator from Vermont [Mr.
PROUTrJ.
Who yields time?
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Aft. LONG of Louisiana. I yield 2
minutes to the Senator from Oregon
[Mr. MORSE:].
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I wIsh-to,
express my deep interest and support for
the pending amendment. The Senator
from Vermont is to be commended for
offering It. It calls for the extension of
social security coverage on a minimum
basis to those persons 70 years of age
or over who do not have coverage now.
The cost of their benefits would not come
out of the social security trust fund,
but out of general revenues.
Ordinarily, many of us are reluctant
to dilute the social security program by
adding massive new programs to it that
are financed by merging the social secu
rity trust fund with the General Treas
ury. If we do that, we will no longer
have a social insurance program, but an
out and out welfare program for the
needs of retirement and disability.
Social insurance Is a vital and desir
able part of an industrial society. I be
lieve it should be comprehensive in its
coverage of individuals, but limited to
certain basic social needs that can be
financed separately and on an insurance
basis. By so doing, we establish certain
benefits that are a matter of legal right
to all, and not a matter of plunging our
hands into the public treasury. Meeting
the needs of social insurance by Treasury
financing can become a dangerous po
litical practice.
This does not mean that all the desir
able programs in this area must be un
der social security or nothing. The KerrMills program, which should be much
broader, is a welfare program which is
financed from Treasury funds. and un
doubtedly there are others that should
be added to the statute books.
However, in the case of medical care,
and in the bill now pending, we have
recognized that, through the chance of
being born too soon, certain elderly
Americans do not have coverage under
the social security program. We have
seen fit, and rightly so, to provide that
they will receive the same benefits un
der medicare as those covered by social
security,'and will have their benefits paid
for out of Treasury funds.
We are doing this because it is recog
nized that this is a group of citizens that
will decline in size with each passing
year, because since their active years of
employment, coverage of jobs under so
cial security has become almost univer
sal. Many of us believe it Is unfair to
leave them outside the Provisions of
medicare purely for the reason of the
circumstance of their date of birth.
This provision for those lacking social
security coverage will cost the Treasury
a declining sgum with every passing year.
It is not a future claim for an unknown
and ever-rising contribution from gen
eral funds.
But exactly the same principle applies
to those -who do not receive general re
tirement benefits for the same reason.
The cost estimate of the Prouty
amendment, as I understand It, is ap
proximately $180 m~illion for the first
Year. As in the case of medicare, which
has a much higher cost estimate for the
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first year for this group, it will decline
with each year as fewer and fewer peopie will reach the age 70 without social
security coverage from their own employment.
The amendment extends to this group
only the minimum monthly benefit,
which will be $44 under the pending bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Oregon has
expired.
Mr. MORSE. I need only 30 seconds
more.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
yield 1 additional minute to the Senator
from Oregon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Oregon is recognized for
1 additional minute.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I believe that all the reasons which compelled us to provide coverage for all citizens under mnedicare also compel us to
extend retirement benefits for all now
lacking social security coverage. Yet
this amendment provides those benefits
not at age 65, but at age 70.
Should this amendment fail to pass
today, I hope the Senator from Vermont
will continue to Press it in the future,
because it is a reasonable and desirable
addition to the social security system of
social Insurance with universal coverage.
Mr. President, in Lii5,-JZdgment this is
merely applying the doctrine of the good
Samaritan and the moral law of the
Golden Rule.
Mr. LONG of 'Louisiana. Mr. President, I yield myself 5 minutes.
Inasmuch as the Senator from Vermont is not now in the Chamber, I shall
speak only briefly. I should like, to have
the Senator from Vermo~nt notified, so he
may return to the Chamber.
The amendment would cost a great
amount of money. Various estimates
have been made as to the cost. I have
heard the estimate that it would cost
$600 million or more. The Senator has
made some study of It. Perhaps it would
cost $300 or $400 million,
There are all sorts of provisions we
could add to the bill that would do some
good for somebody. If we had a billion
dollars to spend, or $600 million, there
are all sorts of things that we could thinkc
of to do which would do somebody some
good. I am sure that if we asked any of
the 100 Senators what he would do to
help the people of the country if he had
$600 million to spend, each Senator
would be able to come up with something.
I am sure that if one were to ask any
one of the 435 Members of the House, "if
you had $600 million to spend, how would
you spend it to help the people?" every
one of the Members would have his own
idea as to how to spend this money.
This is a bill which came from the
House embodying a cost of $5.8 billion,
The bill has been amended In the Senate.
The last time I1looked at it, It had panssed
the $7 billion mark.
I recall one time when the Senator
from New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] was
In the committee. I said:
It seems to me we ought to put a bell over
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On page '79, lines 1, 2, and 3, strike out
we ought to ring the bell so we can keep up
"(other than services provided In the field
with it.
oof pathology,
uh t dothesiology)
bu
htw e ouht
ThtI
" radiology, physiatry. or aneshat
Thatis aout
Beginning on page 43, line 24, strike out
here, when we bring up amendments that
cost $300 million, $500 million, or $600 all before the word "furnished" on page 44,
million. Last night a Senator had an line 3.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, my
amendment which I call the "Prouty
shoot-the-moon amendment." It would amendment would strike from the bill the
have cost $3 billion. The Senator said amendment adopted by the Senate
it would not cost that much, that it would Finance Committee, known as the Doug
cost only $.6 billion. Perhaps the an- las amendment. The Senator from Illi
nois will be present. I told him I would
swer is somewhere in between.
Any Senator can offer an amendment inform him and I have'done so. I sug
to put more laws on our books and to gest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
spend more money. I respect the right
of every Senator to do that. I myself the Senator yield time for that purpose?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
have done things like that. Every SenThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
ator has a right to do it. I question
whether we do much good by so doing. clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
As I said before, the last time I looked at
the bill it had passed the $7 billion mark, the roll.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
and I suggest it is about time to put some
brakes on it. Let us pass the bill so the dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
people can get the benefits of some of the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
$7 billion provided. On that basis, I
hope we shall not load the bill with costly out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I hope
amendments. It will be difficult enough
to convince the House as it is, without that the Senators in charge of the bill
loading the bill with amendments) that will respond to questions that I will raise
in discussing my amendment.
would cost an additional $600 million,
My amendment goes to a fundamental
I am sure every Senator and every
Member of the House is capable of corn- issue which has been debated during the
ing up with a good idea as to how he course of the development of the pend
would spend another $300 million or an- ing health insurance measure, a meas
other $600 million. One might as well ure which has been under development
go to the top of the Washington Monu- for many years, but particularly since
ment and scatter $3 billion around. 1960.
The fundamental issue of which I
That is the image we are going to create
if we adopt amendments which provide speak is whether this bill, based upon
for another $300 million, $600 million, or the social security system, will limit in
any way the relationship of the medical
$3 billion.
I would hope that as responsible legis- profession to Its patients, either in choice
lators we not adopt amendments that of physician by the patient, the profes
will greatly increase the cost of the sional decisions that physicians may
make with respect to the care of their
measure.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the patients, or even the payment of
Senator yield?phsca.
mnmn
physcias.eiialm
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. I suggest that the questions whether the relationship be
amendment of the Senator from Iowa tween pathologists, radiologists, physi
went the other way. It would have atrists. and anesthesiologists and their
saved $5 billion. So my amendment was patients shall be determined or re
stricted by legislative enactment such as
not a "shoot the moon" amendment.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I did not the pending bill. I believe this is a
say they were all "shoot the moon" fundamental issue and that it is of a dif
amendments, but I said that the one we ferent nature than issues raised by other
voted on last night would have cost $2 amendments which have been discussed
or $3 billion on top of the $7 billion we and voted on during this debate.
All Senators know that members of
have already provided. That was a
the medical profession have generally
"shoot the moon" amendment.
In view of the fact that the Senator opposed the pending bill. They have
from Vermont is not in the Chamber expressed fear and concern that the
and would want to be present when h~is freedom of their practice may be limited.
amendment was being discussed, I ask Whether their fears are Justilied in every
unanimous consent that consideration respect, I am not now debating. But it
of his amendment be set aside so that is correct that many have expressed fear
we may take up an amendment by the and concern that the enactment of the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. COOPER]. pending bill would ultimately cause the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there medical profession to be brought under
objection? Without objection, it is so legislative and governmental restric
tions-a~nd, some have asserted, comnordered.
AMENDMENT

NO0.

32'7plin

MrpOPE.M.ursdetlsofr
M.COE.M.rsdnIofr
my amendment No. 327.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
legislative clerk will read the amendment.
The legislative clerk read the amendthere, and every time we pass a provision
which provides for another billion dollars, ment (No. 327) as follows:

poeso
Tiso linfth.eia
ftemdclpoeso
li
Ti
has been strongly challenged by the pro
ponents of the bill who have held that
such fears are groundless. As a result
of this controversy, I believe I am cor
rect in saying that the bill, has been de
veloped on the assumption and premise
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that members of the medical profession
would not be brought into its framework,
and that the relationship of the physician to the patient treatment, the decisions concerning or even payment for
services would -not be disturbed.
The bill approved by. the Ways and
Means Committee of the, House bears
out and confirms this assunmption. If
Senators will refer to pages 78 and 79
of the bill, they will note that the House
version of the bill excluded from the
term "in-patient hospital services"
.'medical or surgical services provided by
a physician, resident, or intern."
That is, compensation for their services could not be paid from the trust
fund supported by social security taxes.
Committee
The Senate Finance
amended section 1861(b) (4) by adding
these words: "other than services provided in the field of pathology, radiology,
physiatry or anesthesiology."
The maintenance of the Senate amendment will mean that members of these
professions-and they are all members
of the medical profession-would be paid
for services rendered to patients enterIng hospital under the provisions of the
bill; they would be paid from the trust
fund and from social security taxes levied upon employers and employees,
I am Informed that the. amendment
was offered in the Finance Committee by
our distinguished colleague the Senator from fllinois [Mr. Dou mLAS.
Knowing him, and knowing his great
human qualities, I can understand his
concern that necessary medical services
be provided to the beneficiaries of the
bill.
I recognize also that services performed by members of the professions
specified in the Senate amendment are
of great value in diagnosis and treatment, and that in some cases they would
be indispensable,
Nevertheless, the fundamental issue of
whether members of the medical profession are intended to be brought under
this bill should be discussed and should
be met. The House met it. It maintained the assumption which had been
adhe red to during development of the
bill, that members of the medical profession would not be brought within its
framework, and that it would not risk
any limitation or restriction or compulsion upon the profession.
I have read the report and hearings
on this amendment. It is suggested
that the amendment-I am not referring
to the Senator from Illinois, but to the
report.-that this is a measure of procedure and convenience, that certain
hospitals have contractual relationships
with members of the medical profession;
that in some hospitals procedures are in
force, under which the hospital bills the
patients for services performed by radiologists, pathologists, anesthetists, and
physiatrists and the hospitals in turn,
pay the physicians. Even from this
viewpoint and it does not respond to
the issue I have raised, I must say that
a rather anomalous and contradictory
situation will result from this section of
the bill. on one hand a.hospital receiving patients under the bill, one where
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the hospital may have a contractual relationship with specified members of the
medical profession, or where it may have
a practice of billing patients through
the hospital, it would be entitled to secure payment for the services of such
physicians from the trust fund, supported by social security taxes, while
another hospital, under exactly the same
circumstances, with the same members
of the profession, would not be entitled
to receive payment from the trust fund.
The doctors furnishing service would
continue to look to the patient for payment.
I am not arguing my amendment
upon the basis of differences in Method
of payment. I wished to raise this question, because I believe it gives some
weight to the argument which has been
made for 4 or 5 years about this bill,
the argument made by the medical
profession and many others, that the
medical profession may be brought within the scope of this bill.
I speak as one who will vote for the
bill. I have voted against it in 1960 and
1964, when it was brought before the
Senate after political conventions, when
the House had not aeted-and it must
first act-where there was no possibility
of its being passed and we know it was
brought out for political purpose.
Nevertheless, from MY long study Of
this measure I am convinced of the need,
I am convinced that a program such as
this will not be supported by appropriated funds, and that the social security
system is the best vehicle,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. lMr. President, this is a very important amendment, and in, my judgment it should be
the subject of a yea-and-nay vote. In
view of the fact that there are only a
few Senators in the Chamber, I hope they
will join me in requesting the yeas and
nays.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator withhold that request?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes.
Mr. JAVITS. I believe that the Senator's suggestion might be a little premature. Perhaps if we could have a
little discussion, we might possibly dispel any need for the amendment. The
Senator from Kentucky has said that he
is raising a question. If we were to
freeze it now into a unanimous-consent
agreement, we could not move out of
that position.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I withhold
my request.
Mr. COOPER. I believe that the managers of the bill, the committee memsbers who have developed it, who know
'that these questions have been raised
by the medical profession, should shed
some light on the situation. Is this a
first step which will ultimately and Inexorably draw into the framework of
the bill the medical profession, and one
which will restrict the relationships between patient and physician?
As valuable as this provision is to the
patient, in the diagnosis and, in some
cases, the treatment of patients, it does
raise questions of inequities. Beyond
that, it is the one provision of the bill
by which doctors--and the named pro-

fessions are doctors-are to some ex
tent placed under the direction of others
who are not physicians and look to the
payment of their fees from the Federal
trust fund.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. I point out to my friend
from Kentucky that at page 78 of the
bill the definition reads as follows:
INPATIENT

HOSPITAL

SERVICES

(b) The term "Inpatient hospital services"
means the following items and services fur
nished to an inpatient of a hospital and
(except as provided in paragraph (3)) by
the hospital-

Then it includes the categories to
which the Senator has referred.
It seems to me that if professional
services are furnished by the hospital,
as a result of an arrangement which
was entered into between a doctor and a
hospital, there should not be any par
ticular diffculty with the professional
standing of the doctor. I grant that
unless one reads the language as I have
read it, it may cause some misgivings.
The key language refers to the serv
ices being rendered by the hospital. This
must be read in light of an arrangement
between the hospital and a doctor. If a
doctor and a hospital in State A have
an arrangement for the services to be
provided by the hospital, and if there
is an arrangement in State B that they
will not be provided by the hospital but
by the doctor, instead, it seems to me the
standing of the doctors is protected.
Does the Senator have any comment to
make on that point?
Mr. -COOPER. I thank the Senator.
That argument has been made. But I
must differ with him. These are not
hospital services. They are doctors'
services. They result from the pro
fessional skill and training of the doctor.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
AIX. PASTORE. I have received a
great amount of mail on the point that.
is being raised by my distinguished
friend from Kentucky. Frankly, I was
quite disturbed about the mail I received,
because when I returned to Rhode Is
land several months ago the hospital
directors and administrators of Rhode
Island were eager to talk with me with
regard to the so-called Douglas amend
ment. They were very much in favor
of it. I told them that I would study it,
and that I was inclined to go along
with it.
No sooner had I made that statement
than I was deluged with mall that came
to me from doctors who claimed that
all of this process would downgrade the
medical profession.
I respect the medical profession, and
have a high regard for doctors. But I
was somewhat surprised that within the
family this controversy should arise be
cause, after all, radiologists and doctors
who perform that kind of service within
the category of which we are talking
could not get very far unless they carried
out their services in hospitals. I could
not understand why the controversy was
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being brought to the threshold of MY that arrangement May be continued, redoor. I wrote to them and told them vised or replaced by wholly independent
that I was very much surprised that if practice depending completely upon the
they themselves could not resolve the wishes of the specialist and what he
dignity of the profession that was In- works out with the hospital, In the
volved, how did they expect us in the future, as in the past, when the specialist
Senate to do so? So we went into the wishes to bill the patient directly and
question in considerable detail and this does not wish to have any other agreeIs what developed. I have been told that ment with the hospital, his decision will
a legal opinion has been rendered to the not be affected either way by the conmeffect that the Douglas amendment would mittee amendment. In a case in which
leave everything in status quo. Where the doctor had the billing handled by the
heretofore the hospitals themselves hospital, but wishes to change the arbilled for the services, under the Doug- rangement to wholly independent praclas amendment they would have the right tice; his carrying this change out will
to continue so to bill. But where here- not be limited by the committee amendtofore the doctors themselves have been ment. In other words, complete freebilling for those services, if the Douglas dom of choice would be given to the hosamendment were adopted, they would pital and to the doctors to make these
continue to do so. So as far as I am agreements, but their freedom of choice
concerned, the Douglas amendment is is not ilmited, as the House provision
an act Of neutrality. It would leave would limit it, to an individual billing
everything as it has heretofore been. I practice. The committee amendment
do not see what we are becoming excited would not place any limitation, restricabout.
tion or compulsion upon the specialists
Mr. COOPER. I agree with the state- or the hospitals, but the House provision
ment of the Senator-that two groups would do so. The committee amendare in conflict. Some of the hospitals ment preserves the status quo.
want the charges of these professions to
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conbe cleared through the hospital and paid sent that the complete text of the letter
from the trust fund; the others would to which I have referred be printed at
not. But some members of the profes- this point in the RECORD.
sion are opposed to go beyond these
There being no objection, the letter
questions of procedure and management, was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
and inquire whether the bill before the as follows:
Senate would be a first step to bring the
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
medical profession under the operation
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
of social security health insurance syOFFICE Or THlE SECRETARY,
tem.
Washington, D.C., June 2, 1965.
Mr ATOE ndrtndta.Hon.
PAUL H. DoUGLAs,
They have tolerated it up to now. What U.S. Senteto, D..basis
is the danger of -havingthe point codified
DEAR SENATOR DouGLAs: You have asked me
in the law?
to comment on the assertion by opponents of
Mr. COOPER. It is an entirely differ- your proposed amendment No. 15o to H.R.
ent situation. If the bill Is enacted, as 6675 that It would force or tend to force hoeit will be, the situation with respect to pital specialists in the fields of pathology,
those people would be changed,
radiology, anesthesiology, and physiatry to
Mr.PATOE.I o otbeiee o.serve as salaried employees of the hospitals,
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr.no
President-so
In my opinion this assertion is without any
Mr. DOUGLS.
Mr. Pesidentfoundation whatsoever.WhrcoedunrplnAtesre
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
The effect of your amendment would be
Yields time to the Senator from Illinois? to include the services of these speciali.sts
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield to the Sena- in the definition of "inpatient hospital servtor from Illinois whatever time he may ices" (sec. 1861(b)). Paragraph (3) of this
require.
definition embraces diagnostic or therapeutic
Mr QULS.Te eatrfrm
services "furnished by the. hospital or by
Mrhod
IsDOUhAS.r heferedatora
fopiio
others under arrangements with them made
RhoehaIlanreerrd t anOpiionby the 'hospital." This wording plainly
which was written by the general coun- renders it immaterial whether the service Is
sel of-the Department of Health, Educa- furnished "by" the hospital through Its
tion, and Welfare,
salaried employees, or "by" a specialist workMr. PASTORE. That is correct.
ing under lease, concession, or any of the
Mr. DOUGLAS. I should like to read Many other forms of contract which now
exist between hospitals and specialists or
the salient paragraph:
which may be developed In the future. Tis
With Your amendment the bill Will thus
preserve complete governmental neutrality as
between salaried and percentage comPensation of these hospital specialists. It will
cover equally all of the forms of practice
typical of most of the specialties. It will axudes howved the mcajioriptyolofns-thesiologst ndte
casonlpahloit,
radiologist, and physiatrist who prefer to work
as independent practitioners and to render
their own bills directly to their patients, and
will remit the services in such cases to coverage under the supplementary health Inance plan.

In other words, the amendment is
absolutely neutral insofar as the arrangement which the specialist may or should
have with the hospital concerned.
Where an arrangement exists under
which the hospital bills- for the service,
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Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. Is it not correct that
this difference would exist? In hos
pitals whose procedure Is that the hos
pital bills for the services of the pro
fessions specified In the Finance Corn
mittee amendment, if the practitioner
agreed to it, he would be paid from the
trust fund and supported by social secu
rity taxes.
Mr. DOUGLAS. He would be origi
-nally paid by the hospital, or, in most
cases, would receive an agreed upon per
centage of the income of that depart
ment from its services to all patients,
and the hospital would collect for coy
ered services to beneficiaries. But this
would only occur if the specialist wanted
it that way.
Mr. COOPER. But the payment would
'come from the trust fund. On the other
hand, in hospitals which do not follow
such a procedure of billing, although the
same type of valuable services would be
performed by members of the same pro
fession. That member of the profession
would not be paid from the trust fund,
although the service would be rendered
beneficiaries, under the bill. That would
be correct, would it not?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I believe that that is
an argument for the position of the Sen
ate Committee on Finance. It is true
that where the individual medical spe
cialist and the hospital reach an agree
ment that the hospital is to Collect from
the patient and then is to pay the doctor
on an agreed basis, whether on a salary
or on a percentage basis, that prac
tice would continue.

Where there

is not

this type of voluntary agreement, these
services would have to be covered under
the voluntary insurance program, part
B, subject to the patient paying the ini
tial deductible of $50 and 20 percent of
the charge thereafter.
WhrcoedunrplnAtesre
of funds would be the trust fund, but it
would be the hospital which would make
the payment. Any control by the De
partment of Health, Education, and Wel
fare would be Minimal, and there would
be none attributable to the committee
amendment.
Mr. COOPER. It is, then, the one case
in the bill in which members of the
medical profession would be brought
within the framework and scope of the
Health Insurance Act.
Mr. DOUGLAS. That would be so
only if the medical specialist himef
cocuini
ujc
nyt h
odtio
vols
(sec.lu81(w) thaujetbilln for the serviceobe
luntarily should choose to have it so.
by the hospital "whether in its own right or
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
as agent" for the physician.
Senator yield briefly?
With your amendment the bill will thus
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
preserve complete governmental neutrality as
Mr. JAVITS. I should like to clarify
between salaried and Percentage compensa- one thing. It has been stated that no
tion of these hospital specialists. it will doctors are included in the social secu
cover equally all of the forms of practiceriyapcoftergam
Thtsnt
typical of most of the specialties. it win srictlyasctbecause inolines
Thand 7, page
exclude, however, the majority of anes-stilyobcuenlns6ad7
pg
thesiologists and the occasional pathologist. 79, there Is an indication that the services
radiologist. and physiatrist who prefer to of an intern would be included.
work as independent practitioners and to
Mffr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
render their own bills directly to their
Mr. JAVITS. That Is very important,

Patients, and will remit the services in such because the intern is at one end of the
cases to coverage under the ~supplementary scale. He is in the hospital in residence,
helhinsrncerl
plans,
In training, but he is a doctor. Excluded
ALAsoN W. .WU.Lox.
are "physician, resident, or intern,"
General Counsel,
meaning that he is in residence-the gen
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eral Physician, not there for the 3 years
to Practice, as It were,

Referring to the lines from line 25 on
page 78 to line 1 at the top of page 79,
we find that he would be excluded. The

specialist in pathology, et Cetera, would

such
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ly, the average. doctor practices in a

consent of the specialists. A specialist is competitive market. If one has an inclearly free to withdraw from such an ar- ternal problem or a surgical problem, he
sugnorntnst
rangement at any time except as his contractchoehiow
sugnorntns.
wih a hospital may limit his freedom, aschoehiow
for example by requiring a fixed period of But when it come to radiology, pathol
ogy, or anesthesiology, he is dealing with
notice prior to termination.

If a specialist should withdraw from such persons he does not necessarily know.
fall somewhere in between. I was wonFurthermore, the doctors who engage
dering whether it might not help the an arrangement his relation with the hoeSena tor from Kentucky and the Senator pital thereafter, including his continuance in the specialties do not operate as in
from Illinois, the author of the amend- as head of the hospital department, would dependent practitioners, because most of
menit, if there were inserted after the of course be a matter for negotiation between them operate within a hospital complex.
the specialist and the hospital. If a new They have acquired materiel, labora
words "anesthesiology," at line 3 as
arrangement were worked out, the coverage
tht
apearinn lnes
ameword
the
lnes2,0of his services under your amendment would tories, and assistants that are supplied
the axnhatappar
wods
and 21 on page 78, namely "under ar-~ depend on whether the new arrangement and paid for by the hospitals themselves.
rangements with them made b'y the hos-. provided that payment for his services should Therefore, when a pathologist, radiolo
be made to the hospital. Thus, the effect gist, or anesthetist works on a patient, he
pital."
In other words, as the measure is writ- of your amendment as it stands is precisely does not necessarily do so as an individ
ten, unless the provision is tied to pa- what I understand your correspondent ual, but as a member of a team using
thology, and so forth-to the words which desires.
Let me take this occasion to thank you technicians to perform services for him.
Every hospital tells us that should the
go in anothr paragraph altogether, but for your note of June 17. 1 appreciate gretprovisions of the Douglas amendment be
I think clearly ref er: to I't--one might ly your thoughtfulness in writing.
removed from the bill, the cost of hos
Sincerely yours,
construe this to mean that it is intended
pitalization would be increased signifi
ALANSON W. WIL~LCOX,
that every practitioner in pathology or
cantly. Consequently, we find almost
General Counsel.
other specialty must look to the social
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I call unanimity among hospital administra
security plan, whereas that it is not
attention also, in part I of the report, at tors across the country; and the Ameri
intended,
can Hospital Association, which repre
Mr. DOUGLAS. The Senator is cor- page 27, to the following statement:
The committee believes that It Is not wie sents the hospitals in this country, has
rect that the committee amendment in
no way forces coverage of the speclialists to separate the billing for these medical been strongly in favor of the Douglas
specialities. Therefore, the committee bill amendment. They believe- that in the
services under plan A.
Mr. JAVITS. I know that that does provides that where the services in radiology, absence of the Douglas amendment,
*not fully satisfy the Senator from Ken- anesthesiology, pathology, and physiatry are there would be virtual anarchy in the
tucky; but at least it can be nailed down arranged for and billed through a hospital proper operation of hospitals.
For a further explanation of the sit
to the colloquy which, I understand froIm they will be covered under the basic hospital
the Junior Senator from Iowa [Mr. Mm- insurance plan' Conversely, where the ar- uation, I respectfully refer Senators to
etwen
ad t-3 snio Sentorrangement Is that the specialist is not paidpae67othharnsweeD.Al
LERIwas
enir Senator by or through the hospital, reimbursement paer 637 oftexheartings wheretDr. Al-th
fro] Iwas had. betweenLth
h
xctv
ietro
.Soe
from
[M. Iwa
HICENLOOERI ad thefor the services will be made under the volun- br
Yale-New Haven Hospital and the YaleSenator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER- tary supplementary plan.
Ne~w Haven Medical Center, New Haven,
soN], by making it clear that this is evoMay I say that the Iowa law is also Conn., sets forth the position of a hos
lutional by the speciallists. However it
may vary from hospit alto hospital, none- neutral on this question of whether the pital administrator.
Dr. Snoke, an outstanding physician,
theless it ij still within his control. So specialist should have an arrangement
theoretically if al:- the pathologists and with the hospital other than wholly in an outstanding director, and also an out
other specialists got -together and said, dependent practice and this neutrality standing teacher at Yale Medical School,
"We make it a rule that we will not deal Is Continued by the committee amend- in a lengthy explanation and analysis,
with the hospitals in that. way," that ment; whereas the House bill would in- sets forth what would happen if an in
terfere with hospitals and medical spe- dividual were cared for by a hospital and
would be the end of it.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I do not think this cialists reaching any other type of agree- then, instead of being billed by two or
additional language is necessary. I have ment on this point or continuing such an three doctors, suddenly found himself
billed by seven, eight, or nine doctors,
still another letter from the General existing agreement,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, will thus causing great confusion.
Counsel of HEW, dated July 1, which
Consequently, the committee gave
states that a suggested similar, clarifica- the Senator yield?
great attention to this specific Point at
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
tion is not necessary; and states further
Mr. RIBICOFF. I have listened to the the hearings because of the controversy
that as far, as this legislation and the
committee amendment are concerned the discussion with great interest. I think that was raised. The amendment of
specialist is clearly free to withdraw from I understand the concern of the distin- fered by the Senator from fllinols [Mr.
I DOUGLAS], which the Cooper amendment
such a commitment at any time. I ask guished Senator from Kentucky.
unanimous consent to have the letter should like to state the reason for the seeks to delete, was adopted by a substan
arrangements that have been mad under tial majority in the committee.
printed in the RECORD,
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is true. It has
There being no objection, the'letter the Douglas amendment.
First, were we to adopt the amendment the dual advantage of greatly dimlinishwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Of the senator from Kentucky, we would Ing administrative costs to the hospital
as follows:
actually be raising hob with established and insuring larger benefits to the aged
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCAhospital Practices throughout the United patients.
TION. AND WELFARE, OFFICE OF
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
States. Hospitals throughout the NaTHE SECRETARY,
tion are deeply upset at the prospect Senator from Illinois yield?
Wcshington, D.C., July 1, 1965.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. My time is run
that we are Proposing suddenly to upset
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
arrangements that have been in exist- ning out rapidly, but I am glad to yield
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Your
letter
ofenefr1or2yas.bil.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS:
June 29 asked me to comment on a proposalenefr1or2yas.bil.

by the executive administrator of the Illinois
State Medical Society for clarification of your

amendment to H.R. 6675 relating to the inhospital services of medical specialists,
I agree with your view that clarification
is not necessary, and that your amendment
already accomplishes what the proposed lan

guage apparently seeks to accomplish. Your
amendment would cover the services of these
specialists only when payment for their ServIces is made to the hospital, either in its
own right or as agent for the specialists, and

The hospitals point out the vital difference between the type of services that
are Included and the general medical
Practice. We who have had experience
with hospitals know that one may choose
his own surgeon, if he needs a surgeon,.
in Louisville, for example. The surgeon
is the man with whom the patient has
contact. Very few persons winl select
their anesthetist, radiologists, or Pathologist. These are the specialist. Basical-

Mr. MILLER. I wish to emphasize one
other Point which possibly might help
the Senator from Kentucky. He is con
cerned about that part of the bill which
provides that when the services are fur
nished by the hospital, the proposed ac
tion might impinge on the professional
standing of doctors. If the furnishing
of the service by the hospital were done
in such fashion as actually to impinge on
the Professional standing of doctors, it
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would probably be ruled by the State in
which the action took place, as an unauthorized practice of medicine by a
corporation. Therefore, the amendment
brings out even further the neutrality of
the provision which we are discussing.
If in one State the furnishing of such
services by a hospital constitutes the unauthorized practice of medicine, such
practice will not be allowed. If in another State, It is permitted-, why worry
about it? The State and the medical
board will have been satisfied that the
professional standing has been preserved.
Mr. DOUGLAS. If the committee
amendment'were deleted, this provision
-of
the bill would be in direct Conflict
with the arrangements expressly permitted by the Iowa State law.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, will
the Senator further yield?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator from
Kentucky realizes, as the Senator from
Iowa has brought out, that there are
varying practices throughout the United
States. In the case of a large city hospital, it will invariably be found that the
particular specialists have a full time
job, for which they receive substantial
salaries. Or they may be employed on
a fee basis and be paid so much a case.
But there may be a situation in which
the hospital is located in a small town,
where there is not enough work to keep
a specialist busy all day. The specialist then works in the hospital under a
special arrangement. He may work a
half a day for the hospital, on either
a salary or a fee basis, and the rest of
the day practice his specialty privately.
The genius of the Douglas amendment
is that it preserves the status quo and reflects the practice that has grown up in
every community throughout the United States.
We have been careful in drafting the
Douglas amendment to make certain that
we are not putting any new practices,
new philosophy, or new ideas into the
practice that now prevails in hospitals
throughout the Nation,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
such time to the Senator from North
Carolina as he may desire. I expect to
withdraw the amendment,
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, there is
much to be said in favor of the amendment of the senior Senator from Illinois,
The position expressed by the Senator
from Kentucky is identical with the view
that I entertain. For that reason, I
wish to associate myself with his remarks and place imy approval on what
he has had to say on this subject.
I thank the Senator from Kentucky
for yielding to me for that purpose.
yield timE? IIG
OFCR
h
yieldstimeIn
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the senior Senator from Illinois.
"MEDICAL

SPECIALISTS" AMENDMENT

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, the
change made in the House bill by the

Finance Committee
from Kentucky's
strike is in fact an
ment in the House

which the Senator
amendment would
important improvebill. -The Senator's

-
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amendment would strike the amendment
which I offered in committee for myself
and Senators Moss, NEUBERGER, HARTKE,
JAvrTs, KENNEDY of New York, and
McNAMARA. This amendment
restores
the original provision of the King-Anderson bill relating to the coverage of the
services of medical specialists under the
basic hospitalization plan.
The Finance Committee adopted this
amendment, No. 156, to provide, In the.
words of the Senate committee report:
"that where the services in radiology,
anesthesiology, pathology, and physiatry
are arranged for and billed through a
hospital they will be covered under the
basic hospital insurance plan. Conversely, where the arrangement is that
the specialist Is not paid by or through
the hospital, reimbursement for the
services will be made under the voluntary supplementary plan."
As the bill came over from the House,
the services of these four medical specialists were excluded from coverage under
the basic hospitalization plan. The
House bill would provide coverage for the
hospital services of -these specialists only
under the voluntary supplementary plan
and, therefore, only when a separate
bill is rendered for such services.
Although, initially, there was some
misunderstanding of my amendment, we
later redraf ted the amendment to place
it in a different line of the bill to remove
any possible confusion, I think it is now
clearly understood and admitted that
the purpose of the amendment is to accommodate the hospital insurance system to all the various arrangements
which have been worked out between
hospitals and specialists. These arrangements include salaried practice,
percentage arrangements of many kinds,
leases and other concessions, as well as
wholly independent practice. Without
this amendment, H.R. 6675 would Comnpel renegotiation of all existing arrangements between the hospitals and the
specialists, except those for wholly independent practice,
In addition, H.R. 6675 in the form in
which it came over to us denies to the patients protection they otherwise would
have against a significant proportion
of the customary and essential costs of
hospital care in many hospitals. It does
this in the following manner: First,
those who do not elect to come under
plan B are required to pay the entire cost
of the services of these hospital specialists. This comes to an appreciable proportion. Second, those who do elect the
voluntary contributory plan B will have
to pay as their share one-fifth of these
costs as their share in coinsurance plus
the share which these services may form
of the initial deductible under plan B of
$50 per calendar year.
effect, the Federal Governmnent
would be interferring in the relationships
which the hospitals and specialists have
worked out and decidedly would put pressure on the hospitals and the specialists
to give up salaried practice-which is
estimated by some to include 60 percent
of hospital pathologists and 25 pexcent
of radiologists-as well as percentage arrangements, probably including most
leases. The Senate Finance Committee
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rightly concluded, in my judgment, that
"The committee believes that it is not
wise to separate the billing for these
medical specialties."
The amendment adopted by the Sen
ate Finance Committee, therefore, mere
ly restores under the basic hospitaliza
tion plan the same practice followed by
prevailing medical or hospitalization
plans in this country. Private hospita~l
insurance, for example, includes cover
age of the costs of the services of the
medical specialists where the hospital
bills the patients for those services. Blue
Cross hospitalization insurance includes
the coverage of these costs. The KerrMills plan for public assistance pays for
the services of these hospital specialists.
Federal employees health insurance pro
grams also pay for these services. The
medicare program for the dependents of
the members of the Armed Forces pay
for these services. It would be highly
inconsistent for the hospitalization pro
gram for the aged not to continue this
practice.
Every element of the legislative history
of this amendment, which restores the
original provision of the King-Anderson
bill, shows that there is no intent, as has
been alleged, to have the Goverrnment
make "hospital employees" of the med
ical specialists In these four fields. The
amendment keeps the hospital care for
the aged legislation absolutely neutral
with respect to which agreement the
hospitals and the medical specialists work
out among themselves now or in the
future. Additional assurance of this is
given in the letter dated June 2, 1965,
signed by the General Counsel of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, which I have already read into
the RECORD. Mr. Willcox's letter is in
response to my request for his official
comments on the assertion that this
amendment would force or tend to force
hospital specialists In the four fields to
serve as salaried employees of the hos
pitals. In it, he has stated the reasons
why such an assertion, In his words, "is
without any foundation whatsoever."
Assurances are given, also, Mr. Presi
dent, in the additional reply which I re
ceived from Mr. Willcox to a request
from the executive administrator of the
Illinois State Medical Society suggesting
the addition of certain language to the
amendment in order to clarify its intent
further. It appeared. to me, on the face
of it, that additional language was not
necessary. Mr. Willcox agreed, but has
replied with further assurances on the
meaning of the amendment. I have
added these further assurances to the
legislative history by reading the letter
into the RECORD a few minutes ago.
II

Mr. President, my chief concern in
offering this amendment was that the
action of the House In excluding these
services from coverage, thereby making
a fundamental change in the King-An
derson proposal, constituted a serious
reduction in benefits to many of the
elderly people who will be the bene
ficiaries of this hospital and health care
program. The House bill does provide
coverage under the basic hospitalization
plan for the services of nonmedical
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technicias in these fields and for the
overhead costs of these services, but the
exclusion of the services of the medical
specialists themselves is estimated to be
a reduction in benefits of about 4 or 5
Percent of the total hospital costs of a
Patient. Moreover, the exclusion of
these services means, as many witnesses
have Pointed out, that the patient-beneficiary would be denied coverage for these
services which are essential to the care of
hospitalized Illness unless he had elected
the supplementary plan coverage. And,
of course, even then he would be subject
to the $50 deductible and the 20-percent
coinsurance feature for these services,
So the action of the Senate Finance Cornmittee, in my judgment, restores an important area of benefits to the basic hospitalization plan.
An impressive statement pointing out
the reduction of benefits made by the
House exclusion of these services was
made to the committee by Mr. Nelson
Cruikshank, director of the Department
of Social Security, AFL-CIO. He said:
While the combination of these two plans
does indeed provide far more comprehensive
protection th-~n that envisaged in any of the
previous proposed plans, there are some
matters that cause us concern. The firt
is a reduction of the benefits in the basic
plan, as contrasted with the proposals of
H.R. 1, and S. 1. This latter measure--as
well as it King-Anderson and Porand bill
predecessors-provided that all services fur-

benefit, as provided in the House bill, is Connecticut has pointed out, excellent
$20 for diagnostic services furnished to testimony in this regard was given to
the patient by the hospital during a 20- the committee by Dr. Albert W. Snoke,
day period. The Senate bill would add executive director of the Yale-New Haa 20-percent copay feature. It is im- yen Hospital of the Yale-New Haven
portant to understand how this would Medical Center in New Haven, Connf.
work in actual practice. The most corn- Dr., Snoke is also a professor of hospital
mon hospital outpatient diagnostic administration in the Department of
studies involve either radiological exami- Epidemiology and Public Health of the
nation or laboratory tests. Under H.R. Yale University School of Medicine and
6675 as it came from the House, the hos- a past president of the American Hos5
pital would be reimbursed only for its pital Association.
costs exclusive of the compensation of
Dr. Snoke cites two patients' overall
physician-specialists, presumably for the bills from his hospital files in a summary
supplies, salaries of technicians, and table to show the complex of separate
overhead attributed to the services ren- billings which would face the patients
dered. Without including- any fee for if this -exclusion is maintained. One of
the radiologist to interpret the X-rays the patients would have received two
or the pathologist to report on the lab- separate bills from the physicians who
oratory test, the hospital's reasonable were directly concerned with him as
costs are often unlikely to exceed the $20 personal physicians plus nine additional
deductible figure. Hence, many of the separate bills from physicians who were
eligible aged would have to pay out of concerned with professional services in
their own pockets all of the costs of the volved in his care but who had minimal
outpatient diagnostic services they re- to no personal contact with the patient.
ceive in hospitals.
The second Patient would have received
The alleged compensatory factor is two separate personal physician bills and
that the eligible aged outpatients who in addition seven more professional
have elected the voluntary medical coy- bills from physicians associated with hos
eaecnhv
h~hsca'
e adptlbsd
mdclseilis
r
eaecnhv
h
hsca'
e adptlbs
mdclseilis
r
by the supplemental medical insurance. Snoke correctly suggests that if these ex
But what of those who fall to elect this amples are confusing to the Members of
coverage?
Moreover, the deductible the Senate they need only multiply this
under the voluntary supplemental med- confusion by the some 14 million indi
ical plan is $50 a calendar year. There- viduals who will be patient-beneficiaries
nished to an inpatient of a hospital, by the fore, if reimbursable expenses of less than immediately following enactment of this
hospital, including services in the fields of $50 are incurred by the patient in the legislation.
pathology, radiology, physiatry, and anes- cl
thesiology would be covered among the basic clndar year he will receive no benefits
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
in-hospital services. Under the terms of for these specialist services under the sent that excerpts from Dr. Snoke's let
H.R. 8075, that part of such services that is medical insurance plan. In fact, the ter, the whole text of which appears at
provided by a physician would be excluded hospital deductible of $20 may be added page 637 of the Senate hearings, be
from the basic hospital benefits. Coverage to the medical deductible of $50 to pro- printed at this point in the RECORD.
would be limited to partial reimbursement vide an effective deductible of $70.
There being no objection, the text
for the physician's fee under the terms of the Morevr th
outr
supplemnentaywsodrdt
epitdi
h EOD
supeetr
rgaplan
would cover only 80 percent of the as follows:
In our view, this change results in a sub- Patient's bill above the deductible.
The provision, of efficient and economical
stantial reduction in benefits under the basic
plan, as a result of shifting coverage of hoeUnder the amendment adopted by the hospital and Medical care to patients in this
pital-based specialists' services from the basic Senate Finance Committee, however, country is 'extremely complex and is grow
program to the supplementary program. In- the eligible patient would receive both ing in complexity daily. It is just as difficult
sta
ffl steadstiofanfull
oeaefrthese services, the th
etn
n h scoverage
evcso raforo
ail-to
differentiate
conit
stitutes
nursing precisely
care andbetween
mnedical what
care as
Individual would be entitled only to reim- gists and pathologists in the hospital Is to differentiate between hospital care and
bursement subject to the $00 overall deduct- out-patient diagnostic facilities.
The medical care. Hospital and medical services
ible for SD percent of the specialists' fees.hoptlwudbcopnaeuneth
inshhsia-aedmialpcatess
And he would be entitled to this only if he baspicap olanad the mestdudrtei
medical
uhhsia-ae
specialissrdoogptooeaeteslg n phs

were enrolled in the supplementary program.

In actual fact the benefits in the basic

Plan would be further reduced under this
provision because, as a result of changing the
terms under which payment for these services
could be made, the cost of hospital-based
specialists' services could be expected to rise
sharply-both for beneficiaries and nonbeneficiaries. Experience with existingplans such
as Blue Cross has demonstrated that the total cost to patients, or third-party payers,
for these hospital-based specialists' services
is substantially smaller when these services
ara povde
ar o tta hsitl
ericsof
than when they are provided by the specialists charging on a fee-for-service basis1.
Mr. President, the reduction of benefits made by the exclusion in the House
bill, which the Senator from Kentucky
would again take out, is most clearly
shown with respect to hospital outpatient diagnostic benefits. Under the

bscpa

would

n

receive

h

eia

remuneration

pcait

through

the hospital if such an arrangement
exists. Where the hospital bills for the
services of the' medical specialists, the
patient would face only a $20 deductible,

ailgptooy

nshilg

n

hs

iatry are part of the total health care services

provided in a hospital and are in sharp con
trast to those medical activities in which an
individual doctor acts as a personal physi
cian to an individual patient.
This complexity requires the utmost flex
ibility in the development of professional and
financial relationships so as to permit physi

but not an out-of-pocket Payment of the
$50 deductible plus 20 percent of the
bl
bl.Indeedi the-patient might be so cians and hospitals at the local level to as
caught in a combination of plans A and tablish agreements that will provide the
B3 that in some cases the deductible highest quality of care to the Patient In the
would be as high as $70 plus 20 percent
Thist undersetandiecngmisclarlymnempasze
the bill. And it should never be for- in S. I and H.R. 667r, title XVIII, section
gotten that those who did not choose to 1801, "Prohibition Against Any Federal in
come under plan B would bear the full terference" in which it is stated that "noth
load for the services of the hospital spe- ing in this title shall be construed to au
cialists.
thorize any Federal officer or employee to
in
My second concern from the point of

exercise any supervision or control over the
Practice of medicine or the manner in which
medical services are provided, or over the se
lection, tenure, or compensation of any offi
cer or employee of any institution, agency,

view of the Patient-beneficiary of the
House exclusion of the services of the
House version, an eligible beneficiary hospital specialists from coverage under or person providing health services; or to ex
would receive the tests and related serv- the basic plan is the unnecessar cnfu-' ercise any supervision or control over the ad
rCO ministration or operation of any such instiices that hospitals ordinarily furnish to sion which would be brought about bytuinagcyorpsn.
paint
danstcsud
o
utntthis
interference in the present estabThis is an excellent statement of princi
those performed by the hospital special- lished patterns of reimbursement *for ple-but is inconsistent with the present
ists. The deductible applicable to this these services. As the Senator from text of the bill in which traditional, long
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standing, and satisfactory financial and admainistrative arrangements between hospitals and radiologists, anesthesiologists, Pathologists, and physiatrists are arbitrarily
and markedly changed. Amendment No. 156
would again permit hospitals and individual
physicians to develop their own financial
and administrative relationships in the
same flexible pattern that has obtained in
the past and which has resulted In equitable
and satisfactory arrangements * ** [ will] result from the present bill unless amendment
No. 156 is accepted. One can understand
the potential chaos that will result under
the existing bill only if one analyzes the
actual procedures by which hospitals and
physicians would have to operate under the
present provisions of the proposed bill. The
confusion is serious enough for those fanilliar with hospital and professional billingIt would be virtually impossible to explain
the necessary procedures to many Of Our
elderly patients.
I have taken two patients' bills from the
hospital files. The first case is a 79-year-old
male with cancer of the prostrate gland and
with a cardiac complication. The second is
a case of a 75-year-old female with a cataract operation but also with a cardiac complication. In both cases, the professional
services of many separate Individual physicians on the hospital medical staff were in-,
volved. The patients also had their own
personal physicians.
The following table summarizes the pro..
fessional1 fees charged by the personal physicians and also the value of the professional
component of the hospital-based medical
specialties If separate professional fees based
upon costs were to be presented by each of
the other physicians:
Individual physicians involved in the hospital care of 2 elderly patients
7-erod7-arod
mya-le,
f&ema-le,
cancer,

prostate

cataract

operation

gland

Physicians rendering a bill for
is:GREssioNAL

1o
$300.00
1'50. 00

' 27.30

Cliniclptologist---------5.0------pital

impossible to outline an understandable procedure by which 9 to 11 separate doctors'
bills, ranging from $0.30 to $350, would be
presented to one patient in which the patient
not only has to decide how to apply the
deductible requirement of $50 but also to
calculate how much is owed the 11 physicians
on the 80- ton20-percent division. If this Is
confusing to the Senate Finance Committee,
multiply this confusion by some 14 million
individuals aged 65 or more. Amendment
No. 156 would enable hospitals and physicians to continue under present established
and satisfactory patterns of reimbursement
in this regard.
Unless S. I and H.R. 6675 is amended as
Indicated, the expense to the patient and to
the public in general will be substantially
increased. Reference to the previous table
indicates the costs currently paid by individuals or third parties for the hospital-based
professional services received under our present system of reimbursement. It can be
categorically predicated that there will be
no such Individual professional fee charges,
especially In the smaller amounts shown in
the above table, If submission of Individual
professional fees is required. The expense of
separate billing and collection procedures In
addition to minimal professional fee charges
will Increase the charges and the cost -of
professional care substantially,
r

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, a third
general concelrf of those of us who spn
sored the amendment is the effect of the
exclusion of the House bill on the quality
of hospital care and efficiency of hospital
administration. It is no news to the Senate, I am sure, that the American- hospital administrators and their boardis of

directors are overwhelmingly and vehemently in support of the amendment
adopted by the Senate Finance Cofmiinttee and are opposed to its elimination,

the directors of each Of
the hospitals in Illinois to ask their view
of
the exclusion and I have put Most Of
tersossIhvrciednteCO-the
I earlier wrote

RECORD.
Administrators O
approximately 60 percent of the hospi-

tals replied to my letter and their opinion
was unanimously for Senate action to recoverage of these services along the
lines of my amendment. No llilnois hs
administrator replied to me that he
disagreed with the amendment. Even

Blood bank-------------'35.00
2.50
Clinicalchmicoopstry
'3.00
'.1330 those who were cool to the general pUrClincal
' 00
lcrocopsL
.30ular
Clirnlcalmierobiologist.
' 7.00
'.70 poses of the medicare legislation were
Pathologist, tissue------------- '7.5
-----srnlioOh
medetwihtentowd
Electrocardiologtst-------------'33.00
'13.00stogyfrteaedetwicue
Cardiopulmonary, inhsaistion
committee adopted.
therapist--------------------'23.00
'4.00
Mr. President, the American Hospital
biltote
frAssociation
took an early strong stand
I culblspresented t h patientfo personal pro' In support of the amendment adopted by
fessional services.Thi
' Value of professional component of hospital-based
the Senate Finance Committee.Thi
medical specialties now covered under hospital bill hut ofca
om
natl-lto
for which separate professional bills would need to be ofca ttmnsn
ttmnsn
om
natl-lto
rendered uinder S. I and TH.. 6675.
gram signed by Dr. Edwin L. Crosby, exThe man with cancer of the prostate gland ecutive vice president of the American
would have received two separate bills from Hospital Association, is a concise and imthe physicians who were directly concerned pressive statement of what the House ex-

The woman with the cataract operation
would also have received two separate personal physician bills and in addition seven

additional professional bills from physicinns
associated
specialties.

with

hospital-based

medical

The above illustration of multiple professional bills illustrates the problem that
the implementation of S. 1 and H.R. 6675, as
currently written, will present. It is almost

try services in hospitals are essential to the
provision of high7-quality patient care in the
hospital and thus are basic hospital services.
Exclusion of these services would seriously
retard the continued development, so strikIng in the past few decades, of the modern
hospital as the central institution in our
health service system. The association's his
toric policy position that radiology, path
ology, anesthesiology, and physiatry are hos
pital services was clearly enunciated on Feb..
ruary '7, 1957, by our board of trustees when
It acted to include these benefits as benefits
of prepaid hospitalization benefit plans.
Fragmentation of the components of hospital
service not only will confuse the public
through a multiple billing approach and cost
them more, but more importantly could en
danger the quality of patient service In the
hospital by diminishing the administrative
controls necessary for the optimum delivery
of these services, coordination of which Is so
essential to high-quality hospital care.
The association maintains the position
that these services including the professional
activity of the specialist are a proper part of
hospital reimbursable costs. In testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee
In its hearing on similar legislation In July
1961, we urged that these medical specialist's
services be included In -the hospital benefits
proposed and we argued strongly against the
deletion of such specialist's services from
th bll
th re rcnbill.prsedorupoto
the provision of such services as it was in-.
corporatedl in H.R. 1. We opposed interfear
ence by the Congress in the local arrangemonte developed through the Nation by the
individual specialists and the hospitals con
cerned. We were distressed that the services
of these specialists were removed from the
definition of hospital services In H.R. 6675.
We believe that this Interferes with existing
relationships between hospitals and physi

cians and tends to dictate a nationwide pat

tern prescribed by the Federal Government.

The present provisions of H.R. 6675 in respect

to these specialists will, we believe, seriously

disturb the existing relationships throughout
Nation and may as above noted. threaten
inhcertain
rv
of
h
ult
p

prv h
ult
fptient
care. It is cer
tant
aeae
eeiire
ihasb
stantial reduction in the benefits they will
receive under the legislation.
The longstanding arrangements developed
by many Bu
Cross plans will be imperiled.
The administration of the overall program
will become enormously more complicated.
The required total separation of the partic
physician's servtees involved from the
departmental costs of hospitals will require
rngtaino

otat

e

ntowdeeeoiton
fcnrcsb
tween hospitals and specialists and between
hospitals and third party agencies. The ef
fects will most likely be extended overall to
hospital patients. We strongly urge the re
instatement of the services of these special
ists as a part of hospital services In the legis-,
o ial
as
o
ial
as
Enwix L. CROSBY, M.D.,
Executive Vice President, American Hfos
pital Association.

M.DUGA.

r.Peintm

y

clusion would mean to American hospiMrDUG S.
r.Peintm y
tals. I ask unanimous consent that this other witnesses and organizations sup
telegram of April 5, 1965, be printed at plied impressive testimonyr in support of
the adoption of this amendment. I want

with him as personal physicians plus nine
additional separate bills from physicians who
were concerned with professional services
involved in his care but who had minimalthspitnteRERD

to no personal contact with the patient.
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ses I-have--re eived2inrthetOim

personal professional serv-

Surgeon------------------ '$350.0
Cadic
onulan ----150.0
Individual physicians providing professional services
throug hpcatesp:a-asdmdstore
Anesthetist --------------- '0 0.00

-

thspitnteREOD
There being no objection, the telegram
Was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:an

WASHINGObN, D.C.,
April 5,1965.

Senator PAUL DouGLAs,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:
In reply to your wire the American Hospital Association takes the position that radiology, pathology, anesthesiology, and physia-

to call particular attention, however, to
the excellent letter I received from Wr.
I. W. Abel, then the secretary-treasurer
no th prsd tofheUid
adnwtepeidn
fteUie

Steelworkers of America. On behalf of
the United Steelworkers of America, Mr.

Abel objects to the House exclusion on
the grounds, first, that any further fragMentation of health care service must
necessarily result In a deterioration of the

July 9, 1965
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quality of medical Care and, second, that resources by the hospital's public trustees
the Proposed exclusion will significantly based on the growth and development Of
increase costs unnecessarily. It should the techniques of medical science, and the
be noted, that on the basis of studies by growin weslth of communities and the
Blue Cross, Mr. Abel estimates that exHatospial hvdelodtohirpsnt
cluding these medical specialists from vast size and importance because where
Plan A would result in increased Costs serious illness is involved,
present-day medito the aged of approximately $55 milifon cine cannot be prac t iced ou1]t of a medical
a year.

I ask unanimous consent that Mr
Ablslte
fMy 4 95 epi rnted
Ablslte
fMy1,16,b
at this Point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
UxrrED STEEmwoRwzss or AmrRICA,
Pittsburgh,Pa., May 14, 1965.
Ron. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
My DEA&SENATOR DOUGLAS: The United
Steelworkers of America, by resolution of it.
last constitutional convention, wholeheartedly supports the enactment of legislation
to provide Federal health care insurance for
the aged. We join the vast majority of labor
and the American people in supporting in
principle the amendments to the Social
Security Act recently passed by the House
of Representatives. I am writing to object,
however, to the provision of the House bill
which excludes payment for the traditional
and customary hospital services dispensed
by such hospital personnel as radiologists,
pathologists, anesthesiologists, and physiatrists. Since these services are as essential
sand integral part of hospital care they are
now typically paid for as part of the boapital's bill for all services rendered--particularly in our older and better hosItas.
My objections to this uncalled-for and
radical change in the method of remuneratIng certain categories of hospital personnel
are essentially (1) that any further fragmentation of health care service must neceswaily result in a deterioration in the quality
of medical care, and (2) the proposed exclusion will significantly incre..se costs unnecessarily. The only purpose served by the
exclusion from the act of payment of these
hospital services Is to unjustifiably enrich
certain categories of physicians at the expense of the public,
There is no evidence that specialists working for hospitals have been treated ungenerously. To the contrary, the years of underproduction of all physicians has resulted
in serious shortages of the categories of
physicians who traditionally are employed
by hospitals and, as classical economic
theory would predict, Increased competition
for the services of these scarce medical specialists has resulted in. extremely rich rewards for their services. The exclusion of
these specialists from hospital payrolls and
the granting Of an unregulated monopoly to
them by Federal statute Is against the public
Interest,
In the unlikely event the monopoly was
granted, only the public regulation of fees
charged could prevent vast increases In the
costs for these essentials hospital services.
The effect of the proposed exclusion
wudbtotrhoptlinoamrbullng of sleeping rooms for the sick and Injured, with essential hospital services turned
into profitmaking concessions handed over
to uncontrolled private individuals who

though those opponents who have come
to understand it seems to have modified
their feelings--it does not follow that
these specialists unanimously have op
oedthe amendment. The number of
individual dissents we have heard may
be too small to be statistically important,
Vigorous though some of them have been.
bag. What makes a hospital a medical con- But we must not overlook the fact that
ter swe Its arrays of scientific equipment and virtually all hospital pathologists and
its teamandof technicians--who
medical specialt-_doctors,railgsancoidabeum
rsf
nurses,
provide therailgsan
osdabeum
rsf
scientific and technical services to the prc
those in the other two specialties, have
ticing physicians. If hospital services ar long been practicing, and are practicing
to be provided in an effective fashion they today, under agreements permitting
must be supplied by professional personnel their services to be arranged for and
whose loyalties and responsibilities are ex- billed through-the hospital. This is and
clusively to the hospital medical team. TO has been true even though these special
be part of the hospital team these technical ties are in short supply and their bar

specialists must be paid by the hospital.
I believe that the preservation of ou pW  gamning position is strong.
eat pattern Of hospital Organization Is true
Here and there, it is true, the matter
con1servatism-the conservation of an ineti- has become an Issue, but when it has,
tution.that has proven effective a~nd economic the issue has generally been resolvedalike to the public, to the hospitals, and to as it was resolved in the one instance
the physicians,
where the issue went to court.-in a man
An effort was made several years ago to nrwol
optbewt
yaed
eliminate from the Western Pennsylvania ment
Ihfind noptilevidence tatethe
Blue Cross plan coverage of X-ray, laboratory
met
Ifidn
eveceha
te
and anesthesia services provided in hos- specialists in our hospitals across the
pitals. These proposals were placed before Country are clamoring for the radical
the then Insurance Commissioner of Penn- change in their arrangements which the
sylvania, the Honorable Francis H. Smaithi, House bill would have forced upon them.
who decided that the traditional practice of
Mr. President, inasmuch as the State
paying for these services as hospital services o oaI
h
aeIhv
eerdt
should not be upset.
o oaI
h
aeIhv
eerdt
In connection with these proceedings, the in which this matter became an issue
Blue Cross made a study of the costs In- and was settled through court action and
volved if the proposed reduction of covered specific legislation, and inasmuch as the
services had been granted. The Blue Cross senior Senator from Iowa [Mr. HicENrhas updated the studir and the figures are as LOOPER] raised a question about the ef 
ipesv
toa
ashywre8
of my amendment yesterday, I think
ersfect
ago, when the study was first made. The it appropriate to add this comment to
Blue Cross current estimates for'the Nationthrepnemdysedabyhee
are as follows:threpnemdysedabyhee
1. If the~hospital X-ray services were to be ior Senator from New Mexico.
paid for separtely, these costs would be
As I understand it, and I have conincreased approximately $252,500,000.
suited with the General counsel of the
2. If laboratory services were to be paid Department of Health, Education, and
for separately, an additional cost of $250 Welfare about this, the Iowa law ex
million would be incurred.
pressly Permits hospitals to bill for the
3. Separate payment. for anesthesia serv- services of radiologists and pathologists
ices would increase costs approximately $88 adpristehsiasadseil
million.
adPristehsiasadseil
In Summary, It Is estimated that a change
sist to agree on sharing the income of
in the method of paying for the servicesa of the specialist departments. I further
the doctors of radiology, pathology, and understand that this is- the prevailing
anesthesiology from covered hospital serv- practice in Iowa.
ices to individual fees for service would raise
I would point out to the Senate that
the medical expenses of the country by al
the Iowa law clearly contemplates that
most $600 million for these three medicaltheniemdcladon
dcase
specialties alone. If applied only to the aged, Ices ofnthre spedcialisadepartmentsa ofera
such a change would immediately add a costicsoth
eiastdprmnsfra
of $55 million to the bills of persons over the diology and pathology be treated as an
age of 65.
entity and billed as a unit.
I sincerely hope that your committee will
Now I would add to the comments of
find the proposed change in our present Senator ANDERsON yesterday that the
method of paying for hospital services to beHosexuinoftsepcaltse
against the public interest, and Will icues weretheo
thospia bpeiallstfo themv
strengthen, not weaken, those time tested ie
hr
h
optlblsfrte
ways of paying for hospital services which would interfere in the prevailing prac
have steadily Improved the quality of medi- tice in Iowa which is Specifically recog
cal care -provided in and by American hos- nlzed in Iowa law.
pitals.
TeHueecuinwududru
Respectfully yours,
the Iowa arrangement insofar as the
I. W. ABaeofaeEprosiscneren
Serear-Teaurr,
mih wgell foreareonegoiatione
ofedthe
Mrrtr-raue.
mgtwl
frearngt.aino
h
Mr DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I existing arrangements. This is so be

would have monopoly Power to determine think it important to note that amendthe quality and type of services, and to ment No. 156 had the strong support of
charge whatever they pleased. our hospitals the administration, as well as of repare and should continue to be Medical institutions designaed to give acutely disabled
patient. acces to the most advanced diag
nostic and treatment facilities and personnel.

resentatives of the group practice plans,
the hospitals, and many other groups
and authorities.

The expansion of hospital facilities and perA

Now Mr. President, while It is true that
the national associations of the patholoOf profit by business-minded doctors, but gists, radiologists, and anesthesiologists
sonnel should not be left to the anticipation

should be based on the rational allocation of

have all Opposed My amendment-al-

cause the House exclusion would permit
the coverage of the hospital services of
medical specialists only under the volUntary plan and this would require a
separate and individual billing arrangeMent for services which are now in

cluded in the hospital bill In many in
stances.
Further, Mr. President, I would like
to observe that one of the Purposes of
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the Iowa law, the text of which Senator
HicxExNLoorER inserted in the RECORD yesterday, appears to be to assure that
these authorized arrangements with
hospitals are not entered into "in any
way which creates the relationship of
empkoyer and employee between the hospital and the doctor" (sec. 135B 26).
May I say that the amendment which
I offered and which was adopted by the
Finance Committee to permit coverage
of these services under plan A, when
they are arranged for through the hospital and the hospital bills for them,
does not in any way offend this principle of the Iowa legislation. As I have
explained and documented in detail
earlier, there is no intent to force doctors Into an employee relationship with
hospitals in my amendment,
So, Mr. President, I would add to the
ocmments Senator ANDERSON made yesterday to Senator HICHIENLOOPER that
while the amendment would honor the
intents and purposes of the Iowa law,
failure to retain the amendment in the
bill would definitely offend the intents
and purposes of the Iowa law.
Representatives of some of the specialty organizations argued, if I understand them correctly, that the arrangements prevailing today ought to be
changed because the specialists are physicians and because most other physicians who practice in hospitals bill
their patients directly. This argument,
I believe, is unsound because there are
important differences between these specialists and the other in-hospital practitioners to whom they compared themselves.
First let me say that I recognize and
emphasize the professional status of
these hospital specialists. Not only are
they doctors of medicine, but they also
have completed additional and rigorous
specialized training, and generally have
passed examinations by specialty boards,
Although as heads of hospital departments they may have important admin-t
istrative duties, their professional skills
are a major component of high-quality
hospital care. My amendment, which
merely preserves the status quo in hospital-specialist relations, does not derogate in the least from the professional
stature of the specialists.
These physicians, however, have a
quite different relationship to their patients from that of the clinical practitioner. Hospital pathologists and radiologists have been aptly described as
"doctors' doctors"; their function-except in radiotherapy and perhaps to a
small degree in anesthesiology-is not to
treat patients but to help the doctors who
do treat them. In doing this, moreover,
these specialists have the assistance of
staffs of nonmedical personnel who perform by far the larger volume of the
work, including some highly technical
procedures.
Finally, where they are heads of hospital departments they do not control
the volume of their own practice, but
commonly have agreed to do whatever
work In their respective fields may be
generated within the hospital. They are
thus by no reasonable description solo
practitioners as other physicians who
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work in the hospital are. Rather, they matter is handled by the specialties with
play an important and integral role in the hospitals at the present time.
the complex hospital organization, servWe are retaining the arrangements
ing the patients chiefly as they serve that various hospitals have across the
their fellow physicians; serving them not country. The hospitals do not all have
by the patients' selection but because the the same arrangement. Various hospi
hospital has chosen the specialists to tals have different arrangements. We
serve the entire institution,
are providing that the arrangements
Hosptial physiatrists and the minority which the hospitals have with these spe
of anesthesiologists who have chosen to cialties will still prevail.
work under these arrangements with
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
hospitals, although they have more direct have received some mail on this subject,
contact with patients, are in other the same as have all other Senators. I
respects more similar to pathologists wanted it to be clear that this would
and radiologists than they are to the gen- leave the situation to be handled in the
eral practitioner, the internist, or the same manner as it is now handled.
surgeon.
Mr. RIBICOFF. That is.correct.
The contention that these four groups
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I un
of specialists should be treated like other derstand that there is great variation
physicians, then, breaks down because in the treatment of this matter in dif
they are unlike other physicians In their ferent States and hospitals. I- under
relations with hospital patients, in the* stand the practical questions, that are
manner In which they function as de- involved. However, I do, not believe that
partment heads, in the way their practice we have reached the fundamental issue
is developed and its volume controlled, at all. The fundamental issue, in my
and in the extent to which their- work is Judgment, is whether we can at this time,
shared with lay assistants. It is con- or gradually, bring the doctors into the
siderations such u.s these, I believe, that system. That is being done.
have shaped the evolution of relations
When it Is said that the status quo
between hospitals and the specialists in would be maintained, that would merely
the past; it is considerations such as mean that the hospitals would be able to
these, rather than a mandate from collect for the doctors' services from the
Congress, that should shape them in the trust fund.
future.
I am sure that this matter will be con
The adoption of our amendment in the sidered in conference. I wanted to give
Finance Committee, virtually without my views. I prefer -that the House ver
opposition, was a wise step. I believe it sion be sustained.
would be an unfortunate mistake to now
I ask unanimous consent that I may
agree to the motion of the Senator from be Permitted to withdraw my amend
Kentucky - to strike the committee ment.
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
It would indeed be unfortunate to re- objection, it is so ordered.
vert to the House exclusion of the mediThe question is on agreeing to the
cal specialists services, for the House amendment of the Senator from Ver
provision would interfere with the exist- mont.
ing relationships between hospitals and
Who Yields time?
physicians and would tend to dictate a
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I sug
nationwide pattern prescribed by the gest the absence of a quorum.
Federal Government. It would, moreThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
TO
over, significantly reduce the benefits whose time shall the quorum be charged?
and confuse the beneficiaries. The FedMr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
eral Government should not be used to quorum call may be charged to my time.
bludgeon hospitals and physicians into
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
abandoning the provision of these serv- dent, I ask that the Senator withdraw
ices as essential elements of hospital his request temporarily.
service.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Not only should the Senate defeat the Senator from Connecticut withdraw his
motion to strike the committee amend- request for a quorum?
ment, it should insist, through its conMr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
ferees, that the final bill retain the unanimous consent that the order for
amendment,
the quorum call be rescinded.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, will
TePEIIGOFCR
ihu
the Senator yield?
TePEIIGOFCR
ihu
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr; THURMOND. Mr. President,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
have followed the debate on this topicqusinsonaregtohemnd
with much interest because it has been a ment offered by the Senator from Ver
matter of concern to me. Is it the posi- mont.
tion of the floor manager of the bill that
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I ask
the amendment of the senior Senator unanimous consent that the amendment
from Illinois takes a neutral position on offered by the Senator from Vermont be
the matter?
temporarily laid aside for the present
Mr. RIEBICOFF. The Senator is cor- consideration of my amendment.
rect.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. THURMOND. If It is presently objection? The Chair hears none, and
the practice of the hospital to bill the it is so ordered.
patient for these services, it would conMr. MOSS. Mr. President, I send to
tinue to do so, but, if the doctor now did. the desk an amendment and ask that the
the billing he would continue to do so? amendment be not stated but printed in
Mr. RIBICOFF. That is the way the the RECORD.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment, ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, is as follows:
On page 349, beween lines 12 and 13, insert
the following:

"CONTINUATION OF CHILD'S INSURANCE BENEFITS

AFTER

ADOPTION

BY

BROTHER

ox

SISTER

"SEC. 342. (a) Section 202 (d) (1) (D) of
the Social Security Act (as amended by
section 306(b) of this Act) is further
amended by striking out 'or uncle' and in
serting in lieu thereof 'uncle, brother, or
sister'.

-
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I believe the law should be amended so
that brothers and sisters can be kept together after the death of both parents in
instances where there is an elder brother
or sister in a position to assume responsibility for a younger child,

The legislative clerk proceeded to read
the modification.
I ask unanimous con
Mr. PROUTYI.
sent that further reading of the modifi
cation be dispensed with, and that it be
printed in the RECORD.

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I should be happy to take the
amendment to conference, study it in
conference, and see if something can be
arrived at.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I yield back
ytmedteef(fe
termidro

objection, it is so ordered.
Thmoicaonsasflw:

I urge that my amendment be adopted.

termidro

ytm.edteef(fe

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

L
N
TheU modificTio FOs CTAsfollows:
L
AIRNEDTAGN INI7D2
BENEITTS
HO
mINIM
SEC. 309(a) (1), title II of the Social Secu
rity A'ct is further amended by adding at the
2 de
eto
e
h

h

e

eto

2

de

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- by section 101 of this Act) the following new
"(b) The amendment made by subsection
(a) shall apply only. with respect to monthly dent, I yield back the remainder of My section:
"MINIMUM BENEFIT'S FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
insurance benefits under title 1I of the Social time.
WHO HAVE ATTAINED AGE 72
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
Security Act for months after the month In
"~SEC. 227. (a) In the case of any individual
which this Act is enacted; except that, in having been yielded back, the question
the case of an Individual who was not eni- is on agreeing to the amendment offered who attains the age of 72 but who does not
titled to child's Insurance benefits undermetherqimnsofecon24()ad
n
1()
eto
me h eurmnso
section 202(d) of such Act for the month in by the Senator from Utah [Mr. Moss].
States
United
of the
resident
whoisisa acitizen
The amendment was agreed to.
amendsuch
which this Act was enacted,
has
and and
States,
of the
United
hall(I)
ment
The resided in the United States continuously
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
metsalapply only on the basis of an
application filed in or after the month in question now is on agreeing to the for not less than eighteen months before
amendment of the Senator from Ver- the month in which he files application for
which this Act is enacted."
benefits under this subsection, or (ii) has
this mont [Mr. PROU'TYi.
MOSS. Mr. President,
Mr.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- resided in the United States continuously for
amendment would amend the Social Security Act to provide that if a.child were dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum, the ten-year period preceding the month in
andhatsk he ime e t kenequally which he files application for benefits under
this subsection, the 6 quarters of coverage
.
etkn
httetm
s
adopted by a brother or sister, this an
to In so much of paragraph (1) of
would not disqualify him for monthly from the time of the two contendlng preferred
section 214(a) as follows clause (C) shall,
insurance benefits to which he might sides.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Instead, be zero quarters of coverage for pur
otherwise be entitled.
poses of determining entitlement of such
so ordered.
There are many instances in which objection, it is
to benefits under section 202(a).
The cal
ler tewil rll.Individual
For each month before the month in which
PresiMr.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.
bein he est
sucha poviionwoul
dent, I ask unanimous consent to dis- any such individual meets the requirements
othe feainchldtahweluag
cofead
intees
f section 214(a), the amount of his old-age
b
t
~f
Athogh
oncrne.
te
Dparfly
easneInsurance benefit shall, notwithstanding the
gsino
ment of Health, Education, and Wel- pefse withum th
provisions of section 202(a) be $35. If an
urm
re- o
fare has not submitted an official
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without individual is entitled to benefits under sec
1 hve een
porton
bll (. y131)
tion 202(a) for any month as a result of this
thav Been, objection, it is so ordered.
onby bllte (rom1031).
posrtd
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It occurs to section and also to wife's or husband's insur
RoecrityM BAll,
o fromia
assuredby ltter
we might make better time today if ance benefits under section 202(b) or sec
A-me
eurt
teSoil
Comssoero
ministration that the Department would we could persuade some of our colleagues tion 202(c), the amount of the monthly bene
give sympathetic consideration to either to make speeches on the bifliItself after fit under section 202 (a) shall be reduced by
a bill or an amendment which would the final vote. If they do that, I know an amount equal to such wife's or husband's
Insurance benefit (but not below zero), and
make such an adjustment in the so*they would like the speeches to appear under such circumstances the provisions of
cial security law.
I can testify as to the need for this in the RECORD before the vote. There- section 202 (k) (3) (A) shall not be, applicable
amendment by telling you very briefly fore, I ask unanimous consent that state- to such wife's or husband's insurance benefit.
ments made on the bill after the vote on If an individual is entitled to benefits under
uanprblm
abutth
ufrtnae
uma prolem the bill may appear in the RECORD prior section 202, other than under section 202(b)
th
abou
unfrtuate
or under section 202(c). for any month, he
which has arisen in Salt Lake City,
shall not be entitled to benefits under sec
A mother died leaving 5 children and to the vote,
202 (a) for such month as a result of
FIE.Wt-tion
RSDN
Th
a husband. The husband remarried and
this section."
died without issue from the second mar- out objection, it is so ordered.
(b) Section 201 (a) of the Social Security
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiriage. A contest has arisen over custodly
of the youngest child, aged 12, between dent, I now suggest the absence of a Act Is amended by adding the following sen
the oldest son, who is married and has quorum on the same basis I prgviously tence at the end thereof:
are authorized to be appropriated
an th stemoter.staed."There
a faily
Mr. PROUTY. Without the time be- to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors InsurThe judge in the case has awarded
Trust Fund from time to time such
chrge toeiter ideance
te
f
o 1-yex-olIg
custdy chldte
sums as the Secretary deems necessary for
ea
tofeoithrside.Ifte
charGe
.n
cutdyohe1-ya-ldcilroth
any fiscal year on account of
ana. If the sena
isiieauru
Mor.LOGowou
eldest son, providing a petition is filed for
"(1) payments made or to be made during
sug
tortwoul abkeneoa quorumcl, Ihnowe
adoption.
such fiscal year from such Trust Fund with
imesto
tw
aturmhe
tof
absence
The petition has been filed, but when ges thared
h twoCERIsidhere respect to individuals who are entitled to
the older brother applied for continua- bhe hRgESDIeullNoG
monthly benefits under section 227,
hr
tion of social security benefits for hihsRSDIGOFCR.I
"(2) the additional administrative ex
young sister, under the father's social objection? Without objection, it is so
and the clerk will call the roll. penses resulting or expected to result there
hthsyugordered;
efon
seuiyacut
The legislative clerk proceeded to call from, and
secuityaccunt
hefoun tht hs yung
"(3) any loss in interest to such Trust
the ro.
sister would no longer be eligible,
thpymtofuc
Fudrulngfo
011.POT.M.PeietIas
The older son has a wife and children
etofuc
Fudeulngfmthpa
MrPRTT.M.PeietIas
of his own to support. His income is not
asum th reponi-unanimous consent that the order for amounts.
hig. Ho wats
in order to place such Trust Fund in the
the quorum call be rescinded,
bility for the care and education of hi
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With, same position at the end of such fiscal year
younger sister, rather than leaving her
in which It would have been if such section
out objection, it is so ordered.
227 had not been enacted.."
with her stepmother, .)ut the day he sligns
ntmebysscio
"()Teand
How much time does the Senator yield
the adoption papers, social security payshall apply in the case of monthly bene
hisl?(a)
ments for the young sister stops.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I wish fits under title II of the Social Security Act
It is an anamoly of the law 'that child
payments can continue if a minor child to modify my amendment; I send the for and after the second month following the
month in which this Act is enacted on the
is adopted by a stepmother, a stepfather, modification to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The basis of applications filed in or after the
a grandparent or an aunt or an uncle, but
month in which this Act is enacted."
modification will be read,
not by an elder brother or sister.
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Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, yesterI have found in the past that Mr.
In the last paragraph of the memo
day millions of elder citizens were disap- Myers' figures which have been given to randum he concluded that the cost of
pointed at the action taken on an me were always on the high side. I have blanketing them all in would be $700
amendment which I offered, which would information on that which I could quote, million but that there would be a saving
have increased their social security bene- but I do not wish to do so.
of $275 million as a result of the saving
fits substantially. Senators who stood
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. in welfare cost, which would reduce the
with me in the struggle for fair treat- President, will the Senator yield to me Federal cost to $425 million. I quote
ment of the aged have my deep gratitude for a comment regarding the cost?
from his memorandum, "so that the net
and the thanks of those elderly people
Mr. PROUTY. I yield to the Senator Federal cost of the blanketing-in provi
who are no longer able to care for them- from Delaware.
sion would be about $425 mililion per
selves. I pledge to. every one of those
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. During year." This would be the cost of blank
Americans that so long as I remain in the hearings before the committee, as eting-in those over the age of 65.
the senate I shall fight to provide them appears on page 155 of part I of the
The House-passed bill goes somewhat
with the necessary comforts for decent hearings, I had asked Secretary Cele- to that direction and blankets those with
living.
brezze a similar question. At that time a limit of three quarters, of coverage over
There is nothing I Can do about the I asked him the question as to what it the age of 72. So that would be at a
action taken yesterday, but I have now would cost to extend these benefits and cost of $145 million. If that is so, the
proposed an amendment which will be coverage to all those 65 and over. There difference between the House provision
helpful to a million and a halIf of our was submitted to the committee under and blanketing those over 65 would be
older citizens.
date of April 30, 1965, an estimate of the $280 million.
At this point, I ask for the yeas and cost of blanketing. I ask unanimous
However, the Senator's proposal does
nays.
consent that it be printed In the RECORD not cover all those 65 and over, but only
The yeas and nays were ordered.
at this point,
those 72 and over. So his cost would be
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I had
There being no objection, the memo- considerably lower than the cost esti
hoped that if certain modifications were randum was ordered-to be printed in the mates submitted to the committee.
made to my amendment it might be ac- RECORD, as follows:
I cannot understand the cast estimate
ceptable to the manager of the bill. Ac- Fo:Rbr
.Mes
APRIL 30, 1965.
which was given to the Senator from
cordingly, I have submitted the modifica- Fo:Rbr
.Mes
Vermont today. I think his estimate is
tion, which, I may suggest, was drfe
Subject: Cost estimate for blanketing-in all too high. Either that cost estimate is
by Robert Myers,
chief actuary of the
persons aged 65 and over for cash far out of proportion to what the actual
Socil Adinitratonbenefits.
Seuriy
SocilAminstraion
Scuriy
Inthe hearings before the Senate commit- cost would be. or they made a mistake
This modification meets the prime pur~- tee on Finance today, Senator WILLias re- when they submitted to us the cost esti
pose of my earlier amendment, namely, quested information on the cost aspects of mate under date of April 30.
to provide a floor of protection for a mil- blanketing-in all persons in the country aged
Certainly if It Ccst $425 million to
lion and a half of the unfortunate mem- 65 and over for cash benefits in thesm
beso odrAerc
h aenteligi
amounts as would be given under H.R 667
blanket-in everyone over the age of 65. or
ble -at this time for social -security be- for the transitional-insured group of per- $2
os.$85 million
over
theaonebll
thwul
caus
id ot rovie fr thirper
th sytem
aged 72 or over. These amounts are $35nocst$8milnmreha
te
caue tedissteno prvid fo teirsons
month for all beneficiaries
except, that House bill to blanket-in those over the
participation while they were employed, when both husband and wife are eligible, the age of 72, because if we combine the two,
It meets the objections of some Senators total family benefit Is $52.50. The general it will be costing more to extend coverthat my amendment as introduced Yes- principle of the blanketing-in proposal age to the age of 72 than at 65, and we
terday was too costly.
would be not only that It applies to persons know that would be ridiculous. So the
This amendment makes eligible for aged 65 and over, but also that It would notcoteimedbthSnarfomVr
social security benefits all persons 72 phase out, as does the transitional-insuredcoteimedbthSnarfomV
years of age or older who are not now provision, and rather would be a permanent Mont is not only high enough but it is
eliibe orsuh
enfit.
t ls einl-one. Accordingly, this blanketing-in provP- also higher than it should be.
naesigthe touhre
ee-quates.I
coeagsoeliroi- sion would be fOnanced from general revAnother argument in favor of the Sen
naesth
tre-qarercveag pov-enues.
. ator's amendment is this: This same bill
sion in the House-passed bill. Those
Assuming the retention of the transi- provides for a minimum increased bene
benefiting, from my amendment would tional-insured provision lin H.R. 6675, thi
fit of $3 In all social security pensionsreceive $35 a month. The amendment blanketing-in proposal would cover an ad-marecopswolbe6.Tiin
would give social security benefits to ditional 1.75 million persons as of the middlemarecopswulbe$.Tiin
about 1,500,000 persons most of whom of 1965, with the annual benefit cost being crease was :or the expressed purpose of
would not be protected by the committee- about $700 million (payable from general enabling them to pay for the social se
revenues). In future years, the number of curity insurance program under part B.
reported bill,
blanketed-in beneficiaries would slowly deIn other words, under this bill 13 mil
Theblakeinginof ll erons72crease to a level of about 1.25 million persons lion people will get medical benefits at
years of age or older would be financed by 1990 (although it should be realized that
out of general revenues, and thus the old this type of estimate of a residual group is no extra cost. We will find that every
age insurance trust fund would not be difficult to make and, therefore, Is subject to one over the age of 65 under the PendImpaired,
wide variation). The blanketed-in group Ing bill without the Prouty amendment
The old folks merit our support in this would not include any Individual eligible. for would be getting an extra $3 from the
respect. This is a compromise amend- railroad retirement or civil service retire- fund so that they can pay the extra mnedi
ment. I would have preferred adoption ment benefits.
cal charges. This group affected by the
ofth aenmet;th
oigna
mdiiOf the 1.75 million persons who would be Prouty amendment and consisting of
ctonf the
ut
benefits toend
$35,the leveli blanketed-in under this proposal in the mid- about 1 million and a quarter people
catin
th cus
benfit to 35, he lveldle of 1965, it is estimated that about .
in the House bill, and raises the age million are receiving old-age assistance, It would be getting no benefits.

to 72.
Is likely that the vast majority of these 1.1
They are America's forgotten people.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, wili\ million persons would continue to receive If we are to pass a $7 billion bill, why
the Senator yield?
old-age assistance, although at a reduced are these people left out?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield,
rate so as to reflect the OASDI benefit. The
Are we going to take care of all AmerMr. CRLSON
I wsh toinquie asFederal savings in old-age assistance as aicnontebssfeqatyorrew
Mr. CRLSON
I wsh toinquie asresult of taking Into account the blanketingcnontebssfeqaiyorrew
to the cost of the amendment. There in OASDI benefit would be about $275 mil- not?
was considerable criticism as to the cost lion for the first year of operation, so that
One other point. Under the social
Involved in the amendment offered yes- the net Federal cost of the blanketing-in security program we have had a large
terday. What does the Present amend- provision would be about $425 million per number of aliens coming into the coun
ment involve in~cost?
year.
OETJ YR.
try with no intention of becoming Amer
Mr. PROUTY. According to the latestXOESJ.Ms.
ican citizens. Yet they have qualified
figures that have been given by Mr.
Wx. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. My- for social security benefits, paying the
Robert Myers, Chief Actuary of the So- era points out that this estimate is based minimum of six or eight quarters, and
cial Security Administration, the cost on extending coverage to all those over 65 then have returned to their countries
would be about $385 million over what with cash benefits of $35 a month, or and retired , They have been drawing
the House proposed.
$52.50 per married couple.
social security checks throughout their
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lives after having made only token pay- pension and who will, nonetheless, be high winds, because we left someone
ment into the social security program,
covered now, notwithstanding that they out. Out of fear that we did leave some
The Pending bill would extend that have no quarters of coverage,
one out, let us blanket them all in.
coverage. We will now have more and
By virtue of the change which the SenMr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will
more men and women who are not citi- ator from Vermont has made, would he the Senator from Louisiana yield?
zens of this country, who have no inten- feel, without commiting himself, that his
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
tions of becoming citizens, and who may amendment reflects the fairness of that
Mr. PASTORE. If Senators who are
or may not be living in this country have position? The adjustment might very always worried about the national debt
gone back and are living abroad, who well take place in the conference, but will vote for the amendment, how can
will be blanketed in under the provisions would the Senator by sympathetic con- they expect the Senator from Rhode Is
of the House bill by reducing from six cerning the fairness in the above situa- land not to vote for it?
to three quarters. They will receive their tion?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena
$35 monthly check. Yet at the same time
Mr. PROUTY. I would have no objec- tor from R~hode Island can do so, if he
the administration is quibbling over tion that that. I believe that it would be wishes.
whether we are going to give a similar highly desirable. I point out that there
The administration sent down a bill
consideration. to our own American citi- is very little difference between this bill which would cost approximately $3.5
zens.
and the House passed bill, which requires billion, but when the House got through
There is merit in the amendment of only two quarters coverage,
with it, it was $5.8 billion. The Senate
the Senator from Vermont, and I shall
Mr. JAVITS. There were people who committee reported it out and the cost
support it.
had some coverage and who had some went up to $6.8 billion. We have now
I compliment the Senator for propos- insurance coverage. Here we have none, passed the $7 billion figure for the bill.
ing his amendment to protect these forMr. PROUTY. Practically none.
,The Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
gotten citizens.
Mr AIS
h
eao scretANDERSON] stated that we should get a
Mr. CARLSON. I wish to commend Therefore, the duplication might be gong in the Chamber and every time we
the Senator from Vermont for making quite unfair. I would hope that the Sen- add another billion dollars to the bill we
this adjustment in his amendment. ator would make that clear for the should strike the gong so that we can
When we reduce it to the age of 72 and REcoRD, although I know that he cannot keep up with it.
qualify these people under the provision, clear up every little point while he is- on
EeySenator has it within his power
it will, as the distinguished Senator from his feet. I understand that. But I would tothink of some desirable way to spend
Delaware has just stated, cost only $255 hope that he would be sympathetic to the money. If someone would only give me
million. Here is a great group of people question of fairness which I raise, which $300 million to spend, think of all the
who are ineligible to receive the benefits, could be worked out in conference.
joy I could spread everywhere I went,
truhno fault of their own--such as
Mr. PROUTY. I agree completely passing out money to someone who might
thrmrou gh iutrlwres
eces
wt h
eaormNwYr
need it and who again might not. That
farersni magricutuera
prorkerssechr-iihohnentrsrm.eYr.
is what we would be doing by adopting
phersons
manycterelprofessions.
ein
he
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder the pending amendment. Where are we
Theraefore,giv sinerelys hopeidthatio the of my time,
going to stop?
Seat wllgveseios osiertin
o
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiA lower limit of 72 years of age is
the amendment of the Senator from Ver- dent, the pending amendment would call provided for in the pending amendment.
mont.
for the expenditure of a large amount of Why wait for the age of 72? Why not
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr. money. How much, Ido not know. For blanket in everyone at 65? Why not at
President, let me say that I am just as my purposes, I do not need to know. 80 50? A man might lose his Job at 50, so
concerned about the extra $255 million far as the aged people in the State of why not blanket him in and hand over
as anyone else. However, yesterday on a Louisiana are concerned, the benefits to to him a check?
yea-and-nay vote the Senate rejected a them Would be approximately zero. AnyHow about all the disabled people who
Proposal by the Senator from Nebraska one who has reached the age of 70 or are not insured under social security?
which would have saved $470 million by 72, and has a meager income, is probably Certainly something should be done for
providing that those whose Income is ade- drawing a welfare check of $80. If he them. Here is a bill providing over $7
quate would pay their own hospital bills. were blanketed in by this amendment, billion per year, and yet we forget about
We would be far better off to go ahead his social security benefits would be $35 the disabled people who have never been
and take care of those who need it. The a month out of the Federal Treasury. insured to begin with.
estimate of the Secretary of HEW, Mr. All this would mean is that his welfare
Blanket them all in. Give them all
Celebrezze, was that 1,100,000 of those check would be reduced by $35 so that a check. Why not at age 35? Or at
1.325 million citizens affected by this instead of receiving $80 in one check, he least why not age 65?
amendment are already on relief and would receive $35 in a social security
Mr. PASTORE. Then cry tomorrow
therefore the extra cost to the Govern- check, and another $45 from the State about the national debt.
ment would be zero because it would be welfare agency. He would have two
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Yes. I am
transferring It from one fund to the checks to cash Instead of one. That is just as sure as I am standing here that
other. Therefore we are certainly deal- about the only difference it would make, some senators will vote for the amend
ing with a group of people who need
I assume that if the amendment were ment t) Increase the cost, just as some
assistance if the Senate is going to con- adopted, we would then repeal the provi- Senators voted last night for the Prouty
sider-it.
sion in the bill which requires the States amendment to shoot the moon, from $7
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the Sen- to Pass on all the windfall savings to the billion per year to $10 billion. Then
ator from Vermont has very little time, people by matching more Federal money they will go home and talk about the
and I should therefore like to ask the with it. If we do that, we shall be back profligate D~iinocrats bankrupting the
Senator in charge of the bill if he would where we started, so far as most people country, and giving money away In give
yield me I minute to ask a question,
are concerned. The only people who away programs.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- really would be benefited would be those
There are a million ways we can do
dent, I yield 1 minute to the Senator not on welfare who have no need for this that. I know that one Member of the
from New York.
money, like some aged fellow who was House called me last night and said he
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The well to do, owned his own~farm, say, of had 50 ideas as to how we could do more
Senator from New York is recognized for a thousand acres, and was receiving ad- good for more People. Everyone would
I minute.
ditional income from oil and gas. But be helped. I am sure Senators believe
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, there is these people are not entitled to It. They we have a big enough bill. The program
one point which I believe will need some have paid no social security tax. They as it stands now, according to the com
clarification. We have already attempt- do not need it. They do not expect to mittee report, would spend $32 billion a
ed to help those not covered under the get it.
yea by 1972. That is not counting the
-insurancePhase in the medical care part
We might as well take a bale of $100 amendments that we have added here on
of the bill. Now there are some people bills, take the elevator up to the top of the Senate floor. We have increased that
who are on Government or railroad re- the Washington Monument and throw amount by about a billIon dollars on
tirement, at that age, who do receive a, all the money out the window Into the the floor. When will we ever stop? I
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Mr. 1KUCHEL. I yield 1 minute to the
Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. The difference Is only
a small amount of tax, and it would not
amount to anything in some cases. The
Senate will have an opportunity to save
not a half billion dollars yearly, as the
Senate had an opportunity to do Yesterday, but by voting, for my motion it
will reach into billions of dollars.
My feeling is that we should do justice
under the retirement program.
The wealthiest people in America are
drawing the -maximum amounts in social
security.
The Senator from Vermont asks that
we consider everyone who has reached
72 and who has no opportunity of adding
quarters. He asks that they be included
for a minimum amount. It is not a great
amount. There will be an opportunity
to save more than that. Yesterday or
the day before I put some figures in the
RECORD which show the total expenditures for 1964.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
time of the Senator has again expired.
Mr. KUCHEL. I yield a half minute
to the Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. We are paying out
money to people who do not need it. I
will support the amendment.
Mr. KUCHEL. I yield2 minutes to the
Senator from Vermont.
Mr. PROUJTY. I believe this debate
has gone on long enough. The cost of
the- program would diminish with each
passing year as more people come under

proximately $100 million too high, based
upon the figures that Mr. Myers has
given me at other times in the past. The
distinguished senior Senator from Dela
ware [Mr. WILLIAMS], has developed
data which supports my estimates.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Sena
tor has modified his amendment. He
has changed his amendment. We gave
him unanimous consent to change his
amendment. We cannot tell from one
hour to the next what it will contain.
Mr. PROUTY. It did not require
unanimous consent to modify tile amend
ment. I did not make such a request.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I believe the
yeas and nays had been ordered. If
they had not-Mr. PROUTY. Mr. Myers is the one
who, in the Senator's office this morning,
as the Senator from Louisiana well
knows, figured that cost.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. What the
Senator from Vermont is now proposing
is not what he proposed previously. He
has modified his amendment. I am
happy that he did' modify it.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that a memorandum giving the cost
estimate be printed in the RECORD. It
appears that the net cost of the program
to the General Treasury would be about
$500 million per year.
There being no objection, the estimate
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD,
as follows:

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
guished Senator from Vermont. It inMr. PROUTY. I received the same
volves people over 72.
In Louisiana, out of every 100 persons, figures from Mr. Myers. I have litera60 are on the old-age-assistance rolls. ture in my desk showing the figures
About 15 out of every 100 are on the old- that Mr. Myers has given me in the past.
He told me definitely that the cost
age-assistance rolls in Nebraska. We
practice self-denial and thrift, ande a few would be $525 million, less the figure of
other things. Many of them have paid $140 million, which was the increase proposed by the House. Substracting $140
taxes,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The million from $525 million results in a
difference of $385 million. That is aptime of the Senator has expired,

Mr. LONG-'of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, there are enough benefits in the bill.
They total $7 billion. Can we not reach
some time when we shall have enough
benefits in the bill? There are some oth
er amendments to which we would like
to agree and which would cost only a
small amount. The amendment of the
Senator from Vermont would cost a f an
tastic amount. I believe that It should'
be considered at some future date.

hope Senators will not insist on this
amend ment.
There will be other social security bills
to be considered. We shall have more
opportunity to vote for amendments like
this. Every President wants to be known
as having extended the social security
program. Therefore this President and
his successors will send us an additional
bill. We shaUl have other opportunities
to vote for more cash benefits for more
people.
Mr. KUCHEL. I yield 3 minutes to the
Senator from Delaware.
Mr. WILIJAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, in all the years that I have
been in the Senate I never enjoyed. a
speech as much as I enjoyed the one delivered by the Senator from Louisiana
[Mr. LONG]. I always enjoy hearing him
oppose expenditures of the Government
and advocate a balanced budget.
I hope in a few minutes, when the Senlator from Nebraska [Mr. CuRTms] makes
his motion to send the bill back to committee the Senator from Louisiana will
vote for the motion. That will save $7
billion.
The Senator talks about blanketing in
more people. The bill already blankets
in those who have between three and six
quarters coverage. That means 325,000
people. In return for the approximate
$20 that these people paid in they are
getting back $35 a month under the bill
as reported by the Senate committee.
Someone who' has worked under three
quarters and may have paid $15 or $18, is

MEMORANDUM, JULY 9,1985
Prom: Robert J. Myers.
the social security system and others pass Subject: Cost estimate for Prouty amend
left out. That will be hard to explain,
ment to blanket-in at age 72.
Yesterday the committee accepted an to their reward. If being liberal means
This memorandum presents a cost esti
amendment on the floor which provides having concern for older people and givthat any alien who has come here and ing them enough to eat and clothe them- mate for the Prouty amendment that would
resided in this country for a period of 6 selves properly and provide housing, I blanket-in on a "permanent" basis all un
months can qualify' under title I and plead guilty. I am sorry that we are insured persons aged 72 and over for a bene
title 31 for medical coverage. He does not doing a great deal more. I have fit of $35 per~ month. The cost of these
not
o aveto
atthemos
ay or I,he
odiiedmy ropsal n te hpe hatbenefits would be payable from the General
nothavt te
topayforItor
mst e mdifed y popoal n te hpe hatTreasury. Furthermore, this amendment
pays $3. If we are to show all this con- I could get more support on the floor. It would replace the transitional insured procern for all people such as the Cuban ref- does not please me to make even these vision in the House bill, which would prougees and other aliens, should we not concessions. The rates should be higher vide $35 benefits with respect to persons
stop and think about some of those who than I am proposing. However, I am who had three to five quarters of coverage
have been in this country for a long time willing to have a vote on the amend- (such benefits being financed from the
trust fund).
and buying E bonds or who have retired ment at any time.
A total of 1.5 million persons would be
ofousa.MrPesM.LN
with small savings and now, as a result
.
affected by this provision in 1966 (includLO
t ver doisicult to understan
refocedtodetIrin
of nfatonfd
tatthy
transitionalioalin
ent, Ifind t ver difinglttheun355,000ingunder550theud
oftey
infationfind
ar forcdhatto
the rationale of some Senators. I am mared provision of the House bill).
llve on welfare.'
The general revenue cost for 1966 would
We can reduce the deficit by assessing sure, of course, that Senators can put
some of the cost of the bill to those who their thinking in order. Some Senators be $630 million but $130 million would be
can afford it and can pay for It. Why propose that we adopt an amendment offset by savings in old-age assistance, mak
should we pay the medical bill of a man which, according to the cost estimate, ing a net cost to the General Treasury of
who has an income of $100,000 a Year or would blanket in 1,500,000 people, ata $500 million. In addition, the trust fund
lsugo.hre
a million dollars a year income? We are total cost of $630 million per year, out of wouldt thae $140iutoymiioin
pro
asked to do that merely because he qual- which $140 million would represent a able tothl eneftributgor financing.
woutgob
under thiso pro
ifies under social security. Why should saving to the trust fund. There would visie tota benefi
wegive him free medical coverage? If be a net cost to the General Treasury of visio ine 1970 woulde benea$550millio ande
we are willing to do that let us not argue a half billion dollars a year after taking taking into account savings in old-age as
too much against helping these people into account the savings resulting under sistance would be $450 million (the reduc
tion in cost to the trust fund by reason
the old-age assistance program.
who really need some assistance,
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the of the transitional insured provision being
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I shall
eliminated would be about $110 million).
support the amendment of the distin- Senator yield?
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Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. A moment ago the
Senator described how the cost of the
Program has gone up step by step. Will,
the Senator from Louisiana repeat the
figures which show what the President's
Program would cost and ithe increased
cost of the bill in its present form? Can
the Senator from Loulana tell us what
was added by the House, what was added
by the Senate Committee on Finance,
and what has already been added by the
Senate?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. As I recall
what the administration was seeking
mostly was the original King-Anderson
Proposal, which is part A of title I of
the bill. That proposal would have cost
about $2,358 million per year. Also approximately $285 million per year of general revenue would go into that. So that
part would work out to be about $2.6
billion per year.
Some suggestions were made for liberalizing the welfare part of the medical
care program, and that would have been
about $200 million per year. So we
would then be talking about $2.8 billion,
Mr. LAUSCRE. What has the figure
now reached?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator from Ohio is well aware of the highiy
regarded Republican leadership in the
House of Representatives. He knows
that that leadership originated an
amendment that would increase the cost
of the program about $1.2 billion per
year.
We are now up to $4 billion.
The House of Representatives had
some other ideas, and when they had
concluded their work they had increased
the cost to $5.8 billion per year. They
added about $2 billion of additional items
that some Representatives thought up
over there,
The Senate Committee on Finance
had some ideas, too, and when we were
through considering the bill, the firstyear cost was $6.8 billion per year.
So another $2 billion of ideas were
proposed in the Senate. Some of those
additional ideas we thought we could
consider on the floor of the Senate,
which would bring the cost up to about
$400 million more per year. The last
time we looked we had passed the $7
billion mark and we were. still on our
way up.
We tried to defend against the first
Prouty amendment, which would have
increased the cost $3 billion a year,
which would bring the total cost up to
about $10 billion a year. The present
Prouty amendment would not cost as
much. I was happy to see the Senator
modify his amendment downward. Our
best estimate is that the proposal would
cost $500 million a year from general
revenues,
Where will it all stop? Do we really
not intend to pass additional social security bills in some future years? If that
Is the case, could we not consider the
present proposal along with some others
that might be made in future years?
Last night I heard an eloquent argument made by the Senator from Nebra-

SENATE

ska [Mr. CURTIS]. The argument was
that we should not provide all of these
benefits to people who are rich and do
not need them.
The Prouty amendment is now supported by the same Senator. It is proposed to blanket all of those people in the
bill and give them money, even though
they have not contributed 5 cents to the
fund, and even though many of those
people would be rich. The Senator turns
around and votes now for the opposite
principle and to blanket all those people in. Most of those people, if they have
any need for the money, are over 72, and
are already on public welfare. Insofar
as they get more money, that would be a
windfall for the'State; the State would
save the money and the Federal Govermient would be plunged deeper Into
debt,
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I have marked down
the figures which the Senator from
Louisiana stated. Those figures would
indicate that we have started on a program which would cost about $2.7 billion. We are now up to the point at
which the cost of the program would be
$7.2 billion, or $5.5 billion more.
I ask the Senator from Louisiana when
we are going to stop.
Mr. ANDERSON. Right here.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I hope we
shall pause on the present amendment.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
Mr. PROUTY. I should like to ask the
distinguished Senator from Louisiana
if the following is not correct:
According to Mr. Myers, one and a half
million people would qualify under my
amendment. If that number is multipliled by $35, we get $525 million. We
would then substract. $140 million,
which is the House figure on the cost of
the House-passed transitional insurance
provision. That would bring the amount
down to $385 million. There Is no question about that.
Last year Mr. Myers estimated the cost
of the same amendment which I offered
yesterday, namely, to increase the minimum to $70 and other benefits. Last
year he estimated that the cost would
be $2.1 billion. I understand that this
year he estimated the cost at $3.2 billion. The figure goes up a billion dollars a year every time Mr. Myers estimates-and, presumably, every time a
Republican proposes an amendment on
the subject.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, my arithmetic tells me that 11/2
million persons receiving $35 a month for
12 months total $630 million for a year.
When we subtract the $130 million a year
savings in old-age assistance, we get
the $500 million a year figure that I
quoted previously.
I am sure that the Senator would
agree that whatever the figure is, it is
a whopper.
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, will the Senator yield?
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Mr. KUCHEL. I yield 2 minutes to
the Senator from Delaware under the
bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Delaware is recognized for
2 minutes on the bill.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I believe that we should keep
our eyes on the true cost of the pro
gram. It is true that we have a bill be
fore us involving about $7 billion. Let
us get the record straight. It Is a fact
that 99.9 percent of the $7 billion cost
was included in the bill because the ad
ministration asked to have it put there.
A motion was made in the Finance Coin
mnittee-and I supported it-to strike
title II from the bill. It would have
saved an extra $1.5 billion. The ad
ministration opposed the motion; they
wanted It in the bill. If the Senator
does not now desire to have that pro
vision in the bill I suggest that he say
so, and I shall help him to take out the
provision. Do not come back and say
that someone pushed It in. The admin
istration reached out, grabbed all of
these multi-billion-dollar programs, and
held onto them.
In addition the bill provides for an in
crease in social security benefits that
will cost about $21/2 to $3 billion. If the
administration does not desire to have
that $2 billion added I suggest that some
Senator stand up and say so. Those are
the totals that make up the $7 billion
in the bill. Those are administration
proposals which with the $2.3 billion
medicare proposal add up to the $7 bil
lion total cost.
The only objection that the adminis
tration has made to any of these pro
posals is in opposition to the suggestion
that $35 per month be paid to those over
72 years of age who through no fault of
their own are not now covered.
In finagling around on the cost of the
pending amendment it has been sug
gested that the Prouty amendment would
bring In 1.5 million of extra coverage.
Mr. Myers submitted to our committee
statistics showing that, at the moment,
1,750,000 people over the age of 65 were
not covered. The House bill would
bring in 325,000 of those. That would
leave only 1,425,000 over the age of 65
who are not covered. They now claim
that the Prouty amendment, which ex
tends coverage to those over the age of
7.2, will add another 1.5 million. Those
figures cannot be reconciled.
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. All
time on the amendment has expired.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
to lay the amendment on the table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the motion of the Sena
tor from Rhode Island to lay on the
table the amendment of the Senator
from Vermont [Mr. PROUTY].
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the motion of the Sena
tor from Rhode Island to lay on the
table the amendment of the Senate from
Vermont [Mr. PROUTY]. On this ques
tion the yeas and nays have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll.
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The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. ELLENDER (after having voted in Aiken
the affirmative). I have a live pair with Allott
th entrfrmMSSili
eno
~r
Bennett
the
Snatrenir
frm
Mssori
Mr-Boggs
SYMINGTON]. I understanld he would vote Carlson
as I have voted; therefore, I let my vote Cooper

~Cotton

stn.
stand.

-

NAYS-36
Gruening
Mundt
Hickenlooper
Murphy
Javita
pearsnteaedet
Joran, Idaho Prouty
Kennedy, Mass. Saltonstall
Kennedy, N.Y. Scott
Kuchel
Simpson
McIntyre
Smith
Miller
Thurmond

~~~~Curtis

Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted Dominick
in* the affirmative). On this vote I FannrJin
Montoya
Tower
have a pair with the Senator from Fong
Morse
Williams, Del.
Oregon [Mrs. NEUBERGER]. If she were Gore
Morton
Young, N. Dak.
present and voting, she would vote "yea.,,
NOT VOTING_9
If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote Byrd. Va.
Fulbright
McGee
11Case
Hruska
Neuberger
"nay." I withdraw
my vote.
Dirksen
Mansfield
Symington
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
S
r ATR'
oint
a
r
that the Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
SoM.PATR'
m tho tb la Mr
McGEE] and the Senator from Oregon PROUTY's amendment on te tabe was
[Mrs. NEUBERGER] are absent on official agreed to.

business.

Mr. KENNEDY of New York.

Mr.

Ifurther announce that the Senator President, I voted as I did on the Senator
fromVirini
(M. BYD],theSentorfrom Rhode Island's motion to table the
from Virginsas [Mr. UBYRD]HT,th Senator amendment offered by the Senator from
frnaom
frkansass[ur. [MLr.] aYMNdGThe]
Vermont [Mr. PROUTY] and on the
Srenatossrifro Missorin
r.St.O
N
amendment which the Senator from
On this 'vote, the Senator from Vir- Vermont offered yesterday, because I
ginia [Mr. BYRD] is paired with the Sen- think it is time we begin dramatizing in
ator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA1. Uf every way possible the need to begin conprsn oig
n
eao
h
rm sidering financing of social security
Virgienianwud votei"ea"an
the Senatorfro
benefits partially out of general revenues.
torgfomn ebisa
would vote"a"ndte"
enay.
Ths
otf
la ihtefnnig
tor romNebask
ote nay" wold
Tosemos failia
wih te fnaning
On this vote, the Senator from Mis structure of the social security system
souri [Mr. SYMINGTON] is paired with the tell us that, with the increases in the
Senator from New Jersey [Mr. CASE], payroll tax which are contained in the
Ifndresntotig, he enaor rom present medicare bill, we have come
Misspresn anud votinga"an
the Senatofo
close to the upper limit for obtaining
Misuiwud oe"e"an h
ea
financing of social security by means Of
tor from New Jersey would vote "nay."
a payroll tax. Yet the level of social
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. security benefits remains entirely inadeMCGEE]I would vote "yea."
quate, as all of us must realize. The
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the average benefits paid to our retired citSenaor romIlliois[Mr DIRSEN isizens are so low that millions of them
necessariy
absent.live
in poverty.lie2
neesriyasetf
we are to provide adequate benefits,
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. we simply have to consider turning par
HausicA] Is absent on official business.
tially to general revenue financing for
The Senator from New Jersey [Mr. social security. In this connection, I
detaied
o would
offcialbusiess.On
CASE] is deando
fiilbsns.
like to call attention to a speech
On this vote, the Senator from New which I gave before-~the National CounJersey [Mr. CASE] is paired with the cil on the Aging on March 2 of this year,
Senator from Missouri [Mr. SYmiNG- which the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
TON]. Uf present and voting, the Senator HART] was kind enough to put in the
from New Jersey would vote "nay" and CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on April 13, 1965.
the Senator from Missouri would vote In that address, I elaborated on the
11
11On
yea.
case for a partial turn to general reveOn this vote, the Senator from Ne- nue financing.
braska [Mr. HRUSKA] is paired with the
The amendments which the Senator
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. If from Vermont offered yesterday and topresent and voting, the Senator from day represent the beginning of an
Nebraska would vote "nay" and the answer. Of course, when we begin conSenator from Virginia would vote "yea." sidering the use of general revenues, we
The result was announced-yeas 55, shall have to reexamine the entire finannas3,a
olw:cial
structure of social security, so that
flos
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Cannon
Clark
Dodd
Douglas

Byd

Church

Eastland

Ellender
Harvin
Harrt
3Eartke

Hayden

Hill
Holland
Inouye
Jackson
Jordan, N.C.
Lausche
.V.LnM.

Long, La.,
Magnuson
McCarthy
McClellan
McGovern

McNamara.

Metcalf
Mondaley
mossny
Muskie

Nelson

PsoeI

Peil

Proxmire
Randolph
Ribicoff
Robertson
Russell, Ga.
Russell, S.C.
Smathers
Sparkman
Stennis
Talmadge
Trydings

Williams, N.J.
YarunruOhi
YunOi

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will state the 8mendment.
The legislative clerk proceeded to read
teaedet

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
teaedetb
ipne
ih
n
teaedetb
ipne
ih
n
that the amendment may be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment, ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, is aS follows:
Beginning on page 12, line 1, strike out all
through page 134, and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
"TITLE I-MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION, ADVIS
ORY COUNCIL, MEANING OF TERM 'SECRETARY',
AND GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL ASSIST
ANCE PROGRAMS

"Pert 1-medical expense deduction, advis
ory council, meaning of termn 'secretary,
"Medical Expense Deduction"
on page 135, line 2, strike out "106" and
insert "1101".
On page 136, lines 10, 11, 12, and 13, strike
out "(Including amounts paid as premiums
under Part B of title XVMI of the Social
Security Act, relating to supplementary
Medical insurance for the aged) "

Beginning on page 138, line 11, strike out

all through page 141, line 14.

On page 141, line 16, strike out "l09" and

insert-"102".

On page 141, line 24, and page 142, lines
1 and 2, strike out "the Federal Hospital

Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Sup

plementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund".
On pages 142, lines 4 and 5, strike out

".and the programs under parts A and B of

title XVIII"I.
Beginning with the word "The" on page

143, line 13, strike out all through page 144,

On page 144, line 9, strike out

insert "103"1.

On page 160, line 12, strike out "1903"
insert "1803 ".
page 163, line 9, strike out "1905"
iner "1805".
On page 164, line 4, strike out "1905"
insert "1805",.
On page 165, line 8. strike out "1905"
insert-"1805"
Beginning on page 165, line 24, strike
all through page 166, line 15.
On page 166, line 16, strike out "1(16)"
insert "15)e
ie2,
tieot
7

plete study,

insert " (17)

ie2,

tieot

329

and

and
and

(')

and
and

and
and
out
and
n
n

On page 167, line.25, strike out "1(18)" and
.

hope bringing this matter to the atOn page 168, line 14, strike
tention of the Senate will inspire more insert "(18) ".
widespread support for a complete reOn page 168, line 19, strike
examination of the financing of social Insert "(19) "
On page 170, line 12, strike
security, with a view to getting enouhisr"(0
of a contribution from general revenues
On page 170, line 21, strike
so that we can assure all of our retired insert "(2 1)
citizens that they Will be able to live
On page 173, line 10, strike
their final Years in dignity and comfort. insert "1803".
NO.

out

insert "11802".

whatever contribution we provide for out

AMENDMENT

"110"l and

Beginning on page 144, line 13, strike
through page 159, line 2.
159, line 9, strike out "`I"
insert page
-XVIII"I.
On page 159, line 12, strike out "1901",
insert "11801".
On page 160, line 4, strike out "1902"

Oa3,a
n page
"1665
Iner "(16)"

of general revenues is made after com-

YAS-55
Anderson

Bartlett
Bass
Bayh
Bible
Brewster
Burdick
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out "1(19)"1 and
out "(20)" and
out "(21)" and

out "(22)" and
out "1903", and

On page 173, line 16, strike out "1905", and

isr

10"

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The insert
"1805".ie2,srk
e
ot1101n
Onrpgen15,olned2,esrikeout 1905uan
Senator from Nebraska is recognized,
insert "11805".
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I call up
On page 178, line 15, strike out "11904", and
amendment No, 329.
insert "1804.
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On page 178, line 20, strike out "1902" and
insert "1802"1.
On page 179, line 7, strike out "1905" and
insertge'1825" lie-,srk
u
=
n
Onsrpage12ine1, tIe
u "
n
On page 182, line 15, strike out X " and
insert "XVIII".
On page 183, line 7. strike out"IX and
insert "XVIII,,.
On page 183, line 13, strike out "XIX" and
Onsr paXVI8, ine1,srieot"10. n
Onspage183,1 lie1,srk u 10"adsenator
On page 183, line 14, strike out "1903" and
insert "1803".
Beginning on page 183, line 15, strike out

all through page 184, line 2.
On page 184, line 3, strike out "OTHER",
on page 294, line 8, strike out "titles II
and XV1iii" and insert "title II".
On page 297, lines 9 and 10, strike out
"no payments shall be made on his behalf

-

SENATE

recognize one another as they move
around.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senate Chamber will be cleared of all
those not necessarily present on business.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield,
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
will state it.
Mr. GORE. I have watched the doors
since the majority leader made the point
of order. No one has departed. There
are 60 persons on the floor who are not
entitled to the privilege of the floor,
Will the Chair enforce the rule?
TePEIIG
Te
PEIIG

OFCR

h

OFCR
h
Senator is correct. The Sergeant at
under part A of title XVIII."1.
Arms will enforce the ruling of the Chair,
On page 297, lines 16 and 17, strike out
The Chamber will be cleared so that
"and part A of title XVM".
there will be no one on the floor of the
On page 303, line 21, strike out "(a)".
Senate not authorized to be there. In
Beginning on page 304, line 13, strike Out that way, the Senate may proceed in an
all through page 306. line 3.
orderly manner.
Oeinn
n page 306.93,
line
strike
"aout
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask for
Beglnninguonpage 307, line 23, stie
u the yeas and nays on my amendment.
On page 308, line 4, strike out "(a)".
The yeas and nays were ordered,
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sion in the bill, vote against the amend
ment.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. CURTIS. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded back.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Ne
braska. The yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. ELLENDER (when his name was
called). on this vote I have a live pair
with the Senator from Missouri [Mr.
SYMINGTON].
If. at liberty to vote, I
would vote "yea." If present, the Senator from Mvissouri would vote "nay." I
hrfr

ihodm
oe
ihodm
oe
Mr. LONG of Louisiana

hrfr

(when his
name was called). On this vote, I have
a pair with the distinguished Senator
from Virginia [Mr. BYRDJ. If he were
present and voting, he would vote "yea."
If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
"nay." I therefore withhold my vote.
The rollcall was concluded.
Mr. SALTONSTALL (after having
voted in the negative). Mr. President,
Beginning on page 308. line 19, strike out
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, amend- on this vote I have a pair with the Sena
all through page 309, line 20.
ment No. 329 is very simple. It would tor from Nebraska [Mr. HaUSKA1. If he
On page 142, line 19. strike out "and the strike from the bill medicare, parts A were present and voting, he would vote
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",
and B. It would leave the remainder of "yea.", If I were at liberty to v,.te, I
On page 311, lines 5 and 6. strike out "and the bill intact. The amendment would would vote "nay." I therefore withdraw
the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",.tieotmdcr.Th
atrhs
m oe
On page 311, lines 16 and 17, strike out srk
u
eiae
h
atrhs
m
oe
"and the Federal Hospital Insurance 'rust
been discussed for a long time.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
Fund".
Part A is the King-Anderson bill. that the Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
On page 311, lines 18 and 19. strike out The King-Anderson bill has been kicked MCGEE] and the Senator from Oregon
"and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust around for l& or 15 years and never [Mrs. NEUBERGER] are absent on official

Fund",
On page 311, line 25, strike out "and the
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund",
On page 312, lines 1 and 2, strike out "and
part A of title XVIII".
On page 364, .line 5, strike out "XI" and
Insert "XVIII".
On page 365, line 4, strike out "1904" and

passed.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield. It has never

business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the Senator
from Arkansas [Mr. FULBRIGHT], and

been passed by both the House and the

the Senator from Missouri [Mr. SY
MINGTON] are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Wyomling
[Mr. McGEE] would vote nay.
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Illinois (Mr. DiRKsEN] is
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HaUSKA] is absent on official business
and his pair has been previously an
nounced.
The result was announced-yeas 26,
nays 64, as follows:

Senate.
Mr. ANDERSON.

insert "XVIII".
on page 369, line 11, strike out "XIX" and
insert "XVIII".

The bill was passed
by the Senate.
Mr. CURTIS. I stand corrected.
Part B was never heard of until it
came from the Ways and Means Cornmte.Mn
nlte.Mn
enators want to vote for
social security benefits and not for medicare.
Mr. President, I am prepared to yield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, before
the Senator yields back his time, as Senator ANDERSON said, we did pass the

insert "1803".

Kn-nesnbl.S

insert "1804".

On page 366, line 7, strike out "XIXE"and

insert "XVIII".
on page 366, line 18. strike out "XIX" and
Insert "XVIII".
On page 367, line 15, strike out "1903" and
insert "1803".

on

page 367. line 22, strike out "XIX"1 and

insert "XVIII".

On page 369, line 6, strike out "XIX" and

on page 369. line 16, strike out "1903" and
on page 371, line 9, strike out "XIX" and
isr"XII.was
on page 386, line 3. strike out "XIX" and

Insert "XVIII".

on page 386. line 3, strike out "1902"1 and
insert "1802".
On page 386, line 4, strike out "1903"1 and
insert "1803".
Amend the table of contents to the bill so

as to reflect the contents of the bill after

the foregoing amendments are made.
Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to
prvieanepade
rorm
fmeicl
proid
rora anexaned
ofmeicl
assistance, to Increase benefits under the
Old-Age, survivors, and Disability Insurance
System, to improve the Federal-State public

[No. 170 Leg.

KigAdrobl.Sowddpasin'

eddpsi

effect, part B at the same time. ThatYA-2
the so-called supplemntaryIrivate
splmnayriteAllott
Bennett
enterprise part of the package. The cotton
Senate passed that part at the same time curt's
that it passed the King-Anderson bill.
Mr. CURTIS. There is not any pri-

vate enterprise provision in part B now.
Mr. JAVITS.
I believe there is.
However, we did do it once before.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I yield myself I minute.
Th
REIIN
Th
Te
REIDIG OFCE.
FFCER
Te
Senator from Louisiana is recognized for
I minute.

ES2

Hick5InIooper'
Holland

DomInick
Eastlandi
Ervin
Fannin
Hri

Jordn, N.C.
Jordan, Idaho
Miller
Morton
Mundt
Murphy
exo
Pern

Aiken
Anderson
artlett
Bass
Bayh
Bible

Douglas
lFong
Gore
Gruening
Hart
Hartke

BgsHayden

assistance programs and for other purposes."
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Broegwster
dent, the Senator has very kindly limited Burdick
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will himself in presenting this amendment. Byrd, W. Va.
th
Snto yild
yed rlfyTh
meden peens aclar-ut
ler-u i-Cannon
theSento
rifly
Th aendentprsens
s-Carlson
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
sue: Do Senators want to strike out the case
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I medicare provision from the bill? If they Church
asktht
ter ofbeatehewn anttodosovoe fr
heClerk
as aceaac
halerane
heeb
t
o o ot orteamendment.
Cooper
floor of the Senate so that Senators can If they want to keep the medicare provi- Dodd

Robertson
Russell,
B.C.
Simpson
Stennis
Thurmond
Tower
Williams, Del.
Young, N. Dak.

NAYS-64

Mansfield
McCarthy
McCleflan
McGovern
McIntyre
McNamara
Metcalf

HUIl
Mondale
Inouye
Monroney
Jackson
Montoya
Javlts
Kennedy. Mass. Morse
Moss
Kennedy, N.Y. Muskie
Kuchel
Nelson
Lausche
Pastore
Long, Mo.
Pell
Magnuson
Prouty
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Proxmire
Randolph
RIbicoff
Russell Ga.
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Williems, N.J.
Yarborough
Young, Ohio
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concerned over the fact that the Social SeCUrity Administration, which requires a staff Of
36,000 people to conduct its operations, has
only 16 supergrade positions-a. ratio of 2,400
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positions above grade GS-15--that Ls
now allocated to it.
The Social Security Administration
Scott
Tydinga
to1
which already operates the biggest in
NOT VOTING-10
The committee goes on to state:
surance program of its kind in the world,
Byrd, Va.
Hiruska
Saltongtanl
pays over $16 billion a year to nearly 20
Dirksen
Long, La.
Symington
It is particularly important, therefore, that
milo
epe
eve eso
huad
Ellender
McGee
there be allocation of supergrades to the Solineoesrstnsfthuad
Pulbright
Neuberger
cial Security Administration commensurate
of people daily through a nationwide net
with its duties and responsibilities,
work of over 600 offices, and requires a
So Mr. CURTIS' amendment was restaff of 36,000 people -to conduct its op
jected.
It is my understanding that the corn- erations today has only 15 supergrade
AMENDMENT NO. 332
mittee did not go further, even though positions, 2 of which are In the scientific
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. Presidentit recognized the need because it thought and technical excepted group. This
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. that another committee of the Senate means that there is only 1 supergrade
HAaRRS in the Chair). The Senator from could do the job.
position for every 2,400 employees. In
Maryland is recognized.
Subsequently I checked with John Wr. comparison, the Railroad Retirement
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I Macy, Jr., Chairman of the Civil Service Board, conducting a somewhat similar
call up my amendment No. 332, and ask Commission, the Assistant Secretary who program of much smaller scope, has 1
that it be stated.
will carry out the responsibilities of the supergrade position for every 211 em
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill, and the chairman of the Committee ployees-mnore than 10 times. the per
amendment will be stated for the infor- on Post Office and Civil Service, the Sen- centage of supergrades now permitted
mation of the Senate.
ator from Oklahoma [Mr. MONRNEYLr]
the Social Security Administration. The
The legislative clerk proceeded to state and all agree that additional supergrades Internal Revenue Service has 1 superthe amendment.
are necessary.
grade for every 277 employees. The
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will Civil Service Commission has 1 for
ask unanimous consent that the reading the Senator from Maryland yield for a every 136, the General Services Adminis
of the amendment be dispensed with.
question?
tration 1 for every 434, and the Gen
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. BREWSTER. I am glad to yield eral Accounting Office 1 for every 156.
objection, it is so ordered; and the to the Senator from New Mexico.
None of these agencies has less than five
amendment will be printed in the REcMr. ANDERSON. Do I correctly un- times the percentage of supergrades al
ORD at this point.
derstand that the chairman of the corn- located to the Social Security Adminis
The amendment (No. 332) offered by mittee in the Senate Is agreeable to the tration. It is abundantly clear, as
Mr. BREWSTRz is as follows:
Senator's amendment?
pointed out by the distinguished chair
FACN~rrATING EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION
Mr. BREWSTER. The Senator Is cor- man of the House Committee on Ways
SEc. 342. (a) Subsection (b) of section 5os rect.
and Means, WILBUR MILLS, when he
of the Classification Act of 1949, as amendMr. ANDERSON We left it out of the opened the House debate on H.R. 6675,
ed (5 U.S.C. 1105(b)), relating to the max- bill for a definite reason. We were afraid that the allocation of higher level posi
imnum number of positions authorized at any that the chairman was not agreeable to tions to direct the social security pro
one time for grades 16, 17, and 18 of the it and that we would be invading his juir- gram has failed by far to keep pace with
General Schedule of such Act and the au-isito.HwvrifteSntraheapdgwhofhergam
thority of the President to approve a lim-lsctn.HwvrifteSnoraiteofsuc
nubepsitonsfo ne agn-sures us that the chairman has been sat- heapdgwhofhergam
And now, in enacting this bill, we
cies and functions, is amended by striking isfied, Senators should support the will be expecting the Social Security Ad
out "twenty-four hundred" and inserting in amendment, because it is completely mistaonotkenamuhlrr
lieu thereof "twenty-five hundred", by strik- right.
jobisthatin
tothaskeve benamcnfaroned
in ut~fft'i
prgap 2 o uh uMr. BREWSTER. I thank the Sen- with before, particularly during the next
section and inserting in lieu thereof "~one ator from New Mexico. I have checked few years.
hundred and fifty" and by striking out "~cre- this point with the Senator from OklaTo begin with, the Social Security Adated" in such paragraph and inserting in homa [Mr. MoNRoNEY] and he has as-mistaonwlfcea
ajrobfad
lieu thereof "created or substantially ex-mistaonwlfcea
ajrobfad
panded by legislation enacted".
sured me that my amendment is agree- vance planning and preparation to bring
(b) The amendments made by subsection able to him.
2)of this section shall be effective notM.a
eal know, w
the
health
insurance
programs into
(2)
President,aswal
w rr
operation
by next
year. Extensive
nego
withstanding subsection (h) of section 505 debating today a bill which, if enacted, tiatlons will be required to complete
of the Classification Act of 1949. as amended, will be the most significant social secur- agreements and financial arrangements
or any other provision of law and shall be
come effective on the date of enactment of ity legislation since the original Social with fiscal intermediaries, insurance
this Act.
Security Act was enacted in 1935.
carriers, State agencies, and others.
The RESIINGOFTICER.How
It is for this very reason that I rise Broad-scale consultation will also be re
muhtiedsthe
PRESDIN
toFfICr.m Howy
today to recommend that there be added quired with professional organizations
much timel does tel Sntofrma
to the bill a provision that'I consider es- representing the Nation's hospitals and
land yiEldhiSTElf?
mc tma
sential to the accomplishment of the others who furnish reimbursable health
mr.usrBREWsTdeRt.AsmctieaI great good that this bill holds for millions services. Operational policies and rec
ma rsdn.of
sM.
Americans. I believe that it would be ordkeeping procedures will have to be
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- most unfortunate if, in enacting these worked out on a national scope-a large
ator from Maryland may proceed,
much-needed and hard-won improve- task and one never before undertaken
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, this ments and additions to the social secu.- in the health field. This will entail,
ameindmen woudian au thoie craerti ad- rity Program, we failed to provide the among other things, getting information
diioa pyicasnth
rae o
S_ means for assuring that the difficult and about the two health programs to 19
16, 17, and 18. At the outset, I shall be crucial job of implementing them is car- million old people, answering the many
brief and pursue this only if acceptable ried out in the most efficient way pos- thousands of inquiries that will be
to the Senator in charge of the bill.
sible.
prompted by the enactment of the new
Thderacommittheeil at the
dtie
rfitsnconEven if we take for granted that the voluntary insurance plan, setting up rec
isdepratio ofwthe bilead the writin ofdi Social Security Administration will rise ords for those who elect to participate
tionslreportisawy
thersoneedlo.uc
d
to the challenge as it always has done in in the plan, and preparing and deliverOn page 156 of the committee report, the past, it will, unless we take preventive Ing identification cards for all the eli
it is stated:
action, face a serious obstacle in effec- gible aged. In addition to this vast en
Tosustatil
nee th
icrese nd e-tively administering the expanded social rollment task, the Social Security Ad
Tponsbiitee
dtoptthe suboanicesecandre-y
ial
security program that this bill calls for, ministration will have the tremendous
Adminisityratind ton pu thei Soia Seurity I refer to the fact that the Social Se- Job of taking and developing new claims
comparable to other agencies the commnittee curity Administration will be seriously in order to establish the basic eligibility
recommends a substantial increase in, the handicapped by the unrealistic limitation of the aged who have been uninsured
number of supergrades. The Committee is on the number of supergrades.-that is, for cash benefits and of all others over
SmIth

Sparkman
Talmadge
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65 who have not yet applied for social tol1.
an"y agencies in the Government with
security benefits.
This will mean a only a fraction of this number of employees
doubling of the old-age survivors, and have more supergrades.
disbiltyinsrace lams oa fo a
The allocation of higher level positions to
dsaiglet
yea
urandI willakes placefo ath
the social security program hass not kept
sinle
an ear
itwil tae paceat hepace with the rapid growth of the program,
same time that the many other changes Enactment of this bill would result not only
that we are making in the existing so- In further substantial increases in the numscial security law will bring a heavy vol- ber who are actually getting benefits but also
ume of additional activity into Social Se- in an enormous Increase In the scope and
curity district offices,
variety of the benefits payable and in the
If we expect-and we certainly do--the operations
administrative
in the
of thecomplexities
program. ItInvolved
is particularly
Social Security Administration to carry important therefore that there be allocation
out its new responsibilities in a manner of supergrades to the Social Security Adminbefitting their importance and the needs istration commensurate with its duties and
and Proper expectations of the American responsibilities.
people, any unnecessary and inequitable
I hope that all Senators who are as
handicaps upon the organization ought concerned as I am in the smooth and
to be removed without delay. Effective successful carrying out of the far-reachcarrying out of the provisions we are ing programs we are acting on today,
making for the health and security of will join me in voting for the inclusion
the Nation's senior citizens, and for help- of this provision in H.R. 6675.
ing its widows and its orphans, is far
Mr. President, I should like to protoo important to warrant risking ima- pound a question to the Senator from
pairment of the job by failing to allow Louisiana [Mr. LONG], the Senator in
the Social Security Administration charge of the bill, to inquire if my
enough higher level Jobs to attract and amendment meets with his approval.
retain people who have the required
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presitalents and skills,
dent, the Senator from Maryland has
In the light of all these considerations, correctly stated the problem. There is no
I propose that the bill now before us doubt that if this bill, when it becomes
be amended to provide that the existing law, Is to be properly administered, the
law which allocates supergrade positions Department will have to hire doctors, into the President for use in administra- surance experts, hospital admilnistrators,
tion of new functions be changed so that and others, to help the Department operthe Social Security Administration will ate the program efficiently and wisely,
be assured of a substantial increase in and also to set standards for administhe number of supergrade positions al- tering the details of the program,
located to it. Specifically, I am recoinThe kinds of persons who will be needmending that 100 new supergrade posi- ed to administer and operate such a protions be provided so that the President gram properly are not going to be
will be able to give the Social Security available for $15,000 a year. We would
Administration a sufficient number of do well to get them even at super grade
the kind of top management positions pay. The kinds of persons we need for
needed to do the job,
these jobs are already receiving $25,000
As you know, the central offices of the and more in their present employment,
Social Security Administration are 1o- so that the super grades will definitely
cated In my own State of Maryland and be needed, and Congress will have to proI have first-hand knowledge about both vide them.
the magnitude of the task now being
TeDprmn
el htI
ol
doe ytht
dinstaio adth
heedaDeartminimm 100statI
emp oyeela
ramiicaion thatAdiitheabino penditeng
ea
iiu,10epoesa
bemforetiuswilhavefothe nof
size
thatin
super grade pay. We did not put that
befres illhfel sor strongly
o sesIn
that
the bill because the Committee on
task. I havefetsstogyhasep
Post Office and Civil Service, we felt,
needed to be taken to help the Social has jurisdiction over that kind of legSecurity Administration meet this ex- Islatlon.
panded task that I discussed the prob
lem with my colleagues on the Post OfSubsequently, I believe that the Senafice and Civil Service Committee, and tor from Maryland-in whose State Inthey agreed that an amendment such as cidentally most of these employees would
I am proposing today is needed. And, be working-has looked into the matter
of course, the Finance Committee, which and inquired of the distinguished chairconducted extensive deliberations on teman
of the commlittee and of the rankprovisions of H.R. -6675 and on the ad- Ing Republican member, the latter of
ministrative implications of these provi- whom incidentally was the Senator On
sions, also recognized the need for addi- the Finance Committee who raised the
tional supergrades in the Social Security need of additional supergrades. I also
Administration and, in its report on the understand from him that the chairman
bill, recommended the very thing that of the Post Office and Civil Service CoinI am proposing. The Senate Finance mittee would be willing to support the
Committee said in its report:
amendment,
To meet the substantial increase and reIf that is the case, I would have no obsponsibility and to put the Social Security jection to the amendment of the Senator
Administration on a basis more nearly com- from Maryland. The Finance Commitparable to other agencies the commnittee rec- tee, did not wish to do this without touchommends a substantial Increase In the num- ing base with the Committee on Post Of
ber of supergrades. The committee is con- flce and Civil Service.
cerned over the fact that the Social Security
Administration), which requires a staff of
The distinguished Senator from Kans36,000 people to conduct its operations, has sas [Mr. CARLSON], the ranking member
only 15 supergrade positions-a ratio of 2,400 of the Republican side of the aisle, who
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was former chairman of the committee
Is in the Chamber. I know that he has
some views on this problem, and I would
be. very happy to yield to him so that he
might explain his views. To that end,
Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the
Senator from Kansas.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kansas is recognized for 5
minutes.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I am
not insensitive to the need for supergrades, but I believe that the Senate
should recognize that it would be estab
lishing a precedent which it has re
fused to do for other agencies of the
Government. Supergrades which have
been created for the use of various agen
cies of the Government have come
through the regular Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service. We assign them
to the Civil Service Commission, which
allocates the supergrades to the other
agencies of the Government. This would
be, therefore, an unusual procedure. I
remember only one previous occasion
when this was done, when the Senate
ever voted for a supergrade for any
agency.
Accordingly, I shall not oppose the
amendment, because I realize the need
for it. I believe that the social security
operation under the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, has
been a stepchild of that agency.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, may
we have order in the Chamber?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will suspend. The Senate will
be in order.
The Senator from Kansas may pro
ceed.
Mr.
CARLSON. Mr.
President,
te
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Kansas yield for a
moment?
Mr. CARLSON. I am glad to yield.
Mr. ANDERSON. I could not hear
the Senator, whether he favored or did
not favor the amendment of the Sen
ator from Maryland.
Mr. CARLSON. I do not oppose the
amendment. I am not happy about
it, for the reason that I believe it would
establish a precedent which has been
invoked only once during my entire serv
ice in the Senate. However, I feel so
keenly the need for supergrades that I
hesitate to oppose the amendment to
day. I would be happy if the Civil
Service Committee would meet and vote
the 100 or more supergrades which will
be needed. Let us not legislate in this
way. If there were a yea-and-nay vote
on the amendment, I would have to
vote against it; but, personally, I be
lieve that we should have it.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Louisiana yield to me?
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
dent, I yield 2 minutes to the Senator
from Virginia.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Virginia is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I
am very much opposed to this amend
ment. The Senate does not create $20,
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greatest respect for the Senator from
On page 361, lines 5 and 6, strike out "of
way.
Kansas. If FRAiNx CARLSON believes that the first $80 per month of earned Income",
The pending amendment proposes to this amendment should be kept out, I and Insert in lieu thereof "(i) the State
'rlis
I a ery agency may disregard not more than $7 per
change the Classification Act, which has will v~ote to keep it out. Thsi
eymonth of any income and (ii) of the first
nothing in the world to do with it. If complex problem. Those of us who $80 per month of additional
income which Is
we had any rule concerning germaneness, have tried to start an insurance corn- earned".
it would go out on a point of order, but pany know how difficult it is to find the
On page 361, between lines 7 and 8, insert
Senators can bring up almost anything right personel to operate it. I know the following:
they wish on the floor of the Senate and some people in the insurance business
"(b) Effective October 1, 1965, section 402
force a vote upon it.
who have started at far higher salaries (a) (7) of the Social Security Act (as
I Imuh
donotkno
tis
oul
ho
thn
ae popoed o b pad hre.If
amended by section 411 of this Act) is
donotkno
ths wold
howmuc
hanare
ropsedto
pad hre,
further
amended by Inserting before the
cost, or how many employees of this kind we pass the bill, we willb have
some time semicolon at the end thereof the following:
would be needed. I believe that it would to see what the other members of the ', and (C) the State agency may, before dis
set a bad precedent.
Post Office and Civil Service Committee regarding the amounts referred to In clauses
Let us take a look at what happens believe. It might be that they might (A) and (B), diaregard not more than $7
when we are dispensing these "sugar change their minds before we reach the of any income'.
plums."
conference.
"(c) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1002
The President recommended an inI compliment the Senator fro
(a) (8) of the Social Security Act is
crease of $3.6 billion. The House in- Maryland on trying to add the amend- at the end thereof the following: ', and (C)
creased that to approximately $5.8 bil- ment to the bill.
may, before disregarding the amounts re
lion. The Senate then raised it to $6.8
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, I be- ferred to in clauses (A) and (B). disregard
billion. Now, on the Senate floor, we lieve in this principle as keenly as does not more than $7 of any income'."
have raised it to $7.2 billion,
the distinguished chairman of the cornOn page 361, line 16, strike out "(b) Effec
Anyone who has read about the de- mittee and the distinguished Senator tive January 1, 1966" and insert In lieu
clie
ad
allof heRoman Empire from New Mexico [Mr. AN'DERSON]. I a
thereof "(d) Effective October 1, 1965".
dine
nd fll
o
theOn
page 361, line 19, strike out "(A) of
knows about bread and
circuses,
sure they will agree that I was the one the first
$80 per month of earned Income"
We have provided in the budget for who brought up the subject in commit- and insert in lieu thereof "(A) the State
the coming fiscal year for every type of tee. I could sense the need for it. I do agency may disregard not more than $7 of
relief we could think of, totaling $44 bil- not like the method of creating super- any income, (B) of the first $80 per month
lion..
grades on the floor of the Senate. I will of additional income which is earned".
The President has sent up a new medi- make this commitment: If the chairman
On page 362, line 6, strike out "(c) Effeccarebil.
dd uga
Eeryne
wntstoof ur ommtte wil cal ameeinganytive
January 1, 1966" and Insert in lieu
caresbill Everyoe.S wanst add suga
ofeour committeekI will caly aomeetaing au
thereof "(e) Effective October 1, 1965".
plum, o dd
corse
t th
Soweda net wekI wil ty t obalnauOn page 363. strike out "and" in line 14,
President's bill. This is not even an thorization for the supergrades that the strike out the semicolon in line 19 and insert
election year. We raise the President's Commission determines It needs. I be- in lieu thereof a comma, strike out the close
figure to $7.2 billion. What do Senators lieve that is. the proper way to do it. In quotation marks and the period in line 20,
think will happen in the election year of that way we would not blanket these and between lines 20 and 21 insert the fol
1968? It will be double that, because people in. I hope the Senator from lowing:
every Senator has some friends to whom Maryland will withdraw his amendment.
"(D) the State agency may, before disre
the amounts referred to above in
to say, "Think what I did for you." I
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I hope the garding
this paragraph (14), disregard not more than
am r gainst it.
Senator will withdraw It on that basis. $7 of any income; and".
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Inasmuch as The matter will be considered in the
the matter has come up, we might as well Committee on Post Office and Civil ServMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
agree to it and go to conference with it ice. The Senator from Maryland was dent, the amendment is similar to the
and leave it with the conferees. If the discussing the amendment with another amendment the committee reported to
chairman of the Committee on Post Senator at the time the Senator from the Senate last year. The Senate agreed
Office and Civil Service were objecting to Kansas spoke. The Senator from Kan- to it, and it was taken to conference. It
it, I would look at the matter differently. sas has assured us that the committee was an amendment that I had suggested.
The amendment, while it would cost would meet Promptly and recommend It provides that when persons get the
some money and provide some high the needed supergrades.
increase in their social security pay
salaried people in the Department to
Mr. BREWSTER. Mr. President, I ments, if the State cares to do so, the
administer the program, would probably thank the Senator from Louisiana and State may disregard the $7 increase and
save money in the long run. We have the Senator from New Mexico and the the recipients may keep the $7, without
a $7 billion program. We shall need Senator from Kansas for their assistance reducing the public welfare check. The
some highly competent people to run it. in this matter. I wished to bring it to Senate agreed to it without dissent last
That is what we are setting up. We need the attention of the Senate. The Social year. I have discussed it with other
competent people. We can either do it Security Administration is located in members of the committee, and they
now or wait. In view of the fact that Maryland. I am acutely aware of the would be willing to take it to conference.
the distinguished chairman of the Coin- need for the appropriate Personnel to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
mittee on Post Office and Civil Service, carry out the medicare program when it question is on agreeing to the amend
having jurisdiction over the subject, is enacted into law.
ment of the Senator from L~ouisiana [Mr.
does not object, I would just as soon vote
With the assurances given by the rank- LONG).
for it. .
ing Republican member of the CommitMr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I sup
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will tee on Post Office and Civil Service, and port the amendment of the Senator from
the Senator yield?
also with the support of the distin- Louisiana.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
guished Senators who have spoken for
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
Mr. ANDERSON. I completely agree the amendment, I withdraw the amend- will the Senator from Louisiana yield
with the Senator from LOuisiana and the ment.
to me?
Senator from Maryland in their position.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield.
In part (b) we would set up a premium amendment is withdrawn.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I have prepared
income of $1 billion in the first year.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- three or four questions on the matter of
Anyone who is familiar with trying to dent, I have an amendment at the desk, the administration of the bill by State
start an insurance business knows that I should like to call it up. It bears my agencies, and I have submitted them to
he does, not start with a billIon dollars name.
the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG],
in premium income. That is a very
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The who is in change of the bill. I invite his
large Premium income. We need the amendment will be stated.
.
attention to pages' 108 and 109 of the
Wisest insurance experts that we can
The legislative clerk read as follows: bill, which have to do with the use of
Possibly get to administer the program.
On page 360. line 23, strike out "January State agencies to determine compliance
I was a little disturbed by what the 1, 1966" and insert in lieu thereof "October by providers of services with conditions
Senator from Kansas said. I have the 1. 1965',.
of participation. I also call the Sena-
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tor's attention to pages 48, 49, and 50 of
Groups of providers of services can, if would be engaged in each of the health
the committee report with relation to the they wish, nominate State agencies to Insurance programs. I am sure the Sen
administration of the health insurance serve as the "fiscal intermediaries" for ator realizes that this is a very big bill.
provisions.
the determination of costs of a particular
Mr. SALTONSTALL. They would be
As a former 'Governor and as one who provider and the payment of bills. If not only here in Washington, but all Over
believes the law should be administered they are selected they would also have the country. Those will be the Federal
to the greatest extent possible by States responsibility for certain audit functions employees who will help to administer
and localities, rather than by services in and for administering provisions related the bill. The State governments, the
Washington, I should like to ask the Sen- to control of utilization,
'local authorities, and the various cities
ator from Louisiana certain questions for
States would also have responsibility and the private organizations, such as
the RECORD:
for any planning activities needed to re- private hospitals in Massachusetts, Iin
To what extent does the Secretary of late the program for the aged to other cluding Massachusetts General Hospital
Health, Education, and Welfare intend aspects of health care in the State, with and other recognized hospitals, would be
to use State agencies and private orga- the Federal program paying a share of responsible for carrying out and inter
nizations in administering the health the cost.
preting the act to the best of their ability.
care sections of the bill?
State agencies can be used also to help
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
Will the major administrative func- set up utilization committees in those sit- is correct.
tions be delegated primarily to the Sec- uations where a provider of a service does
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare not have such a committee.
Senator.
or State agencies and private organizaOn a reimbursable basis the State
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
tions?
agencies can be used to consult with pro- dent, since there appears to be no op
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- vider of service for the purpose of help- position to the amendment, I ask for its
dent, I yield myself such time as I may ing substandard institutions come up to adoption
need.
qualification standards.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
It is intended that private' insurance
It is intended that major administra- Senator from Louisiana yield back the
and Prepayment organizations would be tive functions be divided, with those as- remainder of his time?
used primarily in the following ways:
pects of administration related to direct
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield back
If nominated by a group of hospitals or dealing with the various providers of the remainder of my time.
other providers of service, the private or- services being performed largely by the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
ganization, If the arrangement is ap- State agencies and private organizations, having been yielded back, the question is
proved by the Secretary as an economical and with the tasks related to basic eli- on agreeing to the amendment of the
one, would use approved formulas to de- gibility of individuals, premium collec- Senator from Louisiana.
termine the costs of individual providers tion under the supplementary medical
The amendment was agreed to.
of service,
insurance program, and general recordMr. MORTON. Mr. President, I offer
They would review the bills submitted keeping being performed by the Secre- an amendment which I send to the desk
by providers of services and reimburse tary.
and ask to have stated.
them for their costs.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I thank the SenThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
They would be responsible for admin- ator. Broadly speaking, what the Sea- amendment of the Senator from Ken
istering provisions related to control of ator has said is that the Secretary of tucky will be stated.
utilization.
HEW will use private organizations in
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 264,
They would also perform audit func- the State as far as he can. He would beginning with line 21, it is proposed to
tions including postaudit reviews,
use the State agencies as consultants strike everything through line 11 on
In the case of the supplementary medi- and assistants in the administration of page 267.
ca nuac
rgapiaeognz-the
bill as far as he can.
The portion of the bill proposed to be
tions would make a determination of
I should like to ask one additional stricken is as follows:
reasonable charges and review and pay question: Who will be responsible for
COVERAGE FOR DlOCTORS OF MEDICINE
doctor's bills,
the auditing and recordkeeping funcsEc. 31 1. (a) (1) Section 211 (c) (5) of the
tions of the program?
Social Security Act Is amended to read as
Local medical societies may also be
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Audits will follows:
used in the establishment of utilization be performed in the first instance large"(6) The performance of service by an in
review committees.
ly by private organizations and State dividual in the exercise of his profession as
The Joint Commission on Accredita- organizations but the Federal Govern- a Christian Science practitioner."
tion of Hospitals would in effect have a meat has also a residual responsibilityi
(2) Section 211(c) of such Act is further
primary role in determining what hos- for' auditing Cia a sample basis,
amended by striking out the last two sen
thealSomeurecordlifplng functionstwill beetences and
Inserting in lieu thereof the fol
pitalsrwouldkqualifyftocparticipatebenlowing:
"The provisions
of paragraph (4) or
program. Hospitals which are ac- performed by private organizations and (5) shall not apply to service (other than
credited by. the Joint Commission--con- State agencies but it is intended on the service performed by a member of a religious
sisting of AMA, American Hospital Asso- basis of present thinking that basic reC- order who has taken a vow of poverty as a
ciation, American College of Surgeons, ords on individual eligibility and utiliza- member of such order) performed by an in
and American College of Physicians- tion of services, a part of eligibility, Will diVidual during the period for which a cer
would automatically-unless the State be incorporated into existing socai se- tificate fried by him under section 1402(e) of
determined otherwise-meet all require- curity recordkeeping operations,
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is in
ments to participate except utilization
Mr. SALTONSTALL. So that funda- effect."
reviw, ot ow reqireentforac-mentllypriateorgnizaion, lcalOr(3) Section 210 (a) (6) (C) (iv) of such Act
reviw, ot owareqireentfor
centllyprivte rgaizaions loal r- Is amended by inserting before the semicolon
creditation.
ganizations, and State organizations un- at the end thereof the following: ", other
The Senator also asked about State der the general overall direction of the than as a medical or dental intern ora
agencies, I believe.
Department of Health, Education, and medical or dental resident in training".
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I asked about Welfare would carry out the functions of
(4) Section 210(a) (13) of such Act is
State and private agencies,
the bill. They would not all be trans- amended by striking out all that follows the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In regard ferred to Washington with an immense first semicolon.
to State agencies: Under reimbursible increase in bureaucracy. Is that cor(b) (1) Section 1402 (c) (5) of the Internal
agreements with the Secretary, they will rect?
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition'
make the initial determinations as to
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is our of trade or business) is amended to read
whether various institutions qualify for Intention,
as follows:
participation lathe program.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Has the Senator
"(5) the performance of service by an in
State agencies will be consulted about any idea of the number of additional dividual In the exercise of his profession as
qualifications for participation and can employees that would be required in a Christian Science practitioner."
recomentht totheSecrtar
hgher Was~ngon?(2)
Section 1402(c) of such Code is furrecomen tht totheSecrtar
hgherWasingonther
amended by striking out the last two
than minimum standards apply in the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is esti- sentences and inserting in lieu thereof the
particular State.
mated that more thaan 3,000 employees following: "The provisions of paragraph (4)
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or (5) shall not apply to service (other than
service performed by a member of a religious
order who has taken a vow of poverty as a
member of such order) performed by an in
dividual during the period for which a cer-

moved a -similarprovision from the social

ministers, members of 'religious orders, and'
Christian Science practitioners) is amended
,by striking out "extended to service" and all
that follows and inserting in lieu thereof "axtended to service described in subsection (c)

our retirement programs are geared to
the 60 to 65 age level. But not so with
pyiin.Frtems
at
hylo
pyiin.Frtems
at hylo
forward to the practice of their profession

tificate filed by him under subsection (e)
is in effect."
(3) (A) Section 1402 (e) (1) of such Code
(relating to filing of waiver certificate by

(4) or (c) (5) performed by him."

July 9, 1965

Mr. MORTOiN. The Senator is correct.

security bill under consideration at that
time.

Mr. SPARKMAN. I remember quite'
well that I sponsored an amendment to

Physicians look at their work somewhat differently than do most other of
our employed. When the ordinary employee reaches the 50-year mark he begins to think of retirement, and most of

cover State and county employees, fire
men, policemen, and also schoolteachers.
I am sure that in each instance it was
placed on an optional basis. I remember
that one group would come in and an

well into their seventies.

What then

(B) Clause (A) of section 1402 (e) (2) of would the effect of compulsory inclusuch Code (relating to time for filing waiver sion be? Simply this; we would impose
certificate) is amended to read as follows: a tax that they would be required to pay
"(A) the due date of the return (including without receiving any benefit until they
any extension thereof) for his second tax- were past 72, the age limit at which Inable year ending after 1954 for which he has
net earnings from self-employment (coin- come limitations cease to apply. How
puted without regard to subsections (c) (4)
can this type of treatment be justified?
and (c)(5) ) of $400 or more, any part of Frankly I do not think that it can be.
which was derived from the performance of
Certainly it would not be in the public
service described in subsection (c) (4) or interest to encourage physicians to re(c) (5); or".
tire at 65. But that is the effect of forc(4) Section 3121(b) (6) (C) (iv) of such fing physicians to participate in a proCode (relating to definition of employment)grmfo
whcthywlreeva
is amended by inserting before the semicolondrmfo
whcthywlreeva
at the end thereof the following: ", other best, only limited benefits. It might be
than as a medical or dental in-tern or a medi- different if social security were truly an
cal or dental resident in training",
insurance program but admittedly it is
(5) Section 3121 (b) (13) of such Code Is not. It is a taxing program and the reveamended by striking out all that follows the nue is used to pay current benefit obligafirst semicolon.
tions.
(c) The amendments made by paragraphs
In many small towns and rural areas
(1) and (2) of subsection (a), and by paxa
graphs (1), (2), and (3) of subsection (b), there is a critical shortage of physicians.
shall apply only with respect to taxable years Many physicians continue to practice
ending on or after December 31, 1965. The their profession well past the age of 65.
amendments made by paragraphs (3) and They render invaluable service.
I am
(4) of subsection (a), and by paragraphs (4)
afraid we shall be making a bad si-tua.and (5) of subsection (b), shall apply only tion worse by forcing all physicians to
with respect to services performed after 195
go on social security. There would be
The
PRESIDING OFFICER. The little incentive for them to practice

other one would not. For example, I re

call that some schoolteachers desired to
ecvrdwieteNtoa
soito
ecvrdwieteNtoa
soito
of Teachers did not want it. It was 2, 3,
or 4 years before they came under cover
age.
The same thing was true of firemen.

I can recall that in the case of firemen

the procedure was broken down even to
units, less than on a statewide basis, but
it was on an optional basis. They we-re
given the right to come in if their unit,
whatever the unit was, asked them to do

so.

Mr. MORTON.

The same thing ap

plied in the case of the American Bar
Association. Three times the lawyers
dcidteyidntattooeudr
dcidteyidntattooeudr
social security, but finally in 1956 they

decided to come under it.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MORTON. I yield.
Mr. ERVIN. I wish to associate my

self with the remarks made by the Sen

ator from Kentucky in support of his
amendment, which in my judgment is a
very just amendment. For that reason I
expect to support the amendment offered

by the distinguished Senator from Ken
tucky.

Mr. MORTON. I thank the Senator
from North Carolina.

question is on agreeing to the amend-

beyond the age of 65, and we would fur-

ment of the Senator from Kentucky.
How much time does the Senator yield
to himself?
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The purpose of this amendment is very
simple; it requires no detailed explanation. It would remove section 311 from
the bill. Section 311 provides for social
security coverage of physicians and interns. Under the provisions of section

ther diminish the number of doctors
available, especially in the small towns
and rural areas. I suggest that we wait
and find out what physicians desire, and
if they get together-as indeed finally
the lawyers and the dentists did-it will
be time enough to put them under
social security.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MORTON. I yield.

sent that the name of the junior Sen
ator from Oklahoma [Mir. HARRIS] who
spoke to me about this matter earlier to

311 self-employed physicians would be
covered for taxable years ending on or
after December 31, 1965, and interns
would be covered beginning on January
1, 1966. This amendment would delete
this compulsory coverage,
There are today in this country some
290,000 physicians, and interns. About
150,000 of these interns and physicians
are covered by social security by virtue of
their employment by hospitals, insurance
companies and others. So what we are
talking about is compulsory coverage for
about 140,000 physicians who are adamantly Opposed to such coverage,
Why are they to be covered? Certainly
when compared to the 65 million persons
covered today by social security, their
number become insignificant. The tax
derived from their coverage could not be
regarded as an indispensable addition to
the fund. Why then should they be compelled to accept coverage? I can find no
reason. On the contrary, the evidence
indicates that they should best be left
where they are. The committee felt so
last year and by a vote of 12 to 5 re-

Mr. CARLSON. I associate myself
with the remarks made by the distinguished Senator from Kentucky [Mr.
MORTON]. There are great rural areas in
this Nation where doctors cannot retire
at the age of 65 because of the lack of
doctors. They therefore would be unable
to secure any benefit from the program.
Second, if the amendment is approved,
the subject will be in conference, because
the House has already placed physicians
under the social security program,
Therefore, in conference, our committee would be given an opportunity to
work on the subject.
I sincerely hope that the Senate Will
adopt the amendment of the Senator
from Kentucky.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MORTON. I yield,
Mr. SPARKMAN. I should like to ask
the Senator a question. in the past,
various groups of professional people
have been placed under social security;
but has that not been on an optional
basis each time?

about this subject early in the day, may
be made a cosponsor of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MORTON. I yield,
Mr. COTTON. I commend the Sena
tor from Kentucky for offering the
amendment. As he knows, I have been
deeply interested in the effort to retain
doctors in rural communities. The
amendment has much merit and I
therefore associate myself with the Sen
ator in its support.
M.SMSN
r
rsdnwl
the SenatorMr.Pryield?
il
teSntryed
Mr. MORTON. I yield.
Mr. SIMPSON. I associate myself
with the remarks of the Senator from
Kentucky. Would the Senator object to
my asking for the yeas and nayks?
Mr. MORTON. Perhaps the Senator
from Louisiana will accept the amend
ment; if so, it will not be necessary to ask
for the yeas and nays.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con

day, be added as a cosponsor of the
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MORTON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the junior Senator from Okla
homa [Mr. HARRIS], who spoke to me
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The senator from Wyoming wishes to
Mr. THUR.MOND. The Senator
have felt--and I can understand their
ask for the yeas and nays. Is the Sena- Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON] made thefrom
im- reason-that if they were against the
tar from Louisiana willing to accept the portant point that if the choice were social
security approach, they should not
amendment?
made optional, doctors could come
place themselves in a position where they
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. No; I cannot the pl-an if they so desired, but thatunder
doc- would became social security bene
do that.
tors would not be mandatorily covered ficiaries,
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask in this fashion.
The facts are clear and evident that
for-the yeas and nays.
Mr. MORTON. The lawyers stayed under the leadership of the distinguished
The yeas and nays were ordered,
out of the program following two votes; Senator from New Mexico [Mr. AIwDER
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, will but on the third vote, they decided
to soN] the bill, 'after 5 years, Is about to
the Senator from Kentucky yield for a come in.
become law. I am convinced, and I am
question?
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I confident, that the doctors of America
Mr. MORTON. I yield,
yield myself 5 minutes..
will fulfill their responsibilities and do
Mr. ROBERTSON. Under the SenaI oppose the amendment. Basically,
duty to take care of sick persons,
tar's amendment, could doctors who the only large self-employed group In their
they be private patients oDr
wanted to participate in social security the country today not covered under so- whether
who come under the social se
do so? I understand that the House bill cial security are the doctors. As the patients
law.
forces all doctors under social security; Senator from Kentucky admits, one- curity
Under the circumstances, some doctors
we take all doctors out; under the Sena- half the doctors in the country are now will
to be social security benefici
tor's amendment, could some doctors covered by social security because of aries,want
come under social security if they so de- their employment by corporations, hos- should and there, is no reason why they
not be' social security bene
sired?
Pitals, or universities, where they are ficiaries.
Mr. MORTON. Not under my amend- considered employees and their
I suggest that every Senator who knows
ment. Perhaps some arrangement might tributions to the fund are mnatched.con- a doctor
should speak with him
be made In conference.
It is known that the American Medi- He will learn that the doctor privately.
does not
In the United States today are 290,000 cal Association, purporting to represent really understand
why he should not
Physicians and interns. one hundred the doctors, does not want to come under come under
social security. The real
and fifty thousand are already under social security. The AMA has consist- reason
is that pressure has been placed
social security by virtue of their employ- ently refused to Poll the doctors, but over on
him by the AMA.
ment I&y insurance companies or Indus- the years, a number of State medical soBut now that we are passing the bill
try.
cieties have taken polls. They have
and no longer is there the question of
Perhaps in conference it might be pos- closed that the overwhelming numberdisof avoiding medicare, the time has come to
sible to arrive at an arrangement such as doctors wished to come under social sedo for the doctors, their wives, and their
the Senator from Alabama [Mr. SPARX- curIty.
children what has been done for
MAN] said was made with respect to fireThere is no basic reason why a doctor employed in business or industry those
or in
men in that State.
and his family should not be covered,
other profession. If the social se
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the All doctors do not live beyond 65; many any
curity benefits are good enough for
Senator yield?
doctors die at a young age, leaving their lawyers, dentists, accountants, and drug
Mr. MORTON. I yield,
wives and children. During the early gists, and every other profession one can
Mr. MILLER. I ask unanimous con- years of a doctor's practice, he has not
of, I do not see why the program
sent that I be shown in favor of the had an opportunity to accumulate a think
not good enough for doctors
amendment of the Senator from Loulsi- large estate; consequently, when a doc- is Mr.
LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
ana [Mr. LONG], just adopted by a voice tar dies at the age of 35 or 40, leaving dent, will
the Senator yield?
vote.
his widow and children, all of us
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
The PRESIDING OFFI1CER. Without that those young families do not know
have
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Only the
objection, It is so ordered,
the social security benefits that are af- other
a widow called me, frantically
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I yield forded other employed persons in the askingday
2 minutes to the Senator from South United States. We have observed such She is awhen the- bill would become law.
widow and has two children in
Carolina.
experiences in our own home towns,
college. One has Passed the age of 18;
Mr. THURMOND.
Mr. President,
That the American Medical Associa- the other will soon be 18. That little
under the bill as passed by the H-ouse, I tion has refused to allow its membership family needs
understand that it is mandatory that to vote on this question indicates its ized provisionsthe benefits of the liberal
in the bill to enable -the
doctors come under the social security fear that the vote would go against them, children
to continue their schooling,
law.
Under the circumstances, I see no rea- tain an education, and receive some ob
of
Mr. MORTON. That is correct.
son why a self-employed doctor should the help provided by the social security
Mr. THURMOND. Under the Sen- not have the same coverage as is afforded program.
ator's amendment, would doctors be ex- Americans who are employed In busiIf the widow had been the wife of a
cluded altogether?
ness or industry,
doctor, she would not be able to obtain
Mr. MORTON. Yes, except those coyMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- any help. She would have to apply to
ered by reason of their employment by dent, will the Senator yield?
the public welfare department. That
insurance companies or industry.
Mr. RIEBICOFIF. I yield,
is the kind of situation that need5 atten
Mr. THURMOND. Doctors in private,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The point tion. If the doctors do not want help,
independent practice would be excluded, has been made that some doctors con- what about
their widows and children?
My thinking is that the question should tinue to work after they reach the age of
Mr. RIBICOFF. The Senator is abso
be optional with doctors; and that could 65. So do many other people. But, by lutely
decide whether they wish to be included the time they reach the age of 70, '78, ago thecorrect. I recall that a few weeks
within the social security program. Is or 80, and especially beyond 80, they are my Stateeditor of a leading newspaper in
it the Senator's hope that if the amend- not going to be working, and they ought I would called me and asked whether
not speak with a friend of his
ment is adopted there will be a confer- to have retirement income,
from Oregon.
ence at which, possibly, that result, or
Mr. RIBICOFF. Not only that;
A charming, educated woman of the
some similar result, may be reached? lawyers and dentists work beyondimany
the age of 38 came Into my office. She had..
Mr. MORTON. That is a difficult re- age of 65. So do many accountants.
young children. She had married a
sult to reach, because obviously a per- The members of other professions work three
man while he was still in medical
son would not want to come under it beyond the age of 65, as do many of us, young
school. Her husband had just about
unless he envisaged early retirement or and they are covered,
reached the stage at which he had gone
had just graduated from medical school,
The basic reason why doctors have
an Internship, through a resi
married, acquired some debts, and not been included-and it is a practical through
and had gone out to the State of
wanted to be eligible for survivorship one-is that doctors have fought social dency,
Oregon to begin the practice of medicine.
benefits. Conceivably, something could security and medicare. They have He
died within a year. The young doctor
be arranged.
fought it year in and year out. They was indebted because of borrowing to
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open his practice. He left his widow
I have before me some figures--apThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
without a nickel.
pearing on page 957 of the hearings- Senator from Louisiana Is recognized for
The PRESIDING OFFIICER. The which constitute the results of polls taken 3 minutes.
time of the Senator has expired.
in various States concerning whether
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
Mr. RIBICOFIF. Mr. President, I yield doctors themselves want to be covered by dent, one reason why we are importuned
myself 5 additional minutes.
social security.
by many persons, who contend that tk~ey
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The table reads as follows:
speak. for doctors, to leave the doctors
Senator from Connecticut is recognized
Results of State seieccal society social
out of the program~ is that many doctors
for 5 additional minutes.
seuit olsdo
not really understand the problem.
Mr. RIEBICOFF. Mr. President, the-_
_

Their situation as a professional group,
widow came to my office. She was eduNumber and from an economic point of view is
cated and talented, but she was in desIn
op- of votes
very similar to that of lawyers. Lawyers
ertstat.Senee wokayState
favor posed In AMAj do not want to retire at the age of 65.
kind of job in order to feed herself and
Delegates One-fourth of the Members of the Senate
her children. This situation happens all
are over the age of 65. However, we must
the time, all over the country.
States for social security
think about the young doctors and the
I recall that in my State of Connecti- ~(19f)
:37
-------
1families. This kind of protection for a
cut, a brilliant young physician of the
Connecticut ----------- 1,39
so
3 young man for his -wife and children
age of 45 had spent 10 or 12 years preDelaware--------------- 135
85
1 would cost much more from a* private
paring himself for his profession. He
Disoricta----------a-----9
7142
2 company than it would under the group
caught a disease from one of his patients
Maine_---------------- 369
210
1insurance that would be available to that
and died, leaving a wife and two children
Massachusetts---------- 3,253
988
6 f amiyudrtescascrtypo
Th cm
io
om
adtl
en
Michigan -------------- 1,781
104
7
l
ne h
oca
euiypo
Thcme wdo o
e ndtod
e
Missouri --------------- 277
148
4 gram.
a story similar to that told by the widow
New Jersey ----------- --2,174
916
6
This matter was debated in Ohio when
of
te dctorfro
theStae ofOreon.
New
York-------------- ------ -------249 tejno
eao
rmOi
a rs
of terom
dotorhe Sate f Orgon.
Ohio------------------ 4,095 2,737
teJno
eao
rmOi
a
rs
She asked: "Who will support me and
Pennsylvania ---------- 5,603 3,33
11 ident of the bar association in his city.
my children?"
All her neighbors,
Rhode
Island-----------70
30
1
He
told
the
story
that
at
that
time
the
SuhDakota----------- 158
104
1
whether they work in a f actory or a
Utah ------------------ 322
188
1 lawyers were on record as being opposed
goeystore,
or are the widows of laweront -------65
33
14 to social security coverage for certain
goeyWashington
State --------- 60
40
yers or accountants, would be in a posiWest Virginia----------- 436
237
2 lawyers.
tion to receive benefits from social secu__

The junior Senator from Ohio, as
rity. Suddenly, because of the practice
Total---------------- -------- -------- 110 president of the bar association, called
of the AMA, we are placed in a position States against social
for a debate. He got two lawyers to de
denyng
anIndvidul
o
pysican,
security (8):
ofdeyntoa
iniiulpyiin
Arkansas--------------- 167
196
2 bate the case against social security, and
his wife, and children, the opportunity
Georgia---------------- 490
539
3 he got two lawyers to debate the case
torcietesm
oca euiybn- bnIllinois--------------- 2,790 3,301
115 for social security coverage. A large
torcev
tesaesoil eurt
Indiana---------181
246
fits received by every other employee in
Minneso-ta--------------- 817 1,030
4 audience was present at the debate.
th ntdSae.Oklahoma--------46
761
2
After the debate was concluded, even
Ihbeliteve Sthatweshv.
rolmcn
Virginia---------38
62
3 though their bar association was on
I elev tatwehae pobemcoWisconsin -------------- 854
870
4
cerning the coverage of doctors, and
record as being opposed tor social security
that we, as Senators, owe an obligation
Total------------------- -------- -------coverage, they had a vote. Every man
to the wives and children of doctors.
who had heard both sides voted unani
We should not seek to exclude them
Mr. President, considering the number mously that lawyers should be covered
from the coverage of social security,
of delegates that the various States have by social security-including the two
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the in the house of delegates of the Ameri
who had debated against social security
Senator yield?
can Medical Association, 110 delegates coverage for certain lawyers.
Mr. RI1BICOF7. I yield,
were in favor of social security coverage
That Is about how it worked out If the
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, in pur- and 34 delegates were opposed, if we doctors understood the situation as the
suance of the views of the Senator that analyze the figures.
lawyers did in the State so ably repre
we have A social obligation, I should like
This is not an open and shut proposi- sented by the distinguished junior Sen
to call the attention of the Senate to tion in which the medical profession is ator from Ohio, who brought this matter
another instance in which such a pro- opposed. Many in the medical profes- to the attention of the members of the
vision would have been very helpful, had sion is for social security coverage,
bar association at the time he Was their
doctors been previously covered by the
Time and time again in the United president.
social security system.
States, various doctors have said to the
Mr. President, I believe that we have
In a certain county with which I have American Medical Association: "Under gone around long enough leaving the
personal association, there are six doe- your own circumstances, under your own doctors not covered by social security
tors. Two of these six doctors are now rules, under your own provisions, poll the benefits. This has been because the doc
elderly, in ill health, and unable to doctors of America." The AMA has con- tors do not really understand the situa
practice. Neither of them has laid aside sistently refused to poll its own doctors. tion. One of these days, we ought to
any worldly goods.
If we were to agree to the amendment vote for what is good for people whether
Both those doctors have been country offered by the Senator from Kentucky, it they want it or not.
physicians who gave much of their- time would not be a matter of taking care of
I am about ready to vote and go ahead
without charge. They are now in the the doctors. We would be rende~ring a and let the doctors be covered for the
evening of their lives. Frankly, they are great disservice to the families of doc- good of their wives and children, even
in need. Their need would have been tors-especially the younger doctor just though they are not asking for it.
attended to had they been covered un- starting out in his career.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I
der the social security program a long
I see no reason why the wives and chil- yield myself another 5 minutes.
time ago.
dren of the doctors should not have the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
I believe that we should do this now same rights and privileges possessed by Senator from Connecticut is recognized
and not support the position taken by the every other citizen of the United States. for another 5 Minutes.
distinguishIed Senator from Kentucky.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I shall
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, may I time of the Senator has expired.
read some colloquy which is found on
say further to the distinguished Senator
Mr. RIIBICOFF. Mr. President, I page 961 of the hearings.
from Kentucky that it is said that the yield myself 5 additional minutes.
The colloquy was between Dr. Scham
doctors themselves oppose being covered
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- berg and the senior Senator from Ii
under social security. Yet, a number of dent, will the Senator yield?
linols [Mr. DOUGLAS]. It is based upon
State medical societies, have taken it
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield 3 minutes to a poll that was taken by the medical jour
upon themselves to poll the doctors,
the Senator from Louisiana.
nal called Medical Economics:
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over 65. The point the Senator from
Louisiana has made is that we have a
That was not included in your body of your proposal that is for the benefit of a large
testimony. I would like to hear abou~t that. sg
Dr. SCHAMBERG. I would be very happy to
egent of the population, and it is also
submit this for the record. This Is 19.
A important for the doctors themselves,
sampling was requested by Medical Eco- their wives, and their children. The fact
nomics, saying,- "Do you already have some that certain doctors do not want to be
social security coverage as a result of past covered must be balanced against the
or present employment? Yes, 63.5 percent. fact that we have the duty of considerNo, 38.3. Don't know, 8.2.
ing the problems and weighing the equisoial yocuareadyhaesm
coverage, d
om
so ee ties of covering them. That was the
point the Senator from Louisiana made.
sbocia seuiyt
oeaehwd.yufe
Of those who responded, 47.8 percent I do not believe he has the philosophy of
stated that they were glad to have it and wanting to shove anything down the
wanted more; 33.5 percent said they were throats of the people If they do not
glad to have it but did not want any more. want it.
Adding those two figures 81.3 percent of the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presiphysicians who had some social security dent, if the Senator will yield, I was
coverage were glad that they had it. Thehepittaaapr-tngsedSaorfmVriia[.
other two categories were "Would prefer not merely making thepittaa
rc
to have coverage," 16.7, and "Mixed feelings, tical matter, most doctors do not under2 percent."
stand the benefits involved. They do
Senator DOUGLA~S. What about those who not understand why they should be
were not covered, the independent practi- under it or should not be under it. If
tioners?
they had the benefit of hearing the deDr. SCHAMBERG. This is interestingly dif- bate that was had in Ohio, for example,
ficult. The question was asked, "If you do they would be convinced that they
not already have some social security cover
age do you want coverage for yourself?" 50.4 should come under it, especially when
percent, just over a majority said "Yes:," 28:6 they realize that they could not be coypercent said "No;" 11 percent were unde- ered for such medical care under a pricided.
vate plan except at a very great cost.
Senator DOUGcLAS. Would you have copies
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I do
of that made and submitted for the record? not wish to delay a vote on the amendDr. SCHAMBERG. I will be happy to submit ment. The yeas and nays have been orSenator DOUGLAS. You never mentioned
that before, the poll by Medical Economics.

thsenaorw.

Gs

ey

od

SenaorVry
DUGLS.
god.When
The statistics are here. As one goes
through them, one comes out with the
following consensus: 64.1 percent of the
doctors say "yes"; 17.9 percent say "no";
18 percent have no opinion,
Theref ore, we have a situation in
which at every opportunity doctors have
had to indicate a choice, they have indicated that they would like to obtain
coverage.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Did the Senator
refer to the poll taken in the State of
Virginia, where the doctors voted 2 to 1
against it?
Mr. RIEBICOFF. I read it. In the
State of Virginia those in favor were 38;
opposed, 62.
Mr. ROBERTSON. That is the point,
The distinguished Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] said the time had come
when we should vote for the people to
have it whether they want it or not,
A great political philosopher who was
born in Virginia, who was a scholar, who
was the president of a great university
called Princeton University, Governor of
the State of New Jersey, and President of
the United States, whose name was
Woodrow Wilson, once said, "I do not
want a lot of smug experts sitting down
behind closed doors in Washington playIng Providence on me."
That is old-fashioned philosophy, but
I still believe it.
Mr. RIEBICOFF. I do not have to defend the Senator from Louisiana, but
with respect to every law that has ever
been enacted in Congress there will be
found large numbers who do not want
to come under it.
Wear
anmak
aou t pssa
eaWeaeaott
adakma-ft.Burdick
asa
ure which will be of great help to people

dered.
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informed that the distinguished Senator
from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGTON] would
vote as I would vote, and I intend to
vote "yea."
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFC`ER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded
back, the yeas and nays have been or
dered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
The rollcall was concluded.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana (after having
voted in the negative). Mr. President,
on this vote I have it pair with the dis
igihdSntrfo
igna[r
BYRD]. If he were present and voting,

he would vote "yea." If I were at liberty
to vote, I would vote "nay." I withdraw
my vote.

I announce that the Senator from
Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE], the Senator
from Georgia [Mr. RusSELL], and the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. DODD]
are absent on official business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Arkansas [Mr. FULBRIGHTiI, the
Senator from Missouri [Mr. SYMING
TON], and the Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD] are necessarily absent.
On this vote, the Senator from Wyo

it came to covering dentists, ming [Mr. McGEE] IS paired with the
Congress provided that the dentists Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA].
could be asked whether they wanted to It present and voting, the Senator from
come under the coverage or not, and Wyoming would vote. "ny and the
provided that if they wanted to do so, Senator from Nebraska would vote "Yea."
they could. The same thing applied
On this vote, the Senator from Mis
with respect to the legal profession. If souri [Mr. SYMINGTON] Is paired with the
my amendment is accepted, we shall do Senator from Connecticut [Mr. DODD].
the same thing with respect to doctors If present and voting, the Senator from
that we did for the dentists and mem- Missouri would vote "yea" and the Sen
bers of the legal profession. Congress ator from Connecticut would vote "nay."
can require a poll and let the doctors
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
decide. The dentists came under the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is
Program on their own volition. The necessarly absent.
lawyers came under the program on their
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
own volition. Other professional groups IHausKA] is absent on official business.
have come under it on their own volition.
On this vote, the Senator from Ne
The option was given to them.
braska [Mr. HRUSKA] is paired with the
The House requires that they be -oy- Senator from Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE].
ered. My amendment eliminates it. If present and voting. the Senator from
The conferees can then decide what to Nebraska would vote "yea" and the Sea
do.
ator from Wyoming would vote "nay."
I am prepared to have the amendment
The result was announced-yeas 41,
voted on.
ny 0 sflos
as5,asflos
Mr. RIEBICOFF. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
[No. 171 Leg.]
Tennessee.
YEAS-41
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, it is true, Aiken
Harris
Prouty
Allott
Hartke
as the Senator from Kentucky has said, Benett
Hickelilooper Robertson
Russell. S.C.
that in the case of dentists and lawyers Carlson
Hill
Scott
a referendum was held, but such was not Church
Holland
Simpson
the case with the people in general. Cotope
Jordann.lN.C
Spatkmrs
Such was not the case when the Con- Curtis
Long, Mo.
Stennis
gress amended the Social Security Act to Dominick
Magnuson
Talmadge
bring under coverage the self-employed.OyIEllender
Bastland.
McClellan
Thurmond
Morton
Tower
Such was not the case when Congress Elrvin
Mundt
Williams, Del.
amended the Social Security Act to bring Fannin
Murphy
Young, N.Dak.
under coverage and its benefits the Fon
Pearson
farmers of the country. So this is not
NAYS-SO0
a principle that is firmly imbedded.
Anderson
Cannon
Jackson
One final argument: The AMA has Base
Bbrtlett
case
Javits
Clark
Kennedy, Mawe.
made such a fine contribution to the en- Bayh
Douglas
Kennedy, N.Y.
actment of medicare that I think it has Bible
Gore
Kuchel
earned the right to come under Its bene- ]BOggs
Grueniing
Lausche
it.Brewster
Hart
Manlsfield
Hayden
McCarthy
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I am Byrd, W.va.
Inouye
McC~over'n
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Metcalf
Muller
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Montoya
Morse
Byrd, Va.
Dirksen
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Moes
Ribicoff
tute a day in which inpatient psychiatric
The amendment was agreed to.
Muskie
Saltonstafl
hospital services are furnished to such inMr MCCARTHY.
Mr President, I
Nelson
Smith
dividual; and solely for purposes of Para-sedaohrmnmetotedsk
Neuiberger
Tyig
graph (4), a day counted (in determining thesednohra
nmntotedsk
Pasrtors
Williams, N.J.
TePEIIG
OFCR
h
Pe
Yab
g
210-day limit) under paragraph (3) with
ePEIIG
OFCR
h
Proxmire
Young, Ohio
respect to any -individual shall be deemed
amendment will be stated.
Randolph
to constitute a day in which posthospital
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK.
On Page
NOT VOING-9extended
care services are furnished to him
343, following line 25, It is proposed to
NO OIG9for,
the care and treatment of a menial disinsert the following:
Fulbright
McGeeese
Hruska
Russell, G~a
es.
(f) (1) Section 223(c)
of the Social
Long, IA.
Symington
On page 88, lIne 19, strike out the semi- Security Act Is amended (1)
to read as follows:
So M. MRTO'S
wa re
menmencoon nd nset i liu teref
aperod.
" (1) An Individual shall be insured for
So M. MRTO'S aendentwasreolo an insrt
n leu heref aperod.disability insurance benefits In any month

jected.
On page 88. beginning with "except" if_
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I move on line 20, strike out all before the pe"(A) in case such month occurs before
to reconsider the vote by which the riod on line 23..
such Individual attains 31 years of age, he
amendment was rejected.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Mr. President, the had, as of the first day of such month, not
Mr. LO:NG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- amendment clarifies one provision of less quarters, of coverage than whichever of
dent, I move to lay that motion on the the bill: It provides that patients in a the following is the greater: (i) six quarters
table.
tuberculosis or psychiatric hospital will of coverage, or (ii) a number of quarters
The he
otin ablewasbe
t layon
ligble
or
ostospial
xteded
equal to one-half of the number of calendar
The he
otin ablewasbe
t layon
ligble or
ostospial
xtededyears elapsing after the year in which he atagreed to.
care services as well as inpatient hospitained 21 years of age and prior to the cal
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, I tal services.
endar Year following the calendar year in
send an amendment to the desk and ask
I offered the amendment in the Fi- which such month occurs; and
that it be read.
nance Committee to transfer coverage
"(B3) in case such month is the -month in
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The for inpatient services in a psychiatric which such individual attains 31 years of age
amendment will be stated.
hospital from the voluntary supplemen- or thereafter, (I) he would have been a fully
The CERK.On
EGILATIE
age 9,
ary lan asprovided in the House bill, insured individual (as' defined in section
The EGILATIE
age 9,CERK.On
ary lan as214)
age 62 (if a woman) or
line 1, insert the word "professional" im- to the basic hospital program. Approv- age 65had(ifhea attained
man) and filed application for
mediately following the word "than."
a. of this amendment by the Commit- benefits under section 202(a) on the first day
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, the tee represents a substantial improve- of such month, and (it) he had not less than
amendment merely adds the word "pro- ment in the measure and an important twenty quarters of coverage during the fortyfessional" so that the language will read: step in the recognition that protection quarter period ending with the quarter in
"1other than professional services pro- against the hazards of mental illness which such first day occurred, not counting
vided in the field of pathology, radiology, should be provided on the same basis as as part of such forty-quart-er period any
physatr,
fo phyica ilnes.
lso quarter any part of which was Included In
physatr, oo anstheiolgy.
anetheiolgy."forphyica
illess Th
Th comitee
comitte asoa
period of disability (as defined in section
I believe that this point is clear in the agreed to extend the lifetime limit on 216(i)) unless such quarter was a quarter
of
bill and in the committee report, but in coverage for psychiatric hospital care coverage.
order to avoid any possibility of m~isun- from 180 days, as provided by the House, For purposes of clause (A) of the preceding
derstanding, I recommend that we add to 210 days. I am hopeful that experi- sentence, an individual shall be deemed to be
the word "professional."
ence under the program will show that 31 years of age during the entire month in
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- this limitation can be eliminated and which he attains such age."
dent, I have looked over the amend- that benefits can be provided on an equal
(2) The amendment made by paragraph
ment. I shall not oppose it. It would basis. However, the amendment I aLM
(1) of this subsection shall apply with re
cost us nothing. These people would like offering does not change the 210-day spect to monthly disability insurance bene
to have their services referred to as pro- lifetime limit now in the bill,
fits under section 223 of the Social Security
fessional services. It costs us notig
Thrisnidcaonhttishne
Act month
for months
afterthis
theAct
month
following
-thig.
ohereis
idicaiontha thi chngethe
in which
is enacted,
but
It makes some people happy, and I am will increase costs under the
program, only on the basis of applications filed in or
happy to agree to it.
but. it will provide greater flexibility in after the month in which this Act is enacted.
Mr. McCARTHY.
This change was treatment by giving patients coverage
asked for by physiatrists and others to for treatment in an approved psychiatric
Mr
cATHY~ Mr. President, I
avoid any confusion.
nirsing home as well as in a psychiatric yield myself 3 mrinutes.
I yield back the remainder of my time, hospital.
I urge acceptance of the
The report of the Advisory Council on
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield back amendment.
Social Security, 1965, calls attention to
the remainder of my time.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- a serious problem involving workers who
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The dent, we have discussed the amendment, have been disabled early in life. The re
question is on agreeing to the amend- I would be willing to take it to confer- port states:
ment of the Senator from Minnesota ence--and I associate myself in this
Under present law, In order to be eligible
[Mr. MCCARTHY],
statement with the Senator from New for disability benefits, a worker must meet a
Mexio-wthndertaningtha
he
werequirement
5 years
of work in the 10-year
The amendment was agreed to.Meiowtthunrsadgtate
period beforeof he
became
totally disabled.
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. President, I hv
o
a
nopruiyt
iei
This requirement assures that the benefits
adequate
study,
even
though
it
looks
all
will
be
paid
only
to
people
who have both
send another amendment to the desk and right, and that we shall have to study substantial and relatively recent
employask that it be stated,
it to see whether it should be sustained. ment. However, the effect of the 5-years-ofThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The If we should find in conference that work requirement on a worker disabled while
amendment will be stated,
there are some problems which do not young is to make It difficult, or even impossi
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 18,
pero
h
aeo
h
mnmnw
ble, for him to get disability benefits. For
linepar13,thstrikef
toutmed"or".weexample, the worker who becomes totally dis
line13,strke
ot "r".shall
have to consider it from that stand- abled at age 25 and who started to work at
On page 18, line 16, strike out the Point. It sounds all right at this Point, age 21 has a total of only 4 years of covered
Period and Insert in lieu of such period
Mr. MCCARTHY. I shall be glad to work and therefore cannot meet the require
a semicolon followed by "or".
have the amendment accepted on that ment.
On page 18, between lines 16 and 17, basis.
The restriction of disability ipsurance pro
insert the following:
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, the tection to workers who have had substan
tial and recent employment can be achieved
(4) posthospital extended care services Senator from Louisiana Is correct, for
younger workers by an alternative pro
which are furnished to him during any spell There does not appear to be anything vision under which a worker disabled before
of illness for the care and treatment of any wrong with the amendment. We did age 31 would be eligible for benefits if he
mental disease after such services have been not consider it. Like the Senator from had been In covered work for at least onefurniset
attt fori o21dysuc caureindi treat-_ Louisiana, I would be willing to accept it half of the period between age 21 (the age
tmentfrattlo.1
asdrn
i ie
and take it to conference to see if there which fully insured status is figured under
Sollyforth
pupoes
f
ararah
(),
is any difficulty connected with it.
present law) and the point In time at which
Sllfothprpssopaarp(3,a
he became disabled, or, in the case of those
day counted (in determining the 210-day
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If al
becoming disabled before age 24, for at least
limit) under paragraph (4) with 'respect to time is yielded back, the question is on one-half of the 3 years preceding disable
any Individual shall be deemed to consti- agreeing to the amendment.
ment.
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This Provision Would be somewhat similar a person had been disabled for 6 months.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask
to a PiOVisionl now in the law under which This provision would involve some $250 unanimous consent that further reading
the survivors of a worker who died whilemiloincsaIrealanwai-oftemnd
ntbdspsdwth
young can qualify for benefits even though miloIncsaIreaan
wai-oftemnd
ntbdspsdwth
he had Only a short period of covered work. cluded in the House bill. The Finance
The PRESIDING OFFCER. Without
Committee took It out. I am not Propos- objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment I 8a11 proposing car- ing to restore that provision. However,
The amendment of Mr. HARTKE is as
ries Out the recommendation of the the Senator may recall that after that follows:
Advisory Council. It would reduce the action was taken, I proposed that we
One page 266, between lines 22 and 23,
eligibility requirements for disability adopt the pending amendment. This re- Insert the following:
benefits for an individual disabled prior lates to disability benefits for individuals
"DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEI'ITS F'OR THE
to age 31 to quarters of coverage equal disabled prior to age 31, and reduces
BLIND; SPECIAL PROVISIONS
to one-half the time between age 21 their eligibility requirements to quarters
"-SEC. 328. (a) (1) section 223(a) (1) (B) of
and the age he became disabled or six of coverage equal to one-half the time the Social Security Act is amended to read
quar-ters, whichever is greater,
between age 21 and the age at disability as follows:
If a Worker is disabled at age 25, for or 6 quarters, whichever is greater. This
"'I(B) in the case of any Individual other
instance, the requirement would be 2 provision would cost roughly $50 million, than an individual whose disability is blind
Years in covered employment during Msi but it would replace an amendment ness (as defined in subsection (c) (2)), has
4 work years, age 21 to 25. If disabled adopted in our committee which reduces not attained the age of 65,'.
age
That part paragraph (2) of section
a~t ae30, the requirement
would be 41/2 the cost of the disability program as pro- 223"(2)
(a) of such Act which precedes subpara
years in covered employment. After age vided in the House bill, by $250 million, graph (A) thereof is amended
by inserting
31, of course, he would be eligible under We did not discuss the subject of the Immediately after '(if a man)' the followexisting law If he had been in covered pending amendment at any great length, Ing: ', and, in the case of any individual
employment 5 out of the 10 years before but we discussed the larger question. I whose disability is blindness (as defined In
he became disabled.
believe that in the name of equity this subsection (c) (2) ), as though he were a fully,
The amendment was originally pro- question deserves the attention of the insured individual.'.
posed by the Senator from Hawaii LMr. Senate, and perhaps there should be a of" (b) (1) Paragraph (1) of subsection (c)
FONG]. I ask unanimous consent that ye-n-nyfteo
tsection
223 of such Act is amendedhis name may be added as a cosponor.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will u(a)
bhsieting
iaiiy
'(itheretha an deinedid
The PRESIDING OFFCER. With- the Senator yield 2 minutes to me?
un aragwh
diabiltyr
he
isAblindness,
alss
defned
out objection, it is so ordered. .Mr.
McCARTHY. I yield.
inparbyagrap i(2) afther 'Andindivdual' (ande
Mr. RI1BICOFF. I yield 5 minutes to
Mr. ANDERSON. I agree with the and below subparagraph (B)) the following
the Senator from New Mexico.
Senator that the wh'ole question of dis- new sentence: 'An Individual whose disabil
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I ability under former section 303 should ity is blindness (as defined in paragraph
hope the Senator from Minnesota does be studied. -We shallbesuyn th
(2) ) shall be insured for disability Insurance
not trust his luck too far.' We have ac- question for some time to come. We beeixqtesi any monthagi
efoheha
nthles uthan
cepted two of his amendments. Thi's should not take the proposed step at the snwichquarerho coverag befores heqare
one is a bad amendment. We cannot present time until we have more informa" (2) Paragraph (2) of subsection (c) of
accept it. Several Years ago some of us tion on it. I hope that the amendment section 223 of such Act (as amended by sec
miet in the office of the Secretary of the will be rejected, and on the next round tion 303(a) (2) of this Act) is further
Senate and tried to persuade the late of the bill, if we find that the Senator
-mended by striking out the first sentence
Walter George to accept a disability from Minnesota is correct, we can take and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
amendment at age 50. Walter George appropriate action. I hope that we shall 'The term "disability" means (A) Inability
was opposed very strongly. The late not have a long debate on the amend- to renagenin anysubtaniallgrainfuinactiit
Senator Kerr from Oklahoma was very ment. I hope we can vote on the amend- bhysreaso of
mnany imedically detrm(binabl
persuasive, After a while it was brought ment by a voice vote, and that it will be physicalhoermentalimpairsmentno (B)
trbld
to the floor. The amendment added defeated.
visual acuity of 20/200 or less In the better
disability at age 50. It worked all right.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, Will eye with the use of correcting lenses, or
There were practically no claims made the Senator yield?
visual acuity greater than 20/200 if accom
under it. A reserve was built up.
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield,
panied by a limitation in the fields of vision
Thnsomeone said, "Let us take off
Mr. CARLSON. I rise in poiin
such that the widest diameter of the visual
Thestin
subtends an angle no greater than
the age limits." Most of the limits were to the amendment of the distinguished field
twenty degrees!'
taken off. That disability account is Senator from Minnesota; I agree fully
"(c) Paragraph (I) (B) of subsection (d)
now in the red.
,
with what the Senator from New Mexico of sectIon 223 of such Act (added by section
That is not the way to operate an in- has said. As the question affected sec- 303(c) of this Act) is amended by striking
surance company. The amendment tion 303, we discussed it at some length out 'the month in which he attains age 65'
would change the disability provision in the committee. I voted to strike out and inserting in lieu thereof 'in the case of
completely, and drop it to age 31. It is the proposal. I think this is a poor time any individual other than an individual
not a good anmendment. The Senator to put it back Piecemeal. I hope that the whose disability is blindness (as defined in
from Minnesota ha-s been a fine sup-qusinwlbetdeadthtnte
subsection (c) (2) ), the month in which he
preofthe bill and a fine supporter of near future we shall return to the Sena-atisae6'
portl erofop
ui
h
mndettrs
mnmn
"(d) (1) The first sentence of section 218
soia op
scuit.te
medmn tr'
aenmetor
something more (i) (1) of such Act (as amended by section
will be defeated.
practical and wider.
33a 1 fti
c)i
ute
mne
M.MRO.M.Peietwil
Mr. MCCARTHY, Mr. President, I, by striking out '(B3)' and all that foilows,
the Senator yield?
yield back the remalnder of my time.
and inserting In lieu thereof the following:
Mr. RIIBICOFF. I yield to the Sena,Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I '(B) blindness (as defined In section 223(c)
tor-from Kentucky.
Yield back the remainder of my time.
(2)).'
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, I wish
The PRESIDING OFFCER. All time
"(2) The second sentence of such section
to refresh my memory. Was this having been yielded back, the question 216(i) (1) is repealed.
amendment discussed in some detail in is on agreeing to the amendment of the
N'e) The first sentence of section 222(b)
the committee?Senator from Minnesota.
( ) of such Act Is amended by inserting
'(other
than such an individual whose
-Mr. ANDERSON. Yes. We did not
The amendment was rejected,
ability is blindness, as defined in section dis
223
defeat it by as large a vote as I would
AMENDMENT NO. 206
(c) (2) )' after 'an individual entitled to
have liked to see it defeated.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I call disability insurance benefits'.
Mr. McCARTHY. I believe we dis- UP my amendment No. 206.
"(f) The amendments made b~y this sec
cussed the point in the conmnittee for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tton shall apply only with respect to monthly
about 21/2 minutes. Perhaps the amend- amendment of the Senator from Indiana benefits under title II of the social Security
mntowhich the Senator has reference will be stated.
Act for months after the second month fol
isent ton rgrigtelrequsonlowing
thethe
month
this Act
en
isth oerearin
helage
uetin
The legislative clerk proceeded to read acted, on
basis inof which
applications
forISsuch
of allowing Payment for disability after the amendment,
benefits filed in or after such second month.",
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To

the extent that these patients do not of services furnished to such recipients by

Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, will t~he carry their fair share, this additional cost
must be passed on to the other private paSenator yield?
tients. We do'not believe thin to be a proper
Mr. HARTHE. Mr. President, I ask action by Government, and constitutes a
unanimous consent that I may be perseriously discriminatory action against those
mitted to yield to the Senator from Callunder 65 years of age.
fornia without losing my right to the
H.R. 6675 falls to recognize that there
floor,
are regional differences In hospital probThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Withlenms, and since it appears to be based upon
out objection, it is so ordered.
east coast concepts the result of a nationPeietIdeie
wide formula, uniformly applied and adminMr. KUCH3EL. Mr. PeintIdsre
isteredi, will be most tragic.
to make a little legislative history on one
Fortunately California hospitals have repoint which has to do with reimbursealistically approached this problem and have
ment procedures and formulas as reinaugurated a statewide program of uniform
spects the hospitals participating all accounting and cost determination. Under
across the country. I1 ask the Senator the leadership of Blue Cross a reimbursein charge of the bill, the Senator from ment formula has been adopted to meet the
Louisiana [Mr. LONG], whether it is tre
needs of California hospitals
a fair and
tre equitable basis, but at the sameon
time penalizthat it is intended that there Shall be a
ing unreasonable costs.
regionalization of the formula and reimOur Blue Cross formula recognizes that
bursement as it is finally arrived at ad- California hospitals are, and certainly for
ministratively?
the foreseeable future will be, deficit
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It is.
financed. The same depreciation factor canMr. KUCHEL. I thank my able friend. not cover both past indebtedness and fund
The counsel for the California Hospital new construction-particularly when new
Assoiaton,
r. ame E. udlm,-aised construction will be at a much greater cost.
Asocaio,
r Jms
. ula,
Also recognition is given to the fact that
some interesting questions with me re- obsolescence is as important a factor in hosgarding the phrase "the reasonable cost pital facilities and equipment as is wear and
of such services as determined under sec- tear due to age.
tion 1861(V) as used in title XVMI, secThe key differences between our Blue Cross
tion 1804." I asked Under Secretary Wil- reimbursement formula and that being debur J. Cohen, of the -Department of veloped under H.R. 6675 and its companion
Health, Education, and Welfare, to com- report is that the California formula recogmetonte
usioswhc
te~
nizes depreciation on a replacement cost
menton
uesionswhih
he
te
Cli-basis and also provides for a cost factor for
fornia Hospital Association raised. I ask growth and development to meet new and exunanimous consent that this exchange panded needs. We believe that these factors
of correspondence be printed in the REc- are in accordance with the "Principles of
ORD at this point so that the legislative
Payment for Hospital Care" as published by
history on this question might be clear,
the American Hospital Association. We have
There being no objection, the corre- every reason to believe that they will not
spondence was ordered to be printed in be recognized by the Social Security AdminIstration. unless written into the bill or at
the RECORD, as follows:
least covered by the report. We also recog
MUSICK, PEELER & GARREIT,
nize thai these factors are not necessary
ATTORNEYS AT LAw,
nationwide, although other factors may be
Los Angeles, Calif., June 1, 1965.
equally important elsewhere. Therefore, unHon. THomAs H. KUciaEa,
less regionalization is recognized a nationU.S. Senator; Old Senate Building, Wash- wide pattern will develop to the disadvantage
ington, D.C.
of all, and ultimately to the patient.
(Attention: Mr. Stephen Horn.)
We believe that payment for the above
DEAR Sin: This Is to follow up a series of factors comes within a realistic definition of
telephone conversations and correspondence "reasonable cost" as related to the total cost
that you have exchanged with the leadership of providing patient care. We also well recogof the California Hospital Association on the nize that from a strictly accounting sense
subject of hospital reimbursement unmder that a different result may follow,
H.R. 6875.
We would therefore propose that the
The more we study the bill and the report language of H.R. 6675, page 19, lines 16
of the Ways and Means Committee, coupled through 20, be amended to read:
with the public statements of-the executives
"(b) The amount paid to any provider of
of the Social Security Administration, we services with respect to services for which
have become increasingly concerned with the payment may be made under this part shall
long-range impact of the phrase "1the rea- be predicated on the basis of accepted princisonable oost of such services as determined ples of reimbursement tor the cost of the
under section 1861(V) as used In title XVIII,
services rendered, as determined under secsection 1864."

Hospitals In California, as well as many of
the other rapidly growing areas of the country, have been largely deficit financed. HillBurton has barely furnished 10 Percent Of
the necessary construction costs and unfortunately private philanthropy has been so
thinly spread that it has not filled the gap
or done much more than Hill-Burton. Hospital construction, out of absolute necessity, has been financed by patient charges,
through an allowance for depreciation plus
provision for debt retirement. This has Put
great pressure on operating funds necessary
for an improving quality of service to patients.
Under H.R. 6875 a major segment of the
hospital patient load (estimated to be about
20 percent) most of whom have been paying

their full share of the hospital costs will
now be placed under a limited reimbursement plan set by the Federal Government.
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tion 1861 (V) ."1

Pages 84 and 85, for all of section (V)'(1),
we suggest the following:
"(V) (1) Payment for services to providera of services shall be predicated on the
basis of accepted principles of reimbursement for the cost of the services rendered by
providers of services, as determined in accordance with regulations establishing the
methods to be used and the items to be Included, in determining the payment formula
for various types or classes of institutions,
agencies, and services. In prescribing the
regulations referred to In the preceding sentence, the Secretary shall consider, among
other things, the principles generally applied
by national, regional or State organizations,
or established prepayment organizations
(which have developed such principles) in

computing the amount of payment, to be
made by persons other than the recipients if
services, to providers of services on account

such providers. Such regulations may pro..
vide for determination of the reimburse
ment basis on a per diem, per unit, per
capita, or other basis, may provide for using
different methods In different circumstances,
may provide for the use of estimates of costs
of particular items or services, and may pro
vide for the use of charges or a percentage
of charges where this method Is reasonably
consistent with the other methods. Such
regulations shall (A) take Into account, but
not necessarily be limited to, both direct and
indirect costs of providers of services in
order that, under the methods of determin
ing reimbursement, the costs with respect to
individuals covered by the insurance pro
grams established by this title will not be
borne by the individuals not so covered, and
the costs with respect to Individuals not so
covered will not be borne by such insur
ance programs, and (B) provide for the makIng of suitable retroactive corrective adjust

ments where, for a provider of services for
any fiscal period, the aggregate reimburse
ment proves to be either inadequate or
excessive."
If the changes cannot be made to the act
then we would strongly urge that the Senate
committee report emphasize the importance
of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare recognizing and authorizing regional
variations in hospital reimbursement and in
particular the problems of those areas that
must of necessity engage in deficit financing
of hospital

construction and their

corre

sponding problem in funding improvements
and expansion in service.
Your interest in this difficult but serious
problem Is most appreciated. We have ex
perts in this field, who are far more informed
than I, who can be available to go to Wash
ington. or for consultation on specific lan
guage at your request.
Sincerely yours,
JAmEs E. LUDLAM

(For Musick, Peeler & Garrett).
JUNE

Hon.

17, 1965.

WILBUR J. COHEN.

Under Secretary, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Washington,
D.C.
DEAR Wrasua: I enclose a letter I have re

ceived from James E. Ludlam, counsel for
the California Hospital Association, dealing
with hospital reimbursement under H.R.
6675. As you will note, they are concerned
with the phrase "the reasonable cost of such
services as determined under section 1861 (V)
as used in title XVIII, section 1864." I think
they have presented some interesting in
formation as It pertains to the establish
ment of hospitals in our State, their financ
ing, and the procedures they use In seeking
reimbursement for services rendered.
I would like to have, within the next week
If possible, a letter from you commenting on
this matter so I will have the opportunity
to discuss it with the appropriate members

of the Senate Committee on Finance or to
clarify the situation in the Senate should
that prove necessary. If there are any ques
tions regarding this, I do hope the respon
sible member of your staff will contact my
legislative assistant, Stephen Horn, who is
familiar with the problem.
With kindest regards.
Sincerely yours.
THOMAS H. KucHEL,
U.S. Senator.
THE
UNDER
SECRETARY
OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEL
FARE:,
Washington, July 2, 1965.
Hon. THOMAS H. KucHEL,
U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KocHEL: I am sorry that I
could not reply sooner to your letter of June
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the requirement of the bill that the Secertary consider the principles on reimbursement applied by national organizations (the
most important ones are the "principles of
payment for hospital care" of the American
Hospital Association) and of established prepayment organizations give assurance that

from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH) moving
the, effective date of public assistance

in every detail the contents of the regulations
which the bill provides will be prescribed.
The principal part of the bill on which Mr.
Ludlam comments is, as he says, sections
1861(v.
It may be well to start by quoting pertinent parts of that section:
"The reasonable cost of any services shall
be determined in accordance with regulations establishing the method or methods to

the opinion of private experts wiil be heard
on the proper ailowance fdr necessary replacement of facilities and for the protection of quality of service. It goes without
saying that this Department wishes nothing
more than that hospitals should be reim
bursed in- a manner which will encourage
an adequate supply of high quality institutions and services.
Mr. Ludlam says that H.R. 6675 is based

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Louisiana? The Chair hears none,
and it is so ordered. The corrections will
be made.

be used, and the items to be Included, in

on "east coast concepts" and he seems to

determining such costs for various types or
classes of institutions, agencies, and serv-

assume that a single nationwide reimbursement formula will be applied. Neither the

17 requesting comments on some points
raised by James E. Ludlam on reimbursement of hospitals in California and elsewhere under H.R. 6675.
In brief, we believe that many of the
concerns Mr. Ludlam expressed a-bout the
provisions of the bill are due to the fact
that it has not yet been possible to determine

ices; * * * . In prescribing the regulations referred to in the preceding sentence,
the Secretary shall consider, among other

bill nor the reports of the Committee on

things, the principles generally applied by
national organizations or established prepay-

Ways and Means and the Committee on
Finance require any such action. In fact,
they specifically provide for various alternative methods to be used as appropriate,

ment organizations
such principles) in
of payment, to be
than the recipients

Mr. Ludlam supports the reimbursement
formulas used In California by saying that
they are in accord with the American Hospital Association's "Principles of Payment for

(which have developed
computing the amount
made by persons other
of services, to providers

of services on account of services furnished

Hospital Car."

to such recipients by such providers. Such
regulations may provide for determination

that we intend to rely heavily on these same
principles. Since we appear to agree on the

of the costs of services on a per diem, per

We have long been on record

premises on which reimbursement should be

increases after December 31. 1965, UP to

and after June 30, 1965. The correct
rfrnesol
eln
2 ae33
rfrnesol

rather than line 17.

eln

ae33

2

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays on the amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HARTKE.
Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The amendment is identical in all re
spects with an amendment which was
offered by Vice President HUBERT HUM
PHREY,

who at that time was the senior

Senator from Minnesota. It was adopted
unanimously in the last session of the

Congress. As we all know, last year the
social security bill f ailed to pass both
Houses of Congress. Therefore, the value
o h
mnmn
a ot
o

h

mnmn

a

ot

There are 41 cosponsors of the bill, S.
1787, which is the same as this amend

ment.

I ask unanimous consent to add

to the list of cosponsors the name of the
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. HARRIS]
and the name of the Senator from Iowa

unit, per capita, or other basis, may provide
for using different methods in different circumstances, may provide for the use of esti-

based, it would appear that the differences
he anticipates will occur between the association he represents and the Department are

mates of costs of particular items or services, and may provide for the use of charges
or a percentage of charges where this meth-

not likely to be as great as his letter suggests.
For example, he calls attention to the fact
that the California formula recognizes the

od reasonably reflects the costs. Such regulations shall (A) take Into account both
direct and indirect costs of providers of services In order that, under the methods of determining costs, the costs with respect to

cost of obsolescence. To my knowledge no
expert in the field, in the Department or eisewhere, differs with him on this point.
While we all seem to agree on the premises
on which reimbursement should be based, we

individuals covered by the insurance programs established by this title will not be

believe that Mr. Ludlam's proposed changes
In the language of the bill would not be de

simable and would not be entirely in accord

changes in the disability insurance law

the costs with respect to individuals

with these premises.

with particular reference to blind per
sons.

borne by individuals not so covered, and
not

He proposes that re-

so covered will not be borne by such insurance programs, and (B) provide for the
making of suitable retroactive corrective adjustments where, for a provider of services

imbursement be based on cost "but not necessa. ly be limited to both direct and Indirect costs." We believe that the proposed
language would negate the provision of r'e-

for any fiscal period, the aggregate reimburse-

imbursement on a cost basis which underlies

ment produced by the methods of determin-

the

"Principles of Payment for Hospital

Ing costs proves to be -either Inadequate or

Care."

excessive."
One of the reasons that we cannot speak
with any final authority on the nature of
regulations under this provision is that section 1867 of the bill provides in part that

Ludlam intends. In fact, It is not at all clear
where this language is intended to lead or to
end in terms of payment of amounts in excess of cost-including profits-to, noprofit
hospitals. It is certainly clear that the pro-

"for the purpose of advising the Secretary

posed modification represents a major de-

on matters of general policy in the administration of this title and In the formulation
of regulations under this title, there is here-

The result may not be the one Mir.

ihu

TePEIIGOFCR

ihu

Objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HARTKE. The amendment is, as
I have said, the same as Senate bill 1787.
The amendment principally makes
changes in the disability insurance law.
This amendment would make several

First, our amendment would incorp

orate in the definition of blindness which

is

generally

recognized

throughout the Nation.

Ti
Ti

eiiin

led

eiiin

led

and

used

nlddI

nlddi

other Federal laws, would provide an
ophthalmological standard for determin
ing blindness; that Is, blindness is central
visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the
better eye with correcting lenses, or vis-

reports.vionscththewdtdamerf

In summary, we believe that H.R. 66756 was
drafted and the committee reports on that
bill were written with problems such as Mr.

perts in the health field. Furthermore the
Committee on Ways and Means and the Fin-

Ludlam discusses fully In mind and that
there is ample room within the authority pro-

ance Committee reports on HR. 6675 state
that "it is the intent of the bill that in

vided by the bill to provide equitable reimbursement to hospitals throughout the

framing regulations full advantage should be

country.

Sincerely yours,

J OE,
UndeUR
J.COHEN'r
Une
ertrofousa.MrPesiseuritye

be fair both to the institutions, to the con-

tributors to the hospital insurance trust
fund, and to other patients. In framing the

dent wLlNthe Seaoruield?.Mr

regulations the Secretary and his staff will

dnwl

M.LN

h

eao

ilgbefrsc

consult with the organizations that have
Mr. HARTKE. I yield to the Senator
developed these principles as well as with from Louisiana.
leading associations of providers of services."
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I ask unaniWhile we have obtained a good deal of In- mous consent to Correct two incorrect
formation on current reimbursement prac- line references in two amendments
tices, the statute doss not permit us to de- adopted by the Senate day before Yestermine at this time exactly what reimburse- terday. The first is in the umendment
ment procedures will be used,
of the. Senator from New York [Mr.
The methods which will be Used will be JAvITS], section 1902 (a) (2) of the new
determined only after the advisory counciltil
has had an opportunity to study the matter tite
X. The reference intended was

and other organizations have been consulted.
The participation of the advisory council and

TePEIIGOFCR

Ual acuity greater than 20/200 if ae
parture from the present bill and the intentcopnebyalmtininhefldf
of that bill as expressed In the committee
visopnisuch ta
lmtainnwies
the
fiaeter of

by created a Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council.* * * "
This council will have as its members ex-

taken of the experience of private agencies in
order that rates of payment to hospitals may

[Mr. MILLER].

line 15 rather than line 13, page 160.
Second, the amendment of the Senator

the visual field subtends an angle no
greater than 200. This Is the same defi
nition as used in the Internal Revenue

Code for workmen compensation status.
It would perlnit a person whose visual
impairment is such as to constitute
blindness in accordance with the terms
of this definition and has worked in
sca
euiycvrdepomn
o
soixl
q euariters ovqualif fmporydsailty in
siqurancersht beneifit undrdsblthe soial

ibsert
gre f

prgam, aendfito continute eli-a
rorgucraymendtso longinas teli
amnss

oga

h

disability of blindness lasts.
Mr. President, the objective of this

amendment is to make of the disability
insurance program a true Insurance pro
gram for the blind-for those who are
now blind, for those who become blind
in the future.
This amendment would condition the

right to receive disability payments, and
the right to Continue to receive them,
upon the existence and the continuing
existence of the loss of sight.
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our amendment recognizes that the
severest of all the consequences resulting
from the occurrence of blindness in the
life of a working person is not the physical loss, the physical deprivation of sight.
But rather the severest loss sustained is
the economic disaster which befalls the
newly blinded workman, the economic
handicaps which are a consequence of
blindness,
it is these consequences-the abrupt
termination of weekly wages, the diminished earning power, the drastically
curtailed employment opportunities open
to the recently blinded person, or to the
person who has lived a lifetime without
sight-these, and not the physical absence of sight, convert the physical disability of blindness into the economic
handicap of blindness,
This amendment would provide a partial solution to the financial catastrbphe
which results from blindness. It would
provide a floor' of minimum financial security for those who must learn to live
again, to function without sight in a
world of sight.
This amendment would reduce the
competitive disadvantages of sightlessness; it would provide a continuing
source of funds to meet the extra equalizing expenses of functioning, blind, in a
sight-oriented society,
This amendment would be of immeasurable help to the worker suddeniy confronted by the devastating effects of
blindness-the discouragernents of protracted unemployment, the despair of an
expected lifetime of unemployment, the
shocking loss of independence, the hurts
and humiliations of dependency.
This amendment would also provide
minimum income security to the employed blind person who has lived for
years, or for a lifetime, without sightfor such a person must pay an extra price
in dollars and cents when he works as a
lawyer or piano tuner, as a teacher, salesman, or factory assembler.
Mr. President, the usual blind personwith average abilities, with no particular talents or training-such a person
works when he can find work, but he Irequently is the victim of the law of life for
the disabled person-last hired and first
fired; gainfully employed, when he is
employed at all, on jobs with the poorest
pay, the shortest in duration-jobs which
are now being rapidly automated out of
existence,
In Federal law, we have on other occasions made special efforts to help the
blind to be sell-supporting. I am happy
that one of the active supporters of this
amendment and a cosponsor of & 1787, is
the senior Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. RANDOLPH]. He authored the Randolph-Sheppard Act when a Member of
the House, which heus helped thousands
of the blind to be self-supporting.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Indiana has
expired.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I yield
myself an additional 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is recognized for 2 minutes.
Mr. HARTKE. For this person-the
usual blind worker-the 20 quarters eligibility requirement in the disability in-

-
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surance law makes the protection of disability insurance unavailable to him,
Our proposed six quarters requirement
would be much more reasonable under
the circumstances-under the special
circumstances which confronts such a
person,
I believe that the social security programs which are intended to diminish
the adverse economic and social consequences of advancing years or disabling
Impairments must never' be considered
fixed and inflexible in provision, for such
rigidity may defeat the purpose to be
served by such programs, flexibility of
approach and adjustment of provision to
meet special circumstance may assure
fulfillment of such purpose-the diminution of the hazards and heartaches of old
age, the lessening of the discouragements and disadvantages of disability,
I ask the Congress, therefore, to change
the disability insurance law for blind
persons, for the benefit of persons who
may become blind,
Under existing law, a person must work
in social security covered employment
for at least 20 quarters to establish eligibility for disability insurance cash payments.
This amendment reduces this requirement to six quarters, then the benefits
under the disability insurance program
may be more readily available to more
persons when blindness occurs; in order
that blind persons, unable to meet the
present requirement of employment for
5 years in covered work may be able to
qualify for benefits under the disability
insurance program,
Under existing law and practice, persons who are disabled and earn anything but the meagerest income are denied disability insurance payments as
they are considered no longer sufficiently
disabled and therefore no longer qualifled.
Under existing law and regulation, it
is not enough that a person is severely
disabled, that he is unable to get a job
because he is disabled, to qualify for disability insurance cash payments-he
must establish his physical inability to
do a job to qualify for such payments.
This amendment would change this
to allow persons who are disabled by
blindness to qualify for disability benefits upon proof of blindness and to continue qualified so long as they remain
blind; to continue qualified to receive
benefits even though they are employed,
even though they are earning, in order
that disability Insurance payments may
b,6 available to them to offset the extra
"equalizing" expenses incurred in living
and competing without sight in an environment geared to sight.
The amendment, by written endorsement, has the support of 43 Senators,
I hope the Senator from Louisiana may
see his way clear and not be too strong
in his opposition. I know of his humanitarian heart and his love and affection
for those who suffer from the disability
of blindness,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, a similar amendment was taken to
conference by the Senate last year. The
House strongly opposed it, and for good
reasons. The House will not accept the
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amendment, no matter what the Senate
does.
This is what is wrong with the amend
ment: It declares to be blind, persons
who are not completely blind. It pro
vides disability benefits for persons who
are not disabled. It pays disability bene
fits to people who are working full time.
We can continue adding benefits to
the bill and run up the cost. We have
great sympathy for people whose vision
is impaired, but the amendment would
dispense with the test of whether a per
son is able to engage in substantial gain
ful activity as a requirement for drawing
disability benefits.. A law now exists
which provides that, If one is disabled
due to blindness and unable to work, dis
ability benefits will be provided.
If he is not blind, and has no visual
impairment, disability payments will not
be made, unless he is unable to engage
in substantial gainful activity. But if he
is able to make a good living, there is
no particular reason why he should re
ceive disability benefits, because he is not
disabled and is earning a good income.
We are talking about persons under
the age of 65 who claim to be disabled,
although they are not.
The amendment would cost a large
amount of money-$287 million a year
on the average over future years-to do
something that we ought not to do. If
we start by adopting a principle of pro
viding disability benefits for people who
are not disabled, treating people as blind
and giving them benefits when they are
not completely blind, the practice could
extend to other areas and cost billions.
In this instance, the cost would be only
$280 million a year. But I know the
House will not accept the amendment,
and I frankly think the Senate ought
not to take it.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
It is true that the amendment was
taken to conference by the Senate last
year. It was agreed to unanimously; not
a Senator voted against it. What hap
pened last year should happen again this
year. Why should the Senate in one
year say it will accept the amendment,
and the next year refuse to accept it?
The mere fact that the House. of Repre
sentatives does not want the amendment
is no reason for the Senate to refuse to
accept It. The bill contains many provi
sions that I would take out if I had my
way. The Senate should accept the
amendment in the interest of obtaining
a good bill for aged persons. I do not
propose to surrender everything to the
House. We have surrendered 90 per
cent now. Let us go all the way down
the road.
It will cost money? I grant that it will
cost money; but I do not believe it will
cost as much as the Senator from Louisi
ana says it will.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. It would cost
more than $287 million.
Mr. HARTKE. It would cost a little
less than that-about $250 million. We
agree that it would cost money.
. I would not trade $287 million for my
eyes, let alone the eyes of the blind.
The Senator speaks about individuals
who claim blindness. It will be neces
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sary to change every Federal statute, because the amendment conforms with the

Federal law concerning blindness under

[From the
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"This amendment seeks to make the dis
ability Insurance program a true insurance

Program against the economic catastrophe of

the Internal Revenue Code.
POR THE BLIND
blindiness, against the economic disadvan
What the Senator is saying is that
Mr. H~AnIxE. Mr. President, tody I Inro
tages which result when blindness occurs In
the life of a workingman.
those People are cheaters. I do not be- duce a bill to liberalize the provisions of dis
"Under present law, a person who is blind
lieve they are cheaters. I believe they ability insurance under the Social Secrty and unable to secure social security covered
are trying to make a decent living; that Act for the benefit of the blind. This is the work for 5 years. cannot qualify for disabilthey want to go forward and make their same bill which was introduced in the 88th Ity Insurance payments. Reducing the pres
way
w arBu dnyig temthe~Congress by our distinguished colleague, then ent requirement from 20 to 6 quarters would
way.But
e ae deyingthe
theoP-the majority whip and now our Presiding Of 
be a much more reasonable and realistic re
portunity to do so by saying that they ficer, Vice President HUBERT HumPHREY. That quirement for people who, though oftentimes
will not be able to come under social bill, S. 1263, I was happy to offer in the Fi
well qualified for gainful work, still encoun
security for a long period of time. We nance Committee as an amendment to the ter much difficulty in obtaining any work
are asking them to place themselves in social security bill of last year, H.R. 11865.atl.
the hands of charity. I do not want them While It was not adopted by the F'inance at all. dr
aw
wre wobeoe
to have to do that.
Committee, it was subsequently introduced bidbthsntwre
o
er ncy
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, will byopItsauthora Seatfloor am penmbent and was ered employment Is denied the sustaining
the Senator yield?
wadoptaednb thonerSenate on Sepatembr 8.N at support of disability insurance payments at
wastaknHtAcofernceby enaorlONGasa time when his whole world has collapsed,
Mr HRTE.I
led.floor
manager of the bill, but, of course, It when disaster has terminated his earnings
Mr. GRUENING.
Mr. President, no was lost when the Congress adjourned with- and diminished his earning power, and he is
group of our citizens are more entitled out reaching agreement on the bill last year. faced with surrendering dignity and selfto everything they can possibly get justly
Mr. President, it has been my privilege to pride and applying for public or private char
than the blind. It would be a tragedy If introduce and work for many measures for ity-hardly a sound basis upon which to
theSentethesecnd ime faledto the benefit of the blind during the years since rebuild a shattered life; hardly the basis for
the
amnden
ecn
t.th Itie
waslad tote I first came to this body in 1958. Such Iegis- Instilling self-confidence and reviving hopeadopt teaedet
Itwsaoedlation
has been one of my special Interests, so essential as the first step In rehabilita
the first time unanimously, as the Sena- and I would be pleased in any case to offer tion and restoration to normal life and pro
tor from Indiana said. We are told that this legislation today. But it is a special ductive livelihood.
the House does not want it. We are told pleasure to do so at the express request of
"Under existing law, a person who Is blind
that the House will not change its mind, the Vice President, whose election removed and earns but the meagerest of income, is
But this is the Senate. I hope the Sen- from him the opportunity to present the bill denied disability insurance payments on the
ate will go on record and accept- the again as he would otherwise have done. In- ground that even the mneagerest earnings
amendment,
deed, he addressed me in a letter dated No- indicate such person is not disabled-or suf
Mr. HARTKE. To reject the aed
vember 29, 1964, asking that I carry on the ficiently disabled, in the eyes of the law-
amn-promotion
of this legislation in the
ment would be the sharpest rebuke we Congress. I am glad to be able to do so89thtoqaiyfrdsblypymn.
nottoqaiyfrdsblypymn.
hisbutalsoon
"As acmaterueofe
could deliver to the Vice President of the only on my own behalf and h",Autasoonn
l.ndresidenit,
theecd
aiconsequneof ofatb
blindn.
Pessdexit,
andeco
United States. He offered the amend- behalf of the other Senators whose names they continue to exist, even though a blind
ment last year, and the Senate took it appear as cosponsors of the bill,
Person is employed and earning. and these
to conference. I do not believe this is a
At the time Senator HUMPHREY presented economic consequences are expensive to the
program that the administration wishes the amendment to the social securing bill, blind person who has the will 'and the cour
torbkwhich
the Senate adopted as I have said, he age to compete in a profession or a business
Morebk.
ADRO.M.Peietwilmade
a statement explaining its vprovisions with sighted people, who must live and work
Mr. NDESON
Mr Preidet, illand purposes. Rather than offer a para- in a society structured for sighted people.
the Senator from Louisiana yield?
phrase of that clear presentation, I request
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I Yield 1 unanimous consent that the words of Sena"Adoption of this amendment would pro
minute to the Senator from New Mexico. tor HumPH1REY at that time may appear at vide a minimum floor of financial security to
Mr. ANDERSON. I hope no Senator this point in the REcORD as an explanation of the person who must live and work without
wlbeflebytecaatrztoofthis
biil.
sight, who must pay a price In dollars and
ailrbuefooletheyVie hraesident.oThe
There being no objection, the statement cents for wanting and daring to function in
a reuketo
te Vce Pesient.
Thewas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as equality with sighted men."~
Vice President, then a Senator from follows:
Mr. HAaTKE. Mr. President, I further re
Minnesota, made certain representations
"Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, my amend- quest that the bill may lie on the table until
on behalf of the amendment for the ment would liberalize the Federal disability the close of business FrIday, April 23, In order
blind. We frankly did not know what insurance program for persons who are now that any additional Senators who wish to do
the House would do. We said we would blind-ad, perhaps even to greater tin- so may add their names also as cosponsors,
take the amendment to conference. We portance-it would make disability insur,,
The PRESIDING OFncER. The bill will be re
preened
hefacs o te
onfreceance payments more readily available to more ceived and appropriately referred; and, with
presnte
th fats t th coferncepersons who become blind at
the time when out objection, the bill will lie on the table,
committee. But the amendment was not blindness occurs,
as requested by the Senator from Indiana,
kicked out by the House; It was kicked
"My amendment would do the following: until the close of business on Friday April
out on the basis of knowledge.
"Frt
twudicroaetegnrly23.
pyin $25 milionforrecognized and widely used definition of
We wuldbe
The bill (S. 1787) to amend title II of
persons said to be blind, but who are not blindness Into the provisions of the disabil- the Social Security Act to provide disability
blind. Why go through the same mo- ity insurance law: that is, blindness is cen- insurance benefits thereunder for any inditions?
tral visional acuity of 20/200 or less in the Vidual Who is blind and has at least 6 quart
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I Yield better eye with correcting lenses, or visual ers Of Coverage, and for other purposes, in
myself 2 minutes.
acuity greater than 20/200 Is accompanied troduced by Mr. HARTHE (for himself and
I want to go through the motions. I by a limitation In the field of vision such other Senators), was received, read twice by
that the widest diameter of the visual field its title, and referred to the Committee on
think the Vice President wanlts us to go subtends an angle no greater than 20 de- Finance,
through them. He told me so last night. grees.
He told me to make a battle for the
"S'cn.I
ol
llwaypro
h
Mr. LONG
of Louisiana.
Mr. Presi
dentdI
yield backlthe
remaindernofhm
amendment on the floor of the Senate. meets this definition in visual losannwo
time.
dbc
hermide
fm
If he were in the Senate, he could say So has worked In social security covered employ
now. He is not opposed to the amend- ment for a year and a half-six quarters.-to
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ment.
qualify for disability cash benefits,
move to lay on the'table the amendment
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con"Third, It would allow persons who meet of the Senator from Indiana.
sent to have printed in the RECORD the the above requirements in measurable sightThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
statement I made in the Senate on April lessness and length of time In covered em- motion to table is not in order until the
1,16.PloYment
to draw disability benefits, and toprontofhea
nd
nthssd
1,16.continue
to draw them, so long -as they re-pooeto
h aedethsue
There being no objection, the state- main blind-and irrespective of their in- all Of his time or yielded it back.
ment was ordered to be printed In the come or earnings, if they are fortunate
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I yield
RECORD, as follows:
enough to be employed,
back the balance of my time.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion of
the Senator from Florida to table the
amendment of the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Indiana will state it.
Mr. HARTKE. Do I correctly understand that the motion to table, if agreed
to, would kill the amendment, which is
sponsored by 43 Senators?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator is correct.
The question is on agreeing to the
motion to table. (Putting the question.)
It appears to the Chair that the "ayes"
have it and the motion to table is agreed

SENATE

Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], and
the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. FULBRIGHT], are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD]. would vote "yea."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Ilinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is
necessarily absent,
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HRUSXA] and the Senator from Kansas
(Mr. PEARSON] are absent on official
business,
If present and voting, the Senator
from Kansas [Mr. PEARSON] would vote
"nraBNETyate.ain"otdi
The result was announced-yeas 16,
nays '16, as follows:

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I askLe.
fo h esadny
ntemto
o Adn
table.

-

forthnas yasan
n hemoiontoAneron
Bennett

YEAS-1A6
Holland-

Montoya

Jordan, N.C.

Robertson

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, may Byrd, W.Va.
Lausche
Smathers
Douglas
Long, La.
Stennis
weEllender
Mansfield
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, a point Ervin
McNamaraththeSnorfmAlsa[.
of order.thtteSntrfo
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
NAYS-76
Seao
rmClrd
ilsaei.
Aiken
Hartke
Muskie
Seatr Cloao
ro
il sat
i.
Allott
Hayden
Nelson
Mr. ALLOTI'. Before the Chair an- Bartlett
Hickenlooper Neuberger
nounced his ruling upon the voice vote, Bass
Hill
Pastore
two Senators, the senior Senator from Bayh
Inouye
penl
Jackson.
Prouty
Colorado and the junior Senator from Bible
Boggs
Jiavits
P'roxmire
Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS] had risen to ask, Brewster
Jordan, Idaho Randolph
I presume, for a division. At least, tha
Burdick
Kennedy, Mass. Ribicoff
entrfo
cannon
Kennedy, N.Y. Russell. S.C.
was thitnino thanetonothh
eao
rm
Carlson
Kuchel
Saltonstall
Colorado.
Case
Long, Mo.
Scott
Strictly speaking, the Chair has now Church
Magnuson
Simpson
announced the decision. I therefore ask Clark
McCarthy
Smith
Cooper
McClellan
Sparkman
unanimous consent that the decision of cotton
McGovern
Talmadge
the Chair be rescinded as a courtesy curtis
McIntyre
Thurmond
which is due to each Individual Member Dodd
Metcalf
Tower
Dominick
Miller
Tydings
of the Senate, so that there can be al Eastland
Mondale
Williams, N.J.
division or a yea-and-nay vote.
Fannin
Monroney
Williams, Del.
M.LN
ofLusaa
MrPes-Fong
Morse
Yarborough
Mr f ONoiiaa
M.Prs-Gore
Morton
Young, N. Dak.
dent-Gruening
Moss
Young, Ohio
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Harris
Mundt
Chair did not see the Senator from Col- Hart
Murphy
orado rise. The Chair rescinds the acNOT VOTINGT-8
tion. A division is requested.
Byrd, Va.
Eruska,
Russell. Ga
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Dirksen
McGee
Symington
dent, I ask for the yeas and nays on Fulbrlght
Pearson
the motion to table.
So the motion to lay on the table was
The yeas and nays were ordere~i.
rejected.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, a pariaMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. presimentary inquiry,
dent, I yield myself 30 seconds on the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill.
Senator will state it..
It is obvious that the Senate is In faMr. CURTIS. What is the rollcall on? vor of the amendment. To expedite the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The proceedings, I ask unanimous consent
question is on agreeing to the motion that the Senate dispense with the yeas
of the Senator from Florida [Mr.. and nays and have a voice vote on the
SMATHERS] to lay on the table the amendment.
amendment of the Senator from Indiana
Mr. ALLO'TT. Mr. President, I object.
(Mr. HARTKE]. On this question, the
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President,
yeas and nays have been ordered, and the' Senator from Louisiana gave me a
the clerk will call the roll,
calculation that we had increased the
The legislative clerk proceeded to call cost of the bill by $1.2 billion. How
wehave order?

the roll,

Mr LENE
whnhs
aewa
Mr ELEDE
hs
am (hews
called). On this vote, I have a piair
with the senior Senator from Missouri
[Mr. SYMINGTON]. If he were present,
he would vote as I vote. I vote "yea,"
and let my vote stand.
The rollcall was concluded,
Mr ON anuce
fLoiina
Mr.LOGIanoune
f ousina
that the Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
MCGEE], and the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. RUSSELL], are absent on official
buies
business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGTON], the

much would this amendment increase

h csCannon
hecotCarlson
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Two hundred and eighty-seven million dollars.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I thank the Senator very much.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request?
M.ALOT.
bjc.Dominick
r.ALOT.
ojet.Eastland
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
eao
ilsae~Harris
enator wil state it.HartMotn
Mr. DOUGLAS. What is the question
now before the Senate?
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The PRES3IDING OFFICER. The
question Is on the amendment of the
Senator from Indiana (Mr. HARTHE].
The yeas and nays, have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. ELLET.NDER (when his name was
called). On this vote I have a live pair
with the Senator from Missouri [Mr.
SYMIfNGToN].
If he were present and
voting, he would vote "yea." If I were
at liberty to vote, I would vote "nay."
Therefore, I withhold my vote.
The rollcall was concluded.
the
BENeg
Tiv) Matr.Presidnt, vone tin
vthe Iehatve)a par. with
dntothedsig
ishe
Senator from fllinois [Mr. DIRKSEN]. If
he were present and voting, he would
vote "yea." If I were at liberty to vote,
Iwudvt"ay"TefoIwih

Iwudvt
ny"Teeoe
draw my vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana.

ih
I announce'
Alsa[.

BARTLETT]; the Senator from Wyoming

[Mr. McGEE], and the Senator from
Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL], are absent on
official business.
I further announce that the Senator
from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the Senator
from Arkansas [Mr. FULBRIGHT], and
the Senator from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGTOIarnesailabnt
TO]arnesailabnt

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
ol
oe"e.
BRLT]
ol
oe"e.
On this vote, the Senator from Virginia
BRLT]

[M.BR]ipardwtthSeto

Mrom ByRD]isg
paired withte
Snao
frmW
mig(.MCE]
If present and voting, the Senator
frmVgia
foVignawould.
vote "nay"
the
Senator from Wyoming
wouldandvote
"yea."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIRKSENIi] s
necessarily absent, and his pair has been
previously announced.
The Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
HRUSI<A] and the Senator from Kansas
(Mr. PEARSON] are absent on official
business.
If present and voting, the Senator
from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON] would vote
"yea."
The result was announced-yeas '18,
nays 11, as follows:
[No. 173 Leg.]
Aiken
Allott
Bass
Bayh
Bible
Brewster

YEAS-7
Hickenlooper
Hill
Inouye
Jackson
JoranN.C
Jordan. ldaho

Burdick

Kennedy, Mass. Proxmire

case
Church
Clark
Cooper
Cotton
curtis
Dodd
Fannin
Fong
Gruenlng
Hatke
Hayden

Murphy
Muskie
Nelson
Neuberger
Peastr
Prouty

Kennedy, N.Y.
Kuchel
Long. Mo.
Magnuson
Mansfield
McCarthy
McClellan
McGovern
McIntyre
Metcalf
Miller
Mondale
Monroney
Montoya
Morse

Randolph
Ribicoff
Russell, S.C.'
Saltonstall
Scott
Simpson
Smith
Sparkman
Stennis
Talmadge
Thurmnond
Tower
Tydtngs
WIlliams, N.J.
Williams, Del.

Morts
Mosst

Yarooungh
.D
Young, N.hDak

Yrrug
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NAYS-11
Anderson

Gore

Bartlett
Benntt

Ellender
Fuilbright

Dirksen

McGee

Byrd, W. Va.
Douglas
Ervin

Byrd,

Pearson
Russell, Ga.
yigo

So Mr. HARTKE's amendment wa
agedt.Mr.
CUtoS.
r rsdet
Mgr.e
Mr. URTS. ---r. resden
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.. RusSELL of South Carolina in the chair).
The Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. PresidentMr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I move
that the vote by which the amendment
was rejected be reconsidered.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. PresidentMr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
that the motion to reconsider be laid on
the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I have
been recognized. I have an amendment
at the desk, and I ask that it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated for the information of the Senate.
The legislation clerk proceeded to state
the amendment.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
that the reading of the amendment be
dispensed with,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes-The
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
object.
The

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

amendment will be stated for the information of the Senate.

The legislative clerk proceeded to read
the amendment.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, may
we have order in the Senate?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will be in order,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with,
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, I object.posed
jhet
PEIIGOFCR
Isteenished
objection?
Mr. GORE.
order,
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Mr. CURTIS. I am glad to yield to the

Hofland
Robertson
Lausche
Smathers
Long, La.
NOTVOING-11we
Hu

SENATE

shall, in lieu of the amount determined un
der subsection (a), be (I) the amount de
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I termined under subsection (a) minus the
sollietsugt
heSn tehat amount by which his deductible under part
shudlk
osgett
h
eae
B was increased (by reason of the provisions
cooperate as much as possible, to the of subsection (b) ) over $50, or (ii) the
that we can finish action on the amount determined under section 1813,
pnding bill at a reasonable hour, so that whichever is the greater.
p
Senators can leave to fulfill engage"1(2) The part B deductible applicable to
Bments, some of which have been already any Individual
delayed unduly.
"(A) who, during any calendar year, has
President, I believe that the Senl- received medical or other health care with
trfo
Nbak
a tyn
oe-respect to which the $50 applicable thereto

Senator from Montana.

McNamara

NTVTN-1end

a.

-

Mr. President, a point of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Tennessee will state it.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, Senators
cannot hear, because once again the
Chamber is filled with persons who ar

ato

fro

Nerasa

ws

tyin

toex-Is

Pedite the business of the Senate so
that We could consider his amendment
with dispatch, and I would hope that in
the interests of all concerned, the request I am about to make will be accepted.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendment be considered
as read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr.
ANDERSON. What
is
the
amendment about?
Mr. MANSFIELD. It will be explained. It is the same amendment that
was considered yesterday.
Mr. ANDERSON. I thought we put
a time limitation on it, that we were
trying to get away from reconsidering
amendments be acted upon the other
day?
Mr. CURTIS. That is correct. I
shall explain the amendment,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana? The Chair hears none;
and the amendment will be printed in
the RECORD at this point,
amendment offered by Mr. CURTIS
is as follows:
On page 126, line 13, strike out "programs",
and all that follows, and insert in lieu
thereof "programs."
On page 128, between lines 13 and 14, in-

subject to Increase by reason of the pro

visions of subsection (b), and

"(B) who, during such calendar year, has
received Inpatient hospital services with re
spect to which the inpatient hospital deduct
ible has been increased by reason of sub

scin()
shall, in lieu of the amount determined un
der subsection (b), be (i) the amount de
termined under subsection (b) minus the
amount
by which his Inpatient hospital
deductible under part A was increased (by
reason of the provisions of subsection (a) )
over the amount determined under section
1813, or (it) the amount determined 'under
part B (without regard to this section),

whichever is the greater.
"(d) For purposes of this section, the
term 'income tax- liability' means, when ap
plied
to any individual, the amount of the
tax imposed
on such individual for the tax
able year under chapter 1 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. reduced by the sum
of the credits allowable under part IV of
subchapter A of such chapter (other than
the credit allowable under section 31 of such

Code).Frproe
(b), an

fsuscin

a

n

individual's income tax liability

shall be determined on the basis of his last
taxable year which ends prior to the date he

commenced to receive the services with re
spect to which the deductible under sub

section (a), or (b), as the case may be, is
being
"1(f) determined.
In the case of any Individual who
is married and files

a joint income tax

return with his spouse, the Income

tax

liability of such Individual shall be deemed

sert the following:

to be one-half of the joint Income tax liabil

"ALTERNATE VARIABLE DEDUCTrIBLES UNDER PARTS
A AND H RELATED TO INCOME TAX LIABILITY

ity of such individual and his spouse."

Mr. CURTIS.

"S5EC.1876. (a) Except as is provided inmyef5ints

subsection (c) (1), the Inpatient hospital de-

ductible applicable to an individual under
part A with respect to inpatient hospital
services furnished to him during any spell
of illness, beginning prior to 1971 shall, if

Thsel

Mr. President, I yield

PRmnuesIDN.

Sntrfo-Nbak
Sntrfo-Nbak

FFCR
srcgie
srcgie

h
o
o

5 minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I shall
his income tax liability exceeds the amount do my best to stay within that time.
of such deductible as determined lunder secMr. President, yesterday I offered an
tion 1813, be. in lieu of such amount, an amendment. It lost by a vote of 51 to
amount equal to his income tax lIability, 4.M
mnmn ol aeetne
o h muto
h utmr
hre
m
for the inpatient hospital services fur- the time without limit. I have changed
him, whichever Is the lesser,
it now so that it would be law for the
"(b) Except as is provided in subsection first 5 years of the operation of the pro
(c) (2), the deductible applicable to an gram.
This is what the amendment
individual under part B with respect to would doservices provided him thereunder during
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
any calendar year prior to 1971 shall, if Senator wil suspnd. The Senate w Il
his income tax liability exceeds $50. be in plas bein order.
lieu of $50, an amount equal to his income

tax liability, or the amount of the customary

charges imposed for such services, whichno otefloadI
nile
s
htever
is the lesser,
the Chair enforce the rules of the Senate
"c)(1) The inpatient hospital deductible
an htpoednsg ofrhrutlapplicable to any individualand hatproeedigs
o n furheruntl
"(A) who, during any calendar year, has

The Senator may proceed.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, the
amendment would reduce the cost of the
two medicare programs by somewhere
between $420 million and $480 million
annually. That is almost half a billion
dollars. It would do it by requiring the
well-to-do and the wealthy~-those who
aebte
f-opyalo
ato hi

the Chamber Is in order,
received inpatient hospital services with
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will respect to which the inpatient hospital dethe Senator from Nebraska yield to me? ductible Is subject to increase by reason of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All per- thewrovsiosiocsusecion(a)san
sons not entitled to the floor will please ~'(B) who, during such calendar year, hason
eialbls
withraw.received
medical or other health care with
Information came to me today that
withraw.respect
to which the deductible applicable two or three Senators said they did not
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, wilto him under part B has been increased by fully understand my amendment yester
the Senator from Nebraska yield to me? reason of the provisions of subsection (b). day and wished they had voted for it.
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I have changed the amendment enough
so that it can be voted upon again. At
the end of 5 years, after the program is
started, after we have gone through the
trial and error period, and after we have
had all the supergrade personnel learnIng how to operate the insurance program, if we wish to change it, we can
do so.
This is how the saving would be
brought about: First, let me say, with
respect to the 80 percent of our older
citizens, with little or no income, that
it will not affect them at all. According to the Chief Actuary of the Social
Security Administration, among 80 percent of the population over 65 years of
age, neither husband nor wife pays any
income tax. Therefore, 'we are talking
about the 20 percent in the upper brackets. This is how the saving would be
effected:
In the bill, there Is a deductible of $40
for hospital expenses. It may change as
hospital rates go up. There is a deductible of $50 for medical expenses. My
amendment, briefly stated, would provide that the deductible for the hospital
shall be $40, or the Individual's last
year's income tax, whichever is the
higher. For the doctor's purpose, which
is a $50 annual deductible, my amendment provides that it shall be $50, or last
year's income tax, whichever is the
higher. It is easy to administer. For
an individual going into the hospital,
either he or the person transporting him
and looking after him, can answer the
question, "Did you pay any income tax
last -year, and if so how much?"
It Is so written that if they file a joint
return, each is presumed to owe half of
the tax. It is also written so that if one
has both hospital and medical expenses,
the added deductibility shall apply only
once, not twice.
This is how it would work: In the first
place, let me say that Social Security
benefits are not taxable Income. If a
husband and wife showed $10,000 of income in a joint return, it would be presumed that each would have $5,000. The
tax on $5,000 could not be, for an individual 65 years of age, more than $557.
It might be less, because he might have
capital gains, or he might have retirement income, or something else,
It would mean that an individual with
a $5,000 income above and beyond his
Social Security benefits would have to
pay the first $550 of the cost of an illness in any year. If he were hit with a
catastrophic illness and he had expenses
of $20,000, he would pay the first $557.
If his medical expenses were only $400
he would pay the entire bill. I believe
the amendment is accurately drawn. I
know it is workable to use the income tax
as a basis,
T'he PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. CURTIS. I yield myself 1 additional minute.
This Is the amendment upon which
we voted yesterday. The distinguished
and able junior Senator from Louisiana
[Mr. LONG] and several other Senators
supported it. I do not care to take any
further time, except to remind Senators
that In getting this program started-

-
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I am talking to Senators who expect to
vote for it and who believe in it-and I
respect their views--we should start it
gradually. Let us start the program for
those 4 out of S persons who have limited
income. If it works well, we can apply
it to the millionaires. We can apply it
to Members of Congress. We can apply
it to people who have $15,000 in income
a year, or more.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield myself 2 miniutes, so that I may answer questions.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Is my understanding correct, that if I have a tax of $550,
I would not be entitled to remuneration
from the fund until my medical expenses
exceeded $550?
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. If my tax were $800,
I would not be entitled to remuneration for medical expenses or. hospital expenses until they reached above $800?
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is correct,
The Senator would not have an $800 tax
bill until both the husband and wife
had something like $12,000 and beyond
in social security,
Mr. LAUSCHE. The modification that
has been made in the Senator's amendment, as it is now pending, is that the
Senator puts a limitation of 5 years on
the program that he is suggesting, to see
how it works,
Mr. CURTIS. The Senator is correct.
Let us start where the need is the greatest.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator's time has expired.
Mr. CURTIS. I yield myself 2 additional minutes.
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. McCLELLAN. One of the objections that I have to the proposed legislation, although I shall vote for it, is that
I do not believe we ought to support
people who are able to support themselves, or that we should pay their taxes.
This program should be given a trial and
an opportunity to get on a sound basis
before we are asked to pay the doctors'
bills of people who are able to support
themselves and to pay their own bills..
Mr. CURTIS. I do not know of any
logical opposition to the amendment.
The amount of the income tax liability
Is easily ascertainable. There are no
people who have all their property in tax
exempt securities. It is only the well to
do who are sophisticated in their investment program, and they have ample
other taxes. This is a workable program. It would not violate any privacy.
I hope it will be adopted.
Mr. RI1BICOFF. Mr. President, I
yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
Tennessee.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I invite
the attention of Senators to the fact
that, since the Chair asked those who are
not entitled to the floor to depart; for
the past 10 minutes every Senator has
been able to hear the debate. However,_
I believe that I have made the point of
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order for the last time. This year I
moved from the rear row farther into
the Chamber. I know with what diffi
culty Members who occupy the rear row
can hear the debate. I have witnessed
this afternoon, as many as 75 people in
the Chamber who are not Members of
the Senate. I have seen as many as
three people at one time occuping Sen
ators' chairs, even though they are not
Members of the Senate. It seems to me
that our leadership on both sides of the
aisle could contribute to the decorum and
efficiency of the debate by helping us to
maintain decorum in the Chamber.
It is not one man's undertaking. I
believe I have made the point of order
for the last time.
Mr. President, turning to the pending
amendment, the distinguished senior
Senator from Nebraska would apply a
means test. The amendment now pond
ing would destroy the contributory char
acter of the medicare program. It would
not be an insurance-type program under
which contributions would be uniform
and benefits would be uniform. A means
or needs test would be applied.
This has been a crucial issue over a
period of years. I believe that the Amer
ican people have reached a consensus on
this subject. Even though we should
adopt the amendment, I suggest that it
would create an administrative impossi
bility. How would the hospital know
what charges to make? If we look at the
second page of the Senator's statement,
which he distributed, we see that it would
refer to the income tax return of 'the
millions of people going to the hospital.
How would a hospital know what deduc
tions to make? How would the admlni
stration in Washington know to what
benefits a recipient would be entitled?
This is an impossible project to admin
ister. It would destroy the very charac
ter of the bill and the program now un
der way.
I shall not take further time. The
amendment was voted down yesterday.
In the interest of time I yield back the
remainder of time that has been allotted
to me.
Mr. RIEBICOFIF. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 minutes.
We voted on this issue yesterday. The
Senator from Nebraska introduces a pro
posal which is completely foreign to the
social security system and completely
foreign also to the theory of private in
surance. For in the final anaysis, today
an individual who receives retirement
benefits under the social security sys
tem Is not asked what his income Is or
what he has in the bank. He is paid on
a uniform standard. This is the princi
ple of social insurance which is basic to
the entire social security system.
Furthermore, the proposal of the Sen
ator from Nebraska is completely un
workable. As the Senator from Tennes
see has pointed. out, the Income tax re
turn is filed on April 15. It indicates
how much a person owes. Suppose a
man owes $5,000 and has a $557 liability
in 1965. The income tax return Is filed
on April 15, 1966. Suppose he goes to
the hospital on January 1, 1966, and
stays 30 days. How is the hospital to
know, how is the doctor to know, how is
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the insurance carrier to know, how is
the adiministrator to know what the tax
liability would be?
Under those circumstances we would
be faced with an unworkable situation.
A person who had an income of $3,000
would be required to pay $213 of his own
money before he would receive any benefits under the plan.
A person who earns $2,500 would pay
$132. It is true that people who earn
$3,000 would consider that they were
fairly treated on the basis of equity if
they were paid the sum of $213.
In this instance, I think we are departing from basic insurance principles,
When any of us takes out a private insurance policy of any kind, he receives
benefits in accordance with the premiums that he pays. The insurance campany does not reimburse the policyholder depending upon what his income
might be. That point is basic to all private insurance and to the social security system. Adoption of the amendment offered by the Senator from Nebraska would be going completely contrary to all insurance principles.
As the Senator from Tennessee has
said, we would introduce a means test.
The benefits that people receive, they
receive as a matter of right because they
have paid their premiums, and we
should not discriminate against a person
based upon his income, be he poor or
rich, if he has made his payments during
his working years.
I am willing to yield back the remainder of my time,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Nebraska is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. First, I ask for the yeas
and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, it is no
more difficult to apply a $40 deductible
or a $150 deductible, if that was the tax
of a person. I do not know about the
people from Tennessee or Connecticut.
The people of Nebraska can answer the
question, "Did you pay an income tax
last year; and if so, how much?" They
can figure it out early in January.
There is nothing difficult about that.
It is always argued that this violates the
contributory principle,
How ridiculous can we be? There are
more than 19 million people over 65 who
will start ~drawing benefits immediately.
None of them has contributed a nickel.
Even the retirement program lasted 30
years. It is 10 percent contributory if
we count the employers. Of all the
tommyrot that can be thrown into a
debate, it is here. The social security
program has no resemblance to prepaid
Insurance in any part of it, but most
assuredly, in the medicare proposal we
would be taxing the young and the lowpaid, the criminal, the blind, and everyone who works, to pay the 'medical bills
of everyone over 65.
I say let us start by eliminating the
top 25 who can Carry Part of it Or all
of it.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
the Senator from Nebraska yield time to
the Senator from Ohio?
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSOHE. Mr. President, yesterday I spoke on the question. I tried
to point out that the argument that the
social security fund is predicated on
sound insurance principles cannot be
sustained. A half hour ago we approved
an amendment which would cost $287
million. Who raised the argument at
that time about sound insurance palidies? The $287 million will have to be
borne by the social security fund. We
voted to spend $287 million, but no one
gave a thought to the imposition of a tax
which would constitute the premium to
be paid into the fund to meet the obligation. The argument that we are proceeding on the basis of sound insurance
principles cannot be maintained,
Earlier today it was revealed that
when this program came from the President, it envisioned an expenditure of
$2.8 billion. Those are the words of the
Senator from Louisiana. I have checked
the program as presented by the President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from Ohio has expired.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, may I
have 3 more minutes?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield 3 minutes to the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The President's program envisions an expenditure of $4,733,
million. That was pumped up to $7.2
billion until 45 minutes ago. It is now
up to $7.480 million and we are still not
through with the bill.
The Senator from Louisiana made- an
excellent proposal. We ought to have
a bell in the Senate Chamber. Every
time we raise the expenditure by a billion dollars, we ought to ring the bell,
set the fireworks in motion, and send
the skyrockets flying. It is like knocking a home run in Cleveland while we
had as the manager the great financier
Bill Veeck.
We cannot argue sound insurance
principles in what has been done. in the
Senate.
I should like to put the following
question to all Senators: "The program
has been pumped up from $4,700 million
to $7,500 million. What have you done
to finance it? How have you increased
the taxes? Where has it been done since
these accelerations or escalations have
taken place?"
Nothing has been done in that direction. The principle is sound. Why
should I receive hospitalization and
medical care with an income of $30,000
a year? There is no justification f or it.
I yield the floor,
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, in
reply, I should like to state that never
in the history of the social security system has Congress failed to provide the
necessary financing for the benefits
which are voted. The other body, under
the leadership of one of the greatest
Representatives who has ever been in the
House of Representatives, Chairman
WILBUR MnILS, has been most careful in
always making sure that the proper
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financing and taxes were provided to
keep the social security fund sound.
The Senate Finance Committee added
some $700 million to $800 million more
than is contained in the House bill, and
the committee has made provision in the
financing to make sure that money would
be made available to pay for the benefit
voted.
It is true that this body has added
a significant number of increases. But
is there anyone who questions that when
the conferees on the part of the Senatethe distinguished Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD], the chairman, the distin
guished Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
the distinguished Senator
ANDERSON],
from Louisiana [Mr. LONG], the distin
guished Senator from Delaware [Mr.
WILLIAMS], and the distinguished Sen
ator from Kansas [Mr. CARLSON]-Sit
down in conference, they will allow these
large sums to stand if no provision is
made to finance and keep the social secu
rity fund sound? That is the answer
to irresponsibility.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I am delighted
that the distinguished Senator has
brought out that point, because all too
often the question of fiscal irresponsibil
ity is raised an the floor of the Senate.
We ought to have enough confidence in
the Finance Committee to understand
that any additional expenditures will be
based upon an appropriate increase to
take care of those expenditures.
I urge Senators to keep in mind the
argument made by the Senator from
Tennessee and the Senator from Ken
tucky as to how difficult it would be to
apply this particular amendment if it
Is adopted, which I hope it is not.
The Senate expressed itself yesterday.
In effect, the pending proposal is the
same thing. I hope that the Senate will
uphold the action of its committee again
today.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I
yield myself 2 additional minutes.
The question of irresponsibility in how
we finance a social security program is
surrounded with so much loose talk and
so much rhetoric that we ought to un
derstand how these things are arrived
at. The social security system has some
of the ablest actuaries in the United
States. 'Those actuaries have the cam
plete confidence of both the majority and
minority members of the House Ways
and Means Committee and the majority
and minority members of the Senate
Finance Commuittee.
There is not an insurance actuary
of any private insurance company in
the United States who will not tell us
that one of the most respected actuaries
in this entire Nation is Mr. Robert Myers,
the Chief Actuary of the social security
system. Never have the minority mem
bers of either party questioned Mr.
Myers' figures. As a former Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, I should like to say that
every time an amendment to a proposal
has been made in the social security sys
tem, we have leaned over backward in
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the conservative point of view to be sure favor of the proposal. I voted for the from Arkansas [Mr. FtLBRIGHT] and the
that there was always a little bit extra amendment because of my concern for Senator from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGTON]
in the tax take over the benefits that we the needy. elderly who have long been are necessarily absent.
give under the social security system.
deprived of medical care; and my conOn this vote, the Senator from Wyo
I know that in formulating the House tinuing concern that even the bill before ming [Mr. McGEE] is paired with the
proposal, WILBUR MILLs has leaned back- us does not yet meet their full needs. Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA1.
ward on the conservative side to make We have not met the problem of cataIf present and voting the Senator from
certain that the financing would be taken strophic illness, nor have we fully faced Wyoming would vote "nay" and the
care of. I know also that in the corn- up to the problems of long term out-of- Senator from Nebraska would vote
mittee on Finance, no final provision was hospital care. These challenges will "yea."
made for the taxing proposals and tax have to be met in the future-but no
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
rates until all the amendments had been matter when they are considered, we will Senator from Illinois [Mr. DiRKSEN] is
submitted. When all the amendments be working with a trust fund containing necessarily absent.
were in and the expenditures were financial limitations.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
I am not concerned with the ability of HRUSKIA and the Senator from Kansas
totaled, the staff of the Committee on
,Finance, sitting with the experts of the the wealthy to meet their health needs, [Mr. PEARSON] are absent on official busi
Department of Health, Education, and nor those in a situation that enables ness.
Welfare, totaled what we proposed to them to rely on private insurance. It is
If present and voting, the Senator from
spend and then wrote the tax provision the presence of the poor that has Kansas [Mr. PEARSON] would vote "yea."
into the bill before us to make certain brought this bill to the Congress. if it
On this vote, the Senator from Ne
that enough money would be provided is possible to allocate the revenues from braska [Mr. HRUSKA1 is paired with the
to pay for the expenditures.
social security contributions in such a Senator from Wyoming (Mr. MCGEE].
I am confident, and the Senate must way that the benefits to the poor can If present and voting, the Senator from
be confident, that the conferees we send someday be improved then I am ready Nebraska would vote "yea", and the Sena
to conference will, in harmony and in to do that. If we know that under the tor from Wyoming would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 40,
conjncton iththe conferees of the Internal Revenue Code those over 65 with
conunctionk wetith
tathsIson.sufficient
Income to be taxed can claim a nays 52, as follows:
On oeadfnlase oteds
full deduction for medical expenses, and
[No. 174 Leg.1
tngused Soeanato froml ansebraska
thds
that these citizens have the ability to
FS 0
tnusiosiedSerathebi figre, thebr$50,000e
provide for themselves, then I am not too A~iken
Harris
Robertson
manconsther lithe hasfgiven the Senate. anxious to see expenditures from the Allott
Hickenlooper
Russell, S.C.
ma ntels
ehsgvnteSnt.trust
fund for their illnesses.
Bennett
Hill
saltonstall
John Jones in 1965 earns an income of
I am aware of the traditional argu- Boggs
Holland
Scott
He
asa
axlibiltyof$2,20,mens
uroudig
he
eas
es,
utByrd,
Va.
Jordan, N.C.
Simpson
$50,000. Hehsatxlaiiyo
2,7,mnssronigtemastsbtChrlsonx
Jordan, Idaho Sparkman
on which he has made quarterly pay- traditional arguments can wear thin in Cooper
Lausche
stennis
ments, with the balance to fall due the face of new evaluations of Federal Cotton
Lang, La.
Talmadge
sikon rsoiblttotepr.Curtis
McClellan
Thurmond
April 15. John Jones becomes sik
rsosbltyt
h
or
ominick
Miller
Tower
January 1, and his income stops. ARl
A poor person over 65 In need of health Bastland
Morton
Williams, Del.
he has is what he earns. He goes to the care receives little comfort In knowing Ervin
Mundt
Young, N.Dak.
hositl
efr
n lng
lngr
ta. tatheis
n hesam
pan asth
Fannin
Murphy
hosita
fr alonongrsay.Heno
hathe
s n te
ameplae
s te
'ong
Prouty
has earnings. He is now in a position of wealthy, as regards his medical benehaving to pay the final quarter of his fits.. It would do him more good to realNAYS-52
income tax liability, $5,500. Now he is
Anderson
Hayden
Morse
fcdwtthsiutothtbfrheize greater health care for longer periods Bartlett
Inouye
moss
canrcedive bhenefitsundern thet medire e as a result of our ability to reallocate Bass
Jackson
Muskie
ca

rcevebeeftsunerth
iedcae

xitig

uns.Bayh

bil, 2127
hefist mst e edctd.
However, Mr. President, I have been
Tht oohus.
anwllgot te eBrewster
Thtmnwill
neerb
oaltopay $21,720s.T add persuaded that the amendment now
wil
e aleneer o ay 21,20.To ddpending would create real difficulties in

insult to injury, he has paid into the
social security system during his entire
lifetime since he began working. Week
In and week out, he has made payments
matched by his employer. So he has
a funded interest and a funded investment In the social security fund.
To say now, since he has become disabled and no longer has an income, although he was a hard working wage
earner in 1965, but became sick in 1966
and no longer has income, that he will
have to pay $22,500 before he can be
reimibursed-how unfair can we be?
The proposal of the Senator from
Nebraska is discriminatory against
earners of large incomes3, the wealthy,
and the middle class. So far as I am
concerned, when we deal with social
security we should not discriminate
against the rich, the middle class, or the
poor. We should try to provide benefits
on the basis of equality. That is the
great principle of the social security system. We would be breaking down the
basic Principles of social security if we
adopted this amendment.
Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President when this amendment was
before the Senate yesterday I voted In

Javits

Bible
Burdick
Byrd, W.Va.
Cannon

Nelson

Kennedy, Mass. Neuberger
Kennedy, N.Y. Pastore
Kuchel
Penl
Long, Mo.
Proxmire
Magnuson
Randolph
Mansfield
Itibicoff
Mcovrth
Sniather
McIntyre
Tydings
McNamara
Williams, N.J.
Metcalf
Yarboraugh
Mondale
Young, Ohio
Monroney
Montoya
NOT VOTING-8
Hruska
Russell, Ga.
McGee
Symington
Pearson

the administration of the medicare progrm
sarslIwudrte
atcase
for the program to be In operation be- Church
fore giving any further consideration to Dodd
the many issues raised by this amend- Douglas
mn.Gore mn.Gruening
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield Hart
back the remainder of my time.
Hartke
Mr. CURTIS. - I yield back the remainder of my time.
Dirksen
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Rus- Ellender
SELL of South Carolina in the chair). Fulbright
The question is on agreeing t the
Sotea
nd ntferdb
M.
amendment of the Senator from Ne- CURTIS was rejected.
braska. The yeas and nays have been
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I move
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
to reconsider the vote by which the
The legislative clerk proceeded to call amendment was rejected.
the roll.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I move
Mr. ELLENDER (when his name was to lay that motion on the table.
called). I have a live pair with the
The motion to lay on the table was
senior Senator from Missouri [Mr. agreed to.
SYMINGTONI. If present and voting, he
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
would vote "nay." If I were at liberty to Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
vote, I would vote "yea." I therefore
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
withhold my vote,
the Senator yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
The rollcall was concluded.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, for
that the Senator from Wyoming [Mrt. the benefit of the Senate, I wonder if the
McGEmI and the Senator from Georgia leadership could gain some idea as to
[Mr. RUSSELL]I are absent on official busi- how many amendments will be offered.
ness.
To the best of my knowledge, there will
I further announce that the Senator be an amendment offered by the distin
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guished Senator from Indiana [Mr.
HARTKEE.
There will be a motion to re-

Commit by the Senator from Nebraska
[Mr. CuaRis].

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I1have
an amendment to offer which would take
very little time,
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it
appears that we are close to completion,
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to allow any Senator, during the session of the Senate today, if he has a speech with relation
to the bill, to have his speech printed
pirto the vote, even though the speech
oe
prior emdeatrth
b made
th vote.surance
mightfter
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That request has already been made and
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The motion to recommit, ordered to be enrollee will have the advantage of a
broad group plan which can operate on
printed in the RECORD, is as follows:
I move that the bill (H.It. 6675) to provide the most economical basis.
I will not discuss all of the details
a hospital insurance program for the aged
under the Social -Security Act with a supple- concerning the benefits for our own Fed
mentary health benefits program and an eral retired employees. I will discuss
expanded program of medical assistance, to briefly the benefits and the costs of the
comprehensive protection offered
underInsurance
the Old-Age,
increase
benefits
System,Surto most
vivors, and
Disability
improve the Federal-State public assistance retired Federal civil servants, which is
programns, and for other purposes, be recoin- referred to as the high option.
A retired Federal civll servant can get
mitted to the Committee on Finance with
instructions (1) that such. committee forth- protection under Blue Cross and Blue
with report back such bill to the Senate with Shield for both husband and wife and
such changes therein as may be necessary to the total cost is $23.83 per month. That
eliminate from the bill all matter relating to includes the Government's share and the

ii
o
eie
mlyessae
the establishment of a program of health inbenefits for the aged and a supple-emlyesha.Foartidcvl
mentary medical insurance benefits for the servant not having a husband or wife,
aged under a new title XVIII to be added to the total cost is $8.97 a month. This gives
the Social Security Act, and (2) that such the husband and wife lifetime protec
granted,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- committee, on or before March 1, 1966, report tion up to $30,000, with $1,000 an
dent, I yield myself 30 seconds. I have to the Senate a legislative proposal which nual protection thereafter if the $30,
0isehutdIfhenrlefuy
wllpersuade any would provide a plan of hospital and medical
tht Ithik
a seec
3Ithe enrolleeufull
oeeInsurance for the aged which Is patterned 000 isfexhausted.
Speeho thavteI thin wh ill.
Senatr
ote to
or th bil. How~erafter the health insurance program presently recoverbeoete$000iexasd
in effect with respect to retired Federal civil he can be reinstated for the remaining
I shall make it after passage,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The service employees under the Federal Em- balance of the $30,000. Under Blue Cross
ployees Health Benefits Act of 1959, but un- and Blue Shield, provision is made for
Senator from Nebraska is recognized.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask to der which the individuals covered by such a benefits of needed hospital costs and suramend my motion to recommit by strik- program would pay the entire prem~ium~ gery and also non-surgical-medical costs
ing out on page 2, "March 1, 1966," and charged for participation, except that, with in the hospital from the first dollar of
epnfobterhaudrtebil
finanInsetingin
leu tereo "Setembr 7 respect to aged Individuals who are Federal
il
etrta
ne
h
epne
o
unable to pay such premium,
insetin inlieutheeof`Sepei~ber7 ,cially
assistance toward meeting the payment of In addition, the enrollee is provided with
1965."
OFFICER. The such premium would be provided from gen- protection wnen he is not hospitalized.
The PRESIDING
Senator has that right. The motion is eral revenues to the extent necessary to en- This protection has a $100 deductible,

modified accordingly,
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, there is

able them to participate in such program. plus Blue Cross and Blue Shield pays 80
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, a percent of all medical costs and drugs

being placed on the desk of every Sena-

parliamentary inquiry,

tor an explanation of this motion. I
hope to take as little time as possible. I
shall go through it rapidly.
The intent of the motion is twofold:
First. To recommit the bill and strike
out medicare, including the hospital insurance program known as King-Anderson, or part A, and also strike out the
supplemental medical benefits program
known as part B, and direct the Committee on Finance to bring in another plan
on or before September 7, 1965, and
Second. The motion requires that all
the remainder of H.R. 6675, which includes the social security benefits increases and all other matters except
medicare be reported back forthwith by
the Committee on Finance so that the
same can be immediately passed by the
Senate.
Mr. President, will
Mr. MANSFIELD,.
the Senator Yield?
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Chair clear the Chamber and keep it
clear, and, if necessary, order the Sergeant at Arms to carry out the directive,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Sergeant at Arms is directed to see that
all persons not entitled to the privilege
of the floor withdraw or maintain order.

The PRESIDING
Senator will state it.
Mr. ANDERSON.

and many other items.

OFFICER.

The

Did not the Senator

modify his motion?
Mr. CURTIS. I changed the date
from March 1, 1966, to September 7,
1965.
TEALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL FOR MEDICARE
HEindustry

The motion directs the Committee on
Finance to bring to the Senate floor on
or before September 7, 1965, a plan patterned after the health insurance program presently in effect with respect to
retired Federal civil service employees
under the act of 1959. It further provides that under such a plan individuals
covered pay the entire premium for participation, except that with respect to
aged individuals who are financially unable to pay the premiums, Federal
assistance toward meeting the payments
of such premiums may be provided from
general revenues to the extent necessary.
It does not invade the payroll tax,
which is so much needed for ordinary
social security,
This will provide better benefits at
lower costs under our private enterprise
system. It is pointed out that if the
Federal Government undertakes the two

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, when I insurance programs provided for in H.R.
say that the measure can be immediately 6675 that they are going to turn to the
insurance industry and the medical propassed by the Senate, I mean tonight,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The fession to make them work.
The individual ever 65 who has a diffiSenator has not yet had his motion sent
to the desk. In order to yield time, it cult time purchasing private hospital and
medical insurance at a cost within his
will be necessary that that be' done.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I ask reach is the individual who is not a part
that my motion to recommit be called up of a large group which will continue as
and that the motion be not read, but a large group. If we permit all individuals in the country over 65 to enroll
printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without in a plan similar to the plan for Federal retired civll service employees, the
objection, it is so ordered.

Many retired civil servants elect to
take the high option which Is provided
by the insurance industry. This has a
total cost of $23.51 a month for a hus
band and wife. For a retired person
without a spouse, the cost is only $9.14
a month.
This high option under the insurance
is a plan wherein many insur
ance companies participate but their
spokesman or agent is the Aetna Co.
This high option under the insurance
industry pays benefits up to $40,000 once
in a lifetime, plus a benefit of $1,000
per year after the payment of the $40,000
is exhausted. If the enrollee fully recov
ers from his illness before the $40,000 is
used up he is reinstated for the remain
ing balance of his $40,000 of protection.
't'he insurance industry gives to these
high-option enrollees room and board in
the hospital from the first day up to
$1,000 with no deductible and no wait
ing period. After the above thou
sand-dollar expenditure, there is a $50

deductible and the insurance industry
Pays 80 percent until they have ex
hausted their $40,000 total protection.
Under the insurance industry, highoption benefits are paid to the HIl en
rollee when he is not a patient in the

hospital. These are subject to a $50
annual deductible and 80 percent of the
expense is paid after the

deductible.

These benefits include the fees of doctors
and surgeons, for home calls, or offce
calls as well as registered nurses, am
bulance services, diagnostic services, Xray, laboratory tests, braces, oxygen,
blood and all drugs as prescribed by a
doctor.
It should be understood that the mo
tion to recommit directs the Finance
Committee to prepare a proposal pat
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terned- after the above-mentioned plans
for retired Federal civil servants. The
plan ultimately worked out might vary
in detail to meet the particular needs of
a larger group. These details should not
be worked out on the floor of the Senate
and no attempt Is made to discuss them
here, nor are they set forth in the motion to recommit.
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over 65 by making a large group plan
available to them which has many advantages. It is possible to help all those
who need help in paying the cost. It is
possible to give them better protection,
handled by more competent hands than
Government bureaucracy, and at the
same time save the taxpayers $2.5 billion
each and every year.
Today, I received a communication
from the chairman of the Aetna Co.,
authorizing me to say that the Aetna
Co. is willing to sit down with the Senate Finance Committee, in conjunction
with any like-minded companies, in an
effort to work out a plan to provide broad
medical care* programs for the aged
which would be both insured and administered by the private sector,
The choice on the motion to recoinmit is clear-a vote for recommittal is to
give better protection, at one-half the
cost, under private enterprise.
Mr. President, I submit the motion
to recommit to the conscience of the
Senate.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresidentMr. MUJNDT. Mr. PresidentMr. CURTIS. Mr. President, how
much time have I consumed?
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The

5 minutes to the Senator from South
Dakota.
The PRESIDING OFFICER
The
Senator from South Dakota is .'ecog
nized for 5 minutes.
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, let me,
first of all, congratulate the Senator from
Nebraska on the effort he is makting,
which I believe to be highly worth while.
I do not consider the motion to recommit
to be at all a delaying tactic, other than
the fact that in legislation as compre
hensive and far-reaching as the pending
bill, we should take whatever time is re
quired in order to find the best and op
timum answer.
Mr. CURTIS. Will the Senator yield
me 20 seconds for an observation at that
point?
Mr. MUNDT. Certainly.
Mr. CURTIS. It is a delaying action,
in that it will delay the ultimate sociali
zation of America.
Mr. MUNDT. Of course It will delay
final decision, but I invite the attention
of the Senate to the fact that more im
portant than a target date for adjourn
ment of the Senate on September 7, or
October 1, or any other date-we
are all eager to get out of here-is to
find the answer to this complicated prob
lem 'which will be a satisfactory answer

for July 8, 1965, we will, when H.R. 6675
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
is in full operation by 1972, be paying the Senator from Nebraska yield 2 minmore'than $5 billion for medicare. In utes first on this side, so that we may
all probability that figure will be higher. relThis
In dicusedpriateentrhe bov
Mr. CURTIS. I am glad to do so
prise alternative it will be noted that the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi_
total cost, to the Government and the dent, I yield 2 minutes to the Senator
aboviuta$9, mothor a ittle moredua and from Montana.
abot
ont$ aora lttl moe, nd
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
for an individual plus his spouse some- Senator from Montana is recognized for
thing over $23 a month.
2 minutes.
I have made inquiry concerning an
Mr. MANSFIELD..
Mr. President, It
estimate of what it might cost through appears to me that what the distinprivate enterprise, to provide protection guished Senator from Nebraska is adfor all citizens over 65 comparable to the vocating is nothing but a delaying acprotection given to retired civil servants, tion. We have in the Chamber at this
and I have come up with a figure of $250 vr
oettedsigihdcar
beiee tat
ayer.
igue s fx, arman of the Committee on Finance, who
too high, but I wish to be on the safe is not in favor of the bill, but who ha~s
and conservative side,
not opposed hearings on it, or consideraThe motion to recommit provides that tion of the measure, and who has offered
the individual shall pay his own pre- no delay but who, in spite of his own
miumn but that the Government, from personal feelings, has allowed this matgeneral revenues, will help those who ter, alter long, Careful, and deliberate
need help. Let us assume that those consideration by the full committee, to
of our aged in the upper one-third in- come to the floor of the Senate for decome bracket can pay for their premiums bate and dispoal.
themselves. Let us assume that those
The Senator from Nebraska talks
in the lower one-third income bracket about the Committee on Finance taking
cannot pay anything and the Govern' this back again unto its bosom and rement will have to pay the entire amount porting on September 7.
of their premium. Let us further asFrankly, I wish to be out of here by
sumie that those in the middle incomne September 7. I believe that this matter
bracket will have to have help in varying has had enough in the way of deliberadegrees, but that the help required will tion. I am not in favor, at this late
average one-half of the cost of the pre- date, of any private insurance company
miums. This would result in the Gov- coming in and offering to sit down with
ermient, from general funds, paying on the Finance Committee to work out the
the average one-half of the cost for all details of a bill which is our responsienrollees.
bility and ours alone.
One-half of the cost of a $250 annual
I hope that this delaying motion to
premium for 20 million Persons would recommit is recognized for what it is,
be $2.5 billion. This is one-half of what and I hope that the motion will be deIt is admitted medicare will cost under feated decisively.
H.R. 6675 by 1972.
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President, will the
It is possible, by adopting this motion Senator from Nebraska yield?
to recommit, to assist all of our citizens
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield

Even though we did not do this until
the next session of the Congress in jan
uary, no great harm would be done.
has been a matter of public disCu~ssion and congressional consideration
for a great many years. I believe that
every Member of the Senate is trying to
find the optimum way in which to meet
the basic problems which are involved.
Ljet me point out that we should delay'
a little on a measure of this kind, because
Ifwe button It in-to social security we
will write it into perpetuity and will never
have another opportunity to consider
another plan voluntary in nature involv
ing the private enterprise concept, once
the proposed legislation is enacted.
Oce we start the procedures of taxation
and withholding on the basis of a social
security withholding tax, it then becomes
too late to unscramble the omelet.
The decision we make today-if we
make it-is a decision we make at a time
we act on Procedures recommended by
the motion to recommit which will be a
decision which will be permanent in
nature.
I shall support the motion to recoin
mit and, if it fails, sadly but firmly I
shall vote against the bill.
I shall vote against It sadly, because a
vote against the bill will be a vote against
an objective in which I believe; namely,
giving Government assistance to those of
our aged citizens who need help to meet
the costs of adequate medical care.
There are many ways in which this can
be done. We have before us the socalled compulsory social security ap
proach. The provision of the Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS] is an oppor
tunity, to again look at the various possi
bilities, and to separate this considera
tion from desirable and needy reforms
and liberalizations of the social security
program, per se, which I suspect, prob
ably, if they were put out for themselves

ADVANTAGES

There are many advantages to the approach which are set forth in the motion
to recommit. Among these are:
First. Better protection.
Second. A program handled by the
most competent concerns and individuals who have had years and years of
experience,
Third. It is the private enterprise
way.
Fourth. The benefits offered are superior to the benefits provided for in the
present bill,
Fifth. It will save a tremendous
amount of money.
SAVINGS

Wesonwilhae20mllo idviualsointhelUnited Statesloveri65.vAcual
Unte
inth Stte ovr 5.
ccording to. the table prepared by the
chief actuary of the Social Security Administration, and found on page 15300,

column 1, of the
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Senator has used 14 minutes.

and will prove to be economically sound.
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would pass the Senate virtually unanimously.
In good conscience I cannot support
legislation, for example, which would
force the poor to pay the hospital bills
and other medical bills of the wealthy.
This type of a result, which could be
referred to as Robin Hood in reverse,
flows from legislation which would derive its financing from a compulsory tax
on first dollars of wages earned by the
Nation's working men and women with
no exemptions allowable. Surely, the
pretense that this is a great humanitarian effort to care for those in need is
severely damaged by sacrificing our
methods upon an altar of expediency
as we would do if we enacted this bill,
Among the 18 million over 65 who
would be eligible to take Part in this program are many hundreds of thousands
who are among the most affluent members of the wealthiest society in all
history.
Yet we propose to tax the average
worker, the poor, the crippled, and the
blind with a program of regressive taxation in order to provide a solution to a
problem which is vexing, but which can
be solved for the greater equity of all,
I cannot bring myself to compel the
poorest sector of our society to pay a
compulsory gross income tax with no exemptions on more than the first $5,000
of income to help support the wealthiest
element of our society for hospital
treatments for which they are completely
competent to pay.
I fear that if we now foist off on the
average worker this concept which will
tax the first dollars we earn with a gross
income tax without exemption, a great
effort will be made in future tax legislation to follow the same regressive philosophy in future tax legislation.
It is unconscionable. It is unjustifiable. It violates every canon of a conscionable concept of legitimate taxation.
Many individuals, of course, are caught
in the rising cost of living, and they may
not wish to take money out of their paychecks. Young people wish a lifetime of
their earnings clear, in order to meet a
contingency which they may never live
to confront.
Sometimes I wonder just who we Senators think we are.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
3 additional minutes to the Senator from
South Dakota.
Mr. MUNDT. Sometimes, as I say, I
wonder who we Senators think we are
when we sit in our seats and pompously
say we know so much more about the
affairs of the average family in America
than anyone else that we can compel
them to make financial determinations
which they themselves think are unwise
for them to make.
I somehow doubt that we have the
Olympian wisdom that enables us to
pontificate for all of society.
This is not to say that those in need
will not be helped by H.R. 6675. On
the contrary certain provisions of this
legislation are good but unforuntately
one of the most important Provisions is
lacking-a provision of choice. I for one
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will never accept the proposition that the some other protective plan in Order
American people are not capable of being to meet the requirements of the social
masters of their own destinies. A deci- security system. Or, we might be
sian to participate or not to participate in denying this farm family the needed
a health insurance plan should, in my money to help their child attend
estimation, be the prerogative of the in- college.
Are we to say that this farmer should
dividual and not be forced upon every
wage earner by the Federal Government. invest in an old-age health insurance
Who are we in Congress and in the plan that he may never use when his
White House and what right do we have commnonsense and the realities of life
to tell an average workingman that his indicate that he would be much better
best interests and the best interests Of off for all of his working lifetime with
his family will be served by taking a comprehensive hospitalization insur
additional money out of his paycheck to ance plan or- a casualty and accident
purchase protection against problems insurance policyj which would protect
which may be 25 or 35. years away and him during his productive years? Isn't
which he may never live to confront this decision his? Who, are we who
rather than using that money for some- thiiik we are so mighty and so wise to
make this decision for him?
thing that is needed right now?
Mr. President, we have before us a bill
many individuals, caught in the rising
cost of living, may not want any more that has -literally grown like "Topsy."
money taken out of their paycheck. From an initial proposal for a program
Young people who are raising a family that would cost in the neighborhood of
may need that money to take care of im- $2 billion we have Progressed to a Point
mediate bills. A young man who is say- where now even the supporters of this
ing for a college education would cer- bill admit that the cost will exceed $6.8
vroeamt
n
tainly be justified in deciding that his blinprya
wlinradise
perw year ands eveuryoe
education is more important than health biand
insurance for the aged that he may never 'in later years.
opo
ytdeohnfreape
be able to use. As U.S. Senators, we have
Iet doesinnothing, for exsample, toapro
the right to disagree with him but I do
aginst
ofamilyohi
not believe that we have the right to over- thes themindiviual orshs
tremendos costs ofvcatastrophicdill
rule his decision. I, for example, con- these
poIdedp
sider a life insurance policy to be an ex- inesses such asmwoudmhave beenh
iiofaedetwihIsp
cellent investment-but I do not believe i h
the Goverrnment should coerce every citi- Ported but which the administration
forces defeated by a rollcall vote in the
zen into buying one.
With this latest increase in the payroll Senate.
tax together with the increase of the tax-~ Packed in among the many worthable earning base, we will be taking~ an- while features are items even so that
other step toward the time when the have raised the overall cost of the pro
Government completely manages an in- gram far beyond the original expecta
dividual's finances. Under this proposed tions of its sponsors. Even the commit
plan a total of $379.50 from an em- tee bill has already been amended several
ployee's paycheck and a similar amount times during the consideration of this
from the employer could be extracted by bill on the Senate floor.
I deplore the fact that this legislation
the Goverrnment to be applied toward
programs. is being used as a vehicle to propel into
Goverunment-run
various
Granted, not all of this would go toward law many items that deserve a more
a health insurance plan, but taking just thorough scrutiny and more careful de
the figure of $56.10 which would be de- bate. These provisons have changed the
ducted from an employee's check as his concept of this bill from one which would
portion for miedicare, it reaches sizable solve a particular problem, medical as
proportions when multiplied by 30 or 40 sistance to the aged, into a revision of
years. its total is even more significant other aspects of our social security sys
when it is remembered that it may never tem, changegs which are not limited to
be used by the person who has been the aged and whose ramifications will be
forced to contribute for all of those years. felt for years to come.
By coupling these items to a bill de
To those.who would say that this risk is
inherent in most insurance plans I would signed to alleviate the problems of the
answer again that it is a risk that should aged who are ill and have inadequate
be decided upon by each individual and finances, the sponsors of this legislation
not by the Government. When to start have endangered not only the worthy ob
saving for one's golden years and how jective of medical assistance but also the
much money should be set aside are not increase in social security benefits, both
matters which should be determinable by of which I heartedly support.
I had hoped that I would have been
governmental edict.
An even more shocking statistic as able to support legislation this year which
to the projected cost of this program is would increase from $1,200 to $1,800 or
that which concerns the self-employed, more per year the amount of earnings al
A South Dakota farmer, for example, lowed under social security. In fact, I
could be taxed for $518.10 a year. Such have introduced separate legislation to
a tax of almost $45 per month places a that effect. I had hoped to support leg
islation which provides for a 7-percent
heavy burden on many of our farm
families who are already struggling to increase in cash benefits for social secu
make ends meet, especially when it 1s rity recipients, legislation which I have
levied against his gross rather than his supported in the past, but for the reasons
I have outlined previously I cannot do so
net income.
It is entirely possible that we may as an incidental item in a bill primarily
be forcing such individuals to forsake devoted to other purposes.
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No one can deny that we are experiencing a time when the cost of living is
steadily rising. Few people doubt that
inflation will continue to plague us. For
more than 5 years this Government has
run a deficit of over $5 billion a year.
I recently voted against expanding our
Nation's debt ceiling to an astronomical
$328 billion but the concession was enacted and interest charges of about $1 billion every month of the year are now being paid by the Government. The unfunded accrued liability of the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system-OASDI-was $321 billion on January 1, 1962, the last date for which complete figures are available. The unfunded accrued liability of military retired
pay is over $61 billion. Who knows what
this eventually means and where this
current proposal will carry us in this
ever-expanding and bewildering sea of
red ink? I am convinced, however, that
a bankrupt and insolvent social security
system could well become worse for our
average citizens and for America's oldsters than no social security system at
all.
No man or woman who has studied
this legislation can fail to recognize three
basic evils which have been embodied in
this act: subsidy, coercion, and control.
No one can doubt for a minute that
this is simply another step toward the
neutralization of private responsibility
which will eventually end when the Govermient assumes complete control over
the destinies of all of our citizens from
the cradle to the grave. The principle
established here, when carried to its logical conclusion, cannot fail also to be damaging to two segments of our free enterprise system-our physicians and our insurance industry,
As we vote on this bill, however, my
fears are not so much for these two
groups of our society or the collateral
Private economic enterprises and activities certain to be in the forthcoming target circles, as they are for society itself,
for we will be taking another step toward
destroying the Independence and self-reliance in America which is the last best
hope of individual freedom for all mankind,
Mr. President, I close with this
thought. There is a great deal of wisdom in going. a little slower before we
write into Perpetuity a program still so
controversial, still so uncertain, that even
after all the committee deliberations .in
the House, the House action, the committee deliberations in the Senate, and
the Senate deliberations, we have amendend itndreamened it texpandedr
and
an nraet nteforof
the
Senate, and still by narrow margins of
a few votes we remain divided and undecided about the wisdom of our course.
If that is delay, it is the delay of ipirudence and propriety. I suggest that
Senators vote in favor of the motion to
recomit.years
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. THUR-

-
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Senate, contains many needed provisions,
There are corrections of unjust provisions and eliminations of inequities included in the bill reported by the cornmittee which are long overdue,
Under existing law, social security
benefits are cut 'off for children at the
very time when- the expense for their
care reaches its most burdensome point.
This happens because social security for
a dependent child stops when the child
reaches age 18, despite the fact that the
child is, at that age, just at the point of
beginning college or advanced education. Under the bill before the Senate,
this inequity is eliminated. The bill provides that if a child is between the ages
of 18 and 22 and is a student, the social
security benefits continue. Not only will
this provide benefits when they are often
most needed, but it will provide means
and encouragement for more young people to continue their education,
Also under existing law, initiative and
incentive to work and earn Is penalized
and inhibited. The law now provides
that when a social security beneficiary
under the age of 72 earns more than
$1,200 annually, his social security benefits are reduced; and if he earns more
than $1,800, he would lose all of his social
security benefits. The bill before the
Senate would permit an individual to
earn as much as $1,800 without jeopardizing any of his social security benefits.
These reforms are overdue. I introduced separate bills In January to accomplish these reforms, and it is gratifying to see that these inequities are going
to be corrected,
Fairness and justice also require'that
certain religious groups who oppose insurance because of their religious tenets
be exempted from the compulsory provisions of the social security system, and
the bill wisely includes this exemption,
For some time, it has been evident that
the rising cost of living -has made it im.n
perative that the Congress increase the
level of benefits of the social security
program, if the program is. to continue
to meet the needs for which it was originally designed, This increase in benefits should have been enacted last year,
and it would have been passed but for
the insistence that any bill passed Include everything in the one. bill. The
proposal now before the Senate. would
increase benefits under the social security program by 7 percent and provide
a minimum increase of $4 per month for
each annuitant. This increase in benefits is needed, and I sincerely hope that
it will be passed.
Mr. President, there is also a very real
need to provide assistance to those
elderly persons who cannot afford adequate medical care. Great advances
have been made in medical science in
recent years, and the knowledge is now
available to provide., treatment for ilnesses to a degree unimnagined a few
ago. It would indeed be a tragedy
and a blight on our -society if those in
their senior years who have lived to
witness these miracles of science are deMOND].
nied, for lack of financial means, not
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the only the latest in medical care, but even
bill which contains the Social Security the type of medical treatment which has
Amendments of 1965, now before the been available, from a scientific stand-
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point, for years. The costs of medical
care-both the old and the new-have
skyrocketed. Unfortunately, the high
costs of such care is beyond the means of
many senior citizens.
The correction of existing deficiencies,
inequities, and injustices cannot justify,
however, the simultaneous creation of
new and larger inequities and injustices.
Nor does the meeting of existing needs of
senior citizens who cannot afford ade
quate medical care provide a Justifiable
excuse for saddling the citizens of the
country with the -heavy burden of pro
viding medical services for those well
able to take care of themselves.
This bill goes far beyond meeting the
needs of those senior citizens who are un
able to afford adequate medical care.
The provisions of the bill, a's it is now
before the-Senate, would extend medical
services not just to those who are in need,
but to virtually all persons.. It would
provide such services to the rich as well
as to the Poor. Even those who have
great fortunes would be entitled to the
medical services-provided in this bill.
Such an expansive and unneeded pro
gram, of course, entails an enormous
cost. To finance this colossal program,
the bill would increase an existing re
gressive tax. The burden of this tax
would fall on the wage earner, who would
pay an increasing percentage on the first
$6,600 of his salary, without deductions
or exemptions, and regardless of his fi
nancial circumstances. Indeed, this tax
Is scheduled under this bill, even in the
absence of increased rates in the future,
to rise on each salaried Individual to a
total of 11.50 percent of the first $6,600
of wages to be paid equally by the em
ployee and employer, This will cause a
direct withholding from an employee's
salary of as much as $370.50 for social
security taxes, which, in many cases, will
far exceed the income tax liability of the
Individual.
Despite all of these inequities, the bill
does not even provide for the single
greatest area of need for medical services
among the elderly. This is, of course, the
need that~occurs when there Is a long
and expensive illness. In the first full
year of operation of the provisions of this
bill, payments under social security and
for the health care program will increase
by more than $8 billion. Yet those el
derly people who are stricken with can
cer, a heart attack, or a serious opera
tion which entails a long period of hos
pitalization will find no help on their
hospital expenses after the first 120 days.
The deficiencies of the health care pro
gram proposed in this bill do not end
here, however. The program is so de
signed that it will also jeopardize the fl
nancial stability of the exigting social
security system.
The medical care provisions of this
measure are grafted onto the existing
social security system. In so doing, the
bill would make a major change in the
nature of the existing program.' Since
the inception of the social security pro
gram, the -benefits have been calculated
in fixed-dollar amounts. These fixeddollar benefits can be calculated for the
future with a substantial degree of cer
tainty, and payroll taxes levied in precise
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amounts to insure that sufficient funds
are collected to make the social security
fund actuarily sound. This insures that
money will always be available to pay
the benefits to workers who reach retirement age after contributing to the
fund during their working years.
This present bill would provide medical services, not calculated in fixed-dollar amounts, in addition to the existing
type of benefits. The cost of such services in the future cannot be forecast with
any reasonable degree of certainty, because it cannot be foreseen how much
the cost of these services will fluctuate.
Experience demonstrates that the costs
of medical services have risen, and will
continue to rise, far faster than other
costs of living. Without any fixed-dollar limit on payments or charges, we can
be sure that hospitals, many of which
now are operating at a deficit, will raise
their charges to get on a profit basis. As
a result, the payroll taxes imposed by the
bill to defray the cost of medical services
will almost certainly prove insufficient.
The money to make up these deficiencies
will be taken first from the regular social
security fund, thereby jeopardizing the

Under his motion, the proposed 7-perThe BiSA worked up the following table.
cent increase in dollar benefits would re- which purports to show that benefits Ini
main unchanged, as would the many cor- every age group exceed contributions:
rections of existing inequities and In-__-___
justices which are now In the bill. The
Retiree1now
old
Finance Committee would be required
aege71 age 50
future
to rewrite the medical care section of
worker
the bill in a manner which would pro--
vide for the actual need which exists, Total contribution ---$1,290
$5,832
$10,212
Including the provisions to meet the costs Retirement benefits - --- 13,422
14,094
14,205
of catastrophic illnesses. It would re- Wife'sandwidow'sben
quire the Finance Committee to elimiefits------------------ 9,363
9,831
9,909
nate the provisions which would provide
Total benefits ---22,785
2395
2,1
compulsory medical services for those
23,925 1 24,114________
well able to take care of their own exThe table warrants close scrutiny. Based
penses because they have adequate funds on maximum contributions and benefits, it
to do so. The motion would also re- includes only amounts paid by employees,
quire the committee to eliminate the ineven though employers pay matching
equitable regressive tax as a means of amounts for their benefit. it also excludes
supporting the program of medical care. interest which the money could have earned
In connection with this unjust and for the contributors if it had not been tied
regressive tax, I ask unanimous consent uphin sppoalscurityeer
fun
s. frfo
el
that an excellent article on the subject,
Tisic abpcoa
hwvertetu sitfartfom, rhetabl
entitled "Robbing Peter," which ap- would obviously have to include both inter
peared in the April 26, 1965, issue of est and the employer's contribution. Start
Barrons, be printed in the RECORD at the ing with the 71-year-old retiree, and Calcu
conclusion of my remarks.
lating interest at 3 percent (approximately
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the average national rats during the period
objection, it is so ordered,
of his contributions) would produce a figure
exising
yste.
(ee ehibi 1)of
$3,373, against benefits of $22,785. Actu
exising
yste.
(Se
exibit1arially,
he can expect to live to 79 to collect
The bill provides, of course, that the
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I athis amount. Tue 7-percent increase in cash
taxes for social security and the taxes sincerely hope that the Senate will adopt benefits under H.R. 6675 would raise his ben
f or medical care, although paid as one the motion of the Senator from Ne- efits to $24,379. His contributions, of course,
tax, shall be accounted for a separate braska [Mr. CURTIS]. Despite all of the would not thereby increase, since he no
funds within the overall fund. It is menitorious features in the bill, I could longer makes any.
alleged that this will insure that the not support the major new inequities
As for the 50-year-old worker, by including
scaseuiyfn
isntIpie.which
would be created by h
eia
the employer contribution and interest at 3
social
separttoffthebilltparticularly
ine veiewl percent during 1960 and 4%/ percent there
This allegation is refuted categorically care pato
h
il
atclryi
iwafter
(again, the nationsl average for the
by the minority report of the members of the fact that it does not even fleet period) his total payments come to $22,866,
of the Finance Committee of the Senate. the most urgent need which exists-the against benefits of *23.928-if he lives long
The minority report is signed by five Prolonged and most expensive illnesses, enough. The actuarial table used by the In
members, including the distinguished The corrections proposed by the Senator ternal Revenue Service for taxing annuities
and experienced chairman, the senior from Nebraska would eliminate these indicates be can expect to live to only 75%,
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD]. The overriding defects, and design a bill to whereas SSA has assumed he will live to 79.
meettheactal
eeds Wecoud al ~
The new bill would require this worker and
minority report states:
metteata
ed.W
l u-his
ol
employer to contribute an extra $4,240
Some advocates In this Congress, attempt- Port the resultant bill in its entirety with for retirement. At the same time, the bill's
ing to give assurance that the medicare pride and enthusiasm.
7-percent Increase in cash benefits would
program won't impair the retirement funds,
point to the separate trust fund as though
it would vouchsafe retirement dollars. This
Is illusory. Congress, 10 years ago, provided
a separate trust fund for the disability pro-

gram and our 10-year experience finds us in
this very legislation having to rob the retirement fund. It is unfair that we impair
'the solvency of a program upon which
many retired persons and millions more to
retire In the future depend, at least as a retirement foundation.

EXHIBIT 1
ROBBING PETEs: A CRnITCAL Laos AT THE
PENDING SOCIAL Sscusrry BILL
(ySil
ell
(ySily
celba,
WAsmwcr~os.-"lBecause

recipients

have

social

been getting

security

benefits

10

times as great as what they have paid in,

people seem to think we have a special
machine here which turns out $10 bills for
$1 bills," says a top official of the Social
Security Administration,
Since the 55.4 possesses no such wondrous
device, it Is counting on future contribu-

mean an extra $1,667 for him. Thus, if H.R.
6675 becomes law, the 50-year-old worker can
expect to make contributions of $26,012, in
cluding interest, against benefits of $28,592.
As for the 18 year old, including the em

ployer's contribution and figuring interest at
4% percent for the latter's 46-year working
life (assumed by SSA) gives a total of $61,
596, against $24,114 in benefits.

For this con

tribution the worker could purchase from a
private company a monthly annuity of $463
for life, after retirement. His maximum ben
efit under social security would be $254 a
month.

I concur wholeheartedly in this conelusion. The bill as it is presently drafted tions in excess of benefits to make ends meet
MONTHLY ANNUITY
clearly endangers the financial sound- for its old-age, survivors, and disability inUnethnwbilHR675emoyr
ness of the existing social security fund. suac.Tepeetbnft-contributions
employees retiremeat contributions f or the
The medical care part of thi bill is ratio will grow even more unfavorable if the 18-year-old, with 4%/ percent'Interest, would
nedwiheit.Senate enacts the social security bill, H.R. come to $84t3oo. The 7-percent increase in
not directed at the nedwiheit,6675,
recently passed by the Hourse.
cash benefits would bring the latter to qny
It attempts to provide services for those
Th;e benefit-payment ratio for persons al- $582
o hsaontewre
ol
wh nneadi
r o
ek of-ready retired obviously Is responsible for Purchase from a private company a monthly
nance this expansive program with a much of 'the enthusiasm for the bill, which annuity of $634 for life. His maximum
heavy tax on those who can least afford contains not only Medicare but also a 7-befiunrsoalecitwudbe31
to pay it. In addition, the program is percent increase in cash benefits. Retire- bemnefthudrsca.eurt
ol
e$1
tied to the existing social security sys- meat contributions, however, have been ahemonth.
iurdmyb
hg
ne
tem, thereby endangering the fncilstepped
up even more.
both present law and the pension bill be
integrity of the system to which so many
PUBLIC, IGNORANCE
cause SSA has assumed the youngster will
have contributed and on which an overSays one official: "Continued general sup- retire at 67 and live, to the ripe old age of
whelming part of our citizens have based port for the social Security system hinges 79. But the Internal Revenue Service ac
their retirement Plans in whole or in on continued public ignorance of how the tuarial table assumes that an 18-year-old
system works." He adds: "I believe that today can expect to live to only 71.9, SSA
part.
we have nothing to worry about because It in any case, has adopted a policy of robbing
I shall support the motion of the is so enormously complex that nobody Is Peter to pay Paul.
Senator from Nebraska to recommit the going to figure it out."
Obviously, those Who are Urging Congress
bill to the committee with instruction.
Barron's hereby takes on the job.
to be still more generous are thinking chiefly
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[Billions of dollars]
of people already retired or close to retire____iner-t. Few of these 'enthusiasts realize,
unTaxes
in
operation
however, that OASDI has been
Value of funded
pl=
fo
ny28 years and that therefore no one
funds
has paid social security taxes for his whole
working life of 46 years. The system took
_
_
in an additional 10 million people as re289
105 act
cently as 1951, when new legislation covere
543
254
los8 act----------------311
587
io6a act ----------------- 276
farm and domestic workers. Another 7½2
.321
625
304
io61 act----------------million members were added only 10 years
-___
___________-___
ago, when coverage was extended to some
self-employed. H.R. 6675 would take in stillnrczsosass
ICESDBNFT
others, including waiters and additional proThe unfunded liability has risen eveni
fessional workers.
both the tax rate and the taxable
A ELBNNAthough
base have grown over the years._
A
ONAZAearnings
RAL
For the 20 million retirees collecting today, One difficulty, of course, is that each time
social security Is a real bonanza. For those Congress raises contributions, it also Irn
who turned 65 a few years after entering creases benefits,
When the system started out in 1937,
the system, It reptesents a windfall. For
new workers, however, today's largease will the maximum earnings base was a mere
and employer and employee each paid
$3,000,
to
in
order
because,
be a crushing burden
a tax of 1 percent. The rate was to go up
pay Paul, SSA must rob Peter.
o1y percent each in 1940, to 2 percent in
h
ormmeso
Nete
fiil S
Ways and Means Committee make any bones 1943, 21/2 in 1946 and 3 percent In 1949. TO
about the prospect that future contribu- reduce the burden of social security during
tions will pay the bill. This, they point out, World War II, however, Congress tempois the great difference between aocial Insur- ralily suspended the scheduled increases. By
ance and private pension plans. The latter 1950 the combined tax went to 3 percent,
should have enough in the till to fulfill all and the following year the base went up to
obligations without counting on any new $3,600. In 1954 the rate rose to 4 percent,
entrants. But under a compulsoy systemn, and the following year the base rose to
the experts explain, they Can count On the $4,200. In 1956 Congress provided for the
taxes on new workers coming into the sys- first cash benefits for disability, and the following year the rate went up to 41½ percent.
tern. SSA officials insist that an employer's
social security taxes are "for the social good," In 1959 the rate became 5 percent, and the
not for the individual good of the worker On base $4,800. The next year the rate in
creased to 6 percent. Another quarter perwhose earnings they are based.
Whether SSA will be able to sell this idea cent was added in 1962. In 1963 It went~up
remains to be seen. Ray M. Peterson, vice to 7V/2percent.
Congress has always felt that the tax rate
president and associate actuary of the Equitable Life Insurance Society, has his -doubts, must not exceed 10 percent. This ceiling,
Says he: "We may expect from sophisticated, however, has been pierced In H.R. 6675. The
market-oriented employers and from labor following tables show what would happen to
the combined tax rate and maximum contriunion experts increasing dissatisfaction with
the disparity between what OASDI promises butions, under present law and under H.R.
and what could be secured under a private 6675.
plan."

Some dissatisfaction already is becoming Coalbinedf employer-employee contribution
llioisfirst at
appaentortern Stuent
prcnt
appret.StdetsatNothrnIlinls[I
eo]
University have formed a Young Citizens[I
eploiatin
ombt ax-some
Counilto o yong
(I)
H.Rt.6675
ConitocmaeepottinorougtxIPresent
law'
payers under the socia security program.
Commented the Chicago Tribune: "They
7.25 ---------io
staxpayer 165--------------------7.25
thaong
thnotnyfarta
e. 70
8.70
...........---- 8.25
who is getting set on a jo' and6strtingto...
1.00
0.00
raise a family should pay lower social se- 1967 ------------------- &825
1. 00
0.00
9.25
curity taxes than older persons who have to 1968 ------------------i. oo
9. so
afe yersbefore they start receiv- 1969-70-----------------09.25
payony
1.00
0.80o
1071-72---.--------------0.25
pay oenlyafews
1.10
10.70
eeis"1973-75-----------------09.25
in
1.20
10.80
0.25
Nobody knows the exact debt young work- 1976-79----------------1 40
11.00
ers will have to pay. Back In 1962, when the 1980-86----------.25
1.60
09.25 11.20
-----------BSA last figured out its unfunded liability 1087 and a-ft-er
__
-___for OASI2I, it totaled $321 billion. Now the
Potinof H.R. 6675 tax required for basic bealth
experts think it may come to $330 billion or
more. Just for present members, according insurance program.
cotbtl,
cmijmxiu
toSSA officials, passage of H.R. 6675 would
contibuion
Cobnd-aiu
mean an additional liability of $40 to $50
billion for increased cash benefits and anH.R. 6671 H.R. 6675
ohr$5blinfrmdor.Present
with
old-agelandwithout
Atther3 eilind foflastyarte.
eiae
_____mdcr
survivors insurance trust fund totaled $19.1
s.0
billion, compared with a high of $22.5 billion 1065_$2.0
45720
$3800
448
39
--------------8yasao
00
504.
448.00
396
1067---------------The story is even worse for the disability
S5t 00
448.00
444
'M---------------insurance fund. When Congress created it
5880
49.8
i196tfiacdiaiiypyeta-1966-70-------::------44
646.80
580.80
444
197-72------------thorized then for the first time, much was
711.80
633.69
444
1976-79------------made of the fact that the disability insurance
726.00
633.66
444
fund was set up separately from the old-age 198G-86------------739. 20
633.66
444
1967 on------------survivors insurance fund. Congreas devel____-years
oped a habit, however, of enlarging disability
Even these contributions do notsassure the
benefits more than it enlarged the fund.
Last year disbursements exceeded receipts by actuarial soundness of social security. lIn its
$188 million, and the fund shrank to $2 last annual report, the board of trustees
figured things out on the basis of high, low,
billion at the end of the year. By 1969,
under present law, It is expected to fall to and intermediate cost estimates, and on both
a 75-year and perpetuity basis.
$81 miallion,
On a high-cost and perpetuity basis, benThe following table shows how the corn-

bined unfunded liability has increased since

1956:
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efits will come to 10.83 percent of payroll,

and contributions will total 9.11 percent,

producing an actuarial imbalance of 1.72
percent. On the Intermediate cost estimate,
however, contributions will total 9.11 percent
and benefits 9.35 percent, leaving an imbal
hasconidere
entcwhic Conrestwhi
0.254per
ofislailt
neo
of

.2 prcnt

hih

onres

hs

onidre

acceptable. Figured on a 75-year rather than
nitemdaecss
n
ai
eptiy
contributions will total 9.10 percent and ben
efits 9.09 percent, leaving the miniscule post
tive balance of 0.01 percent. With- low costs
and a 75-year basis, it Is possible to show a
positive balance of 1.15 percent. The figures,
in short, can be juggled to show whatever
one wants.
The Ways and Means Committee has
chosen the figures which show a positive bal
ance of 0.01 percent. It says H.R. 6675 would
shift this "to a lack of balance of 0.08 per
cent, which is below the established limit
within which the system is considered sub
stantially In actuarial balance."
However, if the past Is any key to the fu
ture, contributions-will have to rise and lib
eralizing of benefits will follow, in a dizzy,
ppiral. As employers' social security payroll
taxes go up, their operating costs will rise.
With increasing amounts deducted for so
cial security, employees are likely to ask for
wage increases to maintain their take-home
pay. Faced with theses twin developments,
employers probably will raise prices. With
higher prices, however, social security checks
won't go so far, and beneficiaries again pre
sumably will pressure Congress to boost
monthly benefits.
In H.R. 6675 Congress seems to feel that
it can slow down this process by giving up
financing solely through social security taxes.
For persons over 65 who are not eligible for
medicare benefits from the general funds of
the Treasury. The latter also would be used
to match $8 monthly benefits, It would fi
nance voluntary contributions from persons
over 65 who want insurance to cover doctor
bills.
Some observers feel that the introduction
of general Government contributions is the
crack in the dike of financial controls
maintained by payroll taxes. They expect
future Congress to decide that If work
ers and employers object to more than a 10
percent levy, the Government could keep on
liberalizing social security and make up the
difference from the Treasury's general funds.
SSA officials maintain, however, that there
is a limit to how much the social security
system can obtain from the latter source
without necessitating an Increase in the in
come tax.
nsCmiteas-o
ThWasndM
omttehsmd
en
asad
h
much of the fact that H.R. 6675 sets up a
separate fund for medicare benefits. Rep
resentative GERALD R. .FoRn, Republican, of
Michigan, contended during the floor debate
on H.R. 6675, however, that the trust funds
wi-obIvolteIeenlpitu

to you that in this bill now before us Is a
provision increasing the allocation of funds
to the disability trust fund to the detriment
of the old-age and survivors insurance fund,"
he declared.
Congress is as aware as anyone that there
is no such thing as a free lunch-or free re
tiremant or medical benefits. It is, however,
much more concerned with the voters of to
day than with the youngsters who will pay
their bills In the future.
This is an appropriate time, then, to recall
what the Ways and Means Committee said 10
ago: "We should take sober warning
tha~t, in our zeal to provide ever greater bonefits and to provide against an ever wider area
of need, we do not destroy the very system
which we have created."

MrPesdnIitd

MrPesdnIntd
Mr.HARS
to vote for the motion of the Senator

from Nebraska [Mr. CuRTnsl to recoin
mit H.R. 6675, with instructionls.
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I vote for it, not because I agree with necticut [Mr. RIBicorrI and In a modi- compassionate
and more complete Pro
everything the distinguished Senator has fied form by the Senator from Indiana gram for
medical care for the aged.
said in support of his motion, nor because [Mr. HARTxE].
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. PresiI agree with everything the motion says.
As my statement In Thursday's record
It seems to me that the issue is
I vote for the motion because it gives indicates, I feel the Curtis amendment dent,
very clear. If Senators wish to take the
me an opportunity once again to make would have made this bill much more medicare
miy Position clear on the several issues fair and would not have made the work- should voteprovision out of the bill they
for the motion. If they wish
Involved in this important subject, the ing man and woman pay more of their to
stay with the committee amendment,
same reason I previously voted for the earnings so that people with high in- they
should vote against the motion.
Motion to strike of the Senator from Ne- comes able to provide for themselves
This is the most important provision
braska [Mr. cu~miir.
could have free medical care.
in the bill. If Senators wish to keep the
Last Year I was a candidate for the
But the Long substitute failed in comprovision in the bill, as
U.S. Senate from Oklahoma. I was mittee and the Curtis amendment failed King-Anderson
recommended by the President, they
running in the home State of the dis- Thursday on the floor of the Senate.
should vote against the motion. If they
tinguished late Senator Robert S. Kerr.
Therefore, lrn keeping with my own
opposed, they should vote for the
I was a candidate for the unexpired term conscience on this matter and my corn- are
motion. I am prepared to yield back the
of the late Senator Kerr. I was a can- mitment to the People of Oklahoma, I remainder
of my time.
diated in a State which knows well the cannot vote for this bill because of the
Mr. CURTIS. I yield myself 1 minute.
words "Kerr-Mills," and its basic concept medicare provisions which it contains,
I agree that the issue is clear. We
concerning medical care for the aged.
though I know the bill will pass, and I have an opportunity to save $2.5 billion
As a candidate for the Senate, I made know that the time has long since passed
better protection at a lower
clear to the people of Oklahoma on when major alternatives can be consid- and provide
We have an opportunity to save
countless occasions my position on the ered. However, in voting for the motion cost.
the country from a gigantic step in
several questions involved here today.
of the Senator from Nebraska, I have
socialism, because to provide medicare
I recognize well and feel most deeply opportunity to make clear that there an
is for those well able to provide it them
the tremendous need for expanded medi- much about this bill I like,
selves cannot be Justified on any other
cal care for the aged and others. I am
I am strongly in
of increasing basis.
not in total agreement with the sugges- the cash benefits of favor
old age and other
Mr. SALTONSTAILJ.. Mr. President,
tions made concerning medical care by public assistance and for social security will
the Senator yield 1 minute to me?
the motion of the distinguished Senator recipients. I am also strongly in favor
Mr. CURTIS. I yield 1 minute to the
from Nebraska. I do feel that the ad- of increasing the amount these people Senator
from Massachusetts.
ministration approach to this great prob- can receive from earnings or from other
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, I
lem is not the best answer at this time, sources without having the amount of shall vote
with the Senator from Ne
and I know that history will show that their assistance reduced.
braska, because I believe these two mat
It was only the beginning of an answer at
In line with this thinking on my part,
should be separated. I believe the
best. I believe that we should do more I supported the amendment of the Sena-. ters;
two subjects, social security and medi
for those in need than this bill provides- tor from West Virginia [Mr. BYRD] to care,
should be separated. For that
and I am willing to be liberal in my allw soilscrt
eiinsteoto
I shall vote for the motion to re
definition of "need," r~nd I think Particu- of retiring at age 60 at two-thirds of the reason
commit. If his motion fails, I shall vote
larly we ought to do more for those who regular benefits. I supported and voted for the bill.
are victims of the tragedy of catastrophic for the amendment of the Senator
from
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I yield
illness than this blil provides.
Iowa [Mr. MILLER] _which would have back the remainder of my time.
I believe that the financing provided provided for regular cost of living inLONG of Louisiana. I yield back
in this bill for expanded medical care for creases in social security benefits as the theMr.
remainder of my time.
the aged is not the proper way to go cost of living index rises. I cosponsored
PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
about financing this need. I think the with the Senator from Texas [Mr. YAR- forThe
debate has expired. The question is
increased Payroll tax will operate as aL BOROUGH] an amendment which pro- on agreeing
to the motion of the Senator
drag on our economy. I think that the vided that increased old age assistance from Nebraska
[Mr. CURtTIS] to recoin
whole concept of this section is regressive under this bill would go into effect In mit the bill.
because it does not properly take into ac- July of this Year, rather than January
On this question, the yeas and nays
count the differing abilities to pay the of next year, as the bill had provided. I have
been ordered, and the clerk will call
costs of the Program, nor does this bill supported the amendment of the Sena- the roll.
take into account the differing needs for tor from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] to proThe legislative clerk called the roll.
benefits under the program.
vide that increased cash payments under
Mr. ELLENDER (when his name was
The distinguished Senator from Louisi- this bill would be in addition to benefits called).- On
this vote I have a live pair
ana [Mr. LONG] attempted to change this now received,
with the senior Senator from Missouri
regressive concept by a substitute which
Therefore, there is much about
[Mr. SYMINGTON]. I understand' that he
he offered in the Senate Finance Coin- bill which I like, as I now make clearthis
by would vote as I intend to vote. I vote
mittee. The Long substitute' was first my vote for th moionoateyento"
adopted and then rejected by the Fi- from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS]. I like the
Mr. KUCHEL (when his name was
nance Committee.
Provision of the bill which allows inOn this vote I have a pair with
The amendment offered on Thursday creased earnings for social security re- called).
distinguished senior Senator from
by the Senator from Nebraska. [Mr. CuR- cipients, and as a matter of fact, I would the
Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA1. If he were
TIS], which I supported and voted for, but like to see these people be allowe'd to earn
present and voting, he would vote "yea."
which was not adopted by the Senate, up to $2,400 per year without having If
I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
would also have corrected materially the their assistance reduced and permit "nay."
I withhold my vote.
bad concept in this bill, because it would earnings and reductions at a $1 for $2
The roll call was concluded.
have required that the 20 percent of those ratio up to $3,600.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
over 65 who have the highest incomes
There are Many other things which I
the Senator from Arizona [Mr.
would have had to pay a greater share of like about this bill as I indicate by my that
HAYDEN], the Senator from Minnesota
their medical costs,
vote for this motion, and if the motion is [Mr. MCCARTHY], the Senator from
Had we adopted the Curtis amend- adopted, I will certainly and imlned- Wyoming [Mr.
MCGEE], and the Senatr
men whvethn
wul
ee aletoiately Join hands with all intereste
from Georgia [Mr. RUSSELL] are absent
take the lid off of the limited number of ators in seeing that we make some Senon official business.
days that a person can receive care and, improvements in the social security , real
old
-Ifurther announce that the Senator
thereby, could have taken care of the age and other public assistance and from
[Mr. BYiRD], the Senator
complete needs of those who are victims Kerr-Mills programs, and in bringing from Virginia
Arkansas .[Mr. FULBRIGHT], and
of the tragedy of catastrophic ilnesses as back to the Senate at once a more work- the Senator
from Missouri [Mr. SyMINGwas advocated by the Senator from Con.. able and sound program and a more TONI are
necessarily absent.
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I further announce that, if present for each day (before the 101st day) on which
and voting, the Senator from Wyoming he Is furnished such services after such serv[M.MCE]
n teSeaorfo
ices have been furnished to him for 60 days
[Mrssouri [Mr S n Nthe]Seaorl each during such spell."
Missuri[Mr.SYMNGTO] wuld ach
On page 187, line 1. insert "and skilled
vote "nay."
nursing homes" after "hospital".
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce, that the
On page 187, line 9, insert "and skilled
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DnussEN3 is nursing home" after "hospital".
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I ask
HRusKAl and the Senator from Kansas unanimous consent to have printed at
[Mr. PJARsoNl are absent on official this point In the RECORD two statements
business.
In support of the amendments.
Iprsnan vongteSeator
There being no objection, the stateIf an
pesetvoingtheSen
ments were ordered to be printed in the
from Kansas [Mr. PEARISON] would voteRconasflw:
Thyea pi.ohe
Snaofo
RECOLAATIO
a f
F Hszi
AED
NTo.1
The enaor
airof fom
he
xPLNATON
F H~~isAMEDMET N. I
Nebraska [Mr. HRUSK.AJ has been preThis amendment if adopted would make
viulyanunethis
bill consistent and logical In its treatThesl resountwsc
noucddes.6
ment of costs of both hospitals and skilled
63,rslwas
follows:eas26
nursing homes,
nays63asflos
The bill as It came from the House, and

as medically practicable. The convalescence
period is normally longer than the Initial
period of Illness. Nursing home costs are be

,as reported by the Senate Finance Comm~fittee, treats skilled nursing homss differently
hospitais on the establishment of payments to them and is, therefore, presently
inconsistent.
Part 1, the medicare provision, Of H.R.
8675 provides that both hospital and nurs-

criminates against and discourages the use
of skilled nursing homes. My amendment
seeks to correct that discrepancy. it would
leave nursing home care at 100 total days,
but would provide that all over 60 days (not
20 as is provided in the committee version)
would be allowed at a deductible of $2.67 per

Bennett
Cotton

Curtis
Eastland
Ervin

Dominick
P;annin
Harris

Aiken
Anderson
Bartlett
Bass
Bibl
Bigge
Brewster
Burdick
Byrd. W. Va.
cannon
Carlson
Case
Church
Clark
Cooper

Dodd

[No. 175 Leg.]
YE-AS-26
AlotHcenopr~~from
Jordanopr
uselN.C.
Jordan, Idaho Simpson
lAusche
Stennis
Miller
Thurmond

Morton
Mundt
Murphy

Tower
Williams, Del.
Young, N.Dak.

McIntyre

Talmadge

ing home services shall be compensated on
the basis of reasonable coats.

tween one-fifth and a little over one-third
that of hospital costs. The average hospital
cost Is $40 per day, while the average nursing

home cost is around $10 per day..



H.R. 6675. as ?assed by the House, recog

nizes that the timely transfer from hospitals
to skilled nursing homes would prevent over
crowding of hospitals and cut down on costs
under the program. This aim was accom
plished in the House version of the bill by

allowing a patient to convert 40 unused hos
pital days into 80 nursing home days.
Now, this provision was expanded and
changed to give additional hospital days with

a $10 a day deductible. However, the com
mlttee did not increase the nursing home
days in the case of catastrophic Illness, but

Instead provided for 80 days of nursing home
care with a $5 a day deductible.
This committee version inadvertently dis

day (not $5 as provided In the committee
vrin.M
mnmn
ol
aeti

- However, in section 204, on page 186 of prversion) My amenrdmenthh
wouldimake this
Robertson
H.R. 6675 as reportd by the Finance Corn- v~cision. i
codwt
h
optlPo
NAYS-6a
mittee, it is provided that under the KerrThere are sufficient sae~guards now In
Gruening
Montoya
Mills provisions of the bill hospital services H.R. 6675 to insure that skilled nursing
Hart
Morse
shall be compensated on the basis of reason- homes will be used for only the chronically
Hartke
Mloss
able costs, but no such provision is made for Ill. A skilled nursing home must be under
Hui
Muskie
skilled nursing services to be compensated the supervision of a registered professional
Honouyd
Neuberge
for on the same basis,
nurse. It must be primarily engaged in pro
Jackony
Nebre
it is neither fair nor logical to compensate viding skilled nursing care and have policies
Javits
Pell
hospitais on the basis of reasonable costs develope and executed under the advice of
Kennedy, Mass. Prouty
and not provide the same compensation for oeo
oepyiinadoeo
oerg
Kennedy. N.Y. Proxmire
skilled nursing homes,
onteore mroresphsicialnuseadoes
rmrerg
Long, Mo.
Randolph
It is agreed by everyone, I believe, that istered prfssoaldnurses.
my b
aenden
Long, La.
Rtibicoff
the fair and consistent thing to do' is to
Nwl iotmayre. saidethat tuhesisamendmen
Magnuson
ScottadpthsaedetbuItisadta
notaeitaconthfcthtwtot
Mansfield
Smathers
aotthis
amendstoomentc
bu iteyis saiedth
thwilcst
amnmoe.t Hwevwllercsuchgestiatiestdo
McClellan
Smith
ti
ilcs
o
uhmny
yaed
o aeit
con
h atta
ihu
McGovern
Sparkman
ment will cost more money initially, but in sthyngismnmnt we wositllaenoreager aotpatint'

the long run it will pay for itself,

sitayn

in amehospitale
atlgreatrcostg an

Douglas
McNamara
Tydings
Nursing home costs are between one-fifth
myote
sameIndt
hsiasplmne
Ellender
Metcalf
Williams, N.J.
and a little over one-third of average hospital shaorter stay in theho rspitalsuplmenatleds
Gore
Monroney
Yarooug, hi
costs. Therefore, It Is good public policy tocot
GoeMNOTroTne
.
oug,4hi
encourage the elderly patient to transfer cotheeoe.ne
y mnmn
hn
NOTVOING11from the hospital as soon as it can medically iTheis
fobviousnhadter
cos willdbenItheisnk
Byrd, Vs.
Hrsa
Pasnbe
done,
because
the
costa
therefor
wiUl
be
I
sovosta
h otwl
etesm
Diksn
ruche
Perus=ela
mc es
or less under the program.
FuIbrght
Mucarhy
RsyminGton
Furthlermore iisgopulcoiytoee
With the safeguards provided In the bill,
Haydengh
Mcaeeh
Syigo
utemri
sgo ulcplc
oseIbelieve that we should want to encourage
Hayden
Mc~eethat
the elderly patient gets in a skilled nurs- transfer of patients when medically practi
So Mr. CURTIS' motion to recommit the ing home which has all of the proper safe- cable to good, skilled nursing homes, and
bill with instructions was rejected,
guards and standards.
ta
swa
yaedetwl
o
Mr. ARRS.
M. PesientI ofer
My amendment
accomplish both of ta
swa
yaedetwl
o
Mr. ARRS.
M. PesientI oferthese ends. If we will
don't adopt the amendMr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I yield
amendments which I send to the desk ment, and refuse to pay reasonable costs in myself 3 minutes. Due to the lateness of
and ask unanimous consent that they be a skilled nursing home, we will encourage the the hour, and the fact that an amend
considered en bloc,
patient to stay In the hospital where costs mn
fee
yteSntrfo
e
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The will be greater, or we will subsidize second- mn fee
yteSntrfo
e
amendments of the Senator from class nursing homes, because we will refuse Jersey [Mr. CASE] providing for the study

Oklahoma will be stated.
to pay reasonable costs,
The legislative clerk proceeded to read
I hope that my amendment will be adopted
because, first, It is fair and consistent.-nursthe amendments.
ing homes .and hospitals are both paid for
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I ask reasonable costs. Second, if we don't adopt
unanimous consent that further read- the amendment and pay nursing home reaIng of the amendments be dispensed sonable costs under Kerr-Mills, then those
with,
indigent patients over 65 will either be sent
The PRESIDING, OFFCER. Without to or remain in hospitals where it will cost
objection, the further reading of the three to five times as much, or they will be
In substandard homes and get
amendments will be dispensed with, and eplaced
standard care, because you get what subyou
they will be considered en bloc,
pay for.
The amendments of the Senator from
Oklahoma [Mr. HARRIS], considered en
EXPLANATION OF HARa s AMENDMENT
bloc, are as follows.
Mr. President, medicare bills from the time
On page 22, strike out lines 3 through & of the Forand bill down to and Including

and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(4) The amount payable for post-hospital
extended care services furnished an Individual during any spell of illness shall be
reduced by a deduction equal to one-Sifteenth of the inpatient hospital deductible

the 1964 King-Anderson bill provided for
twice as many days of nursing home c xe as
hospital care. This was sound principle.
The reason why twice as much nursing
home service was provided was to encourage
people to transfer to nursing homes as soon

of nursing homes and their responsibili
ties in relation to this program has al
ready been adopted, and the opposition
which has been expressed in some quar
ters to both amendments, which have to
do with nursing homes, I shall be brief.
Onam

detwolprvead

ductible of $2.67 a day rather than $5,
as is now provided in the bill for nursing
homes, and a free period of 60 days
rather than 20 days, as is now provided
in the bill.
The other amendment would pay to
skilled nursing homes their reasonable
costs under the Kerr-Mills program, as
now provided for hospitals under the
same program in the bill.
I shall not insist upon a yea-and-nay
vote.
I wish to have the statements on the
amendments in the RECORD, because,
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Particularly as to one amendment, the
House did a better job on the subject,
and Perhaps the conference committee
Can take these statements and the
amendments into Rccount in their deliberations, and work something out better and more fair than what is now contained in the bill,
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, I
yield myself 3 minutes.
First, I compliment the Senator from
Oklahoma. He has proceeded in proper
fashion. He has offered his amendments.
The Proposal of the Senator from New
Jersey [Mr. CASE] is that this subject be
considered carefully. No one knows at
this time what the cost of nursing care
should be, and no one knows how long
the Period will run. Therefore, the
amendments should be rejected. I have
promised the Senator from Oklahoma
that the Committee on Finance and the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare will make a careful study, and
by the time Congress meets again, we
shall have answers for him and for the
country.
I appreciate the attitude of the Senator from Oklahoma. We shall try all the
harder because of the fine way he has
acted. I hope the Senate will reject the
amendments by a voice vote,
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I yield.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I could not hear
what the Senator from Oklahoma said,
Do I correctly understand that he proposes a study?
Mr. ANDERSON. No; these are definite amendments. The Senator from
New Jersey [Mr. CASE] proposed a study
which would require several months,
That is the best way to proceed. We
have not enough information at this time
onnusig oms.If we study the subject for a few months, we shall be in a
much better position when the Senate
meets again next year.
I appreciate what the Senator from
Oklahoma has done. He has agreed that
asuybe made; then we shall be able
to report to the Senate.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I appreciate the statement of the Senator
from New Mexico. I yield back the remainder of my time,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
the Senator from California yield back
the remainder of his time?
Mr KCHL.IfIamincotrl f
the time on this side, I do.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
MCINTYRE In the chair). The question
is on agreeing to the amendments, en
bloc, offered by the Senator from Oklahoma. (Putting the question.)
The amendments are agreed to.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the voice
voebgibe
ae
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendments, en bloc, offered by the Senator
from Oklahoma.
The amendments were rejected,
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, for
myself and on behalf of the Senator from
New York [Mr. JAvrrs], I offer an
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amendment which I send to the desk and at least largely in the direction he
ask to have it stated.
wished, although not wholly so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, will the
amendment will b~e stated.
Senator yield for a question?
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 79,
Mr. DOUGLAS.. I yield.
line 3, it is proposed to insert the followMr. ALLOTT. This raises a question
ing after the word "anesthesiology" in which has bothered some of us, includ
the parenthesis "under arrangements by ing the Senator from Iowa [Mr. HiCKEN
the hospital with them."
LOOPER], yesterday. Colorado has what
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I do is known as a Medical Services Act,
not believe that the amendment Is nec- which is somewhat vague in this area,
essary. What it does is to make addi- except that a plan of operation has been
tionally and redundantly clear that the developed by which specialists, such as
bill, as amended by the Committee on anesthetists, bill their patients indiFinance, is neutral on the subject of vidually, and then they pay the hospitals
arrangements between hospitals and a rental fee for space they occupy and
medical specialists.
Where arrange- facilities which they use.
ments for the services of the medical
I wish to ask the Senator from Illi
specialists are made through the hos- nois-because it is most important
pital and the hospital bills for the serv- whether this proposal would interfere
ices of the medical specialists reimburse- with that arrangement, which has been
ment will be made under plan A. Where quite satisfactory both to hospitals and
medical specialists do not wish to have specialist doctors in Colorado, either
the hospitals do the billing, and do not under plan A or plan B.
wish to come under such an agreement,
Mr. DOUGLAS. The answer is that
preferring to bill individually, the Coin- the committee amendment would not.
mittee amendment permits reimburse- It would protect the freedom of hospitals
ment under the supplementary plan B. and medical specialists to make agreeThe Committee amendment does not ments either to have billing through the
take sides as to what kind of arrange- hospitals or billing by the doctors and
ment the specialists may or should still have the services covered under
work out with the hospitals.
either plan-A or plan B.
The present amendment to the CoinThe question raised by the senior
mittee amendment was suggested by the Senator from Iowa [Mr. HICKENLOOPER]
Senator from New. York [Mr. JAVITS1. was also answered this afternoon by the
Officials of the Illinois Medical Society junior Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER).
and, I believe, of one or two of the spe- Iowa has a law which, I understand, is
cialty boards have also suggested similar also neutral on the subject, and permits
language. I join him in offering it, be
either type of billing. The fact is that
cause although I do not believe it is nec- the committee amendment, reinforced
essary, it will make it crystal clear that by the pending amendment, would rethe purpose is not automatically to put store to Iowa doctors and hospitals their
all specialists services under plan A, but free choice in this; whereas, if we were
to guarantee freedom of choice to the to adopt the House plan in these cases,
doctors and hospitals without Federal covrgofteesviswulbep
interference,
mitted only under plan B and what I
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the mnerstand
Iow-aey h be rvilling throughSenator yield?
methe
hsitoal-migtmelybllhave thoubere
Mr. CURTIS. I yield.
tehsia-ih
elhv
ob e
Mr. JAVITS. The principal element negotiated to provide the separate billing
involved is as follows: If Senators will essential to coverage under plan B.
refer back to a few lines preceding;
Mr. ALLOTT. It is my understandnamely, page 78, lines 19 through 23, moen eint
thaehp n Coloados.aButeun
h
they will find that that is what is in-mr der iit
then Colorado'satt,
spa has ben
tended. In my judgment the language workted Cooaoutvr wellut, apparntl tos thee
which we have now inserted could have satsfatio oftvr thelhospitalrandl tof the
been, without the insertion, construed doctors.ctoIowathed tosphave the oegisha
that way. We so argued In opposition dotiv eord. clnear tohatvner the provis
to the amendment of the Senator from sionsreofd
theabil
tastnoutnds, ithisonot
Kentucky [Mr. COOPER] a while ago,
siontende toe disrupt in anywmtannerii norto
But in order to make it crystal clear change the plan of operation which has
that the Federal plan would be neutral, been adopted out in Colorado.
I have transposed the words appearing
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct; un
on Page 78, in lines 20 and 21, "under less by joint agreement of the doctors
arrangements with them made by the and a given hosiptal, a different arrangehospital," and repeat them at this point, ment is reached. But that would have
as the amendment offered by the Senator to be by joint agreement.
from Illinois and me does. Then it beMr. ALLOITr. If a joint agreement
comes crystal clear that that is the pur- has been reached, that is a different
pose and intention, and that it will not mte.Iws
ob
eti
htti
necessary to construe the language Provision would not disrupt an arrangein that way; the text will actually say it. ment which has been perfectly satisfacMr. DOUGLAS. I thank the Senator tory, I am sure, to patients, doctors, and
from New York. He has been most help-. hospitals.
ful, and, of course, he is a sponsor of
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is correct. if
the amendment adopted in committee, in Colorado there are hospitals which
I thank the Senator from Kentucky bill directly and then compensate the
for the able discussion which he carried medical specialists, for example, on a
on. He enabled us to clarify this Point salary or a percentage basis, the com
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That is correct.
Mr. DOUGLAS.
mittee amendment would not interfere
in such arrangements. But the House There would have to be a voluntary
agreement between the hospital and the
provision would do so.
Mr. ALLOTT. I understand that. I doctors. There would be no blanketing
do not believe that is the situation in in of medical specialists against their
Colorado; I merely wished assurances will. Does the Senator agree with that
that this provision would not disrupt an interpretation?
Mr. MILLER. I agree with the interagreement that is working well.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I am glad to make pretation. That point has been made
the statement that it would not. Simil- abundantly clear on the floor. My only
larly, wholly independent practice would Point is that in talking about the present
not be interfered with by the Finance contracts, we are not implying that
future contracts cannot be entered into
Committee amendment.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, will or that they may operate without a
yild?
ontrctsMr.
enatr
the
Mr. DOUGLAS. I want to make it
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. ANDERSON. The same answer clear that existing contracts may be
could be given to the Senator from Colo- modified by Joint agreement if not conrado that I gave to the Senator from trary to State law,
Mr. MILLER. That is correct.
Iowa [Mr. HiCKENLOOPER] last night;
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I yield
that is, that the question was presented
to the Social Security Board repre- back the remainder of my time.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, who is
sentatives and the representatives of the
Department of Health, Education, and in charge of time for the opposition?
Mr. SMIATHERS. Mr. President, I
Welfare. The answer, very clearly, Was
that it would not require any change in shall be glad to yield time to the Senator
the law with respect to contracts en- from Ohio.
Mr. President, I
Mr. LAUSCHE.
tered into in pursuance thereof. I believe that would give the Senator from should like to ask a few questions about
Colorado the assurance he seeks that the ultimate outcome of the bill. I shall
contracts would not be interefered with not take very long,
The pending bill is now in the amount
by the bill.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, in a of $7,487 million.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
long speech during the debate earlier this
afternoon on the Cooper amendment to Senator yield at that point?
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask
strike the committee amendment relating
to medical specialists, I quoted the full that I be permitted to receive an answer
text of letters from the General Counsel to my question,.o
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, would
of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare which give assurances that the Senator be willing to withhold his
the committee amendment is neutral in present comments until the pending
this matter. However, we can further question can be 'cleared up?
Mr. LAUSCHE. No. I shall not have
back this up in the legislation itself,
since some Senators desire such as- the time later.
I have added up the items given to me
surance.
Mr. ALLO1TI. Mr. President, I am by the staff expert. The President's pro
highly appreciative of that statement. gram envisioned a cos~ of $4,733 million.
Mr. SMATHERS. The Senator is ap.While I heard the colloquy between the
distinguished Senator from Iowa [Mr. proximately correct,
Mr. ILAUSCHE. And the bill as it now
HICKENLOOPER] and the distinguished
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. ANDER- stands contemplates the expenditure of
soN]l last evening, I did not at that time $7,487 million,
Mr. SMATHERS. I believe the Senhave available to me the language of the
Colorado statute, which Is somewhat ator is within range. That Is approxivague and leaves it up to the doctors and mately correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That would mean
the hospitals to agree upon an arrangethat we have escalated, the President's
ment.
Mr. DOUGLAS. That freedom would recommendation by $2.7 billion,
Mr. SMATHERS. I believe the Senbe continued.
Mr. ALL0TT. They have arrived at ator is approximately correct,
Converting those
Mr. LAUSCHE.
an arrangement which has been in effect
for approximately 15 years. I am happy amounts into percentages, it would mean
to have the assurance that it will not be that we have increased the President's
recommendation by 61 percent.
disrupted,
ea
h
M.SAHR.Aan
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
h
ea
M.SAHR.Aan
Senator yield?
tor is correct,
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That leads one to the
Mr. MILLER. I have one question to
ask which has not yet been covered, conclusion that the President said, "I am
We have been talking about the terms prepared to go along with the program
that are in effect at the present time. for $4,733 million." However, the comThere is no provision In the bill which mittees of Congress and Congress itself
would prevent a change in existing raised that amount by $2,754 billion, or
contracts or the Issuance of new con- 61 percent over the amount recoinmended by the President.
tracts,
Mr. SMATHERS. I have an amendMr. DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. If a new hospital is ment here which I expect to offer on bebuilt and new contracts are entered into, half of the committee, after we have conor not entered Into, by doctors, the bill cluded all other amendments. That
amendment would increase the tax on
Is neutral,
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payrolls so that the tax fund would be
adequately financed.
Mr. LAUSCHE. That does not answer
my question. We have raised the cost
of the program by $2.754 billion. Trans
lated into percentage figures, that would
be an increase of 61 percent.
Mr. SMATHERS. The Senator is
correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator states
that he has an amendment to offer which
would increase the tax in an amount
sufficient to finance the increased
amount of $2.754 billion?
SMATHERS. The amendment
would provide for raising the tax to see
that we can finance the trust fund out
of the tax, so that there would be no
deficit in the trust fund.
Certain amendments have been agreed
to which would take some funds out of
the general revenue. That amount would
have to be made up later by taxes which
this body would, I Presume, vote for.
Mr. LAUSCHE. In suummry, that
would mean that, either by increased tax
upon the workers and the employers, or
by the authorization of the expenditure
of funds from the general fund, there
would have to be provided $2,754 billion
which the President did not request.
Mr. SMATHERS. The Senator is cor
rect.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield.
r.Peintist
MrMASIL.
true thatthis Matr. wouidetgo ito
conference and the final figures would be
determined by the conferees from the
House and the Senate? The final figures
might be well below what is finally apProved in the Senate today.
Mr. SMATHERS. The Senator is cor
rect.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the conferees fight in the conference to
bring the figure down to $4,733 million?
Mr. SMATHERS. I would have to say
to the able Senator from Ohio that our
first duty is to represent the views of the
Senate.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, so
far as the leadership is concerned, it
has every confidence in the conferees.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, is it
not true that some of the increases in
cost have been placed in the bill by
those who, in the past, have been jop
posed to health care for the aged under
social security? Some voted for re
committal. On the final vote, some will
undoubtedly vote against the bill.
ot
oddwt
ilhsbe
h
ot
oddwt
h
ilhsbe
by many opponents of the bill. Some
times I believe that it has been loaded
intentionally in order to defeat the
measure.
Let us be done with hypocrisy in this
matter.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, can
the Senator point out one instance in
which the Senator from Ohio has acted
inconsistently?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I believe that the
Senator from Ohio is relatively consist
ent-not always, but relatively con
sistent.
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Mr. LAUSCHE. With respect to this
measure, can the Senator from Illinois
point out one instance in which I did
noutoteto
oeheoctth
xediueOn
not
epenitues?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield as much
time as is necessary.
Mr. DOUGILAS. Mr. President, I believe that the Senator from Ohio has
a very good character. I am not attackig hischarcter.Howeer, lt it
lth inbeknow that
carlactrge partveof
fth
i-(c),
beknwntata agepat
creased cost in the pending measure
has been occasioned by those who have
never believed in medicare, who still
do not believe in medicare, but who
thought they could pad the figures and
then talk about what they tried to get
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and then is forced to leave the hospital,
no. matter what his complaint is. There
is no greater horror that anyone can
think of than to know that he may be in
the hospital and know that his coverage
may not extend to the period when he
insert "1(2)"1.
has to stay In the hospital for 6 months
On page 19, strike out lines 8 through 15.
On page 19, line 16, strike out "(d) " and to a year, for example.
This amendment maintains the dig
Insert "(c) "1.
On page 20, line 3, strike out "(a)" and nity of the social security system. It is

on page 17, lines 15 and 16, strike out "for
up to 120 days during any spell of Illiness".
On page 18, strike out lines 5 through 9.
"(1)".18, line 10, strike out " (2) " and
Insert page
On page 18, line 14, strike out "(3)" and

insert " (d)"1.
On page 20, lines 3 and 4, strike out " (b),
(c), and (d), inpatient" and insert "(b) and
inpatient psychiatric".
on page 20, line 10, strike out "1(f)" and
insert "(e) ".
On page 21, line 3, strike out "(before the
121st day) ".
On page 36, line 2, insert "(1) " afte "(,
On page 36, line 13, strike out "(1) and.

ntacaial

prah

prah
ntacaial
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. HARTKE. I Yield myself 2 addi
tional minutes.
Mr. President, the problem arises from
the fact of lengthened life as a result of
mdical research and achievements. As
ameslteeimuhrobecnr

On page 36. line 24, strike out "(2) " and ing the necessity of people having to go
agted groups, and then vote, against the
to hospitals who have diseases that very
" (B)".
aantteinsert
agdgopan
hnvt
On page 37, between lines 19 and 20, insert often will terminate in the hospital.
measure or for recommittal. They would
They have cancer, heart disease, and ma
thus be able to go to special interest the following:
"1(2) In addition to the amounts that are jor diseases of that kind.
groups and ask for their support, and
That is something which scares not
then ask for support for those who are appropriated (under the provisions of panagr~aph (1)) to the 'Trust Fund, there are au- alone the aged, but younger people, too.
Opposed to the measure itself.
This is no personal charge against thorized to be appropriated to the 'Trust If we do not adopt the amendment we
time to time such sums as thertietopths
the
enaor romOhio. He is an honest Fund fromdeems
necessary for any fiscal year shall be back in a shorttn optti
th SnaorfrmSecretary
in order to place such Trust Fund in the provision on the books. I am sure fallman,
I believe that the general roilcalls same position at the end of such fiscal year Ure of the Congress to enact this prowill reveal that what I have said is in which it would have been if payment un- vision would come back to plague us for
true. I merely say let us be done with der part A for Inpatient hospital services (in- breaking faith with the American people.
How many times have we said in advo
cluding inpatient psychiatric hospital services
hypocrisy.
Mr. LAUSOHE. Mr. President, the and. tuberculosis hospital services) furnished cating medicare-and I may say, for the
lnis[.
Senator has not answered my question. an individual during a spell of illness couldbefiofteSnorrm
survcsha spell" DOUGLAS], that I am going to vote for
Mr. DOUGLAS. I will give the Sen- funishbed hmad afoer6dasu duin
the bill-"We do not intend to kick you
ator absolution. [Laughter.]funsehifo60dydrngucspl"
How out on the street. We are going to see
The PRESIDING OF71CER.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
much time does the Senator yield him- you through?" In other words, we have
time of the Senator has expired,
said they are not going to become f orMr. ILAUSCHE. Mr. President, will sell ?
Mr. HARTKE. 'Three minutes. I gotten people.
the Senator yield me a half minute?
Ninety-nine percent of the People are
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I shall not take very long.
When the House of Representatives covered under the bill. The amendment
yield a half minute to the distinguished
passed the medicare bill, it provided for would cover the 1 percent who have
Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 60-day hospitalization, out of which $40 waited so long to be covered. They are
distinguished Senator from Ohio is rec- was to be paid by the patient. When the ones who should be covered by the
this matter reached the Finance Coin- bill in order to have a program which is
ognized for one-half minute.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I have mittee, the assistant majority leader, the progressive, necessary, and dignified.
been puzzled over why votes have been Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG], at- They are the ones who need this pro
passed to increase the expenditures. I tempted to include long-term illness tection. We can give it to them today.
coverage. That amendment was first In the words of President Johnson, we
have not joined them.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I adopted in the committee, and then de- do not want to leave the chill of an
empty purse on any aged person after
feated.
yield back the remainder of my time.
Following that, I offered an amend- he is in the hospital.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I yield
I think the amendment makes com
ment in the Comnmittee, which was
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time adopted, and which provided for exten- monsense and that the Senate should
having been yielded back, the question sion Of 30 days above that provided by adopt the amendment.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
Is on agreeing to the amendment offered the House figure of 60 days, on the basis
by the Senator from Illinois [Mr. DOUG- of sharing the cost, whereby $10 would the Senator yield?
be paid by the patient and the rest cov
LAS].
Mr. HARTKE. I yield.
ered by the administration under the
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOLLAND. Has the Senator any
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I move social security program.
The amendment I am offering today estimate of the cost involved by adoption
to reconsider the vote by which the
docs nothing More than eliminate the of the amendment?
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HARTKE. Yes. It is a very in
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move 60-day limitation. In other words, if
the amendment is adopted, there would expensive provision. It would cost about
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was be coverage for a hospital stay of 60 days, $40 million-less than the cost of one
with a $40 deductible, Thereafter, the atomic submarine, less than the cost of
agreed to.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, on be- patient could stay in the hospital for military storage in the United States, less
half of the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. such time as the doctor and the review- than the cost of five motor gunboats
LONG] and myself, I call up my amend- ing committee of the hospital deemed being used in Vietnam.
I have had a check made in local hos
ments which I have at the desk, provid- necessary, with a sharing of the cost by
pitals as to the number of such cases
ing for extended hospital care, and ask the patient on the basis of $10 a day.
This amendment really covers long- involved. In one hospital in a 3-month
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendments be dispensed with and term illness, which I call catastrophic period there were only 13 such cases in
illness. I understand that the Senator volved and 91 cases discharged.
that they be printed in the RECORD.
The number is small, but the effect is
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- from New Mexico [Mr. AiDzRSONtl,
author of the bill, has a different term large. This is the real heart, and the
out objection, it is so ordered.
The amendments offered by Mr. for it. It is really a catastrophe if a real purpose, of a program that we have
person has to be in the hospital 120 days called medicare. The fear of long-term
HARTIKE are as follows:
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illness causes stark terror in people, not
alone the aged, but the young as well.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
yield myself such time as I may need to
reply, but I hope not more than 3 minutes.
I am personally opposed to the amendment. A number of members of the Finance Committee are also opposed to the
amendment. However, we recognize that
there is strong sentiment in the Senate
for the amendment.
Actually, as the able Senator from
Indiana has said, It involves only $40
million. That does not seem like a large
sum of money at this time.
The amendment is a modified version
of the Ribicoff amendment, which was
defeated by 4 votes. The amendment is
a distinct improvement in that It continues to have the coinsurance feature,
which is desirable, although it takes off
the limit of the time in which a patient
may stay in the hospital.
As temporary manager of the bill, I
am prepared, after checking with other
members of the Flinance Committee, to
take the amendment to conference for
consideration.
I yield back my time on the amendment.HRK.
Mr. HRK.I
yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendments has been yielded
back.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendments of the Senator from
Indiana [Mr. HARTKE].
The amendments were agreed to.
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Mr. KUCHEL. As I heard the Senator membership agreements or subscription
from Indiana, the amendment applies to contracts or similar group arrangements.
the Virgin Islands. Dods any similar
Mr. SMATHERS. Yes. I am advised
problem exist within any other terni- by my staff that there is a broad Inter
tories under the jurisdiction of the pretation, and the Senator's implica
United States?
tion In his question is correct.
Mr. HARTKE. No; this is a peculiar
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator
problem. They do not have sufficient from Florida. Will the Senator yield me
funds. It is a special situation which 30 seconds more to call attention to.exists with respect to those Islands.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President,
Mr. KUCHEL. I thank the Senator, a point of order.
Mr. RARTKE. I yield back the reThe PRESIDING OFFCER. The
mainder of my time.
Senator from Iowa will state it.
Mr. SMATHERS. I -yieldback the reMr. HICKENLOOPER. I have been
mainder of my time,
sitting in the rear of the Chamber and
The PRESIDING OFFICER, All time I have not heard a word that is going
has been yielded back. The question is on. I do not know what is being dis
on the amendment of the Senator from cussed. The soliloquy in the well of the
Indiana. [Putting the question.) The Senate does not resound very well back
"yeas"~ seem to have it.
here. I hope that we could find out
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the what is going on and what is being
Senator yield me 1 minute?
proposed.
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield 1 minute to
The PRESIDING OFIFICER. The
the Senator from New York.
Senator's position is well taken. The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The Senate will please be in order. Senators
Chair is in doubt as to how Senators will please take their seats.
voted on the last amendment. The
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
Chair will request a division,
yield 1 minute to the Senator from New
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I York from the time available on the
ask unanimous consent that the ques- bill.
tion be put once again.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Senator from New York is recognized for
objection, it is so ordered.
i minute.
The question is on agreeing to the
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I invite
amendment of the Senator from Indiana. attention to the f act that the basis for
The amendment was rejected.
part B of the bill was developed in an
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President-oustanding work of public service by the
The PRESIDING OFFIICER (Mr. Mc- National Committee on Health Care of
INnTR in the chair). Does the Senator the Aged, headed by Arthur Flemining
AMENDMENT NO. i8i
from Florida yield to the Senator from and a most distinguished membership,
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I call New York?
including the former Secretary of HEW,
up my amendment No. 181.
Mr. SMATHERS. I am glad to yield Marion Folsom, distinguished business
The PRESIDING OFFCER.
The to the Senator from New York, and yield men, deans of medical schools, doctors,
amendment offeredtby the Senator from him 1 minute for the purpose,
and others. This work was financed
Indiana will be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFCER. TEhe voluntarily and has made such an ex
The legislative clerk proceeded to read Senator from New York is recognized for traordinary contribution to this final
the amendment.
1 minute.
bill.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. JAVITS. The question has arisen
This rep-ort-was present at the White
unanimous consent that the reading Of and I direct the attention of the Senator House to President Kennedy in Novem
the amendment be dispensed with and to page 72 of the bill, line 15, subdivision ber 1963, not too long before the tragedy
that it be printed in the Rzcoim.
(f), which relates to the kind of carriers which overtook him and the Nation. He
The PRESIDING OFIFICER. Without who may be contracted with in respect received it and commented most favor
objection, it is so ordered.
to services rendered under the supple- ably.
The amendment offered by Mr. HARTKE mentary part of the bill, part B.
Ti
eotcriidadcnoiae
is as follows:
My question is this: Will the carriers
thistta
repfortcetfiRedpandicnsolidated
On page 385. line 5, strike out "$330,000"
be included under this definition who the t hetal efforstofiepulicans
sinredb
and Insert in lieu thereof '10,0"
are consumer-oriented group health 194 wihenrtheairsn
iloffm
olegeredn
a
by
Mr.HARKE.Mr.Preidet, hisisplans or will it be confined only to those mouewit ceprtaintofmyiolesagued
itheoug
•Mvr. shArtKE
am
rnmn.Presdentthswish who are primarily staff and representa- thoe ofRepreso
rentavtivs and, throuh
a vey sortamedmen.
I dels ithtives of the medical profession? I re-th
AnesnGr-atsblwic
a deficiency in the Virgin Islands because fer specifically to carriers of such group passed the Senate last year.
of an emergency in the old age pension healthThis concept of voluntary health coy
program. It makes it possible to inThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The erage with the aid of private sector car
crease the amount from $330,000 to Chair informs the Senate that ±no riers to give physicians and other serv
$500,000 to make sure that the program amendment Is pending. Who yields ices making this truly a full health care
is carried forward. If the amendment time?
(other than as to drugs) bill can justly
is not adopted, some people will have to
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I be claimed as the contribution which
be dropped from the rolls,
have yielded time on the bill to the Sen- makes the pending measure truly bi
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, the ator from New York of 1 minute.
partisan; Such a concept was never in
Senator's amendment Involves approxiThe PRESIDING OFFCER. The the KingAnderson or other adminis
mately $200,000 for the Virgin Islands; Senator from New York may proceed.
tration bills until together with those of
There is some doubt as to whether it is
Mr. JAVITS. I refer specifically to my Republican colleagues who joined
appropriate as an amendment to this the group health insurance in New York in it, it was accepted by Senator ANDER
bill, but, after consultation with mem- Sta~te. Will such carriers of this kind soN and then by Senator GORE and is now
bers of the Finance Committee, we will be allowed to participate in the admin- an established and accepted essential
accept the amendment.
istration of the program? I refer spe- part of the plan of health care for the
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, may I cifically to the words on lines 2, 3, and 4, aging incorporated in this bill.
have 1 minute?
of the bill, on page 73 of the. bill, "with
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield 1 minute to respect to providers of services only, any time of the Senator from New York has
the Senator from California.
agency or organization"' undertaking expired.
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The public plan, in the committee's view,
should utilize the principle of contributory
social insurance to cover all persons 65 years
of age and over, with payments collected
Mittee, and excerpts from the report de- -and
during
the workingpersons.
years of The
all most
employed
self-employed
ap-

unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a list of the members of the
Committee, the contributors to the corn-
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Maining their independence and providing for
themselves.
4. The public plan should be designed to
encourage and facilitate coverage of the aged
under
privateIthealth
insurance
for health
additional
protection.
is essential
that
in

livered to President Kennedy approxi-

propriate area of protection to

Mately 10 days before the terrible tragedy.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NATIONALaggregate

by the public plan is institutional care, and private plans be complementary and that
which is the most frequent cause of financial the roles of the public and private sectors in
shock-loss to the aged. The extent of this providing protection be mutually reinforcing.
protection under the proposeti plan would
5. The benefit structure of the public in
represent approximately one-third of the surance plan should be focused upon health
health care costs of. the aged.
services, the cost of which tends to have the
Aohrtidftescssheom
t-greatest and sharpest impact, rather than

NAINLCOMMrITTEE ON HEALTH CARE OF
THE AcED
Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman, president,
University of Oregon.
Russell Nelson, M.D., Vice Chairman, president, Johns Hopkins Hospital.
James Dixon. MD., president, Antioch CoIlege.
Marion B. Folsom, director and former
treasurer Eastman Kodak Co.
Arthur Larson, Ph. D., director, World Rule
Of Law Center, Duke University.
Russel V. Lee, MD., founder, Palo Alto
Clinic.

be provided

surance coverage provided under the public

tee bntelivs should bethee ossubjhe Cofmpeial
upon services involving routine costs or costs
private insurance covering the largest non-whctedofalialssonnrtd
institutional costs that occur most frefashion.
quently among the aged. Special efforts are
.Te
public insurance plan for the aged
called for in order to bring the cost of such should fit into the current system of health
basic, complementary private coverage with- facilities and medical care in the Nation,
in reach of most of the aged, to whom the with maximum free choice among providers
most economical and efficient forms of inOf services, and it should contribute to the
surance are not ordinarily available. The Improvement and expansion of needed health
commnittee sees a need for congressional ac- resources in the communities of the Nation.
tion to permit insurance organizations to
7. A fundamental long-range objective of
join together in concerted efforts to provide the public insurance plan for the aged
low-cost protection on a mass enrollment should be progressive improvement in the

John C. Leslie, chairman, Committee on basis.
Aging, Community Service Society of New
These components of the proposed dual
York.
Winslow Carlton, Secretary of th
orprogram for the aged are both mutuauly reinth orforcing and mutually dependent. The comcharmnnWGroupHalth Insurdanc, Ince
Mei
mittee urges that one aspect not be considVernSconoW. LiprM.
en
aeMd-ered out of the context of the other; rather,
DcaliScool.
RihrdM..
they should be considered together. To this
DcisnWRihrsMDLambert pro- end, the committee recommends the estabfssor ofd
medicine emeriusi
,
Colleerofity- lishment of a National Council on Health
iciansand Su
ergensy,
Columbia, Uiest.
Care of the Aged, which would keep both
THompias M.rTicerny.
ietr
Colorado the public and private components of the

quality of the services financed through the
Plan.
eamnsrto
8. Responsibility for theamnsrto
of the public insurance plan for the aged
should be assigned to the Seceayo elh
Education, and Welfare, with the assistance
of an Advisory Council on Health Insurance
for the Aged. In administering the plan, the
Secretary should be authorized to contract
for services of voluntary organizations and
requlred to invite proposals from such or

HuetW
onfre
xctv
ieprogram under continuing review.
president, Liberty Mutual insurance CoinUnder the proposed program, the health
panies.
services that are to be financed will be ob-

ganizations for consideration. Direct admin
isrtoofbeisshudeunrakny
the Federal agency only if proposals from

Howard L. Bost, Ph. D., study director
Prfaer .FseJ.

ea

tamned and rendered within the American

osultant,
-which

ExcERPrs FROM COMMITI'EE REPORT
The central purpose of an American solution to the problem of financing the health
care of present and future generations of
the aged must be to encourage and protect
the independence and dignity of the individual. In its basic approach to this problem,
our Nation must aim at preventing dependency as a concomitant of the deterioration
ofhirealthineth decintIng yearsc poflicyfe.
m
Thaisg requiresianshif ipnpulchpoicy
fromel
plracsingmaot
rlance
maupeon charity andhweifare asitane
measuresen wtohlaingepai
uo thdeeomnwihnthe
Nation
of health insurance for the aged. Public
assistance programs present the prospect of
great wincrease Increquiementsh
frpubli
fud ihu ccmlsigteobjective
of preserving the independence of elderly
popilnesor of treducing thei
ecnomi haaden
oilnsasatratoteridpendence,
By their nature, such programs, including
the Kerr-Mills program, deal with dependency after it occurs; health insurance, by
reducing the cost which must be met at
the time of illness to a level that is manageable, can prevent dependency and encourage self-reliance.
Clearly, the solution required in America
today and for the future lies in actions
which will achieve the health insurance coyerage called for by the risk of illness In old
age.
To accomplish the necessary development
of health insurance for the aged, the committee proposes a dual public-private program, consisting of separate and distinct
plans in the respective sectors of the economy. These plans are equally essential and
should be complementary.
Together they
should provide balanced and effective basic
protection covering roughly two-thirds of
the aggregate health care costs incurred by
the aged, leaving the remaining costs to be
met by the Individual on an out-of-pocket
basis or through supplementary private
insurance.

system of medical care, the same system
serves the general population of the
Nation. The financing of health care costs
by the program will be supportive of the
patient-physician relationship requisite for
good medical
care. The program will
strengthen the economic base supporting the
operation and improvement of the health
care establishment throughout the Nation,
helping to stimulate expansion of needed
health care resources to serve all groups.
To provide guidelines for developing health
insurance for the aged under broad national
policy, the committee has formulated a number of principles. These are set forth below and are discussed in the sections of the
report
which follow. We believe
that
through combined public and private action embodying these principles, a solution
to the problem of financing the health care
of the aged will be attainable in a way that
is compatible with, and In fact will strengthand reinforce American traditions and
values.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR PUB5LIC INSURANCE
1. A long-range public plan should be established, based on the principle of contributory insurance and calling for all employed
and self-employed persons to participate during their working years. so that upon reaching age 65 all will have the protection provided under the plan without further payment.
2. The long-range public plan should be
self-financed by a separately designated payroll tax, collected as a part of the social security tax and equally shared by employees and
their employers (or paid by the self-emPloyed), with the benefit level under the
plan tied to the proceeds from this source,
Contributions should be placed in a special
trust fund committed to provide stipulated
benefits after age 65 to those under the plan.
3. The extent of health insurance protection provided by the public plan should be
designed to offset substantially the abnormal
burden resulting from greater use and higher cost of health services required in old age,
so as to give the aged a fair chance of mnain-

voluntary agencies are not adequate.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF COMPLEMENTARY
PRIVATE INSURANCE

1. As a corollary action to the establish
ment in the public sector of a plan for the
aged limited to basic institutional services,
national policy should assign to private in
surance the complementary role of establishIng protection to cover other health care
requirements of aged persons.
2. Private health insurance should concen
trate primarily on covering the major clusters
of expense for physician care and other non
institutional services, so that, together with
the institutional care covered by the public
plan, the aged will have a well-balanced
package of basic protection.
3. Basic complementary protection under
private insurance should be made available
to all persons in the aged population without
disqualifications, reductions in benefits, or
increases in premiums because of advanced
age or condition of health.
4. Private insurance Organizations should
devote intensive efforts to extending basic
complementary protection to the aged pop
ulation, with concentration on developing
marketing methods designed to produce high
volume, low-cost mass coverage.
5. Congress should take action which
would make it possible for insurance com
panies and nonprofit health plans to join in
concerted nationwide efforts to extend to the
aged population basic protection, comple
mentary to that established under the public
insurance plan for the aged.
6. To increase the proportion of the aged
covered In the future under complementary
protection, private insurance organizations
should develop methods for prepaying during
the years of active employment the cost of
health insurance In old age.
Employed
groups also should be encouraged to continue
retirees under group insurance plane.
NATIONAL

ADVISORY COUNCIL

A National Advisory Council on Health In
surance for the Aged should be created and
charged with advising the Secretary in ad
ministering the public insurance plan for the
aged and with making periodic reports to
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the Congress through the President on the out regard to this section) to send any other
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
status, in both the private and public eectors, notice or correspondence to such individual. Senator from Kentucky yield?
of implementation of national policy for
"(b) The notice referred to in subsection
Mr. COOPER. I am glad to yield to
health care of the aged.
(a) shall contain (1) a separate description teSntrfo
oa
Support for the work of the National Corn- of the benefits provided ur' .-r part A of title teSntrfo
oa
mittee on Health Care of the Aged was pro- XVIII of the Social Securil'- Act, examples
Mr. MILLER.
I believe that the
vided by: the Albert A. List Foundation; the of types of health care which are not pro- amendment offered by the Senator from
Kaplan Fund, Mr. Jack Kaplan, president; vided by such part A, and Information as Kentucky is a constructive amendment,
the Stern Foundation; Mr. John Hay Whit- to the class of persons eligible to qualify for but I should like to ask him whether he
ney; Mr. William Creasy; Senator JAcoB K. such benefits, as well as the procedure to be would modify the amendment to require
JAvIrs; and others.
followed to apply for such benefits, (2) a Sep- a notice to be sent to all taxpayers, not
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator arate description of the benefits provided only recipients of social security, as to
from Florida for yielding to me.
under part B of such title XVIII, examples hwmuch is being withheld from their
of the types of health care which are notho
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. President, if provided by such part B, and information as paychecks, and why. Many people will
the Senator will wait just a moment, let to the class of persons eligible to qualify find a reduction in their paychecks as a
me say that as a member of the commit- for such benefits, the conditions and limita- result of the payroll tax increase, and I
tee very much interested in this bill, we tions imposed upon the receipt of such bene- believe that they should be apprised of
all appreciate greatly what the Senator fits, and the procedure to be followed in that so that they will know what has
frm ewYok
rrned
H dd rigapplying for such benefits, and (3) advice happened.
trogethe Mor. aremingead.a greati mainy to the individual that he should make arIbleeta
fteSntrwudd
togeherMr.Fleing nd grat anyrangements through other Insurance proIbleeta
fteSntrwudd
other fine persons and they did a mnag- grams or otherwise to protect himself against this, It would improve his amendment
nificent piece of work on this problem.
health care costs which are not covered by and would give a complete picture of
A member of my staff, through the part A or B of such title XVIII, or both such what has taken place as a result of con
courtesy of the Senator from New York, part A and part B.
gressional action.
was permitted to sit in at the meetings
"(c) In addition to the personal notices
Mr. COOPER. I am sure that that in
at all times. The Senator from New required to be sent under subsections (a) and formation will come to them very quick
York did a very fine Job, and I Wish to (b), the Secretary shall utilize to the fullest ly. They are bound to know that
compliment him on it.
extent feasible other media of communica- promptly.
Mr. JAITS.
thankthe
to apprise the public of the informaIa
eti
httebnfcaiswl
Mr. JAITS.thankthe Snatortions
Snatortion and data required
to be contained in the
mcrti
htth
eeiiaiswl
from New Mexico for his kind comments. notice described in subsection (b).
quickly learn about this program and
AMENDMENT NO. 325
" (d) TheSerty
shall also furnish a hwi
ilafc
hm
Mr. PROUTIY. Mr. Presidentpersonal notice (containing~the information
Mr. MILLER. The only thing the tax
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Presidentand data prescribed under subsection (b) ) payer will see will be the reduction in
TheRESIING OFFICER. The to each individual who after June 1986 be- his paycheck, and he will wonder why.
Te PEIIGcomes
entitled to monthly insurance benefits
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, will
Senator from Kentucky is recognized,
under title II of the Social Security Act and the Senator from Iowa yield?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I call up who has, at the time he becomes so entitled,
Mr. MILLER. I yield.
my amendment No. 326 arid ask that it be attained age 65, or will attaln such age withM.SAHR.Ia
nomdta
stated.
In one year thereafter.
M.SAHR.Ia
nomdta
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
"(e) The Railroad Retirement Board shll the W-2 form, and other forms, con
amendment will be stated for the inf or- furnish to the Secretary such information tain a provision now which shows where
mation of the Senate.
as it may possess and which may be neces- and for what purpose the money has
The legislative clerkc proceeded to state sary or useful to enable the Secretary to been deducted, when they pay their tax.
the amendment.
carry out the provisions of subsection (a)
MILLER. The W-2 form
(2). Such Board also shall furnishi to each theMr.
amount of Federal Insurance shows
Con
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ask Individual who becomes entitled to an an- tributions Act contribution,
but they get
unanimous consent that the reading Of nuity or pension under the Railroad Retirethat at the end of the year. What the
the amendment be dispensed with.
ment Act of 1937 after June 1966 and who,SeaofrmKnukIstygtod
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without at the time he becomes so entitled, has ateao
rmKnuk
styn
od
objection, it is so ordered; and the tamned age 65 (or will attain such age Within Is to let people know at an early date
amendment will be printed in the RECORD one year thereafter) a personal notice con- exactly what they can expect to receive
at this point.
taining the information and data prescribed under the bill. The American people
The amendment (No'. 326) offered by In subsection (b) ,'1
should know what they are paying for.
Mr. COOPER IS as follows:
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, this is aMendmentER
av
Ial at nthismoente
On page 184, between lines 2 and 3, insert not a substantive amendment. It would butmeshllmen
gvaladleato Incrpra
h
enIt,
the following:
merely direct the Secretary of HEW to
Mr. MILLER. I can incorporate It
"NOTICE CONCERNING BENEPITS PROVIDED UNDER
TrrTLE XVIII Or SOCIAL SECUsRrTY ACr

take all practical measures to notify
those who will be scheduled beneficiaries
under the Program of changes in the pro-

'"SEc. 123. (a) The Secretary shall, not
later than July 1, 1966, provide personal no- gram.
tics(containinge thbectionforma)tionndt
I know that there are many offices of
prescriedc underisubsection (b) exeted(b
information under the Social Security
reasn1o eandividuenl who, is expicatedn (by, Administration which will undertake this
benefits) to be entitled to monthly Insur- task. There are some 600 divisions or
ance benefits for the month of June 1966 sections in that office. We ill know that
under the Insurance program established by with the vast changes in the program, it
title 3IIof the Social Security Act, and who will be a necessary task to advise the
will have attained age 65 on or before such Present beneficiaries and the scheduled
month;
beneficiaries of the changes in the act
"(2) each individual who is expected (by which will apply to them,
reason of entitlement to, or application for,
benefits) to be entitled to an annuity or
I am sure that the Social Security Ofpension under the Railroad Retirement Act fice will undertake to do this, but this
of 1937 for the month of June 1966, and would give them congressional direction
who will have attained age 65 on or before to make special efforts to disseminate the
such month;
information.
'"(3) each individual whom the Secretary
I believe that all of us have known, in
has reason to believe would be entitled to rciigcrepnec
rmorcn
the benefits provided by part A of titlereevncorsodnefo
oucoXVIII of the Social Security Act by reason stituents, that there are many beneof the provisions of section 103 of the Social ficiaries of the social security system
Security Amendments of 1965, if the Sec- who do not understand or who have not
retary (A) knows the name and address of been Informed as to the changes which
such individual, and (B) has occasion (with- Will affect them,

qiky
qlky

toacep
SMthESWe amedmnto thepabled
Sntoracp fr h m enKmetuky if IthIsbno
further complicated, because obviously
what the amendment would provide is
what the Secretary of HEW would do
anyway; namely, to notify the people
who are the beneficiaries of the social
security program, or who may be quaifled under other programs, as to what
the law now is and what they can expect.
Therefore, I believe it is a worthwhile
amendment.
Let me say to the Senator from Iowa
that page 138 of the bill, line 12, section
107, states as follows:
SEC. 107. Section 6051(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to additional
requirements) is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new sentence:
Tetamnsrqiednerhsscin
"Thelasstatemetse prequirediunder this setiona
amount withheld as tax under section 3101
which is for financing the cost of hospital
insurance benefits under part A of title
XVIII of the Social Security Act."
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Thus, it is in the bill.
to employ the services of numerous Pro- Health, Education, and Welfare, that.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the fessionals over the larger part of the so far as they knew, no nursing home
at
Senator yield?
day. In other words, Mr. President, this this time in the State of New Hampshire
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield.
bill requires the nursing homes to be Is qualified.
Mr. MILLER. When is this in!for- large operations intimately tied to hosFurthermore, I discovered, that a hos
mnation to be furnished the employee?
pitals in their areas.
pital would absolutely, and did absolute
Mr. SMATHE~s. On the W-2 form.
In many States It will be found that ly, refuse to take any responsibility for
Mr. MILLER. But that comes at the few of these nursing homes can qualify, nursing homes or clinics or medical cen
end of the year.
For example, in the State of Vermont ters that are located 1 foot away from
Mr. SMATHERS. I presume that it there are only two or three that could the site of the hospital, because
of the
does Come at the end of the year.
qualify under the provisions of this bill. responsibility involved and the
Mr. MILLER. Would it not be better In total they represent 155 beds. The bility of damage suits resulting possi
from
to let them have the information as soon other 189 nursing homes in all probabil- malpractice or some other occurrence
as Possible? I am not proposing that ity could not qualify, although they pro- that may take place In a nursing home
they be told every time they receive their vide excellent nursing home care. So, or in a medical center or in a clinic not
paycheck. I am suggesting that at the of the some 45,000 people over age 65 in under the direct control of the hospital.
time the program goes into effect, when Vermont who may need nursing home
Unless the-re is some very strong
their Paycheck is first reduced, they re- care, only 155 beds may qualify for pay- planation or reassurance, I hope ex
the
ceive a notice as to why, instead of mak- ment coverage if this bill is adopted as amendment of the Senator from Ver
ing'them wait until the end of the year written.
mont will prevail. otherwise, there
to find out.
My amendment would automatically would be nothing in my State, for ex
Mr. SMATHERS. I share the senti- qualify any nursing home licensed by a ample, to furnish nursing home care for
ments expressed by the Senator from State to operate as a nursing home, these elderly people.
Kentucky [Mr. CoonER] that they are Who is the better judge of whether a
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I have
going to find this out very quickly. I nursing home meets adequate and rea- had an extended discussion with
the
would hope that the Senator from Iowa sonable standards of safety and care? Senator from Vermont. I can well
would not pursue his amendment to the Clearly, the State agency which has the understand his concern and the concern
amendment, because we are prepared to responsibility for overseeing the opera- of the distinguished Senator from New
take the amendment of the Senator from tions of the home. If we impose the Hampshire. If we look at the sections
Kentucky.
very rigid standards of this bill, only 3 of the bill that the Senator was looking
Mr. President, I yield back the re- of 192 nursing homes in the entire State at, there is reason for concern, because
of
mainder of my time.
of Vermont would apparently be eligible the partially settled nature surrounding
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield for payments administered under this many small towns, and the far distances
back the remainder of my time,
bill, and, undoubtedly, a similar situa- that they are from organized hospitals.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tion would exist in many States.
However, if the Senator from Vermont
question -is on agreeing to the amendUnder my plan, the fact that a State and the Senator from New Hampshire
ment of the Senator from Kentucky has licensed any one of these nursing will turn to Page 92 of the bill, they will
(No. 326).
homes is prima facie evidence that the find another provision In which the
The amendment was agreed to.
home is adequate to the needs of the Committee on Finance took into account
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I send patients. My amendment preserves the the problem with which they are con
an amendment to the desk and ask that qualifications otherwise imposed by the cerned. At page 92, beginning at line 4,
it be stated.
Federal Governmenet for those homes in there appears this language:
The PRESIDING OFFCER. The States having no licensing laws.
Any extended care facility which does not
amendment will be stated.
We may be faced with the problem of have such an agreement in effect, but which
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 87 building huge nursing homes or making is found by a State agency (of the State
In
at line 1, strike all following the paren- it necessary for people to remain in which such facility is situated) with which
thess
ad
inertin
trouh
lne
,
ieuhositas
muh
lnge thn oherisean agreement under section 1864, is In effect
ad inertin
trouh lne ,ieuhositas
muh lnge thn
oheris
(or, in the case of a State in which no such
thereof the following:thess
"licensed
pursu- would be necessary,
or to transfer te
gnyhsa gemn ne eto 84
ant to state law or approved by an agen- long distances to hospitals and nursing by the Secretary) to have attempted in good
cy of any State responsible for licensing homes in the large metropolitan areas, faith to enter into such an agreement with
institutions primarily engaged in proThis is something that we should con- a hospital sufficiently close to the facility
viding to inpatients (A) skilled nursing sider seriously. I know that in the case make feasible the transfer between them to
care and related services, or (B) rehabil- of my State--and I certainly believe it is patients and the information referred to of
in
itation services for the rehabilitation of true in many other States also.-the paragraph (2), shall be considered
an agreement in effect if andtoforhave
injured, disabled, or sick persons, as facilities are not available if the stand- such
long as such agency (or the Secretary, so
as
meeting the standards established for ards provided in the bill are adhered to.. the case may be) finds that to do so is in
such licensing, or which-",.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the the public interest and essential to assuring
On page 88, beginning at line 9, strike Senator yield me 2 minutes?
extended care services for persons in the
all through line 15.
Mr. PROUTY. I yield 2 minutes to the community who are eligible for payments
Renumber " (10) as (9)
Senator from New Hampshire.
with respect to such services under this title.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I have
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I have
Considering the State of
and
been much concerned lest there be a been waiting patiently for the distin- the State of New Hampshire,Vermont
with which
discrepancy in that portion of the medi- guished Senator from Vermont to raise I am well acquainted, 'very few
hospitals
cal care title of the bill which relates to this point. I am looking forward with are located in the major
How
nursing homes qualified to participate. anticipation, and shall ]isten most care- ever, there are many small cities.
I think it is only fair to say that the fully, to the statement that will un- and small towns which arecommunities
perhaps 25
effect of the language beginning on page doubtedly be made by the distinguished or 30 miles distant from a hospital. Yet
86 of H.R. 6675 is to give a monopoly to Senator from Connecticut.
these small towns have nursing homes.
large hospital-oriented nursing homes
This is a point which concerns me Under those circumstances, the hospital
without regard to the very fine services deeply in regard to my own State of New .could enter into an agreement
with a
furnished by others not big enough to Hampshire. While I was a member of nursing home, even though It is not adja
meet the requirements of this bill,
the Special Committee on the Aging, I cent or close by.
In order for a nursing home to be discovered-it was only about 4 or 5
Let us say that a hospital refuses to
eligible under this bill, it would have to years ago--that not one nursing home in do so, because it is inconvenient
to have
have agreements with ode or more hos- my State was qualified under the criteria supervisors travel 30 or 40 miles to
small
pitals for the transfer of patients. It which apparently prevail in the bill,
towns where the nursing home is located,
would have to have in effect a utilization
I1also discovered-that situation may if the State of Vermont or the State of
review plan which would closely tie Its not be entirely true-this afternoon, New Hampshire, or a health
department
services to the hospitals. It would have when I spoke with the Department of or a department of hospitals, or a public
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Mr. PROUJTY. I yield to the Senator laid down by the Secretary of Health,
agency has supervisory facilities or it has
Education, and Welfare?
licensed these homes, they could certify from New Hampshire.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Without a question
Mr. COTTON. In order to establish
to the Secretary that this is a proper
nursing home and that the nursing home as Well as we can and as briefly as we of a doubt-and I would be shocked if the
should be the kind of facility that would can the legislative history, which might Secretary refused to certify the particu
be eligible to take patients under the pro- be very important to the States which lar type of facility which the Senator has
we represent, I should like to inquire of described. Should such an event take
visions of the act.
If a State does not have an agency the distinguished Senator from Connec- place, and the distinguished~enator from
which supervises or licenses nursing ticut, who has had so much to do with New Hampshire [Mr. COTTON] or the dis
homes, under those circumstances the guiding the bill, who has performed such tinguished Senator from Vermont [Mr.
Secretary of HEW would have the right constructive work in connection with it, PROUTY] called It to the attention of the
to send into that State his own employees and who has a background as former Finance Committee and to my personal
to certify that a nursing home was Secretary of the Department of Health, attention, I would be the first to come to
Education, and Welfare, his understand- the floor of the Senate and to the Fi
proper to provide extended care.
I understand the concern of the Sen- Ing of the meaning of the lines on page nance Committee to make sure that that
ator from Vermont. I believe that with- 92. I refer particularly to the words situation was remedied. But there is no
out the amendment, in a colloquy on the "hospital sufficiently close to the facility question in my mind that we are all
floor of the Senate we can straighten out to make feasible the transfer between aware of the fact that in many rural
many of the questions that are in the them of patients and the information.- communities throughout the Nation
mind of the Senator from Vermont, and I ask the Senator if in his opinion that there is a dearth of doctors. We recog
for the RECORD we can establish a pro- would mean a licensed nursing home in nize that many communities axe com
cedure under which the nursing homes a town 25, 30, or perhaps even 40 miles pletely without a doctor. Certainly peo
and the people in sparsely connected away from the nearest hospital, where ple in rural communities are covered by
communities would have the protection there is not a resident physician, but the bill as people in large urban areas are
and coverage that they should have un- which would meet the criteria that the covered by the bill. We intend that
Senator anticipates would be laid down everyone, no matter where he is living
der the bill.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the in case the hospital would not assume the in the Unilted States, should get the full
benefit of the act. My understanding of
r~esponsibility,
Senator permit me to ask a question?
Mr. RIBICOFF. It is my understand- the bill is that the communities indicated
Mr. RIBICOFF. I am pleased to have
by the Senator from New Hampshire and
ing and interpretation that when we tal
the Senator do
dr iftheso.a
Sena"mmabout a resident physician, it is a, physi- the Senator from Vermont would defi
one
if the
Mor.PRouldtell me
ntor coul tllme if thge. word "mea uth cian who is available in accordance with nitely be protected and the people would
mash
the facts and the customs of the coin- be entitled to such benefits.
painty"
onmlinei7tpg.y2?
Mr. COTTON. I thank the distin
munity. Naturally, in rural areas there
e ento
paiet'RIBcommunity?
might be a small hamilet without a doctor. guished Senator. I am somewhat re
Mlaer.eReatCthe
Wusillthn Snao
Mr. PROUTY. Does the word "coin- It would be absolute nonsense and would assured.
Mr. ALL07T. Mr. President, will the
be completely frustrating to the purposes
yield?
munity" as found on line 17, page 92, othactosyhtunetoeci-Senator
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I still
there must be a doctor resicomntcumstances
Mean thepaient'swolasuetht
Mr.ouRIesiCoFF. Ie woul tassume tabot, dent in the small hamlet. If it is the have the floor. I yield myself 5 addi
wthouptiqentstionmweiare Italisngoabout custom of that community to use a doc- tional minutes.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
wrtheg tor in the region, be he 10, 15, or 25 miles
ithenptient'sn commulatty. Itisnot
ithention, in foqurmulatiengst tandw l aritn away, but if that is the doctor who nor- Senator from Vermont is recognized for
a mally services the people of that coin- 5 minutes.
therillthihomreqursains.otae
Mr. ATLLOTT. Mr. President, will the
hc
munity, I would say that it would satisfy
Ofrothureir hms.taini
the requirements of the act if the doctor Senator yield me 3 minutes?
somuituationtinee
whichOfacoursein a
Mr. PROUTY. I yield to the Senator
inrtaticomnotmgt
eredy
nne hos- were available on call in case of emerpaieta
urally he would go near where the hos- gency to a nursing home, just as he would from Colorado 3 minutes.
Mr. ALLOTT. I should like to have
pitl ws lcatd.
e tlk bou nus-be on call to a person who miight become
the attention of the distinguished Sen
ing homes, home care, or the services Of suddenly ill in that community.
adoctor. What I have in mind, and
Mr. COTTON. Through the courtesy ator from Connecticut. I am not enwhat the committee has in mind, is a of the distinguished Senator from Ala-tieysifedwhteanerhes
community in which the patient resides bama [Mr. HILL], and other Senators, giving to my friend, the distinguished
or lives, or the nearest community to hi including the Senator from Connecticut' Senator from New Hampshire. In the
ra nwihw
ol
r
we hope to have in my State a program Ws hr
home,
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, will the to help us get resident doctors. The bill geographically place some of the States
that I introduce was passed by the Sen- ofthe East, as the Senator knows, in a
Senator yield?
ate bu
no itha
ye pase th oterfew counties. In that respect, there
the problem of distance becomes
a
o e asdteohrfore,
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, before atbti
very acute and very great.
the Senator from New Hampshire en- body.
ThqusinIhollietakte
There are communities in which a pergages in a colloquy with the Senator from
senaorl
I
is etaskflos the
h
Connecticut, I should like to say that I son who is ill must be taken 25 or 30 mie ditnuesishe
fopage92flines4,han
hope this point will be made very clear to the nearest hospital for real medical dseinatrguothedSntri
attention. In my opinion, however, those Snthere isoredferectom page 108, siectioand
in the conference report,
Mr. RIBICOFF. I shall not be a con- Places have some very good nursing 1864.
WhtIsollieohaeste
feree, but I hope that the conferees will homes. It is not a question of convenso indicate. I have had a long and close ience. The hospitals are extremely re- assuranceothatltheprovsion wi appl
thomaots the
wllapl
common
contact with the bill, both as Secretary luctant to assume responsibility, due to assuanycurin
and as a member of the Committee on distance, by entering into agreements termy whricghomis cetifised bye acState
Finance. It was always our intention- with them or in any way assuming the agency.winhCoord wertfehav averafie
because we recognized that many pa- responsibility for what is done. How- certification law, a licensing law, for
tients come from rural communities in ever, the nursing homes are carefully in- nursing homes. What I wish to be as
sured of is whether they have a doctor
which there is no hospital-that in these spected by the State.
I shall not take any more time, but is it in actual attendance or whether they are
cases where perhaps a hospital did not
want to be bothered with a nursing home the assurance of the distinguished Sena- operating in conjunction with a hospital,
30 or 40 miles away the State could step tor from Connecticut that it his under- those nursing homes will be recognized.
in with its own inspection and licensing standing of the wording on Page 92 of They are up to high standards. I have
agency, and in the absence of a licensing the bill that, in the absence of an agree- inspected a great number of them. I do
agency the Secretary would then certi- ment with a hospital, such nursing homes not wish to be caught on a technicality
will be taken care of by proper criteria that someone has not complied with the
fy the nursing home.
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law, or that the Secretary of Health, of the Secretary of Health, Education, tary would come into play only after the
Education, and Welfare has decided that and Welfare as to whether the nursing hospital refused or was not interested,
or if a State did not have an agency.
this is not so. If we are going to pass homes in the States will qualify,
Mr. RIBICOF'. I should say, first, Then only would the Secretary act to
the bill, I wish to be sure that those peo.
that I have not implied that anything is fill the void. The Secretary would not
pie are Provided for.
Will the Senator assure me that the wrong with any nursing home in Colo- take part in the initial decision.
Mr. ALLO¶IT. The Senator is on the
occupants of a nursing home in a State rado. I was speaking of a general probhorns of a dilemma. In this instance,
which has certified a nursing home and lem.
Mr. ALLOrr. I remind the distin- power is being delegated to an instltu
has licensed it will be treated like the
occupants of any other nursing home guished Senator from Connecticut that tion, which may be wholly private, to
3 years ago a disastrous fire occurred in determine whether a nursing home shall
anywhere else in the country?
Mr. RIBICOFF. I would have to say a nursing home on Calvert Street, in be qualified as a nursing home. On page
108, beginning in line 22, the language
in all candor that not every nursing home the District of Columbia.
Mr. REBICOFF. We want to make reads:
licensed by a State would be covered;
To the extent that the Secretary finds it
there is no question about that. A State, certain that such a catastrophe will not
appropriate.
for example, may have low standards. happen again,
h
slf
nieyi
Tedcsb
Mr. ALLOTT. I do not want It to
Certainly it is not the intention to allow
Thands cisofnthe
Sertay wnithout anyth
elderly Persons who need nursing home happen again,
h
ertr,
without anycrtia A
Mr. RIBICOFF. In making the legis- guidelnso
care to be placed in firetraps. Many horitheoento' ancrgument. the
rible tragedies have occurred in nursing lative history, we are discussing not only cordeingsto
Colorado, Vermont, and New Hampshire, codetrination ise lefatorin eachuminstane
homes throughout the United States.
Mr. ALLOTIT. One occurred in the but are speaking about all 50 States and toethermiltoa hospital.i Taha doestanot
toth beatruepinalmyhow hometown,
District of Columbia 2 or 3 years ago, the Territories,.ape
if we turn to page 86 for a definition buasppetosbe thrue werey awhompitalwn,
and nothing has been done to correct
anaghonspticlgoups
of extended care facilities, we find defini- whic theroe wherewr
such conditions,
Mr. RIBICOFF. They have occurred tions to determine what an extended care Suppos ther hospiatalgutoristies saids
all over the United States. Therefore, It facility is. That appears on page 86, "We do not like that fellow; we will not
is our intention to maintain a high de- beginning in line 24.cetfthtom.Itsmsomeha
thate
Mr. ALLOTT. The question I am try- crifaythatg hoe"Itses to tuh medne
gree of quality and service. That is why
we have a provfision, as a general propo- ing to have answered is, Who will makeuptthSaeagnyoesblhte
Sand
determineo
wetherlnursing
sition, to have an association in donnec- the determination? According to the critotheri
Senator's answer, as I understand, under homtesi indtheStterquaify.hternrsn
tion with a hospital.
But there is a situation, as stated by section 1864 or section 1861, and the hoebelieve Sthatenursinghmeyhol
the Senator from Vermont [Mr. PROUTY] provision on page 92, it ultimately comes com uneriv thet puroigrm just ashmuch
eatr ewHmphieto a determination by the Secretary of as any other institution; but I cannot be
an te rm
lieve that it should be left to a private
[Mr. COTTONJ. The provision on page 92, Health, Education, and Welfare.
hospital or a private physician to deterMr. RIBICOFF. No.
which I am speaking about, was placed
hte
tclrisiuin
Mr. ALLOTIT. The Secretary would mn
in the bill by a Member of the House who
comes from a distnict which has a situa- determine ultimately the standards forqulfasnrighm.
n h
quaif asBnursing homes.
tion similar to the one discussed by, the each facility,
Mr. RIBICOFF. No; that is not the horns of a dilemma at all.
Senator from Vermont and the Senator
Mr. ALLOTTr. I am inclined to think
from New Hampshire. He is Representa- case. I should say that the decision
tive ULLMAN, of Oregon. His district in- would be made, in the first instance, by that -theSenator is.
Mr. RIBICOFF. No; I am trying to
cludes small communities, widely scat- the hospital in the community. The
hospital In the community would entermaeselgiatvhsoroaso
tered, far away from hospitals. tadrdI
ono
nto an agreement with the nursing clarify questions raised by two distin
IfaStt
hslo
believe anyone would contend that el- home. If X hospital were located in Y" guishied Senators who are vitally conderly persons should be placed in fire- town, the hospital would determine cerned with problems that are peculiar
traps. The question raised by the Sen- which nursing homes, in the opinion of to their States and to other rural States
ator from Vermont and the Senator the staff and the management of the that have different problems in highly
from New Hampshire relates not mere- hospital, it believed were properly con- urbanized communities.
h
Te PEIIG
OFCR
ly to providing for a State-licensed fa- ducted nursing homes. The hospital
h
OFCR
TePEIIG
ciuty; rather, the question is, what shall would make the determination.
However, a situation such as that de- time Yielded to the Senator from Colo
be done in a situation in which a hospital is so far away from a nursing home scribed by the distinguished Senator rado has expired.
Mr. PROUTY. I yield 2 more minutes
that it is unwilling to assume responsi- from Vermont and the distinguished
bility? So we have included language on Senator from New Hampshire might be to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. RIEBICOFF. We have tried as
page 92 to make an exception in such encountered. There might be instances
cases, to make certain that merely be- in which the hospital were so far away much as possible to place responsibility
cause a hospital does not wish to as- from the nursing home facility that the away from the Government, whether it
sume responsibility, the people of the hospital would be unwilling to assume be State or Federal. I have great re
district affected will not be closed out. either supervision, inspection, or asso- spect for most of the hospitals in the
United States. Hospitals are accredited
However, I would not contend that nurs- ciation.
OFFICER The by the American Hospital Association.
The PRESIDING
ing home facilities should be provided if
a State is lax or if standards are so low time -yielded to the Senator from Colo- In my opinion, and based upon my ex
perience, the American Hospital Associ
that people would be placed in a firetrap. rado has expired.
Mr. PROUTY. I yield 3 additional ation is one of the most responsible, ded
I think we ar6 talking about two dificated organizations in the country. The
minutes to the Senator from Colorado.
ferent problems, entirely.
Mr. RIBICOFF. It is necessary to American Hospital Association has high
No; we are not
Mr. ALLOTT.
talking about two different problems en- take into account the problem that standards; and we want high-standard
~lrely. The Senator from Connecticut would be raised if a hospital were not hospitals and high-standard nursing
has used an extreme approach, a "scare" interested in certifying a nursing home, homes.
So to make certain that we will not
approach, and that Is not necessary. No Under those circumstances, the State
nursing home in Colorad o is a firetrap. would certify what is a proper nursing create a large juggernaut under the State
Section 1864 Provides no standards by home, and would do so through its prop- and Federal Governments, we have
which a determination could be made erly, duly constituted licensing author- placed the responsibility on hospitals,
which are almost without exception
as to whether a nursing home is ade- ity.
We provide, further, that if a State charitable, civic, or nonprofit organiza
quate; and that section refers to section 1861. I do not find whether it does, has no such agency-and there are some tions. We are saying to them, in effect
I am trying to ascertain whether the States in that Position-the Secretary "We will let you decide the proper stand
States are subject completely to the whim shall certify. The action of the Secre- ards for nursing homes."
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We recognize that a situation might
arise, and could arise, in which there
might be prejudice on the part of a hospital; when a hospital would not want
to assume the burdens, because of distances. We do not want to deprive a
large number of persons of services to
which they are entitled. So we provide
that if a hospital refuses to enter into
such an agreement, under such circumstances the State agency may say "An
exception can be made"; and under
those circumstances we say that it is the
proper agency.
Then the Secretary could come in as
a last resort, if we had a State agency,
and notify the hospital.
Mr. ALLOTT. Since the time has
been allotted to me, I must ask the Senator from Connecticut to Permit me to
conclude my remarks.
It seems to me that in this instance
the Government has delegated its power
of choice to a group of independent people, and that we have avoided the Govermient process. If we want to Place
this matter in the hands of the State,
which represents the people, I believe
that we should do so. However, I believe that my friend is on the horn of a
dilemma. I do not believe that we can
conscientiously say that these homes
should be designated by an individual
hospital in an individual town.
Perhaps the Senator does not understand the problems which exist in Vermont, New Hampshire, Montana, Utah,
Wyoming, California, and other States of
the country which have a real problem.
We owe a great debt to the distinguished Senator from Vermont for raising the question. I sincerely hope that
the amendment of the Senator from
Vermont will be agreed to. It is a wholly
sensible amendment. It is entirely in
compliance with the spirit of the law. It
makes more sense than the manner in
which the subject has been covered in
the law as written,
Mr. RIBI1COFF. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 minutes from my own time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Vermont has control Of
the time.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, how
much time have I remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Vermont has 10 minutes
remaining.
Mr. President, will
Mr. HOLLAND.
the Senator from Vermont yield for a
question?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, am I
to understand that the amendment Of
the Senator from Vermont would give
prima facie standing to a State license
when that license has been issued to a
nursing home?.
Mr. PROUTYI'.
The Senator is correct.
There is nothing
Mr. HOLLAND.
conclusive about it. If some bad situation were to develop, in the judgment of
the Government agencies, to make it
appear that there was a bad administration of a program, they could of course
disqualify a particular nursing home,
Mr. PROUTY. The Senator is correct.

-
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Mr. President, I
Mr. HOLLAND.
thoroughly support the amendment. I
believe that the action of the State
agency should have prima facie standing.
I am glad that the Senator from Vermont
proposes to give the State agency action
no more than prima' fadie standing.
That should give complete assurance to
the Federal agency that if something is
wrong, they have every right and duty
to bring that point up and disqualify the
particular nursing home.
Mr. COTTION. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Vermont or the Senator
from Florida yield 3 minutes to me?
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from New
Hampshire.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Senator from New Hampshire is recognized for 3 minutes.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I have
always admired the forthrightness and
the ability to hit at the core of any problem of my distinguished friend the Senator from Colorado. I believe that this
is a good amendment. I should like to
see the amendment agreed to. However,
with all due deference to the Senator
from Colorado, I feel that I should express my appreciation to the Senator
from Connecticut and come to his
defense.
from New
the
Senator
What
Hampshire wanted to do was not to concentrate the power in Washington. I am
opposed to such concentration and I feel
that way very deeply.
I have a very great problem with this
matter. My distinguished colleague, the
junior Senator from New Hampshire,
joins me. A situation exists in our State
in which hospitals, because of their fear
of taking responsibility for the conduct
of nursing homes which are located too
far away for them to really keep their
fingers on them, will not enter into these
agreements.. If they do not enter into
such agreements, and if the Secretary of
Health, - Education, and Welfare in
Washington does not lay down the kind
of criteria under which State-licensed
and supervised nursing homes can function in my State, it will cause a tremendous hardship on many of the people that
we desire to reach by means of this legislation.
They would suffer greatly
from it.
I wish to establish the legislative history on the floor. I see present in the
Chamber the Senator from Florida and
the Senator from Kansas, who are members of the Committee on Finance. They
are listening intently. I have received a
definite assurance from the distinguished
Senator from Connecticut, for whom I
have a very high regard-and I know his
word is as good as any bond I could ever
ask for-that it was the intent of the
committee and his understanding of the
wording of the bill, that, In situations
such as I have described in New Hampshire, we can rely upon the Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare to see to it that the bill
reaches its goal and that nursing homes,
if they have been properly inspected, 11censed, and approved by the State, will
be allowed to take care of old people.
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I thank the Senator. I do not want
the assurance of the Senator to be under
mined with regard to my home State by
any estrangement or controversy'about
the structure of the bill.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ap
predaite the comments of the distin
guished Senator from New Hampshire.
In answer to the Senator from Colo
rado, I have been in both the State of
New Hampshire and the State of Ver
mont many, many times. My son went
to school in Vermont. My children went
to camp in New Hampshire. I have
friends who live there. I have visited
there many times.
I have been in the State of Colorado at
least 10 times in my lifetime. As a Gov
ernor, and going to Governor's confer
ences, I have spent much time with the
other 49 Governors of the 50 States of
the Union. I think that I understand the
problem.
As Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, I never
felt that my outlook or point of view
was that of a Connecticut man. I always
felt that I had the responsibilities and
problems of all people, whether they lived
in urban centers of the Nation, or in the
tiniest hamlet, in trying to work out the
problem.
I hope the time never comes when I
look at a problem from the point of view
of the welfare of my own State. I hope
that I shall always recognize problems
as they exist.
What I have been trying to do in the
colloquy with the Senator is to attempt
to establish beyond a doubt that their
fears were groundless. I have also at
tempted to nail down in the legislative
history we are making today that it is
the intention of the Senate and of the
Committee on Finance definitely to take
care of the specific problem raised by the
distinguished Senators from the States
of Vermont and New Hampshire.
They are zealously taking care of their
own people. They have my assurance
and the assurance of the Committee on
Finance and of the leadership on both
sides of the aisle that the bill is designed
to definitely take care of the problems
raised.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I yield
myself an additional 3 minutes.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Senator from Connecticut is recognized
for an additional 3 minutes.
Mr. RI]BICOFF. Mr. President, the
agency can check on the people in the
nursing homes and the people who live
in the vicinity and use the nursing
homes. If they do not devise coordinated
plans, the State agency can come into
play. If the State agency does not come
into play, the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare can enter into the
problem. I know of no better way to
give full assurance and a guarantee than
through the legislative history and the
bill.
Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Mr.
President, who yields time?
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On page 304, line 6, strike out "6.7' and
Mr. SMATHERS. That is about corinser't "8.8".ret
On page 306,
Mrec. LUC
h
mnmn
distinguished Senator from Connecticut Insert "4.60". line 20, strike out "4.45" and
Mr.ha
LASCeen
Thfeedb
amendmenato
for his elucidation.On
page 306, line 22. strike out "4.9"' and whchabenofrdyteSntr
fo i lcdto.Insert
"4.95".
from Florida contemplates giving au
I should like to call his attention to
On page 308,
one thing. I wonder if he could accept insert "4.50". line 16, strike out "4.45"- and thority to the Congress to establish ways
and means of financing the deficit of $2.8
an amendment.
On page
I propose the following amendment: inlsert "4.95".308, line 18, strike out "4.9" and billion. Is that correct?
Mr. SMATHERS.
The Senator is
on Page 92, lines 11 and 12, insert between
Onl page 232, line 25, Strike out "0.70"1 and about correct.
"hospital" and "sufficiently" the phrase insert "0.76".
"Witin
tat orothrwie".On
he
page 233, line 5, strike out "0.525"1 and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do Sen
"itintestteorthris"t
"05"
ators yield back their time?
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
On page 305, line 9, strike out "10.60" and
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
amendment is acceptable to me.
insert "0.65".
Senator yield to me?
Mr. PROUTY.y That would mean that
On page 303, line 14, strike out "0.65"1 and
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield 1 minute to
a small nursing home could negotiate a insert 0O.701.
the Senator from New York.
transfer agreement with a hospital in
On page 305, line 18, strike out "0.75" and
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I under
aState which is sufficiently close, or
Onspage 3107,lne1,stieou 060n
stand we are anxious to get on with the
whinch has such an agreement, if the Insert "0.65".
business of the
and have the
home is in the public interest and esOn page 307, line 19. strike out "0.65" and House cover the Senate
rates, but let us get
sential to take care of the persons of insert "0.70".
some idea of what is Involved.
the community.
On page 307, line 22, strike out "0.75" and
As I understand the amendment of
Mr. RIBICOFF'. I believe that I un- Insert "10.80".
the Senator from florida, the social se
dersand hatthe
enaor i drvingat.
On
page
309,
line
12,
strike out "0.60" and curity tax rates are increased about onedersand
hatthe enaor i drvingat.Insert
"0.65".
There might
be a community in a State
On page 309,
that is Close to the border of another insert "0.70". line 15, strike out "0.65" and tenth of 1 percent, in general.
Mr. SMATHERS. The Senator is cor
State in which a hospital is located. As
On page 309, line 18, strike out "0.75" and rect as to the combined employer-em
I recall, Lebanon, N.H., would serve a insert "0.80".
ployee rate.
small community across the line of VerMr. SMATHERS Mr. President, the
Mr. JAVITS. And the rates with re
mont that would meet the certification of aedet
as h ee ftxs
h
spect to hospital insurance about 0.05
the State of New Hampshire.
amnmnsrietelvlo
a otePercent.
funds will stay solvent.
I think this does clarify it for areas trust
Mr. SMATHERS. Yes.
Mr. SALTONSTALIJ.
Mr. President,
M
AIS
oteei
oral
nearpthie Canadian borderine
Nhewe will the Senntor yield?
sensational
increase
involved,
tharempshire, Vemnt
asori
Maione wihereos
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield to the Sen- wage base remains the same. and the
pther mayrs bheanasocdr.Iationlb
witha lo- ator from Massachusetts.
Mvr. SMATmnRS. Yes.
pIngtal acrss theborer.dIwoul be will
0Mr. SALTONSTAuL.. I have been
Mr. JAVITS. We are not dealing with
Seagtoracpth
amnmnbyheloking
at the brief summary of the billaseatolinrs.
Mr. SMATHERS. May I ask the Senl as contained on page 2 of the
report,
M
MTES
n tas eie
ator from Vermont, if it is the dipoi
unaderprgah:9
n 1) which the allocation to the disability fund.
tion of the present manager, with the adthe Senator is correct.
vice of the Senator from Connecticut,
(9) revising the tax schedule and the Otherwise
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
to accept this amendment, does it mean earnings base so as to fully finance
the
Senator
yield?
that the original amendment is with(10) making other miscellaneous improveMr. SMATHERS. I yield to the Son
drawn?
ments.
ator from Tennessee.
Mr. PROUTY. That is correct.
Mr. GORE. Instead of this being an
Mr. President, I withdraw the amendAm I to understand from the acting expenditure that Will go
down the rat
ment.
manager of the bill that he does not in- hole, we are increasing the
income to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The first tend by these amendments to put on new
amendment of the Senator from Ver- taxes, but simply to raise the existing make the Program actuarially sound. Is
Mont is withdrawn, and the clerk will taxes provided for in-the bill sufficiently that correct?
MrSMTE .ThSeaoisc
reotth
rsetaenmnto
cover the additions we have put In the rect.
The LEclSLAnXvE CLERK. It is pro- bill?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do Son
Posed, on page 92, lines 11I and 12, to
Mr. SMATHERS. Yes; to cover the ators yield back their time on the pond
insert between the words "hospital" and amendments which we have
ing amendment?
"sufficiently" the Phrase "within the which call for expenditures outadopted,
of the
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield back my
State or otherwise",
trust funds,
time.
Mr. SMVATHERS. Mr. President, we
Mr. SALTONSTALL. And where the
The PRESIDING
All time
will accept the amendment,
money comes out of the general rove- on the amendmentsOFFICER,
has been yielded
I yield back my time.
nuos?
back.
Mr. PROUTY. I yield back my time.
Mr. SMATHERS. We shall have to
The question is on agreeing to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time appropriate those moneys
at some later amendments of the Senator from Florida.
on the amendment has been Yielded back, date.
The amendments were agreed to,
The question is on agreeing to the
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are
amendment of the Senator from Ver- the Senator yield?
there further amendments?
mont [Mr. PROUTY].
Mr. SMATHERS. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Since I last asked an amendment to the desk, and ask send
that
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Are questions of the Senator from Foia it be read.
teefrhraedetthe
total expenditures under the bill
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, on were increased by $40 million through
behalf of the Finance Committee, I send an amendment offered by the Senator amendment offered by the Senator from
Iowa
will
be stated.
to the desk certain amendments,
from Indiana [Mr. HARTKE]. The total
The legislative clerk read as follows:
I ask unanimous consent that the expenditures now Provided
are
$7.52?
On
page
108, line 22 strike the words "To
reading of the amendments be dispensed -billion as compared to a recommended
the extent" and all thereafter through the
with
exendtur
in line 2 on page 109 "and insert in
wit .
xp nd tu e byy thee resden
re id nt Ofof $4.33 Period
lieu thereof
the following:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without billion.
Those expenditures are approxi"An isiuino
gnywihsc
objection, it is so ordered.
mately $2.8 billion beyond what thestti(or
ioal) agencycerifie Isuca has
The amendments Offered by Mr. President recommended. Is that
tor- Sitaietended
Icare fagecity, oerthomesI halth
SM~n~ssare
s fllow:
rctagency
(as those terms are defined in section
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1861) shall be treated as such by the Secretary: Provided, That In the event the Secretary determines that the hospital, facility,
or agency is so Inadequate as to endanger
the life or health of the people it serves,
gives notice of such determination to the
certifying State agency and provides an opportunity for hearing thereon to the State
agency."

Mr. MILLER.

Mr. President, I yield

myself 3 minutes.

-

it would do would be to put it on a basis
BOULDER, COLO.,
where it can be accelerated rapidly. It
July 8, 1965.
is left, then, to the State in the first re- Hon. GORDOse ALLOWr,
Senate Floor,
spect, and then to the Secretaryr of Washingt on, D.C.:
HEW.
H.R. 6675 as is is totally wrong for the
If
Senators would consider this elderly patient, the long-term care facility
amendment and take it to Conference, and the taxpayer. Too much emphasis on
they would find that the purposes of the high cost care. Recommend adoption of the
bill as they have Proclaimed them are Harris amendment.
sered b ein
th amedmen.t.First
4ALDVice
J. KING,
atalbensevdbthaedm actully
PresidIent,
Otherwise, I can tell the Senate right
Colorado Associated Nursing Homes.
now that the effect of the bill will be
that in many States, nursing homes
COLORADO SPRINGS, COL~O.,
which are of the highest quality are goJuly 9, 1965.
ing to have a rough time getting qualified Senator ALLoTr,
under the bill. I would hope, and I ap- Senate Office Building,
peal to the distinguished Senator..-from Washington, D.C.:
As is H.R. 6676 will defeat all intent and
Florida again, that he will consider the purpose for long-term care of the aged. Sup
amendment agreeably and take it to con- port Harris amendment.
ference, because this is an amendment
FRED JONES,
which will avoid a great deal of hardProspect Lake Nursing Home.
ship on a great many old people.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conCOLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.,
sent to have the telegrams to which I Senator AL.LoTr,
July 9, 1965.
have referred printed in the RECORD.
Senate Office Building,
There being no objection, the tele- Washington, D.C.:
gramns were ordered to be printed in the
H.R. 6675 needs many revisions in order to
RECORD, as ibllows:
provide adequate long-term care for the aged.

The reason for this amendment was
prompted by the colloquy between the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RxBICOrF']
and the Senator from Colorado [Mr.
ALLOTTI, relating to language on page
108 of the bill, which leaves it entirely
to the discretion of the Secretary as to
whether or not one of these facilities
certified by a State agency shall be so
treated.
My amendment provides that if the
facility is certified by a State agency, it
will be so recognized by the Secretary.
However, if the Secretary determines
such facility would endanger the life or
health of the people served, then it must
serve notice thereof to the State agency
and give the State agency an opportunity
for a hearing. The decision will be
DENVER, COLO.,
made, anyway, by the Secretary, but it
July 9, 1965.
wilgv
h
tt
gnya
po-Senator GORDON ALLOTTr,
wilgv
h
tt
gnya
po-Senate Office Building,
tunity for a hearing and an opportunity Washington, D.C.:
to clarify the matter.
As is the H.R. 6675 will be a catastrophe
I hope the Senator from Florida will for our aged in long-term facilities. Our
accept the amendment,
association of 125 members urges you to supMr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I port the Harris amendment.
yield 1 minute to the Senator from ConF. H. HARRISON,
necticut.
Executive Director,
Mr.RIBCOF.Pesient
M.
I ave
Colorado Associated Nursing Homes,
M.RBCF.M.PeietIhae
Inc.

not had a chance to study the amend-

ment thoroughly, but I do not think the
amendment is needed. It appears that
GRAND JUNCTION, COLO.,
weaetrying to give the Secretary more GORDON ALLOWT,
July 9, 1965.
power than he probably should have, Senate Floor,
and under the circumstances I think the Washington, D.C.:
amendment should not be adopted.
H.R. 6675 absolutely unfair to Infirmed and
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I yield 3 long-term care facilities as is. I urge adopminutes to the Senator from Colorado. tion of Harris amendment,
Mr LOT r
rsdnIam
GOE DASSENKO,
afrai therelO
uestionPein enthe
coloPresident,
Western Slope Association
whrich thas rensuedsbtwee n the Senatoru
of Nursing Homes.
from New Hampshire, the Senator from
VemnadohrSntr
a
enFORT
COLLINS, COLO.,
lost.nther isdathrea quesations haberena
ODNLOT
July 9, 1965.
lost
qustioThre
hees aareaGODONALLTTHon.
to whether or not the Senate is going U.S. Senate,
to place the preliminary responsibility Washington, D.C.:
for the licensing of nursing homes with
Strongly urge you to support Harris
hospitals. There may be 100 different amendment 6675 to prevent wholesale dissituations in a given community. I am crimination of treatment to our elderly and

not able to judge the situation in a large
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nursing homes,

AR

Ams

community, because I have never lived in
President, Colorado Association of
a big city for any extended period of
Nursing Homes.
time, but I think I am fairly well ableMrKCHL
to judge the situation in small comPUEBLO, COLO.,
munities. There are at least 100 different
July 8, 1965.
instances when a conflict or block might GORDON ALLOW-,
come between a hospital and a particular Senate Office Building,
nursing home.
Washington, D.C.:
H.R. 6675 as will appear on the floor will
I hold in my hand a handful of tele- not do the job for the thousands of chrongrams from nursing homes in Colorado, ically ill elder citizens of our country. May
all of which are opposed to the bill in ICurge you, at the very least, to vote for the
its present form. There are nursing Harris amendment. Even 60 days Is hardly
homes in Colorado, and, I am sure, in realistic for nursing home care. Elder citimany other States--I do not believe it zens receive better, cheaper care in modern
applies to my State alone-where this nursing homes than in acutely oriented hosprpoa or
wul aboc t herelpitals. Licensed accredited nursing homes
propsalwoula
fom
loc to he ealare doing by far the best job in care for the
care of persons in nursing homes,
elderly. Please check the records,
We are indebted to the Senator from
ROBERT C. S3KrrH,
Iowa for his amendment, because what
Administrator Charmar Nursing Center.

Strongly recommend the Harris amendment
if passage inevitable.
OLGA M. PRATT,
Norton Nursing Home.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.,

July 9, 1965.

Senator ALLOW-,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:
As is H.R. 6675 will defeat all intents and
purposes for long-term care of the aged.
Support Harris amendment.
JOHNu W. HURD.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.,

SntrALTJuly

9, 1965.

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

H.R. 6675 needs many revisions in order to
provide adequate long-term care for the aged
strongly recommend the Harris amendment
if passage inevitable.
GEORGE CAVANAUGH,
Care More Nursing Home.

GORDON ALLOTT,
Senate Office Building,

DENVER, CoLa.,
July 9, 1965.

Washington, D.C.:

Strongly urge you to support Harris
amendment to H.R. 6675 to prevent dircrim
inatory treatment of nursing home and the
elderly.

MRI

n
IGLDVS
Davis Nursing Home.

M.KCE.M.Prsdnwlh
M.Pesdnwlth
Senator from Iowa yield to me for a

question?

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I yield 3
minutes to the Senator from California.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BREWSTER in the chair). The Senator
from Iowa is recognized
for 3
mfinutes.
Mr. KUCHEL. Most Senators have
had an opportunity to study the lan
gaewihteal
eao rmIw
gaewihteal
eao rmIw
has used in offering
amendment.
But is it the intent of his
the amendment
that in the event of a dispute between
the Secretary of HEW and a given nurs
ing home in a given State, that the Sen
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ator's amendment would supply a hearing on the matter, subsequent to the
development of that dispute, and presumably an adverse ruling? Is that the
intent with whfch he offers the Ianguage?
Mr. MILLER. That is the intent. If
I may amplify that, the intent is to tie
in with what the Senator from Florida
[Mr. HOLLAND] earlier joined in with the
Senator from Vermont [Mr. PROUTY],
whether there is a prima facie case In
favor of State certification. And there
is.
If the Secretary of HEW determines
that, on the basis of an investigation,
the facility will endanger the life and
health of those whom the nursing home
is serving, he sends a notice to the State
agency and the State agency is granted
the opportunity for a hearing. However,
the power of decision will still rest with
the Secretary of HEW.
Mr. KUCHEL. I thank my friend the
Senator from Iowa.
Let me say to my friends on the other
side of the aisle that I am going to ask
them if they will accept this amendment
and take it to conference.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, with
that gilt-edged endorsement from the
Senator from California, and the good
intentions of Senators on the other side
of the aisle, even though we cannot make
heads or tails out of the amendment, we
will accept it.
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Iowa.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Ohio is recognized,
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I wish
to vote for the bill and I do so on the
basis of the statement made by the majority leader.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Iowa yield, so thlat I
may send to the desk a totally complete
technical amendmentMr. MANSFIELD. With the proviso
that the Senator from Ohio does not
lose his right-to the floor,
Mr. SMATHERS. Of course.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I ask
that the amendment be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
amendment will be stated for the informtoofteSnt.is
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 20, line 3, strike out "1(b), (c) ,"
and insert In lieu thereof "(b) "1.
On page 22, line 6, strike out "1121st" and
insert in lieu thereof "101st".

On page 386, strike out lines 1 through 4.

Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, this
amendment merely changes 121st to
101st. It Is a mistake. It Is a technical
amendment only.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Florida.
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PRESIDING oFFICER. The

The amendment was agreed -to.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill time of the Senator from Ohio has ex
is open to further amendment.
pired. Who yields time?
If there be no further amendment to
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield 1 ad
be proposed, the question is on the en- ditional minute to the Senator from
grossment of the amendments and the Ohio.
third reading of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The amendments were ordered to be Senator from Ohio is recognized for 1
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third additional minute.
time.
Mr. LAUSOHE. Let me point out a
The bill was read the third time.
matter which has not been mentioned
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who by the Senators in charge of the bill,
yields time?
that the President's, recommendation
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Involved an expenditure of $4,733 mil
dent, how much time have I remaining? lion. There should be added to that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The $600 million which the President ap
Senator from Louisiana has 13 minutes proved as a part of the expenditure rec
remaining.
ommended by the House for the financ
Mr. LAUSCHE. I require only 2 min- ing of items involved in title II.
utes.
The President's recommendation is for
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- an expenditure of $5,333 million. The
dent, I yield myself 30 seconds.
Senate has adopted a program involving
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The an expenditure of $7.5 billion-$2 billion
Senator from Louisiana is recognized for more than the President recommended.
30 seconds.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, will the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- Senator from Louisiana yield me 30 sec
dent, I have obtained unanimous consent onds?
that Senators may make speeches conMr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
cerning the pending bill expressing their dent, I yield 1 Minute to the Senator
views and they will all appear prior to from Oklahoma.
the vote. They can do that after we have
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
voted on the bill, which is being done for ator from Oklahoma is recognized for
the convenience of Senators who wish to 1 minute.
leave for their many engagements.MrHARS
M.PesdnIhol
Now if the Senator from Ohio wishes like toAskRthe Seatr.Peidntchrg of theul
3 minutes, I am glad to yield 3 minutes to billt aqusktion.
ao i hag o h
the Senator from Ohio.
bl
usin
The PRESIDING OPFFICERP. The
Under the definition of Extended Care
Senator from Ohio is recognized for 3 Facility--section 1861 If) (6) page 87
minutes.
states:
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I Will
(6) provides 24-hour nursing service which
vote for the bill as it is now pending be- Is sufficient to meet nursing needs in ac
foretheSente
n
te
bsisof
he
tatordance
with the policies developed ass
foeteSnt
ntebsso
h tt-provided in paragraph (2), and has at least
ment made by the majority leader, as one registered professional nurse employed
follows:
full time.
Mr. MANsyrELD. Mr. President, is it not

true that this matter would go to conference and the final figures would be determined by the conferees of the House and the
Senate? The final figures might well be below what Is finally approved in the Senate
today.

I assume that this means that an "ex
tended care facility" or skilled nursing
home-must have one full-time regis
tered professional nurse-that is a regis
tered professional nurse on actual duty
8husadydy
ekadta
h
8husady7dy
ekadta
h
I do not know what the conferees will rest of the time that a registered profes
do, but it Is my hope that they. will try sional nurse is available or on call; is that
to keep the figures within those recoin- not correct?
mended by the President and adding
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. The Senator
thereto the cost of title II which is $600 is correct. There are certain Provisions
million,
of this section which require 24-hour
Mr. BASS. Mr. President, will the nursing home care, and the other Is a
Senator from Ohio yield?
requirement for the employment of reg
Mr. L.AUSCHE. I yield.
istered nurses; but there is no require
Mr. BASS. I join the Senator in say- ment for a 24-hour nurse's service by
ing that I hope that when the bill goes a registered nurse.
to conference the actuarial part of the
Mr. HARRIS. I thank the Senator
bill will be scrutinized with a great deal from Louisiana.
of care, because if there is one thing thatSEARRNDLHsRsS
ILnno
most important in the social security
TANCE OF PASSAGE OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE
system, and in this part of the medicare
PLAN UNDER SOCIAL SECURsm
AcT-ADD;..
program, it is that we keep it actuarially
TIONAL BENEFITS ARE INCLUDED FOR OLDER
sound.
CnTrzENlS
Therefore, I commend the Senator
MrRADLH
M.Pesdni
M.RNOP.Mrsdni
from Ohio for his statement, and to this forum on August 15, 1960, I ob
thank him for his remarks,
served that the Senate was on the eve
Mr. LAUSCHE. I thank the Senator, of considering legislation to meet the
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President, will health needs of the aged and of working
the Senator from Ohio yield?
toward a solution of the problem which,
Mr. LAUSCHE. I yield,
for hundreds of thousands of Americans,
Mr. MORTON. We will find in con- is a vital concern. I identified that prob
ference that we cannot go below the $6 lem as the one of. meeting the cost of
billion, because that is in the House bill, medical and institutional care "when
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disability is at its highest point and inThere being no objection, the material first comprehensive program of social secu
come is at its lowest for many citizens."
was ordered to be printed in the RECORDI, rity insured health care for aged citizens.
It was my responsibility to have said as follows:
On the final passage. issue, every affirmative
then, and I emphasize now, that we can MEnrcAnz UNDER SocAL SEcurriy-A GI
vote law-and
will be fornot
a program
oLing
a gesturecertain
as in of
pastbecom
years
strike back at medieval concepts of charNEARING FuRriToN FOR ELDERLY
when House Ways and Means Committee
ity-and can wield a major blow in beIn, the U.S. Senate there likely will be leadership was opposed.
half of a fuller life of honor, dignity, and passed, possibly before this day ends, an
I have voted to include medicare in the
physical and mental independence in amended version of the House-passed and Social Security Amendments of 1965, and I
the retirement years.
administration-advocated legislative measure will vote for the total measure with full ex
The RECORD reflects that I called at- providing insurance under the social security pectation that all important elements of it
tetin
ccsin
ht
n
oth fctthtsystem
for hospital care and some medical will become law.
tenton
tat
ccaion
n
o te fct
hatexpenses for persons 65 years old or over. It
This epochal legislation, plus tax relief and
it was my prior responsibility, as a Mem- includes the program popularly called medi- education assistance measures in the Con
ber of the House of Representatives, to care, and your Senators earnestly support it. gressional Record of achievements, consti
have advocated and supported the orig- I am a cosponsor.
tutes a constructive record. Historic steps
inal legislation which brought the soNot to be- overlooked is the fact that this are being taken for permanently improving
cial security system into being. I said: legislation provides also for Increasing social the social, cultural, and economic strength
Mr. President, it seems to me that it would security benefits and expanding the Kerr- of the United States of America and the
Mills program of medical assistance to in- mountain State of West Virginia.
vidot a iting fpogram
s tof psmedicl
ucre
f
ror-h digent aged persons. Further Included in
Here are some of the services the Social
vidig aproramof
mdicl cre of the the measure are child health
and other Security- Amendments of 1965, including
aged during August 1.960, the month ofteFederal-State public assistancecare
programs.
medicare, would offer if the final form closely
25th.niesr
fte13
oilScrt
When Senate debate was opened on the parallels the Senate Finance Committee ver
medicare bill, which is only one facet of the sion now in the Senate:
We failed, however, to include health Social Security Amendments Act of 1965, It
Approximately 19 million people would be
care for the aged in our 1960 social secu- was almost 30 years to the day after the eligible for basic hospital protection as of
rity enactments. Approximately a year original 32-page social security law was be- July 1, 1966, and, effective January 1, 1967,
fore the Senate. I was then a member of the of longer duration than under the Houselater, on August 2, 1961, I testified be- House of Representatives and was one of the passed bill. Perhaps 17 million of
these In
fore the House Ways and Means Coinsponsors of that original measure, and Of dividuals would also take advantage of the
nmittee. My views were in support of the many improving amendments in intervening voluntary supplementary program which
legislation before the -House committee
years.
would cover physicians and other services as
to expand the social security program to
The social security system has grown from of January 1, 1967. About 8 million of these
provide medical care for the aged on a its moderate beginning to be a real citadel of citizens also would be eligible for the re
prepaid insurance basis in addition to the our country's social and economic structure. vamped Kerr-Mills type program for medi
medial ssitanc
fo th neey po I
When the legislation was reported in the in- cally Indigent persons. Many thousands of
meiclasitac fr
h ney
rvi- itial 1935 action in Congress, it was con- West Virginians will qualify.
sions of Public Law 86-778-Kerr-Mills.
templated that, by 1980, the benefit payOf real significance is the fact that 20 mul
For several complicating reasons, the ments would reach an annual level of ap- lion beneficiaries will receive a 7-percent ben
so-called medicare program was not proximately $31/2 billion. Projections based efits increase under the standard existing
added to the social security structure, on provisions of the measure to be passed by old-age and survivors benefits social security
although we made significant progress
the Senate within a matter of hours indicate insurance, and other programs now, under
by including a health care amendment in that by 1967 the total social Insurance dis- operation.
theSente n te
164social securit
bursements will approach $25 billion. This
There is in the Senate bill a new provision
theSeat
Iitet96
compares with the $16 billion level of benefit which parallels
something for which the
legislation, only to lose the whole bill. disbursements reached in 1964.
Senators from West Virginia have been work
I have recorded my third vote in supThus, if the House-passed bill, as amended ing for more than 6 years. Under It, approx
port of medicare. It is with a feeling of In the Senate, emerges from the total legis- imately a million beneficiaries who work to
very real satisfaction that I am resolute lative process and goes to the White House supplement their social security benefits will
In my support of both the amendment in- for assured Presidential signature approxi- pro~t from the liberalized earning limits. If
cluding the health care program for our mately In the form anticipated, it will make the Senate amendment prevails In Senateeldely
ctizns, nd ohersignificant for a total social security system approxi- House conference, it will permit retirees to
eldrl
ndotermately
ctien,
four times as large as the initial pro- earn up to $1,800 a year without reduction
amendments in these 1965 additions to gram begun
In 1935.
of social secujlty benefits. This would re
the social security system. The greatest
There is justifiable reason for gratifica- place the outdated $1,200-a-year limit on
gratification derives from the fact that tion that the legislation nearing fruition, earnings without penalty under prevailing
this year, for the first time, it seenms cer- after many years of complications experiT
law.
tain that a medicare amendment will not eneed in the field of health care for senior
Another 333,350 of our older citizens, who
stymie a whole social security amend- citizens, has the potential for providing are not now receiving any social security ben
ments measure. We are truly engaged meaningful protection for older Americans efits, will qualify for new special benefits at
in natig
lwnotinanexrcseinagainst excessive costs of hospital care and age 72.
in alawnotin
eactig
a exrcis insome related medical services. In scope, this
Some 40.000 children will receive benefits
gesture and futlity.
medicare program may not be all that the because of liberalizing definition changes.
With health care for the aged provi- elderly persons deserve, but it will be a sig- And approximately 200,000 widows will have
sions in the House-passed legislation, our nificant initial achievement in expanding the opportunity to draw benefits if they de
action in this body in incorporating social security coverage into the health care cide to retire at age 60 instead of age 62.
those provisions, with Senate improve- for the elderly category.
There are other provisions in the Senate
ments, will make this a truly historic
Although the measure's most noteworthy version which would provide for extension
day.
and most publicized feature is the insured of certain social security benefits to children
da.comprehensive
senior citizens' health care up to age 22 who are going to school. The
In anticipation of these significant de- for 19 million persons above age 65, this is prevailing cutoff date for eligibility is age 18,
velopments, I was requested by my friend but one of the numerous parts of the new and I am hopeful that the age 22 level will
the distinguished editor of the editorial 400-page legislative document known as the prevail in conference.
page of the Huntington, W. Va., Adver- Social Security Amendments of 1965.
Many in all of these categories will be West
tiser, Wendell Reynolds, to prepare a
In fact, although the emphasis is on health Virginians.
guest editorial for that newspaper -to be care for the elderly citizens, among those
persons to be helped most by the legislation
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
published on this memorable date. I will be children,
am gratified that my able colleague,
feel sure it will have a special niche in
We must not lose sight of the fact that Senator ROB'ERT C. BYRD, will have his
American history because it will be the the Social Security Amendments and medi- amendment to reduce the permissible re
technical if not the actual beginning of care bill embraces attention to the future tirement age under social security re
hospital care and limited medical service leaders of America. as well as to the very duced from age 62 to age 60 years, and

for our elderly citizens under the social
security system.
as nnmu
cnet
r
I ak nanmos
cnsntMr Prsi
dent, to have the material I Submitted
to that newspaper prlinted in the RECORD
at this point In my remarks,

senior citizens,
that this amendment will be considered
Unlike the defeated 1960 medicare version,.nteSnt-os
ofrne
and unlike the 1964 health care for the aged
in supor
SnteHiuseofrne
amendment, this year's medicare version will
1 upr
hsproposal and believe the
be passed as a vital part of the Social Secu- larger impact of earlier retirement in
rity Amendments of 1985. The overall bill business, industry, and the professions
will go to the White House containing our poses a problem which should be the
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subject of Senate hearings in the near
future.
The senior Senator from West Virginia Is a member of the Special Coinmittee on Aging and Is chairman of its
Subcommittee on Employment and Retirement Income, and also is a member
of the Committee on'Labor and Public
Welfare and its Subcommittee on Employment and Manpower. The SubcomMittee on Science and Technology within the Select Committee on Small Business, which I chair, is also _involved in
this vital area. I have a particular interest and responsibility, therefore, to
develop in depth a- better understanding
of the dynamic changes in our labor and
sociological structure.
Mr. President, my concluding remarks
are used to express genuine commnendation to the senior Senator from New
Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON].
During the
Years, CLINT ANDERSON has labored with
stout heart and high purpose to achieve
this legislative landmark. I salute his
leadership.
Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, the
goals outlined on the Great Society's
blueprint are ambitious and challenging.
We cannot quarrel with the high purpose
they seek to achieve. But they are costly,
and in our zeal to realize these objectives,
we can too easily lose sight of that fact,
In short, we should be willing to pay
the tolls that will be required before we
embark on the expressways of the Great
Society. Those tolls are surely going
to be both high and continuing,
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our citizens. For example, while it does
It would certainly be much easier to
establish a separate-fund for the medi- expand a more modest program on the
care provisions, yet it will operate like basis of experience than it would be
the social security program; that is, it to curtail an overambitious program
will in large part be financed on a pay- once launched. Indeed, my experience
as-you-go basis. The taxes collected in the Congress convinces me that when
from the younger generations of today the Federal Government embarks on. a
will provide the funds to pay the benefits program of this nature, there is no
to those older citizens who have retired, backward step.
Likewise, the funds to pay for the 7-perThe bill also provides for a voluntary
cent retroactive increase in social se- program to supplement the basic medi
curity benefits will be made up of taxes care plan for the payment of physicians'
extracted from the wages of today's fees and other medical and health serv
younger workers. Thus, it is perfectly ices, to be financed through a small
clear that this measure'-like the social monthly premium paid by the individ
security program-commits this genera- ual, equally matched by an amount
tion and all future generations ad in.. from the general funds of the Treasury.
finitum, to greater and greater obligaThus the financing provided for by
tions. It is therefore quite obvious that this measure calls for a compulsory pay
the continued success of the program will roll tax on the individual and the emdepend on the willingness of the people Ployer, together with a voluntary pre
to pay the increased levy the program mium payment by the individual to be
will demand.
matched by funds from the general
Our people should also be keenly aware Government revenues.
of the fact that this bill, with its broad
To the wage earner this will mean
medicare provisions, could serve as the less take-home pay; to the employer it
vehicle for further expansion to the point will mean that his overhead costs will
where more and more age groups are coy- rise. All of this increased cost will
ered until eventually everyone will be ultimately be passed along to all con
blanketed into the program and social- sumers, including the very wage earn
ized medicine may well be,attempted.
ers whose spending dollars will be re
But these matters have been discussed duced in the first instance under the
time and again, both in the Congress provisions of this bill. And, obviously,
and across the breadth of the country. the matching Federal funds can come
Probably no other measure has been from only once source; that is, from all
subjected to more debate and Scrutiny. taxpayers.
than has the pending bill. For more
I have pointed these facts out time and
than a decade it has been in the fore- again in discussing this measure with
This measure is the biggest and most front of national topics; indeed, in the various members of my constituency, and
costly Of all social security programs, recent presidential campaigns it was a repeat them here only in an effort to
It contains major proposals to increase major issue. I have become convinced Place this bill in proper perspective. I
the retirement benefits for 19 million that the vast, majority of Americans want the people of Arkansas to know
older Americans, and in addition, pro- want a medicare program. There is full well what this bill holds in store for
vides medical care for our aged. The equally no doubt in my mind that they them-not only the benefits it promisesestimated cost of it is more than $7 will have such a program,
but the cost it will entail.
billion.
Mr. President, I take no issue with
Mr. President, I do hold one other res
To meet this high cost, the bill proposes th
ao
rms
fti
eilto.ervation about this bill and that relates
toinreseboh.te
axmu
o teIndeed, it promises to become-like the to the possibilities of Federal interven
amount of earnings that are subject to social security program itself-an in-tinwhoatepdcnrlovte
taxes from $4,800 to $6,600 beginning tegral part of the American way of life, medical profession of our country. I am
in 1966, and it also increases the tax As an instrument of the people, the Opposed to any legislation that would do
rates. Indeed, under the pending pro- Federal Government performs a high, that. I am sure that none of us--includ
posal, the tax rate will be raised to 10 service by using its facilities and re- ing, the bill's most ardent Proponentpercent in 1971, a figure long deemed to sources. to enable our elderly citizens to want to enact legislation that will adbe the absolute economic maximum that receive adequate medical care. Espe- versely affect our medical practitioners,
could be allocated for the social security cially since under today's standards,nowulIwathepfsintoek
program. But, under this bill, that figure adequate care is too often beyond the to protect its prerogatives so jealously as
will be jumped to 11 percent by 1973. reach of many of our aged people,
to endanger the operations of the medi
Thus, we can see that this measure
MY chief concern with this measure care program.
breaks new ground in many respects.
has been, over the years, in connection
But my reservations on this point are
But pehap,
r. resden, hisis otwith the financing aspects. I would at least partially met by a provision in
But M.
prhpsresdetths s otprefer, for example, to see a provision the bill which specifically provides that
too surprising. For we live in an era written into the binl whereby some a beneficiary may obtain services from
where tradition is being subjected to standards are used so that the workers any Participating institution, agency, or
reevaluation, where customs of yester- of today are not obliged to pay for the doctor of their choice. The responsibility
year are found wanting for the needs of medical care of the large number of our for,- and the control of, the care of the
today, and where constancy is giving way elderly people who are quite able and beneficiaries rests with the hospitals, ex
to change.
willing to pay for the cost of such care. tended care facilities, and the benefi
Medicare is an attempted answer the Of course, it might be a bit more diffl- ciaries' physicians.
conditions these changes have produced. cult to administer such a program, but
This safeguard is more than a mere
it seeks to ease the minds of many of it would be a more prudent, fiscally Palliative. The medical profession can
our citizens, and enable them to look sound way to handle this problem. And surely protect its interests, and will do so.
forward to the future confidently, know- it seems to me that before the Federal
In supporting this measure, then, I1do
ing that the Measure of economic inde- Government ventures into a program so with the thought that the Federal
pendence gained during a lifetime of of such vast magnitude that we should Government has a legitimate concern for
work will be supplemented in case of need first step cautiously--and conserva- the welfare of this large segment of our
and when their earning power has ceased. tively-lest we commit ourselves to a population. It is undertaking to meet its
Yet, we need, to be fully cognizant burden that may Prove too onerous in responsibinity.
The pending measure
of what this measure holds in store for future years.
represents a con1sensus--arrived at after
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long and arduous national debate-o*f the enable a citizen to put away sufficient of these views. As a result Senator
best approach at this time.
funds during his working years for pos- JAvrrs and I and our staffs met with of
I, am hopeful that it will prove effec- sible use during his retirement years to fIcials of the Department of Health,
tive, and I trust that our people and our pay some of the costs of hospitalization. Education, and Welfare to revise the
Government are Prepared to meet its The social insurance principle which Is legislation which bad been offered by the
high and continuing cost,
embodied in the social security system administration. I ask consent that the
If we are willing to and will pay for it, is the proper way, in my judgment, to letter I wrote the President, dated April
I am sure it will prove to be a wise, con- do this. This is the fiscally conservative 2, 1962, be included at this point in my
structive, and progressive policy of Gov- and sound way to finance this program, remarks.
There being no objection, the letter
ermient. If,. on the other hand, we ne- "pay as you go."
No one can charge that the 'rich are was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
glect or refuse to meet and discharge the
financial obligations this law will incur, "5soaked" to give to the poor or that the as follows:
APRU. 2, 1962.
then we shall surely be derelict in our poor are objects of "welfarism" or pubduty and we may well encounter serious lic charity. In reality, we are attempting Hon. JOHN F. KENNEDY,
difficulties ahead. I hope we will do the to provide far the middle-income citizens The White House,
forer.We
popelyfinncethi
cugh inthecos-prcesqueeze
Washington, D.C.
formr. houd
finncethi
e souldproerl wh
wh ar
arecauht
n th cot-piceDEAR
MR. PRESIDENT: In order to meet the

program and not charge any Part of its which has diminished the value of their the medical care problems confronted by our
cost to future generations.
savings. An individual receives social senior citizens, a program will have to be de
DECENT HEALTH CARE FOR OLDER AMERICANS
security benefits not as a result of the vised, and soon. To be equitable, it needs
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, the largess of a beneficent state, but rather to go beyond the limitations of the social
great unfinished business of the last because it Is his money, set aside in a security approach. While I1 recognize the
Conres
asth nedtopas
rals-special trust fund, and because he is en- reasonable fears of those who desire to sepatic program which would offer needed titled to the
benefits
based on the ac-.rttusfndahetanavgbnet
tuaral
oundessof
te fnd.payments
solely dependent on general funds
health care protection for our citizens tailsudeso
h ud
and annual appropriations, I think the
who are over 65 years of age. Congress
For the past 5 years, several of us in proper solution may well be a blending of
at long last is facing up to that task. the Republican Party--Senators JAVITS, both systems. For several million citizens
Surely, nothing is so important to a Na- Keating, COOPER, CASE, SMITH, and my- over 65, who have never participated in the
tion's continued vitality, except perhaps self-worked to devise a complementary social security program, the general revenue,
education, as the sound health of its program which would realistically meet method would seem to be the only solution.
people.
the needs of our senior citizens by utiliz- Teachers, policemen, firemen, and other pub
Today almost 19 million Americans ing cdoperatively both the public and lic
employees who have never been under
social security-though many of them have
are over 65 years of age. In my own private sectors of our economy. In 1962, wished to be--are finding their medical care
State of California, there are 1.5 million we completely reworked the proposals problems equally great.
senior citizens. With the great increase then offered by the administration. Our
I respectfully suggest that the concept of
which has taken place in consumer pices suggestions were incorporated in S. 1 freedom of choice might well extend beyond
and in the cost of hospitalization, unless which was introduced in the Senate on the selection of one's doctor and Include,
Congress at last acts positively and vig- January 6, 1965. They are included in were an individual to prefer it, the purchase
of a nonconcelable private health insur
orously, these fellow Americans face an H.R. 6675 now before the Senate:
uncrtinfuur
drin tei rtiemnt
First, cove-rage of all citizens who are ance policy. I think that Senator JAvrrs has
overe65aregardlessdofiwhetherrorenotetheira commendable thought on this matter.
years.
ovr6 eadeso
hte
rntterUnder
his proposal, an individual could take
Since 1950 and the Korean war, the occupations have been previously under this option only if he had already been under
such a private plan for at least a year before
Consumer Price Index maintained bysocial security;
Second, establishment of a separate reaching the age of 65. The private carrier
the Bureau of Labor Statistics has generally grown by 29.1 percent through trust fund for the health care program would receive a cash reimbursement on
June 1964. Medical care items, how- so that there would be no danger of af- either a monthly or quarterly basis up to a
ever, generally rose by much more: by fecting the actuarial soundness of the specified amount based on the estimated
reguar
seurit
ocia reiremnt ro-annual cost of the benefits used by those not
62.8 percent. Yet, the cost of hospitalrglr oilscuiyrtreetpo
taking the private option. If the senior citi
zen lapsed in payment to the private car
daily room rates skyrocketed beyond all gram;
bounds: by 154.5 percent.
Third, utilization of State agencies to rier, he would then automatically go under
This cost is not due to a desire by the determine eligibility and provide con- the public benefit system.
hospitals of the land to cash in on misery sultative services under the program;
There are several advantages to this op
Fourth, designation by hospitals of a tion. One Is that an individual could seek
and suffering. The hospitals have their
own grave financial problems: prdblems private organization-such as Blue additional coverage not possible under the
of financing increasingly expensive spe- Cross-to perform administrative func- regular system in order to meet specific
needs. For this he would make up the dif
cialized equipment and funding a rising tions- for them in connection with the ference between the cash reimbursement and
the actual cost of this benefit package. An
cost of construction in developing mod- program;
ernized facilities and also maintaining
Fifth, permission for the States to other advantage is that the availability of
the staff to service them.
supplement the basic benefits if they this alternative would stimulate the contin
But beyond the rising cost of hospitali- so desire;
ued growth of private health insurance and
zation, the senior citizen is confronted
Sixth, provision that hospitals which encourage experimentation by private and
with another economic fact; namely, had been accredited by the Joint Coin- group health carriers to design a benefit
packageneeds
whichofwould
meet the medical and
that his income is reduced, sometime
mission eson the Accreditation of Hospi- health
our senior citizens. Many
drastically, during his retirement years tals-mcomnposed of representatives of thewokraecvrdbypitemialae
Consequently, his capacity to meet these American Hospital Association and the insurance as the result of collective bargainexpenses is greatly reduced.
American Medical Association-would ing agreements. They might find it more
The per capita costs of personal health automatically be eligible to. participate convenient and practical to continue with
services for those over 65 run about two provided they had an adequate utiliza- their present private plan after retirement
If. this option were available. If the Secre
and a half times as high as for the re- tion review plan.
of Health,
Education,
and Welfare
in
mainer ff or
or
In196,
ppultion Or
Or svenh
svenh baic
baic ropsalin
mainer
In196,
ppultion
ropsalin 962tary
962terposed
no objections
on actuarial
or ad
these costs were estimated to be $26concerned the provision of an appropri- ministrative grounds, I believe this proposal
per aged person as compared to $103 ate role for private health insurance by senator JAvrTS would be beneficial.
for other persons. They are even higher plans.
Whatever system Is finally agreed upon
now. Yet, almost one-half of our senior
Mr. President, in the spring of 1962, should be -one which does not include a
citizens who live alone have an annual I met with President Kennedy at the means test. To include this device in light
the major financing method of the sys
income of $1,000 or less, Three-fourths White House to discuss the suggetosof
getostem Is inexcusable, as you have observed.
Some thought might be given to providing
have an income of less than $2,000 pier which I have just noted which were
year. This limited income will not go made by several of my Republican col- for the administration of this medical care
far in meeting today's catastrophic leagues and myself. Following that program through State agencies. There
health-care costs. I believe the proper meeting, at the President's request, I could be some advantage here from the point
approach to resolve this problem is to sent him a letter which outlined some of view of maintaining close contact with
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loc4al COnditions and providing a more rapid
decision on the payment of particular benefits. More important, I think those States
with the financial capacity to do so should
be encouraged to build on the Federal benefit base if they so desire. State administration Of this program would make this possible.
YOU have my cooperation in devising a
constructive and forward-looking measure
which I know we both hope will do the job
which needs to be done and which is long
overdue,
Respectfully yours,
THOMAs H. KncnEL,

U.S. Senator.
Mr. KUCHEL.
Mr. President, between 1962 and 1964, we refined our
Views on the appropriate relationship
which should exist between the public
and private plans as a result of the recommendations of the National Cornmiteon HeathCaetfege
HelhCr
fthe
Agd
chaired by Dr. Arthur S. Flenmming, former Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare under President Eisenhower and
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they attain age 65. Benefits for railroad retirement eligibles would be financed by the
railroad retirement tax out of their trust account if certain conditions are met. The
same protection, financed from general revenues, would be provided under a special
transitional provision for essentially all people who are now aged 65, or who will reach
65 in the near future, but who are not eligible
for social security or railroad retirement
benefits.
2. Effective date: Benefits would first be
effective on July 1, 1966, except for services
in extended care facilities which would be
effective on January 1, 1967.
3. Benefits: The services for which pay-

benefits would be correspondingly adjusted.
For reasons of administrative simplicity.
increases in the hospital deductible will be
made only when a $4 change is called for
and the outpatient deductible will change in
$2 steps.
4. Basis of reimbursement: Payment of
bills under the basic plan would be made
to the providers of service on the basis
of the "reasonable cost" incurred in pro
viding care for beneficiaries.
5. Administration: Basic responsibility for
administration would rest with the Sec
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare;
however, the administration of benefits for
individuals under the railroad retirement

Include-

road Retirement Board if certain financing

ment would be made under the basic plan

(a) Inpatient hospital services for up to
120 days in each spell of illness. The patient pays a deductible amount of $40 for
the first 60 days plus $10 a day for any days
in excess of 60 for each spell of illness; hospital services would include all those ordi',
narily furnished by a hospital to its Inpatients; however, payment would not be made
for private duty nursing or for the hospital
services of physicians except (1) services
now president of the University of Ore- provided by interns or residents in training
gon,
under approved teaching programs; and (2)
TheFlniin
cmmite,
hie n-services of radiologists, anesthesiologists,
The lemingComitte, wileen-pathologists,
and physiatrists where these
dorsing the social security approach, rev- services are provided under an arrangement
ogniz~ed that the hospitalization program with the hospital and are billed through
under social security will cover only ap- the hospital. Inpatient psychiatric hospital
proximately one-third of the senior citi- service would also be included, but a lifezens' health care costs; two-thirds of the time limitation of 210 days would be imjob still remains to be done. Thus, they posed.
adocte acoplmetay riat po(b) posthospital extended care (in a fawhicteachoupldecoentryos
srvaeprvice
cility having an arrangement with a hospital
grmwic
oldcvr
hs
srie
for the timely transfer of patients and for
which the public portion of the program furnishing medical information about padoes not provide. I was delighted that tients) after the patient is transferred from
the administration accepted it as an a hospital (after at least a 3-day stay) for
essential part of S. 1.
up to 100 days in each spell of illness, but
WhnHR
67,wic
snw
eoeafter
the first 20 days of care patients will
the enate.
67,
was
s o
hbeforethHosCin
pay $5 a day for the remaining days of exthe asenae,
efor th Hose om-tended care in a spell of illness;
mittee on Ways and Means, a voluntary
(c) outpatient hospital diagnostic serv"supplementary" plan was added proices, with the patient paying a $20 deductible
viding that physicians' and other medi- amount and a 20-percent coinsurance for
cal and health services would be financed each diagnostic study (that is, for diagnostic
through monthiy premiums of $3 nim- services furnished to him by the same hostially by individuals 65 years or olderpital during a 20-day period); and
(d) poethospital home health services
which would be deducted from the social for up to 175 visits, after discharge from
security benefits of beneficiaries who a hospital (after at least a 3-day stay) or
elect to participate voluntarily-matched
extended care facility and before the beginequally by Federal Qovernmrent'revenue
ning of a new spell of illness. Such a percontributions. While I would have pre- son must be in the care of a physician and
ferred to have a clearer delineation be- under a plan established by a physician
tween the public and private sectors and within 14 days of discharge calling for such
avoid reliance on general funds, tepo th r-termittent
services. These
services
include
innursing
care, would
therapy,
and the
gram is a step forward in covering those part-time services of a home health aid.
two-thirds of a senior citizen's health The patient must be homebound, except
care needs which would not be covered that when certain equipment is used, the
by the basic hospital insurance plan. individual could be taken to a hospital
Mr. President, I ask consent that the or extended care facility or rehabilitation
description prepared by the Senate Coin- center to receive some of these covered
mittee on Finance of the beeisprohome health services in order to get advanbai
eeis
tage of the necessary equipment,
vided in thebai plan-hospital insurNo service would be covered as postance, the voluntary supplementary in
hosptial extended care or as outpatient diagsurance plan, and the improvement and nostic or posthospital home health services
extension of Kerr-Mills medical assist- if it is of a kind that could not be covered
ance program-bc included at this point if it were furnished to a patient In a6
in my remarks.
hospital.
There being no objection, the material
A spell of illness would be considered
was ordered to be printed In the RECORD, to begin when the individual enters a hoefolw:pital
or extended care facility and to end
as olos
when he has not been an inpatient of a
A. 3ASIC PLANf-HOSPITAL INSURANCE
hospital or extended care facility for 60
1. General description: Basic protection, consecutive days.
financed through a separate payroll tax,
The deductible amounts for inpatient
would be provided by H.R. 6675 against the hospital and outpatient hospital diagnostic
coats of inpatient hospital services, post- services would be increased if necessary to
hospital extended care services, posthospital keep pace with increases in hospital costs,
home health services, and outpatient hos-

pital diagnostic services for social security
and railroad retirement beneficiaries when
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but no such increase would be Made before

1968.

The coinsurance amounts for long-

stay hospital

and extended care

facility

system would be transferred to the Rail

conditions are met, as explained under the
next heading. The Secretary would use
appropriate

State

agencies

and

private

Organizations (nominated by providers of
services) to assist in the administration of
the program. Provision is made for the
establishment of an Advisory Council which
would advise the Secretary on policy
matters in connection with administration.
6. Financing: Separate payroll taxes to
finance the basic plan, paid by employers,
employees, and self-employed persons, would
be earmarked In a separate hospital insur
ance trust fund established in the Treasury.
The amount of earnings (earnings base)
supJect to the new payroll taxes would be
the same as for purposes of financing social
security cash benefits. The same contribu
tion rate would apply equally to employers,
employees, and self-employed persons- and
would be as follows:
Percent
1966 ------------------------------ 0.325
1967-70--------------------------...
so0
1971-72---------------------------- .55
1973-75---------------------------- .60
1976-79 --------------------------- .65
198o-86---------------------------- .75
1987 and after ---------------------- .85
The taxable earnings base for the health
insurance tax would be $6,600 a year be
ginning in 1966.
The schedule of-contribution rates is based
on estimates of cost which assume that the
earnings base will not be increased above
$6,600.
The benefits for railroad retirement eligi
bles will be financed by the railroad retire
ment tax which is automatically increased by
the operation of this bill. However, the rail
road retirement wage base (now $450 a
month) Is not affected by this bill and is
not within the jurisdiction of the Committee
on
Until
an amendment
Is adopted
to Finance.
the Railroad
Retirement
Tax Act
increas
ing their wage base to an amount equivalent
to an earnings base of $6,600 per year, the
benefits of railroad eligibles will be financed
by the hospital insurance tax and adminis
tered by the Secretary of Health, Education.
and Welfare; after the increase in wage base
the benefits for railroad eligibles will be ad
ministered by the Railroad Retirement Board.
The cost of providing basic hospital and re
lated benefits to people who are not social Se
curity or railroad retirement beneficiaries
would be paid from general funds of the
Treasury.
s. VOLUNTArY
SUPPLEMENTARY
INSURANCE
PLAN

1. General description: A package of bene
fits supplementing those Provided under the
basic plan would be offered to all persons 65
and over on a voluntary basis. Individuals
who elect to enroll initially would pay pre
miums of $3 a month (deducted, where pos
sible, from social security or railroad retire
ment benefits). The Government would
match this premium with $3 paid from
general funds.

Since the minimum increase

in cash social security benefits under the bill
for workers retiring or who retired at age 65
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or older would be $4 a month ($6 a month legal authority, and other mattars as he
for man and wife receiving benefits based on finds pertinent. The contract must prothe same earnings record), the benefit invide that the carrier take necessary action to
creases would fully cover the amount of see that where payments are on a cost basis
(to Institutional providers of service), the
monthly premiums.
2. Effective date: Benefits will be effective
cost is reasonable cost.
Correspondingly,
where payments are on a charge basis (to
beginning January 1, 1967.
3. Enrollment: Persons who have reached physicians or others furnishing noninstituage 65 before July 1, 1966, will have an optional services), the carrier must see that
portunity to enroll in an enrollment period such charge will be reasonable and not highwhich begins April 1, 1966, and shall end on er than the charge applicable, for a comparable service and under comparable circumSeptember 30, 1966.
Persons attaining age 65 subsequent to stances, to the other policyholders and subJuly 1, 1966, will have enrollment periods Of scribers of the carrier. Payment by the car7 months beginning 3 months before the rier for physicians' services will be made on
the basis of a receipted bill, or on the basis
month of attainment of age 65.
In the future, general enrollment periods
of an assignment under the terms of which
the reasonable charge will be the full charge
will be from October 1 to December 31, in
each even-numbered year. The first such for the service. In determining reasonable
period will be October 1 to December 31, 1968. charges, the carriers would consider the customary charges for similar services generally
No person may enroll more than 3 years
after the close of the first enrollment period
made by the physician or other person or
In which he could have enrolled,
organization furnishing the covered services,
There will be only one chance to reenroll
and also the prevailing charges in the locality
for persons who are in the plan but drop out, for similar services,
and the reenrollment must occur within 3
6. Financing: Aged persons who elect to
years of termination of the previous enrollenroll in the supplemental plan would pay
ment.
monthly premiums of $3. Where the individual is currently receiving monthly social
Coverage may be terminated (1) by the
Individual filing notice during an enrollment security, railroad retirement, or civil service
retirement benefits, the premiums would be
peirod, or (2) by the Government, for nonpayment of premiums.
deducted from his benefits,
The Government would help finance the
A State would be able to provide the supplementary insurance benefits to Its public supplementary plan through a payment from
assistance recipients who are receiving cash general revenues in an equal amount of $3
a month per enrollee. To provide an operatassistance if it chooses to do so.
ing fund, if necessary, at the beginning of
4. Benefits: The voluntary supplementary
the supplementary plan, and to establish a
insurance plan would cover physicians' services, chiropractic and podiatrists' services, contingency reserve, a Government approprihome health services, and numerous other ation would be available (on a repayable
medical and health services In and Out Of basis) equal to $18 per aged person estimated
to be eligible in January 1967 when the supmedical Institutions,
There would be an annual deductible of plementary plan goes into effect.
The individual and Government contribu$50. Then the plan would cover 80 percent
of the patient's bill (above the deductible)
tions would be placed in a separate trust
fund for the supplementary plan. All benefor the following services:
1. Physicians'
and surgeons'
services, fit and administrative expenses under the
supplementary plan would be paid from this
whether furnished in a hospital, clinic, office,
in the home, or elsewhere,
flund.
2. Chiropractors' services.
Premium rates for enrolled persons (and
3. Podiatrists' services.
the matching Government contribution)
4. Home health service (with no require- would be increased from time to time if proment of prior hospitalization) for up .to 100 gram costs rise, but not more often than
once every 2 years. The premium rate for a
visits during each calendar year.
5. Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests, person who enrolls after the first period
when enrollment is open to him or who reand other diagnostic tests.
6. X-ray, radium, and radioactive isotope enrolls after terminating his coverage would
-be increased by 10 percent for each full 12
therapy.
months he stayed out of the program.
7. Ambulance services,
ADEXNSO
OFKR-sfty:
8. Surgical dressings and splints, casts, and CIMRVEN
dsocatdeions:forenaofdurableo medicalreequip
MILLS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
dislcatonsmeica eqipmedical
renal
f drabe
ment such as iron lungs, oxygen tents, hos1. General description.: A single and aseppital beds, and wheelchairs used in the pa- arate medical care program could, at the
tient's home, prosthetic devices (other than
option of the Stats, be established to condental) which replace all or part of an inter- solidate and expand the differing provisions
nal body organ; braces and artificial legs, for the needy which currently are fou~nd in
five titles of the Social Security Act,
arms, eyes, etc.
There would be a special limitation on
The new title (XIX would extend the admental,
vantages of an expanded medical assistance
outside-the-hospital treatment of
program not only to the aged who are indipsychoneurotic., and personality disorders,
Payment for such treatment during any calgent but also to needy individuals in the deendar year would be limited, in effect, to $250 pendent children, blind, and permanently
or 50 percent or-'the expenses, whichever is and totally disabled programs and to persons
smaller.
who would qualify under those programs if
5. Administration by carriers: Basis for in sufficient financial need.
reimbursement: The Secretary of Health,
Medical assistance under title XIX must
Education, and Welfare would be required,
he made available to all individuals receivto the extent possible, to contract with caring money payments under these programs
riers to carry out the major administrative
and the medical care or services available to
functions relating to the medical aspects of all such individuals must be equal in amount,
the voluntary supplementary plan such as duration, and scope. Effective July 1, 1967.
determining rates of payments under the all children under age 21 must be included
program, holding and disbursing funds for who would, except for age. be dependent
benefit payments, and determining complichildren under title IV.
Inclusion of the medically indigent aged
ance and assisting in utilization review. No
not on the cash assistance rolls would be
contract is to be. entered into by the Secretary unless he finds that the carrier will optional with the States but if they are inperform its obligations under the contract cluded, comparable groups of blind, disabled,
efficiently and effectively and will meet such and parents and children must also be Inrequirements as to financial responsibility, cluded if they need help in meeting necessary
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medical costs. Moreover, the amount and
scope of benefits for the medically indigent
could not be greater than that of recipients
of cash assistance.
A State would have the option of con
tinuing under the vendor medical provisions
of existing law or adopting the new program.
2. Effective date: January 1, 1966.
3. Scope of medical assistance: Under
existing law the State must provide "some
institutional
and noninstitutional care"
under the medical assistance for the aged
program. There are no minimum benefit
requirements at all under the other public
assistance vendor medical programs.
The bill requires that by July 1, 1967,
under the new program a State must pro
vide (1) inpatient hospital services, (2), out
patient hospital services, (3) other laboratory
and X-ray services, (4) physicians' services
(whether furnished In the office, the patient's
home, a hospital, a skilled nursing home, or
elsewhere), (5) dental tervices for individ
uals under the age of 21, and (6) skilled
nursing home services for individuals 21 years
of age or older In order to receive Federal
participation. Coverage of other items of
medical service would be optional with the
States.
4. Eligibility: Improvements would be
effectuated in the program for the needy
elderly by requiring that the States must
provide a flexible income test which takes
into account medical expenses and does not
provide rigid income standards which deny
assistance to people with large medical bills.
Similarly the bill provides that no deductible,
cost sharing, or similar charge may be imu
posed by the State as to hospitalization under
its program and that any such charge on
other medical services must be ressonably
related to the recipient's income or resources.
Also important is the requirement that
elderly needy people on the State programs
be provided assistance to meet the deduc
tibles that are Imposed by the new basic
program of hospital insurance. Also where
a portion of any deductible or coat sharing
required by the voluntary supplementary
program is met by a State program, the por
tion covered must be reasonably related to
the individual's income and resources. No
income can be imiputed to an individual un
less actually available; and the financial re
sponsibility of an individual for an applicant
may be taken into account only If the ap
plicant is the individual's spouse or child
who is under age 21 or blind or disabled.
5. Standards as to quality of care and
It is required that the States in
dlude in their State plans descriptions of the
staff utilized and the standards for
institutions providing medical care and that
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare promulgate minimum standards relat
ing to fire and other hazards for such insti
tutions, which must be included in the State
plans.
6. Increased Federal matching: The Fed
eral share of medical assistance expenditures
under the new program would be determined
upon a uniform formula with no maximum
on the amount of expenditures which would
be subject to participation.
There is no
maximum under present law on similar
amounts for the medical assistance for the
The Federal share, which
aged program.
varies in relation to a State's per capita in
come, would be increased over current medi
cal assistance for the aged matching so that
States at the national average would receive
55 percent rather than 50 percent, and States
at the lowest level could receive as much as
as percent as contrasted with 80 percent
under existing law.
In order to receive any additional Federal
funds as a result of expenditures under the
new program, the States would need to con
tinue their own expenditures at their present
rate. For a specified period, any State that
did not reduce Its own expenditures would
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be assured of at least a 5-percent increase
in Federal participation in medical care expenditures. As to compensation and trainIng Of Professional medical personnel used
In the administration of the program, the
bill would provide a 75-percent Federal share
as compared with the 60-50 Federal-state
sharing for other administrative expenses,
7. Administration: The bill provides that
any State agency may be designated by the
State to administer the program, as long as
the determination of eligibility Is accomplished by the agency administering the oldage assistance program.
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hope is 9amyth and a rity benefits for some 20 million Ameri
cans.

In the words of our late President,
John F. Kennedy:.
it is not enough for a great nation to have
added new years of life--our objective must
be to add new life to those years.
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Tybeocmaeteb-too
nl
one
nemd
h
b
servation that the quality and durability
of a society can best be measured by
the "respect and care given its elderly
citizens."
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, the im-This bill reflects the belief of all Amnerprovment
th comitte ha mad inicans that one's later years should be
Prvmnsthe
cosMmdittee hAssstmadce Acn his best years, where the dramatic reare commendable.
.sults
of new medicines and new health
Wheehalt
cae cstsaretwoandcare methods, opening the way to a
Where hiealt care osthsae tove andi
fuller and more useful life, should not be
as hlarf
itun eesmoreo
for
those o
rver65ate beyond the reach of those who need them
isearh
itsest
eta
rt
most. The cost of this program will be
theat
aeed plansr seimpl catznnotunmeet high, $7 billion, but we must never fortY ed rfoung sepeaenioarg
cibtiznsantiless get that in this country our aim is to
youeng peopl
orer
pare
charedhsubstaniztiall
develop our wealth, not for its own sake,
mor ti ode
py te
ositliatonbut only as a means to help people live
bills of their elders. Yet a public plan the sort of life that we want In a dewhich covers only one-third of the po- mocracy.
tential costs by itself would be inadeAnd so, the health insurance bill-the
quate. Together, both public and pri- medicare bill-will provide three new
vate sectors, by complementing eachprgasohelhisrceadmd-nlKrMlsAtIwsldtou
other, can help in bringing relief to al
calgcare ofotheagedinurnder scald seculeiae hevey
ea farwhchco-rity: First, basic hospital insurance;
fronts many older Americans-the fear second, a voluntary plan for physicians'
of helplessness when confronted with services; third, an expanded Kerr-Mills
Catastrophic illness. This approach, I medical care program.
am confident, will secure the approval of
Mr. President, in the controversy and
Congress and enable all of us to edge a discussion of these provisions of medical
bit closer to building the better America care for the aged, we must not forget
for millions of our fellow citizens,
that this legislation contains other proMr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I am grams of an equally important nature. I
a firm supporter of H.R. 6675, the bill would dare say that few people outside
authorizing health insurance and medi- the Congress know that this bill takes
cal care for the aged. I cosponsored S. 1. new steps in expanding services for mathe original medicare proposal, feeling ternal and child health programs, asthat it was a constructive first step in sistance for crippled children, and other
meeting the undeniable health care child welfare aids,
needs of our senior citizens. The bill
As well, this bill authorizes special
which we will pass today has been much grants to provide health care and services
improved on by the House and by the for our very young children, particularly
Senate, and now includes a voluntary in areas of Poverty. We will spend addiprogram for coverage of physicians' serv- tional sums to discover means to prevent
ices, as well as greater hospitalization and treat the illnessesof emotionally dis-~
coverage. I intend to cast my vote In turbed children,
favor of this legislation.
With the medical knowledge and social
In passing this bill, we take a major insight we possess today, we can prevent
step toward solving one of the most seri- or reduce substantially the effects Of
ous domestic Problems to face the Na- mental retardation, which today distion since the depression of the 1930's. ables 10 times as many children as diaThe need is obvious. Anyone who has betes, 25 times as many as muscular
paid a hospital bill out of his own pocket dystrophy, and 600 times as many as inin recent years knows how high this ex- fantile paralysis.exclthsaea-owrfnnig
pense runs. It takes, on the avet-age,
I am most happy that this legislation
only 25 to 30 days to run up a bill of recognizes those needs. Our young,
$1,000, quite apart from the doctor's fresh, and eager children are this Nabills.
tion's greatest resource, and we simply
People over 65 years of age require cannot afford to deny them the Oppormore hospital care-almost three times tunity to live a full and rich life, nor can
as much as those under 65. Their an- we afford to rob our society of the connual income is only one-half as large, tributions they will make. We must take
while their medical care costs are two these steps to help our mentally ill and
and one-half times as large. Eighty per- mentally retarded children, because to
cent of the elderly stiffer from some abandon them to the cold impersonalism
chronic ailment, and only 10 to 15 per- of too many institutions in the United
cent of their medical expenses are reim- States inflicts on them and on their
bursed by insurance,
families a neediess cruelty which we
For them, minor iliness is a major should not tolerate,
tragedy, decimating the accumulated
This historic piece of legislation also
savings of a, lifetime.. The aged should Provides for an expanded medical asnot have to live in a world where dignity sistance program for the needy, the
and pride are sacrificed for survival, blind, and the disabled, Plus a 7-percent,
where contentment is an unattainable across-the-board increase in social secu-

I support this bill and am confident
that it will pass the Senate overwhelm
ingly. It is not a new concept, or a radi
cally new program, but is the response

we should make to a need that has gone
long unmet.
Mlr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, there are many provisions
in H.R. 6675 of which I approve. For
example:
First. I support those provisions of
H.R. 6675 wherein it provides for an in
crease in social security benefits.
Last year Congress approved a similar
increase in social security payments, but
'it was defeated in conference by the ad
ministration, and this present increase
merely carries out our commitments to
these pensioners.
Second. I am glad that the Senate
has accepted my amendment to increase
from $1,200 to $1,300 the limitation on
earnings of social security pensioners.
This is a long overdue correction of an
unduly restrictive proposal.
Third. As one who supported the origi
port therexpended benefItws ofa thisupr
gram as provided under this bill. I only
regret that more States, including my
own, had not seen fit to have extended
to our elderly citizens who needed medi
cal assistance the benefits of this pro
gram, which was first enacted in 1960.
However, I object to and cannot sup
port certain other provisions of this bill
wherein it is proposed to provide free or
subsidized hospitalization and medical
benefits to all over age 65 without any
regard to their need. I have strongly
supported the Kerr-Mills proposal which,
if fully implemented by the States, would
have provided hospitalization and medi
cal benefits for all elderly citizens who
through no fault of their own need such
assistance, but I do not understand the
necessity for providing free hospitaliza:
tion and medical attention for those over
65 who have adequate resources to pay
their own expenses.
Furthermore, to have the cost of such
a Program financed by a fiat Payroll tax
Is unfair for various reasons:
Frt yfnnigti
eiaewt
Frt
yfnnigti
eiaewt
a Payroll tax it means that a Younger
exockey tesarnen tax-towaerd financings
this program1-as does the man earning
$66,000 or the one earning $666,000.
Heretofore our whole principal of Gov
eminment has been based on the idea that
governmental programs would be fi
nanced by a tax levied on the basis of
the ability of the American citizen to pay
rather than on a fiat Per capita basis.
I am surprised that representatives of
labor have endorsed such a regressive
form of taxation.
Second. Under this payroll-tax method
of financing it means that all workers
under the age of 65 must pay an extra
tax to finance the medical benefits of
those over 65 who are now blanketed
in under this program. They must pay
a tax to build up a reserve for their own
medical benefits when they reach the
age of 65. In addition, these same work-
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ers will still have to carry haspitalization and medical, insurance, such as Blue
Cross or Blue Shield, to take care of
their children and themselves until they
reach the age of 65. This extra payroll
tax is loaded on these members of the
labor force at a time when they are
struggling to support their familes, educate their chidren, and pay for their
homes.
Under the Kerr-Mills bill all of these
elderly citizens who needed assistance,
hospitalization or medical, would have
been provided such care, but the difference lies in the method of financing.
That program is financed by additional
income taxes collected from all people
.based on their ability to pay.
As a specific example I cite one individual case which was called to our attention. This man and his wife are over
65 and have retired with an independent
Income In excess of $500,000 per year.
During his working period this individual had been covered under social security. Under the provisions of this bill
this man, with an independent annual
income of over one-half million dollars,
will be entitled to free hospitalizaticn and
medical benefits without the payment of
an additional dime, the full cost being
paid by the workers of America. To emphasize the unfairness of this new method
of taxation let us follow the case of this
individual further. Yesterday the Senate rejected the Curtis amendment which
would have provided adequate hospitalization and medical services based on the
need of the individual and the amendment which, would have changed the
method of taxation to finance the program through Income taxes rather than
wage taxes. Had these two proposals
been adopted this same individual with a
half-million-dollar income would have
continued to pay his proportionate part
of the costs to the Government to provide such assistance. In addition, as a
retiree who did not need Government assistance he would have continued to pay
for his own medical expenses. Now, with
the enactment of this bill, which finances
the cost of those receiving such medical
benefits by levying an increased payroll
tax on the workingman, he will be relieved of his obligation as a taxpayer to
help those others, who were less fortunate, and at the same time he and his
wife will be eligible for free or subsidized
hospitalization and medical expenses
paid for by the current labor forces.
These workingmen who are trying to
raise their families and pay for their
homes certainly need the money more
than he does.
Third. Many men working for our major companies are presently under contracts which have been negotiated by
their unions wherein they are entitled to
far greater benefits upon retirement
than those provided under this bill.
Thus the enactment of this bill to many
of these workingmen will 'provide absolutely no additional benefits except the
dubious privilege of paying for something
which they are already getting at the expense of the employers. The merging of
this new medicare Program with their
Present benefits will result in no additional benefits to these employees, but It
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will represent a substantially reduced quite certain that the fertile bureaucratic
cost to the employers. It will be a wind- mi-nd will have no difficulty in dreaming
fall for some of these companies, financed up an endless variety of schemes once
by a payroll tax on their own employees, this major breakthrough has been
Fourth. A further argument against achieved.
In conclusion, I point out that I think
this bill is that after it was passed by the
House of Representatives even the ad- the Federal Government and our States
ministration recognized what a mon- working together do have a responsibility
strosity they were supporting and asked to enact a program which would guar
the Senate to extend the effective date of antee to every American citizen the
some of the major portions -of this new proper medical attention when such citi
Program to January 1967 to enable them zen is unable to provide this service for
to unscramble the bill and make plans as himself. I have supported such legis
to how they could even begin to imple- lation and appropriations under the
ment such a multibillion-dollar program. Kerr-Mill bill and other similar miess
Fifth. Another weakness in this pro- ures, but I disagree completely that the
posal, assuming that such a proposal is Federal Government should assume the
to be enacted, is that it does not take responsibility of providing complete
care of the very cases which are described medical services, selecting the doctors
as worthy. For example: This bill does and hospitals, and so forth, for every
not take care of the catastrophic illnesses individual in America regardless of
of our aged which is the primary worry whether he needs such assistance or not.
Such a program of complete coverage
of every retired individual. Many of our
aged are well able and willing to pay for without regard to need is socialized med
their normal medical costs, but what icine and it has failed in practically
worries them is what would happen if the every country which has thus far tried
man or his wife were confined to the sick- it. In every instance it has resulted 'in
bed over an extended period of time with a deterioration of doctors' services.
We in America today enjoy not only
an illness or injury that necessitated expensive surgery and medical attention, the highest living standards but also the
with the result that it could consume all highest health standards of any country
of their life's savings: Such catastrophic in the world and this has been achieved
cases are not covered under this bill, under a free medical society.
Under this bill the payroll tax reaches
The individual would be taken care of for
a limited time only, following which he a new high of 11Y2 percent and even
would have to assume the full responsi- then the cost of the bill being passed
bility and still conceivably could lose all. here today is not adequately financed.
Tying the cost of this new medicare
of his life's savings.
Finally, the addition of the so-called proposal to social security only further
medicare provision to the social security undermines the financial soundness of
program represents a radical departure that program.
This program has been vastly oversold.
from the basic purpose of the program
as we know it today; namely, a program Many of our elder citizens will be greatly
of cash benefits to retired individuals to disappointed after this bill Is enacted in
help them meet the cost of their varied that their medical costs are not fully
needs after retirement. At the present covered as they have been led to expect.
NO Provision is being made to take
time social security. payments can be
used by the retiree for any purpose he care of the overcrowding of our hospitals
or the lack of doctors that will develop
sees fit.
The medicare proposal, however, for under such a governmental planned sys
the first time, taxes workers under the tem of medicine.
Opposing this program here today
social security program for later benefits-if needed-of a specific type. Un- does not mean that we are indifferent to
like social security cash benefits, which the Plight or needs of our elderly citi
the individual can use for whatever he' zens, but as we recognize and make pro
wishes, these new benefits would not be visions to discharge our responsibility to
under the control of the retiree. He our elderly citizens let us not destroy
would be required to use them for hos- those principles which have made this
pital or nursing home care or he would country great.
This administration has been boasting
not get them. This would seem to violate the concept of social security which about its tax reductions for the low in
holds that the individual has a right come taxpayers, but let us examine those
to benefits under the program whether tax reductions when compared or re
he needs those benefits or not, to do lated to the tax increases for these same
with as he pleases because he had paid People as provided for under this bill.
The bill not only increases the total
for them.
But in this bill we are establishing a social security tax rate on individuals
precedent wherein the social security from 3.625 percent under present law to
program will be used to provide the pay- 5.75 percent by 1987, but also increases
ment of specific personal needs rather the wage base to which this higher tax
than cash payments to be used as the rate applies from $4,800 at present to
retiree sees fit. Having established that $6,600 beginning next year-1966. In
precedent, it would be but a short step some instances, as I shall point out, the
to a program next year, say, for a wage increased taxes under this bill exceed the
tax earmarked specifically for the pay-* amount of tax reduction provided by last
ment of rent, and perhaps the next year year's bill.
Workers in these situations are going
other payments earmarked specifically
for the payment of clothing purchases, to end up' paying more in Federal taxes
and then one for food only, or trans- than they paid before the widely her
For
portation, or even entertainment. I am alded tax reductions occurred.
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them, tax reduction must be an illusion--or perhaps more properly, a delusion.
Thus, a single worker who earns $6,600
a Year and who claims a standard deduction would have paid Federal income
taxes of $1,188.40 and OASDI taxes of
$174 in 1963. In 1966, after the income
tax cut is fully effective he would owe
$984.80-a reduction of $203.60. But under this bill his social security tax would
go up from $174 to $275.55-a great in.of
crease of $101.55.
The effect is a tax reduction of-not
$203.60-but only $102.05. And, more
importantly, even this tax cut vanishes
by 1987 when the social security tax under this bill finally becomes fully effective. At that time instead of a tax cut
this worker will have to pay $1.90 more
taxes than he did before the 1964 act.
If he were married but had no other
dependents, by 1987 he would be paying
$3.3 0 more In Federal taxes than before
the 1964 income tax cuts, and if he were
married and had two dependents he
would have to pay $39.30 more than before his taxes were cut,
If his income were $5,600 and he had
a wife and two dependents, by 1987 instead of a tax reduction of $142 he
would be paying $148 in new social security taxes-a net increase of $6 more
than before his taxes were cut,
There are many, many similar instances which further illustrate this
phantom tax cut.
A married worker with two dependents
earning $4,800 will find his $125 tax cut
of 1964 reduced to $98.60 by 1966; by
1987 it has dwindled to oniy $23. If he
Is single with no dependents his tax cut
of $142 shrinks to $115.60 in 1966. By
1987 his net reduction is a mere $40.
If he earned $5,600 his $167.60 cut under the 1964 act is diminished by 1966 to
only $107.80. After the social security
taxes become fully effective in 1987 his
net tax cut is a pathetic $19.60.
These examples are sufficient to indicate that much of the economic effect of
the 1964 tax cut is going to be offset next
year by the new tax bite provided under
this social security-medicare tax bill.
And the impact I have described relates
only to individuals. Under our social security system business must pay a tax
equal to the tax his employees Pay. The
new employer tax necessitated by this
bill can have but one consequence--an
overall reduction in the cash flow of
American business, With all the ramifications that entails.
Until now the trend of tax legislation
and administration has been to increase
the cash flow of business. Abruptly,
H.R. 6675 reverses that trend in a move
which could well jeopardize the health
and well-being of our national economy.
This bill makes it clear that in the
Great Society tax cuts of one day become tax increases on another,
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, today is a momentous one in history. I
hope that today the Senate will complete its action on the pending bill; and
with its completion, the long struggle for
a comprehensive system of medical care
for our Nation's aged will, In effect, have
been won.

-
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No longer will the fear of financial is the fact that the measure provides for
ruination, as a result of poor health, face a medicare program for all individuals
our senior citizens or their families. In age 65 and over. For the first time in our
the short time it takes to record one vote history, Congress is about to enact legis
of the Senate, later today, we shall wipe lation which will help all our older-citi
out a specter which for too long a time zens to meet their medical expenses.
has haunted our great American society. While I personally believe that a volun
It is true that other nations have tary program financed from general reve
adopted medical care plans for their cit- nues and reaching those elderly people
izens. What makes this bill so unique who need help in meeting medical ex
in history is its method-one which pre- penses, is preferable to the medicare pro
serves to the fullest the finest aspects gram before us today-one which is corn
our national themes of free enterprise pulsory, financed by a payroll tax which
and freedom of choice; for this is no falls heaviest on people of lower income,
socialized medicine plan; this is. no and' available to all citizens over 65
compulsory medical service program. whether or not they are fully able to meet
Through the conservative mechanism of their own medical expenses-I do believe
an insurance framework, we have suc- that the time has come when we must
ceeded in establishing a program which enact legislation which will go beyond
is characteristically American, both in the group assisted by the Kerr-Mills act
its preservation of our traditional medi- and which will avoid some of the burden
cal system and in its expression of con- some means test requirements which
cern for the well-being of those unable to have been established in some States un
face the twin menaces of poor health and der that act.
In each Congress beginning in 1960 I
aged poverty.
I shall be proud to vote for the pending have filed medicare bills. The basic prin
bill. Casting my vote in the affirmative ciples of these proposals have remained
will be an act which I shall long the same although the original bill~has
been revised and improved some over the
remember,
You know, Mr. President, I have been years. Essentially, the approach is for
a supporter of medicare since I arrived a, voluntary, State-administered medical
in the Senate, and even before that time, care program for persons 65 years and
Last night, I was looking through some older with low or moderate incomes, to
old materials which I had used in my13be financed out of general revenues, with
campaign. One of the cards read, "Vote Federal-State matching. I believe it is
for Tom McIntyre-for medical care for a better approach than that provided in
bill we are now considering, but I can
adfrmd-the
th gd"Icmage
care; and the citizens of the State of New count votes and am realistic enough to
Hampshire responded by sending to the recognize that the only kind of health
Senate the first member of my party to insurance and medical care for the aged
provision which has a chance of being
come from my State in a generation.
Today, Mr. President, I shall fulfill my included in this far-reaching measure
pledge to the voters: They will receive is the one which is before us. I think
the program which they, in their wisdom, the need for medicare legislation is great,
and I think we must act now. I believe
have chosen,
Mr. President, on behalf of the people the proposal of the administration has
of my State, who have expressed them- been improved significantly In the past
selves so clearly on this issue, I extend two years, and, therefore, although I
our deep appreciation to the Members of have serious doubts about the wisdom of
the Senate who have made this day pos- proceeding in this particular way, with
sible. The Senator from New Mexico respect to the medicare portion of the
[Mr. ANDERsON), the Senator from Ten- bill, I intend to vote In favor of H.R. 6675.
We all recognize that Social Security
nessee [Mr. GORE], the Senator from
Michigan [Mr. McNAIWU]), the Senator benefits have not kept pace with the rise
from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS], the Sena- in the cost of living and that it has be
tor from Illinois [Mr. DOUGLAS], and the come increasingly difficult for our older
able manager of the bill,. the Senator citizens who depend primarily on them
from Louisiana [Mr. LONG], all hold our to live satisfactorily. I think, therefore,
that we all applaud the 7-percent acrossgratitude and our appreciation.
Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President, I the-board increase in benefits, retroac
support H.R. 6675. I do so because I be- tive to January 1965, for the 20 million
lieve it represents an important and nec- social security beneficiaries on the rolls.
I personally have introduced bills to
essary step forward with respect to many
programs which are so important to mil- increase the earnings limitation for so
lions of Americans. It increases social cial security recipients to $1,800 from
security benefits for our retired workers, the present unrealistic figure of $1,200
an action which is long overdue. It im- and to enable children to receive chil
proves and expands public assistance pro- dren's benefits under social security to
grams for the needy aged, blind, disabled, age 22 when enrolled full time in school.
and faminies with dependent children. I am glad that both have been included
It expands services for material and child In this bill; nearly 300,000 children will
health, crippled children, child welfare benefit under the latter provision alone.
and the mentally retarded, and estab- Among other changes included in H.R.
lishes special project grants to provide 6675 are actuarially reduced benefits for
comprehensive health care and services workers retiring at age 60 rather than
for needy children of school age or pre- requiring them to wait until they reach
school age. It improves and extends the 62 and assistance for some 355,000 people
age 72 and over who have lacked suffi
Kerr-Mills program,
These are impressive accomplishments. cient quarters under social security to
Perhaps even more significant, however, qualify for cash benefits. As I have~
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mentioned, the bill also demonstrates the
concern of Congress in improving the
daily lives not only of our older citizens
but also of the physically handicapped,
the mentally retarded, and families with
dependent children. In these and other
ways, then, the bill is most helpful and
most desirable.
Iturn now to the health and medical
care provisions of the bill. Here again
the Congress is responding to a need
that we know exists,
Soon more than 20 million Americans
will have reached the age of 65. As the
age span of the American people has been
extended, the special problems which
confront older citizens have received increasing attention. Rising medical costs,
reduced incomes, and the increased medical services which -older people require,
combine to create a situation in which
many of our aged citizens cannot afford
to pay for the health care they need.
According to the Public Health Service,
the yearly amount the average American
spends on medical bills has increased
more than six times since 1939. The
American Hospital Association tells us,
that the typical cost per patient for a
day in the hospital has increased 400 percent in the past 20 years, and that in
1967 the average daily charge will be $47.
We know that Governor Rockefellerts
committee on hospital costs has reported that if recent hospital trends continue, the daily cost of hospitalization in
New York will be nearly $100 by 1973,
with $1,066 being the total bill for an
average stay of 10 days. Recently the
expense of hospital care has been increasing four times as fast as the cost of
living. Even though the percentage of
persons 65 and older who have some form
of health insurance has more than
doubled in the past 13 years-rising from
26 to 60 percent and is increasing 4
times as fast as that for all other age
groups combined-the fact remains that
some people who need coverage cannot
afford it, and others who have it cannot
afford as much as they need.
I am glad that we are acting to ex-

pand the provision of the Kerr-Mills Act
which has been Implemented in 40 States
and 4 jurisdictions and has been authorized in 3 other States. I am glad also
that we are removing some of the flaws
which experience has revealed in the way
the act actually operates,
By establishing a single medical care
Program to replace the varying provisions for the needy which currently are
found in five different titles of the Social Security Act, the bill extends the
Provisions of the Kerr-Mills program to
other needy people, such as those on the
dependent children, blind, and permanently and totally disabled programs,
By setting forth certain minimum benefit requirements which participating
States must provide by July 1, 1967, in

order to receive additional Federal funds,

the bill makes it likely that additional
benefits will be extended to many people
who need them. It also removes the fl-

nancal
ofchidrenof
espnsiblit he
eeigteiiaets
eial
of
f h
agedformeeingther
prent' mdicl
expenses before Kerr-Mills can become
operative; provides a more flexible means
nageno

test; and increases somewhat the Federal
share of expenses under the program,
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Kerr-Mills clearly is not enough, however, and thus we are proposing to add
a new title XVIIII to the Social Security
Act providing two related health Insurance programs for persons 65 or over.
I have sald that I have reservations
about placing health care under a social security or payroll tax, as H.R. 6675
provides. I want to discuss that and
other features of the medicare section of
the bill with which I disagree, but first,
as one who has long been interested in
this subject, I want to mention some of
the ways in which I think the measure
has been improved over previous versions.
The voluntary supplementary feature,
which has been added to the administration's bill, provides medical services, including physicians' and surgical services,
which are essential to any meaningful
program. It is satisfying to me that a
number of the features which have been
Part of my own proposals have found
their way into this section of the administration bill, because I believe that ouw
older citizens, who lack funds to meet
their medical expenses, need help with
their doctors' and surgical bills. I still
believe that it is wrong to require that
nursing home care must be preceded by
a stay in the hospital, and I regret that
no provision was made for prescribed
drugs outside the hospital since such
drugs comprise about 26 percent of an
aged person's annual medical expenses,
I -am pleased, however, that the
amendment offered on the floor by the
senior Senator from New York [Mr.
JAVITS] and myself providing for a study
by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare on the advisability of in-.
cluding drugs, prescribed for treatment
outside of the hospital or nursing home,
under the supplementary benefits portion of the program, was accepted and
that HEW will have to report to Congress by June 30, 1966, on this important
matter,
I am also pleased that the Senate accepted my amendment removing the requirement that people over 65 must be

on the high costs of medical care to in
dividuals wherever possible.
Now let me turn for a moment to the
provision that health care should be fin
anced by a payroll tax which -would be
kept separate from the Social Security
tax.
The cost assumptions which underlie
the health cae pogram, differsgii
cantly from those underlying the cash
benefit program of Social Security, and
therefore, it is important to separate
them with different trust funds and
boards of trustees. I am glad they have
been separated, but I think their separa
tion cannot bide the fact that for the
first time we are changing the purpose
for which the payroll tax has been used.
This may have unfortunate results in the
future as I stated in my testimony before
the Finance Committee in May of this
year.
Just as today we recognize that some
adjustment in social security benefits is
in order to keep pace with rising living
costs, so inevitably the day will come
when the Congress will decide that a
further adjustment upward is called for.
If H.R. 6675 is enacted, for the first time
we will be linking to the social security
system a service benefit as opposed to a
cash benefit.
That is, we will be providing payment
for a service such as hospitalization,
regardiess of what that service may cost;
that is something quite different from
providing for the payment of a specified
amount of dollars at some future date.
We must recognize that this will place a
strain on the system. A future Congress
may not be able to provide increased cash
benefits under the social security pro
gram because so much revenue from the
Payroll tax will be going into medical
care. There has been general agreement
that there is a limit to the payroll tax.
We know that WmLBUR MILLS, chairman
of the House Ways and Means Commit
tee, supports this bill. I Ram impressed,
however, with a statement he made last
September on this very point. Chair
man MILLS said:

fore becoming eligible for the 175 home
health care visits provided in the bill,

point there is a limit to the amount of a

enter hospitals for illnesses which could
be treated at home just as well, tending
to add unnecessarily to already over
crowded hospital conditions, and to hikethe cost of health care. By obtaining
care at home when an illness first develops, many of our older citizens will be
spared, serious illness which would
necessitate their confinement to a hospital for an extended period.
We must remember that under this
bill an individual must pay a $40 deduc-

people will support unlimited taxation in the
area of social security.

hospitalized for 3 consecutive days be-

I

have always maintained that at some

worker's wages, or the earnings of a self-

thus permitting individuals to receive employed person, that can reasonably be
home health care without prior hospital expected to finance the social security sys
confinement. I believe that requiring tern. Not only is this a gross income tax,
prior hospitalization is shortsighted be- but it adds to the cost of American goods
services and thus affects our competitive
cause individuals would be encouraged to and
position. I do not believe that
the American
In December of last year, Chairman

MILLs raised other important questions

which relate specifically to the problem
at hand and are worth recalling. He
said:
We must remember that the primary needs

of our senior citizens are for adeqiuate cash
benefits.
The amount must be sufficient to
produce a dignified standard
of living when

added to other spendable assets character

tible for the first 60 days of hospital care
and also $10 a day for the next 60 days
if additional care is needed. This could

istic of the aged. Further, the amount' must
be raised periodically to keep In step with
decreasing purchasing power of the dollar.

pital beds free for those who actually
require hospitalization, and to cut down

coupling, the cash benefit would, in all
probability, be compromised and the danger

mpoe a inacia buden n mny er-A payroll tax to pay for health benefits, as I
sesonsiblt
ips
ainacome.
lowre
Iurbeliv itmakyes- have stated before, should not be added to or
sns f lw inome I elive t mkesharnessed with one to pay for cash benefits.
good sense to give our people help when Health expenses are less predictable and they
and where they need it, to keep our hos- are rising considerably faster, Within a tight
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Increased of stressing health care at the exPense of the root factors of food, shelter, an
Clothing.
There are still other objections to the
use of a payroll tax to finance health care
costs. Undeniably, a payroll tax is a
regressive tax which falls hardest on
those least able to pay. Under H.R. 6675,
a person earning $6,600 would have to
contribute as much as a person earning
$66,000. General revenue financing, on
the other hand, calls on people to contribute according to their Income level,
This seems to me to be the proper way to
Proceed-under the graduated Income
tax system, rather than on the regressive
Payroll tax. We must remember, too,
that approximately 40 percent of our income sources-that is, corporate and
other sources--would be excluded under
General
the Payroll tax procedure.
revenue financing would provide assistance through use of taxes involving
all types of income.
Although the method of financing a,
health care program seems basic to me,
I have reservations about several other
aspects of the Program provided in H.R.
6675. I Personally favor a voluntary
rather than a compulsory plan of medicare. I also favor a maximum role for
the States in the administration of this
Program and wish the bill might have
been a little more specific in providing
for it. I was glad to hear the distinguished Senate majority whip and acting chairman of the Finance CoinInittee. Senator RUSSELL LONG, say that
he thinks an imijortant role will be pro.vided for the States in the admninistration of this program. I hope the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will use his
authority with discretion and that
wherever Possible he will seek to utilize
the facilities available in the States,
I believe, too, that Federal health care
programs for the aged should provide
assistance to those who need help rather
than to all individuals. Some people
aged 65 and over are fully able to meet
their medical oosts. If a variation of
the income test provided for in S. 395,
which I sponsored this year with Senators AIKEN, COTTON, MORTON, PROUTY,
and Scorr, or that included in the pro-.
enae
ajoity
avanedby
posl he
whip, Senator LONG, were made a part of
the proposal, it would me-an that more
funds would be available to provide more
ealynedabeeft
polewh
t
sistance in meeting their medical exprssThere
I know full well, however, that the give
and take of the legislative process means
that few bills evolve in exactly the way
we think they should. There are some
fundamental Parts of the medicare section of this bill which disturb me. I do
think, however, that the time for action
is at hand. Millions of Americans 65
and over need help now hin meeting their
medical expenses, and I believe we must
provide that help.
I am equally convinced that we must
do something to increase the social
security benefits for retired workers, to
offset the rise in the cost of living which
has taken Place since we last acted to
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son why this early retirement option Is
so useful.
After the longest period of continuous
Prosperity this country has enjoyed in
many years, there are still millions of
Americans out of work.
This amendment will enable 3'/2 mil
lion persons now working to retire at
once and receive two-thirds social se
curity benefits. Senator BYRD estimates
that 900,000 will choose this option. His
estimate is realistic, but even if he is only'
half right-if only about 500,000 choose
it, this means that 500,000 jobs will open
up to our unemployed work force.
Now I ask what Government program
that costs nothing can open up hundreds
of thousands of jobs, and do so on the
basis of increasing the option, the choice
of Americans to work or to retire a little
earlier.
Mr. President I fervently hope the
Senate conferees will fight hard in con
ference for this amendment.
I have talked with literally thousands
of Wisconsin workers at plant gates over
the past few years, and there is literally
nothing this Government could do that
would be more widely welcomed than to
adopt this amendment. I know I speak
for thousands and thousands of Wiscon
sin workers who want this amendment
RETIREMENT AT 60 AMEENDMENT URGENTLY
kept in the bill in conference. I know
NEED D
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, ear- thihs Wscoreswhen heargoeslto conference.
he
gof
Idao.
s
Mr.fereniMhscr. JODA
lier the Senate adopted the amendment
by the distinguished Senator from West dent itOiDwit af feInghof deep Pregret
rere
.
Virginia [Mr. BYRD] permitting retire- dethait ishl vote agaeeinst ofR 667e
vthi Coangrss could dev5Is
ment under social security at 60 with a thad hoe thatl
reduction in benefits to two-thirds of the han improedta thsoca sCunrity polan thats
wouldmprovide subalstanrtia incrase ina
full level,
This is an amendment I enthusiasti- theulowe brackdetsubtaperaingoffatoscos
cally support. Back in 1962 I introduced ofe lving increaseo thoseringf the upcoer
a precisely Similar amendment as a bill.oflvnicraeortsenthupr
I introduced it again In 1964. The brackets of social security.
amendment provides an immensely valu- on socal soecurtya coul haveng bee in-s
creocase fromu$1,20 perl yaea toe atneas
able option in several ways.
In the first place it permits a person $1,800dwitout penaltperyeagainto amountst
who may have other income and chooses rece ived oundpernocaltsecuinty Thiunsbl
calscuiy.Tisbl
for a variety of reasons to retire 5 years doeseivdo that.
er
Ioehdo thopdtatte.ee
early and to do so without any, I repeat
byrr
without any, additional cost to the Gov- MIll law woped thave bhee iprovedt
ofin
w
reasoabe
d
beimeasured
ermient or to the social security system. uising some
in
thttoefnne
snbl
esure woul
This is because his contributions Will comeg tom
worl
meare fosrewhile those with cash
Cover his reduced level of benefits as fuly
as if he had waited until 65 and retiredotersucsabvaraonleae
w
wudb eurdt
rvd hi
at full benefits.
Thi fee ptin its into our free econ- hospital and medical costs.
I think it is unfortunate that we must
Omly. There are thousands of wives who
wish to retire with their husbands. If accept or reject all suggested reforms in
igepakg dniida
they are 4 or 5 years younger it is difficult te37pg
to do it. If this amendment prevails in H.R. 6675. By any reasonable standard
sdsponig
conference, they can,.hsbl
I shall always support the proposition
are many Persons who are ill,
or who are employed in physically ex- that our society is affluent enough and
opoieae
hausting, highly demanding work, un- cmasoaeeog
medca serovices for
mqatshspiontal andug
suitable for persons of more advanced
rvd
age. And there are many thousands of toeneyproswocno
pesn
h
t6 ae worked hard for for themselves. This bill departs com
40 years or so and just want .to have pletely from this philosophy.,
H.R. 6675 does not meet my hopes
some time to fish, hunt, sit by the fire,
for a more equitable adjustment of so
travel, and take it easy.
In a free country, as many People as cial security Paymnent. It does provide
an overall cost of living increase in social
Possible should have that option,
After all, we already permit people to security Payments of 7 percent, which isretire at 62 with 80 percent benefits, and certainly warranted, but wholly mnade
quate insofar as adjusting lower bracket
many take advantage of that.
But Mr. President, as a member of the payments, upward to a realistic level.
There are many things about social seJoint Economic Committee I am deeply
conscious of another very significant rea- Curity for retirement Purposes that need

improve the bmenefts. millions of Americans were disappointed last year when
the increase we voted failed to be enacted into law because the House and the
Senate could not agree about the medicare section of the bill. We must remedy
that situation now.
That is why I am going to vote for
H.R. 6675.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, the senior
Senator from Oregon delivered an extremelY fine speech yesterday afternoon
relative to the administrative arrangements for the prospective medicare program. The essence of his remaxks as I
understand them was that in every instance ,where administrative responsibilities are to be delegated or assigned by
the Secretary of HEW under Part A of
the programi, Preference should be given
to~State and local public health agencies
willing and capable of performing those
I
functions.
Mr. President, I believe that the views
of the Senator from Oregon on this matter are consistent with the public interest and requirements of public responsibility and accountability in a tax-supported program. I, therefore, wish to
aSSociate myself with the views expressed
by the Senator from Oregon.
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further attention before we add a Program of medicare. The greatest of
these is that $40 per month total payment which will be increased only to $44
by this bill.
My objection to this bill is that it
compounds existing inequities. All employers will be taxed. The self-employed will be taxed. Emrployees will be
taxed, including the very young, the
middle-aged, the physically handicapped.
Let us not be fooled into thinking this
Is an insurance program,
The first beneficiaries will be the
nearly 20 million individuals in the
United States who are over 65. None of
these will have paid anything in the
form of taxes or premiums of any kind
for hospital and for medical care. The
entire burden of the medicare program
for the present aged will have to be
borne by others. Many will be receiving
medical benefits who are far more able
to pay the costs than the people who
are taxed to pay their bills,
If H.R. 6675 is enacted, and I have no
doubt' that it will be, for the first time
we will be providing payment for a service, such as hospitalization and medical
fees-regardless of what that service may
cost. That is something quite different
from providing for the payment of a
specified amount of cash at some future'
date.
What will be the cost of H.R. 6675?
-No one knows. But sometime, somePlace, we in Congress must face up to our
fiscal responsibilities,
Inflation and the resulting increased
cost of living play a cruel hoax on peoPle who must live on fixed income, especially those whose whole income must
go for the bare necessities of life. The
1964 dollar buys 2 percent less than the
1963 dollar and nearly 8 percent less
than the dollar in use, in 1957-59.
Evidence of fiscal irresponsibility, the
Principal cause of inflation, is all too obvious.
For more than 5 years this Government has run a deficit of over $5 billion
a yea.
The debt ceiling of $328 billion is at an
all time high with an interest charge of
about $1 billion every month of the year.
The unfunded accrued liability of the
OASDI program was $321 billion on January 1, 1962, the last date for which figures are available. The unfunded accrued. liability for civil service retirement
is over $36 billion. The unfunded accrued liability of military retired pay is
over $61 billion,
Yet, in the face of all these burdens it
is Proposed in H.R. 6675 that we disregard the- Present inequities of social security and start two new programs of
hospitalization and medical services for
all aged People without sound 'actuarial
insurance funding.
This bill will tax people who can't af 
ford to be further taxed, many of whom,
by the President's own definition, are
now in the poverty classification, in order
to provide benefits for individuals, many
of whom are well able to provide for
themselves,
This is the basic issue. In good conscience I cannot vote for H.P. 6675.
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Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President, it is possible at the present time for an occupationally Injured
worker to receive both workmen's compensation and old-age and survivor's
disability insurance benefits. There hias
been considerable activity and increasing
agitation for an amendment to the
Social Security Act to offset OASDI disabilty payments by workmen's compensation benefits received,
The social security program overlaps
with many programs--both public and
Private. The area that has been attracting the most interest, the overlap between workmen's compensation and
OASDI, is the small~est. The Social
Security Administration estimates that
fewer than 3 percent of those getting
OASDI disability benefits also receive
workmen's
compensation
payments,
Yet, it Is the workmen's compensation
beneficiaries that are being singled out
for attack,
The issue has been particularly intense
during the hearings on the pending social
security legislation. The House Ways
and Means Committee In reporting the
legislation refused to include an offset,
saying "that under the present law the
extent of excessive wage replacement resulting from overlapping benefits between workmen's compensation and social security benefits has not been significant." The committee also concluded
that the previous offset operated in an
inequitable and unsatisfactory manner.
Because of its magnitude and almost
universal coverage, there is general recognition that the Federal social security
system is the basic social insurance system. It does not make sense for this
program to make adjustments for other
Programs-either Federal, State, local or
private-that are limited to selected
groups or circumscribed areas. Once this
becomes established for one program, it
would be difficult to prevent similar legislation for other programs and there
would be little logic for doing so. There
is no reason for showing workmen's
compensation programs ~preference and
ignoring other programs,
Unfortunately, the social security bill
reported by the Senate Finance Committee does contain an offset provision in
section 335. Though no offset should be
included for the reasons cited earlier, the
approach in the Senate bill is superior to
that frequently advocated-a $1 reduction of the OASDI disability benefit for
every dollar of workmen's compensation
received. However, even the offset provision in the Senate bill will work severe
hardship on many occupationally inJured workers, such as those who have
suffered the loss of eyes or limbs. The
Senate provision does provide however
that a reduction shall not take place unless combined benefits exceed 80 percent
of average current earnings and does try
to overcome the erosion in the benefits
that occur over time with increases in
wage levels and living costs.
But, I would like to Point out some of
the unfortunate effects of the offset in
the Senate bill. The offset in the Senate bill applies to workmen's comPensation benefits for partial disability. It is
general practice In workmen's compensa-
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tion to pay compensation for many of
these kinds of Injuries even if earnings
continue or even increase. For example,
if a worker loses some fingers even though
he suffers no wage loss, the worker re
ceives workmen's compensation benefits
for the loss of the fingers. The same
Principle applies to loss of arms, legs,
hands, and so forth. The Justice of such
compensation has seemed obvious to most
people-both experts and the average
citizen. Yet the offset proposal would
reduce the worker's OASDI benefit whol
ly or partially by the amount of these
workmen's compensation payments. In
other words, in many cases he would not
gain monetarily for this kind of anatomi
cal loss-.7not even in those cases where
the occupational injury was unrelated
to the disability rating under the OASDI
program.
Some workmen's compensation laws
subtract temporary total disability bene
fits from the Permanent award at the
time the percentage of permanent im
pairment is determined. Since the
OASDI disability benefit will not be paid
until after 6 months of incapacity, an
injured worker could have his work
nien's compensation award reduced by
the amount of the temporary total dis
ability paid for the first 6 months or
longer and also have his OASDI bene
fits reduced for the balance of work
men's compensation payments there
after.
Many States limit medical benefits.
An injured worker could in some in
stances be paying for his own medical
bills at the time a reduction would taite
place. It is among those workmen's cormPensation cases that extend beyond 6
months where most of the cases that ex
ceed medical limits in workmen's com
pensation are found. Is it fair to reduce
the benefits of an occupationally injured
worker at the time he has to bear the
medical cost of his occupational injury?
In conclusion, Mr. President, the most
telling argument against an offset on the
social security side is the fact that it is a
contributory system. No worker should
have that benefit reduced for which he
has made contributions for most of his
life.
Mr. President, I shall not offer an
amendment to bring the Senate bill into
line with the action taken by the House.
But I respectfully urge those Members
of this body who will serve on the confer
ence committee to give sincere considera
tion to the arguments of those who do not
wish to place offset provisions in our so
cial security laws again.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President
the pending Passage of H.R. 6675, the
Hospital, Health and Social Security Act
of 1965, presents this body with one of
those moments in its history which recur
from time to time, when .the efforts of a
generation at long last come to fruition.
The names of Senator Robert F. Wagner
and Senator 'James E. Murray drift back
into one's consciousness. They stood on
this floor in the years following the end
of World War II and fought for a health
insurance program.
Harry Truman
made it a key plank in his administration
platform and he and his Cabinet offi'cers
fought valiantly for it. Our late beloved
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I would be willing to vote for any tales
President Join F. Kennedy, both as a Houses It will mean an extra $3,450,000
Principal sponsor of the Kennedy-Ander- for the needy aged In Texas, this year. and appropriations necessary to care for
who are unable to care for themselves.
The bill provides a 7 percent across the those
son amendment in 1960 and later as PresI am not willing to vote for taxes and appro
Ident, gave courageous iedmership in the board increase for those in receipt of priations for medical care for those who can
battle for a prepaid program of medical social security payments. For Texans and should provide it for themselves.
assistance for the aged. one of the this means an increase in cash benefits
And again, at page 13863. the Senator
heroes of this day is thankfully still with of $98 million for the calendar year
from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] said:
us, the senior Senator from New Mexico 1967.
Mr. President, I yield to no Senator in my
The recital of these dollar amounts is
[Mr. ANiDERSON]. As author of the Am~
derson-King bill, he carried the principal made for the purpose of illustrating how desire to care for the needs of the aged, the
in general.
andthetheissue
underprivileged
load of advocating health care for the effective intelligent Government spend- disabled,
We are
That is not
before us now.
asked to vote on an amendment which would
aged during those tough years when the Ing can be in directing expenditures int
medical
bill
of
every
that
we
pay
the
Of
course,
require
votes were not there for passage. Truly socially desirable channels.
all Americans owe a prayer of gratitude channeling the money is only the first one over the age of 65 whether he needed
to this great Senator from the West for step. The real test will come with ex- such care or not. We are asked to adopt an
amendment which would tax the poorest
his vision and for his courage in con- perience.
A lot of study has gone into the draft- people in our country on the same basis as
tinuing the fight when lesser men may
ing of this leglslation. Years of work that on which we tax the wealthiest. We
have faltered.
ofarewriten ntothi bil. I Is I eliveare asked to vote one of the most regressive
Mr.
resden,
eginin
sncethe
Mr. resden,
eginin
sncethe
ofarewriten ntothi bil. I is I elivetaxes we could find. It Is a tax that would
the 20rth century, the life expectancy of basically a sound plan. The matter of operate like a hidden sales tax. It would hit
Americans has increased from 49.2 years control is, as always, a difficult problem. hardest at the poor, In order to finance medi
to 70 years. At the same time medical There are many interests to be served, cal care for all the people, whether they need
care prices have increased greatly. On and the question, for instance, of who such care or not.
My mother's cook and yard boy would be
an index in which 1957-59 prices equal should determine standards and who
100, the costs for all medical care have should determine what it a "reasonable asked to pay my mother's medical bill, al
or demands
she neither
risen from a level of 50.3 in 1940 to a cost" will probably be back with us in the though
would feel
that the
it. Frankly,
I thinkasks,
she expecte,
proposal was unsound. When the medical
level of 120.3 in December 1964. Of future.
who
might
seek
medical
howbills
of
everyone
We are making a good beginning,
course, much of the price rise reflects increases in quality, but the cost is higher ever, and I commend those Senators and care under the measure, whether, he needed
staff people who have labored so long such care or not, are added, we find the cost
nevertheless,
Thus our older citizens are faced with and hard on this legislation. Especially of medical care increased by 50 percent.
Mr. President, these statements made
increasing years of retirement, when to be commended is the able Junior Sentheir Income drops drastically, at the ator from Louisiana, RUSSELL LONG, for 3 years ago are just as valid today as
same time that their utilization of medi- his able steering of this great law through they were then. I find it almost un
cal services--which makes the increased the committee and Senate passage on believable that the one who made them
life span possible-Increases, and at a the floor, with beneficial amendments, now proposes to vote for this bill. They
time when the costs of those medical but without crippling amendments. He persuaded me to vote with him thenhas shown a very high degree of parlia- against the proposal. And they per
services is increasing,
suadie me now to vote the same way.
It is this situation which gives rise to mentary skill.
r.PeMrLOGoLuian.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, my obthe need for a system of health insurance, a system in which people will make jections to this bill were outlined during den,.3 years aof todisay,.the Senaesand
3
wege
rse intonfytereneonat anrev
payments into a trust fund during their my discussion of my amendment earlier dethe Hou
working years in order to draw benefits today which would have struck out the olutionary concept. That concept had
medicare provisions been the subject of bitter controversy
administration's
when they retire,
The basic hospital insurance plan, fi- and replaced them with liberalizingwihtsponeshalgitntoe
dark despressonedays hasln ithonl reale
nanced through a payroll tax, will cover changes to the Kerr-Mills Act.
However, I wish to quote from state- salvation of the American way of life
inpatient services, posthospital extended
care, outpatient hospital diagnostic serv- ments made by the manager of the bill, and its opponents denouncing it as the
ices, and.posthospital home health serv- the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LONG] devil In disguise that would propel the
ices with varying time limits and deduc- on July 16, 1962, in opposition to the ad- United States to a sure and not-so-slow
tibles in each case. In Texas this plan ministration's medicare proposal, which destruction. The proponents were suc
will provide over $96 millilon a year to aid was substantially the same as~that con- cessful, the two Houses resolved their
differences and President Roosevelt
our 990,000 citizens over 65 in paying tamned in this. bill,
At page 13,664 of the CONGRESSIONAL signed into law in August of 1935 the
their hospital bills.
revolutionary concept which is known
The voluntary supplementary insur- RECORD, he said:
Here we have a proposal that would tax as social security.
ance plan would cover physicians' serveu
Oe h
er
ihcnitn
ices, chiropractic and podiatrists' serv- people to pay for a great amount of medical
Ovarittheo erignaSoial ScursistyeAt hasu
ices, home health services, and numerous care which many of them are well able to
oca ed.ulmoty with-s
amn
other medical and health services in and provide for themselves without the help beent rhevoised nand
ih
be
eie
n
mne.Ams
out of medical institutions. The indi- of the Government or anyone else.
Under this proposal, in a large number out exception, these revisions have lib
vidual would pay $3 per month and the
Government would match this amount, of -cases we would be taking the butter and eralized and extended social security so
Assuming 95 percent participation, this eggs from the workingman's table in order as to make it of more good to more
plan will afford over $47 million a year to provide medical care for someone else, People.
But nothing in the 30 years since the
of additional assistance to elderly citizens who has always been both willing and able
pay his own medical bills. In many establishment of the social security bill
iTeato
nteAeia
aeteipc
the beneficiary will be much better wl
iTea.cases,
nteAeia
wl
aeteipc
H.R. 6675 revises the allocation formu- off than his benefactors.
as will the bill we are about to
ae165 esi:scene
Agia
las under the public assistance prohere today. I am quick to add that
ae165 esi:pass
Agia
grams.-old-age assistance, aid to the
A regressive rate structure Is and wiUl be this measure before us is infinitely great
blind, aid to the permanently and totally
diabed tadaifmiis it d-particularly unfair to the lower income er than the original Social Security Act
provaidies greth er brackets, because they obviously are spending In the benefits it provides the citizens of
disabed,
adaid
TeSoileuiyAt
pendent children-to poiegatrpractically all of their income on basic neces-thscury
eSoileuiyAt
Federal participation. The estimated sities, while those in the upper Income levelsthscury
annual increase In public assistance spend less and less of their total Income on of 1935, while revolutionary in concept,
funds for - Texas is over $6,900,000. such essentials. Yet the poor man must pay was modest in scope. The Social Secu
Under an amendment which I introduced a considerable portion of his already ear- rity Amendments of 1965 are comprehen
yesterday and which the Senate adopted, marked funds just to be medically protected sive, far-reaching and imaginative yet
the effective date will be moved up 6 as Well as wealthier people who may waste not without their revolutionary features
too, the Most noteworthy of which is the
months from January. 1 1966, to July 1, more in a year than a poor man earns,
Idea that the medical problems of the
-Again, at page 13666, he said:
1965. If this change is approved by both
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they worked on this bill. I owe a special
debt of gratitude to our wonderful chairMan, HARRY F. BYRD, for entrusting to
me so historic a proposal as this to handie in the Senate. I could not have done
it without the cooperation and expertise
that I obtained from such fellow committee, members as the Senator from
Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS]i, the Senator
from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS], the Senator from flinois [Mr. DOUGLAS], the
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GORE], and
particularly the Senator from New MexThe varying points of view that were iCO [Mr. ANDERSON] who has been the
brought to the medicare debate by the father and devoted advocate of medicare
medical profession, the insurance indus- for so many years.
I appreciate the courtesy and attentry, organized labor, businessmen, the old
folks themselves, and the pubic in gen- tion that each and every Senator has
eral have been extremely beneficial in given to me throughout the floor debate
synthesizing the various goals and means of this bill. Especially do I thank the
of obtaining the goals into the construc- minority leader [Mr. DIRKSENJ, Who is
tive program contained in this bill.
not able to be with us today, and my
Medicare is the most noteworthy and boss, the marvelous majority leader from
controversial part of the measure before Montana [Mr. MANSFIELD], for the job
us today, but it actually comprises less they have done in moving this measure
than half of the benefits provided by this through the Senate. Theirs is a thankbill in terms of dollars spent. The $7 less Job, but I thank them.
billion of benefits we are about to provide
And, now, if there is no further diswill go to every conceivable segment of cussions, I ask that the clerk call the roll.
MEDICARE IS IN THE AMERICAN TRADITION
our population in need of help from their
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, H.R. 6675,
government. Yet the worth of the social
security bill of 1965 cannot be measured which is now pending before this body,
solely in terms of dollars. It can better is a lengthy and complex bill embodying
be judged by an economist than an act- new programs for financing health care
uary, better by a social worker than an of the aged, as well as amendments to
accountant, and even better by those of the public assistance programs and to
us here today who have the opportunity the social security system. It would add
to go among our folks back home and see to the Social Security Act two new titles:
the needs that are met, the fears that are one, dealing with health insurance for
dissolved, the wants that are satisfied the aged; and the other, expanding and
by what we have wrought. I ask you improving the programs of grants to
to do as I shall do and that is to seek States for. medical assistance.
out your people in the months and years
The first new title, title XVIII, estabahead and to see how they are being lishes two programs of health insurance
comforted and being made secure by the for the aged. Part A would establish a
bill we are on the verge of approving, hospital insurance program for the aged
Such an experience, I am sure, will not under the social security system which
only renew your faith in the job you are has been long and ably advocated by the
doing, but it will bring just a whole lot of senior Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
soul satisfaction.
ANDERSON].
Part B would establish a
I have expressed my gratitude to the supplementary health insurance Provarious segments of our society which gramn to which elderly persons could
have helped in formulating this meas- voluntarily subscribe,
ure. Let us not forget the many devoted
Although it occupies a relatively small
people in government who have played part of the 387-page omnibus social
such a significant part in getting this security bill that we have on our desks,
job done. There are the many nameless H.R. 6675 is being referred to as the
people In the executive branch who have medicare bill. The proposal which in reworked under the leadership of two great cent years has become popularly known
Presidents%-John F. Kennedy and Lyn- as medicare is embodied in Part A of
don B. Johnson-and two great Secre- title XVIII. As someone recently retaries of Health, Education, and Wel- marked, "A" stands for Anderson. Part
fareBAsamIm RISicoFF and Anthony A is the Anderson bill.
Celebrezze. Particularly on the execuPart A, "Hospital Insurance Benefits
tive side, we should mention Under Sec- for the Aged," will represent, as it beretary of Health, Education, and Wel- comes law, an historic forward step tof are Wilbur Cohen, Social Security Coin- ward making the aspirations of our peomissioner Robert Ball, Public Assistance ple for dignity and security in old age
Expert Charles Hawkins, and Actuary an economic reality. It is to the imRobert Myers.
portance of this step a~nd the need for
On the legislative side, we have been this program that I wish to address my
ably assisted both on the House and on remarks today,
Mr. President, I have been a supporter
the Senate side by Fred Amer and Miss
Helen Livingston of the Library of Con- of this legislation from the beginning,
gress and in the Finance Committee by When our late, beloved President, John
the staff headed by Mrs. Elizabeth Sprin- F. Kennedy, then a Senator from Massager and by Legislative Counsel Doug chusetts, joined the Senator from New
Hester. To my colleagues on the Finance Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON] in May of 1960,
Committee, I pay tribute for the thor- to offer to the social security legislaough and expeditious fashion in which tion of that year an amendment providpeople are the problems of their Govermient.
The Government's role in medical care
has been the focal point of a controversy
as acrimonious and extended as the controversy 30 years ago over social security.
Alter much worthwhile and informative debate and discussion over the years,
the Congress has decided in its wisdom
to pass a medicare program which does
much to relieve the onerous burden of
the costs of health that has weighed so
long upon the shoulders of our elderly.
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ing hospital insurance for the aging, I
enthusiastically supported them in that
effort. Many of my colleagues here in
the Senate Chamber this afternoon sup
ported them, too; and for all of us this is
a day in which we can take deep satisfac
tion, a day in which the results of years
of patient effort and advocacy will be
realized.
I have been a cosponsor of the
Anderson bills in the 87th Congress, the
88th Congress, and now in the 89th
Congress. I1have spoken for the Ander
son proposal more times than I can
count. I have publicly debated the is
sue with its opponents in my State. Last
year, during my campaign for reelection,
I spoke scores of times on the growing
Problem of our older citizens surrounded
in our modern society with healing and
lifesaving possibilities that their meager
means do not permit them to enjoy. I
explained the medicare plan, and asked
the people of Utah for their approval.
It is clear that the citizens of my State,
as well as the great majority of citizens
of our entire Nation, approve this for
ward-looking legislation.
The Senate will shortly vote on this
bill, and I believe the vote will be favor
able. During the past 5 years, since
hospital insuranee for the aged was in
troduced in the Senate as the KennedyAnderson amendment, the proposal has
been a national issue. It has been a
key issue in three national elections.
The proposal has been subjected to ex
haustive public hearings in both the
Senate and the House of Representa
tives committees. The proper commit
tees have studied it; and it has been de
bated on the floors of both Houses. The
medicare proposal has stood up under
every test, and a consensus, both as to
the need for the program and the sound
ness of the plan, has formed.
This national debate has served an
important purpose beyond that of being
a proving ground for the medicare pro
posal; it has served to develop and bring
forward significant additions and Im
provements to the original plan. The
medical profession, with the support of
many other citizens, put forward a
group of proposals which came to be
known as eldercare. These were weighed
mn the legislative process; and much of
the eldercare plan was adopted, and is
included in the bill we are considering
today.
The many studies of the health-care
problems of the aged also focused atten
tion on the need for improvements in
the Kerr-Mills program of medical as
sistance for the aged. Aecordingly, this
bill incorporates a number of substan
tial improvements in the Kerr-Mills
program, correcting most of the defects
which were revealed by the experience
of our States in utilizing the program.
The problem which confronts our
senior citizen-and which, in fact, con
fronts our Nation-has been thoroughly
documented over the years that this pro
posal has been debated. Certain facts
are clear. The average cost of a day of
hospitalization has increased from $9 in
1946 to about $40 today, and these costs
will continue to rise; people in the older
age groups require almost three times
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as much hospitalization as do people of
working age; and the average length of
hospital stay for older persons Is twice
as long,
Since most persons over age 65 are retired, most of them have limited incomnes,
Half of the single persons over 65 have
cash incomes of less than $1,000 a year.
Half of the elderly couples have incomes
of less than $2,800.
Obviously, with such meager financial
means, the purchase of adequate hospital insurance becomes difficult or imPossible. Despite great effort and ingenuity on the part of the insurance industry and voluntary health insurance
plans, only about 25 percent of those over
65 have anything approaching adequate
hospitalization insurance.
one may
assume that most of these are in the more
prosperous half of the elderly population.
The problem has been documented as
clearly in my own State of Utah as in
the Nation as a whole. Several years ago
the University of Utah conducted a
thorough study of the utilization of hospital and medical services in my State.
This study reported a hospital utilization rate of 126 patients of all ages per
thousand population, but a rate of 203
per thousand in the 65 to 74 age group,
and a rate of 246 per thousand in the age
group of those '75 and over. The average
length of stay also was found to increase by age group; and the average
charge per hospital stay was found to be,
for persons 75 and over, almost double
the average charge per patient, for all
ages.
The study als-o analyzed the method of
payment of hospital bills, by age group,
in Utah hospitals, and clearly points up
the lack of hospitalization coverage of
the aged. For example, the report shows
that in the 55 to 64 age group, 39 percent of the patient's bills were paid by
insurance, and 9 percent were paid by
charity; but for patients 75 and over the
insurance payment of hospital bills
dropped to 18 percent, and 17.6 percent
of these aged patients had their bills
paid by charity,
Part A of the Proposed title XVIII1
would establish a Prepayment insurance
program for hospital bills and for bills
for confinement in convalescent facilities. Contributions would be made equally by employees and employers to a hospital insurance trust fund. Bills for
hospitalization and other covered services incurred by persons over 65 would
be paid from this trust fund, which ultimately would be made up of the aggregate contributions of the beneficiaries,
themselves. The Provision of a selffunding prepayment insurance plan is
the heart of the Anderson proposal,
It is said that this Program will somehow Interfere with the freedom of doctors to practice medicine. Mr. President,
I submit that this program can only enhance the freedom of doctors in the care
of their patients. Nothing in this bill relates in any way to what a doctor should
or should not do for his patient. In fact,
in the bill there is. specific prohibition
against any kind of interference with
medical practice. I say that the bill will
enhance the freedom of doctors to practice medicine, because it will enlarge the
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range of practical choice and will remove
the influence of financial considerations
from physicians decisions as to the course
of treatment to recommend to patients.
Under the hospital Insurance programns, patients would enter the hospital only on the recommendation and
order of their personal physician, just as
is now the case. Physicians now make
the professional judgment as to whether
a patient needs the facilities of a hospital; but what *doctor is so insensitive
to his patient's situation that he would
not feel reluctance to recommend hospitalization which he knows will mean
financial ruin? With such heavy costs
covered under the hospital insurance
program, a physician can make his decision as to his patient's need for hospitalizAtion free from such nonmedical
considerations,
Some persons even express vague fears
that such hospital insurance would somehow restrict the freedom of individuals
as patients. Here again, the program
does not impose any conditions on the
patient's choice of doctor, or does not
affect in any way. his relationship with
his doctor. To the extent that it affects
an individual's freedom at all, it enlarges
his freedom, because it enlarges real
choice. If a doctor recommends hospital
treatment, but if a patient knows that
the cost of hospitalization must be paid
with money saved by his children for
the education of his grandchildren, can
we say that he is really free to act upon
his doctor's advice? Mr. President, freedom becomes more real as the economic
barriers to frce choice are let down,
Many of -the letters I have received
from citizens of my State have pointed
out the independent and self-reliant
spirit of the American people and the
great value of this spirit to our society.
Mr. President, I agree completely with
these sentiments; and, to me, one of the
most compelling virtues of the Anderson
proposal is Its expression of this spirit of
self-reliance,
Most Americans, Mr. President, want
to take care of themselves; they want to
meet their own needs, through their own
efforts. After retirement from almost a
lifetime of productive work, an older citizen may have income from social security, and perhaps a private Pension, and
may be able to meet his own needs for
the expenses of daily living. But how is
he to be self -reliant and to take care of
his own needs when confronted with a
catastrophic hospital bill for himself or
for his wife? If he can pay the first such
bill from savings or by mortgaging his
home, he may still be hit with large hos-.
pital bills a second, ~athird, or even a
fourth time during his years of living in
retirement. Thousands of our fellow
citizens who have passed their working
Years are caught up in this grim chain
of events, every year, and are reduced to
poverty and to dependence upon public
charity. What a hollow mockery of the
concept of individual self-sufficiency this
Is, when there is no practical way for a
person living In retirement to help himself and to avail himself of the marvelous, but tremendously costly, benefits of
modern hospital care when he needs
them.
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The only really practical way for a
retired person to take care of himself,
to meet his own needs for hospital care,
Is to have prepared in advance, during
the years when he was employed. The
hospital-insurance program embodied in
the bill now before us provides a practi
cal means for people to take care of their
needs, In advance; a practical means for
Americans to do what they most want to
do; to be self-reliant and to pay their
own way, through their own work and
contributions.
The opponents of this program say
they do not wish to see anyone go with
out needed hospital care: but, they say,
let us help only the needy. Flirst, those
who Pursue this line of argument mis
understand, or perhaps ignore, the true
nature of the Anderson proposal. When
they talk of a Program which will help
the needy, they are thinking in terms of
the traditional welfare concept, under
which public funds are used to help those
who cannot help themselves. The hos
pital-insurance-for-the-aged
program
does not use public funds, in the sense
that the welfare Programs do. Benefits
would be paid'from funds which are con
tributed by, and are the property of, the
beneficiaries. Moreover, it is not the
Purpose of the program to provide help
where hope Is gone; Instead, its purpose
is to provide a mechanism, through a
public instrumentality, which will enable
each Person to help himself.
We have a number of public-assistance
Programs, enacted by Congress over the
past several decades, which are valuable
and necessary; but the medicare pro
posal is a wholly different approach. It
is not so much designed to alleviate some
of the consequences of poverty as it-is to
prevent Poverty. Those who would re
ject this prepayment, self-help approach
seem to be saying that if an elderly per
son has need for hospitalization, let him
spend his savings, sell his home; and,
when everything is gone, then it is all
right for the Government to pay his
bills--in other words, after the horse
is gone, the Government may then
come in and close the barn door.
Mr. President, I fail to see the
moral superiority of such a course, as
compared with one in which people ean
Prepare in advance against the tremen
dous financial burden of hospital care
which they will be almost sure to con
front in their later years.
Mr. President, I have saved until last
a comment on the hue and cry we hear
from some quarters--namely, that the
Anderson proposal is socialistic or is a
step toward socialized medicine. Of all
of the failures to see and to understand
the true nature of this program, this one
is surely the greatest and the most
exasperating.
Sometimes I wonder why at least some
of organized medicine is not hailing this
bill as an historic step in forestalling any
trend toward socialized medicine that
might develop; for as we adopt the pro
gram embodied in part A of this bill, we
turn away from the road toward Gov
eminent medicine, and we take a big
stride toward preserving and protecting
the American system of private medicine
and community-based hospital care.
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As our medical technology advances
and as its capabilities increase, the cornplexity and the cost of hospital care increase. In the past 20 years, we have
seen really miraculous developments in
the ability of modern medicine, with
modern hospital technology to save lives
and to cure illness. In the same period,
we have seen the average cost of a day's
hospital care increase more than four
times. The scope and the effectiveness
of medical technology, will continue to
grow, and so will hospital costs.
Two characteristics are common to
most retired people: They are old, and
have more mlless; and they are retired
and have low incomes. It is clear that
as the lifespan increases and as the
normal retirement age slowly declines,
the proportion of our population in retirement and living on retirement incomes will continue to increase. In any
democratic and humane society, the public will demand that lifesaving technology be available to all; and, sooner or
later Government will respond to this
demand by the people.
Our observation of other countries
shows us that when these pressures become great enough, government intervenes to provide hospital and medical
care. Those programs take different
forms in different countries. It is unnecessary for us to discuss here whether such
a program in any particular country Is
good or is bad. For my part, I would be
very unhappy to see our country follow
such a course--one in which the Govermient undertook to provide hospital
and medical services, because I believe
that a great deal in the system of private
medicine and community-hospital service which is our country's unique contribution to this area or modern society
would thus be lost,
The Anderson plan is a distinctly and
characteristically American response to
these pressures and problems which are
being felt in every civilized country. It
proposes an approach to the solution of
this growing problem of the economic
availability of care, and to forestalling
the pressures for Government health
services, by dealing with the root of the
problem-that is, the financing of. hospitalization-while keeping hands. off of
the provision of services. In surmmary,
my support of the medicare proposal is
not based on a desire to change in any
way the American system of private
medicine. Quite to the contrary, I see
the Pending miedicare proposal as a Way
to help preserve this superior system and
to leave it undisturbed, while approaching the solution of a national problem
which almost everyone agrees exists,
I realize that the organized medical
societies do not see the matter in this
way; but I believe that they may not have
reflected deeply enough on the problems
which lie ahead, and may not be, in the
long run, acting in their own best interest.
As we finally vote to establish in law
hospital insurance for the aged, we take
a great step toward solving one of the
most serious social problems of our time,
and we take the step in the framework of
the best American traditions: the tradition of full and free debate of social
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issues, the tradition of expression of the
will of an informed majority, the tradition of valuing independence and promoting Individual self-reliance, and the
tradition of free people using the agency
of government to enable them to better
help themselves. At the same time, we
call for progress in the solution of our
problems and for some longrun answers
better than the palliatives of welfare.
And we resolutely turn away from the
path of socialization, which is one course
open to us, and, instead, address ourselves to shoring up the economic foundation of the unique and remarkable
health-dare system of private and individual arrangements and community
responsibility which has developed in
America.
Mr. President, my remarks have focussed on one part of this bill-that providing a program of hospital insurance
for the aged-because this has been the
focus of controversy and debate over the
problem of financing health care of the
elderly. However, I do not wish to overlook the many other important measures
contained in this bill.
The voluntary program of supplementary insurance and the extensive
improvements in the Kerr-Mills program, I have already mentioned. The
bill also will increase social security cash
benefits. incomes of social security
beneficiarl'es will be. increased by '7 percent; and an individual will have the
option to retire at age 60, with somewhat
reduced benefits, if he so desires,
Another provision of this bill, which I
have long advocated, is a liberalization
of the retirement test. Under existing
law, social security beneficiaries have
their benefits reduced if they earn more
than $1,200 in a year. This bill will
amend that provision so as to exempt the
first $1,800 of earnings before deductions
are made from benefits. This is not
quite as generous a provision as one I
proposed In the bill I introduced. My
bill would have permitted earnings UP
to $2,400 without loss of benefits; but the
provision in this bill, as recommended
by the Finance Committee, is a step in
the right direction, and will relieve hardship in many cases.
In Summary, this is a comprehensive
bill and a balanced bill. Each of its provisions makes a contribution to the betterment of the lives of older Americans.
I fully support House bill 6675, the Social Security Amendments of 1965.
A STEP TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF AMERICAN
SOCIETY

Mr. BARTLET.
Mr. President, the
Senate Is about to vote on a historic
piece of legislation. The bill will receive
a large majority reflecting widespread
support for a medical-care program for
the aged-a concept which 10 yeaxs ago
was considered radical.
The history of this legislation will provide excellent material for students of
our Government. They will be able to
chronicle the growth of the concept from
the day when it was introduced in Congress, Many Years ago. They Will be able
to document how a great new idea matures and gains respectability. They will
be able to note the role of lobbies. A
careful student will be impressed by the
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important role the legislative branch
played in developing this great legisla
tion. It was born in the Congress, re
ceived a significant push from the legis
lative branch, and came back to the leg
islative arm, to be molded into its final
form.
This legislation has followed a long,
and sometimes tortuous, path, to frui
tion. May of us wish it could have
traveled the path more quickly; but the
time has not been wasted. The bill the
Senate will pass is a vast improvement
over previous proposals.
It will not meet all contingencies, nor
is it so designed. The medical-care pro
gram is based on the same principle as
that of the old-age and survivors and dis
ability insurance system. The latter is
intended to provide a base on which to
build a financially secure retirement.
The former is designed to provide a base
on which to build a healthy retirement.
The one is hollow without the others.
Improvements will be made in the pro
gram as experience dictates. I look forward to voting in the future on provi
sions to bring about these improvements.
No doubt, problems will arise in ad
ministering the program, and there will
be cries of "We told you so." But we
must not be deterred by those who resist
change, who reject needed legislation be
cause minor problems will arise to be
solved. No program can be as perfect
as the one those critics demand.
The concept behind the bill we will
pass is sound. I am proud to have co
sponsored the measure.
This is not the time to review all the
Provisions of the bill. However, I wish
to call attention to two sections dealing
solely with Alaska. Alaska will become
the 19th State permitted to divide State
and local government retirement systems.
One partwill be for employees desiring
social security coverage; the other, for
those who do not.
Services performed b:- employees
choosing to come under social security
must be covered by social security in the
future. However, persons already em
ployed have a choice, and are not forced
to join.
Also, this bill prevents a great injustice.
to a number of dedicated schoolteachers
in Alaska.
For 13 years, these teachers have con
tributed to social security. This year,
the Social Security Administration ruled
that certain Alaska school districts did
not qualify as Political subdivisions, and
had no authority to enter into social se
curity agreements.
The Senate accepted an amendment
permitting these districts to qualify for
coverage. A similar stej5 was taken to
correct a similar situation In Arkansas in
1962.
The amendment insures that the
teachers will receive retirement pay
ments for which they paid.
It is fitting that this injustice be pre
vented in this bill, for the legislation is
concerned with correcting another great
injustice, an injustice which turned the
golden years into years of worry and poor
health for too many persons.
In Preparing to vote in favor of House
bill 6675. I am reminded again of an ob
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servation by Arnold Toynbee, the historian. He concluded that a society's quality and durability can be measured best
"by the respect and care given its elderly
citizens.History will rank this Congress high
among those Which have taken significant
action to improve the quality and dur-abilitY of the American society.
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tion adopted by the House in House bill
6675 will Increase expenditures from
Federal funds by a somewhat larger, but
still reasonable, amount. If all 23 States
that have Indicated they are interested
in using the present provisions for exempting earned income from consideration in determining need were to implement the provision and were to move to
IMPROVEMENT IN THE DOUGLAS OLD-AGE ASSISTthe larger amounts that can be exempted
ANCE "PIN MONEY" AMENDMENT
under this amendment-and it probably
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I wish will take some years before this occurs-to endorse a little-noticed amendment to the annual increase in Federal costs
our welfare assistance legislation which would be about $3.5 million. Of this inthe House has included in House bill crease, more than $3 million would be
6675. This provision is an improvement for persons who do not now receive asof the amendment which I first offered sistance. These are people with enough
in 1956, and which was finally enacted in present income to meet their needs un1962-relating to the amount of income der the States' current standards of
which may be earned by a recipient of eligibility for assistance but who will
old-age assistance without its being sub- become eligible for assistance under the
tracted from his assistance grant..
higher earnings exemptions in the
In 1956, I first introduced my "pin amendment,
money" amendment, which would have
In the future, more States will unpermitted old-age assistance recipients doubtedly realize the advantages of givto earn $50 each month, without losing ing recipients of old-age assistance an
that amount from their assistance incentive to obtain occasional productive
grants. In 1956, and again in 1958, the employment, by not requiring that their
opposition of the Eisenhower administra- assistance payments be reduced to the
tion resulted in the defeat of my amend- full extent of their earnings. It is estiment, even though the Senate adopted it mated by administrative officials that as
by a strong record vote in 1956.
additional States move to exempt more
During consideration in the Senate of earned income from consideration In
the public welfare amendments bill, In determining need, the annual increase in
1962, I again offered my amendment, in Federal costs will rise from about $3.5
a form which would have permitted each million, initially, to about $12 million,
State to let old-age assistance recipi- annually, in 1970.EHITI
ents earn up to $25 a month, without
A 1960 study of old-age assistance
having It subtracted from their assist- recipients revealed that 91,000 recipiance grants. I proposed only a $25 ex- ents-3.9 percent of all 2,337,000-had
emption, because I wanted very much to any income from personal earnings.
get established in the law the principle Their earnings tended to be low, averagthat a small amount of earned income is ing only a little over $14 a month. The

emption proposed in the House will be
retained in the Senate and in the final
bill. As a result of this provision in the
law. a person receiving old-age assist
ance payments will be able to earn, if his
State permits, $20 a month, without
having any of it subtracted from his
assistance graint, and up to $80 a month,
with one-half of the difference between
$20 and $80 being subtracted from his as
sistance grant. On the basis of the 1960
study of the financial resources of oldage assistance recipients, it is apparent
that if it is implemented in all States,
the new provision would permit fully
three-quarters of the old-age assistance
recipients in the country with personal
incomes to retain all the money they
earn; and since only sixth-tenths of 1
percent of the old-age assistance recipi
ents with Incomes earn more than $75
a month, 99 percent of these recipients
will benefit from the amendment.
It is extremely desirable, In my opin
ion, to have this principle covered in
our old-age assistance legislation, be
cause It permits our elderly citizens to
contribute to their self-support and
their seif-respect by earning a few dol
lars of pin money in occasional employ
ment, each month. I congratulate the
House on its action; and I hope very
much that the Senate will agree to it,
and that this provision will therefore be
retained in the final version of House
bill 6675.

Senate adopted my amendment, and increased the exemption to $50. In the

Virgin islands, Virginia, and Washington.
Legislation enacted in 1965 session; plan

to be encouraged; and I did not want to
cause defeat of the proposal, by asking
for more than a very modest amount.
Somewhat surprisingly, a unanimous
conference, the amendment was retamned; but it was changed so as to, permit the States
to exemptearned
from consideration~~
icm$o310amnhpu

DISREGARD OF EARNED INcOME FOE PERSONS 65
AND OLDER (OF THE FIRST $50 PER MONTH OF
EARNINGS, NOT MORE THAN THE FIRST $10
THEREOF PLUS ONE-HALF OF THE RE
MAINIKER) AS REPORTED MARCH 31, 1965

Plan material submitted-23

jurisdictions:

91,000 recipients with earnings were dis- Arkansas,
Delaware, District of
Columbia, California,
Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Kansas,
tributed as follows, in terms of the Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri,
monthiy amount of their earnings: 23 Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota,
percent had earnings-of from $1 to $4; Oklahoma, Oregon, Puerto Rico, Vermont,
27 percent earned from $5 to $9; 14 percent earned $10 to $14; 10 percent earned

$15 to $19; 9 percent earned $20 to $24; material not yet submitted-two jurisdic
6 percent earned $25 to $29; 4 percent tions: South Dakota and Wyoming.
and$0t
4
Legislation pending (1965 session)-two
to $49; 3 3;3pretere
percent earned $5to$40
jtlrisdictions: Massachusetts and Wisconsin.
atio
$0 eanedincme
amonh, lus
f
o $9;
pecen eaned$50to 74;
Interested, but no action yet taken-five
one-half of any additional earnings up three-tenths of 1 percent earned $75 to jurisdictions: Connecticut, Iowa, Maine,
to a total of $50 a month.
$99; and three-tenths of 1 percent Pennsylvania, and South Carolina.
I was very much pleased to see that earned $100 or more.
Will not Implement at present-22 juristhe House, in House bill 6675, approved
Mr. President, a report compiled by dictions: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Colo
an amendment to this provision, which, the Department of Health, Education, rado,' Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Michi
iadpewill permit a State, in deter-adWlaeasoMrc31195shw
gan, Minnesota,' Mississippi, New Hampshire,
ifndWefadoptedrc
3,
96, hosNew Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North
mining after December 31, 1965, the need the degree to which this permissive Carolina,' Ohio, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
of an aged recipient, to disregard an ad- amendment has been implemented by Texas, Utah, and West Virginia.
ditional portion of income. The new the States. This report shows that as of
provision is that of the first $80 earned March 31, 1965, 23 jurisdictions had subMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
per month, the State may disregard the mitted planning material to implement ask for the yeas and nays on Passage of
first $20 completely, Plus one-half of the this provision; two States enacted au- the bill.
remainder.
thorizing legislation in their 1965 legisThe yeas and nays were ordered.
it is particularly gratifying to see that lative session, but the planned material
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
the House also has extended this prin- was not then submitted; two States had dent, I have a speech which I wish to
ciple to the earnings of a disabled indi- legislation pending in the 1965 session; make on third reading. It would take
vidual receiving benefits under titles XIV and five other States had expressed in- me no more than 20 minutes to make it.
and XVI of the Social Security Act, and terest in this provision, but had not then If Senators are eager to make their
to earnings in aid under title IV to fami- taken action to implement it. Mr. Presi- Plane connections or to meet other com
lies with dependent children,
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the mhitments, I am willing to make the
Despite the predictions by administra- table to which I have referred be printed speech later, provided other Senators will
tive opponents, during the Eisenhower in the REcoRD at the end of my remarks, give the Senate the same consideration.
administration, of an excessive cost if
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, the
my amendment was adopted, it has been objection, it is so ordered,
minority has 32 minutes available to it.
implemented gradually, with a very
(See exhibit 1.)
_
___
negligible cost. It is now estimated that
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, I hope
'Considered by 1963 legislature, not en
the amendment to Increase the exemp- very much that the Increase In the ex- acted.
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If no senators wish to use any more time, ator from Kansas [Mr. PEARSON].i if
I shall be glad to yield back the re- present and voting, the Senator from
mainder of my time.
Illinois would -vote "yea," and the Sen
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. If we can ator from Kansas would vote "nlay."
have unanimous consent that speeches
,The pair of the Senator from Nebraska
subsequently made will appear prior to [Mr. HRUSK~l has been previously an
the final vote. I am ready to yield back nounced.
the remainder of my time.
The result was announced-yeas 68,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without nays 21, as follows:
objection, It is so ordered.
[No. 176 Leg.)
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. That is In
Y-S6
case anyone has any doubt whether their Aiken
Hartke
Morse
remarks will appear in the REcoRD. I Anderson
Hayden
Moss
yield back the remainder of my time.
Bartlett
mul
Muskle
Mr. KTJCHEL. I yield back the re- Ba~ss
Inlouye
Nelson
Bayh
Jackson
Neuberger
mainder of my time.
Bible
Javits
Pastore
The PRESIDING OFFICER. AU time Boggs
Jordan, N.C.
Pen
for debate has expired. The bill havn
Brewster
Kennedy,
vigBurdick
Kennedy, Mass.
N.Y. Prouty
Proxmire
been read the third time, the question is,
Byrd, W. Va.
Kuchiel
Randolph
Shall it pass?
Cannon
Lausche
Ribicoff
On this question the yeas and nays Carlson
Long, Mo.
Russell S.C.
Owl
ae
Long, La.
Saltonstalt
have been ordered, and the clerk will calChurch
Magnuson
Scott
the roll.
Clark
McCarthy
Smathers
The legislative clerk proceeded to call Coper
McClellan
Smith
terl.cotton
McGovern
Sparkman
terl.Dodd
McIntyre
Talmadge
Mr. ELLEKNDER (when his name was Dougias
McNamara
Tydings
called). On this vote I have a pair with F~ng
Metcalf
wulliams, N.J.
the senior Senator from Missouri [Mr. GoeMondatle
Yarborough
runng
Monroney
Young, Ohio
SYMINGTON].
If he were present and Hr
Montoya
voting he would vote "Yea." If I had
AS2
the privilege of voting. I would vote Allott
FlnnAS
obetso
"nay." I withhold my vote.
Bennett
Harris
Simpson
Mr. HICKENLOOPER (when his name Byrd, Va.
Holland
Stennis
was called). On this vote I have a pi
Curtis
Jordan. daho Thurmond
Morton
Tower
with the Senator from Arkansas [Mr.parDominick
Ehtland
Mundt
williams, Del.
FIJLBRIGHT]. If he were present and Brvin
Murphy
Young, N. Dak.
voting, he would vote "Yea." If I were
NOT VOTING-l I
at liberty to vote, I would vote "nay." I DIrksen
Hruska
Pearson
withhold my vote.
Ellender
Mansfield
RUSSell, 4Ga.
Mr. MANSF!IELD (when his name was Fulbright
McGee
Symington
Called). On this vote I have a pair with Hickenlooper Miller
the Senator from Nebraska
[Mr.
So the bill (H.R. 6675) was passed.
HRUsKA1. If he were Present and voting,
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
he would vote "nay.", If I were at liberty dent, I move to reconsider the vote by
to vote; I would vote "Yea." Therefore, which the bill was passed.
I withhol~d my vote.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, I move
Mr. MILLER (when his name was to lay that motion on the table.
called).- On this vote I have a pair with
The motion to lay on the table was
the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. agreed to.
McGEE]. If he wete Present and voting,
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without obhe would vote "yea." If I were at liberty Jection, the title of the bill will be ap
to vote, I would vote "nay.,, I withhold propriately amended.
MY vote.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi
The rollcall was concluded,
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce bill (H.R. 6675) be printed with the Sen
that the Senator from Wyoming (Mr. ate amendments numbered, and that in
MCGEE] and the Senator from Georgia the engrossment of the amendments the
[Mr. RUSSELL] are absent on official busi- Secretary of the Senate be authorized to
ness.
make all necessary technical and cler
I further announce that the Senator ical changes.
from Arkansas [Mr. PULBRIGHT] and the
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without obSenator from Missouri [Mr. SYMINGToN] Jection. It is so ordered.
are necessarily absent.MrLOGoLuian.
r.re
I frthr
nnonc thtIf
reent dent, I move that the Senate insist upon
and voting, the Senator from Georgia its amend~ments, request a conference
[Mr. RUSSELL] would vote "yea.",
with the House on the disagreeing votes
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the of the two Houses thereon, and that the
Senator from illinois [Mr. DIRKSEN] is Chair appoint the conferees on the part
necessarily absent,.fte
eae
TeSenator from Nebraska [Mr.
The motion was agreed to; and the
HRUSxAIh and the Senator from Kansas Vice President appointed Mr. BYRD of
[Mr. PEARSON] are absent on official Virginia, Mr. LON(; of Louisiana, Mr.
business.
SMATHERS, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. WILLIAS
On this vote, the Senator from Illinois Of Delaware, and Mr. CARLSON Conferees
[Mr. DrRKSEN] Is paired with the Sen- on the part of the Senate.

July 9, 1965

In the Senate of the United States,
July 9 (legislative day, July 8), 1965.
Resolved, That the bill from the House of Representatives
(H.R. 6675) entitled "An Act to provide a hospital insurance
program for the aged under the Social Security Act with a sup
plementary health benefits program and an expanded program of
medical assistance, to increase benefits under the Old-Age, Sur
vivors, and Disability Insurance System, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and for other purposes", do pass
with the following

AMENDMENTS:
(1)Strike out all of the table of contents beginning on page
2 and ending above line 1 on page 6, and insert:
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TITLE I-HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED AND MEDICAL AssisTANCE

SEC. 100. Short title.
PART 1-HEALTH INSURANCE

BENEFITS FOR THE AGED

SEc. 101. Entitlement to hospital insurance beniefits.
102. Hospital insurance benefits aned supplemzentary medical insur

SEC.

ance benefits.
TITLE XVIII-HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED
SEC. 1801. Prohibitionagainst any Federal interference.
SEC. 1802. Free choice by patient gutaranteed.
SEC. 1803. Option to individuals to obtainother health insurancepro
tection.
PART

A-HOSPITAL

INSURANCE

BENEFITS FOR THlE AGED

SEC. 1811. Descriptionof program.
SEC. 1812. Scope of benefits.

SE-C. 1813. Deduc-tibles.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS-Continued
TITLE

XVIII-HEALTH

INSURANCE

FOR THE

AGED-Continued

FART A-HOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR THE AGED-continued

1814. Conditions of and limitations on payment for services.
(a) Requirement of requests and certifications.
(b) Reasonable cost of services.
(c) No payments to Federalproviders Of services.
(d) Payments for emergency hospitalservices.
(e) Payment for inpatient hospital services prior to
,notificationof noneligibility.
(f) Payment for certain emergency hospital services
furnished outside the United States.
SEC. 1815. Payment to providers of services.
SEc. 1816. Use of public agencies or private organizations to facili
tate payment to providers of services.
SEc. 1817. Federalhospital insurance trust fund.
SEC.

PART

B-SUPPLEMEN TARY

MEDICAL

INSURANCE

BENEFITS FOR THE AGED

SEc. 1831. Establishment of supplementary mcdical in2surance pro
gramn for the aged.
SEC. 18392. Scope of bencfits.
SEC. 1833. Payment of benefits.
SEC. 1834. Durationof services.
SEC. 1835. Procedurefor payment of claims of providers of services.
SEC. 1836. Eligible individuals.
SEC. 1827. Enrollment periods.
SEC. 1838. Coverage period.
SEC. 1839. Amounts of premniums.
SEC. 1840. Payment of premiums.
SEC. 1841. Federalsupplementary medical insurance trust fund.
SEc. 18492. Use of carriersfor administrationof benefits.
SEC. 1843. State agreements for coverage of eligible individuals who
are receiving money paymnents under public assistance
programs.
SEC. 1844. Appropriations to cover Government contributions and
contingency reservec.
PART

SEC.

C-MISCELLANEOUS

PROVISIONS

1861. Definitions of services, institutions,etc.
(a) Spell of illness.
(b) Inpatient hospitalservices.
(c) Inpatientpsychiatric hospitalservices.
(d) Inpatient tube';Culosis hospital services.
(e) Hospital.

(f) Psychiatrichospital.

(g) Tuberculosis hospital.
(h) Extended care services.
(i) Post-hospitalextended care services.
(j) Extended care facility.
(k) Utilization revicw.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS-Continued
TiTLE XVIII-HEALTH

INSURANCE

PART C-MISCELLANEOUS

FOR THE

AGED-Continued

PROVISIONS---continued

SEC. 1861. Definitionsof services, institutions, etc.-Continued
(1) Agreements for transfer between exetended care
facilities and hospitals.
(in) Home health services.
(nt) Home health agency.
(o) Outpatienthospital diagnostic services.
(p) Physicians' serv'ices.
(q,) Physician.
(r) Medical and other health services.
(s) Drugs and biologicals.
(t) Provider of services.
(u) Reasonable cost.
(v) Arrange-mi-ents for certain services.
(w) State anid United States.
(x) Chiropractors'anidpodiatrists' services.
SEC. 1862. Exclusions fromr coverage.
SEC. 1863. Consultationwith State agencies and other organizations
to develop conditions of participationfor providers of
services.
SEC. 1864. Use of State agencies to determine compliance by pro
viders of serviceswith conditionsof participation.
SEC. 1865. Effect of accreditation.,
SEC. 1866. Agreements with providers of services.
SEC. 1867. Health insurancebenefits advisory council.
SEC. 1868. Nationalmedical review committee.
SEC. 1869. Determinations;appeals.
SEC. 1870. Overpayments on behalf of individuals.
SEC. 1871. Regulations.
SEC. 1872. Application of certainprovisions of title II.
SEC. 1873. Designationof organizationor publication by name.
SEC. 1874. Administration.
SEC. 1875. Studies and recommnendations.
SEC. 103. Transitional provision on eligibility of presently uninsured
individualsfor hospital insurance benefits.
SEC. 104. Suspension in case of aliens; persons convicted of subversive
activities.
SEC. 105. Railroad retirement amendments.
SEC. 106. Medical expense deduction.
SEC. 107. Receipts for em2ployees must show taxes separately.
SEC. 108. Technical and administrative amendments relating to trulst
funds.
SEC. 109. Advisory council on social security.
SEC. 110. Meaning of term? "Secretary".
SEC. 111. Administrationof hospital insurance for the aged by the Rail
roadl Retirement Board.
SEC. 112. Additional Under Secretary and Assistant Secretaries of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS-Continued
TITLE XV111-HBALTH INSURANCE FOR

THE

AGED-Continued

PART 2-GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

SEC. 121. Establishment Of programs.
TITLE XIX-GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
SEC. 1901. Appropriation.
SEC. 1902. State plans for medical assistance.
SEc. 1903. Payment to States.
SEc. 1904. Operationof State plans.

S.EC. 1905. Definitions.
SEC. 122. Payment by States of premiums for supplementary medical
insurance.

SEC. 123. Notice concerning benefits provided under title XVIII of Social
Security Act.
TITLE II-OTHER AMENDMENTS RELATING To HEALTH CARE
PART

1-MATERNAL

AND

CHILD HEALTH AND

CRIPPLED CHILD REN'S SERVICES

SEC. 201. Increase in maternaland child health services.
SEC. 202. Inerease in crippled children's services.
SEC. 2,03. Training of professional personnel for the care of crippled
children.
SEC. 204. Payment for inpatient hospital services.
SEC. 205. Special project gr.ants for health of school (and preschool

children.
SEC. £06'. Evaluationand report.
SEC. 207. Increase in child welfare services.
SEC. 208. Day care services.
PART

2-IMPLEMENTATION

OF MENTAL

RETARDATION

PLANWIXOI

SEC. 211. Authorization of appropriations.
PART S-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

AMENDMENTS

RELATING

TO HEALTII

CA RE

SEC. 221. Removal of liinitation~son Federalparticipationin assistaniceto
individuals wvit/i ftuberc11108 is or -mentaldisease.

SEC. 222. Amtendment to deflnition of medical assistancefor the aged.
PART

4-MISCELLANEOUS

AMENDMENTS

RELATING

TO HEALTH

CARE

SEC. 2351. Health study of resources relatingto children'semotional illness.
TITLE III-SOCIAL
SEC.
SEC.
SEC.
SEC.

300.
301.
302.
303.
SEC. 304.

SECURITY AMENDMENTS

Short title.
Increase in old-age, survivors, and disabilityinsurance benefits.
Computationand recon?,putationof benefits.
Disability insurance benefits.
Paym~ent of disability insurance benefits after entitlement to
other monthly insurance benefits.
SE~C. 305. Disability insurance trust fund.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS-Continued
TITLE III-SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS-Continued
SEC. 306. Payment of child's insurance benefits after attainment of age

SEC. 307.
SEC. 308.
SEC. 309.
SEC. 310.
SEC.
SEC.
SEC.
SEC.

311.
3120.
313.
314.

SEC. 315.
SEC. 316.
SEC. 317.

18 in cctse of child attending school and in case of child becom
ing disabled.
Reduced benefits for widows at a~ge 60.
Wife's and widow's benefits for divorcedwomen.
Transitionalinsured status.
Increase in amount an individual is permitted to earn without
suffering full deductions from benefits.
Coverage for doctors of medicine.
Gross income of farmers.
Coverage of tips.
Inclusion of Alaska amnong States permitted to divide their re
t~irement systemns.
Additional period for electing coverage under divided retire
ment system.
Employees of nonprofit organizations.
Coverage of temporary employees of the District of Columbia.

SEC. 318. Coverage for certain additional hospital employees in Cali

fornia.
SEsC. 319. Tax exemption for religiousgroups opposed to insurance.
SEC. 320. Increase of earnings countedfor benefit and taxo purposes.
SEC. 32,1. Changes in taxo schedules.

ASEC. 322. Rcimnbursement of trust funds for,cost of non contributory mili

tary service credits.
323. Adoption of child by retiredworker.
SEC. 324. Extension of period for filing proof of support and applications
for lumnp-sum death payment.
S.EC. 32?5. Treatmentof certainroyaltiesfor retirement test purposes.
SEC. 326. Amendments preserving relationship between railroad retire
ment and old-age, survivors, anddisabilityinsurancesystems.
SEC. 327. Technical amendment relating to meetings of board of trustees
of the old-age, survivors, anddisability insurancetrustfud.
SEC. 328. Applications for, benefits.
SEC. 329. Overpayments and u'nderpayments.
SEC. 330. Paym??ents to two or more individualsof the sainc family.
SEC. .331. Validating certificates fl~ed by mninisters.
S~EC. 3302. Determzination of attorneys' fees in court proceedings uender
title II.
SEC. 333. Continuationof wvidowv's and wvidotwer's insurance benefits after
remarriage.
SEC. 334. Changes in,definition of wife, widow, husband, and widower.
SEC. 335. Reduction of benefits on receipt of workmnen's compensation.
SEC. 336. Facilitatingdisability determinations.
SEC. 337. Paymnent of costs of rehabilitationservices from the trustfunds.
SEC. 338. Teachers in the State of Maine.
SEC. 339. Modification of agr~eemnent with North Dakota and Iowa with
respect to certain students.
SEC.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS-Continued
TITLE III-SOCIAL SECURITY

AMENDMENTS-Continued

SEC. 340. Qualificationof childrennot qualifiedunderState law.
SEC. 341. Employees of members of affiliated group of corporations.
SEC. 342. Reduced old-age benefits, 'wife's benefits, husband's benefit8,
widower's benefits, parent'sbenefits, at age 60.
SEC. 343. Disclosure,under certaincircumstances, to court8 and interested

welfare agenciesof whereaboutsof individuals.
SEC. 344. Additional period for fl~ing ministers certificates.
SEC. 345. Interrelationshipbetween veterans' benefits and increased social
security benefits.
SEC. 346. Rectifying error in interpreting law with respect to certain

school employees in Alaska.
child's insurance benefits after adoption by

SEC. 347. Continuation of

brotheror sister.
SEC. 348. Disabilityinsurance benefits for the blind; specialprovisions.
TITLE IV-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS
SEC. 401. IncreasedFederalpayments underpublic assistancetitles of the
SEC.
Social Security Act.
SE.402. Protectivepayments.
SEC. 403. Disregarding certain earnings in determining need under as
sistanceprogramsfor the aged, blind, a.nd disabled.
SEC. 404. Administrative andjudicialreview of publicassistancedetermi
nations.
SEC. 405. Maintenanceof State public assistance expenditures.
SEC. 406. Disregarding OASDI benefit increase, and child's insurance
benefit payments beyond age 18, to the extent attributableto
retroactive effective date.

SEC. 407. Ecetension of grace period for disregardingcertain income for
States where legislaturehas not met in regularsession.
Technical amendments relating to public assistance programs.
Optometrists' services.
Eligibilityof children over age 18 attending school.
Disregarding certain earnings in determining need of cer
tain dependent children.
SEC. 412. Federalshare of public assistanceexpenditures.
SEC.
S5EC.
SEC.
SEC.

408.
409.
410.
411.

(2)Page 7, lines 11 and 12, strike out [post-hospital home
health services,] and insert: home health services,
(3)Page 7, line 14, after "States" insert: (or outside the

United States in the casc of inpatient hospital services fur
nished under the conditions described in section 1814(f))

7
(4)Page 7, lines 18 and 19, strike out [or post-hospital
home health services]
(5)Page 8, line 2.0, strike oat

[HEALTH]

and insert:

MEDICAL

(6)Page 10, line 8, strike out [hospital a~nd related post
hospital services] and insert: hospital, related post-hospital,
and home health services
(7)Page 10, lines 17 and 18, strike out [for up to 60 days
during any spell of illness]
(8)Page 10, line 20, strike out [ 20 days (or up to 100
days in certain circumstances) I a~nd insert: 100 dasys
(9)Page 10, strike out lines 22 to 25, inclusive, and insert:
" (3) home health services for up to 175 visits during
any calendar year; and
(10)Page 11, lines 3 and 4, strike out [ (subject to sub
sections (c) andt (d)

)]

(1 1)Page I11, strike out lines 5, 6, and 7.
(12)Page 11, line 8, strike out [ (2) ] and insert: (1)
(13)Page 11, line 10, strike out [20] and insert: 100

8
(14)Page 11, line 10, strike out [spell.] and insert: spell;
(15)Page 11, after line 10, insert:
" (2) inpatientpsychiatrichospitalservices furnished
to him after such services have been furnished to him for
a total of 210 days during his lifetime; or

(16)Page 11, after line 10, insert:
"(3) post-hospital extended care services which are
furnished to him during any spell of illness for the care
and treatment of any mental disease aft'er such services
have been furnished to him for such care and treatment
for a total of 210 days during his lifetime.
Solely for the purposes of paragraph (2), a day counted (in
determining the 210-day limit) under paragraph (3) with
respect to any individual shall be deemed to constitute a day
in which inpatient psychiatric hospital services are furnished
to such individual;and, solely for purposes of paragraph(3),
a day counted (in determining the 210-day limit) under
paragraph(2) with respect to any individual shall bc deemed
to constitute a day in which post-hospital extended care
services are furnished to him for the care and treatment of
a mental disease.

(17)Page 11, strike out all after line 10 over to and h`
eluding line 8 on page 12.

9
(18)Page 12, line 9, strike out [ (e) ] and insert: (c)
(19)Page 12, line 9, strike out all after " (e) " down to
and including "period." in line 14 and insert: Payment

under this part may be made for home health services fur
nished an individual only for the first 175 visits during
any calendar year.
(20)Page 12, line 18, strike out [ (f) ] and insert: (d)
(21)Page 12, lines 18 and 19, strike out [subsections (b) ,
(c), (d) , and (e) , inpatient] and insert: subsection (b),
inpatient psychiatric
(22)Page 12, line 20, strike out [post-hospital]
(23)Pa~ge 12, line 25, strike out [ (g) ] and insert: (e)
(24)Paoge 13, line 2, strike out [Payment] and insert:
The amount payable
(25)Page 13, strike out lines 5 to 11, inclusive, and insert:
deductible or, if less, the charges imposed with respect to
such individual for such services, except that, if the customary
charges for such services are greater than the charges so
imposed, such customary charges shall be considered to be
the charges so imposed. Such amount shall be further re
duced by a deduction equal to one-fourth of the inpatient
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hospital deductible for each day on which such individual is
furnished such services during such spell of illness after
such services have been furnished to him for 60 days during
such spell.

(26)Page 13, line 12, strike out [Payment] and insert:
The amount payable

(27)Page, 13, line 14, after "to" insert: the sum of (A)
(28)Page 13, line 16, after "study" insert: and (B) 20 per
centum of the remainderof such amount

(29)Page 13, line 17, strike out [and paragraph (1)]
(30)Page 13, line 25, strike out [Payment] and insert:
The amount payable

(3 1)Page 14, after line 4, insert:
"(4) The amount payable for post-hospital extended

care services furnished an individual during any spell of ill
ness shall be reduced by a deduction equal to one-eighth of
the inpatienthospital deductible for each day (before the 101st

day) on which he is furnished such services after such serv
ices have been furnished to him for 20 days during such spell.

(32)Page 14, line 20, strike out [$5] and insert: $4
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(33)Page 14, line 21, strike out [$5] where it appears the
first time an~d insert: $4
(34)Page 14, line 21, strike out [$5] where it appears the
second time and insert: $4
(35)Pa~ge 14, line 22, strike out [$5] and insert: $4
(36)Paoge 16, line 4, after "than" insert: inpatient psyj
chiatric hospital services and
(3 7)Page 16, after line 9, insert:
"(B) in the case of inpatient psychiatric hos
pital services, such services are or were required to

be given on an inpatient.basis, by or under the super
vision of a physician, for the psychiatric treatment
of an individual; and (i) such treatment can or
could reasonably be expected to improve the condi
tion for which such treatment is or was necessary1 or
(ii) inpatient diagnostic study is or was medically
required and such services are or were necessary for
such purposes;
(38)Pa~ge 16, line 10. strike out [ (B) ] and insert: (C)
(39)IPage 16, line 18, strike out [ (C) ] and insert: (D)
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(40)Page 17, line 8, strike out [ (D) ] and insert: (E)
(41)IPage 17, line 8, strike out [post-hospital]
(42)Page 17, strike out all after line 13 down to and in
cluding "services

;"

in line 19 and insert: therapy;

(43)IPage 17, line 24, strike out [ (E) ] and insert: (F)
(44)Page 18, after line 2, insert:
"(3) in the case of inpatient psychiatric hospital
services, the services are those which the records of the
'hospitalindicate were furnished to the individual during
periods when lhe was receiving (A) intensive treatment
services, (B) admission, and relatfed services necessary
for a diagnostic study, or (C) equivalent services;

(45)Page 18, line 3, strike out [(3)] and insert: (4)
(46)Page 18, line 9, strike out [(4)] and insert: (5)
(47)Page 18, line 20, strike out [ (5) ] and insert: (6)
(48)Page 19, line 12, strike out [or (E)

] and insert: (E.),

or (F)

(49)Page 19, line 19, strike out [shall] a~nd inser't: -shall,
subject to the provisions of section 1813,

(49a)Page 19, line 20, strike out [ (v) ] and insert: (u)
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(49b)Page 20, line 9, strike out [(w)] and insert: (v)
(50)Page 21., after line 16, insert:
"Payment for Certain Emergency Hospital Services
Furnished Outside the United States

"(f) The authority contained in subsection (d) shall be
applicable to entergency inpatient hospital services furnished
an individual by a.hospital located outside the United States

"(1) such individual was physically present in a
place within the United States at the time the emergency
which

necessitated such inpatient hospital services

occurred; and
"(2) such hospital was closer to, or substantially
more accessible from, such place than the nearest hospital
within the United States which was adequately equipped
to deal with, and was available for the treatment of, such
individual's illness or injury.
(51)Page 23, line 12, after "unless" insert: (1)
(52)Page 23, line 13, strike out [ (1) ] and insert: (A)
(53)Page 23, line 14, strike out [(2)] and insert: (B)
(54)Page 23, line 20, strike out [(3)] and insert: (2)
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(55)Page 26, after line 7, insert:
"(3) No such agency or organization shall be liable to
the United States for any payments referred to in paragraph
(1) or (2).

(56)Pa-ge 26, line 9, after "(a)" insert: (1)
(57)Page 26, line 20, strike out [ (1) ] and insert: (A)
(58)Page 27, line 6, strike out [ (2) ] and insert: (B)
(59)Pa-ge 28, after line 2, insert:
"(2) In addition to the amounts that are appropriated
(under the provisions of paragraph(1)) to the Trust Fund,
there are authorized to be appropriated to the Trust Fund
from time to time such sums as the Secretary deems necessary
for any fiscal year in order to place such Trust Fund in the
same position at the end of such fiscal year in which it would
have been if payment under part A for inpatient hospital
services (including inpatient psychiatrichospital services and
tuberculosis hospital services) furnished an individual during
a spell of illness could not be made after such services had
been furnished him for 60 days during such spell.

(60)Pa~ge 28, line 14, after "each" insert: calendar
(61)Page 31, line 14, after "Secretary" insert: of Health,
Education, and Welfare
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(62)Page 31, line 16, after "the" insert: Managing
(63)Page 33, line 1, strike out [HEALTH-] and insert:
MEDICAL

(64)Page 33, line 3, strike out

[HEr1ALTH]

and insert:

MEDICAL

(65)Page 33, line 6, strike out [health] and insert: medical
(66)Page 33, strike out lines 16 to 21, inclusive, a~nd insert:
"(1) entitlement to have payment made to him or
on his behalf (subject to the provisions of this part)
for medical and other health services, except those de
scribed in paragraph (2) (B); and
(67)Page 34, strike out ilines 1 and 2.
(68)Page 34, line 3, strike out [(B)] and insert: (A)
(69)Pa~ge 34, line 5, strike out [(C)] and insert: (B)
(70)Page 34, line 5, a~fter "services" insert: (other than
physicians' services unless furnished by a resident or intern

of a hospital or unless such services are in the field of path
ology, radiology, physiatry, or anesthesiology)
(71)Page 34, line 15, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
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(72)Page 34, line 15, strike out [Benefits]
(73)Page 34, line 22, strike out [and] and insert: except
that an organizationwhich provides medical and other health
services (or arrangesfor their availability) on a prepayment
basis may elect to be paid 80 percent of the reasonable cost
of services for which payment may be irnade under this part
on behalf of individuals enrolled in such organizationin lieu
of 80 percent of the reasonable charges for such services if
the organization undertakes to charge such individuals no
more than 20 percent of such reasonablecost plus any amounts
payable by them as a result of subsection (b); and
(73a)Page 34, line 25, strike out [ (v) ] and insert: (u)
(74)iPage 35, line 12, strike out [year] and insert: year,
and except that the amount of any deductible imposed under
section 1813(a) (2) (A) with respect to outpatient hospital
diagnostic services furnished in any year shall be regarded
as an incurred expense under this part for such year
(75)Page 35, strike out all after line 22 over to and in
cluding line 4 on page 36.
(76)Page 36, line 5, strike out [ (e) ] and insert: (d)

(77)Page 36, line 8, after "1813" insert: other than subsec
tion (a) (2) (A) thereof
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(78)Page 36, line 10, strike out [ (f) ] and insert: (e)
(79)Page 36, strike out all after line 16 over to and in
cluding line 5 on page 37.
(80)Page 37, line 6, strike out [ (b) ] and insert: "SEc.
1834. (a)
(81)Page 37, line 14, strike out [(c)]I and insert: (b)
(82)Page 37, lines 14 and 15, strike out [subsections (a)
(1)

and (b) , inpatient psychiatric hospital services and

home] and insert: subsection (a), home
(83)Page 38, line 6, after "prescribe ;" insert: and
(84)Page 38, line 11, strike out all after "by" down to
and including "period) " in line 14, and insert: regulations)
(85)Page 38, strike out lines 15 to 24, inclusive.
(86)Paoge 38, line 25, strike out [ (B) ] and insert: (A)
(87)Page 339, line 5, stiike out [because he needed]
(88)Pagc 39, line 11, strike out [ (C)]I and insert: (B)
(89)Pag~e 39, line 13, strike out [required;] and insert:
required.
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(90)Page 39, strike out all after line 13 over to and includ

ing line 13 on page 40.
(91)Page 40, lines 17 and 18, strike out [(A), (B) , or
(C) ] and insert: (A) or (B)
(92)Page 41, strike out lines 6 to 25, inclusive.
(93)Page 42, line 4, strike out [either] and insert: (A)
(94)Page 42, line 5, after "or" insert: (B)

(95)Pa~ge 42, line 6, after "residence" insert: who has re
sided in the United States continuously during the 10 years
immediately preceding the month in which lhe applies for en
rollment under this part
(96)Page 43, line 1, strike out [January 1] and insert:
July 1
(97)Page 43, line 2, strike out all after "on" down to and
including "1966" in line 4, and insert: April 1, 1966, and
shall end on September 30, 1966
(98)Pa-ge 43, lines 6 and 7, strike out [January 1] and
insert: July 1
(99) Page 43, line 14, strike out [odd-numbered] and in
sert: even-numbered

(100)Page 48), line 14, strike out [1967] and insert: 1,968
(101)Page 43, line 20, strike out [July 1, 1966] and in
sert: January 1, 1967
(102)Paoge 43, strike out linies 21 to 25, inclusive, and
insert:
"(2) (A) in the case of an individual who enrolls
pursuant to subsection (d) of section 1837 before the
month in which he first satisfies paragraphs (1) an~d
(2) of section 1836, the first day of .ruch month, or
"(B) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur
suant to such subsection (d) in the month in which he firstl
satisfies such paragraphs,the first day of the month fol
lowing the month in which he so enrolls, or

"(C) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur
suant to such subsection (d) in the month follow-biq
the month in which he first satisfies such paragraphs,
the first day of the second mointh following the month
in which he so enrolls, or

"(D) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

suant to such subsection (d) more than one month fol
lowing the month in which he satisfies such paragraphs,
the first day of the third month following the month 'in
which he so enrolls, or
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"(E) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

suant to subsection (e) of section 1837, the July 1 fol
lowing the month in which he so enrolls.
(103)Pag~e 44, line 22, strike out [1968] a~nd insert: 1969
(104)Page 45, line 1, strike out [1967] and insert: 1968
(105)Page 45, line 4, strike out [1967] and insert: 1968
(106)Page

45, line 4, strike out [odd-numbered] and

insert: even-numbered
(107)Page 45, line 12, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
(108)Page 45, line 12, strike out [Benefits]
(109)Page 46, line 22, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
(11O)Page 46, line 23, strike out [Benefits]
(111)Page 47, line 16, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
(1 12)Page 47, line 16, strike out, [Benefits]
(113)Pa.ge 48, after line 15, insert:

"(e) (1) In the case of an individual receiving an an
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nuity under the Civil Service Retirement Act, or other Act
administered by the Civil Service Commission providing re
tiremtent or survivorship protection, to whom neither subsec
tion (a) nor subsection (b) applies, his monthly premiums
under this part (and the monthly premiums of the spouse
of such individual under this part if neither subsection (a)

nor subsection (b) applies to such spouse and if such indi
vidual agrees) shall, upon notice from the Secretary of
Hlealth, Education, and Welfare to the Civil Service Com
mission, be collected by deducting the amount thereof from
each installment of such annuity. Such deduction shall be
made in such manner and at such times as the Civil Service
Commission may determine. The Civil Service Commission
shall furnish such information as the Secretary of Health,
Eduication, and Welfare may reasonably ?request in order to

carry out his functions under this part with respect to indi
viduials to whom this subsection applies.
"(2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, from time to
1imw, butd not less often than quarterly, transfer from the Civil

Service Retiremcnt and Disability Fund, or the account (if
any) applicable in the case of such other Act administered
by the Civil Service Commission, to the Federal Supple
mentary Medical Insurance Trust Fund the aggregate
amount deducted under paragraph (1) for the period to
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which such transfer relates. Such transfer shall be made on
the basis of a certification by the Civil Service Commission
and shall be appropriately adjusted to the extent that prior
transfers were too great or too small.
(1.14)Page 48, line 16, strike outt

[ (e) I and insert: (f)

(1I,5)Page 48., line 1.8, strike ouit [neither subsection (a)

nor ssiibseCtionl (b) ] and insert: none of the preceding provi
sions of this section (other than subsection (d))

(1 16)Pa~ge 48, line 22, strike out [(f)] and insert: (g)

(I11 7)Page 48, line 22, strike ont

[(e) ]

and insert:

(f)

(118)Page 48, line 24, strike out [IHealtlh] and insert:
Medical
(I I )P.e48, line 24, strike out. [13enefits]

(I 20)Paogc 49, line 1, strike out t
(12I)Pzige 49, line 7, strike out

(g

ind insert: (ih)

[11E~ALT11]

and insert:

ME1DICAL

(122)Page 49, lines 7 and 8, strike out

[BENEFITS]

(l2)P~~e49, line 11, strike ouit [J1cealth] and insert:
ffodiwai
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(124)Page 49, line 11, strike out [Benefits]
(125)Page 50, line 3, ,after "eaich-"

insert: calendar

(12 6)Pa~ge 513, ,after line 12, insert:
"(h) The Man agin~g Trustee shall pay from time to
time from the Trust Fu,'nd suiwh amounts as the Secretary of
Health, Education, and W~elfare certifies are necessary to
pay the costs incurred by the Civil Service Commission in
making deductions pursuant to section 1840 (e).

During

each fiscal year, or after the close of such fiscal year, the
Civil Service Commission. shall certify to the Secretary the
amount of the costs it incurred in making suech deductions, and
suech certified amiount shall be the basis for the amount of
such costs certified by the Secretary to the Managing TrYustee.
(127)Page 53, line 14, strike out all ,after "(a"

down to

,and including line 19, ,and insert: In order to provide for

the admninistrationof the benefits under this part with maxi
mnum efficiency and convenience for 'individuals entitled to
benefits under this part and for providers of services and other
persons furnishing services to such individuals, and with a
view to furthering coordination of the administration of the
benefits under part A and under this part, the Secretary is

authorized to enter into contracts with carriers,includingj car
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riers with which agreements under section 1816 are in effect,
which will perform some or all of the following functions (or,

to the extent provided in such contracts, will secure perform
ance thereof by other organizations);and, with respect to any

of the following functions which involve payments for phy
sicians' services, the Secretary shall to the extent possible
enter into such contracts:
(127a)Page 55, line 14, strike out [ (v) ] and insert: (u)

(128)Page 56, line 17, after "appropriate." -insert: In de
termining the reasonable charge for services for purposes
of this paragraph, there shall be taken into consideration
the customary charges for similar services generally made
by the physician or other person furnishing such services,
as well as the prevailing charges in the locality for similar
services.
(129)Page 57, after line 25, insert:
"(3) No such carriershall be liable to the United States
for any payments referred to in paragraph (1) or (2).
(130)Pa~ge 58, line 22, strike out [July 1, 1967] and
insert: January1, 1968
(131)Page 59, line 20, strike out [July 1, 1967] and in
sert; January1, 1968
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(132)Page 59, line 23, strike out [July 1967] and insert:
January 1968
(133)Page 60, line 6, strike out [July 1, 1966] and insert:
January 1, 1967
(134)Page 60, line 14, strike out [July 1, 1967] and in
sert: January 1, 1968
(13 5)Page 62, line 6, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
(136)Page 62, line 6, strike out [Benefits]
(137)Pagre 62, lines 13 and 14, strike out [during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1966]
(138)Page 62, line 16, strike out [the next fiscal year]
and insert: the calendaryear 1968
(139)Page 62, line 19, strike out [July 1966] and insert:
January 1967
(140)Page 63, line 9, strike out [A or part B,] and insert:
A,
(14 1)Page 64, -line 12, after "intern" insert: (other than

professional services provided in the field of pathology, radi
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ology, physiatry, Or anesthesiology under arrangements by
the hospital with them)
(142)Page 64, line 18, strike out [ (or,] and insert: or,
(143)Paggc 64, line 21, strike out [Association) ] and insert:
Association, or, in the case of services in a hospital or osteo
path~ic hospital by art intern or resideit-in-trainingin the

field of dentistry, approved by the Council oni Dental Educa
tion of the American Dental Association
(144)Page 65, line 8, strike out [sub~sections (i) and (n)]
and insert: subsection (i)
(145)Page 66, line 15, strike out [the]
(146)Paoge 66, line 21, strike out [sulb~ecfions (i) and (n)]
and insert: subsection (i)
(l47)Page 67, line 2d, strike out. all after "or" down to and
including "if" in line 5) and insert: tuberculosis unless

(148)Page 67, strike out all after line 5 down to and includ
ing "if" in line 8, and insert: (g)) or unless
(149)Page

67, line 11, strike out [Christ] and insert:

Christ,
(150)Page 67, line 15, strike out [thie] and insert: such
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(151)Page 68, lines 8 and 9, strike out [enrolled uinder the
insurance program established by part B] and insert: entitled
to hospital insurance benefits under partA
(152)Page 68, line 14, strike out [the] where it appears the
second time.
(153)Page 68, line 21, strike out [the]
(154)Page 69, line 18, strike out [the] where it appears the
second time.
(155)Page 70, line 2, strike out [the]
(156)Page 71., lines 24 and 25, strik~e out [if readmitted
thereto within 14 days after discharge thierefron-] and
insert: if, ivithin 14 days after discharge Iherefronm, he i~s
admitted to such facility or any other extended care facility
(157)Page 78,~line 22, strike out [neccessaty

]

and insert:

n ecessary.

(158)Page 73, strike out all after line 22 over to and iii
eluding "culosis." in line 1 on page 74.
(159)Page 74, line 3, after "subsection." insert: The term
'extended care facility' also includes an institution (or a
distinct part of an. institution) which is operated, or listed
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and certified, as a Christian Science nursing home by the
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts,

but only with respect to items and services ordinarily fur
nished by such an institution to in-patients, and payment
may be made with respect to services provided by or in such
an institution only to the extent and under such conditions,
limitations, and requirements (in addition to or in lieu of

the conditions, limitations, and requirements otherwise ap
plicable) as -may be provided in regulations.
(160)Page 77, line 1, after "pital" insert: within the State
or otherwise
(161)Page 79, strike out lines 6 to 17, inclusive.
(161a)Page 79, line 19, strike out [ (o) ] and insert: (n)
(162)Page 81, line 1, strike out all after "in" down to and
including line 3, and insert: regulations. The term 'home
health agency' also includes a ChristianScience visiting nurse
service operated, or listed and certified, by the First Church
of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts, but only with
respect to items and services ordinarily furnished by such a
vimsiting nurse service to individuals, and payment may be
made with respect to services provided by such visiting nuarse

service only to the extent and under such conditions, limita

tions, and requirements (in addition to or in lieu of the con
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ditions, limitations, and requirements otherwise applicable)
as may be provided in regulations.
(162a)Page 81, line 5, strike out [(p)]I and insert: (o)
(162b)Page 81, line 22, strike out [(q)] and insert: (p)
(162c)Page 82, line 4, strike out [(r)] and insert: (q)
(163)Page 82, lines 5 and 6, strike out [an individual] and
insert: (1) a doctor of medicine or osteopathy
(164)Page 82, line 9, after " (a) (7) ) " insert:

,

or (2) a

doctor of dentistry or of dental or oral surgery who is legally

authorized to practice dentistry by the State in which he per
forms such function but only with respect to (A) surgery
related to the jaw or any structure contiguous to the jaw or
(B) the reduction of any fracture of the jaw or any facial
bone
(164a)Page 82, line 11, strike out [ (s)]I and insert: (r)
(165)Page 82, line 14, strike out [home health services, or
physicians' services] and insert: or home health services
(166)IPage 82, after line 14, insert:
" (1 ) (A) physicians' services;
"(B) chiropractors'services; and
"(C) podiatrists' services;
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(167)Page 82, after line 14, insert:

"(2) services and supplies (including drugs and bio
logicals which cannot, as determined in accordance with

regulations, be self-administered) furnished as an inci
dent to a physician's professional service, of kinds which
are commonly furnished in physicians' offices and are
commonly either rendered without charge or included in
the physicians' bills, and hospital services (including
drugs and biologicals which cannot, as determined in

accordance with regulations, be self-administered) inci,
dent to physicians' services renderedto outpatients;
(168)Page 82, line 15, strike out [ (1) ] and insert: (3)
(169)Page 82, line 15, strike out all after "test," down to
and including "cephalograins," in line 17.
(170)Page 82, line 18, strike out [ (2)] and insert: (4)
(171)Page 82, line 20, strike out [(3)] and insert: (5)
(172)Page 82, line 22, strike out [(4)] and insert: (6)
(173)Page 83, line 1, strike out [(5)] and insert: (7)
(174)Page

83, line 5, strike out [(6)] and insert: (8)

(175)IPage 83, line 8, strike out [(7)] and insert: (9)
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(176)Pa~ge 83, after line 11, insert:
No dita~giostic tesIs perforimed in (my laboratory which i's
independent of a physician's office or a hospital shall be

included within paragraph (3) unless such laboratory
"(10) if situated in any State in which State or
applicable local law provides for licensing of establish
ments of this nature, (A) is licensed pursuant to such
law, or (B) is approved, by the agency of such State
or locality responsible for licensing establishments of this
nature, as meeting the standards established for such
licensing; and
"(11) meets such other conditions relating to the
health and safety of individuals with respect to whom
such tests are performed as the Secretary may find
necessary.
(176a)Page 83, line 13, strike out [ (t)]I and insert: (s)
(177)Page 83, line 15, after "only" insert: (1)
(178)Paoge

83, line 15, after "included" iusert: (or ap

proved for inclusion)
(179)Page 83, line 16, strike out [or the] and insert:
,the
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(180)Page 83, line 17, after "lary," insert: or the United
States Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia,
(181)Page 83, line 19, strike out [as are approved] and

insert: (2) combinations of drugs or biologicals if the prin
cipal ingredient or ingredients of the combinations meet the
conditions specified in clause (1), or (3) such drugs or
biologicals as are approved,
(182)Page 83, line 22, after "biologicals" insert:

,

for use

in such hospital
(182a)Page 83, line 24, strike out [ (u) ] and insert: (t)
(182b)Page 84, line 2, strike out [ (v) (1) ] and insert:
(u) (1)
(183)Page 85, line 13, strike out [services), inpatient psy
chiatric hospital services,] and insert: services and inpatient
psychiatric hospital services)
(184)Page 86, line 7, strike out [services)., inpatient psy
chiatric hospital servicesj] and insert: services and inpatient
psychiatric hospital services)
(185)Page 86, line 15, strike out [or part B, as the case
may be,]
(185a)Page 87, line 2, strike out [ (w) ] and insert: (v)
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(185b)Page 87, line 10, strike out [ (x) ] and insert: (uw)
(186)Page 87, after line 12, insert:
"Chiropractors' and Podiatrists'Services
"(x) (1) The term 'chiropractor' means an. individual
who is licensed under State law to practice as a chiropractor
in the State; and the term 'chiropractors' services' means
services performed by a chiropractorwithin the scope of his
license.
"(2) The term 'podiatrist' means an individual who is
licensed under State law to practice as a podiatrist in the

State; and the term 'podiatrists' services' means services per
formed by a podiatrist within the scope of his license.
(187)Paoge 88, line 2, after "Act" insert: and other than
under a health benefits or insurance plan established for
employees of such an entity
(188)Paoge 88, line 5, after "States" insert: (except for
emergency inpatient hospital services furnished outside the
United States under, the conditions described in section 1814

(f))
(189')Page 88, line 21, strike out [or]
(190)Page 88, line 24, strike out [household.] and insert:
household; or
Amdts. 11.11 6675-3
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(19 1)Page 88, after line 24, insert:
"(12) where such expenses are for services in con

nection with the care, treatment, fl~ling, removal, or re
placement of teeth or structures directly supporting teeth.
(192)iPage 89, line 24, strike out all after "provide" over
to and including "1861 (e) (8) )" in line 1 on page 90.
(193)Page 90, line 2, after "States" insert: ; except that,
in the case of any State or political subdivision of a State

which imposes higher requirements on institutionsas a condi
tion to the purchase of services in such institutions under a

State plan approved under title I, XVI, or XIX, the condi
tions so prescribed with respect to such institutions in such
State or political subdivision, as the case may be, may not
be lower than the requirements so imposed by such State or
political subdivision
(194)Page 90, line 12, strike out [agency] where it appears
the second time and insert: agency, or whether a laboratory
meets the requirements of paragraphs (10) and (11) of
section 1861 (s)
(195)IPage 90, line 12, strike out all after "agency." down
to and including "Secretary." in line 17, and insert: An
institution or agency which such a State (or local) agency
certifies is a hospital, extended care facility, or home health
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agency (as those terms are defined in section 1861) shall
be treated as such by the Secretary: Provided, That in the
event the Secretary determines that the hospital, facility, or
agency is so inadequate as to endanger the life or health of
the people it serves, gives notice of such determination to
the certifying State agency, and provides an opportunity for
hearingthereon to the State agency.
(196)Page 91, line 25, strike out [the] where it 'appears
the second time.
(196a)Page 92, line 10, strike out [ (o) ] and insert: (n)
(197)Page 93, line 2, strike out [or section 1835 (c)]I
(198)Page 93, line 9, strike out [ (a) (1) or (a) (2) ] and
insert: (a) (1), (a) (2), or (a) (4)
(199)Page 93, line 16, after "B" insert: or, in the case of
outpatient hospital diagnostic services, for which payment is
(or may be) made under partA
(200)Page 94, line 10, strike out [or 1833 (d)]
(201)Page 95, lines 17 and 18, strike out [services), in
patient psychiatric hospital services,] and insert: services
and inpatient psychiatric hospital services)
(202)Page 96, lines 22 and 23, strike out [services), or
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inpatient psychiatric hospital services,] and insert: servitces
and inpatient psychiatric hospital services)
(203)Page 101, line 16, strike out [$1,000] and insert:

$100
(204)Page 102, line 6, after "services" where it appears the
first time insert: or other person
(205)Page 102, strike out all after line 8 over to and includ
ing line 17 on page 103 and insert:
"(b

Where the Secretary finds that
"(1) more than the correct amount of payment has

been made under this title to a provider of services or
other person for items or services furnished an individual
and the Secretary determines that, within such period as
he may specify, the excess over the correct amount cannot

be recouped from such provider of services or other per
son, or
"(2) any payment has been made under section
1814(e) to a provider of services or other person for
items or services furnished an individual,
proper adjustment or recovery shall be made with respect to

the amount in excess of the correct amount, under regula

tions prescribed (after consultation with the RailroadRetire

ment Board) by the Secretary, by (A) decreasing any pay
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ment under title II of this Act or under the Railroad Retire

ment Act of 1937, as the case may be, to which such indi
vidual is entitled, or (B) requiring such individual or his
estate to refund the amiount in excess of the correct amount,
or (C) decreasing any payment under title II of this Act or
under the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937, as the case may

be, payable to the estate

of such

individual or to any other

person on the basis of the wages and self-employment income
(or compensation) which were the basis of the payments to
such individual, or (D) by applying any combination of the
foregoing. As soon as practicable after any such adjustment
or recovery is determined to be necessary, the Secretary,
for purposes of this section, section 1817(g), and section
1841 (f), shall certify (to the Railroad Retiremient Board

if the adjustment is to be made by decreasing subsequent
payments under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937) the
amnount of the overpayment as to which the adjustment or
recovery is to be made.
(206)Page 103, strike out lines 18 to 24, inclusive, and
insert:

"(c) There shall be no adjustment as provided in sub
section (b) of payments (including payments under section
1814(e)) to, or recovery as provided in such subsection by
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the United States from, any person who is without fault if
such adjustment or recovery would defeat the purposes of
title II of this Act or of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937, as the case may be, or would be against equity and
good conscience.
(207)Page 105, line 25, after "care;"~ insert: and
(208)Page 106, line 3, strike out all after "the" where it
appears the first time down to and including line 9, and
insert: program~.
(209)Page 106, line 13, strike out [programs."] and insert:
programs.
(210) Page 106, after line 13., insert:
"(c) The Secretary shall make a study of methods and
procedures that could be employed in providing payment
under part B of this title for prescription drugs, including

methods of assuring the high quality of drugs for which pay
ment is made, methods of avoiding unnecessary utilization of
drugs and methods of controlling costs.

The Secretary shall

transmit to the Congress, on or before June 30, 1966, a
report of such stud~y, including his recommendations as to
the best approach to covering drug costs under part B and
the feasibility of adopting this approach."
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(211)Page 106, line 16, strike out [April 1] and insert:
October 1
(212)Page 106, line 20, strike out [April 1] and insert:
October 1
(213)Page 106, line 22, ~trike out [October 1, 1966] and
insert: April 1, 1967
(214)Page 107, line 24, after "is" insert: (AI)
(215)Page 107, line 25, strike out [an individual] and
insert:

(B)

an alien lawfully admitted for permanent

residence
(216)Page 108, line 2, strike out [10 years] and insert:
6 months
(217)Pa~ge 109, line 1, after "individual" insert: more than
3 months
(218)Page 109, line 14, strike out [at the beginning of such
first mionth,]
(219)Page 109, line 16, strike out all after "of" down to
and including line 21, and insert: 1959.
(220)Page 10,9, line 25, after "necessary" insert: for any
fiscal year
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(221)Page 110, line 1, after "made" insert: or to be made
during such flscal year
(222)Page 110, line 7, after "ing" insert: or expected to
result
(223)Page 110, line 10, after "position" insert: at the end
of such fiscal year
(224)Page 111, line 14, strike out [ (1) ] and insert: (A)
(225)Page 111, line 17, strike out [ (2) ] and insert: (B)
(226)Page 112, line 14, strike out [such] and insert: this
(227)Page 114, strike out all after line 21 over to and in
cluding line 15 on page 115.
(228)Page 115, line 16, strike out [ (c) ] and insert: SEc.
106. (a)
(229)Page 115, line 16, strike out [such Code] and insert:
the InternalRevenue Code of 1954
(23'O)Pa~ge

116, line 5, strike out [health] and insert:

medical
(23 1)Page 116, line 14, after "is" insert: either

(23 2)Page 116, line 15, after "contract," insert: or fur
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nished to the policyholder by the insurance company in a
separate statement,
(233)Pagre 116, line 21, after "tract" insert: (or furnished
to the policyholder by the insurance company in a separate
statement)
(234)Page 117, strike out lines 12 to 22, inclusive, and
insert:
(b) Section 213 of such Code (relating to medical, den
tal, etc., expenses) is further amended
(1) by srinking out subsection (c) of suc~h section;
and
(2) by striking out paragraphs (1), (2), and (4)
of subsection (g) of such section.
(235)Page 117, line 23, strike out [ (e) ] and insert: (c)
(236)Page 118, line 25, strike out [Health] arid insert:
Medical
(237)Page ~118, 'line 25, strike out [Benefits]
(238)Pagye 121, liue 2, strike out [Health] and insert:
Medical
(239)Page 121, line 2, strike out [Benefits]
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(240)Pagc- 121, line 9, after " (a) " insert: As soon as prac

ticable after enactment of this section, the Secretary shall ap

point an Advisory Council on Social Security for the pur
poses set forth in subsection (e).
(241)Page 121, line 15, strike out [llealth] and insert:
Medical
(242)Page 121, line 15, strike out [Benefits.]
(243)Page 122, line 21, after "Council" insert: (other than
the Council appointed under the first sentence of subsection.
(a) )
(244)P.age 123, line 13, strike out [health] and insert:
medical
(245)Page 123, line 13, strike out [benefits]
(246)Pagre 12.3, line 17, strike out [exist."] and insert:
exist.
(247)Page 123, after line 17, insert:
"(e) The Council appointed undcr the first sentence of
subsection (a) shall make a comprehensive study of nursing
home and other extended care facilities in relation to extended
care services under the insurance program under part A
of title XVIII, including the availability of such facilities
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and the types and quality of care purovided in such facilities,
and shall report its findings and make recom~nendations

based thereon with a view to action necessary to make maxi
nmum use of such services anid facilities to provide high quality
care in extended care facilities under such program. Such
Council shall make its report to the Secretary not later than
one year after the date of enactment of this section, which
report shall thereupon be transmnitted to the Congress, and
thereaftersuch Council shall cease to exist."
(248)Page 123, after line 24, insert:
ADMINISTRATION

OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE

AGED BY THE RAILROAD

SEC. lii.

FOR THE

RETIRKj1IENT BOARD

(a) (1) Section,226 (a) of the Social Security

Act is amended by striking out "or is a qualified railroad
retirement beneficiary".
(2) Section 226(b) (2) of such Act is amended to read
as follows:
"(2) an individual shall be (deemed to be entitled to
monthly insurance benefits uniders section 202, for the month
in which he died if he would have been entitled to such bene
fits for such month had he died in the next month".
(3) Section 226(c) of such Act is repealed, and subsec
tion (d) of such section 226 is redesignatedas subsection (c).
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(4) Section 1811 of such Act is amended by striking out
"or under the railroadretirement sylstem".
(5) Subsections (a) (2) and (b) (2) of section 1813 of
such Act are amended by striking out "section 226" and
inserting in lieu. thereof "section 226 or under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937".
(6) Section 1817(g) of such Act is amended by striking
out the last sentence and also by striking out "(other than the
amounts so certified to the Railroad Retirement Board)" in
the first sentence.
(7) Section 1841 (f) of such Act is amended by striking

out the last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the follow
ing: "There shall be transferred periodically (but not less
often than once each fiscal year) to the Trust Fund from the
Railroad Retirement Account amounts equivaien~t to the

amounts not previously so transferredwhich have been recov

ered u~nder subsection (g) of section 21 of the Railroad Re
tirement Act of 1937."
(8) Section 1870(b) of such Act is amended by striking
out "(after consultation with the Railroad Retirement

Board)"; "(or compensation)"; "(to the Railroad Retire
ment Board if the adjustment is to be made by decreasing
subsequent payments under the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937)"

and "or under the Railroad Retirement Act of
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1937, as the case may be," wherever such phrase appears in
such subsection.
(9) Section 1870(c) of such Act is amended by striking
out "or of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937, as the case
may be,".
(10) The first sentence of section 18714(a) of such Act
is amended to read as follows: "Except as otherwise provided
in this title and in the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, the

insurance programs established by this title shall be adminis
tered by the Secretary."
(b) (1) Section 103(a) (3) of the Health Insurance for
the Aged Act is amended to read as follows:
"(3) is not, and upon filing applicationfor monthly

insurance benefits under section 2V02 of the Social Secu
rity Act would not be, entitled to hospital insurance
benefits under section 226 of such Act, and does not meet

the requirements set forth in section 21 (b) of the Rail
road Retirement Act of 1937,"1.
(2) So much of the first sentence of section l03(a) of
such Act as follows, clause (5) is amended by striking out
"becomes certifiable as a railroadretirement beneficiary" and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "meets the requirements
set forth in section 21(b) of the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937"
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(c) (1) Section 21 of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937 is amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 21. .(a) For the purposes of this section, and
subject to the conditions hereinafter provided, the Board
shall have the same authority to determine the rights of
individuals described in subsection (b) of this section to have
payments made on their behalf for hospital insurance benefits
consisting of inpatient hospital services, post-hospital ex
tended care services, home health services, and outpatient
hospital diagnostic services (all hereinafter referred to as
'services') within the meaning of section 226, and parts A
and C of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act as the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare has under such
section and such parts with respect to individuals to whom

such section and such parts apply. The rights of indi

viduals described in subsection (b) of this section to have pay
ment made on their behalf for the services referred to in the
next precedingsentence shall be. the same as those of individuals

to whom section 226, and part A of title XVIII, of 'the So
cial Security Act apply and this section shall be administered
by the Board as if the provisions of such section and such
part A were applicable, as if references to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare were to the Board, as if
references to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund
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were to the Railroad Retirement Account, as if references to
the United States or a State included Canadaor a subdivision
thereof, and as if the provisions of sections 1862(a) (4),
1863, 1867, 1868, 1874(b), and 1875 of such title XVIII
were not included in such title. For purposes of section 11, a
determinationwith respect to the rights of an individual under
this section, shall, except in the case of a provider of services,
be considered to be a decision with respect to an annuity.
"(b) Except as otherwise provided in this section, every
individual who
"(A) has attainedage 605, and
"(B) (i) is entitled to an annuity, or (ii) would
be entitled to an annuity had he ceased compensated
service and, in the case of a spouse, had such spouse's
husband or wife ceased compensated service, or (iii)
had been awarded a pension under section 6, or (iv)
bears a relationship to an employee which, by reason of
section 3(e), has been, or would be, taken into account,
in calculating the amount of an annuity of such eni
ployee or his survivor,
shall be entitled to have payment made for the services
referred to in subsection, (a), and in accordance with the
provisions of such subsection. The payments for services

herein provided for shall be made, from the Railroad Retire
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ment Account (in accordance with, and subject to, the con
ditions applicable under section 1.0(b) in making payment
of other benefits) to the hospital, extended care facility, or
home health agency providing such services, including such
services provided in Canada to individuals to whom this
subsection applies, but only to the extent that the amount
of payments for services otherwise hereunder provided for
an individual exceeds the amount payable for like services
provided pursuant to the law in effect in the place in Canada
where such services are furnished. For the purposes of this
section, an individual shall be entitled to have payment made
for the services referred to in subsection (a) provided during
the month in which he died if he would be entitled to have
payment for services provided during such month had he
died in the next month.
" (c) No individual shall be entitled to have payment
made for the same services, which are provided for in this
section, under both (i) this section and (ii) section 226,
and part A of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act, and no
individual shall be entitled to have payment made under
both (i) this section and (ii) section 226, and part A of
title XVIII, of the Social Security Act for more than would
be payable if he were qualified only under the provisions
described in clause (i) or only under the provisions described
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i~n clause (ii). In any case in which an individual would,
but for the preceding sentence, be entitled to have payment
made under both the provisions described in clause (i) and
the provisions described in clause (ii) in such preceding
sentence, payment for such services to which such individual

would be entitled shall be made in accordance with the pro
cedures established pursuant to the next succeeding sentence,
upon certification by the Board or by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. It shall be the duty of the
Board and such Secretary with respect to such cases jointly
to establish procedures designed to minimize duplications of
,requestsfor payment for such services, and of determinations,
and to assign administrative functions between them so as
to promote the greatest facility, efficiency, and consistency of
administrationof this section and section 226, and part A of
title XVIII, of the Social Security Act; and subject to the
provisions of this subsection to assutre that the rights of
individuals under this section or section 226, and part A of
title XVIII, of the Social Security Act shall not be impaired
or diminished by reason of the administration of this section
and section 226., and part A of title XVIII, of 'the Social
Security Act.

The procedures so established may be -in

cluded in regulations issued by the Board and 'by the Sec
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare to implement this

Amdts. H.R. 63675-4
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section and such section 226, and part A of title XVIII,
respectively.
"(d) Any agreement entered into by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to part A or part
C of title XVIII of the Social Security Act shall be entered
into on behalf of both such Secretary and the Board. The

preceding sentence shall not be construed to limit the author
ity of the Board to enter on its own behalf into any such
agreement relating to services provided in Canada or in any
facility devoted primarily to railroademployees.
"(e) A request for payment for services filed under this

section shall be deemed to be a request for payment for serv
ices filed as of the same time under section 226, and part A
of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act, and a request for
payment for services filed under such section 226 and such
part shall be deemed to be a request for payment for services
filed as of the same time under this section.

"(f) The Board and the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare shall furnish each other with such information,
records, and documents as may be considered necessary to
the administrationof this section or section 226, and part A
of title X VIlIL of the Social Security Act.
"(g) Any payment to any provider of services or other
person (covered by this section or part B of title XVIII of
the Social Security Act) with respect to items or services
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furnished any individual who meets the requirements of
subsection (b) of this section shall be governed, to the extent

applicable, and as if references to the Secretary were refer
ences to the Board, by the provisions of section 1870 of the
Social Security Act and treated for the purposes of sectio'n
9 of this Act, as if it were a payment of an annuity or pen.
sion, except that any recovery of overpayment under part B
of title XVIII of the Social Security Act shall be transferred
to the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust
Fund.
"(h) For purposes of this section (and sections 1840,
1843, and 1870 of the Social Security Act), entitlement to

an annuity or pension under this Act shall be deemed to in
clude entitlement under the RailroadRetirement Act of 1935.
"(i) There are authorized to be appropriated to the
Railroad Retirement Account from time to time such sums
as the Boardfinds sufficient to cover
"(1) the costs of payments made from such account
under this section,
"(2) the additional administrative expenses re
sulting from such payments, and
"(3) any loss of interest to such account resulting
from such payments,

in cases where such payments are not includible in deter
minations under section 5(k) (2) (A) (iii) of this Act,
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provided such payments could have been made as a result
of section 103 of the Health Insurance for the Aged Act
but for eligibility under subsection (b) of this section."
(2) Section 5(k) (2) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out subparagraphs (A) and (B)
and redesignating subparagraphs (C), (D), and (E)
as subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C), respectively;
(B) by striking out the second sentence and the
last sentence of subdivision (i) of the subparagraph
redesignated as subparagraph (A)

by subparagraph

(A) of this paragraph;and by striking out from the

said subdivision (i) "the Retirement Account" and in
serting in lieu thereof "the Railroad Retirement Account
(hereinafter termed 'Retirement Account')"Y;
(C) by adding at the end of the subparagraph
redesignated as subparagraph (A)

by subparagraph

(A) of this paragraphthe following new subdivision:
"(iii) At the close of the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1966, and each fiscal year thereafter,
the Board and the Secretary of Health, Edacation,
and Welfare shall determine the amount, if any,
which, if added to or subtracted from the Federal
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, would place such
fund in the same position in which it would have
been if service as an employee after December 31,
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1936, had been included in the term 'employment'
as defined in the Social Security Act and in the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

Such deter

mination shall be made no later than June 15 follow
ing the close of the filscal year. If such, amount is to
be added to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund the Board shall, within ten days after the
determination, certify such amount to the Secretary
of the Treasury for transfer from the Retirement
Account to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund; if such amount is to be subtracted from the

Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund the Secre
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, within
ten days after the determination, certify such amount
to the Secretary of the Treasury for transfer from
the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund to the
Retirement Account.

The amount so certified shall

further include interest (at the rate determined
under subparagraph (B) for the fiscal year under
consideration) payable from the close of such fiscal
year until the date of certification;"
(D) by striking out "subparagraph (D)" where

it appears in the subparagraphredesignated as subpara
graph (A) by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph,
and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (B)";
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(E) by striking out "subparagraphs (B) and (C)"
where it appears in the subparagraph redesignated as

subparagraph (B) by subparagraph (A) of this para
graph and insertingin lieu thereof "subparagraph(A)";
and
(F) by amending the subparagraphredesignatedas
subparagraph (C)

by subparagraph (A)

of this

paragraphto read as follows:
"(C) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and directed to transfer to the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDisability

Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital In
surance Trust Fund from the Retirement Account or
to the Retirement Account from the Federal Old-Age

and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDis
ability Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund, as the case may be, such amounts
as, from time to time, may be determined by the Board
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
pursuant to the provisions of subparagraph (A), and

certified by the Board or the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare for transfer from the Retirement
Account or from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
InsuranceTrust Fund, the FederalDisabilityInsurance
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1936, had been included in the term 'employment'
as defined in the Social Security Act and in the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

Such deter

mination shall be made no later than June 15 follow
ing the close of the fiscal year. If such, amount is to
be added to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund the Board shall, within ten days after the
determination, certify such amount to the Secretary
of the, Treasury for transfer from the Retirement
Account to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund; if such amount is to be subtracted from the

Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund the Secre
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, within
ten days after the determination, certify such amount
to the Secretary of the Treasury for transfer from
the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund to the
Retirement Account.

The amount so certified shall

further include interest (at the rate determined
under subparagraph (B) for the fiscal year under
consideration) payable from the close of su~ch fiscal
year until the date of certification;"
(D) by striking out "subparagraph (D)" where

it appears in the subparagraphredesignated as subpara
graph (A) by subparagraph (A) of this paragraph,
and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (B)";
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(E) by striking out "1subparagraphs (B) and (C)"
where it appears in the subparagraph redesignated as

subparagraph(B) by subparagraph (A) of this para
graph and insertingin lieu thereof "subparagraph(A)";
and
(F) by amending the subparagraphredesignated as'
subparagraph (C) by subparagraph (A)

of this

paragraphto read as follows:
"(C) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and directed to transfer to the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDisability

Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital In
surance Trust Fund from the Retirement Account or
to the Retirement Account from the Federal Old-Age

and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDis
ability Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund, as the case may be, such amounts
as, from time to time, may be determined by the Board
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare
pursuant to the provisions of subparagraph (A), and

certified by the Board or the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare for transfer from the Retirement
Account or from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDisabilityInsurance
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Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund."
(d) (1) Section 3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to rate of tax on employees under the Ralil
road Retirement Tax Act) is amended by striking out "section
31,01(a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 3101 (a)
plus the rate imposed by section 3101 (b)"
(2) Section 3211 of such Code (relating to the rate of

tax on employee representatives under the Railroad Retire
ment Tax Act) is amended by striking out "section 3101 (a)"
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 3101 (a) plus the rate
imposed by section 3101 (b) ".
(3) Section 3221 (b) of such Code (relating to the rate
of tax on employers under the RailroadRetirement Tax Act)
is amended by striking out "section 3111 (a)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "section 3111 (a) plus the rate imposed by
section 3111 (b) ".
(4) Section 1401 (b)

of such Code (relating to the

rate of tax under the Self-Employment Contributions Act)
is amended by striking out the last sentence.
(5) Section 3101 (b) of such Code (relating to the
rate of tax on employees under the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act) is amended by striking out

",

but without
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regard to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof insofar
as it relates to employees".
(6) Section 3111 (b) of such Code (relating to the rate

of tax on employers under the FederalInsurance Contribu
tions Act) is amended by striking out

",

but without regard

to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof insofar as it
relates to employees".

(e) (1) The amendments made by the preceding provi
sions of this section shall become effective January 1, 1966,
if the requirement in paragraph (2) with respect to such
date has been met. If such requirement has not been met
with respect to January 1, 1966, such amendments shall
become effective on the first January1 thereafter with respect
to which such requirement has been met.
(2) The requirement referred to in paragraph(1) shall
be deemed to have been met with respect to any January 1 if,
as of the October 1 immediately preceding such January1,
the RailroadRetirement Tax Act provides that the maximum
amount of monthly compensation taxable under such Act for
the following Januarywill be an amount equal to or in excess

of one-twelfth of the maximum wages which the Federal In
surance Contributions Act provides may be counted for the
calendar year beginning on the first day of such following
January.
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(249)Page 123, after line 24, insert:
ADDITIONAL

UNDER SECRETARY

AND ASSISTANT

TARIES OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,

SECRE

AND WELFARE

SEC. 112. (a) There shall be in the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare an additional Under Sec
retary of Health, Education, and Welf are who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and con
sent of the Senate, shall perform such duties as the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare may prescribe, and shall
serve as Secretary during the absence or disability of the
Secretary and the Under Secretary now provided for, in
accordance with directives of the Secretary.

(b) There shall be in the lDepartment of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare, in addition to the Assistant Secretaries
otherwise provided by law, two Assistant Secretaries of
Health, Education, and TWelf are who shall be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. The provisions of -section 2 of the Reorganization

Plan Numbered 1 of 1953 (67 Stat. 631) shall be appli
cable to such additional Assistant Secretaries to the same
extent as they are -applicable to the Assistant Secretaries
authorized by such section.
(c) The rate of compensation of such additional Under
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Secretary and Assistant Secretaries shall be the same as. that
applicable to the Under Secretary and Assistant Secretaries,
respectively, whose positions are established by section 2 of
such Reorganization Plan.

(250)Page 125, line 13, after "share" insert: or provide for

distributionof funds from Federal-or State sources, for car
rying out the State plan, on an equalization or other basis
which will assure that the lack of adequate funds from local
sources will not result in lowering the amount, duration,
scope, or quality of care and services availableunder the plan

(251)Page 126, strike out lines 5 to 14, inclusive, and
insert:

"(5) either provide for the establishment or designa
tion of a single State agency to administer the plan, or
provide for the establishment or designation of a single
State agency to supervise the administrationof the plan,

except that the determinationof eligibility for medical as
sistance under the plan shall be made by the State or local
agency administering the State plan approved under
title I or XVI (insofar as it relates to the aged);

(252)Page 127, line 5, after " (9) " insert: (A)
(253)Page 127, line 10, after "services;" insert: and
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(254)Page 127, after line 10, insert:

"(B) provide that, after June 30, 1967, the require
ments under the standards established and maintained
by such authority or authorities shall include any re
quirements which may be contained in standards es8tab
lished by the Secretary relating to protection against free
and other hazards to the health and safety of individuals
in such private or public institutions;
(255)Page 127, line 15, after "that" insert: (except as
to care and services described in paragraph (4) or (14) of
section 1905(a)/)
(256)Page 127, line 23, strike out [assistance] and insert:
or remedial care and services
(257)IPage 128, line 1, strike out [assistance is] and in
sert: or remedial care and services are
(258)Page 128, line 7, after "provide" insert: (except as
to care and services described in paragraph(4) or (14) of
section .1905.(a))
(259)Page 128, line 8, strike out [assistance] and insert:
or remedial care and services
(260)Page 128, line 14, after "medical" insert: or remedial
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(26 1)Page 128, line 15, strike out [assistance] and insert:
or remedial care and services
(262)iPa~ge 132, line 22, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(263)Page 133, lines 1 and 2, strike out [or tuberculosis
(as the case may be) ]
(264)Page 134, strike out line 1 1.
(265)Page 134, line 20, strike out [diseases.] and insert:
diseases;
(266)Page 134, after line 20, insert:
"(22) include descriptions Of (A) the kinds a'nd

numbers of professional medical personnel and support
ing staff that will be used in the administration of the
plan and of the responsibilities they will have, (B) the
standards, for private or public institutions in which
recipients of medical assistance under th(3 plan may
receive care or services, that will be utilized by the State
authority or authorities responsible for establishing and

maintaining such standards, (C) the cooperative ar

rangements with State health agencies and State voca
tional rehabilitation agencies entered into with a view

to maximum utilization of and coordination of the pro

vision of medical assistance with the services adminis
tered or supervised by such agencies, and (D) other
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standards and methods that the State 'iill use to assurge
that medical or remedial care and services provided to
recipients of medical assistance are of high quality; and
(267)Page 134, after line 20, insert:
" (23) provide that any individual entitled to medical
assistance may obtain such medical assistance from any
institution, agency, or person qualified to perform the
service or services required who undertakes to provide
him such services.

(268)IPage 135, line 9, strike out [the] and insert: a dif
ferent
(269)Page 135, strike out all after line 9 down to and
including "aged) " in line 12.
(270)Page 137, line 11, after "compensation" insert: or
training
(271)Page 137, line 23, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(272)Page 141, line 10, strike out [by July 1, 1975,] and
insert: (on or before the first day of the calendar quarter
following the 40-calendar quarter period beginning with the
first calendar quarter for which the plan is effective)
(273)Page 142, lines 13 and 14, strike out

[,

except for
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section 406 (a) (2), are (or would, if needy, be) dependent
children under title IV (and]
(274)Page 142, line 15, strike out [21) ] and insert: 21
(275)Page 142, line 21, after "~services"~ insert: (other than
services in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases)

(276)Page 142, line 24, after "services"~ insert: (other than
services in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases)
for individuals 21 years of age or older and dental services
for individualsunder the age of 21

(277)Page 143, line 10, strike out [dental services;] and
insert: skilled nursing home services and dental services for
other individuals;

(278)Page 143, line 17, strike out [and]
(279)Page 143, after line 17, insert:
" (14) inpatient hospital services and skilled nursing
home services in an institution for tuberculosis or mental
diseases; and

(280)Page 143, line 18, strike out [ (14) ] and insert:
(15)

(281)Page 145, line 4, strike out [after June 30, 1967]
and insert: thereafter
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(282)Page 145, strike ou~t lines 8 to 16, inclusive, and insert:
(2) Section 1109 of such Act is amended to read: "Any
amount which is disregarded (or set aside for future needs)

in determining eligibility of and amount of the aid or assist
ance for any individual under a State plan approved under

title I, IV, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX shall not be taken into
consideration in determining the eligibility of and amount
of aid or assistance for any other individual under a State
plan approved under any other of such titles."
(283)Page 145, line 22, strike out

and insert:

[11EALTH]

MEDICAL

(284)Pa-ge 146, line 5, after " (A) " insert:

,

and in the

parentheticalphrase appearing in paragraph(2) thereof
(285)Page 146', after line 5, insert:
NOTICE CONCERNING

BENEFITS PROVIDED

UNDER TITLE

XVIII OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEC. 123. (a) The Secretary shall, not later than July

1, 1966, provide personal notice (containing the informa
tion and data prescribed under subsection (b)) to
(1) each individual who is expected (by reason
of entitlement to, or application for, benefits) to be
entitled to monthly insurance benefits for the month
of June 1966 under the insurance program established
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by title II of the Social Security Act, and who will
have attained age 65 on or before such month;
(2) each individual who is expected (by reason
of entitlement to, or application for, benefits) to be3
entitled to an annuity or pension under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 for the month of June 1966,
and who will have attained age 65 on or before such
month;

(3) each individual whom the Secretary has rea
son to believe would be entitled to the benefits provided
by part A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act by
reason of the provisions of section 103 of the Social
Security Amendments of 1965, if the Secretary (A)
knows the name and address of such individual, and
(B) has occasion (without regard to this section) to
send any other notice or correspondence to such
individual.

(b) The notice referred to in subsection (a) shall con.
tamn (1) a separate description of the benefits provided
under part A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act,
examples of types of health care which arc not provided by
such part A, and information as to the class of persons
eligible to qualify for such benefits, as well as the procedure
to be followed to apply for such benefits, (2) a separate
description of the benefits provided under part B of such title
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XVIII, examples of the types of health care which are not
provided by such part B, and information as to the class of
persons eligible to qualify for such benefits, the conditions
and limitations imposed upon the receipt of such benefits,
and the procedure to be followed in applying for such bene
fits, and (3) advice to the individual that he should make
arrangements through other insurance programs or otherwise
to protect himself against health care costs which are not
covered by part A or B of such title XVIII, or both such
part A and part B.
(c) In addition to the personal notices required to be
sent under subsections (a) and (b), the Secretary shall
utilize to the fullest extent feasible other media of com
munications to apprise the public of the information and data
required to be contained in the notice described in subsection
(b).
(d) The Secretary shall also furnish a personal notice
(containing the information and data prescribed under sub
section (b)) to each individual who after June 1966 be
comes entitled to monthly insurance benefits under title II
of the Social Security Act and who has, at the time he be
comes so entitled, attained age 65, or will attain such age
within one year thereafter.
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(e) The Railroad Retirement Board shall furnish to the
Secretary such information as it may possess and which may
be necessary or useful to enable the Secretary to carry out
the provisions of subsection (a) (2).

Such Board also shall

furnish to each individual who becomes entitled to an an
nuity or pension under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937
after June 1966 and who, at the time he becomes so entitled,
has attained age 65 (or will attain such age within one year
thereafter-) a personal notice containing the information and
data prescribedin subsection (b).

(286)IPage 146, line 18, after "$60,000,000" insert: each
(2'87)Page 147, line 13, after "$60,000,000" insert: each
(288)Page 150, line 3, strike out [$40,000,000] and insert:
$45,000,000

(289)Page 150, line 4, strike out [$45,000,000] and insert:
$50,000,000

(290)Page 150, line 5, strike out [$50,000,000] and insert:
$55, 000,000

(29 1)Page 150, line 20, strike out [section] and insert:
subsection

(292)Page 151, line 8, strike out [section] and insert:
subsection
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(293)Page 151, after line 13, insert:
"(c) From the sums appropriatedpursuant to subsection
(a), the Secretary is also authorized to make grants to the
State health agency, the State mental health agency, and the
State public welfare agency of any State and (with the
consent of such State health, mental health, or public welfare
agency) to the health agency, mental health agency, and
public welfare agency, respectively, of any political subdivi
sion of the State, and to any public or nonprofit private
agency or institution to pay not to exceed 75 per centum of
the cost of projects providing for the identification (with a
miew to providing for as early identification as possible),
care, and treatment of children who are, or are in danger
of becoming, emotionally disturbed, including the followup
of children receiving such care or treatment. No project
shall be eligible for a grant under this subsection unless it
provides for coordination of the care and treatment provided
under it with, and utilization (to the extent feasible) of,
community mental health centers and other State or local
agencies engaged in health, welfare, or education programs
or activities for such children.
(294)Page 151, line 14, strike out [ (c)] and insert: (d)
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(295)Page 152, after line 2, insert:
INCREASE IN CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

SEC. 207. Section 521 of the Social Security Act is

amended by striking out "$40,000,000" and all that follows
and inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000,000 for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1965, $45,000,000 for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1966, $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1967, $505,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1968, $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1969, and $60,000,000 each year for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1970, and succeeding fiscal years."
(296)Pa~ge 152, after line 2, insert:
DAY

CARE SERVICES

SEC. 208. (a) (1) Part 3 of title V of the Social

Security Act is amended by striking out section 5297.
(2) The second sentence of section 1108 of such Act is

amended by striking out "522(a), and 527(a)" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "and 522(a)" and by striking out "(or,
in the case of section 527(a), the minimum)"
(b) Section 522 of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"SEC.

522. The sum appropriatedpursuant to section

521 for each fiscal year shall be allotted by the Secretary for
use by cooperating State public welfare agencies which have
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plans developed jointly by the State agency and the Secre
tary, as follows: le shall allot $70,000 to each State, and
shall allot to each Slate an amount which bears the same
ratio to the remainder of the sum so appropriatedfor such
year as the product of (1) the population of such State
under the age of 21 and (2) the allotment percentage of
such State (as determined under section .524) bears to the
sum of the correspondingproducts of all the States."
(c) Section 523(a) (1) (B) of such Act is amended by
striking out "and"' at the end of clause (iii) and by inserting
after clause (iv) the following new clause:
"(v) that day care provided under the plan will be
p rovlided only in facilities (ineludinqri

private h1omes)

which are licensed by the State, or approved (as meeting
the standards established for such licensing) by the State
responsible for licenising facilities of this type,
agecy~~
and".
(d) The amzendiients made by this sectioni shall apply
in, the case of ajppropriat'irmsunvder section 521 of the -Social
Security Act made for fiscal years beginning after June 30,
1965, and allotments thereof and payments from such allot
ments.

(297)Paoge 153, line 4.

SfiikC ou1t [AGED]'
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(298)IPage 154, line 8, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(299)Page 154, lines 11 and 12, strike out [or tuberculosis
(as the case may be) ]
(300)Page 156, lines 11 and 12, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(301)IPage 158, line 17, after "Act" insert: (as amended
by section 403(c) of this Act)
(302)Page 158, line 24, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(303)Page 159, lines 3 and 4, strike out [or tuberculosis
(as the case may be)]
(304)Page 161, line 9, strike out [tuberculosis or]
(305)Page 163, after line 13, insert:
PART

4-MiSCELLANEOUS

AMENDMENTS

RELATING

TO

HEALTH CARE
HEALTH STUDY OF RESOURCES RELATING TO CHILDREN'9S
EMOTIONAL ILLNESS

SEgC. 231. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare is authorized, upon the recommendation of the
NationalAdvisory Mental Health Council and after securing
the advice of excperts in pediatrics and child welfare, to make
grants for carrying out a program of researchinto and study
of our resources, methods, and practices for diagnosing or
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preventing emotional illness in children and of treating,
caring for, and rehabilitating children with emotional
illnesses.

(b) Such grants may be made to one or more orga
nizations, but only on condition that the organization will
undertake and conduct, or if more than one organization

is to receive such grants, only on condition that such orga
nizations have agreed among themselves to undertake and
conduct, a coordinated program of research into and study
of all aspects of the resources, methods, and practices referred
to in subsection (a).
(c) As used in subsection (b), the term "organization"
means a nongovernmental agency, organization, or com
mission, composed of representa(tives of leading national
medical. welfare, educational, and other professional asso
ciations, organizations, or agencies active in the field of
mental health of children.
(d) There are authorized to be appropriated for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, the sum of

$500,000

to be used for a grant or grants to help initiate the research
and study provided for in this section; and the sum of
$500,000 for the succeeding fiscal year for the making of
such grants as may be needed to carry the research and
study to completion, The terms of any such grant shall
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provide that the research and study shall be completed not
later than two years from the date it is inaugu'rated; that
the grantee shall file annual reports with the Congress, the
Secretary, and the Governors of the several States, among
others that the grantee may select; and that the final report
shall be similarly filed.

(306)Page 164, strike outi all of the table after the line
which reads
iCI

108

310

1

314

1

115.60

1

212

149.90

I

312. 00"

over to and including the line which reads
1

465

I

466

1

on page 165 and insert:
109
110
"1
I1I
115
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
1M1
122
1211
124
12
12(1
157

515
520
524
M1
554
558
545
548
552
557
5(15
5SI6
57115875
57(1
.680
.585
5900S
.6498
.690
404
408
415
418
422
427
455
437
441

519
525
5?8
555
557
5145
547
5.51
.51125.'I0
5(61
565
570

44(1

440
445
4(10

4.-51
4.55
4(10
4(18
4(19
474
479
485
488
495
497
'502
507
511
81(1
551
565
5.60
555
559
544
549

4(54

4(18
475
478
485
487
492
496
501
50(1
510
515
550
514
510
654
55.6
545
548
550

570
.66'15170
iiS!
59
4053
407
4(5
417
421
42(1
4.11

43(11

459

4(14

116.70
117.70
118.80
110.90
191.I00
112.00
125.10
124.520
11(1.50
117.40
128.40
129.50
180.60
152.
70
1.33.50
1.14.0
1.6.. 0,0
1.57. 00
(.68.00O
1.59.0
140.00
141.00
145.00
(4.1.00
144.00
145.00
14P.00
(47. 00
(4R. 00
140.00
(50.00
151.00
.155.00
155.00
!54. 00
155.00
15.(100
187.00
158.00
159.00
1(10.00
1(11.00
(152.00
165.00
104. 00
(6. 00
1661.00
167.00
168.00

0556.80
5.58.40
1(12.40
SIG.40
269.60
£75.60
£77.60
£O0.80
£84.80
588.80
592.00
2961.00
2098.00
509.60
501.60
5053.
60
505.20O
S7.510
.60
509.50
510.80
515.80
5O
14.80
51(1.40
518.40
520.40
522.'40
524. 00
55(1.00
55. 00
559.60
551.60
.655.60
555.5IO
557.50O
559.50O
540.50
545.80
544.80
54(1.40
548.40
550.40
555.00
554.00
55(1.00
557.60
5159.60
5(11.60
5ll5. 20
5(18.20
5(17.520
5618.00"
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(307)Page 167, line 3, after "person" insert: (other than a
person who would not be -entitled to such benefits for such
month without the application of the amendments madie by
section 306 of the Social Security Amendments of 1965)
(308)Page 167, line 15, 'after "person" insert: (others than
a person who would not be entitled to such benefits for such
month without the application of the amendments made by
section 306 of the Social Security Amendments of 1965)
(309)Page 168, strike out all after line 23, over to nand
including all of the table following line 8 on page 16,9.
(310)Pagre 174, line 24, after "his" insert: monthly
(311)Page 176, after line 9, insert:
(7) Effective January 2, 1966, subparagraph (B) of
section 102(f) (2) of the Social Secutrity Amendments of
1954 is repealed.
(312)Page 176, strike out lines 11 to 18, inclusive, and
insert:
SEc. 303. (a) (1) Clause (A) of the first sentence of
section 216(i) of the Social Security Act is amended by

strikingq out "or to be of long-continued and indefinite dura
tion" and inserting in lieu thereof "or has lasted or can be
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expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12
calendar months".
(2) Section 223(c) (2) of such Act is amended to read
as follows:
"(2) The term 'disability' means inability to engage in
any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically
determinable physical or mental impairment which can be
expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be
expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12
calendar months. An individual shall not be considered
to be under a disability unless he furnishes such proof of
the existence thereof as may be required."
(31 3)Page 177, strike out all after line 16 over to and
including line 3 on page 178 and insert:
"(D) A period of disability shall end with the close of
whichever of the following months is the earlier: (i) the
month preceding the month in which the individual attains
age 65, or (ii) the second month following the month in
which the disability ceases.

(314)Page 178, strike out lines 4 to 14, inclusive.
(315)Page 178, line 15, strike out [ (F) ] and insert: (E)
(316)Page 179, strike out lines I to 11, inclusive, and insert:
(3) Subparagraph (D) of paragraph (1) of section
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223(a) of such Act is repealed, subparagraph (C) of such

paragraphis amended by striking out "and", and subpara
graph (B) of such paragraphis amended by inserting "and"
at the end thereof.

(317)Page 179, strike out all after line 14 over to and
including line 14 on page 181 and insert:
(c) Section 223(b) of such Act is amended by striking
out the last sentence and insertingin lieu thereof the following:
"An individual who would have been entitled to a disability
insurance benefit for any month had he filed application
therefor before the end of such month shall be entitled to such
benefit for such month if he files such application before the
end of the 12th month immediately succeeding such month."

(318)Page 181, line 15, strike out [ (B) ] and insert: (d)
(31 9)Page 181, after line 17, insert:
(e)

So much of section 215(a) (4) of such Act as

precedes "the amount in column IV" is amended to read as
follows:
"(4) In the case of an individual who was entitled
to a disability insurance benefit for the month before the
month in which he died, became entitled to old-age
insurance benefits, or attained age 65,".
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(320)Page 181, line 18, strike out [ (e) (1) ] and insert:

(32 1)Pag~e 181, lines 19 and 20, strike out [paragraph (3)
of subsection (d)

] and insert: subsections (c) and (d)

(322)Page 181, line 21, strike out [ (B) , (E) , and (F)]
and insert: (B) and (E)

(323)Page 182, line 21, after "enacted." insert: The pre

ceding sentence shall also be applicable in the case of appli
cations for monthly insurance benefits under title II of the
Social Security Act based on the wsages awl self-employment
income of an applicant with respect to whose application for
disability insurance benefits under section 223 of such Act
such preceding sentence is applicable.
(324)Page 182, strike out all after ]ine 21 over to and
including line 20 on page 183 and insert:
(2) The amendment made by subsection (e) shall apply
in, the case of the primary insurance amounts of individuals
who attain age 65 after the enactment of this Act.
('025)Page 184, lines 4 and 5, strike out [such disability
insurance benefit for such month] and insert: the larger
of such benefits for such month, except that, if such individual
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so elects, he shall instead be entitled to only the smaller of
such benefits for such mon/h
(326)Page 186, line 5, strike out [paragraph] and insert:
subparagraph
(327)Page 186, line 6, strike out [paragraphs] and insert:
subparagraphs
(328)Page 188, lines 7 and 8, strike out [So much of section
215 (a) (4) of such Act as follows clause (B)]I and insert:
Section 215(a) (4) of such Act
(329)Page 189, line 5, strike out [3] and insert: 0.76
(330)Pag~e 189, line 10, strike out

[%i6]

and insert: 0.57

(331)Page 189, line 16, after "SCHOOL"~insert: AND IN
CASE OF CHILD BECOMING DISABLED

(332)Page 189, line 24, strike out all after "of" over to
and including "death" in line 2 on page 190 and insert: 22
(33 3)Page 190, strike out all a~fter line 14 over to and in
cluding line 22 on page 192 and insert:
"(E) the month in which such child attains the age
of 18 and is not under a disability (as so deflned) and
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is not a full-time student during any part of such month,
"(F) the first month after the month in which such
child attains the age of 18 and, in such first month, is
not under a disability (as so defined) and is not a fulltime student during any part of such first month, but
only if in the third month preceding such first month
he was not under a disability,
"(G) the month in which such child attains the age
of 292 and is not under a disability (as so defined), but
only if in the third month preceding such month he was
not under a disability, or
"(H) the third month following the month in which
he ceases to be under such disability."
(334)Page 193, line 4, strike out all after "terminated"
down to and including "monthi," in line 6 and insert: under
the preceding provisions of this subsection
(335)IPage 193, line 10, strike out all after "22" down to
and including- line 15 and insert:

,

or in which he is under a

disability (as defined in section 223 (c)) which began before
he attained the age of 22, if he also meets the requirements of
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1); and such
reentitlement shall end thereafter in accordance with the

provisionsof subparagraph(D), (F), (G), or (H) of para
graph (1).
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(336)Page 195, line 13, strike out [which began before he
attained such age]
(337)Page 195, strike out all after line 15 down to and
including "months) " in line 19.
(338)Page 195, line 21, strike out [(b) (4)] and insert:

(b) (3)
(339)Page 195, line 21, strike out [(e) (4)] and insert:
(e) (3)
(340)Page 195, line 21, strike out [(g) (4)] and insert:
(g) (3)
(341)Paoge 195, line 25, strike out [18] and insert: 22
(342)IPage 196, line 2, strike out all after "occurred" down
to and including "months) " in line 5.
(343)Page 196, line 7, strike out [(b) (4) ] and insert:

(b) (3)
(344)Page 196, line 7, strike out [(e) (4) ] and insert:
(e) (3)
(345)Page 196, line 8, strike out [(g) (4) ] and insert:
(g) (3)
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(346)Page 196, line 16, strike out all after "of" down to
and including "months) " in line 19 and insert: 22
(347)Page 197, line 3, strike out [ (e) (4)] and insert:
(e) (3)

(348)Page 197, line 17, strike out [ (g) (4)] a~nd insert:
(g).(3)
(349)Page 199, line 14, after "enacted," insert: and
(350)Page 199, strike out lines 15, 16, and 17.
(351)Page 199, line 18, strike out [ (3) ] and insert: (2)
(352)Page 205, lines 6 and 7, strike out [has not remar
ried] and insert: is not married
(353)Page 207, strike out lines 5 to 20, inclusive.
(354)Page 207, line 21, strike out [ (4) ] and insert: (3)
(355)Page 208, line 16, strike out [has not remarried,]
and insert: is not married,
(356)Page 209, line 3, after "wife" insert: who was not
entitled to wife's insurance benefits on the basis of the wages
and self-employment income of such individual for the month
preceding the month in which he died
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(357)Page 210, strike out all after line 13 over to and iniclud
ing line 14 on page 211 and insert:
(2) Paragraph (3) of section 2.02 (e) of such Act is
repealed.

(3) Section 202(e) of such Act is amended by redesig

naling paragraph (4) as paragraph (3) and such para

graph is further amended by striking out "widow" and in
serting in lieu thereof "widow or surviving divorced wife"
and by striking out "widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"widowv's or surviving divorced wife's".
(358)Pa~ge 212, after line 22, insert:
(3) Subparagraph (A) of section 202 (g) (1) of such
Act is amended by striking out "has not remarried" and
inserting in lieu thereof "is not married".
(359)Page 212, line 23, strike out [ (3)]1 and insert: (4)
(360)Page 213, strike out all after line 20 over to and in
cluding line 14 on page 214.
(361)Page 215., after line 25, insert:
(12) Paragraph(3) of section 202(g) of such Act is
repealed.
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(13) Section 202(g) of such Act is amended by redesig
nating paragraph(4) as paragraph(3).

(362)Page 218, strike out lines 16 to 19, inclusive, and
insert:
SEC. 310. (a) (1) Paragraphs(1), (3), and (4) (B)
of subsection

(f) of section 203 of the Social Security Act

are each amended by striking out "$100" wherever it appears
therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$150".

(2) The first sentence of paragraph (3) of such sub
section

(f) is amended by striking out "$500" each place

it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,200".
(3) Paragraph (1) (A) of subsection (h) of section
203 of such Act is amended by striking out "$1.00" and
inserting in l'ieut thereof "$150".

(363)Page 221, line 8, after "ending" insert: on or
(364)Page 222, strike out all after line 2 over to and in
cluding line 22 on page 230 and insert:
COVERAGE OF TIPS

SEC. 313. (a) Section 211(c) of the Social Security
Act, as amended by section 311 of this Act, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The
provisions of paragraph (2) shall not have the effect of ex
cludinig cash tips received by an employee in the course of
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service which constitutes employment under this title, on his
own behalf and not on behalf of another person, from 'net
earnings from self-employment'; except that (i) this sentence

shall not apply in the case of tips which constitute remunera
tion for employment under this title, and (ii) in applying
subsection (a) with respect to tips to which this sentence is
applicable, only the deductions attributable to such tips shall
be taken into account."
(b) Section 1402 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to definition of trade or business), as amended
by section 311 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end

thereof the following new sentence: "The provisions of para
graph (2) shall not have the effect of excluding cash tips
received by an employee in the course of service which consti-.
tutes employment under chapter 21, on his own behalf and
not on behalf of another person, from 'net earningsfrom selfemployment'; except that (i) this sentence shall not apply
in the case of tips which constitute remuneration for employ
ment under chapter 21, and (ii) in applying subsection (a)
with respect to tips to which this sentence is applicable, only
the deductions attributable to such tips shall be taken into
account."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply
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only with respect to taxable years beginning after December
31, 1965.
(365)Page 230, line 23, strike out

[AND KENTUCKY]

(366)Page 230, strike out all after line 24 over to and in
cluding line 4 on page 231 and insert:
SEC. 314. The first sentence of section 218(d) (6) (C)
of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting "Alaska,"
before "California".
(367)Page 231, strike out all after line 24 over to and
including line 12 on page 232 and insert:
('b)

Section 3121 (k) (I)

of such Code (relating to

waiver of exemption by religious, charitable, and certain
other organizations) is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(H) An organization which files a certificate
under subparagraph (A) before 1966 may amend
such certificate during 1965 or 1966 to make the
certificate effective with the first day of any calendar

quarter preceding the quarter for which such cer
tificate originally became effective, except that such
date may not be earlier than the first day of the
twentieth calendar quarter preceding the quarter in
which such certificate is so amended. If an organi
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zation amends its certificate pursuant to the preced
ing sentence, such amendment shall be effective with
respect to the service of individuals who concurred
in the filing of such certificate (initially or through
the fl~ing of a supplemental list) and who concur
in the filing of such amendment. An amendment to
a certificate filed pursuant to this subparagraphshall
be filed with such official and in such form and
manner as may be prescribed by regulations made

under this chapter. If an amendment is filed pur
suant to this subparagraph
" (i) for purposes of computing interest and

for purposes of section 6651 (relating to addi
tion to tax for failure to file tax return), the
due date for the return and payment of the tax
for any calendar quarter resulting from the
filing of such an amendment shall be the last
day of the calendarmonth following the calendar
quarter in which the amendment is filed; and
" (ii)

the statutory period for the assess

ment of such tax shall not expire before the
expiration of three years from -such due date."

(368)Page -235, after line 7,_ insert:
(d) If
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(1)

an individual performed service with respect to

which remuneration was paid before the date of enact
ment of this Act by an organization which, before such
date, filed a waiver certificate pursuant to section 3121
(k) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code,
(2) such service is excluded from employment under
title II of the Social Security Act but would not be ex
cluded therefrom if the requirements of such section
3121 (k) (1) had been met with respect to such service,
(3) such service was performed during the period
such certificatewas in effect, and
(4) such individual was listed pursuant to such sec
tion 3121 (k) (1) at any time during such period and
before the date of enactment of this Act as an employee

who concurred in the filing of such certificate or such in
dividual filed a request for coverage pursuant to section
105(b) of the Social Security Amendments of 1960, as

in effect prior to the enactment of this Act (but such list
ing or request was not effective with respect to the service
described above),
then, subject to the conditions stated in subparagraphs (B),
(C), (D), and (E) of paragraph(1), and paragraph (4),
of section 105(b) of the Social Security Amendments of
1960, as amended by this section, the remuneration of such
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individual which was paid with respect to such excluded serv

ice shall be deemed to constitute remuneration for employ
ment for purposes of such title II; except that, for purposes

of this subsection, in applying subparagraph (C) of para
graph (1) of such section 105(b) the date of enactment of
this Act shall be considered to be the date on which the
organization filed its certificate under section,,3121(k) (1)
and any reference, in paragraph (4) of such section, to
such paragraph (1) shall be considered a reference to the
preceding provisions of this subsection.
(369)Page 238, lines 11 and 12, strike out [effective with
respeet to remuneration paid beforel1971,]
(370)Page 238, line 14, strike out all after "the" down to
and including "the" in line 16.
(371)IPage 238, line 17, strike out [such]
(372)Page 248, line 7,' strike out [paragraphs] and insert:
paragraph
(373)Page 248, line 10, stike out [$5,600] and insert':
$6,600
(374)Page 248, lines 12 and 13, strike out [and prior to
1971]
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(375)Page 248, line 14, strike out [year;] and insert:
year;"

(376)Page 248,- strike out lines 15 to 20, inclusive.
(377)Page 248, lines 25 and 26, strike out [subpara
graphs] and insert: subparagraph
(378)Page 249, lines 1 and 2, strike out [and prior to 1971,
(i) $5.,600] and insert: (i) $6,600
(379)Page 249, line 4, strike out [and] and insert: or".
(380)Page 249, strike out lines 5, 6, and 7.
(381)Page 249, line 10, strike out [$5,600] and insert:
$6,600
(382)Page 249, lines 11 and 12, strike out [and before
1971, or $6,600 in the case of a calendar year after 1970]
(383)Page 249, line 15, strike out [$5,600] and insert:
$6,600
(384)Page 249, lines 16 and 17, strike out [and before
1971, or $6,600 in the case of a taxable year ending after
1970]
(385)Page 249', line 22, strike out [1966,] and insert:
1966 and
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(386)Page 249, line 22, strike out [$5,600] and insert:
$6,600
(387)Page 249, lines 23, 24, and 25, strike out [and
before 1971, and the excess over $6,600 in the case of any
calendar year after 1970]
(388)Page 250, line 8, strike out [subparagraphs] and
insert: subparagraph
(389)Page 250, lines 9 and 10, strike out [1965 and
before 1971, (i) $5,600,] and insert: 196~5, (i) $6,600,
(390)Page 250, line 12, strike out [and] and insert: or".
(391)Page 250, strike out lines 13, 14, and 15.
(392)Page 250, line 16, strike out [ (A)]I
(393)Page 250, line 18, strike out ["$5,600"] and insert:
"4$6,600"
(394)Page 250, strike out lines 19 to 23, inclusive.
(395)Page, 250, line 24, strike out [ (A)]
(396)Page 250, line 26, strike out ["$5,600"] and insert:
"$6,600"
(397)Page 251, strike out lines 1 to 4, inclusive.
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(398)Page 251, line 5, strike out [ (A)]
(399)Page 251, line 9, strike out ["$5,600"] and insert:
"'$6,600"y
(400)Page 251, strike out lines 10 to 14, inclusive.
(40 1)Page 251, lines 21 and 22, strike out [and prior to
the calenda~r year 1971]
(402)Page 251, strike out all after line 22 down to and
including "year" in line 25.
(403)Page 252, line 3, strike out [$5,600] a~nd insert:
$6,600
(404)Page 252, line 4, strike out all after "196,5" down to
and including "1970" in line 7.
(405)Page 252, lines 13 and 14, strike out [or $5,600 for
the calendar year 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, or 1970,]
(406)Page 252, line 15, strike out [1970] and insert:
1965
(407)Page 253, line 10, strike out [6.0] and insert: 5.8
(408)Page 253, line 14, strike out [6.6] and insert: 6.8
(409)Page 254, line 1, strike out [0.35] and insert: 0.325

(410)Page 254, line 4, strike out [1973] and insert: 1971
(41 1)Page, 254, after line 6, insert:
"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1970, and before January 1, 1973, the
tax shall be equal to 0.55 percent of the amount of the
self-employment i'ncome for such taxable year;
(412)Page 254, line 7, strike out [ (3) ] and insert: (4)
(413)Page 254, line 9, strike out [0.55] and insert: 0.65
(414)Page 254, line 11, strike out [ (4) ] a~nd insert: (5)
(415)Page 254, line 13, strike out [0.60] and insert: 0.70
(416)Page 254, line 15, strike out [ (5) ] and insert: (6)
(417)Page 254, line 17, strike out [0.70] and insert: 0.80
(418)Page 254, line 19, strike out [ (6) ] and insert: (7)
(419)Page 254, line 20, strike out [0.80] and insert: 0.85
(420)Page 255., line 13, strike out [4.0] and insert: 3.85
(421)Page 255, line 16, strike out [4.4] and insert: 4.50
(422)Page 255, line 18, strike out [4.8] and insert: 4.95
(423)Page 256, line 2, strike out [0.35] and insert: 0.325
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(424)Page 256, line 4, after "1969," insert: and
(425)Page 256, lines 4 and 5, strike out [1971, and 1972,]
(426)Page 256, after line 5, insert:

"(3) with respect to wages received during the cal
endar years 1971 and 1972, the rate shall be 0.55
percent;

(42 7)Pagoe 256, line 6, strike out [ (3)

]'and insert: (4)

(428)Page 256, line 8, strike out [0.55] and insert: 0.65
(429)Page 256, line 9, strike out [ (4)]1 and insert: (5)
(430)Page 256, line 11, strike out [0.60] and insert: 0.70
(43 1)Page 256, line 12, strike out [ (5) ] and insert: (6)
(432)Page 256, line 14, strike out [0.70] and insert: 0.80
(433)Page 256, line 15, strike out [ (6) ] and insert: (7)
(434)Page 256, line 16, strike out [0.80] and insert: .0.85
(435)Page 257, line 4, strike out [4.0] and insert: 3.85
(436)Page 257, line 8, strike out [4.4] and insert: 4.50
(43 7)Page 257, line 10, strike out [4.8] and insert: 4.95
(438)Page 257, line 20, strike out [0.35] and insert: 0.325

(439)Page 257, line 22, after "1969," insert: and
(440)Page 257, line 22, strike out [ 1971, and 1972,]
(441)Pa~ge 257, after line 23, insert:
"(3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar
years 1971 and 1972, the rate shall be 0.55 percent;
(442)Page 257, line 24, strike out [ (3) ] and insert: (4)
(443)Page 258, line 2, strike out [0.55] and insert: 0.65
(444)Page 258, line 3, strike out [ (4) ] and insert: (5)
(445)Page 258, line 5, strike out [0.60] and insert: 0.70
(446)Paoge 258, line 6, strike out [ (5) ] and insert: (6)
(447)Page 258, line 8, strike out [0.70] and insert: 0.80
(448)Page 258, line 9, strike out [ (6) ] and insert: (7)
(449)Page 258, line 10, strike out [0.80] and insert: 0.85
(450)Page 2.61, lineq 7 -and 8, strike out [ clauses (i) and
(iii) of paragraph (1) (C) shall not ,apply to a child of such
individual] and insert: a. child of such inidividual adopted
after *such individual became entitled to such disability inl
surance benefits shall be deemed not to meet the requtirements
of cla'use (i) or (iii) of paragraph(1) (C)
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(451)Pa~ge 261, line 21, after "adoption" insert: (or, if

such child was adopted by such individual after such in
dividual attained age 65, the period of disability of such
individual which existed in the month preceding the mronth in
which he attained age 65)
(452)Page 261, line 24, strike out [In the case of] and
insert: If

(453)Page 262, stiike out lines 1 and 2 and insert: para
graph (9)) adopts a child after such individual becomes
entitled to -such benefits, such child shall be deemed not to
meet the requirements of clause (i) of paragraph (1) (C)
unless such
(454)Page 266, line 10, strike out all after "1965" down
to and including "1970" in line 12.
(455)Page 266, line. 15, strike out [$5,600] and insert:
and $6,600
(456)Paoge 266, lines 15 and 16, strike out [and before
1971, and $6,600 for years after 1970]
(457)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
APPLICATIONS

FOR BENEFITS

SEC. 328. (a) Section 202(j) (2) of the Social Secu

rity Act is amended to read as follows:
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"(2) An application for any monthly benefits under
this section filed before the first month in which the applicant
satisfies the requirements for such benefits shall be deemed

a valid application only if the applicant satisfies the require
ments for such benefits before the Secretary makes a final
decision on the application. If upon final decision by the
Secretary or decision upon judicial review thereof, such

applicant is found to satisfy such requirements, the applica
tion shall be deemed to have been filed in such first month."
(b) Section 216(i) (2) of such Act (as amended by
subsection (b) (1) of section 303) is amended by inserting
after suibparagraph(E) the following:
"(F) An application for a disability determivation
filed before the first day on which the applicant satisfies the
requirements for a period of disability under this subsection
shall be deemed a valid application only if the applicant
satisfies the requirements for a period of disability before the
Secretary makes a final decision on the application. If upon
final decision by the Secretary, or decision upon judicial

review thereof, such applicant is found to satisfy such require
ments, the application shall be deemed to have been filed on
such first day."
(c) The first sentence of section 223(b) of such Act -is
amended to read as follows: "An application for disability

insurance benefits filed before the first month in which the ap
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plicant satisfies the requirements for such benefits (as pre
scribed in subsection (a) (1)

shall be deemed a valid appli

cation only if the applicant satisfies the requirements for such
benefits before the Secretary makes a final decision on the
application. If, upon final decision by the Secretary, or
decision upon judicial review thereof, such applicant is found
to satisfy such requirements, the application shall be deemed
to have been. filed in such first month."
(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply
with respect to (1) applicationsfiled on or after the date of

enactment of this Act, (2) applications as to which the Secre

tary has not made a final decision before the date of enact
ment of this Act, and (3) if a civil action with respect to final
decision by the Secretary has been commenced under section

205(g) of the Social Security Act before the date of enact
ment of this Act, applications as to which there has been no
final judicialdecision before the date of enactment of this Act.
(458)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
OVERPAYMENTS

AND UNDERPAYMENTS

SEC. 329. (a) Section 204(a) of the Social Securit~y
Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 204. (a) Whenever the Secretary finds that more
or less than the correct amount of payment has been made to
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any person under this title, proper adjustment or recovery
shall be made, under regulationsprescribed by the Secretary,
as follows:
"(1) With respect to payment to a person of more
than the correct amount, the Secretary shall decrease any
payment under this title to which such overpaid person is
entitled, or shall require such overpaid person or his
estate to refund the amount in excess of the correct
amount, or shall decrease any payment under this title
payable to his estate or to any other person on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income which were the
basis of the payments to such overpaid person, or shall
apply any combination of the foregoing.
"(2) W~ith respect to payment to a person of less

than the correct amount, the Secretary shall make pay
ment of the balance of the amount due such underpaid
person, or, if such person dies before payments are com

pleted or before negotiating one or more checks represent
ing correct payments, disposition of the amount due shall
be made under regulationsprescribed by the Secretary in
such order of priority as he determines will best carry out
the purposes of this title."

Amdts. ll.R. 6675-7
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(b) Section 204(b) of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"(b) In any case in which more than the correct amount
of payment has been made, there shall be no adjustment of
payments to, or recovery by the United States from, any
person who is without fault if such adjustment or recovery
-would defeat the purpose of this title or would be against
equity and good conscience."

(459)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
PAYMENTS TO TWO OR MORE INDIVIDUALS

OF THE SAME

FAMILY

SEc. 330. Section 205(n) of the Social Security Act is
amended to read as follows:
"(n) The Secretary may, in his discretion, certify to the
Managing Trustee any two or more individuals of the same
family for joint payment of the total benefits payable to such
individualsfor any month, and if one of such individuals dies
before a check representing such joint payment is negotiated,
payment of the amount of such unnegotiated check to the
surviving individual or individuals may be authorized in
accordancewith regulationsof the Secretary of the Treasury;
except that appropriate adjustment or recovery shall be
made under section 204(a) with respect to so much of the
amount Of such check as exceeds the amount to which such
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surviving individual or individuals are entitled under this
title for such month."
(460)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
VALIDATING CERTIFICATES FILED BY MINISTERS

SEC. 331. (a) Section 1402(e) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to certificates to waive tax on selfemployment income in the case of ministers, members of
reliqious orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is

amended by striking out paragraphs(5) and (6) and insert
ing in lieu thereof the following:*

"(5)

OPTIONAL PROVISION FOR CERTAIN CER

TIFICATES FILED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 15, 1967.-Not
withstanding any other provision of this section, in any

case where an individual has derived earningsin any tax

able year ending after 1954 from the performanceof serv
ice described in subsection (c) (4), or in subsection (c)
(5) insofar as it related to the performance of service by

an individual in the exercise of his profession as a Chris
tian Science practitioner,and has reported such earnings
as self-employment income on a return filed on or before
the due date prescribed for filing such return (including
any extension thereof) 

"(A) a certificate filed by such individual on or

before April 15, 1966, which (but for this subpara
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graph) is ineffective for the first taxable year ending
after 1954 for which such a return was filed shall be

effective for such first taxable year and for all suc

ceeding taxable years, provided a supplemental cer
tificate is filed by such individual (or a fiduciairy

acting for such individual or his estate, or his sur
vivor within the meaning of section 205(c) (1) (C)

of the Social Security Act) after the date of enact
ment of this paragraphand on or before April 15,
1967, and

"(B) a certificate filed after the date of enact
ment of this paragraphand on or before April 15,
1967, by a survivor (within the meaning of sectio'n
205(c) (1) (C) of the Social Security Act) of such
an individual who died on or before April 15, 1966,
may be effective, at the election of the person fl~ing
such a certifloate, for the first taxable year ending
after 1954 for which such a return was filed and
for all succeeding years,

but only if
"(i) the tax under section 1401 in respect to all
such individual'sself-employment income (except for
underpayments of tax attributable to errors made

in good faith)..for each such year described in sub
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paragraphs (A) and (B), is paid on or before
April 15, 1967, and
"(ii)in any case where refund has been made of
any such tax which (but for this paragraph) is an
overpayment, the amount refunded (including any
interest paid under section 6611) is repaid on or
before April 15, 1967.
The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply to any
payment or repayment described in this paragraph."
(b) In the case of a certificate or supplemental certifleate
filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5) of the InternalRevenue
Code
(1) for purposes of computing interest, the due date
for the payment of the tax under section 1401 of such
Code which is due for any taxable year solely by reason
of the filing of a certificate which is effective under such
section 1402(e) (5) shall be April 15, 1967;
(2) for purposes of section 6501 of such Code, the
statutory period for the assessment of any tax for any
taxable year for which tax is due solely by reason of the
filing of such certificate shall not expire before April 16,
1970; and
(3) for purposes of section 6651 of such Code (re
lating to addition to tax for failure to file tax return),
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the amount of tax required to be shown on the return
shall not include tax under section 1401 of such Code
which is due for any taxable year solely by reason of the
filing of a certificate which is effective under section
1402(e) (5).
(c) Notwithstanding any provision of section 205(c)
(5) (F) of the Social Security Act, the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare may conform, before April 16,
1970, his records to tax returns or statements of earnings
which constitute self-employment income solely by reason of
the filing of a certificate which is effective under section
1402(e) (5) of such Code.

(d) The amendments made by this section shall be ap
plicable (except as otherwise specifically provided therein)

only to certificates with respect to which supplemental cer
tificates are filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5) (A) of such

Code after the date of the enactment of this Act, and to cer
tificates filed pursuant to section 1402 (e) (5) (B) after such
date; except that no monthly benefits under title II of the
Social Security Act for the month in which this Act is enacted
or any prior month shall be payable or increased by reason
of such amendments, and no lump-sum death payment under
such title shall be payable or increased by-.reason of such
amendments in the case of any individual who died prior to
the date of the enactment of this Act.

The provisions of sec
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lion 1402(e) (5) and (6) of tke Internal Revenue Code of
1954 which were in effect before the date of enactment of this
Act shall be applicable'with respect to any certificate filed
pursuant thereto before such date if a supplemental certificate
is not filed with respect to such certificate as provided in this
section.
(461)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
DETERMINATION OF ATTORNEYS' FEES IN COURT PROCEED
INGS UNDER TITLE II
SEC.

332. The heading of section 206 of the Social

Security Act is amended to read "REPRESENTATION
CLAIMANTS"

OF

Such section is further amended by inserting

"(a)" after "SEC. 206." and by adding at the end of such
section the following new subsection:

" (b) (1) Whenever a court renders a judgment favor
able to a claimant who was represented before the court by
an attorney, the court may determine and allow as part of
its judgment a reasonable fee for such representation,not in
excess of 25' percent of the total of the past due benefits to
which the claimant is entitled by reason of such judgment, and
the Secretary may, notwithstanding the provisions of section
205(i), certify the amount of such fee for payment to such
attorney out of, and not in addition to, the amount of such
past-due benefits. In case of any such judgment, no other fee
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may be payable or certified for payment for such repre
sentation except as provided in this paragraph.
"(2) Any attorney who charges, demands, receives, or
collects for services rendered in connection with proceedings
before a court to which paragraph (1) is applicable any
amount in excess of that allowed by the court thereunder

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction there
of shall be subject to a fine of not more than $500, or
imprisonment for not more than one year, or both."
(462)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
CONTINUATION

OF WIDOW
TS AND WIDOWER' S INSURANCE

BENEFITS AFTER

REMARRIAGE

SEC. 333. (a) (1) Subsection (e) of section 202 of the
Social Security Act, as amended by section 308 of this Act,
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:
" (4) If

a widow, after attaining the age of 60,

marries an individual (other than one described in sub
paragraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (3)), such marriage
shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to
have occurred; except that, notwithstanding the provision~s

of paragraph (2) and subsection (q), such widow's in
surance benefit for the month in which such marriage
occurs and each month thereafter prior to the month in
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which the husband dies or such marriagqe is otherwise
terminated, shall be equal to 50 per centum of the primary!
insurance amount of the deceased individual on whose wages
and self-employment income such benefit is based."
(2) Paragraph (2) of such subsection, as amended
by section 307 of this Act, is further amended by inserting
before the comma "and paragraph (4) of this subsection"
(b) (1) Subsection

(f) of such section is amended by

adigat the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) If a widower, after attaining the age of 62,
marries an individual (other than one described in sub
paragraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (4)), such marriage
shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to
have occurred; except that, notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraph (3), such widower's insurance benefit for
the month in which such marriage occurs and each month
thereafter prior to the month in which the wife dies or such
marriage is otherwise termtinated, shall be equal to 50 per
centum of the primary insurance amount of the deceased
individual on whose wages and self-emtployment income such
benefit is based."
(2) Paragraph (3) of such subsection is amended by
striking out "Such" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except
as providedin paragraph (5), such".
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(c) (1) Paragraph (2) (B) of subsection (k) of such

section 202 is amended by inserting "other than an indi
vidual to whom subsection (e) (4) or

(f) (5) applies)" after

"Any individual" and by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "Any individual who is entitled for
any month to more than one widow's or widower' s insurance
benefit to which subsection (e) (4) or

(f) (5) applies shall

be entitled to only one such benefit for such month, such
benefit to be the largest of such benefits.".
(2) Paragraph (3) of such subsection is amended by
inserting "(A)"

after "(3)" and by adding at the end

thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(B) If an individual is cntitledl for any month to a
widow's or widower's insurance benefit to which subsection
(e) (4) or

(f) (5) applies and to any other monthly insur

ance benefit under section 202 (other than an old-age
insurance benefit), such other insurance benefit for such
month, after any reduction under -subparagraph(A), any
reduction under subsection (q), and any reduction under
section 203(a), shall be reduced, but not below zero, by an
amount equal to such widow's or widower's insurance ben

efit after any reduction or reductions under such subpara-
graph (A) and such section 203(a)."
(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply
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with respect to monthly in~surance benefits under section 202
of the Social Security Act beginning with the second month
following the month in which this Act is enacted; but, in the
case of an individual who was not entitled to a monthly
insurance benefit under section 202 (e) or

(f) of such Act

for the first month following the month in which this Act is
e~nacted, only on the basis of an application filed in or after
the month in which this Act is enacted.
(463)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
CHANGES

IN DEFINITIONS

OF WIFE, WIDOW,

HUSBAND,

AND WIDOWER

SEC. 334. (a) Section 216(b) of the Social Security

Act, as amended by section 306 of this Act, is amended by

striking out "or" at the end of clause (3) (A), and by insert
ing immediately before the period at the end thereof the follow
ing:

",

or (C) was entitled to, or upon application there

for and attainment of the required age (if any) would have
been entitled to, a widow's, child's (after attainment of age
.18), or parent's insurance annuity under section 5 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amnended".
(b) Section 216(c) of such Act, as amended. by section
306 of this Act, is amended by striking out "or" at the end of
clause (6) (A), and by inserting immediately before the period
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at the end thereof the following: ", or (C) she was entitled to,
or upon application there/or and attainment of the required
age (if any) would have been entitled to, a widow's, child's
(after attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity
under section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended".
(c) Section 216(f) of such Act, as amended by section
306 of this Act, is amended by striking out "or" at the end of
clause (3) (A), and by inserting immediately before the pe
riod at the end thereof the following:

",or

(C) he was

entitled to, or upon applicationtherefor and attainment of the
required age (if any) he would havc been entitled to, a
widower's, child's (after attainment of age 19~), or parent's

insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1937.7, as amended".
(d) Section 216(g) of such Act, as amended by scction
306 of this Act, is amended by striking out "or" at the end of
clause (6) (A), and by inserting immediately before the
period at the end thereof the following:

",

or (C) he was

entitled to, or on application therefor and attainment of the
required age (if any) he would have been entitled to, a
widower's, child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's

insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1937., as amended".
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(e) Scction 202(c) (2) is amended by striking out "or"~
at the end of subparagraph(A), by striking out the period at
the end of subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof
it; or", and by adding after such subparagraph (B) the
following new subparagraph:

"(C) in the month prior to the month of 'his mar

riage to such individual he was entitled to, or an applica
tion therefor and attainment of the required age (if any)
would have been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after
attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity
under section 5 of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937,
as amended."

(f) Section 202(f) (2) of such Act is amended by strik
ing out "or" at the end of subparagraph(A), by striking out
the period at the end of subparagraph (B) and inserting in
lieu thereof "; or", and by adding after such subparagraph
(B) the following new subparagraph:

" (C) in the month prior to the month of his mar

riage to such individualhe was entitled to, or on applica
tion therefor and attainment of the requiredage (if any),
would have been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after
attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity
under section 5 of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937,
as amended."
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(g) The amendments made by this section shall be appli
cable only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act beginning with the second
month following the month in which this Act is enacted, but
only on the basis of applications filed in or after the month
in which this Act is enacted.
(464)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
REDUCTION

OF BENEFITS

ON

RECEIPT

OF WORKMEN'S

COM1PENSATION

335. Effective with respect to benefits under

SEC.

title II of the Social Security Act for months after Decem

ber 1965 which are based on applications filed after Decem
ber 1965, section 224 of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"gREDUCTION
ACCOUNT

OF BENEFITS

BASED

ON

OF RECEIPT OF WORKMEN'S

DISABILITY

ON

COMPENSATION

"SEC. 224. (a) If for any month prior to the month in

which an individual attains the age of 62
"(1) such individual is entitled to benefits under
section 223, and
"(2) such individual is entitled for such month,
under a workmen's compensation law or plan of the
United States or a State, to periodic benefits for a total
or partial -disability (whether or not permanent), and

the Secretary has, in a prior month, received notice of
such entitlement for such month,
the total of his benefits under section 223 for such month and
of any benefits under section 202 for such month based on his
wages and self-employment income shall be reduced (but not
below zero) by the amount by which the sum of
"(3) such total of benefits under sections 223 and
/202

for -such month and
"(4) such periodic benefits payable (and actually

paid) for such month to such individual under the work
men'9s compensation law or plan,
exceeds the higher of

"(5) 80 per centum of his 'average current earn
ings', or

"(6) the total of such individual's disability insur
ance benefits under section 223 for such month and of
any monthly insurance benefits under section 202 for
such month based on his wages and self-employment
income, prior to reduction under this section.
In no case shall the reduction in the total of such benefits
under sections 2293 and 202 for a month reduce such total
below the sum of
"(7) the total of the benefits under sections 223 and
202, after reduction under this section, with respect to
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all persons entitled to benefits on the basis of such indi
vidual's wages and self-employment income for such
month which were determined for such individual and
such persons for the first month for which reduction
under this section was made (or which would have been
so determined if all of them had been so entitled in such
first month), and
"(8) any increase in such benefits with respect to
such individual and such persons, before reduction under
this section, which is made effective for months after the
first

month for which reduction under this section is

made.
For purposes of clause (5), an individual's average current
earnings means the larger of (A) the average monthly wage
used for purposes of computing his benefits under section
223, or (B) one-sixtieth of the total of his wages and selfemployment income for the five consecutive calendar years
after 1950 for which such wages and self-employment income
were highest.
"(b) If any periodic benefit under a workmen's com
pensation law or plan is payable on other than a monthly
basis (excluding a benefit payable as a lump sum except to
the extent that it is a commutation of, or a substitute for,
periodic payments), the reduction under this section shall be

made at such time or times and in such amounts as the Sec
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retary finds will approximate as nearly as practicable the
reduction prescribed by subsection (a).
"(c) Reduction of benefits under this section shall be
made after any reduction under subsection (a) of section
203, but before deductions under such section and under
section 222(b).
" (d) The reduction of benefits required by this section
shall not be made if the work-men's compensation law or plan
under which a periodic benefit is payable provides for the
reduction thereof when any one is entitled to benefits under
this title on the basis of thc ways and self-employment income
of an individual entitled to benefits under section 223.
" (e) If it appears to the Secretary that an individual
may be eligible for periodic benefits under a workmen's com
pensation law or plan which would give rise to reduction

under this section, he may require, as a condition of certifica
tion for payment of any benefits under section 223 to any
individual for any month and of any benefits under section
202 for such month based on such individual's wages and
self-employment income, that such individual certify (i)
whether he has filed or intends to file any claim for such
periodic benefits, and (ii) if he has so filed, whether there has
been a decision on such claim. The Secretary may, in the
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absence of evidence to the contrary, rely upon such a certifi
cation by such individual that he has not filed and does not
intend to file such a claim, or that he has so filed and no final
decision thereon has been made, in certifying benefits for
payment pursuant to section 205(i).

" (f) (1) In the second calendar year after the year in

which reduction under this section in the total of an individ
ual's benefits under section 223 and any benefits under
section 202 based on his wages 'andself-employment income
was first required (in a continuous period of months), and
in each third year thereafter, the Secretary shall redetermime

the amount of such benefits which are still subject to reduc
tion under this section; but such redetermination shall not
result in any decrease in the total amount of benefits payable
under this title on the basis of such individual's wages and
self-employment income. Such redetermined benefit shall be

determined as of, and shall become effective with, the Janu
ary following the year in which such redetermination was
made.

"(2) In making the redetermination required by para
graph (1), the individual's average current earnings (as
defined in subsecti~on (a)) shall be. deemed to be the product
of his average current earnings as initially determined under
subsection (a) and the ratio of (i) the average of the taxable'
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wages of all persons for whom taxable wages were reported
to the Secretary for the first calendarquarter of the calendar
year in which such redetermination is made, to (ii) the
average of the taxable wages of such persons reported to the
Secretary for the first calendar quarter of the taxable year
in which the reduction was first computed (but not counting
any reduction made in benefits for a previous period of
disability). Any amount determined under the preceding
sentence which is not a multiple of $1 shall be reduced to the
next lower multiple of $1.
"(g) Whenever a reduction in the total of benefits for
any month based on an individual's wages and self-employ
ment income is made under this section, each benefit, except
the disability insurance benefit, shall first be proportionately
decreased, and any excess of such reduction over the sum of
all such benefits other than the disability insurance benefit. shall
then be applied to such disability insurance benefit."
(465)Pa.ge 266, after line 22, insert:
FACILITATING DISABILITY

DETERMINATIONS

SEC. 336. (a) Subsection (b)

of section 221 of the

Social Security Act is amended by inserting before the period
at the end thereof
subsection (g) (4) ".

",

other than individuals referred to in
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(b) Subsection (g) of such section 221 is amended to
read as follows:
"(g) In the case of
"(1) individuals in a State which has no agreement
under subsection (b),
"(2) individuals outside the United States,
"(3) any class or classes of individuals not included
in an agreement under subsection (b), and
"(4) any individual with respect to whom the Sec
retary, in accordance with regulationsprescribed by him,
finds that a determination of disability or of the day on
which a disability ceased may be made (A) on the evi
dence furnished by or on behalf of such individual from
sources of information as to examination and treatment
which are designated by such individual, or (B) on
the evidence of remunerative work activities performed
by such individual,
the determinationsreferred to in subsection (a) shall be made
by the Secretary in accordance with regulations prescribed
by him."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)
shall take effect in any State which has an agreement with

the Secretary under section 221 of such Act when the Sec
retary finds that the implementation of section 221 (g) (4)
of such Act can be effectuated with respect to individuals in
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such State without impeding the efficient administration of
the disability insurance program of such Act in such State.
(466)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
PAYMENT

OF COSTS OF REHABILITATION

SERVICES FROM

THE TRUST FUNDS

SEC. 337. Section 222 of the Social Security Act is
amended by redesignatingsubsections (b) and (c) as subsec
tions (c)

and (d), respectively, and by inserting after

subsection (a) the following new subsection:
"iCOSTS OF REHABILITATION SERVICES FROM TRUST FUNDS

" (b) (1) For the purpose of making vocational rehabili
tation services more readily available to disabled individuals
uwho are
"(A) entitled to disability insurance benefits under
section 223, or
" (B) entitled to child's insurance benefits under sec
tion 202(d) after having attainedage 18 (and are under
a disability),
to the end that savings will result to the Trust Funds as a
result of rehabilitatingy the maximum number of such im
dividuals into productive activity, there are authorized to be
transferredfrom the Trust Funds such sums as may be neces
sary to enable the Secretary to pay the costs of vocational
rehabilitation services for such individuals (including (i)
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services during their waiting periods, and (ii) so much of the
expenditures for the administrationof any State plan as is
attributable to carrying out this subsection); except that the
total amount so made available pursuant to this subsection in
any fiscal year may not exceed 1 percent of the benefits undcr
section 202(d) for children who have attained age 18 and

are under a disability or under section 223, which were certi

fied for payment in the preceding year. The selection of 'in
dividuals (including the order in which they shall be selected)
to receive such services shall be made in accordance with.
criteria formulated by the Secretary which are based upon
the effect the provision of such services would have upon the
Trust Funds.
"(2) In the case of each State which is willing to do so,

such vocational rehabilitationservices shall be furnished un

der a State plan for vocational rehabilitationservices which
"(A) has been approved under section 5' of the Vo
cational Rehabilitation Act,
"(B) provides that, to the extent funds -provided
under this subsection are adequate for the purpose, such
services will be furnished, to any individual in the State

who meets the criteriaprescribed by the Secretary pur
suant to paragraph(1), with reasonable promptness and
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in accordance with the order of selection determined
under such criteria, and
"(C) provides that such services will be furnished
to any individual without regard to (i) his citizenship or
place of residence, (ii) his need for financial assistance
except as provided in regulations of the Secretary in the
case of maintenance during rehabilitation, or (iii) any
order of selection followed under the State plan pursuant
to section 5(a) (4)

of the Vocational Rehabilitation

Act.
"(3) In the case of any State which does not have a
plan which meets the requirements of paragraph (2), the
Secretary may provide such services by agreement or con

tract with other public or private agencies, organizations, in
stitutions, or individuals.
"(4) Payments under this subsection may be made in
installments, and in advance or by way of reimbursement,
with necessary adjustments on account of overpayments or
underpayments.
"(5) Money paid from the Trust Funds under this sub
section to pay the costs of providing services to individuals
who are entitled to benefits under section 223 (including
services during their waiting periods), or who are entitled
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to benefits under section 202(d) on the basis of the wages
and self-employment income of such individuals shall be
charged to the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund,
and all other money paid out from the Trust Funds under
this subsection shall be charged to the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund. The Secretary shall de
termine according to such methods and procedures as he may
deem appropriate
"(A) the total cost of the services provided under
this subsection, and
"(B) subject to the provisions of the preceding
sentence, the amount of such cost which should be
charged to each of such Trust Funds.

"(6) For the purposes of this subsection the term 'voca
tional rehabilitationservices' shall have the meaning assigned
to it in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, except that such

services may be limited in t~ype, scope, or amount in accord
anice with regulations of the Secretary designed to achieve
the purposes o~f #his subsection."
(467)Page 266 after line 22, insert:
TEACHERS IN THE STATE OF MAINE

SEc. 338. (a) Section 316 of the Social Security
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Amendments of 1.958 is amtended by striking out "July 1,
1965" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1970".
(b) The amcndment made by this section, shall be eff ec
live as of Jub1 1, 1965.
(468)Pa~ge 266, ,after line 22, insert:
MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT WITH NORTH DAKOTA
IOWA

AND

WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN STUDENTS

SEC. 339. Notwithstanding any provision of section 218
of the Social Security Act, the agreements with the States of
North Dakota and Iowa entered into pursuant to such sec
tion may, at the option of the State, be miodified so as to ex
clude service performed in any calendar quarter in the
employ of a school, college, or University if such service is
performed by a student who is enrolled and is regularly
attending classes at such school, college, or university and

if the remuneration for such service is less than $050.

Any

modification of either of such agreements pursuant to this
Act shall be effective with respect to services performed after
an effective date specified in such modification, except that
such date shall not be earlier than, the date of enactment of
this Act.
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(469)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
QUALIFICATION

OF CHILDREN NOT

QUALIFIED

UNDER

STATE LAW

SEC. 340. (a) Section 216(h) of the Social Security
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(3) An applicant 'who is the son or daughter of a fully
or currently insured individual, but who is not (and is not
deemed to be) the child of such insured individual under
paragr)aph (2), shall nevertheless be deemed to be the child
of such insured indihidualif:
"(A) in the case of an insured indcividual entitled
to old-age insurance benefits ('who was not, in the month

preceding such entitlement, entitled. to disability insur
ance benefits) 
"(i) such insured individual
"(I) has acknowledged in writing that the
applicant is his son or daughter,
"4(II) has been decreed by a court to be
the father of the applicant, or

"(I)has been ordered by a court to con
tribute to the support of the applicant because
the applicantis his son or daughter,
and such acknowledgmeni, court decree, or court
order was made not less than one year before such
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insured individual became entitled to old-age insur
ance benefits or attained age 65, whichever is earlier;
or,
"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evm
dence satisfactory to the Secretary to be the father
of the applicant and was living with or contributing
to the support of the applicant at the time such
insured individual became entitled to benefits or
attained age 65, whichever first occurred;
"(B) in the case of an insured individual entitled
to disability insurance benefits, or who was entitled to
such benefits in the month preceding the first month for
which he was entitled to old-age insurance benefits
"(i) such insured individual
"(I) has acknowledged in writing that the
applicant is his son or daughter,
" (II) has been decreed by a court to be the
father of the applicant, or
" (III) has been ordered by a court to con
tribute to the support of the applicant because
the applicant is his son or daughter,
and such acknowledgment, court decree, or court
order was made before such insutred in~dividutal's
most recent period of disabilitybegan; or
"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evi
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dence satisfactory to the Secretary to be the fathcr
of the applicant and was living with or contributing
to the support of that applicant at the time such.
period of disability beyarn;
"(C) in 'the case of a deceased individual
"(i) such insured individual
"(I) had acknowledged in writing that the
applicant is his son or daughter,

"(II) had been decreed by a court to be
the father of the applicant, or
"(III) had been ordered by a court to con.
tribute to the support of the applicant because

\the

applicant was his son or daughter-,

and such aeknouwi('dfpm(',

cou ri deecre, or court

order was 'made before the deadt of .sueh insured
individual, or
"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evi
dence satisfactory to the Secretary to h~ave been the
father of the applicant, and such insured individual
was living with or contributing to the support (if
the applicant at the time such insured individual
died."
(b) Section 202(d) of such Act is amended by inserting
after "216(h) (2) (B)" the following: "or section 216(h)
(3)"
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(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)
shall be applicable with respect to monthly insurance benefits
under title II of the Social Security Act beginning with the
second month following the month in which this Act is en
acted but only on the basis of an application filed in or after
the month in which this Act is enacted.
(470)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
EMPLOYEES

OF MEMBERS OF AFFILIATED GROUP OF
CORPORATIONS

SEC. 341. (a) Paragraph(1) of section 3121 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of
wages) is amended by striking out the semicolon at the end
thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a period and the follow
ing: "If during any calendar year an employer which is a
member of an affiliated group (as defined in section 1504
(a), but determined without regard to sections 1504 (b) and
(c)) employs an individual who during such calendar year,
and prior to the employment of such individual by such mem
ber, was an employee of another member of such affiliated
group, then, for the purpose of determining whether such
member has paid remuneration (other than remuneration
referred to in the succeeding paragraphsof this subsection)
with respect to employment equal to $6,600 to such individual
during such calendar year, any remuneration (other than
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remunerationreferred to in the succeeding paragraphsof this
subsection) with respect to employment paid (or considered

under this paragraph as having been paid) to such in
dividual by such other member of such affiliated group during
such calendar year, and prior to the employment of such
individual by such member, shall be considered as having
been paid by such member;".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply
only with respect to remunerationpaid after 1965.
(471)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
REDUCED
BAND'S8

OLD-AGE

BENEFITS,

BENEFITS,

WVIFE' S

BENEFITS,

HUS

WVIDOWER 'S BENEFITS, PARENT'S

BENEFITS AT AGE 60

SEC. 342. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202

(f) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
"62" and inserting in lieu thereof "60".
(2) Paragraph (3) of such sect-ion (as amended by
section 333(b) (2) of this Act) is amended by inserting
"andin subsection (q)" after "(5)".
(3) Paragraph(5) of such section (as amended by sec
tion 333(b) (1) of this Act) is amended by striking out
"62" and inserting in lieu thereof "60".
(b) (1) Paragraph (1) (A) of section ~202 (ht)

of the

Social Security Act is amended by striking out "62" and
inserting in lieu thereof "60".
(2) Paragraph (2) (A) of such section is amended by
inserting "and in subsection (q)" after "(C)".
(3) Paragraph (2) (B) of such section is amended by
inserting "and in subsection (q)" after "(C)".
(c) The heading of section 202(q) of such Act (as
amendled by section 304(b) of this Act) is amended to read

as follows: REDUCTION

OF OLD-A GE, DISABILITY, WIFE's,

HUSBAND'S, WIDow'"S, WIDOWER'S, OR PARENT'S, INSUR
ANCE BENEFIT AMOUNTS".

(d) (1) Paragraph(1) of section 202(q) of the Social
Security Act (as amended by section 307(b) (1) of this
Alct) is amended by striking out "or wvidow's" each place it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof

",

widow's, widower's,

or parent's".
(2) (A) Paragraph (3) of such section 202(q) (as
amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is amended
by striking out "or widow's" each place it appears and in
serting in lieu thereof

",

widow's, widower's, or parent's".

(B) Such paragraphis further amended by striking out
"a widow's" each place it appears and inserti'ng in lieu
thereof "a wvidow's, widower's, or parent's".
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(C) Such paragraphis further amended by striking out
"such widow' s" each place it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof "such widow's, widower's, or parent's".
(D).Such paragraphis further amended by striking out
"she" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "he".
(E) Such paragraphis further amended by striking out

"the age of 62" in subparagraphs(F) and (G) and insert
ing in lieu thereof "the age of 60".
(3)

Paragraph (6)

of such section 202 (q)

(as

amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is amended
by striking out "or widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"widow's, widower's, or parent's".
(4) (A) Paragraph (7) of such section 202(q) (as
amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is amended
by striking out "or widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"widow's, widower's, or parent's".
(B) Clause (E) of such paragraph (7) is amended by
striking out "widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof "widow's,
widower's, or parent's"; by strikingy out "she" each place it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "he"; and by striking
out "her" and insertingin lieu thereof "his".
(5) Paragraph (9) of such section (as amended by
section 307(b) (8)) is amended by striking out "a widow' s"
and inserting in lieu thereof "a widow's, widower's, or
parent's".
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(.e) (1)

Clause (A)

of the first sentence of section

215(b) (3) of the Social Security Act (as amended by sec
tion 302(a) (2) of this Act) is amended to read as follows:
"(A) in the case of a woman who has died, the
year in which.she died or, if it occurred earlier but after
1960, the year in which she attainedage 62,".

(2) Such flrst sentence is further amended by redesig
nating clauses (B) and (C) as clauses (C) and (D),
respectively, and by inserting after clause, (A) the following
new clause:
" (B) in the case of a woman who has not died,
the year occurring after .1960 in which she attained (or
would attain) age 62,".

(f) Paragraph (2) of section 202(a) of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out "age 62" and
inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
(g) Subparagraphs (B), (H), and (J) of paragraph
(1) of section 202(b) of such Act (as amended by section
308(a) of this Act) are each amended by striking out "age
62" and inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
(h) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202(c) of the
Social Security Act is amended by striking out "age 62"
and insertingin lieu thereof "age 60".
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(2) Paragraph (2) (A) of such section is amended by
striking out "age 62" and insertingin lieu thereof "age 60".
(i) Paragraph(3) (A) of section 202(q) of such Act
(as amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is
amended by striking out "age 62 (in the case of a wife's or
husband's insurance benefit) or age 60 (in the case of a
widow's, widower's, or parent's benefit)" and inserting in
lieu thereof "age 60".

(j) (1) (A) The heading of subsection (r) of section
202 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
"or Husband's" and inserting 'in lieu thereof

",

Husband's,

Widow's, Widower's, or Parent's".
(B) Such subsection is amended by striking out "or
husband's" each place it appears therein and inserting in
lieu thereof

",

husband's, widow's, widower's, or parent's".

(2) Paragraph(3) of section 202(q) of such Act (as
amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is further

amended by striking out subparagraph (E) and redesignat
ing subparagraphs (F)

and (G) as subparagraphs (E)

and (F), respectively.
(k) The amendments made by this section shall apply
with respect to monthly insurance benefits under section 202
of the Social Security Act for and after the second month
following the month in which this Act is enacted, but only on
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the basis of applications filed in or after the month in which
this Act is enacted.
(472)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
DISCLOSURE,
COURTS

UNDER

AND

WHEREABOUTS

CERTAIN

INTERESTED
OF

CIRCUMSTANCES,

WELFARE

AGENCIES

TO
OF

INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 343. Section 1106 of the Social Security Act is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:
"(c) Upon the reqv est of the welfare agency of a State
or a political subdivision thereof, or of a. court of competent
jurisdiction, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare shall disclose promiptly the most recent adldress contained
in the files of the Department of Health, Education, and
W~elfare for any individual who is certified by such agency
or court as failing, without lawful excuse, to provide for the
support and maintenance (1) of his wife in destitute or
necessitous circumstances, or (2) of his or her minor child
or children under the age of 16 in destitute or necessitous
circumstances. Such disclosure shall be made only if the
request is made by the agency or court on behalf of such
wife or such child or children; and the address so obtained
shall be used by the agency or court only on their behalf.
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The provisions of subsection (a) with respect to penalties for
unauthorized disclosure, and the provisions of subsection (b)

with respect to payments for the cost of obtaining informa
tion, shall (under such regulations as the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall prescribe) apply to
the disclosureof any addressunder this subsection."
(473)IPage 266, after line 22, insert:
ADDITIONAL PERIOD FOR FILING MINISTERS CERTIFICATES

SEC. 344. (a) Clause (B) of section 1402(e) (2) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to time for
filing waiver certificate by ministers, members of religious
orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is amended by
striking out "his second taxable year ending after 1962"
and inserting in lieu thereof "his second taxable year ending
after 1963".
(b)

Section 1402(e) (3) of such Code (relating to

effective date of certificate) is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(D) Notwithstanding the first sentence of sub
paragraph (A), if an individual files a certificate
after the date of the enactment of this subparagraph

and on or before the due date of the return (includ
ing any extension thereof) for his second taxable
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year ending after 1963, such certificate shall be
effective for his first taxable year ending after
1962 and all succeeding years."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

shall be applicable only with respect to certificates filed pur
suant to section 1402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 after the date of the enactment of this Act; except
that no monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security
Act for the month in which this Act is enacted or any prior
month shall be payable or increased by reason of such
amendments.
(474)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
INTERRELATIONSHIP
INCREASED

BETWEEN VETERANS' BENEFITS AND
SOCIAL

SECURITY

BENEFITS

SEC. 345. (a) Section 503 of title 38, United States
Code, is amended by inserting "(a)" after "503", and by
adding at the end thereof the following:
"(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a),
in the case of any individual
" (1) who, for the first month after the month in
which the Social Security Amendments of 1965 is en
acted, is entitled to a monthly insurance benefit payable
under section 202 or 223 of the Soc~ial Security Act,
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"(2) who, for such month, is entitled to a monthly
benefit payable under the provisions of this chapter,
or under the first sentence of section 9(b) of the Vet
erans' Pension Act of 1959, and
" (3) whose insurance benefit referred to in clause
(.1) for any subsequent month is increased by reason of
the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of
1965,
there shall not be counted, in determining the annual income
of such individual, so much of the insurance benefit referred
to in clause (1) for any subsequent month as is equal to the

amount by which such insurance benefit is increased by rea
son of the enactment 'of the Social Security Amendments of
1965."y

(475)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
RECTIFYING ERROR IN INTERPRETING LAW WITH RESPECT
TO CERTAIN SCHOOL EMPLOYEES IN ALASKA

SEC. 346. For purposes of the agreement under section

.218 of the Social Security Act entered into by the State of
Alaska, or its predecessor the Territory of Alaska, where
employees of an integral unit of a political subdivision of the

State or Territory of Alaska have in good faith been in
cluded under the State or Territory'sagreement as a coverage
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group on the basis that such integral unit of a political sub
division was a political subdivision, then such unit of the
political subdivision shall, for purposes Of section 218(b) (2)
of such Act, be deemed to be a political subdivision, and
employees performing services within su1ch unit shall be
deemed to be a coverage group, effective with the effective
date specified in such agreement or modification of such
agreement with 'respect to such coverage group and ending
with the last day of the year in which this Act is enacted.
(476)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
CONTINUATION

OF CHILD' S INSURANCE

BENEFITS AFTER

ADOPTION BY BROTHER OR SISTER

SEC. 347. (a) Section 202(d) (1) (D) of the Social

Security Act (as amended by section 306(b) of this Act)
is further amended by striking out "or uncle" and inserting
in lieu thereof "uncle, brother, or sister".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply
only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title II
of the Social Security Act for months after the month in
which this Act is enacted; except that, in the case of an
individual who was not entitled to child's insurance benefits
under section 202(d) of such Act for the month in which
this Act was enacted, such amendment shall apply only on
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the basis of an application filed in or after the month in
which this Act is enacted.
(477)Page 266, after line 22, insert:
DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR THE BLIND;
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 348. (a) (1) section 223(a) (1 ) (B) of the Social

Security Act is amended to read as follows:
"(B) in the case of any individual other than an
individual whose disability is blindness (as defined in
subsection (c) (2)), has not attained the age of 65,".
(2) That part of paragraph (2) of section 223(a) of
such Act which precedes subparagraph (A)

thereof is

amended by inserting immediately after "(if a man)" the
following:

",

and, in the case of any individual whose dis

ability is blindness (as defined in subsection (c) (2)), as
though he were -a fully insured individual,".
(b) (1) Paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of section
223 of such Act is amended
(1) by inserting "(other than an individual whose
disability is blindness, as defined in paragraph (2))"
after "An individual"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof (after and below
subparagraph (B)) the following new sentence: "An
individual whose disability is blindness (as defined in
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paragraph(2)) shall be insured for disability insurance
benefits in any month if he had not less than six quarters
of coverage before the quarter in which such month
occurs."1
(2) Paragraph (2) of subsection (c) of section 223
of such Act (as amended by section 303(a) (2) of this
Act) is further amended by striking out the first sentence

and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The term 'dis
ability' means (A) inability to engage in any substantial
gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable
physical or mental impairment or (B) blindness. The term
'blindness' means central visual acuity of 20/200 or less
in the better eye with the use of correcting lenses, or visual
acuity greater than 20/200 if accompanied by a limitation
in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter of the
visual field subtends an angle no greater than twenty
degqrees."
(c) Paragraph (1) (B) of subsection (d) of section
223 of such Act (added by section 303(c) of this Act)
is amended by striking out "the month in which he attains
age 65" and inserting in lieu thereof "in the case of any

individual other than an individual whose disability is blind
ness (as defined in subsection (c) (2)), the month in which
he attains age 65".
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(d) (1) The first sentence of section 216(i) (1)

of

such Act (as amended by section 303(a) (1) of this Act)

is further amended by striking out "(B)" and all that fol
lows, and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(B)
blindness (as defined in section 223(c) (2) )."~
(2) The second sentence of such section 216(i) (1) is
repealed.
(e) The first sentence of section 222(b) (1) of such
Act is amended by inserting "(other than such an individual
whose disability is blindness, as defined in section 223(c)
(2))" after "an individual entitled to disability insurance
benefits".

(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply
only with respect to monthly benefits under title I1 of the
Social Security Act for months after the second month
following the month in which this Act is enacted, on the
basis of applications for such benefits filed in or after such
second month.

(478)Page 270, line 26, strike out [December 31] and
insert: June 3.0
(479)Page 274, after line 9, insert:
(c) Section 1006 of the Social Security Act

(as

amended by section 221 of this Act) is amended by adding
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at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term also
includes payments which are not included within the mean
ing of such terni under the preceding sentence, but which
would be so included except that they are made on behalf
of such a needy individual to another individual who (as
determined in accordance with standards prescribed by the
Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose
State plan approved under section 1002 includes provision
for
"(1) determination by the State agency that such
needy individual has, by reason of his physical or
mental condition, such inability to manage funds that
making payments to him would be contrary to his
welfare and, therefore, it is necessary to provide such
aid through payments described in this sentence;
"(2) making such payments only in cases in which
such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable
under the State plan for determining need and the
amount of aid to the blind to be paid (and in conjunc
tion with other income and resources), meet all the
need of the individuals with respect to whom such
payments are made;
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"(3) undertaking and continuing special efforts to
protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to

the extent possible, his capacity for self-care and to man
age funds;
"(4) periodic review by such State agency of the
determination under paragraph (1) to ascertain whether
conditions justifying such determination still exist, with
provision for termination of such payments if they do
not and for seeking judicial appointment of a 'guardian
or other legal representative, as described in section 1111,
if and when it appears that such action will best serve
the interests of such needy individual; and
"(5) opportunity for a fair hearingbefore the State
argency on tlhe determination referred to in paragraph
(1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made."

(480)Page 274, after line 9, insert:
(d) Section 1405 of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 221 of this Act) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term
also includes payments which are not included within the
meaning of such term under the preceding sentence, but which
would be so included except that they are made on behalf of
such a needy individual to another individual who (as de
ter-mined in accordance with standards prescribed by the
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Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose
State plan approved under section 1402 includes provision
f or
"(1) determination by the State agency that such
needy individual has, by reason of his physical or mental
condition, such inability to manage funds that making
payments to him would be contrary to his welfare and,
therefore, it is necessary to provide such aid through
payments described in this sentence;
" (2) making such payments only in cases in which
such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable
under the State plan for determining need and the
amount of aid to the permanently and totally disabled to

be paid (and in conjunction with other income and re
sources), meet all the need of the individuals with respect
to whom such payments are made;
" (3) undertaking and continuing special efforts to
protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to

the extent possible, his capacity for self-care and to man
age funds;
"(4) periodic review by such State agency of the
determination under paragraph (1) to ascertain whether
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conditions justifying such determination still exist, with
provision for termination of such payments if they do not
and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian or
other legal representative, as described in section 1.111, if
and when it appears that such action will best serve the
interests of such needy individual; and
"(5) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State
agency on the determination referred to in paragraph
(1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made."
(481)Page 274, line 10, strike out [ (c) ] and insert: (e)
(482)Page 274, line 12, after "title I" insert: , X, XIV,
(483)Page 274, line 15, after "AGED"~insert:

,

BLIND, AND

DISABLED

(484)Page 274, line 16, strike out [January 1, 1966] and
insert: October 1, 1965
(485)Page 274, lines 23 and 24, strike out [of the first
$80 per month of earned income] and insert: (i) the State
agency may disregard not more than $7 per month of any
income and (ii) of the first $80 per month of additional
income which is earned
(486)Page 274, after line 25, insert:
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(b) Effective October 1, 1965, section 402 (a) (7) of
the Social Security Act (as amended by section 411 of this
Act) is further amended by inserting before the semicolon at
the end thereof the following:

",

and (C) the State agency

may, before disregarding the amounts referred to in clauses
(A) and (B), disregardnot more than $7 of any income"
(c) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1002 (a) (8)
of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting before
the semicolon at the end thereof the following:

",

and (C)

may, before disregardingthe amounts referred to in clauses
(A) and (B), disregardnot more than $7 of any income"
(487)Page 274, strike out all after line 25 over to and
including line 7 on page 275, and insert:
(d) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1402(a) (8) of
such Act is amended by inserting after the semicolon at the
end thereof the following:* "except that, in making such
determination, (A) the State agency may disregardnot more
than $7 of any income, (B) of the first $80 per month of

additional income which is earned the State agency may dis
regard not more than the first $20 thereof plus one-half of the
remainder, and (C) the State agency may, for a period not
in excess of 36 months, disregardsuch additional amounts of
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other income and resources, in the case of an individual who
hcas a plan for achieving self-support approved by the State
agency, as may be necessary for the fulfillment of such plan,
but only with respect to the part or parts of such period
during substantially all of which he is actually undergoing
vocational rehabilitation;".

(488)Page 275, after line 7, inasert:
(e) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1 602(a) (14) of
such Act is amended to readas follows:
"(14) provide that the State agency shall, in de
termining need for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled,
take into consideration any other income and resources
of an individual claiming such aid, as well as any ex
penses reasonably attributable to the earning of any such
income; except that, in making such determination with
respect to any individual
"(A)

if such individual is blind, the State

agency .(i) shall disregard the first $85 per month
of earned income plus one-half of earned income in
excess of $85 per month, and (ii) shall, for a period
not in excess of 12 months, and may, for a period

not in excess of 36 months, disregard such addi
tional amounts of other income and resources, in the
case of any such individual who has a plan for
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achieving self-support approved by the State agency,
as may be necessary for the fulfillment of such plan,

"(B) if such individual is not blind but is per
manently and totally disabled, (i) of the first $80
per month of earned income, the State agency may
disregard not more than the first $20 thereof plus
one-half of the remainder, and (ii) the State agency

may, for a period not in excess of 36 months, dis
regard such additional amounts of other income and
resources, in the case of any such individual who has
a plan for achieving self-support approved by the
State agency, as may be necessary for the fulfillment
of such plan, but only with respect to the part or
parts of such period during substantially all of which
he is actually undergoing vocational rehabilitation,
"(C) if such individual has attained age 65

and is neither blind nor permanently and totally dis
abled, of the first $80 per month of earned income
the State agency may disregard not more than the
first $20 thereof plus one-half of the remainder,
and
"(D) the State agency may, before disregarding
the amounts referred to above in this paragraph

Amdts. H.R. 6675-10
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(14), disregard noi more than $7 of any income;
and".
(,489)Page 276, line 2, strike out [Upon] and insert:
Within 30 days after
(490)Page 276, line 15, -strike out [notice] and insert:
it has been notified
(491)Page 276, lines 24 and 25, strike out [unless substan
tially contrary to the weight of the evidence] and insert:
if supported by substantialevidence
(492)Page 277, lines 6 and 7, strike out [unless substan
tially contrary to the weight of the evidence] and insert:
if supported by substantialevidence
(4,93)Page 277, line 19, strike out [or (b)]
(494)Pa~ge 281, line 8, after "2 (a) (10) " insert: and
(11) (D)
(495)Pa-ge 281, line 9, after "1602 (a) " insert: (13) and
(496)Page 281, strike out lines 12, 13, a~nd 14, and insert:
Act, any amount paid to any individual under title II of
such Act (or under the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937 by
reason of section 326(a) of this Act), for any one or more
months which occur after December 19.64 and hefore the third
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month following the month in which this Act is enacted, to the
e~xtent that such payment is

(497)Page 282, strike out all after line 14 over to and in
cluding line 25 on page 294.
(498)Page 294, after line 25, insert:
TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

RELATING TO PUBLIC

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

(499)Page 294, line 26, strike out [ (i) (1) ] and insert:
SEc. 408. .(a)

(500)Page 295, strike out lines 1, 2, and 3.
(501)Page 295., line 4, strike outt [ (B) ] -and insert: (1)
(502)Page 295, line 8, strike out [ (C) ] and insert: (2)
(503)Page 295, line 12, strike out [ (D) ] and insert: (3)
(504)Page 295, line 16, strike out [ (2) ] and insert: (b)
(505)Page 295, lines 16 and 17, strike out [paragraphs (1)
(B), (1) (C), and (1) (D)

] and insert: subsection (a)

(506)Page 295, lines 20 and 21, strikie out [approved, or
beginning on or after July 1, 1967, whichever is earlier]
and insert: approved
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(507)Page 295, -strike out lines 22 and 23.
(508)Page 295, line 24, strike out [ (k) (1) ] and insert:
(c)(1
(509)Page 296, strike out lines 3 to 6, inclusive.
(510)Page 296, after line 6, insert:
OPTOMETRISTS'

SERVICES

SEc. 409. Notwvithstandingk any other provisions of the

Social Security Act, whenever payment is authorized for
services which an optometrist is licensed to perform, the
beneficiary shall have the freedom to obtain the services of
either a physician skilled in diseases of the eye or an optomeIrist, whichever he may select.

(511t)Page 296, after line 6, insert:
ELIGIBILITY

OF CHILDREN

OVER AGE 18 ATTENDING

SCHOOL

SEC. 410. Clause (2) (B) of section 406(a) of the
Social Security Act is amended by striking out "attending a
high school in pursuance of a course of study leading to a
high school diploma or its equivalent," and inserting in lieu
thereof "attending a school, college, or university,".
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(512)Page 296, after line 6, insert:
DISREGARDING CERTAIN EARNINGS IN DETERMINING NEED
OF CERTAIN

DEPENDENT

CHILDREN

SEC. 411. Effective July 1, 1965, so much of clause

(7) of section 402(a) of the Social Security Act as follows
the first semicolon is amended by inserting after "except that,
in making such determination," the following: "(A) the State
agency may disregqard not more than $50 per month of
earned income of each dependent child under the age of 18
but not in excess of three in the same home, and (B)"
(513)Page 296, after line 6, insert:
FEDERAL SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
SEC.

EXPENDITURES

412. Title XI of the Social Security Act is

amended by adding at the end thereof (after section 1117,
added by section 405 of this Act), the following new section:
"ALTERNATIVE FEDERAL

PAYMENT

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
"SEC.

WITH

RESPECT

TO

EXPENDITURES

1118. (a) In the case of any State which has in

effect a plan approved under title XIX for any calendar
quarter, the total of the payments to which such State is
entitled for such quarter, and for each succeeding quarter in
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the same fiscal year (which for purposes of this section means

the 4 calendar quarters ending with June 30), under para
graphs (1) and (2) of sections 3(a), 403(a), 1,003(a),
1403(a), and 1603(a) shall, at the option of the State, be
determined by application of the Federal medical assistance

percentage (as defined in section 1905), instead of the per
centages provided under each such section, to the expenditures

under its State plans approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV,
and XVI, which would be included in determining the
amounts of the Federal payments to which such State is

entitled under such sections, but without regard to any maxi.
mum on the dollar amounts per recipient which may be
counted under such sections.
"(6) If the Secretary, upon application by any State,
finds, with respect to the quarter beginning January 1 or

the quarter beginning April 1, 1966, that the medical assist
ance for the aged and the assistance or aid provided in the
form of medical or any other type of remedial care under
the plans of such State approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV,
and XVIT, taken together, substantially meet the objectives

and requirements of title XIX, then, with respect to expendi
tures under such plans during such quarter
"(1 the total of the payments to which such State
is entitled under sections 3(a) and 1603(a) (other
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than paragraphs (4) and (5) thereof) and sections
403(a), 1003(a), and 1403 (a)

(other than para

graphs (3) and (4) thereof), or
"(2) the payments to which it is entitled under

such sections (other than such paragraphs) with re
spect to expenditures as medical assistance for the aged
or as aid or assistance in the form of medical or any
other type of remedial care,
whichever the State may elect for such quarter and (if it
is the quarter beginning January 1) the succeeding quarter,
shall be determined by application of the Federal medical
assistance percentage (as defined in section 1905), instead

of the percentages provided under each such section, to

"(3) the expenditures under its State plans ap

proved under titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI, which
would be included in determining the amounts of the
Federal payments to which such State is entitled under
such sections, if the State has elected payment under
clause (1), or
"(4) the expenditures under such plans, as medical
assistance for the aged or as aid or assistance in the
form of medical or any other type of remedial care,
which would be included in determining the amounts of
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such payments if the State has elected payment under
clause (2);
and such determination shall be made without regard to any
maximum on the dollar amounts per recipient which may be
counted under any of such sections."

Amend the title so, as to read: "An Act to provide a
hospital insurance program for the aged under the Social
Security Act with a supplementary medical benefits program
and an expanded program of medical assistance, to increase
benefits under the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insur
ance System, to improve the Federal-State public assistance
programs, and for other purposes."
Attest:

Secretary.
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Ordered to be printed with the amendments of the Senate numbered

AN ACT
To provide a hospital insurance program for the aged under
the Social Security Ac~t with a supplementary health bene
fits program and an expanded program of medical assistance,
to increase benefits under the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disa
bility Insurance System, to improve the Federal-State public
assistance programs, and for other purposes.
1Be

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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That this Act, with the following table of contents, may be

4

cited as the "Social Security Amendments of 1965".
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1 TITLE I-HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE AGED

2

AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

3

SHORT TITLE

4

SEC. 100. This title may be cited as the "Health Insur

5 ance for the Aged Act".

6

PART 1-HEALTH1

INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR THE AGED

'7

ENTITLEMENT TO HOSPITAL INSURANCE

8

BENEFITS

9
10
:11

12

SEC. 101. Title II of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
"ENTITLEMENT

TO HOSPITAL INSURANCE

BENEFITS

"SEc. 226. (a) Every individual who

13

" (1) has attained the age of 65, and

14

" (2) is entitled to monthly insurance benefits under

15

section 202 or is a qualified railroad retirement bene

16

ficiary,

-17 shall be entitled to hospital insurance benefits under part A
:18 of title XVIII for each month for which he meets the con
19

dition specified in paragraph (2), beginning with the first

20 month after June 1966 for which he meets the conditions
21

specified in paragraphs (1)

and (2).

126
1

2

"(b) For purposes of subsection (a)


" (1) entitlement of an individual to hospital insur

3

ance benefits for a month shall consist of entitlement to

4

have payment made under, and subject to the limitations

5

in, part A of title XVIIII on his behalf for inpatient hos

6

pital services,

7

(2) s-*qt4hefie

8

services, and outpatient hospital diagnostic services (as

9

such terms are definied in part C of title XVIII)

10

furnished him in the United States (3) (or outside the

11

United States in the case of inpatient hospital services

12

furnished under the conditions described in. section 1814

13

(f)) during such month; except that (A) no such

14

payment may be made for post-hospital extended

15

care services furnished before January 1967, and (B)

16

no such payment ma~y be made for post-hospital ex

17

tended care services (4)eof post-hospite4 hele heal~h

18

sepviee unless the discharge from the hospital required

19

to qualify such services for payment uinder part A of title

20

XVIII occurred after June 30, 1966, or on or after the

21

first day of the month in which he attains age 65, which

22

ever is later; and

23

" (2)

post-hospital extended care
heeft41h~~es

services,

home health

an individual shall be deemed en~titled to

13
1monthly insurance benefits under section 202, or to be
2

a qualified railroad retirement beneficiary, for the month

3

in which he died if he would have been entitled to

4

such benefits, or would have been a qualified railroad

5

retirement beneficiary, for such month had he died in

6

the next month.

7

"(c)

For purposes of this section, the term 'qual

8 ified railroad retirement beneficiary' means an individual
9 whose name has been certified to the Secretary by the
10 Railroad Retirement Board under section 21 of the Railroad
11 Retirement Act of 1937.

An individual shall cease to be a

12

qualified railroad retirement beneficiary at the close of the

13

month preceding the month which is certified by the Rail

14 road Retirement Board as the month in which he ceased to
15

meet the requirements of section 21 of the Railroad Retire

16

ment Act of 1937.

17

" (d) For entitlement to hospital insurance benefits in

118

the case of certain uninsured individuals, see section 103

19

of the Social Security Amendments of 1965."

20

HOSPITAL INSURANCE

21
22

BENEFITS AND

SUPPLEMENTARY

(5)HEqmpf MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITS

SEC. 102. (a) The Social Security Act is amended by

23 adding after title XVII the following new title:

14

1 "TITLE XVIIH-HEALTH INSURANCE FOR THE
2

AGED

3

"PROHIBITION AGAINST ANY FEDERAL INTERFERENCE

4

"SEc. 1801. Nothing in this title shall be construed to

5 authorize any Federal officer or employee to exercise any
6

supervision or control over the practice of medicine or the

7 manner in which medical services are provided, or over the
8

selection, tenure, or compensation of any officer or employee

9 of any institution, agency, or person providing health serv
10 ices; or to exercise any supervision or control over the
11

administration or operation of any such institution, agency,

12

or person.

13

"cFREE CHOICE BY PATIENT GUARANTEED

14

"SEC. 1802. Any individual entitled to insurance bene

15

fits under this title may obtain health services from any in

16

stitution, agency, or person qualified to participate under this

17

title if such institution, agency, or person undertakes to pro

18

vide him such services.

19

"OPTION TO INDIVIDUALS TO OBTAIN OTHER HEALTH

20

INSURANCE PROTECTION

21

"SEC. 1803. Nothing contained in this title shall be

22 construed to preclude any State from providing, or any in
23

dividual from purchasing or otherwise securing, protection

24 against the cost of any health services.

15
1

"PAR~T A-1hOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS

2

FOR THE AGED

3

"DESCRIPTION OF' PROGRAM

4

"SEC. 1811. The insurance program for which entitle

5 ment is established by section 226 provides basic protection
6 against the costs of (6)hesjpiWa

a~+d r'elte

pest -hospkl

7 serviees hospital, related post-hospital, and home health
8 services in accordance with this part for individuals who are
9

age 65 or over and are entitled to retirement benefits under

10

title II of this Act or under the railroad retirement system.

11

"9SCOPE OF BENEFITS

12

"SEC. 1812. (a) The benefits provided to an individual

13 by the insurance program under this part shall consist of en
14 titlement to have payment made on his behalf (subject to the
15 provisions of this part) for
116
17
18

" (1) inpatient hospital services (7)fef ep to
4afy- dttfiig ftfy spe14 ofe4

9

nes

" (2) post-hospital extended care services for up to

19

(8)-20 dfty-s -(e* uto 4-0)0 dtwy- iin eer-Wn efetm.~aniee4)

20

100 days during any spell of illness;

21

22

(9)"(-34 post-hospit*4 hom*e health semwiees fee' up
to 100)vst-~(-daruiig

the ofte-yee

tpefied d~eseiibed in

16

2

9k~ess aftd befere the begini~nig ef the iextjl a*i4

3

"(3) home health services for up to 175 visits during

4

any calendaryear; and

5

" (4)
6

outpatient hospital diagnostic services.

"(b) Payment under this' part for services furnished an

7 individual during a spell of illness may not (1O) (subjeet to

8 subsee4tion -{e) afd -4~)+ be made for
9

(11)"-(-)- iinpetien+t hespitol sei!-4ees fitmishe4 to him

10

diii4nt stieh spell af~tef sueh seiwiees ha-,e beeni fliflished

11

to him ff 40

12

"(12)4-2.)- (1) post-hospital extended care services fur

13

nished to him during such spell after such services have

14

been furnished to him for (13)2-0 100 days during such

15

(14)sjpelh spell;

16

(15)" (2) inpatient psychiatric hospital services fur

17

nished to him after such services have been furnished to

18

him. for a total of 210 days during his lifetime; or

19

(16)" (3) post-hospital extended care services which are

20

furnished to him during any spell of illness for the care

21

and treatment of any mental disease after such services

22

have been furnished to him for such care and treatment

23

for a total of 210 days during his lifetime.

days dur-ifkg sfeh spell-; or

24 Solely for the purposes of paragraph(.2), a day counted (in

17
1 determining the 210-day limit) under paragraph (3) with
2 respect to any individual shall be deemed to constitute a day
3 in which inpatient psychiatric hospital services are furnished
4

to such individual;and, solely for purposes of paragraph(3),

5 a day counted (in determining the 210-day limit) under
6 paragraph(2) with respect to any individual shall be deemed

7

to constitute a day in which post-hospital extended care

8 services are furnished to him for the care and treatment of
9

a mental disease.

10 (17$-fe)- The -204day-s provided by subse etio -(b-)--2-) shall
11 be inereased -(bfft by not mere thanf 80 days)- by twiee the
12

nuamber- by whieh the day-s for whieh the in-di*4idii

hats

13 alr-eady been famr-is-hed inpatienit hospita serviees ini the spell
14 of illnss arfe less thanf 601k The individua maify terminate the
15

appiea-tion of thi subseetion with respeet to anfy day -(-and

16 the r-emainling days in the spell of illness)- by ant eleetiont
17

made at sutel time and int sueh mianner- as mfay be preseribed

18 by rtegulationis
19

If the n-umfber of datys Of post-hospital oxE

tended eafe servies in th-e spell Of ilness hats been inereased

20 pur-suanft to thisB subseetien, a eorrespening-. r-eduetien -(-on
21

the basis of onte da-y of inpatien hospita serviees for eaeh

22

two days of ps

23

20 plus,, where the numabe

eitdextended eare servi'ies int ex~eess of
of sueh days of post-hospital

18
I

eiiteaded

eiefNeq"ee is am odd fumbei2 fli-e da-y of impat~ient

2 hespited sefiwiees)- ehe&l be made in the numbeir of datys Ileow
3 able imdei subseetfien -(-b)(.)- fef the same spell of i1Itess.
4

"-(4)- 14 an indivi~dis e*f
an *pafie*4 of fb ttbeireutsis

5 hospited ORhe fidAfy'Of 4e fAm
6 entitled to beiiefits tinder 4ti

onth ff

Whiehhe is

p&Ai4 the days oft wh"s

he

7 was an i**paiient of saeh f hospita ift the. 60 deay peiiod
8 immediatel befere sueh fast 47y hAAl be iineluded in d4*
9

wAini*g the 60)-dey limfit tiade st~seetion -(b)--(-1)
"(18)-(e)- (c) (l 9 )AL½-Yftea*

10
11

unde~r- this prt

my be

made fo* pest hespita home health seri*ees fumished a* iindi

12 ~idta4 e*l dfffng the ote-yeftf pefiod desef±ibed in seetienh
13

8614n.).. folk-witg his fflst ireeen t hoflpitW disehte*ge whieh

14 meets the *e

e

ts of St"h seetiea R*d mfty fee the first

15 4-00 visits iin sash pet i od. Payment under this part may.-be
16

made for home health services furnished an individual only

17

for the first 175 visits during any calendar year. The nurn

18

her of visits to be charged for purposes of the limitation in the

19

preceding sentence, in connection with items or services

20 described in section 1861 (in) shall be determined in accord
21

ance with regulations.

22

23

"(20)-()

-(-4)

(d) iFor purposes of (21wb

en

enfd -(+e4 ifptien subsection (b), inpatient psychiatric

24 hospital services, post-hospital extended care services, and
25

(22)1%

ap

home health services shall be taken into

19
1 account only if payment is or would be, except for this see
2 tion or the failure to comply with the request and certification
3 requirements of or under section 1814 (a) , made with respect
4 to such services under this part.
5

"(23)-(g)

(e) For definition of 'spell of illness', and for

6 definitions of other terms used in this part, see section 1861.
7

8

"CDEDUCTIBLES

"SEC. 1813. (a) (1) (24)IYaynefit. The amount payable

9 for inpatient hospital services furnished an individual during
10

any spell of illness shall be reduced by a deduction equal to

11 the inpatient hospital (25)dd11*etibke; e-eejpti that4 sheh de
12

di*etible hAl kitsel b-e r-edtee4 by afly deduetiei+ imposed

13 thader-pmr-

0 -with

respeet t a4agflostie 4WAY by

14

the satefe hospi~tf whieh begai befer-e bat did R-ot e*i4 moee

16

less-,the ehar-ges imposed wit 1!espeet te the indi~vidua fe* the

17

ottttn

18

st**dy deductible or, if less, the charges imposed with respect

19

to such individual for such services, except that, if the cus

20

tomary charges for such services are greater than the charges

21

so imposed, such customary charges shall be considered to be

22

the charges so imposed. Such amount shall be further re

23

duced by a deduction equal to one-fourth of the inpatient

hospiWa diagnestie ser-vees pfovide4 duriieg seteh

24 hospital deductible for each day on which such individual
25

is furnished such services during such spell of illness after

20
1 such servic~es have been furnished to him for 60 days during
2 such spell.
3

"(2) (26)tmyimef4 The amount payable for outpatient

4 hospital diagnostic services furnished an individual during a
5 diagnostic study shall be reduced by a deduction equal to
6 (27)the sum of (A) one-half of the inpatient hospital deduct
7 ible which is applicable to spells of illness beginning in the
8

same calendar year as suchi diagnostic study (28)and (B)

9 20 per cen-tumt of the remainder of such amount. For pur
10poses of the p)rercdhig seiitec

2)4pftgih-4

a

11

diagnostic study for any individual consists of the outpatient

12

hospital diagnostic services provided by (or under arrange

13

ments made by) the samte hospital during the 20-day period

14

beginning on the. first day

15

diagnostic study) on which he is entitled to hospital insur

16

ance benefits uinder section 226 and on which outpatient

17

diagnostic services are furnished him.

(not included in a previous

18

"t(3) (30)12 aymetim4 The amount payable to any pro

19

vider of services uinder this part for services furnished an

20

individual during any spell of illness shall be further reduced

21

by an amount equal to the cost of the first three pints of

22

whole blood furnished to him as part of such services during

23

such spell of illness.

24 (31)"(4) The amount payable for post-hospital exrtended
25

care services furnished an individual during any spell of ill

21

1

ness shall be reduced by a deduction equal to one-eighth of

2

the inpatient hospital deductible for each day (before the 101st

3 day) on which he is furnished such services after such serv
4
5
6

ices have been furnished to him for 20 days during such spell.
" (b) (1)

The inpatient hospital deductible which shall

be applicable for the purposes of subsection (a)

shall be

7 $40 in the case of any spell of illness or diagnostic study
8 beginning before 1969.
9

"(2) The Secretary shall, between July 1 and October

10

1 of 1968, and of each year thereafter-, determine and pro

11 mulgate the inpa~tient hospital deductible which shall be
12

applicable for the purposes of subsection (a) in the case of

13

any spell of illness or diagnostic study beginning during the

14

succeeding calendar year. Such inpatient hospital deductible

15

shall be equal to $40 multiplied by the ratio of (A) the cur

16

rent average per diem rate for inpatient hospital services for

17

the calendar year preceding the promulgation, to (B) the

18

current average per diem rate for such services for 1966.

19

Any amount determined under the preceding sentence which

20 is not a multiple of (32$W $4 shall be rounded to the near
21

est multiple of (33)$b $4 (or, if it is midway between two

22

multiples of (34)$

23

(35$W

24

year shall be determined by the Secretary on the basis of

25

the best infon-nation available to him (at the time the deter

$4).

$44,

to the next higher multiple of

The current average per diem rate for any

22
1

mination is made) as to the amounts paid under this part

2 on account of inpatient hospital services furnished during
3

such year, by hospitals which have agreements in effect

4

under section 1866, to individuals who are entitled to hos

5

pithl insurance benefits uinder section 226, plus the amount

6 which would have been so paid but for subsection (a) (1)
7

8

of this section.
"CONDITIONS OF AND LIMITATIONS ON PAYMENT FOR

9
10

SERVICES

"Requirement of Requests and Certifications

11

"SEC. 1814. (a) Except as provided in subsection (d),

12

payment for services furnished an individual may be made

13

only to providers of services which are eligible therefor under

14

section 1866 and only if

15

" (1)

written request, signed by such individual

16

except in cases in which the Secretary finds it impracti

17

cable for the individual to do so, is filed for such payment

18

in such form, in such manner, within such time, and by

19

such person or persons as the Secretary may by regula

20

tion prescribe;

21

" (2) a physician certifies (and recertifies, where

22

such services are furnished over a period of time, in such

23

cases, with such frequency, and accompanied by such

24

supporting material, appropriate to the case involved,

25

as may be provided by regulations, except that the first

23
1

of such recertifications shall be required in each case of

2

inpatient hospital services not later than the 20th day of

3

such period) that

4
5

" (A) in the case of inpatient hospital services

(other than (36)inpatiernt psychiatric hospital serv

6

ices and inpatient tuberculosis hospital services) ,

7

such services are or were required to be given on

8

an inpatient basis for such individual's medical treat

9

ment, or tha~t inpatient diagnostic study is or was

10

medically required and such services are or were

11

necessar~y for such purpose;

12

(37)" (B) in the case of inpatient psychiatric hos

13

pital services, such services are or were required to

14

be given on an inpatient basis, by or under the super

15

vision of a physician, for the psychiatric treatment

16

of an individual; and

17

could reasonably be expected to improve the condi

18

tion for which such treatment is or was necessary or

19

7(ii) inpatient diagnostic study is or was medically

20

required and such services are or were necessary for

21

such purposes;

22

"(38)0~.)(C) in the case of inpatient tuberculosis

23

hospital services, such services are or were required

24

to be given on an inpatient basis, by or under the

7(i) such treatment can or

24
1

supervision of a physician, for the treatment of an

2

individual for tuberculosis; and such treatment can

3

or could reasonably be expected to (i) improve the

4

condition for which such treatment is or was neces

5

sary or (ii) render the condition noncommunicable;

6

"(39)4G)-(D) in the case of post-hospital extended

7

care services, such services are or were required to

8

be given on an inpatient basis because the individual

9

needs or needed skilled nursing care on a con

10

tinuing basis for any of the conditions with respect

11

to which he was receiving inpatient hospital services

12

(or services which could constitute inpatient hos

1L3

pital services if the institution met the requirements

14

of paragraphs (6) and (8) of section 1861 (e) )

15

prior to transfer to the extended care facility

16

or for a condition requiring such extended care serv

17

ices which arose after such transfer and while he was

18

still in the facility for treatment of the condition or

19

conditions for which he was receiving such inpatient

20

hospital services;

21

"(40)-(14)(E) in the case of (41pethsi

22

home health services, such services are or were

23

required because the individual is or was confined to

24

his home (except when receiving items and services

25

referred to in section 1861 (in) (7) ) and needed

25
1

skilled nursing care on an intermittent basis, or phys

2

ical or speech ( 4 2 )thefatpy

3

with f-espeet to whieh h~e was eeeivifig iftipatie

4

Pital ser-i'iees -(-e seizviees whieh would eoustitate i*-.

5

pfatent hospitel ser-viees if the kistitation mlet the f-e

6

qof

7

4-861-(eV)

8

therapy; a plan for furnishing such services to such

9

individual has been established and is periodically

10

reviewed by a physician; and such services are or

11

were furnished while the individual was under the

12

care of a physician; or

ofhe- agaphs-*
0*(

for aefy of the eonditi eo

a-oftd8s

hes

ofetion

post-hospiWa e~Aended ear-e e*es

13

"(43)-(E)-(F) in the case of outpatient hospi

14

tal diagnostic services, such services are or were re

15

quired for diagnostic study;

16

(44)" (3) in the case of inpatient psychiatric hospital

17

services, the services are those which the records of the

18

hospital indicate were furnished to the individual during

19

periods when he was receiving '(A) intensive treatment

20

services, (B) admission and related services necessary

21

for a diagnosticstudy, or (C) equivalent services:

22

"(45)-(-3*)(4) in the case of inpatient tuberculosis

23

hospital services, the services are those which the records

24

of the hospital indicate were furnished to the individual

26
1

during periods when he was receiving treatment which

2

could reasonably be expected to (A) improve his con

3

dition or (B) render it noncommunicable;

4

"(46)%()(5) with respect to inpatient hospital

5

services furnished such individual after the 20th day of

6

a continuous peiiod of such services and with respect to

7

post-hospital extended care services furnished after such

8

day of a continuous period of such services as may be

9

prescribed in or pursuant to regulations, there was not in

10

effect, at the time of admission of such individual to the

11

hospital or extended care facility, as the case may be, a

12

decision under section 1866 (d) (based on a finding that

13

utilization review of long-stay cases is not being made in

14

such hospital or facility) ; and

15

"(47)-(-.) (6) with respect to inpatient hospital serv

16

i~ces or post-hospital extended care services furnished

17

such individual during a cotinuous period, a finding has

18

not been made (by the physician niembers of the comn

19

mittee or group, as desribed in section 1861 (k) (4))

20

pursuant to the system of utilization review that further

21

inpatient hospital services or further post-hospital ex

22

tended care services, a~s the case may be, are not medi

23

cally neeessary; except that, if such a finding has been

24

made, payment may be made for such services furnished

25

before the 4th day after the day on which the hospital or

27
1

extended care facility, as the case may be, received

2

notice of such finding.

3

To the extent provided by regulations, the certification and

4 recertification

requirements of paragraph

(2)

shall be

5 deemed satisfied where, at a later date, a physician makes
6 certification of the kind provided in subparagraph
7

(B),

8

(2)

(C),

(A),

(D), (48)eif -(4) (E), or (F) of paragraph

(whichever would have applied), but only where such

9 certification is accompanied by such medical and other evi
10 dence as may be required by such regulations.
11

"]Reasonable Cost of Services

12

"(b) The amount paid to any provider of services with

13

respect to services for which payment may be made under

14

this part (49)shall shall, subject to the provisions of section

15

1813, be the reasonable cost of such services, as determined

16

under section 1861 (49a)+(.N)(u).

17
18

"No Payments to Federal Providers of Services
"(c) No payment may be made under this part (except

) to any Federal provider of services,

19

under subsection (d)

20

except a provider of services which the Secretary determines

21

is providing services to the public generally as a community

22 institution or agency; and no such payment may be made
23

to any provider of services for any item or service which

24

such provider is obligated by a law of, or a contract with,

25

the United States to render at public expense.

28
1
2

"Payments for Emergency Hospital Services
"(d) Payments shall also be made to any hospital for

3 inpatient hospital services or outpatient hospital diagnostic
4

services furnished, by the hospital or under arrangements

5

(as defined in section 1861 (49b)-+w)-(v)) with it, to an in

6 dividual entitled to hospital insurance benefits under section
7 226 even though such hospital does not have an agreement in
8 effect under this title if (A) such services were emergency
9 services and (B) the Secretary would be required to make
10

such payment if the hospital had such an agreement in effect

11

and otherwise met the conditions of payment hereunder.

12

'Such payments shall be made only in the amounts provided

13 under subsection (b) and then only if such hospital agrees
14

to comply, with respect to the emergency services provided,

15

with the provisions of section 1866 (a) .

16

"Payment for Inpatient Hospital Services Prior to Notifica

17

tion of Noneligibility

18

"(e) Notwithstanding that an individual is not entitled

19

to have payment made under this part for inpatient

20 hospital
21

services

furnished

by any

shall be made to such hospital

hospital,

payment

(unless it elects not to

22 receive such payment or, if payment has already been made
23

by or on behalf of such individual, fails to refund such

24 payment within the time specified by the Secretary) for such
25

services which are furnished to the individual prior to -notifi

29
1 cation to such hospital from the Secretary of his lack of en
2 titleruent, if such payments are precluded only by reason of
3 section 1812 and if such hospital complies with the require
4 ments of and regulations under this title with respect to such
5 payments, has acted in good faith and without knowledge of
6 such lack of entitlement, and ha~s acted reasonably in assum
7 .inag

entitlement existed.

Payment under the preceding

8 sentence may not be made for services furnished an indi
9 vidual pursuant to any admission after the 6th elapsed
10, day (not including as an elapsed day Saturday, Sunday, or a
11 legal holiday) after the day on which such admission oc
12

curred.

13 (50)"Payment for Certain Emergency Hospital Services
14
15

Furnished Outside the United States

"()The

authority contained in subsection (d) shall be

16 applicable to emergency inpatient hospital services furnished
17

an individual by a hospital located outside the United States

18 if
19

"(1) such individual was physically present in a

20

place within the United States at the time the emergency

21

which necessitated such inpatient hospital services

22

occurred; and

23

"(2) such hospital was closer to, or substantially

24-

more accessible from, such place than the nearest hospital

25

within the United States which was adequately equipped

30
1

to deal with, and was available for the treatment of, such

2

individual's illness or injury.

3
4

"4PAYMENT TO PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

"SEC. 1815. The Secretary shall periodically determine

5 the amount which should be paid under this part to each pro
6 vider of services with respect to the services furnished by
7 it, and the provider of services shall be paid, at such time
8 or times as the Secretary believes appropriate (but not less
9 often than monthly) and prior to audit or settlement by the
10 General Accounting Office, from the Federal Hospital Insur
11 ance Trust Fund, the amounts so determined, with necessary
12 adjustments on account of previously made overpayments or
13 underpayments; except that no such payments shall be made
14 to any provider unless it has furnished such information as
:15

the Secretary may request in order to determine the amounts

16

due such provider under this part for the period with respect

-17 to which the amounts are being paid or any prior period,
18

"USE OF PUBLIC AGENCIES OR PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

19

TO FACILITATE PAYMENT TO PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

20

"SEC. 1816. (a) If any group or association of pro

21

viders of services wishes to have payments under this part to

22

such providers made through a national, State, or other public

23

or private agency or organization and nominates such agency

24 or organization for this purpose, the Secretary is authorized to
25

enter into an agreement with such agency or organization pro

31
1 viding for the determination by such agency or organization
2

(subject to such review by the Secretary as may be pro

3 vided for by the agreement) of the amount of the payments
4 required pursuant to this part to be made to such providers,
5 and for the making of such payments by such agency or
6 organization to such providers.

Stich agreement may also

7 include provision for the agency or organization to do all or
8 any part of the following: (1) to provide consultative serv
9 ices to institutions or agencies to enable them to establish
10 and maintain fiscal records necessary for purposes of this
11 part and otherwise to qualify as hospitals, extended care fa
12

cilities, or home health agencies, and (2) with respect to the

13 providers of services which are to receive payments through
14 it (A) to serve as a center for, and communicate to pro
15 viders, any information or instructions furnished to it by the
16 Secretary, and serve as a channel of communication from
17

providers to the Secretary; (B) to make such audits of the

18

records of providers as may be necessary to insure that

19

proper payments are made under this part; and (C) to

20 perform. such other functions as are necessary to carry out
21
22

this subsection.
" (b) The Secretary shall not enter into an agreement

23 with any agency or organization unader this section unless
24 (51)(1) he finds (52)-4)(A)
25

that to do so is consistent

with the effective and efficient administration of this part,

32
1

(53)+(2)- (B) that such agency or organization is willing

2 and able to assist the providers to which payments
3

a-re made through it under this part in the application of

4

safeguards against unnecessary utilization of services fur

5 nished by them to individuals entitled to hospital insurance
6 benefits under section 226., and the agreement provides for
7

such assistance, and (54)-(.3)--(2)

8

zation agrees to furnish to the Secretary such of the infor

such agency or organi

9 mation acquired by it in carrying out its agreement under
10 this section as the Secretary may find necessary in
11
12

performing his functions under this part.
"(c)

An agreement with any agency or organization

13 under this section may contain such terms and conditions as
14

the Secretary finds necessary or appropriate, may provide

15

for advances of funds to the agency or organization for the

16 making of payments by it under subsection (a), and shall
17

provide for payment of so much of the cost of administration

18

of the agency or organization as is determined by the Secre

19 tary to be necessary and proper for carrying out the functions
20 covered by the agreement.
21

" (d) If the nomination of an agency or organization as

22 provided in this section is made by a group or association of
23 providers of services, it shall not be binding on members of
24 the group or association which notify the Secretary of their
25

election to that effect.

Any provider may, upon such notice

33
1

as may be specified in the agreement under this section with

2 an agency or organization, withdraw its nomination to re
3 ceive payments through such agency or organization. Any
4 provider which has withdrawn its nomination, and any pro
5 vider which has not made a nomination, may elect to receive
6 payments from any agency or organization which has en
7 tered into an agreement with the Secretary under this sec
8 tion if the Secretary and such agency or organization agree
9 to it.
10

" (e) An agreement with the Secretary under this sec

11 tion may be terminated
12

" (1) by the agency or organization which entered

13

into such agreement at such time and upon such notice

14

to the Secretary, to the public, and to the providers as

:15

may be provided in regulations, or

16

" 2) by the Secretary at such time and upon such

17

notice to the agency or organization, to the providers

18

which have nominated it for purposes of this section,

19

and to the public, as may be provided in regulations,

20

but only if he finds, after reasonable notice and op

21

portunity for hearing to the agency or organization,

22

that (A) the agency or organization has failed sub

23

stantially to carry out the agreement, or (B) the con

24

tinuation of some or all of the functions provided for in
11.R1. 6675-2

34
1

the agreement with the agency or organization is dis

2

advantageous or is inconsistent with the efficient ad

3

ministration of this part.

4

"(f) An agreement with an agency or organization un

5 der this section may require any of its officers or employees
6 certifying payments or disbursing funds pursuant to the agree
7 ment, or otherwise participating in carrying out the agree
8 ment, to give surety bond to the United States in such
9 amount as the Secretary may deem appropriate.
10

" (g) (1) No individual designated pursuant to an agree

111

ment under this section as a certifying officer shall, in the

12

absence of gross negligence or intent to defraud the United

13 States, be liable with respect to any payments certified by
14
15

him under this section.
" (2) No disbursing officer shall, in the absence of gross

16 negligence or intent to defraud the U~nited States, be liable
1-7

with respect to any payment by him under this section if it

118

was based upon a voucher signed by a certifying officer des-.

19

ignated as provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection.

20 (55)" (3) No such agency or organization shall be liable to
21

the United States for any payments referred to in paragraph

22

(1) or (2).

23
24
25

"FEDERAL HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND

"SEC. 1817.

(a) (56)(1) There is hereby created on

the books of the Treasury of the United States a trust fund

35
1 to be known as the 'Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund'
2

(hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'Trust Fund') .

3 The Trust Fund shall consist of such amounts as may be
4 deposited in, or appropriated to, such fund as provided in this
5 part.

There are hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund for

6 the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, and for each fiscal
7 year thereafter, out of any moneys in the Treasury not other
8 wise appropriated, amounts equivalent to 100 per centumn
9 of
10

"(57)-(4)(A) the taxes imposed by sections 3101 (b)

11

and 3 111 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with

12

respect to wages reported to the Secretary of the Treas

13

ury or his delegate pursuant to subtitle F of such Code

14

after December 31, 1965. as determined by the Secretary

15

of the Treasury by applying the applicable rates of tax

16

under such sections to such wages, which wages shall be

17

certified by the Secretary of Health, Education, and

18

Welfare on the basis of records of wages established and

19

maintained by the Secretary of Health, Education, and

20

Welfare in accordance with such reports; and

21

"(58)+(24-(B) the taxes imposed by section 1401 (b) of

22

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to self-

23

employment income reported to the Secretary of the

24

Treasury or his delegate on tax returns under subtitle F
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1

of such Code, as determined by the Secretary of the Treas

2.

ury by applying the applicable rate of tax under such sec

3

tion to such self-employment income, which self-employ

4

ment income shall be certified by the Secretary of Health,

5

Education, and Welfare on the basis of records of self

6

employment established and maintained by the Secre

7

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance

8

with such returns.

9 The amounts appropriated by the preceding sentence shall
10 be transferred from time to time from the general fund in
11

the Treasury to the Trust Fund, such amounts to be deter

12

mined on the basis of estimates by the Secretary of the

13

Treasury of the taxes, specified in the preceding sentence,

14

paid to or deposited into the Treasury; and proper adjust

15

ments shall be made in a-mounts subsequently transferred to

16 the extent prior estimates were in excess of or were less than
17

the taxes specified in such sentence.

18

(59)" (2) In addition to the amounts that are appropriated

19

('under the provisions of paragraph(l)) to the Trust Fund,

20 there are authorized to be appropriated to the Trust Fund
21 from time to time such sumns as the Secretary deemis necessary
22 for any fiscal year in order to place such Trust Fund in the
23

same po~sition at the end of such fiscal year in which it would

24

have been if payment under part A for inpatient hospital

25

services (including inpatient psychiatric hospital services and

37
1 tuberculosishospital services) furnished an individualduring
2

a spell of illness could not be made after such services had

3 been furnished him for 60 days during such spell.
4

"(b) With respect to the Trust Fund, there is hereby

5

created a body to be known as the Board of Trustees of the

6

Trust Fund (hereinafter in this section referred to as the

7

'Board of Trustees')

composed of the Secretary of the

8 Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of
9 Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex officio.

The Secre

10 tary of the Treasury shall be the Managing Trustee of the
11 Board of Trustees (hereinafter in this section referred to as
12

the 'Managing Trustee').

The Commissioner of Social

13 Security shall serve as the Secretary of the Board of Trust
14 ees.
15

The Board of Trustees shall meet not less frequently

than once each (60)calendar year.

It shall be the duty of

16 the Board of Trustees to
17

"(1) Hold the Trust Fund;

18

"(2) Report to the Congress not later than the first

19

day of March of each year on the operation and status

20

of the Trust Fund during the preceding fiscal year and

21

on its expected operation and status during the current

22

fiscal year and the next 2 fiscal years;

23

" (3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever

24

the Board is of the opinion that the amount of the Trust

25

Fund is unduly small; and

38
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"(4) Review the general policies followed in man

2

aging the Trust Fund, and recommend changes in such

3

policies, including necessary changes in the provisions

4

of law which govern the way in which the Trust Fund

5

is to be managed.

6 The report provided for in paragraph (2) shall include a
7 statement of the assets of, and the disbursements made from,
8 the Trust Fund during the preceding fiscal year, an estimate
9 of the expected income to, and disbursements to be made
10 from, the Trust Fund during the current fiscal year and
11

each of the next 2 fiscal years, and a statement of the actuarial

12

status of the Trust Fund.

Such report shall be printed as a

13 House document of the session of the Congress to which the
14 report is made.
15

" (c) It shall be the duty of the Managing Trustee to

16

invest such portion of the Trust Fund as is not, in his judg

17

ment, required to meet current withdrawals.

18

ments may be made only in interest-bearing obligations of the

19

United States or in obligations guaranteed as to both princi

20

pal and interest by the United States. For such purpose

21

such obligations may be acquired (1) on original -issue at

22

the issue price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obliga

23

tions at the market price.

Such invest

The purposes for-which obliga

24 tions of the United States may be issued under the Second

39
1 Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby extended to
2

authorize the issuance at par of public-debt obligations for

3

purchase by the Trust Fund.

Such obligations issued for

4 purchase by the Trust Fund shall have maturities fixed with
5 due regard for the needs of the Trust Fund and shall bear
6 interest at a rate equal to the average market yield (corn
7 puted by the Managing Trustee on the basis of market quota
8 tions as of the end of the calendar month next preceding the
9 date of such issue) on all marketable interest-bearing obli
10 gations of the United States then forming a part of the
11 public debt which are not due or callable until after the ex
12

piration of 4 years from the end of such calendar month;

13

except that where such average market yield is not a

14

multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum, the rate of interest on

15

such obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of 1

16

per ceintum nearest such market yield.

1-7

Trustee may purchase other interest-bearing obligations of the

18

United States or obligations guaranteed as to both principal

19

and interest by the United States, on original issue or at the

20

market price, only where he determines that the purchase

21

of such other obligations is in the public interest.

22

The Managing

" (d) Any obligations acquired by the Trust Fund (ex

2:30

cept public-debt obligations issued exclusively to the Trust

24

Fund) may be sold by the Managing Trustee at the market

40
1

price, and such public-debt obligations may be redeemed at

2

par plus accrued interest.

3

" (e) The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or

4 redemption of, any obligations held in the Trust Fund shall
5 be credited to and form a part of the Trust Fund.
6

" (f) (1) The Managing Trustee is directed to pay from

7 time to time from the Trust Fund into the Treasury the
8 amount estimated by him as taxes imposed under section
9 3101 (b) which are subject to refund under section 6413 (c)
10 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to wages
11 paid after December 31, 1965.

Such taxes shall be deter

-12 mined on the basis of the records of wages established and
13 maintained by the Secretary of llealth, Education, and Wel
14 fare in accordance with the wages reported to the Secretary
15

of the Treasury or his delegate pursuant to subtitle F of

16 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and the Secretary
17

(61)of Health, Education, and Welfare shall furnish the

18

Managing Trustee such information as may be required by

19

the (62)Managing Trustee for such purpose.

20

by the Managing Trustee shall be covered into the Treasury

21

as repayments to the account for refunding internal revenue

22

collections.

23

" (2)

The payments

Repayments made under paragraph (1)

shall

24 not be available for expenditures but shall be carried to
25

the surplus fund of the Treasury.

If it subsequently appears

41
1 that the estimates under such paragraph in any particular
2

period were too high or too low, appropriate adjustments

3 shall be made by the Managing Trustee in future payments.
4

" (g) There shall be transferred periodically (but not

5 less often than once each fiscal year) to the Trust Fund from
6 the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund
7 and from the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
8 amounts equivalent to the amounts not previously so trans
9 ferred which the Secretary of Health, Education, and
10 Welfare shall have certified as overpayments (other than
11

amounts so certified to the Railroad Retirement Board) pur

12

suant to section 1870 (b) of this Act.

There shall be trans

13 ferred periodically (but not less often than once each fiscal
14 yea~r) to the Trust Fund from the Railroad Retirement Ac
15 count amounts equivalent to the amounts not previously so
16

transferred which the Secretary of Health, Education, and

17

Welfare shall have certified as overpayments to the Railroad

18

Retirement Board pursuant to section 1870 (b) of this Act.

19

" (h) The Managing Trustee shall also pay from time to

20 time from the Trust Fund such amounts as the Secretary of
21

Health, Education, and Welfare certifies are necessary to

22

make the payments provided for by this part, and the pay

23

ments with respect to administrative expenses in accordance

24 with section 201 (g) (1).
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"PART B--SUPPLEMENTARY

2
3

MEDICAL

INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR TiLE AGED
"ESTABLISHMENT OF SUPPLEMENTARY

4
5

(63)11Bim

(6)EE

MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR THlE AGED

"SiEc. 1831. There is hereby established a voluntary

6 insurance program to provide (65)hee~th medical insurance
7 benefits in accordance with the provisions of this part for
8 individuals 65 years of age or over who elect to enroll under
9 such program, to be financed from premium payments by
10 enrollees together with contributions from funds appro

11 priated by the Federal Government.
12

13
14

"CSCOPE OF BENEFITS

"SEC. 1832.

(a) The benefits provided to an individual

by the insurance program established by this part shall con

15 sist of
16

(66Yf(44) eiltitlfeiliet to haive Payment made&to hiff

1.7

of oft his behal -fsubjeet to the preovisieas of hsaa)

18

forf

19

£L(4)

20

L+P+.) medieal anfd othef heal~th serieesleyceept

cjajsg se-ie

a*4

21

thse~ deseribed i-n p"&agi-aph -f2)--EG)-; and

22

"(1) entitlement to have payment made to him or

23

on his behalf (subject to the provisions of this part)

24

for medical and other health services, except those de

25

scribed in paragraph (2) (B); and
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1
2

"(2) entitlement to have payment made on his be
half (subject to the provisions of this part) for

3

(67)" (4)- iiptient psyehiot4e hespita ed 4e

4

for u~p to 6 4)ay,,s duwfflg a spell (f illness;

5

"(68)-(P)

6

100 visits during a calendar year; and

7

(A)

home nealth services for up to

"(69)-(G)- (B) medical and other health serv

8

ices (70) (other than physicians' services unless fur

9

nished by a resident or intern of a hospital or unless

10

such services are in the field of pathology, radiology,

11

physiatry, or anesthesiology) furnished by a provider

12

of services or by others under arrangements with

13

them made by a, provider of services.

14

"(b)

For definitions of 'spell of illness', 'medical and

15

other health services', and other terms used in this part, see

16

section 1861.

17

"PAYMENT OF BENEFITS

18

"SEC. 1833. (a) Subject to the succeeding provisions

19

of this section, there shall be paid from the Federal Supple

20

mentary (71)H-ealtl* Medical Insurance (72)B e~l

21

Fund, in the case of each individual who is covered under

22

the insurance program established by this part and incurs

23

expenses for services with respect to which benefits are pay

24

able under this part, amounts equal to

Trust
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1

"(1)

in the case of services described in section

2

1832 (a) (1) -80

3

for the services; (73)ftn4 except that an organization

4

which provides medical and other health services (or ar

5

ranges for their availability) on a prepayment basis mayl

6

elect to be paid 80 percent of the reasonablecost of services

7

for which payment may bc made under this part on

8

behalf of individuals enrolled in such organization in

9

lieu of 80 percent of the reasonable charges for such

10

services if the organization undertakes to charge such

11

individuals no more than 20 percent of such reasonable

12

cost plus any amounts payable by them as a result of

13

subsection (b); and

percent of the reasonable charges

14

" (2) in the case of services described in section

15

1832 (a) (2) -80 percent of the reasonable cost of the

16

services (as determined under section 1861 (73a)-()-N

17

(u))

18

" (b) Before applying subsection (a) with respect to

19 expenses incurred by an individual during any calendar year,
20 the total amount of the expenses incurred by such individual
21

during such year (which would, except for this subsection,

22 constitute incurred expenses from which benefits payable
23

under subsection (a) are determinable) shall be reduced by

24

a deductible of $50; except that the am-ount of the deductible

25

for such calendar year as so determined shall first be reduced

45
1

by the amount of any expenses incurred by such individual

2 in the last three months of the preceding calendar year and
3

applied toward such individual's deductible under this section

4 for such preceding (74)yeaf year, and except that the amount
5 of any deductible imposed under section 1813(a) (2) (A)
6 with

respect to

outpatient hospital diagnostic services

7 furnished in any year shall be regarded as an incurred
8 expense under this part for such year.
9

" (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,

10

with respect to expenses incturred in any calendar year in

11

connection with the treatment of mental, psychoneurotic,

12

and personality disorders of an individual who is not an

13 inpatient of a hospital at the time such expenses are incurred,
14 there shall be considered as incurred expenses for purposes
15

of subsections (a) and (b) only whichever of the following

16

amounts is the smaller:

17

" (1)

18

" (2) 62-i percent of such expenses.

19

(75)" (4)- Netwithstfndiing a~ty other pirevsie

$312.50, or

of ti

20 pat-exeftes fe* whole bkeo4 hir-Rished te ff iindi-r4"a4 ift
21

fb hospital shall b-e eonsidered ifneurred expeftses for piwposes

22

of subseetinse -(a) ft4 -(13.) only if ho hats alfead been fil

23

nishod in the smame spell of 4ihiess -3pifits of whole MOMoo41

24

whieh -(e~eejpt for thssbseetion of' seetiona 4%1.3-(a.)--(8}

25

paymFfeiit wotild he Made ainde thi tkl'e
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1

"(76)-(e)-(d) No payment may be made under this part

2 with respect to any services furnished and individual to the
3

extent that such individual is entitled (or would be entitled

4 except for section 1813 (77)ot her than subsection (a) (2)
5

(A) thereof) to have payment made with respect to such

6 services under part A.
7

"(78)-(f)(e) No payment shall be made to any provider

8 of services or other person under this part unless there has
9 been furnished such information as may be necessary in order
10 to determine the amounts due such provider or other person
11

under this part for the period with respect to which the

12

amounts are being paid or for any prior period.

13

14

"4DUJRATION OF SERVICES

"SEC. 1834. (79}(-a4--(1+ ~Paymen~t afidef this pai4 fff

15 ifnpatient psyehiatt4e heospa -se~viee f~imsh ed

iftdiiridia

16 dafifg a spell of illftess matfy got -hemade atftef s**eh mt
17 haiwe 4eeni fft4Wiise to himf fef 60 datys dtir-ig steh spell-;
18 a134 no, payment unde~ this pa-A f~f inpatient psyehieat-e
19

hospital se~v-iees fuinshed atn

my
ffiii*nhe made aftej

20 snek ser~i~ee have been ftninished to him fo13 a, total of 1-80
21

da-ys d~r4ng his lifetimne.

22

}If14an

ifdi--n

sa-i

23 hospital on the f~irst daty on w-hie

jninpkeiitf psyehiattfie
he is entitled to befifits

24 tifdef this Paift- the days int the 60-day pef-iodi
25

edtet

before suieh firs day on whieh b~e wats anf inipatientt in stuek

47

1ahospitel shal he, ifiludi4ed iff detemi~ikiiing the 00-Ay lifit4
2

4

ifdef paf&gfaph -(4.)- hutat

4i detemiiniing the I-S-dfty

"(80)-0--* SEC. 1834 (a) Payment under this part

5 may not he made for hoine health services furnished an
6

individual during any calendar year after such services have
7been furnished to himi during such year for- 10() visits.

The

8 number of visits to be charged for I)1irpose~s of the limitation
9 in the preceding semitence, in connection with items and
10

services described in section 1861 (n)

11

in accordance with reguilationis.

12

,

shall be determined

"(8l)-(-e) (b) For puriposes of (82)sabseetiees

-taH ()

13

pm4 -{h)--

14

subsection (a), hoine health services shall be taken into

15

account only if payment under this part is or would be,

16

except for this section or the failure to comply with the

17

request aiid certification requirements of or under section

18

1835 (a.) , made with respect to such services.

19

"iPROCEDURE FOR PAYMENT OF CLAIMS OF PROVIDERS OF

20

SERVICES

iffpftieat jpsyehitttm4e hespita

serviees aiid hoemm

21

"SEC. 1835. (a) Payment for services described in see

22

tion 1832 (a) (2) furnished an. individual may be made only

23

to providers of services which are eligible therefor under

24

section 1866 (a), and oniy if

25

"(1)

written request, signed by such individual
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1

except in cases in which the Secretary finds it impracti

2

cable for the individual to do so, is filed for such payment

3

in such form, in such manner, 'within such time, and by

4

such person or persons as the Secretary may by regula

5

tions prescribe; (83)and

6

" (2) a physician certifies (and recertifies, where

7

such services are furnished over a period of time, in such

8

cases, with such frequency, and accompanied by such

9

supporting material, appropriate to the case involved,

10

as may be provided by (84)f-egulatiens- e~ieept th8i

11

fir-A of sffeh i-eeer-ifieftieoO shAl -4efeqa fed in e"e ease

12

of inipatiewt psyelhiatie hospital sef-4ees

13

the 920th dfly of siteh peried-) regulations) that

Piot

the

lftef- thft

14

(85)

(~A)~int the eatse of hifpectient Jpsyelhiatf-ie has

15

piWt

ser-viees, sii4 seri4ees

16
17

to be ien ft
sevsim+oft04-

18

meint of ftn ifidivid~tal-; a&fd -(i) sueh tf-efttmefat 001*

19

of eooMd F-eatsoably be eiipeeted to i *pseoe the

20

-

jondtio

oft-- of were

feq+i-led

*oiiatin a7Rbyofdtethe
hyseiaRfl f-- the psyehitt-ie ty-eftt

fef whie

suel

teaoent

iaof was ne~ees

21

fffty Of -(-4 inpatient diagnostie stwdy i-s or was

22

nmedieally efeqmif fed aond sueh serwiees aife of wef e

23

iteeessety fef seh

24

"(86)+(ig)

25

.4-)

Ae

in the ease of hom~e health

services (i) such services are or were required be
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1

cause the individual is or was confined to his homc

2

(except when receiving items and services referred

3

to in section 1861 (in) (7) ) and needed skilled nurs

4

ing care on an intermittent basis, or (87)beea+tse hie

5

fleede

6

furnishing such services to such individual has been

7

established and is periodically reviewed by a physi

8

clan, and (iii) such services are or were furnished

9

while the individual is or was under the care of a

10

physical or speech therapy, (ii) a plan for

physician; and

11

"(88)-(-G) (B) in the case of medical and other

12

health services, such services are or were medically

13

(89)eiFeq4--e& required.

14

(90)" (3-)

15

servtiees-. the serwiees aire these whieh the *reefeb-d of the

16

hospi-4 iHdiefte were fufmtshed te the iftdiviwdil 4uf4iw

17

per-iods whe-n hie wets r-eeeivift+g

18

sefviees-, -(B) admi4ssiaft Pft4 i-elfted seiwee

19

foif a diagfioestie study, of -(f9- eq*+ivaleftt

20

int the ease 'Of inpakiellt psy'efttfe hespiw~

A+) inteftsi*,e tfeatnmeft
-eeessftyy

- Ii*e-,

"~() wit irespeet te inpatien~t psyehiatfie hespitf4

21

seir tiees ftiffishe4 to thie iindividiial aftef the, 920th d&y

22

of a, eemtin otis peried of suieh seiwviees, th-efe was net in

23

effeet, at the time of admission of ffieh iftdi: 44ia to the

24

h-espial a deeisiein undef seetion 4866 d)- (Ebased on a

50
1

ffAnd~g thait uti~iatioi Ireview of lefng stay eases i

2

beii~g mae&in eueh hespita1-)-; an4

3

A4

e

wit respeet to iftpe4ient psyehimat-ie hespital

4

ser-i~ees ftffnished to th~e individtlWa dmeing a eo*ntiniteis

5

period, a finding has nt heem made -(by th physieian

6

memb3ers of the eowmmttee o* group, a

7

seetioi* 4%61 (k)--(4)-) piifstant to the system of titliza

8

tieoi *eview that ffuithe* inpatien~t psyehiatrie hos-pita

9

seftviees ffe niot fnedietaly neeessary; exeept that-, if

10

suaeh a finding hfA been made, payment may be made

11

with Fespeet to ofeh serviees dfiinished befere the 4th

12

daty aftef the da-y on whie the hespital *eeeivred notiee

13

of saeh finding.

desefib5ed in

14

To the extent provided by regulations, the certification and

15

recertification requirements of paragraph

16

deemed satisfied where, at a later date, a physician makes a

17

certification of the kind provided in subparagraph (91)-(4)

18 -(-B)-, fw

40)-

(2)

(A) or (B) of paragraph (2)

shall be

(whichever

19 would have applied), but only where such certification is
20 accompanied by such medical and other evidence as may be
21
22

required by such regulations.
" (b) No payment may be made under this part to

23 any Federal provider of services or other Federal agency,
24 except a provider of services which the Secretary determines
25

is providing services to the public generally as a community
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1 institution or agency; and no such payment may be made to
2

any provider of services or other person for any item or

3 service which such provider or person is obligated by a law
4

of, or a contract with, the United States to render at public

5 expense.
6 (92yL(~e)

Netwithstanding11

that an iidi-,4daial is -notentitled

7 to ha-ve payment nfmfk tit&dei thi par-t fef inpatient p~syhi
8 at-iie hespita se-viees famnished by any psyehiattfe hosjpiW,1
9 patymneft -shall he- fade to sneh hospita -(anless it eleets not
10

to f-eeeive stteh pay ent or-, if payment has akeadiy heeft

11

made by ei- en behal4 ef stteh iffdividuf

fafils, to feftiod

12 siueh paymenit within the time speeified by the Seer-etffy)
13 fef sneh sef~viees wh"e ftre faumished to the intdividntalp 4 o
14 to iietilieatien to suieh hospta ffem the Seer-etaf-y of his
15 lee

o entitlementF if seah paymfe-nts atfe jpfeeluded onl

16 by reatsea of seetion !831 eand if sueh hospita

eemplies

17 with the i~qkmnsof andi

th

T-egulatiefs andei

18 with respeet to &saeh-paynments, has aete

tite

in good fait

19 and withont knowledge of sa-eh lak of enAlement~and hasC
20 acetd4 Feasonatbly int assuming entitlemnen e-xisted~. P~ayment
21

tffdef the pfeeeding sentence may not he made fof ser-viees

22

famfished an inidividua

par-suefft to an~y admission aftef the

23 6t elapsed da-y 4not inceluding as anr elap3sed day Sattadfday,
24 Safiday,
25

Of

a legal holiday)- after the day on which such

admission eeeth-ried-.
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1
2

ItELIGIBLE

INDIV1IDUALS

"SEc. 1836. Every individual who-

3

" (1) has attained the age of 65, and

4

" (2) is a resident of the United States, and is

5

(93)eite* (A) a citizen or (94)(B) an alien lawfully

6

admitted for permanent residence (95)who has resided

7

in the United States continuously during the .10 years

8

immediately preceding the month in which he applies for

9

enrollment under this part,

10 is eligible to enroll in the insurance program established
11

by this part.

12

ccElNROLLMENT

PERIODS

13

"SEC. 1837. (a) An individual may enroll in the in

14

surance program established by this part only in such man

15

ner and form as may be prescribed by regulations, and only

16 during an enrollment period prescribed in or under this
17

section.

18

" (b) (1) No individual may enroll for the first time

19

under this part more than 3 years after the close of the first

20

enrollment period during which he could have -enrolledunder

21

this part.

22

" (2) An individual whose enrollment under this part

23 has terminated may not enroll for the second time under this
24 part unless he does so in a general enrollment period (as
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1

provided in subsection (e) ) which begins within 3 years

2 after the effective date of such termination.

No individual

3 may enroll under this part more than twice.
4

" (c) In the case of individuals who first satisfy para

5 graphs (1) and (2) of section 1836 before (96)Jbnaifiy 4-,
6 July 1, 1966, the initial general enrollment period shall
7 begin on (97)the fiYst day 4f the seee**4 month whieli begins
8 aft," the dake 4f enaetaien of this title a*d shal end on

9 Ma~eh &1-f4-966 April .1, 1966, and shall end on Septem
10 ber 30, 1966.
11

" (d) In the case of an individual who first satisfies

12 paragraphs
13

(1)

and

(2)

of section 1836 on or after

(98)jaiiiia-y I July 1, 1966, his initial enrollment period

14 shall begin on the first day of the third month before the
15

month in which he first satisfies such paragraphs and shall

16

end seven months later.

17

" (e) There shall be a general enrollment period, after

18

the period described in subsection (c) , during the period

19

beginning on October 1 and ending on December 31 of each

20

(99)&44

21

(100)1-967 1968.

22
23

fffmbeired even-numbered year beginning with

"COVERA-GE PERIOD

"S.EC. 1838. (a) The period during which an individual

24 is entitled to benefits under the insurance program established

54
1 by this part (hereinafter referred to as his 'coverage period')
2

shall begin on whichever of the following is the latest:

3

" (1) (1O1)J-uly4-,4WGJanuary 1,1967; or

4

(102)" (2) the fifst day o the thifd menth feflewing the

5

m~onth in Whih he enir-Olls pnffsnaeff

6

of seetie i87

7

whieh he efwoe~s piursuant to ti~bseetion -+ fe) seetien

8

4-837.

to eubseetien -(4)

or the july Ifellewingthe month in

9

" (2) (A) in the case of an individual who enrolls

10

pursuant to subsection (d) of section 1837 before the

11

month in which he first satisfies paragraphs (1) and

12

(2) of section 1836, the first day of such month, or

13

"(B) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

14

suant to such subsection (d) in the month in which he first

15

satisfies such paragraphs,the first day of the month fol

16

lowing the month in which he so enrolls, or

17

"(C) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

18

suant to such subsection (d) in the month following

19

the month in which he first satisfies such paragraphs,

20

the first day of the second month following the month

21

in which he so enrolls, or

22

"(D) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

4O suant to such subsection (d) more than one month fol
24

lowing the month in which he satisfies such paragraphs,
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1

the first day of the third month following the month in

2

which he so enrolls, or

3

"(E) in the case of an individual who enrolls pur

4

suant to subsection (c) of section 1837, the July 1 fol

5

lowing the month in which he so enrolls.

6

"(b) An individual's coverage period shall continue

7 until his enrollment has been termninated
8

" (1) by the filing of notice, during a general en

9

rollment period described in section 1837 (e) , that the

10

individual no longer wishes to participate in the insur

11

ance program established by this part, or

12

" (2) for nonpayment of premiums.

13

The termination of a coverage period under paragraph (1)

14

shall take effect at the close of December 31 of the year in

15

which the notice is filed.

16

period under paragraph (2) shall take effect on a date de

17

termined under regulations, which may be determined so

18

as to provide a grace period (not in excess of 90 days) in

19

which overdue premiums may be paid and coverage

20

continued.

The termination of a coverage

21

" (c) No payments may be made under this part with

22

respect to the expenses of an individual unless such expenses

23' were incurred by such individual during a period which,
24

with respect to him, is a coverage period.
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2

"AM&OUJNTS OF PREMIUMS

"SEC. 1839. (a) The monthly premium of each in

3 dividual enrolled under this part for each month before

4 (103)1-968 1969 shall be $3.
5

" (b) (1) The monthly premium of each individual en

6 rolled under this part for each month after (104)!967J

1968

7 shall be the amount determined under paragraph (2).
8

" (2) The Secretary shall, between July 1 and Octo

9 her 1 of (105)1-967 1968 and of each (106)ed4-n+Hvnbere4
10

even-numnbered year thereafter, determine and promulgate the

11

dollar amount which shall be applicable for premiums for

12 months occurring in either of the two succeeding calendar
1.3 years.

Such dollar amount shall be such amount as the

14

Secretary estimates to be necessary so that the aggregate

15

premiums for such two succeeding calendar years will equal

16

one-half of the total of the bene-fits and administrative costs

17

which he estimates will be payable from the Federal Supple

18

mentary (107>fleedth

Medical Insurance (108)Beneiets

19 Trust Fund for such two succeeding calendar years.

In

20 estimating aggregate benefits payable for any period, the
21

Secretary shall include an appropriate amount for a contin

22

gency margin.

23

" (c) In the case of an individual whose coverage period

24 began pursuant to an enrollment after his initial enrollment
25

period (determined pursuant to subsection (c) or (d) of
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1 section 1837), the monthly premium determined under sub
2 section (b) shall be increased by 10 percent of the monthly
3 premium so determined for each full 12 months in which
4 he could have been but was not enrolled.

For purposes of

5 the preceding sentence, there shall be taken into account
6

(1)

the months which elapsed between the close of his

7 initial enrollment period and the close of the enrollment
8 period in which be enrolled, plus (in the case of an individual
9 who enrolls for a second time)

(2)

the months which

10

elapsed between the date of the termination of his first

11

coverage period and the close of the enrollment period in

12

which he enrolled for the second time.

13

" (d) If any monthly premium determined tinder the

14

foregoing provisions of this section is not a multiple of 10

15

cents, such premium shall be rounded to the nearest multiple

16

of 10 cents.

17

"tPAYM1ENT OF PREMIUMS

18

"SEC. 1840. (a) (1) In the case of an individual who

19

is entitled to monthly benefits under section 202, his monthly

20

premiums under this part shall (except as provided in sub

21

section (d)

22

from the amount of such monthly benefits.

23

shall be made in such manner and at such times as the Sec

) be collected by deducting the amount thereof
Such deduction

24 retary shall by regulation prescribe.
25

" (2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, from time
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I to time, transfer from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
2

Insurance Trust Fund or the Federal Disability Insurance

3 Trust Fund to the Federal Supplementary (109)lekaM
4 Medical Insurance (1 10)Beneftts Trust Fund the aggregate
5 amount deducted under paragraph (1)

for the period to

6 which such transfer relates from benefits under section 202
7 which are payable from such Trust Fund. Such transfer shall
8 be made on the basis of a certification by the Secretary of
9 Health, Education, and Welfare and shall be appropriately
10 adjusted to the extent that prior transfers were too great or
1-1

too small.

12

" (b) (1) In the case of an individual who is entitled

13

to receive for a month an annuity or pension under the

14

Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, his monthly premiumus

15

under this part shall (except as provided in subsection (d) )

16 be collected by deducting the amount thereof from such an
17

nuity or pension. Such deduction shall be made in such man

18

ner and at such times as the Secretary shall by regulations

19

prescribe.

Such regulations shall be prescribed only after

20 consultation with the Railroad Retirement Board.
21

" (2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, from time to

22

time, transfer from the Railroad Retirement Account to the

23

Federal Supplementary (11I 1)14ea~t

Medical Insurance

24 (11l2)9effefits Trust Fund the aggregate amount deducted
25

under paragraph (1) for the period to which such tra~nsfer
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1 relates. Such transfers shall be made on the basis of a certifi
2 cation by the Railroad Retirement Board and shall be ap
3 propriately adjusted to the extent that prior transfers were
4
5

too great or too small.
" (c) In the case of an individual who is entitled both

6 to monthly benefits under section 202 and to an annuity or
7 pension under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 at the
8 time he enrolls under this part, subsection (a) shall apply
9 so long as he continues to be entitled both to such benefits
10

and such annuity or pension.

In the case of an individual

11

who becomes entitled both to such benefits and such an

12

annuity or pension after he enrolls under this part, subsection

13

(a) shall apply if the first month for which he was entitled

14

to such benefits was the same as or earlier than the first

15

month for which he was entitled to such annuity or pension,

16

and otherwise subsection (b) shall apply.

17

" (d) If an individual to whom subsection (a) or (b)

18

applies estimates that the amount which will be available

19

for deduction under such subsection for any premium pay

20 ment period will be less than the amount of the monthly
21

premiums for such period, he may (under regulations) pay

22

to the Secretary such portion of the monthly premiums for

23

such period as he desires.

24 (1 13)" (e) (1) In the case of an individual receiving an an
25

nuity under the Civil Service Retirement Act, or other Act ad
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1 ministered by the Civil Service Commission providing retire
2 ment or survivorship protection, to whom neither subsection
3 (a) nor subsection (b) applies, his monthly premiums under
4

this part (and the monthly premiums of the spouse of such

5 individual under this part if neither subsection (a) nor
6 subsection (b) applies to -suchspouse and if such individual
'7 agrees) shall, upon notice from the Secretary of Health,
8 Education, and Welfare to the Civil Service Commission, be

9 collected by deducting the amount thereof from each install
-10 ment of such annuity. Such deduction shall be made in such
11 manner and at such times as the Civil Service Commission
12 may determine. The Civil Service Commission shall furnish
13 such information as the Secretary of Health, Education, and
14

Welfare may reasonably request in order to carry out his

15 functions under this part with respect to individuals to whom
16

this subsection applies.

17

"(2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, from time to

18

time, but not less often than quarterly, transferfrom)the Civil

19 Service Retirement and Disability Fund, or the account (if
20 any) applicable in the case of such other Act administered

21 by the Civil Service Commission, to the Federal Supple
22 mentary Medical Insurance Trust Fund the aggregate
23

amount deducted under paragraph (1) for the period to

24 which such transferrelates. Such transfer shall be made on
25

the basis of a certification by the Civil Service Commitssion
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1

and shall be appropriately adjusted to the extent that prior

2

transferswere too great or too small.

3 "(114-{)*(f) In the case of an individual who participates
4 in the insurance program established by this part but with re
5 spect to whom (115)tteithe* sti4eetiei*

-(P ffz-i

subseetieff

6 -(+) none of the preceding provisions of this section (other than
7 subsection (d)) applies, the premiums shall be paid to the
8 Secretary at such times, and in such manner, as the Secretary
9

shall by regulations prescribe.

10 "(116)-()(g) Amounts paid to the Secretary under subsec

(f) shall be deposited in the Treasury

11

tion (d) or (117)-fe)

12

to the credit of the Federal Supplementary (1 18)IHeekh

13

Medical Insurance (1 19)Beftefi~ts Trust Fund.

14

"(120)h(g)(h) In the case of an individual who participates

15 in the insurance program established by this part, premiums
16

shall be payable for the period commencing with the first

17

month of his coverage period and ending with the month

18

in which he dies or, if earlier, in which his coverage under

19

such program terminates.

20
21

"cFEDERAL SUPPLEMENTARY

INSURANCE (122)B-

(12 1)HmA-E~ MEDICAL

;~H

m TRUST FUND

22

"SEC. 1841. (a) There is hereby created on the books of

23

the Treasury of the United States a trust fund to be known

24 as the 'Federal Supplementary (123)4HeeA~ Medical Insur
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Trust Fund' (hereinafter in this section

2 referred to as the 'Trust').

The Trust Fund shall consist of

3 such amounts as may be deposited in, or appropriated to,
4 such fund as provided in this part.
5

" (b) With respect to the Trust Fund, there is hereby

6

created a body to be known as the Board of Trustees of the

7

Trust Fund (hereinafter in this section referred to as the

8

'Board of Trustees')

composed of the Secretary of the

9 Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, and the Secretary of
10 Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex oflicio.

The Secre

11 tary of the Treasury shall be the Managing Trustee of the
12

Board of Trustees (hereinafter in this section referred to as

13

the 'Managing Trustee').

14

Security shall serve as the Secretary of the Board of Trust
15ees.

The Commissioner of Social

The Board of Trustees shall meet not less frequently

16

than once each (125)calendar year.

17

the Board of Trustees to

It shall be the duty of

18

" (1) Hold the Trust Fund;

19

" (2) Report to the Congress not later than the first

20

day of March of each year on the operation and status

21

of the Trust Fund du-ring the preceding fiscal year and

22

on its expected operation and status during the current

23

fiscal year and the next 2 fiscal years;

24

" (3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever
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1

the Board is of the opinion that the amount of the Trust

2

Fund is unduly small; and

3

" (4) iReview the general policies followed in man

4

aging the Trust Fund, a~nd recommend changes in such

5

policies, including necessary changes in the provisions

6

of law which govern the way in which the Trust Fund

7

is to be managed.

8 The report provided for in paragraph (2) shall include a
9

statement of the assets of, and the disbursements made from,

10

the Trust Fund during the preceding fiscal year, an estimate

11

of the expected income to, and disbursements to be made

12

from, the Trust Fund during the current fiscal year and each

13

of the next 2 fiscal years, and a statement of the actuarial

14

status of the Trust Fund. Such report shall be printed as a

15

Hlouse document of the session of the Congress to which the

16

report is made.

17
18

" (c) It shall be the duty of the Managing Trustee to
invest such portion of the Trust Fund as is not, in his judg

19 ment, required to meet current withdrawals.

Such invest

20

ments may be made only in interest-bearing obligations of the

21

United States or in obligations guaranteed as to both princi

22

pal and interest by the United States. For such purpose

23

such obligations may be acquired (1) on original issue at

24 the issue price, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obliga
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1 tions at the market price. The purposes for which obliga
2

tions of the United States may be issued under the Second

3

Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby extended to

4 authorize the issuance at par of public-debt obligations for
5 purchase by the Trust Fund.

Such obligations issued for

6 purchase by the Trust Fund shall have maturities fixed with
7

due regard for the needs of the Trust Fund and shall bear

8 interest at a rate equal to the average market yield (coin
9 puted by the Managing Trustee on the basis of market quota
10 tions: as of the end of the calendar month next preceding the
11 date of such issue) on all marketable interest-bearing obli
12 gations of the United States then forming a part of the
13 public debt which are not due or callable until after the ex
14 piration of 4 years from the end of such calendar month;
15 except that where such average market yield is not a multi
16 ple of one-eighth of 1 per centuin, the rate of interest on
17

such obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of 1

18

per centum nearest such market yield.

19

Trustee may purchase other interest-bearing obligations of the

The Managing

20 United States or obligations guaranteed as to both principal
21

and interest by the United States, on original issue or -at the

22

market price, only where he determines that the purchase

23

of such other obligations is in the public interest.

24

" (d) Any obligations acquired by the Trust Fund (ex

25

cept public-debt obligations issued exclusively to the Trust
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Fund) may be sold by the Managing Trustee at the market

2

price, and such public-debt obligations may be redeemed at

3

par plus accrued interest.

4

" (e)

The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale

5 or redemption of, any obligations held in the Trust Fund
6
7

shall be credited to and form a part of the Trust Fund.
" (f)

There shall be transferred periodically (but not

8 less often than once each fiscal year) to the Trust Fund
9 from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
10- Fund and from the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund
11

amounts equivalent to the amounts not previously so trans

12' ferred- which the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
1.3

fare shall have

14

amounts so certified to the Railroad Retirement Board) pur

15

suant to section 1870 (b) of this Act.

16

ferred periodically (but not less often than once each fiscal

17

year)

certified as overpavments

(other

than

There shall be trans

to the Trust Fund from the Railroad Retirement

.18 Account amounts equivalent to the amounts not previously

19

so transferred which the Secretary of Health, Education, and

20

Welfare shall have certified as over~payments to the Railroad

21

Retirement Board pursuant to section 1870 (b) of this Act.

22

" (g) The Managing Trustee shall pay from time to

23

time from the Trust Fund such amounts as the Secretary of

24 Health, Education, and Welfare certifies are necessary to
H.R. 6675-3
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make the payments provided for by this part, and the pay

2 ments with respect to administrative expenses in accordance
3 with section 201 (g) (1).
4 (126)" (h) The Managing Trustee shall pay from time to
5 time from the Trust Fund such amounts as the Secretary 'of
6

Health, Education, and Welfare certifies are necessary to

7 pay the costs incurred by the Civil Service Commission in
8 making deductions pursuant to section 1840(e).

During

9

each fiscal year, or after the close of such fiscal year, the

1-0

Civil Service Commission shall certify to the Secretary the

II

amount of the costs it incurredin making such deductions, and

12

such certified amount shall be the basis for the amount of

13 such costs certified by the Secretary to the Managing Trustee.

1.4

"tUSE OF CARRIERS

15

"Smc. 1842. (a.)

16

*

FOR ADMINISTRATION

(127)kftoYdei- to poitde fe+ the ft4

t--tnttioi o~4Kth ben*efit +i+hlei*thN, pftu47 th. Seet~efafyhtd4.

-17 4to tlhe e?,renti possiWl eitef ite,eeintf*f~te

-18 will ttnertftke to
19

OF BENEFITS

4&vfin th-e felh"4Wv

with ean-i4eys whieh
titgW4ietion Ofi-, to the

t~ent pfeivde i,,+ -s+wheof+ti"aets to seeitye sqw-h peffmfitmee

20 ~by ethef f

tire

In order to pr'ovide for the admnhlb

21

tration of the benefits under this part tcith maximum. efficienIcy

22

and convenience for individuals entitled to benefits under

23

this part and for providers of services and other persons fur

24 nishing services to such individuals, and with a view to fur
25

thering coordinationof the administrationof the benefits under
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part A and under this part, the Secretary is authorized to

2

enter into contracts with carriers, including carriers with

3

which agreements under section 1816 are in effect, which will

4

perform some or all of the following functions (or, to the

5

extent provided in such contracts, will secure performance

6 thereof by other organizations); and, with respect to any of
7

the following functions which involve payments for phy

8 sicians' services, the Secretary shall to the extent possible
9 enter into such contracts:
10

" (1) (A)

make determinations of the rates and

11

amounts of payments required pursuant to this part to

12

be made to providers of services and other persons on

13

a reasonable cost or reasonable charge basis (as may

14

be applicable)

15
16

" (B) receive, disburse, and account for funds in
making such payments; and

17

" (0) make such audits of the records of providers

18

of services as may be necessary to assure that proper

19

payments are made under this part;

20

" (2) (A) determine compliance with the require

21

ments of section 1861 (k) as to utilization review; and

22

" (B) assist providers of services and other persons

23

who furnish services for which payment may be made

24

under this part in the development of procedures relating

25

to utilization practices, make studies of the effectiveness
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1

of such procedures and methods for their improvement,

2

assist in the application of safeguards against unneces

3

sary utilization of services furnished by -providers of

4

services and other persons to individuals entitled to bene

5

fits under this part, and provide procedures for and assist

6

in arranging, where necessary, the establishment of

7

groups outside hospitals (meeting the requirements of

8

section 1861 (k) (2)

9
10

) to make reviews of utilization;

" (3) serve as a channel of communication of infor
mation relating to the administration of this part; and

1-1

" (4) otherwise assist, in such manner as the con

12

tract may provide, in discharging administrative duties

13

necessary to carry out the purposes of this part.

14

" (b) (1) Contracts with carriers under subsection (a)

15

may be entered into without regard to sectionT 3709 of the

16

Revised Statutes or any other provision of law requiring

17 competitive bidding.
18

"c(2) No such contract shall be entered into with any

19

carrier unless tbe Secretary finds that such carrier will

20

perform its obligations under the contract efficiently and

2-1

effectively and will meet such requirements as to financial

22

responsibility, legal authority, and other matters as he finds

23

pertinent.

24
25

"(3) Each such contract shall provide that the carrier
" (A) will take such action as may be necessary to
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1

assure that, where payment under this part for a service

2

is on a cost basis, the cost is reasonable cost (as deter

3

mined under section 1861 (127a)-(--)

(u))

4

" (B) will take such action as may be necessary to

5

assure that, where payment under this part for a service

6

is on a charge basis, (i) such charge will be reasonable

7

and not higher than the charge applicable, for a comn

8

parable service and uinder comparable circumstances, to

9

the policyholders and subscribers of the carrier, and

10

(ii) such payment will be made on the basis of a re

11

ceipted bill, or on the basis of an assignment under the

12

terms of which the reasonable charge is the full charge

13

for the service;

14

" (0) will establish and maintain procedures pur

15

suant to which an individual enrolled under this part

16

will be granted an opportunity for a fair hearing by the

17

carrier when requests for payment under this part with

18

respect to services furnished him are denied or are not

19

acted upon with reasonable promptness or when the

20

amount of such payment is in controversy;

21

"(ID)

will furnish to the Secretary such timely

22

information and reports as he may find necessary in

23

performing his functions under this part; and

24

" (E) will maintain such records and afford such

25

access thereto as the Secretary finds necessary to assure
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1

the correctness and verification of the information and

2

reports under subparagraph (D) and otherwise to carry

3

out the purposes of this part;

4

and shall contain such other terms and conditions not incon

5 sistent with this section as the Secretary may find necessary
6 or appropriate.

(12 8)In determining the reasonable charge

7 for services for purposes of this paragraph, there shall be
8 taken into consideration the customary charges for similar

9 services generally made by the physician or other person fur
10 nishing such services, as well as the prevailing charges in the
11

locality for similar services.

12

" (4) Each contract under this section shall be for a

13

term of at least one year, and may be made automatically

14

renewable from term to term in the absence of notice by

15

either party of intention to terminate at the end of the cur

16

rent term; except that the Secretary may terninate any

17

such contract at any time (after such reasonable notice and

18

opportunity for hearing to the carrier involved as he may

19

provide in regulations) if he finds that the carrier has failed

20

substantially to carry out the contract or is carrying out the

21

contract in a manner inconsistent with the efficient and

22

effective administration of the insurance program established

23

by this part.

24

"'(c) Any contract entered into with a carrier under

25

this section shall provide for advances of funds to the carrier
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1 for the making of payments by it under this part, and shall
2 provide for payment of the cost of administration of the
3 carrier, as determined by the Secretary to be necessary and
4 proper for carrying out the functions covered by the contract.
5

" (d) Any contract with a carrier under this section may

6 require such carrier or any of its officers or employees certify
7 ing payments or disbursing funds pursuant to the contract,
8 or otherwise participating in carrying out the contract, to
9 give surety bond to the United States in such amiount ,is thle
10 Secretary may deem appropriate.
11

" (e) (1) No individual designated pursuant to a con

12 tract under this section as a certifying officer shall, in the
13 absence of gross negligence or intent to defraud the United
14 States, be liable with respect to any payments certified by
15

him under this section.

16

"(2) No disbursing officer shall, in the absence of gross

17

negligence or intent to defraud the United States, be liable

18

with respect to any payment by him under this section if

19

it was based upon a voucher signed by a certifying officer

20 designated as provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection.
21

(129)" (3) No such carriershall be liable to the United States

22 for any payments referred to in paragraph (1) or (2).
23

" (f) For purposes of this part, the term 'carrier'

24 means
25

" (1)

with respect to providers of services and other
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1

persons, a voluntary association, corporation, partner

2

ship, or other nongovernmental organization which is

3

lawfully engaged in providing, paying for, or reimburs

4

ing the cost of, health services under group insurance

5

policies or contracts, medical or hospital service agree

6

ments, membership or subscription contracts, or similar

7

group arrangements, in consideration of premiums or

8

other periodic charges payable to the carrier, including

9

a health benefits plan duly sponsored or underwritten by

10
11
12

an employee organization; and
" (2) with respect to providers of services only, any
agency or organization

(not described in paragraph

13

(1) ) with which an agreement is in effect under section

14

1816.

15

"STATE AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE OF ELIGIBLE INDIVID

16

UJALS WHO ARE RE'CEIVING MONEY PAYMENTS UNDER

17

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

18

"SEC. 1843. (a) The Secretary shall, at the request of

19

a State made before (130)July 417 1967~January 1, 1968,

20 enter into an agreement with such State pursuant to which all
21

eligible individuals in either of the coverage groups described

22 in subsection (b)
23
24

(as specified in the agreement) will be

enrolled under the program established by this part.
" (b) An agreement entered into with any State pur
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1 suant to subsection (a) may be applicable to either of the
2 following coverage groups:
3 ~
4

the plan of such State approved under title I or title

5

XVI; or

6

" (2) individuals receiving money payments under
7

8

" (1) individuals receiving money payments under

all of the plans of such State approvcd under titles I,
IV, X, XIV, and XVI;

9 except that there shall be excluded from any coverage group
10 any individual who is entitled to monthly insurance benefits
11 under title II or who is entitled to receive an annuity or
12 pension under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937.
13

" (c) For purposes of this section, an individual shall

14 be treated as an eligible individual only if he is an eligible
15

individual (within the meaning of section 1836) on the date

16

an agreement covering him is entered into under subsection

17

(a) or he becomes an eligible individual (within the mean

18

ing of such section) at any time after such date and before

19 (131)Jtdy 4-, 4#GT7 January1, 1968; and he shall be treated
20 as receiving money payments described in subsection (b) if
21

he receives such payments for the month in which the agree

22 ment is entered into or any month thereafter before (132)
23 Jtdy 4-967 January1968.
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1

"(d) In the case of any individual enrolled pursuant to

2 this section
3

" (1) the monthly premium to be paid by the State

4

shall be determined under section 1839 (without any in

5

crease under subsection (c) thereof)

6
7

"t(2) his coverage period shall begin on whichever
of the following is the latest:

8

"(A) (133)juy ~4Af;966January1,i1967;

9

"(B) the first day of the third month following

10

the month in which the State agreement is entered

11.

into;

112

" (C) the first day of the first month in which

13

be is both an eligible individual and a member of a

1.4

coverage g-rouip specified in the agreement under

115

this section; or

16

"(1))

st-ch dute (not later than (134)J+ly 4-I

17

]4.Q4 Janwary -1, 1.968) a~s may be specified in the

18

agreement; and

19

" (3) his coverage period attributable to the agree

20

ment with the State under this section shall end on the

21.

last day of whichever of the following first occurs:

22

" (A,) the month in which he is determined by

23

the State agency to have become ineligible for
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1

money payments of a kind specified in the agree

2

ment, or

3

" (B) the month preceding the first month for

4

which he becomes entitled to monthly benefits under

5

title II or to an annuity or pension under the Rail

6

road Retirement Act of 1937.

7

"(e) Any individual whose coverage period attributable

8 to the State agreement is terminated pursuant to subsection
9

(d) (3) shall be deemed for purposes of this part (including

10 the continuation of his coverage period under this part) to
11 have enrolled under section 1837 in the initial general en
12
13
14

rollment period provided by section 1837 (c).
"(f)

With respect to eligible individuals receiving

money payments under the plan of a State approved uinder

15 title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI, if the agreement entered
16

into uinder this section so provides, the term 'carrier' as

17

defined in section 1842 (f) also includes the State agency,

18

specified in such agreement, which administers or super

19

vises the administration of the plan of such State approved

20

under title I, XVI, or XIX.

21

contain such provisions as will facilitate the financial trans

22

actions of the State and the carrier with respect to deduc

The agreement shall also

23 tions, coinsurance, and otherwise, and as will lead to econ
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1

omy and efficiency of operation, with respect to individuals

2 receiving money payments under plans of the State ap
3 proved under titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI.
4

"APPROPRIATIONS TO COVER GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTIONS

5

AND CONTINGENCY RESERVE

6

"SEC. 1844. (a) There are authorized to be appro

7 priated from time to time, out of any moneys in the-Treasury
8 not otherwise appropriated, to the Federal Supplementary
9 (135)Healtit

Medical Insurance (136)Beptefit

Trust Fund,

10 a Governent contribution equal to the aggregate premiums
-11 payable under this part.
12

" (b) In order to assure prompt payment of benefits

1.3 provided under this part and the administrative expenses
14 thereunder during the early months of the program estab
15

lished by this part, and to provide a contingency reserve,

16

there is also authorized to be appropriated (137)dttring the

17 fisegl y-ef e**ding Jtm~e 80- 496,

out of any moneys in

18

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to remain available

119

through (138)the fte-4 fisefdyeaf the calendar year 1968 for

20

repayable advances (without interest) to the Trust Fund,

21

an amount equal to $18 multiplied by the number of individ

22

uials (as estimated by the Secretary) who could be covered

23

in (139)J-aly 4-966 January1967 by the insurance program

24

established by this part if they had therefore enrolled under

25

this part.
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"PAR~T C-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

2

"cDEFINITIONS OF SERVICES, INSTITUTIONS, ETC.

3

"SEC. 1861. For purposes of this title

4
5

"Spell of Illness
"

(a) The terin 'spell of illness' with respect to any

6 individual means a period of consecutive days
7

" (1)

beginning with the first day (not included

8

in a previous spell of illness)

9

individual is furnished inpatient hospital services or

10

extended ca-re services, and (B) which occurs in a

11

month for which he is entitled to benefits under part

12

(140)-Ao pfft

13

" (2)

(A)

on which such

-B-A,
and

ending with the close of the first period

14

of 60 consecutive days thereafter on each of which

15

he is neither an inpatient of a hospital nor an in

16

patient of an extended care facility.

17

"Inpatient ilospital Services

18

"(b) The term 'inpatient hospital services' means the

19

following items and services furnished to an inpatient of a

20 hospital and (except as provided in paragraph
21

(3) ) by

the hospital

22

"(1) bed and board;

23

"(2)

such nursing services and other related serv

24

ices, such use of hospital facilities, and such medical

25

social services as are ordinarily furnished by the hospi
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1

tal for the care and treatment of inpatients, and such

2

drugs, biologicals, supplies, appliances, and equipment,

3

for use in the hospital, as are ordinarily furnished by

4

such hospital for the care and treatment of inpatients.;

5

and

6

" (3) such other diagnostic or therapeutic items or

7

services, furnished by the hospital or by others under

8

arrangements with them made by the hospital, as. are

9

ordinarily furnished to inpatients either by such hos

10
11
12

pital or by others under such arrangements;
excluding, however
" (4) medical or surgical services provided by a

13

physician, resident, or intern (141) (other than profes

14

sional services provided in the field of pathology, radi

15

ology, physiatry, or anesthesiology under arrangements

16

by the hospital with them); and

17
18

" (5) the services of a private-duty nurse or other
private-duty attendant.

19

Paragraph (4) shall not apply to services provided in the

20

hospital by an intern or a resident-in-training under a teach

21

ing program approved by the Council on Medical Education

22

of the American Medical Association (142)je(e,

23

case of an osteopathic hospital, approved by the Committee

or, in the

24 on Hospitals of the Bureau of Professional Education of the
25

American Osteopathic (143)Asseeiatiien*- Association, or,
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1 in the case of services in a hospital or osteopathic hospital by
2

an intern or resident-in-training in the field of dentistry,

3 approved b~y the Council on Dental Education of the Ameri
4 can Dental Association.
5
6

"Inpatient Psychiatric Hospital Services
"(c) The term 'inpatient psychiatric hospital services'

7 means inpatient hospital services furnished to an inpatient
8 of a psychiatric hospital.
9
10

"Inpatient Tuberculosis Hospital Services
"(d) The term 'inpatient tuberculosis hospital services'

11 means inpatient hospital services furnished to an inpatient
12

of a tuberculosis hospital.

13
14

"Hospital
"(e)

The term 'hospital' (except for purposes of see

15

tion 1814 (d), subsection (a) (2) of this section, paragraph

16

(7) of this subsection, (144)ftfd sbse fiei+s -() aft4

17

subsection (i) of this section) means an institution which

18

" (1)

-(-+)

is primarily engaged in providing, by or

19

under the supervision of physicians, to inpatients (A)

20

diagnostic services and therapeutic services for medical

21

diagnosis, treatment, and care of injured, disabled, or

22

sick persons, or (B) rehabilitation services for the re

23

habilitation of injured, disabled, or sick persons;

24

"(2) maintains clinical records on all patients;
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2
3
4

"(3) has bylaws in effect with respect to its staff
of physicians;
" (4) has a requirement that every patient must
be under the care of a physician;

5

" (5) provides 24-hour nursing service rendered

6

or supervised by a registered professional nurse, and has

7

a licensed practical nurse or registered professional nurse

8

on duty at all times;

9
10

" (6) has in effect a hospital utilization review plan
which meets the requirements of subsection (k)

11

" (7) in the case of an institution in any State in

12

which State or applicable local law provides for the

13

licensing of hospitals, (A) is licensed pursuant to such

14

law or (B) is approved, by the agency of such State

15

or locality responsible for licensing hospitals, a~s meeting

16

the standards established for such licensing; and

17

" (8) meets such other requirements as the Sec

18

retary finds necessary in the interest of the health and

19

safety of individuals who are furnished services in the

20

institution, except that such other requirements may not

21

be higher than the comparable requirements prescribed

22

for the accreditation of hospitals by the Joint Commis

23

sion on (145)the Accreditation of Hospitals.

24

For purposes of subsection

25

any institution which meets the requirements of paragraph

(a) (2), such term includes
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For purposes of sections 1814 (d)

1

(1) of this subsection.

2

(including determination of whether an individual received

3 inpatient hospital services for purposes of such section) , and
4 (146>sahseetiofts -(

"4) -(4~)subsection (i) of this section,

5 such term includes any institution which meets the require
6 ments of paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (7)of
7 this subsection. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of
8 this subsection, such term shall not, except for purposes of
9 subsection (a)(2), include any institution which isprimnar
10

ily for the care and treatment of mental diseases or (t47)tff

11

¾eeAss- -ejj

12

of this pfAd ft- ielfttes t-& pA4 A)-+ sffeh tefm shall ifeeld s,&eh

pital (as defined in subsection (148)-(-g)+

15ofpf

16

pipes 'of Pft+-+ A -(-RAd so Iftueh

tuberculosis unless itisa tuberculosis hos

13 a" iiistit~tti" if
14

la4fe

B4f

s

n-ho lipf4a

ftiA fof ptHpo-ses

ftetotA

si

a
terff shAl itifehid stteh ftii iwstkntiee if (g)) or unless itis,

17 psychiatric hospital (as defined in subsection (f)

) . The

18

terni 'hospital' also includes a Christian Science sanatorium

19

operated, or listed and certified, by the First Church of

20

(1 4 9 )Chi 4-4 Christ, Scientist, Boston, Massachusetts, but

21

only with respect to items and services ordinarily furnished

22

by such institution to inpatients, and payment may be

23

made with respect to services provided by or in such ain

24 institution only to (150)the such extent and under such
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1

conditions, limitations, and requirements

(in addition to

2

or in lieu of the conditions, limitations, and requirements

3

otherwise applicable) as may be provided in regulations.

4

For provisions deeming certain requirements of this subsec

5 tion to be met in the case of accredited institutions, see
6 section 1865.
7
8

"Psychiatric Hospital
"(f)

The term 'psychiatric hospital' means an institu

9 tion which
10

" (1) is primarily engaged in providing, by or un

11

der the supervision of a physician, psychiatric services

12

for the diagnosis and treatment of mentally ill persons;

13

" (2) satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (3)

14
15

through (8) of subsection (e)
" (3) maintains clinical records on all patients and

16

maintains such records as the Secretary finds to be neces

17

sary to determine the degree and intensity of the treat

18

ments provided to individuals (151)epxe~ed

19

iiisfanee p~egr-t+,* es~t~bished bji' pftA - entitled to hos

20

pital insurance benefits under part A;

21

ndef the

" (4) meets such staffing requirements as the Sec

22

retary finds necessary for the institution to carry out an

23

active program of treatment for individuals who are fur

24

nished services in the institution; and
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2

"(5)

is accredited by the Joint Commission on

(152)the Accreditation of Hospitals.

3

In the case of an institution which satisfies paragraphs (1)

4

and (2) of the preceding sentence and which contains a

5 distinct part which also satisfies paragraphs (3) and (4) of
6 such sentence, such distinct part shall be considered to be a
7 'psychiatric hospital' if the institution is accredited by the
8 Joint Commission on (153)4Jie Accreditation of ilospitals or
9 if such distinct part meets requirements equivalent to such
10 accreditation requirements as determined by the Secretary.
11
12
13

"Tuberculosis H-ospital
"(g) The term 'tuberculosis hospital' means an institu
tion which

14

" (1) is primarily engaged in providing, by or under

15

the supervision of a physician, medical services for the

16

diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis;

17
18
19

" (2) satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (3)
through (8) of subsection (e)
" (3) maintains clinical records on all patients and

20

maintains such records as the Secretary finds to be neces

21

sary to determine the degree and intensity of the treat

22

ment provided to individuals covered by the insurance

23

program established by part A
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"(4) meets such staffing requirements as the Secre

2

tary finds necessary for the institution to carry out an

3

active program of treatment for individuals who are

4

furnished services in the institution; and

5
6

" (5) is accredited by the Joint Commission on
(154)the Accreditation of Hospitals.

7 In the case of an institution which satisfies paragraphs (1)
8 and (2) of the preceding sentence and which contains a
9 distinct part which also satisfies paragraphs (3) and (4) of
10

such sentence, such distinct part shall be considered to be a

11

'tuberculosis hospital' if the institution is accredited by the

12 Joint Commission on (155)the Accreditation of Hospitals or
13 if such distinct part meets requirements equivalent to such
14 accreditation requirements as determined by the Secretary.
15

"Extended Care Services

16

"(h) The term 'extended care services' means the fol

17

lowing items and services furnished to an inpatient of an

18

extended care facility and (except as provided in paragraphs

19

(3) and (6) ) by such extended care facilitym

20
21
22
23
24

" (1) nursing care provided by or under the super
vision of a registered professional nurse;
"(2) bed and board in connection with the fur
nishing of such nursing care;
"(3)

physical, occupational, or speech therapy
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furnished by the extended care facility or by others

2

under arrangements with them made by the facility;

3

" (4) medical social services,;

4

" (5) such drugs, biologicals, supplies, appliances,

5

and equipment, furnished for use in the extended care

6

facility, as are ordinarily furnished by such facility for

7

the care and treatment of inpatients;
" (6) medical services provided by an intern or resi

8
9

dent-in-tra-ining of a hospital with which the facility has

10

in effect a transfer agreement (meeting the requirements

11

of subsection (1) ), under a teaching program of such

12

hospital approved as provided in the last sentence of

13

subsection

14

services provided by a hospital with which the facility

15

has such an agreement in effect; and

16

" (7)

(b) , and other diagnostic or therapeutic

such other services necessary to the health

17

of the patients as are generally provided by extended

18

care facilities;

19

excluding, however, any item or service if it would not be

20

included under subsection (b) if furnished to an inpatient

21

of a hospital.

22
23

"Post-ilospital Extended Care Services
"

(i)

The term 'post-hospital extended care services'

24 means extended care services furnished an individual after
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1 transfer from a hospital in which he was an inpatient for not
2 less than 3 consecutive days before his discharge from the
3 hospital in connection with such transfer.

For purposes of

4 the preceding sentence, items and services shall be deemed
5 to have been furnished to an individual after transfer from a
6 hospital, and he shall be deemed to have been an inpatient
7in the hospital immediately before transfer therefrom, if
8

he is admitted to the extended care facility -within 14

9 days after discharge from such hospital, and such individual
10

shall be deemed not to have been discharged from the

11 extended care facility (156)if feadmit"e

thereto within .44

12 dty-s aftef disehft-ge theferef if, within 14 days after dis
13 charge therefrom, he is admitted to such facility or any other
14 extended care facility.
15
16

"Extended Care Facility

'(j) The term 'extended care facility' means (except
) an institution (or a

17

for purposes of subsection (a) (2)

18

distinct part of an institution) which has in effect a transfer

19

agreement (meeting the requirements of subsection

20

with one or more hospitals having agreements in effect

21

under section 1866 and which

22

"(1)

(1))

is primarily engaged in providing to im

23

patients (A) skilled nursing care and related services

24

for patients who require medical or nursing care, or (B)
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1

rehabilitation services for the rehabilitation of injured,

2

disabled, or sick persons;

3

" (2) has policies, which are developed with the

4

advice of (and with provision of review of such policies

5

from time to time by) a group of professional personnel,

6

including one or more physicians and one or more regis

7

tered professional nurses, to govern the skilled nursing

8

care and related medical or other services it provides;

9

" (3)

has a physician, a registered professional

10

nurse, or a medical staff responsible for t~he execution

11

of such policies;

12

" (4) (A) has a requirement that the health ca-re of

13

every patient must be under the supervision of a physi

14

cian, and (B) provides for having a physician available

15

to furnish necessary medical care in case of emergency;

16

"(5)

maintains clinical records on all patients;

17

"(6)

provides 24-hour nursing service which is

18

sufficient to meet nursing needs in accordance with the

19

policies developed as provided in paragraph (2), and

20

has at least one registered professional nurse employed

21

full time;

22

" (7) provides appropriate methods and procedures

23

for the dispensing and administering of drugs and

24

biologicals;
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1
2

"(8) has in effect a utilization review plan which
meets the requirements of subsection (k) ;

3

" (9) in the case of an institution in any State in

4

which State or applicable local law provides for the

5

licensing of institutions of this nature, (A) is licensed

6

pursuant to such law, or (B) is approved, by the agency

7

of such State or locality responsible for licensing institu

8

tions of this nature, as meeting the standards estab

9

lished for such licensing; and

10

" (10) meets such other conditions relating to the

11

health and safety of individuals who are furnished serv

12

ices in such institution or relating to the physical facili

13

ties thereof as the Secretary may find (157)naeeessa-ey;

14

necessary.

15

(158)e_-eep

that sueh tei~ shall not -(othe* thatn ifo ptu

16 poses of subhseetion -(a) (2)-) ineliude any ifnetittion whieli is
17

pr-imafily kwi the ea-re atn4 ti'eatmnent o f ental diseases

Of

18 tleeuoi.For purposes of subsection (a) (2), such term
19 includes any institution which meets the requirements of
20 paragraph (1) of this subsection.
21

(15 9)The term 'extended

care facility' also includes an institution (or a distinct part of

22 an institution) which is operated, or listed and certified, as a
23 Christian Science nursing home by the F1irst Church of
24

Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts, but only with

25

respect to items and services ordinarilyfurnished by such an
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1 institution to in-patients, and payment may be made with
2 respect to services provided by or in such an institution only
3 to the extent and under such conditions, limitations, and
4 requirements (in addition to or in lieu of the conditions,
5 limitations, and requirements otherwise applicable) as may
6 be provided in regulations.
7
8

"Utilization ]Review
"(k) A utilization review plan of a hospital or extended

9 care facility shall be considered sufficient if it is applicable
10 to services furnished by the institution to individuals entitled
11 to insurance benefits under this title and if it provides
12

" (1)

for the review, on a sample or other basis,

13

of admissions to the institution, the duration of stays

14

therein, and the professional services (including drugs

15

and biologicals) furnished,

16

medical necessity of the services, and (B) for the pur

17

pose of promoting the most efficient use of available

18

health facilities and services;

(A) with respect to the

19

" (2) for such review to be made by either (A)

20

a stall conmmittee of the institution composed of two

21

or more physicians, with or without participation of

22

other professional personnel, or (B) a group outside the

23

institution which is similarly composed and (i) which

24

is established by the local medical society and some or

25

all of the hospitals and extended care facilities in the
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locality, or (ii) if (an~d for as long as) there has not

2

been established such a group which serves such insti

3

tuition, which is established in such other manner as

4

may be approved by the Secretary;

5

"(3)

for such review, in each case of inpatient

6

hospital services or extended care services furnished to

7

such an individual during a continuous period of ex

8

tended duration, as of such days of such period (which

9

may differ for different classes of cases) as may be speci

10

fled in regulations, with such review to be made as

11

promptly as possible, after each day so specified, and

12

in no event later than one week following such day;

13

and

14

" (4) for prompt notification to the institution, the

15

individual, and his attending physician of any finding

16

(made after opportunity for consultation to such attend

17

ing physician) by the physician members of such corn

18

mittee or group that any further stay in the institution

19

is not medically necessary.

20 The review committee must be composed as provided in
21

clause (B) of paragraph (2) rather than as provided in

22

clause (A) of such paragraph in the case of any hospital

23

or extended care facility where, because of the small size of

24 the institution, or (in the case of an extended care facility)
25

because of lack of an organized medical staff, or for such
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1 other reason or reasons as may be included in regulations,
2

it is impracticable for the institution to have a properly

3 functioning staff committee for the purposes of this sub
4

section.

5

"Agreements for Transfer Between Extended Care

6

Facilities and Hospitals

7

"(1)

A hospital and an extended care facility shall be

8 considered to have a transfer agreement in effect if, by reason
9of a written agreement between them or (in case the two
10 institutions are under common control) by reason of a writ
11

ten undertaking by the person or body which controls them,

12

there is reasonable assurance that

13

" (1) transfer of patients will be effected between

14

the hospital and the extended care facility whenever

15

such transfer is medically appropriate as determined by

16

the attending physician; and

17

" (2)

there will be interchange of medical and

18

other information necessary or useful in the care and

19

treatment of individuals transferred between the institu

20

tions, or in determining whether such individuals can

21

be adequately cared for otherwise than in either of

22

such institutions.

23

Any extended care facility which does not have such an

24 agreement in effect, but which is found by a State agency
25

(of the State in which such facility is situated) with which
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1 an agreement under section 1864 is in effect (or, in the
2

case of a State in which no such agency has an agreement

3 under section 1864, by the Secretary) to have attempted
4

in good faith to enter into such an agreement with a hos

5

pital (160)within the ;State or otherwise sufficiently close

6 to the facility to make feasible the transfer between them
7

of patients and the iiiformation referred to in paragraph

8

(.2), shall be considered to have such an agreement in

9

effect if and for so long as such agency (or the Secretary,

:10

as the ca-se may be) fiuids that to do so is in the public

11

interest and essential to assuring extended care services for

12

persons in the community who a-re eligible for payments

13 with respect to such services under this title.
14
15

"Home Health Services
"(in)

The term 'home health services' means the fol

16 lowing items and services furnished to an individual, who is
17

under the care of a physician, by a home health agency or by

1.8

others under arrangements with them made by such agency,

19

under a plan (for furnishing such items and services to such

20 individual)

established and periodically reviewed

by a

21 physician, which items and services are, except as provided
22 in paragraph (7), provided on a visiting basis in a place of
23
24

residence used as such individual's home
"(1)

part-time or intermittent nursing ca-re pro
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1

vided by or under the supervision of a registered pro

2

fessional nurse;

3

"(2)

4

"(3) medical social services under the direction of

5
6
7

physical, occupational, or speech therapy;

a physician;
" (4) to the extent permitted in regulations, parttime or intermiittent services of a home health aide;

8

" (5) medical supplies (other than drugs and bio

9

logicals), and the use of medical appliances, while under

10

such a plan;

11

" (6) in the case of a, home health agency which

12

is affiliated or under common control with a hospital,

13

medical services provided by an intern or resident-in

14

training of such hospital, under a teaching program

15

of such hospital approved as provided in the last sen

16

tence of subsection (b) ; and

17

" (7) any of the foregoing items and services which

18

are provided on an outpatient basis, under arrangements

19

made by the home health agency, at a. hospital or

20

extended care facility, or at a rehabilitation center which

21

meets such standards as may be prescribed in regula

22

tions, and

23

" (A) the furnishing of which involves the use
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of equipment of such a nature. that the items and

2

services cannot readily be made available to the in

3

dividual. in such place of residence, or

4

" (B) which are furnished at such facility while

5

he is there to receive any such item or service de-.

6

scribed in clause (A),

7

but not including transportation of the individual in

8

connection with any such item or service;

9 excluding, however, any item or service if it would not be
10 included under subsection (b) if furnished to an inpatient
11
12
13

of a hospital.
(1 61)"Pest Tfespita Rome Real~th Seffiees
±L4

he tefm

opsthespital home health serviees'

14 means home health seric4es faifnished an individna
15

within

onte y-eaf afte* his most Feeent disehafge fro&m a hospita of

16 whieh he was an inpattienft fo-f not less thanr - eonseeotitive
17 days or -(i later-)- within o~ne yearf aftef his most r-eeent dlis
18

ehagefrom an eyztended eare faeilityof whieh he was anf

19

ifipatei4 entitled to payment tindef pat -A fe* pest-hspita

20 extended eafe serv-ees, biA only if the plan eoev-ring the
21

home health serviees -(as desefibed int subseetiont -(n+))

is

22 established within -14 days afef ins disehaftge from suteh
23 hospita of extended eafe ffaeility.
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2

"Home Health Agency
"(1 61a)-(e*.)(n) The term 'home health agency' means

3 a public agency or private organization, or a subdivision of
4 such an agency or organization, which
5
6

" (1) is primarily engaged in providing skilled
nursing services and other therapeutic services;

7

" (2) has policies, established by a group of pro

8

fessional personnel (associated with the agency or orga

9

nization), including one or more physicians and one or

10

more registered professional nurses, to govern the serv

11

ices (referred to in paragraph (1) ) which it provides,

12

and provides for supervision of such services by a phy

13

sician or registered professional nurse;

14

" (3) maintains clinica~l records on all patients;

15

" (4) in the case of an agency or organization in

16

any State in which State or applicable local law provides

17

for the licensing of agencies or organizations of this

18

nature, (A) is licensed pursuant to such law, or (B) is

1.9

approved, by the agency of such State or locality re

20

sponsible for licensing agencies or organizations of this

21

nature, as meeting the standards established for such

22

licensing; and
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"(5) meets such other conditions of participation

2

as the Secretary may find necessary in the interest of

3

the health and safety of individuals who are furnished

4

services by such agency or organization;

5

except that such term shall not include a private organiza

6 tion which is not a nonprofit organization exempt from
'7 Federal income taxation under section 501 of the Internal
8 Revenue Code of 1954 (or a subdivision of such organiza
9 tion) unless it is licensed pursuant to State law and it meets
10 such additional standards and requirements as may be pre
11

scribed in (162)r-egudAtiowns-, and eyceept that fop pmepeses of

12 part -Aflfeh termf 4ff] no inehtide any ageney or oe-ii~aztfien
13 whiek h; prinwwily- fo* the eare and ti'eatmeint of me ted dis

14 eases regulations. The term 'home health agency' also in
15 cludes a. ChristianScience -visitingnurse service operated, or
16

listed and certified. by the FirstChurch of Christ, Scientist, in

17 Boston, Massachusetts, but only with respect to items and
18 services ordinarilyfurnished by such a.visiting nurse service
19

to individuals, and payment may- be made with respect to

20 services provided by such visiting nurse service only to the
21

extent and under such conditions, limitations, and require

22 ments (in addition to or in lieu of the conditions, limitations,
23 and requirements otherwise applicable) as may be provided
24

in regulations.
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2
3
4

"Outpatient Hospital Diagnostic Services
"(162a)-(p) (o) the term 'outpatient hospital diagnostic
services' means diagnostic services
"(1)

which are furnished to an individual as an

5

outpatient by a hospital or by others uinder arrange

6

ments with them made by a hospital; and

7

" (2) which are ordinarily furnished by such hos

8

pital (or by others under such arrangements) to its
9outpatients for the purpose of diagnostic study;

10 excluding, however
1.1

" (3) any item or service if it would not be included

12

under subsection (b) if furnished to an inpatient of a

13

hospital; and

14

"(4)

any services furnished under such arrange

15

ments unless furnished in the hospital or in other

16

facilities operated by or uinder the supervision of the hos

17

pital or its organized medical staff.

18
19

"Physicians' Services
"(162b)-(q*) (p) The term 'physicians' services' means

20 professional services performed by physicians, including sur
21 gery, consultation, and home, office, and institutional calls
22

(but not including services described in the last sentence of

23

subsection (b) ).
ll.R. 6675-4
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"Physician

1
2

"(162c)-(*) (q) The term 'physician', when used in con

3 nection with the performanIIce of any function or action,
4 means (163)" it~iiti~al (1) a doctor of medicine or oste
3 opathy legally authorized to practice mnedicine and surgery by
6

tihe State hi which lie performs stich function or action (in
within t

7 chidinig a bsca
8 (7))

ueeniing' of section 1101 (a)

(1 6)o' (2) a doctor of dentistry or of dental or oral

s'wrgery whto is legally authorized to practice denti~stry by the
I )State in -whichhe performsn such fun ct'ion but on-ly 'with respect
11to (A) su rger/i related to the jaiw or any/structure contiguous

12

to thec jawi or (B) the reduction of any fracture of the jaw

-13 or oaii faciail bone.
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15
16

"Medical andl Other llealth Services
"(164a)-*

(r) The term 'medical and other health

services' iieans any of the following items or services (unless

-1.7 they wotld otherwvise constitute inpatient hospita.1 services,
1-8

extended care services, (165)hteme he"lkl ,A,

e*hysi.
Of~

19 ehvf~, sefviees or home health services)
20

(166)" (1) (A) physicians' services;

21

"(B) chiropractors' services; and

22

"(C) podiatrists'services;

23

(167)"(2) services and supplies (including drugs and

24

biologicals which cannot, as determined in accordance

25

with regulations, be self-administered) furnished as an
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1

incident to a Physician's professional service, of kinds

2

which are commonly furnished in physicians' offices and

3

are commonly either rendered without charge or included

4

in the physicians' bills, and hospital -services (including

5

drugs and biologicals which cannot, as determined in

6

accordance with regulations, be self-administered) inci

7

dent to physicians' services rendered to outtpatients;:

8

"(168)+1-)

9

tests, (169)ekeetr(fe

10
11

(3) diag~nostic X-ray and laboratory
iogf-,mks

ing-s-,eet~e~ejhdga
"(170)-(2-)

btsAl mietAblism Fffid

and other diagnostic tests;

.(4) X-ray, radium, and radioactive

12

isotope therapy, including materials and services of

13

technicians;

14

"(171)-(4~(5) surgical dressings, and splints, casts,

15

and other devices used for reduction of fractures and dis

16

locations;

17

"(172)-{4)

(6) rental of durable medical equip

18

ment, including iron lungs, oxygen tents, hospital beds,

19

and wheelchairs used in the patient's home (including an

20

institution used as his home)

21

"(173)-(-5q (7) ambulance service where the use of

22

other methods of transportation is contraindicated by the

23

individual's condition, but only to the extent provided in

24

regfulations;

25

`(174){6.)- (8) prosthetic devices (other than den
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1

tal) which replace all or part of an internal body organ,

2

including replacement of such devices; and

3

"(175)-(--) (9) leg, arm, back, and neck braces, and

4

artificial legs, arms, and eyes, including replacements if

5

required because of a change in the patient's physical

6

condition.

7 (17 6)No diagnostic tests performed in any laboratory which
8 is independent of a physician's office or a hospital shall be
9
10

included within paragraph (3) unless such laboratory
"(10) if situated in any State in which State or

11

applicable local law provides for licensing of establish

12

ments of this nature, (A) is licensed pursuant to such

13

law, or (B) is approved, by the agency of such State

14

or locality responsible for licensing establishments of this

15

nature, as meeting the standards established for such

16

licensing; and

17

"(11) meets such other conditions relating to the

18

health and safety of individuals with respect to whom

19

such tests are performed as the Secretary may find

20

necessary.

21
22

"Drugs and Biologicals
"(17 6a)-(*

(s) The term 'drugs' and the term 'biologi

23

cals', except for purposes of subsection (in) (5) of this sec

24

tion, include only (177)(1) such drugs and biologicals, re

25

spectively, as are included (178) (or approved for inclusion)
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1 in the United States Pharmacopoeia (179)>f the-, the Na
2

tional IFormulary, (180)or the United States Homeopathic

3

Pharmacopoeia,or in New Drugs or Accepted Dental Remie

4

dies (except for any drugs and biologicals nnfavorably eval

5

uated therein), or (18 1)" fti-e a~ppr-ed4 (2) combinationsof

6

drugs or biologicals if t/hc priweipcul li1 ,redient or i)?gredients

7

of the combinations m'eot the coindition.s Specified in clause (1),
8or (3) such drugs or biologicol.s a,• orf

by the
(prjored,
MC

9 pharmacy and druig therapentics coininttec (or

equivalent

10

committee)

11

such drugs and biologicals, (182)for use in such hospital.

of the medical staff of fhiC hospital furnisihingZ

"Provider of Seirvices

12
13
14

`(182a)j-(4) (t) The term 'provider of services' means a

hospital, extended care facility, or homne 10,a~dtl agency.
"Reasonab~le Cost

15
16

"(182b))+{~H

(u) (1)

The reasonable cost of any

17

services shall be determnined in accordance with regulations

18

establishing the method or methods to be used, and the items

19

to be included, in determining such costs for various types or

20

classes of institutions, agencies, and services; except that in

21

any case to which paragraph (2) or (3) applies, the amount

22

of the payment determined under such paragraph with

23

respect to the services involved shall be considered the

24

reasonable

cost

25

regulations

ref erred to

of

such

services.

In prescribing

the

sentence,

the

in the preceding
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Secretary shall consider, among other things, the principles

2 generally applied by national organizations or established
3 prepayment organizations (which have developed such prin
4

ciples) in computing the amount of payment, to be made by

5 persons other than the recipients of services, to providers of
6 services on account of services furnished to such recipients
7 by such providers.

Such regulations may provide for de

8 termination of the costs of services on a per diem, per
9 unit, per capita, or other basis, may provide for using
10 different methods in different circumstances, may provide
11 for the use of estimates of costs of particular items or serv
12

ices, and may provide for the use of charges or a percentage

13 of charges where this method reasonably reflects the costs.
14

Such regulations shall (A) take into account both direct and

15

indirect costs of providers of services in order that, under the

16 methods of determining costs, the costs with respect to in
17

dividuals covered by the insurance programs established by

IS

this title will not be borne by individuals not so covered, and

19 the costs with respect to individuals not so covered will not
20 be borne by such insurance programs, and (B) provide for
21

the making of suitable retroactive corrective adjustments

22 where, for a provider of services for any fiscal period, the
23

aggregate reimbursement produced by the methods of deter

24 mining costs proves to be either inadequate or excessive.
25

" (2) (A) If the bed and board furnished as part of

103
1 inpatient hospital services (including inpatient tuberculosis
2 hospital (1 83)seenieeis- iinpemieftt jsyehie~r-ie hospita4 ewes
3 services and inpatient psychiatric hospital services) or
4 post-hospital

extended

care

services is in accommoda

5 tions more expensive than semi-private accommodations,
6 the amount

taken into account for purposes

of pay

7 ment under this title with respect to such services may not
8 exceed an amount equal to the reasonable cost of such serv
9 ices if furnished in such semi-private accommodations unless
10 the more expensive accommodations were required for medi
11 cal reasons.
12

" (B) Where a provider of services which has an agree

13 ment in effect under this title furnishes to an individual items
14 or services which are in excess of or more expensive than the
15

items or services with respect to which payment may be

16

made under part A or part B, as the case may be, the Secre

17

tary shall take into account for purposes of payment to such

18

provider of services only the equivalent of the reasonable cost

19

of the items or services with respect to which such payment

20 may be made.
21

"(3) If the bed and board furnished as part of inpatient

22

hospital services

23

(184)seriwie~)

24

ices and inpatient psychiatric services) or post-hospital ex

25

tended care services is in accommodations other than, but not

(including inpatient tuberculosis hospital
iftjaeiat psyehi~tie hiesjpit

serviees, serv
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1

more expensive than, semi-private accommodations and the

2

use of such other accommodations rather than semi-private

3 accommodations was neither at the request of the patient
4

nor for a reason which the Secretary determines is consistent

5 with the purposes of this title, the amount of the payment
6 with respect to such bed and board under part A (185)ef
7 pfft -4- "~athe ease may be-, shall be the reasonable cost of
8 such bed and board furnished in semi-private accommodations
9

(determined pursuant to paragraph (1) ) minus the differ

10

ence between the charge customarily made by the hospital or

1-1

extended care facility for bed and board in semi-private ac

12

comnmodations and the charge customarily made by it for bed

13 and -board in the accommodations furnished.
14

" (4) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'semi

15

private accommodations' means two-bed, three-bed, or four

16 bed accommodations.
17
18

"Arrangements for Certain Services
"(185a)-+w.)- (v) The term 'arrangements' is limited to

19

arrangements tinder which receipt of payment by the hos

20

pital, extended care facility, or hiom-e health agency (whether

2-1

in its own right or as agent) , with respect to services for

22

which and individual is entitled to have payment made under

23

this title, discharges the liability of such individual or any

24

other person to pay for the services.
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2

"State and Ujnited States
"(185b)-()-x

(w) The terms 'State' and 'United States'

3 have the meaning given to them by subsections (h) and (i),
4 respectively, of section 210.
5

(1-866)"Chiropractors' and Podiatrists'Services

6

"(x) (1) The term 'chiropractor' means an individual

7

who is licensed under State law to practice as a chiropractor

8 in the State; and the term 'chiropractors' services' means
9services performed by a chiropractorwithin the scope of his

10 license.
11

"(2) The term 'podiatrist' means an individual who is

12

licensed under State law to practice as a podiatrist in the

13 State; and the term 'podiatrists' services' means services per
14

15

formed by a podiatristwithin the scope of his license.
"ElXCLUTSIONS FROM COVE RAGE

16

"SEC. 1862. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision

17

of this title, no payment may be made under part A or part

18 B for any expenses incurred for items or services
19

" (1) which are not reasonable and necessary for

20

the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury or to im

21

prove the functioning of a malformed body member;

22

" (2) for which the individual furnished such items

23

or services has no legal obligation to pay, and which no

24

other person (by reason of such individual's membership
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1

in a prepayment plan or otherwise) has a legal obliga

2

tion to provide or pay for;

3

" (3) which are paid for directly or indirectly by a

4

governmental entity (other than under this Act (187)

5

and other than under a health benefits or instirance plan

6

established for employees of such an entity) , except in

7

suchl cases a~s the Secretai-y mnay specify;

8

"(4)

which a-re not provided within the United

9

States (188)(except for emergency inpatient hospital

10

services furnished outside the United States under the

111

conditions described in section 1814(f));

12

"t(5) which a-re required as a result of war, or of

13

an act of war, occurring after the effective date of such

14

individual's current coverage under such part;

15

" (6) which constitute personal comfort items;

16

" (7) where such expenses are for routine physical

17

checkups, eyeglasses or eye examinations for the pur

18

pose of prescribing, fitting, or changing eyeglasses,

19

hearing aids or examinations therefor, or immunizations;

20

" (8) where such expenses are for orthopedic shoes

21

or other supportive devices for the feet;

22

"(9) where such expenses are for custodial care;

23

" (10) where such expenses are for cosmetic sur

24

gery or are incurred in connection therewith, except as

25

required for the prompt repair of accidental injury or
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1

for improvement of the functioning of a malformed body

2

member; (189)e*

3

" (11) where such expenses constitute charges im

4

posed by immediate relatives of such individual or

5

members of his (190)heu~seheod. household; or

6

(191)" (12) wvhere such expenses are for services in con

7

nection wvith the care, treatment, filling, removal, or re

8

placement of teeth or structures directly supporting teeth.

9

" (b) Payment under this title may not be made with

10 respect to any item or service to the extent that payment has
11

been made, or can reasonably be expected to be made (as

12

determined in accordance with regulations), with respect to

13

such item or service, under a workmen's compensation law or

14

plan of t~he United States or a State. Any payment under

15

this title with respect to any item or service shall be con

16

ditioned on reimbursement to the appropriate Trust Fund

17

established by this title when notice or other information is

:18

received that payment for such item or service has been made

19

under such a law or plan.

20 ccCONSUJLTATION

WITH STATE AGENCIES AND OTHER ORGA

21

NIZATIONS TO DEVELOP CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

22

FOR PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

23

"SEC. 1863. In carrying out his functions, relating to

24

determination of conditions of participation by providers of

25 services,

under subsections

(e) (8),

(f) (4),

(g) (4),
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(j) (10), and (o) (5) of section 1861, the Secretary shall

2

consult with the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council

3

established by section 1867, appropriate State agencies, and

4 recognized national listing or accrediting bodies, and may
5 consult with appropriate local agencies.

Such conditions

6 prescribed under any of such subsections may be varied
7 for different areas or different classes of institutions or agen
8 cies and mnay, at the request of a State, provide (192)
9 4es+jeet, ift the eaete of ho*Ws-il

to the lifnitatien pretided

10 ift seetiei+ 4,R"-f)--()+ higher requirements for such State
11

than for other States (193); except that, in the case of any

12

State or political subdivision of a State which imposes higher

13

requirements on institations as a condition to the purchase

14

of services i'n such institutionts under a State plan approved

15

under title I, XVI, or XIX, the conditions so prescribed

16

with respect to sach institutions in such State or political

17

subdivision, ais the case mayl be,. may not be lower than the re

18

quiremeu/s so inipo.,4ed by such State or political subdivision.

19

"cUSE, OF STATE AGENCIES

TO DETERM-INE

COMPLIANCE

20

BY

21

PARTICIPATION

22

"SEC. 1864. (a) The Secretary shall make an agree

23

ment with any State which is able and willing to do so under

PROVIhERS

OF SERVICES

WITH

CONDITIONS

OF

24 which the services of the State health agency or other appro
25

priate State agency (or the appropriate local agencies) will

1-09
1 be utilized by him for the purpose of determining whether an
2

institution therein is a hospital or extended care facility, or

3

whether an agency therein is a home health (194)agge~ie

4

agency, or wohether a laboratory meets the requirements of

5 paragraphs (10) and (11) of section 1861(s). (195yT-o
6

the e~etth-at the

7 t4oi

{ 4qit apFOP-'ite,, an i+
Pee(4i~#

geffey wlh+ih -sfneh a+State -(of 1**eti4) ffglene-,~

8f

8 flees is at hetsipitaI

e-tei+de4 eft-e faeility_. ei

9 aggeney -(-as these tei-m~-are defin4ed iin seegi~i
10 tfeat+-d as, siueh by thie, See-yetfvy.

home health
1~47)-4

may be

An institution or agency

11

which such a State (or local) agency certifies is a hospital,

12

extended care facility, or home health agency (as those termis

13

are defined in section 1861) shall be treated as such by the

14

Secretary: Provided, That in the event the Secretary deter

15

mines that the hospital, facility, or agency is so imadeguate

16

as to endanger the life or health of the people it serves, gives

17

notice of such determination to the certifying State agency,

18

and provides an opportunity for hearing thereon to the State

19

agency.

20

utilize the services of State health agencies and other ap

21

propriate State agencies (and the appropriate local agen

22

cies)

23

provide

24

cies to assist them (A)

The Secretary may also, pursuant to agreement,

to do any one or more of the following:
consultative

services

to

institutions

(1)
or

to

agen

to establish and maintain fiscal

25 records necessary for purposes of this title, or otherwise to
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1

qualify as hospitals, extended care facilities, or home health

2

agencies, or (B) to provide information which may be nec

3

essary to permit determination under this title as to whether

4 payments are due and the amounts thereof, and (2) to pro
5 vide consultative services to institutions, agencies, or organi
6 zations to assist in the establishment of utilization review
7 procedures meeting the requirements of section 1861 (k) and
8 in evaluating their effectiveness.
9

" (b)

The Secretary shall pay any such State, in

10 advance or by way of reimbursement, as may be provided in
11

the agreement with it (and may make adjustments in such

12

payments on account of overpayments or underpayments

13

previously made), for the reasonable cost of performing the

14 functions specified in subsection (a) , and for the Federal
15

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund's fair share of the costs

16 attributable to the planning and other efforts directed toward
17 coordination of activities in carrying out its agreement and
18

other activities related to the provision of services similar to

19

those for which payment may be made under part A, or re

20 lated to the facilities and personnel required for the provision
21

of such services , or related to improving the quality of such

22

services.
23

"EFFECT OF ACCREDITATION

24

"SEC. 1865. An institution shall be deemed to meet the

25

requirements of the numbered para~graphs of section 1861 (e)

ill

1

(except paragraph (6) thereof) if such institution is accred

2 ited as a hospital by the Joint Commission on (196)the Ac
3 creditation of Hospitals.

If such Commission, as a condition

4 for accreditation of a hospital, requires a utilization review
5 plan or imposes another requirement which serves substanti
6 ally the same purpose, the Secretary is authorized to find that
7 all institutions so accredited by the Commission comply also
8 with section 1861 (e) (6). In addition, if the Secretary finds
9 that accreditation of an institution or agency by the American
10

Osteopathic Association or any other national accreditation

11

body provides reasonable assarance t~hat any or all of the con

12

ditions of section 1861 (e) ,

13

case may be, are met, he may, to the extent he deems it

(j), or (196a)-(&Y) (n), as the

14 appropriate, treat such institution or agency as meeting the
15

condition or conditions with respect to which he made such

16 finding.
17
18

",AGREEMENTS WITH PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

"SEC. 1866. (a) (1) Any provider of services shall be

19 qualified to participate under this title and shall be eligible
20 for payments under this title if it files with the Secretary an
21

agreement

22

" (A) not to charge, except as provided in para

23

graph (2), any individual or any other person for

24

items or services for which such individual is entitled

25

to have payment made under this title (or for which
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1

he would be so entitled if such provider of services had

2

complied with the procedural and other requirements

3

under or pursuant to this title or for which such provider

4

is paid pursuant to the provisions of section 1814 (e)

5

(197)ef seetion 48-5(e) ), and

6

" (B) to make adequate provision for return (or

7

other disposition, in accordance with regulations) of

8

any moneys incorrectly collected from such individual

9

or other person.

10

" (2) (A) A provider of services may charge. such in

11

dividual or other person (i) the amount of any deduction

12 imposed Ipursuant to section 1813 (198)-(a) (-)f)-

(ev(2

13

(a) (1), (a) (2), or (a) (4) or section 1833 (b) with respect

14

to such items and services (not in excess of the amount cus

15

tomarily charged for such items and services by such pro

16

vider) , and (ii) an amount equal to 20 per centum of the

17

reasonable charges for such items and services (not in excess

18

of 20 per centum of the amount customarily charged for such

19

items and services by such provider) for which payment is

20 made under part B (199)or, in the case of outpatient hospital
21

diagnostic services, for which payment is (or may be) made

22

under part A. In the case of items and services 'described in

23

section 1833 (c) , clause (ii) of the preceding sentence shall

24 be applied by substituting for 20 percent the proportion
25 which is appropriate under such section.
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"(B) Where a provider of services has furnished, at the

2 request of such individual, items or services which are in
3 excess of or more expensive than the items or services with
4

respect to which payment may be made under this title,

5 such provider of services may also charge such individual or
6 other person for such more expensive items or services to the
7

extent that the amount customarily charged by it for the

8 items or services furnished at such request exceeds the
9 amount customarily charged by it for the items or services
10 with respect to which payment may be made under this
11
12

title.
" (C) A provider of services may also charge any such

13 individual for any whole blood furnished him with respect
14

to which a deductible is imposed under section 1813 (a) (3)

15

(200),ff 83

16

over the cost to such provider for the blood shall be deducted

17

from any payment to such provider under this title, (ii) no

18

such charge may be imposed for the cost of administration

19

of such blood, a~nd (iii) such charge may not be made to

d

except that (i) any excess of such charge

20 the extent such blood has been replaced on behalf of such
21

individual or arrangements have been made for its replace

22

ment on his behalf.

23

" (b) An agreement with the Secretary irnder this sec

24 tion may be terminated
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"(1) by the provider of services at such time and

2

upon such notice to the Secretary and the public as may

3

be provided in regulations, except that notice of more

4

than 6 months shall not be required, or

5

" (2) by the Secretary at such time and upon such

6

reasonable notice to the provider of services and the

7

public as may be specified in regulations, but only

8

after the Secretary has determined (A) that such pro

9

vider of services is not complying substantially with

10

the provisions of such agreement, or with the provisions

11

of this title and regulations thereunder, or (B) that

12

such provider of services no longer substantially meets

13

the applicable provisions of section 1861, or (C) that

14

such provider of services has failed to provide such

15

information as the Secretary finds necessary to determine

16

whether payments are or were due under this title

1711

and the amounts thereof, or has refused to permit such

18

examination of its fiscal and other records by or on behalf

19

of the Secretary as may be necessary to verify such

20

information.

21

Any termination shall be applicable

22

" (3) in the case of inpatient hospital services (in

23

cluding inpatient tuberculosis hospital (201)seifwiees4-,

24

intpatien4 psyehiaitfie hespit~sei-viees, services and in

25

patient psychiatric hospital services), post-hospital ex
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1.

tended care services, with respect to such services fur

2

nished to any individual who is admitted to the hospital

3

or extended care facility furnishing such services on or

4

after the effective date of such termination,

5

" (4) (A)

with respect to home health services

6

furnished to an individual under a plan therefor estab

7

lished on or after the effective date of such termination,

8

or (B) if a plan is established before such effective

9

date, with respect to such services furnished to such

10

individual after the calendar year in which such termina

11

tion is effective, and

12

" (5) with respect to any other items and services

13

furnished on or after the effective

14

termination.

15

" (c) Where An agreement filed under this title by a

date of

such

16 provider of services has been terminated by the Secretary,
17

such provider may not file another agreement under this

18

title unless the Secretary finds that the reason for the termi

19

nation has been removed and that there is reasonable assur

20

ance that it will not recur.

21

" (d) If the Secretary finds that there is a substantial

22

failure to make timely review in accordance with section

23

1861 (k) of long-stay cases in a hospital or extended care

24 facility, he may, in lieu of terminating his agreement with
25

such hospital or facility, decide that, with respect to any
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1 individual admitted to such hospital or facility after a subse
2

quent date specified by him, no payment shall be made under

3 this title for inpatient hospital services (including inpatient
4 tuberculosis hospital (202)sefviwees),
5

oein pakient~

psyehiat

-i~e hespiWa seiwiees, services and inpatient psychiatric hos

6 pital services) after the 20th day of a continuous period of
7 such services or for post-hospital extended care services after
8 such day of a continuous period of such care a~s is prescribed
9 in or pursuant to regulations, as the ca-se may be. Such deci
10

sion may be made effective only after such notice to the hos

11 pital, or (in the case of an extended care facility) to the
12 facility and the hospital or hospitals with which it has a trans
13 fer agreement, and to the public, as may be prescribed by
14 regulations, and its effectiveness shall terminate when the
15

Secretary finds that the reason therefor has been removed and

16

that there is reasonable assurance that it will not recur. The

17

Secretary shall not make any such decision except after rea

18

sonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the institution

19

or agency affected thereby.

20

"cHEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL

21

"SEC. 1867. For the purpose of advising the Secretary

22

on matters of general policy in the administration of this title

23

and in the formulation of regulations under this title, there is

24, hereby created a Health Insurance Benefits Advisory CJoun
25

cil which shall consist of 16 persons, not otherwise in
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1 the employ of the United States, appointed by the Secretary
2

without regard to the civil service laws. The Secretary shall

3

from time to time appoint one of the members to serve as

4

Chairman.

The members shall include persons who are out

5 standing in fields related to hospital, medical, and other
6 health activities, and at least one person who is representa
7 tive of the general public. Each member shall hold office for
8 a term of 4 years, except that any member appointed to
9 fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term
10 for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed
11 for the remainder of such term, and except that the terms of
12

office of the members first taking office shall expire, as desig

13

nated by the Secretary at the time of appointment, four at the

14

end of the first year, four at the end of the second year, four

15

at the end of the third year, and four at the end of the fourth

16

year after the date of appointment. A member shall not be

17

eligible to serve continuously for more than 2 terms.

18

Secretary may, at the request of the Council or otherwise,

19

appoint such special advisory professional or technical comn

20

mittees as may be useful in carrying out this title. Menibers

21

of the Advisory Council and members of any such advisory or

22

technical committee, while attending meetings or confer

23

ences thereof or otherwise serving on business of the Ad

The

24 visory Council or of such committee, shall be entitled
25

to receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but
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1 not exceeding $100 per day, including travel time, and while
2

so serving away from their homes or regular places of busi

3 ness they may be allowed travel expenses, including per
4

diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5 of the

5 Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 73b-2)
6 for persons in the Government service employed intermit
7 tently.

The Advisory Council shall meet as frequently as

8 the Secretary deems necessary.

Upon request of 4 or more

9 members, it shall be the duty of the Secretary to call a meet
10 ing of the Advisory Council.

11

"NATIONAL MEDICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE

12

"SEC. 1868. (a) There is hereby created a National

13

Medical Review Committee (hereinafter in this section re

14 ferred to as the 'Committee') which shall consist of nine
15

persons, not otherwise in the employ of the United States,

16

appointed by the Secretary without regard to the civil service

17

laws.

18

the members to serve as chairman.

19

selected from among individuals who are representative of

20

organizations and aissociations of professional personnel in the

21

field of medicine and other individuals who are outstanding

22

in the field of medicine or in related fields; except that at

23

least one member shall be representative of the general pub

24

lic, and at least a majority of the members shall be physi

25

cians.

The Secretary shall from time to time appoint one of
The members shall be

Each member shall hold office for a term of three
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1 years, except that any member appointed to fill a vacancy
2 occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which his
3 predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the re
4 mainder of such term, a~nd except that the terms of office of
5 the members first taking office shall expire, as designated by
6 the Secretary at the time of appointment, three at the end of
7 the first year, three at the end of the second year, and three at
8 the end of the third year after the date of appointment.

9 member shall not be eligible to serve

continuously

A

for more

10 than two terms.
11
12

"(b) Members of the Committee,

while attending

meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on

13 business of the Committee, shall be entitled to receive com
14

pensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding

15

$100 per day, including travel time, and while so serving

16

away from their homes or regular places of business they

17

may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu

18

of subsistence, as authorized by section 5 of the Admin

19

istrative Expenses Act of 1946

20

persons in the Government service employed intermittently.

21

" (c) It shall be the function of the Committee to study

22

the utilization of hospital and other medical care and services

23

for which payment may be made under this title with a

24

view to recommending any changes which may seem de

25

sirable in the way in which such care and services are

(5 U.S.C. 73b-2) for
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1utilized or in the administration of the programs established
2

by this title, or in the provisions of this title.

The Corn

3 mittee shall make an annual report to the Secretary of the
4

results of its study, including any recommendations it may

5 have with respect thereto, and such report shall be trans
6 mitted promptly by the Secretary to the Congress.
7

" (d) The Committee is authorized to engage such tech

8 nical assistance as may be required to carry out its functions,
9 and the Secretary shall, in addition, make available to the
10 Committee such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance
11 and such pertinent data obtained and prepared by the De
12 partment of Health, Education, and Welfare as the Comn
13 mittee may require to carry out its functions.

14
15

"DETERMINATIONS; APPEALS

"SEc. 1869.

(a)

The determination of whether an

16 individual is entitled to benefits under part A or part B,
17

and the determination of the amount of benefits under part A,

18

shall be made by the Secretary in accordance with regulations

19

prescribed by him.

20

"(b) Any individual dissatisfied with any determina

21 tion under subsection (a) as to entitlement under part A or
22

part B, or as to amount of benefits under part A where the

23

matter in controversy is (203)$-1,000X

$100 or more, shall be

24 entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secretary to the same
25

extent as is provided in section 205 (b), and to judicial re
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1 view of the Secretary's final decision after such hearing as is
2 provided in section 205 (g) .
3

" (c) Any institution or agency dissatisfied with any

4 determination by the Secretary that it is not a provider of
5 services, or with any determination described in section 1866
6

(b) (2), shall be entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secre

7 tary (after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing)
8 to the same extent as is provided in section 205 (b) , and
9

to judicial review of the Secretary's final decision after such

10 hearing as is provided in section 205 (g) .

11

itOVERPAYMENTS ON BEHALF OF INDIVIDUALS

12

"SEc. 1870. (a) Any payment under this title to any

1.3

provider of services (204)or other persons with respect to any

14

items or services furnished any individual shall be regarded

15

as a payment to such individual.

16

(205)"(ib.) Where

17

"

mere thaf* the eor-Feet am~eamt is paid tifiei

18

this titl

to a Provide* of sei-4ees of 'the* -per-so* fef

19

items or seriwiees ffumished &n individtifd anfd the Seefe

20

taify determines thatt- withit &a-eh period asB he may

21

speeify, the exeess eyei the eop*eet e.aeno

22

r-eeetped from eaeh pfovidAe of senwiees of othef per~sm+

23

if

24

£L(2=) affy paymeft has beeft fmad

t eftnnot he

ande

seetiont
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1
2

8144-e)- or -4836fe)-to a pr-o-de* of Se*4Vees e* ethe*

per-sen fe* kiefis e* sef-,Fees furnished an

iB 44Aivdid

3 prepe* adjustments shall be ffade, tifde* reguilaiens pr-e
4

seiibed (afte

eensitAtian wit

the ~Raikead Retifemeint

5 ~Bead)- by the Seefet&ay by deer-easin~g sithseqiuea pay
6

mene4s

7

~

-

.- te whieh staeh insdi&4

a

8

titl

9

A4et (4 93.72as the ease may be-,of

10

is entitle

ande*

14 of this Aet o* fimde* the Railfea4 Retir-ement

" if4~j siaeh ifidividie dies before stieh adjustment

11

hais beeni eem~pleted, to whih fffy othe* ifidividiu

12

enititled unde* tit

13

Retir-ement. Aet of I-937- as the ease ffty be-, with *e

14

spee o the wages aft

15

ewesto

16

swjh deeeftsed indi-v4dtial aiide* til 14 of sueh A~et

17

As sooft as ipmetieable afte* a&ny adjustmefit mnde* paf~mg-ph
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19

fop pufposes of thi

20

484-(4)- sAAl eer-tify -(-to the Raikread Retirement Bee*4

21

if the adjtistmaeint is to -be made by deer-easifg subsequeiet

22

pa-yme~iAR timde* the RailkeeAd Retir-ement A-et of 4937.) the

is

14 of thi -Ae or unde* the-Railkead

os~uin

el

mlAmn iieome orthe
h

ai

ftebfeiso

of -(4) is detefisaied to be neeessa~y, the Seer-eta,+y
seetion, seetion 48.7 (-g),f-R4a seetiesn

23 eufmetn of the owzeppaymefit as to whieh the adjuastment i-s
24 tbe

Raede
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1

"(b) Where the Secretary finds that

2

" (1) more than the correct amount of payment has

3

been made under this title to a provider of services or

4

other person for items or services furnished an individual

5

and the Secretary determines that, within such period as

6

he may specify, the excess over the correct amount cannot

7

be recouped from such provider of services or other per

8

son, or

9

" (2) any payment has been made under section

10

1 814(e)

11

items or services furnished an individual,

to a provider of services or other person for

12 proper adjustment or recovery shall be made with respect to

13 the amount in excess of the correct amount, under regula

14 tions prescribed (after consultation with the Railroad Retire

15 ment Board) by the Secretary, by (A) decreasing any pay

16 ment under title II of this Act or under the Railroad Retire

17 ment Act of 1937, as the case may be, to which such indi
18 vidual is entitled, or (B) requiring such individual or his
19

estate to refund the amount in excess of the correct amount,

20 or (C) decreasing any payment under title II of this Act or
21

under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as the case may

22

be, payable to the estate of such individual or to any other

23 person on the basis of the wages and self-employment income
24

(or compensation) which were the basis of the payments to

1-24

1 such individual, or (D) by applying any combi~natio~n of the
2 foregoing. As soon as practicable after any such adjustment
3

or recovery is determined to be necessary, the Secretary, for

4

purposes of this section, section 1817(g), and section 1841

5 (f), shall certify (to the Railroad Retirement Board if the
6 adjustment is to be made by decreasing subsequent payments
7 under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937) the amount of
8 the overpayment as to which the adjustment or recovery is
9 to be made.
10 !!(206)-(-e- !Ther~e s-hA bte "i a jrstmerit &s prev4ded ift Si-b
-1

seetieft -(43-) -(ner shAl there be r-ee-v~eiw)- in &ny eatse where

12 the iiefeet pay-ment has beeft nrt4~e (feluding peynments
13 ttudef seetions 18144e)- and 1-88-(-e)-) with respeet to ant
whto is witheet faialt affd where stie-h aisutnefft

14

individao

15

-(-of r-eeo~ey) w~odd defeat the ptwpeses of- tidle 14 or wouild

16

be fagainst etaity antd goo

17

onccnc

" (c) There shall be no adjustment as provided in subsec

1-8

tion (b) of payments (including payments under section

19

1814(e)) to, or recovery as provided in such subsection by

20

the United States from, any person who is without fault if

2-1

such adjustment or recovery would defeat the purposes of

22

title II of this Act or of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937,

23

as the case may be, or ?.ould be against equity and goodi

24

conscience."

25

" (d) No certifying or disbursing officer shall be held
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1 liable for any amount certified or paid by him to any pro
2

vider of services or other person where the adjustment or

3 recovery of such amount is waived under subsection (c) or
4

where adjustment under subsection (b) is not completed

5 prior to the death of all persons against whose benefits such
6 adjustment is authorized.
7
8

"tREGULATIONS

"SEC, 1871. The Secretary shall prescribe such regula

9 tions as may be necessary to carry out the administration of
10

the insurance programs under this title.

'When used in this

11 title, the term 'regulations' means, unless the context other
12
13
14

wise requires, regulations prescribed by the Secretary.
"APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF TITLE II

"SEc. 1872. The provisions of sections 206, 208, and

15

216(j), and of subsections (a), (d), (e), (f), (h), (i),

16

(j), (k), and (1)of section 205, shall also apply with re

17

spect to this title to the same extent as they are applicable

18

with respect to title II.

19

"tDESIGNATION OF ORGANIZATION OR PUBLICATION

20

BY NAME

21

"SEc. 1873. Designation in this title, by name, of any

22

nongovernmental organization or publication shall not be

23

affected by change of name of such organization or pub

24 lication, and shall apply to any successor organization or
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1 publication which the Secretary finds serves the purpose
2 for which such designation is made.
3
4

"ADnMINISTRATION

"SEc. 1874. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

5 title, the insurance programs established by this title shall be
6 administered by the Secretary.

The Secretary may perform

7 any of his functions under this title directly, or by contract
8 providing for payment in advance or by way of reimburse
9 ment, and in such installments, as the Secretary may deem
10 necessary.
11

" (b) The Secretary may contract with any person,

12 agency, or institution to secure on a reimbursable basis such
13

special data, actuarial information, and other intfornation as

14 may be necessary in the carrying out of his functions under
15
16
17

this title.
"tSTUDIES AND RECOM1MENDATIONS

"SEC. 1875. (a) The Secretary shall carry on studies

18 and develop recommendations to be submitted from time to
19

time to the Congress relating to health care of the aged, in

20

cluding studies and recommendations concerning (1) the

21

adequacy of existing personnel and facilities for health care

22

for purposes of the programs under parts A and B; (2)

23

methods for encouraging the further development of efficient

24 and economical forms of health care which are a constructive
25

alternative to inpatient hospital care; (207)and (3)

the
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1L effects of the deductibles and coinsurance provisions upon
2 beneficiaries, persons who provide health services, and the
3 financing of the (208)p~eg+&m-; aftd (4)-the d~esiiwbility of
4 hdofetittgff

thernwise if iodiyh+ 4the pi~e-,4fsi

of this tite

5 whieh fahoi-4ie pa*ymfett fo+ ft4ditiona1 dftys of pe44t-hspiWf
6 e~Aef*ded etfe seriwees mf eftsec whef~e th~e iitifae* of dsof
7 inpatien+t hospital sefviees m*ftj~l of ilhiess fOf whieh pay~
8

ffent is medet

is le-se thftn the etftitim*i tm+iufiei of 4ays for

9 whieh sch -paymfeft could he fmed& program.
10

" (b) The Secretary shall make a continuing study of

11 the operation and administration of the insurance programs
12 under parts A and B, and shall transmit to the Congress an
13

nually a report concerning the operation of such (209)pec-,

14

giamns." programs.

15

(210)"(c) The Secretary shall make a study of methods

16

and procedures that could be employed in providing payment

17

under part B of this title for prescription drugs., includinq

18

methods of assuring the high quality of drugs for wvhich pay

19

ment is made, methods of avoiding unnecessary utilization of

20

drugs and methods of controlling costs.

21

transmit to the Congress, on or before June 30, 1966, a

22

report of such study, including his recommendations as to

23

the best approach to covering drug costs under part B and

24

the feasibility of adopting this approach."

The Secretary shall
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I(b)
2

If
(1) an individual was eligible to enroll under see,

3

tion 1937 (c)

4

(211)4-pF l4 , October 1, 1966, but failed to enroll be

5

fore that date, and

of the

Social Security

Act before

6

(2) it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary

7

of Health, Education, and Welfare that there was good

8

cause for such failure to enroll before (212)Apri4

9

October 1, 1966,

4-,

10 such individual may enroll pursuant to this subsection at any
11

time before (213)0etoher~ 4-, 4I064 April 1, 1967. The de

12 tennination of what constitutes good cause for purposes of
13 the preceding sentence shall be made in accordance with
14 regulations of the Secretary.

In the case of any individual

15

who enrolls pursuant to this subsection, the coverage period

16

(within the meaning of section 1838 of the Social Security

17 Act) shall begin on the first day of the 6th month after the
18 month in which he so enrolls.
19

TRANSITIONAL

PROVISION ON ELIGIBILITY OF PRESENTLY

20

UNINSURED

21

BENEFITS

22

SEC. 103. (a) Anyone who

INDIVIDUALS

FOR HOSPITAL INSURANCE

23

(1) has attained the age of 65,

24

(2) (A) attained such age before 1968, or (B) has

25

not less than 3 quarters of coverage (as defined in title II
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1

of the Social Security Act or section 5 (1) of the Railroad

2

Retirement Act of 1937), whenever acquired, for each

3

calendar year elapsing after 1965 and before the year

4

in which he attained such age,

5

(3) is not, and upon filing application for monthly

6

insurance benefits under section 202 of the Social

7

Security Act would not be, entitled to hospital insurance

8

benefits under section 226 of such Act, and is not

9

certifiable as a qualified railroad retirement beneficiary

10

under section 21 of the Railroad Retirement Act of

11

1937 (as added by section 105 (a) of this Act),

12

(4) is a resident of the United States (as defined

13

in section 210 (i) of the Social Security Act), and is

14

(214)(A) a citizen of the United States or (215)a*,

:15

idividi*at (B) an alien lawfully admitted for permanent

16

residence who has resided in the United States (as so

17

defined)

18

months immediately preceding the month in which he

19

files application under this section, and

20

continuously during the (21 6)14- years 6

(5) has filed an application under this section in

21

such manner and in accordance with such other require

22

ments as may be prescribed in regulations of the Secre

23

tary,

24 shall (subject to the limitations in this section) be deemed,
ll.R. 6675-5
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1solely for purposes of section 226 of the Social Security Act,
2

to be entitled to monthly insurance benefits under such

3 section 202 for each month, beginning with the first month
4 in which he meets the requirements of this subsection and
5ending with the month in which he dies, or, if earlier,
6 the month before the month in which he becomes
7 upon filing application for monthly insurance

(or

benefits

8 under section 202 of such Act would become) entitled to
9 hospital insurance benefits under section 226 or becomes
10 certifiable as a qualified railroad retirement beneficiary.

An

11

individual who would have met the preceding requirements of

12

this subsection in any month had he filed application under

13 paragraph (5) hereof before the end of such month shall
14

be deemed to have met such requirements in such month

15

if he files such application before the end of the twelfth month

16 following such month.

No application under this section

17

which is filed by an individual (217)more than 3 months be

118

fore the first month in which he meets the requirements of

19

paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) shall be accepted as an

20

application for purposes of this section.

21
22

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply
to any individual who

23

(1) is, at the beginning of the first month in which

24

he meets the requirements of subsection (a) , a member
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1

of any organization referred to in section 210 (a) (17)

2

of the Social Security Act,

3

(2) has, prior to the beginning of such first month,

4

been convicted of a~ny offense listed in section 202 (u)

5

of the Social Security Act, or

6

(3)

(218)tbt the begiming of sueh fir

moeth,

7

is covered by an enrollment in a health benefits plan

8

under the Federal Employees Health Benefits Act of

9

(219)4I4W4

of eotdd hftwe bee-f so eo-wer-ed had4 he of

10

somee othe* ifndividutle awtiled himself of ej~pp tu~iiies to

11

enfel in at heeAth beefleits plae

12

-fwhere the F~eder-al employee hats -retired)- to ee+4inute

13

suteh ena-ollmeiit akfte *etireiment. 1959.

14
15

"efde*sieh A-et fti~d

(c) There are authorized to be appropriated to the
Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund

(established by

16 section 1817 of the Social Security Act) from time to time
17

such sums as the Secretary deems necessary (220)/or any

18

fiscal year, on account of

19

(1)

payments made (22 1)or to be made (luring

20

such fiscal year from such Trust Fund under part A of

21

title XVIII of such Act with respect to individuals who

22

are entitled to hospital insurance benefits under section

23

226 of such Act solely by reason of this section,
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1

(2) the additional administrative expenses result

2

ing (222)or expected to result-therefrom, and

3

(3) any loss in interest to such Trust Fund result

4

ing from the payment of such amounts,

5 in order to place such Trust Fund in the same position (223)
6

at the end of such fiscal year in which it would have been if

7 the preceding subsections of this section had not been ena
8 acted.
9

SUSPENSION IN CASE OF ALIENS; PERSONS CONVICTED OF

10

SUBVERSIVE ACTIVTIES

11

SEC. 104. (a) (1) Section 202 (t) of the Social Secu

12

rity Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow

13

ing new paragraph:

14

" (9) No payments shall be made under part A of title

15

XVIII with respect to items or services furnished to an indi

116

vidual in any month for which the prohibition in paragraph

1-7

(1)

against payment of benefits to him is applicable (or

-18 would be if he were entitled to any such benefits)

."

1.9

(2) Section 202 (u) of such Act is amended by striking

20

out "and" before the phrase "in determining the amount of

21

any such benefit payable to such individual for any such

22

month,"5P and inserting after such phrase "and in determining

23

whether such individual is-entitled to insurance benefits under

24 part A of title XVIII for any such month,".
25

(b) (1)

No payments shall be made under part B of
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1I title XVIII of the Social Security Act with respect to ex
2 penses incurred by an individual during any month for which
3 such individual may not be p~aid monthly benefits under title
4 II of such Act (or for which such monthly benefits would be
5 suspended if he were otherwise entitled thereto) by reason
6

of section 202 (t) of such Act (relating to suspension of ben

7 efits of aliens who are outside the United States).
8
9

(2)

An individual who has been convicted of any

offense under (224)-(1-)-(A)

chapter 37 (relating to espio

10 nage and censorship) , chapter 105 (relating to sabotage) , or
1-1 chapter 115 (relating, to treason, sedition, and subversive
12 activities) of title 18 of the United States Code, or (225)
13

-2-~-9(B)

14

of 1950, as amended, may not enroll under part B of title

15

XVIII of the Social Security Act.

16
1-7

section 4, 112, or 113 of the Internal Security Act

RAILROAD RETIREMENT AMENDMENTS

SEC. 105. (a) (1)

The Railroad Retirement Act of 1937

18

is amended by adding after section 20 the following new

19

section:

20

"cHOSPITAL INSURANCE

BENEFITS FOR TIHE AGED

21

"SEC. 21. For the purposes of part A of title XVIII

22

of the Social Security Act, in order to provide hospital

23

insurance benefits for annuitants, pensioners, and certain

24 other aged individuals, the Board shall, upon request of the
25

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, certify to the
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1 Secretary the name of any individual who has attained age
2

65 and who (1) is entitled to an annuity or pension under

3 this Act, (2) would be entitled to such an annuity had he
4

(i) ceased compensated service and (in the case of a spouse)

5 had such spouse's husband or wife ceased compensated serv
6 ice and (ii) applied for such annuity, or (3) bears a rela
7 tionship to an employee which, by reason of section 3 (e) of
8 (22 6)stueh this Act, has been, or would be, taken into ac
9 count in calculating the a-mount of an annuity of such em
10 ployee or his survivors.

Such a certification shall include

11

such additional information as may be necessary to carry out

12

the provisions of part A of title XVIII of the Social Security

13 Act, and shall become effective on the date of certification
14

or on such earlier date not more than one year prior to the

15

date of certification as the Board states that such individual

16

first met the requirements for certification.

17

notify the Secretary of the date on which such individual

18

no longer meets the requirements of this section."

19

The Board shall

(2) For purposes of section 21 of the Railroad Retire

20

ment Act of 1937 (and sections 1840, 1843, and 1870 of

21

the Social Security Act), entitlement to an annuity or pen

22

sion under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 shall be

23

deemed to include entitlement under the Railroad Retirement

24 Act of 1935.
25

(b) (1) Section 3201 of the. Internal Revenue Code of

1

1954 (relating to rate of tax on employees under the Rail

2 road Retirement Tax Act) is amended by striking out "the
3 rate of the tax imposed with respect to wages by section
4 3101 at such time exceeds the rate provided by paragraph
5

(2) of such section 3101 as amended by the Social Security

6 Amendments of 1956" and inserting in lieu thereof "the rate
7 of the tax imposed with respect to wages by section 3101 (a)
8at such time exceeds 23~percent (the rate provided by para
9 graph (2) of section 3101 as amended by the Social Secu
10 rity Amendments of 1956)
111
12

".

(2) Section 3211 of such Code (relating to the rate of
tax on employee representatives under the Railroad Retire

13 ment Tax Act) is amended by striking out "the rate of the
14 tax imposed with respect to wages by section 3101 at such
1.5

time exceeds the rate provided by paragraph (2) of such

116

section 3101 as a-mended by the Social Security Amendments

-17 of 1956" and inserting in lieu thereof "the rate of the tax
18

imposed with respect to wages by section 3101 (a) at such

19

time exceeds 2-~percent (the rate provided by paragraph

20

(2)

21

Amendments of 1956)

of section 3101 as aniended by the Social Security
".

22

(3) Section 3221 (b) of such Code (relating to the rate

23

of tax on employers tinder the Railroad Retirement Tax Act)

24 is amended by striking out "the rate of the tax imposed with
25

respect to wages by section 3111 at such time exceeds the
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1 rate provided by paragraph (2) of such section 3111 as
2 amended by the Social Security Amendments of 1956" and
3 inserting in lieu thereof "the rate of the tax imposed with
4 respect to wages by section 3111 (a) at such time exceeds
5 21i percent (the rate provided by paragraph (2) of section
6 3111 as amended by the Social Security Amendments of
7 1956)

"

(4) The amendments made by this subsection shall be

8

9 effective with respect to compensation paid for services
10 rendered after December 31, 1965.
(c) For amendments preserving relationship between

11
-12

the railroad retirement and old-age, survivors, and disability

13 insurance systems, see section 326 of this Act.

14

MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION
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15
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22
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1

define

2

jiist~ed gfeffi ineome, an*d
"2

3

at

exeeede 9 pefeeft of th~e e&d

flofft (et ift e

-essof$*0*4lto

4

one-hal of th~e expe*see paid dting the terxable yeff for

5

iustffanee wh"e

6

payer- his spoi*se antd depefidents"

7

-}b) T~he seeond sefntenee of seetieft 24-3-(b)- of otteh

8 C~d

eontstitiates iedieoar-eao fo* the tax

(-(ielaing to Ulmitaio

with i-espeet to mediekie ejnd

9 dnas) is repea4ed.~
10 (228)-4e) SEC. 106. (a) Section 213 (e) of (229)sueh Code
11 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definitions)
12

is amended by renumbering paragraph (2) as paragraph

13

(4), and by striking out paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu

14

thereof the following:

15

"(1)

16

The tenn 'medical care' means amounts paid
"4(A) for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treat

17

ment, or prevention of disease, or for the purpose of

18

affecting any structure or function of the body,

19

" (B) for transportation primarily for and es

20

sential to medical care referred to in subparagraph

21

(A) ,or

22

" (C) for insurance (including amounts paid as

23

premiums under part B of title XVIII of the

24

Social Security Act, relating to supplementary
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1

(230)he

2

ing medical care referred to in subparagraphs (A)

3

and (B) .

4

" (2) In the case of an insurance contracet under

5

which amounts are payable for other than medical care

6

referred to in subparagraphs

7

graph (1) 

8

h medical insurance for the aged) cover

(A) and (B) of para

" (A) no amount shall be treated as paid for

9

insurance to which paragraph (1) (0) applies un

10

less the charge for such insurance is (23 1)either

11

separately stated in the contract, (232)or furnished

12

to the policyholder by the insurance company in a

13

separate statement,

14

" (B) the amount taken into account as the

15

amount paid for such insurance shall not exceed

16

such charge, and

17

"(C) no amount shall be treated as paid for

18

such insurance if the amount specified in the con

19

tract (223)(or furnished to the policyholder by the

20

insurance company in a separate statement) as the

21

charge for such insurance is unreasonably large in

22

relation to the total charges under the contract.,

23

" (3) Subject to the limitations of paragraph (2),

24

premiums paid during the taxable year by a taxpayer

25

before he attains the age of 65 for insurance covering
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1

medical care (within the meaning of subparagraphs

2

(A) and (B) of paragraph (1) ) for the taxpayer,

3

his spouse, or a dependent after the taxpayer attains

4

the age of 65 shall be treated as expenses paid during

5

the taxable year for insurance which constitutes medical

6

care if premiums for such insurance are payable (on

7

a level payment basis) under the contract for a period

8

of 10 years or more or until the year in which the

9

taxpayer attains the age of 65 (but in no case for a

10

period of less than 5 years)

Seetieo 2-3-(-gw) of stimeh

11 (234)-(-4)
12

."

o4ed -(*eletting toa mao~4
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19
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21

M(9

22

(b) Section 213 of such Code (relating to medical, den

23 tal, etc., expenses) is further amended
(1) by striking out subsection (c) of such section;

24
25

and
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1.
2
3

(2) by striking out paragraphs (1), (2), and (4)
of subsection (g) of such section.
(235)4e-)

(c) The amendments made by this section shall

4 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1966.
5 RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES MUST SHOW TAXES SEPARATELY
6

SEC. 107. Section 6051 (c)

7 Code of 1954

of the Internal Revenue

(relating to additional requirements)

is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
9 sentence: "The statements required under this section shall
10 also show the proportion of the total amount withheld as tax
11

under section 3101 which is for financing the cost of hospital

12

insurance benefits under part A of title XVIII of the Social

13

Security Act."

14

TECHINICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE AMENDMENTS RELATING

15

TO TRUST FUNDS

16

SEC. 108. (a) (1)

Section 201 (a) (3)

of the Social

17

Security Act is amended by inserting " (other than sections

18

3101 (b) and 3111 (b)

19

appears therein.

20

(2)

)

after "chapter 21" each place it

Section 201 (a) (4) of such Act is amended by

21

inserting " (other than section 1401 (b) )" after "chapter 2"

22

and after "such subchapter or chapter"

23

(3)

Section 201 (g) (1)

of such Act is amended to

24 read as follows:
25

"(1) (A) There are authorized to be made available
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1

for expenditure, out of any or all of the Trust Funds (which

2 for purposes of this paragraph shall include also the Federal
3 Hospital Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Supple
4

mnentary (236)II*e*h

Medical Insurance (237)-Be~i*iei-s

5 Trust Fund established b~y title XVIII) , such aniomiits as thc
6 Conigress may deemi appropPriate to pay the costs of the par1t
7 of the administrationi of this title and title XVIII foi- whichi
8 the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is responlsi
9 ble.

During each fiscal yecar or after the close of such fiscfl

10 year (or at both times,) , the Secretary of Health, Education.
Ii1

and Welfare shall analyze the costs of administration of this

12

title and title XVIII during the ,appropriate part or all of ssuch

13

fiscal year in order to determine the portion of such costs

14

which should be borne by each of the Trust Funds and shall

15

certify to the Managimg Trustee the amount, if any, whlich

16

should be transferred aniong such Trust Funds in order to a-s

17

sure that each of the Trust Funds bears its proper share of the

1-8

costs incurred during suchi fiscal year for the part of the ad

19

ministration of this title and title XVIII for which the Secre

20

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare is responsible.

21

Managing Trustee is authorized and directed to transfer any

22

such amount

23

among such Trust Funds in accordance with any certification

24

so made.

25

The

(determined under the preceding sentence)

"1(B) The Managing Trustee is directed to pay from the,
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11

Trust Funds into the Treasury the amounts estimated by him

2

which will be expended, out of moneys appropriated from

3 the general funds in the Treasury, during each calendar
4

quarter by the Treasury Department for the part of the

5 administration of this title and title XVIII for which the
6 Treasury Department is responsible and for the administra
7 tion of chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of
8

1954.

9

as repayment to the account for reimbursement of expenses

Such payments shall be covered into the Treasury

10 incurred in connection with such administration of this title
11 and title XVIII and chapters 2 and 21 of the Internal
12 Revenue Code of 1954."
13

(4) Section 201 (g) (2) of such Act is amended by

14

inserting after "the amount estimated by him as taxes" the

15 following: "imposed under section 3101 (a)
16
17
1.8

".

(5) Section 201 (h) of such Act is amended by insert
ing " (other than section 2.26) " after "this title".
(b) Section 218 (h) (1)

of such Act is amended by

19

striking out "Trust Funds in the ratio in which amounts are

20

appropriated to such Funds pursuant to subsections (a) (3)

21

and (b) (1)

22

"Trust Funds and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust

23

Fund in the ratio in which amounts are appropriated to such

24

Funds pursuant to subsection (a) (3) of section 201, subsec

of section 201" and inserting in lieu thereof
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1 tion (b) (1)

of such section, and subsection (a) (1)

of

2 section 1817, respectively".
3

(c) Section 1106 (b) of such Act is amended by striking

4 out "and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund" and
5 inserting in lieu thereof

",

the Federal Disability Insurance

6

Trust Fund, the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund,

7

aud the Federal Supplementary (238)Tkeal

8

alice (239)Rei-mfks Trust Fund".

9

Medical Insur

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECUJRITY

10

SEC. 109. (a) Title VII of the Social Security Act is

11

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

12

section:

13
14

ICADVISORY

COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY

"SEC. 706. (a) (240)As soon as practicableafter enact

15

vient of this section, the Secretary shall appoint an Advisory

16

Clouncii on Social Security for the purposes set forth in sub

.117 section (e).

During 1968 and every fifth yea~r thereafter,

I8

the Secretary shall appohit .an Advisory Council on Social

19

Security for thee the purpose of reviewing the status of the

20

Federal Old-Age

21

the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal

22

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supple

23

irientary (24 1)4-eft"

24

Trust Fund iin relationi to the long-term commitments of the

cand Survivors Insurance

Trust Fund],

Medical Insurance (242)

Benefits
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1

old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program and the

2

programs under parts A and B of title XVIII, and of re

3

viewing the scope of coverage and the adequacy of benefits

~4

under, and all other aspects of, these programs, including

5

their impact on the public assistance programs .under this

6

Act.

7

" (b) Each such Council shall consist of the Comnmis

8 sioner of Social Security, as Chairman, and 12 other persons,
9 appointed by the Secretary without regard to the civil serv
10 ice laws.

The appointed members shall, to the extent pos

11

sible, represent organizations of employers and employees in

12

equal numbers, and represent self-employed persons and the

13 public.
14

" (c) (1)

Any Council appointed hereunder is author

15

ized to engage such technical assistance, including actuarial

16

services, as may be required to carry out its functions, and

17

the Secretary shall, in addition, make available to such

18

Council such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and

19

such actuarial and other pertinent data prepared by the

20

Department of Hlealth, Education, and Welfare as it may

21 require to carry out such functions.
22

" (2) Appointed members of any such Council, while

23 serving on business of the Council (inclusive of travel time),
24 shall receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but
25 not exceeding $100 per day and, while so serving away from
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1 their homes or regular places of business, they may be
2 allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of sub
3 sistence, as authorized by section 5 of the Administrative
4 Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 73b-2) for persons in the
5 Government employed intermittently.
6

" (d) Each such Council (243)(other than the Council

7 appointed under the flrst sentence of subsection (a)) shall
8 submit reports of its findings and recommendations to the
9 Secretary not later than January 1 of the second year after
10 the year hi which it is appoinltedl, and such reports and
11 recommendations shall thereupon be transmitted to the Con
12 gress and to the Board of Trustees of each of the Trust Funds.
13

The reports required by this subsection shall include

14

" (1) a separate report with respect to the old-age,

15

survivors, and disability insurance program under title

16

II and of the taxes imposed under sections 1401 (a),

17

3101 (a), and 3111 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code

18

of 1954,

19

" (2) a separate report with respect to the hospital

20

insurance program under part A of title XVIII and of

21

the taxes imposed by sections 1401 (b), 3101 (b), and

22

3111 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and

23

" (3) a separate report with respect to the supple

24

mentary (244)heal~h medical insurance (245)beriefits
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1

program established by part B of title XV1II and of the,

2

financing thereof.

3 After the date of the transmittal to the Congress of the re
4 ports required by this subsection, the Council shall cease to
5 (246)exist.

exist.

6 (247)" (e) The Council appointed under the first sentence of
7 subsectian (a) shall make a comprehensive study of nursing
8 home and other extended care facilities in relation to extended
9 care services under the insurance program under part A
10 of title XVIII, including the availability of such facilities
11

and the types anid quality of care provided in such facilities,

12

and shall report its findings and make recommnendationzs

13

based thereon with a view to action necessary to make maxiu

14

mum use of such services anid facilities to provide high quality

15 care in ex-tended care facilities 'under such program. Such
1-6

Council shall make its report to the Secretary not later than

1.7

one year after the (late of enactment of this -section, which

I18

report shall thereupon be transmitted to the Congress, and

19

thereafter s~uoh Council shall cease to exist."

20

(b) Effective January 1, 1966, section 116 (e) of the

21

Social Security Amendments of 1956 is repealed.

22

MEANING OF TERM "CSECRETARY"Y

23
24

SEC. 110. As used in this Act, and in the provisions of

the Social Security Act amended by this Act, the term "Sec
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1

retary", unless the context otherwise requires, means the

2

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

3
4

(248)ADMINISTRATION

OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE FOR

THE AGED BY THE RAILROAD

RETIREMENT BOARD

5

SE~C. 111. (a) (1) Section 226(a) of the Social Security

6

Act is amended by striking out "or is a qualified railroad

7

retirement beneficiary".

8
9

(2) Section 226(b) (2) of such Act is amended to read
as follows:

10

"(2) an individual shall be deemed to be entitled to

11

monthly insurance benefits under section 202 for the month

12

in which he died if he would have been entitled to such bene

13

fits for such month had he died in the next month".

14

(3) Section 226 (c) of such Act is repealed, and subsec

15

tion (d) of such section 226 is redesignated as subsection (cJ.

16

(4) Section 1811 of such Act is amended by strikinq out

17

"Cor under the railroadretirement system".

18

(5) Subsections (a) (2) and (b) (2) of section 1813 of

19

such Act are amended by striking out "section 226" and

20

inserting in lieu thereof "section 226 or under the Railroad

21

Retirement Act of 1937".

22

(6) Section 1817(g) of such Act is amended by striking

23

out the last sentence and also by striking out "(other than the
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1 amounts so certified to th~e Railroad Retirement Board)'' ii,
2

3

thec first sentence.

(7) Sectioni 1841 (f) of such Act is amended by striking

4

out the last sentenice (and biserting in lieu thereof the follow

5

i'ng: "There shall be transferr-ed periodically (but not less

6

often than once each fiscal year) to the Trust Fund from the

7 Railroad Retirement Account amounts equivalent to the

8 amounts not previously so transferredwhich have been recov

9 ered under subsection (g) of section 21 of the Railroad Re
10 tirement Act of 1937."
11

(8) Section 1870(b) of such Act is amended by striking

:12 out "(after consultation with the Railroad Retirement

13 Board)"; "(or cornpensat'ion)"; "(to the Railroad Retire
14

ment Board if the adjustment is to be made by decreasing

15

subsequent payments under the Railroad Retirement Act of

16 1937)"~I; and "or under the Railroad Retirement Act of
17

1937, as the case may be," wherever such phrase appears in

18

such subsection.

-19

(9) Section 1870 (c) of such Act is amended by striking

20

out "or of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as the case

21

may be,".

22

(10) The first sentence of section 1874(a) of such Act

23 is amended to read as follows: "Except as otherwise provided
24 in this title and in the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, the
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1 insurance programs established by this title shall be adminis
2 tered by the Secretary."
3
4
5

(b) (1) Section 103 (a) (3) of the Health Insurance for
the Aged Act is amended to read as follows:
" (3) is not, and upon filing application for monthly

6

insurance benefits under section 202 of the Social Secu

7

rity Act would not be, entitled to hospital insurance

8

benefits under section 226 of such Act, and does not meet

9

the requirements set forth in section 21 (b) of the Rail

10

road Retirement Act of 1937,".

11

(2) So much of the first sentence olf section 103(a) of

12

such Act as follows clause (5) is amended by striking out

13

"becomes certifiable as a railroadretirement beneficiary" and

14

inserting in lieu thereof the following: "meets the requirements

15

set forth in section 21 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Act

1-6

of 1937"

17
11.8

(c) (1) Section 21 of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937 is amended to read as follows:

19

"SEc. 21. (a) For the purposes of this section, and

20

subject to the conditions hereiniafter provided, the Board

21

shall have the same authority to determine the rights of

22

individuals described in subsection (b) of this section to have

23

payments made on their behalf for hospital insurance benefits

24

consisting of inpatient hospital services, post-hospital ex
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I

tended care services, home health services, and outpatienthos

2 pital diagnostic services (all hereinafter referred to as 'serv
3 ices') within the meaning of section 226, and parts A and C

4 of title XVIII1, of the Social Security Act as the Secretary of
5 Health, Education, and Welfare has under such section and
6 such parts with respect to individuals to whom such section
7 and such parts apply. The rights of individuals described
8 in subsection (b) of this section to have payment made on
9 their behalf for the services referred to in the next preceding
10 sentence shall be the same as those of individuals to whom
11 section 226, and partA of title XVIII, of the Social Security
12 Act apply and this section shall be administeredby the Board
13 as if the provisions of such section and such part A were

14 applicable, as if references to the Secretary of Health, Edu
15

cation, and W17elf are were to the Board, as if references to the

1:6 Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund were to the Rail
17

road Retiremen-t Account, as if references to the United

18

States or a State included Canada or a subdivision thereof,

19

and as if the provisions of sections 1862(a) (4), 1863,

20

1867, 1868, 1874(b), and 1875' of such title XVIII were

21

not included in such title. For purposes of section 11, a

22

determinationwith respect to the rights of an individual under

23 this section shall, except in the case of a provider of services,
24 be considered to be a decision with respect to an annuity.
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1
2

"(b) Except as otherwise provided in.this section, every
individual who

3

"(A) has attainedage 65, and

4

"(B) (i) is entitled to an annuity, or (ii)

would

5

be entitled to an annuity had he ceased compensated

6

service and, in the case of a spouse, had such spouse's

7

husband or wife ceased compensated service, or (iii)

8

had been awarded a pension under section 6, or (iv)

9

bears a relationship to an employee which, by reason of

10

section 3(e), has been, or would be, taken into account

11

in calculating the amount of an annuity of such em

12

ployee or his survivor,

13

shall be entitled to have payment made for the services

14

referred to in subsection (a), and in accordance with the

15

provisions of such subsection.

16

herein provided for shall be made from the Railroad Retire

17

ment Account (in accordance with, and subject to, the con

18

ditions applicable under section 10(b) in making payment

19

of other benefits) to the hospital, extended care facility, or

20

home health agency providing such services, including such

21

services provided in Canada to individuals to whom this

22

subsection applies, but only 'to the extent that the amount

23

of payments for services otherwise hereunder provided for

24

an individual exceeds the amount payable for like services

The payments for services
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1 provided pursvant to the law in effect in the place in Canada
2 where such services are furnished. For the purposes of this
3 section, an individual shall be entitled to have payment made
4

for the services referred to in subsection (a) provided during

5 the month in which he died if he would be entitled to have
6 payment for services provided during such month had he
7 died in the next month.
8

-

"(c) No individual shall be entitled to have payment

9 made for the same services, which are provided for in this
10 section, under both (i) this section and (ii) section 226,
11 and partA of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act, and no
12 individual shall be entitled to have payment made under
13 both (i) this section and (ii) section 226, and part A of
14 title XVIII, of the Social Security Act for more than would
15

be payable if he were qualified only under the provisions

16 described in clause (i) or only under the provisions described
17

in clause (ii). In any case in which an individual would,

18 but for the preceding sentence, be entitled to have payment
19

made under both the provisions described in clause (i) and

20 the provisions described in clause ,(ii) in such preceding
21 sentence, payment for such services to which such individual

22 would be entitled shall bem~ade in accordance with the pro
23 cedures established pursuant to the next succeeding sentence,
24 upon certification by the Board or by the Secretary of
25 Health, Education, and Welfare. It shall be the duty of the
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1 Board and such Secretary with respect to such cases jointly
2 to establish procedures designed to minimize duplications of
3 requests for payment for such services, and of determinations,
4 and to assign administrative functions between them so as
5 to promote the greatest facility, efficiency, and consistency of
6 administrationof this section and section 226', and part A of
7 title XVIII, of the Social Security Act; and subject to the
8 provisions of this subsection to assure that the rights of
9 individuals under this section or section 226, and part A of
10 title XVIII, of the Social Security Act shall not be impaired
11or diminished by reason of the administrationof this section
12 and section 226, and part A of title XVIII, of the Social
13 Security Act.

The procedures so established may be in

14 cluded in regulations issued by the Board and by the Sec
15

retary of Health, Education, and Welfare to implement this

16 section and such section 2,26, and part A of title XVIII,
17 respectively.
1s

"(d) Any agreement entered into by the Secretary of

19 Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to part A or part
20

C of title XVIII of the Social Security Act shall be entered

21

into on behalf of both such Secretary and the Board. The

22

preceding sentence shall not be construed to limit the author

23

ity of the Board to enter on its own behalf into any such

24 agreement relating to services provided in Canada or in any
25 facility devoted primarily to railroademployees.
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IL

"(e) A request for payment for services filed under this

2 section shall be deemed to be a request for payment for serv
3 ices filed as of the same time under section 226, and part A
4 of title XVI7I, of the Social Security Act, and a request for
5 payment for services filed under such section 226 and such
6 part shall be deemed to be a request for payment for services
7 filed as of the same time under this section.
8

"(f) The Board and the Secretary of Health, Education,

9 and Welfare shall furnish each other with such information,
10 records, and documents as may be considered necessary to
11

the administrationof this section or section 226, and part A

12 of title XVIII, of the Social Security Act.
13

"(g) Any payment to any provider of services or other

14 person (covered by this section or part B of title XVIII of
15

the Social Security Act) with respect to items or services

16

furnished any individual who meets the requirements of

17

subsection (b) of this section shall be governed, to the extent

18

applicable, and as if references to the Secretary were refer

19

ences to the Board, by the provisions of section 1870 of the

20

Social Security Act and treated for the purposes of section

21

9 of this Act, as if it were a payment of an annuity or pen

22

sion, except that any recovery of overpayment under part B

23

of title XVIII of the Socia~l Security Act shall be transferred

24

to the Federal Supplemientary Medical Insurance Trust

25 Fund.
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1.

"()

For purposes of this section (and sections 1840,

2

1843, and 1870 of the Social Security Act), entitlement to

3

an annuity or pension under this Act shall be deemed to in

4

clude entitlement under the RailroadRetirement Act of 1935.

5

"(i) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

6

Railroad Retirement Account from time to time such sums

7

as the Board finds sufficient to cover

8
9
10
11
12
13

"(1) the costs of payments made from such account
under this section,
"(2)

the additional administrative expenses re

sulting from such payments, and
"(3) any loss of interest to such account resulting
from such payments,

14

in cases where such payments are not includible in deter

15

minations under section 5(k) (2) (A) (iii) of this Act,

16

provided such payments could have been made as a result

17

of section 103 of the Health Insurance for the Aged Act

18

but for eligibility under subsection (b) of this section."

19

(2) Section 5(k) (2) of such Act is amended

20

(A) by striking out sub paragraphs (A) and (B)

21

and redesignating subparagraphs (C), (D), and (E)

22

as subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C), respectively;

23

(B)

by striking out the second sentence and the

24

last sentence of subdivision (i)

25

redesignated as subparagraph (A)

of the subparagraph
by subparagraph
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1

(A) of this paragraph;and by striking out from the

2

said subdivision (i) "the Retirement Account" and in

3

serting in lieu thereof "the Railroad Retirement Accountt

4

(hereinafter termnedl 'Retireme'nt Account')";

5

(C) by adding at the end of the subparagroph

6

redesignated as subparagraph (A)

7

(A) of this paragraph the following new subdivision:

8

"(iii) At the close of the fiscal year ending

9

June 30, 1966, and each fiscal year thereafter,

10

the Board and the Secretary of Health, Education,

ill

and Welfare shall determine the amount, if any,

12

which, if added to or subtracted from the Federal

13

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, would place such

14

fund in the same position in which it would have

15

been if service as an employee after December 31,

16

1936, had been included in the term 'employment'

17

as defined in the Social -Security Act and in the

1-8

Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

19

mination shall be made no later than June 15 follow

20

ing the close of the fiscal year. If such amount is to

21

be added to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust

22

Fund the Board shall, within ten days after the

23

determination, certify such amount to the Secretary

24

of the Treasury for transfer from the Retirement

25

Account to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust

by subparagraph

Such deter
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1

Fund; if such amount is to be subtracted from the

2

Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund the Secre

3

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall, within

4

ten days after the determination, certify -suchamount

5

to the Secretary of the Treasury for transfer from

6

the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund to the

7

Retirement Account.

8

further include interest (at the rate determined

9

under subparagraph (B) for the fiscal year under

1.0

consideration) payable from the close of such fiscal

11

year until the date of certification;"

12

(D) by striking out "subparagraph (D)" where

The amount so certified shall

1.3

it appears in the subparagraphredesignated as subpara

14

graph (A) by subparagraph (A)

15

and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (B)";

16

(E)

of this paragraph,

by striking out "subparagraphs (B)

and

17

(C)" where it appears in the subparagraph redesig

1s

nated as subparagraph (B) by subparagraph (A) of

19

this paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof "subpara

20

graph (A)"; and

21

(F)

by amending the subparagraph redesignated

22

as subparagraph (C) by subparagraph (A)

23

paragraphto read as follows:

of this

24

"(C) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized

25

and directed to transfer to the Federal Old-Age and
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I

Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDisability

2

Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital In

3

surance Trust Fund from the Retirement Account or

4

to the Retirement Account from the Federal Old-Age

5-

and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Dis.

6

ability Insurance Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital

7

Insurance Trust Fund, as the case may be, such amounts
-8

as, from time to time, may be determined by the Board

9

and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

10

pursuant to the provisions of subparagraph (A), and

11

certified by the Board or the Secretary of Health, Edu

12

cation, and Welfare for transfer from the Retirement

13

Account or from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

14

Insurance Trust Fund, the FederalDisability Insurance

15

Trust Fund, or the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust

16

Fund."

17

(d) (1) Section 3201 of the Internal Revenue Code of

18

1954 (relating to rate of tax on employees under the Rail

19

road Retirement Tax Act) is amended by striking out "section

20 3101 (a)'" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 3101 (a)
2.1
22
23

plus the rate imposed by section 3101 (b) ".
(2) Section 3211 of such Code (relating to the rate of

tax on employee representatives under the Railroad Retire

24 ment Tax Act) is amended by striking out "section 3101 (a)"
25

and inserting in lieu thereof "section 3101 (a) plus the rate

26 imposed by section 3101 (b)".
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1

(3) Section 3221 (b) of such Code (relating to the rate

2 of tax on employers under the RailroadRetirement Tax Act)
3 is amended by striking out "section 3111 (a)" and inserting
4

in lieu thereof "section 3111 (a) plus the rate imposed by

5 section 3111(b) ".
6

(4) Section 1401 (b) of such Code (relating to the

7 rate of tax under the Self-Employment Contributions Act)
8 is amended by striking out the last sentence.
9

(5) Section 3101 (b) of such Code (relating to the

10 rate of tax on employees under the Federal Insurance Con
11

tributions Act) is amended by striking out

",

but without

12 regard to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof insofar
13 as it relates to employees".
14

(6) Section 3111 (b) of such Code (relating to the rate

15

of tax on employers under the Federal Insurance Contribu

16

tions Act) is amended by striking out

17

to the provisions of paragraph (9) thereof insofar as it

18

relates to employees"

19

",

but without regard

(e) (1) The amendments made by the preceding provi

20 sions of this section shall become effective January 1, 1966,
21

if the requirement in paragraph (2) with respect to such

22

date has been met.

23

with respect to January 1, 1966, such amendments shall

24

become effective on the first January1 thereafter with respect

If such requirement has not been met

25 to which such requirement has been met.
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(2) The requirement referred to in paragraph(1) shall

2 be deemed to have been met with respect to any January1 if,
3 as of the October 1 immediately preceding such January1,
4 the RailroadRetirement Tax Actprovides that the maximum
5 amount of monthly compensation taxable under such Act for
6 the following Januarywill be an amount equal to or in excess
7

of one-twelfth of the maximum wages which the Federal In

8 surance Contributions Act provides may be counted for the
9 calendar year beginning on the first day of such following
10 January.
11
12
13

(249)ADDITIONAL

UNDER

SECRETARY

SECRETARIES OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,

AND

ASSISTANT

AND WELFARE

SEC. 112. (a) There shall be in the Department of

14 Health, Education, and Welfare an additional Under Sec
15

retary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare who shall be

16 appointed by the President, by and with the advice and con
17 sent of the Senate, shall perform such duties as the Secretary
18 of Health, Education, and Welfare may prescribe, and shall
19 serve as Secretary-during the absence or disability of the
20 Secretary and the Under Secretary now provided for, in
21
22
23

accordance with directives of the Secretary.

(b) There shall be in the Department of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare, in addition to the Assistant Secretaries

24 otherwise provided by law, two Assistant Secretaries of
25 Health, Education, and Welfare who shall be appointed by
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1 the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
2 Senate. The provisions of section 2 of the Reorganization

3 Plan Numbered 1 of 1953 (67 Stat. 631) shall be appli
4

cable to such additional Assistant Secretaries to the same

5 extent as they are applicable to the Assistant Secretaries
6 authorized by such section.
7

(c) The rate of compensation of such additional Under

8 Secretary and Assistant Secretaries shall be the same as that
9 applicable to the Under Secretary and Assistant Secretaries,
10 respectively, whose positions are established by section 2 of
11

such reorganizationplan.

12 PART 2-GR.ANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
13

PROGRAMS

14

ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAMS

15

SEC. 121. (a) The Social Security Act is amended by

16

adding at the end thereof (after the new title XVIII added

17

by section 102) the following new title:

18

"TITLE XIX-GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL

19

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

20

CCAPPROPRIATION

21

"SEC. 1901. For the purpose of enabling each State, as

22 far as practicable under the conditions in such State, to fur
23 nish (1) medical assistance on behalf of families with de
24 pendent children and of aged, blind, or permanently and
Il.R. 6675-6
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1 totally disabled individuals, whose income and resources are
2 insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services,
3and (2) rehabilitation and other services to help such fain
4

ilies and individuals attain or retain capability for independ

5 ence or self-care, there is hereby authorized to be appropri
6 ated for each fiscal year a sum sufficient to carry out the
7 purposes of this title.
8 section

The sums made available under this

shall be used for making payments to States

9 which have submitted, and had approved by the Secretary
10

of Health, Education, and Welfare, State plans for medical

11 assistance.
12
13
14

"tSTATE PLANS FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

"SEC. 1902. (a) A State plan for medical assistance
must

15

" (1) provide that it shall be in effect in all political

16

subdivisions of the State, and, if administered by them,

17

be mandatory upon them;

18

"(2) provide for financial participation by the State

19

equal to not less than 40 per centum of the non-Federal

20

share of the expenditures under the plan with respect to

21

which payments under section 1903 are authorized by

22

this title; and, effective July 1, 1970, provide for

23"

financial participation by the State equal to all of such

24

non-Federal share (2 5 O)or prouide for distribution of

25

funds from? Federal or S'tate sonrces, for carryilng out
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1

the State plan, on an equalization or other basis whic~h

2

will assure that the lack of adequate funds from local

3

sources will not result in lowering the amount, duration,

4

scope, or quality of care and services available under the

5

plan;

6

" (3) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair

7

hearing before the State agency to any individual whose

8

claim for medical assistance under the plan is denied or

9

is not acted upon with reasonable promptness;

10

" (4) provide such methods of administration (in

11

cluding methods relating to the establishment and main

12

tenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except

13

that the Secretary shall exercise no authority with respect

14

to the selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any

15

individual employed in accordance with such methods,

16

and including provision for utilization of professional

17

medical personnel in the administration and, where ad

18

ministered locally, supervision of administration of the

19

plan) as are found by the Secretary to be necessary for

20

the proper and efficient operation of the plan;

21

(2511yL(5)~ previde that the State ftgen3ey admifiisterinfg

22

ofupiise

23

State appireved 'mider title 1-, e* aner title X-V4 -(iftse

24

faf as it Felfttes to the ftged)-, shAl adffiaiiieteof

25

-4se the administr-atieft of the plan~fef mfediea4 assis

the adm~isitf-atioft 'Of the plaa of sue+

suer
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1

eanee-; &aR that my 1oea~l ageniey a4ffilist~efing the plaic

2

of siueh State appj-ove4e

3

-(ofise

4

AiVisieli. sh4l adhmin*istef- the plan fe* flediea4 assistainee

5

ifti ueh sdivb*i4siefii

6

ift4ef title -I-,f uRide* tite X-WX

askilt~estthe agedpoit t

eitiet4l

"(5) either provide for the establishment or designa

7

tion of a single State agency to administer the plan, or

8

provide for the establishment or designation of a single

9

State agency to supervise the administrationof the plan,

10

except that the determination of eligibility for medical as

11

sistance under the plan shall be made by the State or local

12

agency administering the State plan approved under

13

title I or XVI (insofar as it relates to the aged);

14

" (6) provide that the State agency will make such

15

reports, in such form and containing such information,

16

as the Secretary may from time to time require, and

17

comply with such provisions as the Secretary may from

18

time to time find necessary to assure the correctness and

19

verification of such reports;

20

" (7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or

21

disclosure of information concerning applicants

22

recipients to purposes directly connected with the adnmin

23

istration of the plan;

and

24

" (8) provide that all individuals wishing to make

25

application for medical assistance under the plan shall
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I

have opportunity to do so, and that such assistance shall

2

be furnished with reasonable promptness to aMl eligible

3

individuals;

4

" (9) (252)(A) provide for the establishment or

5

designation of a State authority or authorities which shall

6

be responsible for establishing and maintaining standards

7

for private or public institutions in which recipients of

8

medical assistance under the plan may receive care or

9

services; (253)and

10

(254)" (B) provide that, afte'r June 30, 1967, the re

U1

quiremtents under the standards established and main

12

tained by such authority or authorities shall include any

13

requireme'nts which may be contained in standardsestab

14

lished by the Secretary relating to protection against fire

15

and other hazards to the health and safety of individuals

16

in such private or public institutions;

17

" (10) provide for making medical assistance avail

18

able to all individuals receiving aid or assistance under

19

State plans approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV, and

20

XVI; and

21

" (A) provide that (255) (except as to care and

22

servwces described in paragraph (4) or (14) of

23

section 1905 (a)) the medical assistance made avail

24

able to individuals receiving aid or assistance under

25

any such State plan
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1

"(i) shall not be less in amount, duration,

2

or scope than the medical assistance mltde avail

3

able to individuals receiving aid or assistance

4

under any other such State plan, and

5

" (ii) shall not be less in amount, dura

6

tion, or scope than the medical (256)assistaiiee

7

or remedial care and services made available to

8

individuals not receiving aid or assistance under

9

any such plan; and

10

"(B) if medical (257)assistaniee ims or remedial

11

care and services are included for any group of indi

12

viduals who are not receiving aid or assistance under

13

any such State plan and who do not meet the mn

14

come and resources requirements of the one of such

15

State plans which is appropriate, as determined in

16

accordance with standards prescribed by the Sec

17

retary, provide (258)(except as to care and services

18

described in parapragh(4) or (14) of section 1905

19

(a))

20

" (i) for making medical (259)&6sistafiee

21

or remedial care and services available to all

22

individuals who would, if needy, be eligible for

23

aid or assistance under any such State plan and

24

who have insufficient (as determined in accord

25

ance with comparable standards) income and
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1

resources to meet the costs of necessary inedi

2

cal (260)or remedial care and services, and

3

" (ii) that the medical (261)ft9+,isftaee or

4

remedial care and services made available to all

5

individuals not receiving aid or ,assistance uinder

6

any such State plan shall be equal in amount,

7

duration, and scope;

8

"(11) provide for entering into cooperative arrange

9

ments with the State agencies responsible for administer

1.0

ing or supervising the administration of health services

1-1

and vocational rehabilitation services in the State looking

12

toward maximum utilization of such services in the

13

provision of medical assistance uinder the plan;

14

" (12)

provide that, in determining whether an

15

individua~l is blind, there shall be an examination by a

16

physician skilled in the diseases of the eye or by an

17

optometrist, whichever the individua~l may select;

-18

" (13) provide for inclusion of some institutional and

19

some noninstitutional care and services, and, effective

20

July 1, 1967, provide (A) for inclusion of at least the

21

care and services listed in clauses (1) through (5) of

22

section 1905 (a) , and (B) for payment of the reason

23

able cost (as determined in accordance with standards

24

approved by the Secretary and included in the plan) of

25

inpatient hospital services provided under the plan;
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1

"(14) provide that (A) no deduction, cost sharing,

2

or similar charge will be imposed under the plan on the

3

individual with respect to inpatient hospital services

4

furnished him under the plan, and (B) any deduction,

5

cost sharing, or similar charge imposed under the plan

6

with respect to any other medical assistance furnished

7

him thereunder, and any enrollment fee, premium, or

8

similar charge imposed under the plan, shall be reason

9

ably related (as determined in accordance with stand

110

ards approved by the Secretary and included in the

11

plan)

12

resources;

to the recipient's income or his income and

13

" (15) in the case of eligible individuals 65 years

14

of age or older who are covered by either or both of

15

the insurance programs established by title XVIII,

16

provide

17

"(A) for meeting the full cost of any deductible

18

imposed with respect to any such individual under

19

the insurance program established by part A of such

20

title; and

21

" (B) where, under the plan, all of any de

22

ductible, cost sharing, or similar charge imposed

23

with respect to any such individual under the insur

24

ance program established by part B of sue-h title

25

is not met, the portion thereof which is met shall
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1

be determined on a basis reasonably related

2

determined in accordance with standards approved

3

by the Secretary and included in the plan) to such

4

individual's income or his income and resources;

5

" (16) provide for inclusion, to the extent required

6

by regulations prescribed by the Secretary, of provisions

7

(conforming to such regulations) with respect to the

8

furnishing of medical assistance under the plan to in

9

dividuals who are residents of the State but are absent

10

(as

therefrom;

11

" (17) include reasonable standards (which shall

12

be comparable for all groups) for determining eligibility

13

for and the extent of medical assistance under the plan

14

which (A) are consistent with the objectives of this

15

title, (B) provide for taking into account only such

16

income and resources as are, as determined in accord

17

ance with standards prescribed by the Secretary, avail

18

able to the applicant or recipient and (in the case

19

any applicant or recipient who would, if he m(

20

requirements as to need, be eligible for aid or assista1

21

in the form of money payments under a State plan ap

22

proved under title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI) as would

23

not be disregarded (or set aside for future -needs) in

24

determining his eligibility for and amount of such aid

25

or assistance under such plan, (C) provide for reason
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1.

able evaluation of any such income or resources, and

2

(ID) do not take into account the financial responsibility

3

of any individual for any applicant or recipient of assist

4

ance under the plan unless such applicant or recipient

5

is such individual's spouse or such individual's child

6

who is under age 21 or is blind or permanently and

7

totally disabled; and provide for flexibility in the ap

8

plication of such standards with respect to income by

9

taking into account, except to the extent prescribed

10

by the Secretary, the costs (whether in the form of

11

insurance premiums or otherwise) incurred for medical

12

care or for any other type of remedial care recognized

13

under State law;

14

" (18) provide that no lien may be imposed against

15

the property of any individual prior to his death on

16

account of medical assistance paid or to be paid on his

17

behalf under the plan (except pursuant to the judgment

18

of a court on account of benefits incorrectly paid on

-19

behalf of such individual), and that there shall be no ad

20

justment or recovery (except, in the case of an indi

21

vidual who was 65 years of age or older when he received

22

such assistance, from his estate, and then only after the

23

death of his surviving spouse, if any, and only at a time

24

when he ha~s no surviving child who is under age 21 or is

25

blind or permanently and totally disabled) of any medi
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1

cal assistance correctly paid on behalf of such individual

2

under the plan;

3

" (19) provide such safeguards as may be necessary

4

to assure that eligibility for care and services under the

5

plan will be determined, and such care and services will

6

be provided, in a manner consistent with simplicity of

7

administration and the best interests of the recipients;

8

"c(20) if the State plan includes medical assistance

9

in behalf of individuals 65 years of age or older who are

10

patients in institutions for (262)ttiber-enlsis

11

diseases

12

ff mental

" (A) provide for having in effect such agree

13

ments or other arrangements with State authorities

14

concerned with mental diseases ( 2 6 3 )ef tber-ettesei

15

-(as the eese maty-be), and, where appropriate, with

16

such institutions, as may be necessary for carrying

17

out the State plan, including arrangements for joint

18

planning and for development of alternate methods

19

of care, arrangements providing assurance of im

20

mediate readmittance to institutions where needed

21

for individuals under alternate plans of care, and

22

arrangements providing for access to patients and

23

facilities, for furnishing information, and for making

24

reports;

25

" (B) provide for an individual plan for each
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1.

such patient to assure that the institutional care

2

provided to him is in his best interests, including, to

3

that end, assurances that there will be initial and

4

periodic review of his medical and other needs, that

5

he will be given appropriate medical treatment

6

within the institution, and that there will be a peri
7

8
9

odical determination of his need for continued treat
ment in the institution;
" (0) provide for the development of alternate

10

plans of care, making maximum utilization of avail

11

able resources, for recipients 65 years of age or

12

older who would otherwise need care in such insti

13

tutions, including appropriate medical treatment and

14

other aid or assistance; for services referred to in

15

section 3 (a) (4) (A) (i) and (ii) or section 1603

16

(a) (4) (A)

(i) and (ii) which are appropriate

17

for such recipients and for such patients; and for

18

methods of administration necessary to assure that

19

the responsibilities of the State agency under the

20

State plan with respect to such recipients and such

21

patients will be effectively carried out; and

22

" (D) provide methods of determining the rea

23

sonable cost of institutional care for such patients;

24

(264)an4

25

"(21) if the State pla~n includes medical assistance
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1

in behalf of individuals 65 years of age or older who

2

are patients in public institutions for mental diseases,

3

show that the State is making satisfactory progress

4

toward developing and implementing a comprehensive

5

mental health program, including provision for utiliza

6

tion of community mental health centers, nursing homes,

7

and other alternatives to care in public institutions for

8

mental (265)di~ese~s s diseases;

9

(266)"(22) include descr-iptions of (A) the ktinds anid

10

numbers of professional medical personnel and support

11

ing staff that will be used in the administration of the

12

plan and of the responsibilities they will have, (B) the

13

standards, for private or public institutions in which

14

recipients of medical assistance under the plan may

15

receive care or services, that will be utilized by the State

16

authority or authorities responsible for establishing and

.17

maintaining such standards, (C) the cooperative ar

18

rangements with State health agencies and State voca

19

tional rehabilitation agencies entered into with a view

20

to maximum utilization of and coordination of the pro

21

vision of medical assistance with the services adminis

22

tered or supervised by such agencies, and (D) other

23

standards and methods that the State will use to assure

24

that medical or remedial care and services provided to

25

recipients of medical assistance are of high quality; and
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1

(267)(23) provide that any individual entitled to medi

2

cal assistance may obtain such medical assistance from

3

any institution, agency, or person qualified to perform

4

the service or services required who undertakes to provide

5

him such services.

6

Notwithstanding paragraph (5), if on January 1, 1965, and

7

on the date on which a State submits its plan for approval

8 under this title, the State agency which administered or
9

supervised the administration of the plan of such State ap

10

proved under title X (or title XVI, insofar as it relates

11

to the blind) was different from the State agency which

12

administered or supervised the administration of the State

13

plan approved under title I (or title XVI, insofar as it

14

relates to the aged), the State agency which administered

15

or supervised the administration of such plan approved under

16

title X (or title XVI, insofar as it relates to the blind)

17

may be designated to administer or supervise the administra

18

tion of the portion of the State plan for medical assistance

19

which relates to blind individuals and the a different State

20

which relates to blind individuals and (268)the a different

21

State agency (269)whieh ftdfenifttefed or~super-vse4 the ad4

22

m+inistratieft of stteh plan &pp*ove4 fimder- tite - -(-e* title

23

XYV4-jifsofa fts it relat~estothe aged) .may be established or

24 designated to administer or supervise the administration of the
25 rest of the State plan for medical assistance; and in such case
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1 the part of the plan which each such agency administers,
2

or the administration of which each such agency supervises,

3

shall be regarded as a separate plan for purposes of this

4

title (except for purposes of paragraph (10) ) .

5

" (b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which ful

6 fills the conditions specified in subsection (a) , except that
7 he shall not approve any plan which imposes, as a condition
8 of eligibility for medical assistance under the plan
9

"(1) an age requirement of more than 65 years; or

10

"(2) effective July 1, 1967, any age requirement

11

which excludes any individual who has not attained the

12

age of 21 and is or would, except for the provisions of

13

section 406 (a) (2), be a dependent child under title

14

IV; or

15

16
17

" (3) any residence requirement which excludes any
individual who resides in the State; or
" (4) any citizenship requirement which excludes

18

any citizen of the United States.

19

" (c) Notwithstanding subsection

(b) , the Secretary

20

shall not approve any State plan for medical assistance if he

21

determines that the approval and operation of the plan will

22

result in a reduction in aid or assistance (other than so much

23

of the aid or assistance as is provided for under the plan of

24 the State approved under this title) provided for eligible in
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2

IV, X, XIV, or XVI.

3
4

"cPAYMENT TO STATES

"SEC. 1903. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor,

5 the Secretary (except as otherwise provided in this section
6

and section 1117) shall pay to each State which has a plan

7 approved under this title, for each quarter, beginning with
8 the quarter conmmencing January 1, 1966
" (1)

9

an amount equal to the Federal medical

10

assistance percentage (as defined in section 1905 (b) )

11

of the total amount expended during such quapter as

12

medical assistance under the State plan (including ex

13

penditures for premiums under part B of title XVIII,

14

for individuals who are recipients of money payments

15

under a State plan approved under title I, IV, X, XIV,

16

or XVI, and other insurance premiums for medical or

17

any other type of remedial care or the cost thereof)

18

plus

19

" (2) an amount equal to 75 per centum of so much

20

of the sums expended during such quarter (as found

21

necessary by the Secretary for the proper and efficient

22

administration of tbe State plan) as are attributable to

23

compensation (270)or training of skilled professional

24

medical personnel, and staff directly supporting such per

25

sonnel, of the State agency (or of the local agency ad
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1

ministering the State plan in the political subdivision)

2

plus

3

" (3)

an amount equal to 50 per centum. of the

4

remainder of the amounts expended during such quarter

5

as found necessary by the Secretary for the proper and

6

efficient administration of the State plan.

7

" (b) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

8 section, the amount determined under such provisions for
9 any State for any quarter which is attributable to expendi
10

tures with respect to individuals 65 years of age or older who

11

are patients in institutions for (71th*4ef

12

diseases shall be paid only to the extent that the State makies

13

a showing satisfactory to the Secretary that total expendi

14

tures from Federal, State, and local sources for men

15

tal health services (including payments to or in behalf of

16

individuals with mental health problems) uinder State and

17

local public health and public welfare programs for such quar

1-8

ter exceed the average of the total expenditures from such

19

sources for such services under such programs for each quar

O&

mental

20 ter of the fiscal year ending Juine 30, 1965. For purposes of
21

this subsection, expenditures for such services for each quar

22

ter in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965, in the case of

23

any State shall be determined on the basis of the latest data,

24

satisfactory to the Secretary, available to him at the time of
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1 the first determination by him under this subsection for such
2 State; and expenditures for such services for any quarter
3 beginning after December 31, 1965, in the case of any
4

State shall be determined on the basis of the latest data,

5 satisfactory to the Secretary, available to him at the time
6 of the determination under this subsection for such State for
7

such quarter; and determinations so made shall be conclusive

8 for purposes of this subsection.
9

" (c) (1) If the Secretary finds, on the basis of satisfac

1-0 tory information furnished by a State, that the Federal med
11 ical assistance percentage for such State applicable to any
12 quarter in the period begiiining January 1, 1966, and ending
13 with the close of June 30, 1969, is less than 105 per centum.
14

of the Federal share of medical expenditures by the State

15

during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965 (as determined

16

under paragraph (2)

117

share shall be the Federal medical assistance percentage (in

), then 105 per centum of such Federal

-18 stead of the percentage determnined under section 1905 (b) )
19 for such State for such quarter and each quarter thereafter
20

occurring in such period and prior to the first quarter with

21

respect to which such a finding is not applicable.

22
23

"(2)

For purposes of paragraph (1)

,

the Federal share

of medical expenditures by a State during the fiscal year

24 ending June 30, 1965, means the percentage which the ex
25

cess of
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1

"(A) the total of the amounts determined under

2

sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, and 1603 with respect to

3

expenditures by such State during such year as aid or

4

assistance under its State plans approved under titles I,

5

IV, X, XIV, and XVI, over

6

" (B) the total of the amounts which would have

7

been determined under such sections with respect to

8

such expenditures during such year if expenditures as aid

9

or assistance in the form of medical or any other type of

10

remedial care had not been counted,

11 is of the total expenditures as aid or assistance in the form
12

of medical or any other type of remedial care under such

13 plans during such year.
14

" (d) (1) Prior to the beginniing of each quarter, the

15

Secretary shall estimate the amount to which a State will

16

be entitled under subsections (a) , (b) , and (c) for such

17

quarter, such estimates to be based on (A) a report filed by

18

the State containing its estimate of the total sum to be ex

19

pended in such quarter in accordance with the provisions of

20

such subsections, and stating the amount appropriated or

21

made available by the State and its political subdivisions for

22

such expenditures in such quarter, and if such amount is less

23

than the State's proportionate share of the total sum of such

24

estimated expenditures, the source or sources from which
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1 the difference is expected to be derived, and (B) such other
2
3
4

investigation as the Secretary may find necessary.
" (2)

The Secretary shall then pay to the State, in

such installments as he may determine, the amount so esti

5 mated, reduced or increased to the extent of any overpay
6 ment or underpayment which the Secretary determines was
7 made under this section to such State for any prior quarter
8 and with respect to which adjustment has not already been
9 made under this subsection.
10

" (3) The pro rata share to which the United States is

ii

equitably entitled, as determined by the Secretary, of the net

12

amount recovered during any quarter by the State or any

13

political subdivision thereof with respect to medical assistance

14

furnished under the State plan shall be considered an over

I15

paynmet to be ,adjisted unader this subsection.

16

" (4) Upon the making of any estimate by the Secretary

1.7

under this subsection, any appropriations available for pay

-118 ments under this section shall be deemed obligated.
119

" (e) The Secretary shall not make payments under the

20 preceding provisions of this section to any State unless the
21

State makes a satisfactory showing that it is making efforts in

22

the direction of broadening the scope of the care and services

23

made available under the plan and in the direction of liberal

24 izing the eligibility requirements for medical assistance, with
25

a view toward furnishing (272)b-y J*i~ 4-, 4-97h

(on or be
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1

fore the first day of the calendar quarter following the 40

2

calendar quarter period beginning with the first calendar

3 quarter for which the plan is effective) comprehensive care
4 and services to substantially all individuals who meet the
5

plan's eligibility standards with respect to income and re

6 sources, including services to enable such individuals to attain
7 or retain independence or self-care.

8
9

"COPERATION OF STATE PLANS

"SEc. 1904. If the Secretary, after reasonable notice

10 and opportunity for hearing to the State agency administer
11 ing or supervising the administration of the State plan
12 approved under this title, finds
13

" (1)

that the pla~n has been so changed that it no

14

longer complies with the provisions of section 1902; or

15

" (2) that in the administration of the plan there is

16

a failure to comply substantially with any such provision;

17 the Secretary shall notify such State agency that further
18

payments will not be made to the State (or, in his discretion,

19

that payments will be limited to categories under or parts of

20 the State plan not affected by such failure) , until the Secre
21

tary is satisfied that there will no longer be any such failure

22

to comply. Until he is so satisfied he shall make no further

23 payments to such State (or shall limit payments to categories
24 under or parts of the State plan not affected by such failure).
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"tDEFINITIONS

2

"SEC. 1905. For purposes of this title

3

" (a) The term 'medical assistance' means payment of

4 part or all of the cost of the following care and services (if
5 provided in or after the third month before the month in
6 which the recipient makes application for assistance) for in
7 dividuals who (273)5 exeept fff seetien 406-(a)- -2+ 3 -e
8 woti14-, if iieedy, be) depeiideii ehildr-en wde* ti-te P- -a-t
9 are under the age of (274)294-)
10

specified in section 406 (b) (1)

21 or who are relatives
with whom such children

11 are living, or who are 65 years of age or older, are blind, or
12

are 18 years of age or older and permanently and totally

13

disabled, but whose income and resources are insufficient to

14

meet all of such cost

15

" (1)

inpatient hospital services (275) (other than

16

serrvices 'in an institution for tuberculosis or mental

17

diseases);

18

"(2) outpatient hospital services;

19

"(3) other laboratory and X-ray services;

20

"(4)

skilled nursing home services (276)(other

21

than services in an institution for tuberculosis or mental

22

diseases) for individuals 21 years of age or older and

23

dental services for individuals under the age of 21;
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1

"(5) physicians' services, whether furnished in the

2

office, the patient's home, a hospital, or a skilled nursing

3

home, or elsewhere;

4

" (6) medical care, or any other type of remedial

5

care recognized under State law, furnished by licensed

6

practitioners withini the scope of their practice as defined

7

by State law;

8

" (7) home health care services;

9

" (8) private duty nursing services;

10o

" (9) clinic services;

11

"10) (277)de+4

se-l*'viees; skilled nursing home

12

services and dental set-vices for other individuals;

13

" (11) physical therapy and related services;

14

"(12)

prescribed drugs, dentures, and prosthetic

15

devices; and eyeglasses prescribed by a physician skilled

16

in diseases of the eye or by an optometrist, whichever

17

the individual may select;

18

" (13) other diagnostic, screening, preventive, and

19

rehabilitative services; (27 8)fi+4

20

(279)" (14) inpatient hospital services and skilled wnars

21

ing home services in an institution for tuberculosis or

22

mental diseases; and

23

"(280}4)-"

(a)

i1\ otber inedical care, and ainy
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1

other type of remedial care recognized under State law,

2

specified by the Secretary;

3

except that such term does not include

4

"t(A) any such payments with respect to care or

5

services for any individual who is an inmate of a public

6

institution (except as a patient in a medical institution)

7

or

8

" (B) any such payments with respect to care or

9

services for any individual who hats not attained 65 years

10

of age and who is a patient in an institution for tubercu

11

losis or mental diseases.

12

" (b) The term 'Federal medical assistance percentage'

13 for any State shall be 100 per centuim less the State per
14 centage; and the State percentage shall be that percentage
15

which bears the same ratio to 45 per centum as the square

-16 of the per capita income of such State bears to the square of
17

the per capita income of the continental United States (in

18

cluding Alaska) and Hawaii; except that (1)

the Federal

19 medical assistance percentage shall in no case be less than 50
20 per centum or more than 83 per centum., and (2) the Fed
21

eral medical assistance percentage for Puerto Rico, the Vir

22 gin Islands, and Guam shall be 55 per centum.

The Federal

23 medical assistance percentage for any Sta~te shall be deter
24 mined and promulgated in accordance with the provisions of
25 subparagraph (B) of section 1101 (a) (8) ; except that the
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1 Secretary shall promulgate such percentage as soon as pos
2 sible after the enactment of this title, which promulgation
3

shall be conclusive for each of the six quarters in the period

4 beginning January 1, 1966, and ending with the close of
5 June 30, 1967."
6

(b) No payment may be made to any State under

7 title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI of the Social Security Act
8 with respect to aid or assistance in the form of medical or
9 any other type of remedial care for any period for which
10 such State receives payments under title XIX of such Act,
11

or for any period (28 1)aft-ef Janfe 3~0- 49637~thereafter.

12

(c) (1)

Effective January 1, 1966, section 1101 (a)

13

(1) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out

14

"and XVI" and inserting in lieu thereof "XVI, and XIX".

15 (282)-(-24 Seetion 44O0) of sueh Aet is aficetided by adding at
16

the entd thefeof the following nie

17

w-hieh is disofega-ded -(-of set atside fe--fiWtar-e needs)- in detef

18

nminiing elgibility fef a-nd anfionett of the aid of atssista-nee foil

19

any inlivduftdl unider a State plant app-f eeednadef title I-,

20

IV-,T

21

sider-ation in dete-ffiining the eligib~ility fof of a~in of

22

niedien atssistanee fof a-Hy othof intdiv4dtal ttfdef a State

23

plain appf-o-,'ed undef tite XIX."

sentenee-: ii~Affy anofaitif

X-, XPT-, XV4- or- XIX shall not be tak-en inte eon

24

(2) Section 1109 of such Act is amended to read: "Any

25

amount which is disregarded (or set aside for future needs)
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*1in determining eligibility of and amount of the aid or assist
2

ance for any individual under a State plan approved under

3 title I, IV, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX shall not be taken into
4

consideration in determining the eligibility of and amount

5 of aid or assistance for any other individual under a State
6 plan approved under any other of such titles."
7

(3) Effective January 1, 1966, section 1115 of such

8 Act is amended by striking out "or XVI", "or 1602", and
9 "or 1603" and inserting in lieu thereof "XVI, or XIX",
10

"1602, or 1902", and "1603, or 1903", respectively.

1.1

PAYMINENT BY STATES OF PREMIUMS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY

1.2

(28:;3)H;-~-in-f

EDICAL INSURJANCE

13

SEC. 122. Sections 3 (a) , 403 (a), 1003 (a) , 1403 (a),

14

and 1603 (a) of thie Social Security Act are each amended

15

by inserting "preiniums under part B of title XVIII for in

1-6

dividuals who are recipients of money payments under such

17

plan and other" after "expenditures for" in the parenthetica~l

1.8

phrase appearing in so much of paragraph (1)

thereof as

19 precedes clause (A), and in the parentheticalphrase appear
20

ing in paragraph(2) thereof.

21

(285)NOTICE~CON(CERNING BENEYITS

22
2:3

PROJIDiED UN)E'R

TITLE XVIII OF SOCIJAL SECURITY ACT

SEC. 123. (a) The Secretary shall, not later than July

24

1, 1966, provide personal notice (containing the informa

25

tion and data prescribed under subsection (b)) to
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1

(1) each individual who is expected (by reason

2

of entitlement to, or application for, benefits) to be

3

entitled to monthly insurance benefits for the month

4

of June 1966 under the insurance program established

5

by title II of the Social Security Act, and who will

6

have attained age 65 on or before such month;

7

(2) each individual who is expected (by reason

8

of entitlement to, or application for, benefits) to be

9

entitled to an annuity or pension under the Railroad

10

Retirement Act of 1937 for the month of June 1966,

11

and who will have attained age 65 on or before such

12

month;

13

(3) each individual whom the Secretary has rea

14

son to believe would be entitled to the benefits provided

15

by part A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act by

16

reason of the provisions of section 103 of the Social

17

Security Amendments of 1965, if the Secretary (A)

18

knows the name and address of such individual, and

19

(B) has occasion (without regard to this section) to

20

send any other notice or correspondence to such

21

individual.

22

(b) The notice referred to in subsection (a) shall con

23 tamn (1) a separate description of the benefits provided.
24 under part A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act,
25 examples of types of health care which are not provided by
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:1 such part A, and information as to the class of persons
2 eligible to qualify.for such benefits, as well as the procedure
3 to be followed to apply for such benefits, (2) a separate
4

descriptionof the benefits provided under part B of such title

5 XVIII, examples of the types of health care which are not
6 provided by such part B, and information as to the class of
7 persons eligible to qualify for such benefits, the conditions
8 and limitations imposed upon the receipt of such benefits,
9

and the procedure to be followed in applying for such bente

10 fits, and (3) advice to the individual that he should make
-11 arrangementsthrough other insurance programs or otherwvise
12

to protect himself against health care costs which are not

13 covered by part A or B of such title XVIII, or both such
14

part A and part B.

15

(c) In addition to the personal notices required to be

16

sent under subsections (a) and (b), the Secretary shall

17

utilize to the fullest extent feasible other media of com

1.8

munications to apprisethe public of the informat'ion and data

19

required to be contained in the notice described in subsection

20

(b).

21
22

(d) The Secretary shall also furnish a personal notice

(containing the information and data prescribed under sub

23 section (b)) to each individual who after June 1966 be
24 comes entitled to monthly insurance benefits under title II
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1

of the Social Security Act and who has, at the time he be

2

comes so entitled, attained age 65, or will attain such age

3

within one Year thereafter.

4

(e) The Railroad Retirement Board shall furnish to the

5 Secretary such information as it may possess and which may
6 be necessary or useful to enable the Secretary to carry out
7 the provisions of subsection (a) (2).

Such Board also shall

8 furnish to each individual who becomes entitled to an an
9 nuity or pension under the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937
10 after June 1966 and who, at the time he becomes so entitled,
11

has attained age 65 (or will attain such age within one year

12

thereafter) a personal notice containing the information and

13

data prescribed in subsection (b).

14

TITLE I1-OTHER AMENDMENTS RELATING TO

15

HEALTH CARE

16

PART 1-MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND CRIPPLED

17

CHILDREN'S SERVICES

18

INCREASE IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES

19

SEC. 201. (a) The first sentence of section 501 of

20

the Social Security Act is amended by

21

"$40,000,000" and all that follows and inserting in lieu

22

thereof "$45,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

23

1966, $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,

striking out

24 $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968,
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1 $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and
2 $60,000,000 (286)each for the fiscal year ending June 30,
3
4

1970, and succeeding fiscal years."
(b) Section 504 of such Act is amended by adding at

5 the end thereof the following new subsection:
6

" (d) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

7 section, no payment shall be made to any State thereunder
8 for any period after June 30, 1966, unless it makes a satis
9 factory showing that the State is extending the provision of
10 maternal and child health services in the State with a view
:11

to making such services available by July 1, 1975, to

-12 children in all parts of the State."

13
14

INCREASE IN CRIPPLED CHILDREN'YS SERVICES

SEC. 202. (a) The first sentence of section 511 of the

15

Social Security Act is amended by striking out "c$40,

16

000,000" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof

17

"$45,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966,

18

$50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,

19

$55,000,000 for the -fiscal year ending June 30, 1968,

20

$55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and

21

$60,000,000 (287)eaclh for the fiscal year ending June 30,

22

1970, and succeeding fiscal years."~

23

(b) Section 514 of such Act is amended by adding at

24 the end thereof the following new subsection:
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1
2

"(d) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this
subsection, no payment shall be made to any State there

3 under for any period after June 30, 1966, unless it makes
4 a satisfactory showing that the State is extending the pro
5 vision of crippled children's services in the State with a
6 view to making such services available by July 1, 1975, to
7 children in all parts of the State."

8

TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNELI

9

FOR THE CARE, OF

CRIPPLED CHILDREN

10

SiEC. 203. (a) Part 2 of title V of the Social Security

11

Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

12

new section:

13

1.4

ccTRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
"SEC. 516. There are authorized to be appropriated

1-5

$5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, $10,

116

000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, and

17

$17,500,000 for each fiscal year thereafter, for grants by the

118

Secretary to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher

19

learning for training professional personnel for health and

20

related care of crippled children, particularly mentally re

21

tarded children and children with multiple handicaps."

22

(b) The second sentence of section 514 (c) of such Act

23

is amended by striking out "section 512 (b) " and inserting

24

in lieu thereof "section 512 (b) or 516".
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1
2

PAYMENT FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES

SEC. 204. (a) Section 503 (a) of the Social Security

3 Act is amended by striking out "and" before clause (7) and
4 by inserting before the period at the end thereof the follow
5 ing new clause: "; and (8) effective July 1, 1967, provide
6 for payment of the reasonable cost (as determined in accord
7 ance with standaxds approved by the Secretary and included
8 in the plan) of inpatient hospital services provided under the
9 plan".
10

(b) Section 513 (a) of such Act is amended by striking

11

out "and" before clause (6) and by inserting before the pe

12

riod at the end thereof the following new clause: "; and (7)

13 effective July 1, 1967, provide for payment of the reason
14 able cost (as determined in accordance with standards ap
15

proved by the Secretary and included in the plan) of

16

inpatient hospital services provided under the plan".

17

SPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS FOR HEALTH OF SCHOOL AND

18

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

19
20

SEC. 205. Part 4 of title V of the Social Security Act,is
amended (1)

21 follows:

by revising the heading thereof to read as

"PART 4-GRANTS FOR SPECIAL MATERNITY AND

22

INFANT CARE PROJECTS, FOR PROJECTS FOR HEALTH OF

23

SCHOOL AND PRESCHOOL CTHILDREN, AND FOR RESEARCH

24

PROJECTS";

(2) by redesignating section 532 as section
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1 533; and (3) by inserting after section 531 the following
2

new section:

3

"SPECTALJ PROJE~CT GRANTS FOR ITEALTH OF SCHOOL AND

4

PRESCHOOL ChILTDVEN

5

"SEc. 532. (a) In order to promote the health of ebil

6 dren and youth of school or preschool age, particularly in
7 areas with concentrations of low-income families, there are
8 authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for tile fiscal year
9 ending June 30, 1966, $35,000,000 for the fiscal year end
10 ing June 30, 1967, (288)$40-,40", 045,000,000 for the
1-1 fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, (289)9$4 ",03000%
*50,
12 000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and
$505,000,000 for the fisca~l year ending,

13

(290)$5,

14

June 30, 1970, for grants as provided in this section.

15

0,00

" (b) From the sums appropriated pursuant to subsec

16

tion (a) , the Secretary is authorized to make grants to

1-7

the State health agency of any State and (with the consent

18

of such agency) to the health agency of any political sub

19

division of the State, to the State agency of the State admin

20

istering or supervising the administration of the State plan

21

approved under section 513, to any school of medicine (with

22

appropriate participation by a school of dentistry), and

23

to any teaching hospital affiliated v4th such a school, to pay

24 not to exceed 75 per centuin of the cost of projects of a
MiR. 6675-7
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1 comprehensive nature for health care and services for chli
2 dren and youth of school age or for preschool children (to
3 help them prepare to start school).

No project shall be

4 eligible for a grant under this (29 1)seetieo+ subsection unless
5 it provides (1) for the coordination of health care and serv
6 ices provided under it with, and utilization (to the extent
7 feasible) of, other State or local health, welfare, and educa
8 tion programs for such children, (2) for payment of the rea
9 sonable cost (as determined in accordance with standards ap
10

proved by the Secretar~y) of inpatient hospital services pro

ii1

vided under the project, and (3) that any treatment, correc

12

tion of defects, or aftercare provided under the project is

13

available only to children who would not otherwise receive it

14

because they are from low-income families or for other

15

reasons beyond their control; and no such project for chil

16

dren and youth of school age shall be considered to be of a

.17 comprehensive nature for purposes of this ( 2 9 2 )seetion sub
18

section unless it includes (subject to the limitation in the pre

19

ceding provisions of this sentence) at least such screening,

20

diagnosis, preventive services, treatnient, correction of de

21

fects, and aftercare, both medical and dental, as may be pro

22 vided for in regulations of the Secretary.
23

(293)"(c) From the sums appropriatedpursuant to subsec

24 tion (a), the Secretary is also authorized to make grants to
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1 the State health agency, the State mental health agency, and
2

the State public welfare agency of any State and (with. the

3 consent of such State health, mental health, or public welfare
4 agency) to the health agency, mental health agency, and

5 public welfare agency, respectively, of any political subdivi
6 sion of the State, and to any public or nonprofit private
7 agency or institution to pay not to exceed 75 per centum of
8 the cost of projects providing for the identification (with a
9 view to providing for as earily identification as possible),
10 care, and treatment of children who are, or are in danger
11 of becomiing, emotionally disturbed, including the followup
12 of children receiving such care or treatment. No project
13 shall be eligible for a grant under this subsection unless it
14 provides for coordination of the care and treatment provided
15

under it with, and utilization (to the extent feasible) of,

16

community mental health centers and other State or local

17

agencies engaged in health, welfare, or education programs

18

or activities for such children."

19

"(2 94e4- (d) Payment of grants under this section

20

may be made (after necessary adjustment on account of pre

21

viously made underpayments or overpayments) in advance

22

or by way of reimbursement, and in such installments arid on

23

such conditions, as the Secretary may determine."
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1
2

EVALUATION AND REPORT

SEc. 206. The Secretary shall submit to the President

3 for transmission to the Congress before July 1, 1969, a full
4 report of the administration of the provisions of section 532
5 of the Social Security Act (as added by section 205 of this
6 Act), together with an evaluation of the program established
7 thereby and his recommendations as to continuation of
8 and modifications in that program.

9
10

(295)INVCREASE

IN CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

SEC'. 207. Section 521 of the Social Security Act is

11 amiended by striking out "$40,000,000" and all that follows
12 and inserting in lieu thereof "$40,000,000 for the fiscal year
13 ending June 30, 1965, $45,000,000 for the fiscal year end
14 ing June 30, 1.966, $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
15 June 30, 1967, $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
16 30, 1968, $55,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
17

1.969, and $60,000,000 each year for the fiscal year en~dinig

-18 June 30, 1970, and succeeding fiscal years."
19
20

(296)DAY CARE SERVICES

SEC. 208. (a) (1) Part 3 of title V of the Social

2-1 Security Act is amended by striking out section 527.
22

(2) The second sentence of section 1108 of such Act is

28) (amended by striking out "522(a), and 527(a)" and insert
24

ing in lieu thereof "and 522(a)" and by striking out "(or,

25 in the case of section 527(a), the minimum)".
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(b) Section 522 of such Act is amended to read as

2 follows:
3

"SEC. 522. The sum appropriatedpursuant to section

4

5921 for each fiscal year shall be allotted by the Secretary for

5

use by cooperating State public welfare agencies which have

6

plans developed jointly by the State agency and the Secre

7

tary, as follows: He shall allot $70,000 to each State, and

8 shall allot to each State an amount which bears the samne
9

ratio to the remainder of the sum so appropriatedfor suich

10 year as the product of (1) the population of such State
11

under the age of 21 afld (2) the allotment percentage of

12

such State (as determined under section 524) bears to the

13 su1m of the corresponding products of all the States."
14

(c) Section 523(a) (1) (B) of such Act is amnended by

15

striking out "and" at the end of clause (iii) and by inserting

16

after clause (iv) the following new clause:

1-7

"(v) that day care provided under the plan will be

18

provided only in facilities (including private homnes)

19

which are licensed by the State, or approved (as meetingq

20

the standardsestablished for such licensing) by the State

21

agency responsible for licensing facilities of this type,

22

and".

23

(d) The amendments made by this section shtall apply

24 in the case of app)roprtationsunder section 5.21 of the Social
25

Security Act made for fiscal years beginning after June .30.
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11965, and allotments thereof and payments from such allot
2 7110ts.
3PART 2-IMPLEMENTATION OF MENTAL ]RETARDATION
4

PLANNING
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

6

SEc. 211. (a) Section 1701 of the Social Security Act

7 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
8 sentence: "There are also authorized to be appropriated,
9 for assisting such States in initiating the ilnplementa~tion and
10carrying out of planning and other steps to combat mental
iiretardation, $2,750,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
12

1966, and $2,750,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

13

1967."

14

(b) The first sentence of section 1702 of such Act is

15

amended by inserting "the first sentence of" before "section

16

1701" and by inserting the following before the period at

17

the end thereof

";

and the sums appropriated pursuant to

18s

the second sentence of such section for the fiscal year ending

19

June 30, 1966, shall be available for such grants during such

20

year and the next two fiscal years, and sums appropriated

21

pursuant thereto for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,

22

shall be available for such grants during such year and the

23

succeeding fiscal year'
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1

PART 3-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

RELATING

2

TO HEALTH CARE

3

REMOVAL OF LIMITATIONS ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN

4

ASSISTANCE TO

5

CULOSIS OR MENTAL DISEASE

6

SEC. 221. (a) (1) Section 6 (a) of the Social Security

7

(297)AoED

INDIVIDUALS WITH TUBER

Act is amended to read as follows:

8

" (a) For the purposes of this title, the term 'old-age

9 assistance' means money payments to, or (if provided in
10 or after the third month before the month in which the
11

recipient makes application for assistance) medical ca-re in

12 behalf of or any type of remedial care recognized under State
13 law in behalf of, needy individuals who are 65 years of
14

age or older, but does not include any such payments to

15

or care in behalf of any individual who is an inmate of a

16

public institution (except as a patient in a medica~l institu

-17 tion)

."

is

(2) Section 6 (b) of such Act is amended by striking

19

out all that follows clause (12) and inserting in lieu thereof

20

the following:

21, "except that such term does riot include any such payments
22

with respect to care or services for any individual who is

23

an inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in a

24

medical institution)

,"
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(3)

Section 2 (a) of such Act is amended (A) by

2 striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (10) ; (B) by
3 striking out the period at the end of para~graph (11) and
4

inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and (C) by adding.

5 after paragraph (11)

the following new paragraphs:

6

" (12) if the State plan includes assistance to or in

7

behalf of individuals who are patients in institutions for

8

(298)ttter- ulsis~or mental diseases

9

" (A) provide for having in effect such agree

10

ments or other arrangements with State authorities

11

concerned with mental diseases (299)of tubereilesis

12

(-ethe ease ffayv be) and, where appropriate, with

13

such institutions, as may be necessary for carrying

14

out the State plan, including arrangements for joint

15

planning and for development of alternate methods
16

-17

of care, arrangements providing assurance of im
mediate readmittance to institutions where needed

18

for individuals under alternate plans of care, and

19

arrangements providing for access to patients and

20

facilities, for furnishing infonnation, and for making

21

reports;

22

" (B) provide for an individual plan for each

23

such patient to assure that the institutional care

24

provided to him is in his best interests, including,

25

to that end, assurances that there will be initial
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and periodic review of his medical and other needs,

2

that he will be given appropriate medical treat

3

ment within the institution, and that there will be a

4

periodic determination of his need for continued

5

treatment in the institution;

6

" (C) provide for the development of alternate

7

plans of care, making maximum utilization of avail

8

able resources, for recipients who would otherwise

9

need care in such institutions, including appropriate

10

medical treatment and other assistance; for services

11

referred to in section 3 (a) (4) (A)

12

which a-re appropriate for such recipients and for

13

such patients; and for methods of administration

14

necessary to assure that the responsibilities of the

15

State agency under the State plan with respect to

16

such recipients and such patients will be effectively

17

carried out; and

(i) and (ii)

18

" (D) provide methods of determining the rea

19

sonable cost of institutional care for such patients;

20

and

21

" (13) if the State plan includes assistance to or

22

in behalf of patients in public institutions for mental

23ca

diseases, show that the State is making satisfactory

24

progress toward developing and implementing a com

25

prehensive mental health program, including provision
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for utilization of community mental health centers, nurs

2

ing homes, and other alternatives to care in public in

3

stitutions for mental diseases."

4

(4) Section 3 of such Act is amended by adding at

5 the end thereof the following new subsection:
6

" (d) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

7

section, the amount determined under such provisions for

8 any State for any quarter which is attributable to expendi
9 tures with respect to patients in institutions for (300)tubef

10 evles~~ mental diseases shall be paid only to the extent that
11 the State makes a showing satisfactory to the Secretary that
12 total expenditures in the State from Federal, State, and local
13

sources for mental health services (including payments to or

14

in behalf of individuals with mental health problems) under

15

State and local public health and public welfare programs

16

for such quarter exceed the average of the total expenditures

117

in the State from such sources for such services under such

18 programs for each quarter of the fiscal year ending June 30,
119

1965. For purposes of this subsection, expenditures for such

20

services for each quarter in the fiscal year ending June 30,

21

1965, in the case of any State shall be determined on the

22

basis of the latest data, satisfactory to the Secretary, avail

23

able to him at the time of the first determination by him

24 under this subsection for such State; and expenditures for
25

such services for any quarter beginning after December 31,
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1 1965, in the case of any State shall be determined on the
2 basis of the latest data, satisfactory to the Secretary, available
3 to him at the time of the determination under this subsection
4 for such State for such quarter; and determinations so made
5 shall be conclusive for purposes of this subsection."
6

(b) Section 1006 of such Act is amended by striking

7 out clauses (a) and (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the
8 following: "who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis
9 or mental diseases".
10

(c) Section 1405 of such Act is amended by striking

11

out clauses (a) and (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the

:12

following: "who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis

13 or mental diseases".
14
15

(d) (1)

Section 1605 (a) of such Act is amended to

read as follows:

16

" (a) For purposes of this title, the term 'aid to the

17

aged, blind, or disabled' means money payments to, or (if

18

provided in or after the third month before the month in

19

which the recipient makes application for aid) medical care

20

in behalf of or any type of remedial care recognized under

21

State law in behalf of., needy individuals who are 65 years

22

of age or older, are blind, or are 18 years of age or over

23

and permanently and totally disabled, but such term does not

24 include
25

"(1) any such payments to or care in behalf of any
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individual who is an inmate of a public institution (ex

2

cept as a patient in a medical institution) ; or

3

" (2) any such payments to or care in behalf of

4

any individual who has not attained 65 years of age

5

and who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis

6

or mental diseases."

7

(2) Section 1605 (b) of such Act is amended by strik

8 ing out all that follows clause (12) and inserting in lieu
9 thereof the following:
10

"except that such term does not include any such payments

I-I

with respect to care or services for any individual who is an

12

inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in a me di

13

cal institution)

."

14

(3) Section 1602 (a) of such Act (30 1)(as areneded

15

by section 403(c) of this Act) is amnended (A) by striking

16

out "and" a~t the end of paragraph (14) ; (B) by striking

17

out the period ait the end of paragraph (15) and inserting

18

in lieu thereof a~semicolon; and (C) by adding after pamI,'

19

graph (15) the following new paragraphs:

20

"(16) if the State plan includes aid or assistance

2-1

to or in behalf of individuals 65 years of age or older who

22

are patients in institutions for (302)tb 4wi+*,4S Of

23

inental diseases

24

"(A) provide for having in effect such agree

25

ments or other arrangements with State authorities
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concerned with mental diseases (303)e* tabe-eit

2

losis +(-sthe eftse ffhy b4), and, where appropriate,

3

with such institutions, as may be necessaxy for

4

carrying out the State plan, including arrangements

5

for joint planning and for development of alternate

6

methods of care, arrangements providing assurance

7

of immediate readmnittance to institutions where

8

needed for individuals tinder alternate plans of care,

9

and arrangements providing for access to patients

10

and facilities, for furnishing information, and for

11

making reports;

12

" (B) provide for an individual plan for each

13

such patient to assure that the institutional care pro

14

vided to him is in his best interests, including, to

15

that end, a~ssuratices that there will be initial and

16

periodic review of his medical and other needs, that

17

he will be given appropriate medical treatment

18

within the institution, and that there will be a

19

periodic determination of his need for continued

20

treatment in the institution;

21

" (C) provide for the development of alternate

22

plans of care, making maximum utilization of avail

23

able resources, for recipients 65 years of age or older

24

who would otherwise need care in such institutions,

25

includiiig appropriate medical treatment and other

20(6
1

aid or assistance; for services referred to in section

2

1603 (a) (4) (A)

3

priate for such recipients and for such patients; and

4

for methods of administration necessary to assure

5

that the responsibilities of the State agency under

6

the State plan with respect to such recipients and

7

such patients will be effectively carried out; and

(i) and (ii) which are appro

8

" (D) provide methods of detennining the rea

9

sonable cost of institutional care for such patients;

10

and

111

" (17) if the State Plan includes aid or assistance to

12

or in behalf of individuals 65 years of age or older who

13

are patients in public institutions for mental diseases,

14

show that the State is making satisfactory progress

15

toward developing and implementing a comprehensive

16

mental health program, including provision for utiliza

17

tion of community mental health centers, nursing homes,

1-8

and other alternatives to care in public institutions for

19

mental diseases."

20
21

(4) Section 1603 of such Act is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection:

22

"(d) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

23

section, the amount determined under such provisions for any

24

State for any quarter which is attributable to expenditures
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1 with respect to individuals 65 years of age or older who are
2 patients in institutions for (304)~tiei-e~leeis oF mental diseases
3 shall be paid only to the extent that the State makes a show
4

ing satisfactory to the Secretary that total expenditures in

5 the State from Federal, State, and local sources for mental
6 health services (including payments to or in behalf of indi
7 viduals with mental health problems) under State and local
8 public health and public welfare programs for such quarter
9 exceed the average of the total expenditures in the State
10

from such sources for such services under such programs for

11

each quarter of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965.

For

12 purposes of this subsection, expenditures for such services
13 for each quarter in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965,
14

in the case of any State shall be determined on the basis

15

of the latest data, satisfactory to the Secretary, available to

1-6 him at the time of the first determination by him under this
17

subsection for such State; and expenditures for such services

18 for any quarter beginning after December 31, 1965, in the
19

case of any State shall be determined on the basis of the

20 latest data, satisfactory to the Secretary, available to him at
21

the time of the determination under this subsection for such

22

State for such quarter; and determinations so made shall be

23

conclusive for purposes of this subsection."
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1

(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

2

in the case of expenditures made after December 31, 1965,

3 under a State plan approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI
4 of the Social Security Act.
5

AMENDMENT TO DEFINITION OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR

6

THlE AGED

7

SEC. 222. (a) Section 6 (b) of the Social Security Act

8 is amended by striking out "who are not recipients of old-age
9 assistance" and inserting in lieu thereof "who are not re
10 cipients of old-age assistance (except, for any month, for
11 recipients of old-age assistance who are admitted to or dis
12

charged from a medical institution during such month)

".

13

(b) Section 1605 (b) of such Act is amended by strik

14

ing out "who a~re not recipients of aid to the aged, blind,

15

or disabled" and inserting in lieu thereof "who are not re

16

cipients of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled (except, for

17

any month, for recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or dis

18

abled who are admitted to or discharged from a medica~l in

19

stitution during such month)
20

"

(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

21

in the case of expenditures under a State plan approved

22

under title I or XVI of the Social Security Act with respect

23

to care and services provided under such plan after

24 June, 1965.
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(305)PART

4-MISCELLANEOUS

2

AMENDMENTS RELATING

TO HEALTH CARE
3HEALTH STUDY

OF RESOURCES RELATING TO CHILTDREN' S

4

EMOTIONAL ILLNESS

5

SEc. 231. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and

6

Welfare is authorized, upon the recommendation of the

7 National Advisory Mental Health Council and after securing
8

the advice of experts in pediatrics and child welfare, to make

9 grants for carrying out a program of research into and study
10

of our resources, methods, and practices for diagnosing or

11

preveiting emotional illness in children and of treating,

12 caring for,

and rehabilitating children with emotional

13 illnesses.
14

(b) Such grants may be made to one or more orga

15

nizations, but only on condition that the organization will

16

undertake and conduct, or if more than one organization

17

is to receive such grants, only on condition that such orga

18

nizations have agreed among themselves to undertake and

19

conduct, a coordinated program of research into and study

20

of all aspects of the resources, methods, and practices referred

21

to in subsection (a).

22

(c) As used in subsection (b), the term "organization"

23

means a nongovernmental agency, organization, or com

24

mission, composed of representatives of leading national
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1 medical, welfare, educational, and other professional asso
2

ciations, organizations, or agencies active in the field of

3 mental health of children.
4

(d) There are authorized to be appropriated for the

5 fiscal year ending June 30, 1966, the sum of $500,000
6 to be used for a grant or grants to help initiate the research
7

and study provided for in this section; and the sum of

8 $500,000 for the succeeding fiscal year for the making of
9 such grants as 'may be needed to carry the research and
10 Study to completion. The terms of any such grant shall
11 provide that the research and study shall be completed not
12

later titan two years from the date it 'is inaugurated; that

13

the grantee shall file annual reports with the Congress, the

14

Secretary, and the Governors of the several States, among

15

others that the grantee may select; and that the final report

16 shall be similariy filed.
17

TITLE III-SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS

18

SHORT TITLE

19

SEC. 300. This title may be cited as the "Old-Age, Suir

20

vivors, and Disability Insurance Amendments of 1965".

21

INCREASE IN OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY

22

INSURANCE BENEFITS

23

SEc. 301. (a) Section 215 (a) of the Social Security

24

Act is amended by striking out the table and inserting in

25 lieu thereof the following:
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY
BENEFITS
III

IV

V

(Average monthly wage)

(Primary incsurance amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

The amount
referred to in the
preceding paragraphs of this
subsection shall
be--

And the maximum
amount of bone
fits payable (as
provided in see.
203(a)) on the
basis of his wages
and self-employment income
shall be

.. II
(primary insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modified)

If an individual's primary
insurance benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d) is-_____________.(as

At least-

$13.-490
14.01
14.49
11.01
11.01
16.21
16.80
17.61
18.41
10.25
20.01
20.65
21.29
21.89
22.29
22.69
23.00
23.45
23.77
24.21
24.61
25.01
25.49
21.93
26.41
26.95
27. 47
28.01
28.69
20.26
29.69
36.37
30.93
31. 37
32.01
32.61
33.21
33.89
34.61
31.01
35.81
36.41
37.09
37. 61
38.21
39. 13
39.69
40.34
41.13
41.77
42.41
43.21
43.77
44.41
44.89

But not
more than-

$13.49
14.00
14.48
16.00
15.60
16.20
16.84
17.60
18.40
10.24
20.00
20.64
21.28
21.88
22.28
22.68
23.08
23.44
23.76
24.20
24.60
26.00
21.48
25.92
26.40
26.94
27.46
28.00
28.68
29.29
29. 68
30.36
30.92
31.36
32. 00
32. 60
33.20
33.88
34. 50
31. 00
31. 80
26. 40
37.08
37. 60
38.20
39. 12
30.68
40.33
41. 12
41.76
42.44
43.28
43.76
44. 44
44.88
45. 60

(306)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1958
Act, as
modified)
Or his
primary
insurance
amount
determined
under
subsee.
(c)) is-

Or his average monthly
(as determined
wage
under subsec. (b) is_______

At least-

$40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
10
51
52
53
54
15
16
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
76
77
78
70
80
81
82
83
84
81
86
87
88
89
60
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
103
106
107
108

_______

But not
more than-

-608
70
71
73
75
77
79
81
82
84
86
88
90
91
93
91
97
98
100
102
103
101
107
108
110
114
119
123
128
133
137
142
147
161
116
161
165
170
171
179
184
189
194
198
203
288
212
217
222
226
231
236
240
245
250
254
250
264
208
273
278
282
287
202
2960
301
306
310

$67
69
70
72
74
76
78
80
81
83
85
87
89
90
02
04
60
97
99
101
102
104
106
107
100
113
118
122
127
132
136
141
146
150
1165
160
164
169
174
178
183
188
193
197
202
207
211
216
221
225
230
235
239
244
249
253
258
263
267
272
277
281
286
281
295
300
305
300
314

$44.00
40.00
40.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
00.00
01.00
52.00
23.00
54.00
11.00
16.00
57.00
55.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
02.10
63.20
64.20
01.30
60.40
67.10
68.10
60.60
70.70
71.70
72.80
73.90
74.00
76.00
77. 10
78. 20
79.20
60.30
81.49
62.40
83.560
84.00
85.60
86. 70
87.30
88.00
80.60
01.00
92. 10
93. 10
94. 20
91.30
96.30
97. 40
91.10
90. 60
100.60
101.70
102.80
103. 80
104.60
106.00
107.00
108.10
1609.20
110. 30
111.30
112. 40
113.510
114.50
115.60

$06.00
07.500
09.00
70. 00
72.00
73.520
75.00
76.10
78. 00
79.500
81.00
82. 50
84.00
85.150
87.00
88. 10
90.00
01.10
93.20
04.80
06.30
98. 00
09.00
101.30
102.80
104.40
106.10
107.60
109.20
110.90
112. 40
114.00
118.80
120.00
124. 00
128.00
131. 20
135. 20
130. 20
142. 40
146. 40
150. 40
154. 40
157. 60
161. 60
161.60
168. 80
172.80
176. 80
180. 00
184.00
188. 00
191.20
191. 20
190.28
202. 40
206. 40
210. 40
213. 60
217. 60
221. 60
224.80
228.80
232. 80
236.00
240. 00
244. 00
247. 28
251.28

320
324
329
334

323
328
333
337

117.70
118.80
119.90
121.00

254.80
216.80
258.803
260. 40J

[109
110

112
11,3

315

11

319

116.70

254. 00
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY
BENEFITS-Continued
"I

IIIII

(Primary insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modifled)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1958
Act, as
modified)

(Average monthly wage)

If an individual's primary
insurance benefit (as determined under subset.
(d) Is-

Or his
primary
insurance
amount

Or his average monthly
wae (s
determined
under s~ubssec.(b)) Is-

_______

At least-

______

But not
more than-

(as deter-

mined
under
subsec.
(c)) is-

______

______

IV

V

(Primary insurance amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

The amount
referred to in the

And the maximum
amount of bene
fits payable (as
provided in seec.

preceding para.

203(a)) on the

At least-

But not
more than-

graphs of this
subsection shall
be-

$114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
121
126
127

$338
343
348
352
357
362
366
371
376
380
385
390
394
399
404
408
413
418
422
427
432
437
441
446
451
455
460
461

$342
347
351
366
361
365
370
371
379
384
389
393
398
403
407
412
417
421
426
431
436
440
441
410
414
459
464
466

$122.00
123. 10
124.20
121.20
126.30
127.40
128. 40
129.10
130.60
131. 70
132.70
133.80
134.00
131.60
136.90
137.90
138.90
139.90
140.90
141.90
142.90
143.90
144.90
145.00
146.90
147.00
148.90
149.00

$262.40
264. 40
266.00
268. 00
270.00
271.60
273.60
275.60
277.20
270.20
281.20
282.80
284.80
286.80
288.40
290.40
292.40
294.00
296.00
208.00
300.00
301. 60
303.60
305. 60
307.20
309.20
311.20
312.00"

$109
110
III
II18
113
114
116
116
117
118
119
180
181
188
128
184
185
186
187

$315
880
824
589
834
838
843
848
358
567
368
360
871
876
380
385
890
394
399
404
408
418
418
488
427
438
487
441
446
461
465
460
465
469
474
479
4&1
488
493
497
808
507
511
516
581
585
530
585
589
544
549

$819
388
388
883
887
342
847
851
856
361
865
870
875
879
884
889
893
898
403
407
418
417
481
480
481
436
4.40
445
430

$110.70
117.70
118.80
119.90
181.00
182.00
128.10
124.80
125.20
186.30
187.40
188.40
189.50
130.60
131.70
138.70
183. 80
184.90
185.90
137.00
188.00
139.00
140.00
141.00
148.00
143.00
144.00
143.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
149.00
150.00
161.00
158.00
153.00
154.00
155.00
156.00
157.00
188.00
159.00
160.00
161.00
168.00
163.00
164.00
165.00
166.00
167.00
168.00

$255.20
258. 40
868.40
866.40
86.9.60
787.60
277.60
880.80
884.80
288.80
898.00
896.00
898.00
899.60
801.60
308.600
305.80
307.80
309.80
810.80
3128.0
314.80
316.40
318.40
380.40
388.40
384.00
386.00
388. 00
389.60
881.60
333.60
835.80
337.80
539.80
340. 80
348. 80
844.80
346.40
348.40
860.40
858.00
354.00
856.00
857.60
859.60
361.60
368.20
855.50
367.50
868.00",

434

459
464
468
478
478
488
487
498
496
801
500
510
515
580
684
589
534
588
543
548
550

basis of his wages
and self-employ
mant Income
sball be
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1

(b) Section 215 (c) of such Act is amended to read

2 as follows:
3 "Primary Insurance Amount Under 1958 Act, as Modified
4

" (c) (1)

For the purposes of column II of the table

5 appearing in subsection (a) of this section, an individual's
6

primary insurance amount shall be computed as provided in,

7 and subject to the limitations specified in, (A) this section
8 as in effect prior to the enactment of the Social Security
9 Amendments of 1965, and (B) the applicable provisions
10

of the Social Security Amendments of 1960.

11

" (2) The provisions of this subsection shall be appli

12

cable only in the case of an individual who became entitled

13

to benefits under section 202 (a) or section 223 before the

14

date of enactment of the Social Security Amendments of

15

1965 or who died before such date."

16

(c) Section 203 (a) of such Act is amended by strik

17

ing out paragraphs (2) and (3) and inserting in lieu thereof

18

the following:

19

" (2)

when two or more persons were entitled

(j) (1) and sec

20

(without the application of section 202

21

tion 223 (b) ) to monthly benefits under section 202 or

22

223 for any month which begins after December 1964

23

and before the enactment of the Social Security Amend

24

ments of 1965, on the basis of the wages and self-

25

employment income of such insured individual, such

2 14
1

total of benefits for any month occurring after December

2

1964 shall not be reduced to less than the larger of

3
4

"(A)

the amount determined under this sub

section without regard to this paragraph, or

5

" (B) (i) with respect to the month in which

6

such Amendmen~ts are enacted or any prior month,

7

an amount equal to the sum of the amounts derived

8

by multiplying the benefit amount determined under

9

this title (including this subsection, but without the

10

application of section 222 (b) , section 202 (q) , and

1.1

subsections (b) , (c) , and (d) of this section) , as in

12

effect prior to the enactment of such Amendments,

13

for each such person (307)(other than a person who

14

would not be entitled to such benefits for such month

15

without the application of the amendments made

16

by section 306 of the Social Security Amendments

17

of 1965), for such month, by 107 percent and rais

18

ing each such increased amount, if it is not a

19

multiple of $0.10, to the next higher multiple of

20

$0.10, and

21

"(II)

with respect to any month after the

22

month in which such Amendments are enacted, an

23

amount equal to the sum of the amounts derived by

24

multiplying the benefit amount determined under

25

this title (including this subsection, but without the

215
1

application of section 222 (b), section 202 (q), and

2

subsections (b) , (c), and (d) of this section), as in

3

effect prior to the enactment of such Amendments,

4

for each such person (308)(other than a person wiho

5

would not be entitled to such beneflts for such month

6

without the application of the amendments made

7

by section 306 of the Social Security Amendments

8

of 1965) for the month of enactment, by 107 per

9

cent and raising each such increased amount, if it

10

is not a multiple of $0.10, to the next higher

11

multiple of $0.10;

12

but in any such case (I) paragraph (1) of this sub

13

section shall not be applied to such total of benefits after

14

the application of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph,

15

and (II) if section 202 (k) (2) (A) was applicable in

16

the case of any of such benefits for any such month

17

beginning before the enactment of the Social Security

18

Amendments of 1965, and ceases to apply after such

19

month, the provisions of subparagraph

20

applied, for and after the month in which such section

21

202 (k) (2) (A) ceases to apply, as though paragraph

22

(1) had not been applicable to such total of benefits for

23

such month beginning prior to such enactment."

24

(d) The amendments made by subsections (a) , (b),

25

and (c) of this section shall apply with respect to monthly

(B) shall be

216
1 benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for months
2

after December 1964 and with respect to lump-sum death

3 payments under such title in the case of deaths occurring in
4 or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
5

(e) If an individual is entitled to a disability insurance

6 benefit under section 223 of the Social Security Act for De
7 cember 1964 on the basis of an application filed after enact
8 ment of this Act and is entitled to old-age insurance benefits
9

under section 202 (a) of such Act for January 1965, then,

10

for purposes of section 215 (a) (4) of the Social Security

11

Act (if applicable) the amount in column IV of the table

12

appearing in such section 215 (a) for such individual shall

13

be the amount in such column on the line on which in column

14

II appears his primary insurance amount (as determined

15

under section 215 (c) of such Act) instead of the amount

16

in column IV equal to his disability insurance benefit.

117 (309)*()
1-8

Effeetiive with r-espeet to faeftthly benefits mdef

tite 14 of the Soeeal Seeurity -Ae foe months afte*- 49WO

19 aa4~ with F~es"e

to himp-sum flefth patyments uffde* sueh

20

title in the ea~se of deaths oeeemffing aftef-siieh yeafyr the tabl

21

in seetieft 2-1-5(et)- of sueh A-et +(-s iniended hy stibseetieft

22

444 of this seetien=) is aende*de by stri~kiag out all figuwes in

23

eelmms ]4, TR-, PA¾&md -V

24 feads

wiinvth the line whieh
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1

anid 4e

315

j

319

118.70

j

254,00"

hfeug the life, whiiek read

I

III

"40

1

6

312. 00

149 60

j

2 Aftd inse-4ing inl lieu theimee the fellowing-l
"1109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
115
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

315
320
324
329
334
338
343
34.8
352
317
362
366
371
376
380
385
390
394
399
404
408
413
418
422
427
432
437
441
446
451
455
460
465
469
474
479
483
488
493
497
502
507
511
516
521
525
530
535
535
544
549

319
323
328
333
337
342
347
361
356
361
365
370
375
379
384
389
393
398
403
407
412
417
421
426
431
436
440
445
450
454
450
464
468
473
478
482
487
492
406
601
506
510
515
520
524
529
534
538
543
648
550

255.20
258.40
262.40
206. 40
269.60
273.60
277.60
280.80
204.80
288.80
292.00
296. 00
298. 00
299.60
301.60
303.60
205.20
30. 20
309.20
310.80
312.80
314.80
316. 40
318. 40
320.40
322. 40
324. 00
326. 00
328. 00
320. 60
331.60
333.60
335.20
337. 20
339.20
340.80
342.80
344.80
346.40
348.40
350.40
352.00
354.900
356.900
357. 00
359.60
161.60
353. 20
365.20
367.20
368.60"

116.70
117.70
118.80
119.90
121.00
122.00
123.10
124.20
125.20
126.30
127.40
120.40
120.50
130.60
131.70
132.70
133.60
134.90
135.90
136.00
137.00
138.910
139.00
140.00
141.90
142.00
143.90
144.00
145.90
146.90
147.90
148.90
149.90
160. 90
151.90
152.90
153.90
184.90
155.90
156.90
157.90
130.90
150.00
160.90
161.00
162.90
160.90
168.90
165.90
166.90
167.90

3

COMPUTATION AND RECOMPUTATION OF BENEFITS

4

SEc. 302.

5

(a) (1) Subparagraph (C) of section 215

(b) (2) of the Social Security Act is amended to read as

6 follows:
7

" (C) For purposes of subparagraph (B) , 'computation

8 base years' include oniy calendar years in the period after
9
10

1950 and prior to the earlier of the following years
" (i)

the year in which occurred

(whether by

218

(j) (1) or otherwise) the first

1

reason of section 202

2

month for which the individual was entitled to old-age

3

insurance benefits, or
" (ii) the year succeeding the year in which he died.

4

5 Any calendar year all of which is included in a period of
6
7

disability shall not be included as a computation base year."
(2) Clauses (A), (B), and (C) of the first sentence of

8 section 215 (b) (3)

of such Act are a-mended to read as

9 follows:
10

"(A) in the case of a woman, the year in which

11

she died or, if it occurred earlier but after 1960, the

12

year in which she attained age 62,

13

"(B) in the case of a man who has died, the year

14

in which he died or, if it occurred earlier but after 1960,

15

the year in which he attained age 65, or

16

"(C) in the case of a man who has not died, the

17

year occurring after 1960 in which he attained (or

18

would attain) age 65."

19

(3)

20
21
22

Paragraphs (4) and (5)

of section 215 (b) of

such Act are amended to read as follows:
"(4) The provisions of this subsection shall be appli
cable only in the case of an individual

23

" (A) who becomes entitled, after December 1965,

24

to benefits under section 202 (a) or section 223; or

25

"(B) who dies after December 1965 without being

2t9
1

entitled to benefits under section 202 (a) or section 223;

2

or

3

" (C) whose primary insurance amount is required

4

to be recomputed under subsection (f) (2), as amended

5

by the Social Security Amendments of 1965;

6 except that it shall not apply to any such individual for
7 purposes of monthly benefits for months before January
8
9

1966.
" (5)

For the purposes of column III of the table

10 appearing in subsection (a) of this section, the provisions of
11 this subsection, as in effect prior to the enactment of the
12 Social Security Amendments of 1965, shall apply
13

" (A) in the case of an individual to whom the

14

provisions of this subsection a-re not made applicable by

15

paragraph (4), but who, on or after the date of the

16

enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1965

17

and prior to 1966, met the requirements of this para

18

graph or paragraph (4), as in effect prior to such enact

19

ment, and

20

" (B) with respect to monthly benefits for months

21

before January 1966, in the case of an individual to

22

whom the provisions of this subsection are made appli

230

cable by paragraph (4)

24

(b) (1)

25

."

Subparagraph (A) of section 215 (d) (1)

of

such Act is amended by striking out " (2) (C) (i) and (3)

220
1

(A) (i)"~ and inserting in lieu thereof " (2) (C) and (3)

"

2 by striking out "December 31, 1936," and inserting in lieu
3

thereof "1936", and by striking out "December 31, 1950"

4 and inserting in lieu thereof "1950".
5

(2)

Section 215 (d) (3) of such Act is amended by

6 striking out "1960" and inserting in lieu thereof "1965"
7 and by striking out "but without regard to whether such
8 individual has six quarters of coverage after 1950".
9

(c) Section 215 (e) of such Act is amended by insert

10 ing "and"9after
11

the semicolon at the end of paragraph (1) ,

by striking out "; and" at the end of paragraph (2) and

12 inserting in lieu thereof a period, and by striking out para
13 graph (3).
14
15
16

(d)(1) Paragraph (2)of section 215 (f)of such Act
is amended to read as follows:
"(2) With respect to each year

17

"(A) which begins after December 31, 1964, and

18

"(B) for any part of which an individual is en

19

titled to old-age insurance benefits,

20

the Secretary shall, at such time or times and within such

21

period as he may by regulations prescribe, recompute the

22 primary insurance amount of such individual.
23
24
25

Such recoin

putation shall be made
" (C) as provided in subsection (a)

(1) and (3)

if such year is either the year in which he became en

2)21
1

titled to such old-age insurance benefits or the year

2

preceding such year, or

3
4

" (D) as provided in subsection (a) (1)

in any

other case;

5 and in all cases such recomputation shall be made as though
6 the year with respect to which such recomputation is made
7 is the last year of the period specified in paragraph (2) (C)
8 of subsection (b).

A recomputation under this paragraph

9 with respect to any year shall be effective
10

" (E) in the case of an individual who did not die

11

in such year, for monthly benefits beginning with bene

-12

fits for January of the following year; or

13

" (F) in the case of an individual who died in such

14

year (including any individual whose increase in his

15

primary insurance amount is attributable to compensa

16

tion which, upon his death, is treated as remuneration

17

for employment under section 205 (o) ), for monthly

18

benefits beginning with benefits for the month in which

19

he died."

20

(2) Effective January 2, 1966, paragraphs (3),

21

and (7) of such section are repealed, and paragraphs (5)

22

and (6) of such section a-re redesignated as paragraphs (3)

23

and (4), respectively.

(4),

24

(e) (1) The first sentence of section 223 (a) (2)

25

such Act is amended by inserting before the period at the

of

222
1L

end thereof "and was entitled to an old-age insurance benefit

2

for each month for which (pursuant to subsection (b) ) he

3 was entitled to a disability insurance benefit".
4

(2) The last sentence of section 223 (a) (2) of such

5 Act is amended by striking out "first year" and inserting
6 in lieu thereof "year"; and by striking out the phrase "both
7

was fully insured and had" both times it appears in such

8

sentence.

9

(f) (1) The amendments made by subsection (c) shall

10

apply only to individuals who become entitled to old-age

11 insurance benefits under section 202 (a)
12

of the Social

Security Act after 1965.

13

(2) Any individual who would, upon filing an applica

14

tion prior to January 2, 1966, be entitled to a recomputation

15

of his (810)montlhly benefit amount for purposes of title II of

16 the Social Securitv Act shall be deemed to have filed such ap
17

plication on the earliest date on which such application could

18 have been filed, or on the day on which this Act is enacted,
19

whichever is the later.

20

(3) In the case of an individual who died after 1960

2:1

and prior to 1966 and who was entitled to old-age insurance

22 benefits under section 202 (a) of the Social Security Act at
23 the time of his death, the provisions of sections 215 (f) (3)

223
1

(B) and 215 (f) (4) of such Act as in effect before the

2 enactment of this Act shall apply.
3

(4) In the case of a man who attains age 65 prior to

4

1966, or dies before such year, the provisions of section

5 215 (f) (7) of the Social Security Act as in effect before the
6 enactment of this Act shall apply.
7

(5) The amendments made by subsection (e) of this

8 section shall apply in the case of individuals who become
9

entitled to disability insurance benefits under section 223

10 of the Social Security Act after December 1965.
11
12

(6) Section 303 (g) (1) of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 is amended

13

(A) by striking out "notwithstanding the amend

14

ments made by the preceding subsections of this sec

15

tion," in the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof

16

"cnotwithstanding the amendments made by the preced

17

ing subsections of this section, or the amendments made

18

by section 302 of the Social Security Amendments of

19

1965,"Y; and

20

(B) by striking out "Social Security Amendments

21

of 1960," in the second sentence a~nd inserting in lieu

22

thereof "Social Security Amendments of 1960, or (if

23

such individual becomes entitled to old-age insurance

24

benefits after 1965, or dies after 1965 without becoming

224
1

so entitled) as amended by the Social Security Amend

2

ments of 1965,".

3 (31 1)(7) Effective January2, 1966, subparagraph(B) of
4 section 102(f) (2) of the Social Security Amendments of
5 1954 is repealed.
6

DISABILITY

INSUJRANCE BENEFITS

7 (312)Srte BO- -(a)-(-1)- Pause -(A) of the fii sten~tenee of
8

seetioe

246-(i-)--(t) of th~e SeeifI

9 by sti4kifg out

"

Seetffity Aet is ameinded

maretwkieh eam be expeeted to Fesuht

10 in deA-h of tobe of Iegeniu4esdiaei~edaratien,
11
12

and iner-tiig ift lieu ther-eeof
-(-2)

pkmnj

Seetioin 22.3-(e)-(2)- of &&eh A-et is ameneded by

13 strkiiu eet £"whie eaft be expeeted to f-est~t ifi death or~to

15

SEe. 303. (a) (1) Clause (A) of the first sentence of

16 section 216 (i) of the Social Security Act is amended by
17

striking out "or to be of long-continued and indefinite dura

18

tion" and inserting in lieu thereof "or has lasted or can be

19

expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12

20 calendar months".
21
22

(2) Section 223(c) (2) of such Act is amended to read
as follows:

23

"(2) The term 'disability' means inability to engage in

24

any substantial gainful activity by reason Pf any medically

25

determinable physical or mental impairment which can be

225
1 expected to result in death or which has lasted or can be
2

expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12

3

calendar months. An individual shall not be considered

4 to be under a disability unless he furnishes such proof of
5 the existence thereof as may be required."
6

(b) (1) Paragraph (2) of section 216 (i) of such Act

'7 is amended to read as follows:
8

" (2) (A) The term 'period of disability' means a con

9 tinuous period (beginning and ending as hereinafter pro
10

vided in this subsection) during which an individual was

11 under a disability (as defined in paragraph (1) ), but only
12

if such period is of not less than 6 full calendar months' dura

13

tion or such individual was entitled to benefits under section

14 223 for one or more months in such period.
15

" (B) No period of disability shall begin as to any in

116 dividual unless such individual files an application for a dis
17

ability determination with respect to such period; and no

18

such period shall begin as to any individual after such in

19

dividual attains the age of 65.

20

"(C) A period of disability shall begin

21

" (i) on the day the disability began, but only if

22

the individual satisfies the requirements of paragraph

23

(3) on such day; or
HI.R. 6675--8
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1

"(ii) if such individual does not satisfy the require

2

ments of paragraph (3) on such day, then on the first

3

day of the first quarter thereafter in which he satisfies

4

such requirements.

5 (313)4-P)- A peiod of disatbility shal eind with th edse of
6 the last da-y of the mfonth pyeeeding the month in w4tieh the
7 inditidiil Ftanfifs atge 65 owr- if earflier-, the doese of the last
8 datyof
9"(i

the month follewhwi

the monith int whieh

10

the disftbility seastes if he hafs been fiede at disability

1-1

for at eonttinnfots period of less thanf 4-8 months, or

12

£i-)

the seeond m~onth followkig the mfonth ntf

13

whieb his disability eeases if h~e ha-s been mider a dis

14

ability fo, at eont~intaos period of att least 4-8, months7

15

'7D) A period of disability s/tail end with the close of

16

whichever of the following months is the earlier: (i) the

17

month preceeding the month in which the individual attains

18

age 65, or (ii) the second month following the month in

19

which the disability ceases.

20 (314)"-(E)- N-o appeieatio
21

for at disatbility detenniina-ftioit

whie is fied more thanf -3moenths before th-e firs day onf

22 wlajeb & peiod of disablty ean begi -(as determined tiuder
23 this

or-f~ in aily ease int whieh seetion 2-23.-(4)-{2)

,~gah

24applies- mRiee than 6 months before the firsat monith for whieh
25 suieli appliean

beeomes entitled to beniefits

inder seetion

227
-1 229-3-, ffhal be aeeepted as ean a plieaien fe* pufpeses oftli
Any afp~ieatieft fe* a disabili

2 paifagr-a-ph.

dty riat

3 whieh is fde4 withini siih -3 menths' pefied o- 6 Emonth-s
4 pei 4 ed Aihall b-e deem~ed to ha-:Ye been file on sueh filfst day
5 of nsueh fir-hAsthee~aste emeIay be,
"(3 15)-(F-)

6

(E) No application for a disability deter

7 mination which is filed more than 12 months after the month
8 prescribed by subparagraph (D) as the month in which the
9 period of disability ends (determined without regard to
10 subparagraph (B) and this subparagraph) shall be accepted
11as an application for purposes of this paragraph."
12

(2)

Section 216 (i) (3)

of such Act is amended by

13

striking out "clauses (A) and (B) of paragraph (2) " and

14

inserting in lieu thereof "clauses (i) and (ii) of paragraph

15

(2) (C)"

16

(316)-(3)- Vafatgraph -(-I) otf seeton 22434} of such Aet is

17

atmen-ded to iread ats fel~ews-:

18
19
20

Rver}. inp4iv4ti4 wh

±(A)4 is ifnsftied fef disabiit inisasnee, benefits -(ats
dtermfifted tnader saibseetion -(-e)-(41)-)

21

i4B()- hats noet attained the atge of 6&, anfd

22

±i{Gy

23
24

hats fied applieatien fo* disabiityisuae

benefits,
shal be enatitled to a disability insfamnee benaefit for eaeh

228
1

month int his disability paymneft perieo

-- a defined int sub

2 seetion*4)+
3

(3) Subparagraph (D) of paragraph (1) of section

4

223 (a) of such Act is repealed, subparagraph (C) of such

5 paragraphis amended by striking out "and", and subpara
6 graph (B) of such paragraphis amended by inserting "and"
7 at the end thereof.
(4) Section 223 (c) (3) (A) of such Act is amended

8

9 by striking out "which continues until such application is
10

filed".

11

(317)-(-e) Seetio 92-2-3 of Ofeeh A-et is itifended by adding at

12 the end thereof the followinig new subseetien-:
4)isab~ Payifent Femod

13

£~(d)-(4)- FPof pmu.poses of this seetion, the ter-i

114

4dbs-

15

ability paymaent peri~od' meafts, int the ease of anay applies

16

tion-, the period beginningi

17

indt4ivdnaZ

118

eedimng whieei~eve of the following mnenths is the eai~iest
19

with the las

moenth of the

waitifg pei-io'd and4 ending wit the month pfe

i~'-4)

th~e onth inawhiehhbedies-,

20

£%.B+ the monefth in Whieh he fatitais tg-e 6&-o

21

£L({%)

eithei

-() the seeonid monefth following the

22

monith int whieh his disability eeatses if he hats beeni unde*

23

a disftbilitiy fef a eonttinnonas period of less than f-8

24

ealendaffienths, ff -(4- the thifd month folowing the

25

month in whieh his disability, eeatses if he hats been atdef

229
1

di~s~bit~y for P,eontinuous period of at east 4-8 ea4einda

2

EfhS

3

R+1

"4

" 4)a

4

iidvdiad

f

apeieiodo

disait~y-(as

5

defiied in sectiofi 246 (i4)-) which lasted at k-ast 448

6

ee~ende moiiths aid w-hich ceased witin the 60-month

7

pemiod preeeding the Pf*t- nmonth of his waiting -pemiod,

8

anfd
£i{(-

9

stic4 individu±a a-ppies fef disftbility ns~

10

aiece benefits ont the basis of a disability which at thre

11

time of applieftion emi be, epede

12

perio of&tlcat44-2 ffienth f o reset~tiideatfh,

to l-Ast,acotn ilols

13 then for~ n-pmtpos s of thi seetion, the temrm 'disability 13av
monfth inl the waitin~g pm~od

14

me-ft pemiod' iinelitdes emie

15

wi-th *Fespectto whieh stieh applieationi was id.

16

-(d-)-(-4)- Section 22~2 (e)-E5-)- of suich -Acti-s aiiende b6y

17 stmr4ki

offt

4-who

becomes entitled to benefits ttftde soo

18

922.3~foi-- ftiy mionth as pIovidd in chaiffse -(ii4 of ecte

19

-{a)--(f)- of this seetioii," andi

20

whoa

insemrting in lient th~ereo 4t

section 223 (-)-(2-)- is appli&abe,"

21

-(2-)- Section 22-3 (a-)-(-2-) +B) of sech Act is fef&

22

by stfiking oat !±elatise -(ii) of pam-gra-h -(4)- of this see

23 4oiiL a*d inseAting in lief thtefeo "subseetien 4(d}-(-2)2.!
24
25

-(Ag)-A

Sec-tion 2-23-(h) of stach Act is amenided

-(-) by Afikifig otft ~'Lanse -(ii) of

-(4g')-+1
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1

of su1seetion -(a)- ed inseeting in lieu ther-eo asub

2

seetion -(d)-(2) " effd
-(if) by sti-iki ig oat the. lat sefaenee aftd inseer4ifg

3
4

ift hen ther-eei the fellow-iff

5

ha-we beenf entitled t-o a disability instimffee benefi fef

6

Oft

7

end4 of seh m~e th shAd be entitled to stteh benefit fof

8

etteh month 4 be files sntek applieetien befef-e the, end

9

of the 442th monith iffmediately sneedngsek month."

i~An iftdivi&4d

who wetild

month hfd he filed atppleation t-hef-efef befefe the

10

(c) Section 223(b) of such Act is amended by striking

11

out the last sentence and inserting in lieu,thereof the following:

12

"An individual who would have been entitled to a disability

13 insurance benefit for any month had he filed application
14

therefor before the end of such month shall be entitled to such

15

benefit for such month if he files such application before the

16

end of the 12th month immediately succeeding such month."

17

(318)-{14) (d) The second sentence of section 202

18

such Act is amended by inserting "under this title" after

19

"Any benefit".

20

(319)(e) So much of section 215(a) (4) of such Act as

21

precedes "the amount in column IV" is amended to read as

22

follows:

(j) (1) of

23

"(4) In the case of an individual who was entitled

24

to a disability insurance benefit for the month before the
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1

month in which he died, became entitled to old-age

2

insurance benefits, or attained age 65,".

3 (320)4-e)-"(1
4

(f) (1) The amendments made by subsection

(a), paragraphs

5 (3 2 1)%Pftai~
6

(3)

and

(4)

of subsection

(4) osabseetiofi -(-)

(b), andi

subsections (c) wiod

(d), and the provisions of subparagraphs (32 2)-(B)-, 4-4-E,-.

7 a*4 -F)- (B) and (E) of section 216 (i) (2) of the Social
8 Security Act (as amended by subsection (b) (1)

of this,

9 section) , shall be effective with respect to applications for
10

disability insurance benefits under section 223, and for dis

11 ability determinations uider section 21.6 (i), of the Social
12 Security Act filed
13

(A) in or after the month in which this Act is

14

enacted, or

15

(B) before the month in which this Act is enacted,

16

if the applicant has not died before such month and if

17

(i) notice of the final decision of the Secre

18

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare has not been

19

given to the applicant before such month; or
20

(ii)

the notice referred to in subparagraph

21

(i) has been so given before such month but a

22

civil action with respect to such final decision is

23

commenced under section 205 (g) of the Social

24

Security Act (whether before, in, or after such

1

month) and the decision in such civil action has

2

not become final before such month;

3 except that no monthly insurance benefits under title 1I of
4

the Social Security Act shall be payable or increased by

5 reason of the amendments made by subsections (a) and
6

(b) for months before the second month following the month

7 in wheic

this Act is enacted.

(3)23)The pr~eceding sentence

S shall also be applicablein the case of applicationsfor monthly
9 insurance benefits under title II of the Social Security Act
10

based on, the wvages and self-employment income of an appli-

II

cant wiith respect to wthose applicationfor disability insurance

12

benefits. tinder section 2~3of sutch Act such preceding sen

13 ten cc is applicable'.
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(3 24)-(4-)- Seetio" 2-23(4)-(4-) of su e4 -4(-4e~de by sub-see

15

tioi+

-(4 of this, sseetieo-) shfll be ftpjplie44 e in the eftse of

I (S aroepliea

feSff disbiit-y iasmfe huet,, fAe4 by iadi

17

vidu Isb the latst mfoi~fh of whose waitiaw, period -(-Hs defind

I18

iin sei-4tiet 92a-2%-(e)-{&) of sueh Act4)- oeettis ftftei the mfonth

19

int whielh this Acet is etifete4-; e--eept thatt subpaftftgFaph -4)

20

of sffch seetiouf 4hall he ftpflieftb1e to inidi-,4d4ias eintitked

21

to disfabiity iuisaffrte, bceftei-s vkhose disabihi~4y {a-fs de~ffle4

22 ift scetioft M-~-(4 of the S-ocial Seetifit
2:3

Act "as omeided

inf of ft-ftef the secoud4 ffiefh fellewi g
f
by this Act)- ceass

24 the mouth~in,which this Act is etufeted
25

+(-3 Seetiof 2~2-3(d-(-2)- of suceh Act -(add4ed by subssee

1 tio fe)- of this seetieft), and the aftmedments made by sub
2 seetieR d-()-, shall be applieable ini the ease of applieatiofls foi
3 disabilit-y iiistfwafee betefit-s wadef %seetiea22%- sad for di,
4 atbility dete-fdM.tioa
5 Seemtffi

AAt file

HaE& seetioat 24-6(4)-, of the, gocia4

after- the ffjof~h i-f whieh th~is Aet i~s

6 enaeted.
7

-4)- seetieois 210-(-i)--4)-f9

of ei*Aet

-(-'

smetff

ded

8 by suseetio* (44.-(4-) of this tsedeti+i shell -apply with Fe
9 speet to at disablit-y -(as defied iui -ti4ieft -2-4A4-(i of stieh
10 Aet as ameftde-d by this Aet) -whiih ee-ases ift of ffteif 4we
11

seeoad imonth fl*wigthe fftoet~h ift whisk this AE4 is

12

eiiaeted.

13

(2) The amendment miade by subsection (e) shall apply

14 in the case of the primary insurance amounts of individuals
15

who attain age 65 after the enactment of this Act.

16

PAYMENT OF DISABILITY INSURANCE, BENEFITS

17

AFTER.i EN

TITLEMENT TO OTBER MONTILY INSURANCE BENrIFITS

18

SElC. 304. (a) Section 202 (k) of the Social Security

19

Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

20 new paragraph:
21

" (4) Any individual who, under this section and see-

22

lion 223, is entitled for any month to both an old-age insur

23

ance benefit and a disability insurance benefit under this title

24 shall be entitled to only (325)sueh disa-bility afsufaaiee bene
25

&ifffettseh mouth the larger of such benefits for such month,
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1

except that, if such individual so elects, he shall instead be

2

entitled to only the smaller of such benefits for such month."

3

(h) The heading of section 202 (q) of such Act is

4 amended to read as follows:
5 "Reduction of Old-Age, Disability, Wife's, ilusbffld's, or
Widow's Insurance Benefit Amounts"

6
7

(c) Section 202 (q) of such Act is further amended by

8 renumbering paragraphs (2),

9 (7) as paragraphs (3),

(4),

(3),
(5),

(4),
(6),

(5),

(6), and

(7), and (8)

10 respectively, by renumbering the cross references in such
11 section accordingly, and by inserting after paragraph (1)
12 the following new paragraph:
13

" (2) If an individual is entitled to a disability insur

14

ance benefit for a month after a month for which such

15

individual -was entitled to an old-age insurance benefit, such

16

disability insurance benefit for each month shall be reduced

17

by' the amount such old-age insurance benefit would be

18

reduced under paragraphs (1) and (4) for such month had

19

such individual attained age 65 in the first month for which

20

he most recently became entitled to a disability insurance

21

benefit."

22

(d) Subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) .(as redesig

23

nated by subsection (c) of this section) of section 202 (q)

24

of such Act is amended by

25

(1) striking out "benefit," the first time it appears

23 5
1

and inserting in lieu thereof "benefit and is not entitled

2

to a disability insurance benefit,";

3

(2) striking out in clause (i) thereof " (1)

4

inserting in lieu thereof " (1) for such month, "; and

5

,"

and

(3) striking out in clause (ii) thereof " (1) " and

6

inserting in lieu thereof " (1)

7

(e) Subparagraph (C) of paragraph (3)

for such month".
(as redesig

8 nated by subsection (c) of this section) of section 202 (q)
9 of such Act is amended to read as follows:
10
11

" (C) For any month for which such individual is en
titled to a disability insurance benefit, suich individual's wife's,

12 husband's, or widow's insurance benefit shall be reduced by
13 the sum of
14

"

(i) the amiount by which such disability insurance

15

benefit is reduced under paragraph (2) for such month

16

(if such pairagraph -applied to such benefit), and

1.7

"(ii) the amiount by which such wife's, husband's,

18

or widow's insurance benefit would be reduced under

19

paragraph (1) for such month if it were equal to the

20

excess of such wife's, husband's, or widow's insurance

21

benefit (before reduction under this subsection) over

22

such disability insurance benefit (before reduction under

23

this subsection)

24

(f) Paragraph (3)

25

."

(a~s redesignated by subsection (c)

of this section) of section 202 (q) is further amended by add
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1 ing after (326)pmmh subparagraph (E)
2

(added by

section 307 (b) (4) of this Act) the following new (327)

3 pmfpssubparagraphs:
4

" (F)

If the first month for which an individual is

5 entitled to a disability insurance benefit (when such first
6 month occurs with or after the month in which such indi
7 vidual attains the age of 62) is a month for which such
8 individual is also (or would, but for subsection (e) (1), be)
9 entitled to a widow's insurance benefit to which such indi
10

vidual was first entitled for a month before she attained

11

retirement age, then such disability insurance benefit for each

12

month shall be reduced by whichever of the following is

13 larger:
14

"(i) the amount by which (but for this subpara

15

graph) such disability insurance benefit would have been

16

reduced under paragraph (2), or

17

"(ii) the amount equal to the sum of the amount by

18

which such widow's insurance benefit was reduced for

19

the month in which such individual attained retirement

20

age and the amount by which such disability insurance

21

benefit would be reduced under paragraph (2)

22

were equal to the excess of such disability insurance

23

benefit (before reduction under this subsection)

if it

over
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1

such widow's insurance benefit (before reduction under

2

this subsection) .

3

" (G) If the first month for which an individual is en

4 titled to a disability insurance- benefit (when such first
5 month occurs before the montin in which such individual
6 attains the age of 62) is a month for which such individual
7 is also (or would, but for subsection (e) (1) , be) entitled
8 to a widow's insurance benefit, then such disability insurance
9 benefit for each monflh shall be reduced by the amount such
10 widow's insurance benefit would be reduced under para
11 graphs (1) and (4) for such month had such individual
12 attained age 62 in the first month for which he most recently
13 became entitled to a disability insurance benefit."
14

(g) Paragraph (4) (as redesignated by subsection (c)

15

of this section) of section 202 (q) of such Act is amended

16

by striking out in subparagraph (A) thereof "unader" and

1-7

inserting in lieu thereof: "under paragraph (1) or (3) of".

IL8

(li) Paragraph (7) (as redesignated by subsection (c)

19

of this section and as amended by section 307 (b) (7) of

20

this Act) of section 202 (q) of such Act is amended by

21

adding after subparagraph

22

paragraph:

23

(E)

the following new sub

" (F) in the case of old-age insurance benefits, any
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1

month for which such individual was entitled to a dis

2

ability insurance benefit."

3

(i) Paragraph (8)

(as redesignated by subsection (c)

4

of this section) of section 202 (q) of such Act is amended by

5

striking out " (1) " and inserting in lieu thereof " (1) , (2),"

6

(j) Section 202 (r) (2)

of such Act is amended by

7 inserting after "eligible" the following: " (but for section
8 202(k) (4))"
9

(k) (3 28)Seffi eh of seetief 245 (at) (4- of saeh A4ta

10 fellows ela-use -{]44* Section 215(a) (4) of such Act is a-mended
11 lby striking' out "such disability insurance benefit" and in
12

serting in lieu thereof "the primary insurance amount upon

13

which such disability insurance benefit is based".

14
15
16

(1) Section 216 (i) (2)

of such Act is amended by

striking out " (subject to section 223 (a) (3) )"
(in)

Section 223 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

17

striking out the word "Such" and inserting in lieu thereof

18

"Except as provided in section 202 (q) , such" .

19

(n) Section 223 (a) (3) of such Act is repealed.

20

(o) The amendments made by this section shall apply

21

with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title II of

22

the Social Security Act for and after the second month

23

following the month in which this Act is enacted, but only

24 on the basis of applications filed in or after the month in
25

which this Act is enacted.

23)9
:1
2

DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND

SEC. 305. (a) Section 201 (b) (1) of the Social Secu

3 rity~Act is amended by inserting "and before January 1,
4

1966," after "December 31, 1956,", and by inserting a~fter
5"154,"the following: "and (329)[-j- 0.76 of 1 per cen

6 turn of the wages (as so defined) paid after 1)ecemiber 3 1,
7 1965, and so reported,".
8

(b) Section 201 (b) (2)

of such Act is amended by

9 inserting after "December 31, 1956," the following: "and
10 before January 1, 11966, and (330)[ 9Ae6] 0.525 of I per
11

centum of the aniouiit of self-employment incomie (as so

12 defined) so reported for any taxable year beginning after
13

December 31, 1965,"

14

PAYMENT

OF CHILD'S INSURANCE

BENEFITS AFTER AT

15

TAINMENT OF AGE 1 8 IN CASE OF CHIILD ATTENDING

16

SCHOOL

17

DISABLED

I18

SEC. 306. (a) Section 202 (d) (1) (B) of the Social

19

(331.)AND

IN

CASE

OF CHILI) BECONING

Security Act is amended to read as follows:

20

" (B) at the time such application was filed was

21

unmarried and (i) either had not attained the age of

22

18 or was a full-time student and had not attained

23

the age of 22, or (ii) is under a disability (as defined

24

in section 223 (c) ) which began before he attained

25

the age of (332)148 ftffd whih hass latsted e*f eftn be
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1

expeeted to Iaot a eentinuietts peiiod of at least { eelenda

2

moaths or to Fesidlt in death 22, and"

3

(b) (1)

4

(d) (1)

So much of the first sentence of section 202

of such Act as follows subparagraph

(C)

is

5 amended to read as follows:
6

"shall be entitled to a child's insurance benefit for each

7 m-onth, beginning with the first month after August 1950
8 in which such child becomes so entitled to such insurance
9 benefits and ending with the month preceding whichever
10 of the following first occurs
11

"(D) the month in which such child dies, marries,

12

or is adopted (except for adoption by a stepparent,

13

grandparent, aunt, or uncle subsequent to the death of

14

such fully or currently insured individual),

15

(3334 L(E)- int the eftse of at ehild whoe is net toidei f

16

d-is'i~it

17

agoe of 18R aWd who dntf~fg "r paPi

18

whiieh he fttftiffi seh agre is a ftdl-tiffe, Awl*eifft- the

19

Rio th inf whieh stteh 444 atttaifoo the atge of 4-8-,

20

-(-as so defi-ifed-

if

t. aeo tei

aft th-e 41fte he attains the

h

of the me"a

sf altm

int

tt

21

dent dttrig the moeith in -w~h" he Ottains the &ge.of 4-83,

22

the &4~smonth (-begimiing after he attain~s sueh ftge4

23

dig no paAof whiek he i-s fb fel t

24

m

25

eeeuirs ear4 ier-

inwhieh he attains the ft"

eA

ft ffthIe

f 227 vhiehe-vef

tA only if in the thifd inenthpeedp
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1

sneh eatrlier- mmnth he was ffot aimde* a digabilt-y

2

so, defined)- whieh begtvn hefofe he attained the agre of

3

448

4

--

±(- t -iin the eatse of at ehMd 2kwho fi~st Teeom-es en
5

t~tled to heftefits nndo~y this stihse ftio fof thie fflonth int

6

wh"e he attaints the atge of 4-$ of at shen

7

anfd who if the mi~ofth fo+ w~ieh he heeoffe-s so en~titW

8

i-s fot rnffdef at diSfdil4y- -fS So CWeHie44) WIT"

9

beFoe he atttai-ned th-e alge of 4I8-, the fi+4- ffmonth

10

-(faftte he beeomes so eftitled)- 4ffthi-,g no part of whieli

11

h-eis a-f

12

taime4wtheae of 2-~whieh ever oeetifs earlief;

13

fftmeth

begantf

otohti
sieitoftheioinwh
e
if ,eh he ft-

f(-J-intewe+e of at elt44 who- after he atttains

14

the ftge of 4-9 eeases to be w*+fdef at disability -(-a so~

15

defife4)- whiieh begimi befoye he, ft4,qThfed the- age of IS-8

16

and who either-

17

i5L4-) aftta~is the atge of 2-2 before thme edose of

18

the thiFd ffonth followinfg the m-onth ini whieh he

19

eeftses to&be ffnd-er isae

iaiiy or

20

£4(ift ws at ftdll 6iie s~td-eA- dtfriig o, part

21

of the thifd mionth follwaing,the moith int whieh he

22

eeas

23

uinde* a disability for a eontinuonts pefiod of at least

24

4-8 moinths -(orf the seeend monith following the

25

monith in w-hiek he eeases to be under saeh dfisaiit-y

to be utef saeh disablt~ fhe

hHhas
ef
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1

if he hftsbeen Eade a disability fefa eontiftuetts

2

period of less than 1-8 inontk+)

3

the third monith -for the seeond month)- following the

4

monith int wvhiek h~e eeases to be mnder sash disabilitt, of

5

' t -(Ty-iinthe ease ofaehil~d vhoafterh4eatttains

6

the age of ISeeasete,,

7

defined) whieh begant before he attained the age of 44-8;

8

hot wrho hiLs not attained the age of 2-2 before the dlose

9

of the third moftnth following the month in whieh he

10

eeatses tobhe tidersiwhdisAbility ifhe ha-sbeenimader-a

11

disabiliy for, a eontihnno

12

-(or before the dlose of th~e seeond month follow~ig t-he

13

month in whieh he (erases to be under stteh disability

14

if -he ha~s been+tnder a-disabiity f-or a eontinutiou period

15

ofle-ssthan 48 months}-anis a fal-timiestadent in

16

stish third mfonfth -(for stieh seeond monthh, the earlier-

17

of -() the

18

seeonid month)- during Ho part of whieh he is a full-tine

19

stttdent or -(4i)

20

Of42-2-.

beun~efa dib~ility-ns so

period of ea least 1-8 mon+th's

ffirsmnth -(after sue

third mfonth or sueh

thee mfonth int whiek be attains the agge

21

"(E) the month in which such child attains the age

22

of 18 and is not under a disability (as so defined) and

23

is not a full-time student during any part of such month,

24

"(F) the first month after the month in which such

25

child attains the age of 18 and, in such first month, is
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1

not under a disability (as so defined) and is not a full-

2

time student during any part of such first month, but

3

only if in the third month preceding such first month

4

he was not under a disability,

5

"(G) the month in which such child attains the age

6

of 22 and is not under a disability (as so defined'), but

7

only if in the third month preceding such month he was

8

not under a disability, or

9

"(H) the third month following the month in which

10

he ceases to be under such disability.

11

(2) The second sentence of section 202 (d) (1) of such

12 Act is repealed.
13

(3) Section 202 (d) of such Act is further amended

14 by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
15

" (7)

A child whose entitlement to child's insurance

16

benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment in

17

come of an insured individual terminated (334)wit-h the

18

mouth p~eeedki~

the miefth if whie stteh 441a~4 ttfded the

19 agwe of 4-8-, ff with a st bseqeeet meiitht

under the preceding

20 provisions of this subsection may again become entitled
21

to such benefits

22

graph

(provided no event specified in para

(1) (ID) ha~s occurred)

beginning with the first

23 month thereafter in which he is a full-time student arid has
24 not attained the age of 22, (33544 hie hats fi4e4 applievztieii
25

fff stileh renidemeetA.

9fteh reeittidefneftt shall eiA4 with
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1 the meiath pt-eeedifig wliiehev~ei of the follkwin~g fir4 eeetw~s

3 4en~he monh ifwhieh he Auins the fge of Q2-ef the fint

5

eeeui-s. or in which he is under a disability (as defined in

6 section 223(c) ) which began before he attained the age of 22,
7 if he also meets the requirements of subparagraphs (A) and
8

(B) of paragraph (1); and such reentitlement shall end

9

thereafter in accordance with the provisions of subparagraph

10

(D), (F), (G), or (H) of paragraph (1).

11

"(8) For the purposes of this subsection

12

" (A) A 'full-time student' is an individual who

13

is in fall-time attendance as a student at an educational

14

institution,, as determined by the Secretary (in accord

15

ance with regulations prescribed by him) in the light

16

of the standards and practices of the institutions in

17

volved, except that no individual shall be considered a

18

'full-time student' if he is paid by his employer while

19

attending an educational institution at the request, or

20

pursuant to a requirement, of his employer.

21

" (B) Except to the extent provided in such regula

22

tions, an individual shall be deemed to be a full-time

23

student during any period of nonattendance at an educa

24

tional institution at which he has been in full-time attend

25,

ance if (i) such period is 4 calendar months or less, and
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1

(ii) he shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he

2

intends to continue to be in full-time attendance at an

3

educational

4

period.

5

ment of clause (ii) with respect to such period of non

6

attendance shall be deemed to have met such require

7

ment (as of the beginning of such period) if he is in

8

full-time attendance at an educational institution im

9

mediately following such period.

institution

immediately

following

such

An individual who does not meet the require

10

" (C) An 'educational institution' is (i) a school or

11

college or university operated or directly supported by

12

the U~nited States, or by any State or local government

13

or political subdivision thereof, or (ii) a school or college

14

or university which has been approved by a State or

15

accredited by a State-recognized or nationally-recognized

16

accrediting agency or body, or (iii) a nonaccredited

17

school or college or university whose credits are ac

18

cepted, on transfer, by not less than three institutions

19

which are so accredited, for credit on the same basis as if

20

transferred from an institution so accredited."

21

(c) (1) Section 202 of such Act is amended by insert

22 ing immediately after subsection
23
24
25

(r) the following new

subsection:
"Child Aged 18 or Over Attending School
"(s) (1) For the purposes of subsections (b) (1) , (g)
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1

(1), (q)(5), and (q)(7) of this section and paragraphs

2

(2), (3), and (4)of section 203 (c), a child who isentitled

3 to child's insurance benefits under subsection (d) for any
4 month, and who has attained the age of 18 but is not in such
5 month under a disability (as defined in section 223 (c) )
6 (33 6)whieh begaft before he attta-med4 stie4h age, shall be
7 deemed not entitled to such benefits for such month, unless
8 he was under such a disability in the third month before such
9 month (33 7)ftnd had beefi tmdef sffeh disability fop a eon
10 tifmeeee period of a least 4-8 Hionths -(ffi in the seeend mointh
11 if he had been tinde* siwh disability forl a eeiitintions period
12 of k-s 4iff 4-8 menths)-.
" (2) Subsection (f) (4) , and so much of subsections

13

14 (338)-Eb")-(

(b) (3),

(d)(6), (339)-(-e)-(4)- (e) (3),

15

(340) (-g)--(4)- (g) (3), and (h) (4) of this section as pre

16

cedes the semicolon, shall not apply in the case of any child

17

unless such child, at the time of the marriage referred to

18 therein, was under a disability

(as defined in section

19 223 (c) ) which began before such child attained the age of
20

(341)4-8 22 or had been imder such a disability in the third

21

month before the month in which such marriage occurred

22

(342)eand had beent tifder each disabiiy for a eontinuou~

23

perio4odoaest 4-8 monts-(ein the seen menth if he

24 ha

been tinder stack disfability ffr at eentinau period of

25 jeess flithe

4-8 monfths)
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1

"(3) Subsections (o)(2)(B) and (f)(2)(B) of this

2 section, so much of subsections (343)-(b.) (4)- (b) (3),
3

(d) (6), (344)f(e) (4)- (e) (3), (345) (-g.)(4)-'(q)(3), and

4

(h) (4) of this section as follows the semicolon, the last sen

5 tence of subsection (c) of section 203 subsection (f) (1) (C)
6 of section 203, and subsections (b) (3) (B) , (c) (6) (B) ,
7

(f) (3) (B) , and (g) (6) (B) of section 216 shall not apply

8 in the case of any child with respect to any nionth referred
9 to therein unless in such month or the third nionth prior
10 thereto such child was under a disability (as defined in sec
11 tion 223 (c)
12

) which began before such child attained the

age of (346) 4-$ ftf4 had beeni iuade*- eae

13 eeinti+mietis per4ed e4 at IewAs 41
14 mienth if he had4 beeft tilidem ~a"

disAbility feiw a

eths -(em-' i* the seeotid
dig iit e aem ieau

15 pem±ied of k-ss hflifn 4-8 fieitths)- 22."
16

(2) So much of subsection (c) (2) of such section 202
(A)

is amended by inserting

17

as precedes subparagraph

18

" (subject to subsection (s) ) " after "shall1".

19

(3) So much of subsection (d) (6)of such section 202

20

as follows subparagraph (B) is amended by inserting "but

21

subject to subsection (s)" after "notwithstanding the pro

22

visions of paragraph (1)

"

23

(4) So much of subsection (347) (e)--f4)- (e) (3) of

24

such section 202 as follows subparagraph (B) is amended
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1 by inserting "but subject to subsection (s) " after "notwith
2
3

standing the provisions of paragraph (1)

(5) So much of subsection (f) (2) of such section 202

4

as precedes subparagraph

5

" (subject to subsection (s)

6

".

(A) is amended by inserting

)"

after "shall".

(6) So much of subsection (f) (4) of such section 202

7 as follows subparagraph (B) is amended by inserting "but
8 subject to subsection (s)" after "notwithstanding the pro
9 visions of paragraph (1)
10

"

(7) So much of the first sentence of subsection (g) (1)

11

of such section 202 as follows subparagraph (F) is amended

12

by inserting " (subject to subsection (s) ) " after "shall".

13

(8) So much of subsection ( 3 48)k~gc-4-" (g) (3) of such

14

section 202 as follows subparagraph (B) is amended by in

15

serting "but subject to subsection (s) " after "notwithstand

16 ing the provisions of paragraph (1)

".

17

(9) So much of subsection (h) (4) of such section 202

18

as follows subparagraph (B) is amended by inserting "but

19

subject to subsection (s)" after "notwithstanding the pro

20 visions of paragraph (1)
21

(10)

"

The next to last sentence of subsection

(c)

22

of section 203 of such Act is amended by striking out "for

23

any month in which" and inserting in lieu thereof "for any
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1month in which paragraph (1) of section 202 (s) applies
2or
3
4

(11) The last sentence of subsection (c) of such section

203 is amended by striking out "No" and inserting in lieu

5 thereof "Subject to paragraph (3) of such section 202 (s),
6

7

no
(12)

The la-st sentence of subsection (f) (1) of such

8 section 203 is amended by inserting "but subject to section
9 202 (s) " after "Notwithstanding the preceding provisions
10
ii-

of this paragraph".
(13) Sub.sectionis (b) , (c)

,

(f) , and (g) of section 216

12

of such Act are each amended by inserting before the period

13

at the end thereof " (subject, however, to section 202 (s)

14
15

) ".

(14) Section 222 (b) of such Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

16

" (4) The provisions of paragraph (1) shall not apply

17

to any child entitled to benefits uinder section 202 (d) , if he

18

has attained the age of 18 but has not attained the age of 22,

19

for any month during which he is a full-time student (as

20

defined and determined under section 202 (d)

) ."

21

(15) Section 225 of such Act is amended by adding at

22

the end thereof the, following new sentence: "The first sen

23

tence of this section shall not apply to any child entitled to

24

benefits under section 202 (d) , if he has attained the age of

25

18 but has not attained the a~ge of 22, for any month during
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1 which he is a full-time student (as defined and determined
2

under section 202 (d)

3

) ."

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

4 with respect to monthly insurance benefits under section 202
5 of the Social Security Act for months after December 1964;
6 except that
7

(1) in the ca-se of a~n individual who was not en

8

titled to a child's insurance benefit under subsection

9

(d) of such section for the month in which this Act is

10

enacted, such amendments shall apply only on the basis

11

of an application filed in or after the month in which

12

this Act is enacted, (348)and

13

(350)-(-2

14

aiffende4 by thi-s seetien)- sh44 f*ppy moy fei moniths

15

ftftie the mmnth in w4hieh this Aet i-s einieeted, eftd

16

(351)-(a)

17

payable for any month before the second month following

18

the month in which this Act is enacted by reason of sec

19

tion 202 (d) (1) (B) (ii) of the Social Security Act as

20

amended by this section.

2.1

seetin 242 (-41)(14)(i)

ofet"

Aet-(

(2) no monthly insurance benefit shall be

REDUCED BENEFITS FOR WIDOWS AT AGE 60

22

SEC. 307. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202

23

(e)

of the Social Security Act (as amended by section

24

308 (b) of this Act) is amended by striking out "age 62"

25

and inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
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1

(2) Paragraph (2) of such section (as so amended)

2 is amended by striking out "Such" and inserting, in lieu
3 thereof "Except as provided in subsection (q) , such".
4

(b) (1)

Paragraph (1)

of section 202 (q)

of such

5 Act is amended to read as follows:
6

" (1)

If the first month for which an individual is

7 entitled to an old-age, wife's, husband's, or widow's insurance
8 benefit is a month before the month in which such indi
9 vidual attains retirement age, the amount of such benefit
10 for each month shall, subject to the succeeding paragraphs
11
12

of this subsection, be reduced by
" (A) 5/9 of 1 percent of such amount if such bene

13

fit is an old-age or widow's insurance benefit, or 25/36

14

of 1 percent of such amount if such benefit is a wife's or

15

husband's insurance benefit, multiplied by

16

" (B) (i) the number of months in the reduction

17

period for such benefit (determined under paragraph

18

(6) ), if such benefit is for a month before the month

19

in which such individual attains retirement age, or

20

" (ii) the number of months in the adjusted reduc

21

tion period for such benefit (determined under para

22

graph (7) ), if such benefit is for the month in which

23

such individual attains retirement age or for any month

24

thereafter."
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1
2

(2) Paragraph (3) (A)

(as renumbered by section

304 (c) of this Act) of such section is amended

3

(A) by striking out "wife's or husband's insurance

4

benefit" each place it appeaxs and inserting in lieu

5

thereof "wife's, husband's, or widow's insurance bene

6

fit"; and

7

(B) by striking out "age 62" and inserting in lieu

8

thereof "age 62 (in the case of a wife's or husband's

9

insurance benefit) or age 60 (in the case of a widow's

10

insurance benefit)

11

(3) Paragraph (3) (D)

".

(as so renumbered) of such

12 section is amended by striking out "wife's or husband's" and

14

inserting in lieu thereof "wife's, husband's, or widow's"
(4) Paragraph (3) (as so renumbered) of such section

15

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

13

16 subparagraph:
17

" (E) If the first month for which an individual is

18

entitled to an old-age insurance benefit (whether such first

19

month occurs before, with, or after the month in which such

20

individual attains the age of 65) is a month for which such

21

individual is also (or would, but for subsection (e) (1), be)

22

entitled to a widow's insurance benefit to which such indi

23 vidual was first entitled for a month before she attained
24 retirement age, then such old-age insurance benefit shall be
25

reduced by whichever of the following is the larger:
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1

"(i) the amount by which (but for this subpara

2

graph) such old-age insurance benefit would have been

3

reduced under paxagraph (1), or

4

" (ii) the amount equal to the sum of the amount by

5

which such widow's insurance benefit was reduced for

6

the month in which such individual attained retirement

7

age and the amount by which such old-age insurance

8

benefit would be reduced under paragraph (1) if it were

9

equal to the excess of such old-age insurance benefit

10

(before reduction under this subsection)

11

widow's insurance benefit (before reduction under this

12

subsection)

13

(5) Paragraph (5)

over such

."

(as so renumbered) of such sec

14 tion is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
15

new subparagraph:

16

" (D) No widow's insurance benefit for a month in which

17

she has in her care a child of her deceased husband (or

18

deceased former husband) entitled to child's insurance bene

19

fits shall be reduced under this subsection below the amount

20 to which she would have been entitled had she been entitled
21

for such month to mother's insurance benefits on the basis of

22

her deceased husband's

23

wages and self-employment income."

24
25

(6) Paragraph (6)
tion is amended

(or deceased former husband's)

(as so renumbered) of such sec
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1

(A) by striking out "wife's, or husband's" and in

2

serting in lieu thereof "wife's, husband's, or widow' s";

3

(B) by striking out "or husband's" in subparagraph

4

(A) (i) and inserting in lieu thereof

5

widow's"; and

6
'7
8

",

husband's, or

(C) by striking out "age 65" in subparagraph (B)
and inserting in lieu thereof "retirement age".
(7) Paragraph (7)

(as so renumbered) of such sec

9 tion is amended
10

(A) by striking out "wife's, or husband's" and in.

11

serting in lieu thereof "wife's, husband's, or widow's";

12

and

13

(B) by striking out "and" at the end of subpara

14

graph (B) , by striking out the period at the end of

15

subparagraph (C) and inserting in lieu thereof a comma,

16

and by adding at the end thereof the following new sub

17

paragraphs:

18

" (D) in the case of widow's insurance benefits,

19

any month in which the reduction in the amount of

20

such benefit was determined under paragraph (5) (ID),

21

" (E) in the case of widow's insurance benefits, any

22

month before the month in which she attained retire

23

ment age for which she was not entitled to such benefit

24

because of the occurrence of an event that terminated

25

her entitlement to such benefits, and".
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1

(8)

Section 202 (q)

of such Act (as amended by

2 section 304 (c) of this Act) is further a-mended by adding
3 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
4

" (9) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'retire

5 ment age' means age 65 with respect to an old-age, wife's,
6 or husband's insurance benefit and age 62 with respect to
7 a widow's insurance benefit."
8

(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

9 with respect to monthly insurance benefits under section 202
10 of the Social Security Act for and after the second month
11 following the month in which this Act is enacted, but only
12 on the basis of applications filed in or after the month in
13 which this Act is enacted.
14
15
16

WIFE'S AND WIDOW'S BENEFITS FOR DIVORCED WOMEN

SEC. 308. (a) Section 202 (b) of the Social Security
Act is amended to read as follows:
"Wife's Insurance Benefits

17
18

"(b) (1) The wife (as defined in section 216 (b) ) and

19

every divorced wife (as defined in section 216 (d) ) of an

20 individual entitled to old-age or disability insurance benefits,
21
22
23

if such wife or such divorced wife
" (A) has filed application for wife's insurance
benefits,

24

" (B) has attained age' 62 or (in the case of a wife)

25

ha~s in her care (individually or jointly with such indi
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1

vidual) at the time of fiing such application a child en

2

titled to a child's insurance benefit on the basis of the

3

wages and self-employment income of such individual,

4

" (C) in the case of a divorced wife, (352)has iot

5

6

r-emaffied is not mzarried,
Cc(D)

in the case of a divorced wife, was receiving

7

at least one-half of her support, as determined in accord

8

ance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from

9

such individual, or was receiving substantial contribu

10

tions from such individual (pursuant to a written agree

11

ment) or there was in effect a court order for substantial

12

contributions t6 her support from such individual

13

" (i) if he had a period of disability which did

14

not end before the month in which he became en

15

titled to old-age or disability insurance benefits, at

16

the beginning of such period or at the time he be

17

came entitled to such benefits, or

18

" (ii) if he did not have such a period of dis

19

ability, at the time he became entitled to old-age

20

insurance benefits, and

21

" (E) is not entitled to old-age or disability insur

22

ance benefits, or is entitled to old-age or disability

23

insurance benefits based on a primary insurance amount

24

which is less than one-half of the primary insurance

25

amount of such individual,
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1 shall (subject to subsection (s) ) be entitled to a wife's
2 insurance benefit for each month, beginning with the first
3 month in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance
4 benefits and ending with the month preceding the first month
5 in which any of the following occurs
6

"(F) she dies,

7

"(G) such individual dies,

8

"(I)

in the case of a wife, they are divorced and

9

either (i) she has not attained age 62, or (ii) she has

10

attained age 62 but has not been married to such in

11

dividual for a period of 20 years immediately before the

12

date the divorce became effective,

13
14

" (I)

in the case of a divorced wife, she marries a

person other than such individual,

15

" (J) in the case of a wife who has not attained age

16

62, no child of such individual is entitled to a child's

17

insurance benefit,

18

" (K) she becomes entitled to an old-age or dis

19

ability insurance benefit based on a primary insurance

20

amount which is equal to or exceeds one-half of the pri

21

mary insurance amount of such individual, or

22

" (L) such individual is not entitled to disability

23

insurance benefits and is not entitled to old-age insurance

24

benefits.
11.11. 6675-9
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1

"(2) Except as provided in subsection (q), such wife's

2 insurance benefit for each month shall b~e equal to one-half
3 of the primary insmrance amount of her husband (or, in the
4

ca-se of a divorced wife, her former huisband) for such month.

5 (353)-(-3-)

Int the ease of afwi d-oreed wife of an. indi

6 'itidu-4
mnarries atnother- iinditid~tt4j anid

7

Aff A+who

8

2L(RB) whose mafrriage to the indiiiduOf referred to

9

i- suHparagraph -(A+-is ter-minated by dPtor-ee whieh

10

eetf within 2-Q years afte siteh

11 the matrriatge to the individutta referred t-o in uprarp
12

-(44 she14, for th~e purposes of parfagratph +-(44- e deemaed noet

13 to hat,~e oeeuarredb No benefit sAll h-e patyable under thi-s sub4
14

seetion by reasont of the precedingg sentenee for anty mnonth

15

before whieheer of the following is, the 1atest-: -() the

16

montth affter, th~e month in whieh th+e ditoree rfefer-red to int

17

stubpt~agfaO~r

18

twelfth month before the month in whieh stch iixer-eed wif

19

files atpplicaftion for purposes of thi paragra-ph, or -(iii) the

-(18.) of the pr-eeeding sente-nee oeeuirs, -(4i) the

20. second mfontth after- the monefth i-n which thiis paragrap h is
21

eiiated4

22

"(354)-(4)- (3) In the case of any divorced wife who

23

marries

24
25

" (A) an individual entitled to benefits under sub
section (f) or (h) of this section, or
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1

"(B)

2

an individual who has attained the age of

18 and is entitled to benefits under subsection (d) ,

3

such divorced wife's entitlement to benefits under this sub

4

section shall, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph

5

(1)

(but subject to subsection (s)) not be terminated by

6 reason of such marriage; except that, in the case of such a
7 marriage to an individual entitled to benefits under sub
8section (d) , the preceding provisions of this paragraph shall
9 not apply with respect to benefits for months after the last
10 month for which such individual is entitled to such benefits
11 under subsection (d) unless he ceases to be so entitled by
12 reason of his death."
13
14

(b) (1) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 202 (e) of
such Act are amended to read as follows:

15

" (1) The widow (as defined in section 216 (c) ) and

16

every surviving divorced wife (as defined in section 216

17

(d) ) of an individual who died a fully insured individual, if

18

such widow or such surviving divorced wife

19

"(A)

(355)hfts fiot F-efnar-4ed, is not married,

20

"(B) has attained age 62,

21

"(C) (i) has filed application for widow's mnsur

22

ance benefits, or was entitled, after attainment of age

23

62, to wife's insurance benefits, on the basis of the

24

wages and self-employment income of such individual,

25

for the month preceding the month in which he died, or
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1

"(ii) was entitled, on the basis of such wages and

2

self-employment income, to mother's insurance benefits

3

for the month preceding the month in which she attained

4

age 62,

5

" (D)

in the ca-se of a surviving divorced wife

6

(356)who was not entitled to wife's insurance benefits on

7

the basis of the wages and self-emnploymient income of such

8

individual for the month preceding the month in which he

9

died, was receiving at least one-half of her support, as

10

determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by

11

the Secretary, from such individual, or was receiving

12

substantial contributions from such individual (pursuant

13

to a written agreement) or there was in effect a court

14

order for substantial contributions to her support from

15

such individual

16

"

(i) at the time of his death (or, if such indi

17

vidual had a period of disability which did not end

18

prior to the month in which he died, at the time such

19

period began or at the time of his death) , or

20

" (ii) at the time he became entitled to old-age

21

insurance benefits or disability insurance benefits

22

(or, if such individual had a period of disability

23

which did not end before the month in which he

24

became entitled to such benefits, at the time such
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1

period bega~n or at the time he became entitled to

2

such benefits), and

3

" (E) is not entitled to old-age insurance benefits or

4

is entitled to old-age insurance benefits each of which
5

6

~is less than 824- percent of the primary insurance amount

of such deceased individual,

7 shall be entitled to a widow's insurance benefit for each
8 month, beginning with the first month in which she be
9 comes so entitled to such insurance benefits and ending with
10

the month preceding the first month in which any of the

11

following occurs: she remarries, dies, or becomes entitled

12

to an old-age insurance benefit equal to or exceeding 821

13

percent of the primary insurance amount of such deceased

14 individual.
15

" (2) Such widow's insurance benefit for each month

16

shall be equal to 824- percent of the primary insurance

17 amount of such deceased individual."
42at--g-a-phs +(3*)fbff -(4-)- of qeetiei

18

(357)+-(-+

19

Aet afe amndeifd by strIi-in

O24-f4

of iW4e

out "~widow" ea-eh pktaee it

20 &ppears a~d iw,-e~kifg int lieu*thereef "widow ofsiwi~~
21
22
23

diio~eeed wife"
-(-.) Vafagfah -4)- of seetimi 202-fe)- of
ai*mended by strlkin

oei

24 thereof "widow's of se4ig

-tiek Aet ig

"widow~s' s"a4ise*113g ift Iet
di-,oereed wife's".

2629
1
2
3
4

-(4)- Seetiont 202-fe)- of siueh Acet is fiHthef am~ended by
adding at the enld t-he-eof the following new pafgmaphL-f)-* 1n the ease of any widow or~sfffviving divoereed
wife of anf individial-

5

L(.A.) who fnaffes anlothef iniidvidaa1. and4
Q{R) Whose mafn-ige to the indi-,Fdi~a

6

f-eferfed to

7

in subparag-aph -4)- is tefminated by divoree which

8

eeeufs within 2-0 years aftef- snek manCag

9 the mfaffiage to the idi~i~dial feferfed to in sbagp
10

-(-.) shatll., fef the pttposes of parp

11

to ha-ve oeenn'ed.

12

subhseetion by r-eatson of the pr-eeedifg sentenee fo* anyfi

13

monjh befere whieheiver- of the following is the latest:~-i)

14

the mont

15

iftstpfg-p

16

the twelfh month becfore the month in whic-h siueh widow of

17

smw ie

18

par-agm-aph- or -(iii) the seeond month after the mont

19

which this, par-gifap is enaeted."

20
21

-(-1-) he deemed not

No benefits ffhall be payable tnde* thiad

aftef the menh int which the di-,efee f-efeffed to
(LB*)of the preeeding sententee oecufs -(ii)

ditvofeed wife file.s application fo* plffposes Of this
im

(2) Paragraph (3) of section 202(e) of such Act is
repealed.

22

(3) Section 202(e) of such Act is amended by redesig

23

nating paragraph (4) as paragraph (3) and such para

24 graph is further amended by striking out "widow" and in
25

serting in lieu thereof "widow or surviving divorced wife"
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1

and by striking out "widowv's" and inse'rtihg in lieu thereof

2

"widow's or surviving dlivorced wvife's".

3

(c) Section 216 (d) of such Act is amended to read as

4 follows:
5
6

"Divorced Wives; Divorce
"(d) (1) The term 'divorced wife' means a woman

7 divorced from an individual, but only if she had been married
8 to such individual for a period of 20 years immediately before
9 the date the divorce became effective.
10

" (2)

The term 'surviving divorced wife' means a

-11 woman divorced from an individual who has died, but only
12 if she had been married to the individual for a period of 20
-13 years immediately before the date the divorce became
14 effective.
1.5

" (3)

The term 'surviving divorced mother' means a

:16

woman divorced from an individual who has died, but only if

1.7

(A) she is the niother of his son or daughter, (B) she legally

IS adopted his son or daughter while she was married to him and
19

while such son or daughter was tinder the age of 18, (C) he

20 legally adopted her son or daughter while she was married to
21

him and while such son or daughter was under the age of 18,

22

or (ID) she was married to him at the time both of them

23

legally adopted a child under the age of 18.

24
25

" (4)

The terms 'divorce' and 'divorced' refer to a

divorce a vinculo muatrimonii."
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(d) (1)

1

Section 202 (c) (1)

of such Act is amended

2

by striking out "divorced a vinculo matrimonii," and inser-t

3

ng inlieu thereof "divorced,".

4
5

(2) (A) Subsections (d) (6) (A),

(f) (4) (A), and

(h) (4) (A) of section 202 of such Act are each amended

6 by inserting " (b)
7

,"

before " (e),"

(B) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 216 of such

8 Act are each amended by striking out " (e) or" and inserting
9 in lieu thereof " (b) , (e) , or"
10 (358) (3) Subparagraph (A) of section 202(g) (1) of such
11 Act is amended by striking out "has not remarried" and
12

insertingin lieu thereof "is not married".

13 (359)-(3*) (4) Subparagraph (F) of section 202 (g) (1) of
14
15

such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(F) in the case of a surviving divorced mother

16

" (i) at the time of such individual's death (or,

17

if such individual had a period of disability which

18

did not end before the month in which he died,

19

the time such period began or at the time of such

20

death) 

21

" (I)

at

she was receiving at least one-half of

22

her support, as determined in accordance with

23

regulations prescribed by the Secretary, from

24

such individual, or
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1

"(II) she was receiving substantial con

2

tributions from such individual (pursuant to a

3

written agreement) , or

4

"(III) there was a court order for sub

5

stantial contributions to her support from such

6

individual,

7

" (ii) the child referred to in subparagraph (E)

8

is her son, daughter, or legally adopted child, and

9

" (iii) the benefits referred to in such subpara

10

graph are payable on the basis of such individual's

11

wages and self-employment income,".

12

(360)-{4)- Seetioi

2 02

(-g)- of stioh A-et is amended by adding

13 the folowing fiew fag-h
14
15

I.L5.)

IIn the eease of an1y wi~dow ff sw-ix4*ig divereed

moithef

16

!±4 wO
M~ftffieS albthef ifidiVi4~lld

17

"£1*~) whose mafr4age to the iftdividia i-efeffied to

18

inspfg-p

19

eeeufs w~ithi

eA+

-(4) is tefffiiated -by diver-ee whieh
2- yeftrs aftef siueh m~~g.

20 the, fnaniage to the indi~diralfeffeie

to in spfg-p

21

-(4) shftly for the pufposes of pagr-(

22

to has',e oeeeuffed.

23

subseetio-f by measeal of the pireeeding seittefiee fo ff
ay Hienth

4+-) he deeffed inie

No benefits shal be pa-yale undef this

24 pfief to whieheixe* of the followi

is the latest: -(* the
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1 menth aiftef the Month in Whiek the div'ofee r*efe**ed to ift
2 sabpafevg~ap

-(9*)-of the pj-eeeding seintesee oeeeu~s, -(-i.) the

3 t~welfth Reioith befere the mfe~nth ift whiek siueh widow of st~f
4 -4ving dvereed mether files applieatieo fff pi**peses of thi-s
5 p~gah,o*-(iii-the seeen

meihff~t-ffthe

moefth io

6 whieh this po~ag-a~ph is enaeted."
7

(5) Section 202 (g) of such Act is further amended

8 by striking out "fonner wife divorced" each place it appears
9 and inserting in lieu thereof "surviving divorced mother".
10

(6)

Section 203 (a)

of such Act (as amended by

11

section 301 (c) of this Act) is amended by striking out the

12

period at the end of the first sentence and inserting in lieu

13

thereof

14

",ror"

"(3)

and by adding the following new paragraph:
when any of such individuals is entitled to

15

monthly benefits as a divorced wife under section

16

202 (b) or as a surviving divorced wife under section

17

202 (e) for any month, the benefit to which she is en

18

titled on the basis of the wages and self-employment in

19

come of such insured individual for such month shall be
20determnined without regard to this subsection, and the

21

benefits of all other individuals who are entitled for such

22

month to monthly benefits under section 202 on the

23

wages and self-employment income of such insured in

24

dividual shall be determined as if no such divorced wife
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1

or surviving divorced wife were entitled to benefits for

2

such month."

3

(7)

Section 203 (c) (4) of such Act is amended by

4 striking out "former wife divorced" and inserting in lieu
5 thereof "surviving divorced mother".
6

(8) Section 203 (d) (1) of such Act is amended by

7 striking out "wife," and inserting in lieu thereof "wife,
8 divorced wife,''.
9

(9) The second sentence of section 205 (b) of such

10

Act is amended by striking out "wife, widow, former wife

11

divorced," and inserting in lieu thereof "wife, divorced wife,

12 widow, surviving divorced wife, surviving divorced mother,".
13

(10) Section 205 (c) (1) (C) of such Act is amended

14

by striking out "former wife divorced," and inserting in lieu

15

thereof

16

mother,".

17

"surviving

divorced

wife,

surviving

divorced

(11) Section 222 (b) (3) of such Act is amended by

18

inserting "divorced wife," after "wife,".

19

(36 1)(12) Paragraph(3) of section 202(g) of such Act is

20

repealed.

21
22
23

(13) Section 2 0 2 (g) of such Act is amended by redesi ,
nating paragraph (4) as paragraph (3).
(e) The amendments made by this section shall be appli

24 cable with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title
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1

II of the Social Security Act beginning with the second

2

month following the month in which this Act is enacted;

3 but, in the case of an individual who was not entitled to a
4 monthly insurance benefit under section 202 of such Act
5 for the first month following the month in which this Act
6 is enacted, only on the basis of an application filed in or
7 after the month in which this Act is enacted.
8
9

TRA.NSITIONAL INSURED STATUS

SEC. 309. (a) Title II of the Social Security Act is

10 further amended by adding at the end thereof (after the new
11

section 226 added by section 101 of this Act) the following

12 new section:
13
14

"CTRANSITIONAL INSURED

STATUS

"SEC. 227. (a) In the case of any individual who attains

15

the age of 72 before 1969 but who does not meet the re

16

quirements of section 214 (a) , the 6 quarters of coverage

17

referred to in so much of paragraph (1) of section 214 (a)

18

as follows clause (C) shall, instead, be 3 quarters of cover

19

age for purposes of determining entitlement of such individual

20

to benefits under section 202 (a), and of his wife to benefits

21

under section 202 (b), but, in the case of such wife, only if

22

she attains the age of 72 before 1969 and only with respect

23

to wife's insurance benefits under section 202 (b) for and

24

after the month in which she attains such age. For each

25

month before the month in which any such individual meets

2)69
1 the requirements of section 214 (a), the amount of his old
2 age insurance benefit shall, notwithstanding the provisions of
3 section 202 (a), be $35 and the amount of the wife's insur
4 ance benefit of his wife shall, notwithstanding the provisions
5 of section 202 (b), be $17.50.
(3

" (b) In the case of any individual who has died, who

7 does not meet the requirements of section 214 (a), and whose
8 widow attains age 72 before 1969, the 6 quarters of cover
9

age referred to in paragraph (3) of section 214 (a) and in

10

so much of paragraph (1)

1-1

shall, for purposes of determining her entitlement to widow's

12

insurance benefits under section 202 (e), instead be

13
14
15
16
17
18

" (1)

thereof as follows clause (C)

3 quarters of coverage if such widow attains

the age of 72 in or before 1966,
" (2) 4 quarters of coverage if such widow attains
the age of 72 in 1967, or
" (3) 5 quarters of coverage if such widow attains
the age of 72 in 1968.

-19 The amount of her widow's insurance benefit for each month
20 shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section 202 (e) (and
21
22

section 202 (in)), be $35.
" (c) In the case of any individual who becomes, or

23 upon filing application therefor would become, entitled to
24 benefits under section 202 (a) by reason of the application
25

of subsection (a) of this section, who dies, and whose widow
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1

attains the age of 72 before 1969, such deceased individual

2

shall be deemed to meet the requirements of subsection (b)

3

of this section for purposes of determining entitlement of such

4

widow to widow's insurance benefits under section 202 (e)

5

(b)

The amendment made by subsection

(a)

."

shall

6 apply in the case of monthly benefits under title II of the
7

Social Security Act for and after the second month follow

8 ing the month in which this Act is enacted on the basis
9 of applications ifiled in or after the month in which this Act
10

is enacted.

11

INCREASE IN AMOUNT AN INDIVIDUAL IS PERMITTED TO

12

EARN WITHOUT SUFFERING FULIL DEDUCTIONS FROM

13

BENEFITS

VafftgTaph -(-3)- f seetieft 2O3 (4} of the

14

(362)Srte-

15

Soeif

16

where-,ter- it appears thef-eif aind insee-t4t

17

41 7200.

18
19

&410,

-()-e

Seemrity Aet isae*neided

by striking eat 41$ool
4i lieu thefeef

SEc. 310. (a) (l) Paragraphs(1), (3), and (4) (B)
of subsection

(f) of section 203 of the Social Security Act

20 are each amended by striking out "9$100"1 wherever it
21
22
23

appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$150".
(2) The first sentence of paragraph (3) of such sub
section

(f) is amended by striking out "$500" each place

24 it appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,200".
25

(3) Paragraph (1) (A) of subsection (h) of section
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1 203 of such Act is amended by striking out "$100" and
2 inserting in lieu thereof
3

"$150".

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

4 apply with respect to taxable years ending after December
5 31, 1965.
6

7

COVERAGE, FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

SEC. 311. (a) (1)

Section 211 (c) (5)

of the Social

8 Security Act is amended to read as follows:
" (5) The performance of service by an individual

9

10 in the exercise of his profession as a Christian Science
11

practitioner."

12

(2) Section 211 (c) of such Act is further amended by

13

striking out the last two sentences and inserting in lieu

14

thereof the following: "The provisions of paragraph (4) or

15

(5) shall not apply to service (other than service performed

16

by a member of a religious order who has taken a vow of

17

poverty as a member of such order) performed by an in

18

dividual during the period for which a certificate ifiled by

19

him under section 1402 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code

20

of 1954 is in effect."

21

(3)

Section 210 (a) (6) (C) (iv)

of such

Act is

22

amended by inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof

23

the following:

24

or a medical or dental resident in training".

",

other than as a medical or dental intern
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1

(4) Section 210 (a) (13) of such Act is amended by

2 striking out all that follows the first semicolon.
3

(b) (1) Section 1402 (c) (5) of the Internal Revenue

4 Code of 1954 (relating to definition of trade or business) is
5 amended to read as follows:
6

" (5) the performance of service by an individual

7

in the exercise of his profession as a Christian Science

8

practitioner."

9

(2) Section 1402 (c) of such Code is further amended

10 by striking out the last two sentences and inserting in lieu
11

thereof the following: "The provisions of paragraph (4) or

12

(5) shall not apply to service (other than service performed

13

by a member of a religious order who has taken a vow of

14

poverty as a member of such order) performed by an in

15

dividual during the period for which a certificate filed by

16

him under subsection (e) is in effect."

17
18

(3) (A) Section 1402 (e) (1)

of such Code (relating

to filing of waiver certificate by ministers, members of reli

19 gious orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is amended
20 by striking out "extended to service" and all that follows and
21

inserting in lieu thereof "extended to service described in

22

subsection (c) (4) or (c) (5) performed by him."

23

(B) Clause (A) of section 1402 (e) (2) of such Code

24

(relating to time for filing waiver certificate) is amended

25 to read as follows: " (A) the due date of the return (includ
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1 ing any extension thereof) for his second taxable year ending
2 after 1954 for which he has net earnings from self-employ
3 ment (computed without regard to subsections (c) (4) and
4

(c) (5) ) of $400 or more, any p~art of which was derived

5 from the performance of service described in subsection (c)
6

(4) or (c) (5) ; or".

7

(4) Section 3121 (b) (6) (C) (iv) of such Code (re

8 lating to definition of employment) is amended by inserting
9 before the semicolon at the end thereof the following: "
10 other than as a medical or dental intern. or a medical or
11 dental resident in training".
12

(5) Section 3121 (b) (13)

of such Code is amended

13 by striking out all that follows the first semicolon.
14

(c) The amendments made by paragraphs (1)

and

15

(2) of subsection (a), and by paragraphs (1),

16

(3)

174

taxable years ending (363)on or after December 31, 1965.

18

The amendments made by paragraphs (3) and (4) of sub

19

section (a) , and by paragraphs (4) and (5) of subsection

20

(b) , shall apply only with respect to services performed after

21

1965.

22

(2), and

of subsection (b), shall apply only with respect to

GROSS INCOME OF FARMERS

23

SEC. 312. (a) The second sentence following paragraph

24

(8) in section 211 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended

25

by striking out "$1,800" each place it appears and inserting
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I in lieu thereof "$2,400" and by striking out "$1,200" each
2 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,600".
3

(b) The second sentence following paragraph (9) in

4 section 1402 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re
5 lating to net earnings from self-employment)

is amended

6 by striking otut "$1,800" each place it appears and inserting
7 in lieu thereof "$2,400" , and by striking out ".$1,200" each
8 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,600".
9

(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply

10

only with respect to taxable years beginning after December

U1

31, 1965.
(364)Feo*~iA~jm-_c

1-2

13

S+,e7 AP8

eF Tips

(ft.HA} Seetiont 2O09 of the Seejoft Seeun-4ty

14 A-et i-s amended by striliif ottet Q0 ! PAt the end of sffbsee
:15

tient -{j~-, by stfiking ottt the~period at the end of %,bseetien

16

-(4k aHnd in~ei-tin~in litea thefeof

17

mediattely ft-ft-ef snlbseetion -(-14 the following new sabiseetion-:

oi4Le*
anfd by adding

118

iLl.-4~

19

±f2} 49ash tips feeeiv-ed by ant employee ini anfy eftlen

20

dfw fmontl jin the eenm'se of his enjj.ploymejt b~y anf empqloyef

21

unkess the~ ftiffouf

22
2:3

24
25

+-(-2

T-ips pfid in any medinm othff thenf eas4-;

of seek eabsh tilps is, $2o or moe.e,

Seetto* 92O0) of stEek Aet i-s kftuh-e+ amended by

adiding at the enfd thereof the followin new pe~agi'aph:
ggo!f-rps. of this tite-, tps *-eeeiv-ed by anf employee
inf the e~iofw. Of his employment AhAl he eonsidered remn
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1 neratioi fef employffepA

Sueh tijps shall be deemed to be

2 paid to the empleyee by the employef ani shal be deemed
3

to be so paid at the time a w-i~tteft statemen~t hifeluidin

sueh

4 tips is f~fnished to the employef puofsaai4A to seetieii 60&-(a)
5 of the inteimft Revenuie G~od of 4-954 oF -( n~o statement
6 ineladiftg saeh tips isa so fufnish-ed} at the time feeeiived."
7

-(+) Seetieft 4AA of the Intefmd Rev'enue Co&e of 1-964

8 -(rieA~tifig to geftefal fule foef tatxable y-eff of ine4*sieft)- is
9 amiended by atddiig at the emi they-eo the fellowhin new sub
10 seetien:

12 poses of stibseet fofi -(+E)- tips Hiiltided ina written statemen~t
13 ftumished an emplbyff by an employee -ptfffsaa-ft to seetien
14

6O,5 (e)- shal b-e deemed to be Y-eeeived att the time the

15 wftitef statement hiehidifig stieh tips i-s ffemished to the
16

employer,

17

-(e)-41)

18

Seetiea 34O2 of sneh Coe& (-(elating to dedue

tieft of take ffem wages)- is amended by addiag at the end

19 they-eof the fellowhig iew subseetion

20
21

~

ie-SPnel-A
L(}In

RULEB F'OR

Tes.

the ease of tips whieh eonstitate wftges,

22

stubseetion -(AAshale applieable ontly to stieh tips as

23

afe ineloded ina written stattemnent ftenished to the em

24

ploye~pf~fsnafti

25

e~teft that eelleetion eane be made by the employer-, ea

to seetion 6-53(a)- and onl~y to the
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1

or Aife the time such statement is so fumnished and be

2

fore the close of the 4-Oth daty following the ealendar

3

month in which the tips were r-ecei*'ed, by dedacting the

4

aimount of the ta* from such wages of the employee

5

-(exechngtqps-,bu~tindadingftmdsturned evterby the

7

as ameundercontrel of thecemployecw

8
9

iL(2}14fthe tax-imptosed by seetion gtqfw~hhre
spee to tip ee

ved byan employee duringa alendar

10

month which are ineluded in written statements fur

11

nished to the employer pursuant to section 60684(a),

12

exeeeds the wages of the employee -(excluding tips)

13

from which the employer- is requir-ed to eolleet the ta*e

14

under- paragr-aph -(4it- the employee shall furfnish to the

15

employer on or before the 4-0th day of the following

16

mont an amount of moneyi

17

exeess*

1.8
19

IL3)

The Secr-etar

equal to the amount of the

or his delegate m~,

regulations p~rescribed by him- authoriz

idi

employers

20

'4(A)- to estiate the amount of tips thatt will

21

he reported by the employee pur-suant to section

22

6053 in any quarte of the calenda year-,

23

't-fB) to determine the amount to

24

be deducted

upon each payment of wages -(eycelueive of tips)
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1

d4risg su-eh quaaie~ fs if the tips so estimated

2

eon*stitted the aettial tips so *epeeted, owid

3

LL(O

to dedttet upoff ay paymefit of wages

4

.4te theimstips* to SReh
epoee dlfng sueh

5

qiuase* sti-eh ameoott as may be neeessaify to adjust

6

the amomin aetuaaly dedtieted upof steh wages of

7

the employee dufkg the qaafte* to the amount i-e

8

qtifr-e

9

regaed to this

to be dedtieted duiwiig the q+1after without
gah

T(2}~he seeond senaeiiee of seetioa 3402 (-)- of sueh

10

11 Gode isi a-mended by iiiser-tin~before the period att the eftd
12 thei-eof th~e fel~owing-:

f
sd
ffn employei who is, ffaished

13 by so employee a wr4t4ten statemaefit of tips (-(eeeii-ed if+ a
14 ealend.

moiEth)- piiismamt to seetioat 6053 (a)- to w-hieh

15

paxagraph -(42-) (B of seetioa 3M21(a)- is applieabk may

16

deduae t*s amotmt equli-aleft to sueh

17

tips frfom erny wages of the employee -(-e-elisisve of tips.

18

ande' his eontrell even though fft the timte sueh statement is

19

f"Rished the total amoun4 of the tips iioekided in statemeints

wth
ma f-espeet to sfth

20 fatmished to the empleye*- as hai4fig beeai eeeeived by the
21

employee in stieh ealendai

mneath iai the eeoii-se of hi-s em

22

ployment by saseh ewipleyef- is,less thaa $20".

23

-(-8) Seetiof 8-f24-(a~) of sashk God -(*elting to defini

24

tioat of wages tifidef the Fede~a Insuianaee Cont-i~butions
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I Aet)-is vaended by stfgern tt !!f ethe end of paf
2 graph -(40} by striking eta the pefiod a~t the end of pamw
3 g

-aph)" and inser-ing in lieu thef-eo

or- anffd by

4 adding aftef jpamagmh +-(44 the following newpmfah
5

" (4-2) (A). tips paid in any medm othe* thanf

6

eash-;

7

i!L(:B.) eash tips feeeived by an emfployee in any

8

eaknd

9

enipleyef unless the amouknt of stleh eash tips is $20

10

fnmnth in the eeafse of his efpyietbyaen

fMel

11

-(4)

Seetient 9424 of siueh Gode is fur4h& amfended by

12 add~ifg at the end thereof the following new subseetion.:
13

!L(q*

ips

Feor pnirposes of this ehoaptei-, tips reeeiv'ed

14 by anemploee in theee

eof his emlyetshal be

15 eonsidef-ed f-mnuneIfation fef employinent7

Saek tips shall

16 be deemed to be patid to the employee by the employer-,
17

a-nd shell be deemed to be so paid at the timie a written

18

statement inelading sueh tips is famished to the employe*

19

par-sant4 to seetion 60&8(n)

oif -( no staement ineluding

20 s**eh tips is so fiamished)- at the time Y-eeeived.'

-(d) --fl-)

21

eet~ion M4O4

of stteh Gede (-(elating to defi

22

nitins for ptfpses of eel eeting ineomae tayc eA s01fee on

23

wiages3- is ameaded by adding at the end ther-eef the fol

24 loignwssein
25

~

i.(4f

T3~s

Fo

tfee

of s~etif

-(4-a)-

the tei~
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1 'wages' incelades 'ti's reeeived by an emp~loyee in the courfse
2 of his eiploymneiA,

Such tips sh-Al be deemed to be paid

3 to the emiployee by the employer- and4 sAif

be deemed to

4 be so paid at the time a written statement inelaiding such
5 tips is farmftshed to the emfployer pur-stant to section 60&3-(a)
6 Of -( no statemfent inehtding such tips is so fur-nished)- at
7 the time r-eceizve&.
8

-(23 Section 340- (a)- of such Uode -(-relatinig to defrf 4i

9 tionf of wages forf purtposes of collectintg inceome tax Bt
10

source)- is amfended by striking out "I

01 g

tndinser-ting! in lieu ther-eof

11 pi--gmph4*

at the end4 of
orn-b y strik

12

infg ouft the period at the end4 of parafgraph -(1-23 ftndt insert

13

intg inlieu therco4%orI2,

14

enid of jparagr-aph -(-63 ad in~serting int lieu thereof

15

and by adding

16

paragra-ph

17

~

-(-4f-

fe

by str-ilking ouft th period~ att the
iL

or 2!

paragr-aph -(45)- the folowinig new

A) a tip~s in anfy nfieditm other thant efash

L-(-B) as cash tips to an~ emtployee in aniy caendar~f

18

in the cour-se of his emfploymentt by an*employer

19

mfont

20

unless the amffount of such ca~sh tips isi $20 or mfor&-.

21

-(33-

Suibsection -(-a)- of sectiont 3402 of sffch

"tde

22

(-(elatinig to incomfe tax~ collected at souirce)- its atmended by

23

striking out "subseetion

24 4c stb-seetions

-(j3

anfd -(k4

fti3~
ad intser-ting int lienf thereof
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1

(4)-Seetiefn 84O~of sntel Code iR fuifther- amnended by

2 addin* ~4 the entd they-eef the following new suhseetion
3

L#

TI~ps-ki the ease of tips whieh eens'titute wages,

4 subseetion -(a)- shall be applieable onl to etteh tips as affe
5 ineltided ift a wfitten stat~ement fuffished to the em~ployer~
6 ptfstorfl to seetion 6063 (a),;

ftf

onl

to the eyrte-n that

7 the ta* canf be dedtieted and witheld by the em~ployer- fit
8 of afte* the tiffe such statcemei

is so fairnis'hed anfd befoee

9 the elose of the elenefdaf yeff ift whic the emiployee *eits
10 the tips whieh aTe ineklded int such statemenit, from siue
11 wages of the employee -(e*elttdifg tips-, bat ineludiing fends
12

tam~ed ieve by the em~ployee to the employef ife the pu~f-

13 posje of sueh dedtietiott and4 withhelding)- a afe tifdef the
14 eenteel of the empleyee- and atn emploey

wvho is famnished

15 by anf em~ployee a wi4tten statemaent of tips (-(eeei-Fed in at
16

ealend~n month')
17

18

h

a-stfnat to seetiont 6O.68-(b)- to whieh

6) k(~B)- of sectiont ,4OI-(a)

is applieable may.

deduet and- wihhold the tenwth- f,4respeet to sffeh tips from

19 any wages of the employee -(-eacluding tipsy)

mnde* his'

20 entr-o4- eizen thoug at the time sach statemenit is fufuished
21

the tota fiwotunt of the tips inehuded in statements famnished

22 to the emiployeF as ha-i~n

beent j-eeeived by the employee

23

in stich ealendaif monith int th-e eourse of his em~ploymfenft by

24

ffi"effloyff is les+s thfan $2O0-

25

time be deducted and withheld ift anf etmout w-hich eyeeeds

Siueh ta* shal not at anly
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1 the aggf-egate of siaeh wages aiAd fimbff*5mffka-H
2 qui-ed by seetiofi

3402-(ev) to be eollee"e

ta-x *e

firomf stiek

3 wages."
4

-(e-)-(-4 Seetio* 60&1-(-a

of sueh C-o&

to

~(-eslatiici

5 r-eeeipts fef emfployees)- is atmended by addio~g aft the en4
6 t-hel-eof the following ie-w senteftee-: L~f the ease of tips
7

meeei-,ed by anf employee in the eotipse of hi-s em-ployffefit

8 the anme Ruts feqaife4 to b-e shown by pafagfa&ph -(-)

shall

9 inelkde eftly siaeh tips a~s ftfe ineladed ift statement~s flifflished
10 to the employer- ptfsfsiAa

to seetion 6(Th.-a)-; and4 the

11

a-momats Fequtifed to be shown by peaiah (5) shAl intekide

12

onl~y stteh tips ats afe repoited by the employee to the em

13 ployef- pursuftft to seetion 6053.-(b)."
14

-(12.)-(A)- SibpaftA 9 of paft4 II

of sabehaptef- A of

15 ehftpte*F 61 of sffeh Code -(felating to infef-mation f-egafding
16

wages paid emfployees)- is affended by adding at the end

17

thefeof the following new seetioii:

18

"ASEC. 605S&REPORTING OF~TIPS.

19

'l-( -Ev-efy emflployee who-e- int the eour e of his employ

20 monti by an emeployer-, feeeioes int aniy ealefidm
21

whieh amf wages -(as de4inied in seetiont 34-24(a.)

mointh tips
Of

seetieni

22 3404-(-a)-)- shall fepoft all snobh tips int one ff ffior-e wv4tt
23

statemfents famished to his empl~oye-oft
on

24 day follo-wing stlob moneth 7
25

before the .10th

Sffe~h statemfenits shall he ftaf

nished by the emflployee wndef siash i-egaationsy at stiob othef
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1 timfes befofre siieh 4-0th dfty- vand ift sw~h foifm and ino *ief, as
2 mfay be pr-esqeixbed by the Seer-etafy of his delegate.
3
4

i(4. Ffof pttfpeseg of seetiens 34O02 (e)-, 34141
*-(-4-ftfd 666~2--)

go"I

tips r-eeeiv'ed iii einy ealendlaf meith sheAl

5 be eemsddef-ed fepperted pursufi4 to this seetien oftly if they
6

ffe inelnded iff sueh ft statement ftimished to the effq~oy-ef on

7

ff befof-e the I0t

fifty following selie

8 the extent that the tanx imposed wMt

monh andi

only to

fesjpeet to stieh tips

9 b-y seetiott 4141 ee& be eolleeted by the employe* aide*
10 seetioii ~302.-"
11

-(SB*) Tfhe tabl of seetions fef sffeh stibpfft (1 is amended

12 by Adhing at the end thei~eof the fellewiing
iisee- 5O63 Repo-itig e4 tipe.'

13

(-)-Seetion 66-52 of sueh Gbode -(r-elating to failnre to

14 f&l eer-fi.Hi imonfe

taio ftrettafos) is amended by-fedesignatiing

15 si~seetieon -e-) as stibseetion (4)-and by insetiting Aitei sob
-16 seetioii -(-1*) th-e following ie-w sobseetion
1-7

±L"

4

i-rw To*Rip*

Tihs.

if the ease of tifws

-18 to wldieh seetfon 60fW4-(ti)- ftjplie-s- if the employee fai~ls to
19

irepoi4t R+-t- of sahtips to th-e ettployer pitt-stin to seettiof

20 6053(b)- , tttless it is shown that swash faihure is dtte, to
21

feftsonftbleftnse anid sot dfiw to willfuil negleet, there shel

22

be patid 4y~the enwpleyee inf

2:3

setiom 3404. with iFespeet to the &mounft of the tips wliieh

24

he ,so fatiled to fp4eamuteqjw1f to sueh tang.

ltdition to the tan- imposed

by
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1

-()

eetioi 3-1-144o s~teh node (-(elatiing to r~ee of t~ax

2 on employer- tffide-f the Feder-a!lfthsifa-nee Centib*tieftS
3 Aet)-W &s amended by seetion 8324 of thi Aet,~is amended
4 by adding ea th-e end ther-eof the fe~l.wing new sitbseetion-*
5

i'-(e

Tips. -4n the eftse of tips whieh eonistitaite wages,

6 the t-a* imfposed by thi seetion shed -he applieable onl toe
7 staeh tips ats

MOferpeirt

by the employee to the taxpiyef

8 pau-stiftint to seetion 605-(-b) ."
9

-(g) The amendments mlade by this seetion sfhid apply

10 only w"t respeet to tips feeeived by employees aftef 4-965.
11
12

COVERAGE

OF TIPS

SEC. 313. (a) Section 211 (c) of the Social Security

13 Act, as amended by section 311 of this Act, is amended by
14 adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The
15

provisions of paragraph (2) shall not have the effect of ex

16 cluding cash tips received by an employee in the course of
17 service which constitutes employment under this title, on his
18

own behalf and not on behalf of another person, from 'net

19 earnings from self-employment'; except that (i) this sentence

20 shall not apply in the case of tips which constitute remunera
21

tion for employment under this title, and (iii) in applying

22 subsection (a) with respect to tips to which this sentence is
23 applicable, only the deductions attributable to such tips shall
24 be taken into account."
25

(b) Section 1402(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
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1 1954 (relating to definition of trade or business), as amended
2 by section 311 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end

3 thereof the follow-ing new sentence: "The provisions of para
4 graph (2) shall not have the effect of excluding cash tips
5 received by an employee in the course of service which constit
6 tutes employment under chapter 21, on his own behalf and
7

not on behalf of (mother person, from 'net earnings from self

8 employmi~ent';: except that (4i)
9

this sentence shall not applyi

in the case of tips which constitute remunerationfor enmployj
10meait uinder chapter 21, and (ii) in applying subsection (a)

1-

wvith respect to tips to which this sentence is applicable, only

1.2

the deductions attribwable to such tips shall be taken into

13

account.",

14

(c) The amnendmtents made by this section shall apply

-15 only with respect to taxable years beginniing after December
16

31, 196.5.

17

INCLUSION

1s

STATES

19

SYSTEMS

OF

ALASKA

PERMITTED

(365)A-N
TO

D)1VIDE

K-'N.UR

AMONG

THEIR RETIREMAENT

20 (366)&e-. ~344-4 The fi-s- senteine e4 seetieft 24-8 (4)--(-}-{U.)
21

of t~he goeit4 geeur-4ty A-et i-S .Mended

22

23
24
25

-(4)- by iiier-f

£LAlaskft,2 befere "W

+2* by insee-ti

"Kttik,

Hyift":

n

Bet"

before "Massaehu
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1

SEC. 314. The first sentence of section 218(d) (6) (C)

2

of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting "Alaska,"

3 before "California".
4

ADDITIONAL

5

PERIOD FOP. ELECTING COVERAGE IJNDER
DIVIDED RETIREMENT SYSTEM

6

SEc. 315. The first sentence of section 218 (d) (6) (F)

7

of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "1963"

8

and inserting in lieu thereof "1967".

9

EMPLOYEES OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

10

SEC. 316. (a) (1) Section 3121 (k) (1) (B) (iii)

11

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to effective

of

12 date of exemption of religious, charitable, and certain other
13 organizations) is amended to read as follows:
14

"'(iii) the first day of any calendar quarter

15

preceding the calendar quarter in which the cer

16

tificate is filed, except that such date may not

17

be earlier than the first day of the twentieth calen

18

dar quarter preceding the quarter in which such

19

certificate is ifiled."

20

(2)

The amendment made by paragraph

(1)

shall

21

apply in the case of any certificate filed under section 3121

22

(k) (1) (A) of such Code ,after the date of the enactment

23

of this Act.

24 (367)-(¾+ Seetion 34-21 (k) (1-)
25

of suek Code (-(elatin~to

waivef of e,-empt~iei by f-eligieias, ehafi4.1l,

ffid eer-taiu
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2 thereef the fellewifig new spaah
3

" (I43 Anf e-ga-niza-tio

5

stteh eemtifieaIte dainfiw 4Q"

whieh fils a eertiiea~te

of IW6

to ffk

he

6

eer-tifieate effeetive wihth e fiffft day (f any eek4etar

7

quafter pr-eeeding the qua*4-e* fei w-hik eueh e-er

8

tifieate or-i4gina11y beea-me effee4tie, e~eejpt that sueli

9

4aefm

etb

a~eOfintm

is

ayo

h

10

tweitieth eftlnda~q~afuter jpreeeding the qua-Fter f

11

whiek ejieh eerifi~ea7te is so amended4

12

(b) Section 3121 (k) (1) of such Code (relating to

13 waiver of exemption by religious, charitable, and certain
14 other organizations) is further amended by adding at the
15 end thereof the following new subparagraph:
16

"(H) An organization which files a certificate

17

under subparagraph (A) before 1966 may amend

18

such certificate during 1965 or 1966 to make the

19

certificate effective with the first day of any calendar

20

quarter preceding the quarter for which such cer

21

tificate originally became effective, except that such

22

date may not be earlier than the first day of the

23

twentieth calendar quarter preceding the quarter in

24

which such certificate is so amended. If an organi

25

zation amends its certificate pursuant to the preced
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1

ing sentence, such amendment shall be effective with

2

respect to the service of individuals who concurred

3

in the filing of such certificate (initially or- through

4

the filing of a. supplemental list) and who concur

5

in the fllinq of such amendment. An amenidmenit to

6

a certificate filed pursuant to this subparagraphshall

7

be filed with such official and in such form and

8

manner as may be prescribed by regulations made

9

under this chapter. If an amendment is fl~ed pur

10

suant to this subparagraph

11

"(i) for purposes of computing interest and

12

for purposes of section 6651 (relating to addi

13

tion to tax for failure to file tax return), the

14

due date for the return and payment of the tax

15

for any calendar quarter resulting from the

16

filing of such an amendment shall be the last

17

day of the calendarmonth following the calendar

18

quarter in which the amendment is filed; and

19

"(ii) the statutory period for the assess

20

ment of such tax shall not expire before the

21

expiration of three years fromt such due date."

22
23
24
25

(c) (1) Section 105 (b) of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1960 is amended to read as follows:
"(b) (1) If
" (A) an individual performed service in the
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1

employ of an organization with respect to which

2

remuneration was paid before the first day of the

3

calendar quarter mn which the organization filed

4

a waiver certificate pursuant to section 3121 (k)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and

5

(1)

6

such service is excepted from employment under
7

8
9

section 210 (a) (8) (B) of the Social Security Act,
" (B) such service would have constituted em
ployment as defined in section 210 of such Act if

10

the requirements of section 3121 (k) (1)

11

Code were satisfied,

12

of such

" (C) such organization paid, on or before the due

13

date of the tax return for the calendar quarter be

14

fore the calendar quarter in which the organization

15

ifiled a certificate pursuant to section 3121 (k) (1)

16

of such Code, any amount, as taxes imposed by sec

17

tions 3101 and 3111 of such Code, with respect to

18

such remuneration paid by the organization to the

19

individual for such service,

20

" (D) such individual, or a fiduciary acting

21

for such individual or his estate, or his survivor

22

(within the meaning of section 205 (c) (1) (C) of

23

such Act), requests that such remuneration be

24

deemed to constitute remuneration for employment

25

for purposes of title II of such Act, and
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1

"(E) the request is made in such form and

2

manner, and with such official, as may be pre

3

scribed by regulations made by the Secretary of

4

Health, Education, and Welfare,

5 then, subject to the conditions stated in paragraphs (2),
6

(3), (4), and (5), the remuneration with respect to which

7 the amount has been paid as taxes shall be deemed to con
8 stitute remuneration for employment for purposes of title II
9 of such Act.
10

" (2) Paragraph (1)

shall not apply with respect to

11

an individual unless the organization referred to in paragraph

12

(1) (A), on or before the date on which the request de

13

scribed in paragraph (1)

is made,2 has filed a certificate

14 pursuant to section 3121 (k) (1) of such Code.
15

" (3) Paragraph (1)

shall not apply with respect to

16

an individual who is employed by the organization referred

17

to in paragraph (2) on the date the certificate is filed.

18

" (4) If credit or refund of any portion of the amount

19 referred to in paragraph (1) (C)

(other than a credit or

20

refund which would be allowed if the service constituted

21

employment for purposes of chapter 21 of such Code) has

22

been obtained, paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect

23

to the individual unless the amount credited or refunded

24

(including any interest under section 6611 of such Code)
H.R. 6675

10
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1 is repaid before January 1, 1968, or, if later, the first day
2 of the third yeax after the year in which the organization
3 ified a certificate pursuant to section 3121 (k) (1)

of such

4 Code.
5

"(5) Paragraph (1)

shall not apply to any service

6 performed for the organization in a period for which a

7 certificate filed pursuant to section 3121 (k) (1)

of such

S Code is not in effect."
9

(2)

The amendment made by paragraph

(1)

shall
The

10

take effect on the date of the enactment of this' Act.

_11

provisions of section 105 (b) of the Social Security Amend

12

ments of 1960 which were in effect before the date of the

13

enactment of this Act shall be applicable with respect to

14

any request filed under section 105 (b) (1) of such Amend

15

ments before such date. Nothing in the preceding sentence

1-6

shall prevent the filing of a request uinder section 105 (b) (1)

17

of such Amneidments as amended by this Act.

18

(368)(d) If

19

(1) an individual performed service with respect to

20O

which remuneration was paid before the date of enact

2-1

ment of this Act by an organization which, before such

22

date, filed a waiver certificate pursuant to section 3121

23

(k) (1) of the InternalRevenue Code,

24

(2) such service is excluded from~employment under
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1

title II of the Social Security Act but would not be ex

2

cluded therefrom if the requirements of such section

3

3121 (k) (1) had been met with respect to such service,

4
5
6

(3) such service was performed during the period
such certificate was in effect, and
(4) such individualwas listed pursuant to such sec

7

tion 3121 (k) (1) at any time during such period and

8

before the date of enactment of this Act as an employee

9

who concurred in the filing of such certificate or such in

10

dividual filed a request for coverage pursuant to section

11

105(b) of the Social Security Amendments of 1960, as

12

in effect prior to the enactment of this Act (but such list

13

ing or request was not effective with respect to the service

14

described above),

15 then, subject to the conditions stated in subparagraphs (B),
16

(C), (D), and (E) of paragraph(1), and paragraph (4),

17 of section 105(b) of the Social Security Amendments of
18

1960, as amended by this section, the remuneration of such

19

individual which was paid with respect to such excluded serv

20 ice shall be deemed to constitute remuneration for employ
21

mient for purposes of such title II; except that, for purposes

22

of this subsection, in applying subparagraph (C) of para

23 graph (1) of such section 1,05(b) the date of enactment of
24 this Act shall be considered to be the date on which the
25

organization filed its certificate under section 3121(k) (1)
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1 and any reference, in paragraph (4) of such section, to
2. such paragraph (1) shall be considered a reference to the
3 preceding provisions of. this subsection.
4

COVERAGE OF TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES OF THE DISTRICT

5

OF COLUMBIA

6

SEC. 317. (a) Section 210 (a) (7) of the Social Security

7 Act is amended
8
9

(1) by striking out "or" at the end of subpara
graph (B),

10

(2) by striking out the semicolon at the end of

11

subparagraph

12

CC

13
14

(C) (ii)

and inserting in lieu thereof

or", and
(3) by adding after subparagraph (C) the follow

ing new subparagraph:

15

"(D) service perfon-ned in the employ of the IDis

16

trict of Columbia or any instrumentality which is wholly

17

owned thereby, if such service is not covered by a re

18

tirement system established by a law of the United

19

States; except that the provisions of this subparagraph

20

shall not be applicable to service performed

21
22
23

" (i) in a hospital or penal institution by a
patient or inmate thereof;
" (ii) by any individual as an employee in

24

cluded under section 2 of the Act of August 4..

25

1947 (relating to certain interns, student nurses,

1

and other student employees of hospitals of the

2

District of Columbia Government; 5 U.S.C. 1052),

3

other than as a medical or dental intern or as a

4

medical or dental resident in training;

5

(iii) by any individual as an employee serving

"

6

on a temporary basis in case of fire, storm, snow,

7

earthquake, flood, or other similar emergency; or

8
9
10
1i1

"(iv)

by a member of a board, committee, or

council of the District of Columbia, paid on a per
diem, meeting, or other fee basis,".
(b) Section 31.21 (b) (7) of the Internal Revenuie Code

12 of 1954 (relating, to certain services not'included in defini
13 tion of employment) is amended
by striking out "or" at the end of subpara

14

(1)

15

graph (A) ,

16
17
-18
19
20
21

(2) by striking out the semicolon at the end of
subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof ", or"
and
(3) by adding after subparagraph

(B) tbh fo

lowing new subparagraph:
"(C)

service performed in the employ of the

22

District of Columbia or any instrumentality which is

23

wholly owned thereby, if such service is not covered

24

by a retirement system established by a law of the

25

United

States.; except that the provisions of this
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subparagraph

2

performed

3

shall not

be

applicable

to

service

" (i) in a hospital or penal institution by a

4

patient or inmate thereof;

5

"(ii)

by any individual as an employee in

6

cluded under section 2 of the Act of August 4,

7

1947 (relating to certain interns, student nurses,

8

and other student employees of hospitals of the

9

District of Columbia Government; 5 U.S.C. 1052),

10

other than as a medical or dental intern or as a

11

medical or dental resident in training;

12

"(iii) by any individual as an employee serv

13

ing on a temporary basis in case of fire, storm,

14

snow, earthquake, flood or other similar emergency;

15

or

16

" (iv) by a member of a board, committee, or

17

council of the District of Columbia, paid on a per

18

diem, meeting, or other fee basis;-".

19

(c) (1) Section 3125 of such Code (relating to returns

20 in the case of governmental employees in Guam and Amer
21

ican Samoa) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

22

following new subsection:

23

"(c)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.-In

the case of the

24 taxes imposed by this chapter with respect to service per
25

formed in the employ of the District of Columbia or in
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1 the employ of any instrnmentality which is wholly owned
2 thereby, the return and payment of the taxes may be made
3 by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia or by

4 suich agents as they may designate.

The person making

5 such return may, for conveiiience of adminiiitrat~ioin, (369)
6 effeeti-,e with i'e-speet to2
7

trii

4~

pftid before~ 44)+-4

make payments of thc tax imposed by section :11

with

8 respect to such service w\Nithout regard to the (370)$-4y600
9

limitt4i* ft it seetwff 44 Ž--(-*)-i±

44)7-90--wi4th ttitmef t*

10 to Fefautieatieon ptw~4
11

12

effee+4vte :w"t Fspeet
14e,

$6,600 limnitationi ini (371)Mtiih Section 3121 (a) (1)."
(2) The

heading

of

such

section

3125

is

13

amended by stri~king out "iAND AMERICAN SAMOA" and in

14

serting in lieu thereof

15

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA".

",

AMERICAN SAMOA, AND THE

16

(3) The table of sections for subchapter C of chapter 21

17

of such Code (relating to general provisions for Federal In

18

surance Contributions Act) is amended by striking out
"Sec. 3125. Returns in the case of governmental employees
in Guam and American Samoa."

19 and inserting in lieu thereof
"See. 3125. Returns in the case of governmental employees
in Guam, American Samoa, and the Dist~rict
of Columbia."

20

(d) Section 6205 (a) of such Code (relating to ad

21 justment of tax) is amended by adding at the end thereof
22 the following new paragraph:
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1

"(4) DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AS ExPLoYrm.-For

2

purposes of this subsection, in the case of remuneration

3

received during any calendar year from the District of

4

Columbia or any instrumentality which is wholly owned

5

thereby, the Commissioners of the District of Columbia

6

and each agent designated by them who makes a return

7

pursuant to section 3125 shall be deemed a separate

8

employer."

9

(e) Section 6413 (a) of such Code (relating to adjust

10

ment of certain employment taxes) is amended by adding at

11

the end thereof the following paragraph:

12

"(4)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AS EMPLoYER.-For

13

purposes of this subsection, in the case of remuner

14

ation received during any calendar year from the District

15

of Columbia or any instrumentality which is wholly

16

owned thereby, the Commissioners of the District of

17

Columbia and each agent designated by them who

18

makes a return pursuant to section 3125 shall be deemed

19

a separate employer."

20

(f) (1) Section 6413 (c) (2)

of such Code (relating,

21

to applicability of special refunds to certain employment

22

taxes) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow

23 ing new subparagraph:

24
25

"(F) GovERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES IN TIME
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.-In the case of remunera
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tion received from the District of Columbia or any

2

instrumentality wholly owned thereby, during any

3

calendar year, the Commissioners of the District of

4

Columbia and each agent designated by them who

5

makes a return pursuant to section 3125 (c) shall,

6

for purposes of this subsection, be deemed a sepa

7

rate employer. "

8

(2)

The heading of such section 6413 (c) (2)

9 amended by striking out

10 serting in lieu thereof
11

"AND AMERICAN SAMOA"

is

and in

", AMERICAN SAMOA, AND THE DIS

TRICT OF COLUMBIA".

12

(g) The amendmient~s made by this section shall apply

13

with respect to service performed after the calendar quarter

14 in which this section is enacted and after the calendar quar
15

ter in which the Secretary of the Treasury receives a cer

16

tification from the Commissioners of the District of Colum

17

bia expressing their desire to have the insurance system

18

established by title II (and part A of title XVIII) of the

19

Social Security Act extended to the officers and employees

20

coming under the provisions of such amendments.

21

COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN ADDITIONAL HOSPITAL

22

EMPLOYEES IN CALIFORNIA

23

SEC.

318. Section 102 (k)

of the Social Security

24 Amendments of 1960 is amended by inserting " (1) " im
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1 mediately after " (k)

",

and -by 'adding at the end thereof

2 the following new paragraph:
3

" (2) Such agreement, as modified pursuant to para

4

graph (1), may at the option of such State be further

5 modified, at any time prior to the seventh month after the
6 month in which this paragraph is enacted, so as to apply
7 to services performed for any hospital affected by such
8

earlier modification by any individual who after December

9 31, 1959, is or was employed by such State (or any politi
10 cal subdivision thereof) in any position described in para
11 graph (1).

Such modification shall be effective with re

12 spect to (A) all services performed by such individual in
13 any such position on or after January 1, 1962, and (B)
14

all such services, performed before such date, with respect

15

to which amounts equivalent to the sum of the taxes which

16

would have been imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of

17

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 if such services had

18

constituted employment for purposes of chapter 21 of such

19

Code at the time they were performed have, prior to the

20

date of the enactment of this paragraph, been paid."

21

TAX EXEMPTION FOR RELIGIOUS GROUPS OPPOSED TO

22

INSURANCE

23

SEC. 319. (a) Subsection (c)

24

of section 1402 of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by striking out
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1 "Cor" at the end of paragraph (4), by striking out the period
2 at the end of paragraph (5) and inserting in lieu thereof
3

";

or" and by adding after paragraph (5) the following

4 new paragraph:
5

" (6) the performance of service by an individual

6

during the period for which an exemption under subsec

7

tion (h) is effective with respect to him."

8

(b) Subsection (c) of section 211 of the Social Security

9 Act is amended by striking out "or" at the end of paragraph
10

(4), by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (5)

11 and inserting in lieu thereof

";

or", and by adding after

12 paragraph (5) the following new paragraph:
13

" (6) The performnance of service by an individual

14

during the period for which an exemption under sec

15

tion 1402 (h) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

16

is effective with respect to him."

17

(c) Section 1402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

18

is further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

19 new subsection:

20

"(h)

MEMBERS OF CERTAIN RELIGIOTJs IFAITHS.

21

" (1) EXEMPTION.-Aniy individual may file an ap

22

plication (in such form and manner, and with such offi

23

cial, as may be prescribed by regulations under this

24

chapter) for an exemption from the tax imposed by

25

this chapter if he is a member of a recognized religious

10,

1

sect or division thereof and is a~n adherent of established

2

tenets or teachings of such sect or division by reason of

3

which he is conscientiously opposed to acceptance of the

4

benefits of any private or public insurance which makes

5

payments in the event of death, disability, old-age, or

6

retirement or makes payments toward the cost of, or

7

provides services for, medical care (including the bene

8

fits of any insurance system established by the Social

9

Security Act).

10

Such exemption may be granted only

if the application contains or is accompanied bym

11

" (A) such evidence of such individual's mem

12

bership in, and adherence to the tenets or teachings

13

of, the sect or division thereof as the Secretary or his

14

delegate may require for purposes of determining

15

such individual's compliance with the preemding

16

sentence, and

17

" (B) his waiver of all benefits and other pay

18

ments under titles II and XVIII of the Social Secu

19

rity Act on the basis of his wages and self-employ

20

ment income as well as all such benefits and other

21

payments to him on the basis of the wages and self-

22

employment income of any other person,

23

and only if the Secretary of Health, Education, and

24

Weffaxe finds that
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"(C) such sect or division thereof has the estab

2

lished tenets or teachings referred to in the preced

3

ing sentence,

4

"(ID)

it is the practice, and has been for a

5

period of time which he deems to be substantial, for

6

members of such sect or division thereof to make

7

provision for their dependent members which in his

8

judgment is reasonable in view of their general level

9

of living, and

10

" (E) such sect or division thereof has been in

11

existence at all times since December 31,2 1950.

12

An exemption may not be granted to any individual if

13

any benefit or other payment referred to in subpara

14

graph (B) became payable (or, but for section 203 or

15

22 (b) of the Social Security Act, would have become

16

payable) at or before the time of the filing of such waiver.

17
18
19

" (2) T'MTE

FOR, FILING APPILICATION.-F or pur

poses of this subsection, ain application must be filed
"(A)

In the case of an individual who ha~s

20

self-employment income

21

gard to this subsection and subsection (c) (6)

22

any taxable year ending before December 31, 1965,

23

on or before April 15, 1966, and

(determined without re

) for

24

" (B) In any other case, on or before the time

25

prescribed for filing the return (including any exten
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sion thereof) for the first taxable year ending on or

2

after December 31, 1965, for which he has self-

3

employment income (as so determined) .

4

" (3) PERIOD FOR WHICH EXEMPTION EFFEO

5

TIVE.-An exemption granted to any individual pur

6

suant to this subsection shall apply with respect to all

7

taxable years beginning after December 31, 1950, ex

8

cept that such exemption shall not apply for any taxable

9

year

10

" (A) beginning (i) before the taxable year in

11

which such individual first met the requirements of

12

the first sentence of paragraph (1) , or (ii) before

13

the time as of which the Secretary of Health, Edu

14

cation, and Welfare finds that the sect or division

15

thereof of which such individual is a member met

16

the requirements of subparagraphs (0) and (D),

17

or

18

" (B) ending (i) after the time such individual

19

ceases to meet the requirements of the first sentence

20

of paragraph (1), or (ii) after the time as of which

21

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

22

finds that the sect or division thereof of which he is

23

a member ceases to meet the requirements of sub

24

paragraph (C) or (D).

25

"(4)

APPLICATION

BY

FIDUCIARIES OR SUR
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vivoRs.-In any case where an individual who has self-

2

employment income dies before the expiration of the

3

time prescribed by paragraph (2) for filing an appli

4

cation for exemption pursuant to this subsection, such

5

an application may be filed with respect to such indi

6

vidual within such time by a fiduciary acting for such

7

individual's estate or by such individual's survivor

8

(within the meaning of section 205 (c) (1) (C) of the

9
10

Social Security Act)

."

(d) Section 202 of the Social Security Act is amended

11 by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
12
13

"Waiver of Benefits
"(v) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this title,

14 in the case of any individual who ifiles a waiver pursuant
of the Internal Revenue Code of

15

to section 1402 (h)

16

1954 and is granted a tax exemption thereunder, no bene

17

fits or other payments shall be payable under this title

18

to him, no payments shall be made on his behalf under

19

part A of title XVIII, and no benefits or other payments

20 under this title shall be payable on the basis of his wages
21

and self-employment income to any other person, after the

22 filing of such waiver; except that, if thereafter such indi
23

vidual's tax exemption under such section 1402 (h) ceases

24 to be effective, such waiver shall cease to be applicable in
25

the case of benefits and other payments under this title and
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part A of title XVIII to the extent based on his self-em

2 ployment income for and after the first taxable year for
3 which such tax exemption ceases to be effective and on his
4 wages for and after the calendar year (if any) which begins
5 in or with the beginning of such taxable year."
6

(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply

7 with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31,
8

1950.

For such purpose, chapter 2 of the Internal Reve

9 nue Code of 1954 shall be treated as applying to all taxable
10 years beginning after such date.
11

(f) If refund or credit of any overpayment resulting

12

from the enactment of this section is prevented on the date

13

of the enactment of this Act or at any time on or before

14

Apr11 15, 1966, by the operation of any law -or rule of law,

15

refund or credit of such overpayment may, nevertheless, be

16

made or allowed if claim therefor is filed on or before April

17

15, 1966. No interest shall be allowed or paid on any over

18

payment resulting from the enactment of this section.

19

INCREASE OF EARNINGS COUNTED FOR BENEFIT AND TAX

20

PURPOSES

21

SEC. 320.

(a) (1) (A) Section 209 (a) (3)

of the

22

Social Security Act is amended by inserting "and prior to

23

1966"31 after "1958"'.

24

(B) Section 209 (a) of such Act is further amended by
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adding at the end thereof the following -new(372)agrph

2 paragraph:
3

" (4) That part of remuneration which, after remul

4

neration (other than remuneration referred to in the

5

succeeding subsections of this section) equal to (373)

6

$S5-,GOO ~$6,600 with respect to employment has been paid

7

to an individual during any calendar year after 1965

8

(374)aHd pfiff toe 19.7-, is paid to such individual dur

9

ing such calendar (375)yeai'-, year;".

10

(3 76y5)"

11

nerattWn -(e-the* tha e* -emferatio

12

sa'eeeeding sitbseetiens of this seetien) eqtid to $~6,6O

13

with fe-speet to ewmpleymfe+4 hats beent paid to atn

14

Tha p*At of reni-ereatieft weh" aitef rehit
refef1-ed to int the

diff

~4dtA1 dtining anfy eftlendas- yeff atftef 49.7O0- is paid to

15

sHaeh ini

16

(2) (A)

di--4w
tda sffh efdenda~yet-"
Section 211 (b) (1) (C)

of such Act is

17

a-mended by inserting "and prior to 1966" after "1958", and

18

by striking out

19

";

or"~and inserting in lieu thereof

";

and".

(B) Section 211 (b) (1) of such Act is further amended

20

by adding at the end thereof the following new (377)suab-pa

21

agr-aphs subparagraph:

22

" (D) For any taxable year ending after 1965

23

(378)and jaioi to 19-74- -(i) $5-,GOO (i) $6,600, minus

24

(ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual

25

during the taxable year; (379)aftd or".
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1

(380) (44)-Fff ai~y taifdble year ediniag fte* I970,

2

$6,600,

3

indiv4oa1 dutingi

4
5

(3) (A)

iu

(j

-i) the ftmeaint of the wages paid to stteh

Section

the taHable year-i Of-!
213 (a) (2) (ii)

of such Act is

amended by striking out ",after 1958" and inserting in lieu

6 thereof ",after 1958 and before 11966, or (381)$5+600 $6,600
7i-n the case of a calendar year after 1965 (382)ti*d hefefe

8 +9q)-,4
9

of $6,600 inf the ease o fa eaiendai year afte-r 4-97".
(B) Section 213 (a) (2) (iii) of such Act is 'amended

10 by striking out "after 1958" and inserting in lieu thereof
-11 "after 1958 and before 1966, or (383)$5,600 $6,600 in the
12

case of a taxable year ending after 1965 (384)a-nd befoee

13 I974, ff $600 in the easeof ataxable ye" 'endin
14
15

ftftef

iq"
(4) Section 215 (e) (1)

of such Act is amended by

16

striking out "and the excess over $4,800 in the case of any

17

calendar year after 1958" and inserting in lieu thereof

18

"the excess over *$4,800 in the case of any calendar year

19

after 1958 and before (385)f966-, 1966 and the excess over

20 (386)&5-00 $6,600 in the case of any calendar year a~fter
21

1965 (387)ftfd befefe 4-974-i fad the exeess &v-e+ $6,600 mi

22

th ef~, of ffny ett~enda~yeiw ft-ftr

23

970".

(b) (1) (A) Section 1402 (b) (1) (C) of the Internal

24

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of self-employ

25

ment income) is amended by inserting "and before 1966"
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after "1958", and by striking out "; or" and inserting in

2 lieu thereof "; and".
3
4

(B) Section 1402 (b) (1)

of such Code is further

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
5 (88)4&p~grftp-ssubparagraph:
"(ID) for any taxable year ending after (389)

6
7

4WG5 a-Rd4 before 4.W7-1-

-()

$,66O.

1965, (i)

8

$6,600, minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid

9

to such individual during the taxable year; (390)

10

aff4 or".

11

(39 1)!L(E) f-of aiiy ta-,bkhl yeaf e-fidi*1g aftef 419!70,

12

-{-) $6,6O00 mimus ..(ji4 the

13

paid4 to siteh ifldi+-A4*]i duriine the ta-xfbke yeaf ; orIL

14

(2) (392)-(A.)- Section 3121 (a) (1) of such Code (re

omflaf of th~e wftges

15 lating to definition of wages) is amended by striking out
16

"$4,800" each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof

17

(393)4~5..60f" "$6,600".

18

(394)4%)- Effeetive wit f-espeet to r-mtnr->te

19

f-9.70- seetief

3.24-(-a)-(1-)

20

by supfg

-(-hA)-

21

str-iking oit '$5160O" ea-eh phaee it appears and4 inser-tin

22

ini ieu thefeof 466

23

(3) (395)-(A.)

p8+4 oftef

of stteli Code as amfIended

of this paamhis afnefiied by

The second sentence of section 3122 of

24 such Code (relating toiFederal service) is amended by strik
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1 ing out "$4,800" and inserting in lieu thereof (396)
2 I45,6O02 "$6,600".
3 (397)-(-B*)-Effee-4ie wii i'espee4 tlE r-eintinr-4tio
4

jNHid R4te+

4-970, stteh seeond sentetiee "as**e-Rded by eub-pafagy-aph

5 +(4) of dthi- pftnigiaph is9 atfeft~ed by sty-king eat '4,0P
6 a~d iimseftiiig in lien theifea "86,60(02.
7

(4) (398){.A-)

Section 31-25 of such Code relating to re

8 turns in the case of governmental employees in Guam and
9- American Samoa) is a-mended by striking out "$4,800"
-10 where it appears in subsections (a) and (b) and inserting
I-I in lieu thereof (399)!*4,0W
12 (400)-(-B)

"$6,600".

,e4~
with fepe.*4 t iemrcmeimcrtief paid 4ei

13

.i9~7-0 seetion 34-25 of
* eeh Gode as taie~nde

14

pox-fgffoph -(A-)-f
*4 th

15

eat '45,6002 wheire it appears in siibseetions -(a)- affd 

116

aind iffse~fing ift lieu thefe*

17
18
19
20
21

by snl3

pftfngfaph i-s atmended by striking

$6.,6OO0".

(5) Section 6413' (c) (1)

of such Code (relating to

special refunds of employment taxes) is amended
(A) by inserting "and prior to the calendar yea~r
1966" after "the calendar year 1958";
(B) by inserting after "exceed $4,800," the follow

22

ing: "or

23

cal enda~r vear 1965 (401)fRnd pfiff to the e*ende-f

24

4-9-74, the wages received by him during such year

25

(402)eP-,*1e4 $~49, (w -(1P durn4g aaay ealend~

(C)

during any calendar year after the
Yea&'

yeas'
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after the ealend~

2

hiffi diiing stteh yeff exceed $6,600".

3

(0)

y-eff 4970, the wages meee~ed by

by inserting before the period at the end

4

thereof the following: "and before 1966, or which ex

5

ceeds the tax with respect to the first (403)$5,6O0

6

$6,600 of such wages received in such calendar year

7

after 1965 (404)ea+4 befere 49W74, of which ex-eeed&

8

the tax with yespe-et to0 the first $6,600 of ~isfeh wftges

9

Feeeitted i* su-eh eftdeiide y-eft ete+ 449W7-0.

10

(6) Section 6413 (c) (2) (A) of such Code (relating

11 to refunds of employment taxes in the case of Federal em
12

ployees) is amended by striking out "or $4,800 for any

13

calendar year alter 1958" and inserting in lieu thereof

14 "$4,800 for the calendar year 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962,
15

1963, 1964, or 1965, (405),e+ 85-"6 0) fof the eele*+4a+ ye-ft

16

1966~19.677, 1968, -9.69., of 4-9.70 or $6,600 for any cal

17

endar year after (406)1970~ 1965".

18

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) (1) and

19

(a) (3) (A), and the amendments made by subsection (b)

20

(except paragraph (1) thereof), shall apply only with re

21

spect to remuneration paid after December 1965.

22

amendments made by subsections (a) (2),

23

and (b) (1) shall apply only with respect to taxable years

24

ending after 1965. The amendment made by subsection (a)

The

(a) (3) (B),
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(4) shall apply only with respect to calendar years after

2

1965.

3

4

CHANGES IN TAX SCHEDULES

SEC. 321. (a) Section 1401 of the Internal Revenue

5 Code of 1954 (relating to rate of tax under the Self-Em
6 ployment Contributions Act) is amended to read as follows:
7
8

9

'SEC. 1401. RATE OF TAX.

" (a) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSUR
ANCE.-III addition to other taxes, there shall be imposed

10 for each taxable year, on the self-employment income of
11

every individual, a tax as follows:

12

" (1) in the case of any taxable year beginning

13

after December 31, 1965, and before January 1, 1969,

14

the tax shall be equal to (407)6:

15

amount of the self-employment income for such taxable

16

year;

5.8 percent of the

17

" (2) in the case of any taxable year beginning

18

after December 31, 1968, and before January 1, 1973,

19

the tax shall be equal to (408)6-.;6 6.8 percent of the

20

amount of the self-employment income for such taxable

21

year; and

22

"(3)

in the case of any taxable year beginning

23

after December 31, 1972, the tax shall be equal to

24

7.0 percent of the amount of the self-employment

25

income for such taxable year.
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"(b)

HOSPITALi

INSUTRANCE.-In

addition to the tax

2 imposed by the preceding subsection, there shall be imposed
3

for each taxable year, on the self-employment income of

4

every individual, a tax as follows:

5

" (1)

in the case of any taxable year beginning

6

after December 31, 1965, and before January 1, 1967,

7

the tax shall be equal to (409)O73.14

8

a-mount of the self-employment income for such taxable

9

year;

0.325 percent of the

10

"t(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning

11

after Decemnber 31, 1966, anud before January 1, (410)

12

4-9-7-3 1.971, the ta~x shall be equal to 0.50 percent of the

13

amount of the self-emnployment income for sucih taxable

14

year;

15

(411)"(3) in the case of any taxable year beginning

16

after December 31, 1970, and before January 1, 1973,

17

the tax shall be equal to 0.55 percent of the amount of the

18

self-employment income for such taxable year;

19

"(412)-(3*) (4) in the case of any taxable year be

20

ginning after December 31, 1972, and before January 1,

21

1976, the tax shall be equal to (413)"-5~ 0.65 percent

22

of the amount of the self-employment income for such

23

taxable year;

24
25

"(414)-(4)

(5) in the case of any taxable year be

ginning after December 31, 1975, and before January 1,
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1

1980, -the tax shall be equal to (415) O-.60 0.70 percent

2

of the amount of the self-employment income for such

3

taxable year;

4

"(416)*(5) (6) in the case of any taxable year be

5

ginning after December 31, 1979, and before January 1,

6

1987,? the tax shall be equal to (417)0-7-0 0.80 percent

7

of the amiount of the self-employment income for such

8

taxable year; and

9

"(418)f(6) (7) in the case of any taxable year be

10

ginning after December 31, 1986, the tax shall. be equal

11

to (419)0-.80 0.85 percent of the amount of the self-

12

employment income for such taxable year.

13

For purposes of the tax imposed by this subsection, the ex

14

clusion of employee representatives by section 1402 (c) (3)

15

shall not apply."

16

(b) Section 3101 of the Internal Revenue Code of

17

1954

18

Federal Insurance Contributions Act) is amended to read as

(relating to rate of tax on employees under the

19 follows:

20 "SEC. 3101. RATE OF TAX.
21

"t(a) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSUP.

22

ANCE.-In addition to other taxes, there is hereby imposed

23

on the income of every individual a tax equal to the follow

24 ing percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121
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1

(a) ) received by him with respect to employment (as de

2 fined in section 3121 (b) ) 
3

" (1) with respect to wages received during the

4

calendar years 1966, 1967, and 1968, the rate shall

5

be (420)"~3.85 percent;

6

" (2) with respect to wages received during the

7

calendar years 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972, the rate

8

shall be (421)4-4 4.50 percent; and

9

"(3)

with respect to wages received after Decem

10

ber 31, 1972, the rate shall be (422)4-.- 4.95 percent.

11

"c(b) HOSPITAL INSURANCE.-In addition to the tax

12

imposed by the preceding subsection, there is hereby imposed

13

on the income of every individual a tax equal to the follow

14

ing percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121

15

(a ) received by him with respect to employment

16

defined in section 3121 (b) , but without regard to the pro

17

visions of paragraph (9)

18

employees)

19

(as

thereof insofar as it relates to



" (1)

with respect to wages received during the

20

calendar year 1966, the rate shall be (423)0-.M 0.325

21

percent;

22

" (2) with respect to wages received during the

23

calendar years 1967, 1968, 1969, (424)and 1970,

24

(425)1-974-

&af I97-2, the rate shall be 0.50 percent;
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1

(426)" (3) with respect to wages received during the cal

2

endar years 1971 and 1972, the rate shall be 0.55

3

percent;

4

"(427)+(3*) (4) with respect to wages received dur

5

ing the calendar years 1.973, 1974, and 1975, the rate

6

shall be (428)0-.-M 0.65S percent;

7

"(429)-44)

.(5) with respect to wages received

8

during the calendar years 1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979,

9

the rate shall be (430)07.60 0.70 percent;

10

"(431)445)

(6) with respect to wages received dur

11

ing the calendar years 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984,

12

1985, and 1986

13

percent; and

14

"(433)-*-)

the rate shall be (432)9-7-0 0.80

(7) with respect to wages received after

15

D~ecemnber 31, 1.986, the rate shall be (434)07.-0 0.85

16

percent."

17

(c)

Section 3111 of tihe Internal Revenue Code of

118

1954 (relating to rate of tax on employers uinder the Federal

19

Insurance Contributions Act) is amended to read as follows:

20O

"SEC. 3111. RATE OF TAX.

')I

22

" (a) OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSIJR
ANCE.-In addition to other taxes, there is hereby imposed

2 on every employer ain excise tax, with respect to having
24

individuals iin his employ, equal to the following percentages

25

of the wagwes (ais deffined in section 3121 (a)

) paid by him
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1 with respect to employment
2

(as defined in section 3121

(b) )-.

3

" (1)

with respect to wages paid during the calen

4

dar years 1966, 1967, and 1968, the rate shall be (435)

5

4-.0 3.85 percent;
" (2) with respect to wages paid during the calen

6
7

dar years 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972, the rate shall

8

be (436)4-4 4.50 percent; and

9

"(3)

with respect to wages paid after December 31,

10

1972, the rate shall be (437)4-8 4.95 percent.

11

" (b) HOSPITAL INSIJRANCE.-In addition to the tax

12 imposed by the preceding subsection,

there is hereby

13

imposed on every employer an excise tax, with respect to

14

having individuals in his emp)loy, equal to the following

15

percentages of the wages (as defined in section 3121 (a) )

16 paid by him with respect to employment (as defined in sec
17

tion 3121 (b), but without regard to the provisions of para

18

graph (9) thereof insofar as it relates to employees)

19

" (1)



with respect to wages paid during the cal

20

endar year 1966, the rate shall be (43 8)0O.M 0.325

21

percent;

22

" (2) with respect to wages paid during the cal

23

endar years 1967, 1968, 1969, (439)and 1970, (440)

24

4-974-

25

(441)" (3) with respect to wages paid during the calen

aici4

497-2- the rate shall be 0.50 percent;
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1

dar years 1971 and 1972, the rate shall be 0.55 percent;

2

"(442) -(-3)(4) with respect to wages paid during

3

the calendar years 1973, 1974, and 1975, the rate shall

4

be (443)0,05,5 0.6.5 percent;

5

"(444)-{4.)

(5)) with respect to wages paid during

6

the calendar years 1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979, the rate

7

shall be (445$A0+'

8

"(446)-(&)

0.70 percent;

(6) with respect to wages paid during

9

the calendar years 1980, 1981, 1,982, 1983, 1984, 1985,

10

and 1986, the rate shall be (447)0.770 0.80 percent;

11

"(448)-*-)

(7) with respect to wages paid after

12

December 31, 1.986, the rate shall be (449)"G8

13

percent."

0.85'

14

(d) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

15

apply only with respect to taxable years beginning after

-16 December 31, 1965. The amendments made by subsections
17

(b) and (c) shall apply only with respect to remuneration

18

paid after December 31, 1965.

19

REIMBURSEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS FOR COST OF NONCON

20

TRIBUTORY MILITARY SERVICE CREDITS

21
22
23

SEC. 322. Section 217 (g) of the Social Security Act is

amended to read as follows:
" (g) (1) In September 1965, and in every fifth Sep

24 tember thereafter up to and including September 2010, the
25

Secretary shall determine the amount which, if paid in
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1

equal installments at the beginning of each fiscal year in

2

the period beginning
" (A) with July 1, 1965, in the ca-se of the first

3
4

such determination, and

5
6

"

(B) with the July 1 following the determination

in the case of all other such determinations,

7 and ending with the close of June 30, 2015, would accumu
8 late, with interest compounded annually, to an amount
9 equal to the amount needed to place each of the Trust Funds
10 and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund in the same
11 position at the close of June 30, 2015, as he estimates they
12

would otherwise be in at the close of that date if section

13

210 of this Act as in effect prior to the Social Security Act

14

Amendments of 1950, and this section, had not been en

15

acted.

16

,amount shall be the rate determined under section 201 (d)

17

for public-debt obligations which were or could have been

18

issued for purchase by the Trust Funds in the June preceding

19

the September in which such determination is made.

The rate of interest to be used in determining such

20

" (2) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

21

Trust Funds and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust

22

Fund

23

"(A)

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966,

24

an amount equal to the amount determined under para

25

graph (1) in September 1965, and
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1

"(B)

for each fiscal year in the period beginning

2

with July 1, 1966, and ending with the close of June 30,

3

2015, an amount equal to the annual installment for

4

such fiscal year under the most recent determination

5

under paragraph (1) which precedes such fiscal year.

6

" (3) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016, there

7 is authorized to be appropriated to the Trust Funds and
8 the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund such sums as
9 the Secretary determines would place the Trust Funds and
10 the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund in the same
11 position in which they would have been at the close of
12 June 30, 2015, if section 210 of this Act as in effect
13 prior to the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950, and
14

this section, had not been enacted.

15

" (4) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

16

Trust Funds and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund

17

annually, as benefits under this title and part A of title

18

XVIII are paid after June 30, 2015, such sums as the Sec

19

retary determines to be necessary to meet the additional

20 costs, resulting from subsections (a) , (b) , and (e) , of such
21
22

23

benefits (including lump-sum death payments)

."

ADOPTION OF CHILD BY RETIRED WORKER

SEC. 323. (a) Section 202 (d) of the Social Security

24 Act is amended

31t9
1

(1) by striking out the last sentence in paragraph

2

(1), and

3

(2) by adding at the end thereof (after the new

4

paragraphs added by section 306 of this Act) the fol

5

lowing new paragraphs:

6

"(9) In the case of

7
S

" (A) an individual entitled to disability insurance
benefits, or

9

" (B) an individual entitled to old-age insurance

10

benefits who was entitled to disability insurance benefits

11

for the month preceding the first month for which he

12

was entitled to old-age insurance benefits,

14

ftp~-tef eh44 4 sfth ii+divAidtit4 a child of such individual

-15 adopted after such individualbecame entitled to such disabilityl

16

insutrance benefits shall be (leenie(1not to meet the requir'emnents

17

of clause (i) or (iii) of paragraph (1) (C) unless such

18

child

119

" (0) is the natural child or stepchild of such in

20

dividual (including such a child who was legally adopted

21

by such individual), or

22

"(D)

was legally adopted by such individual be

23 fore the end of the 24-month period beginning with

24

the month after the month in which such individual
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1

most recently became entitled to disability insurance

2

benefits, but only if

3

" (i) proceedings for such adoption of the child

4

had been instituted by such individual in or before

5

the month in which began the period of disability

6

of such individual which still exists at the time of

7

such adoption (45 1)(or, if such child was adopted

8

by such individualafter such individual attained age

9

65, the period of disability of such individual which

10

existed in the month preceding the month in which he

11

attained age 65), or

12
13

" (ii) such adopted child was living with such
individual in such month.

14

"(10) (452>hi the ease of If an individual entitled to

15

old-age insurance benefits (but not an individual included

16 under (453)pafag+&ph -(9)-)- elfas~es

-(D

a*4 -(i)

'of *ara

17 gNaph -(-1)-(C)- sha lliit ap~ply to a ehid of suek individial

18 tffless sffek paragraph(9) ) adopts a child after such individ
19

ual becomes entitled to such benefits, such child shall be

20

deemed not to meet the requirements of clause (i) of para

21

graph (1) (C) unless such child

22

" (A) is the natural child or stepchild of such in

23

dividual (including such a child who was legally adopted

24

by such individual), or

25

"(B)

was legally adopted by such individual be
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1

fore the end of the 24-month period beginning with

2

the month after the month in which such individual

3

became entitled to old-age insurance benefits, but only

4

if

5

"(i)

such child had been receiving at least

6

one-half of his support fr-om such individual for

7

the year before such individual filed his application

8

for old-age insurance benefits or, if such individual

9

had a period of disability which continued until he

10

had become entitled to old-agfe insurance benefits, for

11

the year before such period of disability began, and

12

"(ii) either proceedings for such adoption of

13

the child had been instituted by such individual in

14

or before the month in -which the individual filed his

15

application for old-age insurance benefits or such

16

adopted child was living with such individual in such

17

month."

18

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) of this

19

section shall be applicable to persons who file applications, or

20

on whose behalf applications are filed, for benefits under sec

21

tion 202 (d) of the Social Security Act on or after the date

22

this section is enacted.

23

202 (d) (10) (B) of such Act as amended by this section for

The time limit provided by section

24 legally adopting a child shall not apply in the case of any
ll.R. 6675-11

0322
1

child who is adopted before the end of the 12-month period

2 following the month in which this section is enacted.
3
4
5

EXTENSION

OF PERIOD FOR FILING PROOF OF SUPPORT

AND APPLICATIONS FOR LUMP-SUM DEATH PAYMENT

SEC. 324. (a) Section 202 (p) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended to read as follows:
7 "Extension of Period for Filing Proof of Support and
8
9
10

Applications for Lump-Sum Death Payment
"(p) In any case in which there is a failure
" (1)

to file proof of support under subparagraph

11

(0) of subsection (c) (1), clause (i) or (ii) of sub

12

paragraph (D) of subsection (f) (1), or subparagraph

13

(B) of subsection (h) (1), or under clause

14

subsection (f) (1)

15

the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950, within

16

the period prescribed by such subparagraph or clause, or

17

" (2) to file, in the case of a death after 1946,

(B) of

of this section as in effect prior to

18

application for a lump-sum death payment under sub

19

section (i) , or under subsection (g) of this section as

20

in effect prior to the Social Security Act Amendments

2-1

of 1950, within the period prescribed by such subsection,

22

any such proof or application, as the case may be, which is

23

filed a~fter the expiration of such period shall be deemed to

24

have been filed within suchi period if it is, shown to the satis

32_3)

1 faction of the Secretary that there was good cause for failure
2

to fie such proof or application within such period.

The

3 determination of what constitutes good cause for purposes
4 of this subsection shall be made in accordance with regoula
5 tions of the Secretary."
6

(b) The amendments made by this section shall be

7 effective with respect to (1) applications for lump-sum death
8 payments filed in or after the month in which this Act is
9 enacted, and (2) monthly benefits based on applications
10 filed in or after such month.
11

TREATMENT OF CERTAIN ROYALTIES FOR RETIREMENT

12

TEST PURPOSES

13

SEc. 325. (a) (1)

Subparagraph (B) of section 203

14

(f) (5) of the Social Security Act is amended to read as

15

follows:

16
17

"(B) For purposes of this section
" (i)

an individual's net earnings from self-

18

employment for any taxable year shall be deter

19

mined as provided in section 211, except that

20

paragraphs (1), (4), and (5) of section 211 (c)

21

shall not apply and the gross income shall be corn

22

puted by excluding the amounts provided by sub

23

paragraph (D), and

24

" (ii) an individual's net loss from self-employ

824

1ment
2

for any taxable year is the excess of the de
ductions (plus his distributive share of loss described

3

in section 702 (a) (9)

of the Internal Revenue

4

Code of 1954) taken into account under clause (i)

5

over the g1ross income (plus his distributive share

6

of income so described) taken into account under

7

clause (i) "

8

(2)

Such section 203 (f) (5)

is further amended by

9 adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
10
1-1
12
13

"(D) In the case of an individual
" (i) who has attained the age of 65 on or be
fore the last day of the taxable year, and
" (ii) who shows to the satisfaction of the Sec

14

retary that he is receiving royalties attributable to

15

a copyrighit or patent obtained before the taxable

16

year in which he attained the age of 65 and that

17

the property to which the copyright or patent re

18

lates was created by his own personal efforts,

19

there shall be excluded from gross income any such

20

royalties."~

21

(b) The amendments made by subsection

(a)

shall

22 apply with respect to the computation of net earnings from

''25

1 self-employment and the net loss from self-employment for

2 taxable years beginning after 1964.
3

AMIENDMENTS P1?ESEFN

IIN(; 1?ELAT IO(N8SII PI BETXVEEN ]RAIL

4

ROAD RETIREAJiENT AIN)

5

ABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEMS

6

SEC. 326. (a)

OLD)-AGE,, SlURVIORS, AND DIS

Section 1 (q) of the Railroad Retire

7 ment Act of 1937 is amended by striking out "1961" and
8 inserting in lieu thereof "1965".
9

(b) Section 5 (1) (9) of such Act is amended by strik

10 ing out "after 1958 is less than $4,800" and inserting in lieu
11 thereof the following: "after 1958 and before 1966 is less
1-2 than $14,800.,or for any calendar

13

"femeI974 is laess t4*ttm+

$5

0

year after
Of

I965 (454)a*4

f(-* Hii):- ealefmdff Yef

14 dtei 4-9-O is less than $6,600"; and by striking out "and
15

$4,800 for years after 1958", and inserting in lieu thereof

116

the following: "$4,800 for years after 1958 and before

17

1966, (4and4O~wu

18

(456) ",d befefe 4-9-7-1 tffi4d $6,600 fe+ yers aftef 4-#7-".

19

TECHNICAL AMENDMENT RELATING TO MEETINGS OF BOARD

$6,600 for years a~fter 1965

20

OF TRUSTEES OF THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DIS

21

ABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUNDS

22

SEC. 327. Section 201 (c)

of the Social Security Act
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1

is amended by striking out "six months" in the fourth sen

2 tence and inserting in lieu thereof "calendar year".
3
4

(457)APPLICATIONS

FOR BENEFITS

SEC. 328. (a) Section 202 (j) (2) of the Social Secu

5 rity Act is amended to read as follows:
6

"(2) An application for any monthly benefits under

7 this section filed before the first month in which the applicant
8 satisfies the requirements for such benefits shall be deemed

9 a valid application only if the applicant satisfies the require
10 ments for such benefits before the Secretary makes a final
11

decision on the application. If upon final decision by the

12 Secretary, or decision utpon judicial review thereof, such
13

applicant is found to satisfy such requirements, the applica

14

tion shall be deemed to have been filed in such first month."

15

(b) Section 216(i) (2) of such Act (as amended by

16

subsection (b) (1) of section 303) is amended by inserting

17

after subparagraph (E) the following:

18

"(F) An application for a disability determination

19

filed before the first day on which the applicant satisfies the

20

requirements for a period of disability under this subsection

21

shall be deemed a valid application only if the applicant

22

satisfies the requirements for a period of disability before the

23

Secretary makes a final decision on the application. If upon

24 final decision by the Secretary, or decision upon judicial
25

review thereof, such applicantis found to satisfy such require
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1 mnents, the application shall be deemed to have been filed on
2 such first day."
3

(c) The first sentence of section 223 (b) of such Act is

4 amended to read as follows: "An application for disability

5 insurance benefits filed before the first month in which the ap

6 plican~t satisfies the requirements for such benefits (as pre

7 scribed in subsection (a) (1)) shall be deemed a valid appli
8 cation only if the applicantsatisfies the requirements for such
9 benefits before the Secretary mOakes a final decision on the
10 application. If, upon final decision by the Secretary, o'r
11 decision upon judicialreview thereof, such applicant is found
12

to satisfy such requirements, the application shall be deemed

1-3

to have beeii filed in such flirst month."

14

(ci) The amendments macic by this section shall apply

15

with respect to (1) applicationsfiled on or after the date of

16

enactment of this Act, (2) applicationsas to which the Secre

17

tary has not made a final decision before the date of enact

18

mient of this Act, and (3) if a civil action with respect to final

19

decision by the Secretary has been commenced under section

20 ,2O5(y) of the Social Security Act before the date of enact
21

m)ent of this Act, applications as to which there has been no

22 final judicial (lecision before the date of enactment of this Act.
23
24
25

(458)oVERPAYMENTIS AND UNDERPA YMENTS

SEC. 329. (a) Section 204 (a) of the Social Security
Act is amended to read as follows:

328

1

"SEC. 204. (a) Whenever the Secretary finds that more

2 or less than the correct amount of payment has been made to
3 any person under this title, proper adjustment or recovery
4 shall be made, under regulationsprescribed by the Secretary,
5 as follows:
6

" (1) With respect to payment to a person of more

7

than the correct amount, the Secretary shall decrease any

8

payment under this title to which such overpaid person is

9

entitled, or shall require such overpaid person or his

10

estate to refund the amount in excess of the correct

11

amount, or shall decrease any payment under this title

12

payable to his estate or to any other person on the basis of

13

the wages and self-employment income which were the

14

basis of the payments to such overpaid person, or shall

15

apply any combination of the foregoing.

16

" (2) With respect to payment to a person of less

17

than the correct amount, the Secretary shall make pay

18

ment of the balance of the amount due such underpaid

19

person, or, if such person dies before payments are com

20

pleted or before negotiating one or more checks represent

21

ing correct payments, disposition of the amount due shall

22

be made under regulationsprescribedby the &ecretaryin

23

such order of priority as he determines will best carry out

24

the purposes of this title."
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1

(b) Section 204(b) of such Act is amended to read as

2 follows:
3

"(b) In any case in which more than the correct amount

4 of payment has been made, there shall be no adjustment of
5

payments to, or recovery by the United States from, any

6 person who is without fault if such adjustment or recovery
7

would defeat the purpose of this title or would be against

8

equity and good conscience."

9

(459)PAYMENTS

10

OF THE

SAME FAMIILY
11

12

TO TWO OR MO1RE INDIVIDUALS

S.c. 330. Section 205(n) of the Social Security Act is

amended to read as follows:

13

"(n) The Secretary may, in his discretion, certify to the

14

Managing Trustee any two or more individuals of the same

15

family for joint payment of the total benefits payable to such

16

individuals for any month, and if one of such individuals dies

17

before a check representing such joint payment is negotiated,

IS

payment of the amount of such unnegotiated check to the

19, surviving individual or individuals may be authorized in
20

accordance with regulationsof the Secretary of the Treasury;

21

except that appropriate adjustment or recovery shall be

22

made under section 204 (a) with respect to so much of the

23

amount of such check as exceeds the amount to which such

3:,30
1

surtn'ving individuad or individuals are entitled under this

2 title for such month."

3 (460)VALIDATING
4

CERTIFICATES

FILED BY MINISTERS

SEc. 331. (a) Section 1402(e) of the Internal Revenue

5 Code of 1954 (relating to certificates to waive tax on self6 employment income in the case of ministers, members of
7 religious orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is

8 amended by striking out paragraphs(5) and (6) and insert
9 ing in lieu thereof the following:

10

"(5) OPTIONAL

PROVISION

FOR CERTAIN

CER

1967.-Not

11

TIFICATES FILED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 16,

12

withstanding any other provision of this section, in any

13

case where an individualhas derived earnings in any tax

14

able year ending after 1954 from the performanceof serv

15

ice described in subsection (c) (4), or in subsection (c)

16

(5) insofar as it related to the performance of service by

17

an individual in the exercise of his profession as a Chris

18

tian Science practitioner,and has reported such earnings

19

as self-employment income on a return filed on or before

20

the due date prescribed for fl~ing such return (including

21

any extension thereof)

22

"(A) a certificate filed by such individual on or

23

before April 15, 1965, which (but for this subpara

24

graph) is ineffective for the first taxable year ending

25

after 1954 for which such a return was filed shall be
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1

effective for such first taxable year and for all suc

2

ceeding taxable years, provided a supplemental cer

3

tificate is filed by such individual (or a fiduciary

4

acting for such individual or his estate, or his sur

5

vivor within the meaning of section 205(c) (1) (C)

6

of the Social Security Act) after the date of enact

7

ment of this paragraphand on or before April 15,

8

1967, and

9

"(B) a certificate filed after the date of en act

10

ment of this paragraph and on or before April 15,

11

1967, by a survivor (within the meaning of section

12

205(c) (1)(C) of the Social Security Act) of such

13

an individual who died on or before April 15, 1965,

14

may be effective, at the election of the person filing

15

such a certificate, for the first taxable year ending

16

after 1954 for which such a return was filed and

17

for all succeeding years,

18

but only if

19

" (i) the tax under section 1401 in respect to all

20

such individual'sself-employment income (except for

21

underpayments of tax attributable to errors made

22

in good faith), for each such year described in sub

23

paragraphs (A) and (B), is paid on or before

24

April 15, 1967, and

25

" (ii) in any case where refund has been made of
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1

any such tax which (but for this paragraph) is an

2

overpayment, the amount refunded (including any

3

interest paid under section 6611) is repaid on or

4

before April 15, 1967.

5

The provisions of section 6401 shall not apply to any

6

payment or repayment described in this paragraph."

7

(b) In the case of a certificate or supplemental certificate

8 filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5) of the InternalRevenue
9 Code
10

(1) for purposes of computing interest, the due date

1.1

for the payment of the tax under section 1401 of such

12

Code which is dute for any taxable year solely by reason

13

of the filing of a certificate ?Lhich is effective under such

14

section 14092(e) (5) shall be April 15, 1967;

.15

(2) for purposes of section 6501 of such Code, the

16

statutory period for the assessment of any tax for any

-17

taxable year for which tax is due solely by reason of the

-118

fl~ing of such certificate shall not expire before April 16,

19

1970; and

20

Y(3) for purposes of section 6651 of such Code (re

21.

lating to addition to tax for failure to file tax return),

22

the amount of tax required to be shown on the return

239

shall not include tax under section 1401 of such Code

24

which is due for any taxable year solely by reason of the
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1

filing of a certificate which is effective under section

2

1402(e) (5).

3

(c) Notwithstanding anyl

4

provision of section 205(c)

(5) (F) of the Social Security Act, the Secretary of Health,

5 Education, and Welf arc may conform, before April 16,
6 1970, his records to tax returns or statements of earnings
7 which constitute self-employment income solely by reason of
8

the filing of a certificate ?Ih'ich is effective under section

9

1402 (e) (5) of such Code.

10

(d) The amendments made by this section shall be ap-

II

plicable (except as otherwise specifically provided therein)

1-2

only to certificates with respect to which supplemecntal cer

1-3

tificates are filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5) (A) of such

1-4

Code after the date of the (enactment of this Act, and to cer

15

tificates filed pursuant to section 1402(e) (5) (B) after such

16

date; except that no monthly benefits under title II of the

-17 Social Security Act for the month in which this Act is enacted
I18

or any prior month shall be payable or increased by reason

19

of such amendments, and no lump-sum death payment under

20

such title shall be payable or increased by reason of such

21

amendments in the case of any individual who died prior to

22

the date of the enactment of this Act.

23

tion 1402(e) (5) and (6) of the Internal Revenue Code of

24

1954 which were in effect before the date of enactment of this

The provisions of see
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1 Act shall be applicable with respect to any certificate filed
2 pursuant thereto before such date if a supplemental certificate
3 is not filed with respect to such certificate as provided in this
4 section.
5

(461)DETERAIINATION

6
7

OF ATTORNEYS'

PROCEEDINGS UNDER TITLE II

SEC. 332. The heading of section 206 of the Social

8 Security Act is amended to read
9

10

FEES IN COURT

CLAIMANTS"

"REPRESENTATION

OF

Such section is further amended by inserting

"(a)" after "SEC. 206." and by adding at the end of such

11 section the following new subsection:
12

"(b) (1) Whenever a court renders a judgment favor

13 able to a claimant who was represented before the court by
14

an attorney, the court may determine and allow as part of

15

its judgment a reasonable fee for such representation, not in

16

excess of 25 percent of the total of the past due benefits to

17

which the claimant is entitled by reason of such judgment, and

18

the Secretary may, notwithstanding the provisions of section

19 205(i), certify the amount of such fee for payment to such
20

attorney out of, and not in addition to, the amount of such

21

past-due benefits. In case of any such judgment, no other fee

22 may be payable or certified for payment for such repre
23 sentation except as provided in this paragraph.
24

"(2) Any attorney who charges, demands, receives, or

25

collects for services rendered in connection with proceedings
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1 before a court to which paragraph (1) is applic~able any
2amount in excess of that allowed by the court thereunder

3 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction there
4 of shall be subject to a fine of not more than $500, or
5 imprisonment for not more than one year, or both."
6
7
8

(462)CONTINuATION

OF WIDOW' S AND WIDOWER'S

INSURANCE BENEFITS AFTER REMARRIAGE

SEC. 333. (a) (1) Subsection (e) of section ~202 of the

9 Social Security Act, as amended by section 308 of this Act,
10 -is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
11 paragraph:
12

" (4) If

a widow, after attaining the age of 60,

13 marries an individual (other than one described in sub
14 paragraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (3))' such marriage
15 shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed not to
16 have occurred; except that, notwithstanding the provisions

17 of paragraph (2) and subsection (q), such widow's in
18 surance benefit for the month in which such marriage
19

Occurs and each month thereafter prior to the month in

20

which the husband dies or such marriage is otherwise

21

terminated, shall be equal to 50 per centum of the primary

22

insurance amount of the deceased individual on whose wages

23

and self-employment income such benefit is based."

24

(2) Paragraph (2) of such subsection, as amended

25 by section 307 of this Act, is further amended by inserting
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1 before the-comma "and paragraph (4) of this subsection".
2

(b) (1) Subsection

(f) of such section is amended by

3 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
4

"(5) If

a widower,

after attaining the

age of

5 62, marries an individual (other than one described in

6 subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (4)), such mar
7 riage shall, for purposes of paragraph (1), be deemed

8 not to have occurred; except that, notwithstanding the pro
9 visions of paragraph (3). such widower's insurance benefit
10 for the month in which such marriage occurs and each
11

month thereafter prior to the month in which the wife

12 dies or such marriageis otherwise terminated, shall be equal
13 to 50 per centum of the primary insurance amount of the de

14 ceased individual on whose wages and self-employment in
15
16

come such benefit is based."
(2) Paragraph (3) of such subsection is amended by

17 striking out "Such" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except
18
19

as provided in paragraph(5), such".
(c) (1) Paragraph (2) (B) of subsection (k) of such

20 section 202 is amended by inserting "(other than an indi

(f) (5) applies)" after

21

vidual to whom subsection (e) (4) or

22

"Any individual" and by adding at the end thereof the

23 following new sentence: "Any individual who is entitled for
24 any month to more than one widow's or widower's insurance
25 beneflt to which subsection (e) (4) or

(f) (5) applies shall
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1 be entitled to only one such benefit for such month, such
2 benefit to be the largest of such benefits.".
3

(2) Paragraph (3) of such subsection is amended by

4 inserting "(A)" after "(3)" and by adding at the end
5 thereof the following new subparagraph:
6

" (B) If an individual is entitled for any month to a

7 widow's or widower's insurance benefit to which subsection

8 (e) (4) or (f) (5) applies and to any other monthly insur
9 ance benefit under section 202 (other than an old-age
10

insurance benefit), such other insurance benefit for such

11 month, after any reduction under subparagraph (A), any
12 reduction under subsection (q), and any reduction under
13 section 203 (a), shall be reduced, but not below zero, by an

14 amount equal to such widow's or widower' s insurance ben

15 efit after any reduction or reductions under such subpara
16 graph (A) and such section 203(a)."
17

(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

18 with respect to monthly insurance benefits under section 202
19

of the Social Security Act beginning with the second month

20 following the month in which this Act is enacted; but, in the
21

case of an individual who was not entitled to a monthly

22 insurance benefit under section 202 (e) or (f) of such Act
23

for the first month following the month in which this Act is

24

enacted, only on the basis of an application filed in or after

25 the month in which this Act is enacted.
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I

(463)cnINGES IN DEFINITIONS OF WIFE, WID)OW,

2

HlUSBA ND, AND WIDOWER

SEC. 334. (a) Section 216(b) of the Social Security

3

4 Act, as amended by section 306 of this Act, is amended by

5 striking out "or" at the. end of clause (3) (A), and by insert
6 ing immediately before the period at the end thereof the follow
7

ing:

",

or (C) was entitled to, or upon application there

8 for and attainment of the required age (if any) would have
9 been entitled to, a widow's, child's (after attainment of age
1.0 18), or parent's insurance annuity under section 5 of the
I I Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended".
12

(b) Section 216(c) of such Act, as amended by section

13 306 of this Act, is amended by striking out "or" at the end of
1-4

clause (6) (A), and by in~sertingimmedialely before the period

15

at the end thereof the following:

16

or upon, application therefor and attainment of the required

17

age (if an) would have been entitled to, a widow's, child's

1-8

(after attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity

19

under section .5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as

20

amended".

21

",

or (C) she was entitled to,

(c) Section 216(f) of such Act, as amended by section

22 306 of this Act, is amiended by striking out "or"' at the end of
2:3

clause (3) (A), eind by inserting immediately before the pe

24

riod at the end thereof the following:

25

entitled to, or upon application therefor and attainment of the

",

or (C) he was
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:1 required age (if any) he would have been entitled to, a
2 widower's, child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's

3 insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retire
4

ment Act of 1937, as amended".

5

(d) Section 216(g) of such Act, as amended by section

6

306 of this Act, is amended by striking out "or" at the end of

7

clause (6) (A),

and by inserting immediately before the

8 period at the end thereof the following:

",

or (C) he was

9 entitled to, or on application therefor and attainment of the
10 required age (if any) he would have been entitled to, a
11

widower's, child's (after attainment of age 18), or parent's

12 insurance annuity under section 5 of the Railroad Retire
13 ment Act of 1937, as amended".
14

(e) Section 202(c) (2) is amended by striking out "or"

15

at the end of subparagraph(A), by striking out the period at

16

the end of subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof

17

";

or" and by adding after such subparagraph (B) the

18 following new subparagraph:
19

"(C) in the month prior to the month of his mar

20

riage to such individual he was entitled to, or on applica

21

tion therefor and attainment of the required age (if any)

22

would have been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after

23

attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity

24

under section 5 of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937,

25

as amended."
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(f) Section 202(f) (2) of such Act is amended by strik

2 ing out "or" at the end of subparagraph(A), by striking out
3

the period at the end of subparagraph (B) and inserting in

4

lieu thereof

5

(B) the following new subparagraph:

";

or", and by adding after such subparagraph

6

"(C) in the month prior to the month of his mar

7

riage to such individual he was entitled to, or on applica

8

tion therefor and attainmentof the requiredage (if any),

9

would have been entitled to, a widower's, child's (after

10

attainment of age 18), or parent's insurance annuity

1i

under section 5 of the RailroadRetirement Act of 1937,

12

as amended."

13

(g) The amtendments made by this section shall be appli

14

cable only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under

15 title II of the Social Security Act beginning with the second
16 month following the month in which this Act is enacted, but
17

only on the basis of applicationsfiled in or after the month

18

in which this Act is enacted.

19

(464)REDUCTION

20

21
22

OF BENEWITS ON RECEIPT OF

WORKMEN'S COMPENSA TION

SEC. 335. Effective

with respect to benefits under

title I1 of the Social Security Act for months after Decem
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I

ber 1965 which are based on applications flled after Decem

2 ber 1965, section 224 of such Act is amnended to read as
3 follows:
4

"REDUCTION

5

ACCOUNT

6

OF

BENEFITS

BASED) ON

DISJBILITY

ON

OF RECEIPT OF WFORKMEN' S COMPENSATION

"SEC. 224. (a) If for any month prior to the month in

7 which an individual attains the aye of 62
8
9

"(1) such individual is entitled to benefits under
section 223, and

10

"(2) such individual is entitled for such month,

11

under a workmen's compensation law or plan of the

12

United States or a State, to periodic benefits for a total

13

or partia~l disability (w1hether or not permanent), and

14

the Secretary has, in a prior month, received notice of

15

such entitlement for such month,

16

the total of his benefits under section 223 for such month and

17

of any benefits under section 202 for such month based on his

18 wages and self-employment income shall be reduced (but not
19 below zero) by the amount by which the sum of
20
21
22

"(3) such total of benefits under sections 223 and
202 for such month and
"(4) such periodic benefits payable (and actually
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1

paid) for such month to such individual under the work

2

men s compensation law or plan,

3 exceeds the higher of
4.

"(5) 80 per centurn of his 'average current earn

5

ings', or

6

"(6) the total of such individual's disability insur

7

ance benefits under section 2.23 for such month and of
8

9
10
11

monthly insurance benefits under section 202 for
yany
such month based on his wages and self-employment
income, prior to reduction under this section.

In no. case shall the reduction in the total of such benefits

12 under sections 223 and 202 for a month reduce such total
13 below the sum of
14

"(7) the total of the benefits under sections 223 and

15

202, after reduction under this section, with respect to

16

all persons entitled to benefits on the basis of such indi

17

vidual's wages and self-employment income for such

18

month which were determined for such individual and

19

such persons for the first month for which reduction

20

under this section was made (or which would have been

21

s0 determined if all of them had been so entitled in such

22

first month), and

23

"(8) any increase in such benefits with respect to

24

such individual and such persons, before reduction under

25

this section, which is made effective for months after. the
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1

first month for which reduction under this section is

2

made.

3 For purposes of clause (5), an individual's average current
4 earnings means the larger of (A) the average monthly wage
5 used for purposes of computing his benefits under section
6 223, or (B) one-sixtieth of the total of his wages and self7

employment income for the five consecutive calendar years

8 after 1950 for which such wages and self-employment income
9 were highest.
10

"(b) If any periodic benefit under a workmen's corn

11

pensation law or plan is payable on other than a monthly

12

basis (excluding a benefit payable as a lump sum except to

13

the extent that it is a commutation of, or a substitute for,

14 periodic payments), the reduction under this section shall be
15

made at such time or times and in such amounts as the Sec

16 retary finds will approximate as ncarly as practicable the
17 reduction prescribed by subsection (a).
18

"(c) Reduction of benefits under this section shall be

19

made after any reduction under subsection (a) of section 203,

20

but before deductions under such section and under section

21 222(b).
22

"(d) The reduction of benefits required by this section

23

shall not be made if the workmen's compensation law or plan

24

under which a periodic benefit is payable provides for the

25

reduction thereof when any one is entitled to benefits under
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1 this title on the basis of the wages and self-employment income
2 of an individual entitled to benefits under section 223.
3
4

" (e) If it appearsto the Secretary that an individualmay
be eligible for periodic benefits under a workmen's compensa

5 tion law or plan which would give rise to reduction under this
6 section, he may require, as a condition of certification for
7 payment of any benefits under section 223 to any individual
8 for any month and of any benefits under section 202 for such
9 month based on such individual's wages and self-employment
-10 income, that such individual certify (i) whether he has filed
11

or intends to file any claim for such periodic benefits, and

12

(ii) if he has so filed, whether there has been a decision on

13

such claim. The Secretary may, in the absence of evidence

14

to the contrary, rely upon such a ccrtification by such indi

15

vidual that he has not filed and does not intend to file such a

16 claim, or that he has so filed and no final decision thereon
17 has been made, in certifying benefits for payment pursuant to
18
19

section 20~5(i).

"(f) (1) In the second calendar year after the year in

20 which reduction under this section in the total of an individ
21

ual's benefits under section 223 and any benefits under

22 section 202 based on his wages and self-employment income
23 was first required (in a continuous period of months), and
24 in each third year thereafter, the Secretary shall redetermine
25 the amount of such benefits which are still subject to reduc
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1

tion under this section; but such redetermination shall not

2

result in any decrease in the total amount of benefits payable

3 under this title an the basis of such individual's wages and
4

self-employment income.

Such redetermined benefit shall be

5 determined as of, and shall become effective with, the Janit
6

ary following the year in which s'uch redetermination was

7

made.

8

"(2) In making the redetermination required by para

9 graph (1), the individual's average current earnings (as
10

defined in subsection (a)) shall be deemed to be the product

11

of his average current earnings as initially determined under

12

subsection (a) and the ratio of (i) the average of the taxable

13

wages of all persons for whom taxable wages were reported

14

to the Secretary for the first calendar quarter of the calendar

15

year in which such redetermination is made, to (ii)

16

average of the taxable wages of such persons reported to the

17

Secretary for the first calendar quarter of the taxable year

18

in which the reduction was first computed (but not countinq

19

any reduction made in bewefits for a previous period of

20

disability).

21

sentence which is not a multiple of $1 shall be reduced to the

22

next lower multiple of $1.

23

the

Any amount determined under the preceding

"(g) Whenever a reduction in the total of benefits for

24

any month based on an individual's wages and self-eniploy

25

ment income is made under this section, each benefit, except

3-46
1the disability insurance benefit, shall first be proportionately

2 decreased, and any excess of such reduction over the sum of
3 all such benefits other than the disability insurance benefit shall
4 then be applied to such disability insurance benefit."
5
6

(465)FA- ()ILZTA TING DISABILITY

DETERMINATIONS

SEC. 336. (a) Subsection (b) of section 221 of the

7 Social Security Act is amended by inserting before the
S period at the end thereof

",

other than individuals referred

9 to in subsection (g) (4) ".
10

(b) Subsection (g) of such section 221 is amended to

11 read as follows:
12
13
14

"(g) In the case of
" (1) individuals in a AState which has no agreement
under subsection (b),

15

" (2) individuals outside the United States,

16

"(3) any class or classes of individualsnot included

17
18

in an agreement under subsection (b), and
" (4) any individual with respect to whom the Sec

1-9

retary, in accordance with regulations prescribedby him.,

20

finds that a determination of disability or of the day on

21

which a disability ceased may be made (A) on the

22

evidence furnished by or on behalf of such individual

23

from sources of information as to examination and treat

24

nient which are designated by such individual, or (B) on
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1

the evidence of remunerative work activities performed

2

by such individual,

3 the determinations referred to in subscctiorn (a) shall be made
4

by the Secretary in accordance with regulations prescribed

5 by him."
6

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

7 shall take effect in any State which has an agreement with

8 the Secretary under section 2.21 of such Act when the Sec
9 retary finds that the implementation of section 221 (g) (4)
1.0 of such Act can be effectuated with respect to individuals in
1-1

such State withoit impeding the efficient administration of

12

the disability insurance program of such Act in such State.

13

(466)ii YMIENT

14
15

OF COSTS

OF REHABILITATION

SERVICES

FROM THE TRUST FUNDS

SEC. 337. Section 222 of the Social Security Act is

16

amended by redesignating subsections (b) and (c) as subsec

17

tions (c)

18

subsection (a) the following new subsection:

19

"9COSTS OF REHAIBILITATION SERVICES FROM TRUST FUNDS

20

and (d), respectively, and by inserting after

"(b) (1) For the purpose of making vocational rehabili

21

tation services more readily available to disabled individuals

22

who arc

23
24

"(A) entitled to disability insurance benefits under
section 223, or
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1

"(B) entitled to child's insurance benefits under sec

2

tion 202(d) after having attainedage 18 (and are unider,

3

a disability),

4

to the enid that savinigs will result to the Truist Funds ais a

5 result of rehabilltating the maximum number of such in
6

dividtials into productive act'ivity, there are authorized to be

7 transferredfrom the Truist Funds such siams as may be neces
8 sary to entable the Secretary to pay the costs of vocational
9 rehabilitation. services for sach individuals (including (i)
10 services during their waiting periods, and (ii) so much of the
I- expenditures for the admiinistration of any State plan as 'is
12 attributable to carryiqqg out this subsection); except that the
13 tota~l amiount so made available pursuant to this subsection in
14

any fiscal year may not exceed 1 percent of the benefits under

15 section 202(d) for children who have attained age 18 and
16

are unrder a disability or under section 2239, which were certi

17

fled for payment in the preceding years. The selection of in

18

dividuals (including the order in which they shall be selected)

19

to receive such services shall be made in accordance with

20

criteria formulated by the Secretary which are based upon

21

the effect the provision of such services would have uepont the

22

Trust Funds.

23

"(2) In the case of each State which is willing to dlo so,

24 such vocational rehabilitationservices shall be furnished un

25 der a State plan for vocational rehabilitationservices which
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1
2

"(A) has been approved under section 5 of the Vo
cational Rehabilitation Act,

3

"(B) provides that, to the extent funds provided

4

under this subsection are adequate for the purpose, such

5

services will be furnished, to any individual in the State

6

who meets the criteria prescribed by the Secretary pur

7

suant to paragraph (1), with reasonable promptness and

8

in accordance with the order of selection determined

9

under such criteria, and

10

"(C) provides that such services will be furnished

11

to any individual without regard to (i) his citizenship or

12

place of residence, (ii) his need for financial assistance

13

except as provided in regulations of the Secretary in the

14

case of maintenance during rehabilitation, or (iii) any

15

order of selection followed under the State plan pursuant

-16

to section 5(a) (4)

17

Act.

1.8

" (3) In the case of any State which does not have a

19

plan which meets the requirements of paragraph (2), the

20

Secretary may provide such services by agreement or con

21

tract with other public or private agencies, organizations, in

of the Vocational Rehabilitation

22 stitutions, or individuals.
23

" (4) Payments under this subsection may be made in

24 installments, and in advance or by way of reimbursement,
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1 with necessary adjustments on account of overpayments or
2 underpayments.
3

"(5) Money paid from the Trust Funds under this sub

4 section to pay the costs of providing services to individuals
5 who are entitled to benefits under section 223 (including
6 services during their waiting periods), or who are entitled
7 to benefits under section 202(d) on the basis of the wages
8 and self-employment income of such individuals shall be
9 charged to the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund,
10 and all other money paid out from the Trust Funds under
11 this subsection shall be charged to the Federal Old-Age and

12 Survivors Insurance Trust Fund. The Secretary shall deter
13 mine according to such methods and procedures as he may
14 deem appropriate
15
16

"(A) the total cost of the services provided under
this subsection, and

17

"(B) subject to the provisions of the preceding

18

sentence, the amount of such cost which should be

19

charged to each of such Trust Funds.

20

"(6) For the purposes of this subsection the term 'voca

21 tional rehabilitationservices' shall have the meaning assigned
22

to it in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, e~xcept that such

23 services may be limited in type, scope, or amount in accord
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1a-nce with regulations of the Secretary designed to achieve

2 the Purposes of this subsection."
(467)TE. tIcEr-ms IN THE STATE OF MAINE

4

SE~C. 338. (a) Section 3.16 of the Social Security
5 Amndmetsof 1,958 s amiended by sirikinlg out ''July 1,

6 1965" anid in~serting in lieu ther-eof "July 1, 1970".
7

(b) The amen~dment made in, this section shall be cifcc-

S tive as of July 11, 1965.
9 (468).1uoDIFICA TION
10

J)AKOTA
11

AN]) IOW,1A

OF

AGIEEMENT

WT

OT

IVITH JESPECT TO0 CERTAIN STU

DENTS

12

ASECX. 3319. N~otivith~staodiliy any protisioni of section 2-18

13

of the S'ocial ASccerity Act, the agreements with the States of

14

N~orthi JDakota midlJowa cJ/eredl bito pitrsutant to sutch sec

15

tion may, at the option of the State, be modified so as to ex

16

elude service performed in any calendar quarter in the

1.7

employ of a school, college, or universitly if such service is

18

performed by a student who is enrolled and is regularly

19

attendiing classes ait such school, collegye, or university and

20

if the remunierationfor .;ruch service is less than 8:5O. Any

2-1

modification of either of siuch aflreemient., purstianlt to tihis

22

Act shall be effective with respect to sercices perfjormed after

23

an effective date specified in sitch motdi/icatioii, e~i/cept tlhat
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1 such date shall not be earlier than the date of enactment of
2 this Act.
3

(469)QUALIFICATION

4
5

OF CHILDREN NOT QUA-LIFIED

UNDER STATE LAW

SEc. 340. (a) Section 216(h) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
7 new paragraph:
8

"(3) An applicant who is the son or daughter of a fully

9 or currently insured individual, but who is not (and is not
10

deemed to be) the child of such insured individual under

11 paragraph (2), shall nevertheless be deemed to be the child
12 of such insured individual if:
13

"(A) in the case of an insured individual entitled

14

to old-age insurance benefits (who was not, in the month

15

preceding such entitlement, entitled to disability insur

16

ance benefits) 

17
18
19
20
21
22

"(i) such insured individual
"(1) has acknowledged in writing that the
applicantis his son or daughter,
" (II)

has been decreed by a court to be

the father of the applicant, or
"(III) has been ordered by a court to con

23

tribute to the support of the applicant because

24

the applicant is his son or daughter,
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1

and such acknowledgment, court decree, or court

2

order was made not less than one year before such

3

insured individua~l became entitled to old-aye insu r

4

ance benefits or attained age 65, whichever is earlier;

5

or

"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evi

6
7

dence satisfactory to the Secretary to be the father

8

of the applicant and was living with or contributing

9

to the support of the applicant at the time such

10

insured individual became entitled to benefits or

11

attained age 65, whichever first occurred;

.12

"(B) in the case of an insured individual entitled

13

to disability insurance benefits, or who was entitled to

14

such benefits in the month preceding the first month for

15

which he was entitled to old-age insurance benefits

16

"(i) such insured individual
"(I) has acknowledged in writing that the

17

applicant is his son or daughter,

18

"(II) has been decreed by a court to be the

19

father of the applicant, or

20

"(III) has been ordered by a court to con

21
22

tribute to the support of the applicant because

23

the applicantis his son or daughter,
TIII..

6675

12
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I

and such acknowledgment, court decree, or court

2

order was made before such 'insured individual's

3

most recent period of disability began; or

4

"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evi

5

dence satisfactory to thc Secretaril to be the father

6

of the applicant and wtas living with or contributing

7

to the support of that applicant at the time such

8

period of disability began;

9

"(C) in the case of a (leceased individual

10
11I
12
13
14
-15

"(i) such insured individual
"(I) had acknowledgyed in writing that the
applicant is his son or daughter,
"(II) had been dcoreed by a court to be
the father of the applicant, or
"(III) had been. ordeired lby a court to con

116

tribute to the svpport of the applicant because

1.7

the applicantwas his son or da'aghter,

1.8

and such acknowledgment, court decree, or court

19

order was made before the death of such insured

20

individual, or,

2-1

"(ii) such insured individual is shown by evi

22

dence satisfactory to the Secretary to have been the

23

father of the applicant, and such insured 'individual

24

was living with or contributing to the support of
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1

the applicant at the time such insured individual

2

died."

3

(b) Section 202(d) of such Act is amended by inserting

4 after "216(h) (2) (B)" the following: "or section 216(h)
5 (3)"
6

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

7 shall be applicable with respect to monthly insurance benefits
8 under title II of the Social Security Act beginning with the
9 second month following the month in which this Act is en
10 acted but only on the basis of an applicationfiled in or aftcr
11 the month in which this Act is enacted.
12
13
14

(470)EMPJIOYEMS

OF MiEMBERS OF AFFILIATED GRO0UP OF
CORPORATIONS

SEC. 341. (a) Paragraph(1) of section 3121 (a) of the

15 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of
16 wages) is amended by striking out the semicolon at the end
17

thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a period and the follow

18 ing: "If during any calendar year an employer which is a
19 member of an affiliated group (as defined in section 1504
20

(a), but determined without regard to sections 1504 (b) and

21

(c)) employs an individual who during such calendar year,

22

and prior to the employment of such individual by such mem

23 ber, was an employee of another member of such affiliated
24 group, then, for the purpose of determining whether such
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1

member has paid remuneration (other than remuneration

2

referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection)

3

with respect to employment eqjual to $6,600 to such individual

4

(luring such calendar year, any remnuneratiton (others than

5 remuneration,referred to in the succeeding paragraphsof this
6 subsection) twith respect to employment paid (or considered
7 under this paragraph as having been paid) to such in
8

(dividuialby such other member of sue/h affiliated group during

9

such calendars year, and prior to the employment of such

101individual by such member, shall be considered as having
been paid by such member;".

II1
-112

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

13, on1y 11('ithi espcct to rievinuneration paid after 1965.
14

(471I)REUnlCED

OLD-,AG-rE

BENEFIITS,

WI17FE'S

BENEFITS,

15

11IUSILBAND S

1.6

ENT'S BENEFITS AT AGE 60

1-7

SEC. 342. (a) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202

BENEFITS,

WIVIOIVER~S

BENEFITS,

PAR

-118(f) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
-19 "62" anditnscrting'in lieu thereof "60".
2N

2

Paragraph (3) of such section (as amended by

21 sectioni 333(b) (2) of this Alct)
22

`and in subsection (q)" after "(5)".

28'
24

is amiended by inserting

(3) Paragraph(05) of such section (as amended by sec
tiot -3333(b) (1) of this Act)

is amended by striking out

25"62" and inserting in lieu thereof "60".
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1

(b) (1) Paragraph (1) (A)

of section 202(h) of the

2 Social Security Act is amended by striking out "62" and
3 inserting in lieu thereof "60".
4

(2) Paragraph (2) (A) of such section 'is amended by

5 inserting "and in subsection (q)" after "(C)".
6
7

(3) Paragraph (22)(B)

of such section is (innendedl by

inserting "and in. subsection (q)" after "(C)".

8

(c) The heading o/ s'ction 202(q) of such Act (as

9

amended by section 304(b) of this Act is am~ended to read

10 as follows: RED UCTI!ON

OFOi'O)-AGE, DISABILIT1Y, WIFE'S,
11V110 JWER'S,

TVJDOJW'S,

11

HUSBAND'S,

12

SURA NCE BENEFIT A.1101 JNTS'.

13

OR

PA RENT'S,

IN

(d) (1) Paragraph(1) of section 2 0 2 (q) of the Social
of this

14

Security Act (as amended by sect'ion. 307(b) (1)

15

Act) is amiended by striking out "or widow' s" each place it

16

appears and inserting in lieui thereof

17

or parent's".

18

(2) (A)

",

widow's, 'widower's,

Paragraph (3) of such section 9,0 2 (q)

(as

19

amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is amended

20

by striking out "or widow' s" each place it aippears and in

21

serting in. lieu thereof

",

wvidow's, widower,'s, or~ par('nt's'.

22

(B) Such paragraph is further amended by striking out

23

"a widow's" each place it appears and in.serting in IeCu

24 thereof "a widow's, widower's, or parents".
25

(C) Such paragraph is further~ amended by strikinfg out
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1 "4such widow' s" each place it appears and inserting in lieu
2 thereof "such widowi's, wvidower's, or parent's".
3

(D)) Such paragraphis further,amendied by striking out

4

"she,' each place it appears and inserting in lieu, thereof "he".
(E) Such paragraphis further aniended by striking out

6

"the age of 6,2" in subpa~ragraphs(F) and (G) and insert

7

ing in lieu thereof "the age of 60".

S

(3) Paragraph (6)

of

such section 202(q)

(as

9

amiended by sections 304 an),d 307 of this Act) is amended

1.0

by striking out "or wvidow" and inserting in, lieut thereof
"idow's,
iv

1-2

widower's, or pareuits".

(4) (A)

Paragraph (7) of such section 2 0 2(q) (as

13

amenided by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is amended

14

by striking out "or widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof

15

"utvidow's, widower's, or parent's".

-16

(.B)

Clause (E)

of su-ch paragraph (7) is amended by

17stikin out "wvidowv's" and inserting in lieu thereof "'widow's,
18.widower's, or parent's"; by striking out "she" each place it
19

appears and inserting in lieu thereof "'he"; and by strikng

20

out "her" and inserting in lieu thereof "his".

2-1.

(5) Paragraph (9) of such section (as amended by

22

section 307(b) (8)) is amended by striking out "a widow 's

23

and inserting in lieu thereof "a widow's, wvidower's, or

24

parent's".

25

(e) (1)

Clause (A)

of the first sentence of section

359

1 215(b) (3) of the Social Security Act (as amended by sec
2 tion 302(a) (2) of this Act) is amended to read as follows:
3

" (A) in the case of a woman who has died, the

4

year in which she died or, if it occurred earlier but after

5

1960, the year in. which she attained age 62,".

6

(2) Such flirst sentence is further amended by redesig

7 nating clauses (B) and (C) as clauses (C) and (I)),
8 respectively, and by inserting after clause (A) the following
9 new clause:
10

" (B) in the case of a woman who has not died,

11

the year occurring after 1960 in which she attained (or

12

would attain) age 62,".

13

(f) Paragraph (2) of section 202(a) of the Social

14 Security Act is amended by striking out "age 62" and
15
16

inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
(g) Subparagraphs (B), (H), and (J) of paragraph

17

(1) of section 20,2(b) of svich Act (as amended by section

18

308(a) of this Act) are each amended by striking out "age

19 62" and inserting in lieu thereof "age 60".
20

(h) (1) Paragraph (1) (B) of section 202(c) of the

21

Social Security Act Is amended by striking out "age 62"

22 and inserting in leie
23

thereof "age 60".

(2) Paragraph.(2) (A) of such section is amended by

24 striking out "age 62" andl ioserting in lieu thereof "age 60",
25

(i) Paragr-aph (3) (A) of section 202(q) of such Act
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1 (as amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is
2 amended by striking out "age 62 (in the case of a wife's or
3 husband's insurance benefit) or age 60 (in the case of a
4

widow's, widower's, or parent's benefit)" and inserting in

5 lieu thereof "age 60".
6

()(1)

(A) The heading of subsection (r) of section

7 202 of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
8 "or -Husband's"and inserting in lieu thereof
9
10

",

Husband's,

Widow's, WTidower's, or Parent's".
(B) Such subsection is amended by striking out "or

11 husband's" each place it appears therein and inserting in
12 lieu thereof

",

husband's, wcidow's, widower's, or parent's".

13

(2) Paragraph(3) of section 2O2(q) of such Act (as

14

amended by sections 304 and 307 of this Act) is further

15

amnendled by striking out subparagraph (E) and redesignat

16 ing subparagraphs (F)

and (G) as subparagraphs (E)

17 and (F), respectively.
18

(k) The amendments made by this section shall apply

19 with respect to monthly insurance benefits under section 202
20 of the Social Security Act for and after the second month
21 following the month in which this Act is enacted, but only on
22 the basis of applicationsfiled in or after the month in which
23

this Act is enacted.
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1

(472)DISCLOSURE,

2

COURTS

3

WHEREABOUTS

4

AND

UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
INTERESTED

WELFARE

AGENCIES

TO
OF

OF INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 343. Section 1106 of the Social Security Act is

5 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
6 subsection:
7

"(c) Upon the request of the welfare agency of a State

8 or a political subdivision thereof, or of a court of competent
9 jurisdiction, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wfei
10 fare shall disclose promptly the most recent address contained
11 in the files of the Department of Health, Education, and
12

Welfare for any individual who is certified by such agency

13 or court as failing, without lawful excuse, to provide for the
14

support and maintenance (1) of his wife in destitute or

15 rnecessitous circumstances, or (2) of his or her minor child
16 or children under the age of 16 in destitute or necessitous
17

circumstances. Such disclosure shall be made only if the

18

request is made by the agency or court on behalf of such

19 wife or such child or children; and the address so obtained
20

shall be used by the agency or court only on their behalf.

21

The provisions of subsection (a) with respect to penalties for

22

unaut?,orized disclosure, and the provisions of subsection (b)

23

?'.'ith respect to payments for the cost of obtaining informa
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1 tion, shall (under such regulations as the Secretary of
2 Health, Education, and W~elfare shall prescribe) apply to
3

the disclosure of any address mider this subsection."

4 (47 3)ADDITIONAL

5
6
7

PEI•RIOD

FOR FILING OF MINISTERS

CERTIFICA TES

SEC. 344. (a) Clause (B)

of section 1402(e) (2) of

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to time for

8 filing waiver certificate by ministers, members of religious
9 orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is amended by
10

striking out "his second taxable year ending after 1962"

11

and inserting in lieu thereof "his second taxable year ending

12

after 1963".

13

(b)

Section 1402 (e) (3)

of such Code (relating to

14

effective date of certificate) is amended by adding at the

15

end thereof the following new subparagraph:

16

"(D) Notwithstanding the first sentence of sub

17

paragraph (A), if an individual files a certificate

-18

after the date of the enactment of this subparagraph

19

and on or before the due date of the return (includ

20

ing any extension. thereof) for his second taxable

21

year ending after 1963, such certificate shall be

22

effective for his first taxable year ending after

23

1962 and all succeeding years."

24
25

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b)

shall be applicable only with respect to certificates filed pur

3(3;3'
1 sucant to section 1402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of

2 1954 after the date of the enactment of this Act; except
3 that no monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security
4 Act for the month in which this Act is enacted or any prior
5 month shall be payable or increased by reason of such
6 amendments.
7

(474)!NTEIRRELA TIONSIIIP

8

F1T~S AND) INCREASED

BETWEEN

SOCIAL

VETERAN~S'

SECURITY

BENIE

BENEFITS

9

SEC. 345. (a) Section 503 of title 38, United States

10

Code, is amended by inserting "(a)" after "503", and by

11 addin~g at the end thereof the following:
12

"(b) Not-withstanding the provisions of subsection (a),

13 in the case of any individual
14

"(1) who, for the first month after the month in

15

which the Social Security Amendments of 1965 is en

16

acted. is entitled to a monthly insurance benefit payable

17

under section 202 or 223 of the Social Security Act,

18

"(2) who, for such month, is entitled to a monthly

19

bene-fit payable under the provisions of this chapter,

20

or under the first sentence of section 9(b) of the Vet

21

erans' Pension Act of 1959, and

22

"(3) whose insurance benefit referred to in clause

23

(1) for any subsequent month is increased by reason of

24

the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of

25

1965,
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1 there shall not be counted, in determining the annual income
2 of such individual, so much of the insurance benefit referred
3 to in clause (1) for any subsequent month as i~s equal to the
4

amount by which such insurance benefit is increased by rea

5 son of the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of
6 1965."~
7
8

9

(475)RECTIFYING

ERROR

IN INTERPRETING

LAWT

WITH

RESPECT TO CERTAIN SCHOOL EM'PLOYEES IN ALASKA

SEC. 346. For purposes of the agreement under section

10 218 of the Social Security Act entered into by the State of
-11 Alask&a, or its predecessor the Territory of Alaska, where
12

employees of an,integral,unit of a political subdivision of the

13 State or Territory of Alaska have in good faith been in
14 eluded under the State or Territory's agreement as a coverage
15

group1 on the basis that such integral unit of a political sub

16

division was a political subdivision, then such unit of the

17

political subdivision shall, for purposes of section 218(b) (2)

is

Of such Act, be deemed to be a political subdivision,, and

19

employees performingi~ services within such unit shall be

20

deemed to be a coverage group, effective with the effective

21

date specified in such agreement or modification of such

22

a~greemient with respect to such coverage group and ending

23

with the last day of the year in which this Act is enacted.
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1

(476)CONTINUATION

2

OF CHILD' S INSURANCE BENEFITS

AFTER ADOPTION BY BROTHER OR SISTER

SEC. 347. (a) Section 202(d) (1) (D) of t-he Social
4

Security Act (as amended by section 306(b) of this Act)
5is further amended by striking out "or uncle" and inserting

6 in lieu thereof "-uncle, brother, ar sister".
7

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply

8 only with respect to monthly insurance benefits under title II
9

of the Social Security Act for months after the month in

10

which this Act is enacted; except that, in the case of an

11

individual who was not entitled to child's insurance benefits

12

under section 2092(d) of such Act for the month in which

13

this Act was enacted, such amendment shall apply only on

14

the basis of an application fl~ed in or after the month in,

15

which this Act is enacted.

16

(47 7)DIS. BILITY INSUR.ANCE BENEFITS FOR T71lE, BLI[ND;

17

SPECIAL PROVI~SIONS

18
19

SEC. 348. (a) (1) Section 223(a) (1) (B) of the Social

Security Act is amended to read as follows:

20

"(B) in the case of any individual other than an

21

individual whose disability Its blindness (as defined in,

22

subsection (c) (2)), has not attainedi the age of 65,".

23

(2) That part of paragraph (2) of section 9223(a) of
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1 such Act which precedes subparagraph (A)

thereof is

2 amended by inserting immediately after "(if a man)" the
3 following:

",

and, in the case of any individual whose dis

4 ability is blindness (as defined in subsect'ion (c) (2)), as
5 though he were a fully insured individual,".
6

(b) (1) Paragraph (1) of subsection. (c) of section

7 223 of such Act is amended
8
9
10

(1) by inserting "(other than an individual whose
disability is blindness, as defined in paragraph (2))"
after "An individual"; (and

11

(2) by adding at the end thereof (after and below

12

subparagraph (B)) the following new sentence: "An

13

individual whose disability is blindness *(as defined in

14

paragraph (2)) shall be insured for disability insurance

15

benefits in. any month if he had not less than six quarters

16

of coverage before the quarter in which such month

17

occurs."

18

(2) Paragraph (2) of subsection (c) of section 223

19

of such Act (as amended by section 303(a) (2) of this

20 Act) is further amended by striking out the first sentence
21

and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The term 'dis

22

ability' means (A) inability to engage in any substantial

23 gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable
24 physical or mental impairment or (B) blindness. The term
25

'blindness' means central visual acuit~y of 20/200 or less

2) 67

1 in the better eye with the use of correcting lenses, or visual

2 acuity greater than 20/200 if accompanied by a limitation
3 in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter of the
4 visual field sutbtends an angle no greater than twenty
5 degrees."
6

(c) Paragraph (1) (B) of subsection (d) of section

7 223 of such Act (added by section 303(c) of this Act)
8 is amended by striking out "the month in which he attains
9 age 65" and inserting in lieu thereof "in the case of any
10 individual other than an individual whose disability is blini
11ness (as defined in subsection (c) (2) ), the month in which
12 he attains age 65".
13

(d) (1) The first sentence of section 216(i) (1)

of

14 such Act (as amended by section 303 (a) (1) of this Act)
15

is further amended by striking out " (B) " and all that fol

16 lows, and inserting in lieu thereof the following: " (B)
17
18

blindness (as defined in section 223(c) (2) )."
(2) The second sentence of such section 216(i) (1) is

19 repealed.
20

(e) The first sentence of section 222(b) (1) of such

21

Act is amended by inserting "(other than such an individual

22

whose disability is blindness, as defined in section 223(6)

23

(2))" after "an individual entitled to disability insurance

24 benefits".
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1

()The

amendments made by this section shall apply

2 only -with respect to monthly benefits under title II of the
3' Social Security Act for months after the second month
4 following the month in which this Act is enacted, on the
5 basis of applicationsfor such benefits filed in or after such
6 second month.

7

TITLE IV-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

8 INCREASED FEDERAL PAYMENTS TINDER PUBLIC ASSIST
9

ANCE TITLES OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

10

SEC. 401. (a) Section 3 (a) (1) of the Social Security

11

Act is amended (1) by striking out, in so much thereof as

12

precedes clause (A), "during such quarter" and inserting in

13

lieu thereof "during each month of such quarter"; (2) by

14 striking out, in clause (A), "29/35", "any month", and
15

"$35" and inserting in lieu thereof "31/37", "such month",

16 and "$37", respectively; and (3) by striking out clauses
17
18
19

(B) and (C) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(B) the larger of the following:
"

(i) (I) the Federal percentage

(as defined

20

in section 1101 (a) (8) ) of the a-mount by which

21

such expenditures exceed the amount which may be

22

counted under clause (A), not counting so much of

23

such excess with respect to such month as exceeds

24

the product of $38 multiplied by the total number

25

of recipients of old-age assistance for such month,

3369
1

plus (II) 15 per centum of the total expended dur

2

ing such month as old-age assistance under the State

3

plan in the form of medical or any other type of

4

remedial care, not counting so much of such ex

5

penditure with respect to such month as exceeds the

6

product of $15 multiplied by the total number of

7

recipients of old-age assistance for such month, or

8

" (ii) (I) the Federal medical percentage (as

9

defined in section 6 (c)

) of the amount by which

10

such expenditures exceed the maximum which may

11

be counted under clause (A) , not counting so much

12

of any expenditures with respect to such month as

1.3

exceeds (a) the product of $52 multiplied by the

14

total number of such recipients of old-age assistance

15

for such month, or (b) if smaller, the total ex

16

pended as old-age assistance in the form. of medical

17

or any other type of remedial care with respect to

18

such month plus the product of $37 multiplied by

19

such total number of such recipients, plus (II) the

20

Federal percentage of the amount by which the

21

total expended during such month as old-age as

22

sistance under the State plan exceeds the amount

23

which may be counted uinder clause (A) and the

24

preceding provisions of this clause (B) (ii), not
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1

counting so much of such excess with respect to such

2

month as exceeds the product of $38 multiplied by

3

the total number of such recipients of old-age as

4

sistance for such month ;".

5

(b) Section 1603 (a) (1) of such Act is amended (1)

6 by striking out, in so much thereof as precedes clause (A),
7

"during such quarter" and inserting in lieu thereof "during

8 each month of such quarter"; (2) by striking out, in clause
9

(A),2 "29/35", "any month", and "$35" and inserting in

10

lieu thereof "3 1/37", "such month", and "$37", respec

11

tively; and (3) by striking out clauses (B) and (C) and

12 inserting in lieu thereof the following:
13
14

"(B) the larger of the following:
it(i) (I) the Federal percentage

(as defined

) of the amount by which

15

in section 1101 (a) (8)

16

such expenditures exceed the amount which may be

17

counted under clause (A), not counting so much

18

of such excess with respect to such month as ex

19

ceeds the product of $38 multiplied by the total

20

number of recipients of aid to the aged, blind, or

21

disabled for such month, plus (II) 15 per centurn

22

of the total expended during such month as aid to

23

the aged, blind, or disabled under the State plan in

24

the form of medical or any other type of remedial

25

care, not counting so much of such expenditure with
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1

respect to such month as exceeds the product of $15

2

multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to

3

the aged, blind, or disabled for such month, or

4

" (ii) (I) the Federal medical percentage (as

) of the amount by which

5

defined in section 6 (c)

6

such expenditures exceed the maximum which may

7

be counted under clause (A), not counting so much

8

of any expenditures with respec~t to such month as

9

exceeds (a) the product of $52 multiplied by the

10

total number of such recipients of aid to the aged,

11

blind, or disabled for suich month, or (b) if smaller,

12

the total expended as aid to the aged, blind, or dis

13

abled in the form of medical or any other type of

14

remedial care with respect to such month plus the

15

product of $37 multiplied by such total number

16

of such recipients, plus (II) the Federal percentage

17

of the amount by which the total expended during

18

such month as aid to the aged, blind, or disabled

19

under the State plan exceeds the amount which

20

may be counted under clause (A) and the preced

21

ing provisions of this clause (B) (ii) , not counting

22

so much of such excess with respect to such month

23

as exceeds the product of $38 multiplied by the

24

total number of such recipients of aid to the aged,

25

blind, or disabled for such month;".
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1

(c) Section 403 (a) (1) of such Act is amended (1) by

2 striking out "fourteen-seventeenthis"

and "$17" in clause

3

(A) and inserting in lieu thereof "five-sixths" and "$18",

4

respectively; and (2) by striking out "$30" in clause (B)

5 and inserting in lieu thereof "$32".
6

(d) Section 1003 (a) (1) of such Act is amended (1)

7

by striking out, in clause (A), "29/35" and "$35" and

8

inserting in lieu thereof "3 1/37" and "$37", respectively;

9 and (2) by striking out, in clause (B), "$70" and insert
10 ing in lieu thereof "$75".
11

(e) Section 1403 (a) (1) of such Act is amended (1)

12

by striking out, in clause (A), "29/35" and "$35" and

13

inserting in lieu thereof "3 1/37" and "$37", respectively;

14

and (2) by striking out, in clause (B), "$'70" and inserting

15

in lieu thereof "$75".

16

(f) The amendments made by this section shall apply

17

in the case of expenditures made after (478) Deeeffief "

18

June 30, 1965, under a State plan approved under title I,

19 IV, X, XIV, or XVI of the Social Security Act.
20

PROTECTIVE PAYMENTS

21

SEc. 402. (a) Section 6 (a) of the Social Security Act

22

(as amended by section 221 of this Act) is amended by aldd

23

ing at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such

24 term also includes payments which are not included within
25

the meaning of such term under the preceding sentence, but
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1 which would be so included except that they are made on
2 behalf of such a needy individual to another individual who
3

(as determined in accordance with standards prescribed by

4 the Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare
5 of such needy individual, but only with respect to a State
6 whose State plan approved under section 2 includes provi
7 sion for
8

"(1)

determination by the State agency that such

9

needy individua~l has, by reason of his physical or

10

mental condition, such inability to manage funds that

11

making payments to him would be contrary to his wel

12

fare and, therefore, it is necessary to provide such

13

assistance through payments described in this sentence;

14

" (2) making such payments only in cases in which

15

such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable

16

under the State plan for determining need and the

17

amount of old-age assistance to be paid (and in con-

is,

junction with other income and resources), meet all the

19

need of the individuals with respect to whom such pay

20

ments are made;

21

" (3) undertaking and continuing special efforts to

22

protect the welfare of such individual and to improve,

23)

to the extent possible, his capacity for sell-care and to

24

manage funds;

25

"(4)

periodic review by such State agency of the
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1

determination under paragraph (1) to ascertain whether

2

conditions justifying such dcternmination still exist, with

3

provision for ternination of such payments if they do not

4

and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian or

5

other legal representative, as described in section 1111,

6

if and when it appears that such action will best serve

7

the interests of such needy individual; and

8

" (5) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State

9

agency on the determination referred to in paragraph

10

(1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made."

11

(b) Section 1605 (a) of such Act (as amended by see

12 tion 221 of this Act) is amended by adding at the end
13 thereof (after and below paragraph (2) ) the following new
14

sentence:

1-5

"Such term. also includes payments which are not included

16

within the mleaning of such term uinder the preceding sen

17

tence, but which would be so included except that they are

iS8 made on behalf of such a needy individual to another in
19

dividual who (ais determined in acc ordance with standards

20

prescribed by the Secretary) is interested in or concerned

21

with the welfare of such needy individual, but only with re

22

spect to a State whN-lose State plan approved uinder section

23

1602 includes provision for

24

" (A) determin-ation by the State agency that such

25

needy individual has, by reason of his physical or mental
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1

condition, such inability to manage funds that making

2

payments to him would be contrary to his welfare and,

3

therefore, it is necessary to provide such aid through

4

payments described in this sentence;

5

" (B) making such payments only in cases in which

6

such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable

7

under the State plan for determining need and. the

8

amount of aid to the aged, blind, or disabled to be paid

9

(and in conjunction with other income and resources) ,

10

meet all the need of the individuals with respect to

ii

whom such payments are made;

12

" (C) undertaking and continuing special efforts to

1.3

protect the welfare of such individual and to improve,

14

to the extent possible, his capacity for self-ciare and to

15

manage funds;

16

" (D) periodic review by such State agency of the

17

determination under clause (A) to ascertain whether

18

conditions justifying such determination still exist, with

19

provision for termination of such paynients if they do not

20

and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian or

2-1

other legal representative, as described in section 1111,

22

if and when it appears that such action will best serve

23

the interests of such needy individual; and

24

"(E) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State
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1

agency on the determination referred to in clause (A)

2

for any individual with respect to whom it is made."

3 (479) (c) Section 1006 of the Social Security Act (ais
4 amended by section 221 of this Act) -is amended by adding
5 at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term also
6 includes payments which are not included within the mean
7

ing of such term under the preceding sentence, but which

8 would be so included except that they are made on behalf
9 of such a needy individual to another individual who (as
10 determined in accordance with standards prescribed by the
11 Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
1-2

such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose

13 State plan approved under section 1002 includes provision
14 for
15

"(1 determination by the State agency that such

16

needy individual has, by reason of his physical or

17

mental condition, such inability to manage funds that

18

making payments to him would be contrary to his

19

welfare and, therefore, it is necessary to provide such

20

aid through payments described in this sentence;

21

"(2) making such payments only in cases in which

22

such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable

230

under the State plan for determining need and the

24

amount of aid to the blind to be paid (and in conjune

25

tion with other income and resources), meet all the
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1

need of the individuals with respect to whom such

2

payments are made;

3

"(3) undertaking and continuing special efforts to

4

protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to

5

the extent possible, his capacity for self-care and to man

6

age funds;

7

"(4) periodic review by such State agency of the

8

determinationunder paragraph(1) to ascertain whether

9

conditions justifying such determination still exist, with

10

provision for termination of such payments if they do

11

not and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian

12

or other legal representative, as described in section,1111,

13

if and when it appears that such action will best serve

14

the interests of such needy individual; and

15

"(5) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State

16

agency on the determination referred to in paragraph

.17

(1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made."

18

(480)(d)

19

amended by section 221 of this Act) is amended by adding

20

at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term

21

also includes payments which a-re not included within the

22

meaning of such term under the preceding sentence, but which

23

would be so included except that they are made on behalf of

Section 1405 of the Social Security Act (as

24 such a needy individual to another individual who (as de
25

termined. in accordance with standards prescribed by the
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I

Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of

2 such needy individual, but only with respect to a State whose
3 State plan approved under section 1402 includes provision
4 for
5

"(1) determination by the State agency that such

6

needy individual has, by reason of his physical or mental

7

condition, such inability to manage funds that making

8

payments to him would be contrary to his welfare and,

9

therefore, it is necessary to provide such aid through

10

payments described in this sentence;

11

"(2) making such payments only in cases in which

12

such payments will, under the rules otherwise applicable

13

under the State plan for determining need and the

14

amount of aid to the permanently and totally disabled to

15

be paid (and in conjunction with other income and re

1.6

sources), meet all the need of the individuals with respect

17

to whom such payments are made;

-18

"(3) undertakin~g and continuing special efforts to

19

protect the welfare of such individual and to improve, to

20

the extent possible, his capacity for self-care and to man

21

age funds;

22

"(4) periodic review by such State agency of the

23

determination under paragraph(1) to ascertainwhether

24

conditions justifying such determination still exist, with

25

provision for termination of such payments if they do not
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1

and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian or

2

other legal representative, as described in section 1111, if

3
4

5

and when it appears that such action will best serve the
interests of such needy individual; and
"(5) opportunity for a fair hearing before the Stale

6

agency on the determination referred to in paragraph

7

(1) for any individual with respect to whom it is made."'

8 (48 1)--e-) (e) The a-mendm-ents made by this section shall
9 apply, in the case of expenditures niade after Decemiber 31,
10

1965, tinder a State plan approved tinder title I (482), X,

-11 XIV, or XVI of the Social Security Act.
12

DISREGARDING CERTAIN EARNI-N'GS IN DETERMINING NEED

13

UJNDER

1.4

(48 3)BLIND, AND DISABLED

15

SEC. 403. (a) Effective (484)Ja+1Htt!z 4-, 4-966 October

16

1, 1965, section 2 (a) (10) (A) of the Social Security Acet is

1.7

amended b ystriking out

18

mination, of the first $50 per mionth of earned income the

19

State aigency may disregard, after December 31, 1962, not

20

more thian the first $10 thereof plus one-half of the re

21

nmaindcr" and inserting in lieu thereof the following'

22

except that, in making such determination, (485)e-f t4he 4t-st

ASSISTA'NCE

";

PROGRAMS

iFOR

TTJ E

AGED,

except that, in mnaking, such deter

"

2'3) $80 per fefth4 of eftiftd ineeffe (i) the State agency may
214

disregard not more than $7 per month of any income and

25

(ii) of the first $80 per month of additional income which

380
1 is earned the State agency may disregard not more than
2 the first $20 thereof plus one-half of the remainder".
3(486)(b) Effective October 1, 19605, section 402(a) (7) of
4

the Social Security Act (as amended by section 4.11 of this

5 Act) 'is further amnended by inserting before the semicolon at
6

the end thereof the following:

",

and (C) the State agency

7 may, before disregardinq the amount referred to in clauses
8
9

(A) and (B), disregardnot more than $7 of any income"
(c)

Effective October 1, 1965, section 1002(a) (8)

10 of the Social Sccurit~y Act is amended by inserting before
11

the semicolon at the end thereof the following:

",

and (C)

12 may, before disregarding the amounts referred to in clauses
13

(A) and (B), disregard not more than $7 of any income".

16

mmiefth of et~ne4 iiieefme th~e State pigeftey fffy-, atfef Deeefni

17

b~ef &34 4I-962, dhfegeft4 tiet more thae* the fiirat $4

thefeof

18

Pl**e eine-haftI4

thereof

19

the fo14ewiw-

20

the State ageuhey ffty disregeid

the fefiptiicdei-" and4 in~er4in
L-of the fti--

$80

j3Of

hif heie

mfftoth of eftffled i'ei~

ot4 me~e thfft~the Pfi'st $-20

21 thereof plis ofte ha1l of the eai*nder-"
22

(d) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1402 (a) (8) of

23

such Act is amended by inserting after the semicolon at the

24 end thereof the following: "except that, in making such
25

determination, (A) the State agency may? disregard not more
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1

than $7 of any income, (B) of the first $80 per month of

2

additional income 'which 'is earned the State agency may dis

3

regardnot mnore than the first $20 thereof plus on c-half of the

4

rentai'nder, and (C) the Stale aqency may, for a period not

5

in excess of 36 months, disregard stich. additional amnounts of

6

other income and resoutrces.,in the case of an individual w~ho

7

has a plan for achieving self-support approved by the Stat(~

8

agency, as may be necessar~y for the fulfl~lmen-t oj .su(ch /)lan?,

9

but only with respect to the part or p)arts of surch. period

10

during substantially all of wvhich he is achtally unleqgoinq

11

vocational rehabilitation;"

12

(488)(e) Effective October 1, 1965, section 1602(o) (14) of

13

such Act is amended to rca(I as, /'ollouvs:

14

"(14) provide that the State agency shall, in de

15

termining need for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled.,

16

take into consideration any other income and resources

17

of an individual claiming such aid, as well as any ex

18

penses reasonably attributable to the earning of any such

19

income; except that, in making such determnination with

20

respect to any individual

21

"(A) if such individual is blind, the State

22

agency (i) shall disr-egard the first $85 per month

23

of earned income plus one-half of earned income in

24

excess of $85 per month, and (ii) shall, for a period

25

not in excess of 12 months, and may, for a period
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1

not in excess of 36 months, disregard such addi

2

tional amounts of other income and resources, in the

3

case of any such individual who has a plan for

4

achieving self-support approved by the State agency,

5

as may be necessary for the fulfillment of such plan,

6

"(B) if such individual is not blind but is per

7

manently and totally disabled, (i) of the first $80

8

per month of earned income, the State agency may

9

disregard not more than the first $20 thereof plus

10

one-half of the remainder, and (ii) the State agency

11

may, for a period not in excess of 36 months, dis

12

regard such additional amounts of other income and

13

resources, in the case of any such individual who has

14

a plan for achieving self-support approved by the

15

State agency, as may be necessary for the fulfillment

16

of such plan, but only with respect to the part or

17

parts of such period during substantially all of which

18

he is actually undergoing vocational rehabilitation,
"(C) if such individual has attained age 65

19
20

and is neither blind nor permanently and totally dis

21

abled, of the first $80 per month of earned income

22

the State agency may disregard not more than the

23

first $20 thereof plus one-half of the remainder;

24

and

25

"(D) the State agency may, before disregarding

383
1

the amounts referred to above in this paragraph

2

(14), disregard not more than $7 of any income;

3

and".

4

ADMINISTRATIVE AND JU(DICIAL REVIEW OF PUJBLIC

5

ASSISTANCE DETE'RM\1NATT0NS

6

SEC. 404. (a) Title XI of the Social Security Act is

7 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
8 section:
9

"9ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CERTAIN

10

ADMINISTRATIVE DETERMINATIONS

11

"SEC. 1116. (a) (1) Whenever a State plan is sub

12

mitted to the Secretary by a State for approval under title I,

13 IV, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX, he shiall, not later than 90 days
14

after the date the plan is submitted to him, make a deter

15

mination as to whether it conforms to the requirements for

16

approval under such title.

17

herein may be extended by written agreement of the Secre

18

tary and the affected State.

19

The 90-day period provided

" (2) Any State dissatisfied with a determination of the

20

Secretary under paragraph (1)

21

may, within 60 days after it has been notified of such deter

with respect to any plan

22 mination, file a petition with the Secretary for reconsidera
23

tion of the issue of whether such plan conforms to the

24

requirements for approval under such title.

25

Within 30 days after receipt of such a petition, the Secretary

(489)IJ-pef
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1 shall notify the State of the time and place at which a hearing
2 will be held for the purpose of reconsidering such issue.

Such

3 hearing shall be held not less than 20 days nor more than 60
4

days after the date notice of such hearing is furnished to such

5 State, unless the Secretary and such State agree in writing
6 to holding the hearing at another time.
7

The Secretary shall

affirm, modify, or reverse his original determnination within

8 60 days of the conclusion of the hearing.
9

" (3) Any State which is dissatisfied with a final deter

10 mination made by the Secretary on such a reconsideration or
11 a final determination of the Secretary under section 4, 404,
12

1004, 1404, 1604, or 1904 may, within 60 days after (490)

13 itetiee it has been notified of such determination, ifile with the
14

United States court of appeals for the circuit in which such

15

State is located a petition for review of such determination.

16 A copy of the petition shall be forthwith transmitted by the
17

clerk of the court to the Secretary. The Secretary thereupon

18

shall file in the court the record of the proceedings on which

19 he based his determination as provided in section 2112 of
20
21

title 28, United States Code.
" (4) The findings of fact by the Secretary, (491) alnkes

22

subsantie4ly eon*4rary tE* the weight of the evideniee if sup

23

ported by gubstantial evidence, shall be conclusive; but the

24 court, for good cause shown, may remand the case to the Sec
25

retary to take further evidence, and the Secretary may tbere

385
1 upon make new or modified findings of fact and may modify
2 his previous action, and shall certify to the court the tran
3 script and record of the further proceedings.

Such new or

4 modified findings of fact shall likewise be conclusive (492)
5 un4ess sustafttip~ly eeoitrat-.y to the weight of the evidenwe if
6 supported by substantial evidence.
7

" (5) The court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the

8 action of the Secretary or to set it aside, in whole or in part.
9 The judgment of the court shall be subject to review by
:10

the Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or

11

certification as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United

12

States Code.

113

" (b) For the purposes of subsection (a) , any amend

1-4

meiit of a State plan approved under title I, IV, X, XIV,

15

XVI, or XIX may, at the option of the State, be treated

16

as the submission of a new State plan.

17

" (c) Action pursuant to an initial determination of the

1-8

Secretary described in subsection (a) (493)off A-h) shall not

19

be stayed pending reconsideration, but in the event that the

20

Secretary subsequently determines that his initial determi

21

nation was incorrect he shall certify restitution forthwith in

22

a lump sum of any funds incorrectly withheld or otherwise

23

denied.

24

" (d) Whenever the Secretary determnines that any item
WIR. 6675-13
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1 or class of items on account of which Federal financial partici
2 pation is claimed under title I, IV, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX
3 shall be disallowed for such participation, the State shall be
4

entitled to and upon request shall receive a reconsideration

5 of the disallowance."
6

(b) The amendment made by subsection

7 apply only with respect to determinations

(a)

shall

made after

8 December 31, 1965.
9

MAINTENANCE

10

11

OF STATE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

EXPENDITURES

SEC. 405. Title XI of the Socia~l Security Act is

12 amended by adding at the end thereof (after the new sec
13 tion 1116 added by section 404 of this Act) the following
14
15

new section:
"cMAINTENANCE OF STATE EFFORT

16

"SEC. 1117. (a) The total of the amounts determined

17

under sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, 1603, and 1903 for

18

any State for any quarter beginning after December 31,

19

1965, and ending before July 1, 1969, shall be reduced

20

to the extent that

21

" (1)

the excess of (A) the total of the amounts

22

determnined for the State under sections 3, 403, 1003,

23

1403, 1603, and 1903 for such quarter over (B) the

24

total of the amounts determined for the State under sec

25

tions 3, 403, 1003, 1403, and 1603 for the same quarter
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IL

of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965, is greater than

2

" (2) the excess of (A) the total of the expenditures

3

for such quarter (for which the determination is being

4

made) under the plans of the State approved under

5

titles I, IV, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX over (B)

6

the total of the expenditures under the State plans of the

7

State approved under titles I, IV,. X, XIV, and XVI

8

for the same quarter of the fiscal year ending June 330,

9

1965;

10 except that, at the option of the State, any of the following
11 may be substituted (with respect to the quarters of any
12 fiscal year)
13

for the amount determined as provided in

paragraph (1) (B) 

14

" (3) the total of the amounts determined for the

15

State under sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, and 1603 for

16

the same quarter in the fiscal year ending June 30,

17

1964; or

18

" (4) the average of the totals determined for the

119

State under sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, and 1603 for

20

each quarter in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, or

21

June 30, 1965.

22

If the substitution of the tota~l referred to in paragraph (3)

2:3

is chosen by the State, there shall be substituted for the

24 amount determined under clause
25

(B) of paragraph

(2)

the total of the expenditures under the plans of the State

388
1 approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI for the
2 quarter referred to in such paragraph (3).

If the substi

3 tution of the average for either of the years referred to in par
4 agraph (4) is chosen by the State, there shall be substituted
5 for the amount determined under clause (B) of paragraph
6

(2) the average of the total expenditures under the plans

7 of the State approved uinder titles I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI
8 for each quarter in the same fisca~l year.
9

"(b)

For purposes of this section, expenditures under

10 the plans of any State approved under titles I, IV, X,

11 XIV, XVI, and XIX and the reduction determined with
12 respect thereto under this section, shall be determined on

13 the basis of data furnished by the State in the quarterly
14 reports submitted by the State to the Secretary pursuant to
15

and in accordance with the requirements of the Secretary

16 under title I,
17
18

19

IV, X, XIVI

XVI, or XIX; and determina

tions so made shall be conclusive for purposes of this section.
"(c)

If a reduction is required under the preceding

provisions of this section in the total of the amounts deter

20 mined for a State under sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, 1603,
21

and 1903 for any quarter, the Secretary shall determnine

22

which of such amounts shall be reduced and the extent

23

thereof in such manner a~s in his judgment will. best carry

24 out the purpose of maintaining State effort tinder the Federal25

State public assistance programs of the State, and with the
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1 total of such reductions to be equal to the reduction required
2 under subsections (a) and (b) of this section."

3

DISREGARDING

OASDI

BENEFIT

INCREASE,

AND

CHILD'S

4

INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS BEYOND AGE 1 8, TO

5

THE EXTENT ATTRIBUTABLE TO RETROACTIVE EFFEC

6

TIVE DATE

7

SEC. 406. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections

8 2 (a) (10) (494)aiid (11) (D), 402 (a) (7) , 1002 (a) (8),
9 1402 (a.) (8), and 1602 (a) (495)(13) and (14) of the
10

Social Security Act, a State may disregard, ini determinhiog

11

need for aid or assistance iinider a State plan approved uinder

12

title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI of such (49,6)A+4-,- *i,, tiiii

13

p4t4 to atuy iidi-4v-di+al ttn~i tidef e II ef ~sfeh A-t4,-j

14

p~iei' to the n~iotih ift w~iiek patymfent4 of +si4*offlwitin

15

r-eeeiwe4, to the e-.4ei

16

paid to any individual mider title II of s~uch Act (or mider

17

the Railroad Retiremlent Act of 1937 by, reasou of sectioa

m~~

that sffeh pft~+yeii is Act, any am~ount

18 326(a) of this Act), for any one or more months 'which
19

occur after December 1964 and before the third month fol

20

lowing the nowth iin which this Act is enacted, to the extent

21

that such payment is attributable

22

(1)

to the increase in monthly insurance benefits

23

under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance

24

system resulting from the enactment of section 301 of

25

this Act, or
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1

(2) to the payment of childs insurance benefits

2

under such system after attainment of age 18, in the

3

case of individuals attending school, resulting from the

4

enactment of section 306 of this Act.

5

EXTENSION OF GRACE PERIOD FOR DISREGARDING CERTAIN

6

INCOME FOR STATES WHERE LEGISLATURE HAS NOT

7

MET IN REGULAR SESSION

8

SEC. 407. Notwithstanding the provisions of section

9 701 of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, no funds to

10 which a State is otherwise entitled under title I, IV, X,
iii

XIV XVI, or XIX of the Social Security Act for any pe

12 riod before the first month beginning after the adjournment
13

of a State's first regular legislative session which adjourns

14

after August 20, 1964 (the date of enactment of the Eco

15

nomic Opportunity Act of 1964), shall be withheld by reason
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of any action taken pursuant to a State statute which prevents

17

such State from complying with the requirements of subsec

18

tion (a) of such section 701.

19
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-(-)-Section 2-*) of suceh Acet is further amiended by
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ont paragraphs 4)-"

anfd 41f) anfd inserting int lieu
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is amenled by str4king eta !L(er far atid te the ftge4-,blia4,

401
1d~Eisable3kd

mdief4
w
fessistafee fef the ftg-ed)-aa-hefeze-F

2 itfppeatfs.
3

-(-1

4

-(--33 So mniteh of iseE4oie 16034a)-(4)-+& pyeeedes eht~fse

-2)eegoiei 16G02--e)f stte1+ Aet is i!epeqle4-.

5 -(-A+ is ftmLeffI4e

by si1hotiet L±'iiii eti4+ i+ieff

6 fj**ter4e afi+4 iti-setifig i-ft lett tliefeE "~d±Htfi
7aifd 4y ~iigo-4
8 t~ind

of suf4~

-+ua-h qinffi4ei

ip~effditffes
e±(h~R
forlpew~+

pftA -B of tito X-VMI fo+ inudi,4dttft4 who fie,

9 ents of wiofey paeyieffts ti~fl4ei s~iwr plftf ttRd Eotlhf+mvi
10

pfeffiimffs few- neie,&al oi- aft+W othep t,-vp of few*in,4it efte of

11

the cost thefcof}-4

12

-(44) Sectioii 14G3~pH- *-(-1
A

13 byoili+gott~S~

of

RioiitliL wepe it ftvFt ippe**vs ft

14 itisertin- iii lietu t4+cveef Hati inoitth,
15 fL(whie tot-l
16

liefi theveof

f+d 4- st~ikiWg coti

1
",inev~cd
At
tha{ fe14ows eod imuseytiug 4t

Pit"

17

-(15-Seeteu
*A

18

to fead4 a fo41ows-~

19

1+AE4 is ft+fi"dt~

-(603-B) o stich Act is ftf+eH&,dd

fL-(-B3 the lle~evg peyeeti"s~

-(f-

degi~ed i* see

20

tiou44e(-(l3

21

epeidittiye~s eimeeed thie

22

eoiuned m+4e* elfttse -(-A-)- ftot eeu-tiig so H+Hch1 of

23

ftny eu-pe.BIi-n.

24

cedes th-e pr-edtet of $Th iffwtitipied b-y thbe toWa

of th~e ffmiettft by, wh+4*l ouch
imawhieh ms-fy be

wih es-peet to anfiz vflOKHd as e'

402
1

Rffl

2

41340 fEW Sifeh ffOfh-"
3

freiinsfa

otefgebi4,o

-+6-)Seetion 46,03-(a)-(-2} of saeh Aet i7s -affwh,&e4 to

4 read as follows:~
5

iL-2)-iftthe efse of VIeto Rieo~,t}+e V'fgiaI-sheftn.s

6

4*dG~taalatt

7

stims*expended d+*irif

8

blifnd-, of disfbe4Ae ffwdei- th-e State plfffi- ++ot eowm4ii

9

m**eh of ftoy e-Epeitdittir-e with ifespeet to afty ffonth *s

10

exeeeds $37.50 jittltiplied by the tota mmtifief- of Op

1.1

euts of a4d to the ftged- 4lin4
f

12

mouth+".

13

-(-" Seetioit 4-603~-(-a---3

of snelt Aot is fepefdedh

14

-(4&) SeetioiiA~~-(a-()

of sffel+ A-et is,- iedesi~-,-

it~etooiteq-h4toneli4fof theotoWof the
sffeh qttfffteras afid to the atge4,

15

as seetieu 4-603()

16

b~y sty~kifig ottt !~of ftssistaiiee

17

-(1-9-) Seetiou I

1-8

asseetion

19

bystrikiug out

20"p
21
22
23

g-fp

so

of disabhled fe*! stieh

ied

(3~)-, fid as so f-edesigufif-ed is Ewsflefied
wher-evef it appeaH-s7

f3(a,) (6& of snek Aet is

dsgltd

0 (ft)(-4)-,sofd asso f-edesignated is a-mnuded4
±"j**igf"t

-4)-! so~d inseftifig ift liett thei~eof

3

-(-24) Seetioii 403(-b-) (8+ of suek A-et is amnended by
Strikin~g ouit Hff assistasoee wher-evef it appe0ftP

424-) Seetion 1603-fe)- of stteh Aet is amended by sftrik
24fft"paftgpb-44)"
ng
weie-*f it appear~s and4 inseiting

403
1 in lieit thefeof
2 graph ~)3

g-hP.db

t-ki

u

pf

a-Rd iftser-ting ift liei th-ereo ipftragrfat4k -(4)2½'

-(2-2)-The flist seiitenee of seetion 4-6O~(a) of s&*e Aet

4 -(fts aimended by this Aet) is etieieded
5

4*by

strikin o

7

the th-ird month befofe th+e meo+Ah iic* whiieh the r-e

8

eimpiett

9

hal4 of of ftfly type of ilemediatl eaieo feeogfi5ii*4 Hndei

fmakes appliefttief fof fd-) medi

State

10

ici he

itwibehlA4of",u~d

{@)- by stpik~iige

11

ear-ef

Lof- efte in behali ofL' efteh

13

-(-23-4 Seetion 4A0.5 (h)- of such Aet is repeatkk

14

'(g}-(4)-

Seetioft 190

t 42-0-)-(G)

of sffch A-et is

15 a-meided by stfikiog out ilseetioii

I-(X)-A4)-(IAA \(i

17

{i) efd -(4)of sectOft

18
19

Km thereeo
60

"-seetiau *(a.)--(-3)(-A+

aiA -(ii-)

a(3'(4)- -() atnd -(ii
-(

Setif

I9

(e) 3)(A)L(i)

of

suteh Aet

is

20

a-mended by stfiking oct Lseetiont 9 (a.)-(4)-" an~d ifiseftif wg

21

in lieu ther-e-o "seet on &(as)-(-3) "

22

-~+ Seti

g-of te-e:eteAct of 195I is amenided

23

by strikiing oti4 " (ofther- thanf seetiott .3-(e) (-3-) thefeof)-

24

" (othef thant sectiont I60~3 (a (-3-- th-e~e-41

and
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1

(49 8)TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

2

ASSISTANCE

3 (499)-()4+-)

RELATING

TO PUBLIC

PROGRAMS

SEC. 408. (a) Section 1108 of such Act is

4 amended

5

(500)-(A± by s~4iti~g 0

6

thefee4)' " i:*d " (ethe

-(-the*! 4ihn seetieti

.- =)()

if
th seetim* 4.608-(a) (-3ythere

7
8

(501)-("B)(1) by striking out "$9,800,000, of which

9

$625,000 may be used oniy for payments certified with

10

respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B) or 1603 (a) (2) (B)"9

11

and inserting in lieu thereof "$9,800,000";

12

(502)-(C)-(2)

13

$18,750 may be used only for payments certified with

14

respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B) or 1603 (a) (2) (B)"P

15

and inserting in lieu thereof "$330,000"; and

16

(503)-(D*)(3) by striking out "$450,000, of which

17

$25,000 may be used oniy for payments certified with

18

respect to section 3 (a) (2) (B) or 1603 (a) (2) (B)"

19

and inserting in lieu thereof "$450,000".

20

by striking out "$330,000, of which

(504)-(2)-(b) The amendments made by (505 pxgah
21*+B)-(,} -(4*)-(G)- edi4 -(1*)-(P.) subsection (a) shall be effec

22

tive in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, or Guam

23

with respect to -fiscal years beginning on or after the date on

24 which its plan under title XIX of the Social Security Act is

405
on o after J*f 4, 4967,

1 (506)a~ppreved- or bennf
2 whieh~ev

is efIi

3 (507)G)

Seetioi !109 of sfeh Aet is afiefied by, stikki~g

4

eftt ~~2+

5

~

approved.

k)~1*4A+L2

6 (508)-()#+j4

afd

insrin~g

ift i ei

thereof

(c) (1) Section I1112 of such Act is amended

7 by striking out "for the aged".
8

(2) The heading of section 1112 of such Act is amended

9 by striking out "FOR THlE AGED"
Seet~e*t 441-s ef ,t"

Aet is ft*fe*d-ed by strikiing

10

(509)-(4)

12

ijeff theifeo4 £71, of NX4X+ "4-6)2, of l49092-2, &RA LA603

13 or I90O" fespeetiv-ely
14(515)oP

O

PETOMTRSTS'

SERT"ieES

15

SEC. 409. Notwithstanding any others provisions of the

16

Social Security Act, whenever payment is authorized for

17

services which an optometrist is licensed to perform, the

18

beneficiary shall have the freedom to obtain the service~s of

19

either a physician skilled in diseases of the eye or ain optomie

20

trist, whichever he may select.

21

(511)ELIGIBILITY

22
23

OF CHILDREN OVER A1GE 18 ATT7ENJ)ING
SCHOOL

SEC. 410. Clause (2) (B)

of section 406(a) of the

24 Social Security Act is amended by striking out "attedingitf at

406
1

high school in pursuance of a course of stud~y leading to a

2 high school diploma or its equivalent," and inserting in lieu
3 thereof "attending a school, college, or university,".
4
5
6

(512)DISREGARDING

CERTAIN

EARNINGS

IN DETERMIN

ING NEED OF CERTAIN DEPENDENT CHILDREN

SEC. 411. Effective July 1, 1965, so much of clause

7 (7) of section 402(a) of the Social Security Act as follows
8 the first semicolon is amended by inserting after "except that,
9 in making such determination," the following: "(A) the State
10 agency may disregard not more than $50 per month of
11 earned income of each dependent child under the age of 18
12 but not in excess of three in the samte home, and (B) ".

13

(513)FEDERAL

14
15

SHARE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
EXPENDITURES

SEC. 412. Title XI of the Social Security Act is

16 amended by adding at the end thereof (after section 1.117,
17

added by section 405 of this Act), the following new section:

18

"6ALTERNATIVE

19

FEDERAL

PAYMENT

WITH RESPECT

TO

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES

20

"SEC. 1118. (a) In the case of any State which has in

21

eff-ect a plan approved under title XIX for any calendar

22

quarter, the total of the payments to which such State is

23

entitled for such quarter, and for each succeeding quarter in

24

the same fiscal year (which for purposes of this section means

25

the 4 calendar quarters ending with June 30), under para

407
1 graphs (1) and (2) of sections 3(a), 403(a), 1003(a),
2 1403(a), and 1603(a) shall, at the option of the State, be
3 determined by apphication of the Federal medical assistance

4 percentage (as defined in section. 1905), instead of the per
5 centages provided under each such section,, to the expenditutres

6 under 'its State plans approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV,
7

and XVI, which would be included in determining the

8 amounts of the Federal pay~n(nts to which such State is

9 entitled under such sections, but without regard to any maxi
10

mum on the dollar amounts per recilpients which may be

11 counted under such sections.
12

"(b) If/the Secretary, upon apIplication by any State,

13

finds, with respect to the quiarter beginning January 1 or

14

the quarter beginning Ajn'il 1, 1.966, that the medical assist

15

ance for the aged and the assistance. or aid provided in the

16

form of medical or any other type of remedial care under

17

the plans of such State approved under titles I, IV, X, XIV,

18

and XVI, taken together, substantially meet the objectives

19

and requirements of title XIX, then, with respect to expendi

20

tures under such plans duiring rsuh quarter

21

"(1) the total of the payments to which such State

22

is entitled under sections 3(a) and 1603 (a)

23

than paragraphs (4) and (5) thereof) and sections

24

403(a), 1003(a), and 1403(a)

25

graphs (3) and (4) thereof), or

(other

(other than para

408

1

"(2) the payments to which it is entitled under

2

such sections (other than such paragraphs) with re

3

spect to expenditures as medical assistance for the aged

4

or as aid or assistance in the form of medical or any

5

other type of remedial care,

6 whichever the State may elect for such quarter and (if it
7 is the quarter beginning January 1) the succeeding quarter,
8 shall be determined by application of the Federal medical
9 assistance percentage (as defined in section 1905), instead
10 of the percentagqes provided under each such section, to
il

"(3) the expenditures under its State plans ap

12

proved under titles I1, IV, X, XIV, and XVI, which

13

would be included in determining the amounts of the

14

Federal payments to which such State is entitled under

15

such sections, if the State has elected payment under

16

clause (1), or

17

"(4) the expenditures uinder such plans, as medical

18

assistance for the aged or as aid or assistance in the

19

form of medical or any other type of remedial care,

20

which would be included in determining the amounts of

21

such payments -if the State h~as elected payment under

22

clause (2) ;

23

and such determination shall be made without regard to any

24 maximum on the dollar amounts per recipient which may be
25

counted under any of such sections."

409
Amend the title so as to read: "An Act to provide a
hospital insurance progra~m for the aged under the Social
Security Act with a supplementary medical benefits program
a~nd ain expanded program of medical assistance, to increase
1)enefits uinder the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insur
oince System, to improve the Federal-State public assistance
programs, and for other purposes."
Passed the House of Representatives April 8, 1965.
Attest:

RALPH R. R-OBERTS,
Clerk.

Passed the Senate with amendments July 9 (legislative
day, July 8), 1965.

Attest:

FELTON M.JOHNSTON,
Secretary.
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